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Brett Stevenson, Rabo Agrifinance, Inc., Big Stick, LLC, 
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CASE INFORMATION
Related Cases
CV-2016-671   (Consolidated Case) 
CV-2016-683   (Consolidated Case)
Bonds




Case Type: AA- All Initial District Court Filings (Not E, F, and H1)
Case
Status:
06/19/2018 Appealed Case -
Supreme Court Appeal




Court Blaine County District Court
Date Assigned 10/08/2017
Judicial Officer Brody, Jonathan P.
PARTY INFORMATION
Lead Attorneys
Plaintiff First Security Corporation, an Idaho corporation Bromley, Christopher Michael
Retained
208-287-0991(W)
Defendant Belle Ranch, LLC Barker, Albert Penick
Retained
208-336-0700(W)
Big Stick, LLC O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Retained
208-725-0055(W)
Fosbury, Richard D O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Retained
208-725-0055(W)
Holt, Charles W O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Retained
208-725-0055(W)
Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. Mayfield, Michael D.
Retained
801-532-1500(W)
Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Barker, Albert Penick
Retained
208-336-0700(W)
Stevenson, Justin Flood Barker, Albert Penick
Retained
208-336-0700(W)
Counter Claimant Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. Mayfield, Michael D.
Retained
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Belle Ranch, LLC Barker, Albert Penick
Retained
208-336-0700(W)
Big Stick, LLC O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Retained
208-725-0055(W)
Fosbury, Richard D O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Retained
208-725-0055(W)
Holt, Charles W O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Retained
208-725-0055(W)
Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Barker, Albert Penick
Retained
208-336-0700(W)
Stevenson, Justin Flood Barker, Albert Penick
Retained
208-336-0700(W)
Cross Claimant Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. Mayfield, Michael D.
Retained
801-532-1500(W)
Cross Defendant Belle Ranch, LLC Barker, Albert Penick
Retained
208-336-0700(W)
Big Stick, LLC O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Retained
208-725-0055(W)
Fosbury, Richard D O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Retained
208-725-0055(W)
Holt, Charles W O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Retained
208-725-0055(W)
Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Barker, Albert Penick
Retained
208-336-0700(W)





Belle Ranch, LLC Barker, Albert Penick
Retained
208-336-0700(W)
Big Stick, LLC O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Retained
208-725-0055(W)
Fosbury, Richard D O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Retained
208-725-0055(W)
Holt, Charles W O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Retained
208-725-0055(W)
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Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Barker, Albert Penick
Retained
208-336-0700(W)





Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. Mayfield, Michael D.
Retained
801-532-1500(W)
DATE EVENTS & ORDERS OF THE COURT INDEX
12/02/2016 New Case Filed Other Claims
New Case Filed - Other Claims
12/02/2016 Miscellaneous
Filing: AA- All initial civil case filings in District Court of any type not listed in categories E, 
F and H(1) Paid by: McHugh Bromley PLLC Receipt number: 0007921 Dated: 12/2/2016 
Amount: $221.00 (Check) For: First Security Corporation, (plaintiff)
12/02/2016 Notice of Appearance
Plaintiff: First Security Corporation, Appearance Chris Bromley
12/02/2016 Miscellaneous
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 12/2/2016 to Belle Ranch, LLC; Assigned to Returned 
to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
12/02/2016 Miscellaneous
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 12/2/2016 to Justin Flood Stevenson; Assigned to 
Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00.
12/02/2016 Miscellaneous
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 12/2/2016 to Elizabeth Brett Stevenson; Assigned to 
Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00.
12/02/2016 Miscellaneous
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 12/2/2016 to Rabo Agrifinance, Inc.; Assigned to 
Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00.
12/02/2016 Complaint Filed
Verified Complaint for Quiet Title
12/02/2016 Summons Issued
Summons Issued x 4
12/02/2016 Affidavit
Affidavit of Shelley W. Keen
12/02/2016 Affidavit
Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley
12/02/2016 Summons Issued
Party:  Counter Defendant  Belle Ranch, LLC
12/02/2016 Summons Issued
Party:  Counter Defendant  Stevenson, Justin Flood
12/02/2016 Summons Issued
Party:  Counter Defendant  Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett
12/02/2016 Summons Issued
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Hearing Scheduled (Clerk's Status 02/01/2017 04:59 PM)
12/21/2016 Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page 
Paid by: Givens Pursley Receipt number: 0008365 Dated: 12/21/2016 Amount: $13.00 (Credit 
card)
12/21/2016 Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Givens Pursley Receipt number: 
0008365 Dated: 12/21/2016 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card)
12/23/2016 Document Service - Returned Served
Summons: Document Returned Served on 12/14/2016 to Rabo Agrifinance, Inc.; Assigned to 
Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00.
12/23/2016 Affidavit of Service
Affidavit Of Service
12/23/2016 Document Service - Returned Served
Summons: Document Returned Served on 12/14/2016 to Elizabeth Brett Stevenson; Assigned 
to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00.
12/23/2016 Affidavit of Service
Affidavit Of Service
12/23/2016 Document Service - Returned Served
Summons: Document Returned Served on 12/14/2016 to Belle Ranch, LLC; Assigned to 
Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
12/23/2016 Affidavit of Service
Affidavit Of Service
12/23/2016 Affidavit of Service
Affidavit Of Service
01/11/2017 Miscellaneous
Filing: AA- All initial civil case filings in District Court of any type not listed in categories E, 
F and H(1) Paid by: Barker Roshholt & Simpson LLP Receipt number: 0000243 Dated: 
1/12/2017 Amount: $221.00 (Check) For: Belle Ranch, LLC (defendant), Stevenson, Elizabeth 
Brett (defendant) and Stevenson, Justin Flood (defendant)
01/11/2017 Notice of Appearance
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Defendant: Belle Ranch, LLC Appearance Albert P. Barker
01/11/2017 Notice of Appearance
Defendant: Stevenson, Justin Flood Appearance Albert P. Barker
01/11/2017 Notice of Appearance
Defendant: Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Appearance Albert P. Barker
01/11/2017 Answer
Answer Of Defendants, Belle Ranch LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett
Stevenson
01/11/2017 Miscellaneous
Filing: I1 - Initial Appearance by persons other than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Barker 
Rosholt & Simpson LLP Receipt number: 0000246 Dated: 1/12/2017 Amount: $136.00 
(Check) For: Belle Ranch, LLC (defendant), Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett (defendant) and 
Stevenson, Justin Flood (defendant)
01/17/2017 Miscellaneous
Filing: I1 - Initial Appearance by persons other than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Ray 
Quinney & Nebeker Receipt number: 0000315 Dated: 1/17/2017 Amount: $136.00 (Credit 
card) For: Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. (defendant)
01/17/2017 Miscellaneous
Filing: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Ray Quinney & Nebeker Receipt number: 0000315 
Dated: 1/17/2017 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) For: Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. (defendant)
01/17/2017 Answer
Defendant's answer to verified complaint for quiet title
01/25/2017 Miscellaneous
Filing: K3 - Third party complaint - This fee is in addition to any fee filed as a plaintiff 
initiating the case or as a defendant appearing in the case. Paid by: Ray Quinney & Nebeker 
Receipt number: 0000500 Dated: 1/25/2017 Amount: $14.00 (Check) For: Rabo Agrifinance, 
Inc. (defendant)
01/25/2017 Miscellaneous
Filing: K4 - Cross Claim (defendant v defendant or plaintiff v. plaintiff) This fee is in addition 
to any fee filed as a plaintiff to initiate the case or as a defendant appearing in the case Paid 
by: Ray Quinney & Nebeker Receipt number: 0000500 Dated: 1/25/2017 Amount: $14.00
(Check) For: Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. (defendant)
01/25/2017 Notice of Appearance
Defendant: Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. Appearance Michael D. Mayfield
01/25/2017 Answer
Rabo Agrifinance LLC's Amended Answer to Verified Complaint for Quiet Title and 
Counterlcaim, Cross-Claim and Third-Party Complaint to Quiet Title
01/30/2017 Answer
First Security Corporation's Answer To Counterclaim Plaintiff Rabo Agrifinance LLC
02/22/2017 Miscellaneous
Filing: I1 - Initial Appearance by persons other than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: 
Lawson, Laski, Clark & Pogue, PLLC Receipt number: 0001102 Dated: 2/22/2017 Amount: 
$136.00 (Check) For: Big Stick, LLC (defendant), Fosbury, Richard D (defendant) and Holt, 
Charles W (defendant)
02/22/2017 Notice of Appearance
Defendant: Big Stick, LLC Appearance James R. Laski
02/22/2017 Notice of Appearance
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Defendant: Big Stick, LLC Appearance Heather Elizabeth O'Leary
02/22/2017 Notice of Appearance
Defendant: Fosbury, Richard D Appearance Heather Elizabeth O'Leary
02/22/2017 Notice of Appearance
Defendant: Fosbury, Richard D Appearance James R. Laski
02/22/2017 Notice of Appearance
Defendant: Holt, Charles W Appearance Heather Elizabeth O'Leary
02/22/2017 Notice of Appearance
Defendant: Holt, Charles W Appearance James R. Laski
03/06/2017 Answer
First Security Corporation's Answer to Rabo Agrifinance LLC's Amended Answer to Verified 
Complaint for Quiet Title and Counterclaim, Cross-claim and Third-party Complaint to Quiet 
Title
03/20/2017 Answer
Third-Party Defendant'sBig Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury and Charles Holt's Answer to 
Rabo Agrifinance, LLC'S Third-Party Complaint to Quiet Title
03/29/2017 Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference 04/17/2017 02:00 PM)
03/29/2017 Notice of Hearing
03/29/2017 Notice of Hearing
04/14/2017 Stipulation
Stipulation to consolidate related cases
04/17/2017 DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages:
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference scheduled on 04/17/2017 02:00 PM: District Court 
Hearing Held
Court Reporter:Diana Weinberger
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: less 100
04/17/2017 Scheduling Conference (2:00 PM)  (Judicial Officer: Elgee, Robert J.)
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference scheduled on 04/17/2017 02:00 PM: District Court 
Hearing Held
Court Reporter:Diana Weinberger




Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 11/20/2017 01:30 PM)
04/27/2017 Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 12/13/2017 09:00 AM) 3 days
04/27/2017 Scheduling Order, Notice of Trial Setting and Pretrial Order
05/23/2017 Order to Consolidate
Case Nos. CV16-645, CV16-671, CV16-683
06/09/2017 Notice of Hearing
Notice Of Hearing on First Security Corporation's, Big Stick, LLC's Richard D. Fosbury's and 
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Charles Holt's Motions for Summary Judgment
06/09/2017 Hearing Scheduled
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Judgment 07/11/2017 02:30 PM)
06/09/2017 Memorandum
Joint Memorandum in Support of FSC's Big Stick, LLC's, Richard D. Fosbury's and Charles 
Holt's Motion for Summary Judgment
06/09/2017 Affidavit
Affidavit of Heather E. O'Leary in Support of Big Stick, LLC's , Richard D. Fosbury's and 
Charles Holt's Motion for Summary Judgment
06/09/2017 Affidavit
Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley in Support of FSC's Motion for Summary Judgment
06/09/2017 Motion for Summary Judgment
First Security Corporation's
06/09/2017 Motion for Summary Judgment
Big Stick, LLC's Richard D. Fosbury's and Charles Holt's
06/16/2017 Notice of Service
Notice Of Service of Belle Ranch, LLC's First Discovery Requests to Richard D. Fosbury
06/16/2017 Notice of Service
Notice Of Service of Belle Ranch, LLC's First Discovery Requests to First Security
Corporation
06/16/2017 Notice of Service
Notice Of Service of Belle Ranch, LLC's First Discovery Requests to Big Stick, LLC
06/16/2017 Notice of Service
Notice Of Service of Belle Ranch, LLC's First Discovery Requests to Charles Holt
06/16/2017 Notice of Service
Notice Of Service of Belle Ranch, LLC's First Discovery Requests to South County Estates,
LLC
06/22/2017 Notice of Hearing
Amended Notice Of Hearing on First Security Corporation's, Big Stick, LLC'S, Richard D. 
Fosbury's and Charles Holt's Motions for Summary Judgment
06/28/2017 Stipulation
Stipulation Regarding Briefing Schedule and Stay For Discovery
07/03/2017 Order
Order Regarding Briefing Schedule and Stay for Discovery
07/03/2017 Hearing Vacated
Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on 12/13/2017 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 3 days
07/03/2017 Hearing Vacated
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 11/20/2017 01:30 PM: Hearing Vacated
07/11/2017 Continued
Continued (Motion for Summary Judgment 09/19/2017 02:00 PM)
08/14/2017 Motion for Summary Judgment
Belle Ranch, LLC's and RABO Agrifinance LLC's Joint Cross-Motion For Summary Judgment 
and in Opposition to First Security Corporation's, Big Stick, LLC's, Richard D Fosbury's and 
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Charles Holt's Motions for Summary Judgment
08/14/2017 Memorandum
Belle Ranch, LLC's and RABO Agrifinance LLC's Joint Memorandum in Support of Cross-
Motion For Summary Judgment and in Opposition to First Security Corporation's, Big Stick,
LLC's, Richard D Fosbury's and Charles Holt's Motions for Summary Judgment
08/14/2017 Declaration
Declaration of Scott A Magnuson in Support of Belle Ranch, LLC's and RABO Agrifinance 
LLC's Joint Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion For Summary Judgment and in 
Opposition to First Security Corporation's, Big Stick, LLC's, Richard D Fosbury's and Charles 
Holt's Motions for Summary Judgment
09/01/2017 Affidavit
Affidavit of Chris M Bromley in Support of First Security Corporation's, Response to Belle 
Ranch, LLC's and RABO Agrifinance LLC's Joint Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion 
for Summary Judgment
09/01/2017 Response
First Security Corporation's Response to Belle Ranch, LLC's and RABO Agrifinance LLC's 
Joint Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment
09/01/2017 Affidavit
Affidavit of John Scherer in Support of Big Stick, LLC's, Richard D Fosbury's and Charles 
Holt's Opposition to Belle Ranch, LLC's and RABO Agrifinance, LLC's Joint Cross-Motion for 
Summary Judgment
09/01/2017 Opposition to
Big Stick, LLC's Richard D Fosbury's and Charles Holt's Opposition To Belle Ranch, LLC's 
and RABO Agrifinance, LLC's Joint Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment
09/14/2017 Reply
Belle Ranch, LLC's and RABO Agrifinance LLC's Joint Reply Brief for Cross-Motion for 
Summary Judgment
09/14/2017 Declaration
Second Declaration of Scott A Magnuson in Support of Belle Ranch, LLC's and RABO 
Agrifinance LLC's Joint Reply Brief for Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment
09/15/2017 Reply
Big Stick, LLCs Richard D. Fosburys Charles Holts and First Security Corp. Reply to Belle 
Ranch LLC and Rabo Agrifinance LLC joint reply brief for cross motion for summary
judgment
09/15/2017 Affidavit
Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley
09/15/2017 Motion
Ex Parte Motion to Allow Rabo Agrifinance LLC counsel to appear and argue telephonically 
at the Sept. 19, 2017 hearing on the parties cross-motions for summary judgment
09/15/2017 Order
Order Authorizing Rabo Agrifinance LLC Counsel to Appear and Argue Telephonically at the 
Sept. 19, 2017 Hearing on the Parties Cross-motions for Summary Judgment
09/19/2017 DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages:
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment scheduled on 09/19/2017 02:00 PM: 
District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Susan Israel
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: less 100
09/19/2017 Case Taken Under Advisement
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Case Taken Under Advisement
09/19/2017 Court Minutes
Court Minutes




Court reporter: Susan Israel
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby
Tape Number: DC
Party: Big Stick, LLC, Attorney: Heather O'Leary
Party: First Security Corporation, an Idaho corporation, Attorney: Chris Bromley
Party: Justin Stevenson, Attorney: Albert Barker
Party: Rabo Agrifinance, Inc., Attorney: Michael Mayfield
09/19/2017 Motion for Summary Judgment (2:00 PM)  (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.)
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment scheduled on 09/19/2017 02:00 PM: 
District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter:
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing:
09/21/2017 Change Assigned Judge
Change Assigned Judge (batch process)
10/05/2017 Order of Disqualification - Self
10/06/2017 Order of Assignment - Administrative
10/30/2017 Decision or Opinion
Memorandum Decision on Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment
11/13/2017 Motion for Reconsideration
Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury, Charles Holt's
11/13/2017 Memorandum In Support of Motion
for Reconsideration-Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury, Charles Holt's
11/13/2017 Motion for Reconsideration
(First Security Corporation's)
11/13/2017 Memorandum In Support of Motion
for Reconsideration (First Security Corporation's)
11/20/2017 CANCELED Pre-trial Conference (1:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Elgee, Robert J.)
Vacated
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 11/20/2017 01:30 PM: Hearing Vacated
12/04/2017 Stipulation
regarding Briefing Schedule on Motion for Reconsideration
12/05/2017 Opposition to
Belle Ranch, LLC's and Rabo Agrifinance LLC's Joint Opposition to FSC and Big Stick, etal.'s 
Motions for Reconsideration
12/11/2017 Notice of Hearing
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12/14/2017 Court Trial (9:00 AM)  (Judicial Officer: Elgee, Robert J.)
12/14/2017-12/15/2017
3 days Hearing result for Court Trial scheduled on 12/13/2017 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated
12/15/2017 Notice of Hearing
Amended
01/05/2018 Reply
First Security Corporation's Reply on Reconsideration
01/05/2018 Reply
Bigstick, LLC's, Richard Fosbury's and Charles Holt's Reply Brief in Support of Motion for
Reconsideration
01/17/2018 Motion
to Allow Rabo AgriFinance, LLC's Counsel to Appear and Argue Telephonically at the 
February 6, 2018 Hearing on Pending Motions for Reconsideration(Ex Parte)
01/22/2018 Order
Authorizing Rabo AgriFinance, LLC's Counsel to Appear and Argue Telephonically at the 
February 6, 2018 Hearing on Pending Motions for Reconsideration
02/06/2018 Motion for Reconsideration (1:30 PM)  (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan
P. ;Location: District Courtroom 1)
01/16/2018 Continued to 02/06/2018 - Cont - Other - First Security Corporation, an 
Idaho corporation
02/06/2018 Court Minutes
02/06/2018 DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages:
Maureen Newton, less 100pgs
02/06/2018 Case Taken Under Advisement
More briefing will be submitted
02/13/2018 Court Minutes
02/15/2018 Brief Filed
in Response to Motion for Reconsideration-Supplemental
02/16/2018 Motion
First Security Corporation's Motion to Strike
02/22/2018 Response
First Security Corp's Motion to Strike(Belle Ranch's)
02/27/2018 Reply
FSC Reply re Motion to Strike
03/07/2018 Status Conference (4:30 PM)  (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.)
03/07/2018 Court Minutes
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Big Stick, et al's Joinder in Support of FSC's Briefing Regarding Eden v. State
03/19/2018 Supplemental Brief Filed
(Belle Ranch and Rabo Agrifinance's Joint)
03/19/2018 Brief Filed
First Security Corporation's Briefing re: Eden v. State
03/22/2018 Case Taken Under Advisement
04/23/2018 Decision or Opinion
Memorandum Decision on Motion for Reconsideration
05/08/2018 Judgment
05/08/2018 Final Judgment (Judicial Officer: Brody, Jonathan P.)
Comment (Belle Ranch, LLC is the sole owner of water rights: 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-
577BT, 37-2630 subject to security interest of record)
05/08/2018 Civil Disposition Entered
05/22/2018 Memorandum of Costs
Affidavit of Albert P. Barker
06/05/2018 Notice of Estimate of Transcript Cost
06/05/2018 Motion
Joint Motion in Opposition to Affidavit of Albert P Barker
06/18/2018 Motion
to Correct Judgment
06/19/2018 Appeal Filed in Supreme Court
First Security Corporation
06/19/2018 Appeal Filed in Supreme Court
Big Stick LLC, Richard Fosbury, Charles Holt & South County Estates, LLC
06/19/2018 Notice of Appeal
First Security Corporation
06/19/2018 Notice of Appeal
Big Stick LLC, Richard Fosbury, Charles Holt & South County Estates, LLC
07/19/2018 Order to Consolidate
Appeals for Purpose of Clerk's Record and Reporter's Transcript Only
08/02/2018 Reporter's Notice of Transcript(s) Lodged
08/02/2018 Order
Amended Order Consolidating Appeals for Purpose of Clerk's Record and Reporter's 
Transcript Only
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Belle Ranch, LLC's and Rabo Agrifinance, Inc.'s Joint Response and Opposition to FSC's 
Motion to Correct Judgment
DATE FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Defendant  Rabo Agrifinance, Inc.
Total Charges 167.00
Total Payments and Credits 167.00
Balance Due as of  8/15/2018 0.00
Counter Defendant  Belle Ranch, LLC
Total Charges 136.00
Total Payments and Credits 136.00
Balance Due as of  8/15/2018 0.00
Counter Defendant  Big Stick, LLC
Total Charges 265.00
Total Payments and Credits 265.00
Balance Due as of  8/15/2018 0.00
Counter Defendant  Fosbury, Richard D
Total Charges 0.00
Total Payments and Credits 0.00
Balance Due as of  8/15/2018 0.00
Counter Defendant  Holt, Charles W
Total Charges 0.00
Total Payments and Credits 0.00
Balance Due as of  8/15/2018 0.00
Counter Defendant  Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett
Total Charges 0.00
Total Payments and Credits 0.00
Balance Due as of  8/15/2018 0.00
Counter Defendant  Stevenson, Justin Flood
Total Charges 0.00
Total Payments and Credits 0.00
Balance Due as of  8/15/2018 0.00
Other Party  Unknown
Total Charges 16.00
Total Payments and Credits 16.00
Balance Due as of  8/15/2018 0.00
Plaintiff  First Security Corporation, an Idaho corporation
Total Charges 1,239.85
Total Payments and Credits 1,239.85
Balance Due as of  8/15/2018 0.00
Plaintiff  First Security Corporation, an Idaho corporation
Civil Cash Bond Account Type Balance as of  8/15/2018 0.00
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Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
(208) 287-0991 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
DEC - 2 2016 
JoLynn Drag9, Clerk Dlstrlct 
Court !fi!!IM Coun , f(!lsho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
Case No. [/\,/ _ ·2,o ( (o.-~ Lj S-
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; BELLE RANCH, 
LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD STEVENSON; 
ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC. 
Defendants. 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT 
FOR QUIET TITLE 
COMES NOW Plaintiff First Security Corporation, by and through its attorneys of 
record, McHugh Bromley, PLLC, and for cause of action against the above-named Defendants, 
plead, allege, and aver as follows: 
PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 
1. First Security Corporation ("FSC") is an Idaho corporation in good standing with 
the Idaho Secretary of State. 
VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR QUIET TITLE 1 
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2. Belle Ranch, LLC ("Belle Ranch"), is a limited liability company in good 
standing with the Idaho Secretary of State. The registered agent for Belle Ranch is Justin Flood 
Stevenson, whose address is 111 3rd Ave. S., Hailey, ID 83333. 
3. According to the certificate of organization on file with the Idaho Secretary of 
State, the original members of Belle Ranch are Elizabeth "Brett" Stevenson and Justin Flood 
Stevenson. According to the 2016 annual report filed with the Idaho Secretary of State, the only 
member of Belle Ranch is Brett Stevenson, whose address is 310 Eureka Street, Hailey, ID 
83333. 
4. Belle Ranch executed a mortgage with Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. ("Rabo 
Agrifinance"). According to the Idaho Secretary of State, Rabo Agrifinance is a Delaware 
corporation. On August 4, 2016, Rabo Agrifinance withdrew its foreign registration with the 
Idaho Secretary of State. According to the Idaho Secretary of State, the address to which service 
of process may be made against Rabo Agrifinance is 12443 Olive Blvd. Ste. SO, St. Louis, 
Missouri 63141. 
S. This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-514( c) 
arising from the Defendants' claim to "ownership, use, or possession of real property located 
within this state," specifically, Blaine County. As will be explained, below, the real property at 
issue in this case are water rights, which are diverted from the Big Wood River in Blaine County. 
6. Water rights are real property. Idaho Code§ 55-101(1). 
7. Pursuant to Idaho Code § 6-401, this Court has the authority to quiet title as to the 
ownership of water rights. 1 
1 "An action may be brought by any person against another who claims an estate or interest in real or personal 
property adverse to him, for the purpose of detennining such adverse claim, provided that all actions to adjudicate 
water rights and obtain such a decree as to water source, quantity, point of diversion, place of use, nature of use, 
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8. The water rights at issue were decreed by the Snake River Basin Adjudication 
("SRBA") District Court. Consistent with the deeds recorded in Blaine County, Plaintiff owns 
7.5/289th of the water rights decreed by the SRBA District Court. 
9. Venue in this matter is proper before this Court pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-401 
because the real property is located in Blaine County. 
COMMON ALLEGATIONS 
10. The real property that is the subject of this Complaint are water rights. Water 
right nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 (the "Water Rights") were 
claimed in the SRBA by South County Estates, LLC. 
11. On June 13, 2008, Mountain West Bank ("Mountain West"), due to its mortgage 
with South County, filed a Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources ("IDWR"). Exhibit 1, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. The 
Mountain West Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right was acknowledged by IDWR on 
June 20, 2008. Exhibit 2, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. Mountain West's mortgage was 
recorded in Blaine County on October 14, 2005, as Instrument No. 527439 (the "MWB 
Mortgage"). Exhibit 3, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. The MWB Mortgage was included with 
the aforementioned Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed by Mountain West with 
IDWR. 
12. On June 25, 2009, Mountain West recorded in Blaine County, as Instrument No. 
568681, a Partial Release of Lien, wherein Mountain West released the lien of the MWB 
Mortgage (as described above and therein) to 7.5/289th of the Water Rights (the "MWB Partial 
Release"). Exhibit 4, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. The MWB Partial Release states: "that the 
period of use, and priority as against other water users shall be brought under the provisions of chapter 14, title 42, 
Idaho Code." Idaho Code § 6-401. 
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lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 7.5 acres of 
real property identified on the legal description attached hereto as Exhibit 'A' and incorporated 
herein by this reference and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent to relates to the Water 
Rights described above." MWB Partial Release at 1 (emphasis added). 
13. On June 25, 2009, South County conveyed 7.5/289th of the Water Rights to John 
Scherer and Charles Holt ("Scherer and Holt") by quitclaim deed (the "2009 Quitclaim Deed"). 
Exhibit 5, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. The 2009 Quitclaim Deed was recorded in Blaine 
County on June 25, 2009, as Instrument No. 568680. The 2009 Quitclaim Deed states as 
follows: 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION ... South County ... hereby bargains, 
sells, remises, releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to John Scherer, a married 
man as his sole and separate property ... and to Charles Holt, a married man as his 
sole and separate property ... to hold as tenants-in-common, all of its right, title 
and interest which it has, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County of 
Blaine, described as: 
7.5/289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources .... 
2009 Quitclaim Deed at 1 ( emphasis added). 
14. Subsequently, Scherer and Holt executed a Mortgage in favor of the Idaho 
Independent Bank ("IIB") as to "7.5/289th" of the Water Rights, and recorded in Blaine County 
on June 25, 2009, as Instrument No. 568682 (the "IIB Mortgage"). Exhibit 6, Affidavit of Chris 
M Bromley at 1. 
15. On July 24, 2009, IIB filed a Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right (the "IIB 
Security Interest") with IDWR regarding IIB's security interest in the 7.5/289th of the Water 
Rights. Exhibit 7, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. The IIB Mortgage was attached with the IIB 
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Security Interest submittal to IDWR. Id. The 11B Mortgage was acknowledged by IDWR on 
July 24, 2009. Exhibit 8, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. 
16. South County, after having already conveyed the 7.5/289th of the Water Rights to 
Scherer and Holt by the 2009 Quitclaim Deed, quitclaimed the remaining interest in the Water 
Rights by a Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure to Mountain West, which was recorded in Blaine 
County on June 17, 2010, by Instrument No. 578331 (the "MWB Deed in Lieu"). Exhibit 9, 
Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. 
17. Thereafter, on June 17, 2010, Mountain West conveyed its interest in the property 
described in the MWB Deed in Lieu to GBCI Other Real Estates, LLC ("GBCI") by Deed, 
recorded in Blaine County as Instrument No. 578364 (the "MWB/GBCI Deed"). Exhibit I 0, 
Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. Such conveyance was expressly subject to the aforementioned 
Partial Release of Water Rights, recorded as Instrument No. 568681. Id. at 2 (referencing 
"Partial Release of Water Rights recorded as Instrument No. 568681"). Thus, 7.5/289th of the 
Water Rights was owned by Scherer and Holt, with a first position priority security interest in 
favor of 11B; the remaining 281.5/289th was owned by GBCI. 
18. On August 31, 2010, the SRBA District Court issued Partial Decrees to South 
County for the Water Rights, Exhibit I I, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley, as summarized below: 
Water Priority Diversion 
Right No. Date Rate (cfs) 
37-481C 8/1/1882 3.014 
37-577BT 3/24/1883 2.2 
37-482H 8/1/1884 3.012 
37-483C 8/1/1902 15.086 
37-2630 2/2/1960 3.75 
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19. On July 22, 2011, after the SRBA partial decrees were issued in the name of 
South County, Mountain West filed a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership with IDWR 
for the Water Rights, referencing the MWB Deed in Lieu as the basis for the change in 
ownership. Exhibit 12, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. Mountain West filed the Notice of 
Change in Water Right Ownership even though Mountain West had: (a) previously released its 
interest in 7.5/289th of the Water Rights, see MWB Partial Release; and (b) subsequently 
conveyed its interest obtained through the MWB Deed in Lieu to GBCI, see MWB/GBCI Deed. 
On September 13, 2011, and even with the IIB Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right as to 
the 7.5/289th of the Water Rights on file, IDWR processed Mountain West's change of 
ownership for the entirety of the Water Rights. Exhibit 13, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. 
20. IDWR maintains and updates water right ownership records pursuant to Idaho 
Code§ 42-248. Affidavit of Shelley W. Keen at 2. When a Notice of Change in Water Right 
Ownership is filed, IDWR verifies that the form has been filled out correctly, that the appropriate 
filing fee has been paid, and that the conveyance document(s) appear proper. Id. If the 
conveyance document(s) appear proper, IDWR will change ownership of the water right(s), and 
will notify the prior owner. Id. In the event of disputed ownership, IDWR directs the parties to 
quiet title in a district court because IDWR does not have the legal authority to determine 
ownership of a water right. Id. at 2-3. 
21. On December 22, 2011, GBCI conveyed, "without Warranty," the Water Rights 
to Belle Ranch, by Special Warranty Deed, recorded in Blaine County on December 22, 2011, as 
Instrument No. 593252 (the "Special Warranty Deed"). Exhibit 14 at 1, Affidavit of Chris M 
Bromley. 
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22. On December 22, 2011, Mountain West quitclaimed any interest it had in the 
Water Rights to Belle Ranch (the "MWB Quitclaim Deed"), recorded December 22, 2011, as 
Instrument No. 593254. Exhibit 15, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. 
23. GBCI and Mountain West never obtained ownership of the 7.5/289th of the Water 
Rights owned by Scherer and Holt as a result of the MWB Partial Release and the 2009 
Quitclaim Deed, encumbered by a security interest in favor of IIB due to the IIB Mortgage. 
These documents were recorded in the real property records of Blaine County prior to the 
recording of the MWB Deed in Lieu and all subsequently recorded deeds. Accordingly, neither 
GBCI nor Mountain West could convey the 7 .5/289th of the Water Rights to Belle Ranch. The 
most GBCI and Mountain West could have conveyed to Belle Ranch was 281.5/289th of the 
Water Rights. 
24. On February 28, 2012, Justin Stevenson and Brett Stevenson, on behalf of Belle 
Ranch, filed a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership with IDWR as to the Water Rights. 
Exhibit 16, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. The conveyance documents submitted by Justin R. 
Stevenson and Brett Stevenson to IDWR were: (a) the December 22, 2011, GBCI Special 
Warranty Deed; and (b) the December 22, 2011 MWB Quitclaim Deed. On March 7, 2012, 
IDWR processed the change of ownership to Belle Ranch for the entire Water Rights. Exhibit 
17, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. 
25. On August 31, 2012, and as a result of the mortgage executed by Belle Ranch, 
Rabo Agrifinance filed a Notice of Security in a Water Right with IDWR. Exhibit 18, Affidavit 
of Chris M Bromley. 
26. On September 10, 2012, IDWR acknowledged Rabo Agrifinance's security 
interest. Exhibit 19, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. 
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27. On September 2, 2014, Scherer and Holt executed a Non-Merger Deed in Lieu of 
Foreclosure conveying the 7.5/289th of the Water Rights to IIB (the "IIB Deed in Lieu"). Exhibit 
20, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. In the IIB Deed in Lieu, Scherer and Holt conveyed "all of 
the water rights, described in Exhibit 1, attached hereto .... " IIB Deed in Lieu at 1. According 
to Exhibit 1 to the IIB Deed in Lieu, Scherer and Holt conveyed their "undivided 7 .5/289th" of 
the Water Rights to IIB. Id. at 5. The IIB Deed in Lieu was recorded in Blaine County on 
October 20, 2014, as Instrument No. 622055. 
28. IIB executed a Warranty Deed conveying the same "7.5/289th" of the Water 
Rights to its subsidiary, First Security Corporation (the "FSC Deed"), which was recorded in 
Blaine County on October 20, 2014, as Instrument No. 622056. Exhibit 21, Affidavit of Chris M 
Bromley at 3. 
29. On October 28, 2014, IDWR received FSC's Notice of Change in Water Right 
Ownership which requested a "split" of the Water Rights, so as to recognize FSC's 7.5/289th 
ownership, and included the aforementioned deeds recorded in Blaine County to demonstrate 
ownership. Exhibit 22, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. 
30. On January 12, 2015, IDWR split ownership of the Water Rights consistent with 
the recorded deeds and chain of title, Exhibit 23, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley, and as 
summarized below: 
FSCWater Priority Diversion Belle Ranch Priority Diversion 
Rights Date Rate (cfs) Water Rights Date Rate (cfs) 
37-22915 8/1/1882 0.08 37-481C 8/1/1882 2.93 
37-22918 3/24/1883 0.06 37-577BT 3/24/1883 2.14 
37-22916 8/1/1884 0.08 37-482H 8/1/1884 2.93 
37-22917 8/1/1902 0.4 37-483C 8/1/1902 14.69 
37-22919 2/2/1960 0.10 37-2630 2/2/1960 3.65 
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31. On January 13, 2015, IDWR sent a letter to Belle Ranch, and copied to Rabo 
Agrifinance, notifying them of the split in ownership. Exhibit 24, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. 
32. On March 21, 2016, more than a year after ownership of the Water Rights had 
been split to reflect the recorded deeds, IDWR received a letter from Belle Ranch's attorney 
demanding that IDWR undo the split, and restore full ownership to Belle Ranch: "This change in 
ownership was in error and should be reversed ..... Accordingly, please correct the 
Department's records of ownership of the above water rights to reflect Belle Ranch's ownership 
of the entire water rights." Exhibit 25, Affidavit o/Chris M Bromley at 1, 4 (emphasis added). 
33. On March 31, 2016, counsel for FSC sent a letter in opposition to the March 21, 
2016 letter from Belle Ranch to IDWR. 
34. On April 5, 2016, counsel for Belle Ranch replied to FSC's March 31, 2016 letter. 
35. After IDWR reviewed correspondence from Belle Ranch and FSC, counsel for 
IDWR stated that a quiet title action in district court would be necessary to resolve ownership 
between FSC and Belle Ranch: 
As you are aware IDWR does not possess the legal authority to guiet title in 
ownership disputes. Disputes over title to real property can only be resolved by a 
quiet title action brought before a district court ..... IDWR only maintains and 
updates water right ownership records pursuant to Idaho Code 42-248. The 
Department elected to process the First Security Corporation's change in ownership 
based on the materials submitted at the time with the application. Despite providing 
notice of the change to Belle Ranch on January 13, 2015~ IDWR did not receive 
any communication from [Belle Ranch] expressing a concern with this change until 
your March 17, 2016 letter. Review of earlier materials and consideration of your 
recent arguments and submitted materials indicate there is a dispute over current 
ownership of the 7.5/289th portion of these water rights. 
Exhibit 26 at 8, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley (emphasis added). 
36. IDWR was unwilling to accede to the demands of Belle Ranch's attorney to undo 
the split and restore ownership of "the entire water rights" to Belle Ranch. Thus, ownership of 
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Belle Ranch's interest in the Water Rights remains consistent as summarized, above, in 
Paragraph 30. 
37. Belle Ranch is still listed with IDWR as the owner of water right nos. 37-481C, 
37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-483C, and 37-2630. Exhibit 27, Affidavit of Chris M Bromley. 
38. According to IDWR's records and in contravention to the Blaine County records, 
FSC is no longer listed as the owner of water right nos. 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-
22918, and 37-22919 (the "FSC Water Rights"). Instead, the name associated with the FSC 
Water Rights has been changed from FSC to "See file." Exhibit 28, Affidavit of Chris M 
Bromley. 
QUIET TITLE 
39. The foregoing paragraphs are incorporated herein by this reference and restated as 
if set forth in full. 
40. Pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 6-401-418, FSC is entitled to a decree quieting title 
and decreeing and declaring that it owns 7.5/289th of the Water Rights. 
41. Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 6-401-418, FSC is entitled to a decree quieting title and 
decreeing and declaring that any rights of Defendants and any persons other than FSC claiming 
an interest in the 7.5/289th of the Water Rights is void. 
42. Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 6-401, FSC is entitled to a decree quieting title and 
decreeing and declaring that any rights of Defendants and any person other than FSC claiming an 
interest in water right nos. 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, and 37-22919 is void. 
43. Pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 6-401-418, FSC is entitled to a decree quieting title 
and decreeing and declaring that it is the sole owner of water right nos. 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-
22917, 37-22918, and 37-22919. 
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44. Consistent with the foregoing, an order and judgment should be entered by this 
Court quieting title to FSC to 7 .5/289th of the Water Rights, as represented by water right nos. 
37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, and 37-22919. 
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS 
45. Defendants' action to contest ownership is without reasonable basis in fact or law. 
By contesting ownership and talcing a position contrary to the recorded deeds, Defendants have 
forced FSC to file an action with this Court to quiet title to 7 .5/289th of the Water Rights, as 
represented by water right nos. 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, and 37-22919. 
46. In accordance with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54, Idaho Code§ 12-120, and 
Idaho Code§ 12-121, FSC requests an award of attorneys' fees and costs against the Defendants 
for this suit and for any other damages allowed by law. A reasonable fee for prosecuting this 
action is $5,000 in the event of a judgment by default or in such other and further amount that 
this Court may deem appropriate at the appropriate time in the proceedings. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays that this Court enter the following relief: 
1. For judgment in favor of the Plaintiff and against Defendants on all counts of 
Plaintiffs Complaint as Prayed for in each Count; 
2. For judgment Quieting Title to FSC in the 7.5/289th of the Water Rights, which is 
consistent with the recorded deeds, and represented by water right nos. 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-
22917, 37-22918, and 37-22919. 
3. For an award of Plaintiffs attorneys' fees and costs in the amount prayed for 
above;and 
4. For such other and further relief as this Court may deem just. 
II II 
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DATED this 2i,..J day of December, 2016. 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
L:::.F::>~ 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
Attorney for First Security Corporation 
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VERIFICATION 
I, DAWN L. SMITH, on the 'zf,TH- of koY'£:M (:3-BJL verify that I have read the 
allegations contained in this Verified Complaint and that, other than allegations made upon 
information and belief, the allegations are true to the best of my knowledge, and I believe that 
the allegations made upon information and belief are true. 
EXECUTED on this Wltrday off{OVfM~ , 2016. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of ~ ss. 
(I L ~J3tnu1= D L. SMITH " ,., .. 
On the ~ay of J\)r(~C 2016, before me, the undersigned Notary Public, 
personally appeared J)d.wo .$~ , known to me to be the person whose 
name is subscribed to the foregoing Verification, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME this ~ay of /~..,.-2016. 
(seal) 
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Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. I 03 
Boise, ID 83 702 
(208) 287-0991 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
DEC - 2 2016 
Jolynn Dr8{19, CIMk Dlfm'lct 
Court t!lalne Coun ltJ!sho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 




TO: BELLE RANCH, LLC 
SUMMONS 
YOU HA VE BEEN SUED. THE COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU 
WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE UNLESS YOU RESPOND. READ THE INFORMATION 
BELOW. 
If you want to defend this lawsuit, you must file a written response (Answer or 
appropriate Rule 12 I.R.C.P. Motion) to the Complaint at the Court Clerk's office for the above-
listed District Court at: 201 2nd Avenue South, Suite 110, Hailey, ID 83333; (208) 788-5505, 
within 21 days from the service of this Summons. 
SUMMONS 1 
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If you do not file a written response the court may enter a judgment against you without 
further notice. A letter to the Judge is not an appropriate written response. 
The written response must comply with Rule lO(a) and other Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure and include: your name, mailing address and telephone number; or your attorney's 
name, mailing address and telephone number; and the title and number of this case. 
If your written response is an Answer, it must state the things you agree with and those 
you disagree with that are in the Complaint. You must also state any defenses you have. 
You must mail or deliver a copy of your response to the Plaintiff or Plaintiffs attorney (at 
the address listed above), and prove that you did. 
To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, contact the Clerk of 
the District Court. 
If you are considering talking to an attorney, you should do so quickly to protect your 
legal rights. 
Date: I 2-2--f ~ --------'---------
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Qi------




Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
(208) 287-0991 . 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
DEC -2 2016 
Jolynn Drage, Cleric DJstrlct 
Court l'Jfttlne Coun l<iaho ·--
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
Case No. (N., 1,o ( l-, -- &, Lf S-
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 




TO: ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON 
SUMMONS 
YOU HAVE BEEN SUED. THE COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU 
WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE UNLESS YOU RESPOND. READ THE INFORMATION 
BELOW. 
If you want to defend this lawsuit, you must file a written response (Answer or 
appropriate Rule 12 I.R.C.P. Motion) to the Complaint at the Court Clerk's office for the above-
listed District Court at: 201 2nd Avenue South, Suite 110, Hailey, ID 83333; (208) 788-5505, 
within 21 days from the service of this Summons. 
SUMMONS 1 
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If you do not file a written response the court may enter a judgment against you without 
further notice. A letter to the Judge is not an appropriate written response. 
The written response must comply with Rule lO(a) and other Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure and include: your name, mailing address and telephone number; or your attorney's 
name, mailing address and telephone number; and the title and number of this case. 
If your written response is an Answer, it must state the things you agree with and those 
you disagree with that are in the Complaint. You must also state any defenses you have. 
You must mail or deliver a copy of your response to the Plaintiff or Plaintiff's attorney ( at 
the address listed above), and prove that you did. 
To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, contact the Clerk of 
the District Court. 
If you are considering talking to an attorney, you should do so quickly to protect your 
legal rights. 
Date: __ i L_-_2-_-_( (e_..__ _ _ 
CLERK OF TBED~TRICT COURT 
. - . 
Typed/printed name 





Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
(208) 287-0991 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
DEC - 2 2016 
Jol_ynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court 2'/11lr113 ~ ll!!sho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
Case No. (JJ-'ZDl ~ . .(ol( S--
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 




TO: JUSTIN FLOOD STEVENSON 
SUMMONS 
YOU HA VE BEEN SUED. THE COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU 
WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE UNLESS YOU RESPOND. READ THE INFORMATION 
BELOW. 
If you want to defend this lawsuit, you must file a written response (Answer or 
appropriate Rule 12 I.R.C.P. Motion) to the Complaint at the Court Clerk's office for the above-
listed District Court at: 201 2nd Avenue South, Suite 110, Hailey, ID 83333; (208) 788-5505, 
within 21 days from the service of this Summons. 
SUMMONS l 
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"' .. ._. 
If you do not file a written response the court may enter a judgment against you without 
further notice. A letter to the Judge is not an appropriate written response. 
The written response must comply with Rule IO(a) and other Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure and include: your name, mailing address and telephone number; or your attorney's 
name, mailing address and telephone number; and the title and number of this case. 
If your written response is an Answer, it must state the things you agree with and those 
you disagree with that are in the Complaint. You must also state any defenses you have. 
You must mail or deliver a copy of your response to the Plaintiff or Plaintiffs attorney (at 
the address listed above), and prove that you did. 
To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, contact the Clerk of 
the District Court. 
If you are considering talking to an attorney, you should do so quickly to protect your 
legal rights. 
Date:_+-"f 2_-_2_-_{ ~----
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
<::: ~---.....--~ Dy. <=-> 
Typed/printed name Deputy Clerk = 
SUMMONS 2 
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Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
(208) 287-0991 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
DEC - 2 2016 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
Case No. CJJ,, 1,0{ b -Jo L{ S"' 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 




TO: RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC. 
SUMMONS 
YOU HA VE BEEN SUED. THE COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU 
WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE UNLESS YOU RESPOND. READ THE INFORMATION 
BELOW. 
If you want to defend this lawsuit, you must file a written response (Answer or 
appropriate Rule 12 l.R.C.P. Motion) to the Complaint at the Court Clerk's office for the above-
listed District Court at: 201 2nd Avenue South, Suite 110, Hailey, ID 83333; (208) 788-5505, 
within 21 days from the service of this Summons. 
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If you do not file a written response the court may enter a judgment against you without 
further notice. A letter to the Judge is not an appropriate written response. 
The written response must comply with Rule lO(a) and other Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure and include: your name, mailing address and telephone number; or your attorney's 
name, mailing address and telephone number; and the title and number of this case. 
If your written response is an Answer, it must state the things you agree with and those 
you disagree with that are in the Complaint. You must also state any defenses you have. 
You must mail or deliver a copy of your response to the Plaintiff or Plaintiffs attorney ( at 
the address listed above), and prove that you did. 
To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, contact the Clerk of 
the District Court. 
If you are considering talking to an attorney, you should do so quickly to protect your 
legal rights. 
Date:_f_2_--_'2-_-_(~lp ____________ _ 
Typed/printed name 
SUMMONS 





Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 287-0991 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
DEC - 2 2016 
JoLynn Drage, Clerk District 
C'Jurt l'f~lne Coun lesho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, Case No. W-'ZO{~--Colf s· 
Plaintiff, 
V. AFFIDAVIT OF SHELLEY W. KEEN 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 





County of Ada ) 
SHELLEY W. KEEN, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am over the age of 18 and state the following based upon my own personal 
knowledge. 
2. I am the Water Rights Section Manager at the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources ("IDWR"). I have been employed by IDWR for 26 years. 
Affidavit of Shelley W. Keen 1 
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3. There is a standard form on file with IDWR called a Notice of Change in Water 
Right Ownership ("Notice") that is used to report a change in ownership of a water right. 
4. IDWR maintains and updates water right ownership records pursuant to Idaho 
Code § 42-248. 
5. When a Notice is filed, IDWR verifies that the form has been filled out correctly, 
that the appropriate filing fee has been paid, and that the conveyance document(s) accompanying 
the Notice appears proper. Based on the information submitted, IDWR then decides whether to 
"process" the Notice, to request additional information from the filer of the Notice, or to return 
the Notice because it is incomplete or the supporting documentation is inadequate. If a Notice is 
processed, IDWR updates the water right records to reflect the new owner. 
6. Aside from the conveyance document(s) submitted with the Notice, IDWR does 
not routinely perform an independent examination of other deeds or conveyance documents 
recorded with the county in which the water right is located. When it has reason to question the 
deed or other conveyance document provided with a Notice, IDWR sometimes reviews deeds 
and other conveyance documents available on the Internet from county or title company 
websites. IDWR also sometimes calls county assessors to request copies of deeds or other 
conveyance documents. 
7. Sometimes a Notice is filed to divide a water right between the owner of record 
on file with IDWR and a new owner. This is referred to as a "split" of a water right. 
8. When IDWR processes a Notice splitting a water right between the owner of 
record on file with IDWR and a new owner, IDWR notifies the owner of record of the action. 
9. In some instances, the owner of record on file with IDWR disputes the change of 
ownership and splitting of the water right. 
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10. In the event of disputed ownership, IDWR directs the parties to quiet title in a 
district court because IDWR does not have the legal authority to determine ownership of a water 
right. 
Further your Affiant sayeth naught. 
l+~ DATED this l__..= day of November, 2016. 
KEEN 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME this 11 tt\. day of November, 2016. 
Affidavit of Shelley W. Keen 
NOTARY PUBLIC fordaho 
Residing at: E?l V\,\.vre (!.c- l).A +y 





Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
(208) 287-0991 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
DEC - 2 2016 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk Distrl« 
Court 1'/alne Coun Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC. 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
CaseNo. (N-JLO(\o-!o"-(~~ 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRIS M. 
BROMLEY 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am an attorney representing Plaintiff, First Security Corporation ("FSC"). I am 
over the age of 18 and state the following based upon my own personal knowledge. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Security 
Interest in a Water Right filed by Mountain West Bank ("Mountain West") with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") on June 13, 2008. 
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3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the June 20, 2008 letter 
sent by IDWR to Mountain West acknowledging Mountain West's June 13, 2008 Notice of 
Security Interest in a Water Right. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Mountain West 
Mortgage recorded in Blaine County on October 14, 2005, as Instrument No. 527439. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the Mountain West 
Partial Release of Lien recorded in Blaine County on June 25, 2009, as Instrument No. 568681. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of the Quitclaim Deed 
from South County Estates, LLC ("South County") to John Scherer and Charles Holt ("Scherer 
and Holt") recorded in Blaine County on June 25, 2009, as Instrument No. 568680. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of the Mortgage between 
Idaho Independent Bank ("IIB") and Scherer and Holt recorded in Blaine County on June 25, 
2009, as Instrument No. 568682. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Security 
Interest in a Water Right filed by IIB with IDWR on July 24, 2009. 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of the July 24, 2009 letter 
sent by IDWR to IIB acknowledging IIB's July 24, 2009 Notice of Security Interest in a Water 
Right. 
10. Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of the Deed in Lieu of 
Foreclosure from South County to Mountain West recorded in Blaine County on June 17, 2010, 
as Instrument No. 578331. 
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11. Attached hereto as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of the Deed from 
Mountain West to GBCI Other Real Estates, LLC ("GBCI") recorded in Blaine County on June 
17, 2010, as Instrument No. 578364. 
12. Attached hereto as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of Partial Decrees issued 
by the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court on August 31, 2010, as to water right nos. 
37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
13. Attached hereto as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Change 
in Water Right Ownership filed by Mountain West with IDWR on July 22, 2011 as to water right 
nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
14. Attached hereto as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of the September 13, 
2011 letter sent by IDWR to Mountain West acknowledging the change in ownership from South 
County to Mountain West. 
15. Attached hereto as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of the Special Warranty 
Deed from GBCI to Belle Ranch, LLC ("Belle Ranch") recorded in Blaine County on December 
22, 2011, as Instrument No. 593252. 
16. Attached hereto as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of the Quitclaim Deed 
from Mountain West to Belle Ranch recorded December 22, 2011, as Instrument No. 593254. 
17. Attached hereto as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Change 
in Water Right Ownership filed by Justin Stevenson and Brett Stevenson on behalf of Belle 
Ranch with IDWR on February 28, 2012 as to water right nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-
577BT, and 37-2630. 
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18. Attached hereto as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of the March 7, 2012 
letter from IDWR to Belle Ranch acknowledging the change in ownership from Mountain West 
to Belle Ranch. 
19. Attached hereto as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Security 
in a Water Right by Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. ("Rabo Agrifinance") with IDWR on August 31, 
2012. 
20. Attached hereto as Exhibit 19 is a true and correct copy of the September 10, 
2012 letter from IDWR to Rabo Agrifinance acknowledging the Notice of Security in a Water 
Right. 
21. Attached hereto as Exhibit 20 is a true and correct copy of the Non-Merger Deed 
in Lieu of Foreclosure between Scherer and Holt and IIB recorded in Blaine County on October 
20, 2014, as Instrument No. 622055. 
22. Attached hereto as Exhibit 21 is a true and correct copy of the Warranty Deed 
between IIB and First Security Corporation ("FSC") recorded in Blaine County on October 20, 
2014, as Instrument No. 622056. 
23. Attached hereto as Exhibit 22 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Change 
in Water Right Ownership filed on October 28, 2104 by FSC with IDWR requesting a split of 
water right nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
24. Attached hereto as Exhibit 23 is a true and correct copy of the January 12, 2015 
letter from IDWR to FSC acknowledging the split in ownership of the water rights, and 
identifying FSC's water rights as water right nos. 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, and 
37-22919. 
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25. Attached hereto as Exhibit 24 is a true and correct copy of the January 13, 2015 
letter from IDWR to Belle Ranch, and copied to Rabo Agrifinance, notifying them of the split in 
water right ownership. 
26. Attached hereto as Exhibit 25 is a true and correct copy of the March 21, 2106 
letter from Belle Ranch's attorney to IDWR seeking a reversal of the ownership split between 
FSC and Belle Ranch. 
27. Attached hereto as Exhibit 26 is a true and correct copy of correspondence 
between FSC, Belle Ranch, and IDWR concerning water right nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, and 37-22919. 
28. Attached hereto as Exhibit 27 is a true and correct copy of the IDWR water right 
proofreports for water right nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, showing 
ownership in the name of Belle Ranch. 
29. Attached hereto as Exhibit 28 is a true and correct copy of the IDWR water right 
proofreports for water right nos. 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, and 37-22919, 
showing ownership in the name of "See file." 
I II I 
II I I 
I II I 
I I II 
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Further your Affiant sayeth naught. 
'7V'j 
DATED this _v_ day of December, 2016. 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
Attorney for First Security Corporation 
. .,,,NL, 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME this _o/_ day of December, 2016 . 
.S'c~HJ:Jot.<-~ 
NOTARY PUBLIC for Idaho 
Residing at: D o tA, o 
My Commission Expires: ~/4 ~ t1 ~ 




STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECEIVED 
JUN 13 2008 
WATER RESOURCES 
WESTERN PIEGION 
Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right f:I s 
And Request for Notification of a Change in Ownership or Any Proposed CI:: 
Or Final Action to Amend, Transfer, or Othenvise Modify a Water Right JtJ;u I VI:: 
D€';::,,- ; ;J D 
.sJ'{Jv~h- ·· <'009 
'f./1;· ,fr fr. 
f.;,v /ye:-.~.sou 
-.G101\1 ~C<t::S 
Plc:isc print or type. Altach pages with addibonal informouon. Instructions are on lhc back oflhis page. 
"" J A_,,,.("'lncomplctc forms will be returned . .....,...- ~ 
nu fflJ.J ~) f,SU p(V.> 
WatcrRightNo(s).: 37-481C; 37-577BT; 37-482H; 37-483C; 37-2630 
Adjudication Claim No(s).: __________________________ _ 
2. The following REQUIRED infonnation must be submitted with this fonn: 
A) Evidence of the security interest. This may be a copy ofa DEED of TRUST, MORTGAGE, CONTRACT OF 
SALE or other legal document indicating your interest in the property and water rights or claims in question. 
WITH ATTACHED LEGAL DESCRIPTION. 
B) A FEE of $25.00 per water right or adjudication claim. 
3. Name and Mailing Address of Person or Company holding Security Interest 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
PO BOX 1059 
COEUR d' U ENE, ID RJ816 




SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC 
Expiration Date of Notification Period 
Is this a Renewal of Request for Notification? □ YES ?I; 
Signature(s) of Security Interest holder(s) _______ .,p:;...·__,,~__,.r--.,,.1----------
(and title ifapplicable) .. 
~~ .. ;;,q:t ivt' 
Re.:: r· r.: · .r .. _ . 
JU;.j 1 v 2008 
,·i V'Ja. er Ht);;1)UfCGS 
··atilorn Region 
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. r" RECORDATION REQUESTED BY:'' 
Mountain Weat Bank 
,Southern Idaho Comm'I Loan Center 
2950 MAGIC VIEW DRIVE SUITE 150 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
Mountain West Bank 
Soulhem Idaho Comm"I Loan C.W 
2950 MAGIC VIEW DRIVE SUITE 150 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
SEND TAX NOTICES TO: 
Mountain Weat Bank 
Sou1hem ldlho Comm'I Loan Center 
2960 MAGIC VIEW DRIVE SUITE 150 









IWLEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
2GOs.iO-i• 12:1•:oo No, of Pages• s 
Reconted for ; BLAINE COUNTY TITLE • 
MARSHA RIEMANN fff: 27_00 
Ex-0fflclo Recorder Deputy t2J::::::f!. 
-•ID:Del!l)~1RUST4&C0NDDE&OTRUS'TJMTG 
§PACE ABOVE THI§ UNE IS FOR RECORDER'S use ONLY 
THIS MORTGAGE dated October 13, 2005, is made and executed between SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C., AN 
IDAHO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, whose addren Is PO BOX 1539, KETCHUM, ID 83340 (referred to below 
as "Grantor") and Mountain West Bank, whose address Is 2950 MAGIC VIEW DRIVE SUITE 150, MERIDIAN, ID 
83842 (referred to below es "Lender•). 
GRANT OF MORTGAGE. For valuable oonalderatlon, Grantor mortgages, granu, bargains, sells and conveys to Lender all of Grantor's right, 
title, and intereat In and to the following described real property, together with all existing or subsequently erected or affixed buildings, 
improvements and fixtures; an easements, rights of way, and appurtlnances; aU water, water rights, watercourses and ditch rights (including 
stock in utilities with ditch or Irrigation rlghtll; and all other rlghu, royalties, and profits relati!'9 !O the real property, Including without !Imitation 
an minerals, oil, gas, geo111erma1 and aimitar matters, (the "Real Property") located In BLAINE County, State of ldeho: 
See EXHIBIT A, which is attached to this Mortgage and made a part of this Mortgage as if fuly set forth herein. 
The Real Property or Its eddress Is commonly known .. 280 ACRES @I GANNETT RD, BELLEVUE, ID 83340. The 
Real Property tax Identification number is 01N19008098CA. 
CROSS.COLI.ATERAUZATION. In addition to the Note, this Mortgage secur111 ell obligations, debts and liabilities, plus Interest thereon, of 
Granto, to Lender, or any one or more of them. as well as Ill claims by Lender 1gain1t Grantor or any one or more of them, whether now 
existing or hereafter arising. whether related or unrelated to the purpose of the Note, whether voluntary or otherwise. whether due or not due, 
direct or indirect, determined or undet111mined, absolute or contingent, liquidated or unliquidated whether Grantor may be liable Individually or 
jointly with others, whether obligated• guarantor, surety, ec:commodatlon party or 01herWise, end whether recovery upon such amounts may 
be or hereafter may become barred by any statute of lmitatio111, and whether the obligation to repay euc:h amountl may be or hereafter may 
become otherwiee unenforceable. 
Grantor presently aaalgns to Lender au of Grantor's right, tide, and Interest in end to an present and future leases of the Property and all Rents 
from the Property, In addition, Grantor grants to Lender a Uniform Commercial Code security interest In the Personal Property and Rants. 
THIS MORTGAGE, INCLUDING THE ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND THE SECURITY INTEREST IN THE RENTS ANO PERSONAL PROPERTY, IS 
GIVEN TO SECURE (Al PAYMENT DF THE INDEBTEDNESS AND (Bl PERFORMANCE OF ANY AND ALL OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE NOTE, 
THE RELATED DOCUMENTS, AND THIS MORTGAGE. THIS MORTGAGE IS GlVBI AND ACCEPTED ON THE FOLLOWING TERMS: 
PAYMENT ANO PERFORMANCE. Except ea otherwise provided In this Mortgage, Grantor shall pay to Lender all amounts secured by this 
Mortgage as they become due and shal ltric:tly perform all of Grantor's obr,gationa under this Mortgage, 
POSSESSION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE PROPERTY. Gr.- agreee that Grantor's pouession and UH of the Property shall be goYfflH!d by 
the following provisions: 
Possession and Use. Untt1 the occurrence of an Event of Daf1ult, Grantor may (11 remain in possession and control of the Property; (2) 
use, operate or manage the Property; and (31 collect the Rants from the Property. The following provisions ,elate to the use of the 
Property or to other Umitations on the Property. 
Duty to Maintain. Granto, shall maintain the Property In -.iable condltlon and promptly perform all repairs, replaoements, and 
maintenance -rv to preserve Its value. 
Compliance With Environmental Law■• Orantor represanu ■nd warranu to lender that: 11 J During th■ period of Grantor's ownership of 
the Property, there ha1 been no use, generation, manufacture, storage, treatment, dlllposal, release or threatened release of any Hazardous 
Substance by any person on, under, about or from the Property; (21 Grantor has no knowledge of, or reason to believe that there has 
been, except as previously disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in writing, (al any breach or violation of any Environmental Laws, 
(bl any use, generation, manufacture, storage, treatment, disposal, release or threatened release of any Hazardous Substance on, under, 
about or kom the Property by any prior owners or occupanta of the Property; or (cl any actual or threatened litigation or claims of any 
kind by any par10n relating to such matters; end 131 Except as previously dlacloaed to and acknowledged by Lender In writing, (al neither 
Grantor nor any tenant. contractor, agent or other authorized UNr of the Property shalt use, generate, manufacture. store, treat, dispose of 
or release any Hazardous Substance on, under, about or from the Property; and (bl any such activity shall be conductld in compliance 
with all applicable federal. stats, and local laws. regulations end ordinances, lncludlng without limitation all Environmental Lawa. Grantor 
authorizes Lander and its agents to enter upon the Property to make such Inspections and tests, at Grantor's expense, 11 Lender may deem 
appropriate to datarmlne compliance of the Property with this uctlon of the Mortgage. Any Inspections or tests made by Lender shall be 
for Lender's purposes only and shall not be construed to create any responsibnlty or fiebility on the part of Lender to Grantor or to any other 
person. The representations and warrentlea contained herein are based on Grantor's due diligence in investigating the Property for 
Hazardous Substances. Grantor hereby 111 rele- and waives any future claims against Lender for indemnity or contribution In the 
event Granto, becomes liable for cleanup or other costs under any IIICh laws; end 121 agrew to Indemnify and hold harmless Lander 
agalnat any and all claims, loasH, liabirrties, damage■, penalties, and expenses which Lender may directly or Indirectly sustain or suffer 
resulting from a breach of this section of the Mortgage or as a co,wequanoe of any use, g-atlon, manufacture, storage, disposal, rel-
or threatened release occurring prior to Grentor'a ownership or lntereat In the Property, whether or not the s■me wu or should have betln 
known to Grantor. The provisions of this section of the Mortgage, including the obllgat.'on to lnd91'11nify, shall survl'le the pa~.nent of the 
lndebtednass and the utisfaction and reconveyanca of the lien of this Mortgage and shall not be affected by Lender's acquisition of any 
interest In the Property, whether by foreclosure or otherwise. 
Nuls■nce, Waste, Grantor shall not cause, conduct or permit any nuisance nor commit. permit, or suffer any stripping of or waste on or to 
the Property or arrv portion of the Property. Without limiting the generality Of the foregoing, Orantor wffl not remove, or grant to any othllr 
party the right to remove, any timber, mineral■ linclucllng oil and guJ, coal, clay, scorla, ,on, gravel or rock produot• without Lender"s prior 
written consent. 
Removal of Improvements. Grantor shan not demolish or remove any lmptovemanta from 1h11 Real Property without Lander's prior written 
consent. As a condition to the removal of any Improvements, Lender may require Grantor to make arrangemenu satisfactory to Lender to 
replace such Improvements with Improvements of at least equal value. 
Lender's Right to Enter. Lender and Lender's agents and representatives may enter upon the Real Property at all re&1onable times to attend 
to Lender's Interests and to lnapect the Real Property for purposes of Grantor's compliance with the terms and conditions of this Mortgage. 
Cornpl■nca with Governmental Requirements. Grantor shall promptly comply with all !awe, ordlnences, and reguladans. now or hereaftef 
in effect. of all govemmlllltal authorities appllcable to the use or occupancy of the Property, including without fimltltion, the Americans 
Wrth DIMbllltles Act. Grantor may comest in good faith any such law, ordinance, cw regulation and withhold compliance during any 
proceeding, Including appropriata •-els, so long as Grantor has notified Lender In writing prior to doing 10 and 10 long as, in Lender'• 
sole opinion, Lender's interaats In the Property are not jeopardized. Lender may require Grantor to post adequate security or a sure!'/ bond, 
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Duty to Protect. Granto, agrees neither to abandon or leave unattended the Property. Grantor shall do all other acts, In addition to those 
acts set forth above in this section, which from the character and use of the Property are reasonably necessary to protect and preserve the 
Property. 
DUE ON SALE • CONSENT BY LENDER. Lender may, at Lender's option, declare immediately due and payable all sums secured by this 
Mortgage upon the sale or transfer, without Lender's prior written consent, of all or any part of the Real Property, or any Interest in the Real 
Property. A "sale or transfer" means the conveyance of Real Property or any right, title or interest in the Real Property; whether legal, beneficial 
or equitable; whether volumary or Involuntary; wheffi!!r by outright sale, deed, Installment sale comract, land contract, contract for deed, 
leasehold Interest with a term greater than three (3) years, lease-option contract, or by sale, assignment, or transfer of any beneficial Interest in 
or to any land trust holding title to the Real Property, or by any other method of conveyance of an imerest in the Real Property. If any Grantor is 
a corporation, partnership or limited liability company, transfer also includes any change In ownership of more than twenty-five percent (25%) of 
the voting stock, partnership interests or limited liability company interests, as the case may be, of such Grantor. However, this option shall not 
be exercised by Lender If such exercise is prohibited by federal law or by Idaho law. 
TAXES AND LIENS. The following provisions relating to the taxes and liens on the Property are part of this Mortgage: 
Payment. Grantor shall pay when due (and In all events prior to delinquency) all taxes, payroll taxes, spacial taxes, ossessmams, water 
charges and sewer service charges levied against or on account of the Property, and shall pay when due all claims for work done on or for 
services rendered or material furnished to the Property. Grantor shall maintain the Property free of any liens having priority over or equal to 
the interest of Lender under this Mortgage, except for thOse liens specifically agreed to In writing by Lander, and except for the lien of taxes 
and assessments not due as further specified in the Right to Contest paragraph. 
Right to Contest. Granto, may withhold payment of any tax, assessment, or claim in connection with a good faith dispute over the 
obligation to pay, so long as Lender's Interest In the Property is not jeopardized. If a lien arises or Is filed as a result of nonpaymem, 
Granto, shall within fifteen (15) days after the lien arises or, if a lien Is filed, within fifteen (151 days after Grantor has notice of the filing, 
secure the discharge of the lien, or if requested by Lender, deposit with Lender cash or a sufficient corporate surety bond or other security 
satisfactory to Lender in an amount sufficient to discharge the lien plus any costs and reasonable attorneys' fees, or other charges that 
could accrue as a result of a foreclosure or sale under the lien. In any contest, Grantot shall defend itself and Lender and shall satisfy any 
adverse judgment before enforcement against the Property. Granter shall name Lender as an additional obligee under any surety bond 
furnished In the contest proceedings. 
Evidence of Payment. Grantor shall upon demand furnish to Lender satisfactory evidence of payment of the taxes or assessments and shall 
authorize the appropriate governmental official to deliver to Lender at any time a written statement of the taxes and assessments against 
the Property. 
Notice of Construction. Grantor shall notify Lender at least fifteen (151 days before any work Is commenced, any services are furnished, or 
any materials are supplied to the Property, if any mechanic's lien, matarialmen's lien, or other lien could be asserted on account of the 
work, services, or materials. Grantor wlU upon request of Lender furnish to Lender advance assurances satisfactory to Lender that Grantor 
can and will pay the cost of such improvements. 
PROPERTY DAMAGE INSURANCE. The following provisions relating to insuring the Property are a part of this Mortgage: 
Maintenance of Insurance. Granto, shall procure and maintain policies of fire Insurance with standard extended coverage endorsements on 
a replacement basis for the full insurable value covering all Improvements on the Real Property in an amount sufficient to avoid application 
of any coinsurance clause, and with a standard mortgagee clause in favor of Lender. Grantor shall also procure and maintain 
comprehensive general liability insurance in such coverage amounts as Lender may request with Lender being named as additional insureds 
In such liability Insurance policies. Additionally, Grantor shall maintain such other insurance, including but not limited to hazard, business 
interruption and boiler insurance as Lender may require. Policies shall be written by such Insurance companies and In such form as may be 
reasonably acceptable to Lender. Granto, shall deliver to Lender certificates of coverage from each insurer containing a stipulation that 
coverage will not be cancelled or diminished without a minimum of thirty (30) days' prior written notice to Lender and not comalning any 
disclaimer of the Insurer's liability for failure to give such notice. Each insurance policy also shall include an endorsement providing that 
coverage in favor of Lender will not be impaired in any way by any act, omission or default of Grantor or any other person. Should the Real 
Property be located In an area designated by the Director of the Federal Emergency Managamem Agency as a special flood hazard area, 
Grantor agrees to obtain and maintain Federal Flood Insurance, if avaUable, within 45 days after notice Is given by Lender that the Property 
is located in a special flood hazard area, for the full unpaid principal balance of the loan and any prior liens on the property securing the 
loan, up to the maximum policy limits set under the National Aood Insurance Program, or as otherwise required by Lender, and to maintain 
such insurance for the term of the loan. 
Application of Proceeds. Grantor shall promptly notify Lender of any loss or damage to the Property. Lender may make proof of loss if 
Granto, fails to do so within fifteen (15) days of the casualty. Whether or not Lender's security Is Impaired, Lender may, at Lender's 
election, receive and retain the proceeds of any insurance and apply the proceeds to the reduction of the Indebtedness, payment of any lien 
affecting the Property, or the restoration and repair of the Property. If Lender elects to apply the proceeds to restoration and repair, Grantor 
shall repair or replace the damaged or destroyed lmprovemems In a manner satisfactory to Lender. Lender shall, upon satisfactory proof of 
such expenditure, pay or reimburse Granto, from the proceeds for the reasonable cost of repair or restoration if Grantor is not In default 
under this Mortgage. Any proceeds which have not been disbursed within 1 BO days after their receipt and which Lender has not 
committed to the repair or restoration of the Property shall be used firat to pay any amount owing to Lender under this Mortgage, then to 
pay accrued interest, and the remainder, If any, shall be applied to the principal balance of the Indebtedness. If Lender holds any proceeds 
after payment in full of the Indebtedness, such proceeds shall be paid to Grantor as Grantor's Interests may appear. 
Grantor's Report on Insurance. Upon request of Lender, however not more than once a year, Gramor shall furnish to Lender a report on 
each existing policy of insurance showing: (1) the name of the Insurer; (2) the risks Insured; (3) the amount of the policy; (4) the 
property insured, the then current replacement value of such property, and the manner of determining that value; and (5) the expiration 
date of the policy. Grantor shall, upon request of Lender, have an independem appraiser satisfactory to Lender determine the cash value 
replacement cost of the Property. 
LENDER'S EXPENDITURES. If any action or proceeding is commenced that would materially affect Lender's Interest in the Property or if Grantor 
fails to comply with any provision of this Mortgage or any Related Documents, Including but not limited to Grantor's failure to discharge or pay 
when due any amounts Gramor Is required to discharge or pay under this Mortgage or any Related Documents, Lender on Grantor's behalf may 
(but shall not be obligated to) take any action that Lender deems appropriate, including but not limited to discharging or paying all taxes, liens. 
security Interests, encumbrances and other claims, at any time levied or placed on the Property and paying all costs for insuring, maintaining and 
preserving the Property. All such expenditures incurred or paid by Lander for such purposes will then bear interest at the rate charged under the 
Note from the date Incurred or paid by Lender to the date of repayment by Granter. All such expenses will become a part of the lndabtednass 
and, at Lender's option, will (A) be payable on demand; (Bl be added to the balance of the Note and be apportioned among and be payable 
with any lnatallment payments to become due during either (1) the term of any applicable Insurance policy; or (21 the remaining term of the 
Note; or (Cl be treated as a balloon payment which will be due and payable at the Note's maturity. The Mortgage also will ■ecure payment of 
these amounts. Such right shall be In addition to all other rlghta and remedies to which Lender may be antltlad upon Default. 
WARRANTY: DEFENSE OF TITLE, The following provisions relating to ownership of the Property are a part of this Mortgage: 
Tide, Gramor warranta that: (al Grantor holds good and marketable title of record to the Property In faa simple, free and clear of all Hens 
and encumbrancea other than those set forth In the Real Property description or In any title Insurance policy, title report, or final title opinion 
Issued in favor of, and accepted by, Lender In connection with this Mortgage, and (bl Grantor has the full right, power, and authority to 
execute and deliver this Mortgage to Lender. 
Dafen1a of Title. Subject to the exception in the paragraph above, Grantor warrams and will forever defend the title to the Property against 
the lawful claim• of al persons. In the event any action or proceeding Is commenced that questions Grantor'• title or the Interest of Lender 
under this Mortgage, Grantor shall defend the action at Grantor'a expenaa. Granto, may be the nominal party in such proceeding, but 
Lender shall be entitled to participate In the proceeding and to be represented In the proceeding by counHI of Lender's own choice, and 
Granto, will deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Lander such lnatrumants as Lender may request from time to time to permit such 
participation. 
Compliance With Lawa. Grantor warrant■ that the Property and Gramor's use of the Property compliea with ail exlating applicable laws, 
ordlnancea, and regulations of governmental authorities. 
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._,u,vive the execution and delivery of this Mortgage, shall be continuing In nature, and shall remain in full force and effect until such time as 
Grantor's Indebtedness shall be paid in full. 
CONDEMNATION. The following provisions relating to condemnation proceedings are a part of this Mortgage: 
Proceedings. If any proceeding in condemnation is filed, Grantor shall promptly notify Lender in writing, and Granto, shall promptly take 
such steps as may be necessary to defend the action and obtain the award. Grantor may be the nominal party in such proceeding, but 
Lender shall be entitled to participate in the proceeding and to be represented In the proceeding by counsel of Its own choice, and Granto, 
will deliver or cause to be delivered to Lender such instruments and documentation as may be requested by Lender from time to time to 
permit such participation. 
Application of Net Proceeds. If all or any part of the Property is condemned by eminent domain proceedings or by any proceeding or 
purchase in lieu of condemnation, Lender may at its election require that all or any portion of the net proceeds of the award be applied to 
the Indebtedness or the repair or restoration of the Property. The net proceeds of the award shall mean the award after payment of all 
reasonable costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees incurred by Lender in connection with the condemnation. 
IMPOSITION OF TAXES, FEES AND CHARGES BY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES. The following provisions relating to governmental taxes, 
fees and charges are a part of this Mortgage: 
Currant Taxas, Fees and Charges. Upon request by Lender, Granto, shall execute such documents in addition to this Mortgage and take 
whatever other action is requested by Lender to perfect and continue Lender's lien on the Real Property. Grantor shall reimburse Lender for 
all taxes, as described below, together with all expenses incurred In recording, perfecting or continuing this Mortgage, including without 
limitation all taxes, fees, documentary stamps, and other charges for recording or registering this Mortgage, 
Taxes. The following shall constitute taxes to which this section applies: (1) a specific tax upon this type of Mortgage or upon all or any 
part of the Indebtedness secured by this Mortgage; (2) a specific tax on Grantor which Grantor Is authorized or required to deduct from 
payments on the Indebtedness secured by this type of Mortgage; 13) a tax on this type of Mortgage chargeable against the Lender or the 
holder of the Note; and (41 a specific tax on all or any portion of the Indebtedness or on payments of principal and interest made by 
Grantor. 
Subsequent Taxes. If any tax to which this section applies is enacted subsequent to the date of this Mortgage, this event shall have the 
same effect as an Event of Default, and Lender may exercise any or all of Its available remedies for an Event of Default as provided below 
unless Granto, either (1) pays the tax before It becomes delinquent, or (2) contests the tax as provided above in the Taxes and Liens 
section and deposits with Lender cash or a sufficient corporate surety bond or other security satisfactory to Lender. 
SECURITY AGREEMENT; FINANCING STATEMENTS. The following provisions relating to this Mortgage as a security agreement are a part of 
this Mortgage: 
Security Agreement, This instrument shall constitute a Security Agreement to the extent any of the Property constitutes fixtures, and 
Lender shall have all of the rights of a secured party under the Uniform Commercial Code as emended from time to time. 
Security Interest. Upon request by Lender, Grantor shall take whatever action is requested by Lender to perfect and continue Lender's 
security interest in the Rents and Personal Property. In addition to recording this Mortgage in the real property records, Lender may, at any 
time and without further authorization from Grantor, file executed counterparts, copies or reproductions of this Mortgage as a financing 
statement. Grantor shall reimburse Lender for all expenses incurred in perfecting or continuing this security interest. Upon default, Granto, 
shall not remove, sever or detach the Personal Property from the Property, Upon default, Grantor shall assemble any Personal Property not 
affixed to the Property In a manner and at a place reasonably convenient to Granto, and Lender and make it available to Lender within three 
(3) days after receipt of written demand from Lender to the extent permitted by applicable law. 
Addresses. The malling addresses of Grantor (debtor) and Lender (secured party) from which Information concerning the security interest 
granted by this Mortgage may be obtained (each as required by the Uniform Commercial Code) are as stated on the first page of this 
Mortgage. 
FURTHER ASSURANCES; ATTORNEY-IN-FACT. The following provisions relating to further assurances and attorney-in-fact are a part of this 
Mortgage: 
Further Assurances. At any time, and from time to time, upon request of Lender, Grantor will make, execute and deliver, or will cause to 
be made, executed or delivered, to Lender or to Lender's deslgnee, and when requested by Lender, cause to be filed, recorded, refiled, or 
rerecorded, as the case may be, at such times and in such offices and places as Lender may deem appropriate, any and all such mortgages, 
deeds of trust, security deeds, security agreements, financing statements, continuation statements, instruments of further assurance, 
certificates, and other documents as may, in the sole opinion of Lender, be necessary or desirable in order to effectuate, complete, perfect, 
continue, or preserve (1 l Grantor's obligations under the Note, this Mortgage, and the Related Documents, and (21 the liens and 
security interests created by this Mortgage as first and prior liens on the Property, whether now owned or hereafter acquired by Grantor. 
Unless prohibited by law or Lender agrees to the contrary in writing, Grantor shall reimburse Lander for aU costs and expenses incurred in 
connection with the matters referred to In this paragraph. 
Attorney-In-Fact. If Grantor fails to do any of the things referred to in the preceding paragraph, Lender may do so for and in the name of 
Granto, and at Grantor's expense. For such purposes, Grantor hereby Irrevocably appoints Lander as Grantor's attorney-in-fact for the 
purpose of making, executing, delivering, filing, recording, and doing all other things as may be necessary or desirable, in Lender's sole 
opinion, to accomplish the matters referred to in the preceding paragraph. 
FULL PERFORMANCE. If Grantor pays all the Indebtedness when due, and otherwise performs all the obligations imposed upon Grantor under 
this Mortgage, Lender shall execute and deliver to Grantor a suitable satisfaction of this Mortgage and suitable statements of termination of any 
financing statement on file evidencing Lender's security interest In the Rents and the Personal' Property. Grantor will pay, if permitted by 
applicable law, any reasonable termination fee as determined by Lender from time to time. 
EVENTS OF DEFAULT. Each of the following, at Lender's option, shall constitute an Event of Default under this Mortgage: 
Payment Default. Grantor fails to make any payment when due under the Indebtedness. 
Default on Other Payments. Failure of Grantor within the time required by this Mortgage to make any payment for ta.es or insurance, or 
any other payment necessary to prevent filing of or to effect discharge of any lien. 
Other Defaults. Grantor fails to comply with or to perform any other term, obligation, covenant or condition contained in this Mortgage or 
in any of the Related Documents or to comply with or to perform any term, obligation, covenant or condition contained in any other 
agreement between Lander and Grantor. 
False Statements. Any warranty, representation or statement made or furnished to Lender by Grantor or on Grantor's behalf under this 
Mortgage or the Related Documents Is false or misleading In any material respect, either now or at the time made or furnished or becomes 
false or misleading at any time thereafter. 
Detective CoUateraRzation. This Mortgage or any of the Related Documents ceases to be in full force and effect (including failure of any 
collateral document to create a valid and perfected security interest or lien) at any time and for any reason. 
Death or Insolvency. The dissolution of Grantor's (regardless of whether election to continue is made), any member withdraws from the 
limited liability company, or any other termination of Grantor·s existence as a going business or the death of any member, the insolvency of 
Granter, the appointment of a receiver for any part of Grantor"s property, any assignment for the benefit of creditors, any type of creditor 
workout, or the commencement of any proceeding under any bankruptcy or insolvency laws by or against Grantor. 
Creditor or Forfeiture Proceedings. Commencement of foreclosure or forfeiture proceedings, whether by Judicial proceeding, sell-help, 
repossession or any other method, by any creditor of Grantor or by any governmental agency against any property securing the 
Indebtedness. This jncludes a garnishment of any of Grantor's accounts, Including deposit accounts, with Lender. However, this Event of 
Default shall not apply If there is a good faith dispute by Grantor as to the validity or reasonableness of the claim which is the basis of the 
creditor or forfeiture proceeding and if Granto, gives Lender written notice of the creditor or forfeiture proceeding and deposits with Lender 
monies or a surety bond for the creditor or forfeiture proceeding, in an amount determined by Lender, In Its sole discretion, as being an 
adequate reserve or bond for the dispute. 
Breach of Other Agreement. Any breach by Grantor under the terms of any other agreement between Grantor and Lender that is not 
remedied within any grace period provided therein, including without limitation any agreement concerning any indebtedness or other 
obligation of Grantor to Lander, whether existing now or later. 
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Events Affecting Guarantor. Any of the preceding events occurs with respect to any Guarantor of any of the Indebtedness or any 
Guarantor dies or becomes incompetent, or revokes or disputes the validity of, or liability under, any Guaranty of the Indebtedness. In the 
event of a death, Lender, at Its option, may, but shall not be raqulred to, permit the Guarantor's estate to assume unconditionally the 
obligations arising under the guaranty in a manner satisfactory to Lender, and, In doing so, cure any Event of Default. 
Adverse Change. A material adverse change occurs In Grantor's financial condition, or Lender believes the prospect of payment or 
performance of the Indebtedness is impaired. 
Insecurity. Lender in good faith believes itself insecure. 
Right to Cure. If any default, other than a default In payment is curable and if Grantor has not been given a notice of a breach of the same 
provision of this Mortgage within the preceding twelve (121 months, It may be cured if Grantor, after receiving written notice from Lender 
demanding cure of such default: (11 cures the default within ten (101 days; or (21 if the cure requires more than ten (tOJ days, 
immediately initiates steps which Lender deems In Lender's sole discretion to be sufficient to cure the default and thereafter continues and 
completes all reasonable and necessary steps sufficient to produce compliance as soon as reasonably practical. 
RIGHTS AND REMEDIES ON DEFAULT. Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default and at any time thereafter, Lender, at Lender's option, may 
exercise any one or more of the following rights and remedies, In addition to any other rights c,r rem!'dies. provided by law: 
Accelerate Indebtedness. Lender shall have the right at its option without notice to Grentor to declare the entire Indebtedness immediately 
due and payable, including any prepayment penalty which Granto, would be required to pay. 
UCC Remedies. With respect to all or any part of the Personal Property, Lender shall have all the rights and remedies of a secured party 
under the Uniform Commercial Code. 
Collect Rents. Lender shall have the right, without notice to Granto,, to take possession of the Property and collect the Rents, including 
amounts past due and unpaid, and apply the net proceeds, over and above Lender's costs, against the Indebtedness. In furtherance of this 
right, Lender may require any tenant or other user of the Property to make payments of rent or use fees directly to Lender. If the Rents are 
collected by Lender, then Grantor irrevocably designates Lender as Grantor's attorney-in-fact to endorse instruments received in payment 
thereof in the name of Granter and to negotiate the same and collect the proceeds. Payments by tenants or other users to Lender in 
response to Lender's demand shall satisfy the obligations for which the payments are made, whether or not any proper grounds for the 
demand existed. Lender may exercise Its rights under this subparagraph either in person, by agent, or through a receiver. 
Appoint Receiver. Lender shall have the right to have a receiver appointed to take possession of aU or any part of the Property, with the 
power to protect and preserve the Property, to operate the Property preceding foreclosure or sale, and to collect the Rents from the 
Property and apply the proceeds, over and above the cost of the receivership, against the indebtedness. The receiver may serve without 
bond if permitted by law. Lender's right to the appointment of a receiver shell exist whether or not the apparent value of the Property 
exceeds the Indebtedness by a substantial amount. Employment by Lender shall not disqualify a person from serving as a receiver. 
Judicial Foreclosure. Lender may obtain a judicial decree foreclosing Grantor•s interest In all or any part of the Property. 
Nonjudicial Sale. If permitted by applicable law, Lender may foreclose Grantor's interest in all or in any part of the Personal Property or the 
Real Property by non-judicial sale. 
Defociancy Judgment. If permitted by applicable Jaw, Lender may obtain a Judgment for any deficiency remaining In the Indebtedness due 
to Lender after application of all amounts received from the exercise of the rights provided in this section. 
Tenancy at Sufferance. If Granter remains in possession of the Property after the Property is sold as provided above or Lender otherwise 
becomes entitled to possession of the Property upon default of Granter, Granter shall become a tenant at sufferance of Lender or the 
purchaser of the Property and shall, at Lender's option, either (1) pay a reasonable rental for the use of the Property, or (2) vacate the 
Property immediately upon the demand of Lender. 
Other Remedies. Lender shall have all other rights and remedies provided in this Mortgage or the Note or available at law or in equity. 
Sale of the Property. To the extent permitted by applicable Jaw, Grantor hereby waives any and aU right to have the Property marshalled. 
In exercising its rights and remedies, Lander shall be free to sell all or any part of the Property together or separately, in one sale or by 
separate sales. Lender shall be entitled to bid at any public sale on all or any portion of the Property. 
Notice of Sale. Lender shall give Granter reasonable notice of the time and place of any public sale of the Personal Property or of the time 
after which any private sale or other Intended disposition of the Personal Property Is to be made. Reasonable notice shall mean notice 
given at least ten (1 OJ days before the time of the sale or disposition. Any sale of the Personal Property may be made in conjunction with 
any sale of the Real Property. 
Election of Remedies. Election by Lender to pursue any remedy shall not exclude pursuit of any other remedy, and an election to make 
expenditures or to take action to perform an obligation of Granto, under this Mortgage, after Grantor's failure to perform, shall not affect 
Lender's right to declare a default and exercise its remedies. Nothing under this Mortgage or otherwise shall be construed so as to limit or 
restrict the rights and remedies available to Lender following an Evant of Default, or in any way to limit or restrict the rights and ability of 
Lender to proceed directly against Granto, and/or against any other co-maker, guarantor, surety or endorser and/or to proceed against any 
other collateral directly or indirectly securing the Indebtedness. 
Attorneys' Fees: Expanses. If Lender institutes any suit or action to enforce any of tha terms of this Mortgage, Lender shall be entitled to 
recover such sum as the court may adjudge reasonable as attorneys' fees at trial and upon any appeal. Whether or not any court action is 
involved, and to the extent not prohibited by law, all reasonable expenses Lender incurs that in Lender's opinion are necessary at any time 
for the protection of its interest or the enforcement of Its rights shall become a part of the Indebtedness payable on demand and shall bear 
interest at the Note rate from the date of the expenditure until repaid. Expenses covered by this paragraph include, without limitation. 
however subject to any limits under applicable law, Lender's reasonable attorneys' fees end Lander's legal expenses whether or not there is 
a lawsuit, including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses for bankruptcy proceedings (including efforts to modify or vacate any 
automatic stay or injunction), appeals, and any anticipated post-Judgment collection services, the cost of searching records, obtaining title 
reports (including foreclosure reports), surveyors' reports, and appraisal fees and title insurance, to the extent permitted by applicable law. 
Granto, also will pay any court costs, in addition to all other sums provided by law. 
NOTICES. Any notice required to be given under this Mortgage, including without !Imitation any notice of default and any notice of sale shall be 
given in writing, and shall be effective when actually delivered, when actually received by telefacsimile (unless otherwise required by law), when 
deposited with a nationally recognized overnight courier, or, if mailed, ·when deposited In the United States mail, as first class, certified or 
registered mail postage prepaid, directed to the addresses shown near the beginning of this Mortgage. All copies of notices of foreclosure from 
the holder of any lien which has priority over this Mortgage shall be sent to Lender's address, as shown near the beginning of this Mortgage. 
Any party may change its address for notices under this Mortgage by giving formal written notice to the other parties, specifying that the 
purpose of the notice Is to change the party's address. For notice purposes, Granto, agrees to keep Lender informed at all times of Grantor's 
current address. Unless otherwise provided or required by law, ii there Is more than one Granter, any notice given by Lender to any Granter Is 
deemed to be notice given to all Grentors. 
LEGAL DE LEGAL EXHIBIT. An exhibit, titled "EXHIBIT "A",• is attached to this Mortgaga and by this reference is made a part of this 
Mortgage just as if all the provisions, terms and conditions of the Exhibit had been fully set forth in this Mortgage, 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. The following miscellaneous provisions are a part of this Mortgage: 
Amendments. This Mortgage, together with any Related Documents, constitutes the entire understanding and agreement of the parties as 
to the matters set forth in this Mortgage. No alteration of or amendment to this Mortgage shall be effective unless given in writing and 
signed by the party or parties sought to be charged or bound by the alteration or amendment. 
Annual Reports. If the Property is used for purposes other than Grantor's residence, Grantor shall furnish to Lender, upon request, a 
certified statement of net operating income received from the Property during Grantor's previous fiscal year in such form and detail as 
Lender shall require. 'Net operating income• shall mean all cash receipts from the Property less all cash expenditures made in connection 
with the operation of the Property. 
Caption Headings. Caption headings in this Mortgage are for convenience purposes only and are not to be used to interpret or define the 
provisions of this Mortgage. 
Governing Law. This Mortgage will be governed by federal law applicable to Lender and, to the extant not preempted by federal law, the 
laws of the State of Idaho without regard to Its conflicts of law provisions. This Mortgage has been accepted by Lander In the State of 
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Choice of Venue. If there is a lawsuit, Grantor agrees upon Lender's request to submit to the jurisdiction of the courts of ADA County, 
State of Idaho. 
No Waiver by Lender. Lender shall not be deemed to have waived any rights under this Mortgage unless such waiver is given in writing 
and signed by Lender. No delay or omission on the part of Lender In exercising any right shall operate as a waiver of such right or any 
other right. A waiver by Lender of a provision of this Mortgage shall not prejudice or constitute a waiver of Lender's right otherwise to 
demand strict compliance with that provision or any other provision of this Mortgage. No prior waiver by Lender, nor any course of dealing 
between Lender and Grantor, shall constitute a waiver of any of Lender's rights or of any of Grantor's obligations as to any future 
transactions. Whenever the consent of Lender is required under this Mortgage, the granting of such consent by Lender in any instance 
shall not constitute continuing consent to subsequent instances where such consent Is required and In all cases such consent may be 
granted or withheld in the sole discretion of Lender. 
Savarability. If a court of competent jurisdiction finds any provision of this Mortgage to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable as to any 
circumstance, that finding shall not make the offending provision illegal, invalid, or unenforceable as to any other circumstance. If feasible, 
the offending provision shall be considered modlfied so that it becomes legal, valid and enforceable. If the offending provision cannot be so 
modified, it shall be considered deleted from this Mortgage. Unless otherwise required by law, the illegality, invalidity, or unenforceability 
of any provision of this Mortgage shall not affect the legality, validity or enforceability of any other provision of this Mortgage. 
Merger. There shall be no merger of the interest or estate created by this Mortgage with any other interest or estate in the Property at any 
time held by or for the benefit of Lender in any capacity, without the written consent of Lender. 
Successors and Assigns. Subject to any limitations stated in this Mortgage on transfer of Grantor's interest, this Mortgage shall be binding 
upon and inure to the benefit of the parties, their successors and assigns. If ownership of the Property becomes vested in a person other 
than Grantor, Lender, without notice to Grantor, may deal with Grantor's successors with reference to this Mortgage and the Indebtedness 
by way of forbearance or extension without releasing Grantor from the obligations of this Mortgage or liability under the Indebtedness. 
Time Is of the Essence. Time is of the essence in the performance of this Mortgage. 
Waiver of Homestead Exemption. Grantor hereby releases and waives all rights and benefits of the homestead exemption laws of the State 
of Idaho as to all Indebtedness secured by this Mortgage. 
DERNITIONS. The following capitalized words and terms shall have the following meanings when used in this Mortgage. Unless specifically 
stated to the contrary, all references to dollar amounts shall mean amounts in lawful money of the United States of America. Words and terms 
used in the singular shall include the plural, and the plural shall include the singular. as the context may require. Words and terms not otherwise 
defined In this Mortgage shall have the meanings attributed to such terms in the Uniform Commercial Code: 
Borrower. The word "Borrower" means SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C. and Includes all co-signers and co-makers signing the Note and 
all their successors and assigns. 
Default. The word "Default" means the Default set forth in this Mortgage In the section titled "Default". 
Environmental Laws. The words "Environmental Laws• mean any and all state, federal and local statutes, regulations and ordinances 
relating to the protection of human health or the environment, Including without limitation the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, as amended, 42 U.S.C. Section 9601, et saq. ("CERCLA "), the Superfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-499 ("SARA"), the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C. Section 1801, et seq .. 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 6901, et seq., or other applicable state or federal laws, rules, or 
regulations adopted pursuant thereto. 
Event of Default. The words "Event of Default" mean any of the events of default set forth in this Mortgage in the events of default 
section of this Mortgage. 
Grantor. The word "Granto,• means SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C .. 
Guarantor. The word "Guarantor" means any guarantor, surety, or accommodation party of any or all of the Indebtedness. 
Guaranty. The word "Guaranty• means the guaranty from Guarantor to Lender, including without limitation a guaranty of all or part of the 
Note. 
Hazardous Substances. The words "Hazardous Substances" mean materials that, because of their quantity, concentration or physical, 
chemical or infectious characteristics, may cause or pose a present or potential hazard to human health or the environment when 
Improperly used, treated, stored, disposed of, generated, manufactured, transported or otherwise handled. The words "Hazardous 
Substances" are used in their very broadest sense and include without limitation any and all hazardous or toxic substances, materials or 
waste as defined by or listed under the Environmental Laws. The term "Hazardous Substances" also Includes, without limitation, petroleum 
and petroleum by-products or any fraction thereof and asbestos. 
Improvements. The word "Improvements" means all existing and future improvements, buildings, structures, mobile homes affixed on the 
Real Property, facilities, additions, replacements and other construction on the Real Property. 
Indebtedness. The word "Indebtedness• maans all principal, interest, and other amounts, costs and expenses payable under the Note or 
Related Documents, tGgether with all renewals .of, extensions of, modifications of, consolidations of and substitutions for the Note or 
Related Documents and any amounts expended or advanced by Lender to discharge Grantor's obligations or expenses Incurred by Lender to 
enforce Grantor's obligations under this Mortgage, together with Interest on such amounts as provided in this Mortgage. Specifically, 
without limitation, Indebtedness Includes all amounts that,m·ev'oe 1iidirectly secured by ·the Cross-Collateralization provision of this 
Mortgage. 1i""'"' -, : l 1; 1 , • '•,;., • 
,:· \ ~ ...... ".. . .,~ 
Lender. The word "Lender• means Mountain West 8an~it,'. s~cassors a/lc:l..lissig~. 
Mortgage. The word "Mortgage• means this Mortgage}batwben1Grantor:and\end~. 
Note •• , The word "Note• means the promissory~ notJ dated· -Oetober ; 13, :2005, in the original principal amount of 
--■hll ... from Grantor to ~nder, together v,,lth ii!I r!jn,ewals,o(, extensions pf, ·(llOdifications of, refinanclngs of, consolidations 
of. and substitutions for the promissory note or agreeml!nt. NOTICE TO GJIAN'rOR:·THE NOTE CONTAINS A VARIABLE INTEREST RATE. 
"• ,1,· .. ~ 
Personal Property. The words "Personal Property• mean _all ecfuiPJll.!'N,ofl~ras; and other articles of personal property now or hereafter 
owned by Gf~ntor. at'lif ndw or hereafter attached or affixed to the Re~I ,Pr'oiJ!irty; together with all accessions, parts, and additions to, all 
replacements of, and all substitutions for, any of such property, and tR9etl1iir with all proceeds (including without limitation all insurance 
proceedp and refunds of premiums) from any sale or other disposition 'dl the Property, 
Property'. · T·he worif "Property• means collectively the Real Property and the Personal Property. 
Raal Property. The words "Real Propartv• m11an the real property, lnteraats and rights, as further described In this Mortgage. 
Related ·Documents. The worda "Related Documonts• mean all promissory notes, credit agreements, loan agreements, environmental 
agreements, guaranties, security agreements, mortgages, deeds of trust, security deeds, collateral mortgagaa, and all other Instruments, 
agreements and documents, whether now or hereafter existing, axecuted In connection with the lndebtedne&S, 
Rants. The word "Rants• means all present and future rants, revenues, Income, issues, royaltlea, profits, and other benefits derived from 
the Property. 
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1 UVVN::>Hlt' 1 NUH I H, HANl:it: 19 t:A:S I, 1:!Ul:St: Mt:RIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
✓-, 
A parcel of land in the s:-\ and the SW¼SE¼ of Section 6 ano also in the E½NW¼, NW¼NE¼, 
S½NE¼ and the N½SE¼ of Section 7, more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW¼, said Section 6, which 
point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°51 '45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 
6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°35'18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 
to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW¼SE¼, said Section 6; 
Thence South 89°42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼SE¼, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25'1 O" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼SE¼, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°17'54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NW1/4NE¼, said 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NW¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the SE1/4NE¼, 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE1/4NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence south 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SE1/4NE¼, Section 
7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast corner of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the NE1/4SE¼, Section 
7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NE¼SE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the N½SE¼, 
Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Southerly boundary with the Northeasterly 
boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an 
iron pin on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary of the S½NE¼, 
said Section 7; 
Thence South 89°58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along said 
Southerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said S½NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 
and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the NE1/4NW¼, Section 
7 to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of said NE1/4NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58'18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the Sw¼, Section 6 to 
an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
Westerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW¼, Section 6 to 
the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. (TL 7183) 
---------------
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MODIFICATION OF MORTGAGE 
THIS MODIFICATION OF MORTGAGE dated November 28, 2006, is made and executed between SOUTH COUNTY 
ESTATES, L.L.C., AN IDAHO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, whose address is PO BOX 1539, KETCHUM, ID 
83340 (referred to below as "Grantor") and Mountain West Bank, whose address is 802 West Bannock St Suite 
1100, Boise, ID 83702 (referred to below as "Lender"}. 
MORTGAGE. Lender and Grantor have entered into a Mortgage dated October 13, 2005 (the "Mortgage") which has been recorded in BLAINE 
County, State of Idaho, as follows: 
RECORDED OCTOBER 14, 2005, AS INSTUMENT NO. 527439, RECORDED IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO. 
REAL PROPERTY DESCRIPTION. The Mortgage covers the following described real property located in BLAINE County, State of Idaho: 
See EXHIBIT •A•. which is attached to this Modification and made a part of this Modification as if fully set forth herein. 
The Real Property or its address is commonly known as 280 ACRES @ GANNETT RD, BELLEVUE, ID 83340. The Real Property tax 
identification number is RPOl Nl 9006098CA. 
MODIACATION, Lender and Granter hereby modify the Mortgage as follows: 
MODIFY THE DEFINITION OF THE WORD "PROMISSORY NOTE" AS FOLLOWS: 
NOTE: THE WORD "NOTE" MEANS THE PROMISSORY NOTE DATED NOVEMBER 28, 2006, IN THE ORIGINAL PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF 
$5,670,000.00 FROM GRANTOR TO LENDER, TOGETHER WITH ALL RENEWALS OF, EXTENSIONS OF, MODIFICATIONS OF, 
REFINANCINGS OF, CONSOLIDATIONS OF, ANO SUBSTITUTIONS FOR THE PROMISSORY NOTE OR AGREEMENT. NOTICE TO 
GRANTOR: THE NOTE CONTAINS A VARIABLE INTEREST RATE., 
CONTINUING VALIDITY. Except as expressly modified above, the terms of the original Mortgage shall remain unchanged and in full force and 
effect and are legally valid, binding, and enforceable in accordance with their respective terms. Consent by Lender to this Modification does not 
waive Lender's right to require strict performance of the Mortgage as changed above nor obligate Lender to make any future modifications. 
Nothing in this Modification shall constitute a satisfaction of the promissory note or other credit agreement secured by the Mortgage fthe 
"Note"). It is the intention of Lender to retain as liable all parties to the Mortgage and all parties, makers and endorsers to the Note, including 
accommodation parties, unless a party is expressly released by Lender in writing. Any maker or endorser, including accommodation makers, 
shall not be released by virtue of this Modification. If any person who signed the original Mortgage does not sign this Modification, then all 
persons signing below acknowledge that this Modification is given conditionally, based on the representation to Lender that the non-signing 
person consents to the changes and provisions of this Modification or otherwise will not be released by it. This waiver applies not only to any 
initial extension or modification, but also to all such subsequent actions. 
LEGAL DE LEGAL EXHIBIT. An exhibit, titled "EXHIBIT "A"," is attached to this Modification and by this reference is made a part of this 
Modification just as if all the provisions, terms and conditions of the Exhibit had been fully set forth in this Modification. 
GRANTOR ACKNOWLEDGES HAVING READ AU THE PROVISIONS OF THIS MODIACATION OF MORTGAGE AND GRANTOR AGREES TO ITS 




This EXHIBIT "A" Is attached to and by this reference is made a part of the Modification of Mortgage, dated November 28, 2006, and executed 
In connection with a loan or other flnanclal accommodations between MOUNTAIN WEST BANK and SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C. 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
TOWNSHIP I NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
A parcel of land in the SW¼ and the SW¼SE¼ of Section 6 and also in the E½NW¼, NW¼NE¼, S½NE¼ and the 
N ½SE¼ of Section 7, more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW¼, said Section 6, which point is also the 
REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°5 J '45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 to an iron pin 
marking the Northeast corner of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°35' 18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 to an iron pin 
marking the Northwest corner of the SW¼SE¼, said Section 6; 
Thence South 89°42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6 to an iron 
pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25'10" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW'/4SE¼, Section 6 to an iron pin 
marking the Southeast corner of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°17'54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NW¼NE¼, said Section 7 to an iron 
pin marking the Southeast corner of said NW¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the SE¼NE¼, Section 7 to an iron pin 
marking the Northeast comer of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence south 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7 to a brass cap 
marking the Southeast comer of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the NE¼SE'/4, Section 7 to an iron pin 
marking the Southeast comer of said NE¼SE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the N½SE¼, Section 7, to an iron pin 
on the intersection of the Southerly boundary with the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary of the S½NE¼, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89°58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along said Southerly boundary of 
the S ½NE'/4, Section 7 to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the intersection of said 
Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said S ½NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 and also along said 
Railroad boundary to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the intersection of said 
Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the NE'/4NW¼, Section 7 to an iron pin 
marking the Northwest comer of said NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58' 18" West, 93 .19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the Sw¼, Section 6 to an iron pin on the 
Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31 ° I 0'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the Westerly boundary 
of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW¼, Section 6 to the TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. (TL 7183) 
THIS EXHIBIT "A" IS EXECUTED ON NOVEMBER 28, 2006. 
GRANTOR: 
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MORTGAGE 
THIS Mom'GABE dated Juna 13, 2008. 11 mad9 and uecuted boiwelll SOUTH COUNTY ESTATl!S, L.L.C,, AN 
IDAHO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, whoae lddrac la 124 DESI VALLEY LN, HAILEY, II> 83333 (referrlld to 
below as •Gram11r") and Mountain Wtat lank, whDH add, ... le 802 WNI Bannaak St Suite 1100, BallO, ID 
83702 Ir.tarred to below n •1.anc1ar•t, 
GAANT 01' MORTGAGS. For ~•lulblt canaldaratlall, Gnlntot fflClltOilln, 111111h. blrg• 1tll Ind aanvavw 111 Lancllr 1111 at Clreftlllr'a right. 
tide, 111111 mtrNt In and to 1he iolloWlng dncrlbad raid prope,iy, toaltllW wllh d all!lng or ~ trtOllld ar afllxad b&dldlllge, 
~ ana flXIUr■■; 1111 -· rlDIIII OI WIY, Ind llpfllllUIIIIINJ II 11111111, WIIIII' lfghtl, WIIIBle- 111d flCO!, rlCllnt llmrludlnu 
al!OOk In 11111.r.. wlthdllch arll'fiPdan llahml: 1111d 1111 otlllrlllll'Ct, [OVallln. !llll..,.._ llldncl 1o1ht tNI ~, lnaludlnl'Nll1mut lmlta1lon 
1111 mlnllrllla. oll, IIN, oellthamnd 1111d ldfflllar inatma, (the ·RH1 Proparty"J IOC.Wd In BLAINE County, 8ta1t of rctaho; 
SN EXHIBIT A, whloh la au.died to 1h11 MortglQtl and 1T111U ■ part of 1h11 Mortgag• u If fully NC fonh hweln. 
Thi Real Proimly or 1ta ..... is common1Y known aa 280 AOReS O GANNETT RD, llel.LEVUE. ID 88340. The 
R .. I Pfopert'f tu ldan11ffcetkm lllllltNr 11 01ltl19001S0880. 
CROlt-COUATlillAl.!7.ATJON. In addllllln to tilt Noa!, tin Mangage _,,.. M ~ dlbla and lalilll1'ol, ptus lmttltt 1henDn. of 
G~ t0 Linn,, ar •nv 0111 ot rnv111 of u.n, 11 wtd •• aa olllln9 by Lander ..-- ChlllDr " anv ana er mara Df t11e1n, WIIMlltl' ,_ 
axlltfllo III llttt6llwr llflllno, whelhet reltlld ar _..... to the P11fPOtt of 119 ,-.. whldlllf valuntlry or othalwlH. whadlar dua or 11111 due, 
dlralft Df lndlraot dtlttnllned ar undlWflllntd, ablDllu " cantlngant, llqulctalld or unllquldahld, whalher Gnmor llllt bl llabll lndhlkllllUV or 
lolmly wl1h othllq, Whltl\lt olllptad • auar,IIIIOr, IUl'flV, ~ plll'W GI' athlnllu, and whatlwr fllllOVIIY upon IUOll lffl0Un1a IIIIIY 
be or hfruf• m.y llaOOIIII bltrtd by an, 1111111111 of dmnlelont, 11111 whatlwr 11w obllatdon to ,_., lluch -unta 111■y b1 or horllftlr ffllY 
b■acma Otllerwln ~
Grlll\1Dr p1u11111r •tltriw 1D Linder d of OtlfflOI"• "1Jht, 11da, 1111d lntlll'Mt In end 'IO 81 pr•IIIII and future lau• Of OIi PrllPfflY ■nd Ill Ram 
t101111h• l'rllpmty. Ill~ GranlllrgrmtatD Loftdlt aUlllfvrm Cal!WMldalCade nolltlWin.ut ln1htl l'anlanll fllltperty 11\0 RIMI. 
nua MOIITOAGI, INCWDlftta "rlie AlllaNIIIINT 0JI ll&NY9 AIIID TM Sl!CWUTV INTIIID1' IN YHI! RINTI ANO PlllllOIIAI. PROP&RTY. la 
GIVEN TO &liCURl lA) PAVMINT OF "l1ti IIIDSIDl'tlll AND 1111 Jll!flFDRllrANCI OP ANY AND ALL OIILIGATIDJII UNDIR THI! NOTE. 
THE ft!LATl!I) DOCUlll&NTS, ANO THII MORTGA-. TNII MOllTIIAQa II IMN AND ACC1PRD ON THI! l'OLLOWINO YIIUlt: 
PA YMl!HT ANb PliRl'OIIMANCE. Excllpt N CIIIIIIWIN pravldld In 1flla Monpae, GtllllDf lhlll pav to Llndar 111 lfflllllnll 11011111d by 'lhll 
MOl'l'Q-0- ulhaybaco-d\16 Ind nll.irlcdv parfarlllall Of .,,._-a Dlrllp'1ana llftderthlf ----• 
POSll!8BION UD MAINTINANCI OF TIii! PROPIIITY'. Grantar •UN• 'lll■t Ollmot'a paNRlan and UM of 1114 Pl'OPtRV lhlU lnJ aovarlllll by 
the fllllOW!nt !l"Mllanal 
PIIVHnlon and u,.. Unlll tha --· Df an liVtlft Of Dlf■IIII, l.llantar fflll'I 111 remain In pou-lan and connl of tilt PIOINR\'I IZI 
un, •- or m-,a tha ProPtrtn 1111d Ill collKt tha Aafttl fl'Om 11w l'rllflll'W, Tha folloWlng ~ rwl■ut ta 'Iha 111111 of th■ 
l'ro.llfflY ar m Cllllar llmlla1lans an Iha Pntperty. 
Duty to Mtlmdn. Granto, llhall llltdmlln tha l'nlplrty In ,.,,.,...,., OOlldlilan 11111 pramptly PtlfotM ID ,-pair■, '8pllD8ffllfllll, lftd 
mal~• IINMN!rY 10 pnla/YI ha Vlllul. 
Complleaoa Wllh ~ 1.aw,, anmar l■Prlllllftl 11111 Wtttllffll 111 Landar u.11 Ill DurlllO 1111 PllloCI at G11111111r'■ ~ of 
11\1 l'rDPlrty, tllarl hot UMIID_......., ....,,_,-., _...,dapaul, ,.....o,1Jlre&1INtl ,._of IIIY Hlmdolll 
lubl.Unot br •riv pmaOII an, undlr, IIIDlll o, fnrm 1111 Ptoplny; 121 G....- hu l'IO knoWI_,.. of, o, ,.Ian 111 ball■ve 111M U\tft ha 
bNn. ucapt" rnvr-tt dllcllllld to 111d ~ by l.lrlclfl III wrllq. 1111 -, blNOh ot VIOllllon Qf llflY EnwoNnlfflll Lewa, 
!bl tnv ""• pn11ratlo11, m-r.mn, llllflll8t w-m. llllp8NI. ,.._ o, 1httll9rl8II relllu■ ■f ar1y HIIUIQlllt lklbalanN an. und■r, 
abcurt or from th■ ProPltlV by lfW prlar awn■ra 111 ~ of n Pnlplrty, ■r lol e,w II01UII ar tlnalllftad lltlpdocl ot Ollbna DI any 
kind ir,u, llfl'IOll ttladng tD llllltl ...._ and 13) lllcapt a■ praVIOUlly tlllclallld 10 11111 eo~II by Lltftwln wrlllng, ltl lltlllltt 
Grantar - anv •MIit. oonsracnirr, 1111111t ar 01htt aunrlnd uur rrf th■ PJO!MfW ah&II un, aa--ta, mtl\llflOttn, 11DK, n■t. dlapou of 
or rolout 1111Y Huanlalls 8ulllwm an, under, about o, fl'Om 111a l'rllpllty: llld di! any allllh ICIMty lhd bl IOnCIIIOtld Jn aamphnc:a 
wllh ell eppiloebli, fadarll, &U11, lftCI lollld l■w■, niaul'1lanl Ind orcll--■, lnoludlll9 wllhDut llml1a1lcrn d !nWIIMllfflll I.awl, Grlllltllr 
tvlhotlnll l.allCltt 111111111 lg■l'ltll 10 """'lltDn 1h11 l'roplrtv111 11111a 1111111 lna11lllltlanl and 111U, 11 anmar'■ ■xiaw•• u Lindi!' may 11nm 
eppro11rlalll tD clat■rmtne ODm...,_ Df 'Iha l'IOlltRY wtth 1ld■ IIIICtlmi of the Mclr1aa9■• Artf lll■paotlOl'II o, Wm madll lrf l.■Nklr llhllll DI 
fDr L■llcltt'• ~ ariy llld lhall 11111119 nnatruBd 10 ffll1S Ul'f JIIIIDflllbllty fl' .. llllily OIi 1h■ pllt of Lar,Cllf 10 Gtll'ltllr ar tv lllY othv 
pgraon. Tho r■P'll■nlldonl 111111 WNl'll'dlN 11Dfflllnld hlr■ln .,. blllCI an Gr1111Dr'1 c1Ut Clllpnn In lnvoatlgltlng _,, PtOllll'SY far 
Wawclaw Subllanau. GtMt11r 119A11V I'll ........ and war- ■ll't full-. 0111n 1111111n■t L■ntar for 1nc1tmn1W ar i:on1rlbullon lft th■ 
twnl Grllltm' btOOma lllllla for 1"9iw, ar adutr c:111111 under em, 11111h 1-l and l2l IIO(ttl 111 lndllMlfy, defanct, Ind hOld hlnnlau 
\.Hdv ,atlnac.,,, 1111d ............... lllbllltllt, ............. 111d ~ wlllah Ltind■r _, dlNlRlv., lnd1ntnly _. 0, 
1111ffar fllllldllng !tom ■ lnuh of"- 11111on Df lhe MoffllBII' or•• a -1111--=• at anv UN, 11mandan. ftllffllfa11111N, ,to,..., dblpall, 
rer.11 er thramned llltnt ollG1lrl1n; lffllll' to Gramer'• awn11'1111p er IIIWrtH In 'Ota l'nlPDl'tV, Whtttllr or rmt n 111m1 wn er SIIOWI 
han ba1n known ta Granto,. The provislonl Df 1h11 NCtlan of ill• Mo/'1;1;1, lncludlno u-.. oblJo.llllon IQ lnd111T1nlfy and deflnd, •hlll •lilVfvl 
'lhl 11t1vm•m of tha 1ncs,in.dnn1 arid WI '""f&CUan and racan\laVanot Of 1h• tt,n at thla Mo11111a1 and 1haU not ba affec~ bY l.tndtt'• 
acqullh!en Of VIV fnllirllt Ir, tl\t ProplNI\', whnlw lrf fot.o!Otijrt 01 c:¢h11Wlal, 
NUllanff, W,m. Q1111110r •hta not c1UH, ool'lCIUOt !Jr 11armlt any IIU!aanoe nor 1111mmlt. parmtt. or ,uttt1 •nv avtgplnv at or w11111a an or 'IC 
lhl Prop111fy Of anv por11!,n of 1ht Pro111rty, Wlthaut lltr\lttl'IQ lha ~narallty af the io-.;olng, Oranmr will ~ ramc~•, or ;r1nt ta 1nr. athar 
llll'\V Iha 1!;1,l tc ltmovt, any limber, m!Mt■lt (lncludlnD eB Ind Ila&), 01111, clay, ICOtla, tol~ o,r11I or rock prDduc:ta Wl1l'IO\n l.tndtf • II/IGr 
w1ttu11 oonnnt. 
Rulon! gf lmprcvem,ni.. OrtNOI 111111 riot damo!lah Of l'S'IIOVI t"'( lmprvvem11111a tram ~ At&! P1111111rty without LollMr'I P/f0t wrluan 
cona11n,. Al • aondldGn"' tht removal of any lmprc_..m,nt», Larldar may requltt Gr■rmir to moka 11ons,m•rtu 11tlaf11:tory tc Land.r w 
ttp!ave 1uah lmprovtm,ni. wltl1 lmprovam.ma of at laut 1q11t1 valu,. 
Landt1t'1 llleht to ElltGr. Landu and Lllndar'a •OtnC. and rep,eHmat!Wt l'l'l•Y ,n111 11pon tho 114..i Propt,,W at ■II reui,1111ble llmtt 'IC lltltnd 
~ l.andar'a lntattai. and to IMPIIOt thl RGI! Proparty for ll~HI af 011nt,,r•• OOl'l'l~lnDII with tlla tsrll\f tnd vondlllona ot tllll Mortg101. 
Ca111pnano1 wllh Qovernm,nlal RecultamaftU, GralllOr llhall p,'Offlptiy OOfflPlv whh d law,, ordln1ncaa, and raolJWl!Ont, n,;iw or h1r11ftv 
ln ■ffoar, Of IU ;ovam1111ntel t\l\h;rllla■ appDceblt 'IO 1h1 11n or oaau.o-no~ Of 1h1 Jlrop11'fy, lnoll.ldln; wllhallt llmltatlon, thl Amvtlc1n1 
Whh 1)!11bl!ltlea Aal. Qrsnn,r may 0001-■t In ;ood falll\ anv ■uoh law, ordinance, or zagul■tlon and WiU1hDld CDmpllenoa durtno 1nv 
pn,ceodlfl&, tn;!udlno IPl)l'Oprlall appH!a, ilO long 1111 Gt■ntlll' hH 1\0lltled Linda, Ill Wilting prior lo doing IO ll'ld fO Ion; 11, In Landor'■ 
.ci!a oplnlan, l4l'ldlt'• lncarHta In m, f'rclNrlY 1n1 Mt Jtcparc!lzlld. LGlldar mty 1te1\llri Orllltor te i,ott adeq1.11i. aacu,/ty er a tvraW bond. 
NIUOlltblv nllafaete•V 'IO Lllndtr, to pratto\ Landor', lmarut. 
RECEIVED 
JUN 13 2008 
t.f 'j 
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MORTGAGE 
Loan No: B17304207 (Continued! Paga 3 
Gr1111tor wal Cftlll,tt, vr cw11 to he dallvored, to Ltndar 1uah lnlltrumania •• l.lllllet 1111v rtQ\ltai from 'dmll ID 1111111 111 pal'ffllt ,uoh 
partlolpa11on, 
Compllanaa With ........ Grtmar Wlffllllla that tlla Propeny and Gl'lfllOl'I UH of v,a Property ~-· wkh Ill tlllvllng appllcebla lawa, 
OtdlMIIVH, wrnt ragula11on■ of GDY■mm•nwl "'11KrrlllH, 
Survival of Rtpre11M.U.nt •d Wanntlu, Al repruenta1lOM, wanantlu, and ~ made by Gramer In 1Na Moqa;e ■hall 
aurvtv• 1h, ,11eallllon and d11lvary of 1h11 Monota■, th1tt bt con1lnul119 In nature, 111111 1h1U ramaln In lull fan:11 and affect ull1ll 1uo11 till'I& •• 
G1anuir'e lndebtadneta thell bt paid In full. 
EXIITINQ INt>Ul'J!DNUS, Tha lollowl119 prcllllalone 0011011111n9 EKi•Un11 lnd1lrlldn111 ere a part of thlt Mor1111QII 
l!lllftlno Lien. Th• Uan of thl, Mortaao• UDl.lina 1h11 lnd•bladnel• may bt ••oond■ry and lnhltlar to the U.n aoowlno Pl\'ffltn\ of ■n 
llxll:tlng OlilllOatlOn to MOUNTAIN W&ST U.NIC. TM 11dlllng abllgatlon hu I oummt Pl'IIIOiPtl b1l■naa DI 1ppro1dm1talv ♦15,0(18,8)1.00 
and 11 ln 1ha orlglnol cllfnOlotl amllllllt of H,870,000,00, Orln\Or axpru■ly aav■l'lllnt■ llNI 111)1111 to pay, or an to tha p■vmant of, tho 
illl.Ung lnd■btadntH ftftd 111 pt■v,mt ,nv d1f■ult on -h lndrlbttdn ... , ■RV d.t1ult undw the lnafflJIMl\tt. IIAd•llOlna vuoh lndebladndl, or 
any dataull Ulldtl' anv -rtw do1111mant■ for 1110ll lndtbtldn1u, 
No Modl-11on. Qramor •hill Mt •~t lmO any ■g11111111■nt wllh tha holdtt of •nr IIIOl1POt, dud af tnlllt. or Clthal' •tOUfllY ,ar,emanc 
which hu prlorlrf o-i.r tin Mort11191 bV whlat, 111n aor .. m■m 11 modlllecl, amlJlded. 011t•11e1td1 11r r■n■w,d wl1haut tho pllor written 
oon••"' ol Landa,, Btentot lll•R nallhlr r4IQUUI nor ucapt fifff MUt■ adn1111•• llllllar anv 111en a■olllitY agttlmtnt wllhDllt !he p,!Dr 
wrlttln oa,..,m of l.lmdlr. 
CONO!MNATION. The 1olloWlna OIOVlalonll rollldng to oOIICIIMnlllOn pmaldlnp ml I port at thlt Mol'tGISltl 
Pr-•rllnar. II ■nv pracaodlng In oondemnltlon la fflld, Gran11Dr wff ptOlllffi llllllfv Llllnd■r In wrtt11111, and Oreri=r 11141 prornpllv t1k1 
■uch 1,ap■ .., m,v bt neo111ary to d&falld 'Iha to1ion and oblatn the award; a,,nwr m.-, b1 wi nomln1I party In auoh prooudli,g, 11111 
Lllnd■r alulH be llltltllCI to partk,lpai■ In th■ pn1c:11dfno ffi:t 1D bl n,prw1nlld In the proHlldlllg 11V OOUllltl of lul own ahDlr:1, Incl 011ntnr 
wlll ddll9r Df VIUl9 111 be danv.ttd to L■ndar IIICh lnllnllMnla "Id dOOIIIMnWlon U m■\' be requoated by l.tllcltr 110,n tlm, to llml 1lCI 
parmlt auoh oan10111.ucm, 
A1pllcll1ID11 of N■t Pto .. ,dlo, If ,n ar any part of VII Prope,cy la oond1mn1d bv amlnant do1111fn prooeM11n91 or by ■nv pro1111dln11 or 
pu10h11t In a■u of cand1111111tlo11, !Andtr m1v 1t Ila tl■ctla11 r■riulrt 1hM d or any pDftlon of Iha not pl'GOHlla of tht tW&rd Ila 1ppl1d to 
Ula lndabtednim ot tht rwpllr or rulllllltlDn of 'lht l'IOP91'1Y, Th• ntt proc■lda of 111, IW.n:I •hall mlln 1h• lw■rd lttlt P•Vffl•III of .n 
rauon1bl• GDIII, ■ICIIIIIIIIU, ■no MCOrn■p• In■ lncurfld tiv Lelld,tr in oonrwotlon with thll c:1111d1111ru1tlon. 
IMPOSfflON OF TAXSI, Fill ARD CHARGIU rt QOVliRJIIMJiNTAL JIUTHORITIII, The tollowtng prOllltlont r•l111tlnO to gov■rrvrian1111 11111, 
1111 1111d oh■rget att I Ollrt ol 'lhla Mortgqe1 
C1.1tt1111t Ta11t1, l"eH ■nd Clul196&, U1111n r1K11118' by Lendor, Or1ntot 1111111 --• auah dacum1111:11 111 1dclltlOt1 10 ihlt Mor1&1111 ind t■ko 
whaltvar o1her eotlon I• rvquaai■d by Landor m plll'flot end oon11mit L■rldtr'• d1111 on 1ha lleel PfOplr\v. Orlllltllr mall r■lmbuJN lemlar for 
1111 WKflt 1, d11orlblld balDW, t11;e111er with •II 111p1n111 Incurred In rtOOrdlnll, p■rfHtlng or c:DlltllWlllg '11111 MOl'IQtO•, lrtoludlna without 
llmltllllan Ill mMe1, ,_, do11um11ncary ■tampa, 111d olhtt oh■r&H fDf Motdlng or nigl■tetlrig d'llt Mvrt111111. 
Tma. TIit toaowlng ahlll C:Dllltltuto ,WI '° Whlah thll 111Ctlon 1ppllu1 I 11 • •Pool no tu upgn thll type of Mong.eo• or U?OII •K or ,nv 
part of the llld.-WCIMII Nllwad by thl& MllrtN•I 12) a -alllc tax on Granto, whloh <!rlffl'Or Ill wlhom■ d or 1911ult■d UI deduct flol'II 
ptymlllltl an the lndlliitdnu• IIUlolr■d by thla tVPO of Mort0•;11 (31 a ,ax on thla fypl of MOl'tCIIQI Oh&tQHbl• ■;■lnlt lhl Landar or lhl 
hold■r of the Not11 end l4l • 1pullla 1lllt on Ill Ill' •nv l)01tiOII of lh■ lndabtadnlln ar 1111 pavmanta of prfnnlpal and lmanm made by 
Gttmar. 
iubH!pllnt T.... If 11\V tlll to whloh Wt ttotlon IIIPffll la -- aubaoquent to ll'I• dltl gf thll Mongaga, tllla event 11111 havt tilt 
■■me 1ffact u en iVtM of Dwfaull. ■nd Lander may wioitl ■nv vr 1ft of Ila ■valallla r1111edlH fOt an lwnt of 011fault II prollldad belnw 
unlll• Gr■nlor ■lthlf' 111 PIYI 1111 t■x b■ fore It IIICIDIM. dtllllQUtM, vr (a) llonllllh tha tlllC .. provldd above In 111• T1x11 1nd Liana 
11ctlon and "PD■III wkh Lallder ctth or • 1ufflol1nt aarpo1'111111Urot\' bolld or 01lltr t1aurlw 1111laf1otorV to lender, 
HCUHITY AQREEM&NT: FINANCINIJ ITATIIMIINTI. Tha foDowlng PtOYltlDn■ rellll!no tD thla Moit;agt Ill I .. OUtlty 111rN1Mnt IUII I part at 
1h11 Me,tgag11 
••ouil\y Aarumant. Thi■ IM'lt\Jmln\ 1h10 IIDn■tltuta • 8eout1'1V AQtl1m1nt to ill• Htllllt •nv ~ Vie Pro»•rtr ODmllllllllll futlUrN, and 
L.andar alllll htyt Ill gf the rfGhta of I eeouttd 1)11'\y under tha Uniform Coll,~ COd• U amandad from time to •• 
Bn111lly ln1ttHt. Upoft r■ctutat by Lend11, Grantor •h•II 11kt wh1t.wv1r Rllon la raquuted bV Lender 10 t:11rf■ot and 11ontlnu1 Lander'• 
nollltv ln\tl't■t In 1h11 Rant■ Ille! l'ttlORll l'lllllllrfy. In addition to l'llOOl'dlnll 1h11 Mort;11111 In the real property~ l.tnd■r ffll\l, It •nv 
11m, and wlmout IUtlhar ■utl111rllatlon flam Gremo,, fl1■ -ut■d oountllrplll'tl, 000111 or 111produolkln1 a1 tlu Mortv•o• 111 • fln,nob'IQ 
111tt"111\t. Grontol ah■U r■IMl>uttt i..ndar for •• ■xp1n■N lllountd "' 0ttfwotl1111 or continuing thll MOU!ltV inwrut. Up11n dllfault, Grantar 
■hall not t11111ove, .. Vil ar dDW:h the PIIIDn,J PfOIMl'IV lrOIII Iha Propa,tv. Upon cllfllllt, Granier lhall -mbla Ill'( Pll'llOl\81 PIOP8rtt ncii 
aflhlld 111 th■ P1GPGl'1Y In a ffliMtf Ind 11 • place t1M0111bl\' OOll'IBnlem to Grantor and Landor anci m■ttt It tvalabll 111 L■ndar wlthlll thtM 
131 dlVI afler reoell)'I of wr1U1n d1111ancl from \.lndtr 1111 th• ■Xlant parmltlld by IPOIIMblt law. 
Addrluea. TIit m■lllnf ■ddruau Of Granier ldllblll!I and laNlar INOUttil panv) from which lnformatlol\ oona.mfno the 11c:urlly lntar•t 
atamad bV thlll Morta•o• m■v bl obtalnad l111ch H requbd bv th1 Ulllform COll\tl'ltm•l Cclcl•I .,. 81 ltltsd on the ftttt PfOt of ihlJ 
Mol1Qt0f, 
PVRTHIFI AHUIIANC&SI -0.TTOI\NIY•IN-FACT. ~ fOllOWq pr11vlalana rallltlng ,o fUttl\tr an1111nc■1 and attomay.!Mtot ttt & PIil\ of thl1 
Mcttv•11•1 
F1111llor Atl1111a,.••• At any time, end ftotn 11m, 111 1lm1t, upon niquon of Lllndar, car■nlot wlll 1111ke, ~ Ind dalvar, or wl CIUiia to 
b• mad■, ·••cut•d or dtliv■ r■d. to Lander or to Lllld■r'I dll■lpa. 111d when ltq\fNlld by Linder, CIIIII to 111 fflad, reool'dtcl, rtfU■d, vr 
l'tltOOrdld, H thl cue mtv lit, at •uah 1lmlll and In .VOii OlflOII Ind plaau aa l.andar mev Clttm &pJIICIPll■ta, 111\1 llld 111 Ml'I monaeou, 
daad, of vu.t, IICUllty dud,, HOurit,y llll'Nffllllll, flnenol1111 l'llllffllnlll, oom!nuadon ,i.11tmtrua, ln11n1ment11 at lurthor 11,urerioe, 
c■nlllcatat, end 01/Nr documllntl u IIUIV, Ill thtl 1ola opinion 11f Lenclet, bl 11N1uary or dulrllhla In oNt•r ,o tlleot111t11, compltUI, p■rfee," 
aonlln111, or pniaarv, 111 Gr1ntor'1 obllgatlont undu tha Nam, thla MOrtQIOI, and lh■ l1111ted OaoU1111M,1 Ind 1.11 lh1 11•111 and 
IIIOUl'ltY lnllrtlll created bv 'Chit MDrtg191 on tha Property, wh■thlr now CIWNld OI' httllfttr RQulrtd by Clrantllr, UllltM PtOl'llllitlld by 
law or lander tlll'fl■ \0 th■ oontt■ry In wt1111111, Gnn11Dr ,hall ralnlbUrtt Lllncl■r for ■tt c:nata end eMptnttl lnollfflld ln cannactlor, with Vie 
1111nara 11fenad to In 'lhlt P11ttor1Ph, 
Atwm■y.Jn-Feot, If Ol'l/ltor fllla to d6 eny ol lh■ thl1111• r1f1r1■d to In !hi pnig■dlno peragr■ph, Lender mav du III for 1111d In tlla nam• af 
Granwr and at Gr■11tor11 uptntt. For 1110h PUIIIOfft, Gr1n1Dr hlflbv lnavoo■otv appoln11 l.lnder • 011ntot•• IIWtnlV"ln-llcl' fa, thl 
Plff!IOII If 11111111'1111 ■11Nlltln1, d1flvut11Q, flDn11, r1e11nllnD, '"" CIOlftfl •• D1hlr lhlnt• II 11111\' lie *"HIV '" d11lrlbl1, Ill LAllllll•r'• 1011 
opl,\!On, ill ICC:Drnpd1h 1111 tllffl9rt 11f1rrad to In tie lllftOtdlnll 11111qreph. 
PAIITIAL IIILIAtll. IAl'ldtf 1hlll IIIIDUII p11'111I ,.1 .... , ,, 1hl U111 of thlf Motta111, uoan the tollowlllQ DDndllle1n11 
100• OP NeT PJl(ICHOS l'IIOM 8All OF WATIJI RIOHTI TO II Al'NIIO TO THI LOAN BALANCII. 
l'UU. PMl'OIIMANOI, If Grantor PtYt Ill tha lnd■lltldnul Wlltn Clut, ■nd othtltwllt HtfOnN Ill lhl obaa.i- llwpotllCI 11119n Gr■mor und11t 
thll Mono■, .. IAINltr ,11111 -D1111 a11d dtll\llt UI Gr■mw I 1ultablt 111ftfMllon of thll Marta•D• tnd ,uhlllla llllltfflllffll ., .mln1don gt .,y 
f111111all'IQ ltatlffllm 011 Ill• allldenalna Lar■l■r'a IUurilY lnllrffl In lht 1111111 a._ Iha Per■IIIIII l'nlptrty. Gl'tnlllr wm IIIY, H p-'t&ld by 
IP!lllc■III• law, any l'lann■IIII t■rmlM11on fM II d"'8lllllnld by L•IICllr f111m 1lmt to $lit, 
IVIH'l'I 011 DIPAULT • llaoh of tl1II fOlloWlng, It l.lndlr'• OIMIOn, lh■II can■tltutl 11'1 t#M of l>lfMIII: under""' Mona•1111 
Payment Dlftull, Gr■ntor f■III to make ll'IY l/lllvrlllm whofl 1111■ unellt th1 lndabU1d11U1, 
Dlflldt 011 011,,r l'11,m1ma, lllallwe or Gr■ntor within 1111 'ltn'II raqutrad by thll Mot111•11• 111 makl 111v povmont for t11111 ar lnlur11111, or 
■nv athar payment nto11111ry t■ pr■v■nt fllln, of 111 to affeot dleollara■ of 1111/ 11811, 
Oth•t Dtfllul11. Gnint11r ,,u. to DDmply with or to p,rtonn any other ,em1, ol:IU11■dan, a-nanc or oondl11on cantllNCI In ,hit Mo11;1111111 
In •nv If 1111 Rtlltlld DocUlllll'ill or 10 aamp1y with or 10 !Mffllrm •nv t■lffl, OIIIIOfflm, nwNlnt or IIOlldlllon 111nwlnad In any ONt 
•arMmant bltwaen l.endar ■nd G1111111r, 
, .... 81at1Mtffl'I, Arrv WIITlnty, rtpr!1111111IIDl'I or .Utlmlffl m■dl Ill' furmhed to L1ndw bV Br■lltor or on Cir1ntor'1 btlullf Ulldll' Ihle 
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~•11• cir "1• R•l•tld Dooumenw I• fal•• cir ml•leadlno In •nv rq111r!al tNpllllt. 1111\ar naw o, et 111, 'dme mad• Gr turnllhed or btoomn 
fall■ or mllleldiftO ♦i ,ny time th11rnfta1. 
DafHllllll COlltwRll&allon. Thle Morttl•ae Ot Jttr vi 1119 Rlllatad 0ocurMfttf ...... w 11, In full 1alN alld tffeot. llnalwll119 falura of a11Y 
ovU11111al dacumant ta orNw a valid and p1rf1atod AOUrltY ll'lttrtn or Deni at ■ny 1lm1 and fOr •nv rn1011, 
Daatn Dt lol'9MlllD\'. The dlnaludDn of Gt1nw'w (raglfdlua at whath1t elt4tlon tv aan"- la mtdll, any 11111111D111 wtlhdrawa flom ~ 
Dml11d llobllltV oompenv, 111 111W Dth11 tannlnotlon of GtentOt'w axl111nc1 11 • going butln■■- ar tha dlllth of 11ny memb11, the lntolvanav of 
Grantar, u,a 1ppalntflllllt of • rtotlVv 1111 any part al Gmnor't jl!OIMf\Y, any ualgnfflW fot 'Iha llen■ llt at oradhlorl, tllY t.YP• of aradltar 
wo,kout, o, th■ 110111m111118fflant of •nv proo1-"1ng wide, 1111y b,ntc,vrnov or lntolvanoy law• by or a11a1n1i GIWltO,, 
Credltar or Fel'fe~ l'tllaHdlnp, CammllnDemem Of IOrwolcnlurt Dr forfaltln Pl'Ootldlngl, wlwt/ulr by Judlollll prooelllllrlf, alll•hlllp, 
t'tPDINIIIDn or any Olller mflhod, by •nv c:radltor of Ortll\Or Clf by anv ID\lllfllllltmal IOIIIIDV 1gll111t 1ny prope,w MCIUrlnf the 
lndallttdnlN. Thia lnaludu I 11em1111Mtn1 of 11W al Gr■ntor'a aollOUl\tt, lllaludlne dlpaalt IDDOLlfflt, wllh Limier, How-,. 1hlt Ml'II al 
Dtllault ,hell not a.oJllv II u.,. ,. I gaod follh ct11pu11 by GrllltOI 11 'Ill 11111 l/elldity ot f■IIDnlblenll• of the Olllm whloh ,. th■ bula al the 
oredl111r °' larfll!Ula Pf"tt<lillll and It a,1111ar dVn Lll!Cltt wrltttn no1lc1 of thll cnadkar or fOrllllllr■ proaaldlng end cllpotlt■ wllh Lllndllr 
menlN or• aur1tv band IDr thll ortOJ,Or or larllltul■ praaNdlng. In en amD11nt dat1tmlnad by Ltncltr, In 111 NII dlac1etlon, N btltlll an 
RIQUlta IIIUM ~ bond fOI tha cbput1. 
lixlatl~a lncl9b1tcln111. Th■ peymant of ••w l111tallm1nt at prlnclpal a, ,ny lnt1mt on the llxladna llldtlmdn■n 18 not mid• within itle \Im, 
required by 1ha promi.toty note wldenalng aual, llldtblltdlllN, ar ■ dlfautt aoolltt under 11w lnalnlmant NOlllfflCI tuOh lndabtadnlA a.nd r. 
not aur■d during 1n11 1ppflcabl1 or1ea Plrlod In 1uch lnllttumant, 11, e,;y 11111 or 11h11 ec11on II OOl'tlm1no1d to far■ala1e any exlld/19 a■n 11n 
Ult Pr-rty. 
8r1111h at Othar Ar,,.'"11nt, Any bleach by Grarnor 1111dlr 1118 tarma of lrtt/ other ■1111em1nt batwaan Grtmor and Landar that la noc 
MIIIAClltd Wllhln •nv IJ'IIH perlllel l)t0Vld1d 1htnaln, lncludlno Wlll10\lt llmfhtllm any IOl'ltntlnt aonPmlnD 111\V lndutlCIIIMt ar 01h11 
vbUg111on af Gnmor io Lande,, whlthat ulltfnll now or l■u1,. 
l!vel\h Affnlln& Quaramar. ArlY Of Iha pr1c:11lflna 11111nt1 oaoura wllh raapact to •"'I auar•ntar of any of the llllltbtld.,... or ,nv 
Ouareltti:lt dlw vr blloamu lncamptttAt. or rnvkff ar dlaputq w v•lldltv al, ar llabllllv under, env OVlll'll'lt\' al the I~. 
AdVOIR Change, A mttarl■I adYDral 011111111 0001111 In Gr■ma,•• ftn111111,1 OOlldltlOn, Gr Linda, b11i.v.. 'lhl ptQap1ot al PIVffllnt or 
parformlnca cf the lnctmtdnnw III Impelled. 
lnaeodflty, Land41 In good 111th btlltv .. lwtlf lnan1111. 
Right tD Cllra. If ,nv dtftUII, Cllh■r ihan I d1fault In Pl'lll'ltnt la aurula •NI If Orento, h&I nllf b1111 glvln I N!tiot Of & bra■Dh Gf tht llffll 
provlalOn ol ihla Mort111ff within 'Iha prllRdlno twal111 n~ rnontha, It mav ba 1ured II a,11110t, attar malvlllo wrllton nGCkM ftom Lendlt 
de1111ndlna outt vf auch daf1111t: It! our■a the default within "" 110) d■YII a, 12) If 'lht our. N1111lra1 more than tan ,, 01 d•v•, 
knmadlalllly lnllla'8t tu,lf whlah Linder dlMllnt In 1Mtdtr'1 ,ot. dlacratlctn to lit IUfflOlent 10 cun tha datlwlt ancl th■r111tw cantlrwa 111d 
DOl!IPlffll Ill 1111an1bl1 end NOUHI\I tta111 ■llfflclllllt ta procruoe OClmsdhn:t II IIIDn .. r ... onably pl'IIC1lc1L 
RIGHTS AND l'IDillDll!II ON 1:>l!MULT, Upon the OOOlll'l'tffll■ of 1111 l!vtnt af Dllfeui1 end Ill allY lfml 1hllrn"-', ltndtr, at Landar'a aptlan, IQY 
uaror.. •nv an■ or mar■ at tho fohowtna r!Qht■ and ,11111dl .. , In lddlt!Cln 10 •nv athlr right, or rem■dlaa pravldad by lal.\lt 
Accalar1111 hl4tllllllln■u, Lander ahal ha111 via right It It■ op!lon wllllM nottot to Gr■nlllr to dlloltre 1ht 11111(1 lndabtlldnua lmmedllttty 
d1111 1ml P■vat>lt, lnoludlng any prepayment PlntlW that Grantar would ba rtc1ul1td to pay, 
ucc ftamldlll, 'Mth IQpeo\ 'IO 1111 or t1rr Pll't of tht P111onll l'roPffl'I, Landa, ahlll have •• tlll ~llffll ■nd ramadlu af I .. OUl.il Ptrtv 
und11 111a UnlfOtnl Commvrollll Carll, 
CollllOt "9nt■• Landar llhlll hive '!ht rlgm, wllhout notice to Granter, 'IO 1tk1 POnnlkln al th• Pn)IMf'lY end aallai:t '11111 11111111, lnoll.ldloio 
IIMUl'III put due 111d Unpaid, 111111 apply the 111t prooetci., Ovtr 111d lllmYI l.tllldlr'e OOl'II, agalnlt 1ht lndebtllldntsa. 11'1 funhar■mtl of 1h11 
right, Lender PIIY l'IIQull'I 1111y '1111111\t or Otllar 11H1 al th■ Prapart,y CO llllkl P■\lll'Sltll of rant or UH ,- dlr■a'dy ta Lander• If 111, 11,1111 1111 
IICIIIIClad by Lantier, U'ltn Qr■ntar "'-~ ci.1t1111N Lander U Grantor'• -~- tD 1ndorae lnll'ltlllfttntl OIIHll'IN In pavmel\1 
1h,raot In th■ n■ma of Granto, -"" IO n119Dd1ta '1111 INlffll and OOlltOt th■ p,oc;llllll1, Pavn,1n1t t,y tan11111 cir athat 1.11er, 'IO l.andvr In 
l'UplNIU 111 l.tndtr'• demand lhllll ■atlltv 1M obll;■tlonl fat whlllh the P6\'lffl111111 •• mado, Wlllt!W or Nit any JffllPlll' 01aundt fOt 'Ille 
cltmlnd INClatlld. llrlder IIIIY ti1trcrl■1 lt1 rtghtl under U\11 1u11P■ r1;rllllh rillh■r '" per,on, ll'f 111,m, or thrauah • ,,011Y1r. 
Appalftt lleaelvw. l.lmdlr ahall ll■w ,,,. l'fOllt tg haVI a NIIIIIMII' •PPolmtd \0 11n p~ of •• ot •nv part al thll Property, Wltl'I '1111 
powtr ta fll'OUIOC end PttHrvt Iha Prapartv, to OJ)trHI tha Prap■rl:'f p11111edlrio fOttolD111r1 ar 11111, and tD oollt0t 'lh■ Rlllltll frclm the 
P,optrty and apply the ,WOOMClt. 0V. Ind llbllVII the DOit Of 11\t r■Gllvanthlp, apfnn till lndtbildnl& Tlul r■olll/er 1111V attvt wllhaut 
bo11d If 11trmtned bV law. Lendor•• rtllht ta the 1ppolntmlnt of • reoetvv ■hal •* whethor ot Mt tlw ■ppuant v■lut of tht l"tOll■rty 
lllllllldt 111t lndtbtad- by ■ aubetelltl.i ,mount, l!mploymlnt bV Llllldtt .ii.a nai dllquallly a Port011 from Htvlng ■1 • racelvtr, 
Jlldlal■I ~-·· llllcltr ,nay Obtain. Judlol•I d■arel 1oftOIOllng Grantar'• lntarart In Ill or •nv Plrt of1hl PrapOltY, 
tlanJulllo!al Sil,. If pwmltl■d by 1ppU01bll law, l.llndll' may fllrtllllOII QraM11r'1 lntllrHt 11'1 ell or In onv llll't al th■ l'enlDMI Ptoparl:'f or flll 
Raal l'n,party by nDMlldlal■I ule. 
oenortn,;,v Jud11m1nt. If permitted by 1ppla1bl1 l1w, Lendtr may Olnlln • judgment for 1ny dtflOl■ncrv J1m■lnlng In tho lndtbWlnn, d1111 
ta l.enaar titer 1ppllullan of Ill 8fflllUlltl l'>lftlffd from Iha .-oltl ol 1ht rlahll prayfdad IA tlllf 1tod0n, 
THa11vv 1t luffaranc■• If Orenior 11m■ln1 In po11-■lon of the Pra111rty aflar th■ PIOPfl"CY r. said a■ pro'lldtcl •~M Ot IM!d■r athlrwl11 
blcom• eAtltltd tD pDAn■1on af the Property upon daflulr of Grantot, Gr■l'IIDr lhlll be:01111 • 11111nt at 111fflra11&1e rif Ltl\dtt vr 11111 
puioh ... , of Iha Praparty' •11d wn. at Lander'• II~ •llf1fr 111 PIY. IIUIIIIIDlt r•nt■I fer thl UH 01 tli4 l'tOplrt\', 11r (II -·- 1lle 
P1aperty lmmtdla'ltl\l 11111111 thll dllllllllld er Lll'ld•r. 
Othet "•'"'di". Ltndlr llhall n- tll otlwr rlghtll ind ramtdlN provlcltd In thla Mo~ or th, Not11 o, 1valllbl1 at ltw or In 1e1ulty. 
Sala of 1111 Prepe,iv. To thl ,11111nt p■rrnl• bV loiiilo■bl■ law, Cl11m11r hertby welvaa •nv 111\d all rlfll'(C 10 hlw the Prap•rtv ffllllhlillllll, 
In MtOlllng 1111 rlghta Incl rOl\'ltdlta, Linder lrhall be frN 10 Mil Ill a, 111Y part a, '11\t Prv11■r1Y togalhar ar ttPam.lv, In an• •al• or bV 
NplNlte Hitt, Lend■r 1h1II be entltl•d 'ID bid I\ •nv public HHI Dl'I IQ or any pardon of th■ l't0fl♦ l1Y, 
Noflo. of ••• Landa, •hell give ertmor l'ftHnlbla nlllloe Of '1111 llmll and pl1ot Df any pUbllo 11la of 1h11 Porlonll Property 111 af tha time 
lftlr which any prJolew tlll ar Dlhur lntandtd dill11111hlan af th■ Peraoi,11 Pl'o111rtv II ta be medt, ll11101111bl1 natlea 111♦11 mean natla• 
t.'ver, ti !tan tin 110! day■ btfOrt W Una ot 1h11 1111la or ~sltkm. /Int ■ala Of 111, PtrllOIIII l'Nlpart\l mav lit mlda In conlunotlan W;ih 
■ny nit of tht 11 .. , fltopmy, 
lllaetlon of Ramelllu. Baotlail by Lander to pt1111.11 a11y mn■dv •hell nD'I axotudt 11111111h af any at111r r■madv, ind an ll■at!0/1 ,o mta 
lllltlllndltur .. or to t■ lur utlon tll pe,tOttn In obllglltlon at Otel'ltOI lllllllr mi. Mono1111, lfter Gr■nlllr'e fallura ;i, perform, 1h■ll 110t 1/ftot 
l.tl'ldll'• right to • .,. & dtflult 1111d 11111rcl10 ltl r111111dla, Nothing Ulldlt 1h11 Mol1Q811• or oihtrwln 1hal bl C:llllttruld IO till! llmll or 
rattlot 11W rl;htll and Nlllld!M 1v1Tiabl1 ta Lendtr following ■n IYlnt Df Cler.ult. or In any way ,o limit or r111t1lot the rlghN 111d 8111\\f af 
Landu to Ptoottd dlractly 111111Mt lltanwr ■ndlar 11111111,t ,ny o'dltr v"""'ur, 11111t1n'IDt, 111rtty er ■ndor .. , and/ar ta praa11d aollllft anv 
olhar collal:Drel dirto1lv er lndll'latl\l 110\ltlnr, th■ lndabttldnae1, 
Atlllm•l'I' 1'■ 111 ~... II Llndlr ln1lllutM ,nv •lilt ar 1c1le111 to tl'lfO~• ■nv of th■ term, of thll Mon;aga, Lender tlUII b■ tntllllld 111 
rlllDlltr ,uoh lllffl u th■ DOUl'l l'IIIY llclJude• IIUDlllble *' IUDmay,• feu at ttlll Ind 11111111 any appaaL Whlnhar or nat _,,, lllUl'C to'don 18 
lnvalllad, and to tilt txiam nat prohlbllld ~ l■w, Ill reua111ble tJIJMlllU l.lnclllr l11C11111 tti,i In Llnd8''1 aplnlOn tit IUIHl■UV 11t any time 
far thl prawadan of I,. lntettlt 11r th• 111fotaomat1t al Ila rlsrl'rla ■haft Imam• a part of uw lnclabttcrntte pay1bl1 an dlmand end th&B bear 
'lnlionllt at the Nata fltl ltam the date Of 'Iha e11pendltura un\11 l'tlllkl, lxpa- OIIVtrtd by thle pu1gr■ph ll'IOIYde, wllhout llnl1dOII. 
l'lowovor 111111ct 10 any llfflla Undtt 111pn1111bl• law, 1.tnd11"1 111■onabll lt'IOl'nt\111' f■H ■nd Lendat'I 111111 op,_ whatller ar not thlra la 
• lswault. lnGludinQ r■uanal>II mornrtt' fHR 1ml axpane• fOr ll■nkrllj»ay JIIOOttdlnp llnGIIRllng llffotta 10 ffllldlfy ar -• •nv 
■utDfflltlo •IIY or !f11unolklll), lpPlllla, and •nv lll'IIOIJ)ltad plllt-jUdgllltftl Oolntlon 11rvllo1, tilt Da■I af -nm1na rtOORlt, olltllntno tftl■ 
'-PDrll Uncludlnll fOc'ININllrtl repanal, l\ltffVClnl' ,._, llld f!lpr■ltll f■u 11.1111 'llllt ln:aunmoa. ta tlll OlClem Plrmlttad by appl!Olble law. 
Clnmor elllO wlll P•V env ooun oowu, In addltlan to all o1he, auma prcvtdtd w raw. 
NOTIC&S, Anv nolln requittCI tv bi given under this Martvaoa, lnoludlng wlthaul llnlltltJOn •nv natlca of deftult and any na'dc• of aalt thall bll 
Ql\ltn In wrltJno, at\Cf thlff l:ia afftrctlvo Whan 1atu1llv dtllYl,.d, wh11n 1ct11Dlly rtOtlll■d by 111lll1Gll,nllt llllllu1 Dlherwl .. rt~lllr■d by law), wlw!n 
dopubd with • natlaM4y rwovenlaad DY8tl'llllffl Clllllrirlr, .,. If ffllUCPd, whln dlpo&ltld In the Unhad -· mill, .. fnlt alltf, Otrlllled ar 
JI J 
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rwoltwrad m■U poatage PrtPNCI, dlr•Ottd tD th■ 1ddr■uu lhown neat 1h■ ba91Mln9 of 1h11 MortglQt, All DOIIIH of lllllle11 of foraaloaute ttom 
the IIOIClet ot tny n,n whlah hu prlorlti, ovw 1h11 Mvnrila;• ■haU bo ""' 'IO 1.tncltl't ■ddrea■, a■ ■hDwn n■■r ~ i:,e~nlna of '1h11 Mortgage. 
Any party may chang• 1W 1ddru1 fQr notice, under 1h11 Mor111■111 bv giving far11111l wrtnen nolla■ m VI■ 01h11 p1nl11, ■PtOlf\llnO 1hat 1h1 
PWPOtl Of 'lh■ nollo1 II 1D change ,lie Ptrtv'a •ddr■■■, l'or notice purp0811, Otamor qlN■ 1D k11p LMder lflfOffllld It d 1111181 of 01'1/11111'1t 
aurr■nt add,..,, Unlo" Olhttwl .. pravldld or required llY 11w, If 1har■ II l'IIOll 1hlln one orentar, 1nv nolloa glvan bV Landor ,o tny Or■ntor I■ 
deemed 10 bl nollo1 ;Ivan ID ■II Or1111Dta, 
l!XHIBIT • A.. An •xhlblt. tltl■d ''liXHIBIT • A",. II -had 'Ill thlll Mo,woa, ■nd by 1h11 refs■nce la rnecr, • Pin of lhla Mortgage Just u It ,n 
th■ pravl1lo111, t■rmt Ind 1111ndlllont of th■ Exhibit had bttn fully ■et farth In thll Mort!JOClt, 
MISCl!LU\N!OUI PR0V18101118. Tht foaowlng mllo1ll■n101111 plll\lltlO,,. art ■ p■,t ol lhll Mortgage: 
Am■ndmentt, Thlt Mortgaga, IDQllth■r with •nv Rtllt■d Doi:um■nta, conat!Met \ht tntlr■ undaratandlng Ind IGrtlll'IIM Of 111, p1'1111 H 
to th• m1tt111 "t 1011h In 1111■ Man;aga, No e!W1t1011 of or ■m1ndm1nt w thlt Morco•~ thall b■ affaat1v11 11'11111 given In writing ■nd 
1lgnad by Iha party or p■Jiltt touehl to b• ch11g1d or bound by 1he ■l111r■tlon or amendment. 
AnnDII R-,01111. If th• Prop■rty la Utod tor pwpg111 other than Qr,ntora 1111d■nc1, Granto, ■hall furnlah 10 Ltnd■r, UPDR r■qu■ BI, I 
clllllllod ■tetamont of nit op1ratln9 Income rtotllltd ftom Iha l'roparty during oramor■ 11r•vlou■ tlacal yur In auch form 111d dnau 11 
Llndlt 1h■n raqulro. •Ne, GPttlllnD lnuoma• 1hall m11n ,a 01th tlGllpta from the Jlroport\' ltlt 111 0t1h ■IIJlfll1dllllNII mldll In aonnea110n 
wlrh the Dpe(t\100 of VII Prop■rty, 
Captlo11 H1adlna1. C1pllon hltClltici• In il,I■ M11119■V■ ar1 for oonvmtno■ -■■■ aniv Ind Ill not 'IO IN, u■■d 1a lntarpr■t ar d1f11111 VIO 
prDlll■lon■ of thil Mor'IIIIIII, 
Oovamlng Law. TIii■ Mo,tpg■ WIii bt 11ov1m1d by fllderal law appDRbl■ to Land• and, to 1111 elltitM not pn■mptad by fadarel lew, Ill• 
law■ of the ltltl of kl■ba wllhHt nigud to l\t 1111nlllal1 Df llw provfalofta, Tor. Mvr11■ 11 hu b11n 1aa.1pwl bf L..ndu In th1 l&at■ of 
IOho. 
Cholco of V1nu1, If '111111 ,. a law■ulr. Ortntor lllr■H UpDII Landu'■ requen 10 1ubmlt to 'Iha Jwl■dlctlon Of 1h41 OOUrtl Of ADA County, 
811111 Df ld■ha. 
lllo Wtlvw br Lllncl■r. Landor tlllll not ba d111m1d to have w11vea lny rl;hta undw '1h11 Morto1111 un1,11 111e1h walvar I• glv1n In wlltlng 
ind algnad !IV Lanclwr. ND d■l■V ar tlffll"lon on tha part af L■nd ■r In OMroillnll 1n, right ■hall op111t1 11 a wow Of ■uoh right or any 
o"'9r right, A wDlver by 1.tnd■r of ■ provlllan af thll MOl'IQ1111 ■h■R not proJudlaa a1 oonmuta ■ w■lvar af Lander' 1 right oNrwr,, 'IO 
d1m1nd m,x 11C1m11ll1naa with thet provl1lon or ■nv othar prolll.tlol'l of tl'III MoltglQ8. Na friar waiver flY LAnd■r, nor ■nv colll'II af dullllg 
b■twHn Lander ind Orantor, ■hall conatltut■ • wllvtr of lllY af Lllld■r'a rlDl\tl or o 1ny of Qrantor'a obllgltlona ,. ,o any fvlura 
tr,n .. 0tlona. Whanaver !ha oon,.m of Lancl■r 11 required unclet '!hit Mon;■;,, the ;l'Mtlng 01 tUOII oon,mt bv Llndw In any ln■tano■ 
1hlll nat CD!llltl'IIM oan11nulng con11nt to eublt~■nl ln■tanaa1 whara auoh oon■■nt It 11qulr■d and In all ..... tUOh oone■nt may lit 
Qterot■d or wlthh■ld In tht 1011 ~0t11!11n of Lllndar, 
S■var■blllly. If a court of OOl'IUl■t■nl Jurllldlctlon flndl any J)rovlalon af thll Martgaga to be lleo•~ lnvalld, or un1111farcHbl1 11 'IO a,,y 
clrcu~na•. 'lhn finding ■h ■n not mare, thto gffandlng provl■lan 11111111, lnYllld, or unanforclllbla u to ■rl'I' omer olr011111111no1, If fN11l111, 
th■ off■ndlng prtMllon 1h11 b■ 0111111ld■r■d modltlod 10 tl1at Ii bacomu llgal. 11alld Ml tnforaallla, If th■ affandlng provltlOft 011111\0t Ila 10 
l!lodlfied, It ■hall b■ aan11dered dtlt1td from thla Mortg■g.. UllltU OUIIMIH ,■quired by law, lhl lltCl&llty, lnvaDcllty, or 11111nfarcaabllty 
of 1t1y proV1110n of 1h11 Mortgage ,hell noi afftot 'Iha l1va«tv, valldlty or tnf0/01ati111ty of 1111V athar pravlllan of 'lhlt Mon;19■, 
M■rg■r. Th■,- ,11ea bl IIO ma,var of V111nteren or lfllUI ar■lltlld by thll MoltgtQt With 111\1 Dthar lnmrut DI llblte '" the l"toPtftV It any 
tltn• lnold t,y or far th■ bonofit of L■ndllr In any capacity, w1tho11t 1h• Wlltlln cDNant af Lanaar. 
llucc111011 l!ld A11l11n1, SubJoar to •IIY lfmltatlona tlltllCI In thl■ MortalCII on tranafllr of Grantor's lntlrllt, thlt Mong1g1 shall b■ binding 
111111n llncl lnur■ 'IO tllt btn■fll of 1h11 partlu, tllelr 1uoou■1111 ind u■lgna, If ownttthl~ of tha Prgparty bacarn■■ veatad In , Pll'IOn athar 
thin G11ntor, landlll', without notlH to Grantor, may dell WC1h G11n111r'1 auccu■on with r■feieno■ to thla Mor1111g1 and the lnd8betdn111 
by w1y of fOrb■■nmc■ or axtena!Jin Without r■laulng Brantor 1tom thl obllptlona of thla Morto•o• or Kablllty und■r the lndabtlldn■u. 
Tim• la fll tlla &aa,no■, Tim■ I• of th■ u .. noa In w p■rfarmanc• af thla Manaaa■, 
Walvat Of ffomHtHd lxamptlan. 011nta\- h11■t,y nlHIN encl Wt\'!Of Ill rlahll ■nd bllllllfltl of thl hom1tt11d 1x1mpcl11n law, of the s-
ot Idaho 1111 Ill lnel~dn, .. ncuradby1hll Motto•"*•~•••••~:•. , ·••••,,. 
CBPINIT10N8, 1'lw fOD11wlng capltallud WOidt W 111rm1 ~I 1,iJr,,lhe.tQl!ilwt;g ,11111anln91 whlln u■ad In 11111 Mort111;1, Unl■H ■p■clflc:elly 
111t1d 11;11h11 contra,v, ell 1tftttno111a dollar arnountt tllllflnh,'i1111111nt1~ ~Wflil-:money of th• Unlt■d 111111 af Am■rlca, Worell Ind t■rm, 
uaod In th■ 1lnc,ut11 ■h■ H Include tt,e pl11rll, Ind Ille plural ilii,iil'lii ll!_qt·11W~ r, uuh■ c:omext n,,y ttQulr■• Word• ■nil t■rma natotllerwlaa 
d11ln■d In 11111 Morio•11• 1h11 hlYI tha ffl ■lnlno• l\llibut■f to ah tDfflll In ~" Commtrcl■I Cod■: 
lklll'OWtr, Thi ward •Burrower· m,w SOUTH CO~fa'l',t,ft.J,t.1,c:. jnrl lri:ludu d GHlg111ra and oo-m1k1r■ 1l11nln9 th• Nata and 
1ll lh1lr aucoaHore •nd u1lgn1, \ \ •-,,, o/\' / / 
Cafaull, Th■ word '0af■ult' 111 .. 111111■ D■fauli Ht fartl) In ,tfllt,M..t'!:Pi lh,■c:1lon tltlad "DtfaUli', 
l!n~lranffl911'1111 Lawa, 'The wordl 'Envlronffllllt■ I Law,••·O)tln J ¥fd'~A.mta, fldtrtl and 10011 etBtutaa, regulatl■r11 ,,,Cl orcllnano■■ 
relating tD cl'lt pra11111lon af human hetlth Dr 1h1 1nvlrDM11ml, 111,f!ilf~llhollt Umltatlon ~• Co,np111h-lv1 Envlronrnontal Raaponaa, 
t:omp1n1■11Dn, ■rid Liability AIII Df 1180, • lllltndlcl, 42 u.a. , 1actlon IIB01, It HQ, ("CEIICLA'I, tha Suporlund Am■mlment■ and 
Aa1ut11ortm1on ADI ol 11811, l'ub, I., No, 88-411 1·1ARA .,. 111e H-.aldou, Mllblllal■ Tr•"'POrt&IIOn All!, 48 U.&.C, 8ac:tlan 'ao,, •t ..... 
Iha Ae1ourc1 Co11Mr111tlon ind R■aavarv Aot. 42 U.S.C, 8111:tlan 81101, It Hq,, or oth■r 1ppllo11:11, ttl'lt or fad■r■I laws, rule■, a, 
reoU10,io111 1doptad purauent 1ht1Wto. 
l!Y■nt of Dllf1111t. Th• word, ·&Yllnt af DtfaUlt" mun any of tht Ovtlllf Of d1fault Ill faith In thll Mo1tg191 In Iha IIYlntl of CltflUl'I 
ll0tl11n of thl■ Mangogl, 
l!lllltln~ lnci.bt■dnu■• Th■ word1 "blldng lndabtadnH■' mean 1111 lnd1bt1d110,1 dHotlll■d In Iha Exl■tln; Uw pro.,,.11lon Df thla 
Mortg1g1, 
Or■ntor. T1III word •oramor• mHne SOUTH COUNTY l!STATEII, L,L.C., 
Quaranto,. Thi word •au■ r■ntor• moent ■nY 9uar■ntor, ■UNIIY, or 11Dommad1tlon perty Of any ar 1111 ol V11 lnd■blldl'lut, 
tau1t11ntv, Th■ word ·auatao1w• m11,- th■ guenntv from G11arlfflllr ID Lendtr, Including wllhaut llmlUaon • riuar■nty of all or pare Of t,io 
Not■, 
Huardou, 8ub1t1nc11. Tllt wllldl •Haz■rdDUI Bllbl~n• mNII m1111rt.ia thll, bac:11110 of lhtlr quamltv, DGra:lll1Ultlan DI pll\lllOal, 
ohamlcll or lllftotlou• oh■ractarlatlot, 1111v 111uN ar po■1 1 orw■-m ar ptlt■ntlal hAtrd tD human health or th• 1nvlronm1nt wllan 
lmprop1r1y und, tre■tld, Motld, clllpoa■d of, 111111r1111d, m1nufeatu11d, tran■parllld ar ot111rwl1t h1ndl1d, Tha word, •H,nrdoua 
S11b■t■nc11• or• i,qatl In 'their vary llr04KIMt 11n■1 ■nil lnolud• wllhllllt Dmltltlon •nv ond 1H huardoua or to11lo 111bltmo■1, maarl■ la ar 
w11tt II dlflnail by ar •••d undw V11 lnvlran1111trt1I L1w1. Tha llrrn 'Hnard1111 lub1ean1u• tllO ln111ud11, wlthDUI Umltltron, -•lnll■um 
■ncl patrolaum by,producll er •l'IY fn«IDn lh■r■af end 18lllh0■, 
lmptov1ment1. Thi warci 'lmpt0111111111t11• fflHnt IN llll■dna 11111 Mur• 1111-.wffllllll, bulldlnat, l'ltUOtllnll, moblll homu afftxld on Chi 
11111 Ptop■l't\l, fllDMllu, 1dtlltla111, ,.,i.o■m,m■ 811d alllor oon1V11111111n on the RIii Ptv111nv, 
lnlltMalllltal. Th■ ward •tntlalltld,,. ... m11111 ■a PllNIIP•~ lnt■ rll■t, Ind a111at lmovnll, COiii ■nd llltptnett IIIY&bll und■r till tJott Of 
Aalmtl r:io.um■nta, 10t81h■l with 111 r■MWela of, lllt■Mlanl DI, moclltlo■11onl of, 11111011c1,1111n■ If ind 1ub11ltut11111, fOr th■ NIU II 
Rtl1t1d Doaument■ and any IIIIDllffll 11111■ncled or 1111v■no,11 by Llnd■r t11 dlaollll'tt Clr■nlllr'I obllpt!DN or IICPln■■■ lnaul'lld by Lender 10 
entotH Clr■mor'I Dbllgadgna uncllr Ihle Mol'lllllll, tDpth■r WIii\ lrnlr■■i on IUlh er1'10Unta II provldld 111 ""9 ~•II•• llp1olllll1lly, 
without llnllt■llan, lnclalltecln.l•• lnDludu ,a lll\0111111 1hllt ffllV bl llldnallv IICI.WH by 1ht Cr11■-Coll1t11rallaaclon 11rolliehln of thlll 
MDrl9191. 
~•l\dll, Thi ward •1.e1111■r' mHn■ Ma11n111n W■lt Bank, 119 11100 .. llnl ■nd ,u1an1, 
M11111191, Thi word •Marto1111• • mHn■ VIII Mono~• b1tw11n Clr■ntar tlld L■nil■r, 
NGtt, Th• ward •~•• m1■n1 tll■ profflltlol'Y note dlltlltl JUM '8 2001, In th• original prlncilpal aroount of •1 ,040,000,00 
Imm GreMOr u Linda,, 10Gt1Mr with 1111 ranewtll of, IIICllnllon■ ol, 1'11odlfla1llon1 of, refln•nolnga of, ao111alld1tlont of, ■nd 1ub1tlcutlon1 
VI.I 
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for tha p~tvry nola ar agrHllllfflt. HOTl<:e TO GIRANTOR1 THII MOTi CONTAIN& A VAN.bl.I! INT!MST RATi. 
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P•No~,I l'nlp,rtv, Thi worda 'l'ereonel Ptop•rtv' m1111 ■II eq1,11pmenc. fbrWra■, ■nd 11th1r el'IIOI .. llf pareonal p,apertv now or h•raafttr 
DWned by Otantor, and now 01 hars■ltar lltuolltd or lffbcad to th• IIHI Pfopel'tYI topll1■r with 1111 aooeutont. pam, and •~ 10, d 
t•Plao1man11 of, and •R ,ut1tt11U11ona for, ■nv of ■uoh proOtt\'/r imd 111gathcu with en pt0011d1 UncludlnO without llmltatlon ■n lnauranoo 
ptOOeed• fnd 1'9fund1 of p,lffllumal ffOft\ 'fW hll Gt olht, dlapotltlol\ Of lffll PrOlllll'\V· 
PIGPll\y, Th• ward 'F'toPlrtY" m11n■ ooUIC1fvely W IIHI f'tQpart.y 1111d the .,.,.ontl l'IOP81\V, 
RD■I PnlJIMW, Thi word■ "Rall Prap■rty• mean \he , •• , prap11ty, lllwrtalt and rl9ht8, .. ful1hlt dta0rtb1d In th!, Martoaa .. 
Rt!■IIIII DoolllMl\U, Th• wollll 'Rallltad Dooumtim• '"''" all pimnltfOl'V nlllit■, oradlt ll9l'Hmtnlil, IOln agrwmanlll, IU\lllclfflmantll 
eo111m11nt1, gulll'llntl11, toourlW 1111111m11111a, manaeo••t ~••da of 1l'Lllt ucurlt'( dHIII, C11181111rll mort;q11, 11111 ,11 othlr l111ttumemt, 
aore1111en11 tmd docv11111nta. whethllt now or hlllHflllr ~D, lll4IO\lllld In -ctlDri wm thf lnlltlllmlntn, 
Ranta. Tlla wo~ •11,nn• m11n1 an pru111t end fUIIHt ranta, rav■nuae, llloom1, la,vu, 10Yt1tle1, prollta, and 111har b■naftta c!,rllleo frOm 
1h, PIDPwtV, 
GIIAN'l'OM ACKNDWI.IDGl!S KAVING MUD ALL THI! PROVIIION8 OF THIii MORTQAG&. AND ORANTOR AQRIU TO IT8 TIIRMB, 
GIIANTOR: 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
i"l'ATIOI' IJAt, .. 
COUNTY Ol' ____ s{-\,~ ....... f ~ .... ------
Ont!,la __ l...,"Z-_~_,. ___ davof 
"? • :1k: ... 1,t;, t I 
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A parcel of land in the SW¼ and the SW¼SE¼ of Section 6 and also in the E½NW¼, NW¼NE¼, 
S½NE¼ and the N½SE¼ of Section 7, more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW¼, said Section 6, which 
point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°51 '45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 
6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°35'18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 
to an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SWV..SE¼, said Section 6; 
Thence South 89°42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼SE¼, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25'10" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW1/4SE¼, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°17'54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NW¼NE¼, said 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said NW¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the SEV..NE¼, 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence south 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SE¼NE¼, Section 
7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast corner of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the NEV..SE¼, Section 
7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said NE¼SE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the N½SE¼, 
Section 7, to an iron pin on the Intersection of the Southerly boundary with the Northeasterly 
boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an 
iron pin on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary of the S½NE¼, 
said Section 7; 
Thence South 89°58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along said 
Southerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said S½NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°20·40• West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 
and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 
7 to an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of said NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58'18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the Sw¼, Section 6 to 
an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
Westerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW¼, Section 6 to 
the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. (TL 7183) 
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State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Southern Region, 1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200 • Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 • Fax: (208) 736-3037 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov 
C. L. "BUTCH" OTTER 
Governor 
June 20, 2008 
DAVID R. TUTHILL, JR. 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
PO BOX 1059 
COEUR DALENE ID 83816 
RE: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC #37-481C, 
37-482H, 37-483C, 37-2630 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
37-577BT, 
Pursuant to a Notice of Security Interest in a Water 
Right that was submitted to the Department, we have 
added security interests to the above water right 
claims. Please find the enclosed copies of the proof 
reports of the water rights noting the addition of the 
security interest. Review these records and if there 
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SPACE A~ THIS UNE IS FOR RECORDER'S USE ONLY 
THIS MORTGAGE dated October 13, 2005, is made and executed between SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES. L.LC., AN 
IDAHO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, whose address Is PO BOX 1539, KETCHUM, ID 83340 (referred to below 
as "Grantor") and Mountain West Bank, whose address Is 2950 MAGIC VIEW DRIVE SUITE 150, MERIDIAN. ID 
83642 (referred to below as "Lender•). 
GRANT OF MORTGAGE. For valuable consldara11on, G_, mortgages, grams, bergalns, sells and conveys to lender all of Grantor's right, 
title, and interest in end to the following described real property, together whh an existing or subsequently erected or affixed buildings, 
improvements and fixtures: all easements, rights of way, and appurtenances: al water, water rights, watercourses and ditch rights (including 
stock in utilltles with clltch or Irrigation righml; and an other rightll, royalties, and p,ofim relating to_ the real property, Including without limitation 
an minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and similar matters, (the •Real Property•) located In BLAINE County, State of Idaho: 
See EXHIBIT A, which is attached to this Mortgage and made a part of this Mortgage as if fuly set forth herein. 
The Real Property or its address is commonly.known as 280 ACRES@ GANNETT RD, BELLEVUE, ID 83340. The 
Real Property tax identification number is 01N19008098CA. 
CROSS.COLLA TERAUZA TION. In addition to the Note, 1hls Morlgaga securea d obligations, debts and liabilities, plus interest thereon, of 
Grantor to Lender. or any one or more of them, as wall as all claims by Lender against Grantor or any one or more of them. whether now 
existing or hereafter arising, whether related or unrelated to 1ha purpose of 1ha Note, whether voluntary or otherWise, whe1her due Of not due, 
direct or indirect, determined or undetermined, absolute or contingent, liquidated or unllquidated whether Grantor may be fiable individually or 
jointly with others, whether obligated as guarantor, surety, accommodation party or otherwise, and whether recovery upon such amounts may 
be or hereafter may become barred by any statute of &mitations, and whether the ob&gation to repay such amounts may be or hereafter may 
become otherwise unenforceable. 
Gramo, presently assigns to Lander al of Grantor's right. title, and interest in and to an present and Mura leases of the Property and aft Rents 
from the Property. In 8dclition, Grantor grants to Lander a Uniform Cummarclal Code security Interest in the Personal Property and Rents. 
THIS MORTGAGE, INCLUDING THE ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND THE SECURITY INTEREST IN THE RENTS AND PERSONAL PftOPERTY, IS 
GIVEN TO SECURE (A) PAYMENT OF THE INDEBTEDNESS AND CBI PERFORMANCE OF ANY AND ALL OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE NOTE. 
THE REl.ATED DOCUMENTS, AND TIIIS MORTGAGE. THIS MORTGAGE IS GIVEN AND ACCEPTED ON THE FOLLOWING TERMS: 
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE. Except es otherwise provided in thia Mortgage, Grantor .8hall pay to lender all amounts secured by this 
Mortgage as they become due and shaD strictly perform an of Grantor's obligations under this Mortgage. 
POSSESSION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE PROPERTY. Grantor agrees that Grantor's ~ and use of 1he Property shaU be governed by 
tha following provisions: 
Possession and Use. Until the occurrence of an Evant of Default, Grantor may ( 1 I remain in possession and control of the Property; 12) 
use, operate or manage the Property; and (31 cotlact the Ren1B from the Property. The foUowing provisions relate to the usa of the 
Property or to other fimltations on the Property. 
Duty to Maintain. Grantor shall maintain the Property in ~ condition and p(Offlptly perform all repair■, replacements, and 
maintenance necessary to preserve its value. 
Compliance With Environnwntal Laws. Grantor represents and warranm to lender that: 111 During the period of Grantor's ownership of 
the Property, there has bean no use, generation, manuf-e, atoraga, treatment. disposal, release or threatened releaaa of any Hazardous 
Substance by any person on, under, about or from the Property; 121 Granto, has no knowlaclga of, or reason to believe that there has 
been, except as previously disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in writing, (al any breach or violation of any Environmental Laws, 
(bl any use, generation, manufacture, storage, treatment. dispose~ release ~r threatened raleaaa of anv Hazardous Substance on. under, 
about or from the Property by any prior owners or occupants of the Property, or tel any actual or threatened litigation or claims of anv 
kind by any person relating to such matters: and (31 Except as previously disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in writing, la) neither 
Grantor nor any tenant. contractor, agent or other authorized user of the Property shall use. generate, manufacture, store, treat, dispose of 
or release any Hazardous Substance on, under, about or from the Property; and (bl any such activity shall be conducted in compliance 
with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations and ordlnancaa. including without limitation an Environmental Laws, Grantor 
authorizes Lender and its agenm to enter upon tha Property to make such inspections and tests, at Grantor's expense, as Lender may deem 
appropriate to determine compliance of the Property with this sec1ion of the Mortgage. Any inspections or tests made by lender shall be 
for Lender's purposes only and shall not be co,wtrued to create any responsibility or fiability on the part of Lender to Gtlllltor or to any other 
parson, The representations and wl!fTllnties contained herein are based on Grantor's due dir,gence in investigating the Property for 
Hazardous Substances. Granter hereby ( 1 I releases and waives any future claims against Lender for indemnity or contribution in the 
event Grantor becomes liable for cleanup or other costs under any such laws; and {2) agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Lender 
against any and all claims, losses, liabilities, damages, penalties, and expenses which Lender may directly or Indirectly sustain or suffer 
resulting from a breach of this section of the Mortgage or as a consequence of any use, generation, manufacture, storage, disposal, release 
or threatened release occurring prior to Grantor's ownership or Interest in tha Property, whether or not the same was or should have been 
known to Granter. The provisions of this section of the Mortgage. including the obligation to fodsmnify, shat! survi•,e the p:>~-ment of the 
Indebtedness and the satisfaction and reconveyance of the lien of this Mortgage and shall not be attected by Lender's acquisition of any 
inte.test in the Property, whethet by foreclosure or otherwise. 
Nuisance. Waste. Grantor shall not cause, conduct or permit any nuisance nor commit, permit, or suffer any stripping of or waste on or to 
the Property or any portion of the Property. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Granter will not remove, or grant to any other 
party the right to remove, any timber, minerals (including oil and gas}, coal, clay, scoria, soil. gravel or rock products without Lender's prior 
written consent. 
Removal of tmprovements. Grantor shall not demolish or remove any Improvements from the Real Propeny without Lender's prior written 
consent. As a condition to the removal of any Improvements, Lender may require Granter to make arrangements satisfactory to Lender to 
replace such Improvements with Improvements of at least equal value. 
Lender's Right to Enter. Lender and Lender's agents and representatives may enter upon the Real Property at all reasonable times to attend 
to Lender's interests and to inspect the Real Property for purposes of Grantor's compliance with the terms and conditions of this Mortgage, 
Compliance with Governmental Requirements. Granter shall promptly comply with all laws, ordinances, and regulations, now or hereafter 
in effect, of all governmental authorities applicable to the use or occupancy of the Property, including without limitation, the Americans 
With Oi~abilities Act. Granwr may contest in good faith any such law, ordinance, or regulation and withhold compliance during any 
proceeding, 1nclud1ng appropriate appeals, so long as Granter has notified Lender in writing prior to doing so and so long as, in Lender's 
sole opinion, Lender's interests in the Property are not jeopardized. Lender may require Granter to post adequate security or a surety bond, 
~--~ ------------
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reasonably satisfactory to lender, to protect lender's interest. 
Page 2 
Duty to Protect. Grantor agrees neither to abandon or leave unattended the Property. Grantor shall do all other acts, in addition to those 
acts set forth above in this section, which from the character and use of the Property are reasonably necessary to protect and preserve the 
Property. 
DUE ON SALE • CONSENT BY LENDER. Lender may, at Lender's option, declare immediately due and payable all su~s secur_ed by this 
Mortgage upon the sale or transfer, without Lender's prior written consent. of all or any part of the Real Property, or any interest 1n the R~al 
Property. A •sale or transfer• means tha conveyance of Real Property or any right, title or interest in the Real Property; whether legal, beneficial 
or equitable; whether voluntary or Involuntary; whether by owlght sale, deed, Installment sale contract, land contract, contra.ct _for deed, 
leasehold Interest with a term greater than three (31 years, lease-option contract, or by sale, assignment, or transfer of any beneficial interest ~n 
or to any land trust holding title to the Real Property, or by any other method of conveyance of an interest in the Real Property. If any Grantor 1s 
a corporation, partnership or limited liability company, transfer also includes any change In ownership of more than twenty-five_perc~nt (25%1 of 
the voting stock, partnership interests or limited liability company interests, as the case may be, of such Grantor. However, this option shall root 
be exercised by lender if such exercise is prohibited by federal law or by Idaho law. 
TAXES AND LIENS. The following provisions relating to the taxes and llans on the Property are part of this Mortgage: 
Payment. Granter shall pay when due (ano In all events prior to delinquencyl an taxes, payroll taxes, spacial tal<es, ossessmento, water 
charges and sewer service charges levied against or on account of the Property, and shall pay when dua all claims for work done on or for 
services rendered or material furnished to the Property. Grantor shall maintain the Property free of any liens having priority ovar or equal to 
the interest of Lender under this Mortgage, except for those liens specifically agreed to in writing by lender, and except for the lien of taxes 
and assessments root due as further specified in the Right to Contest paragraph. 
Right to Contest. Grantor may withhold payment of any tax, assassment, or claim in connection with a good faith dispute over the 
obligation to pay, so long as Lender's Interest In the Property Is not jeopardized. If a lien arises or is filed as a result of nonpayment, 
Grantor shall within fifteen (151 days after the lien arises or, if a lien is filed, within fifteen (16) days after Grantor has notice of the filing, 
secure the discharge of the lien, or if requested by Lender, deposit with Lender cash or a sufficient corporate surety bond or other security 
satisfactory to Lender in an amount sufficient to discharge the lien plus any costs and reasonable attorneys' fees, or other charges that 
could accrue as a result of a foreclosure or sale under the lien. In any contest, Grantor shall defend Itself and lender and shall satisfy any 
adverse judgment before enforcement against the Property. Granter shall name lender as an additional obligee under any surety bond 
furnished in the contest proceedings. 
Evidence of Payment. Granter shall upon demand furnish to Lender satisfactory evidence of payment of the taxes or assessments and shall 
authorize the appropriate governmental official to deliver to lender at any time a written statement of the taxes and assessments against 
the Property. 
Notice of Construction. Grantor shall rootify Lender at least fifteen (16) days before any work Is commenced, any services are furnished, or 
any materials are supplied to the Property, If any mechanic's lien, materialmen's lien, or other lien could be asserted on account of the 
work, services, or materials. Grantor wiU upon request of lender furnish to lender advance assurances satisfactory to lender that Granto, 
can and will pay the cost of such Improvements. 
PROPERTY DAMAGE INSURANCE. The following provisions relating to insuring the Property are a part of this Mortgage: 
Maintenance of Insurance. Grantor shall procure and maintain policies of fire insurance with standard extended coverage endorsements on 
a replacement basis for the full insurable value covering all Improvements on the Real Property In an amount sufficient to avoid application 
of any coinsurance clause, and with a standard rroortgagea clause In favor of Lender. Granter shall also procure and maintain 
comprehensive general liability insurance In such coverage amounts as lender may request with lender being named as additional insureds 
in such liability insurance policies. Additionally, Grantor shall maintain such other insurance, including but not limited to hazard, business 
interruption and boiler insurance es lender may require. Policies shall be written by such Insurance companies and In such form as may be 
reasonably acceptable to Lender. Grantor shall deliver to lender certificates of coverage from each insurer containing a stipulation that 
coverage will not be cancelled or diminished without a minimum of thirty (30) days' prior written rootlce to Lender and root containing any 
disclaimer of the Insurer's liability for failure to give such rootice. Each insurance policy also shall include an endorsement providing that 
coverage in favor of lender will root be impaired In any way by any act, omission or default of Granter or any other person. Should the Real 
Property be located In an area designated by the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency as a special flood hazard area, 
Grantor agrees to obtain and maintain Federal Flood Insurance, If avaUabla, within 45 days after rootice is given by lender that tha Property 
is located in a special flood hazard area, for the full unpaid principal balance of the loan and any prior liens on the property securing the 
loan, up to the maximum policy limits set under the National Aood Insurance Program, or as otherwise required by Lender, and to maintain 
such insurance for the term of the loan. 
Application of Proceeds. Grantor shaU promptly notify lender of any loss or damage to the Property. Lender may make proof of loss if 
Grantor fails to do so within fifteen (16) days of the casualty. Whether or not Lender's security Is Impaired, lender may, at lender's 
election, receive and retain the proceeds of any Insurance and apply the proceeds to the reduction of the Indebtedness, payment of any lien 
affecting the Property, or the restoration and repair of the Property. If lender elects to apply the proceeds to restoration and repair, Grantor 
shall repair or replace the damaged or destroyed Improvements In a mannar satisfactory to Lender. lender shall, upon satisfactory proof of 
such expenditure, pay or reimburse Grantor from the proceeds for the reasonable cost of repair or restoration If Grantor Is root in default 
under this Mortgage. Any proceeds which have root been disbursed within 180 days after their receipt and which lender has not 
committed to the repair or restoration of the Property shall be used first to pey any amount owing to lender under this Mortgage, then to 
pay accrued interest, and the remainder, If any, shall be applied to the principal balance of the Indebtedness. If lender holds any proceeds 
after payment in full of the Indebtedness, such proceeds shall be paid to Grantor as Grantor's Interests may appear. 
Grantor's Report on Insurance. Upon request of Lender, however not mora than once a year, Granto, shall furnish to Lender a report on 
each existing policy of insurance showing: (1) the name of the Insurer; (21 the risks insured; (3) the amount of the policy; (4) the 
property insured, the then current replacement value of such property, and the mannar of determining that value; and (51 the expiration 
date of the policy. Grantor shall, upon request of Lender, have an independent appraiser satisfactory to Lender determine the cash value 
replacement cost of the Property. 
LENDER'S EXPENDITURES. If any action or proceeding is commenced that would materially attect Lender's Interest in the Property or if Granto, 
fails to comply with any provision of this Mortgage or any Related Documents, including but not limited to Grantor's failure to discharge or pay 
when due any amounts Granter ls required to discharge or pay under this Mortgage or any Related Documents, Lender on Grantor's behalf may 
(but shall not be obligated to) take any action that lender deems appropriate, including but not limited to discharging or paying all taxes, liens, 
security Interests, encumbrances and other claims, at any time levied or placed on the Property and paying all costs for insuring, maintaining and 
preserving the Property. All such expenditures incurred or paid by Lender for such purposes will then bear interest at the rate charged under the 
Note from the data Incurred or paid by lander to the date of repayment by Granter. AU such expenses will become a part of the Indebtedness 
and, at lender's option, will (Al be payable on demand; (Bl be added to the balance of the Note and ba apportioned among and be payable 
with any Installment payment■ to becoma due during either 11) the term of anv applicable Insurance policy, or (2) the remaining term of the 
Note; or (Cl be treated as a balloon payment which will be due and pavabla at the Note's maturity, The Mortgage also will aecure payment of 
thasa amounts. Such right shall be in addition to au othar rights and remedies to which Lender may be entitled upon Default. 
WARRANTY: DEFENSE OF TITLE. The following provlsiona relating to ownerahlp of tha Property are a part of this Mortgage: 
Title. Granter warrants that: (al Granter holds good and marketable title of record to the Property In fn simple, free and clear of all liens 
and encumbrances other than thoae set forth In the Real Property description or in any title Insurance policy, title report, or final title opinion 
Issued in favor of, and accepted by, Lender In connection with this Mortgage, and (bl Grantor has the full right, power, and authority to 
execute and deliver this Mortgage to Lender. 
Dalen■■ of Title. Subject to the exception In the paragraph above, Grantor warrants and will forever defend the title to the Property against 
the lawful claima of an persons. In tha event any action or proceeding Is commenced that questions Grantor'a title or the Interest of Lender 
under thia Mortgage, Grantor shall defend tha action at Grantor's expense. Grantor may be the roominal party in such proceeding, but 
lender shall be entltiad to participata In the proceeding and to be raprasented in the proceeding by counsel of Lender's own choice, and 
Grantor will deliver, or cause to be delivered, to lender such lnstrumanta as Lender may request from tlme to time to permit such 
participation. 
Compliance With Laws, Grantor warrants that the Property and Grantor's uae of the Property compliea with all existing applicable laws, 
ordinances, and regulations of governmental authorltles. 
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,<urvive the execution and delivery of this Mortgage, 11haU be continuing in nature, and shall remain in full force and effect until such time as 
Grantor's Indebtedness shall be paid In fun. 
CONDEMNATION. The following provisions relating to condemnation proceedings are a part of this Mortgage: 
ProcHdings. If any proceeding in condemnation is fUed, Grantor shall promptly notify Lender in writing, and Grantor shall promptly take 
such steps as may be necessary to defend the action and obtain the award. Grantor may be the nominal party in such proceeding, but 
Lender shall be entitled to participate in the proceeding and to be represented in the proceeding by counsel of Its own choice, and Granter 
wlll deliver or cause to be delivered to lender such instruments and documentation as may be requested by lender from time to time to 
permit such participation. 
Application of Net Proceeds, If all or any part of the Property is condemned by eminent domain proceedings or by any proceedi_ng or 
purchase in lieu of condemnation, Lender may at ha election require that all or any portion of the net proceeds of the award be applred to 
the Indebtedness or the repair or restoration of the Property. The net proceeds of the award shall mean the award after payment of all 
reasonable costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees Incurred by Lender in connection with the condemnation. 
IMPOSITION OF TAXES, FEES AND CHARGES 8Y GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES. The following provisions relating to governmental taxes, 
fees and charges are a part of this Mortgage: 
Current Texas, Fees and Charges. Upon request by lender, Granter shall execute such documents In addition to this Mortgage and take 
whatever other action is requested by Lender to perfect and continue Lender's lien on the Real Property. Granter shall reimburse Lender for 
all taxes, as described below, together with all expenses Incurred in recording, perfecting or continuing this Mortgage, including without 
limitation all taxes, fees, documentary stamps, and other charges for recording or registering this Mortgage. 
Taxes. The following shall constitute taxes to which this section applies: 11) a specific tax upon this type of Mortgage or upon all or any 
part of the Indebtedness secured by this Mortgage; 121 a specific tax on Granter which Granter is authorized or required to deduct from 
payments on the Indebtedness secured by this type of Mortgage; 13) a tax on this type of Mortgage chargeable against the Lender or the 
holder of the Note; and (41 a specific tax on an or any portion of the Indebtedness or on paymentS of principal and interest made by 
Grantor. 
Subsequent Taxes. If any tax to which this section epplias is enacted subsequent to tha date of this Mortgage, this event shall have the 
same effect as an Event of Default, and Lender may exercise any or all of Its available remedies for an Event of Default as provided below 
unless Granter either (11 pays the tax before it becomes delinquent, or (21 contests the tax as provided above in the Taxes and Liens 
section and deposits with Lender cash or a sufficient corporate surety bond or other security satisfactory to Lender. 
SECURITY AGREEMENT; FINANCING STATEMENTS. The following provisions relating to this Mortgage as a security agreement are a part of 
this Mortgage: 
Security Agreement. This instrument shall constitute a Security Agreement to the extent any of the Property constitutes fixtures, and 
Lender shall have all of the rights of a secured party under the Uniform Commercial Code as amended from time to time. 
Security Interest. Upon request by Lender, Grantor shall take whatever action is requested by Lender to perfect and continue lender's 
security interest in tha Rents and Personal Property. In addition to recording this Mortgage In the real property records, Lender may, at any 
time and without further authorization from Grantor, file executed counterparts, copies or reproductions of this Mortgage as a financing 
statement. Grantor shall reimburse Lender for all expenses incurred in perfecting or continuing this security interest. Upon default, Granter 
shall not remove, sever or detach the Personal Property from the Property. Upon default, Granter shall assemble any Personal Property not 
affixed ta the Property in a manner and at a place reasonably convenient to Grantor and Lender and make It available to Lender within three 
!3l days after receipt of written demand from Lender to the extent permitted by applicable law. 
Addresses. The mailing addresses of Granter (debtor) and Lender (secured party) from which information concerning the security interest 
granted by this Mortgage may be obtained (each as required by the Uniform Commercial Code) are as stated on the first page of this 
Mortgage, 
FURTHER ASSURANCES; ATTORNEY-IN-FACT. The following provisions relating to further assurances and attorney-in-fact are a part of this 
Mortgage: 
Further Assurances. At any time, and from time to time, upon request of Lender, Grantor will make, execute and deliver, or will cause to 
be made, executed or delivered, to Lender or to Lender's designee, and when requested by lender, cause to be filed, recorded, refiled, or 
rerecorded, as the case may be, at such times and in such offices and placas as Lender may deem appropriate, any and all such mortgages, 
deeds of trust, security deeds, security agreements, financing statements, continuation statements, instruments of further assurance, 
certificates, and other documents as may, in the sole opinion of Lender, be necessary or desirable In order to effectuate, complete, pe1fect, 
continue, or preserve (11 Grantor's obligations under the Note, this Mortgage, and the Related Documents, and (21 the liens and 
security interests created by this Mortgage as first and prior liens on the Property, whether now owned or hereafter acquired by Grantor. 
Unless prohibited by law or Lender agrees to the contrary in writing, Grantor shall reimburse Lender for all costs and expenses incurred in 
connection with the mattere referred to in this paragraph. 
Attorney-in-Fact. If Granter fails to do any of the things referred to in the preceding paragraph, Lender may do so for and in the name of 
Granter and at Grantor's expense. For such purposes, Grantor heraby Irrevocably appoints Lender as Grantor's attorney-in-fact for the 
purpose of making, executing, delivering, filing, recording, and doing all other things as may be necessary or desirable, in Lender's sole 
opinion, to accomplish the matters referred to in the preceding paragraph. 
FULL PERFORMANCE. If Gramer pays all the Indebtedness when due, and otherwise performs all the obligations imposed upon Granto, under 
this Mortgage, lender shall execute and deliver to Grantor a suitable satisfaction of this Mortgage and suitable statements of termination of any 
financing statement on file evidencing Lender's security Interest In the Rents and the Personal· Property. Grantor will pay, if permitted by 
applicable law, any reasonable termination fee as determined by Lender from time to time. 
EVENTS OF DEFAULT. Each of the following, at lender's option, shall constitute an Event of Default under this Mortgage: 
Payment Default. Grantor fails to make any payment when due under the Indebtedness. 
Oefault on Other Payments. Failure of Granter within tha time required by this Mortga9e to make any payment for taxes or Insurance, or 
any other payment necessary to prevent filing of or to effect discharge of any lien. 
?ther Defaults. Granter fails to comply with or to perform any other term, obligation, covenant or condition contained in this Mortgage or 
In any of the Related Documents or to comply with or to perform any term, obligation, covenant or condition contained in any other 
agreement between Lender and Granter. 
False Statements. Any warranty, representation or statement made or furnished to Lender by Granter or on Grantor's behalf under this 
Mortgage or the Related Documents Is false or misleading in any material respect, either now or at the time made or furnished or becomes 
false or misleading at any time thereafter. 
Defective Collaterallzatlon. This Mortgage or any of the Related Documents ceases to be In full force and effect (including failure of any 
collateral document to creat& a valid and perfected security interest or llen) at any time and for any reason. 
De~th o.r Insolvency. The dissolution of Grantor's (regardless of whether election to continue is made}, any member withdraws from the 
limited tieblllty company, or any other termination of Grantor's existence as a going business or the death of any member, the insolvency of 
Grantor, the appointment of a receiver for any part of Grantor's property, any assignment for the benefit of creditors, any type of creditor 
workout, or the commencement of any proceeding under any bankruptcy or insolvency laws by or against Grantor. 
Creditor ".' Forfeiture Proceedings. Commencement of foreclosure or forfeiture proceedings, whether by Judicial proceeding, sell-help, 
repossession or any other method, by any creartor of Granter or by any governmental agency against any property Heuring the 
Indebtedness. This includes a garnishment of any of Grantor's accounts, including deposit accounts, with Lender. However, this Event of 
Default shaU not apply if there is a good faith dispute by Gramor as ta the validity or reasonableness of the claim which is the basis of the 
cred~or or forfeiture proceeding and If Granter gives lender written notice of the creditor or forfeiture proceeding and deposits with Lender 
monies or a surety bond for the creditor or forfeiture proceeding, in an amount determined by Lender, in Its sole discretion, as being an 
adequate reserve or bond far the dispute. 
Breach of Other Agreement. Any breach by Grantor under the terms of any other agreement between Granter and Lender that is not 
remedied within any grace period provided therein, including without limitation any agreement concerning any indebtedness or other 
obligation of Granter to Lender, whether existing now or later. 
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Events Affecting Guaran-. Any of the preceding events occ .. s with ra111111c:t to any Guarantor of any of the lndllbtednaH or any 
G-antor dies or becomes incompetent, or ravokas or disputes the validity of, or llablllty under, any Guaranty of the lndllbtadneea. In the 
event of a death. Lender, at Its option, may, but shall not be required to, permit the Guarantor's estate to anuma unconditionally the 
obligations arising under the guaranty In a manner satisfactory to Lender, and, In doing ao, cwll any Event of Default. 
Adverse Change. A material adverse change occurs In Grantor's financial condition, or Lender believes the proapac:t of payment or 
performance of the lndebtednen is Impaired. 
Insecurity. Lender in good faith believe■ Itself 1nsac .... 
Right to Cure. If any default, other than a default in payment is curable and If Grantor has not been given a notice of a breach of the same 
provision of this Mortgage within the preceding twelve 112) months, It may be cured if Grantor, after receiving written notice from Lender 
demanding cure of such default: 11) cures the default within ten (10) days; or (2) if the cure requires more than ten 110) days, 
Immediately initlatas steps which Lender deems In Lender's sole discretion to be sufficient to cure the default and thereafter continues and 
completes all reasonable and nec11sary steps sufficient to produce compliance as soon as reasonably practical. 
RIGHTS AND REMEDIES ON DEFAULT. Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default and at any time thereafter, Lender, at Lender's option, may 
exercise any one or more of the follow Ing rights and remedies, In addition to any other rights qr rem~dies. provided by law: 
Accelerate Indebtedness. Lender shill have the right at Its option without notice to Grantor to declare the entire Indebtedness Immediately 
due and payable. Including any prepayment penalty which Grantor would ba required to pay. 
UCC Remedies. With respect to all or any part of the Personal Property, Lender shaR have all the rights and rarnadias of e aecured party 
under the Uniform Commercial Code. 
Colllct Ranta. Lender shall have tha right. without notice to Grantor, to take poaaulon of the Property and coRact the Rants, including 
amounts past due and unpaid, and apply tha net proceeds, over and above Lender's com, against the lndabtedneu. In furtherance of this 
right. Lender may require any tenant or other uaar of the Property to make payments of rant or use fees directly to Lender. If the Rants are 
collected by Lender, then Grantor Irrevocably designates Lander aa Grantor's attorney-in-fact to endorse instruments received in payment 
thereof In the name of Grantor and to negotiate the same and collect the proceeda. Paymenta by tenants or other us■ra to lander in 
response to Lender's demand shall satisfy the obligations for which the payments era made, whether or not any proper grounds for the 
demand existed. Lender may exercise Its rights under this subparagraph either In peraon, by agent, or through e receiver. 
Appoint Recaiver. Lender shall have the right to have a receiver appointed to take possession of all or any part of the Property, with the 
power to protect and preserve the Property, to operate the Property preceding foreclosure or sale, and to collect the Rents from the 
Property and apply the proceeds, over and above the cost of the receivership, against the Indebtedness. The receiver may serve without 
bond if permitted by law. Lender's right to the appointment of a receiver shall exist whether or not the apparent value of the Property 
exceeds the Indebtedness by a aub1t1nti1I amount. Employment by Lender shall not disqualify a person from serving as a receiver. 
Judlcial Foreclos.... Lender may obtain a ludiclal decree foreclosing Grantor'a Interest In all or any part of the Property. 
Nonjudicial Sale. If permitted by appllcllble law, Lender may foreclose Grantor'a intaraat in aU or in any part of the Personal Property or the 
Real Property by non-judicial s■la. 
Oaficlency Judgment. If parmlttad by applicable law, Lender may obtain a judgment for any deficiency remaining in the Indebtedness due 
to Lender after application of all amounts racalwd from the exercise of the rights provided in this section. 
Tenancy at Sufferance. If Grantor ramalna In posaession of the Property after 1ha Property Is sold as provided above or Lender otherwise 
becomes entitled to posseHlon of the Property upon default of Grantor, Grantor shaU become a tenant at sufferance of lender or the 
purchaser of the Property and shall, at Lender's option, either (1 J pay a reasonable rental for the use of the Property, or 12) vacate the 
Property immediately upon the demand of lander. 
Other Remedies. Lender shall have all other rights and remedies provided in this Mortgage or the Note or available at law or in equity. 
Sale of the Property. To the extant permitted by applicable law, Grantor hereby waives any and all right to have the Property marshalled. 
In exercising its rights and remedies, Lender shall be free to sell all or any part of the Property together or separately, In one sale or by 
separate sales. Lender shall be entitled to bid et any public sale on all or any portion of the Property. 
Notice of Sale. Lender shall give Grantor reasonable notice of the time and place of any public sale of the Personal Property or of the time 
after which any private sale or other Intended disposition of the Personal Property Is to be made. Reasonable notice shall mean notice 
given at least tan 110) days before the time of the sale or cf,sposition. Any ■ale of the Personal Property may ba made in conjunction with 
any s■le of the Real Property. 
Election of Remedies. Bactlon by Lander to pursue any remedy shall not exclude puniult of any other remedy, and an election to make 
expenditures or to take action to perform an obligation of Grantor under thia Mortgage, after Grantor's fallura to perform, shaD not affect 
lander's right to declara a default and exercise its ramedias. Nothing under thia Mortgage or otherwise shaff ba construed so as to limit or 
ralltrlct the rights and ramedlH avaBabla to Lender following an Evant of Default. or In any way to Omit or raatrict the rights and llb(lity of 
Lender to proceed directly against Grantor and/or against any other co-maker, g-antor, ■urety or endorser and/or to proceed against any 
other collateral directly or indirectly aacwlng the Indebtedness. 
Attorneys' Fees; Expenses. If Lender institutes any suit or action to enforce any of the terms of this Mortgage, Lender shall be entitled to 
recover such sum as the court may adjudge reasonable as attorneys' fees at trial and upon any appeal. Whether or not any court action is 
involved, and to the extent not prohibited by law, all reasonable expenses Lender Incurs that in Lender's opinion are necesaary at any time 
for the protection of its interest or the enforcement of its rights shall become a part of the Indebtedness payable on demand and shall bear 
Interest at the Note rate from the date of the expenditure untll repaid. Expenses covered by this paragraph Include, without limitation, 
however subject to any limits under applicable law, Lender's reasonable attorneys• fees and Lender's legal expenses whether or not there is 
a lawsuit, including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses for bankruptcy proceedings (including efforts to modify or vacate any 
automatic stay or injunction), appeals, and any anticipated post-judgment collection services, the cost of searching records, obtaining title 
reports (including foreclosure reportal, surveyor■' reports, and appraisal fees and title Insurance, to the extent permitted by applicable law. 
Grantor also wll pay any court costs, in addition to all other sums provided by law. 
N_on~ES. _A_ny notice required to ba given under this Mortgage, including without imitation any notice of default and any notice of sela shall ba 
given ~ wr"!ng, and ~hall ba affective when actually delivered, when actually received by talafacsimlla (unless otherwise required by lawJ, when 
deposited with a nationally recognized overnight courier. or, If mailad, ·when deposited In the United Statas mail, as first class, cartlf"ied or 
registered mall postage prepaid, directed to the addraases shown near the bagimlng of this Mortgage. AD copies of notices of foreclosure from 
the holder of any lien which has priority over this Mortgage ahaD ba ■ant to Lender's address, as shown near the begiming of this Mortgage. 
Any party may change Its address for notices under thi8 Mortgage by giving formal written notice to the other parties. specifying that the 
purpose of the notice Is to change the party•• addra■s. For notice purposes. Grantor agrees to keep Lender Informed at an times of Grantor's 
current addrau. Unless otherwise provided or required by law, If there 11 more than one Grantor, any notice given by Lander to any Granto, la 
deemed to be notice given to all Grantors. 
LEGAL DE LEGAL EXHIBIT, An exhibit, titled "EXHIBIT "A",' is attached to this Mortgaga and by this reference is made a part of this 
Mortgage just as if all the provisions, terms and conditions of the Exhibit had been fully set forth In this Mortgage. 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. The following misceUaneoua provisions are a part of this Mortgage: 
Amendments. This Mortgage, together with any Related Documents, constitutes the entire understanding and agreement of the panies as 
t~ the matters sat forth in this Mortgage. No alteration of or amendment to this Mortgage ahall be effective unless given in writing and 
signed by the party or parties sought to be charged or bound by the alteration or amendmen~. 
Annual Reports. If the Property is used for purpoaaa other than Grantor's residence, Grantor shaU furnish to Lender, upon request, ■ 
certified statement of net operating income received from the Property during Grantor's pravloua flacal year In such form and dataD ea 
lender shall require. "Nat operating income" shall mean all cash raoeipts from the Property 1- all oash expenditures made In connection 
with the operation of the Property. 
Caption Headings. Caption haad"mgs in this Mortgage are for convenience purposes only and are not to ba uaad to interpret or define the 
provisions of thla Mortgage. 
Govwnlng Law. Thia Mortgage wlll be govemed by federal law ■pplk:able to Lender and. to Iha extent not inampted by federal law, the 
laws of the Stata of Idaho without regard to Its confllcta of law provisions. This Mortgage has bean ■ccapted by Lander in the State of 
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Choice of v-. If there is a lawsuit, Grantor agrees upon Lender's r~t 10 submit to the Jurisdiction of the courts of ADA County, 
State of Idaho. 
Now..,_ by Lender. Lender shell not be dNffl8d 10 have waived any rights under this Mortgage unless such waiver is given in writing 
and signed by lander. No delay or omission on the part of lander In exercising any right shell operate as a waiver of such right or any 
other right. A waiver by Lender of a provision of this Mortgage shaU not prejudice or constitute a waiver of Lander's right otherwise_ to 
demand strict compliance with that provision or any other provision of this Mortgage. No prior waiver by Lender, nor any course of dealing 
between Lander and Gran10r shell ccnatituta a waiver of any of Lander's rights or of any of Grantor's obligations as to any future 
transactions. Whenever the ~onsent of Lender is required under this Mortgage, the granting of such consent by Lender In any instance 
shaD not constitute continuing COnHnt 10 subsequent inlltancaa where such consent is required and in aU cesas such consent may be 
granted or withheld in the sole discretion of Lender. 
Saverablllty. If a court of competent jurisdiction finds any provision of this Mortgage to be iUegal, invalid, or unento«:eabla as to any 
circumstance, that finding shall not make the offending provision illegal, invalid. or unenforceable as to any other circumstance. If feasible, 
the offending provision llhall be considered modified so that it becomes legal, valid and enforceable. If tha offending provision cannot be so 
mocftfiad, it shall be considered deleted from this Mortgage. Unless otherwise required by law, the Illegality, invalidity, or unanforceabirttv 
of any provision of this Mortgage shal not affect the legallty, validity or enforceability of any other provision of this Mortgage. 
Merger. There shsU be no merger of the intllrest or estate created by this Mortgage with any other interest or estate in the Property st any 
time hald by or for the benefit of lander In any capacity, without the written consent of lander. 
Succ•-• and Assigns. Subject to any Rmitatlons ststad in this Mortgage on transfer of Grantor's interest, this Mortgage shall be binding 
upon and Inure to the benefit of the parties, their successors and assigns. If ownership of the Property becomes vested in a person other 
than Grantor, Lender, without notice 10 Gran10r, may deal with Grantor's succuaors with reference to this Mortgage and the lndsbtedness 
by way of forbearance or extension without releasing Grantor from the obligations of this Mortgage or liability under the Indebtedness. 
Tlma Is of the E-■nce. Time ls of the essence in the performance of this Mortgage. 
Waiver of H--.1 Exemption. Grantor hereby releases and waives aU rights and baMfits of the hornastead exemption laws of the State 
of Idaho as to au Indebtedness secured by this Mortgage. 
DEFINmONs. The following capitalized words and terms shaU have the following meanings when used in this Mortgage. Unless specifically 
stated 10 the contrary, all refarencaa to dollar amounts shal mean amounts in lawful money of the United States of America. Words and terms 
used in the singular shaD include the plural, and the plural shall include the singular, as the ccntaxt may require. Words and terms not otherwise 
defined in this Mortgage shall have the meanings atlrlbulad 10 such terms In the Uniform Commercial Code: 
Borrower. The word "Borrower" means SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C. and includes aU co-slgnars and co-makers signing the Note and 
an their successors and assigns. 
Default. The word "Default" means the Default set forth in this Mortgage in the sac1ion titled "Default". 
Envirollmental Laws. The words "Environmental Lsws • mean any and all state, federal and local statutes, regulations and ordinances 
relating to the protection of human haalth or the environment, Including without limitation the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, as amended, 42 U.S.C. Section 9601, et seq. l"CERCLA"I, the Superfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-499 ("SARA"!, the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C. Section 1801, et seq., 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. 42 U.S.C. Sactlon 6901, et seq., or other appliceble steta or federal laws, rules, or 
regulations adopted pursuant thera10. 
Event of Default. The words "Event of Default" mean any of the events of default set forth in this Mortgage in the events of default 
section of this Mortgage. 
Grantor. The word "Granto,• means SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C •• 
G-. The word "Guaran10r" means any guarantor, surety, or accommodation party of any or aft of the lndebtednass. 
Guaranty. The word "Guaranty" means the guaranty from Guarantor to Lender, Including without limitation a guaranty of all or part of the 
Note. 
Hazardous s~. The words "Hazardous Substances" mean materials that. because of their quantity, concentration or physical, 
chemical or infectious characteristics, may cause or pose a present or potential hazard 10 human health or tha environment when 
improperly used, treated, stored, disposed of, genersted, manufactured, transported or otherwise handled. The words "Hazardous 
Substances• are used in their vary broadest senss and include without Urnitatlon any and all hazardous or toxic substances, materials or 
waste as defined by or listed under the Environmental Laws. The term "Hazardous Substances• alao includes, without limitation, petroleum 
and petroleum by-products or any fraction thereof and ssbestos. 
Improvements. The word "Improvements" means all existing and future improvements, bw1dings, structures, mobile homes affixed on the 
Real Property, facilitlas, additions, replacements and other consvuctlon on the Real Property. 
lndebtadnau. The word "Indebtedness" means all prlncipa~ interest. and other amounts, costs and expenses payable under the Note or 
Related Documents, tegether with all ranewala,of, •~ of, modifications of, consolidations of and substitutions tor tha Note or 
Related Documents and any amounts expanded or advanced by Lender 10 discharge Grantor's obligations or expenses incurred by Lender to 
enforce Grantor's obligations under this Mortgage, together with .interest on such amounts as provided in this Mortgage. Specifically, 
without limitation, Indebtedness includes all ampunts that,IM~'lie indirectly secured by ·the Crosa-Collataralizatlon provision of this 
Mortgage. . , ...... ·- -~~ \t; ,_.,,. __ ··-~. .. 
.... ' ..... I>.. ",. 
Lender. The word "Lender" means Mountain West Sanlo-'lts ~ ali4 '8aigns. 
~ .. ".I. - . _- . -~. 
Mortgage. The word "Mortgage" means this Mortgaga.:i.etWBBn\Grantor.'and\endej:. 
Note.,, The word "Note" means the promissorinoJ dated•-Oa10ber ~13, ?2005, in the original principal amount of 
... 11) l ,.,,om Gran10r 10 ~- together ;,ilh ¥ 1'!1Pl9Wala,ot, exlansions pf, t"l)dification of, reflnanclngs of, consolidations 
of, and substitutions for the promissory note or agree~. NO"l1CE TO GlfAN"rOR:"THE NOTE CONTAUIIS A VARIABLE INTEREST RATE. 
~ ~ ~ : 
Personal Property. The words "Personal Property• mean all ecfuiPJVl'N,o(!xtures; and other articles of personal property now or hereafter 
owned by Gfantor, ani:l no'w or hereafter attached or affixed to the Real .Prbperty; together with all accessions, parts, and additions to, all 
replacements of, and all substitutions tor, any of such property; and togetller with all proceeds {including without limitation an insurance 
proceed~ and refunds of premiums) from any sale or other disposition 'dfthe Property. 
Property. The word· *Property• means collectively the Real Property ond the Personal Property. 
Roal Pro;arty. The words "Real Property• m..an the real property, interests and rights, as further described in this Mortgage. 
Related Documents. The words • Related Documents• mean all promissory notes, credit agreements, loan agreements, environmental 
agreements, guaranties, security agreements, mortgages, deeds of trust. security deeds, collateral mortgages, and all other Instruments, 
agreements and documents, whether now or hereafter existing, executed In connection with the Indebtedness. 
Rents. The word •Rents• means all present and future rents, revenues, income, issues, royalties, profits. and other benefits derived from 
the Property. 
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GRANTOR ACKNOWLEDGES HAVING READ ALL THE PROVISIONS OF THIS MORTGAGE, AND GRANTOR AGREES TO ITS TERMS. 






HAILEY, BLAINE, IOAHO 
6-25-2009 04:05:00 No. of Pages: 2 
Recorded for: IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: 6.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy 
Index to: PARTIAL SATISFACTION OF MORTGAGE 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary W1der that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine. County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 7.5 acres of real property identified on the legal 
description attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference and that the 
Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights described above. 
Dated: b- 25 -07 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
By:~~ 
Its:= 5fdf 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this a_~;t!?. day of -S UJ'.1,:€.,.., , 2009, before me, 
De WUL~t.A....I l,h , a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
appeared ~~J:ba..n~ , known or identified to me to be the 
Vi'(e, Pres,cle..n,.:r of OUNT AIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
Notary Public for -:t:a.JiD 
Residing at dfr:t!/ ~ , ~ 
My commission expires '/ q,/2D 
30169-033 
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An undivided 7.5/289ths or 2.595% of the water tights appmtenant to the following desciibed 
lands situate in Blaine County, Idaho, to wit: 
All in Township 1 No1tb, Range 19 Bast, BM.: 
In Section 6: NEI/4SW1/4, Government Lot 6 in the NW1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 7 in the 
SW1/4SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SE1/4 
I:n Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SWI/4NE1/4, SE1/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NWI/4, 
NE1/4SE1/4 and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water tights are described in five (5) Basin 37 Patt 3 Director's Repo1ts each entitled 
"Idaho Department of'Water Resources Recommended Water Rights Acquired Under State Law" 
relating to the water rights summarized, in pait, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCEOF POJNTOF ACRES QUANTITY 
RJGHT USE WATER DNERSION IRRIGATED OFWATER 
NUMBER 
37-481C desc1ibed Big Wood SWI/4NW1/4, Sec 289 3.014CFS 
above River 3612N, R18B (cubic feet 
per second) 
37-577BT described Big Wood (same) (same) 2.200CFS 
above River 
37-482H desctibed Big Wood (same) (same) 3 012CFS 
above River 
37-483C desctibed Big Wood (same) (same) 15.086CFS 
above River 
37-2630 desc1ibed Ground water NW1/4NW1/4SW1/4 (same) 3.750CFS 
above Sec. 6, TIN, Rl9E 1,0ll.50 
AFY 
( acre/feet per 
year) 
Water Right No. 3 7-2630 (ground water, is based on a License. The other four ( 4) water rights 
are based on court Dec1ees. 
40886 00511 1567894 1 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: Instrument# 568680 
HAILEY, BLAINE. IDAHO 
6-25-2009 04:04:00 No. of Pages: 6 
Recorded for : IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 JOLYNN DRAGE Faa: 18.00 D 
EK-offlclO Rec:order Depuly-------7-n•," f, 
Index to: WTVICIC«:ORPOEEO I \ 
( Space Above This Une For Recooll...-'s Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to John Scherer, a married man as his sole and separate 
property, whose address is PO Box 2127, Ketchum, Idaho 83340 and Charles Holt, a married 
man as his sole and separate property, whose address is PO Box 2133, Ketchum, ID 83340, to 
hold as tenants-in-common, all of its right, title and interest which it has, if any, in the property 
in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine described as: 
7.5/289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-
483C, 37-S77BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources and more particularly 
described on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 25 th day of June, 2009 
By: JI n Scherer, Managing Member 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine. ) 
On this 25th day of June, 2009, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowl ed to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
QUITCLAIM DEED - l 30169-033 
\ 
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IDAHO DBPARTl1EN'I' OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED t!NDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMllER: 37-48l.C 
NAME ANll ADDRBSS: SOUTI! COONTY BSTATBS l.,l.,C 







PERIOD OF USB: 
PLACE OP USE: 
KBTCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVBR 
3.0l.4 CP'S 
08/01/1882 
TRIBU?ARY, MALAD RIIIBR 
T02N RlBB S36 SIINW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Beadgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
l!l!Rl!Qil:i Ql! UllB l!BlOll QI! WIB Q1l.!llillll 
IIUUQATION 04/15 l0/31 3.014 CPS 
J:l!.l!.IGllUQti in ll.wil.llil:i l:'1111lt:.! 
TOiN Rl.9E 606 NBSW 24.00 TOlN Rl9B S06 tot 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOU'I RUB SO& l.,ot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN Rl9B 606 SBSII 39.00 
TOlN Rl9B S06 SllSl! 8.50 TOlN Rl9B 807 NllNE ll.00 
TOlN Rl9E S07 SWNE 38.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 SENE l.S.00 
TOlN RUE 807 NBNll 28.00 TOlN RUE S07 SBNII 5.SO 
TOlN lll9B S07 NBSB 35.00 TOlN RUE 607 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation eeason. CCmbined !light Nos.: 37•482R, 37-481C, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTllBR PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
This partial decree is aw,ject to auch general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the right• or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 4,-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
BXPJ..ANATORY MATERIAi.,, BASIS OP Ct.AIM - Decreed 
EXHIBIT--.& __ 
I,~; 
Basin 3? Part l Director•• Report• llecommend■d Page 340 
Page 2 of E 
09123/2014 3:14 P, 
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IDAHO DBPARTMENT OF WATER RBSOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-S77BT 
NAME ANO ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OP USE: 
Kl!TCHtlll ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
2.200 CFS 
03/24/1883 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVBR 
T02N Rl8E 836 SlfNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from ffeadgate #45 delivered through Diatrict Canal. 
ftlRPOl:ill Qf: l!H 111'1B.12El QE WIiii Qlll:llfllll 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 2.200 C!!'S 
IBRl!.Ail!lli l.n IU,&.UIII !:12imt.:.t: 
TOlN Rl9E S06 NESW 24.00 TOIN Rl9E S06 Lot 6 NWSif 33.00 
TOlN Rl9B S06 LOt 7 SlfSW 12.00 TOlN Rl9B 806 SBSW 39.00 
TOlN RUE SOG SWSE a.so TOlN RUB S07 NWNS 31.00 
TOlN RUB 807 SIINB 38.00 TOlN Rl9B 807 BBNE 15.00 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NBNW 28.00 TOlN Rl98 807 SBNW s.so 
TOlN RUE S07 NESE 35.00 TOlN !U9E 807 NWSB 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The righta listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Hos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 
37-483C. 37-577BT, and 37-2530. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NSCSSSARY POR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a fiaal unified decree. section 42-1412(61, Idaho 
code. 
BXPLI\NATORY MATERIAL• BASIS OP Ct.AIM - Decreed 
E.XHlerr __ A _____ _ 
2o~5 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Report - RecOIMlended Page 42S 
Page 3 of e 
09/2312014 3:54 p~ 
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IDAHO DEl?ARTMBNT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAIi 
02/l0/2007 
RIGHT NOMBBR: 37-482H 
NAME AND ADDRBSS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATBB LLC 







PERIOD OF USB: 
li'LACE OP' USB: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
3.012 CFS 
08/01/1884 
T02N !USE S36 SWNW Within BLAINE County 
TRIBtn'ARY: MALAD RIVER 
Water diverted from Head.gate 145 delivered through District canal. 
PUR,POSB OP USE 
IRlU:GATION 
IRRIGATION in BLAIN!! County 
TOlN Rl9B 906 
TOlN Rl9B S06 Lot 
TOlN Rl9B 806 
TOlN Rl9B 807 
TOlN RUB 807 
TOlN RUB 807 





PERIOD op Q§B 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 TOlN RUB 806 
12.00 TOlN Rl9B S06 
B.50 TOlN Rl9B 807 
38.00 TOlN Rl9B 807 
28.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 
35.00 TOlN Rl9B S07 










The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Noa.: 37-48lH, l7-481C, 
l7-483C, 37-S77BT, and l7-26l0. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NBCBSSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATBR RIGHT• 
Thie partial decree ia subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration Of the water 
rights a• may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42·141216), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL, BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
IEXHlBIT_.....b __ 
Sof.!5 
Basin 37 Part J Director's Report - Recommended Page 347 
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IDAHO DEPJ\RTMBN'l' OF WATER RESOURCES 
RBCOMMl!NDBO WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: l7-483C 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOUTH COONTY ESTATl!S LLC 







PERIOD OF USS: 
PLACE OF USS: 
KETCHUM ID B33,0 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
15 .086 CFS 
08/01/1902 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N RlBS S36 Sil!IW Within BLAINB COUDty 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District canal. 
PURPOSE Of USE 
IRRIGATION 
PEJlIOD Pf USJ 
04/15 10/31 
IBBUiA:rlOH ill m.lllHE !:mmtl! 
TOlN R19E S06 NBSW 24.00 TOlN Rl9B S06 
TOlN Rl9B S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN Rl9B S06 
TOlN Ri9B SOG SWSE 8,50 TOlN Rl9B S07 
TOlN Rl9E S07 SWNR 38.00 TOlN Rl!IB S07 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NBNW 28.00 TOlN Rl9B S07 
TOlN RlllE S07 Nl!SE 35,00 TOlN Rl9E S07 










The rights listed below are lilllited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Noa.: 37-482H, 37•481C, 
37-483C, 37•S77BT, and 37·2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR AD14INISTIIATION OF THIS NATER RIGHT: 
·Thie partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately detenained by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
code. 
BXPIJ\NATORY MATBRUL: BASIS OF CLAIM · Decreed 
l:XHIBrr_A __ 
4ol,!5 
Basin 37 Part l Director•• Report - Recommendad Page 352 
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PBRIOD OP USE: 
PLACE OP USE: 
IDAHO DBPARTMBIIT OP WATER RESOURCBS 
RBCOMMBIIDlID WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDBR STATE LAIi 
37-2630 
SOUTH COUNTY BSTATEB LLC 
PO BOX 153' 






TOlN Rl9B S6 Nlil'l'WSW Within llLAIIIE County 
£11Bmif.l Ql u:if.l m1W1 ar !.!llf.l 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 
llBmAt:tsm ;i.11 &LAID Qamtx 
TOUT Rl9E S06 NBSII' 34..00 TOlN lll9£ S06 
TOlH Rl9£ S06 Lot 7 SllfSII' 12.00 TOlN lll9B S06 
TOllf Rl9E 606 SWSE a.so TOlN Rl9B S07 
TDll!I RUE 607 Sl!NB 38.00 TOlN Rl9B S0'1 
TOlN Rl98 80'1 HENN 28.00 TOlN lll9B 60'1 
TDlN Rl9B S07 N8SE JS.00 TOlN Rl9E S0'1 











The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acre■ in a aingle irrigation aea■on, Combined Right Noa.: 37-482H, 3'1-481C, 
l7-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630, 
OTHU PROVISIONS NBCESSAJI.Y POR DEPINITIOlf OR ADMINISTRATION OF 'l'HIS WATER RIGHT: 
'l'hia partial decree b subject to such general provisions necessary for 
tha definition of tha rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as -y be ultimately detendaed by the Court at a point in ti11111 no 
later than the entry or a final unified decre•. section u-1n2 (61, Idaho 
Code. 
BXPLIINATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - t,icen•e 
Basin 37 Par~ 3 Director's Report - Recommended 
EXHlBIT_ ...... A.....___ 
5oll5 
Page 854 
Page 6 of E 







RECORDATION REQUESTED BY: 
IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
KETCHUM OFFICE 
491 N MAIN ST 
KETCHUM, ID B3340 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
KETCHUM OFFICE 
491 N MAIN ST 
KETCHUM. 10 83340 
Instrument # 668682 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
6-25-2009 04:06:0D ffo. of Pages: 8 
Recorded for: IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: 24.00 
1:J<.()ffu:lo Recorder Deputy 
1ndu I~: DEED OF 'fflUST--8£COND OEEOffl.USTIMTG 
sPACe Asoye rn1s L1Ne 1s FOR RECoRoe!j·s use oNtv 
MORTGAGE 
THIS MORTGAGE dated June 10, 2009, Is made and executed between JOHN SCHERER, whose address is P.O. 
BOX 1539, KETCHUM, 10 83340 and CHARLES HOLT, whose address is 100 SILVERWEED, SUN VALLEY, 10 
83353, collectively -(referred to below as "Grantor"l and IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK:, whose address is• 491 N 
MAIN ST, KETCHUM, ID 83340 (referred to below as "Lender"). 
GRANT OF MORTGAGE, For valuable consideration, Grantor mortgages, grants, bargains, s.ells and conveys ~o Lenper ell of Grantor_•• rilj~t. 
title, and Interest In and to the following described real property, together with an existing or subsequently erected or alfl~ed' b4lldln?s, 
Improvements and fixtures; all easements. rights of way. and appurtenances: all water. water rights, 'wBtercourses and ditch rights (in~1udmg 
stock In utilities with ditch or Irrigation rights); and all other rights, royalties, and profits relatl"9 to tho reo! property, ino\ullin9 without limitation 
ell minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and similar mottera, (the "Real Property"l loceted in BLAINE County, State of Idaho: 
An undivided 7.5/289ths or 2.595% of the water rights appurtenant to the following described lands situate in Blaine County, 
Idaho, to wit: 
All in Township 1 North, Range 19 EHi, B.M.: 
In Seclion 6: NE114SW114, Government Lot 6 In the NW1/4SW1/4, Govemmenl Loi 7 In the SW1/4SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and 
SW114SE1/4 
In Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4NE114, SE1/4NE114, NE1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NW114, NE1/4SE114 and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water rights are described In five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Olrecto(s Reports each enUtled •1daho Department of Waler Resources 
Recommended Water Rights Acquired Under State Law' relating to the water rights summarized, In part, as follows: 
WATER RIGHT PLACES OF USE SOURCE OF POINT OF ACRES . QUANTITY OF 
NUMBER WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED WATER 
37-481C described above Big Wood River SW1/4NW1/4, Sec. 289 3.014 CFS (cubic 
36 T2N, R18E feet per second) 
37-577BT described above Big Wood River (same) (same) 2.200 CFS 
37-482H described above Big Wood River (same) (same) 3.012 CFS 
37-483C described above Big Wood River (same) (same) 15.086 CFS 
37-2630 described above Ground water NW1/4NW114SW1/4 (same) 3.750CFS 
Sec. 6, T1N, R19E 1,011.50 AFY 
(ac,e/feet per year) 
Water Righi No. 37-2630 (ground wale~ Is based on a License. The other four (4) water rights are based on court Decrees. 
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MORTGAGE 
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CROSS-COLIATERALIZATION. In addition to the Note, thio Mortgage secures all oblipatlons, debt• and liabliitles, plus Interest thereon, of either 
Grantor or Borrower to Lender, or any one or more of thom, as well as atl claims by Lender against Borrower and Grantor or any one or more of 
them, whether now existing or hereafter arlsing, whether related or unrelated to the purpose of the Note, whether voluntary or otherwise, 
whether due or not due, direct or indirect, dotermlned or undetermined, absolute or contingent, Uquidated or unliquidated, whether Sorrower or 
Grantor may be llab1e individually or Jointly with others, whether ob11gated es guarantor, surety, accommodation party or otherwise, and whether 
recovery upon such amounts may be or hereafter may become barred by any statute of Hmttations, and whether the obligation to repay such 
amounts may be or hereafter may become otherwise unenforceable, 
Grentor presently assigns to Lender all ol Grantor's right, title, and interest In and to all present and future leases of the Property and all Rents 
from the Property. In addition, Granto, grants to Lender a Uniform Commercial Code security Interest In the Peraonal Property and Rents. 
THIS MORTGAGE, INCLUDING THE ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS ANO THE SECURITY INTEREST IN THE RENTS ANO PERSONAL PROPERTY, IS 
GIVEN TO SECURE (Al PAYMENT OF THE INDEBTEDNESS ANO (Bl PERFORMANCE OF ANY ANO ALL OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE NOTE, 
THE REIATEO DOCUMENTS. ANO THIS MORTGAGE. THIS MORTGAGE IS GIVEN ANO ACCEPTED ON THE FOLLOWING TERMS: 
GRANTOR'S WAIVERS. Grantor waives all rights or defenses arlalng by reason of any •one action• or •anti-deficiency• law, or any other law 
which may prevent Lander from bringing any action against Grantor, Including a claim for deficiency to the extant Lender is otherwise entitled to 
a claim for deficJene:yf before or after Lender·s commencement m completion of any foreclosure action, either Judiciatly or by exercise of a 
power of sale. 
GRANTOR'S REPRESENTATIONS ANP WARRANTIES, Granter warrants that: (al this Mortgage Is executed at Borrower'• request and not at 
the request of Lender; (b} Grantor has the full power, right, and authority to enter into this Mortgage and to hypothecate the Propeny; (c) the 
provisions ot this Mortgage do not conflict with, or result In a default under any agreement or other Instrument binding upon Granto, and do not 
result in a violation of any law, regulatio~ court decree or order applicable to Grantor; (dl Granter has established edequete means of obteining 
from Borrower on a continuing basis Information about Borrower'a financial condition; and (e~ Lender has made no representation to Grantor 
about Borrower (Including without limitation the creditwonhiness ot Borrowed. 
PAYMENT ANP PERFORMANCE. Except as otherwise provided In this Mortgage, Borrower and Grantor shall pay to Lender all Indebtedness 
secured by this Mortgage as It becomes due, and Borrower and Granto, shall strictly perform all Borrower's and Grantor's obllgetlons under this 
Mortgage, 
POSSESSION ANO MAINTENANCE OF THE PROPERTY. Borrower and Grentor egree that Borrower's and Grantor's possession and use of the 
Property shaU be governed by the fOllow!ng provisions: 
Possession and u ... Until the occurrence of an Event of Default, Grantor may (1) remain In possession and control of the Property; !21 
use, operate or manage the Property; and {3} · collect the Rents from the Property. The following provisions relate to the use of the 
Property or to other limitations on the Property. 
Duty to Maintain. Granter shall maintain the Property In tenantable condition end promptly perform all repairs, reptacements, and 
maintenance necessary to preserve its value. 
Compliance With Envitonmental Laws .. Grantor represents and warrants to Lender that: 11) During the period of Grantor's ownership of 
the Property, there has been no use, generation, manufacture, storage, treatment, disposal, release or threatened release of any Hazardous 
Substance by any person on, unctet, about or from the Property; (2) Grantor has no knowledge of, or reason to believe that there has 
been, except as previously disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in writing, (a) any breach or violation of any Environmental laws, 
lb) any use, generation, manufacture, storage. treatment, dispasal, release or threatened release of any Hazardous Substance on, under, 
about or from the Property by any prior owners or occupant• of the Property, or (c) any actual or threatened Htig1:UtOn or claims of any 
klnd by any person relating to such matters; and, (3) Except as previously disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in writing, la} neither 
Granter nor any tenant, contractor, agent or other authorized user of the Property shall use, generate, manufacture, store, treat" dispose of 
or re\ease any Hazardous Substance on, under, 'about or from the Property; and lb) any such ~ctivlty shall be conducted in compliance 
with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations and ordinances, Including without llmh:ailon an Environmental Laws. Granter 
authori%es Lender and its agents to enter upon the Property to make such inspections and tests, at Grantor's expense, es lender may deem 
appropriate to determine compliance of the Property with this section of the Mortgage. Any Inspections or tests made by Lender shall be 
for Lender's purposes only and shall not be construed to create any responslbHity or liabHity on the part of Lender to Grantor or to any other 
person. The representations and warranties contained herein ere based on Grantor's due diligence in investigating the Property for 
Hazardous Substances. Grantor hereby (1J releases and waives any future claims against lender for indemnity or contribution in the 
event Grantor becomes liable for cleanup or other cost• under any such laws; and (2} agrees to Indemnify* defend, and hold harmless 
Lender against any end ell c1alms, losses, 11abilit1es, d11mages, penalties, and expenses which Lender may directlv or Indirectly sustain or 
sutfer resulting from a breach of this section of the Mortgage or as a consequence of any use, generation. manufacture, storage, disposal~ 
release or threatened release occurring prior to Grantor's ownership or interest in the Property, whether or not the same was or should 
have been known to Granter. The prov1slons of this section of the Mortgage, including the obllgation to it'ldamnify and defend, ahall survive 
the payment of the lndebtedne•• and the satisfaction and raconveyance of the llan of this Mortgage and 1hall not be affected by Lander's 
acquisition of any Interest In the Property, whether by foreclosure or otherwise. 
Nuisance. Waste. Grantor shaft not cause. conduct or permit any nuisance nor commit, permit, or suffer any stripping of or waste on or to 
the Property or any portion of the Property, Without limiting the generality ot the foregoing, Granto, will not remove, or grant to any other 
party the right to remove, eny timber, minerals Uncluding oil and gas), coal, clay. scoria, so11, gravel or rock products without Lender'a prior 
written consent. 
Removal of Improvements. Grantor shall not demolish or remove sny lmprovemar"lts from the Real Property without Lender's prior written 
consent. As a condition to the removal of any Improvements, lender may require Grantor to make errangements satisfactory to lender to 
replace such lmprovements with Improvements of at least equal value. 
Lender's Right to Enter. lender and Lender's agents and representatives may enter upon the Real Property at all reasonable times to attend 
to Lender's Interests and to Inspect the Real Property for purposes of Grantor's compliance with the terms and conditions of this Mortgage. 
Compliance with Governmental Requirements. Grantor shall promptly comply with all laws, ordlnam:es, and regulations, now or hereafter 
in effect, of all government.al authorltiu applicable to the. usa or occupancy of the Property, Including without llmltatlon, !he Americans 
With Oilabllldaa Act. Grantor may contest In good faith any such law, ordinance, or regulation and withhold compliance during any 
proceeding, Including appropriate appeal a, 10 long II Gr■ntor has notified Lender In wrhlng prior to doing 10 and 10 long as, In lender'• 
aole oplnlon, Lendar'a lnterasts In Iha Property are not Jeopardized. Lendar may require Gramer to past adequate security or a suraty bond, 
re11on1bly 11d1f1ctory to Lendar, to protect L1ndar'1 Interest, 
Duty to Protect. Granter agreas neither to abandon or leave unattended !ht Property. Granter 1hall do all other acts, In addition to thou 
act.a aat forth above In Ulla aacdon, which from the character and use of thl Property are reasonably necessary to protect and proserva the 
Property. 
DUii ON SALE • CONSENT av LENDER, Lender may, at Lander's option, declare Immediately dut and payabla all 1um1 11cured by this 
Mortgage upon the sale or transfer, without Lender's prior wrlttan con■ent, of all or any pan ol tha Real Property, or any lnter11t In 1h1 Roal 
Property, A •aa11 or transltr" moans !he conveyance ol Real Property 01' any right, title or lnlere1t In the Real Property; whether lagel, beneficial 
or equitable; whether voluntary or lnvoluntery; whether by ouulght 1111a, deed, ln1t11Umen1 aala contract, lend contrecl, contract for deed, 
laaaahold interest with I term greeter than three (3) years, IHH-opdon oontract, or by Hie, a11lgM18nt, or uanalor of any beneflclal lntarut In · 
or to any land tru1t holding t~e 10 the Roal Property, or by any othar method al 00nvavanc1 of an Interest In th• R11I Property. Howevtr, this 
option ■hall not be exerciud by Lander if such exerclsa 11 prohibited by ledaral l1w or by Idaho law. 
TAXES AND LIENS, The following provl1lon1 relating to the tax11 and Ilana on the Property are part of this Mortgage: 
Payment, Granter 1hall pay when due l•nd 1n all eventa prior to dallnquencyl all tax11, payroll texas, epeclel tax11, 111111mant1, water 
charges and oewer service charge• levied against or on account of the Proporty, and 1h1II pay when due all clalm1 !er work dona on or for 
■aflliCIS rendered or material furniahed to !he Propany. Gfantor ahall maintain the Property fr•• ol any n,na hiving priority over or equ1I to 
the Inter eat of lender under this Mortgage, except !or thoH lien• specillcelly agreed to In writing by Lender, and ■xcept for the 119n of 1ax11 
and 11se11mant1 not due II further 1paclfkld In the Right to Contaat paragraph. 
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Right to ContHt. Grantor may withhold payment of any tax, assessment# or claim In connection with a 900d faith dispute over the 
obligatlon to pay so long a-s lender's 1nterest In the Properiy ls not jeopardized. If a lfen arises or is filed as a result of nonpayment. 
Granter shall within fifteen 115) days aher the lien arises or, if a lien is filed, within fifteen (15) days after Grantor has notice of the filing, 
secure the discharge of the lien, or if requested by Lender, deposit with Lender cash or a sufficient corporate surety bond or other security 
satisfactory to Lender In an amount sufficient to discharge the lien plus any costs and reasonable ~ttorneys' fees. or other char~es that 
could accrue as a result of a forecklsure or sale under the lien. ln any contest, Grantor shat! defend itself and lender and a:han satisfy any 
adverse Judgment before enforcement against the Property, Granter shall name Lender as an additional obllgee under any surotv bond 
furni$hed in the contest proceedings. 
Evidence of Pavment. Granter shall upon demand furnish to Lender satisfactory evidence of payment of the taxes or assessments and s~all 
authorize the appropriate governmantaf official 10 deliver to Lender et any time a written statement of the taxes and assessments against 
the Property. 
Notice of Construction. Grantor shefl notify Lender at least fifteen (15} days before any work Is commenced, any services are furnished, or 
any materials are supplied to the Property, If any mechanic's lien, materlalmen's lien, or other l!en could be asserted on account of the 
work, services, or materia1s. Granter will upon request of Lender furnish to Lend-er advance assurances satisfactory to Lender that Grantor 
can and will pay the cost of such Improvements. 
PROPERTY DAMAGE INSURANCE. The lanowing provisions relating to Insuring the Property ore a part of this Mortgage: 
Maintenance of Insurance. Grantor shall procure and maintain policies of ·fire insurance with standard extended coverage endorsements on 
a replacement basis for the fu11 insurable value covering all Improvements on the Real Property In an amount sufficient to avoid application 
of any coinsurance clause, and with a standard mortgagee clause in favor of Lender. Grantor shall atso procure and maintain 
comprehensive general fiabiftty insurance in such coverage amounts es Lender may request with Lender being named es additional Insureds 
in such liability insurance pofieles. Additionally, Grantor shall maintain such other Insurance. Including but not limited to hatard~ business 
interruption and boiler insurance as Lender may require. Polic1es shatl be written by such insurance companies and In such form as may be 
reasonably acceptable to Lender. Grantor shall deliver to Lender certificates of coverage from each insurer containing e stipulation that 
coverage wilJ not be cancelled or diminished without e minimum of ten (10) days' prior written notice to lender and not containing any 
disclaimer of the insurer's liability for failure to give such notice. Each insurance policy also shall include an endorsement providing that 
coverage in favor of Lender wiU not be impaired in any way by any ae:t, omission or default of Grantor or any other person. Should the Real 
Property be located In an area designated by the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency as a special flood hazard area. 
Granier agrees to obtain and maintain Federal Flood Insurance, If available, within 45 days alter notice ls given by Lender that the Prope<ty 
is located tn a special flood hazard area, for the full unpaid principal balance of the loan end any prior liens on the property securing the 
loan, up to the maximum policy limits set under the National Flood Insurance Program, or as otherwise required by lender, end to maintain 
such Insurance for the term of the loan. 
Appfacation of Proceeds. Grantor shall promptly notify Lender of any loss or damage to the Property. Lender may make proof of toss if 
Granter fails to do so within fifteen t15) days of the casualty, Whether or not Lender's security ls Impaired, Lender may, at Lender's 
election. receive and retain the proceeds of any insurance and apply the proceeds to the reduction of the Indebtedness, payment of any lien 
affecting the Property, or the restorat1on and repair ot the Property. If Lender elects to apply the proceeds to restoration end repair, Grantor 
shall repair or replace the damaged or destroyed Improvements In a manner satisfactory to lender. Lender shall~ upon satisfactory proof of 
such expenditure, pay or reimburse Grantor from the proceeds for the reasonable cost ot repair or restoration if Grantor is not In default 
under this Mortgage, Any proceeds which have not been disbursed within 180 days alter their receipt and which Lender has not 
committed to the repair or restoration or the Property shatf be used fir.st to pay any amount owing to Lender under this Mortgage, then to 
pay accrued interest, and the remainder, if any, shall be applied ta the principal balance of the tndcbtedness. It Lender holds any proceeds 
after payment in tun of the Indebtedness. such proceeds shaft be paid to Grantor as Grantor•s interests may appear. 
LENDER'S EXPENDITURES. If any action or proceeding is commenced that would materially affect Lender's interest in the Property or if Grentor 
fails to comply with any provision of this Mortgage or any Related Documents, including but not limited to Grentor's failure to discharge or pay 
when due any amounts Grantor Is required to discharge or pay under this Mortg.ago or any Related Documents, Lender on Grantor's behalf may 
(but shaH not be obligated to) take any action that Lender deems appropriate, including but not limited to discharging or paying all taxes, liens, 
security interests, encumbrances end other claims, at any time levied or placed on the Property and paying all costs for insuring, maintaining and 
preserving the Property~ AU such expenditures incurred or paid by Lender for such purposes will then bear Interest at the rate charged under the 
Note from the date incurred or paid by Lender to the date of repayment by Grantor. All such expenses will become a part of the Indebtedness 
and, at Lender's optlon, will (Al be payable on demand; (Bl be added to the balance of the Note and be spportioned among and be payable 
with any lnstutlment payments to become due during either {1) the term of any applicable Insurance policy; or (2J the remaining term of the 
Notei or lC) be treated as a balloon payment which win be due end payable at the Note's maturity. The Mortgage also will secure payment of 
these amount&, Such right shall be In addition to all other rights and remedies to which Lender may be entitled upon Default. 
WARRANTY: DEFENSE OF TITLE. The following provisions relating to ownership of the Property ate a part of this Mortgage: 
Title. Granter warrants that: (aJ Grantor holds good and marketable title of record to the Property in fee simple, free and clear of aH liens 
and encumbrances other than those set forth in the Real Property description or in any title insurance policy. title report, or final title opinion 
fssued in favor of, and accepted by, Lender in connection with this Mortgage. and (b) Grantor has the full right, power, and authority to 
execute and deliver this Mortgage to Lender. 
Defense of Title, Subject to the e,cceptlon in the paragraph above, Granter warrants end will forever defend the title to the Property egalnst 
the lawful claims of eH persons. in the event any action or proceeding is commenced that questions Grantor's title or the intorest of Lender 
under this Mortgage, Grantor shall defend the action at Grantor's expense. Grantor may be the nominal party in such proceeding, but 
Lender shall be entitled to participate in the proceeding and to be represented in the proceeding by counsel of Lender's awn choice, and 
Granto, wiU deliver, or cause to be delivered. to Lender such instruments as Lender may request from time to time to permit such 
participation. 
Compliance With Laws. Grantor warrants that the Property and Grantor's use of the Property complies with all existing appilcable laws. 
ordinances, and regulations of governmental authorities. 
Survival of ReprasentatJona and Warranties. AU representations,. warrenties, and agreements made by Granter In this Mortgage shaft 
survive the execution and defiverv of this Mortgage, aha11 be continuing In nature, and shall remain in full force and effect until such time es 
llorrower's Indebtedness shall be paid in full, 
CONDEMNATION. The following provisions relating to condemnation proceedings are a part of this Mortgage: 
Proceadlng1. If any proceeding In condemnation is filed, Granter shaU promptly notify Lender in writing, and Grontor shall promptly take 
such steps as may be necessary to defend the action and obtain the award, Granto, may be the nominal party in such proceeding. but 
Lender shall be entitled to parth;ipate In th• proceeding and to be represen11d In the proceeding by counHI of Its own choice, and Grantor 
wm deliver or cause to be delivered to Lander auch Instruments and documentation as may be requested by Lender from tJma tc time to 
permit such participation, 
Applloetlon of N11 ProcHd1, If all or any part of the Property Is condemned by eminent domain proceedings or by any proceeding ar 
purchase In lieu of condemnation, Lender mey at Its election require that all or any portion of the net proceods af the award be applled to 
the Indebtedness or the repair or raatoratlon of the Property, The net proceeds of the award shall mean the 1ward alter p■yment of ell 
reasonable coats, expenses, and attorneys' fees Incurred by Lender In connection with the condemnation, 
IMPOSITION OF TAXES, FEES AND CHARGES BY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES, The following provision& relating to governmental taxes, 
lees and charges are a part of this Mortgage: 
Curr■nt Taxes, FeH and Ch1r911. Upon request by Lendor, Granter shall execute such documents In addition to Ihle Mortgage and tel<e 
whatever other ection le requested by Lander to perfect and continue Lender's lien on the Re■I Property. Grentor shell relmburae Lender for 
111 1111111, as described below, together with all oxpenHI lncurrod In recording, perfecting or continuing this Mortgage, Including without 
llmltatlon all taxes, lees, documentary stamps, and other charges tor recording or registering this Mortgage. 
Tax11, The following 1h1II constitute 11.,ea to which thla section appllea: 11) a 1peclfic tax upon this type of Mortgage or upon ell or any 
part of the lndebtedne11 secured by this Mortgage: t2l • spaciffc tax on 8orrowor which 8orrowor Is authorized or required to deduct 
rrom payments on the lndabt1dn1■1 sacured by this type ol Mortgage: 13) a tax on thla type ol Mortgage chargeable against the Lend11 or 
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Subaequent Taxes. If any ta.x to which this &action applies Is enacted subsequent to the date of this Mortgage, this event sha~I have the 
same effect as an Event o1 Default, and Lender may exercise any or all of its available remedies for an Event of Default as provided below 
unless Granter either 11) pays the tax before It becomes delinquent, or 121 contests the tax as provided above in the Taxes end Liens 
section and deposits with Lender cash or a sufficient corporate surety bond or other securhy satisfactory to Lender. 
SECURITY AGREEMENT; FINANCING STATEMENTS. The following provisions relating to this Mortgage as a security agreement are a part of 
this Mortgage: 
Security Agrocment. This in$trument shall constitute a Security Agreement to the extent any of the Property constitutes fixturest and 
Lender shaU have an of the rights of a secured party under the Uniform Commercial Code as amended ftom time 10 time. 
Security Interest, Upon request by Lender. Grantor shall take whatever action Is requested by Lender to perfect and continue Lender's 
security interest in the Rents and Personal Property. In addition to recording this Mortgage in the real property records, Lender may, at any 
time and without further authorization from Grantor, file executed counterparts, copies or reproductions of this Mortgage as a financing 
statement. Granter shall reimburse lender for aff expenses incurred in perfecting or continuing this security interest. Upon default, Grantor 
shall not remove. sever or detach the Personal Property from the Property. Upon default, Granter shall assemble any Personal Property not 
affixed to the Property in a manner and at a place reasonably convenient to Grantor and Lender and make it available to Lender within three 
131 days after receipt of wrinan demand from Lender to the extant permitted by applicable law. 
Addresses. The maiUng addresses of Gramor (debtor} and Lender (secured party) from which information concerning the security Interest 
granted by this Mortgage may be obtained {each BS required by the Uniform Commercial Code} are as stated on the first page of this 
Mortgage. 
FURTHER ASSURANCES; ATTORNEY-IN-FACT. Tho following provisions relating to further assurances and attorney-in-fact are a part of this 
Mortgage: 
Further Auurances. At any time, and from time to time~ upon request of Lander, Grantor wiU make, execute end deliver, or will cause to 
be made, executed or delivered, to lender or to lender's desfgnee, and when requested by Lender, cause to be filetl, recorded, refiled, or 
rerecorded, as the case may be, at such times and in such offices and places as Lender may deem appropriate, any and all such mortgages, 
deeds of trust, security deeds, security agreements, financing statements, continuation statements, inrmuments of further assurance, 
certificates, and other documents as may, In the sole. opinion of Lender. be necessary or desirable in order 10 effectuate, complete, perfect~ 
continue, or preserve (1) Borrower's and Grantor's obligations under the Note, this Mortgage, .and the Related Documents, and 121 the 
liens and security interests created by this Mortgage on the Property, whether now owned or hereafter acquired by Grantor, Unless 
prohibited by Jaw or lender agrees to the contrary in writing. Grantor shaU relmburse lender for ell costs and expenses incurred in 
connection with the matters referred to In this paragraph. 
Attorney-in-Fact. lf Grantor falls to do any of the th1ngs referred to in the preceding paragraph, Lender may do so for and In the name of 
Grantor and at Grantor's expense. For such purposes, Grantor hereby irrevocably appoints Lender as Grantor's attorney-in·fact for the 
purpose of making, executing, deUvering, filing, recording, and doing all other things as mav be necessary or desirable, in Lender's sole 
opinion, to accomplish the matters referred to in the preceding paragraph. 
FULL PERFORMANCE. lf Borrower and Grantor pay an the Indebtedness when due, end Grantor otherwise performs all the obligations imposed 
upon Granto, under this Mortgage. Lender shall execute and deliver to Grantor a suitable satisfaction of this Mortgage and suitable statements 
of termination of any financing statement on file evidencing Lender's security interest in the Rents and the Personal Property. Grantor will pay, 
If permitted by applicable law. any reasonable termination fee as determined by Lender from time to time. 
EVENTS OF OEFAULT. Each of the following, at Lender's option, shall constitute an Event of Default under this Mortgage: 
Payment Default. Borrower fails to make any payment when due under the Indebtedness. 
Default on Other Payments. Failure of Grantor within the time required by this Mortgage to make any payment for taxes or insurance, or 
any other payment necessary to prevent filing of or to effect discharge of any lien. 
Other Defaults. Borrower or Grantor fails to comply with or to perform any other term, obligation, covenant or condition contained in this 
Mortgage or in any of the Related Documents or to comply with or to perform any term, obligation, covenant or condition contained in any 
other agreement between Lender and Borrower or Grantor. 
Default in Favor of Third Parties. Should Borrower or any Grantor default under any loan, extension of credit, security agreement, purchase 
or sales egreement, or any other agreement, In favor of any other creditor or person that may materially affect any of Borrower's or any 
Grantor's property or Borrower's ability to repay the Indebtedness or Borrower's or Grantor's abililV to perform their respective obligations 
under this Mortgage or any of the Related Documents. 
false Statements. Any warranty, repr9$entation or statement mode or furnished to Lender by Borrower or Granter or on Sorrower's or 
Grantor's behalf under this Mortgage or the Related Documents is false or misleading in any material respect, either now or at the time 
made or furnished or becomes false or misleading at any time thereafter. 
Defective CoUateralization. This Mortgage or any of the Related Documents ceases to be in full force and effect Uncluding failure of any 
collateral document to create a valid and perfected &ecurity interest or lient at any time and tor any reason. 
Death or Insolvency. The dissolution of Grantor's (regardless of whether election to continue is made}, any member withdraws from the 
limited liability company, or any other termination of Borrower's or Grantor'6 existence as a going business or the death of any member, the 
insolvency ot Borrower or Grantor, the appointment of a recelver for any part of Borrower's or Grantor's pfopeny, any assignment for the 
benefit of creditors, any type of croditor workout, or the commencement of any proceeding under eny bankruptcy or insolvency laws by or 
against Borrower or Granto,. 
Creditor or Forfeiture Proceedings. Commencement of foreclosure or forfeiture proceedings. whether by judicial proceeding, self•hetp. 
repassesslon or any other method, by any creditor of Borrower or Orantor or by any governmental agency against any property securing the 
Indebtedness. This includes a garnishment of any of Borrower's or Grantor's accounts, including deposit accounts, with Lender. However, 
this Event of Default shall not apply if there ls a good faith dispute by Borrower or Grantor as to the validity or reasonableness of the claim 
which 1s the basis of tha creditor or forfeiture proceeding and ir Borrower or Grantor gives Lender written notice of tho creditor or forfeiture 
proceeding and deposit& with Lender monies or a surety bond for the creditor or forfeiture proceeding. in an amount determined by lender, 
in its sole discretion. as being an adequate reserve or bond for the dispute. 
Breach of Other Agreement. Any breach by Borrower or Grantor under the terms of any other agreement between Borrower or Grantor and 
Lender that is not remedied within any grace period provided therein, including without limitation any agreement eoncernlng any 
indebtedness or other obligation of Borrower or Grantor to lender, whether existing now or later. 
Events Affecting Guarantor. Any of the preceding events occurs with respect to any Guarantor of any ot the Indebtedness or any 
Guarantor diet or becomes Incompetent, or ro,ok11 or disputes tht validity of, or UabiUty under, any Guaranty of the lndabradnasa, 
Ad,orae Chango. A material adverso change occurs In Grantor's financial condition, or Lender believes the prospect of payment or 
performance of the Indebtedness is Impaired. 
Insecurity. Lender In goad faith be.lleves Itself ln11c111e. 
RIGHTS AND REMEDIES ON DEFAULT, Upon the occurrence of en Event of Default and at any time thereafter, Lender, 11 Lender's option, may 
exercise any on• or more ot me following rights and remedlea, In addition to any other tights or remedies prOVided by Jaw: 
Aocelarata lndebtedn111. Lender shall have the right at Its option without notice to Borrower or Grantor to declare the entire Indebtedness 
Immediately due and payable, Including any prepayment penalty that Borrower would be required to pay. 
UCC RamadlH, With respect to all or any part of the Parsonol Property, Lender shall have ell the rights and remadiea of a secured party 
under tho Uniform Commarclal Coda. 
Collect Rents, Lander ahall have the right, without notice to Borrower or Gran1ar, to take possession of the Property and collect the Rents, 
including amounts put due and unpaid, and apply the net pracaade, over and ■bova Lander's costs, against the Indebtedness. In 
furtherance of this rl;ht, Lander may raqulre any tonont or other ~•ar of the Propeny to make payme1111 of rent or use fees dlrectly to 
Lender. If the Rent, are collected by Lander, then Granto, Irrevocably da,lgnates Lander II Grantor'a etlorney•in-fact to endorse 
lnatrumonts reoelved In poymant thereof In the name of Grantor and to nagotlata the same and collect tha proceeds. Payments by tenantt 
or other uaers to Lender In response to Lander's demand shall satisfy the obllgatlona for which the payments 111 made, whither or not any 
proper grounds for the demand existed. Landar may exarcln ltS rights under this subparagraph either In person, by agent, or through a 
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Appoint Recelver. lender shall have the right to have a receiver appointed to take possession of an or any part of the Property, with the 
power to protect and preserve the Property, to operate the Property preceding foreclosure or sale, and to collect the Rents from the 
Property and apply the proceeds, over and above the cost of the receivership, against the Indebtedness. The receiver may serve without 
bond If permitted by law. Lender's right to the appointment of s receiver shaH exJst whether or not the apparent value of the r>roperty 
exceeds the Indebtedness by a substantial amount. Employment by Lender shall not disqualify a person from serving as a receiver. 
JudiclaJ foreclosure. Lender may obtain a judlcla! decree foreclosing Grantor's lnterest In au or any part of the Property. 
Nonjudicial Salo. lf perm1tted by applicable law, Lender may foreclose Grantor's interest In all or In any part of the Personal Property o, the 
Real Property by non-JucHcial sale. 
Oaflclency Judgment, If permitted by applicable law, Lender may obtain a judgment for any deficiency remaining in the Indebtedness due 
to Lender after application oi a11 amounts received from the exercise of the rights provided Jn this section. 
Tenancy at Sufferance. If Grantor remains Jn possession of the Property after the Property is sold as provided above or Lender othe.rwtSe 
becomes entitted to possession of the Propeny upon default of Borrower or Grantor, Grantor &hall become a tenant at sufferance of Lender 
or the purchaser of the Property and &hall, et Lender's option~ either 11) pay a reasonable rental for the use of the Property. or (2) vacate 
the Property immediately upon the demand of Lender. 
Other Remedies. Lender shall have aJI other rights and remedies provided lo this Mortgage or the Note or available at law or in equity. 
Sale of tho Property. To the extent permitted by applicable law, Borrower and Granter hereby waive any and all right to have the Property 
marshalled. In exercising lts rights and remedlea, Lender shall be free to seU an or any part of the Property together or separate-\v1 ln one 
sale or by separate sa1es. Lender shell be entitled to bid 1t any public sale on all or any portion of the Property, 
Notice of Sale. Lender shall give Grantor reasonable notice of the tlme and place of any public sale of the Personal Property or of the time 
eher which any private sale or other intended disposition of the Personal Property is to be made, Reasonable notice shall mean notice 
given at least ten i1 O} days before the time of the sale or disposition. Any sale of the Personal Property may be made ln conjunction with 
any sale of the Reaf Property, 
Election of Remedies. Election by Lender to pursue any remedy shall not exclude pursuit of any other remedy, and an election to make 
expenditures or to take action to perform an obllgatlon of Granter under this Mortgage, aher Grantor's failure to perform, shall not affect 
lender's right to declare a default and exercise its remedies. Nothing under this Mortgage or otheAvise shalt be construed so as to limit or 
restrict the right$ and remedies available to Lender following an Event of Default, or In any way to llmlt or restrict the rights end ebiiity of 
Lender to proceed directly against Grantor and/or Borrower and/or against any other co~meker, guarantor. aurety or endorser and/or to 
proceed against any other collaterat directly or tndlrectly securing the Indebtedness. 
Attomeys• Fees: Expenses~ If Lender institutes any suit or action to enforce any ot the terms of this Mortgage, Lender shall be entitled to 
recover such sum as the court may adjudge reasonable as attorneys• fees at trial and upon any appeal. Whether or not any court action is 
Involved. and to the extent not prohibited by law~ aU rea$onable expenses Lender incurs that In Lender's opinion are necessary at any time 
for the protection of its interest or the enforcement of Its rights shell become a part ol the Indebtedness payable on demand and shall bear 
interest at the Note rate from the date of the expenditure until repaid. Expenses covered by this paragraph include, without limitation, 
however subject to any limits under applicable law, lender's reasonable attorneys' fees and Lender's legal expenses whether or not there Is 
e lawsuit, including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses for bankruptcy proceedings (including efforts to modify or vacate any 
automatic stay or injunction), appeats, and any anticipated post-judgment collection services, the cost of searching records, obtaining title 
reports Uncluding foreclosure reports), surveyors' reports. and appraisal fees and title insurance. to the e~tent permitted by applicable law. 
Gran.tor also will pay any court costs, in addition to a11 othor sums provided by law. 
NOTICES. Any notice required to be given under this Mortgage, including without Jlmitation any notice of default and any notice of sale shall be 
given in writing, and shall be effective when actually delivered, when actually recelved by telefacsimile (unless otherwise required by law), when 
deposited with a nationally recognized overnight courier. or, 1f malled, when deposited in the United States maU, as first cla•s* certified or 
registered mail postage prepaid, directed to the addresses shown near the beginning of this Mortgage. A11 copies of notices of foreclosure from 
the holder of any lien which has priority over this Mortgage shall be sent to Lender's address, as shown near the beginning of this Mortgage. 
Any party may change its address for notices under this Mortgege by giving format written notice to the other parties, specifying that the 
purpose of the notice is to change the party's address. For notice purposes, Grantor agrees to keep Lender Informed et alt times of Grantor's 
cunent address. Unless otherwise provided or required by law, if there Is more than one Grantor, any notice given by Lender to any Grantor is 
deemed to be notice given to a11 Granters. 
ADOITtONAL PROVISION. Hypothecation Mortgage .. Agreement of Borrower, Borrower, and each of them if more than one, by its execution of 
this Mortgage, agrees that It shall be subject to, bound by, and personally obligated to pay, observe and perform, jointly and $everally with 
Grantor, each and every of the terms, covenants, and conditions of this Mort9age as If Borrower had executed this Mortgage a, Granter; 
provided that any limitation of liability on the part of or applicable to Grantor shall not be applicable to or for the benefit of Borrower, lt being 
understood that Borrower's obligation& to Lendor under this Mortgage or the Related Documents or otherwise are without limit to liability except 
as may be expressly and specifically set forth in a separate written agreement signed by Lender. 
£POU5At GQNSEN+ Putlicla J. SCfieret, Wile or Jolin Sc1,nar and I yo S Halt, wiie , 
auent"'heNle and ta: t::.J aA,. rmrm,nfn, JoteceSI qr other interest the; ma9 have in a111 f the Prooertv or the Rents de 
~-a, kind Oi ;;atuf8 IR cm>necUon with the Indebtedness seemed er te lae 9CCU1Cd he,eb,. a Wf)!;:, 
GRANTOR'S REPORT ON INSURANCE. Upon tequost of lender, however not more then once a year, Grantor .Ut'fumlsh L n r a report on 
each existing policy of Insurance showing: (1) the name of the Insurer; (21 the risks Insured; {31 the amount of the policy; 14) the property 
insured, the then current replacement value of such property, and the manner of determining that value; and (5) the expiration date of the policy. 
Grantor shaU upon request of Lender. have en independent appraiser satisfactory to lender determine the eash value replacement cost of the 
Property. 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. The following miscellaneous provisions ere a part of thlo Mortgage: 
Amendments. This Mortgage. together with any Related Documents, constitutes the entire understanding end agreement of the partie, as 
to the matters set forth In this Mortgage, No alteration of or amendment to this Mortgage shall be cHoctlve unless given In writing and 
signed by the party or parties sought to be charged or bound by the alteration or amendment. 
Annual Reports. If the Property Is used for purposes other than Grantor's residence, Grantor shall furnish to Lender, upon request, a 
certiiied Statement of net operating income: received from the Property during Grantor's previous fiscal year in such form and detail as 
Lender shall require. "Net operadng Income" shall mean all cash receipts from the Property less all cash expenditures made ln connection 
with the operation of the Property. 
Caption Headings. Caption headings in this Mortgage are for convenience purposes only end are not to be used to interpret or define the 
provisions of this Mortgage. 
Governing Law. This Mongage will be governed by federal law applicable to Lender and. to the •xtent not preempted by federal law. the 
laws of the State of Idaho without regard to its conffH:t& of law provisions. Thl• Mortgage hn bun accepted by Lender In the State of 
Idaho. 
Choice of Venue. If there is a lawsuit, Grantor agrees upon Lender•s request to submit to the Jurisdiction of the courts of BLAINE County, 
Stet• of Idaho. 
Joint and Several Lfabnity. All obligations of Borrower and Grantor under this Mortgage shell be joint and several, and all references to 
Granto, shall mean each and every Granter. and aU references to Borrower shalt mean each and every Borrower. This means that each 
Granto, signing below is responsible for all obligations in this Mortgage. 
No Waiver by Lender. Lender shall not be deemed to have waived any rights under this Mortgage unless such waiver is given in wrftfng 
end signed by Lender. No delay or omission on the part ot Lender in exercising any right shall operate es , waiver of such right or any 
other right. A walver by Lender of a provision of this Mort0age shall not prejudice or cons~tute a waiver of Lender'• right otherwise to 
demand strict compUance with that provision or any other provision of this Mortgage. No prior waiver by Lender, nor any course of dealing 
between lender and Grantor,, shall constitute. a waiver of any of Lender's rights or of any of Grantor·s obligations as. to any future 
transactJons. Whenever the consent of Lender is required under this Mortgage, the granting of such consent by Lender In any instance 
shall not constitute continuing consent to subsequent instances where such consent is required and In all cases such consent may be 
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Severabillty. It a court of competent jurisdiction finds any provision of this Mortgage to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable as to any person 
or circumstance, that finding shall not make the offending provision Ulegal, invalid, or unenforceable a~ to any other person or 
circumstance. If feasible, the offending provision shall be considered modified so thet it bocomes legal, vahd _and enforceable. If the 
offending provision cannot be so modified, It shall be considered deleted from this Mortgage •. Unles~ .otherwise reqult~d by law, the 
megality, invalidity, or unenforceability ot any provision of this Mortgage shall not affect the legahty, vahdrty or enforceability of any other 
provision of this Mortgage. 
Merger. There shaU be no merger of the interest or estate created by this Morts:~age with any other interest or estate in the Property et any 
time held by or for the benefit of Lender in anv capacity, without the written consent of Lender. 
Successors and Assigns. Subject to any limitations stated In this Mortgage on transfer of Grantor's interest, this Mortgag~ shall be binding 
upon and inure to the benefit of the parties, their successors and assigns. if ownership of the PtopertY becomes vested m a person other 
than Grantor, Lender, without notice to Granter, may deaJ with Grantor1s successors with reference to this Mortgage and the Indebtedness 
by way of forbearance or extension without releasing Grantor from the obligations of this Mortgage or Uability under the Indebtedness. 
Tlme is of tho Essence. Time is of the essence in the perto,mance of this Mortgage. 
Waive Jury. AD parties to this Mortgage hereby waive th• tight to any jury trial in any action, proceeding, or counterclaim brought by any 
party agai11st any other party. 
Waiver of Homestead Exemption. Grantor hereby releases end waives all rights and benefits of the homestead exemption laws of the State 
of Idaho as to all Indebtedness socured by this Mortgage, 
DEFINITIONS, The following capitalized words and terms shall have the following meanings when used in this Mortgage. Unless specifically 
stated to the contrary~ all references to dollar amounts shall mean amounts in lawful money of the United States of America. Words and terms 
used In the singular shall include the plural, and the plural sholl include the singular, as the context may require. Words and terms not otherwise 
defined in this Mortgage shell have the meanings attributed to such terms In the Uniform Commercial Code: 
Borrowor, The word "Borrower' moans WATERFORD PARTNERS 111, LLC and Includes all co-signers and co-makers signing the Note and 
all their successors and assign&. 
Default. The word "Default" means the Default set forth in this Mortgage In the section titled "Default", 
Environmental Laws. The word& *Environmental laws* mean any and all state, federal and local statutes, regulations and ordinances 
relating to the protection of human health or the environment. including without limitation the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, as amended, 42 U.S,C. Section 9601, et seq. l"CERCLA ·1. the Superfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99.499 l"SARA"I, the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C. Section 1801, et ••q., 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 6901, et seq., or other applicable state or federal lawsi rules, or 
rcgulatlons adopted pursuant thereto. 
Evant of Default. The words "Evant of Default" mean any of the events of default set forth In this Mortgage In the events of default 
section of this Mortgage. 
Grantor. The word •Grantor" means JOHN SCHERER and CHARLES HOLT. 
Guarantor. The word "Ouaranto1" means any guarantor, surety, or accommodation party of any or all of the Indebtedness. 
Guaranty. The word "Guaranty" means the guaranty from Guarantor to Lendor, including without limitation a guaranty oi all or part of the 
Noto. 
Hazardous Substanc:es. The words "Hazardous Substances" mean materials that, because of their quantity, concentration or physical. 
chemical or infectious characteristics, may caus& or pose a present or potential hazard to human health or the environment when 
improperly used, treated, stored, disposed ot, generated, manufactured, transported or otherwise handled. The words •Hazardous 
Substances• are used in their very broadest sense and 1ncJude without limitation any end ell hazardous or toxic substances, materials or 
waste as defined by or listed under the Environmental Laws. The term "'Hazardous Substances" also Includes. without limitation, petroleum 
and petroleum by~produets or ·any fraction thereof and asbestos. 
Improvements~ The word "lmprovc'ments" means all existing and future Improvements. buildings, structures, mobfle homes affixed on the 
Real Property, facilities, additions, replacements and other construction on the Real Property. 
lndobtadness. The word "Indebtedness· means all principal. interest. and other amounts, costs and expense& payable undP.r the Note or 
Related Documents, together with all renewals of, extensions of, modifications of, consolidations of anci'substituticms for the Note or 
Related Documents and any amounts expended or advanced by Lender to discharge Grantor's obligations or expenses incurred by lender to 
enforce Grantor's obligations under this Mortgage, together with interest on such amounts as provided in this Mortgage. Specifically, 
without limitation, Indebtedness includes all amounts that may be indirectly secured by the Cross·Co11ateraliLation provision of this 
Mortgage. 
Lender. The word "Lender" means IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK, its successors and assigns. 
Mortgage. The word •Mortgage• means this Mortgage between Grantor and Lender. 
Note. The word "Note" means the promissory note dated June 10, 2009, in the original principal amount of $107,000.00 from 
Borrower to lander, together with all renewals of, extension, of, modiflcatlons of, refinancings. of, consolidations of, and substitutions for 
the promissory note or agreement. NOTICE TO GRANTOR: THE NOTE CONTAINS A VARIA8t.E INTEREST RATE. 
Personal Property. The words "Personal Property"' mean alt equipment. fixtures, and other articles of personaJ property now or hereafter 
owned by Grantor, and now or hereafter attached or affixed to the Real Property; together with ell accessions, parts, and additions to, all 
replacements of, and all substitutions for, any of such property; and together with alt proceeds Uncluding without limitation an insorance 
proceeds and refunds of premiums} from any sale or other disposition of the Property, 
Property. The word •Property" meal"\$ collectively the Real Property and the Personal Property. 
Real Property. The words "Real Property• mean the real property, interests and rights, as further des.cribed ln thjs Mortgage. 
Rafatad Oocurnent1. The words •Related Documents" mean all promissory notes, credit agreements, loan agreements, environmenral 
agreements, guaranties, security agreements, mortgages, deeds of trust. security deeds, collateral mortgages, and an other instruments, 
a9Teements and documents, whether now or hereafter existing, executed in connection with the Indebtedness. 
Rents. The word "'Rent&" means all present and future rents, revenues1 income, Juue.s, royalties, profit&, and other benefits derived from 
the Property. 
EACH GRANTOR ACKNOWLEDGES HAVING READ ALL THE PROVISIONS OF THIS MORTGAGE, ANO EACH GRANTOR AGREES TO ITS 
TERMS. 
(j,A----1 -~ X Jo7-is; IN01V1ouALLY 
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INDIVIDUAL NOTARY 
STATE OF IOAHO 
Counlyof 
Onthls ___ -,dayol 
4 
.-:: ........ .., -·-" .. .,, .. -~J'j}j[, 








LIMJTED LIABILITY COMPANY NOTARY 
STATE OF Wt::_O 
County of -~\\i\J , ) 
On this as day of ~\ vu., I before me, the undersigned notary public in and for 
said state, personally appeaY JOHN SCHERER • known or identified to me to be the 
managing member(s) in the Limited Liability Company of WATERFORD P ARNTERS rn, and 
acknowledged to me that said Limited Liability Company executed the same. 
written. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first above 
otary Public for I<;laho 
Residing at: •t\y·1\ \J. v\ 
Comnrissionexpires: t'-e\o \1,tC\0 
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Fi12c 
12,,,, 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
JUL 120 
~ OF 2 4 2pn,. 
SOufr:~ vu:, 
'/:fN~CEs 
Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right 
And Request for Notification of a Change in Ownership or Any Proposed 
Or Final Action to Amend, Transfer, or Otherwise Modify a Water Right 
Please print or type. Attach pages with additional information. Instructions are on the back oflhis page. 
,.,_ ~ Incomplete forms will be returned., µ.:., t,,j 
,.. o,,) "_. 
I. WaterRightNo{s).: !;>,-l.l\\C,.. 1 1,7.lpJJf>t"."D7·':\U\:\ 1 ~D-!4tU:, ?Q-;}tJM 
Adjudication Claim No(s).: ________________________ _ 
2. The following REQUIRED infonnation must be submitted with this fonn: 
A) Evidence of the security interest. This may be a copy of a DEED of TRUST, MORTGAGE, CONTRACT OF 
SALE or other legal document indicating your interest in the property and water rights or claims in question, 
WITH ATTACHED LEGAL DESCRIPTION. 
B) A FEE of $25.00 per water right or adjudication claim. 





Name of Water Right Owner/Claimant(s) \ 1 ..Jon"' Sc1¥rev: Cl.nd C'~my\es &lt 
Expiration Date ofNotificalion Period D&ur \lo I 'd0 \t) 
ls this a Renewal of Request for Notification? D YES )( NO 
Signan..(s)ofSeourity Interest holder(s) ~ bai:i <1..v:l 11:JI,\_ 
(and title if applicable) 
.J ti. "'-
For ?ffice Use ~-~~r (\ I 
Received by _ _.,,,~...,,....,-"4,-4-,+--L,,-- Date J /J.::J 09 
Receipted by JjJ.._,._ Date 1l¢'-/.l1n 
Processed by _____ AJ Date __ 1 __ _ 
Fee __ -'-=-/J.,_~~-0_ 0~--
Receipt No. __ s_0 __ 3-'--fu_t:L __ 
WR Date ____ _ 
SUPPORT DATA 
, ... _--!&IC... 
INfll.Ef-~---
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RECORDATION REQUESTED ISY: 
IDAHO INDll'ENDENT 8ANtC 
KITCHUM OFFICE 
481NMAIN8T 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
WHl!N RECORDED MAIL TO: 
IDAHO INDlll'INOINT IANK 
KITCHUM OFFICE 
481NIIAINST 
KETCHUM. ID 13340 








W5-21101 04:Dl:OO Illa. of P..,.: I 
R.-decl fllr: IDAHCl'INDiPENDIUIT BANK 
JOLYNN DRAGI FN: U,00 =--~===-iiiiiiiirii 
THIS MORTGAGE dated June 10, 2009, la made a'ld executed batwean JOHN SCHERER, whou addNla la P. 0. 
BOX 11539, KETCHUM, ID 83340 find CHARLES HOLT, who■a addrau la 100 SLVEIIWEED, SUN VALLE{, ID 
83363, colleollvely (Nfefflld to below a •Granto,") and IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK', whon addreA fl' 48' N 
MAIN ST, KETCHUM, ID 83340 traf9rrad to below a "L ..... ). 
ORAN1' OF MORTGA.I. Par w1u1111a oonalderallon, GrM10f mlll'lpglll, gr1nta, belplna, ..u■ and -YI. l'D l.eniter Ill of Ga• ~t. 
uda. and lfttlmllt In and to 1hl followlng dNarlbecl ial property, l!lgether with 1H ullllng or 11111..-iualllly e'90\IICI or lfllacl• ' · " 
lmprovementa and ftx'lure11 all -IIMIIUI, rtghta of way, and tppurte-; Ill w,._,, wetar rlghi:a, 'watarooursta and dhah rlgm9 o· ' 
stoalt In lldlltt.. with ditch or lttfgellon rlgt,1911 end all 01hlr rtgt,w, royelda, end protlta relinlna to lhl, real pro119,w, lnDIIIMllnl wllheut llmltallon 
ell ""-••• all, gu, geolhtnnal and elrnhr mme11, (the ~RMI Property") located In BLAINE County, S~ el rdaho: 
An undlvldtld 7.!1128Gtlll or Ulll'l6 afthe war ,_,ht.uppurtenenltD lhefolowfng clNcrtbed lendl...,... In lllalne c-,ty, 
fdtho,towtt 
Al In T--"'P 1 Nodh, Rlnge 191:aet. B.M.: 
Ill Section I; Nl1/48W1/4, Govemment Lot I In !he NW1/48W1/4, Government Lot 7 In the 8W1/48W1/4. 811/<48W1/4 and 
8W1/48!!1/4 
In Section 7: NW1/4Nl1/4, SW114NE114. 811/<W!1/4, NE1/4NW1/4, SE114HW1/4, NE1"'81!1/4 end NW1/481!1/4 
Saldv,ar ~Wdllcrlbed In Ive (5) a.In 37 Pllt3 0aclol'a Allpgrla nch 11111111d "ldlhO Olplltmlllt DIWltltrReloulQN 
Rllcxllmwnded W.. Rfghla Acqulnld Under ..... Law" raldlg ID the Wllllr rlghtl IClllfflllUCI, In 11'11, II followl: 
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CROSS-COLLA TIRALIZATION, In edd111on to Ille No!AI, INa Mllftgage ucUNI II obllp1tlone, debu and Hlbllhle1, pl111 lntwll1 thereon, of 4llther 
Grantor or Bonower to Lander, or eny one or more of them, u wel u all clalme by Linder a;tlnat Bono- end Grentor or any one or mor■ of 
them. whllher now 11d11lng or herl1lt., arlalng, whelhlr r■lllld or unrelaltd to Iha putpOff of Ule No!AI, whether voluntary or olhlrwlH, 
whether due or not due, dlr■ot or Indirect. delannlned or undetermined, ebaolute or condngent. lqu~ or unllquldeted, wMlhet llarrower or a,_, may be lllble lndMdullly or lolndv whh othen, whether obligated ae guarantor, surety, 1ccommodatlon party or othllrwln, and whe1her 
recovery upon ,uch 1mount1 may be or herHltar may beoome blmld by any 1111111a of Qmltatlona, and whether the ollllgallon to repay such 
amounta may be or lwrealtlr may become ohrwln unenforceable. 
Grmtor presently ualgna to Lend., Ill of G-•• right, !Illa, and lntareat In and IO aQ preunt and lutur■ lune of the PN,perty and .U Rentt 
from thit Property, In addition, Granto, 11rama to Lender I Unlfonn Commerotal Code nourtty lnten1at In the Plr■onal Property and Rema. 
THIS MORTGAGE. UIICWDING THI AIIIGNMINT OP RINTS AND THI IECUIUTV INTIJllilT IN THI RINT8 AND PIIIIONAL PROPER1Y, 18 
GIVIN TO ll!CUIII IAI PAYMENT OF THE INDEBTIDNUI ANO 111 PWORMANCI OF Arrt AND ALL 0111.lGATIONI UNDIR THI NOTE. 
THI IIBATl!D DOCUMIINTI. ANO THIS MORTGAGE. THl8 MORTGAGE ■ GIVIN ANO ACCIPTID ON THI POU.OWING TERMl1 
GRANTOR'S WAIVERS, GrentDf walvaa d rlgl1II or deftlnNa artalng by fllllOII of any •ona eotlon" or •1nt1-4eflclenoy• law, or errt olher law 
which may pnwent Lender from bringing any action aglllntt Granto,, lncludlnQ a olllm for deftolency to UI• ,xi.m Lamlar It olherwlll entltllld to 
• olelm for deficiency, bafora or after Lanclar'1 oornmanoemt11t or complatlan of any foraoloaur■ action, lhhll' )udldllly or by OIIClle of 1 
power of Hie, 
~OR'I REPRE81NTATIONI AND WAIIRANTIII. Grentor Wlffln1a lhet: !al Ulla Mortgege la -4 at Borrower'• reque■t and not at 
1he raqupt of Linda,: lb) Grantor hH Ille full po-. right, and euUlorlty to anlAlr Into Uu Moneaaa and to hypotheoate the Property; (cl lhe 
p,ovlelana ot tin Mortgage do not confllot with. or mull In • dltault undllf any 1Q1umant or othar lnatrumant blndlnt upon Granto, Ind do not 
rail.It In • vlolatlon of any law, r■guletlon, court decree or ordar applo1bla to Grantor; ldl Granter hH 111tbllthed adequate mHna of obtaining 
from Bor,ow11 on a oontlnulng bull Information about lort0wer'1 llnanalal condl'llon; and lal Linder hu made no Njll'Ullltltlon to Grantor 
about 11onow., llncludlng wlU'lout !Imitation th• oradltwortN- of llonowetl, 
PA'YMBIT AND PERFORMANCE, Euept al oU'lerwlaa prowled In tin Mortgage, Bono- and Grentor lhall pay to Lender .U ll'ldebtldnHe 
HOlnd by 1h11 MOltlllll• 11 It beoomu due, 111111 Bomlwar and Ol'IIIIOr 1had ltllctly perform el Sorrower'• lftd Orantor'• obllgellont under Ulla 
Mortgage. 
POIIU8ION AND MAINTINANCll OF THI PROPERTY. Borrower 111d Grantor 1gne thtlt &on-'1 Ind Grantor'a pouualon end uee of the 
Propln:y ahlll bl IJIMfflad by 111a followtng p,ovlalon11 
""'-Ion and UN. Until the - of an l!veflt of Default. Grantor may 111 1811111n In pGeHUlon Ind -• of thl Property; 121 
1111, aperal9 or manage !ht Property; 111d 131 · oollm Ula Ranta from lhl Ploperty, The following provialone 1111111 to Ula UN of me 
Property or 11> other llml'lltlona on 1he Property. 
Duty to Mllntaln, Gr■ntar 1hlll maintain me Property In t11nant11blt oondlllon and promptly perfonn all repair■, rap11oam1nt1, end 
ffllllnl8nln111111e1111ry to ~ lta value, 
I ,t 
Conlpllenoa Wllh Envltonmental ~. Grentor NpreHntl end wenlflll to Lender 1Nlt: 111 During the period of Orantor'a o..;IIINIHp ol 
the Property, mere 1181 bean no 111■, generation, manufeotur■, ■10r1g1, treetm1m, dl1po111, ,..._ or thr■■tened r111111 of any H11111rdoue 
Sullltllnae by any pereon on, under, lbcnlt or from the Property; 121 Grentor hu no knowledge of, or r■non to bdaw that thera hu 
bean, PNJlt H prevlomly dltolond to ind eotcnowlldgld by Lander In writing, 111 1ny breach or violation of any Envlronmtntal Lawe, 
lbl any UN, generation, m1nufeotur■, IIOfllll, traalffllnt. dltpoMI, r■I- or Ulreltllned rale111 of eny Manni- Subatanoe on, under, 
about or from thll Property by Ill'( prior o-r■ or ocoupanUI of 1hl Prop1rty, or lol any IIOtUII or tinltlnld lltlglltlon or clalme of 1ny 
kind by any pereon r■ llltlng to auch mettar■: end. 131 Exo,pt II pr■vtouatv dllololed to end aclcnowllclged by Lend1r In writing, la) neither 
Grentor nor any tllnant. oo~, agent or othitr llllhorlzed - of tha PN,perty lhall UH, g1nerata, m-laotur■, ltOre, trait. clltpoH of 
or r■lla11 any Haunloua Subltenca on, under, about or from thl Pro111nv: 1nd lbl any auch aotMty ,11111 be oonductad In oomplllnce 
with .U eppllcable ledltal, lltltl, end laOII lewe, qgulatlone Ind~, lnoludlnQ w~ Imitation Ill Erwlronrnalllll Lawe. Grantor 
1uthorlre1 Linder and Ill IQlntl to antlr upon the Property to rn■IUI euoh lnlpeotlolll and teltll, It Grantor', axpenu, u Lender may dHm 
1ppniprlala to dltlmlllll compl- of 1tMI PN,perty wfth Ulla HCtlon of !ht Mortgage, Any lneputlona or tHll made by Lender ahllll be 
for Landtr'• purpo- only and lhlll not bl cot'lllnlld to oraate i1f1Y raapollllbllty or Uablllty on th■ part of Lander to Gremor or to any oU'llr 
111raon. Tht l'apl'Mllltlllono and wemn1lu contllned herein era beHd on Grantor'a dUI dllglfta In lnvullgatlng Ula Property for 
~llub■ta-. Grllnl10r hereby 111 1'1111- and wllYII any future oltlma egain.t Lind• for lndamlllty or oontrlbutlon In the 
lv■nt Grantllf lluomee Hable fOI' cleanup or 1111111' -a under ilflY llloh lawll end 121 IIQfNI 111 Indemnify, dlflnd, and hOld harmlllla 
Linder 1gll111t any and all °'"""· 1D18H, lllllllltlH, darnqae, penaltlu, Ind IXPI- wHoh Llndtr may dlr■ody Ill' lndlr■otly auatlln or 
1uffer r■1ultllle from • brHch of 1h11 NOtlon of Iha Mortollle or • • IICIIIHIIUlftOI of any ..-. generation, manufaotur■, etorage, dllpotll. 
ral- or Ulr■11t11111d r■ta.. occunlng prior to Gramor'• owner■hlp or lnlll'llt Ill 1111 Property, whlthlr or not tha 11m1 wu or lhould 
have been kMwn to Gr■mor. The provl1lona of tNI -tloft of tha Mortgege, lnCIUdlng Ula obllptlOn to Indemnify end defwnd, 111111 ,urv1v■ 
Ula paym1nt of 1he lndabttdnlu and Ula satlefactlon and r■convey■noe of thl llan of thl• Mortgage and ahaft not be effected bv Lender•• 
1oqulllllon of any lntel'llt In thl Property, whelhlr by for■oloeure or olhlrwlee. 
,.._, Wletl, Orantor ahal not CIUH, cmlduot or permit 1ny nulunc• nor commit. permit, or 1uffer any 1trlpplng of or w1111 on or to 
the Property or any portion of the Property. Without lmltlng the generdty of thl loragolng. Grlntor will not r■move, or grant to any olhlr 
paty lhl right ta r■mlMI, any timber, mlnarell llnoludlng oll and gul, 0011, cl■Y, uort1, 11111, gravel or rook prodUCIAI without Land•'• prior 
written oonunt. 
Rainoval of lnlpnMfflllntl, GrantDr ehlll not clamolllh or r■move 1ny lmprovementa fnlm the AHi Froperty without l.andar'1 prior wrlttlfl 
oonaent. Al I condition to Ula r■moval of any lmprowmenta, Lender m11Y raqulr■ Grantor to mllkl etTanglffllllll utlafeotory to Lander to 
rapl10■ 1uoh lmprovementa with lml)l'OVlffllnlll of at leut equal value. 
LlncNr'I lllgllt to l!nlar. Linder Ind Llncllr'I IIQlllll and repr111ntlltnlll m11Y Inter upon tht Rea Proplrty It Ill re1aonebll tlmel lO attend 
to Lender'• lnttra111 1nd to ln1pect Ula 11111 Property for purpo111 of Gr1ntor'1 compliance with the tarma and oondltlona of 1h11 Mon;1g1. 
CompUanae with Gowmmllllll Raqulremente, Orantor 1heH prompdy comply wlUI Ill l1we, ordln1ncu, and r■gullltlona, now or h1raafllr 
In affect. of Ill govwnmantll euthorlllll eppllOlbll to thl UH or occupancy of the Praperty, Including without limitation. till AmarlclN 
With 0111bllltlla Aot, Gm1tor may 00111111 In good faith ■rrv 1uch l1w, ordlnanoe, or regul1don end wllhhold oompllano1 during any 
pl'ONldlng, Including epproprllll appula, IO long .. Orll\lOI' hu notified Lender In writing prior to dolnQ H end u long ... In Llndlr'I 
ula opinion. Lender'• lntare1t1 ln the Property ,,. not )lop1rdlud. Lander m1y require Granto, to polt 1daq111t11 Hcurfty or • ll#■ty bond, 
rauonlbly aatllfectory 11> Linder, to PfOlllct Lander'• lntlralt, 
Duty to l'rotlOt. Orantor 19ra11 n1lthlr to eblndon or lllve unlttlnd•d thl Property, Grantor 1hlll do II GUier actl, In addition to thOH 
acte Ht for1h lbove In Ulla HGtlon, whloh from thl oherNW and - of the Pl'operty are Nluonebly _,..., to pro- end p,eurva the 
Ptoperty. 
DUR ON IALE • CONANT IY LENDER, Linder m,y, at Landtr'I option, declare lmfflldlalllly dUI end paylb11 •• IUffll IICllfld by thla 
MortglOI upon Ula 1111 or traneflr, without Linder'• prior wlltten con11ant. of all or env part of the 11111 Property, or arty lntmnt In the AHi 
Property, A •1111 or tranofer" meant the aonveyanoa of Rell ProPlrtv or any right. tltll or lnt■r■tt In the Real Fropeny; whether l■gal, bllneflclal 
or 1qultlb11: whelher voluntary or Involuntary; wh1thlr by outright aale, dud, lnltllllm- aele contract, 11ml oomr■ct. oontract for deed, 
IIIHhold 1ntar11t wllh • ta'ffl OfllW thin thrH 131 y■lfl, ~lion oomract. or by Nit, eealgnrnent. or tranafar of '111V beneficial lntefllt In · 
or to any land trult holding 11111 to Ille Rial Froparty, or by 1nv othar method of oonvay1no1 of ,n lnter■at In thl 11111 Prop1rty, How-. 1h11 
option ahall not ba exerclaed by Lender If aucll -- It p,ohllllUld by fedlr.il law or by ld1ho I_, 
TA>CIII ANO LIEN8, Thi following provlalone reladno to the -· Ind Mena on !ht Property .,. part Of thlt Mortgage: 
Payment. Granto, 111111 pay when due llncl In 111 IVlntl prior to d1Qnquenoyl all·-· PIIVIOII -s. epeolal ..... --·-· water 
chlrgU and NWlt -■MCI ah111111 levied egalnat or on ■ooount of Ula Property, 1ml lhlll pay when due all clelma for work dona on or for 
aenlloee randerad or mat1rlal fumllhtd to the Proptrty, Orentor shall maintain Iha Property free of any lllna having priority ovtr or aqu1I 10 
Ula ln-■t of Lander under 1h11 Mortgege, mccept for thoH llena 1pecltlcdy agr11d IO In writing by Lender, and IJICll)t for the Ian of ..... 
incl ■-11mentt not due II further epectflld In the Right to Contelt paragraph, 
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Alaht to ~et. Grantar may wltnhokl paymant of any tax, a1uuman1. or olelm Ir, -tlon with • good 111th dlaputa over thl 
obUgedon to pay, '° long II Lendar'■ lnter11t In th1 Property 11 not jeopardized. II I lllfl amt• or I• !Ned •• • reault ol nonpaym■nt, 
Grentllf lhlll within ftftnn ltlil daya alter the 1111n erilH or, If • 1111\ la m.d. within llltNn 1161 days after Or■nior hi• notice of Iha flllng, 
1■C111a the dllChll'Q■ of the lln, or If requeatad by Lend■r, dapo■lt with !Ander c11h or • ■ufflclent corporet■ ~ur•tv bond or other 11curlty 
ntltfectory to Linder In lfl emount tlUfflclent to dl1ehlrp th■ 11111 plul any COltl and 1111onable lltomayl ,. .. , Of other chetQff thlt 
could 1coru1 " 1 re■ult of • tor1clo111te DI Hie under thl llen, In eny cont11c. Granto, lh.U dafancl ltloll and Linder and 1h11 11d1fy any 
advefll ludllfflllffl belar1 enlarctmenl agelnat th■ f'lollarty. Or■ntor 1hlU name Lendll II an addldon■I obla" under lnY IUfllY bond 
furnllh■d In thl cont11t proe11clng1. 
lvldana■ llf P■ym■nt, Grantor eh■n upon dem1nd turnleh to IAndar 1nf1ctorv evldance of pr,m■nt of the tml or 11, .. 1ment1 and ehd 
authorize the appropriate governmental offlclal to dellver to Lender 1t 1ny time • written ■t■tement of the ta11a1 end 111111ment1 ag■ln■t 
th■ Property. 
Nolloe of ~UCIIIDn. Grentor lhlll notlf\l LMdet at leHt llheen l11it days before any work la commenced, ■ny •Nio■t .,. lllmlah■d, or 
any miteri■I■ 1r■ 1upplled to the Property, If any mech1nlc'1 ll■n, mat1rlllmen'1 ll■n, or oth■r l■n could be 111erted on ecoount of thll 
work, HMctl, or material■, Gr1ntor wlll upon r■quett of lender fumlah to Lend■r advance ... lll'encH aatlalectory to !Ander th•t Grentor 
can Ind wlll pay the coat of auch lmprovemanta. 
PROPERTY DAMAGE INIIURANC1l. The following provlalona ralatlng to lneurlng the Property era I part of thla Mortg1g1; 
M""'-- of lnaurance. Grantor 1hel procure end maintain poHcle■ of tire lnaurance with atenderd extended oowr■ga endomment■ on 
e rapl■oment b11le far the full lnaurable velua covering 1111 lmproVlrnant■ on the Reill Property In an ernount aulflolent to avoid appNcevon 
of any colnauranca clauaa, end with a ■tenderd mongagae clauu In favor of Lender. Gr■ntor ■hell allO procure and maintain 
comprahenalva general Rlblltty lnauranct In auoh covar1111 ■rnolffltl •• Lander may raque■t whh lander being named ae additional lnauredl 
In auah llabllhy ln1Wanoa pollcl11. Addltlonelly, a,entor ahll mllntlln such oth■r lnaurence, Including but not llmhed to heurd, bualna11 
Interruption and boiler lnaurenct n ltncler may require, Pollclaa ahal be wrlttan by auoh lnauranca compenlll end In auch form II may be 
raa1onably acceptabl■ to IAnd■r, Grentor lhlN deliver to L■nder canlftcat .. of covertge from nch lnaurer containing • 1tlpul1tlon thlt 
co-8111 wlll not be o---■d or dlmlnllhlll wllhalolt a minimum of tan 110) days' prlOr written notice to Lender and not containing any 
dlaclalmar of th• lnllurer'• lllblUIY tor flllura to give auoh nod11, Each lnaur1no1 poHcy alto ahall lncludt an 1ndo111ment provtdlng thlt 
oovarega In flvar of Llndar will not bl lmpelred In any WIY by lnY act. oml8llon ar default of Gr- or any other par■on. Should th■ Real 
Property be located In an area daalgnttad by the Director of thl Federal Emergency Man19""8m Agency n • ■peclal flood hazard ar■I, 
Grentor lfllHS ui obtain and fflfllntaln F■dlral l'toad lnalll'enct, If avllllable, wllhln 41 days titer nollo■ I■ given by Llndar that tha Pnlparty 
It located In 1 ■,,eclal flood hanrd a,■a, for thl full unptkl prlnalpll bal1nc1 of the loan end any prior llena on the property 11ourlng the 
'-', up to thl meidmum palloy llmltll est under the National Flood lnlurenct Program, or N otllarwlH ,aqulred by IAndar, and to rnalntlln 
1uch lnaurenoe tor the term of the loan. 
Applloatlon of ProoHdll. Gremor 111111 promptly notify Lllndar of any ION or d1m111111 to the f'lollarty. lander may make proof of loll II 
G- fal1 to do eo whhln flftnn {1111 d'V' of th■ oatullty. Whethllr or not Lander'• 1ecurlty l■ Impaired, lal'ldar may, It Lender'• 
lllec1lon, r■oalve and retain Iha p111oa■da of any in- and apply the procteda to th■ reduodon of thll lnclebttldnt11, payment Of any 1111n 
llffaotlng the Ptoptrty, or the rutoradon and 11111■1r of 1111 Property, If l.andtr MDIII to apply tha procaeda to rNtoratlon and rep1lr, Granto, 
lhall nipalr or ..,...111 the demaged or d■atroyed ~Ina menn■r aa11afletory to Lender, Linde, ahall, upon MlilfaotorY proof of 
IUOh npendltunl, pay or nilmburae Grant0r trom th• proceed, for th• re110nabla coet of repair or reatoradon If Orentor l■ not In dlflult 
under Ihle Mortpga. Ar,y ptOONda which hlvl not been dtlllureed wltNn 180 days alter th■lr NOalpt and which Lendw ha■ not 
oommlttad to th■ rapalr or rwtoratlon of the Property 1h1n ba u■ed flr■t to pay any amount owing to Lander under thla Mortg1Q8, than to 
pay accrued 1n-., end the flfflllndar, If tny, lhall be applied to th■ prlnc/plll bala- of th■ tndebltidneu, If Lender hokla any pl'Olllllda 
alter payment In 1\111 of lht lndabt1dn■11, auoh proceedl thaU bl paid to Grantor u Grentor'I tnwtm may ■pptlf. 
L&NDEll'S IXPINDITUIIU, ff any action or ~ It oomrn■noad thet would materlally afflot lllndlr'a lmaraat In the Property or If Grentor 
f.u■ ID comply with any provlalon of Ihle Mong1ga or any Rtletad Docvmentl, Including but net llmltld to Grentor'• laUura to dl■oharge or pay 
wh■n due any emounte Gr- la r■qulrad to dlaoherga or pay under thlt Mongege or any Rtl&llld DoclMllenU, IAndar on Grentor'I nhalf may 
(but 1h■n not be obligated to) teka any 1otlon that Linder deeme approprtat■, lnOludlng but not llmlted to dlaotiarglng or paying al 111111, lena, 
~ lntareaU, ~ end other cl■lrna, at any time levllld DI plaOlld on the Property end paying ,n -• for lnlurlng, malntlllnlng and 
p11Hrvlng lh• Property. All such npondltur11 lnoUl'rad or paid by Lender for 1uoh purpo111 wlB then beer lnt■raat at tha rate oh1rgad under thl 
Note llom Iha data Incurred or paid by Linder to thl data of repayment by Granto,. Al auch axpanaH wll become a part of th■ lnd■bted­
and, 11 L■ndar'a option, wll CAI be payabl■ on demand; !Bl be lllded ID th■ balenct of 1111 Not■ and be eppordon■d ,mono and be payllble 
with 1nY lnltllllment payment■ to baCOIM due during althlr 111 the t■rm of any appllotbla Ina- pollcy; DI 121 thl NffflllnlnQ 19m1 llf the 
Nota; or IC) be tl'Htld U a balloon payment whloh WIii be due and paylbll at th■ Nota'a mltUrity. Tha Mortpge llllo wtll 11aunt Plvrn■nt of 
thHa 1mounta. Such right 111111 be In addition to all other rights and r■rnadlat to which Lender may be andded upon O.fault. 
WIUUIANTY1 Dlll'l!NII OF TITLI, Thi following provtslone raledng to own■fllhlp of the Pnlperty ,,. • pert of 1h11 Mortgage: 
Tllla. Grantor warrente that: ta) Grentor hokll good Ind marlcateble tltle of reoord to th■ Property In fal 1lmple, trN ind clear of ell lane 
and enoumbrenc .. other thin thOM ••t forth In the Raal Property monpdcn o, In any tide Insurance polloy, tltll report, or final dda opinion 
lalued In favor of, and ■cceptad by, !Ander In connection with thll Mone■ge, end lbl Granto, h11 'the full right. power, ind authority to 
GICute and dellver thl■ Mortg191 to Lender. 
D■l'lln .. llf Tltl■• Subject to tha ncepdon In the paragraph above, Orantor warrenta and wll forever deland th■ 1111■ to the Property qalnlt 
the lawful cllllme of d peraona. In the .vent •nv action or prooaadlng i. commenced that q1111tlon■ Grentor'a dtla DI Iha•- llf lender 
under thl• MortQllge, Grentor th.U dtflnd th■ ■odon 1t Grantor't exp1na1, Gr■ntDr may be th■ nominal party In ■uch procaacllng, but 
Linder ahall be enddad to pardolpete In the proceeding and to be repree■nted In th■ pcocNdlng by counaal of Lender'• o- oholol, end 
Gnmtor wlll d911var, DI ce... to be d■lhrerad, to lender auoh lnatrumanta •• lender may -,aat frOm dffll to tlml to permit auch 
p1ntolp1tlon. 
Compll-• Wltll I.awl, Granto, w1rrent1 that the Property and Grantor't 1111 of th■ Property complla1 with Ill tlldadng appllclblt l1w1, 
ordlnenc11, and ragulatloN al govamm■ntll audlorltln. 
Survival llf RaslrM■ntllll- 81111 Warr...... Al repNNntadon■, warrantlaa, and agraamanta made by Grantor In 1h11 Mortga(le ahal 
ei.nlve the uacutlon and dtlllv■ry of thla MDr1118111, lhall be continuing In nalllrl, 1nd 1h11 remain In f\111 force and affect undl auch tlrna 11 
Borrower•, lnd•bllllnaaa thlll bl paid In lull, 
CONDEMNATION, Tha foRowlng provlalona relating to condemnation proceedlnp era a part of 1h11 Mortgage: 
l'rocaldlnp, If any proceeding In OOndwnnatlon la filed, Grantor ■hall promptly notify l.andlr In writing, Ind Grantor ahlll promptly Ulkl 
1ullh atape II mey be n■oau■ry to daflnd the acdon and obtain 1111 twllll, Granto, mey bl the nomlnel party In auoh prooeadlng. but 
Lender shall be lfltltlad to pardotpata In the procudlng and ID be ~ In the PfOctldlng by c-i of ha own cholol, end Grantor 
wll dellvllr or cau11 to be dallv■rad to Lender 1uch lnetrumante Ind docum■ntatlon •• may ba raqu11t1d bv Lander from time to dm■ to 
pa,mlt auch participation. 
App'-lon llf Net l'rocaedl. If all or ■ny part of 1111 Property la condemned by eminent domain proceedings or by any proceeding or 
PllfchM9 In lieu of condemnation, Lander mav It ltl elacllon 11qulre that al or any pardon of Iha nat procNdl of th■ award be aopllad to 
!hi lndebtadnau or 1111 r■palr or raetoratlon of the Property, The net proceed■ al th• ■ward ahall mHn th■ aw■ld after payment of all 
r■a■onabla -• 1Xp8111111, and -rn■ya• fell lncurNd by Linder In coMAOtlon with the Clffldamnatlon. 
IMPOIITIOH OF TAXU, Fll!9 AND CHAIIGU 8Y GOVIRNMINTAL AUTHDRITIU. TIie following provltlona relating to governmental t-•• 
f111 and chllfllll .,, • part of Ihle Mort111g1: 
~ T- Feaa and Cllarp■• Upon NqUNt by lender, (lrantor lheU ·-· svch documanUI Ir, eddldon to Ihle Mortgeg■ and ·-
whataver other action la raquaated bV Lander to perfect and continue Lendar'a llan on tha Rall Property. Grantor lh■II ralmbur11 Lander tor 
all tuaa, aa daacrlbad balOw, u,gathar with 1111 a,cpanNt lncunad Ir, recording, perflotlng or continuing Ihle Mongag■, Including without 
llmltltlOn Ill 111111, fHa, dooument■ry ■tempt, encl llther ch•ra•• tor recording or r■Qla11rtng thlt Mo11gage. 
T-•• The followlng ahall oonttltutl -. to which thl1 11Cdon epptlll: 111 a apectflc - upon thla typo Of Mortgage or upon al or any 
part of the lndebtadn111 aecured by 1h11 Mortgage; 121 a apoclflc tax on Borre- which Borrower 11 authorlnd or required to deduct 
from payments on the lnclabtadnea■ HCUlld by 1h11 typo of Morlg191; 131 • tax on thla type ol Mortg1191 ohargNbla agalnat the lendar or 
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Subaequent TPN, If 1ny tax to which thle aectlon appll■a la enacted aubaequent to the date of thla Mong age, thla event ahall he11t1 the 
•- effect II en Event of Defeult, and I.ender may exe,clae eny or au of lttl available ramedlaa for an Event of Dallult u provided balow 
unlua Granto, alther 11) paya tha tax before It bacomtt dtllnquent, or 121 contntl the tax •• pro11ldad above In the TaxQ and Uent 
aectlon Ind dapoalu with Lender oaah or a 1ufffclent corporate auraty bond or athar tecurltv 1at11f1ctorv to Lender. 
SECURITY AGREJ!Ml!NT: FINANCING ITATEMl!NTI, The following provlalono relltlng to 1h11 Mongage 11 a Hcutlty ■graament are • pan of 
lhlll MortG191: 
security A8ft•ment. Thia lnattumant 1h1H aonatltute a Security Agreement 10 tho extant any of tha Ptopeny con1tltuta1 lbcturn, and 
I.ender ahln have .n of the dghtt of I ocured party under tha Uniform Commercial Codi aa 1m■nded from time to tlm1. 
1ecu,1ty ,_,, Upon raquHt by Lend.,. Grantor ahtU talca what•- action 11 requested by Lander 10 parfect and conllnua Lander•, 
Hcurlty lntarHt In Iha Rantl and Peraonal Propeny. In eddltlon to recording thl• Mong19e In tha real property 11card1, Ltnder may, It any 
time end without tunhar authorization from Granto,, Ila exaauted counte,pana, coplaa or raproduotlona of this Mort111oe u a Hnanclng 
1t1t1m1nt. Grantor ahlll relmburH Lender for Ill axpe111H Incurred In perfecting or continuing thla aecudty lntarwt. Upon deflt.llt, Grentor 
ahall not flfflOlltl, sever or detach th■ Panonal Propeny from Iha Property. Upon default, G,amor ■hall auamble any Pareonal Propeny not 
ellbcad 10 1h11 Ptopeny In a mannar end et a plaea ralllOnlbly convenient to Grentor and I.ender and make It avlllebla to I.ender within thrH 
131 d1y1 after receipt of wtlnen demand from under to 1hll 1xtent permlttad by 1ppUc1ble lew. 
Addru111. The m■lllng eddtauea of Orentor (debtor) Ind Landa, (11curad pertyl from which lnlormetlon conc■mlng the ■ecurltv lntarnt 
a,antad by thla Mortgage may be obtained laaah aa required by Iha Uniform CcmmMcllll Codel era aa lt■tad on thll flrat paga of thla 
Mortgega. 
FURTHER AISURANCIS: ATTORNEY-111-f'ACT. The tonowlng p,ovlalona reletlng to furthar auurana .. and attorney-in-fact ara I part of thll 
Mortgage: 
Furthat Ae■..-•· At ■ny 1111111, and from time to tlml, upon requnt of I.ender, Grentor wll m■kl, executt end deliver, or wll c1u11 to 
bl m1d1, executed or deDv■red, to I.ender or to Lander'• d11lgn1a, and wh■n requeatad by l.end■r, oa1111 to be fllelt, recoNl■d, raflled, or 
rarecorded, aa 1h11 ca■e may be, at 1uch tlmu 1111d In 1uch offlca1 and pl1c11 aa under may d■em approptleta, 1ny ■nd •• auch mortgagee, 
deedl of tru1t, aacurlty dada, aacurlty ea,aam■nca, flnlnclnll ■tatamams. cont1nu1don 1taternant1, lnlltrumenta of funller u1urano1, 
oardftcltae, and oth■r document• aa m■y, In thll aoll opinion of l.end■r, be neca111rv or daalrllllll In order to effectuate, completl, p■rfeot, 
continue, or iw-rve l1I Bonowar'a end Orentor'■ obllgadona under thll Nota. thl■ MOltllllll■, ,tnd Iha Related Docum1nt1, and 121 thl 
Ilene and aaaurlty lnteraata crHlld by thle Mortgage on the Ptoperty, whither rrow owned or h■rallftet acqulnd by Orantor. UnllH 
prohibited by law or under agree■ to the contrery In writing, Orentor ■hall relmblll'I• Lander for all caaca end expeneae lncl.l'nld In 
GIIMlladan with thl _,. nmmad to In thle paragraph. 
AltOmly-ln-Faat. If Grantor f■lla to do any of 1h11 thlnp ,.,.,,.d to In 1ha preceding paragraph, Lander may do ao for and In tha ,_ of 
Grentor end at Grantor'e 111penoe. For auch purpoau, Grentor hareby lrrevooebly eppolnte I.and•• •• Grentor'■ attorney-In-feet fer th• 
pufpcMe of mllklng, aucutlng. dllffvetlng, flllng, recording, Ind doing Ill oth11< thl/lp 11 may be necaeaary or dealrabl■, In under'■ ■ole 
opinion, to eoaompllah the matter, referred to In thll preceding paregreph, 
FU\.L PERFORMANCE. If Borrower 1111d Grantor pay all th9 lndebtedn■u when due, and Grentor oth9rwlH performe all thll obllgatlona lmpoeed 
upon Grentor under thll Mortgage, Lander ahal auautt and dellver to Orentor • eultllble 1etl1faC11on of thla Mortgage end suitable etetemante 
at tarmlnatlon of any financing atatament on fUa avldenclng Lender'• -urlty lntarut In the Ranta and the Pef80NI l'foperty. Grentor wlll pay, 
II permitted by applloebla law, any reaaonabla tannlnatlon tea .. determined by Lendet from time to time. 
EVENTS OF DEFAULT, Eacl\ of the lollowlng, at Lender'• option, 1111111 conatltut■ en Event of Default under thla Mortg-: 
Paynl- Daflult. Borrower falla to maka any payment when dua under 'dll lndabtednell, 
Default on Other Pavn-m, Failure of Gr■ ntor within 1111 llml required by lhltl Mort01G• tc mtka any payment fer - or lnauranca, or 
any other payment naanaary to prevent flllng of or tc affect dllcharga of any Han. 
Od'llr Dllfauka. Borrower or G11ntor falla to comply with or to perform any other term, obllgltlon, co11t1nent or condition contllned In thla 
Mo,tgege or In any of 1h11 Raletad Dooum- or to comply with or to parfami any tarm, obllgatlon, covenant or condition oon1111nad In any 
ctt,er agreement batwean Lander end Borrower or Grentor. 
Default In F- of Third Paltlu, Should Borrower or any Gran1Dr default under any loan, axtenolon of oradlt aeoutlty agreement, purch111 
or a■lu aoraem•m. or any olhlr ag,-ent, In flllOI of any other cradltor or 1111<•on that may materially affect any of llorrowet't or any 
Grmtor'• property or Borrower'■ abHlty to f1P11Y Iha lndlbtedn- or Borrowtr'• or Grantor's llbltlty to perform their raapecllvl obUgatlont 
under this Mortgage or any of the Related Doaumonta, 
l'alaa lte-. Any warrlffty, repreeentadon er 1t1tamant made or furnllhad to Lender by Borrowar or Grantor or on Sorrower•• or 
Grentor'a behalf under thla Mortgqe or the Ralatad Doownen1I la felN or rilleadlng In any materlel raapeot, elllwr now or at tha llml 
mad■ or tumllhad or blcornea fain or mlalaldlng at eny time therettter, 
Dnadve Colla1arallu1IG Thia Mortgage or any of the Rallted Documenta - to be In full force and affect Pncludlng fallurl of any 
coll■ taral doaum■m to crHta a valid and p■rfectad aaourlty lntera,t or Dani at any time encl for eny rauon. 
Ol8lh or lnaolwnoy. Thll dlaaolutlon of Grentor'• (flll■rdlaN of whethlr alactlon to continue le madal, any member withdraw• from the 
Umltad lablllty ocmp■ny, or •nv other tarmlnetlon of Sorrower', or Grantor's axletence • a going bullneaa or 1h11 doth of any member, thl 
lnoolvenvt of Borrower or Granto,, the appointment of a receiver for eny p■rt of llorrower•a er Grantor'• property, any ualgnl'IW!t for the 
benaflt of credltore, any type of crldltor wartcoUt. or Iha oommanoernent of any procaldlng lllldtlr any bankruptoy o, lnaollllncy law• by or 
qalnat Borrow■r o, Gl'llntol'. 
Creditor or Fomllln PrNHCllnp. CofflffWIOlmant of forado■uta or torfalture prooaatUnga, whllthet by judlclal procaadlng, lllf-1,afp, 
rapouualon or any other me1hod, by any aredltcr of Borrow1r or Grentor or by any govarnmantal agency 1gelnet any property 11curlng tha 
lndabtad-. Thia lncludu • gerntmn.nt of...,, of BGm>Wet'• or Gramor•• ecoountl, Including d■pollt aaCOl.lltl, wflh t.andlr, Ho-r. 
1h11 Evlnt of Oafeult ahaU not 1pply If thara 11 a good faith dllputa by llorrow■r or Orantor u to th■ vePdlty or ra-nablenaH of the claim 
'llhlch la 1h11 bull of th• creditor or forfeiture proolldlng and If Bonowar or Granto, glvn Lender written ncmoe of 1h11 creditor o, forfaltura 
prooudlng 1111d depclllte with under monlH o, • aurtty bond for the creditor or forfaltura proceeding, In 1111 amount datarmlned by I.ender, 
In ha aole dl1cr9tlon, u being ■n adequate reaerv■ or bond for the dlapute • 
.,_,, af Olhar Agraemant. Any braaoh by Borrower or Grantor under the tarm■ of any othllr agreement betwHn Borrower or Grantor and 
undar that le net ramedlad within any or■ct period p,ovldad thllfeln. Including without llmltatlon any agreement concemlng any 
lndlbtadneu or other obllgetlon of llorrowar or Granter to Lender, whether exlalfng now or later. 
Elranta AffMtlng ~. Any of thll praudlng - occure with raepect to any Guarantor of eny of the lndebtedn■u or any 
Ouarantor dll• or becoma1 Incompetent. or r■volrat or dllp11111 the validity of, or Nabllty under, any Guerenty of the lndabtadnea. 
Adwl111 Chantl■, A matetlal 1dveru chenge oaour, In Grantor' • fln1ncl1I condition, or Lender btlleva the proapect ol pavmant or 
performance of thl lndebtadn111 la Impaired. 
lnaaourlty. l.andar In goad faith b■llavea ltaelf lnaecura. 
RIGHTS AND REMEDIES ON Dlll'AULT. Upon the occurrence of an El/tint of Default and et any time thereafter, I.ender, 11 t.andlr'1 Option, m11Y 
■Karell■ any one or more of Iha lalowlng rlghte and ramadlM, In eddttlon to any other rlghte or ramedlM provided by lew: 
Aaoelarlltll lndlbtldna11. Lender ■hall hev■ th1 right et 111 option without node■ to Borrowar or Grantor to declare the andre lnd1btedneu 
lmrnedletaly du■ and payeble, lncludlng any prepayment penalty that Borrowar would be requited to pay, 
UCC Ramedlea. With raapect to an or any part of th• Ptreonel Propeny, Lander thall have ell the rlghta end remadlea of a teaured pany 
under Iha Uniform Comrnarctll Coda. 
Collet Renll, Lender ehell heve tha right, without notice to Borrower or Grentor, to ttkl po1111alon ol th■ Property and collact the Renta, 
Including amcuma pelt due and unpaid, and epply the nat proc11C11, over and above Lender'• caate, 191lnot the lndebl1dn111. In 
fu"lhar1nce of tllla right, Linder may require any tan■nt or other ueer ol the Proparty to make PIIYffl8nll of rent or 1111 !Ha directly to 
Lendar. It thl R- are collected by I.ender, then Granto, Irrevocably d■algnat .. under •• Grantor'a 1ncmay-ln•f1ot to endorse 
lnotrurnenta racalvad In peYff18nt thereof In the name of Grantor and to n■gotlata 11111 nme and collact tha proceed,. Paym■ntl by tenantl 
or othet uam to Lander In raapon■e to Lend■r'1 demand lhall 1all1fy the obllg1ttone for which thl peymante ,,. made, whethar ar not 111\1 
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reaelvar. 
Appa1nt IINII-. L■ndllr llhall a- 1M lfgl,t lO lww a__,. .ppalnlad lO ... poeunlan of al or any part of 111a Property, wltb the 
pDWer to pro11101 and~ lhe PtolMttY, to...., ... the Property precaclltla fanoclDean or ..... and to collect lhl Alnll lram lhe 
P1o1MftY -, apply Iha p,uc;aada, - and 111M1W Iha caat of Iha ..--.Hp, lllllnat the~ lh• recalvar may - wllhovt 
bond tt pannlnad by law. Lander'• right 10 1ha ■ppolnuMnt of• r-'- ehal llldet wh■dwr or - Iha ■IIPllf9lll vlllu■ of lh■ Propeny 
..-de th■ lndllllUNIMU by a M1bataN1a1 _.,.._ Elnp!Dynall by L■ndllr •111111 not dllqullllfy • .,._ from NMIIO H • """"-· 
......,... ,.,....._ Land■t may obtain • judicial dNrN foreclDllne Granlor'a 1-■-t In al or any part of the Property. 
........... ... If pannhtad by appllcllbla •-• Lander may rarectoaa Gramor'• Inter- In II or In any pert ol !hit P■r■onel Pn,perty or the 
Rael Property by ~ ..... 
o.t1o1en11y J.ia-. It pannla9d by epplloabla law, Lander may Dbllllll ■ ~ far any dallolancy remaining In 1he lndebtldnell due 
to lend• ... IIIIPkellon of .. --_... from 1he .-cln of die rlghla provided In dlla HC1loll. 
T~ • ...,..,__ If Oramor remain■ In poe-ion of Iha l'fop■ft\' .,- the Property la eold u provkt■d aboWI or L•ndllt 01hatwlN 
baoofflU anllllBd lO po■-anton of 111a Property -n damft of aor- or 0.-, 6- llhal buoml • tenant It suffer-■ of l.endlr 
or the IIURNIHI' of Iha Propeny and Iha!~ et l.llnder'• optlan, ...,_ 111 pay • ruaonallla ..,. .. far the UH of 1h11 Property. or 121 vaoeta 
Iha Pn,peny ln111adlat■ly upon 11w ---S of lllndar. 
Ollllr ....,.__ Linder elllll hew ■I Olller rlghla and rem9dlaa pnivlded In• MDngaee or die Note or avlllbla et law or In eqwy. 
•• of the "'-"Y· To Iha .-pannlttecl by llptlllo■bla law, 11o1ro- and Grana hereby waive any and al rlgl,t to h■ve Ille Proparty 
............. kl --'"a Ila right■ and....._, lAnder at..n be free to NII al or any put of the l'fop■ny Ulllltnll' or HJlllmllly, In -
■- or by..- -•· Land■r ■hall be en1lllad to bid It any publla ■- on al or any pol'IIOII of th■ Pn,peny. 
NallD■ of ... Lenclar ehall.,,. o- ,.__... natla■ of the 11111■ and pl■N of any pulillo •• of the l'9nGrl■I l'foperty or of 1h111lm■ 
aflar whlah any pd- .... or Olher Intended dlapoelllon of Iha ,..,__. Proparty la to be mad■• Ranonllllla nodoa ehlll m■en nctloe 
9MII at !Hat um C10I daye bafare th■ 1lma of th■ .. or .._lllan. ,.,-,, •• of di■ hrHMI Prapmy may be mad■ In canjunc:llon wtd'I 
any .... of,,. Aul Praperty. 
EINtlan of .........._ El■lllon by Landa, ID pureue any remedy ahlll not ucludll purault of any other l'IIIMdy, and ■n eleotlon to maka 
~ or 111 t■u acdon to paffolm an obll;lllon of~ under• lllartpge. after Grantar'• fallure IO petfoml, &hell not effect 
lander'■ rlghl to clNlare ■ default n _ ... Ila remedll■, NolNng undlr 1h11 Martpga or lllhllnvlle ah■II be aonatru■d ao ■■ to llmlt or 
~ the ,tehca ■nd ,_... ..,..... 111 under fallowlnll an Evant of Default. or In any war 111 llmlt ar ruutct the right■ end eblllly of 
L■nd■r ta prooeec1 dlrlotly ag■tnat Gremar ■ndlDr 8anoww llnclfor lgllnat any alher _ _., gu■rentor, ■uraty or andorMr and/or to 
pro-■d ■g■IMt q olhar 111111•1■1111 dlready ar lndlrecnly _...,. lhe lndebladneu, 
Aaamaya' ,._: .....,_, If Landar ln■lltutu .,,, IIUlt or ■adan to ■nfarca any of the IWIM of this Mortg,,ee, Land■r atlllll be entllled to 
- llmll aum u the oaurt _., ...... ~ u attGnley■' fH■ at lllal ...i upan any appul. Whattllr arnot any oaurteclion la 
IIIVOMd, and 111 the ■xt■nt not pnihllllted by tew, ■I ,._..... ..,._ Lander lnoure 1hlt In Llllll■r'• aplnlon ■re n■--v at any tlm■ 
fat th■ protNIIDn of Ila '-I Dr the~ oflta right■ ■11811 bacana • put of the hldablldn■H PIIYllble on dmMnd and ehlll bear 
lmaraat at 1lle Not■ reta from lhe data of the pPllldhure un1II rep■ld. -- COVllnld by thla paragraph lnolud■, wlthaut limitation, 
~ 111111tact 111 any llmlta unclar applnbl■ law, Landi,'■,--,..._..,., fHa ...i l■nder'■ lllgll.,_... wllather or nat Illar■ Ill 
• law■ult. lnaludlng re-'il■ ettomaya' 19H and ..,..._ tar bankrup1cy pn,cudlngl •noludln8 •ffoffll ta modify or V■Olt■ t/lfP/ 
autom■tlc: ■laY or ........,,.., appNI■• and any anllalpatad poat-Judlmant aall■ctlan NMDN. •• - of ■--l!lnQ reaonte. obtalnlna lfll■ 
raporta (lnaludlng foreclNln rapo,19), ■-yore• reportll, Ind IIPIWllul ,_ 111d tltlll in-, to die axtllllt parmltted by IPl)llaable •-· 
0-._ wlll pay any oaurt-, In addlllan ID al olhs IIUIII■ pn,vldad by law. 
IIOTICl8. AftY nodal r.qulNd to be glvlln under 11111 Morta..., lncludlng without limitation any nollolt of d■fault and any notloe of 111■ •hell be 
.,,.n In wrlllnl, and llhall be ■lfntlvawh■n aat11a11y delwred. wll■n ■o111■1y ---i by l9l■faaallnlle .,.... ctlarwlM l'8qlffld by l■wl, when 
depoahed with • natlDn■lly reaoanlml overnight murler, Dr, If ffllllled, when dlpo■llad In the UnhMI ...._ m■I. • ftrat o1-. N11llled or 
reglmnid mall Plllt■ll■ JOPMI. clraatad to Iha~ ahown- the bllglnnlftg of lhl■ Morlv■I■- Al caplle of notice■ of fam:ioatn from 
Iha halder af any ll■n which hal prlaflty - lhla Morlgllp llhall be - ta Lands'■ lldclren, u ahllWn naer Iha ll■glnnlng af !Ille MOf'ID8lll. 
,.,.,, Jll'lY may ohlr,ae .. addnlae far nollcu under thla Mor1ll9 by .... forfflll written IIOlloll ta the atller ..... apealtylng lhlt 1ha 
purpau of Ilia nallaa la to ..,._ the p■rty•■ adcl-. Por notlae purpau■, Gr■nlar -■ 111 keep Land9r lnfomlld ■t ■I 1lmu of Grantor'a 
c- lddrelL Unleu adwwlN pnMdad or ..... by law, If there la - then- 0..-, any notlca .,,.n by Lender ID any Gr■mor la 
d■emld to be natlce gl- ta al G-. 
AODITIONAL PIIOVl8IOII. Hypo1h■aellan Mong■ge -~of.,_, Borrower, 111d NGh af them If - than ane, bylta -■cutl■n of 
IHI Mllf1e•• ..... 1h■t It ■hall be •ubfaot 111, bound by, and p■reon■ly Clllllplwd 111 PIIY, abnrve and perfarm, jalntly end.__.., with 
Gtantar, uch and -v of th■ -. ---. and amidltlana of - Marti■-■ - If.,_,_,_... thla Monaale .. Grentor; 
PIOvld■d lhlt mt Umllatllln of Ulblllly an Iha pert of III appllolble to Gr.- ah■I - be appla■ble to or far Iha baneftt of Borrower, It being 
undln'1NIII th■t ..,,__ •• allllpllana to Landar unct■r thla Manpge or th■ llalatad DD-.- or lllllawll■ are wlthaut limit to Mablllty .-Pt 
•• mar be ■icp,enly and ■pllallklelly ■at forth In • ...,... written..,_,...,... by L■nder. =====:=---::=::;:: ::-:: .. :;.':!.·::.:::Ti'ir:::. 
ahudnlh.11 1111111 = :ut • la 1 1 rn Wlb 1W •--• eerrsd ., 11 •• •• ad lcdita 
GIUUll'Oll'I IIEPDRT ON IN8UIIAIIICL Upon ..... of Lender, ~ not -· tNn - • vaer, 0- fundlll a repart Oft 
nah ulMlng poky of '-et.wing: 11) Iha - of Iha ln■ww: 1211"' rllb ln■tnd; 131 the -unt of the palloy; 14J the prope,ty 
!Murad, Iha then_,_,.__,..,... of auch PflllMIIY, Ind the manner al datarmlnlng that velul; and llll 1ha explnatfan date of thll poky. 
Grm1W lhal upan ,...i of Lender, i.w an lndllpend■nt ..,....._.....,_,to I.ender cl■tennln■ Ilia Dull vlllua •- eott af the 
Prop■rty. 
MIICELLANIOUI PIIOVIIION8, Th■ fallowlng mlallllllenlaua pnMllona - a part of thla Mortg■g■: 
~. Thia~. IDllalh■r with any flelaled Dacum1nta. ~ the entire ....,.tending 111d ..-,nant of '11111 partlea n 
ta the m■aara ut larth In thla Mortgage, Na elter■don of or -lllmlnt to lhl■ MClf'1l■CI■ ahll be aff■odve IJlll■III given In writing end 
...,... by Ilia party ar partlea IIOUllht ta be ch■rg■d or bound by the alt■rdon orem■ndmant. 
ANm llaport■ • If the Praparty la u■ad far PIIIPON9 other 1han Grentar'e ruldanaa, o,- eball fumlah to l.■ndar, upon l8qlj■■t, a 
oartlllad ~ of nat ap■Nllng ~ reaalvH tram th■ l'lop■rty ulna 8-r'a pravlaul llacel .,.., In IUCh form ■nd d■UII 1■ 
L■nds ■hell raq,,IN. "N■t oparedng .._,... 1111111 - ■II c■ah Ncelpla flllln 11w Property Jeu ■II natl mrpendllUrU mid■ In connection 
with tl'I• operation cl the Ptoperty. 
Caption Heldln;a. C1ptlon heading• In thla Mortgage are for corwanlenca purpoa" only and are not to b• UHd to lntarprel or dellnlt the 
provlalona of tl'III Mortgage, 
Gowmlng law. Thia Mortpp wlll ... governed by faclenll law applaalll• to ~ encl. to tllll extent not pffffflPl■d by f■--1 law, the 
!awl ol 1ha 8- of Idaho without reg•d to Ila oontllcta of law provlalona. Thia Mottg ... hu bffll eonptad by l.and4tr Ill th■ 11■ta of 
klulo. 
Choice of v-. II there 11 I lawault, Granter agr■H upQII Lenci.r's raqua■t to submit to the Jurl1dlctlon ot the couna of BLAINE CountY, 
State o! Idaho. 
Joint ■nd Bewral Uab!llty. All obllgatlon, o! Borrower end Grantor \Wier !hit Mortgage ahaff be Joint end tevarel, and all refer.,_ to 
Grantor 1h1II mean each and every Clr■ntor, and all r■farencH to Borrower ■hall mean uch ind 1v1ry Borrower. Thia mean■ tl'l■t each 
Grentor tlgnlng below II rffp.,...lble for all obllgatlona In 1h11 Mortgage. 
No Waiver by Lendtr. Lender 1h■II not be dnmld to have w1ivld any rlghta under thla Mortgage unleu 111Ch walwr 11 given In writing 
and 1lgn1d by Lander. No delay er omiHlon on tl'I■ part of Lender In 1xarc:l11nQ any right ahaU operate u a wllver of 1uch right or any 
oth1r right, A waiver by Lender of • provlllon o! 1h11 Mortgage ■hall not prejudice or conadM• 1 waiver of Lend1r'1 right otharwl1e to 
damand atrlct compliance with that provlalon or any other provlllcn of this Mortgage. No prior waiver by t..nder, nor any court■ of dealing 
betw1an Lender and Clrantor, 1h■a con1tltut1 • waiver cl any o! Ltnder'I rlghta or ol any of Grentor'• obllgat!on■ u to any future 
tr1naactlon1. 1/Yhenever tha ccn11n1 of Lander It required undtr thlt Mortgage, the grendng o! auch conHnt by Lender In any lnttenc■ 
ah■IJ not cONtltule continuing content to 1ubHquant ln111nc■a where 1uch conHnt II required and In ■II caa11 auch cona■nt may be 
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granted or withheld In Iha tole dl1aratlon of Lander. 
s1 -llblllty. If a court of acmpetant Jutmllalion lincl1 any prcvlalon of thla Monpga 10 be Illegal, lnvalkl, or unenforcaebla •• to any peraon 
or c1rcum11anca, that finding ah•II not make 1he offending prcvltlon fflqal, Invalid, or unenforceable aa to any other pal80n or 
alrC111111t-■, If faaalble, Iha offending provlalan 1hell be coneldtred madlfled to wt It becomaa legal, valid Md enforceable. If the 
offending provlllon c1nnot be 10 modified, II 1hall be coneldared dalatad from thla Mono•II•• Unl111 otharwl11 required by law, the 
Illegality, lnvalldlty, or unenforcublltv of any provtalon of thlll Mongage ahall net affect the legality, validity or anforcaablllty of any othlr 
provlalon of thla Mor1g1g1. 
M"Pf, Thlre ahal be no merger of the lnter11t or 11t1t1 crHted by thla Monq1111 with any other lntereat or Hiatt In the Property It any 
tlm1 h1ld by or far the benefit of Lander In any cepaclty, without the written conaant of Lander. 
Suoaaaaore and A11lgn11. SubJ1c1 to any llmltatlon, 11111d In thla Mortgage on 1ran1fer of Grantor'a lntereat, thla Mortgage ahll be binding 
upon and In..,. to the benefit of the pantu, their 1uoc-.. and lltllgM. If ownarahlp of the PIQPlftV become• vetted In • person other 
than Grantor, Landar, without nctlca to Grantor, may dall with Grantor'a auccaaaora with rlfarlnca to 1h11 Mortgage and Iha lndebt1dna11 
by way of forburanca or a1111nalon without releaalng Grantor from the oblgatlona of thla Mongega Of Uablllty under the lndebtedn■H, 
Tim• la of IN EaHnca. T1ma la of the 1a11nc1 In the performance of thla Mortgage. 
Waive Jury. AU partlaa to 1h18 MCll'II"• h-by walva the right to any Jury Irle! In any action, proaHdlng, ar cou-alalrn brought by env 
,-ty ....,_.-, other party, 
Wllvw of Homaataad bamptlan, Grantor hereby relHHI and walvaa all rtghta and benlllta of the homeatlad 11C11111ptlon law, of Iha Stall 
of Idaho H IO .. lndebtadnH& aacured by 1h11 Mortgage, . 
D&FINITIONS. The fallowing capllllllud Wordl and tarma 111■11 hava the following meanlnga whln uucl In thla Mortgaoa. Unleaa 1paclflcaUy 
atatad to the contrary, .U referencn to dollar amounta ahall mean arnounu, In lewful money of thl Unhad Stata1 of America. Word, and tarma 
uaad In Iha alngular 1hall lncluell the plural, and the plural ahell lnclud• the alngUlar, u the context mey require, Word• and tem,a not otharwl,e 
deftned In thla Mortgage shall hllva the meaning• attrlbutad IO 1uoh t■rme In the Uniform Commercial Coda: 
aorro-. The word •Borrower• meana WATERPORD PARTNERS Ill, LLC and lncludH ,u oo-algnara end co-rnalt■ra algnlng the Note 111d 
en their auccu_, and ■aalgn■, 
Default,. The WOid "Default" rnaans the DafalJll - forth In thla Mortgage In the section tllled "Default". 
IEmllrOllllllfltal Lewa. The wonla "Envlronmantal Lawt• mHn any and all atata, federal and local 111!\ltn, regulatlant and ordlnenca1 
relllllng to the proteotlon of human hNllh or the environment, Including whhaut Hmltatlon lhl Comprahlnalva Envlronmantal Re1ponaa, 
Companaatlon, and Liability Act of 1980, • lfflllndad, 42 U.S.C, Section 9801, II 11q. ("CERCLA"I, the Supertund Amandmanta 111d 
Ralllthotliatlon Act of 1 HI, Pub. L, No. 88-489 l"SARA"I, the Hannloul Mllllrl1la TriNplHtatlon Act, 48 U,S,C. Section 1801, at aaq,. 
the llalource Conaarvatlon and Racovary Aot. 42 u.a.c. Section 1101, at aaq., or othllt eppllc:abla ateta or federal law,, NIH, or 
regulatlonl adopted putSUant thereto. 
Ev•t at Defllult. The worda •Event ot D1feu1t• mean any of the-• of default aat forth In 1111a Mortgage In the avanta of default 
notion of thla Mortgage. G-. The word "Gl'9ffllll'0 mHna JOHN SCHERER and CHARLES HOLT. 
o--r. The word "Guarantor• mHn■ any guarantor, surety, or acoornmadadon party of any or all of the lndabtadllell, 
G-nty. Tha word "Guaranty' mHna the guarenty from Guarantor to Lander, lncludlng without llmltadon e guaranty of•• or part of the 
Neta. 
Huardoua SubatanoH, The worcta "Haardoua Subat•-• mean matartala that. becauaa of their quenllty, concentration or phvalc•~ 
chemical or lnlactloua cherectartlldca, may cauae or posa a preHnt ar pctantlal hazard to human hlllth or the envtronm,m when 
Improperly uaad, treated, ltOrld, dlapoHd of, generated, manufllatured, tranaported or otharwl11 handled. Thi wordl "Haardoua 
SullUlncea" era UHd In their very broadMt -• end lnoluda without llmltatlon any and d hulrd- or toldc aubat_.,, metatlell or 
w1111 11 defined by or llatad under the Envtronmantlll Lawa. Th• term "Hazardo111 Subatanc•• alao lnoludee, without !Imitation, pttrOlaum 
Md patrOlltum by-prcduc:ta or ·any traction U-f and Hbeetot, 
lrnprovenulnU, The word "lmprovemema• maana 1U ■ldltlng end fun,ra lmprovamanta, bulldlnga, avucturw, molilla homea lfflud on the 
Rael Property, flOlltlaa, addltlona, rapl-manta and other conltnlCtlan on the RHI Property, 
lnellb.._..., Th• word "lndabtednaaa" -- all prlnolpal, ln-t. and olher amouma. coata end •XJl■llPII payable Wlder the Note or 
Raletad Daoumanta, together with all renewal• ot, e1111nalona at, madlllcatlona of, conaolldadons of and .. 1ubatltutl- for tha Nata or 
Ralated Docwnanta and any 111T10unta upanded or edvanoed by I.ender to chcherga Gr1ntor'1 obllgedons ot ..- lnciared by L8ndar to 
enforce Granter•• obflgatlona under thl• Mangaga, toglthar with lnll,..t on auch emounta •• provided In this Mortgega. Bpaclflcally, 
without llmltttlan, lndllbaidn■H lncludH d amaunta that may be lndlraotly ••cured by the Croaa-CoUaterallutlan provlalon of thla 
Mongaga. 
Lander, The word "I.ender' means IDAHO INOEPENDENT BANK. lta -cuaora and 11algnll. 
Mortgage. Tha word "Mortgagt' maana thla Mortgage between Gr■ntor and Lander. 
Note. Th• ward "Note• m,ana the promlllaory note dated June 10, 2009, In the orlglnlll prlnolplll amount of •107,000.00 from 
Botrower to Lander, together with d renawel1 of, -Nlkm• of, modltlcttlona of, raflnanclnp al, conaolldatlOna ot, and aubltltutlonl for 
the promlaaory note or agreement. NOTICI TO GRANTOlh T .. NOTE CONTAINS A VARIAIILE INTl!Rl8T RATI. 
,...,,_ Property, The worlh 0 1'91101111 Praparty" mean all equipment, flxtUIII, and other artlolea of paraonal property now or heraaltar 
owned by Grantor, and now or hereafter 1ttaohad or afflxad to the Rael Proparty1 togathar with aH -•Ilona, pana, end 1ddltlont to, II 
raplecernenta of, and Ill aubatltutlonl for, any of auch property; and together with ell .,_.ia llncludlng without Hmtlltlon Ill lnauranca 
procallda and refund■ of premlurnal from any Hie or othtr dlepoaltlon of the Prapany. 
Property. The wcrd •Property• fflHIII aalllctlvlly the Real Property and tha Paraonal Property. 
RHI Property. The worda "Real Property" mean the rul property, lntarMta and rtghta. 11 further daaotlbed In this Mortgage. 
R11ated o--· The word• "Related Oocumenta• m11n Ill prornlaaory notae, credit agNlllfflllnta, loan agNllrn■nta, 1nvtronmantal 
agraamanta, guer1nt1... security agreemanta, mortgeQH, dead• of truat, aaourtty datldl, collateral mongegaa, and 18 other lnatrurnanta, 
egraamente and documanta, whether now or haraaftlr egtlng, ••aoutad In connection with the lndabtedntH. 
Rllnta, The word "Ranta• meant 1111 praatnt and future ren1a, ravanuaa, lncoma, laauaa, roylldea, proflta, and other benallta derived from 
the Property, 
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=-----·-----~11!lt. ame (1) ls/ll9 tublcllbed lo Ille wlllllll ~ and III me hellholltlly 
~and yearfllltabov9wrlllen. 
Noblly Publb for Idaho 
Rttldkltat 
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( 
UMITBD LIABILITY COMPANY NOTARY 
STATBO~ 
Countyof · • \tu ) 
0n t1u _.__..---,,:c1a~ , before-, 11ae undcnigned no1my public in 11111 ror 
Aid atare, penoully JOJDI SCDPM known or ldealifiecl to ma III bo 1h11 
mana&ins amba(1) la Im Limited Liability Colllpany ofWAnRl'ORD PARNTl:RS m, ad 
aclcnowledpd IO me that 111d Limited Uability Company executed the ■une. 
IN WJTNBSS WHBRBOF, I have hereunto ■et my hand and seal the day and year r1111 above 
..,_ ~ 0 " J~ 
~ (£} i.t,YJ v "N,L l,lk-~ "'-
otary Public for l"8110 
ltealdlnc at t\O\\ \iv\ 
CommiAioncxpilu: ~~~ \1. I 1,C\f? 
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, Annual Report for W 25422 Page 1 of 1 
No. W 25422 Due no later than Aug 31, 2009 
2. Registered Agent and Address 
(NO PO BOX) 
Return to: 
Annual Report Form 
JOHN SCHERER 
SECRETARY OF STATE 1. Mailing Address, Correct in this box 1f needed. 124 DEER VALLEY LANE 
700 WEST JEFFERSON SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C. 
HAILEY ID 83333 
PO BOX83720 JOHN SCHERER 
BOISE, ID 83720-0080 PO BOX 2127 
KETCHUM ID 83340 3. ~ Registered Agent Signature:* 
NO FIUNG FEE IF USA 
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE 
4. Limited Uabillly Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of at least one Member or Manager. 
Office Held Name Street or PO Address 01.y State Country Postal Code 
MEMBER JOHN SCHERER PO BOX 1S39 KETCHUM ID USA 83340 
5. Organized Under the Laws of: 6. Annual Report must be signed.* 
ID Signature: John R. Scherer Date: 07/15/2009 
W 25422 Name {type or prtnt}: John R. Scherer 11tle: Managing Member 
Processed 07/15/2009 * Electronically provided signatures are accepted as original signatures. 
http://www.sos.idaho.gov/servlet/f ransfonnXMLDoc?URL=%2F20090715%2FXMLPO... 7/24/2009 
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State of Id.; c•••o 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200; Twin Falls ID 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 FAX: (208) 736-3037 www.idwr.idaho.gov 
July 24, 2009 
IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
491 N MAIN ST 
KETCHUM ID 83340 




RE: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC #37-481C, 37-577BT, 
37-482H, 37-483C, 37-2630 
Dear Sir or Madain, 
Pursuant to a Notice of Security Interest in a Water 
Right that was submitted to the Department, we have 
added security interests to the above water right 
claims. Please find the enclosed copies of the proof 
reports of the water rights noting the addition of the 
security interest . Review these records and if there 






DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE 
Instrument# 578331 
HAILEY, BLAINE. IDAHO 
06-17-2010 11 :60:28 No. of Pages: 3 
Recorded for: BLAINE COUNTY TITLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fu: $8.00 
lix.Qfflcio Rtcorder Daputy: mpp 
Eleotroniaally Recorded by Simpliflle 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company 
("Grantor"), PO Box 1539, Ketchum, ID 83340, hereby conveys, releases, remises, and forever 
quitclaims to MOUNTAIN WEST BANK ("Grantee"), whose address ls P. 0. Box 1059, Coeur 
d'Alene, ID 83816; that certain real property, together with all appurtenances, located in Blaine 
County, Idaho: 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNlY, 
IDAHO 
A parcel of land In the SW1/4 and the SW1!4SE1/4 of Section 6 and also in the 
E1/2NW1/4, NW1/4NE1/4, S1/2NE1/4 and the N1/2SE1/4 of Section 7, more particularly 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW1/4, said Section 
6, which point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°51 '45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4, Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°35'18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easter1y boundary of said SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an Iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW1/4SE1/4, said Section 
6; 
Thence South 89°42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW1/4SE1/4, 
Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25'1 O" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0"17'54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the 
NW1/4NE1/4, said Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said 
NW1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE1/4NE1/4, 
Section 7; 
Thence South 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easteny boundary of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast corner of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the 
NE1/4SE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NE1/4SE1/4, 
Section 7; · 
Thence South 89"50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Souther1y boundary of the 
N1/2SE1/4, Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection ofthe Southerly boundary with 
the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary 
to an Iron pin on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary 
of the S1/2NE1/4, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89"58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along 
said Southerly boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin; 
Thence North 31•10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said 
S1/2NE1/4, Section 7; Thence North 0•20•40• West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly 
DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE: 1 
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boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin; 
Thence North 31"10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an Iron pin 
on the Intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the 
NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly 
boundary of the NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of 
said NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58' 18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31"10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an Iron pin 
on the Westerly boundary of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°37'05" West, 604. 70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW1 /4, 
Section 6 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official 
plat thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho; 
excepting that portion formally shown on the Blaine County Assessor rolls as Tax Lot 
4913 Township 1 North, Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; 
Included with the real property conveyed to Grantee: all erected or affixed buildings, 
improvements and fixtures; all easements, rights of way, and appurtenances: all water, water 
rights, watercourses and ditch rights (including stock in utilities with ditch or irrigation rights), 
and all other rights, royalties, and profits relating to the conveyed real property, including without 
limitation all minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and similar matters, collective; Including any after-
acquired title and any right of redemption: 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said property, with its appurtenances unto the Grantee and Its 
successors and assigns forever. Granter hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee that 
Granter is the owner In fee simple of said property and that such property is free from all 
encumbrances other than encumbrances of record as of this date and that Granter warrants the 
same from all lawful claims whatsoever. Any merger of title Is at the option of the Grantee. 
Dated: 
DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE: 2 
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... 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
.ss 
County of Blaine ) 
On this_J:L day of ..T°Ll-e,.. , 2010, before me, the undersigned Notary Public, 
personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or Identified to me to be the Member of South 
County Estates, LLC, that executed this Instrument or the person who executed the instrument on 
behalf of said Corporation and acknowledged to me that such Corporation executed the same. 
WITNESS my hand and offlclal seal hereto affixed the day and ~~\~-~&-~en. 
~ ...... ~ ......... .._.,.\P. "-.. 
! ~v••• • 0 '\ 
:A<l ~OTAR,..\~\ : : • = 
: *: --·-- ! * = 
: ~ J> '\C, : i 
-- • "" .... f""!lt. ~ 
-:. cP •• •• '!I:,"' I ............ -,..S. ...... ,1,.,',--=.L.11---------'~,,.....,,..;............ t, ~ .. 
. ,,,,, 'li OP \~ ,,,,,. 
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Filed for record at the Request of: 
Rich Brittain 
Mountain West Bank 
POBox1059 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
DEED 
[Blaine County, Idaho} 
Instrument # 578364 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
06-17-21110 16:31:28 No. of Pages: 3 
~ for: BLAINE COUNTY TITLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fae: $9.00 
Ex-011iclo Rto0nl1r Deputy: mpp 
Eltctronlcally Recorded by Slmplifae 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, MOUNTAIN WEST BANK C-Grantor"), whose address is 125 
Ironwood Drive, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816, does hereby grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto 
GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE, LLC, a Montana limited liability company ("Granteen), whose 
address ls 49 Commons Loop, Kalispell, MT 59901, those certain real properties located in 
Blaine County, Idaho, which is more particularly described as follows: 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY, 
IDAHO 
A parcel of land in the SW1/4 and the SW1/4SE1/4 of Section 6 and also in the 
E1/2NW1/4, NW1/4NE1/4, S1/2NE1/4 and the N1/2SE1/4 of Section 7, more particular1y 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW1/4, said Section 
6, which point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°51'45" East. 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4, Section 6 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°35'18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW1/4SE1 /4, said Section 
6; 
Thence South 89°42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW1/4SE1/4, 
Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25'10" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°1 T54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the 
NW1/4NE1/4, said Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said 
NW1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE1/4NE1/4, 
Section 7; 
Thence South 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SE 1 /4NE 1 /4, Section 7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast corner of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the 
NE1/4SE1!4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said NE1/4SE1/4, 
Section 7; 
DEED: I 
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Thence South 89"50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the 
N1/2SE1/4, Section 7, to an Iron pin on the intersection of the Southerly boundary with 
the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary 
to an iron pin on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary 
of the S1/2NE1/4, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89°58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along 
said Southerly boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said 
S1/2NE1/4, Section 7; Thence North 0°20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly 
boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the 
NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly 
boundary of the NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of 
said NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58' 18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31•10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the Westerly boundary of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°37'05" West, 604. 70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official 
plat thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho; 
excepting that portion formally shown on the Blaine County Assessor rolls as Tax Lot 
4913 Township 1 North, Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; 
Partial Release of Water Rights recorded as Instrument No's 568681, 574996, 574997, 
574998,574999,575000,575001, records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
Included with the real property conveyed to Grantee: all erected or affixed buildings, 
improvements and fixtures; all easements, rights of way, and appurtenances; all water, water 
rights, watercourses and ditch rights (including stock in utilities with ditch or Irrigation rights), 
and all other rights, royalties, and profits relating to the conveyed real property, Including without 
limitation all minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and similar matters, collective; including any after-
acquired title and any right of redemption. 
DEED: 2 
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Including after-acquired title. 
t~ 
DATED this~ clay of June 2010. 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Kootei ,ai /J.J.p. ~ 
:ss 
) 
On this 11-th day of J'W'IL . 2010, before me, the undersigned Notary Public 
in and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared RICH BRITTAIN, known or identified to me to be 
the Senior Vice President of the corporation that executed this instrument or the person who 
executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. · 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
'" ............ ~ ~ ~
'"''"'' "( 't'RI\Jll ,,,,"*- --£ac""""'"if-----.....,__...,__~ ...... ::;.....-----
.. • .. «_"lo. ......... ~."'-•~ Notary Publ c for Idaho .. :- :((1.... •-;.,,. " QAf :J,/j i ~.~ _,.oT Alt .. \ \_ Residing at._1JCJ1=-•g__,_, -=...,;._. ______ _ 
: • ~ r 1 : Commission expires Ole -913- g)QJ,5 : i ....... •. = 
: \ C, : : 
::. • Pust.' I : \ ,J>.... ·"' 0/ 
.... ~ )''1 ••••••••• 't-..ff, $ 4
''• 1'13 OF \~ ,,<Ii .. ,,, ............. " 
DEED: 3 
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RECE\VED 
SEP O 1 2010 
DEPARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES 
DISTRICT COURT-SRBA. -~ 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
\ AUG 3 1 2fflO I · · 
i BY-------~l'""""n~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICJi; DIS'l'lUCT OF THE ./-?1-A---
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
InReSRBA 





ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES 
Subcase Nos.: 37-00481C, 37-00482H, 
37-00483C, 37-00577BT & 37-02630 
(South Country Estates LLC) 
On July 9, 2010, an.Amended Special Master,s Report and Recommendation was filed 
for the above-captioned water rights. No Challenges were filed to the Amended Special Master's 
Report and Recommendation and the time for filing Challenges has now expired. 
Pursuant to I.RC.P. 53(e)(2) andSRBAAdministratlve Order 1, Section 13f, this Court 
has reviewed the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law contained in the Amended Special 
Master's Report and Recomme11dation and wholly adopts them as its own. 
Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that the above-captioned water rights be decreed as set forth 
in the attached Partial Decrees Pursuant to LR.CP. 54(b). 
DATED 1rr w, Jato 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES 
ER1C J. WILDMAN 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
Page I 
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In Re SRBA 




POINT OF DIVEltSIOM: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF US£: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TBS 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECRBE PURSUJINT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
Water Right 37-00481C 
DISTRICT COURT-SRBA ---i 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES I.LC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, m 83.340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY, MALl\l) RIVER 
3.014 CFS 
08/01/1882 
T02N JUBB S36 Within Blaine County 
I 
Water diverted from Headgate 145 delivered through District 
canal. 
PURPOS2 OF USE 
Irrigatian 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-1S TO 10-31 
QUANTITY 
3.014 CFS 
AUG 3 1 2010 
Irrigatian Within Blaine County 
T0lN R19B S06 
LOT 7 
S07 





· SBIIE 15.0 
SENW 5.5 
HWSB 20.0 





The rights listed below are 1iaited to the irrig•tion of a 
combined total of 289 •cres in a single irrig•tion season. 
combined Right Nos.: 37-482X, 37-481C, 37•483C, 37·577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVJ:SIONS NBCESSARY FOR DEFUUTION OR 1\DMXNISTRATIOIT OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
THIS PARTIAL DBCRES IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DBFllilTION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICJ:ENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER TlfAN nm 
EHTRY OF A FDIAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE S4(bl CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(bl, I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment der shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provid y ho Appellate Rules. 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I,R,C.P. S4(b) 
water Right 37-004B1C File Number, 01374 
Presid. Judge 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
case No. 39576 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R,C.P. 54(b) FOR 
DISTRICT COURT-SRBA ·--i 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
Water Right 37-00482H 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
3.012 CFS 
08/01/1884 
T02N Rl8E S36 SWNW Within Blaine CO).lllty 
Water diverted from Headgate 145 delivered through District 
Canal. 
PUltPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-15 TO 10•31 
QUANTITY 
3.012 CFS 
AUG 3 1 2010 
Irrigation Within Blaine County 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
LOT 7 
S07 
289,0 Acres Total 
NESW 24.0 











The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-S77BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WAT.ER RIGHT, 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE, I.C. SECTION 42•1412(6). 
RULE 54{b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, ±tis hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final jud11111ent and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order all be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by 
Eric J. wn 
Pre1idin9 Judge ot the 
snake River Basin Adjudication 
SRBA PARTIAL DEC:UE PURSUANT TO I.R.C,P, S4(b) 




In Re SRBA 
case No. 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION• 
PURPOSE ANO 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN ANO FOR 'l'HE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
l.R.C.P. S4(b) FOR 
Water Right 37-00483C DISTRICT COURT-SABA. ---, 
Fifth Judicial District · 
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 153' 
I<ETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
1S.086 CFS 
08/01/1902 
T02N R18E $36 
TRIBUTARY, MALAD RIVER 
SWNW Within Blaine county 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
canal. 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
PERIOD O.P USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 
QUANTITY 
15.086 CFS 
AUG 3 l 2010 
Irrigation Within Blaine County 
TOlN Rl!IE 906 
t,OT 7 
$07 













The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos., 37•482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAl,, PROVISIONS 
NBCESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
1UlMINISTRATION OF THE MATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DET!RMINED BY THE COURT AT A POilff IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-l4l2(6). 
RULE S4(b) CERTIFICATE 
Mith respect to the issues determined by the above ,udgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(bl, I.R.C,P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry ot a 
final judgment end that the court has end does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be• final 
judgment upon wh:lch execution may issue and en appeal may be taken as provided · Appellate Rules. 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R,C.P, 54(b) 






In Re SRBA 
case No. 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION, 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OP USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
l.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
Water Right 37-00577BT 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 153!1 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
2,20 CFS 
03/24/1883 
T02N Rl8E S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
I By ----
L----
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
TOlN R19E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289.0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 
QUANTITY 
2.20 CFS 
Within Blaine County 
NESW 24.0 
(SWSW)l2.0 















The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos., 37-482H, 37-48lC, 37•483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINE!) BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. l.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry ot a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above juQlia_,-~ er shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided o Appellate Rules. 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 37-00577BT File Number: 01371 
Eric J. 
Presiding Judge o! the 




In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39S76 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I,R,C,P, 54[bl FOR 
Water Right 37-02630 
DISTRICT COURT-SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 





TOlN Rl.9E S06 NWNWSW Within Blaine County 
I I AUG 3 1 2010 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
PERIOD OF USE 




Irrigation Within Blaine County 
TOlN Rl9E S06 NESW 24.0 LOT 6 (NWSW)33,0 
LOT 7 (SWSW)l.2.0 SESW 39.0 
SWSE B.S 
S07 NWNE 31.0 SWNE 38.0 
SENE 15.0 NENW 28.0 
SENW 5.5 NESE 35.0 
NWSE 20.0 
289.0 Acres Total 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481.C, 37-483C, 37•577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUl3JBCT TO' SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER P.XGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL.UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
ROLE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the al>ove judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a. 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rulea. 
SRBA PARTIAI, DECREE PURSUANT TO I,R,C.P. 54(b) 





CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER OF 
PARTIAL DECREES was mailed on August 31, 2010, with sufficient 
first-class postage to the following: 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
Represented by: 
JAMES P. SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
120 EAST AVENUE 
PO BOX 987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
Phone: 208-726-4421 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
ORDER 
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W. MARCUS W. NYE 
RANDALL C, BUDGE 
JOHN A. BAILEY, JR, 
JOHN R. GOODELL 
JOHN B, INGELSTROM 
DANIEL C. GREEN 
BRENT 0, ROCHE 
KIRK B, HADLEY 
FRED J, LEWIS 
ERIC L, OLSEN 
CONRAD J, AIKEN 
RICHARD A, HEARN, M,O, 
LANE V. ERICKSON 
FREDERICK J, HAHN, HI 
PATRICK N, GEORGE 
SCOTT J, SMITH 
DAVID E. ALEXANDER 
JOSHUA 0. JOHNSON 
STEPHEN J, MUHONEN 
CANDICE M, MCHUGH 
CAROL TIPPI VOLYN 
JONATHON S. BYINGTON 
JONATHAN M, VOLYN 
l!IRENT L. WHITING 
DAVE BAGLEY 
THOMAS J, BUDGE 
JASON E. FLAIG 
P'l!:RRELL S. RYAN, Ill 
AARON A. CRARY 
JOHN J, BULGER 
BRETT R CAHOON 
LAW OFFICES OF 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE Be BAILEY 
CHARTERED 
201 EAST CENTER STREET 
POST OFFICE BOX 131U 
POCATELLO, IDAHO 83204•13ll1 
TELEPHONE (2081232·8101 
FACSIMILE (208) 232·81011 
www.raclnelaw.net 
SENDER'S E·MAIL ADDRESS, dan(lllraclnelaw.net 
July 22, 2011 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
Southern Region 
1341 Fillmore St. Ste 200 
Twin Falls, ID 83301 
RECEIVED 
JUL 21 2011 
DEPT. OF WATER RESOURCES 
SOUTHERN RE~ION 
BOISE OFFICE 
101 SOUTH CAPITOL 
BOULEVARD, SUITE 300 
■OISE, 10,\HO ■3702 
TELEPHONE; t208) 385·00 I 1 
FACSIMILK1 t208) 433-0187 
IOAHO FALLS OFFICE 
477 IHOU~ AVENUE 
SUITE 107 
POST OFP'ICIE BOX so••· 
IDAHO ll"ALLS, ID 13405 
TE.LEPHONltt ,2oa, 11211-8101 
F&CSIMILltJ ,aoa, 528·• to• 
ALL OFFICES TOLL FREE 
(877) 232·8101 
LOUIS f', RACINE flll'1•200St 
WILLIAM O. OLSON. OF COUNSEL 
Re: Assignment of Water Right Nos. 37-48JC, 37-577BT, 37-482H. 
37-2630 and 37-483C 
To Whom it May Concern: 
Enclosed please find the original and one copy of a Notice of Change in Water Right South 
County Estates, LLC to Mountain West Bank, via a Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, a copy of which 
is enclosed herewith. Please process the original and confonn, stamp and return the copy to me in 
the enclosed envelope. Enclosed is our check in the amount of $1250.00 for the filing fee. 
Please call if you have any questions. 
Sincerely, 




STATE OF IDAHO 




Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
I. List the numbers ofall water rights and/or adjudication claim records to be changed. If you only acquired a portion of 
the water right or actiudlcatlon daim, chedc "Y•, .. In the "Split?" column. 
Water Right/Claim No. Split? Water Rlgbt/Clalm No. Split? Water Rlpt/Claim No. Split? 
37-4810 Yes □ 37~ Yes □ 31-483C Yes □ 
37-577BT Y~ □ 37-2630 Yes □ Yes □ 
Yes □ Yes □ Yes □ 
Yes □ Yes □ Yes 0 
Yes □ Yes □ Yes □ 
2. Previous 0wner"s Name: ScM,lth County Eslatea, LLC ---,-----------------------------Name of eunent water right llolderfclalmant 
3. New Owner(s).IClalmant(s): ~Mountaln--:-~W_eat_Bank_~-----------------
N11110 of each new owner as Uskd on Ille COAVO)'IIICCdocument 








Stu .,..ZI_P ______ _ 
krobertson@moUntalnwestbank.com 
4. If the water righls aqdlor a<Qudicalion clalms were split, how diet the divfsJon occur? 
O The water rights or claims were divided as apcclftcally Identified In a deed, conttact. or other conveyance document. 
O The water rights or claims were divided proportionately based on lhe portion of their ptace(s) of use acquired by the 
new owner. 
5. Date you acquired tho water ripts and/or dalms listed above: _Ju_ne_1...::1,_2_01_0 ______ . 
6. This form must be signed and submitted with the following REQUIRED Items: 
• A copy of the conveyance document - warranty deed, qultdalm deed, court decree. contract of sale, cto. The 
conveyance document must include a legal description of the property or description of the water rJght(s) if no land is 
conveyed. 
• Plat map, survey map or aerial photograph which clearly shows the place of use and point of diversion for each water 
right and/or daim listed above (if necessaiy to clarify division of water rlghls or complex property descriptions). 
• Filing fee (see Instructions for further explanadon): 
o $2S per undivided water right. 
o $ J 00 per split water right. 
o No fee is required for pending adjudication claims. 
7. Signature: ___________ _ VP, Special Credits Officer 
Signature or new 0\\1\er/clalmanl Title, lhppllcable 
Signature: ___________ _ 
Signature of new owncr/clalmant Titlo, lfappllcablc Dalo 
For IDWR Off/~ Use Only: 
Rccelpl.edby _,~,..· __ _ 
Approvcdby ___ _ 
Dale ?/~-,;,, 
Proccssedhy -----
Rcce[pl No. ,5 Q 3 .;2 0 k 7 
Dato 
Retelpt Amt. I /.J S, l'O • 
form 42-248/4z.t409{6) Rev. 07/10 
SUPPORT OATA 
7:>1- Y8fC. IN fllf #_ .. ,_ .. _____ _ 
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DEPt OF WATER AESOURCEs 
SOUTHERN REGION • DEPARTMBNT OP WATBR RESOURCES 
Notice of Change in Wate1· Right Ownership 
l, List the numbers ofaHwatcr rlghls and/or actjudicallon clatm records to bo changed. Jfyou only •cciulred, portion of 
the waler ri~ht or acijudlcatlon c1a(m, check "Ya" In lhe ''Split?" column. 
W~~ RlgltlfClaim t.f!,. $pllt? Wf.ler Rlghl/Clalm.)lo. Splh? \Valer Rlghl/<;falm No. Split? 
37-4810 e,.' YesO 37-482H 11!1 Yes □ 37-4830 Uc. Yes □ 
37-577BT\I,&. Yes □ 37-~630 IJ<. Yes d Yes 0 
Vcs □ Yes □ Yes 0 
Yos □ YcsO Yes 0 
Yes □ Yes □ Yes D 
2. Previous Owner's Name: South County Ealates, LLC 
,...Nan-14-of.,....cu_RC_n _ l_\val-c-,dgb-ta..ho-l-dc-,/c-181maft--t----------------
3, New Owncr{sYClalma111(s): Mounlaln West Bank ... Narne--or.,....c_ac1!.,....ntW--o,-~-es-ll_s1_ccl_o_nlhe_co_n-,,..-,an«--doe11_n_ic_n1---~_,__ ____ _ 
NO\V 01\tltt ~111lnued 
POBox1059 
Ne,noeonncdor Oand Dor Oan4/or 
MaUJaaed• 
Co,u, d'Alene ID 83816 
Ci\y Slalo ztp 
(2Q8) 884-6802 krobertson@l\lQunlaJnwestbank.com 
!:mall 
4. 1 f 1h~ water rights Jnd/or adjlldlcatlon claims w~ro split, how did lho division occur? 
tJ The water rights or dalms wen: divided~ spcciRcally ldentlncd In a deed, conll'i\cl,. or other conve~ document. 
D Tho water rights or claims were divided proportionately based on Ille portion of their pl~t(s) of use acquired by lhe 
new owner. 
5, Dato you acquired the walor rig11ts and/orclalrns listed above: _Ju_n_e_1_1,_20_10 ______ __ 
6. This fonn must be signed and submitted wlth dao followliag REQUJltED Items: 
• A copy ot tho conveyance document - warranty deed, quitclaim deed. court decree, contract of sale, etc. Tho 
conveyance document anusl Include a legal descrlpllon of lho property or dcscrlptlo11 of tho water rlghJ(s) If no land Is 
conveyed. 
• Plat map, survey map or aerial photograph which deady shows the place of use and pol1t1 or diversion for r.acll water 
right and/or olalm fisted above (ir n~sary to clarify division of waler rlttllfs or complex property descriptions). 
• Fillng fee (see h1s1n1ctlons for further cxplapatlon): 
o SlS per iutdll'lded \'ll\t~ rlgbl, 
o $100 per spilt water right, 
o No fee Is r~ulred fo pending adjudicallon clalms. 
Slgnnture: 
For IDWRO/]ke Ilse On(v: 
lt(QJipledby ___ _ 
t\Jljll'QV¢by ----'-'----
fotm 4H◄8/U•U09!61 keY. 0~/10 
VP I Spedal Credi!& or11cer 
Title, 1reppllc.able 
Title, l(opplicablc 
lMo ____ _ Recclp1No. ______ _ 





THIS ASSIGNMENT Is made on the ...Q_ day of Juno 2010, by and between So--.. ·. . ~ . . 
Cqunty l:ataC.., LLC, (Ill Idaho I~ ..,.lily~- PQ Box~~~ Ke~m~ ID 83340 
(h,r,iqafter "Asalgnor"), ~ .NPVNtAIN WJ:ST ~K, a,:t Idaho atate ~nkfng corporation, 
· P.O. Box 1059, Coeur d•Alene, ID 83818 (helafn..- ·Assignee,. 
·For g_ood and valuable consldera~ received, Assignor ht1reby grants, conveys, 
. -trf~, .-!1~ J'81DI'!• unto ~gnee ~ ~R~s imere'1 In 1ht followlng contracts, lncludlng 
' . •. . l 
· tl)Ose water rights appurtenant to.the P~ designated as Water Rights Noi,. 37-4810, 87• 
. •• . 4 
_ '482H, 37•483C, 37-677BT, al1d 31-2830, flied In the Snake River Basin AdJucflcaOon, Afth 
-. ~1,1,dlclal D~t, In 1hi, ~~ 9f ld(lhp, Cqu01y 9f ~" W:.11.a. Pase HQ. f867~~ to the. fqllov,(ng 
•• <- •• --. • • • •. • • • • - • • • • 
~!alg~d~s: 
Date of Contnlct Vandee 
1CW./08 
614 8 · 
.2/6/09 
6NOI08 
Breck, Trustees of the Breck 
Farnly 1$88 Revocable TRIil' 
Dated JIJPQ 12, 1998. ~
June 18 . . . 
Paul Etralnerd 
. . . , 
Robert~. Baker, Trustee of the 
~-'=---~~ Revoc?&ble True\ . . . . . . . . 
Ed Sinnott_ and Carol ~fn~tt • · 
37 . , 37-4JS1Q, 37-483.C, 37• 
677BT, and 37-2830 (1.6 acre, 
[1~·wqler right,) 
37-482H, 37-4810, ~7-4830, 37-
677BT, and 37-iosc>.17 acres [7/289} 
water rlghlaJ 
37-482H, 37-4810, 87-4830, 37• 
677BT, and 37-2630 (Not m~ 1han 
2.acrea <2/2811 of water hts 
Water Rights Noa. 37-.4819, 37-482H, 37-4830, 37-577BT, and 37-2030 are appurtenant \o the 
f(?I~~ ~~ real pn>perl>' ~ Bia~ County, Idaho, which Is conveyed to Assignee: 
.TOWNSHIP 1 NQRTH, JWl(3E; 19 EAST, BOISE ME~DIAN, BLAINE CX>VNTY, 
IDAHO · · 
A parcel of land In the SW114 and the SW1/4SE1/4 of Section 6 end also In the 
E1/2NW1/4, NW1/4NE1l4, 81/2NE1/4 and the N1/2SE1/4 of Section 7, more particularly 
described as tonows; · · · 
COMMENCING at an Iron pin markfng the Northwest comer of t_he SW1/4, $Bid Section 
6, whl<:h point ls also the. REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
ASSIGm,mNT AND DEED- 1 




Thence South 80-61146• Eall, 2,808.44 f88t along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4, Seotlon 8 to an Iron ptn marking the N,orthaast comer of eald SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South o-ss•1a• Eaat. 1,308.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of eald SW1/4, 
~action 8 to an Iron pin marking the NoJlhWeat comer of the SW1/4SE1/4, said Section 
8i 
Thence South .ae-4~46" East, 113~89 feet akmg Jhe Northerly bounclary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Sec11on B to an Iron ptn ~ the ~•corner of ,aid SW1/4SE1/4, 
Seotlon8; . 
Thence South_0~'10" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Eaetedy boundary of '81d 
SW1/4SE1l4, Section 8 to an Iron pl() marking the southeast comer of eatd 
SW1/4SE1/4, Sc,cllon 8; 
Thence South 0•1r54• l:est, 1,~13.45 feet along the Eastedy boundary of the 
NW1/4NE1/4, said Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Sotilheast comer of said 
NW1/4NE1/4, Sec11on 7; · 
The~ South 8994"r36"_ East, 1~3()3.98 -~ 11'°"9 the Not1horl)' bo~ ~ the 
SE1/4NE1/4, Secllon 7 to en Iron ptn marking~ Northeast comet of said SE114NE1/4, 
Seotlon7i 
Thence South 0•16'08' East, 1,308,14 feet along the Eastedy boundery of said 
SE1/~E1/4, Section 7,to a bnin cap mmfdng the Southeast comer of ~Id 
SE1/4NE1/4, Secjfon 7; 
Thence So"lh o•46'3o• Eaat, 1,308.60 feeJ along the f:JaJei:IY _Boundary of the 
Ne1./4SE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron ptn marking the Southeast corner of aald NE1/4SE1/4, 
Section 7; 
Thence South 89960'63" West, 1,801.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the 
N1/2SE1/4, Section 7, to an Iron pin on the lnteMcllon of the Southerly boundary with 
· the NOl'lhea$teJty boundary of the Union Paclffc Rallmad: 
Thence North 31•10'34• We~ 1,633.07 feel .-ag aald ~rly Raffrqad bol,lndary 
~ an lrort ~ on the fnteraeQtlon of 881d Rallroad boundary wl1h the S~y t>oundary 
Qf the S1mll:1/4, -1 Section 7: . 
Th,rtefP ~puth 89'"68'28" Weat, 68.42 fee(along 8',ld Rellroad ~dary and also along 
said Southedy bound8ly of the S112NE1/4, Section 7, to an Iron pin; . . . 
Thence North ~1•10'34• West. 331.28 feet along said Railroad boundary to an Iron pin 
o}l the fntereectlon;of said Rallroad boundary with the Wester1y boundary of said 
S1/2NE1l4, Section 7i Thence North 0920'40- Weet. 97 .66 feet along uld Westerly 
boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 and also along uld Rallroad boundary to an Iron 
pin; , 
Thence North 31•10'34• West, 2,670,24 fe~ along said Railroad boundary to an Iron pin 
on .. the lntensecllon of said Railroad boundary with the~ boundary of the 
NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; Thence North 0•2211S-West, 68.00 feet along uld Westerly 
bound~ of the NE1/4NW1/4, Seollon 7 to an Iron pin marking the NorthWeat comer of 
said NE114NW1/4, Section 7; 
Thence North ae•&a• 1e• West. 93, 19 feet along the southerly boundary of the SW1/4. 
Section 8 to an Iron pin on the Northeaate~ boundary of the sakl Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31•10•34• West, 2,353,23 feet along said Ran road boundary to en Iron pin 
on the Westerly boundary of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence North o•3t05" West, 604.70 feat along said Westerly boundary ofthe SW114. 
SeQUon 6 to the T_RUE POINT OF BEGINNING, 
Parcel 1 a!l(I Parcel 2, Blook 1 of BELtE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according 10 the offlclal 
plat thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 663443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho; 
ASSIONMBNT ANO DBBD - 2 
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., 
excepting that portion formally shown on the Blaine County Assessor rolls as Tax Lot 
4913 Township 1 North, Range 19 East, Boise Marklfan, Blalna County, Idaho. 
JRANSfEB BY ASSIGNEE: No consent by Antgnor shall oa required for any 
assignment or reassignment of all or a portion of the rights of Assignee arising under or by 
virtue of this Assignment All references to Assignee hereunder shall be deemed to Include the 
assigns of Aaelgnee. 




County of Blaine ) 
On fhls-0- day of ;(1.t,"-' 4- 1 ~010, bero~ me, the undersigned Notary Publlo, 
personally appi3ared John Scherer, known to me or tdenUffed to _me to be the Metnber of South 
County Estates, LLC, that executed this Instrument or the person who ~xecuted tha Instrument on 
behatr of said Corporation and acknowledged to me ihatsudl Corporation execute~ tha same. 
WITNESS my hand and offloJal seal heretQ affixed tha day and year flrat above written • .......... ,,,,. 
,. . ,,,, 1. aoa11. ,,,,,. 
l.~~"'-..... •····••!1~1,\ i; •01'Alt~ ~\ 
-:--ll-e:'..l.li~----!-J:¥1:P.:.-.:----r:::.--=-~-----t-:*~~-•- * I 
-~--,;...a-~-:.J.-"11-----+,:~~UBL\V I 
AS$IONMBNT AND DBBD-3 
L-\M1MOONTAIOOSSM00417\MWBSOCOUNl'YASO-G61310,000X 8116110 18:28 








t1-11-201t 11:I0:21 No.or,-.s:a 




FOR VALUE RECEIVED, South County E$le8, LLO. an Idaho llmlted llablllty company 
(8Grantori, PO Box 15~, Ketd\Um, ID 83~. hereby conveys,_ releaaea, remlses, and forever 
qUltclalms to MOUNTAIN WEST 81\NK ('"Granteei, whoJe address Is P. O. ~x 1059, Coeur 
d'Alene, ID 83818; that certain real property, togelherwllh al a~ces, ~ed tn Blafne 
Counly,ldaho: · 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE Ml;RIDIAN, BLAINE COUN1Y, 
IDAHO 
A i>aroel of land In the SW1/4 and the SW1/4SE1/4 of Se~ 6 and also In the 
E1/2NW1/4, NW1/4NE1/4, S1/2NE114 and Iha N1/2SE1/4 ,of Section 7, more parttcularty 
de8Clfbed 1i8 follows: 
COMMENCING at an Iron pin marking the Northwest comer of 1he SW114, said Section 
6, Which point Is also U. REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 80-61'46" East, 2,808.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4, Section Oto an IR>n pin maddng the Northeast corner of said SW1/4, Section 8; 
Thence South 0•35•18'1 East. 1,300.31 feet along the~ boundary of said SW1/4, 
Section 8 Jo an Iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW1/4SE1/4. 181d Section 
6j . 
Thenpe South 80-42'.W East. 1,308,89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 8 to an Iron pin maildng the Northeast~ of aald SW1/4SE1/4, 
SeQllon6; 
Thence Souttl 0926'10" East. 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of aald 
SW1/4$E1/4, SecUon 8 to an Iron pin marking thi Southeast comer of said 
$W1/4SE1/4, Section 8; 
~ South 0•17•&4• East, 1.313.46 feet atong the Eaeterly boundary of the 
NN1/4NE1/4, aald S~on 7 to an Iron pin marking the SOUtheast comer of said 
N\N1/4Nf:114, Secllon 7; 
Thence South ee•◄7'36• Eut. 1,303.98 feet along the No,Jherly boundaiy of 1he 
SE1/4NE1/4, Secllon 7 to an Iron pin marking the Northeaat corner of said SE1/4NE1/4, 
Sectfcm7; 
Thence South 0-16'06• East 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of aald 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast comer of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 0-45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet a~ng the Easterly Boundary of the 
t$1/4SE1/4, Seeton 7 to an Iron pin marking the Southeast comer of eald NE1/4SE1/4, . 
Section 7; · . 
Thenqe South ee-50•53• West, 1,801 .23 feet along the Southerly bound1uy of the 
N112SB1/4, ~n 7, to an iron pin on the lnteraeuton of the Southerly boundary With 
the Northeaster1Y ~of the Union Paclllo Rallroad; 
Thence North 3f•10•34• West, 1,533.07 feet along said Npnheasterly Railroad boundary 
to an Iron pin on Iha tnteraecUon of said Rallroad boundary with the Southerly boundary 
of the S112NE1/4, said seotton 7; 
Thence South 89.58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along 
sald Southerly boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin; 
Thence North 31•10134" West, 331,28 feet along said Railroad boundary to an Iron pin 
on the lntersecuon of said Renroad boundary with the Wester!y boundary of said 
S1/2NE1/4, Section 7; Thence North· 0•20•40• West, 97.66 feet along said Westerly 
DEED IN LIBU OP PORBCLOSURB: 1 
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boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 and also along said Railroad boundary to an Iron 
pin: 
Thence North 31 •1013411 West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an Iron pin 
on the lnterMctlon of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the 
NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7i Thence North 0•22113" West, 68.00 feet along said Westerly 
boundary of the NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin marldng the Northwest comer of 
aatd NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7i 
Thc9nce North a9•5e• 181f West, ~S.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of tile SW1/4, 
Section 15 to an Iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Ul'\lon Pacific Rallroad; 
Thence North 31•1013411 West, 2,35~,23 feet ~ong said Rallrc>ad boundary to an Iron pin 
on the Westerly boundary of said SW1/~, Seolfon 6; 
Thence North 0°37'0G• W~. 604.70 feet along satd Westerl-/ boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BE~LE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the offfclal 
plat thereof, recorded as ln...,ment No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho; 
~Jing that portion formally shown on the Blaine County Asse$sor rolls aa 'rex Lot 
491 Township 1 North, Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blalne County, Idaho; · 
lncJuded with the real prpperty cqpyeyed to (irantee: all erected or affJXed butldtngs, 
Improvements and fixtures; all eaaements, rights of way, and appurtenanoea; all water, water 
rights, water0<>urses and ditch rights (lncludlng atock In uttlntes with ditch or lrrlgatlon rights), 
and .-n other rights, royaltlea, and profits relaUng to the conveyed real property, lncludlng without 
llmltatlon all mlnerala, oil, gas, geothermal and slmllar matters, collectlve; Including any after-
acquired title and any rtght of redempUonj 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the.said properly, With It• appurtenances unto the Grantee end Its 
successors and assigns forever. Grantor hereby cove,.ant to. and with the Jald Grantee that 
Granter Is the oviner tn fee almple qf aatd propertv. and that auch properly Is fre~ from a!, 
encumbrances other than encumbrances of reooro ea of this date and that Grantorwarrams the 
same from an lawful claims whatsoever. ArttJ merger of title Is at the option of the Grantee. 
Dated: 




STATE OF IOAHO ) 
.as 
County of Blaine ) 
On thts ...rz... day of .;:r'd '""I!- • 2010. before.me, the underslgne~ N~IY Publlc, 
personally appeared John ScheT$1',known to me or Identified to me to be the Member of South 
County Ea~tei, LLC, that executed this Instrument or the person who executed the Instrument on 
behalf of &aid Corporation and acknowledged to me that such Corporation executed the same. 
WITNESS my hand and offlclal seal hereto affixed the day and ~\·~~&-IIJ!ltten. 
,t(~::~;;~1;-~~ 
r-=';a.~~...,..- · I* -·- * J \ . ,. i,\C I 
--~WD.U.,,.'--a::i:..US-----..:."'~~. ••' ~O / 
. '"" r~ •o•P•· \" '°" t'' 
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State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Southern Region, 1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200 • Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 • Fax: (208) 736-3037 • Web Site: www.ldwr.idaho.gov 
September 13, 2011 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
PO BOX 1059 
COEURD'ALENEID 83816 




RE: Change of Ownership for Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-557BT, 37-482H, 37-2630, 37-483C 
Dear Water Right Holder: 
The department acknowledges receipt of correspondence changing ownership of the above referenced 
water rights to you. The department has modified its records to reflect the change in ownership and has 
enclosed computer-generated reports for your records. 
Updating the ownership record for a water right does not reconfirm the validity of the right. When 
processing an ownership change notice, the department does not review the history of water use to 
determine if the right has been forfeited through five years or more of non-use. To read more about 
water right forfeiture, including how to protect a water right from forfeiture, please see Sections 42-
222 and 42-223, Idaho Code. 
Also, please note that Section 42-248, Idaho Code, requires you or the owner of this water right to 
maintain current ownership and address records on file with the department. Forms to file a change of 
ownership of a water right and/or a change in the address of the water right owner are available from 
any department office, or at the department's website at: www.idwr.idaho.gov. 






Filed for record at the Request of: 
Blaine County Title 
POBox3176 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Instrument # 593252 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
12-22-2011 4:09:00 PM No. of Pages: 3 
Recorded for. BLAINE COUNTY TITLE 
JOI. YNN DRAGE F•: $16.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy: mpp 
Eleclronically Recorded by Slmplilile 
SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE, LLC, a Montana Limited 
Liability Company ("Granter"), whose address is 49 Commons Loop, Kalispell, MT 59901, does hereby 
grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
(''Grantee"'), whose address is PO Box 3322 Hailey, ID 83333 that certain real property located in Blaine 
County, Idaho, which is more particularly described on Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated 
herein by this reference. 
Conveying, without Warranty, any and all water rights appurtenant to the real property 
described on Exhibit "A", including without limitation, Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-
482H, 37-2630 and 37-483C. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said property, with its appurtenances unto the Grantee and its 
successors and assigns forever. Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee that Granter 
is the owner in fee simple of said property and that such property is free from all encumbrances made or 
suffered by the Grantor. 
The Grantor expressly limits the covenants of this Deed to those herein expressed and excludes 
all covenants arising or to arise by statutory or other implication, and covenant that Grantors will forever 
warrant and defend title to the property conveyed herein against all persons who lawfully claim by, 
through, or under the Grantors, but not otherwise. 
DATED this 20th day ofDecember, 2011 
GBCI OTIIBR REAL ESTATE, LLC 
By:------'~""""--------
Rich Bri · , SVP Special Assets Administrator 
Its: Authonzed Agent 
Page 1 of~ 
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On this 20th day of December, 2011, before me, the undersigned Notary Public in and for the 
State of Idaho, personally appeared Rich Brittain, known or identified to me to be the SVP Special 
Assets Administrator and duly Authorized Agent of the corporation that executed this instrument or the 
person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
~,d&-,.J?.,.1 
Notary Public for Idaho \.\ 
Residing at: d,, u .., ,.. ,[)' {1,. 0 vn& J 
Commission expires: 11 I J:...,. 1-L ._f .... l,,, ___ _ _,,...,... I 
Page 2 of~ 
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SCHEDULEA 
Order Number: 1117502 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block I of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official plat 
thereof, recorded as Instrwnent No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
EXCEPTING a portion of said Parcel I more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the North ¼ Corner of Section 7 Township 1 No~, 
Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; thence North 89°58'18" West, 1,317.24 
feet along the Northerly boundary of the E½NW¼, Section 7, to an iron pin marking the 
Northwest corner of said E½NW¼, Section 7, said pin also being the REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING; 
Thence continuing North 89°58'18" West, 34.73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
W½NW¼, Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Northeasterly boundary of the 
Union Pacific Railroad and said Northerly boundary of the W½NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 31°10'34" East, 67 .81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin on the intersection of said Northeasterly Railroad boundary and the Westerly boundary of 
said E½NW¼ of Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the E½NW¼ to the 
Point of Beginning. (Tax Lot 4913) 
File Number: 1117502 
Blaine County Title 
Attached Legal Description 
Page I of! 
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Instrument # 593254 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
12-22-2011 4:09:00 PM No. of Pages: 2 
Recorded for. BLAINE COUNTY TITLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: $13.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy: mpp 
Eleclronlcally Recorded by Simplifile 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
THIS INDENTURE, made this 21st day of December, 2011, between 
Mountain West Banl<, as GRANTOR and 
Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, as GRANTEE(S) 
whose cWTent address is: PO Box 3322, Hailey, ID 83333 
WITNESS, that said Grantor(s), for an in consideration in lawful money of the United States of 
America, in hand paid by the Grantee, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, does by 
these premises remise, release and forever QUITCLAIM, unto the said Grantee(s) and to its heirs 
and assigns all that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, bounded and particularly described as 
follows, to wit: 
Any and all water rights appurtenant to the real property described in Exhibit "A", including 
without limitation, Water Right Nos. 37-48 LC, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-2630 and 37-483C. 
TOGETI-IER with all and singular the tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances thereunto 
belonging or in anywise appertaining, the reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, 
rents, issues and profits thereof. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD, All and singular the said premises, together with the 
appurtenances, unto the Grantee and to its heirs and assigns forever. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the grantor(s) has executed this deed on the date set forth above. 




On this 21st day of December, 2011 before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public, in and for said 
State, personally appeared Rich Brittain, known or identified to me to be the Si;:nior Vice 
President of the corporation that executed this instrument or the person who executed the 
instrument on behalf of said corporation and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed 
the same. 
WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL. 
'~I- tl.~ 
Notary Public n ~ I / •• J 
Notary Resides: ~Yt(;-,,,U, W. 
My commission expires: "d-/ 'J.(./ / 3.f) / (p 
Bloine County TIil• 1'111 Namben 1117$02 
Quit Cloim Deed• o,noric 
P.,.1 or2 
I , 
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Order No.: 21117502 
Parcel I and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official plat thereof, recorded 
as Instrument No. 563443, Records ofBlaine County, Idaho. 
EXCEPTING a portion of said Parcel I more particularly described as follows: COMMENCING at an iron pin 
marking the North¼ Comer of Section 7 Township I North, Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; 
thence North 89°58'18"' West, 1,317.24 feel along the Northerly boundary of the E½NW¼, Section 7, to an iron pin 
marking the Northwest comer of said EYaNW¼, Section 7, said pin also being the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence continuing North 89"58'18" Wes~ 34. 73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the W½NW¼, Section 7, to 
an iron pin on the intersection of the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad and said Northerly 
boundary of the W½NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 31 °10'34" Eas~ 67.81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Northeasterly Railroad boundary and the Westerly boundary of said E½NW¼ of Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22'13" Wes~ 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the E½NW¼ to the Point of Beginning. 
(Tax Lot4913) 
Blaine Coullly TIUe FIie N11mben 1117502 
Quil Claim Deed - Oenerio 
Paae2of2 
Page 2 of: 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECEIVED 
FEB 2 8 2012 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
DEPT. OF WATER RESOURCes 
SOUTHERN REGION 
1. List the numbers of all water rights and/or adjudication claim records to be changed. If you only acquired a portion of 
the water right or adjudication claim, check "Yes" in the "Split?" column. 
Water Right/Claim No. Split? Water Right/Claim No. Split? Water Right/Claim No. Split? 
'1, - 'Ir/ C Yes □ Yes 0 Yes 0 
1,- 5"77 n, Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes 0 
..,, - <../f' z 1-1 Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes □ 
·-··•="•-·--··-·· ="""" 
"J, - -z._, ') I? Yes 0 Yes □ Yes □ 
ma•~ 
'"'3, - <.,./tf"J (_ Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes □ 
2. Previous Owner's Name: f ?TlAt..tJ -,;JA f /.i)J.t.,J {erP~-rtt>t1-) nr/✓• v-/Ar 7Jp/\/lC. 
Name of current water right holder/claimant ?rz_t?-v1 •.; J - .,.--c;; 1-.J IV .$ Ii, G-/1.f--lL. 
3. NewOwner(s)/Claimant(s): -,-Z:.,s-r,,J 5''77-.//-..-"f•,-../ (,;-,..,r,J (Gl_,rvry ;=frn~) 
Name of each new owner as listed on the conveyance document 
~ 1?..I'- rr S ~✓ /'-,,.../ ~ r>.,J 73 f-- c L? 72.~1'--'t ti L(, c 
New owner continued 
?-ox -J'':>"Z."l.. 
Name connector O and O or ::eJ" and/or 
Mailing address 
,,t:./ A IL t!--Y .:Z.1) 
State ZIP 
Telephone 
~ S,11-../ ;:::::~ G, •"' "74> €!,_/..lo'?'~/.>,11.- . t:<>_.._ 
Email 
4. If the water rights and/or adjudication claims were split, how did the division occur? 
0 The water rights or claims were divided as specifically identified in a deed, contract, or other conveyance document. 
0 The water rights or claims were divided proportionately based on the portion of their place(s) of use acquired by the 
new owner. 
-z_.o I I 
S. Date you acquired the water rights and/or claims listed above: _-P_~_l. __ -z.... __ , ____ _ 
6. This form must be signed and submitted with the following REQUIRED items: 
• A copy of the conveyance document - warranty deed, quitclaim deed, court decree, contract of sale, etc. The 
conveyance document must include a legal description of the property or description of the water right(s) if no land is 
conveyed. 
• Plat map, survey map or aerial photograph which clearly shows the place of use and point of diversion for each water 
right and/or claim listed above (if necessary to clarify division of water rights or complex property descriptions). 
• Filing fee (see instructions for further explanation): 
o $25 per undivided water right. 
o $100 per split water right. 
o No fee is required __ ending a~-d-: .,. ·on claims. 
7. Signature: ~--:.:,;;;;..---:::.::~--------- Z -2"2... -II 
Signature of new owner/claimant Title, if applicable 
Signature: 
Signature of new owner/claimant Title, if applicable 
For IDWR Office Use Only: 
Receipted by 4,.1:).wB--- Date :l l;lf lct:011 Receipt No. ~311 q 
Approved by ____ _ 
Processed by ----- Date 
Form 42-248/42-1409(6) Rev. 07/10 
Date 
Date 
Receipt Amt. ,l>ta5 -
SUPPORT DATA 
, .. um ra ?>1 •~flC... 
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Filed for record at the Request of: 
Blaine County Title 
POBox3176 
Ketchwn, ID 83340 
Instrument# 593252 
HAILEY, BLAINE. IDAHO 
12-22-2011 4:09:00 PM No. of Pages: 3 
Recorded for. BLAINE COUNTY TITLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: S16.00 
Ex-Olllclo Recorder Deputy: mpp 
Electronicaly Recorded by Slmplifile 
SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE, LLC, a Montana Limited 
Liability Company ("Grantor"), whose address is 49 Commons Loop, Kalispell, MT 59901, does hereby 
grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
("Oranteej, whose address is PO Box 3322 Hailey, ID 83333 that certain real property located in Blaine 
County, Idaho, which is more particularly described on Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incotp0rated 
herein by this reference. 
Conveying, without Warranty, any and all water rights appurtenant to the real property 
described on Exhibit "A", including without limitation, Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-
482H, 37-2630 and 37-483C. · 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said property, with its appurtenances unto the Grantee and its 
successors and assigns forever. Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee that Orantor 
is the owner in fee simple of said property and that such property is free from all encumbrances made or 
suffered by the Orantor. 
The Orantor expressly limits the covenants of this Deed to those herein expressed and excludes 
all covenants arising or to arise by statutory or other implication, and covenant that Grantors will forever 
warrant and defend title to the property conveyed herein against all persons who lawfully claim by, 
through, or under the Grantors, but not otherwise. 
DATED this 20th day ofDecember, 2011 
GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE, LLC 
By: ;i,,..___.:~....:::~-------
Rich Britta. SVP Special Assets Administrator 
Its: Authorized Agent 
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On this 20dl day of December. 2011. before me. the undersigned Notary Public in and for the 
State ofldaho, personally appeared Rich Brittain» known or identified to me to be the SVP Special 
Assets Administrator and duly Authorized Agent of the corporation that executed this instrument or the 
person who executed the instrument on behaJf of said corporation and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
WI1NESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
~ ,t;L&,.ndl •. d 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Ck .. ~' lli Q,A"I -





Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official plat 
thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
EXCEPTING a portion of said Parcel 1 more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the North ¼ Comer of Section 7 Township 1 No11b, 
Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; thence North 89°58'18" West, 1,317.24 
feet along the Northerly boundary of the E½NW¼, Section 7, to an iron pin marking the 
Northwest comer of said E½NW1/c, Section 7, said pin also being the REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING; 
Thence continuing North 89°58'18" West, 34.73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
W½NW¼, Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Northeasterly boundary of the 
Union Pacific Railroad and said Northerly boundary of the W1/:iNW¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 31°10'34" East, 67 .81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin on the intersection of said Northeasterly Railroad boundary and the Westerly boundary of 
said E½NW¼ of Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the E1/:iNW¼ to the 
Point of Beginning. (Tax Lot 4913) 
FlleNamber: 1117502 
Blaine County Title 
Alllcbed Lepl Description 
Page I afl 
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Justin Stevenson 
27 January 2012 by HGIS® 
The S rinkler Sho 
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l'Y\ILC I, CU,,,'IC, IL.NV"IV 
12·22-2011 4:i.1:00 PM No. of Page&: 2 
Recorded tor. BLAINE COUNTY TITLE 
JOI. YNN DRAGE Fee: $13.00 
Ex-Olllcio Recorder Deputy: mpp 
Beclronically Recorded by Slmpliflle 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
nns INDENTURE, made this 21st clay ofDecember. 2011. between 
Mountain West Baolc. as GRANTOR and 
Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, as GRANTEE(S) 
whose cwrem addrcfi is: PO Box 3322, Hailey, ID 83333 
WITNESS, that said Grantor(s), for an in consideration in lawful money of the United States of 
America, in hand paid by the Grantee, the receipt whcrcofis hereby acknowledged, does by 
these premises rcmi3e, release and forever QUITCLAJM. unto the said Orantcc(s) and to i.t:s heirs 
and assigns all that certain lot, piece or parcel of land. bouodcd and particularly described as 
follows, to wit: 
Any and all water rights appurtenant to the real property dcscn"bcd in Exhibit "A", including 
without limitation, Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 31-511BT, 37-482H, 37-2630 and 37-483C. 
TOGETIIBR with all and singular the tenements, hercditaments and appurtc:nances thereunto 
belonging or in anywise appertaining. the reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, 
rents. issues and profits thereof. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD, All and singular the said premises, together with the 
appurtenances, unto the Grantee and to its heirs and assigns forever. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the grantor(s) has executed this deed on the date set forth above. 




On this 21st day ofDecember.2011 before me, the tmdmigm:d, a Notary Public, in and for said 
State, personally appeared Rich Brittain, known or identified to me to be the Senior Vice 
President of the co.rporation that executed this instrumc:nt or the person who executed the 
instrument on behalf of said corporation and acknowledged to me that such corporation executed 
the same. 
WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL. 
riAM()/4( {J.~ 
Notary Public IJ-ll...1. 
Notary Resides: f',J,,rrn.;/l'U,1!,V, W 
My commission expires: 'd-( 'J.c/ /:!J)/t, 
Blaiae CNiia, TIIII 1111.Numben 1117502 
Quita.iml>eed -0-rie ,,..1ar.2 
I > 
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State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Southern Region, 1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200 • Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 • Fax: (208) 736-3037 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov 
March 7, 2012 
BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY ID 83333 




RE: Change of Ownership for Water Right No(s). 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-2630, 37-483C 
Dear Water Right Holder(s): 
The department acknowledges receipt of correspondence changing ownership of the above referenced 
water rights. The department has modified its records to reflect the change in ownership and has 
enclosed computer-generated reports for your records. 
Updating the ownership record for a water right does not reconfirm the validity of the right. When 
processing an ownership change notice, the department does not review the history of water use to 
determine if the right has been forfeited through five years or more of non-use. To read more about 
water right forfeiture, including how to protect a water right from forfeiture, please see Sections 42-
222 and 42-223, Idaho Code. 
Also, please note that Section 42-248, Idaho Code, requires you or the owner of this water right to 
maintain current ownership and address records on file with the department. Forms to file a change of 
ownership of a water right and/or a change in the address of the water right owner are available from 
any department office, or at the department's website at: www.idwr.idaho.gov. 




Fonn 42•248(6) 3!07 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right 
And Request for Notification of a Change in Ownership or Any Proposed 
Or Final Action to Amend, Transfer, or Otherwise Modify a Water Right 
Please print or type. Attach pages with additional infonnation. Instructions are on the back of this page. 
Incomplete fonns will be returned. 
I. Water Right No(s).: 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H. 37-483C AND 37-2630 
Adjudication Claim No(s).: -----------------------
2. The following REQUIRED information must be submitted with this form: 
A) Evidence of the security interest. This may be a copy of a DEED of TRUST, MORTGAGE, CONTRACT OF 
SALE or other legal document indicating your interest in the property and water rights or claims in question, 
WITH ATTACHED LEGAL DESCRIPTION. 
B) A FEE of$2S.00 per water right or adjudication claim. 
3. Name and Mailing Address of Person or Company holding Security Interest 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC. 
12443 OLIVE BLVD., SUITE 50 
,ST. LOUIS. MO 63141 
4. Name of Water Right Owner/Claimant(s) BELLE RANCH, LLC 
Expiration Date ofNotification Period JULY I, 2027 5. 
6. Is this a Renewal of Request for Notification? □ YES ~NO 
For Office Use Only 
Received by _____ _ 
Receipted by ~ 
Date--=---.,-.....,.~-:-:-
Date &- !l- ~ol~ 
Fee $ l '15 - fbM-R-,_ 
Receipt No. Sc 0~ j{p ?> 
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Electronically recorded - Do not 
remove the county stamped first 
page as it is now incorporated as 
part of the original document. 
RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
RABO AGRtFINANCE, INC, 
12443 Olive Blvd, Suite 50 
st. Louis, MO 63141 
Attn: Closin Department 
»CT IH217638 
Instrument # 597154 
HAILEY. BLAINE, IDAHO 
05.02-2012 3.36:37 PM No. of Pages: 15 
Recorded for: BLAINE COUNTY TITLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: $52.00 
Ex.Qffic:10 Recorder Deputy. .13 
ElectrorbNy Recorded by Slmplilile 
Space above this Wne for Recorder's Use 
Stevenson 
Real Estate Term Loan: 10459600/lc 
MORTGAGE. ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 
(Blaine Collll)', Idaho} 
THIS MORTGAGE ALSO CONSTITUTES A FINANCING STATEMENT FILED AS A FIXTURE FILING UNDER THE UCC 
This mortgage is dated as of May 2, 2012. lt Is by BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company ("Grantor"), 
to and In favor of RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware corporation, as agent for itself and the other Secured Parties (defined 
herein) under the CoBateral Agency Agreement (defined herein; and Rabo Agriflnance, Inc., In 1hat capacity, ''Mortgagee'}. 
RASO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware corporation, as Lender('~) has agreed to make a loan in the original 
principal sum of ..... to Granter, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson and Justin Flood Stevenson under the terms and 
conditions of the Credit Agreement between Grantor and Lender dated as of the date of this mortgage (the "Credit Agreemenr,. 
Each capitalized term used In this mortgage that Is clelined In the Credit Agreement and not defined In this mortgage will have the 
meaning specified In the Credit Agreement This mortgage will be interpreted In accordante with the Drafting Conventions. 
Grantor has or may also enter into certain derivatives transac!lons under Hedging Agreements with Swap 
Counterparties, under which Grantor has or may Incur Hedging Obligations to Swap Counterpartles. 
TO SECURE repayment of the Indebtedness evidenced by the Note {defined herein) and payment and performance of 
all other Secured Oblgations (defined herein), Grantor Irrevocably and uncondltlonally grants, bargains, sells, c:11d conveys to 
Mortgagee wherever located, whether now owned or hereafter acquired or arising, and, except as indicated, whether constituti1g 
real estate or personal property (collectivery, the ~: (a} the real estate and any interest in !he real estate located in 
Blaine County, ldlilo, and described In EXHIBIT A {the ".L.!m"); {b) all buUdlngs, structures, improvements, fixtures, 
attachments, app6ances, equlpmen~ machinery and other articles now or hereafter erected on, affixed or attached to, or located 
in or on the Land, including all watering and lrrgalion apparatus, pumps, motors, generators, pipes, center plwt irrigators and 
sprinklers, windmils, and fences (the "lmproyemenm}; (c) all easements, r~hts-of-way and rights appurtenant to the Land or 
used in connection the Land or as a means of access thereto ("Easements"); (d) the ground water on, under, pumped from or 
otherwise available to the Property or any drainage, retention, ditch, canal, reservoir, or other water rights, whelher as a result of 
overlying groundwater rights, contractual rights, or otherwise and whether riparian, appropriative, or otherwise; the right lo 
remove or extract any such ground water Including any permits, rights or licenses granted by any Governmental Authority and 
any rights granted or created by any easement covenant agreement or contract with any Person; and any nghts to which the 
Property or Gran tor is entitled with respect to surface water, whether such rights are appropriative, riparian, prescriptive or 
oOlerwise and whether or not pursuant to historical use, contractual agreement, permit or other governmental authorization: any 
water right, water aftocatlon for water not yet delivered, distribution right deHvery right, any proscriptive, conb"actual, easement or 
other rights necessary or convenient to convey any water to the Property, water storage right, or other water-related entitlement 
appurtenant to or otherwise applicable to the Property by virtue of the Property being situated within the boundaries of any 
governmental water district irrigation district or olher local agency or within the boundaries ri any private water company, mutual 
water company, or other non.governmental enfity {collecllvely, 'Water Rights"); (e) an other tenements, hereditaments and 
appurtenances to the Land; (f) minerals, oil, gas, and other hydrocarbon substances, minerals, mineral interests, royalties, 
overriding royalties, production payments, net profit interests and other interests and other Interests and estates in, under and on 
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Real Estate Term Loan: 10459600/tc 
MORTGAGE, ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 
(Blaine County, Idaho) 
THIS MORTGAGE ALSO CONSTITUTES A FINANCING STATEMENT FILED AS A FIXTURE FILING UNDER THE UCC 
This mortgage is dated as of May 2, 2012. It is by BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limlted liabillty company ("Grantor"), 
to and in favor of RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware corporation, as agent for Itself and the other Secured Parties (defined 
herein) under the Collateral Agency Agreement (defined herein; and Rabo Agrifinance, Inc., in that capacity, "Mortgagee"). 
RASO AGRlFINANCE, INC., a Delaware corporation, as Lender ("Lender") has agreed to make a loan in the original 
principal sum of $1,000,000.00 to Grantor, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson and Justin Flood Stevenson under the terms and 
conditions of the Credit Agreement between Grantor and Lender dated as of the date of this mortgage (the "Credit Agreement"). 
Each capitalized term used in this mortgage that is defined in the Credit Agreement and not defined in this mortgage will have the 
meaning specified in the Credit Agreement. This mortgage will be interpreted In accordance with the Drafting Conventions. 
Granter has or may also enter into certain derivatives transactions under Hedging Agreements with Swap 
Counterparties, under which Grantor has or may incur Hedging Obligations to Swap Counterparties. 
TO SECURE repayment of the indebtedness evidenced by the Note (defined herein) and payment and performance of 
all other Secured Obligations (defined herein), Grantor irrevocably and unconditionally grants, bargains, sells, and conveys to 
Mortgagee wherever located, whether now owned or hereafter acquired or arising, and, except as indicated, whether constituting 
real estate or personal property (collectively, the"~): (a) the real estate and any interest in the real estate located in 
Blaine County, Idaho, and described in EXHIBIT A (the "Land"); (b) all buildings, structures, improvements, fixtures, 
attachments, appliances, equipment, machinery and other articles now or hereafter erected on, affixed or attached to, or located 
in or on the Land, including all watering and irrigation apparatus, pumps, motors, generators, pipes, center pivot inigators and 
sprinklers, windmills, and fences (the "Improvements"); (c) all easements, rights-of-way and rights appurtenant to the Land or 
used In connection the Land or as a means of access thereto ("Easements"); (d) the ground water on, under, pumped from or 
othelWise available to the Property or any drainage, retention, ditch, canal, reservoir, or other water rights, whether as a result of 
overlying groundwater rights, contractual rights, or othelWise and whether riparian, appropriative, or othelWise; the right to 
remove or extract any such ground water including any permits, rights or licenses granted by any Governmental Authority and 
any rights granted or created by any easement, covenant, agreement or contract with any Person; and any rights to which the 
Property or Grantor is entitled with respect to surface water, whether such rights are appropriative, riparian, prescriptive or 
othelWise and whether or not pursuant to historical use, contractual agreement, permit or other governmental authorization; any 
water right, water allocation for water not yet delivered, distribution right, delivery right, any proscriptive, contractual, easement or 
other rights necessary or convenient to convey any water to the Property, water storage right, or other water-related entiHement 
appurtenant to or otherwise applicable to the Property by virtue of the Property being situated within the boundaries of any 
governmental water district irrigation district or other local agency or within the boundaries of any private water company, mutual 
water company, or other non-governmental entity (collectively, "Water Rights"); (e) all other tenements, hereditaments and 
appurtenances to the Land; (ij minerals, oil, gas, and other hydrocarbon substances, minerals, mineral interests, royalties, 
overriding royalties, production payments, net profit Interests and other interests and other interests and estates in, under and on 
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the Land and other oil, gas and mineral interests with which any of the foregoing interests or estates are pooled or unitized (the 
"Mineral Rights"); (g) timber now or hereafter standing or cut; (h) leases, subleases, licenses, occupancy agreements, 
concessions and other agreements, granting a possessory interest in and to, or the right to extract, mine, reside in, sell, or use 
the Property (collectively, the•~•); (i) all utility contracts, maintenance agreements, management agreements, service 
contracts and other agreements directly related to the operation and maintenance of the Property; 0) all bushes, groves, trees, 
plants, vines or other plantings, upon or under the Land ("Plantings"); (k) any shares, or any rights under such shares, of any 
private water company, mutual water company, or other non-governmental entity pursuant to which Grantor or the Property may 
receive water (collectively, the "Water Stock") and any other certificated and uncertificated securities, securities entitlements, 
securities accounts and commodities accounts, including all stock, bonds and commodities contracts, or other investment 
property described in EXHIBIT B attached; (I) working drawings, instructional manuals, and rights in processes directly related to 
the operation of the Property, and all other general Intangibles described in EXHIBIT B: (m) other tangible personal property of 
every kind and description, whether stored on the Land or elsewhere, including all goods, materials, supplies, tools, books, 
records, chattels, furniture, machinery and equipment (except motor vehicles, trailers, and planting, tillage and harvesting 
equipment rolfing stock) or which is in all cases (I) directly related to the operation of the Property or acquired in connection with 
any construction or maintenance of the Land or the Improvements, (ii) affixed or installed, or to be affixed or installed, in any 
manner on the Land or the Improvements, or (iii) described in EXHIBIT B attached; (n) all permits and licenses relating or 
pertaining to the use or enjoyment of the Property; (o) proceeds of and any unearned premiums on any insurance policies 
covering the Property, including the right to receive and apply the proceeds of any insurance, judgments, or settlements made in 
lieu thereof, for damage to the Property (the "Insurance Claims"): (p) all awards made for the taking by condemnation or the 
power of eminent domain, or by any proceeding or purchase in lieu thereof, of the whole or any part of the Real Estate (the 
"Condemnation Awards"); (q) money or other personal property of Grantor in addition to the foregoing deposited with or 
otherwise in Mortgagee's or Secured Parties' possession; (r) rights and interests under the Hedging Agreements, including all 
rights to the payment of money from Secured Parties under the Hedging Agreements; and all accounts, deposit accounts, and 
general intangibles, including payment intangibles, described in any of the Hedging Agreements; (s) all other real or personal 
property described in EXHIBIT B: (t) the right, in the name and on behalf of Grantor, upon notice to Grantor, to appear in and 
defend any action or proceeding brought with respect to the Property and to commence any action or proceeding to protect the 
interest of Mortgagee or Secured Parties in the Property; and (u) substitutions, replacements, additions, accessions and 
proceeds for or to any of the foregoing, and all books, records and files relating to any of the foregoing, Including, without 
limitation, computer readable memory and data and any computer software or hardware reasonably necessary to access and 
process such memory and data. 
1. Secured Obligations. Grantor makes the grant, conveyance, transfer and assignment above, makes the 
irrevocable and absolute assignment In Section 4, and grants the security interest under Section 5, to secure payment and 
performance of the following obligations (the "Secured Obligations") in any order of priority that Mortgagee may choose: (a) all 
Obligations (defined in the Credit Agreement), including (i) the Real Estate Term Loan Note dated as of the date of this 
mortgage, from Grantor to Lender in the original principal amount of $1,000,000.00 {together with all extensions, renewals, 
modifications, substitutions and amendments thereof, the "Note"); (ii) all Hedging Obligations; and (iii) all other indebtedness, 
liabilities and obligations of Grantor to Lender and the Swap Counterparties arising pursuant to any of the Transaction 
Documents, whether now existing or hereafter arising, whether direct, indirect, related, unrelated, fixed, contingent, liquidated, 
unliquidated, joint, several, or joint and several; (b) all obligations of Grantor under this mortgage; (c) all obligations of Grantor to 
Lender, Cooperatieve Centrale Raiffeisen-Boerenleenbank BA, a foreign banking organization organized as a cooperative bank 
under the laws of The Netherlands ("Rabobank International") and/or Rabobank, NA, a national banking association ("RNA"), or 
any other Affiliate of Lender (Lender, Rabobank International and RNA, and any other Affiliate of Lender are herein individually 
and collectively, "Secured Parties"), whether now existing or hereafter incurred or created, whether voluntary or involuntary, 
whether obligatory or non-obligatory; whether due or not due, whether absolute or contingent, or whether incurred directly or 
acquired by assignment or otherwise, under the terms and conditions of any other written instrument or agreement executed by 
Granter and which specifically recites that those obligations are secured by this mortgage; and (d) any of the foregoing that 
arises after the filing of a petition by or against Granter under an Insolvency Proceeding. All persons who have or acquire an 
interest in the Property will be deemed to have received notice of, and will be bound by, the terms of the Credit Agreement the 
other Transaction Documents, and each other agreement or instrument made or entered into in connection with each of the 
Secured Obligations (the Transaction Documents and those other agreements or instruments, the "Secured Obligation 
Documents"). These terms include any provisions in the Secured Obligation Documents which permit borrowing, repayment and 
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reborrowing, or which provide that the rate of interest on one or more of the Secured Obligations may vary from time to time. 
This mortgage does not secure any obligation which is unsecured pursuant to the express terms of the Credit Agreement or any 
other document, agreement or instrument. 
2. Future Secured Obligations. The Secured Obligations include future advances made by Mortgagee or 
Secured Parties, at their option, and for any purpose, and all other future Secured Obligations. Those future advances and other 
future Secured Obligations are secured to the same extent as if made or incurred on the date of the execution of this mortgage, 
and have priority as to third persons with or without actual notice from the time this mortgage is flied for record as provided by 
law. The total amount of indebtedness secured by this mortgage may decrease or increase from time to time, but the total 
unpaid balance so secured at any one time shall not exceed the maximum principal amount of $1,000,000.00 (the "Maximum 
Amount Secured"), plus interest and any disbursements made for the payment of taxes, levies or insurance on the Property, with 
interest on those disbursements, plus any Increase in the principal balance as the result of negative amortization or deferred 
interest. Grantor shall not file for record any notice limiting the maximum amount secured by this mortgage to an amount less 
than the Maximum Amount Secured (a "Maximum Amount Notice"). A Maximum Amount Notice will be an Event of Default 
(defined herein). Nothing in this Section 2 will constitute a commitment to make additional or future advances or enter into future 
derivatives transactions in any amount. 
3. Note Maturity Date. The Note matures on July 1, 2027. 
4. Assignment. Grantor irrevocably and unconditionally assigns to Mortgagee and grants Mortgagee a 
security interest in, the Leases; all rents and other benefits derived from the Leases, and all other issues, profits, royalties, 
bonuses, income and other benefits derived from or produced by the Real Estate, including all prepaid rents, security deposits 
and other supporting obligations (the "Rents"). Mortgagee may collect Rents with or without taking possession of the Property. 
Mortgagee confers upon Grantor a license to collect and retain the Rents as they become due and payable, so long as there is 
no Event of Default (the 'License"). If an Event of Default has occurred, Mortgagee may terminate the License without notice lo 
or demand upon Grantor. Mortgagee, by its acceptance of this mortgage does not assume any duty or obligation under the 
Leases. 
5. Grant of Security Interest. This mortgage is a security agreement under the Uniform Commercial Code in 
effect in the State of Idaho (the ".L!QQ"); and Grantor grants Mortgagee a security Interest in and pledges and assigns to 
Mortgagee all of Grantor's right, tiUe and interest in the Property, to the extent characterized as personal property (the 
"Personalty"). The address of Granlor adjacent to its signature below is the mailing address of Grantor as debtor under the 
UCC. The address for Mortgagee specified in Section 22 is the address for Mortgagee as secured party under the UCC. As 
used in this mortgage, the term "lien• is synonymous with the term "lien and security interest." 
6. Warranty of Title. Grantor represents and warrants that Grantor lawfully possesses and holds fee simple 
title to all of the Land and the Improvements; that Grantor has the right, power and authority to mortgage, grant, convey and 
assign the Property; and that the Property is unencumbered. Grantor covenants that Grantor will warrant and defend generally 
the title to, and ownership and possession of, the Property against all claims and demands. Grantor especially agrees and 
declares that the separate estate of each of them, whether vested, contingent or in expectancy, is hereby conveyed and shall be 
bound for the payment and performance of the Secured Obligations. 
7. Additional Representations. Grantor represents to Mortgagee and Secured Parties that: ( a) the Property 
does not represent the proceeds of unlawful activity under any stale, federal or foreign law; (b) the Property includes all property 
and rights which may be reasonably necessary or desirable to enable Granlor to use, enjoy and operate the Land and the 
Improvements for the present uses thereof; (c) none of the Land or Improvements is subject to any Lien, offset or claim; (d) 
Grantor owns the Personalty free and clear of any security interests, reservations of title or conditional sales contracts, and there 
is no presently valid financing statement affecting the Personalty on file in any public office; (e) Grantor has title to, or (in the 
case of leased property) valid leasehold interests in, all of their properties and assets, real and personal, including the properties 
and assets and leasehold interests reflected in the Financial Information (other than any properties or assets disposed of in the 
ordinary course of business); (ij the legal name of Grantor is as appears in the first paragraph of this agreement; (g) Grantor has 
not used any trade name, assumed name or other name except Grantor's name stated in the first paragraph of this agreement; 
(h) if Granter is anything other than a natural Person, it has complied with all applicable laws concerning its organization, 
existence and the transaction of its business, and is in existence and good standing in its state of organization and each state in 
which it conducts its business; (i) the execution, delivery and performance by Grantor of this mortgage is within the powers and 
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authority of Grantor and has been duly authorized; 0) to Grantor's knowledge, this mortgage does not conflict with any Applicable 
Law; (k) this mortgage is a legal, valid and binding agreement of Grantor, enforceable against Grantor in accordance with its 
terms, and any instrument or agreement required hereunder, when executed and delivered, will be simUarty legal, valid, binding 
and enforceable ; (I) there has been no Material Adverse Effect as to Grantor since the effective date the Financial Information 
was provided to Mortgagee or Secured Parties; (m) there is no lawsuit, tax claim or other dispute pending or to Grantor's 
knowledge threatened against Grantor or the Property that if determined adverse to Grantor, is reasonably likely to have a 
Material Adverse Effect; (n) Granter is not the subject of any Judgment; (o) this mortgage does not conflict with, nor is Grantor in 
default on any credit agreement, indenture, purchase agreement, guaranty, capital lease, or other investment, agreement, or 
arrangement presently in effect providing for or relating to extensions of credit in respect of which Grantor is in any manner 
directly or contingently obligated; (p) Grantor has filed all tax returns (federal, state, and local) required to be filed and has paid 
all taxes, assessments, and governmental charges and levies thereon, including interest and penalties; (q)before signing this 
mortgage, Grantor researched, to the satisfaction of Grantor, and inquired into the previous uses and ownership of the Real 
Estate, and based on that due diligence, to the best of Grantor's knowledge, no Hazardous Substance has been disposed of or 
released or otherwise exists in, on, under or onto the Real Estate, except as Grantor has disclosed to Mortgagee or Secured 
Parties in the Environmental Information; (r) Grantor has complied with all current and future laws, regulations and ordinances or 
other requirements of any governmental authority relating to or imposing liability or standards of conduct concerning protection of 
health or the environment or hazardous substances ("Environmental Lawsj; (s) Grantor has not received any notices of 
violations of any Applicable Laws (including Environmental Laws); and Grantor is in compliance with all Applicable Laws; (t) there 
are no claims, actions, proceedings or investigations pending or threatened against Grantor or affecting the Property with respect 
to any violations of Applicable Laws; (u) Grantor's place of business, or its chief executive office, if It has more than one place of 
business, is located at the address specified below; and (v) unless otherwise disclosed to Mortgagee, Grantor is not a "foreign 
person" within the meaning of Section 1445 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986; and there is no Event of Default or event 
which, with notice or lapse of time would be an Event of Default. 
8. Perfonnance of Secured Obligations. Grantor shall promptly pay and perform each Secured Obligation in 
accordance with its terms. 
9. Maintenance and Preservation of Property. Grantor shall: (a) immediately discharge any Lien on the 
Property which Mortgagee has not consented to in writing, and shall also pay when due each obligation secured by or reducible 
to a Lien which now or hereafter encumbers or appears to encumber all or part of the Property, whether the Lien is or would be 
senior or subordinate to this mortgage; (b) not alter, remove or demolish any portion of the Improvements, except as permitted or 
required by the Credit Agreement; (c) maintain (or cause to be maintained) all policies of insurance required under the Credit 
Agreement and pay (or cause payment of) all premiums for that insurance on or prior to the date when due; (d) prompHy and 
completely repair and/or restore any portion of the Property which becomes damaged or destroyed, in a good and workmanlike 
manner in accordance with sound building practices, whether or not Grantor has received the proceeds of any Insurance Claim; 
(e) not commit or allow any waste of the Property, nor do or suffer to be done any act whereby the value of any part of the 
Property may be lessened; (f) not initiate or allow any change In any zoning or other land use classification which affects the 
Property or any part of it, except as permitted or required by the Credit Agreement; (g) if the Land is agricultural, keep the 
Property in good condition and repair; operate the Property, whether improved pastures, orchards, grazing, limber, or crop lands, 
in a good and husbandman like manner in accordance with accepted principles of sound agricultural and forestry practices; take 
all reasonable precautions to control wind and water erosion; fertilize improved pastures, if any, where necessary to maintain a 
good stand of desirable grasses; protect orchards and timber, if any, by reasonable precautions against loss or damage by fire 
including the maintenance of appropriate fire breaks; and neither to remove nor permit the removal of any timber, buildings, oil, 
gas, mineral, stone, rock, clay, fertilizer, gravel or top soil without the prior written consent of Mortgagee; (h) complete 
appropriation and all other requirements, if any, necessary to obtain the issuance of any license or water permit issued to 
Grantor, and take all other steps required or advisable for purposes of perfecting and maintaining in good status all other Water 
Rights; (i) not bring or keep any article on the Property or cause or allow any condition to exist on it, if that could invalidate or 
would be prohibited by any insurance coverage required to be maintained by Grantor on the Property or any part of It under this 
mortgage; and 0) perform all other acts which from the character or use of the Property may be reasonably necessary to 
maintain and preserve its value and utility. 
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1 O. Compliance with Applicable Law Grantor shall not commit or allow any act upon or use of the Property 
which would violate any Applicable Law, whether now existing or later to be enacted and whether foreseen or unforeseen, or any 
public or private covenant, condition, restriction or equitable servitude affecting the Property; 
11. Taxes and Assessments. Grantor shall pay (a) prior to delinquency, all taxes, levies, charges and 
assessments, including all ditch, canal, reservoir or other water charges, and assessments on appurtenant Water Stock, 
imposed by Applicable Law or any public or quasi-public authority or utility company which are (or if not paid, may become) a 
Lien on all or part of the Property or any interest in it, or which may cause any decrease in the value of the Property or any part 
of it (individually and collectively "lmposifions"); (b) any and all intangible taxes and documentary stamp taxes determined at any 
time to be due on or as a result of the Secured Obligations, this mortgage or any other Transaction Documents, together with 
any and all interest and penalties thereon; and (c) taxes, levies, charges and assessments on Mortgagee's or Secured Parties' 
interest therein or upon this mortgage or the Secured Obligations (collectively, "Mortgage Taxes"); except that if the amount of 
Mortgage Taxes exceeds the Maximum Rate, Grantor will not be required to pay any such excess. If after the date of this 
mortgage, the State of Idaho passes any law deducting from the value of Land for the purpose of taxation any Lien thereon, or 
changing in any way the laws for the taxation of mortgages or debts secured by mortgage for state or local purposes, or the 
manner of the collection of any such taxes, so as to affect this mortgage, then within 180 days after notice by Mortgagee to 
Grantor, Grantor shall pay all Secured Obligations. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this section, Grantor may, at its 
expense, contest the validity or application of any Imposition by appropriate legal proceedings promptly initiated and conducted 
in good faith and with due diligence, provided that Mortgagee is satisfied that neither the Property nor any part thereof or interest 
therein will be at risk of being sold, forfeited, or lost as a result of such contest, and Grantor has posted a bond equal to 115% of 
the contested amount or furnished such other security required from time to time by Mortgagee for purposes of payment of the 
contested amount. 
12. Damages and Insurance and Condemnation Proceeds. Mortgagee may, at its option, (a) in its own name 
appear in or prosecute any action or proceeding to enforce any cause of action based on warranty, or for damage, injury or loss 
to all or part of the Property, and it may make any compromise or settlement of the action or proceeding; (b) participate in any 
action or proceeding relating to any Condemnation Award; and (c) join Grantor in adjusting any Insurance Claim. All insurance 
proceeds, Condemnation Awards, and proceeds of any other claim based on warranty, or for damage, injury or loss to the 
Property which Grantor may receive or be entitled to must be paid to Mortgagee. In each instance, Mortgagee may apply those 
proceeds first toward reimbursement of all of Mortgagee's costs and expenses of recovering the proceeds or Condemnation 
Award, including Legal Fees. The balance shall, at Mortgagee's option, be applied to pay or Prepay some or all of the Secured 
Obligations in such order and proportions as ii may choose. GRANTOR HEREBY SPECIFICALLY, UNCONDITIONALLY AND 
IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ALL RIGHTS OF A PROPERTY OWNER WHICH PROVIDE FOR ALLOCATION OF 
CONDEMNATION PROCEEDS BETWEEN A PROPERTY OWNER AND A LIENHOLDER, AND ANY OTHER LAW OR 
SUCCESSOR STATUTE OF SIMILAR IMPORT. 
13. Site Visits, Observation and Testing. Mortgagee and its agents and representatives may enter and visit 
the Property at any reasonable time for the purposes of observing It, performing appraisals, taking and removing soil or 
groundwater samples, and conducting tests on any part of it, as provided in the Credit Agreement, and otherwise to determine 
Grantor's compliance with this mortgage. 
14. Defense and Notice of Claims and Actions. At Grantor's sole expense, Granter shall protect, preserve 
and defend the Property and title to and right of possession of the Property, and the security of this mortgage and the rights and 
powers of Mortgagee created under It, against all adverse claims. Grantor must give Mortgagee prompt notice in writing if any 
claim is asserted which does or could affect any of these matters, or if any action or proceeding is commenced which alleges or 
relates to any such claim. 
15. Prohibited Transfers. Granter agrees that a material factor in Secured Parties' decision to enter into the 
Secured Obligation Documents is the expertise, financial status and other characteristics of Grantor. Grantor shall not make or 
permit any Prohibited Transfer. Upon any Prohibited Transfer Beneficiary may declare all Secured Obllgattons to be due and 
payable immediately. "Prohibited Transfer" means: (a) any sale, contract to sell, conveyance, encumbrance, pledge, mortgage, 
lease of the Property to or for the benefit of a Person not the original Grantor under this instrument, and not expressly permitted 
under this instrument or the other Secured Obligation Documents, or other transfer of all or any material part of the Property or 
any interest in it, including any transfer of Mineral Rights, Water Rights, or Water Stock, whether voluntary, involuntary, by 
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operation of law or otherwise; (b) if Granter is a corporation, any transfer or transfers of shares of the voting power or the direct 
or indirect beneficial ownership of Grantor; (c) if Grantor is a partnership, withdrawal or removal of any general partner, 
dissolution of the partnership under Applicable Law, or any transfer or transfers of the partnership Interests; ( d) if Gran tor is a 
limited liability company, withdrawal or removal of any managing member, termination of the limited liability company or any 
transfer or transfers of the voting power or the ownership of the economic interest in the Grantor; or (e) if Grantor is a trust, 
withdrawal or removal of any trustee or revocation of the trust. 
16. Compensation and Reimbursement of Costs and Expenses. Grantor shall pay (a) fees in the maximum 
amounts legally permitted, or reasonable fees as may be charged by Mortgagee when the law provides no maximum limit, for 
any services that Mortgagee may render in connection with this mortgage, including Mortgagee's providing a statement; (b) all of 
Mortgagee's costs and expenses which may be incurred In rendering any such services; and (c) all costs, expenses and other 
advances which may be incurred or made by Mortgagee in any efforts to enforce any terms of this mortgage or protect the 
Property, including any rights or remedies afforded to Mortgagee under Section 19. whether any lawsuit is filed or not, including 
any bankruptcy or other voluntary or involuntary proceeding, in or out of court, for the adjustment of debtor-creditor relationships, 
or in defending any action or proceeding arising under or relating to this mortgage, including attorneys' fees and other legal 
costs, costs of any Foreclosure Sale (defined herein) and any cost of evidence of tiHe. If Mortgagee chooses to dispose of 
Property through more than one Foreclosure Sale, Grantor must pay all costs, expenses or other advances that may be incurred 
or made by Mortgagee in each of those Foreclosure Sales. GRANTOR SHALL INDEMNIFY MORTGAGEE and SECURED 
PARTIES AGAINST AND SHALL HOLD THEM HARMLESS FROM ALL LOSSES, DAMAGES, LIABILITIES, CLAIMS, CAUSES 
OF ACTION, JUDGMENTS, COURT COSTS, ATTORNEYS' FEES AND OTHER LEGAL EXPENSES, COST OF EVIDENCE 
OF TITLE, COST OF EVIDENCE OF VALUE, AND OTHER COSTS AND EXPENSES WHICH EITHER MAY SUFFER OR 
INCUR: (A) IN PERFORMING ANY ACT REQUIRED OR PERMITTED BY THIS MORTGAGE OR ANY OF THE OTHER 
SECURED OBLIGATION DOCUMENTS OR BY LAW; (B) BECAUSE OF ANY FAILURE OF GRANTOR TO PAY OR 
PERFORM ANY OF THE SECURED OBLIGATIONS; OR (C) BECAUSE OF ANY ALLEGED OBLIGATION OF OR 
UNDERTAKING BY MORTGAGEE OR SECURED PARTIES TO PERFORM OR DISCHARGE ANY OF THE 
REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES, CONDITIONS, COVENANTS OR OTHER OBLIGATIONS IN ANY DOCUMENT 
RELATING TO THE PROPERTY (OTHER THAN SUCH WARRANTIES, CONDITIONS, COVENANTS OR OTHER 
OBLIGATIONS IN THE SECURED OBLIGATION DOCUMENTS). THIS AGREEMENT BY GRANTOR TO INDEMNIFY 
MORTGAGEE AND SECURED PARTIES SURVIVES THE RELEASE AND CANCELLATION OF ANY OR ALL OF THE 
SECURED OBLIGATIONS AND THE FULL OR PARTIAL RELEASE AND/OR RECONVEYANCE OF THIS MORTGAGE. 
17. Payments Due under this mortgage Grantor must pay all obligations to pay money arising under this 
mortgage immediately upon demand by Mortgagee or Secured Parties. Each such obligation shall bear interest from the date 
the obligation arises at the Default Rate. 
18. Events of Default. The following each shall be an event of default under this mortgage (an "Event of 
Default"): (a) an Event of Default under the Credit Agreement, including a default termination event or other similar event under 
any Hedging Agreement which is not cured within any grace or cure period specified therein, if any; (b) a Prohibited Transfer; (c) 
the Financial Information or any representation in this mortgage is materially substantially incorrect or materially misleading; (d) 
the filing of any notice limiting the maximum amount secured by this mortgage to a sum less than the maximum amount secured 
as specified herein, or if no such amount is specified, to any amount (e) for more than ten days after notice from Mortgagee, 
Gran tor is in default under any term, covenant or condition of this mortgage not previously described in this Section 18, which 
can be cured by the payment of a sum of money; or (f) for 30 days after notice from Mortgagee or Secured Parties, Grantor is in 
default under any term, covenant or condition of this mortgage not previously described in this Section 18: provided that if (i) it is 
reasonably certain that the default can be cured by Granter within that 30 day period and (ii) Grantor has commenced curing that 
default within that 30 day period and thereafter diligenHy and expeditiously proceeds to cure that default, then that 30 day period 
shall be extended for so long as reasonably required by Granter in the exercise of due diligence to cure that default, up to a 
maximum of 90 days after the notice to Granter of the Event of Default. 
19. Remedies. At any time after an Event of Default, Secured Parties or Mortgagee may (a) declare any or all of 
the Secured Obligations to be due and payable immediately; (b) cure any breach or default of Granter; (c) may, to the extent 
permitted by Applicable Law, make an ex parte application to any court of competent jurisdiction, and obtain appointment of, a 
receiver, trustee, liquidator or conservator of the Property, without notice, without giving bond, and without regard for the 
adequacy of the security for the Secured Obligations and without regard for the solvency of Borrower, any Guarantor, or of any 
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Person liable for the payment of the Secured Obligations; (d) in person, by agent or by court-appointed receiver, enter, take 
possession of, manage and operate all or any part of the Property; (e) exercise any or all of the remedies granted to a secured 
party under the UCC; (ij bring an action in any court of competent jurisdiction to foreclose this mortgage or to obtain specific 
enforcement of any of the covenants or agreements of this mortgage; and (g) do any and an other things in connection with those 
actions that Mortgagee may consider necessary and appropriate to protect the security of this mortgage. GRANTOR HEREBY 
IRREVOCABLY CONSTITUTES ANO APPOINTS MORTGAGEE AS GRANTOR'S ATTORNEY-IN-FACT TO PERFORM SUCH 
ACTS AND EXECUTE SUCH DOCUMENTS AS MORTGAGEE CONSIDERS APPROPRIATE IN CONNECTION WITH TAKING 
THESE MEASURES, INCLUDING ENDORSEMENT OF GRANTOR'S NAME ON ANY INSTRUMENTS. GRANTOR HEREBY 
WAIVES NOTICE OF THE APPLICATION FOR, AND CONSENTS TO THE APPOINTMENT OF A RECEIVER, TRUSTEE, 
LIQUIDATOR OR CONSERVATOR OF THE PROPERTY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION; 
AND AGREES TO NOT OPPOSE SUCH APPOINTMENT. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in no event will Mortgagee or 
Secured Parties have any obligation to take any of the actions set forth in this Section 19. Mortgagee shall not be considered to 
have accepted any property other than cash or immediately available funds in satisfaction of any obligation of Gran tor to 
Mortgagee, unless Mortgagee has given express written notice of its election of that remedy. The proceeds of any receivership 
shall be applied by the receiver toward the payment of the Secured Obligations or toward the payment of such part of any 
judgment thereupon which remains unsatisfied after the sale of the Property. The receiver may make repairs and keep the 
Property in good condition and repair pending a sale, and pay all taxes and assessments accrued or accruing or redeem from 
sales therefore, pay all premiums of insurance required under this mortgage, and pay all other charges as herein provided. 
20. Sales of Property. Mortgagee may elect to treat as Personalty any Property which is intangible or which 
can be severed from the Land or Improvements without causing structural damage. Mortgagee may dispose of any Personalty 
separately from the sale of real property, in any manner permitted by the UCC or any other Applicable Law. Any proceeds of 
any such disposition shall not cure any Event of Default or reinstate any Secured Obligation. Mortgagee may choose to dispose 
of some or all of the Property which consists solely of real property in any manner then pennitted by Applicable Law. To the 
extent permitted by Applicable Law, Mortgagee may also or alternatively choose to dispose of some or all of the Property, in any 
combination consisting of both real and personal property, together in one sale to be held in accordance with the law and 
procedures applicable to real property, as permitted by the UCC. Granter agrees that such a sale of Personalty together with 
real property constitutes a commercially reasonable sale of the personal property. If the Land is located in more than one 
county, then to the extent permitted by Applicable Law, a judicial or non-judicial foreclosure sale of the Property may be 
maintained in any one or more of those counties. If the Property consists of more than one lot, parcel or item of property, 
Mortgagee may: (i) Designate the order in which the lots, parcels and/or items shall be sold or disposed of or offered for sale or 
disposition: and (ii) elect to dispose of the lots, parcels and/or Items through a single consolidated sale or disposition to be held 
or made in connection with judicial proceedings, or by virtue of a judgment and decree of foreclosure and sale; or through two or 
more such sales or dispositions: or in any other manner (including a Non-Judicial Foreclosure Sale) Mortgagee may deem to be 
in its best interests (any such sale or disposition, a "Foreclosure Sale;• any two or more, "Foreclosure Sales"). If It chooses to 
have more than one Foreclosure Sale, Mortgagee at its option may cause the Foreclosure Sales to be hekl simultaneously or 
successively, on the same day, or on such different days and at such different times and in such order as It may deem to be in its 
best interests. No Foreclosure Sale will tenninate or affect the lien of this mortgage on any part of the Property which has not been 
sold, unut all of the Secured Obligations have been paid in full. At any Foreclosure Sale, any person, including Grantor, Mortgagee 
or Secured Parties, may bid for and acquire the Property or any part of it to the extent pennitted by then applicable law. Instead 
of paying cash for that property, Mortgagee or Secured Parties may settle for the purchase price by crediting the sales price of 
the property against the Secured Obligations, unless Applicable Law mandates a specific order of application, in which event 
payments and collections will be applied as mandated by Appficable Law. Any such credit, and all other proceeds of any 
Foreclosure Sale shall be applied to the Secured Obligations in any order Mortgagee may choose. 
21. Additional Rights. In addition to the rights and powers given to Mortgagee under this mortgage, Beneficiary 
shall have all such other rights both in law and equity for collection of the indebtedness secured hereby as ii would have but for 
this mortgage. 
22. Notices. All notices, approvals, consents, and other communications, under this mortgage ("~i must 
be given in accordance with and will be subject lo the terms and provisions of the Credit Agreement. Notices must be mailed or 
delivered, if to Granter, to the address adjacent Grantor's signature below; if to Mortgagee or Lender, to 12443 Olive Blvd, Suite 
50, St. Louis, MO 63141. Attention: Customer Service Representative; if to Secured Parties other than Lender, c/o Rabobank 
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International, 245 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10167, Attention: Customer Service Representative; and in the case of any 
other Person, to the address designated by that Person in a notice to Grantor, Mortgagee, and Lender. 
23. Mortgagee. Without affecting the personal Uability of any Person, including Grantor and Borrower, for the 
payment of the Secured Obligations or the lien of this mortgage on the remainder of the Property for the unpaid amount of the 
Secured Obligations, Mortgagee and Secured Parties may from time to time and without notice: (i) release any person liable for 
payment of any Secured Obligation; (ii) extend the time for payment, or otherwise alter the tenns of payment, of any Secured 
Obligation; (iiQ accept additional real or personal property of any kind as security for any Secured Obligation, whether evidenced 
by deeds of trust, mortgages, security agreements or any other instruments of security; or (iv) alter, substitute or release any 
property securing the Secured Obligations. 
24. Exculpation of Mortgagee. None of Mortgagee or Secured Parties will be direcUy or indirectly liable to 
Grantor or any other person as a consequence of any of the following: (a) the exercise of or failure to exercise any rights, 
remedies or powers granted to it in this mortgage; (b) any failure or refusal to perfonn or discharge any obligation or liability of 
Grantor under any agreement related to the Property or under this mortgage; or (c) any loss sustained by Grantor or any third 
party resulting from any failure to lease the Property or from any other act or omission in managing the Property after an Event of 
Default, unless the loss is caused by the willful misconduct and bad faith of Mortgagee or Secured Parties, respectively. 
GRANTOR HEREBY EXPRESSLY WAJVES AND RELEASES ALL LIABILITY OF THE TYPES DESCRIBED ABOVE, AND 
AGREES THAT NO SUCH LIABILITY BE ASSERTED AGAINST OR IMPOSED UPON MORTGAGEE or ANY SECURED 
PARTY. 
25. W@iver of Dower, Homestead, and Distributive Share. Grantor relinquishes an right of dower and waives 
au right of homestead and distributive share in and to the Property. Grantor waives any right of exemption as to the Property. 
26. W@iver of Cergin Other Laws. To the full extent Grantor may do so, Grantor agrees that Grantor will not 
at any time insist upon, plead, claim or take the benefit or advantage of any law now or hereafter in force providing for 
appralsement, valuation, stay, extension or redemption. and Grantor, for Grantor. and its representatives, successors and 
assigns, and for any and all persons ever claiming any interest in the Property, to the extent pennitted by law, hereby waives and 
releases all rights of redemption, valuation, appraisement, stay of execution, or notice of election to mature or declare due the 
whole of the Secured Obligations in the event of foreclosure of the lien created by this mortgage. 
27. Release. When all Secured Obligations have been paid in full and the Hedging Agreements have been 
tenninated, Mortgagee shall execute and deliver to Grantor, a release of the Property from the lien of this mortgage. 
28. Additional Provisions. The Secured Obligation Documents state all of the terms and conditions of the 
parties' agreement regarding the matters mentioned in or incidental to this mortgage. The Secured Obligation Documents also 
grant further rights to Mortgagee and Secured Parties and contain further agreements and affirmative and negative covenants by 
Grantor which apply to this mortgage and lo the Property. 
29. Collateral Agency Agreement. This mortgage is subject to the tenns of the collateral agency agreement 
between the Secured Parties (the "Collateral Agency Agreement"). 
30. Entire Agreement. This mortgage and the other Secured Obligation Documents collectively: (i) represent 
the sum of the understandings and agreements between Mortgagee, Secured Parties and Grantor concerning this credit: (ii) 
replace any prior oral or written agreements between Mortgagee, Secured Parties and Grantor concerning this credit; and (iii) are 
intended by Mortgagee, Secured Parties and Grantor as the final, complete and exclusive statement of the terms agreed to by 
them. In the event of any conflict between this mortgage and any other agreements required by this mortgage, this mortgage will 
prevail. 
31. Other Acts. Grantor shall cooperate with Mortgagee for the purposes of, and perform all acts which may be 
necessary or advisable to perfect any lien provided for in this mortgage or to carry out the intent of this agreement. Promptly (but 
in no event more than ten days) after request by Mortgagee, Gran tor will execute, acknowledge and deliver any document which 
Mortgagee deems necessary or advisable for these purposes, and YAU, on demand, pay any expenses incurred by Mortgagee in 
the preparation, execution and filing of any such documents. 
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32. No Waiver or Cure. Each waiver by Mortgagee or Secured Parties must be in writing, and no waiver is to 
be construed as a continuing waiver. No waiver is to be implied from any delay or failure by Mortgagee or Secured Parties to 
take action on account of any default of Granter. Consent by Mortgagee or Secured Parties to any act or omission by Granter 
must not be construed as a consent to any other or subsequent act or omission or to waive the requirement for Mortgagee's or 
Secured Parties' consent to be obtained in any future or other Instance. The exercise by Mortgagee or Secured Parties of any 
right or remedy under this mortgage or the other Secured Obligation Documents or under Applicable Law, shaU not: cure or 
waive a breach, Event of Default or notice of default under this mortgage or invalidate any act performed pursuant to any such 
default or notice; or nullify the effect of any notice of default or sale (unless all Secured Obligations then due have been paid and 
performed and all other defaults under the Secured Obligation Documents, including any Hedging Agreements, have been 
cured); or impair the security of this mortgage: or prejudice Mortgagee, Secured Parties or any receiver appointed in accordance 
with this mortgage, in the exercise of any right or remedy afforded any of them under this mortgage; or be construed as an 
affirmation by Mortgagee or Secured Parties of any tenancy, lease or option, or a subordination of the lien of this mortgage. 
33. Waivers. Granter waives all rights, legal and equitable, it may now or hereafter have to require marshalling 
of assets or to require upon foreclosure sales of assets in a particular order. Granter waives presentment, demand, protest, 
notice of protest and notice of dishonor and waives all exemptions as to the Secured Obligations. Each successor and assign of 
Granter, including any holder of a Lien subordinate to this mortgage, by acceptance of its interest or Lien agrees that it shall be 
bound by the above waiver, as if it had given the waiver itself. 
34. Joint and Several Obligations. If Granter consists of more than one Person, each Grantor {a) 
acknowledges and undertakes, together with the other Granters, joint and several liability for the indebtedness, liabilities and 
obligations of Granter under this mortgage: {b) acknowledges that this mortgage is the independent and several obligation of 
each Granter and may be enforced against each Granter separately, whether or not enforcement of any right or remedy 
hereunder has been sought against any other Grantor; and ( c) agrees that Its liability hereunder and under any other Secured 
Obligation Document shall be absolute, unconditional, continuing and irrevocable. GRANTOR EXPRESSLY WAIVES ANY 
REQUIREMENT THAT MORTGAGEE OR SECURED PARTIES EXHAUST ANY RIGHT, POWER OR REMEDY AND 
PROCEED AGAINST THE OTHER GRANTORS UNDER THIS MORTGAGE, OR ANY OTHER SECURED OBLIGATION 
DOCUMENTS, OR AGAINST ANY OTHER PERSON UNDER ANY GUARANTY OF, OR SECURITY FOR, ANY OF THE 
SECURED OBLIGATIONS. 
35. Binding Effect; Successors and Assigns. The Secured Obligation Documents shall inure to the benefit of 
and shaH be binding upon the parties and their respective successors and assigns; provided that Grantor shall not assign its 
rights or obligations hereunder without Secured Parties' consent. However, this Paragraph does not waive the provisions of 
Section 15: and Grantor shall not assign its rights or obtigations hereunder without Mortgagee's and Secured Parties' consent. 
Mortgagee and Secured Parties may transfer aH or any portion of Its rights under the Secured Obligation Documents to any other 
Person. Mortgagee and Secured Parties may disclose to any actual or proposed transferee any information that Grantor has 
delivered to Mortgagee and Secured Parties in connection with the negotiation of this mortgage or pursuant to the Secured 
Obligation Documents; and Grantor shall cooperate fuUy with Mortgagee and Secured Parties in providing that information to any 
actual or proposed transferee. 
36. Governing Law. This mortgage shall be governed exclusively by the applicable laws of the State of Idaho 
(the "Governing Law State") without regard or reference to its conflict of laws principles. Grantor understands that the laws of the 
Governing Law State may differ from the laws of the State where Grantor resides or otherwise is located or where the Property is 
located. However, Grantor understands, agrees and acknowledges that {a) this mortgage and the Secured Obligation 
Documents have significant and substantial contacts with the Governing Law State, (b) it is convenient to Grantor and Lender to 
select the law of the Governing Law State to govern this mortgage and the transactions evidenced hereby, (c) the transactions 
evidenced by the Credit Agreement and this mortgage bear a reasonable connection to the laws of the Governing Law State, {d) 
the choice of the internal laws of the Governing Law Stale was made for good and valid reasons, and (e) the choice of the 
Governing Law State constitutes good and valuable consideration for Secured Parties to enter into the Secured Obligation 
Documents and Secured Parties have entered into the Secured Obligation Documents in reliance on this choice. 
37. MisceHaneous. This mortgage may be executed in counterparts, each of which will be an original and all of 
which together are deemed one and the same instrument. If Granter is comprised of multiple Persons, any Person comprising 
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Grantor is hereby authorized to bind all parties comprising Grantor. Mortgagee or Secured Parties may, at any time and without 
notice, waive any prior requirement that requests, authorizations, or other actions be taken only by a Designated Person. Time 
is of the essence of this mortgage. Each Party has participated in negotiating and drafting this mortgage, so if an ambiguity or a 
question of intent or Interpretation arises, this mortgage ls to be construed as if the parties had drafted it joinHy, as opposed to 
being construed against a Party because It was responsible for drafting one or more provisions of this mortgage. Mortgagee is 
authorized to execute any other documents or take any other actions necessary to effectuate this mortgage and the 
consummation of the transactions contemplated herein. This mortgage may not be amended, changed, modified, altered or 
terminated without the prior written consent of Mortgagee and Secured Parties. Any provision of any Secured Obligation 
Document which is prohibited or unenforceable in any jurisdiction shall, as to that jurisdiction, be ineffective to the extent of such 
prohibition or unenforceability without invalidating the remaining provisions of that Secured Obligation Document or affecting the 
validity or enforceability of that provision in any other jurisdiction; except that if such provision relates to the payment of any 
monetary sum, then Mortgagee or Secured Parties may, at its option, declare all Secured Obligations immediately due and 
payable. No merger shan occur as a result of Mortgagee's or Secured Parties' acquiring any other estate in or any other lien on 
the Property. All rights and remedies under this mortgage and the Secured Obligation Documents are cumulative, and the 
exercise of any one or more of them does not constitute an election of remedies. 
38. INDEMNIFICATION. GRANTOR SHALL DEFEND, INDEMNIFY AND HOLD MORTGAGEE AND 
SECURED PARTIES ANO THEIR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, PARTNERS, AGENTS AND ATTORNEYS {THE 
"INDEMNIFIED PERSON§") HARMLESS AGAINST ANY AND ALL LOSSES OF ANY KIND OR NATURE WHATSOEVER 
THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON, INCURRED BY, OR ASSERTED AGAINST THE INDEMNIFIED PERSONS (A) ARISING OUT 
OF OR RESULTING FROM THE VIOLATION OF ANY ENVIRONMENTAL LAW; OR (8) ARISING OUT OF CLAIMS 
ASSERTED AGAINST THE INDEMNIFIED PERSONS AS A RESULT OF MORTGAGEE OR SECURED PARTIES BEING 
PARTY TO THIS MORTGAGE OR THE TRANSACTIONS CONSUMMATED PURSUANT TO THIS MORTGAGE; except that 
Grantor shall have no obligation to an Indemnified Person under this section with respect to Losses resulting from the gross 
negligence or willful misconduct of that Indemnified Person as determined by a court of competent jurisdiction. If and to the 
extent that an Indemnity is unenforceable for any reason, Grantor shall to make the maximum contribution to the payment and 
satisfaction thereof which is permissible under Applicable Law. THE PROVISIONS OF ALL INDEMNITIES SHALL SURVIVE 
THE TERMINATION OF THIS MORTGAGE. 
39. WAIVER OF TRIAL BY JURY. GRANTOR (A) COVENANTS AND AGREES NOT TO ELECT A TRIAL BY 
JURY IN ANY ACTION OR PROCEEDING FOR THE RESOLUTION OF ANY CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM THAT ARISES 
OUT OF OR RELATES TO: (I) THIS MORTGAGE; OR (II) ANY SECURED OBLIGATION DOCUMENT, WHETHER ARISING 
IN CONTRACT, TORT OR BY STATUTE (INDIVIDUALLY AND COLLECTIVELY, A "CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM"); AND, (B) 
TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY 
CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM TO THE EXTENT SUCH RIGHT EXISTS NOW OR IN THE FUTURE. THE PROVISIONS OF 
THIS SECTION ARE GIVEN KNOWINGLY AND VOLUNTARILY; AND ARE A MATERIAL INDUCEMENT FOR THE 
SECURED PARTIES ENTERING INTO THE SECURED OBLIGATION DOCUMENTS. 
40. Future Advances. Future advances, together with interest thereon, are secured by this mortgage in 
accordance with Idaho Code Section 45-108 as amended. 
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Grantor is signing this mortgage effective as of the day and year first written above. 
Address for notices: 
117 East Galena Street 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Attention: Elizabeth Slevenson 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited tiability company 
By:fl=~ ~ Sk-v-----
ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON AKA ELIZABETH B. 
STEVENSON AKA ELIZABETH STEVENSON AKA BRETT 
STEVENSON, Member 
Br,L 
JUSTIN F. STEVENSON AKA JUSTIN FLOOD STEVENSON 
AKA JUSTIN STEVENSON, Member 
On this y of May 2012, personally appeared Elizabeth Brett Slevenson aka Bizabeth B. Stevenson aka 
Bizabeth Slevenson aka Brett Stevenson and Justin F. Stevenson aka Justin Flood Stevenson ka Justin Stevenson, known or 
identified to me to be the members of Belle Ranch, LLC, the Idaho limited Ii Y .. that executed the foregoing 
instrument and acknowledged to me that such limited UablBty . ny executed · 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand a 
{SEAL) 
Stevenson 





MORTGAGE, ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 
Legal Description of Real Estate 
Blaine County, Idaho 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official plat thereof, recorded as 
Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
EXCEPTING a portion of said Parcel 1 more particularly described as follows: COMMENCING at an iron pin marking 
the North¼ Comer of Section 7 Township 1 North, Range 19 East. Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; thence 
North 89°58'1 a· West, 1,317.24 feet along the Northerly boundary of the E½NW'/4, Section 7, to an iron pin marking 
the Northwest comer of said E'/2NW'/4, Section 7, said pin also being the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence continuing North 89°58'18" West. 34.73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the W'I.NW'/4, Section 7, to an 
iron pin on the intersection of the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad and said Northerly boundary of 
the W'/2NW'/4. Section 7; 
Thence South 31°10·34• East, 67.81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an Iron pin on the intersection 
of said Northeasterly Railroad boundary and the Westerly boundary of said E½NW'/4 of Section 7; 





MORTGAGE, ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 
(a) the real estate and any interest in the real estate located in Blaine County, Idaho, and described in EXHIBIT 
8 (the "J.mlg"); 
(b) aU buildings, structures, improvements, fixtures, attachments, appliances, equipment, machinery and other 
articles now or hereafter erected on, affixed or attached to, or located in or on the Land, including all watering and irrigation 
apparatus, pumps, motors, generators, pipes, center pivot irrigators and sprinklers, windmHls, and fences (the "Improvements"); 
(c) all easements, rights-of-way and rights appurtenant to the Land or used in connection the Land or as a 
means of access thereto ("Easements"): 
(d) the ground water on, under, pumped from or otherwise available to the Property or any drainage, retention, 
ditch, canal, reservoir, or other water rights, whether as a result of overlying groundwater rights, contractual rights, or otherwise 
and whether riparian, appropriative, or otherwise; the right to remove or extract any such ground water including any permits, 
rights or licenses granted by any Governmental Authority and any rights granted or created by any easement, covenant, 
agreement or contract with any Person; and any rights to which the Property or Grantor is entitled with respect to surface water, 
whether such rights are appropriative, riparian, prescriptive or otherwise and whether or not pursuant to historical use, 
contractual agreement, permit or other governmental authorization; any water right, water allocation for water not yet delivered, 
distribution right, delivery right, any proscriptive, contractual, easement or other rights necessary or convenient to convey any 
water to the Property, water storage right, or other water-related entitlement appurtenant to or otherwise applicable to the 
Property by virtue of the Property being situated within the boundaries of any governmental water district irrigation district or 
other local agency or within the boundaries of any private water company, mutual water company, or other non-governmental 
entity (collectively, "Water Rights") including the water rights represented thereby; and all water rights represented by Permit or 
Water Right Nos. 37-481 C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-483C AND 37-2630 issued by the Idaho Department of Water Resources; 
(e) all other tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances to the Land; 
(Q minerals, oil, gas, and other hydrocarbon substances, minerals, mineral interests, royalties, overriding 
royalties, production payments, net profit interests and other interests and other interests and estates in, under and on the Land 
and other oil, gas and mineral interests with which any of the foregoing interests or estates are pooled or unitized (the "Mineral 
Rights"); 
(g) timber now or hereafter standing or cut; 
(h) leases, subleases, licenses, occupancy agreements, concessions and other agreements, granting a 
possessory interest in and to, or the right to extract, mine, reside in, sell, or use the Property (collectively, the•~•); 
(i) all utility contracts, maintenance agreements, management agreements, service contracts and other 
agreements directly related to the operation and maintenance of the Property; 
j) all bushes, groves, trees, plants, vines or other plantings, upon or under the Land ("Plantings"); 
(k) any shares, or any rights under such shares, of any private water company, mutual water company, or other 
non-governmental entity pursuant to which Grantor or the Property may receive water (collectively, the "Water Stock") and any 
other certificated and uncertificated securities, securities entitlements, securities accounts and commodities accounts, including 
all stock, bonds and commodities contracts, or other investment property described in EXHIBIT C attached; 
(I) working drawings, instructional manuals, and rights in processes directly related to the operation of the 
Property, and all other general intangibles described in EXHIBIT C; 
(m) other tangible personal property of every kind and description, whether stored on the Land or elsewhere, 
including all goods, materials, supplies, tools, books, records, chattels, furniture, machinery and equipment (except motor 
vehicles, trailers, and planting, tillage and harvesting equipment rolling stock) or which is in all cases (i) directly related to the 
operation of the Property or acquired in connection with any construction or maintenance of the Land or the Improvements, (IQ 
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affixed or instaled, or to be affixed or installed, in any manner on the Land or the Improvements, or {iil) described in EXHIBIT C 
attached; 
(n) all pennits and licenses relating or pertaining to the use or enjoyment of the Property; 
(o) proceeds of and any unearned premiums on any Insurance policies covering the Property, Including the right 
to receive and apply the proceeds of any insurance, judgments, or settlements made in lieu thereof, for damage to the Property 
(the "Insurance Claims"); 
(p) all awards made for the taking by condemnation or the power of eminent domain, or by any proceeding or 
purchase in Heu thereof, of the whole or any part of the Real Estate (the "Condemnation Awards"); 
(q) money or other personal property of Grantor in addition to the foregoing deposited with or otherwise in 
Mortgagee's or Secured Parties possession; 
(r) rights and interests under the Hedging Agreements, including all rights to the payment of money from 
Secured Parties under the Hedging Agreements; and all accounts, deposit accounts, and general intangibles, including payment 
intangibles, described in any of the Hedging Agreements; 
{s) all other real or personal property described in EXHIBIT C; 
{t) the right, in the name and on behalf of Grantor, upon notice to Grantor, to appear in and defend any action or 
proceeding brought with respect to the Property and to commence any action or proceeding to protect the Interest of Mortgagee 
or Secured Parties in the Property; and 
(u) substitutions, replacements, additions, accessions and proceeds for or to any of the foregoing, and all books, 
records and files relating to any of the foregoing, including, without limitation, computer readable memory and data and any 




associated with mortgage by Belle Ranch, LLC on land located in Blaine County, Idaho 
(11st specific additional Property, if any) 
All water rights represented by Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-483C AND 37-2630 issued by the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources. 
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State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Southern Region, 1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200 • Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 • Fax: (208) 736-3037 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov 
September l 0, 2012 
RABO AGRIFINANCE INC 
12443 OLIVE BLVD STE 50 
ST LOUIS MO 63141 




Re: Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right for Water Rights 37-48JC, 37-482H, 
37-483C, 37-577BT and 37-2630 / Belle Ranch LLC 
Loan #I0459600TC 
Dear Pa11y Holding Security Interest: 
The Department of Water Resources acknowledges receipt of the Notice of Security Interest in a 
Water Right you recently submitted on the above water rights. The Department has modified its 
records to reflect the security interest and has enclosed a computer-generated report for your 
records. 
Please note that as of July I, 1996, water right owners are required to report any change of water 
right ownership and any change of mailing address of the owners of a water right to the 
Department. Notice of the change must be provided to the Department within 120 days of the 
change. Change repo1ting forms are available from any office of the Department or on the 
Department's website. 
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Instrument # 622055 
HAILEY, IILAINE, IDAHO 
10·20-2014 11:32:17 No. of Pages: 5 
Recorde!l {or: HAWU!V TROXELL ,ti 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: 22.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy ' 
Index to: MISC DEEDS , -----.-=--
NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS 
AND NOTICE OF WAIVER OF REDEMPTION RIGHTS 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, JOHN SCHERER, a married man as his sole and separate property, 
and CHARLES HOLT, a married man as his sole and separate property (collectively "Grantor"), do 
hereby grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK or assigns ("Grantee"), 
whose address Is 1260 W. Riverstone Dr., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814, all of the water rights, described 
in Exhibit 1, attached hereto and by this reference incorporated herein, situated In Blaine County, Idaho, 
TOGETHER with any and all claims, permits, licenses, decrees, and applications to, regarding or 
connected with such water rights, all water, watercourses and ditch rights (Including stock in utilities with 
ditch or irrigation rights), and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, the 
reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, Issues, and profits thereof, and all estate, 
right, title, and interest In and to the water rights, as well In law as in equity (all of which are collectively 
referred to as the "Property''). 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Property unto Grantee, Its successors, assigns, and transferees 
forever and Grantor does hereby covenant to and with Grantee and Grantee's successors, assigns and 
transferees that it is the owner In fee simple of the Property and has the right and authority to convey the 
same to Grantee; that Grantee, and Grantee's successors, assigns and transferees shall enjoy the quiet 
and peaceful possession of the Property; that Grantor will, on demand of Grantee, or Grantee's 
successors, assigns or transferees, and at the expense of Grantor, execute any document or instrument 
necessary for the further assurance of the Utle to the Property that may be reasonably required; and \ha\ 
Grantor will warrant and defend the title conveyed herein to Grantee, and Grantee's successors, assigns 
and transferees against all lawful claims whatsoever. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Property unto Grantee, its successors, assigns, and transferees 
forever, and Grantor does hereby covenant that the Property is free from all encumbrances and liens, 
except for that certain Mortgage executed by Grantor to Grantee, dated June 10, 2009, and recorded on 
June 25, 2009, as Instrument No. 568682, and that certain Acknowledgment of Mortgage executed by 
Waterford Partners Ill, LLC, as "Borrower", to Grantee dated July 17, 2009, and recorded on July 17, 
2009, as Instrument No. 569399, both in the records of Blaine County, Idaho (collectively, the 
"Mortgage"). 
This Non-Merger Deed In Lieu of Foreclosure with Retention of Deficiency Rights and Notice of 
Waiver of Redemption Rights ("Deed") is absolute in effect and conveys to Grantee full, fee simple title in 
the Property. This Deed does not operate as a mortgage, trust deed, trust conveyance, or security device 
of any kind. Grantor acknowledges that the Mortgage is valid and binding and shall remain in full force 
and effect. This Deed does llQ! effect a merger of the fee ownership and the lien of the Mortgage. The 
fee and the lien shall hereafter remain separate and distinct. Grantee reserves Grantee's rights to 
foreclose the Mortgage at any time as to any party with any claim, Interest, or lien on the Property. 
This Deed is made pursuant to and In accordance with the terms of the Estoppal Affidavit dated 
effective of even date herewith executed by Borrower, Grantor, and John Scherer, individually, and 
Charles Holt, Individually, each as a Guarantor (collectively, "Guarantors"). The consideration for this 
Deed is valuable and Includes Borrower's, Grantor's and Guarantors' desire to decrease the amount of 
the obligations owed by Borrower and Guarantors, pursuant to the terms of a Promissory Note dated 
June 10, 2009, as renewed, modified or amended from time to time, lnltiatty executed by, and secured 
NON-MEAGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 
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against the Property by the Mortgage, and any other amounts owed by Borrower, Grantor or Guarantors 
to Grantee. In executing this Deed, Borrower, Grantor and Guarantors expressly acknowledge that this 
Deed is not Intended to and does not discharge the indebtedness that is secured by the Mortgage. 
Further, Grantee retains its deficiency rights as set forth in the Estoppel Affidavit. 
The possession of the Property has been or will be promptly surrendered to Grantee. Grantor 
further covenants with Grantee that Grantee shall enjoy the same without any loss or disturbance, and 
that Granter and an persons having or acqulr!ng any Interest In the Property through or for Grantor will, on 
demand, execute and deliver to Grantee any further assurances of the same as may be reasonably 
required. 
This Deed is made as a result of the request of Grantor and is made of its free and voluntary act 
without undue influence or coercion from Grantee or any other party. At the time of the execution of this 
Deed, Granter belleves that the indebtedness secured by the Mortgage does exceed the fair market value 
of the Property. Grantee shall have the option and right to defer recording this Deed if it so elects until 
such time as ii deems appropriate. 
Grantor does hereby irrevocably waive, surrender, convey, and relinquish any equity ol 
redemption and statutory rights of redemption whatsoever which Grantor may now or hereafter have In 
and to or concerning the Property, and acknowledges that this Deed is not executed by virtue of any 
misrepresentation of Grantee, Its agents, attorneys, or any other person. The warranties and 
representations made by Grantor as herein set forth are for the protection of Grantee and all other parties 
who hereafter acquire an interest in the Property and shall be binding upon the respective heirs, trustees, 
beneficiaries, executors, and assigns of Grantor. 
The execution, dellvery and performance of this Deed, (i) has been duly authorized and does not 
require the consent or approval of any governmental body or other regulatory authority or any other 
person or entity, and (ii) is not in contravention of or in conflict with any law or regulation, and (iil) is 
enforceable against Granter, Borrower and Guarantors, In accordance with the terms herein. Further, 
John Scherer and Charles Holt represent and warranty that they have sole authority to enter into this 
Deed on behalf of Borrower and execute the documents in conformance thereof. 
Grantor acknowledges and agrees that the acceptance by Grantee of title to the Properly shall 
not create any obligations on the part of Grantee and/or its assigns to third parties that may have clalms 
of any kind whatsoever against the Grantor. No person not a party to this Deed shall have any "third 
party beneficiary" status or other rights hereunder. 
DATED effective the4_ day of '5'"f11(= , 2014. 
man dealing with his sole and separate property 
NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 





STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) SS. 
County of Blaine J_ ) \-
On this~ day of~. 2014, before me, ~":. ~ ~s IL, , a Notary 
Public In and for said state, personally appeared JOHN SCHERER, known or identified to me to be the 
person whose name Is subscribed to the foregoing Instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed 
the same. 
IN Wl~~'Wftf.iijEOF, I have hereunto set 
year in thls .. ~~~ltl! ab~ written. ,~ .,.. .... ... ~ 
~t.r:;~ v..Y ••,:. =~.. ~~ ~ --. .. . . : • ,S> , r. • 0: ..... "" • v •• 
i : " v' :::r:: . . ~ . -
" .. "O\) • "" .. -=-••• ~ •••.f?l 
.-#1': ••••••••••• :<(. .. : 
"#"# sr A 1'\l.. 0 , ...... 
# • .,.,, ......... ,, ... 
Hx~d my official seal the day and 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine f) ) 
On this :J::.. day of ~[2014, before me, ~~ Q__ \ _p,.4, t..-\ , a Notary 
Public in and for said state, personally appeared CHARLES HOLT, known or Identified to me to be the 
person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing Instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed 
the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto se 
year in this certificate first above written. 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this~ day of ~y 2014, before me, £JM.II', e ~ , a Notary 
Public In and for said State, personally appeared JOHN SCHERER, known or Identified to me lo be a 
member of WATERFORD PARTNERS Ill, LLC, or the person who executed the instrument on behalf ol 
said limited liability company and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company executed the 
same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
year in this certificate first above written. 
, ............ , 
.,,, SKI ••~ ... , .... !'- ,,,. 
•" v.-•••••• ..._,.;,, .. ,._.. .. .,.. ,.., ;-...,. '{ ... ~ 
: /il I \>-~ \ :, 
::E! 0A:.., CJ io: =<1 • ~ ::c= 
,~~ ~, '-I •-<= 
'5 • • .... ~ : I", : 
\ ._ V'-' •• .:::;' ~ .. ... . .. ~ ,: 
~,.lf-••••••••o'-' 
"" <'.l .. ,.,.,~ ST p..1v.,.,,.,., 
~ ........... ,, .. 




My commission expiresZ.0\1: 
County of Blaine J ) 
On this~ day of~ 2014, before me, ~<. LL~'k..t , a Notary 
Public in and tor said State, personally appeared CHARLES HOLT, known or identified to me to be a 
member of WATERFORD PARTNERS Ill, LLC, or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of 
said limited liability company and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company executed the 
same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my h 
year In this certificate first above written . 
............. , 
.••••• J'-.S Kl ••~, .. 
,.· \, ·····~• .. .. ~ ~·.•• ~ 
~· _''.::, J' ~ "i ~ 
:·;: ;.f t<.~ 'i 
:~,: 0 ,CJ 0: 
:·~.-(~ >-; """,== 
,~ \ "'I "9"' : ~, 
't. •• .,\) ,, ,$ : 
-'fa. •• " • ~ I 'Y,,_,.lf-••••••·•• .. o ., .. 
~,.,. ST A,.1~ .,.,,.,,..,. ............. ,,, 
NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 





An undivided 7.5/289\hs or 2.595% of the water rights appurtenant to the following described 
lands situate In Blaine County, Idaho, to wit: 
All in Township 1 North. Range 19 East, B.M.: 
In Section 6: NE1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 6 in the NW1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 7 in the 
SW1/4SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SE1/4 
In Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4NE1/4, SE1/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NW1/4, NE1/4SE1/4 
and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water rights are described In five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Reports each entitled "Idaho 
Department of Water Resources Recommended Water Rights Acquired Under State Law" relating to the 
water rights summarized, In part, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCE OF POINT OF ACRES QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED OFWATER 
NUMBER 
37-481C described Big Wood SW1/4NW1/4, Sec. 289 3.014 CFS 
above River 36 T2N, R18E (cubic feel per 
second) 
37-577BT described Big Wood (same) (same) 2.200CFS 
above River 
37-482H described Big Wood (same} (same) 3.012 CFS 
above River 
37-483C described Big Wood (same) (same) 15.086 CFS 
above River 
37-2630 described Ground water NW1/4NW1/4SW1/4 (same) 3.750 CFS 
above Sec. 6, T1N, R19E 1,011.50 AFY 
(acre/feet per 
year} 
Water Right No. 37-2630 (ground water} Is based on a License. The other four (4) water nghts 
are based on court Decrees. 
NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 
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WARRANTY DEED 
This Warranty Deed is made this l'Pth day of October, 2014, between IDAHO 
INDEPENDENT BANK, hereinafter called the "Grantor," and FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION, which has a current mailing address of 401 W. Front Street, Boise, 
Idaho 83702, hereinafter called the "Grantee" witnesseth: 
That Granter has granted and does, by these presents, grant, bargain, sell, convey, 
and confirm unto Grantee and Grantee's successor and assigns forever, all of the water 
rights, described in Exhibit 1, attached hereto and by this reference incorporated 
herein, situated in Blaine County, Idaho, TOGETHER with any and all claims, permits, 
licenses, decrees, and applications to, regarding or connected with such water rights, 
all water, watercourses and ditch rights (including stock in utilities with ditch or 
irrigation rights), and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, 
the reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, issues, and profits 
thereof, and all estate, right, title, and interest in and to the water rights, as well in law 
as in equity (all of which are collectively referred to as the "Property") 
To have and to hold the Property together unto Grantee and Grantee's 
successors and assigns forever. 
Subject to those exceptions made, suffered or done by Grantee, or Grantee's 
successors and assigns; Granter covenants to Grantee, and Grantee's successors and 
assigns: that Grantee, and Grantee's successors and assigns shall enjoy the quiet and 
peaceful possession of the Property; that Granter is lawfully seized of the Property in 
fee simple and has the right and authority to convey the same to Grantee; that Granter 
will, on demand of Grantee, or Grantee's successors or assigns, and at the expense of 
Granter, execute any document or instrument necessary for the further assurance of 
the title to the Property that may be reasonably required; that Grantor's title to the 
Property is merchantable and free from all liens and encumbrances; and that Granter 
will warrant and defend the title conveyed herein to Grantee, and Grantee's successors 
and assigns against all lawful claims whatsoever. 
WARRANTY DEED - 1 
40986.0058.6937429.1 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor has hereunto set its hand on the day and year 
first above written. 
IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
On this 15th day of October, 2014, before me, !L c~: 0 ; .. , E 3:e I >Jn.-1 ¢2,o a 
Notary Public in and for said State, personally appear d Molly Rigby, known or 
identified to me to be a Vice President of IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK, the 
corporation that executed the within instrument or the person who executed the 
instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
N~~ p~fo~4~~,•A+ z 
Residing at ~._ \ D 
My commission expires , c, -· 2- "-? -, &' 





An undivided 7.5/289ths or 2.595% of the water rights appurtenant to the following described 
lands situate in Blaine County, Idaho, to wit: 
All in Township 1 North, Range 19 East, B.M.: 
In Section 6: NE1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 6 in the NW1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 7 in the 
SW1/4SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SE1/4 
In Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4NE1/4, SE1/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NW1/4, 
NE1/4SE1/4 and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water rights are described in five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Reports each entitled "Idaho 
Department of Water Resources Recommended Water Rights Acquired Under State Law" relating to the 
water rights summarized, in part, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCE OF POINT OF ACRES QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED OF WATER 
NUMBER 
37-481C described Big Wood SW1/4NW1/4, Sec. 289 3.014 CFS 
above River 36 T2N, R18E (cubic feet per 
second) 
37-577BT described Big Wood (same) (same) 2.200 CFS 
above River 
37-482H described Big Wood (same) (same) 3.012 CFS 
above River 
37-483C described Big Wood (same) (same) 15.086 CFS 
above River 
37-2630 described Ground water NW1/4NW1/4SW1/ (same) 3.750 CFS 
above 4 Sec. 6, T1N, 1 ,011.50 AFY 
R19E (acre/feet per 
year) 
Water Right No. 37-2630 (ground water) is based on a License. The other four (4) water nghts 
are based on court Decrees. 









IDWR Southern Regional Office 
650 Addison Ave. W ., Ste. 500 
Twin Falls, ID 83301-5858 
October 27, 2014 
380 S. 4 th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 287-0991 
RECEIVED 
OCT 2 8 2014 
DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES 
SOUTHERN REGION 
Re: Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership; Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 
37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT & 37-2630 
Dear Trish: 
Please find enclosed for processing a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership regarding 
water right nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. Also enclosed is a check 
(#6660) in the amount of $500 for the five (5) water right splits that are a result of the change of 
ownership. 
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Sincerely, 




OCT 2 8 2014 
DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES 
SOUTHERN REGION 
Fonn 42•248/42-1409(6) Rev 08/14 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
I. List the numbers of all water rights and/or adjudication claim records to be changed. If you only acquired a portion of the water right 
or adjudication claim, check "Yes" in the "Split?" column. If1he water right is leased tu the Water Supply Bank, check "Yes" If you 
are not sure iftbe water right is leased to the Water Supply Bank. sec #6 of the instructions. 
Leased to Water Leased to Water 
', -5D\ ,-t" ~ 
. \ ~1- ,:. 
Water RJgbt/Clalm No. Split? 
,..'flS' 37-481C Yes l&1 
Supply Bank7 Water RJ&bt/Claim No. Split? Sunolv Bank? 





2Z ~ 37-577BT Yes l&1 Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes 0 
2.'2. (j/(, 37-482H Yes i2S1 j Yes 0 Yes D Ye:. 0 
·22. 141-, 37-483C Yes l&1 Yes 0 Y.es 0 Yes 0 
l."2.. 'ii 'i 37-2630 Yes l&1 I Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes □ 
2. Previous Owner's Name: South County Estates, LLC 
Name of current water right bolder/claimant ., 
3. New Owner(s)/Claiman1(s): _F_lrs_t_S_ec_u_rity-=--Co---'rp'-o_rat_io_n _____________ -==----=---=:----
Ncw owncr(s) as listed on the conveyance document Name connector O aad O or O 11Ddlor 









4. Iftbe water rights and/or adjudication claims were split, how did the division occur? 
181 The water rights or claims were divided as specifically identified in a deed, con1ract, or other conveyance document. 
0 The water rights or claims were divided proportionately based on the portion of their place(s) of use acquired by the new owner. 
5. Date you acquired the water rights and/or claims listed above: _O_ct_o_be_r_2_0.;.., 2_0_1_4 ________ _ 
6. Iftbe water right is leased to the Water Supply Bank changing ownership of a water right will reassign to the new owner any Water 
Supply Bank leases associated with the water right Payment of revenue generated from any rental of a leased water right requires a 
completed IRS Fonn W-9 for payment to be issued to an owner. Anew owner for a water right under lease shall supply a W-9. Water 
rights with multiple owners must specify a designated lessor, using a completed Lessor Designation form. Beginning in the calendar . 
year following an acknowledged change in water right ownership, compensation for any rental will go to the new owner{s). 
7. T'nis iorm must be signed and submitted with ib~ ioilowing REQi.HRED items: 
181 A copy of the conveyance document - warranty deed, quitclaim deed, court decree, contract of sale, etc. The conveyance 
document must include a legal description of the property or description of the water right(s) if no land is conveyed. 
181 Plat map, survey map or aerial photograph which clearly shows the place of use and point of diversion for each water right 
and/or claim listed above (if necessary to clarify division of water rights or complex property descriptions). S C A 
r8I Filing fee (see instructions for further explanation): -""ti f\f N E 0 
o S2S per undivided water right j . , . 
o S l 00 peup/11 water right 1-t/V I R zn1,5 
o No fee is required for pendin& adjudication claims. ,. \/ 
D lfwater righl(s) are leased to the Waier Supply Blllk AND there arc multiple owners, a Lessor Designation fonn is required. 
0 lfwlllCr right(s) are leased to the Water Supply Bank, the individual owner or designated lessor must complete, sip and submit an 
IRSFonnW-2 
8. Signature: vfL...::."' , ,_,,.-,...a., :::,;c.~:-..--------
Slgo 
( 
\ho Y<ds ;ct'.1 n+ 6s s «, ,~,o..::..,, _,1..;ICJ:::...• 1~a.:...1r....+,,1,J 1...J<fr---
nt1e. If applicable ✓ \ Date 
Signature: 
Slgnatun: of new owner/claimant Title, if applicable Date 
For IDWR Office~: 
Receipmd by-~-..:..-.--- Date tc-aa-ao14 ReceiptNo. Sootf3LoS ReceiptAmt ;t.s:oo-
Active in the Water Supply Bank7 Yes O No D 
Name on W-9 __________ _ 
If yes, forward to the State Office for procc:ssing 
Approved by ___ _ 
~11~ OJttM No□ 
Processed by____ Da ... 
... -·· _.. 31- \.f7 l C.. 
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-••: WIVIOCICCIW'DEED 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaim, to John Scherer, a married man as his sole and separate 
property, whose addre.,s is PO Box 2127, Ketchum, Idaho 83340 and Charles Holt, a married 
man as his sole and separate property, whose address is PO Box 2133, Ketchum, ID 83340, to 
hold as tenant,-in-common, all of its right, title and interest which it bas, if any, in the property 
in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine described as: 
7.5/289dt portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-
483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources and more particularly 
described on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 25th day of June, 2009 
Scherer, Managing Member 
STATEOFIDAHO, ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine. ) 
On this 25111 day of June, 2009, before me.. the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subsaibed his name to the within instrument, and acknowl to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
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IDAHO l)EPARTMENT OF IIATBR RESOURC!!S 
RECOMMBNOED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRID UIIOBR STATB LAW 
02/20/2007 
ll!OllT NUMBER: 37 -481C 
NAME AND l\DORE88: SOIIJ'H COUNTY BS'l'ATBS I.LC 







PERIOD OF USB: 
PLACE OF USE, 
KITCHUM IO 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVIIR 
3.0H CFS 
08/01/1882 
T02N R18B S36 SWNII Within BLIIINB County 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RlVIIR 
Water diverted fr0111 Headgate #tS delivered thro\lgh Dlatrict Cllrl&l. 
PJUI.PQSI QF USB 
IRRIGATIOH 
IRllIGATJOH in BLAINE count.y 
TOlN Rl!IB 806 NB8W 
TOlN R.19.B S06 Lot 7 SW811 
TOUl Rl!IB 806 S1188 
TOlN Rl9B 807 811N'B 
TOlN RUB S07 NBNII 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NBSB 
PIBJPP PP USI 
0,11s 10/31 
24.00 TOlN Rl92 S06 Lot 
12.00 TOJB RlH S06 
a.so TOlN Rl!IB 807 
18.00 TOlN ll.l91l 807 
28.00 TOlN RUB 807 
35.00 TOlli Rl!IE 807 
289 ACRBS TOTAI. 
.cw»r.a.n 
3.014 CFS 






The rights lieted below ere limited to the irrigation of a cambined total of 289 
acrea in a aingle irrigation aeaaon. Cofflbined Righc Noa.: 37-48:ZR, l7-481C, 
37•48lC, 37•S778T, and 37•2630. 
OTHBI! PROVISIONS IIBCBSSARY FOR DBFINITIOII OR ADMINIS'rl!ATlON OF THIS WATBR RIO!IT: 
Thia partial dacree ia allbject to auch ganeral provision■ neceseary for 
t.he definition of the right■ or for the ■fficient adllliaiatration of the wat■r 
right■ •• -Y be ult.iutely datendnad by the Court at a point in tiu no 
latar than the entry of a final unified decree. Section '2•1412(6). Idaho 
Coda. 
BlCPLANA'l'ORY MM'BRIAL, BASIS OP CLAIM - Decreed 
Baein l1 Part J Direceor•e Report - Ree-ndad Page 340 
Page 2 oft 
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IDAHO OBPARTMBNT OF lfATBR RBSOURCBS 
RSCOMMBNDBD WATBR RIGHTS ACCUIRBD UNDBR STATB LAIi 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT IIUM88R: 37-577BT 
!IAMB JUI!) J\DDRBSS: SOOTH COIIHTY BSTATBS Ll.,C 







PBlllOD OP lJSB: 
PLACB OP USB: 
KBTCHOM ID 83340 
BIO WOOD RlVBR 
2.200 CPS 
03/24/1883 
TRIBUTAltY: MALAD RIVBR 
T02N Rl8B S36 9WN1f Within BLAINB County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through Oiatrict canal. 
PQRPOBB or USB 
IRllIGP.TIOH 
IRRIGATION in IL&Jtfll c;ounty 
T01N R19B S06 NBSW 
TOlN Rl9B so& LOt 7 swsw 
TOlN R19B 606 81188 
TOlN Rl9B 807 SWlllll 
TOlN Rl9B 807 NBMW 
TOlN Rl9B 807 NBSB 
21Bi912 gi:: OSI 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 TOlN lt19B S06 
12.00 TOlN RUB 806 
a.so TOlK RUB 807 
38.00 TOlN RUB 807 
:ae.oo TOlN 1tl98 S07 
35.00 TOUI lt19B S07 
28' ACRBS TOTAL 
otwtTm 
2.200 CPS 






The righta li•tad below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acre■ in a aingle irrigation aeaaon. COfflbined Right Noa., 37-48:lll, J7-481C, 
37-48lC, 37•577BT, and 37•2630. 
OTHBR PllOVISIDNS NBCBSSARY POR DBPINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATBR RIGHT, 
Thia partial decree ia aubject to such general provisions necaaaary for 
tha definition of the right• or tor the efficiant adffltniatratioa of the water 
righta aa MY be ultimately determin•d by the Court •ta point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. section 42•1412(61. Idaho 
Code. 
IIXPLAHATOaY MATEllIAL, BASlS OP CLAIM - Decreed 
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ID.IUIO DBPARTMBNT OF WATER IUISOURCBS 
RBCOMMBNDBD IIAT&ll RIGHTS ACQUIRBll tlNDBR STATE LAIi 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NONBBR: 37.49;111 
HAMB AIID ADDR!SS: SOUTH COUNTY BSTATBS t.LC 







PERIOD OF Ulll!l: 
PI.M:B or USB: 
IC£TCHUM ID 13340 
BIG WOOD RlVBR 
3.012 CPS 
08/01/188'1 
T02N Rl88 S36 81111W Within BLII.INB County 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
Nater diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through Dietrict canal. 
PYBPQSI! Qf UH 
IRRIGATION 
tBBJMTI91 iP BL&Dil c;puntv 
TOlN Rl98 S06 NBSW 
TOlN Rl9B S06 Lot 7 8WSN 
TOlN Rl9B 806 8llSB 
TOl.JI RUB 807 SWNB 
TOlN Rl9B 807 NBll1f 
TOlN Rl98 807 NBSB 
PIIBJ!ltl Slf llH 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 TOUI RUB SOil 
12.00 TOlN R1911 S06 
a.so TOUI RUB 807 
38.00 TOUI RUB S07 
:aa.oo TOlN l!.1911 807 
JS.DO TOlN l!.198 S07 
289 ACRIIS TOTAL 
oowm 
3.012 Cl'S 






The rights listed below are limited to the irriiation of a caaibined total of 289 
acrea in a ■ingle irrigation ■a■aon. Combined R ght Noa.: 37•482H, 37·481C, 
37•483C, 37•577BT, and 37•2630. 
OTIIBR PROVISIONS NBCBSSARY i'OR OBPINITION OR ADMINISTRATION or THIS WAT!m RIGHT, 
Thia partial decree 11 aubject to aucb general proviaiona nace■■ary for 
the definition of the righta or for the efficient adminiatration of the water 
right■ a■ may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in ti• no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section ♦2-lt12(6l, Idaho 
Code. 
BXPLAIIATORY MATBRIAL. BASIS OP CLAIM - Decreed 
Baein 37 Part 3 Director• ■ Raport - Reco-nded Page 347 
Page4 of• 
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IDAHO DBPAATMBIIT OF WIITER RBSOURCBS 
RECOMMEN!)'Stl WATBR RIGHTS ACQUIR'Stl UIIOSR STATE IJ\W 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: Ji-4BlC 
NAME AND lll)DRBSS: SOI/TH COtlNTl:' BllTAT&S LLC 







PERIOD OP USB: 
PLACB 01' USB, 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOO RIVER 
15.086 CFS 
08/01/1902 
TRIBUTARY: Ml\LAD RIVER 
T02N Rl8B S36 SW!fil Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through Dietrict Canal. 
mega11 112 us1 UB41212 0E 11111 .DIWll:llX 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 15.086 CFS 
IBIU!iAI.Utll ill lli.AIIII i;;!:!1&111.X 
TD1M R19B S06 NISlf 24.00 TOlN Rl9E SOil .Lot Ii IIWSW 33.00 
T0lN RUB 806 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN RUB 806 SBSll 39,00 
TOlN RbB 806 SIISB a.so T0lN IUH 807 IIWII& 31.00 
T0lN RUB S07 SIINB 38.00 T0lN Rl9B SO? 88MB 15,00 
T0lN IU9B S07 - 28.00 T0lN RUB 807 SBNW 5.50 TOlN RUB 807 IIBSI!: 3S.00 TOJ.N RUB 807 N1f8B 20.00 
28!1 ACRIS TOTAL 
The right■ liated below are li•ited to the irrigation of a calllbined total of 289 
acre■ in a aingle irrigation aeuon. Collbined Right Noe., l1-482H, 37-481C, 
37-tBlC, J7-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHBR PROVISIONS 1"CUBARY FOR DIFIHITION Oil ADMIIIIISTRATION OF THIS WATBll RIGHT: 
'Thia partial decree ia 8\lbj ■ct to auch general proviaions neceaaary for 
the definition of the right• or for the efficient ac1111ini•tration of the water 
rights aa uy b« ult1-t■ly detenlined by th• Cou-et at a paint in tiN no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. seation 42-141:.1(111, Idaho 
Code. 
l!XPLANATORY MATBRIAL I BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
EXHIBrr_A __ _ 
4oll5 
Ba■ i.n 37 Part 3 Director•• Report• R._nded Page J52 
Page 5 of l 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT 01' WATER Rl!SOURCBS 
RECOMMENDED WATBR RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-2630 
NAME AND A!)ORESS: SOUTH COUNTY &STAT13S LLC 







PBRIOD OP USB : 
PLACE OF USI!: 






TOlN Rl9B 66 NWNIIBlf Within BLAINE county 
2lmm'1fi 121! lllii WmJ:l Qf Uili 
IRRIGATION Ot/15 10/Jl 
IBIUQA'.W11!1 :i.D Dl.l!.llil S::lllllltlt 
TOlN R19B 606 NBBW 2(,00 TOlN ltl91! 806 
TOlN RUE S06 LOt 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN 11.UB SOli 
TOlN Rl9E S06 Sl!ISB 8.50 TOJ.li R1911 607 
TOllf RUE 807 B1INll: 38.00 TOlN RUI 807 
TOlN RUE 807 NE!llf ;a.oo TOlN RUii !107 
TOlN Rl9E 807 Nl!SB JS.00 TOlN RUE 807 









The riihta lilted below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acrea n a •ingle irrigation ■eaaon. COllbined Right Noe.: 37-482H, 37-411C, 
l7-t83C, 37-5778T, and 37-2630, 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DBl"INITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF mxs WATER RIGHT: 
Thi• partial decree ia subject to such general provisioaa necessary for 
tha definition of the right• or for the efficient adainiatration of the water 
right• as may be ultimately detel:mined by the cou.rt at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
cede. 
l!XPI..AIIATOP.Y MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM • Licenee 
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Instrument # 622055 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IOAHO 
10-20-201,e 11:32:17 No. of Pages: 5 
Recorded for: HAWLl!Y TROXELL 
JOLYNNDRAQE l'u: 22.00 "'-
l!x-0111clo Recorder Deputy _ 
lndolo: MISC Dl!ED8 ------,..-c.-
NON•MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS 
AND NOTICE OF WAIVER OF REDEMPTION RIGHTS 
FOR VAWE RECEIVED, JOHN SCHERER, a married man as his sole and separate property. 
and CHARLES HOLT, a married man as his sole and separate property (collectively "Grantor"), do 
hereby grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK or assigns (uGrantee"), 
whose address Is 1260 W. RIVerstone Dr., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814, all ol the water rights, described 
In Exhibit 1, attached hereto and by this reference incorporated herein, situated in Blaine County, Idaho, 
TOGETHER with any and all claims, permits, licenses, decrees, and applications to, regarding or 
connected with such water ri!j\ts, all water, watercourses and ditch rights (Including stock In utilities with 
ditch or irrigation riglts), and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, the 
reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, issues, and profits thereof, and all estate, 
right, title, and interest in and to the water rights, as well in law as In equity (all of which are collectlvely 
referred to as the •Property"). 
TO HAVE ANO TO HOLD the Property unto Grantee, Its successors, assigns, and transferees 
forever and Grantor dOes hereby covenant to and with Grantee and Grantee's successors, assigns and 
transferees that It is the owner In fee simple of the Property and has the right and authority to convey the 
same to Grantee; that Grantee, and Grantee's successors, assigns and transferees shall enjoy the quiet 
and peaceful possession ol the Property; that Grantor wtn, on demand of Grantee, or Grantee's 
successors, assigns or transferees, and at the expense of Grantor, execute any document or Instrument 
necessary for the further assurance of the title to the Property that may be reasonably required; and that 
Grantor will warrant and defend the tltle conveyed herein to Grantee, and Grantee's successors, assigns 
and transferees against all lawful claims whatsoever. 
TO HAVE ANO TO HOLD the Property unto Grantee, its successors, assigns, and transferees 
forever, and Grantor does hereby covenant that the Property Is free from all encumbrances and liens, 
except for that certain Mortgage executed by Grantor to Grantee, dated June 10, 2009, and recorded on 
June 25, 2009, as Instrument No. 568682, and that certain Acknowledgment of Mortgage executed by 
Waterford Partners Ill, LLC, as "Borrower", to Grantee dated July 17, 2009, and recorded on July 17, 
2009, as Instrument No. 569399, both In the records of Blaine County, Idaho (collectively, the 
"Mortgage"). 
This Non-Merger Deed In Lieu of Foreclosure with Retention of Deficiency Rights and Notice of 
Waiver of Redemption Rights ("Deed") Is absolute In effect and conveys to Grantee full, fee simple title in 
the Property. This Deed does not operate as a mortgage, trust deed, trust conveyance, or security device 
of any kind. Grantor acknowledges that the Mortgage is valid and binding and shall remain In full force 
and effect. This Deed does not effect a merger of the fee ownership and the lien of the Mortgage. The 
fee and the lien shall hereafter remain separate and distinct. Grantee reserves Grantee's rights to 
foreclose the Mortgage at any time as to any party with any claim, interest, or Uen on the Property. 
This Deed is made pursuant to and in accordance with the terms of the Estoppal Affidavit dated 
effective of even date herewith executed by Borrower, Grantor, and John Scherer, individually, and 
Charles Holt, individually, each as a Guarantor (collectively, "Guarantors''). The consideration for this 
Deed is valuable and includes Borrower's, Grantor's and Guarantors' desire to decrease the amount of 
the obligations owed by Borrower and Guarantors, pursuant to the terms of a Promissory Note dated 
June 10, 2009, as renewed, modified or amended from time to time, initially executed by, and secured 
NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 
NOTICE OF WAIVER OF REDEMPTION RIGHTS - 1 
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against the Property by the Mortgage, and any other amounts owed by Borrower, Grantor or Guarantors 
to Grantee. In execullng this Deed, Borrower, Grantor and Guarantors expressly acknowledge that this 
Deed is not intended to and does not discharge the indebtedness that is secured by the Mortgage. 
Further, Grantee retains its deficiency rights as set forth In the Esloppel Aflidavit. 
The possession of the Property has been or will be promptly surrendered to Grantee. Grantor 
further covenants with Grantee that Grantee shall enjoy the same without any loss or disturbance, and 
that Grantor and all persons having or acquiring any Interest In the Property through or for Grantor will, on 
demand, execute and deliver to Grantee any further assurances of the same as may be reasonably 
required. 
This Deed Is made as a result of the request of Granter and Is made of Its free and voluntary act 
without undue influence or coercion from Grantee or any other party. At the llme of the execution of this 
Deed, Grantor believes that the indebtedness secured by the Mortgage does exceed the fair market value 
of the Property. Grantee shall have the option and right to deler recording this Deed if It so elects until 
such time as it deems appropriate. 
Granlor does hereby Irrevocably waive, surrender, convey, and relinquish any equity of 
redemption and statutory rights of redemption whatsoever which Granter may now or hereafter have In 
and to or concerning the Property, and acknowledges that this Deed is not executed by virtue of any 
misrepresentation of Grantee, Its agents, attorneys, or any other person. The warranties and 
representations made by Granter as herein set forth are for the protection of Grantee and all other parties 
who hereafter acquire an Interest in the Property and shall be binding upon the respective heirs, trustees, 
beneficiaries, executors. and assigns of Granter. 
The execution, delivery and performance of this Deed, (i) has been duly authorized and does not 
require the consent or approval of any governmental body or other regulatory authority or any other 
person or entity, and (II) Is not In contravention of or in conflld with any law or regulation, and (iii) Is 
enforceable against Granter, Borrower and Guarantors. In accordance with the terms herein. Further, 
John Scherer and Charles Holt represent and warranty that they have sole authority to enter into this 
Deed on behalf of Borrower and execute the documents In confonnance thereof. 
Granter acknowledges and agrees that the acceptance by Grantee of title to the Property shall 
not create any obligations on the part of Grantee and/or its assigns to third parties that may have clalms 
of any kind whatsoever against the Grantor. No person not a party to this Deed shall have any ''third 
party beneficiary" status or other rights hereunder. 
DATED eflecllve the,aL day of 6'~T , 2014 . 
• a married man dealing with his sole and separate property 
NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 





ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine j_ ) 
On this...£_ day of~ 2014, before me, ~1,,,J.'!. 2. L:i."6o IL\ a Notary 
Public in and for said state, personally appeared JOHN SCHERER, known or identified to me to be the 
person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing IRstrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed 
the same. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine J ) 
On this Z:_ day of ~f2014, before me, ~ Q_ \ p..4, l, , a Notary 
Public in and for said stale, personally appeared CHARLES HOLT. known or Identified to me to be the 
person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing Instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed 
the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto se 
year in this certificate first above written. 
40986.0058.5273742.5 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this~ day of~~ 2014, before me. ~IMJ'', j2__ ~ , a Notary 
Public In and for said State, personally appeared JOHN SCHERER, known or Identified to me to be a 
member of WATERFORD PARTNERS Ill, LLC, or the person who executed the Instrument on behalf of 
said limited liability company and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company executed lhe 
same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
year in this certificate first above written. 
CJ-l~ w::,~:~~ 
My commission expiresWq--
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine J ) 
On this~ day of~ 2014, before me, ~<. L~~ \:..t , a Notary 
Public in and for said State, personally appeared CHARLES HOLT, known or Identified to me to be a 
member of WATERFORD PARTNERS Ill, LLC, or the person who executed the Instrument on behalf of 
said limited liability company and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company executed the 
same. 
NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 





An undivided 7 .5/289ths or 2.595% of the water rights appurtenant lo the following described 
lands situate in Blaine County, Idaho, to wit: 
All in Township 1 North, Range 19 East, B.M.: 
In Section 6: NE1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 6 in the NW1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 7 ln the 
SW1/4SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SE1/4 
In Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4NE1/4, SE1/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NW1/4, NE1/4SE1/4 
and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water rights are described in five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Reports each entitled "Idaho 
Department of Water Resources Recommended Water Rights Acquired Under State Law" relating to the 
water rights summarized, in part, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCE OF POINT OF ACRES QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED OFWATER 
NUMBER 
37-481C described Big Wood SW1/4NW1/4, Sec. 289 3.014 CFS 
above River 36T2N, R18E (cubic feel per 
second) 
37-577BT described Big Wood (same) (same) 2.200CFS 
above River 
37-482H described Big Wood (same) (same) 3.012CFS 
above River 
37-483C described Big Wood (same) (same) 15.086 CFS 
above River 
37-2630 described Ground water NW1/4NW1/4SW1/4 (same) 3.750CFS 
above Sec. 6, T1N, R19E 1,011.S0AFY 
(acre/feet per 
year) 
Water Right No. 37-2630 (ground water) Is based on a License. The other four (4) water rights 
are based on court Decrees. 
NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 
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Recording Requested By and 
When Recorded Return to: 
First Security Corporation 
401 W. Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Instrument # 622056 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IOAHO 
10-20-2014 11:34:411 No. or Pages: 3 
Recorded far: HAWLEY TROXl!LL 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: 111.DO 14 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy=-__ _,'--ro-,___ 
Index ta: WTY/QC/CORP DEED 
SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE ONLY 
WARRANTY DEED 
This Warranty Deed is made this lP½½, day of October, 2014, between IDAHO 
INDEPENDENT BANK, hereinafter called the "Grantor," and FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION, which has a current mailing address of 401 W. Front Street, Boise, 
Idaho 83702, hereinafter called the "Grantee" witnesseth: 
That Granter has granted and does, by these presents, grant, bargain, sell, convey, 
and confirm unto Grantee and Grantee's successor and assigns forever, all of the water 
rights, described in Exhibit 1, attached hereto and by this reference incorporated 
herein, situated in Blaine County, Idaho, TOGETHER with any and all claims, permits, 
licenses, decrees, and applications to, regarding or connected with such water rights, 
all water, watercourses and ditch rights (including stock in utilities with ditch or 
irrigation rights}, and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, 
the reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, issues, and profits 
thereof, and all estate, right, title, and interest in and to the water rights, as well in law 
as in equity (all of which are collectively referred to as the "Property") 
To have and to hold the Property together unto Grantee and Grantee's 
successors and assigns forever. 
Subject to those exceptions made, suffered or done by Grantee, or Grantee's 
successors and assigns; Granter covenants to Grantee, and Grantee's successors and 
assigns: that Grantee, and Grantee's successors and assigns shall enjoy the quiet and 
peaceful possession of the Property; that Granter is lawfully seized of the Property in 
fee simple and has the right and authority to convey the same to Grantee; that Granter 
will, on demand of Grantee, or Grantee's successors or assigns, and at the expense of 
Granter, execute any document or instrument necessary for the further assurance of 
the title to the Property that may be reasonably required; that Grantor's title to the 
Property is merchantable and free from all liens and encumbrances; and that Granter 
will warrant and defend the title conveyed herein to Grantee, and Grantee's successors 
and assigns against all lawful claims whatsoever. 
WARRANTY DEED - 1 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor has hereunto set its hand on the day and year 
first above written. 
IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
On this 15th day of October, 2014, before me, Vi~~; 0 ; .. , E 6:C:,,h,4~(1 a 
Notary Public in and for said State, personally appea d Molly Rigby, known or 
identified to me to be a Vice President of IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK, the 
corporation that executed the within instrument or the person who executed the 
instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
N~~ P~~ro~~vy+, 
Residing at ~ \ D 
My commission expires , c, - 2-7 -, ~ 





An undivided 7.5/289ths or 2.595% of the water rights appurtenant to the following described 
lands situate in Blaine County, Idaho, to wit: 
All in Township 1 North, Range 19 East, B.M.: 
In Section 6: NE1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 6 in the NW1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 7 in the 
SW1/4SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SE1/4 
In Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4NE1/4, SE1/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NW1/4, 
NE1/4SE1/4 and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water rights are described in five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Reports each entitled "Idaho 
Department of Water Resources Recommended Water Rights Acquired Under State Law" relating to the 
water rights summarized, in part. as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCE OF POINT OF ACRES QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED OF WATER 
NUMBER 
37-481C described Big Wood SW1/4NW1/4, Sec. 289 3.014 CFS 
above River 36T2N, R18E (cubic feet per 
second) 
37-577BT described Big Wood (same) (same) 2.200 CFS 
above River 
37-482H described Big Wood (same) (same) 3.012CFS 
above River 
37-483C described Big Wood (same) (same) 15.086 CFS 
above River 
37-2630 described Ground water NW1/4NW1/4SW1/ (same) 3.750 CFS 
above 4 Sec. 6, T1 N, 1,011.50 AFY 
R19E (acre/feet per 
year) 
Water Right No. 37-2630 (ground water) is based on a License. The other four (4) water rights 
are based on court Decrees. 





State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Water Right 
37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-483C 
IRRIGATION 
The map depicts the place of use for the water use listed above and point{s) of diversion of these rights as currently 
derived from interpretations of the paper records and is used solely for illustrative purposes. Discrepancies between the 
computer representation and the pemanent document file will be resolved in favor of the actual water right documents in 
the water right file. 
18E 19E 
1~ Point of Diversion 
Place Of Use Boundary 
Orownships 
D PLS Sections 
D Quarter Quarters 
Taxlots 
Map produced on October 27, 2014 







State of Idaho 




The map depicts the place of use for the water use listed above and point(s) of diversion of this right as currently 
derived from interpretations of the paper records and ls used solely for illustrative purposes. Discrepancies between the 
computer representation and the pemanent document file will be resolved in favor of the actual water right documents 






1~ Point of Diversion 
,,, , ,, ,,... Place Of Use Boundary 
CJ Townships 
D PLS Sections 
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State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF \VATER RESOURCES ~ \ • Southern Ri:gion • 650 Addison AH' W, Suite :-00 • T,dn Falls, Idaho 83301-5858 Pho nc; ( 2 08} 7 36-3033 • Fa": ( 208) 7 36-303 'i' • \Vcbsitc: "w w. id,u. ida h O.l!,O\' ----------------------------------CL. '°BllTII" OTTER 
January 12. 2015 
FIRST SECURITY CORP 
40 I W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE ID 83702 
G:\Rl SP.\UOl \'.\ 
Director 
Re: Change of Ownership/Split of Water Right 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT. 37-2630 
Split into 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630-Belle Ranch 
37-22915. 3 7-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 , 3 7-22919 - First Security Corp. 
Dear Water Right Holder(s): 
The Department acknowledges receipt of correspondence splitting ownership of the above referenced 
water rights. The Department has modified its records to reflect the change in ownership and has 
enclosed a computer-generated report for your records. 
Updating the ownership record for a water right does not reconfirm the validity of the right. When 
processing an ownership change notice, the department does not review the history of water use to 
determine if the right has been forfeited through five years or more of non-use. To read more about 
water right forfeiture, including how to protect a water right from forfeiture, please see Sections 42-
222 and 42-223, Idaho Code. 
Also, please note that Section 42-248, Idaho Code, requires you or the owner of this water right to 
maintain current ownership and address records on file with the department. Forms to file a change of 
ownership of a water right and/or a change in the address of the water right owner are available from 
any department office, or at the department's website at: w,v-w.idwr.idaho.gov. 




Technical Records Specialist 
Enclosures 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Proof Report 
Water Right 37-22915 
Name and Address 
FIRST SECURITY CORP 
401 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE, ID 83702 
(208)292-1884 
















Source and Polnt(s) of Diversion 
BIG WOOD RIVER L3(NESWNW) Sec. 36, Twp 02N, Rge 18E, BLAINE County 
Place Of Use 
I R 10 RIGAT N Within BLAINE County 
NE NW SW SE 
Two Rno Sec NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE Totals 
01N 19E 6 39 o 35.0 14.0 40.0 39.0 167.0 
l6 L7 
01N 19E 7 40.0 39.0 39.0 28.0 60 40 0 21.0 213.0 
Right Acre Limit 289 o 
POU Total Acres: 380.0 
Conditions of Approval: 
1. T08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
2. T07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year 
of the date of this approval. 
3. ROS Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for 
the distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this 
approval, this water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
4. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 
37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 
37-22741, 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined 
shalt not exceed a total diversion rate of 27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
5. R43 The right holder shalt maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a 
type approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable 
control of the diversion(s). 
6. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22915, 37-22916, 
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37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 
289 acres. 
7. T19 Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a 
point in time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
8. R63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per 
acre nor more than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of 
use. 
9. 206 The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309. 7 acres within 
the 380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The 
specific 309.7 acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape 
file associated with these rights in the geographic information system component of the 
water rights database maintained by the department. Before changing the 309. 7 acres 
to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land 
list and representative electronic shape file or map to the Department prior to the 
irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
10. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 




Water Supply Bank: 
N/A 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Proof Report 
Water Right 37-22916 
Name and Address 
FIRST SECURITY CORP 
401 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE, ID 83702 
(208)292-1884 



















Source and Point(s) of Diversion 
BIG WOOD RIVER L3(NESWNW) Sec. 36, Twp 02N, Rge 18E, BLAINE County 
Place Of Use 
IRRIGATION Within BLAINE C 
NE 
aunty 
NW SW SE 
Two Rna Sec NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE Totals 
01N 19E 6 39.0 35.0 14.0 40.0 39.0 167.0 
L6 L7 
01N 19E 7 40.0 390 39.0 28.0 60 40.0 21.0 213.0 
Right Acre Limit 289 o 
POU Total Acres: 380.0 
Conditions of Approval: 
1. R63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per 
acre nor more than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of 
use. 
2. G05 Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
3. T07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year 
of the date of this approval. 
4. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 
37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 
37-22741, 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27. 71 cfs and the irrigation of 309. 7 acres. 
5. T08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
6. T19 Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a 
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7. 206 The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within 
the 380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The 
specific 309. 7 acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape 
file associated with these rights in the geographic information system component of the 
water rights database maintained by the department. Before changing the 309. 7 acres 
to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land 
list and representative electronic shape file or map to the Department prior to the 
irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
8. ROS Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for 
the distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this 
approval, this water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
9. R43 The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a 
type approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable 
control of the diversion(s). 
10. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22915, 37-22916, 
37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 
289 acres. 




Water Supply Bank: 
N/A 
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Water Right 37-22917 
Owner Type 
Current Owner 
Name and Address 
FIRST SECURITY CORP 
401 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE, ID 83702 
(208)292-1884 















Source and Point(s) of Diversion 
BIG WOOD RIVER L3(NESWNW) Sec. 36, Twp 02N, Rge 18E, BLAINE County 
Place Of Use 
IRRIGATION within BLAINE County 
NE NW SW SE 
Twp Rng Sec NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE Totals 
01N 19E 6 39.0 35.0 14.0 40.0 39.0 167.0 
L6 l7 
01N 19£ 7 40 0 39 0 39.0 28.0 6.0 40.0 21.0 213.0 
Right Acre limit. 289.0 
POU Total Acres: 380.0 
Conditions of Approval: 
1. TO? The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year 
of the date of this approval. 
2. 206 The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309. 7 acres within 
the 380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The 
specific 309.7 acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape 
file associated with these rights in the geographic information system component of the 
water rights database maintained by the department. Before changing the 309. 7 acres 
to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land 
list and representative electronic shape file or map to the Department prior to the 
irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
3. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 
37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 
37-22741, 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27. 71 cfs and the irrigation of 309. 7 acres. 
4. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22915, 37-22916, 
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37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 
289 acres. 
5. R05 Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for 
the distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this 
approval, this water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
6. G05 Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
7. TOB Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
8. T19 Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a 
point in time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
9. R43 The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a 
type approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable 
control of the diversion(s}. 
10. R63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per 
acre nor more than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of 
use. 




Water Supply Bank: 
NIA 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Proof Report 
Water Right 37-22918 
Name and Address 
FIRST SECURITY CORP 
401 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE, ID 83702 
(208)292-1884 



















Source and Polnt(s) of Diversion 
BIG WOOD RIVER L3(NESWNW) Sec. 36, Twp 02N, Rge 18E, BLAINE County 
Place Of Use 
IRRIGATION 'th· BLAINE C t WI m oun,y 
NE 
Twp Rna Sec NE NW SW SE NE 
01N 19E 6 
01N 19E 7 40.0 39.0 39 0 28.0 
Conditions of Approval: 
NW SW 
NW SW SE NE NW SW 









SW SE Totals 
39.0 167.0 
213.0 
Right Acre Limit: 289.0 
POU Total Acres 380.0 
1. R43 The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a 
type approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable 
control of the diversion(s). 
2. T07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year 
of the date of this approval. 
3. 206 The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309. 7 acres within 
the 380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The 
specific 309. 7 acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape 
file associated with these rights in the geographic information system component of the 
water rights database maintained by the department. Before changing the 309. 7 acres 
to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land 
list and representative electronic shape file or map to the Department prior to the 
irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
4. R63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per 
acre nor more than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of 
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5. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22915, 37-22916, 
37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 
289 acres. 
6. G05 Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
7. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 
37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 
37-22741, 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27. 71 cfs and the irrigation of 309. 7 acres. 
8. T08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
9. R05 Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for 
the distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this 
approval, this water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
10. T19 Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a 
point in time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 




Water Supply Bank; 
NIA 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Proof Report 
Water Right 37-22919 
Name and Address 
FIRST SECURITY CORP 
401 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE, ID 83702 
(208)292-1884 

















Source and Point(s) of Diversion 
GROUND WATER L6(NWNWSW) Sec. 6, Twp 01N, Rge 19E, BLAINE County 
Place Of Use 
IRRIG TON h. NE C Al wit tn BLAI ountv 
NE NW SW SE 
Two RnQ Sec NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE Totals 
01N 19E 6 39.0 35.0 14.0 40.0 39.0 167.0 
L6 L7 
01N 19E 7 40.0 39.0 39.0 28.0 6.0 40.0 21.0 213.0 
Right Acre Limit: 289.0 
POU Total Acres: 380.0 
Conditions of Approval: 
1. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22915, 37-22916, 
37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 
289 acres. 
2. X35 Rights 37-2630, 37-22919, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall 
not exceed a total diversion rate of 4.02 cfs, a total annual maximum diversion volume 
of 1053.5 af at the field headgate and the irrigation of 309. 7 acres. 
3. R63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per 
acre nor more than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of 
use. 
4. 01M After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall install a suitable 
measuring device or shall enter into an agreement with the Department to use power 
records to determine the amount of water diverted and shall annually report the 
information to the Department. 
5. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 
37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 
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37-22741. 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27. 71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309. 7 acres within 
the 380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The 
specific 309. 7 acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape 
file associated with these rights in the geographic information system component of the 
water rights database maintained by the department. Before changing the 309.7 acres 
to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land 
list and representative electronic shape file or map to the Department prior to the 
irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
If the surface water rights appurtenant to the place of use is abandoned, forfeited, sold, 
transferred, leased or used on any other place of use, this right to divert ground water 
shall not be used without an approved transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, 
or approval of the Department if a transfer is not required. 
The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the 
right holder for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The 
right holder shall limit the diversion of ground water under this right to those times when 
the surface water supply is not available or the surface water supply is not reasonably 
sufficient to irrigate the place of use authorized under this right. 
Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year 
of the date of this approval. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a 
point in time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 




Water Supply Bank: 
NIA 
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State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Southern Region• 650 Addison AH W. S11ite 500 • Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-5858 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 • Fax: (208) 736-3037 • Website: www.idwr.idaho.gov 
C.L. "BUTCll" OTTER GARV SPACKMAN 
Guvernor 
January 13, 2015 
BELLE RANCH 
POBOX3322 
HAILEY ID 83333 
Director 
Re: Change of Ownership/Split of Water Right 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630 
Split into 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630-Belle Ranch 
37-2291S, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, 37-22919-First Security Corp. 
Dear Water Right Holder(s): 
The Department received correspondence requesting splitting ownership of the above referenced water 
rights. After review by the Department's legal staff, the water rights were split as requested. The 
Department has modified its records to reflect the change in ownership and has enclosed a computer-
generated report for your records. 
Updating the ownership record for a water right does not reconfirm the validity of the right. When 
processing an ownership change notice, the department does not review the history of water use to 
determine if the right has been forfeited through five years or more of non-use. To read more about 
water right forfeiture, including how to protect a water right from forfeiture, please see Sections 42-
222 and 42-223, Idaho Code. 
Also, please note that Section 42-248, Idaho Code, requires you or the owner of this water right to 
maintain current ownership and address records on file with the department. Forms to file a change of 
ownership of a water right and/or a change in the address of the water right owner are available from 
any department office, or at the department's website at: www.idwr.idaho.gov. 
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Albert P. Barker 
john A. Rosholt 
fl)hn.K.Smpson 
navis L 1hompson 
Slslley M. Davis 
Paul L Arrington* 
S:Ott A. .Magnuson 
Trish Fawcett 
Idaho Deparbnent of Water Resources 
650 Addison Ave. W., Suite 500 








Paul L ArriDgton 
pla@idabowaters.com 
March 17,2016 
195 River Vista Place. Sule 204 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 
(208) 733-0700 telephone 
(208) 735-2444 facsinlle 
1010 West Jell'eraon, Suite 102 
Post Offlca Box 2139 
Boile, Idaho 83701-2139 
(208) 336-0700 telephOne 
(208) 344-6034 facslmle 
~.com 
RECEIVED 
MAR 2 f 2016 
DEPT Of WATER AESOURces 
SOUTHERN R!:G!ON 
RE: Change of Ownership for Water Rights 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 
and 37-22919 
Dear Ms. Fawcett: 
On January 13, 201S, you provided notice to Belle Ranch of the completed change in 
ownership and split of its water rights - changing the ownership of a portion of each right to First 
Security Corp ("FSCj. The water rights are as follows: 






This change in ownership was in enor and should be reversed. Attached is a copy of the Notice 
of Change in Ownership previously provided to the Department evidencing Belle Ranch's 
ownership of the entirety of the above water rights. (A'ITACBMENT 1). The Department 
previously reviewed this documentation and determined that it adequately confirmed Belle 
Ranch's ownership. 
Notwithstanding these documents, the Department has now determined that a portion of 
the Belle Ranch water rights are actually owned by FSC. This determination is apparently based 
on information provided in a December 22, 2014 letter from Chris Bromley. Based entirely on 
that letter, and without prior notice to Belle Ranch, the Department has split portions of the Belle 
Ranch water rights and given them to FSC. 
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Mr. Bromley's letter does not support a change in the ownership of the Belle Ranch water 
rights. Ownership of those rights was decreed in the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA ") 
in 2009. (AITACBMENT 2). The Department has no authority to go behind those decrees and 
alter the SRBA's ownership determination. · 
The SRBA is a quiet title action with respect to the water rights being adjudicated. Under 
Idaho Code, the Director submits a report to the SRBA identifying several elements of the 
recommended water rights- including "the name and address of the claimant." I.C. § 42-
1411(2)(a). Any challenges to the elements of the water rights -including ownership - must be 
addressed before the Court, which will then decree the water right and its elements. J.C. § 42-
1412. Once issued, "the decree entered in a general 'adjudication shall be conclusive as to the 
nature and extent of all water rights in the adjudicated water system." I.C. § 42-1420. 
The Belle Ranch water rights were originally recommended in the SRBA under the 
ownership of South County Estates, LLC ("South County").1 (A1TACBMENT 3). South County 
is an Idaho Limited Liability Company. For all years on record with the Idaho Secretary of State 
{2004-2010), South County had one identified "Managing Member"-Jobn Scherer. 
(A1TACHMENT 4). The recommendations for these water rights were entered in the SRBA in 
early 2007. (ATfACIIMENT 3). 
In June, 2009, South County apparently attempted to convey a portion of the Belle Ranch 
water rights to "John Scherer and Charles Holt." (ATrACBMENT S). This "John Scherer" is the 
same John Scherer identified as the Managing Member of South County. Importantly, neither 
South County, John Scherer nor Charles Holt ever notified the Court or Department of any 
attempted conveyance. See I.C. § 42-1406(6) (" All claimants and purchasers shall provide the 
director written notice of any change in ownership or of any change in mailing address during 
the pendency of a general adjudication"); Id. at§ 42-248(1) {ownership changes must be 
provided to the Department within 120 days of the change). 
On July 9, 2010 - over a year after the attempted conveyance - Special Master Bilyeu 
entered her A.mended Special Master~ Report & Recommendation; Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law (the "Amended Recommendation") recommending the entirety of the water 
rights for decree in the name of South County. (ATrACBMENT 6). Importantly, that Amended 
Recommendation identified the sole owner of the Belle Ranch water rights as '"South County 
Estates, LLC" and was served on South County. Id. As such, at least South County and John 
Scherer knew of the Special Master's ownership determination at that time. Ye~ neither South 
County, John Scherer nor Charles Holt challenged the Special Master's ownership 
determination. See SRBA AO 1 13 (Parties must submit Motion to Alter or Amend to challenge 
any element recommended by a Special Master for decree). 
1 Belle Ranch is the successor in interest to South Cowity Estates, LLC. (Attachment 1). 
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On August 31, 2010, Judge Wildman issued Partial Decrees for each of the water rights-
following the Special Master's recommendation and decreeing them entirely in the name of 
"South County Estates, LLC." (AITACBMENT 2). Notice of the partial decrees was served on 
South County. Id. Therefore, at that time, both South County and John Scherer knew of the 
Court's ownership determination. Yet, again, neither South County, John Scherer nor Charles 
Holt took any action to challenge the Coures determination of ownership. See SRBA AOI 15(a) 
(allowing for appeals of partial decrees); I.R.C.P. 54(b) (allowing for appeals of final 
judgments); I.R.C.P. 60 {allowing for motions to amend judgements). In fact, no action was 
taken on the attempted conveyance until the end of2014-fom years after the SRBA had 
determined that South County owned the entirety of the water rights. 
Given bis status as both the Managing Member of South County and the recipient of the 
attempted conveyance, John Scherer would have been well aware of the Cowt's actions and the 
impending adjudication of the water rights in the name of South County. He received a copy of 
the Director's Report, Special Master Recommendation and Partial Decrees and never 
challenged the Court's adjudication of ownership of the water rights. As such, the water rights 
were decreed, in their entirety, in the name of South County. Those Partial Decrees are binding 
on the Depanment and parties as to the elements determined therein. I.C. § 42-1420 ("The 
decree entered in a general adjudication shall be conclusive as to the nature and extent of all ' 
water rights in the adjudicated water systemj. Accordingly, the ownership of the water rights 
should be corrected to show that Belle Ranch owns the entire water rights. 
To be sure, Belle Ranch does not mean to imply that the ownership of a decreed water 
right cannot be changed. Rather, the issue here is that the attempted conveyance occurred before 
the SRBA decree and no effort was made by either the reputed buyer or seller (who were 
effectively the same person) to alter the ownership records prior to the Court's determination of 
ownership. The Partial Decrees, therefore, quieted title to the water rights, in their entirety, to 
South County. Any interest allegedly acquired by John Scherer and/or Charles Holt prior to the 
issuing of the Partial Decrees, therefore, was voided. 
Mr. Bromley's letter points the Department to a number of documents and claims they 
confirm FSC's ownership of a portion of the Belle Ranch water rights. However, the letter 
ignores the fact that neither South County, John Scherer nor Charles Holt ever notified the 
Department or the SRBA of the attempted conveyance as required by Idaho law. Nor does the 
letter recognize that the Partial Decrees effectively quieted title to the water rights in the name of 
South County. Furthermore, all of the documents provided by Mr. Bromley stem from the June, 
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Accordingly, please correct the Department's records of ownership of the above water 
rights to reflect Belle Ranch's ownership of the entire water rights. If you have any questions, 
please don't hesitate to give me a call at 208-733-0700. 
PLA/jn 
Enclosures 






From: Baxter, Garrick 
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:23 PM 
To: 
Cc: 
Paul Arrington; Chris Bromley; Jones, Doug 
Fawcett, Trish; Barker, Al::tert (IWRB Member) 
SUbject: RE: Belle Ranch & Fust Security Corporation Water Rights originaly decreed as South County 
Estates LLC 
Paul, 
If someone queries information regarding ownership, the Department's database will say "See file." It will not refer to 
South County Estates, LLC. 
Yes, this email discussion will be included In the file. 
Garrick Baxter 
Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
322 East Front Street 
P0Box83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720.0098 
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov 
Phone: (208)2874811 
Fax: (208) 287'"6700 
From: Paul Arrington [mailto:pla@idahowaters.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:33 PM 
To: Baxter, Garrick; Chris Bromley; Jones, Doug 
Cc: Fawcett, Trish; Barker, Albert (IWRB Member) 
subject: RE: Belle Ranch & Rrst Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
Thank you Garrick. 
A few questions for clarity. John's email indicated that the 7.5/289 would be put back in the name of South County 
Estates. Is that still going to happen? 
Also, will you include this email discussion in the file? 
Thanks, 
PauJ L. Arrington 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson. LLP 
208-733-0700 ··· Office 
208-404-9436 - Cell 
208-735-2444 - Fax 
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: TI1is c,mail and its attachments arc r.:0111i<kntial and ma) he pri~ilc~tl lf)·ou bdic,e this e•nutil hns i'lc(n sent to you in error, 
plca.,;e notify the scn<kr inm1<.-tlia1cly anti delete this email. Do n,;,t deliver. distribute or copy this transmission 
From: Baxter, Garrick lmailto:Garrick.Baxter@idwr.idaho.gov1 
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:29 PM 
To: Chris Bromley <cbromley@mchughbromley.com>; Paul Arrington <pla@idahowaters.com>; Jones, Doug 
<DougJones@idwr.idaho.gov> 
Cc: Fawcett, Trish <Trish.Fawcett@idwr.idaho.gov>; Albert Barker <apb@idahowaters.com> 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
Chris and Paul, 
Thank you for your letters and emails. As John indicated in his previous email, the Department does not have 
the authority to determine ownership of water rights. The Department only maintains notices of change of 
ownership submitted to it. The appropriate forum to resolve a dispute over ownership is a district court. Your 
letters and emails make it clear that the ownership of the 7 .5/289th portion the water rights is in dispute. The 
Department takes no position as to this dispute. I have recommended to the Department that it update its files to 
include the recent letters and emails regarding the ownership dispute. I have also recommended that the 
Department's database refer to the files if someone queries information regarding ownership. Should this 
ownership dispute be resolved by a district court, please provide the Department with a copy of the judgment 
and the Department will gladly update the records to reflect the finding of the court. 
Garrick Baxter 
Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
322 East Front Street 
PO Box83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
garrick.baxter@idwr .idaho. gov 
Phone: (208) 287-4811 
Fax: {208) 287-6700 
From: Chris Bromley [mailto;cbromley@mchughbromtey.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:32 AM 
To: 'Paul Arrington'; Baxter, Garrick; Jones, Doug; Homan, John 
Cc: Fawcett, Trish; 'Kurt Gustave!'; Barker, Albert (JWRB Member) 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
All, 
Again, as I stated in my email, its purpose was to clear up factual inaccuracies in a brief manner, which I did. 118 disputes 





From: Paul Arrington (mailto:pla@idahowaters.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2016 9:24 AM 
To: Chris Bromley <cbromley@mchughbroml,:y.com>; 'Baxter, Garrick' <Garrick.Baxter@idwr.idaho.gov>; 'Jones, Doug' 
<Doug.Jones@idwr.idaho.gov>; 'Homan, John' <John.Homan@idwr.idaho.gov> 
Cc: 'Fawcett, Trish' <Trish.Fawcett@ldwr.idaho.gov>; 'Kurt Gustave!' <Kurt.Gustavel@IIBK.NET>; Albert Barker 
<apb@idahowaters.com>; Paul Arrington <pla@idahowaters.com> 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
All just a few comments. 
First, Mr. Bromley misquotes my letter as to the recording status of the 2009 Deed. In that letter, I did not state that 
the deed was "not recorded." Rather, the letter states that the deed was "not recorded so that it appeared in the chain 
of title for the appurtenant property." Importantly, Mr. Bromley does not dispute that the 2009 was not recorded in 
the chain of title for the Property. 
Second, although Mr. Bromley underlines some portions of the language from the Partial Release, he does not dispute 
that there is no reference to any conveyance of the water rights to Mr. Scherer in the Release. 
Finally, there is no dispute that the IIB Notice of Security Interest was not included in the water right backfile until 2014. 
Thanks, 
Paul L. Arrington 




CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 1111.,; e•nuul and its att1ehmc1tts an: coofidl!mi:il and may be privih:g..-d. If you 11.llie~c !his e-mail b:is ~'II 51:11110 you in error, 
please notify the 51.'00l!I' immcdia1ely and delete this em:1il Do llOI dcliwr, discributc or copy this UllllSmission. 
From: Chris Bromley [mailto:cbromley@mchughbromlev.com1 
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:12 AM 
To: Paul Arrington <pla@ldahowaters.com>; 'Baxter, Garrick' <Garrick.Baxter@idwr.idaho.gov>; 'Jones, Doug' 
<Ooug.Jones@idwr.idaho.gov>; 'Homan, John' <John.Homan@idwr.idaho.gov> 
Cc: 'Fawcett, Trish' <Trish.Fawcett@idwr.ldaho.goy>; 'Kurt Gustave!' <Kurt.Gustavel@IIBK.NET>; Albert Barker 
<apb@ldahowaters.com> 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
All, 
This brief email is intended to clear up some factual inaccuracies in Mr. Arrlngton's letter of Aprils, 2015 ("Letter"). 
1. Mr. Arrington claims on page l of his Letter that the quitclaim deed included as Exhibit 1 to my December 22, 
2014 Letter ("2009 Quitclaim Deed") was "not recorded." That is completely inaccurate. The 2009 Quitclaim 
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Deed was clearly recorded in Blaine County as Instrument# 568680, dated 6•25-2009, at 04:04:00. The 
recording stamp is clearly evidenced In the top left hand comer of the deed. 
2. on page 2 of his Letter, Mr. Arrington claims the 6/25/2009 Mountain West Bank Partial Release of Lien ("MWB 
Partial Release"), which was Included as Exhibit 2 to my December 22, 2014 Letter, "says nothing about any 
water right conveyance .... " Again, this is Inaccurate. The MWB Partial Release "agrees that the lien of the 
Mortgage be released as it relates to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 7.5 acres of real property identified 
on the legal description attached hereto as Exhibit 'A' and incorporated herein by reference and that the Notice 
of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho Department of Water Resources be waived to the 
limited extent it relates to the Water Rights described above." Emphasis added. 
3. As to Idaho Independent Bank's ("11B") Notice of Security Interest ("118 Security Interest"}, which was included 
as Exhibit 4 to my December 22, 2014 Letter, Mr. Arrington states on page 3 of his Letter, that it was "allegedly 
submitted to the Department in 2009 by 11B.n There's nothing alleged about the 11B Security Interest being filed 
with IDWR. Much like ignoring the recording stamp in the top left hand corner of the 2009 Quitclaim Deed, the 
11B Security Interest was stamped received by IDWR Southern Region on July 24, 2009. 
Thank you, 
Chris M. Bromley 
M'HUGH♦BROM . .f:Y 
3801So~th 4th.Street, Suite 103 




Confidentiality Notice: The information in this e-mail (including auachmcms, if any) is considered confidential and is intended only 
for the rccipicnt(s) listed above. Any rc:view, use, disclosure, distribution or copying of this e-mail is prohibited cxcepl by or on behalf 
of the intended recipient. If you have received this email in error, please notify me: immediately by reply email, dc:lete this email, and 
do not disclose ils contents to anyone. Thank you. 
From: Paul Arrington [mailto:pla@idahowaters.com1 
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2016 4:36 PM 
To: Chris Bromley <cbromley@mchughbromley.com>; 'Baxter, Garrick' <Garrick.Baxter@idwr.idaho.gov>; 'Jones, Doug' 
<OougJones@idwr.idaho.gov>; 'Homan, John' <John.Homan@idwr.idaho.gov> 
Cc: 'Fawcett, Trish' <Trish.Fawcett@idwr.idaho.gov>; 'Kurt Gustavel' <Kurt.Gustavel@IIBK.NET>; Albert Barker 
<apb@idahowaters.com>; Paul Arrington <pla@idahowaters.com> 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
All: 
Please find, attached, a letter In response to Mr. Bromley's March 31, 2016 letter. 
Thanks, 
Paul L. Arrington 
◄ 
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Barker Rosholt & Simpson, LLP 
208-733-0700 - Office 
208-404-9436 - CeJJ 
208-735-2444 - Fax 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOT( CE: This c•mtlil 1111d its atl/lehnll:nts are c:unfidentinl and 1113) he prhill!11cd. If you believe this e-mail has been scnl lo you in error, 
please notify the scnd,:r immedio1cly and delc1c this email. Do not deli ..-er. distribulc er copy this 1ransmmion 
From: Chris Bromley [mailto:cbromley@mchughbromley.com1 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2016 12:32 PM 
To: 'Baxter, Garrick' <Garrick.Baxter@idwr.idaho.gov>; 'Jones, Doug' <OougJones@ldwr.idaho.gov>; 'Homan, John' 
<John.Homan@idwr.idaho.gov>; Paul Arrington <pla@idahowaters.com> 
Cc: 'Fawcett, Trish' <Trish.Fawcett@idwr.idaho.goV>; 'Kurt Gustave!' <Kurt.Gustavel@IIBK.NET> 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights orlsinally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
All, 
Please find attached a letter in response to Mr. Arrington's March 17, 2016 letter, Mr. Homan's March 29, 2016 email, 
and Mr. Baxter's March 30, 2016 request for submittal of a written response. 
If there are questions, please let me know. 
Thank you, 
Chris M. Bromley 
MllJ.IU~•BROMl.fY 
3ao's'o~th 4th.Street, Suite 103 




Conlidentiality Notice: The infonrullion in this e-mail (including attachments. if any) is considered conlidcntial and is in1endcd only 
for the rccipicnl(s) listed above. Any review, use, disclosure, distribution or copying of this e-mail is prohibited except by or on behalf 
of the intended recipient If you have recciv1.>d this email in error, please notify me immediately by reply email, delete thiit email, and 
do not disclose its comcnts to anyone. Thank you. 
From: Baxter, Garrick (malltojGarrick.Baxter@idwr.idaho.gov) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 12:09 PM 
To: Chris Bromley <cbromfey@mchughbromley.com>; Jones, Doug <Doug.Jones@idwr.ldaho,go~>; Homan, John 
<John.Homan@ldwr.idaho.goV>; 'Paul Arrington' <pla@>idahowaters.com> 
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Cc: Fawcett, Trish <Trish.Fawcett@idwr.idaho.goV> 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & first security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates Lt.C 
Doug, 
If you haven't already processed the change please hold off to give Chris the chance to submit a written response on 
behalf of FSC. 
Chris, 
I anticipate your response will be prompt. Please include myself and Paul in the response. 
Garrick 
From: Olrls Bromley [mailto:cbromley@mchughbromley.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 9:42 AM 
To: Jones, Doug; Homan, John; 'Paul Arrington' 
Cc: Baxter, Garrick; Fawcett, Trish 
subject: RE: Belle Ranch & Arst Security Corporation Water Rights originally deaeed as South County Estates LLC 
Garrick, 
Since I only received notice of this late yesterday, I must ask the agency to cease changing ownership until FSC is given 
an opportunity to submit a written response to Mr. Arrington's letter. As noted by Mr. Homan, Belle Ranch was given 
more than a year to respond to IOWR's decision, which was based on clear chain of title, to change ownership into FSC. 
As the clear owner, FSC must be given an opportunity to respond, which it will do. 
Thank you, 
Chris M. Bromley 
M'HUGt•BROMl.f:Y 
380. So~th 4th.Street, Suite 103 




Conlidcntialily Notice: The information in this e-mail (including attachments, if any) is considered confidential and is intended only 
for the rccipicnt(s) fisted above. Any review, use, disclosure, distribution or copying of this e-mail is prohibited except by or on behalf 
oflhe intended recipient. If you have received this email in error. pleasi: notify me immcdialoly by reply email. delete this email, and 
do nllt disclose its contents to anyone. Thank you. 
From: Jones, Doug (mallto:DougJones@idwr.idaho.gov) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 4:55 PM 
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To: Chris Bromley <cbromley@mchughbromley.com>; Homan, John <John.Homan@ldwr.idaho.gov>; 'Paul Arrington' 
<pla@idahowaters.com> 
Cc: Baxter, Garrick <Garrick.Baxter@idwr.idaho.gov>; Fawcett, Trish <Trish.Fawcett@idwr.idaho.gov> 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
Chris, 
I believe it was Mr Arrington's letter of March 17, 2016 that raised the concern of title. Southern Region office has not 
started the ownership change to South County Estates yet, but plan to soon. You and your Client will receive ownership 
change completion correspondence at that time. 
Thanks for your rapid response. 
Doug 
From: Chris Bromley [maHto:cbromle~mchughbromley.comJ 
sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 4:22 PM 
To: Homan, John; 'Paul Arrington' 
Cc: Baxter, Garrick; Jones, Doug; Fawcett, Trish 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
John and Garrick, 
I tried calling just now to both of you, but it went to voicemail. I would be very interested to see the March 17, 2016 
letter you're talking about. I have not sent anything to IOWR about these water rights since early in 2015, when IDWR 
agreed to split the water rights. I have nothing in my records since then. 
If someone could please get back to me, l' d appreciate it. 
Thanks, 
Chris 
From: Homan, John (mailto:John.Homan@idwr.idaho.gov1 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 3:44 PM 
To: Paul Arrington <pla@idahowaters.com> 
Cc: Chris Bromley <s;bromley@mchughbromley.com>; Baxter, Garrick <Garrick.Baxter@idwr.idaho.gov>; Jones, Doug 
<DougJones@idwr.idaho.gov>; Fawcett, Trish <Trish.Fawcett@idwr.idaho.gov> 
Subject: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
Paul, 
Trish Fawcett forwarded your letter dated March 17. 2016 to the legal staff at the State Office for review 
and reconsideration. I told her I would review the materials you submitted and materials previously submitted 
with the change in ownership in 2015. I have completed my review and have advised Idaho Department of 
Water Resources ("Department" or "IDWR") to change its records for the 7.5/2891h portion of the water rights 
into the name of South County LLC., the name listed on the partial decree dated August 31. 2010. 
7 
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As you are aware IDWR does not possess the legal authority to quiet title in ownership disputes. 
Disputes_ over title to real property can only be resolved by a quiet title action brought before a district court. 
Idaho Code § 6-40 I; see also Rural Kootenai Organization, Inc. v. Board of Com 'rs, 133 Idaho 833, 842, 993 
P.2d 596, 605 ( I 999)(Kootenai County Board of Commissioners lacks jurisdiction to determine who owns title 
to submerged lands.); see also Bonner Bldg. Supply, Inc. v. Standard Forest Products, Inc., 106 Idaho 682, 685, 
682 P.2d 635,638 (Ct. App. 1984)(A district court has jurisdiction in action to quiet title.). IDWR only 
maintains and updates water right ownership records pursuant to Idaho Code Section 42-248. The Department 
elected to process the First Security Corporation's change in ownership based upon the materials submitted at 
the time with the application. Despite providing notice of the change to Belle Ranch on January 13, 2015, 
IDWR did not receive any communication from you expressing a concern with this change until your March 17, 
2016 letter. Review of earlier materials and consideration of your recent arguments and submitted materials 
indicate there is a dispute over current ownership of the 7.5/289th portion of these water rights. Because 
ownership is disputed, I have advised IDWR to change its records for the 7.5/289th portion of the water rights 
into the name of South County LLC consistent with the partial decrees.IIJ Should you or anyone else disagree 
with the characterization of the ownership in the Department's records, you have the option to quiet title to the 
water right in district court. The Department will then alter its water right ownership records, should it become 
necessary, to comport with the district court judgment. 
111 Regarding the larger 281/289 portion of the water right, IDWR intends to leave that water rights in the 




111 Regarding the larger 281/289 portion of the water right, IDWR Intends to leave that portion the waters rights In the name of Belle 
Ranch as there does not appear to be a dispute Involving that portion of the water rishts at this time. 
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I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-481C 
Owner Type Name and Address 
Current Owner BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
(208) 788-3978 
Security Interest RABO AGRIFINANCE INC 
12443 OLIVE BLVD STE 50 
STLOUIS, MO 63141 
Priority Date: 08/0 l/1882 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source I Tributary 
BlG WOOD RIVERjMALAD RIVER 
Beneficial Use JI!:2!!!. I2 Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/312.93 CFS 
Total Diversion 2.93 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
BIG WOOD RIVERjNESWNW Lt 3ISec. 36ITownship 02NIRange l SEjBLAINE County 
IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 281.5 
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Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
Townshi Ran e Section Lot I!:!!£! Acres Lot I!:!!£! Acres Lot I!!£! Acres Lot I!!£!~ 
0lN 19E 6 ESW 39 6 WSW 35 7 SWSW 14 SES 40 
7 
Total Acres: 380 






I. X27 ~his1 
ri?h! is !imited to the irrigation of 281.5 acres within the authorized place of use in a 
smg e 1rr1gat1on season. 
2. X35 R37igh22ts93187-48dlc37, 3272-948192H,h37-483Cb,. 37d-57h7B11T, 37-2630d,th37-!2:15? 37-2f2298t96, 37-22917, - an - w en com me s a not excee e 1rngat1on o acres. 
ights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
3 X35 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741, 37-
. 22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the 
4. R05 distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, 
his water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
5. R43 approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of 
he diversion(s). 
6. G05 Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309. 7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
7_ 206 the~e ri_ghtdsbin thhe gdeographic inBfo;matiohn sy_stemhco3m0p9o7nent of theb "":at~r rigdhts ~ha:3bahse380 mamtame y t e epartment. e1ore c angmg t e . acres to e 1rngate wit mt e 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
8_ R63 This right wh hen3 c5omf:bined with alhl otfiher1drihghtds shal~pr~vi_de ~o mofrehtha1n 0.02fcfs per acre nor more t an . a a per acre at t e 1e ea gate 1or 1rngat1on o t e p ace o use. 
9_ T07 Thhedright fhohl?er shall ac1
complish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of 
t e ate o t 1s approva . 
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10. 08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
11 Tl 9 rovisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
· water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in 
time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
Dates: 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/2010 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 37 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Combined Acres Limit: 289 
Combined Volume Limit: 
Combined Rate Limit: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
DLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: 
r·rgetlon Plan: False 
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I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-482H 
Owner Type Name and Address 
Current Owner BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
(208) 788-3978 
Original Owner SAWTOOTH TITLE CO INC TRUSTEE 
C/O G CHAPMAN PETERSEN & ASSOCIATES 
RT 5 SPRINGWOOD LN 
BARRINGTON, IL 60010 
(312)426-4646 
Security Interes RABO AGRIFINANCE INC 
12443 OLIVE BLVD STE 50 
ST LOUIS, MO 63141 
Priority Date: 08/01/1884 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source I Tributary 
BIG WOOD RIVERjMALAD RIVER 
Beneficial Use From To Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 2.93 CFS 
Total Diversion 2.93 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
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BIG WOOD RIVERjNESWNW Lt 3jSec. 36ITownship 02NjRange 18EIBLAINE County 
IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 281.5 
Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
Township an eSection1,2! Ir!£! ~1.2! Ir!£! ~Lot Ir!£! Acresb2!!!!£!~ 
0lN 19E 6 ESW 39 6 WSW 35 7 SWSW 14 SESW 40 
7 
Total Acres: 380 









l. x27 ~his1ri?h~ is !imited to the irrigation of281.5 acres within the authorized place of use in a 
smg e 1mgation season. 
2. X3S R37ig2h2ts93178-48dlc37, 3272-94s192H,h37-483Cb,. 37d-57h7B11T, 37-2630d, 3h7-~2?15: 37-2f2298t96, 37-22917, - an - w en com me s a not excee t e 1mgat10n o acres. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
3 X3S 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741, 37-
. 22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the 
4. ROS distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, 
this water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
5. R43 approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of 
the diversion(s). 
6. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
7. 206 The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309. 7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
these rights in the geographic information system component of the water rights database 
maintained by the department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
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shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
8_ R63 This right wh hen3 c5o~bined with alhl otfiher1drihghtds shtal~pr~vi_det~o mofrtehtha1n 0.02fcfs per acre nor more t an . a1a per acre at t e 1e ea ga e 1or 1mga 10n o e p ace o use. 
9_ T07 Thhedright fhohl?er shall ac1 
complish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of 
t e ate o t 1s approva . 
10 T08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
· Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
11 T 19 provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
· water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in 
time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
Dates: 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/2010 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 37 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Combined Acres Limit: 289 
Combined Volume Limit: 
Combined Rate Limit: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
DLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: 
1·rget1°n Plan: False 
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I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-483C 
Owner Type Name and Address 
Current Owner BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
(208) 788-3978 
Security Interes RABO AGRIFINANCE INC 
12443 OLIVE BLVD STE 50 
ST LOUIS, MO 63141 
Priority Date: 08/01/1902 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source I Tributary 
BIG WOOD RIVER.jMALAD RIVER 
Beneficial Use From To Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/3114.69 CFS 
Total Diversion 14.69 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
BIG WOOD RIVERINESWNW Lt 31sec. 36ITownship 02NIRange 18EIBLAINE County 
IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 281.5 
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Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
7 
Total Acres: 380 







l. X27 1:1is1 
ri?h! is !imited to the irrigation of 281.5 acres within the authorized place of use in a 
smg e 1rr1gatton season. 
2. X35 R37igh22ts93187-48dlc37, 3272-941892H,h37-483Cb,. 37d-57h7B11T, 37-2630d, 3h7-~2?15: 37-2f2298t96, 37-22917, - an - w en com me s a not excee t e 1rr1gat10n o acres. 
ights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
3 X35 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741, 37-
. 22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the 
4. R05 distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, 
his water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
5. R43 approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of 
he diversion(s). 
6. G05 Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309. 7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
7_ 206 the~e ri_ghtdsbin thhe gdeographic in8fo;matiohn sy_stemhco3n01p9o7nent of theb ~at~r rigdhts ~ha~abahse380 mamtame y t e epartment. e1ore c angmg t e . acres to e 1rngate wit m t e 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
8_ R63 This right wh hen3 c5o~bined with alhl otfiher1drihghtds shal~pr~vi_de ~o mofrehtha1n 0.02fcfs per acre nor more t an . a1a per acre at t e 1e ea gate 1or 1rngat10n o t e p ace o use. 
9_ TO? Thhedright fhohl~er shall ac1
complish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of 
e ate o t ts approva . 
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10. T08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
11 Tl 9 provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
· water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in 
time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
Dates: 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/2010 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 37 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Combined Acres Limit: 289 
Combined Volume Limit: 
Combined Rate Limit: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
DLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: 
IM"fg
8 
tt°n Plan: False 
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I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-577BT 
Owner Type Name and Address 
Current Owner BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
(208) 788-3978 
Original Owner W T RILEY 
Original Owner D H CRONE 
Security Interes RABO AGRIFINANCE INC 
12443 OLIVE BL VD STE 50 
ST LOUIS, MO 63141 
Priority Date: 03/24/1883 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source I Tributary 
BIG WOOD RIVER MALAD RIVER 
Beneficial Use l:!2!!! To Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/312.14 CFS 
Total Diversion 2.14 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
BIG WOOD RIVERjNESWNW Lt 3jSec. 36jTownship 02NjRange 18EjBLAINE County 
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IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 281.5 
Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
Township Ran e Section Lot Tract ~ Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres 
0lN 19E 6 NESW 39 6 NWSW 35 7 SWSW 14 SESW 40 
SWSE 39 
7 
Total Acres: 380 








l. X27 ~his1 
ri?h~ is !imited to the irrigation of 281.5 acres within the authorized place of use in a 
smg e 1rngat1on season. 
2_ x35 R37ig2h2ts93187-48dlc37, 3272-941892H,h37-483Cb,. 37d-57h7B11 T, 37-2630d, 3h7-~2_915;' 37-2f2298196, 37-22917, - an - w en com me s a not excee t e 1rr1gat1on o acres. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
3 X3S 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-2273 I, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741, 37-
. 22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the 
4. ROS distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, 
this water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
5. R43 approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of 
the diversion(s). 
6. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309. 7 acres within the 
3 80 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309. 7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
7_ 206 the~e r~ghtdsbin thhe gdeographic in8fo~atiohn sy_stemhco3m0p9o7nent of theb ~at~r rigdhts _dha!abahse380 mamtame y t e epartment. e1ore c angmg t e . acres to e 1mgate wit m t e 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
8_ R63 This right hwhen3 c5o~bined with alhl otfiher1drihghtds shal~pr~vi_de ~o mofrehtha1n 0.02fcfs per acre nor more t an . a1a per acre at t e 1e ea gate 1or 1mgat1on o t e p ace o use. 
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9. 07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of 
the date of this approval. 
10 T08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
· Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
11 Tl 9 rovisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
· water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in 
time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
Dates: 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/20 I 0 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 37 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Combined Acres Limit: 289 
Combined Volume Limit: 
Combined Rate Limit: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
OLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: r·f g
8 
tt°n Plan: False 
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I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-2630 
Owner Type Name and Address 
Current Owner BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
(208) 788-3978 
Original Owner CURTIS J BARKER 
PO BOX 125 
BELLEVUE, ID 83313 
(208)788-2846 
Security lnteres RABO AGRIFINANCE INC 
12443 OLIVE BL VD STE 50 
ST LOUIS, MO 63141 





Beneficial Use From !2, Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 3.65 CFS 1011.5 AFA 
Total Diversion 3.65 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
GROUND WATERINWNWSW Lt 6ISec. 06ITownship O 1 NI Range 19EIBLAINE County 
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IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 281.5 
Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
Township Ran e Section Lot Tract ~ Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract ~ Lot Tract Acres 
0lN 19E 6 NESW 39 6 NWSW 35 7 SWSW 14 SESW 40 
SWSE 39 
7 
Total Acres: 380 








l. X27 1:his1 ri?h~ is !imited to the irrigation of 281.5 acres within the authorized place of use in a smg e 1mgat1on season. 
2. X35 R37ig2h2ts93187-48dl c37' 3272-941892H,h37-483Cb,. 37d-57h7B11T, 37-2630d, 3h7-~2?15: 37-2f2916, 37-22917, 
- an - w en com me s a not excee t e 1mgat1on o 289 acres. 
Rights 37-2630, 37-22919, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not 
3. X35 exceed a total diversion rate of 4.02 cfs, a total annual maximum diversion volume of 1053.5 
af at the field head gate and the irrigation of 309. 7 acres. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
4 X35 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741, 37-
. 22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall install a suitable 
5. 01 M medasurin~ devhice or shall efnter intd~ an agdreemd enht 1w1 ith the11Departmehnt ~o ~se po_wer rechords to etermme t e amount o water 1verte an s a annua y report t e m1ormat1on to t e 
Department. 
If the surface water rights appurtenant to the place of use is abandoned, forfeited, sold, 
6_ 104 transferred, leased or used on any other place of use, this right to divert ground water shall 
not be used without an approved transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or 
approval of the Department if a transfer is not required. 
The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the 
right holder for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right 
7. 065 holder shall limit the diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the 
surface water supply is not available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient 
to irrigate the place of use authorized under this right. 
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8. 06 The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
hese rights in the geographic information system component of the water rights database 
maintained by the department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
9_ R63 This right wh hen3 c5omf:bined with alhl otfiher1drihghtds shal~pr~vi_de ~o mofrehtha1n 0.02fcfs per acre nor more t an . a a per acre at t e 1e ea gate 1or 1rr1gation o t e p ace o use. 
10 T07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of 
· the date of this approval. 
11 T08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
· Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
12 Tl 9 provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
· water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in 
time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
Dates: 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/2010 
Permit Proof Due Date: 
Permit Proof Made Date: 
Permit Approved Date: 
Permit Moratorium Expiration Date: 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Combined Acres Limit: 289 
Combined Volume Limit: 
Combined Rate Limit: 
Civil Case Number: 




Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
DLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: 
IMifg
8
tlon Plan: False 
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I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22915 
Owner Type Name and Address 
Current Owner SEE FILE 
X 
X, ID 0 
Original Owner BELLE RANCH LLC 
POBOX3322 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
(208) 788-3978 
Priority Date: 08/01/1882 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source I Tributary 
BIG WOOD RIVER MALAD RIVER 
Beneficial Use From To Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 0.08 CFS 
Total Diversion 0.08 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
BIG WOOD RIVERINESWNW Lt 31sec. 36ITownship 02NIRange 18EIBLAINE County 
IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 7.5 
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Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
Township Ran e Section Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres ------•--1-- --










Total Acres: 380 
Conditions of Approval: 
1. X27 !h_is r~ght is limited to the irrigation of 7 .5 acres within the authorized place of use in a single 
1rngat10n season. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
2 X35 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741, 37-
. 22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
3_ X35 R37ig2h2ts93178-48dl c37, 3272-941892H,h37-483Cb,. 37d-57h7B11T, 37-2630d, 3h7-~2_915: 37-2f2298196, 37-22917, - an - w en com me s a not excee t e 1rngat1on o acres. 
Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the 
4. R05 distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, 
this water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
5. R43 approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of 
the diversion(s). 
6_ R63 This right wh hen3 c5o~bined with alhl otfiher1drihghtds shal~pr~vi_de ~o mofrehtha1n 0.02fcfs per acre nor more t an . a1a per acre at t e 1e ea gate 1or Irngatlon o t e p ace o use. 
The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
7 206 these rights in the geographic information system component of the water rights database 
· maintained by the department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
8_ T07 thThedright fhohl?er shall ac1complish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of 
e ate o t 1s approva . 
9. T08 
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Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
10 T 19 rovisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
· ater rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in 
ime no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
11. 005 Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
Dates: 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/2010 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 37 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
DLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: 
r·rgetl°n Plan: False 
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I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22916 
Owner TypejName and Address 
Current Owne SEE FILE 
X 
X,ID0 
Priority Date: 08/01/1884 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source I Tributary 
BIG WOOD RIVER MALAD RIVER 
Beneficial Use From To Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/310.08 CFS 
Total Diversion 0.08 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
BIG WOOD RIVERINESWNW Lt 3ISec. 36ITownship 02NIRange 18EIBLAINE County 
IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 7.5 
Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
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Township Range Section Lot Tract Acres Lot Ir!£! Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres 









Total Acres: 380 
Conditions of Approval: 
1. X27 !~is r~ght is limited to the irrigation of 7 .5 acres within the authorized place of use in a single 
1rngatton season. 
2. x35 R37ig2h2ts93178-48dlc37, 3272-948192H,h37-483Cb,. 37d-57h7B11T, 37-2630d, 3h7-~2:15: 37-2f229t6, 37-22917, - an - w en com me s a not excee t e 1rngatton o 89 acres. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
3. x35 ~;~~~~;~-~;~~~~;~-~;~~;~~~-~;~~~7~~d ~~~;;1~~ !~~~2:~:~~~~2s~Jj ~:;!!::~d !7t-otal 
diversion rate of 27. 71 cfs and the irrigation of 309. 7 acres. 
4. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
S. T07 Thhedright fhohl?er shall ac1 complish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of 
t e ate o t 1s approva . 
6_ T08 FD~ilure of the ri~hdt holder to1 
cfomhply wi1;_1 the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
1rector to rescm approva o t e trans1er. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
7. Tl 9 rovisi?nhs necessarybfodr the d~finditbion hof t8he rkighRt~ or £8or t?eAefd~cdi~nt ~dministration o~ . ater ng ts as may e etermme y t e na e 1ver asm JU 1cat1on court at a pomt m 
time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
8_ 206 the~e r~ghtds bin thhe gdeographic in8fo;matiohn sy_stemhco3m0p9o7nent of theb ~at~r rigdhts _dtha!abtahse380 mamtame y t e epartment. e1ore c angmg t e . acres to e 1rr1gate w1 m e 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the 
9. ROS distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, 
this water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
10 R63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre 




The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of 
the diversion(s). 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/2010 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 37 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
DLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: 
Mitigation Plan: False 
I Close I 
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I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22917 
Owner TypejName and Address 
Current Owne SEE FILE 
X 
X,ID0 
Priority Date: 08/01/1902 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source I Tributary 
BIG WOOD RIVER MALAD RIVER 
Beneficial Use .E!:fil!! To Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 0.4 CFS 
Total Diversion 0.4 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
BIG WOOD RIVERINESWNW Lt 3ISec. 36ITownship 02NIRange 18EIBLAINE County 
IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 7 .5 
Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
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Township Ran e Section Lot Tract ~ Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres 









Total Acres: 380 
Conditions of Approval: 
1. X27 !h_is r~ght is limited to the irrigation of 7.5 acres within the authorized place of use in a single 
1rngat10n season. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
2· x35 ;i~~~~;;_;i~~~~;~_;i~~;~~~-;i~~~1::d ~~~;;~~t• :~~~2:~:b~~~~2s~Jj ~:;!!~:~d !7t~tal 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
3_ X3S R37ig2h2ts93178-48dlc37, 3272-948192H,h37-483Cb,. 37d-57h7B11 T, 37-2630d, 3h7-~2:15: 37-2f2298196, 37-22917, - an - w en com me s a not excee t e 1rr1gat1on o acres. 
The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
4_ 206 the~e r~ghtdsbin thhe gdeographic in8fo~atiohn sy_stemhco3m0p9o7nent of theb "'.at~r rigdhts _dha!abahse380 mamtame y t e epartment. e1ore c angmg t e . acres to e 1rngate wit m t e 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
5. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
6_ T08 FD~ilure of the ri~hdt holder to1 
cfomhply wi1;1 the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
1rector to rescm approva o t e trans1er. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
7. Tl 9 provisi?nhs necessarybfodr the d~finditbion hof t8he rkighRt~ or ri8or t~eAefd~cdi~nt ~dministration o~ . water ng ts as may e etermme y t e na e 1ver asm ~u 1cat1on court at a pomt m 
time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
8_ T07 Thhedright fhohl?er shall ac1 
complish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of 
t e ate o t 1s approva . 
The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
9. R43 approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of 
the diversion(s). 
10 R63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre 




Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the 
distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, 
this water right is within State Water District No. 3 7. 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/2010 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 37 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
OLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: 
Mitigation Plan: False 
,- Close-·J 
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I Close J 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22918 
Owner TypejName and Address 
Current Owne SEE FILE 
X 
X, ID 0 
Priority Date: 03/24/1883 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source I Tributary 
BIG WOOD RIVER MALAD RIVER 
Beneficial Use From To Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 0.06 CFS 
Total Diversion 0.06 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
BIG WOOD RIVERjNESWNW Lt 3jSec. 36ITownship 02NIRange 18EjBLAINE County 
IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 7 .5 
Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
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Township Ran e Section Lot Tract ~ Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Ir!£! Acres 









Total Acres: 380 
Conditions of Approval: 
l. X27 !h_is r~ght is limited to the irrigation of 7 .5 acres within the authorized place of use in a single 
1rngat10n season. 
2_ x35 R37ig2h2ts93187-48dlc37, 3272-941892H,h37-483Cb,. 37d-57h7B11T, 37-2630d, 3h7-!2_915: 37-2f2298196, 37-22917, - an - w en com me s a not excee t e irrigation o acres. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
3 X35 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741, 37-
. 22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309. 7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
4_ 206 the~e ri_ghtdsbin thhe gdeographic in8fofirmatiohn sy_stemhco3m0p9o7nent of theb-w:at~r rigdhts _dha~bahse380 mamtame y t e epartment. e ore c angmg t e . acres to e 1rngate wit m t e 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
5_ R63 This right wh hen3 c5o~bined with alhl otfiher1drihghtds shallfipr~vi_de ~o mofrehtha1n 0.02fcfs per acre nor more t an . a1a per acre at t e 1e ea gate or 1rngat1on o t e p ace o use. 
6. 005 Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the 
7. R05 distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, 
this water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
8. R43 approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of 
the diversion(s). 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
9. Tl 9 provisi?nhs necessarybfodr the d~finditbion hof t8he rkighRt~ or ti8or t?eAefd~cdi~nt ~dministration o~ . water ng ts as may e etermme y t e na e 1ver asm ~u ,cation court at a pomt m 
time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
10 T08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 




!The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date of this approval. 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31 /20 I 0 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 37 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
DLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: r·fge tl°n Plan: False 
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I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22919 
Owner TypejName and Address 
Current Owne SEE FILE 
X 
X, ID 0 





Beneficial Use From I2 Diversion Rat Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 0.1 CFS 
Total Diversion .1 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
GROUND W ATERjNWNWSW Lt 6jSec. 06jTownship O 1 NI Range 19EIBLAINE County 
IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 289 
Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
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Township Ran!!e Section Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres 
0lN 19E 6 NESW 39 6 NWSW 35 7 SWSW 14 SESW 40 
SWSE 39 
7 
Total Acres: 380 








1. x27 ~his1 ri?h~ is !imited to the irrigation of 7 .5 acres within the authorized place of use in a 
smg e 1rngat1on season. 
Rights 37-2630, 37-22919, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not 
2. X35 exceed a total diversion rate of 4.02 cfs, a total annual maximum diversion volume of 1053.5 
af at the field headgate and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
3_ x35 R37ig2h2ts93187-48dlc37, 3272-941892H,h37-483Cb,. 37d-57h7B11 T, 37-2630d, 3h7-~2:15: 37-2f2298196, 37-22917, - an - w en com me s a not excee t e 1rngat1on o acres. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
4· x35 ~i~~~~;;_~i~~~~;~-~i~~;~~~-~iit~7:~d ~~~;;1~~ !~~~2:~:b~~~~2s:3:i1 ~:;:!::~d !7t~tal 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
S. 206 these rights in the geographic information system component of the water rights database 
maintained by the department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall install a suitable 
6_ 01 M medasurin~ devhice or shall efnter intd~ an agdreemd enht 1w1 ith the11Departmehnt ~o ;1se po_'Ver rechords to etermme t e amount o water 1verte an s a annua y report t e m1ormat10n to t e 
Department. 
If the surface water rights appurtenant to the place of use is abandoned, forfeited, sold, 
7_ 104 transferred, leased or used on any other place of use, this right to divert ground water shall 
not be used without an approved transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or 
approval of the Department if a transfer is not required. 
The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the 
right holder for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right 
8. 065 holder shall limit the diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the 
surface water supply is not available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient 
to irrigate the place of use authorized under this right. 
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9. 63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre 
nor more than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
10 T0S Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
· Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
11 T07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of 
· the date of this approval. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
12 Tl 9 provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
· water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in 
time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
Dates: 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/2010 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
OLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: 
IMifgett°n Plan: False 
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First Security Corporation 
vs. 
Belle Ranch, LLC et al. 
For: 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
STATE OF IDAHO 





AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
Case Number: CV-2016-645 
Received by Tri-County Process Serving LLC on December 7, 2016 to be served on RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC. 
I, Shannon Roesbery, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Friday, December 9, 2016, at 1 :39 
PM, I: 
Served the within named RABO AgriFinance, Inc., a withdrawn corporation by mailing via certified mail, 
return receipt requested, a true copy of the Summons, Verified Complaint for Quiet Title, Affidavit of 
Shelley W. Keen, Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley addressed to RABO AgriFinance, Inc., 12443 Olive 
Boulevard, Suite 50, St. Louis, MO 63141 as shown in the Statement of Withdrawal filed with the Idaho 
Secretary of State. Service is perfected pursuant to Idaho Code 30-21-507 on 12/14/16. 
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over 
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action. 
Our Reference Number: 156771 
Client Reference: > Chris M. Bromley 
Subscribed and sworn before me today 
Thursday, December 15, 2016 
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SENDER COMPLETE THIS SECTION 
■ Complete items 1, 2, and 3. 
■ Print your name and address on the reverse 
so that we can return the card to you. 
■ Attach this card to the back of the mallpiece, 
or on the front if space permits. 
RABO AgriFinance, Inc. 
12443 Olive Boulevard, Suite 50 
St. Louis, MO 63141 
IIIIIIIII Ill lllll I IIIIIII I IIHUIIIIIII I Ill 
9590 9403 0514 5173 2827 91 
D. Is delivery address different from Item 1? 
If YES, enter delivery address below: 
3. Service Type D Priority Mall Expr8ss® 
0 Adult Slgnatur8 □ Reglstenld Mail™ 
□ Adult Signature Restricted Der1Y91Y [l Registered Mail Raelrlcted 
Certified Mall® Delivery 
□ Ca1lfled Mall Restricted Delivery -!f'heturn Receipt for 
□ Collect on Delivery Merohandlse 
-2.-Art-ic-le_N_u_m_ber_(Ti_iansfer _ fro_m_sel'\l_fce-/abel)------1 D Collect on Delivery Restricted Delivery D Signature Conlinnatlon™ 
□ Insured Mall □ Signature Confirmation 
7 D 15 15 2 D D DD 2 2 D 8 8 8 416 □ I~ Mail Restricted Delivery Reslricled Dellvay 




.- 14 .. P.EC ~16 111111 
First-Clasti, Mail ~ 
Postage &"l=ees Paid 
USPS 
Pennit No. G-10 
.. ., ... ,....,. ... -~· . .,. 
• Sender: Please print your name, address, and ZIP+48 in this box• 
Tri-County Process Serving LLC 
P.O. Box 1224 
Boise, ID 83701 
USPS TRACKING# 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OFJt>AHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
First Security Corporation 
vs. 
Belle Ranch, LLC, etal. 
For: 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OFTWIN FALLS ) 
Defenclant(s): 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
Case Number: cv .. 2016-645 
Received byTri..c;ounty Process Serving LLC on December 7, 2016to be served on ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON. 
I, Christopher Robbins, who being duly sworn, depose and say that on Wednesday. December 14, 2016, 
at4:53PM, I: 
SERVED the within named person(s} by deJiverlngJo and leaving with ELIZABETH B.RETT 
STEVENSON a true copy of the SUmmons, Verified ComplainUor Quiet Title; Affidavit of SheUey W. 
Keen. ·Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley. Said service was effected at 340 Eureka Drw.e, Hailey, ID 83333. 
I hereby acknowledge that l am a Process server in the county in whioh service was effected. t am over 
the age of Eighteen years and not a party· to the action. 
Our Reference Number: 156no 
ClientReference: > Chris M. Bromley 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on this ! £ day of Ot-c.e, vY'~016 before me a Notary 
Public, the affiant personally appeared, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is 
subscribed to the within instrument, and being by me first duly sworn, declared that the statements 
therein are true, and ackn. owl:? .. ~f ~ .... ~·that they executed the sa~me ... 
,~ .• . \sJ .. ,~J ~~ 
/~ ~,···' - ' . i'.,:_ . 1.,,~,.....:;..""""'-"."--;;;;..i,.-/_c::::a\;...;~_..~~--=--------
. ·.c,'' ';•,  ~•rRobbins 
l--'u~, L\~' ' - ~RY PUBLIC 
Residing at Twin Falls, Idaho 
Commission Expires: December 31, 2021 
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FILED~--~.- · 
DEC 2 3 2016 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
First Security Corporation 
vs. 
Belle Ranch, LLC, et al. 
For: 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS ) 
Plaintiff(s): 
Defendant(&): 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
Case Number: CV-2016-645 
Received by Tri-County Process Serving LLC on December 7, 2016 to be served on BELLE RANCH, 
LLC. 
I, Christopher Robbins, who being duly swam, depose and say that on Wednesday, December 14, 2016, 
at 4:21 PM, I: 
SERVED the within named Belle Ranch, LLC by delivering a true copy of the Summons, Verified 
Complaint for Quiet Title, Affidavit of Shelley W. Keen, Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley to Justin Flood 
Stevenson, Registered Agent, a person authorized to accept service on behalf of Belle Ranch, LLC. 
Said service was effected at 111 3rd Ave. S., Hailey, ID 83333. 
I hereby acknowledge that I am a Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over 
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action. 
Our Reference Number: 156768 
Client Reference: > Chris M. Bromley 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on this _j£__ day of D-ectV"I~ 2016 before me a Notary 
Public, the affiant personally appeared, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is 
subscribed to the within instrument, and being by me first duly sworn, declared that the statements 
therein are true, and ackno:,I~!~~ that thzzy exe d th sa~e. _ 
c , . \ c,,iJ1-.,. ·" ~ 
_I...-. ,·' . C· "· /·/ 
!? '•:),· \.\ ..., 
/,l , u--·: 1\ '; ~~ ·_\ ~--~-=--.,.. .... ?_""""' ______ t_op_h_e_r_R_ob-b-in-s 
{.1 . "". ) 
\ -- ,>--- . } • --· 
1'.\ •• /:JU?:,'~ \'J ,, ... ) _;;;> NOTARY PUBLIC 
'\ :::· ,'- ,:::,/I Residing at Twin Falls, Idaho 




DEC 2 3 20~S 
Jolynn Drage, Cle District 
Court Blaine Couf!!Y, ld11h?. .. __ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
First Seet.1rity·Corporatton 
vs. 
Bejle Ranch, LLC, etal. 
For: 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St, Ste. 103 
Boise. 10 83702 
STATEOF IOAHO ) 
:ss 
COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS ) 
Plaintiff(&): 
Defendant(&): 
tAFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
case• Number: CV-2016-645 
Received by Tri-County Process Serving LLC on December 7, 2016 to be served on JUSTIN FL00D 
STEVENSON. 
I, Christopher Robbins, who being duly sworn, depose and say ,that on Wednesday, December 14, 2016, 
at 4:21 PM, I: 
SERVED the within named person(s)by delivering to and leaving with JUSTIN FLOOD STEVENSON a 
true copy of the Summona,Verified Complaint for Quiet TIiie, Affidavit of Shelley W. Keen, Affidavit 
of Chris M. Bromley . Said service was effected at 111 3rd Ave. s.f Hailey, ID 83333. 
I hereby ackfiowledge that I am a .Process Server in the county in which service was effected. I am over 
the age of Eighteen years and not a party to the action. 
Our Reference Number: 156769 
Client Reference: > Chris M. Bromley 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on this I~ day of O-ece1,nb½o1a before me a Notary 
Public, the affiant personally appeared, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is 
subscribed to the within instrument, and being by me first duly sworn, declared that the statements 
therein are true, and acknowl~~~t they executed the same~-
/~>• '•'½i,,, \ & ~ 
',' , r, ~ ·, -~';..- · ,\ ~ ~-j)hristopher Robbins 
' "~ 1 -(, :1 
l 
"-LJC.,',_\~ ,, cj~ p- NOTARY PUBLIC 
· s:,'-. ~<< / Residing at Twin Falls, Idaho 
.. !'t r r '.\; :::7 Commission Expires: December 31, 2021 
"'--~-~:-,::-.~~ ~;,-,-
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Albert P. Barker, ISB #4242 
Paul L. Arrington, ISB #7198 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Telephone: (208) 336-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-6034 
JAN ( I 2017 
Attorney for Defendants, Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett 
Stevenson 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 




Case No. CV-2016-645 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS, BELLE 
RANCH, LLC, JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON AND ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON 
COMES NOW, Defendants BELLE RANCH, LLC, JUSTIN FLOOD STEVENSON, 
ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON ("Belle Ranch"), by and through its attorneys of record, 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP, in response to FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION'S ("FSC") 
Verified Complaint for Quiet Title ("Complaint"), hereby answers, denies, and alleges as follows: 
GENERAL DENIALS/OBJECTIONS 
Belle Ranch hereby denies each and every allegation in the Complaint unless expressly 
and specifically so admitted hereafter. 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS, BELLE RANCH, LLC, JUSTIN FLOOD STEVENSON 
AND ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON 1 
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Belle Ranch hereby objects to FSC's attempt to incorporate the Affidavit of Shelley W 
Keen and Affidavit of Chris M Bromley into the Complaint. 
ANSWER 
PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 
1. In answering paragraph 1 of FSC' s Complaint, Belle Ranch is without knowledge 
or information sufficient to know the truth of the allegation, and therefore neither admits nor 
denies this allegation. 
2. Answering paragraph 2 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
3. Answering paragraph 3 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that the 2016 
annual report for Belle Ranch, LLC identifies Elizabeth "Brett" Stevenson as a member of Belle 
Ranch, LLC, but denies that she is the only member. Belle Ranch admits the other allegations 
contained in paragraph 3. 
4. Answering paragraph 4 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that it executed a 
mortgage with Rabo Agrifinance. As to the remaining allegations, Belle Ranch is without 
knowledge or information sufficient to know the truth of the allegations therein, and therefore 
neither admits nor denies this allegation. 
5. Answering paragraph 5 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
6. Answering paragraph 6 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits in the allegations 
contained therein. 
7. Answering paragraph 7 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS, BELLE RANCH, LLC, JUSTIN FLOOD STEVENSON 
AND ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON 2 
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8. Answering paragraph 8 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that the Snake 
River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA") District Court decreed the water rights subject to this matter, in 
their entirety, in the name of South County Estates, LLC and that Belle Ranch, LLC is the successor 
in interest to South County Estates, LLC. Belle Ranch denies the remaining allegations in this 
paragraph - including that FSC has any interest in the water rights or that the SRBA District Court 
decrees determined that FSC has interest in the water rights. 
9. Answering paragraph 9 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
COMMON ALLEGATIONS 
10. Answering paragraph 10 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that South 
County Estates, LLC was the sole claimant of the identified water rights in the SRBA and that Belle 
Ranch, LLC is the sole successor in interest to South County Estates, LLC. The water rights that 
are the subject of this action are appurtenant to and have been used on property owned by Belle 
Ranch,LLC. 
11. Answering paragraph 11 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits the allegations 
- contained therein. 
12. Answering paragraph 12 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that a Partial 
Release of Lien was recorded by Mountain West Bank on or near June 25, 2009. Belle Ranch 
further admits that the Partial Release acknowledges that the water rights are appurtenant to land 
now owned by Belle Ranch, LLC. Belle Ranch denies that the Partial Release constitutes evidence 
that any portion of the water rights were conveyed by South Count Estates, LLC. 
13. Answering paragraph 13 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that South 
County Estates attempted to convey a portion of the water rights to John Scherer and Charles Holt. 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS, BELLE RANCH, LLC, JUSTIN FLOOD STEVENSON 
AND ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON 3 
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Belle Ranch denies that the quitclaim deed was properly recorded or that any subsequent purchasers 
had any notice of this attempted conveyance. Belle Ranch admits that neither John Scherer nor 
Charles Holt took any action to notify the SRBA District Court of the attempted conveyance of 
7.5/289th of the water rights and that, as a result, the SRBA District Court entered a decree, 
adjudicating the water rights in the name of South County Estates - to which, Belle Ranch, LLC is 
the successor in interest. 
14. Answering paragraph 14 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch is without knowledge or 
information sufficient to know the truth of the allegation, and therefore neither admits nor denies 
this allegation. Belle Ranch denies that Scherer and Holt had an interest in 7.5/289th of the water 
rights to which a mortgage could have been attached. 
15. Answering paragraph 15 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that IIB 
submitted a Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right with the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources ("IDWR") but denies that any such document was properly submitted to IDWR or that 
any such document was ever made part of any public record before the IDWR relating to the water 
rights. 
16. Answering paragraph 16 of FSC' s Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that a Deed in 
Lieu of Foreclosure was executed to convey the land and "all water, water rights, watercourses and 
ditch rights" to Mountain West Bank. Belle Ranch further admits that the Deed in Lieu conveyed 
the entirety of the water rights to Mountain West Bank, as those water rights were decreed by the 
SRBA District Court. Belle Ranch denies that the 7 .5/289th subject to the attempted conveyance to 
Scherer and Holt was excluded from the conveyance to Mountain West Bank. 
17. Answering paragraph 17 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that the 
conveyance to GBCI Other Real Estates, LLC identified the Partial Release of Lien relating to 
ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS, BELLE RANCH, LLC, JUSTIN FLOOD STEVENSON 
AND ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON 4 
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7.5/289th of the water rights but denies that any such releases constitute evidence that any portion of 
the water rights was conveyed to Scherer and Holt ( only that a portion of the lien was released). 
Belle Ranch denies the remaining allegations in this paragraph. 
18. Answering paragraph 18 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that the SRBA 
District Court entered partial decrees in the name of South County Estates and that neither South 
County Estates, Scherer, Holt, 11B nor FSC challenged the court's determination that the water 
rights, in their entirety, belonged to South County Estates. 
19. Answering paragraph 19 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that Mountain 
West Bank submitted a Notice of Change in Water Rights Ownership and that IDWR's ownership 
records for the water rights were updated to reflect that Mountain West Bank owned the entirety of 
the water rights. Belle Ranch further admits that neither South County Estates, Scherer, Holt, IIB 
nor FSC took any action to change or modify IDWR's ownership records when it occurred in 
September, 2011, or at any time thereafter until at least October 28, 2014 when FSC first submitted 
a Notice of Change of Ownership to IDWR. 
20. Answering paragraph 20 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that IDWR 
maintains and updates ownership records for water rights within the State ofldaho and that IDWR 
has directed water users to quiet title in District Court if there are disputes over ownership of the 
water rights. Belle Ranch denies that there are no legal consequences to a claim of ownership with 
IDWR. 
21. Answering paragraph 21 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
22. Answering paragraph 22 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
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23. Answering paragraph 23 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch denies the allegations 
contained therein. 
24. Answering paragraph 24 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that Belle Ranch, 
LLC, is the successor in interest to South County Estates and that, upon acquiring the property and 
water rights, submitted a Notice of Change in Water Rights Ownership to IDWR, which updated its 
records to reflect that Belle Ranch, LLC owned the entirety of the water rights. 
25. Answering paragraph 25 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
26. Answering paragraph 26 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
27. Answering paragraph 27 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch is without knowledge or 
information sufficient to know the truth of the allegation, and therefore neither admits nor denies 
this allegation. Belle Ranch further denies that Scherer and Holt had any interest in 7 .5/289th of 
the water rights to convey. 
28. Answering paragraph 28 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch is without knowledge or 
information sufficient to know the truth of the allegation, and therefore neither admits nor denies 
this allegation. Belle Ranch further denies that IIB had any interest in 7.5/289th of the water 
rights to convey to FSC. 
29. Answering paragraph 29 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that, more than 5-
years after the attempted alleged conveyance to Scherer and Holt, FSC submitted a Notice of 
Change in Water Right Ownership with IDWR. Belle Ranch further admits that FSC failed to notify 
Belle Ranch, LLC of its filing, even though Belle Ranch, LLC was identified as the sole owner of 
the water rights and even though FSC knew that Belle Ranch, LLC claimed ownership of all the 
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water rights, based on prior communications between Belle Ranch counsel, Rabo Agrifinance 
counsel, and FSC counsel. 
30. Answering paragraph 30 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that IDWR 
improperly split the rights to show a claim of ownership to those rights in FSC. Belle Ranch denies 
that the water rights' ownership is correctly reflected in the summary table. 
31. Answering paragraph 31 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits the allegations 
contained therein. Belle Ranch denies that this letter constitutes the entire communication on the 
subject matter of the action exchanged between FSC and Rabo Agrifinance. 
32. Answering paragraph 32 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that it challenged 
IDWR's splitting of ownership of the water rights as inconsistent with the SRBA District Court 
adjudication of ownership. 
33. Answering paragraph 33 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
34. Answering paragraph 34 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
35. Answering paragraph 35 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that the 
correspondence between counsel for FSC, counsel for Belle Ranch and IDWR speaks for itself and 
that IDWR ultimately determined that FSC and Belle Ranch would have to obtain an order quieting 
title from the District Court. 
36. Answering paragraph 36 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch denies the allegations 
contained therein. The IDWR's counsel's letter makes it clear that IDWR will await the outcome of 
the quiet title action before taking any further action to record ownership of the water rights. IDWR 
further removed FSC's name as owner of the water rights and replaced it with "see file". 
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37. Answering paragraph 37 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits the allegations 
contained therein. 
38. Answering paragraph 38 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch admits that the split 
portion of the water rights does not reflect FSC as owner of the water rights. Belle Ranch denies that 
FSC has any interest in the water rights and denies that the removal ofFSC's name as owner is 
inconsistent with the records oflegal ownership of the land and water. 
QIDETTITLE 
39. Answering paragraph 39 ofFSC's Complaint, Belle Ranch denies each and every 
allegation contained therein unless such allegation was specifically admitted hereinabove. 
40. Answering paragraph 40 ofFSC's Complaint, denies the allegation contained 
therein. 
41. Answering paragraph 41 ofFSC's Complaint, denies the allegation contained 
therein. 
42. Answering paragraph 42 ofFSC's Complaint, denies the allegation contained 
therein. 
43. Answering paragraph 43 ofFSC's Complaint, denies the allegation contained 
therein. 
44. Answering paragraph 44 ofFSC's Complaint, denies the allegation contained 
therein. 
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS 
45. Answering paragraph 45 ofFSC's Complaint, denies the allegation contained 
therein. 
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46. Answering paragraph 46 ofFSC's Complaint, denies the allegation contained 
therein. 
DEFENSES 
Statute of Limitations 
FSC's claims are barred by the Statute of Limitations. LC. § 5-224. 
Implied Trust I Constructive Trust 
Based on the facts and circumstances, including that the water rights were decreed in the 
name of South County Estates in 2010 and that Belle Ranch has paid for, diverted and used the 
entirety of the water rights since 2012, it would be unconscionable for FSC to retain any title to the 
water rights. To the extent that FSC is determined to have any interest in the water rights, the Court 
should fmd a constructive trust - that the FSC was holding the water rights as a constructive 
trustee for the benefit of the constructive beneficiary, Belle Ranch, and should order FSC to 
convey any interest they may have in the Water Rights to Belle Ranch. 
Quasi-Estoppel I Waiver 
FSC's claims of ownership are barred by quasi-estoppel and/or waiver. 
Abandonment I Forfeiture 
FSC's, and its predecessor in interests', failure to claim or otherwise use any portion of the 
water rights constitutes an abandonment and/or forfeiture of any interest in the water rights. 
Collateral Estoppel 
FSC's claims are a collateral attached on the SRBA District Court decrees adjudicating 
ownership of the water rights and are barred by the doctrine of collateral estoppel. 
Laches 
FSC's claims are barred by laches. 
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Unclean Hands 
Notwithstanding its knowledge that Belle Ranch, LLC was identified as the sole owner of 
the Water Rights on IDWR records and notwithstanding the fact that counsel for FSC had been in 
contact with counsel for Belle Ranch, FSC sought to change ownership of the Water Rights without 
providing notice to Belle Ranch, LLC. 
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS 
The allegations raised by FSC in this action are frivolous and unreasonable and without 
foundation under settled law and accordingly justice requires that Belle Ranch have a right to be 
made whole for attorney's fees and costs it has incurred pursuant to Civil Rule 54, and Idaho Code 
§§ 12-120(3) and 12-121. 
NOW, THEREFORE, Belle Ranch prays as follows: 
1. That FSC's claim be dismissed in its entirety, with prejudice, 
2. That judgment be entered in favor of Belle Ranch, and that FSC take nothing thereby, 
3. That Belle Ranch be awarded reasonable attorney's fees and costs incurred in 
defending this action, and 
4. For any such other and further relief as the court deems just and proper. 
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DATED this 10th day of January, 2017. 
Al ert P. Barker 
P 1 L. Arrington 
Attorney for Defendants, Belle Ranch, LLC, 
Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett 
Stevenson 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 10th day of January, 2017, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing ANSWER OF DEFENDANTS, BELLE RANCH, 
LLC, JUSTIN FLOOD STEVENSON AND ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON by the 
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Blaine County District Court 
Court Clerk 
206 1st Ave. South 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Chris M. Bromley 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
__ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__tl_ Overnight Mail 
Email 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
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Michael D. Mayfield (Idaho Bar No. 7857) 
Michael R. Johnson (Utah Bar No. 7070 - pro hac vice to be filed) 
James A. Sorenson (Utah Bar No. 12239 - pro hac vice to be filed) 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 
Telephone: (801) 532-1500 
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Attorneys for Defendant and Counterclaimant Rabo AgriFinance LLC, jka Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. 
IN THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
BLAINE COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON, and RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 
RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC, 
Counterclaim Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON, and FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION, 
Counterclaim Defendants. 
DEFENDANT'S ANSWER TO VERIFIED 
COMPLAINT FOR QUIET TITLE 
1dt-(d1 '5 fi) 
Case No. CV-~ 
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ANSWER 
Defendant Rabo AgriFinance LLC, fka Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. ("Rabo"), by and through its 
counsel of record, hereby answers and otherwise responses to the Verified Complaint for Quiet Title 
(the "Complaint") filed by Plaintiff First Security Corporation, as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
The Complaint, and all causes of action set forth therein, fails to state a claim against 
Rabo upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs request to quiet title is barred by principals ofres judicata and collateral 
estoppel pursuant to partial decrees regarding the ownership of the Waters Rights at issue herein 
by the Fifth District Court for the State ofldaho, County of Twin Falls, Case No. 39576, on 
August 31, 2010, which confirmed that the entirety of the Water Rights, as of August 31, 2010, 
were owned by South County Estates, LLC. Thereafter, Belle Ranch, LLC acquired the entirety 
of the Water Rights, and then pledged the Water Rights to Rabo as security for a loan. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
Rabo answers the specific numbered allegations contained in the Complaint as follows: 
1. Rabo is without knowledge sufficient to form a belief as to the truth or falsity of 
the averments in Paragraph 1 and, therefore, denies the same. 
2. Rabo admits the allegations of Paragraph 2 upon information and belief. 
3. Answering Paragraph 3, Rabo states that the terms of the state records concerning 
Belle Ranch speak for themselves. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
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statements contained in Paragraph 3 that are contrary to the terms of the state records and denies 
all other averments contained in Paragraph 3 of the Complaint. 
4. Answering Paragraph 4, Rabo states that the terms of the mortgage and state 
records speak for themselves. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 4 that are contrary to the terms of the mortgage and state 
records and denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 4 of the Complaint. Further, Rabo 
states that after the mortgage was executed Rabo changed its legal structure from a corporation 
to a limited liability. Rabo's current legal name is Rabo AgriFinance LLC, and it is a Delaware 
limited liability company. 
5. Rabo admits that this Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this case pursuant 
to Idaho Code§ 5-514(c), but it denies all other allegations contained in Paragraph 5. 
6. Paragraph 6 contains legal conclusions regarding the application of a statute, and 
no factual response is required with respect to this legal conclusion. 
7. Paragraph 7 contains legal conclusions regarding the application of a statute, and 
no factual response is required with respect to this legal conclusion. 
8. Rabo admits that portion of paragraph 8 asserting that the Water Rights at issue 
were decreed by the SRBA District Court. Indeed, Rabo asserts that the August 31, 2010 partial 
decrees of the SRBA District Court and the final SRBA adjudication conclusively established 
ownership of the entirety of the Water Rights in South County Estates, LLC as of August 31, 
2010. Rabo denies all remaining allegations of paragraph 8. 
9. Rabo admits that venue is proper in this Court. 
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10. Rabo admits that the Water Rights identified in paragraph 10 are the subject of 
this Complaint, but otherwise denies the remaining allegations of Paragraph 1 O of the Complaint. 
11. Answering Paragraph 11, Rabo states that the terms of the documents referred to 
therein speak for themselves. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 11 that are contrary to the terms of those documents and 
denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 11 of the Complaint. Rabo also states that the 
referenced documents are dated prior to the August 31, 2010 partial decrees of the SRBA District 
Court and the final SRBA adjudication. 
12. Answering Paragraph 12, Rabo states that the terms of the MWB Partial Release 
referred to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 12 that are contrary to the terms of the lien release and denies 
all other averments contained in Paragraph 12 of the Complaint. Rabo also states that the 
referenced documents are dated prior to the August 31, 2010 partial decrees of the SRBA District 
Court and the final SRBA adjudication. 
13. Answering Paragraph 13, Rabo states that the terms of the 2009 Quitclaim Deed 
referred to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 13 that are contrary to the terms of the 2009 Quitclaim Deed 
and denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 13 of the Complaint. Rabo also states that 
the referenced documents are dated prior to the August 31, 2010 partial decrees of the SRBA 
District Court and the final SRBA adjudication. 
14. Answering Paragraph 14, Rabo states that the terms of the IIB Mortgage referred 
to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and statements 
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contained in Paragraph 14 that are contrary to the terms of the IIB Mortgage and denies all other 
averments contained in Paragraph 14 of the Complaint. Rabo also states that the referenced 
documents are dated prior to the August 31, 2010 partial decrees of the SRBA District Court and 
the final SRBA adjudication. 
15. Answering Paragraph 15, Rabo states that the terms of the IIB Security Interest 
referred to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 15 that are contrary to the terms of the IIB Security Interest 
and denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 15 of the Complaint. Rabo also states that 
the referenced documents are dated prior to the August 31, 2010 partial decrees of the SRBA 
District Court and the final SRBA adjudication. 
16. Answering Paragraph 16, Rabo states that the terms of the MWB Deed in Lieu 
referred to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 16 that are contrary to the terms of the MWB Deed in Lieu 
and denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 16 of the Complaint. Rabo also states that 
the referenced documents are dated prior to the August 31, 2010 partial decrees of the SRBA 
District Court and the final SRBA adjudication. 
17. Answering Paragraph 17, Rabo states that the terms of the MWB/GBCI Deed 
referred to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 17 that are contrary to the terms of the MWB/GBCI Deed and 
denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 1 7 of the Complaint. Rabo also states that the 
referenced documents are dated prior to the August 31, 2010 partial decrees of the SRBA District 
Court and the final SRBA adjudication. 
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18. Answering Paragraph 18, Rabo states that the terms of the SRBA District Court 
Partial Decrees referred to therein speak for themselves. On that basis, Rabo denies all 
inferences, allegations, and statements contained in Paragraph 18 that are contrary to the terms of 
the SRBA District Court Partial Decrees and denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 
18 of the Complaint. 
19. Answering Paragraph 19, Rabo states that the terms of the documents referred to 
therein speak for themselves. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 19 that are contrary to the terms of those documents and 
denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 19 of the Complaint. 
20. In response to Paragraph 20, Rabo is without knowledge sufficient to form a 
belief as to the truth or falsity of the averments in Paragraph 20 and, therefore, denies the same. 
21. Answering Paragraph 21, Rabo states that the terms of the Special Warranty Deed 
referred to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 21 that are contrary to the terms of the Special Warranty Deed 
and denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 21 of the Complaint except that Rabo 
admits, on information and belief, that the Water Rights were conveyed to Belle Ranch, LLC. 
22. Answering Paragraph 22, Rabo states that the terms of the MWB Quitclaim Deed 
referred to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 22 that are contrary to the terms of the MWB Quitclaim Deed 
and denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 22 of the Complaint except that Rabo 
admits, on information and belief, that the Water Rights were conveyed to Belle Ranch, LLC. 
23. Rabo denies the allegations in Paragraph 23 of the Complaint. 
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24. Answering Paragraph 24, Rabo states that the terms of the documents referred to 
therein speak for themselves. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 24 that are contrary to the terms of those documents and 
denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 24 of the Complaint. 
25. Answering Paragraph 25, Rabo admits that it filed a Notice of Security in a Water 
Right, the terms of which speak for themselves, and thereby filed notice of its security interest in 
the Water Rights that are the subject of this action. Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 25 that are contrary to the terms of that notice and denies all 
other averments contained in Paragraph 25 of the Complaint. 
26. Answering Paragraph 26, Rabo admits that IDWR has acknowledged Rabo's 
security interest in the Water Rights. Rabo is without knowledge sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth or falsity of the remaining averments in Paragraph 26 and, therefore, denies the same. 
27. Answering Paragraph 27, Rabo states that the terms of the IIB Deed in Lieu 
referred to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 27 that are contrary to the terms of the IIB Deed in Lieu and 
denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 27 of the Complaint. 
28. Answering Paragraph 28, Rabo states that the terms of the FSC Deed referred to 
therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and statements 
contained in Paragraph 28 that are contrary to the terms of the FSC Deed and denies all other 
averments contained in Paragraph 27 of the Complaint. 
29. Answering Paragraph 29, Rabo is without knowledge sufficient to form a belief as 
to the truth or falsity of the averments in Paragraph 29 and, therefore, denies the same. 
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30. Answering Paragraph 30, Rabo is without knowledge sufficient to form a belief as 
to the truth or falsity of the averments in Paragraph 30 and, therefore, denies the same 
31. Answering Paragraph 31, Rabo admits receiving a copy of the letter referred to 
therein, and states that the letter speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, 
allegations, and statements contained in Paragraph 31 that are contrary to the terms of the letter, 
and denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 31 of the Complaint. 
32. Answering Paragraph 32, Rabo lacks personal knowledge of the sending of or 
details of the letter referred to therein, and states that the letter referred to therein speaks for 
itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and statements contained in 
Paragraph 32 that are contrary to the terms of the letter and denies all other averments contained 
in Paragraph 32 of the Complaint. 
33. Answering Paragraph 33, Rabo lacks personal knowledge of the sending of or the 
details of the letter referred to therein, and states that the letter referred to therein speaks for 
itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and statements contained in 
Paragraph 33 that are contrary to the terms of the letter and denies all other averments contained 
in Paragraph 33 of the Complaint. 
34. Answering Paragraph 34, Rabo is without knowledge sufficient to form a belief as 
to the truth or falsity of the averments in Paragraph 34 and, therefore, denies the same. 
35. Answering Paragraph 35, Rabo states that the legal authority of the IDWR is a 
legal question to which no response is required. Rabo further states that the letter referred to in 
paragraph 35 speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
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statements contained in Paragraph 3 5 that are contrary to the terms of the letter and denies all 
other averments contained in Paragraph 35 of the Complaint. 
36. Answering Paragraph 36, Rabo is without knowledge sufficient to form a belief as 
to the truth or falsity of the averments in Paragraph 36 and, therefore, denies the same. Rabo 
denies, however, that Plaintiff has a viable legal interest in the Water Rights or, alternatively, 
states that even if Plaintiff has a viable interest in the Water Rights that interest is subordinate to 
Rabo's secured interest because Rabo took its lien on the Water Rights for value and without 
notice or knowledge of Plaintiffs competing claims. 
37. In response to Paragraph 37, Rabo states that the records of the IDWR which 
show ownership of the Water Rights speak for themselves, and Rabo denies all averments that 
are contrary to those records and all other averments in Paragraph 3 7 of the Complaint. 
38. In response to Paragraph 38, Rabo states that the records of the IDWR which 
show ownership of the Water Rights speak for themselves, and Rabo denies all averments that 
are contrary to those records and all other averments in Paragraph 3 8 of the Complaint. 
39. Answering Paragraph 39 of the Complaint, Rabo incorporates herein its responses 
to the preceding paragraphs by reference. 
40. Rabo denies the allegations in Paragraph 40 of the Complaint. 
41. Rabo denies the allegations in Paragraph 41 of the Complaint. 
42. Rabo denies the allegations in Paragraph 42 of the Complaint. 
43. Rabo denies the allegations in Paragraph 43 of the Complaint. 
44. Rabo denies the allegations in Paragraph 44 of the Complaint. 
45. Rabo denies the allegations in Paragraph 45 of the Complaint. 
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46. Rabo denies the allegations in Paragraph 46 of the Complaint. 
4 7. Rabo denies each and every paragraph in the Prayer for Relief. 
48. Rabo denies each and every allegation in the Complaint not expressly admitted 
herein. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
The Complaint, and every alleged cause of action contained therein, is barred in whole or 
in part by the doctrines of laches, waiver, estoppel and/or failure or lack of consideration. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
The Complaint, and every alleged cause of action contained therein, is barred because 
Plaintiffs damages, if any, were caused by Plaintiffs own conduct, actions and/or omissions or 
, by the actions and/or omissions of its predecessors in interest. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
The Complaint, and every alleged cause of action contained therein, is barred because of 
lack of damages. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
Rabo is entitled to recover its attorneys' fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 54, Idaho Code§ 12-120, and Idaho Code§ 12-121. 
EIGHTH DEFENSE 
As a separate and affirmative defense, the Complaint, and every alleged cause of action 
contained therein, are barred in whole or in part by any and all other applicable defenses as yet 
undiscovered by Rabo but which may be discovered hereafter. Rabo expressly reserves the right 
to amend this answer and to assert additional defenses, by way of affirmative defenses, cross-
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complaints, counter-claims, and/or third-party complaints, as additional facts become apparent or 
are disclosed in the course of discovery. 
WHEREFORE, Rabo prays that the Third-Party Complaint be dismissed, that Rabo 
recovers its attorneys' fees and costs incurred in defending this action, and for such other and 
further relief as the Court deems proper. 
DATED this 12th day of January, 2017. 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
Attorneys for Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this 12th day of January 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing Answer to Verified Complaint for Quiet Title was filed with the Clerk of Court and 
served via email and United States First Class Mail, postage prepaid, to the following: 
Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
McHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 South 4th Street, Suite 103 
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Attorneys for Defendant and Counterclaimant Rabo AgriFinance LLC, jka Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. 
IN THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
BLAINE COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON, and RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 
RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company, 
vs. 
Counterclaim, Cross-Claim and 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, JUSTIN FLOOD STEVENSON, an 
individual, ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON, 
an individual, FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION, an Idaho co oration, BIG 
RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC'S AMENDED 
ANSWER TO VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR 
QUIET TITLE AND COUNTERCLAIM, 
CROSS-CLAIM AND THIRD-PARTY 
COMPLAINT TO QUIET TITLE 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
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STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an individual, and 
CHARLES HOLT, an individual 
Counterclaim, Cross-Claim and 
Third Party Defendants. 
ANSWER 
Pursuant to Rule 15(a), I.R.C.P., Defendant Rabo AgriFinance LLC, fka Rabo Agrifinance, 
Inc. ("Rabo"), by and through its counsel of record, hereby files this amended answer and answers 
and otherwise responds to the Verified Complaint for Quiet Title (the "Complaint") filed by 
Plaintiff First Security Corporation, as follows: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
The Complaint, and all causes of action set forth therein, fails to state a claim against 
Rabo upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
Plaintiff's request to quiet title is barred by principals of res judicata and collateral 
estoppel pursuant to partial decrees regarding the ownership of the Waters Rights at issue herein 
by the Fifth District Court for the State ofldaho, County of Twin Falls, Case No. 39576, on 
August 31, 2010, which confirmed that the entirety of the Water Rights, as of August 31, 2010, 
were owned by South County Estates, LLC. Thereafter, Belle Ranch, LLC acquired the entirety 
of the Water Rights, and then pledged the Water Rights to Rabo as security for a loan. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
Rabo answers the specific numbered allegations contained in the Complaint as follows: 
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1. Rabo is without knowledge sufficient to form a belief as to the truth or falsity of 
the averments in Paragraph I and, therefore, denies the same. 
2. Rabo admits the allegations of Paragraph 2 upon information and belief. 
3. Answering Paragraph 3, Rabo states that the terms of the state records concerning 
Belle Ranch speak for themselves. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 3 that are contrary to the terms of the state records and denies 
all other averments contained in Paragraph 3 of the Complaint. 
4. Answering Paragraph 4, Rabo states that the terms of the mortgage and state 
records speak for themselves. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 4 that are contrary to the terms of the mortgage and state 
records and denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 4 of the Complaint. Further, Rabo 
states that after the mortgage was executed Rabo changed its legal structure from a corporation 
to a limited liability. Rabo's current legal name is Rabo AgriFinance LLC, and it is a Delaware 
limited liability company. 
5. Rabo admits that this Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this case pursuant 
to Idaho Code§ 5-514(c), but it denies all other allegations contained in Paragraph 5. 
6. Paragraph 6 contains legal conclusions regarding the application of a statute, and 
no factual response is required with respect to this legal conclusion. 
7. Paragraph 7 contains legal conclusions regarding the application of a statute, and 
no factual response is required with respect to this legal conclusion. 
8. Rabo admits that portion of paragraph 8 asserting that the Water Rights at issue 




decrees of the SRBA District Court and the final SRBA adjudication conclusively established 
ownership of the entirety of the Water Rights in South County Estates, LLC as of August 31, 
2010. Rabo denies all remaining allegations of paragraph 8. 
9. Rabo admits that venue is proper in this Court. 
10. Rabo admits that the Water Rights identified in paragraph 10 are the subject of 
this Complaint, but otherwise denies the remaining allegations of Paragraph 10 of the Complaint. 
11. Answering Paragraph 11, Rabo states that the terms of the documents referred to 
therein speak for themselves. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 11 that are contrary to the terms of those documents and 
denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 11 of the Complaint. Rabo also states that the 
referenced documents are dated prior to the August 31, 2010 partial decrees of the SRBA District 
Court and the final SRBA adjudication. 
12. Answering Paragraph 12, Rabo states that the terms of the MWB Partial Release 
referred to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 12 that are contrary to the terms of the lien release and denies 
all other averments contained in Paragraph 12 of the Complaint. Rabo also states that the 
referenced documents are dated prior to the August 31, 2010 partial decrees of the SRBA District 
Court and the final SRBA adjudication. 
13. Answering Paragraph 13, Rabo states that the terms of the 2009 Quitclaim Deed 
referred to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 13 that are contrary to the terms of the 2009 Quitclaim Deed 
and denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 13 of the Complaint. Rabo also states that 
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the referenced documents are dated prior to the August 31, 2010 partial decrees of the SRBA 
District Court and the final SRBA adjudication. 
14. Answering Paragraph 14, Rabo states that the terms of the IIB Mortgage referred 
to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and statements 
contained in Paragraph 14 that are contrary to the terms of the IIB Mortgage and denies all other 
averments contained in Paragraph 14 of the Complaint. Rabo also states that the referenced 
documents are dated prior to the August 31, 2010 partial decrees of the SRBA District Court and 
the final SRBA adjudication. 
15. Answering Paragraph 15, Rabo states that the terms of the IIB Security Interest 
referred to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 15 that are contrary to the terms of the IIB Security Interest 
and denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 15 of the Complaint. Rabo also states that 
the referenced documents are dated prior to the August 31, 2010 partial decrees of the SRBA 
District Court and the final SRBA adjudication. 
16. Answering Paragraph 16, Rabo states that the terms of the MWB Deed in Lieu 
referred to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 16 that are contrary to the terms of the MWB Deed in Lieu 
and denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 16 of the Complaint. Rabo also states that 
the referenced documents are dated prior to the August 31, 2010 partial decrees of the SRBA 
District Court and the final SRBA adjudication. 
17. Answering Paragraph 17, Rabo states that the terms of the MWB/GBCI Deed 
referred to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
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statements contained in Paragraph 17 that are contrary to the terms of the MWB/GBCI Deed and 
denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 17 of the Complaint. Rabo also states that the 
referenced documents are dated prior to the August 31, 2010 partial decrees of the SRBA District 
Court and the final SRBA adjudication. 
18. Answering Paragraph 18, Rabo states that the terms of the SRBA District Court 
Partial Decrees referred to therein speak for themselves. On that basis, Rabo denies all 
inferences, allegations, and statements contained in Paragraph 18 that are contrary to the terms of 
the SRBA District Court Partial Decrees and denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 
18 of the Complaint. 
19. Answering Paragraph 19, Rabo states that the terms of the documents referred to 
therein speak for themselves. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 19 that are contrary to the terms of those documents and 
denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 19 of the Complaint. 
20. In response to Paragraph 20, Rabo is without knowledge sufficient to form a 
belief as to the truth or falsity of the averments in Paragraph 20 and, therefore, denies the same. 
21. Answering Paragraph 21, Rabo states that the terms of the Special Warranty Deed 
referred to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 21 that are contrary to the terms of the Special Warranty Deed 
and denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 21 of the Complaint except that Rabo 
admits, on information and belief, that the Water Rights were conveyed to Belle Ranch, LLC. 
22. Answering Paragraph 22, Rabo states that the terms of the MWB Quitclaim Deed 
referred to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
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statements contained in Paragraph 22 that are contrary to the terms of the MWB Quitclaim Deed 
and denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 22 of the Complaint except that Rabo 
admits, on information and belief, that the Water Rights were conveyed to Belle Ranch, LLC. 
23. Rabo denies the allegations in Paragraph 23 of the Complaint. 
24. Answering Paragraph 24, Rabo states that the terms of the documents referred to 
therein speak for themselves. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 24 that are contrary to the terms of those documents and 
denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 24 of the Complaint. 
25. Answering Paragraph 25, Rabo admits that it filed a Notice o/Security in a Water 
Right, the terms of which speak for themselves, and thereby filed notice of its security interest in 
the Water Rights that are the subject of this action. Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 25 that are contrary to the terms of that notice and denies all 
other averments contained in Paragraph 25 of the Complaint. 
26. Answering Paragraph 26, Rabo admits that IDWR has acknowledged Rabo's 
security interest in the Water Rights. Rabo is without knowledge sufficient to form a belief as to 
the truth or falsity of the remaining averments in Paragraph 26 and, therefore, denies the same. 
27. Answering Paragraph 27, Rabo states that the terms of the IIB Deed in Lieu 
referred to therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 27 that are contrary to the terms of the IIB Deed in Lieu and 
denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 27 of the Complaint. 
28. Answering Paragraph 28, Rabo states that the terms of the FSC Deed referred to 
therein speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and statements 
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contained in Paragraph 28 that are contrary to the terms of the FSC Deed and denies all other 
averments contained in Paragraph 27 of the Complaint. 
29. Answering Paragraph 29, Rabo is without knowledge sufficient to form a belief as 
to the truth or falsity of the averments in Paragraph 29 and, therefore, denies the same. 
30. Answering Paragraph 30, Rabo is without knowledge sufficient to form a belief as 
to the truth or falsity of the averments in Paragraph 30 and, therefore, denies the same 
31. Answering Paragraph 31, Rabo admits receiving a copy of the letter referred to 
therein, and states that the letter speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, 
allegations, and statements contained in Paragraph 31 that are contrary to the terms of the letter, 
and denies all other averments contained in Paragraph 31 of the Complaint. 
32. Answering Paragraph 32, Rabo lacks personal knowledge of the sending of or 
details of the letter referred to therein, and states that the letter referred to therein speaks for 
itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and statements contained in 
Paragraph 32 that are contrary to the terms of the letter and denies all other averments contained 
in Paragraph 32 of the Complaint. 
33. Answering Paragraph 33, Rabo lacks personal knowledge of the sending of or the 
details of the letter referred to therein, and states that the letter referred to therein speaks for 
itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and statements contained in 
Paragraph 33 that are contrary to the terms of the letter and denies all other averments contained 
in Paragraph 33 of the Complaint. 
34. Answering Paragraph 34, Rabo is without knowledge sufficient to form a belief as 
to the truth or falsity of the averments in Paragraph 34 and, therefore, denies the same. 
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35. Answering Paragraph 35, Rabo states that the legal authority of the IDWR is a 
legal question to which no response is required. Rabo further states that the letter referred to in 
paragraph 35 speaks for itself. On that basis, Rabo denies all inferences, allegations, and 
statements contained in Paragraph 35 that are contrary to the terms of the letter and denies all 
other averments contained in Paragraph 35 of the Complaint. 
36. Answering Paragraph 36, Rabo is without knowledge sufficient to form a belief as 
to the truth or falsity of the averments in Paragraph 36 and, therefore, denies the same. Rabo 
denies, however, that Plaintiff has a viable legal interest in the Water Rights or, alternatively, 
states that even if Plaintiff has a viable interest in the Water Rights that interest is subordinate to 
Rabo's secured interest because Rabo took its lien on the Water Rights for value and without 
notice or knowledge of Plaintiffs competing claims. 
37. In response to Paragraph 37, Rabo states that the records of the IDWR which 
show ownership of the Water Rights speak for themselves, and Rabo denies all averments that 
are contrary to those records and all other averments in Paragraph 3 7 of the Complaint. 
38. In response to Paragraph 38, Rabo states that the records of the IDWR which 
show ownership of the Water Rights speak for themselves, and Rabo denies all averments that 
are contrary to those records and all other averments in Paragraph 38 of the Complaint. 
39. Answering Paragraph 39 of the Complaint, Rabo incorporates herein its responses 
to the preceding paragraphs by reference. 
40. Rabo denies the allegations in Paragraph 40 of the Complaint. 
41. Rabo denies the allegations in Paragraph 41 of the Complaint. 
42. Rabo denies the allegations in Paragraph 42 of the Complaint. 
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43. Rabo denies the allegations in Paragraph 43 of the Complaint. 
44. Rabo denies the allegations in Paragraph 44 of the Complaint. 
45. Rabo denies the allegations in Paragraph 45 of the Complaint. 
46. Rabo denies the allegations in Paragraph 46 of the Complaint. 
4 7. Rabo denies each and every paragraph in the Prayer for Relief. 
48. Rabo denies each and every allegation in the Complaint not expressly admitted 
herein. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
The Complaint, and every alleged cause of action contained therein, is barred in whole or 
in part by the doctrines of laches, waiver, estoppel and/or failure or lack of consideration. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
The Complaint, and every alleged cause of action contained therein, is barred because 
Plaintiffs damages, if any, were caused by Plaintiffs own conduct, actions and/or omissions or 
by the actions and/or omissions of its predecessors in interest. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
The Complaint, and every alleged cause of action contained therein, is barred because of 
lack of damages. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
Rabo is entitled to recover its attorneys' fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 





As a separate and affirmative defense, the Complaint, and every alleged cause of action 
contained therein, are barred in whole or in part by any and all other applicable defenses as yet 
undiscovered by Rabo but which may be discovered hereafter. Rabo expressly reserves the right 
to amend this answer and to assert additional defenses, by way of affirmative defenses, cross-
complaints, counter-claims, and/or third-party complaints, as additional facts become apparent or 
are disclosed in the course of discovery. 
WHEREFORE, Rabo prays that the Third-Party Complaint be dismissed, that Rabo 
recovers its attorneys' fees and costs incurred in defending this action, and for such other and 
further relief as the Court deems proper. 
COUNTERCLAIM, CROSS-CLAIM AND TIDRD PARTY CLAIM 
Pursuant to Rule 15(a), I.R.C.P., Counterclaimant, Cross-Claimant and Third-Party 
Plaintiff Rabo AgriFinance LLC ("Rabo") complains of and for its causes of action against (a) 
Counterclaim Defendant First Security Corporation, (b) Cross-Claim Defendants Belle Ranch, 
LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson, and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, and ( c) Third-Party Defendants Big 
Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury, and Charles Holt, (all Counterclaim Defendants, Cross-Claim 
Defendants and Third-Party Defendants are collectively referred to herein as "Defendants"), 
alleges the following: 
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PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
1. Rabo is a Delaware limited liability company with its principal place of business 
in St. Louis, Missouri. Rabo is in the business of making commercial loans. Rabo was formerly 
a Delaware corporation known as Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. 
2. Upon information and belief, First Security Corporation ("FSC") is an Idaho 
corporation. 
3. Belle Ranch, LLC ("Belle Ranch") is an Idaho limited liability company. 
4. Justin Flood Stevenson is an individual and resident of Blaine County, Idaho, and 
is an original member of Belle Ranch. 
5. Elizabeth Brett Stevenson is an individual and resident of Blaine County, Idaho, 
and is an original member of Belle Ranch. 
6. Upon information and belief, Big Stick, LLC ("Big Stick") is an Idaho limited 
liability company. 
7. Upon information and belief, Richard D. Fosbury is an individual and resident of 
Blaine County, Idaho. 
8. Upon information and belief, Charles Holt is an individual and resident of Blaine 
County, Idaho. 
9. The water rights which are the subject of this action, upon information and belief, 
are located in Blaine County, State of Idaho. 
10. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court. 




12. Rabo incorporates the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 11 above, as if fully set 
forth herein. 
13. This action concerns Idaho Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-
577BT, and 37-2630 (collectively, the "Water Rights"). 
14. The Water Rights are appurtenant to certain identified real property located in 
Blaine County, Idaho (the "Real Property"), which Real Property is owned by Belle Ranch. 
15. Rabo claims a perfected lien on and security interest in the Water Rights ( and the 
appurtenant Real Property) pursuant to certain loan and security documents entered into between 
Rabo and Belle Ranch. 
16. On June 28, 2010, the Snake River Basin Adjudication Court (the "SRBA 
Court") issued a Special Master's Report and Recommendation for each of the Water Rights, 
recommending that the Water Rights be decreed in the name of South County Estates, LLC. The 
Recommendation was served on South County Estates, LLC, through its attorney of record, 
James Speck. 
17. None of the Defendants made any effort to challenge the Recommendation, and 
none alleged that the Recommendation indicating that the rights be decreed in the name of South 
County Estates, LLC was in error. 
18. On July 9, 2010, the SRBA Court issued an Amended Special Master's Report 
and Recommendation, correcting a water right description error and continuing to recommend 
that each of the Water Rights, recommending that the Water Rights be decreed in the name of 
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South County Estates, LLC. The Amended Recommendation was served on South County 
Estates, LLC, through its attorney of record. 
19. None of the Defendants made any effort to challenge the Amended 
Recommendation, and none alleged that the recommendation indicating that the rights be 
decreed in the name of South County Estates, LLC was in error. 
20. On August 31, 2010, the Presiding Judge of the SRBA Court (the "SRBA 
Judge"} entered a Partial Decree Pursuant to LR.C.P. 54(b)for Water Right 37-00481C (the 
"37-00481C Decree"} finding that this water right was owned in its entirety by South County 
Estates, LLC ("South County"} in Case No. 39576 in the District Court of the Fifth Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls ("Case No. 39576"}. 
21. On August 31, 2010, the SRBA Judge entered a Partial Decree Pursuant to 
LR.C.P. 54(b) for Water Right 37-00482H (the "37-00482H Decree"} finding that this water 
right also was owned in its entirety by South County in Case No. 39576. 
22. On August 31, 2010, the SRBA Judge entered a Partial Decree Pursuant to 
LR.C.P. 54(b)for Water Right 37-00483C (the "37-00483C Decree") finding that this water 
right also was owned in its entirety by South County in Case No. 39576. 
23. On August 31, 2010, the SRBA Judge entered a Partial Decree Pursuant to 
JR.C.P. 54(b) for Water Right 37-00577BT (the "37-00577BT Decree") finding that this water 
right also was owned in its entirety by South County in Case No. 39576. 
24. On August 31, 2010, the SRBA Judge entered a Partial Decree Pursuant to 
JR. C.P. 54(b) for Water Right 37-02630 (the "37-02630 Decree" and, collectively with the other 
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partial decrees related to the Water Rights, the "Partial Decrees") finding that this water right 
also was owned in its entirety by South County in Case No. 39576. 
25. True and correct copies of the Partial Decrees are attached hereto as Exhibit "A" 
and are incorporated herein by reference. 
26. As of August 31, 2010, in Case No. 39576, the SRBA Judge found and ruled that 
the Water Rights were owned in their entirety by South County ( and by implication its 
successors or assigns), subject to any valid liens, claims and encumbrances which may have 
existed on the Water Rights. 
27. The Partial Decrees do not find or hold that any portion of Water Rights were 
owned by any other party, including but not limited to, John Scherer and Charles Holt 
(collectively, "Scherer and Holt"). 
28. The Partial Decrees do not find or hold that any portion of Water Rights were 
owned by any other party or entity, including, but not limited to Big Stick, LLC, the PENSCO 
Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Richard D. Fosbury IRA #F0lEC, PENSCO Trust Company 
Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA #H0lNH, PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. 
Charles Holt, IRA No. H0lNV, PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Richard D. Fosbury 
IRA #F0lEC, Richard Fosbury, or Charles Holt (collectively, the "Big Stick Parties"). 
29. At the time that the Partial Decrees were entered, John Scherer was signing 
documents for and on behalf of South County, and if there was a second interest holder in the 
Water Rights, which he would have been aware, no secondary interest was found in the Partial 
Decrees in Case No. 39576. 
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30. The Partial Decrees were served on South County Estates, LLC, and included a 
Rule 54(b) Certification. 
31. None of the Defendants made any effort to challenge the Partial Decrees' 
determination that the entirety of the Water Rights was owned by South County Estates, LLC 
and, as such, they became final Court decisions. None of the Defendants attempted to ask the 
SRBA Court to set aside the partial decrees before Basin 3 7 closed for claims, before the Final 
Unified Decree was issued or since. 
32. Prior to the entry of the Partial Decrees, South County had pledged and assigned 
its interest in the Water Rights to Mountain West Bank ("MWB"). 
33. On information and belief, MWB subsequently obtained title to the Water Rights 
from South County through a voluntary deed in lieu of foreclosure, and then subsequently 
transferred title to the Water Rights to GBCI Other Real Estate, LLC ("GBCI"). The 
conveyance of the Water Rights by MWB to GBCI was without limitation. 
34. At the time that MWB obtained title to the Water Rights from South County, the 
entirety of the Water Rights remained appurtenant to the Real Property because none of the 
Defendants had made any effort to sever any portion of the Water Rights from the Real Property 
or make them appurtenant to any other property. 
35. On July 27, 2011, MWB submitted a Notice of Change in Water Rights 
Ownership with IDWR, to change the Water Rights ownership records to reflect that MWB 




36. On September 13, 2011, IDWR notified MWB that the Ownership Change 
request has been completed, and that the records for the Water Rights reflected that MWB owned 
the Water Rights, in their entirety. 
37. Idaho Code § 42-284(3) requires that notice of the changed ownership be sent to 
the original owner, in this case South County Estates, LLC. South County Estates, LLC and the 
other Defendants made no effort to challenge the determination that MWB owned the entirety of 
the water rights. 
38. On information and belief, on December 20, 2011, GBCI, as the owner of the 
Water Rights, conveyed the Water Rights to Belle Ranch by Special Warranty Deed, recorded in 
Blaine County on December 22, 2011, as Instrument No. 593252 (the "Special Warranty 
Deed"). A copy of the Special Warranty Deed is attached hereto as Exhibit "B" and is 
incorporated herein by reference. 
39. On information and belief, on December 21, 2011, MWB also quitclaimed any 
remaining interest it had in the Water Rights to Belle Ranch pursuant to a quitclaim deed (the 
"MWB Quitclaim Deed") recorded on December 22, 2011, as Instrument No. 593254. A copy 
of the MWB Quitclaim Deed is attached hereto as Exhibit "C" and is incorporated herein by 
reference. The MWB Quitclaim Deed provided that it conveyed all the Water Rights without 
limitation. 
40. Rabo subsequently made a secured loan to Belle Ranch and, as part of that 
secured loan, entered into a Mortgage, Assignment of Rents and Security Agreement (the "Rabo 
Mortgage") with Belle Ranch pursuant to which Belle Ranch pledged its entire interest in the 
Water Rights to Rabo as security for the loan. 
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41. The Rabo Mortgage was recorded with Blaine County as Instrument No. 5 97154. 
A true and correct copy of the Rabo Mortgage is attached hereto as Exhibit "D" and is 
incorporated herein by reference. 
42. In this action, FSC claims an interest in 7.5/289th of the Water Rights based on an 
alleged conveyance of 7.5/289th of the Water Rights by South County to Scherer and Holt on 
June 25, 2009 (the "Scherer and Holt Conveyance"). 
43. Notwithstanding the alleged Scherer and Holt Conveyances, Scherer and Holt 
never attempted to sever any portion of the Water Rights from the Real Property or make the 
fraction allegedly acquired appurtenant to any other real property. 
44. The Scherer and Holt Conveyance, if it occurred, pre-dated the entry of the Partial 
Decrees. 
45. In the separate matter of Big Stick, LLC v. Belle Ranch, LLC et al., Case No. CV-
2016-683, Big Stick, Richard Fosbury, and Charles Holt claim a combined total interest of 
7.8/289th of the Water Rights based on an alleged series of conveyances by South County to the 
Big Stick Parties between December 7, 2007 and April 8, 2009 (the "Big Stick Conveyances"), 
which then resulted in alleged subsequent conveyances in 2016, which conveyances were invalid 
as they were after entry of the Partial Decrees. 
46. The Big Stick Parties never attempted to sever any portion of the Water Rights 
from the Real Property or make the fraction allegedly acquired appurtenant to any other real 
property. 




48. The Partial Decrees were entered by the SRBA Judge, and control in this case. 
49. Accordingly, any interest of FSC or the Big Stick Parties in the Water Rights 
either never existed or were extinguished when the Partial Decrees were entered finding that 
South County was the sole owner of the entirety of the Water Rights. 
50. In addition, on information and belief, after Belle Ranch obtained the Water 
Rights, Belle Ranch has paid all assessments due and owing on the entirety of the Water Rights. 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Quiet Title) 
51. Rabo realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 50 above, as if fully set 
forth herein. 
52. On August 31, 2010, the SRBA Judge entered the Partial Decrees and found that 
as of that date, the Water Rights were owned entirely by South County (subject to and 
encumbered by MWB's lien on the Water Rights). 
53. South County conveyed the entire Water Rights to MWB. 
54. MWB conveyed the entire Water Rights to GBCI. 
55. GBCI conveyed the entire Water Rights to Belle Ranch via the Special Warranty 
Deed. 
56. MWB also released any interest it had in the Water Rights via the MWB 
Quitclaim Deed. 
57. Currently, Belle Ranch is the owner and fee holder of the entirety of the Water 
Rights, and Rabo has a first priority lien on and security interest in the Water Rights via the Rabo 
Mortgage and other related loan and security documents concerning Rabo' s loan to Belle Ranch. 
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58. Based on the foregoing, this Court should find and declare that (a) Belle Ranch is 
the legal and beneficial owner of the entirety of the Water Rights, (b) Rabo holds a first priority 
lien on and security interest in the entirety of the Water Rights pursuant to the Rabo Mortgage 
and the other loan and security documents that were executed in conjunction with Rabo's loan to 
Belle Ranch, and ( c) if and to the extent the Big Stick Parties and FCS have an interest in the 
Water Rights, those interests are junior and inferior to the interests of Rabo. 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Declaratory Relief as to the Partial Decrees) 
59. Rabo realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 58 above, as if fully set 
forth herein. 
60. Idaho Code§ 10-1201 grants this Court jurisdiction to issue a declaratory 
judgment with the force and effect of a final judgment or decree when the parties' rights, status, 
and legal relationships need to be established. 
61. The SRBA Court operates pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 42-1401, et seq. 
62. Pursuant to Idaho Code§§ 42-1411(2) and 42-1412(6), a partial decree must list 
the "name and address of the claimant" of the water right(s) being adjudicated. 
63. A "claimant" is defined as "any person asserting ownership of rights to the use of 
water within the state ofldaho." I.C. § 42-1401A(l). 
64. The Water Rights were claimed in the SRBA Court, with the claimant identified 
as South County Estates, LLC. 
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65. The SRBA Court entered the Partial Decrees, identifying the claimant and owner 
of the entirety of the Water Rights as South County Estates, LLC. Belle Ranch is the successor 
in interest to South County Estates, LLC. 
66. No portion of the Water Rights was claimed or decreed in any of the Defendants' 
names. 
67. The Partial Decree is "conclusive as to the nature and extent'' of the Water Rights. 
I.C. § 42-1420(1). 
68. None of the Defendants appealed the Partial Decree's determination of ownership 
of the Water Rights. 
69. Any attempt to now challenge ownership of the Water Rights, based on an 
attempted conveyance that occurred prior to the entry of the Partial Decrees, constitutes an 
improper collateral attack of the SRBA Partial Decrees and Rabo is entitled to a declaratory 
judgment declaring the same. 
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Quasi-Estoppel/Waiver) 
70. Rabo realleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 69 above, as if fully set 
forth herein. 
71. On June 28, 2010, the SRBA Court issued a Recommendation that the Water 
Rights be decreed, in their entirety, to South County Estates, LLC. South County Estates, LLC 
received notice of the Recommendation. 
72. On July 9, 2010, the SRBA Court issued an Amended Recommendation, 
confirming the recommendation that each of the Water Rights be decreed, in their entirety, to 
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South County Estates, LLC. South County Estates, LLC received notice of the Amended 
Recommendation. 
73. On August 31, 2010, the SRBA Court entered the Partial Decrees, formally 
decreeing the Water Rights, in their entirety, to South County Estates, LLC. South County 
Estates, LLC received notice of the Partial Decrees. 
74. Although South County Estates, LLC received notice of the SRBA process, South 
Mountain did not challenge the Partial Decrees or otherwise make any claim in the SRBA 
District Court that any interest in the Water Rights had been conveyed. 
75. MWB submitted an ownership change request to IDWR on July 27, 2011, which 
was processed and acknowledged on September 13, 2011 and resulted in the ownership of the 
entirety of the Water Rights being changed from South County Estates, LLC to MWB. 
76. Idaho Code § 42,284(3) provides that notice of an ownership change will be sent 
to the original owner (here, South County Estates, LLC). Yet, there was no challenge to the 
ownership or any claim that anyone other than MWB had any interest in the Water Rights. 
77. Belle Ranch submitted an ownership change request to IDWR on February 28, 
2012, which was processed and acknowledged on March 7, 2012 and resulted in the ownership 
of the entirety of the Water Rights being changed from MWB to Belle Ranch. 
78. Again, there was no challenge to the ownership change or any claim that anyone 
other than Belle Ranch had any interest in the Water Rights. 
79. Belle Ranch filed a transfer of the Water Rights in April, 2012, which was 
approved by IDWR on July 6, 2012. Again, there was no challenge to the ownership change or 
any claim that anyone other than Belle Ranch had any interest in the Water Rights. 
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80. The Big Stick Parties and FSC did not claim any interest in any portion of the 
Water Rights until October 28, 2014 (FSC) and June 2016 (the Big Stick Parties). 
81. The Big Stick Parties have not made any attempt to change ownership of the 
portion of the Water Rights attempted to be conveyed the Big Stick Parties under the Big Stick 
Conveyances. 
82. Upon information and belief, Belle Ranch has been the sole entity paying 
assessments for, diverting and using the Water Rights. 
83. Further, Belle Ranch has pledged the entirety of the Water Rights to RAF as 
security for a loan, as set forth above. 
84. Rabo is entitled to a Declaratory Judgment, determining that (a) Belle Ranch is 
the legal and beneficial owner of the entirety of the Water Rights, (b) Rabo holds a first priority 
lien on and security interest in the Water Rights pursuant to the Rabo Mortgage and the other 
loan and security documents that were executed in conjunction with Rabo's loan to Belle Ranch, 
and ( c) any claim by either the Big Stick Parties or FSC to any portion of the Water Rights is 
barred by quasi-estoppel and/or waiver. 
WHEREFORE, Rabo prays for judgment in its favor and against the Defendants as 
follows 
1. ON ITS FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION, for a judgment and decree adjudging and 
decreeing that (a) that Belle Ranch is the legal and beneficial owner of the entirety of the Water 
Rights, (b) Rabo holds a first priority lien on and security interest in the Water Rights pursuant to 
the Rabo Mortgage and the other loan and security documents that were executed in conjunction 
with Rabo' s loan to Belle Ranch, and ( c) if and to the extent the Big Stick Parties and/or FCS 
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have an interest in the Water Rights, those interests are junior and inferior to the interests of 
Rabo. 
2. ON ITS SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION, for a judgment and decree adjudging 
and decreeing that any attempt to now challenge ownership of the Water Rights, based on an 
attempted conveyance that occurred prior to the entry of the SRBA Partial Decrees, constitutes a 
collateral attack of the SRBA Partial Decrees. 
3. ON ITS THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION, for a judgment and decree adjudging and 
decreeing that (a) Belle Ranch is the legal and beneficial owner of the entirety of the Water 
Rights, (b) Rabo holds a first priority lien on and security interest in the Water Rights pursuant to 
the Rabo Mortgage and the other loan and security documents that were executed in conjunction 
with Rabo's loan to Belle Ranch, and (c) any claim by either the Big Stick Parties or FSC that 
would impair or defeat the rights of Rabo concerning the Water Rights is barred by quasi-
estoppel and/or waiver. 
4. For attorneys' fees and costs of suit, to the extent authorized by law; and 
5. For any and all further relief as this Court deems proper. 
DATED this ,,2 ~ day of January, 2017. 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
Attorneys for Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this ~day of January 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC'S AMENDED ANSWER TO VERIFIED COMPLAINT 
FOR QUIET TITLE AND COUNTERCLAIM, CROSS-CLAIM AND THIRD-PARTY 
COMPLAINT TO QUIET TITLE was filed with the Clerk of Court and served via email and 
United States First Class Mail, postage prepaid, to the following: 
1401077 
Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
McHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 South 4th Street, Suite 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
James R. Laski 
Heather e. O'Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Albert P. Barker 
Paul L. Arrington 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
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In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION• 
PURPOSE J\ND 
PERIOD OF USE, 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
Water Right l7-00481C 
DIS fl-11CT COUR r-SRl:5A ·---i 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
I 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY, MALAD RIVER 
3 .014 CFS 
08/01/1882 
T02N Rl8E S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
i i3y ----
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 
QUANTITY 
3.014 CFS 
AUG 3 1 2010 
Irrigation Within Blaine County 
TOlN Rl9E S06 NESW 24.0 LOT 6 {NWSW}33.0 
LOT 7 {SWSW)l2.0 SESW 39.0 
SWSE 8.5 
S07 mare 31.0 SWNE 38.0 
SENE 15.0 NENW 28.0 
SENW 5.5 NESE 35.0 
NWSE 20.0 
289.0 Acres Total 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos., 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
OETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54{b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(bl, I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment der shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal m11y be taken as provid ho Appellate Rules. 
SRBA Pl\RTIJIL DECREE PURSUANT TO I .R.C.P. 54 (b) 




In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
DIS'iHiCT COURT-SHBA ·--i 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
I Water Right 37-00482H 
I 
AUG 3 1 2010 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG IIOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY, MALAD RIVER 
3.012 CFS 
08/01/1884 
T02N Rl8E S36 SIINW Within Blaine County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T0lN Rl9E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289.0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 










Within Blaine county 





The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37·481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
i 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THP: 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54(bl CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(bl, I.R.C,P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order all be a final 
judgment upon whic~ exscution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by 
Eric J. Wil 
Presiding Judge of the 
Snaks River Basin Adjudication 
SRBA PARTIAL DECHS PURSUANT TO I,R.C.P, 54(b) 




In Re SRBA 
Case -- 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF 'J:WIJI' FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. S4(b) FOR 
Water Right 37-D0483C DIS!RICT COURT-SABA ----, 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY, MALAD RIVER 
15.086 CFS 
08/0I/19D2 
T02N RlBE S36 Within Blaine County 
Water diverted from Headgate #4S delivered through District 
canal. 
PURPOSE OP USE 
Irrigation 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-1S TO 10-31 
QUANTI"tY 
1S.086 CFS 
AUG 3 1 2010 
Irrigation 







Within Blaine County 
LOT 6 (NWSW)33.0 
LOT 7 
S07 





The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37•577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCB GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
EIITR.Y OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECl"ION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54(bl CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54{b), r.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay at the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgn-~nt or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided~~~....,;[q;liffi';Appellate Rules. 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 37-00483C File Number, 01372 
Eric J. 
Presidi 




In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE, 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTl! JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN l\ND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUJ\NT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
01:s.rn,cr COURT-SFlBA ·--i 
C Fifth Judicial District , 
ou~y of Twin Falls - S!ate of Idaho Water Right 37-00577BT 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY, MALAD RIVER 
2.20 CFS 
03/24/1883 
T02N Rl8E 536 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
I AUG 3 I ,oo I 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
PERIOD OF USE 




TOlN Rl9E S06 
LOT 7 
S07 
289.0 Acres Total 







Within Blaine County 





The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos., 37-482H, 37-4BlC, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS ·SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY. FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule S4(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above ju<lQ,-""',,qi,JJ~ler shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided o Appellate Rules. 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54 (b) 
Water Right J7-00577BT File NI.Imber, 01371 
Eric J. 
Presiding Judge of the 




In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
Water Right 37-02630 
DISTRICT COURT-SnBA ---i 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
I 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 





TOlN Rl9E S06 NWNWSW Within Blaine County 
I 
j AUG 3 1 2010 
I 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
PERIOD OF USE 





TOlN Rl9E S06 
LOT 7 
S07 







NWSE 20 .0 
Within Blaine County 
LOT 6 (NWSW)33.0 
SESW 39.0 
SWNE 38.0 
NENW 28 .O 
NESE 35.0 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF TllE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN 1:HE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42·1412(6). 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. S4(b) 





Filed for record at the Request of: 
Blaine County Title 
PO Box3176 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Instrument # 593252 
HAILEY, BLAINE. IDAHO 
12-22-2011 4:09:00 PM No. of Pages: 3 
Recorded for. BlAINE COUNTY TITLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: $16.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy: mpp 
Bectronlcally Recorded by Simplifile 
SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE, LLC, a Montana Limited 
Liability Company C'Grantor''), whose address is 49 Commons Loop, Kalispell, MT 59901, does hereby 
grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
(''Grantee"), whose address is PO Box 3322 Hailey, ID 83333 that certain real property located in Blaine 
County, Idaho, which is more particularly described on Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated 
herein by this reference. 
Conveying, without Warranty, any and all water rights appurtenant to the real property 
described on Exhibit "A", including without limitation, Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-
482H, 37-2630 and 37-483C. . 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said property, with its appurtenances unto the Grantee and its 
successors and assigns forever. Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee that Grantor 
is the owner in fee simple of said property and that such property is free from all encumbrances made or 
suffered by the Granter. 
The Grantor expressly limits the covenants of this Deed to those herein expressed and .excludes 
all covenants arising or to arise by statutory or other implication, and covenant that Grantors will forever 
warrant and defend title to the property conveyed herein against all persons who lawfully claim by, 
through, or Wlder the Grantors, but not otherwise. 
DATED this 20th day of December, 2011 
GBCI O1HER REAL ESTA TE, LLC 
By: ...._...,C...-i'--~-------
Rich Britta" SVP Special Assets Administrator 
Its: Authonzed Agent 
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On this 20th day of December, 2011, before me, the undersigned Notary Public in and for the 
State ofldaho, personally appeared Rich Brittain, known or identified to me to be the SVP Special 
Assets Administrator and duly Authorized Agent of the corporation that executed this instrwnent or the 
person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
WI1NESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
~-d /J.--.JZ,.<t 
No~ Public for Idaho ,[), 
Residing at: Ce,..,. :L: ~ .r , 




Order Number: 1117502 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official plat 
thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
EXCEPTING a portion of said Parcel 1 more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the North¼ Comer of Section 7 Township 1 North, 
Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; thence North 89°58'18" West, l,3i7.24 
feet along the Northerly boundary of the E½NW¼, Section 7, to an iron pin marking the 
Northwest comer of said EY:zNW¼, Section 7, said pin also being the REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING; 
Thence continuing North 89°58'18" West, 34.73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
WY:zNW¼, Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Northeasterly boundary of the 
Union Pacific Railroad and said Northerly boundary of the W1/:zNW¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 31 °10'34" East, 67.81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin on the intersection of said Northeasterly Railroad boundary and the Westerly boundary of 
said E½NW¼ of Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22' 13" West., 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the E½NW¼ to the 
Point of Beginning. (Tax Lot 4913) 
File Number: 1117502 
Blaine County Title 
AUICbed Lepl Deseriptlon 




Instrument # 593254 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
12-22-2011 4:00:00 PM No. d Pages 2 
Recorded for. BLAINE COUNTY TITLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: $13.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy: mpp 
EleclronicaDy Recorded by Slmp[lile 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
TIIlS INDENTURE. made this 21st day of December, 2011, between 
Mountain West Banlc, as GRANTOR and 
Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, as GRANTEE(S) 
whose current ad~ is: PO Box 3322, Hailey, ID 83333 
WITNESS, that said Grantor(s), for an in consideration in lawful money of the United States of 
America, in hand paid by the Grantee, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged. does by 
these premises remisc, release and forever QUITCLAIM, unto the said Grantee(s) and to its heirs 
and assigns all that certain lot, piece or parcel ofland. bounded and particularly described as 
follows, to wit 
Any and all water rights appurtenant to the real property described in Exhibit "A", including 
without limitation, Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-2630 and 37-483C. 
TOGETHER with all and singular the tenements, hcreditaments and appurtenances thereunto 
belonging or in anywise appertaining, the reversion and reversions. remainder and remainders, 
rents, issues and profits thereat: 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD, All and singular the said :eremises, together with the 
appurtenances, unto the Grantee and to its heirs aad assigns forever. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the grantor(s) has executed this deed on the date set forth above. 




On this 21st day ofDcccmbcr, 2011 before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public. in and for said 
State, personally appeared Rich Brittain, known or identified to me to be the Senior Vice 
President of the COJJ)Oration that executed this instrument or the person who executed the 
instrument on behalf of said corporation and aclcnowlcdgcd to me that such corporation executed 
the same. 
WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL. 
l~r;l4,lf{J.~ 
Notary Public n,../l,.J 
Notary Resides: N,,{f"TU'ru.,tw, 7P 
My commission expires: d-/ 'i}.(.// 3/)/(p 
Jlloine CIIIIIIIJ Tltlc n. N111bcn 1117502 
Quit ClalraDoed 0 0-S. 






Parcel I and Parcel 2, Block I ofBELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official plat thereof, recorded 
as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
EXCEPTING a portion of said Parcel 1 more particularly descnl>ed as follows: COMMENCING at an iron pin 
marlclng the North ¼ Comer of Section 7 Township I North, Range l 9 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; 
thence North 89°58'IrWest, 1,317.24 feet along the Northerly boundary of the E½NW¼, Section 7, to an iron pin 
marking the Northwest comer of said E½NW'/4, Section 7, said pin also being the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence continuing North 89"58'18" West, 34. 73 feet along the Northerly boundaiy of the W½NW¼, Section 7, to 
an iron pin on the intersection of the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific .Railroad and said Northerly 
boundal)' of the W~t.. Section 7; 
Thence South 31 •t 0'34" East, 67.81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron pin 011 the 
intersection of said Northeasterly Railroad boundary and the Westerly boundary of said E½NW¼ of Section 7; 
Thence North 0"22' 13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the E½NW¼ to the Paint of BcgiMing. 
(Tax Lot 4913) 
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E!ectronicaHv recorded ~ 06 not 
rern·ove the -county s1amped first 
page as it is ncv1 incorporated as 
part of the Original document. 
ru:;ooRblNG REaOEsrEri st· 
~bWHEN RECOR[)El)W,.iL tet 
RA0o·AGRJi=1NANcE. 1.Nc. 
12443 oiive i:lJ~. sujte so 
SL Louis, Md'6314i . 
Alfr\: nlosm.· ·[;lej:).arfment 
'.BQ'.ll ff lZ:l76~8. 
.;,-. 
~a~ alip~.lhis Il~ fcir Recorder's !)se 
~son 
Reaf E'stafe Term lo~:-10459600/lc: 
MORTGAGE. ASSIGNMOOOF. RENTS MD SECURITY AGREEMENT 
{B!a!ne ~ fc!!i,bo}. 
l'HIS MOITTGAGE ALSO CONSTflUTES AFINANCING-:ST A'fi:MEl)it FILED AS AFIXTURE Fi UNG UNDER 111E ucc 
_ liji$.~ilge'i§-~af.eif~ of M~i_2(l12. Jtis•by BELLEFANG!i, LL.~, a11 Idi!!fio limit~ liability comeany ("Gi'antcf), 
~ .ai\d in fayor o{ l~A$9.~RIANAN(:;_E; l~C-; a,_ pe!a~v~ i;()[por<!Jjoi't, ~ ag~f for,:its~fa,nd the otl;JE»" Seclt_!l}d Parties (doopad 
herein) under the CoHa½eral ~cy Agreement {defined herein1 andHabo Agrmnance, lnc., ill.that~. ''Mortaagee"}. 
. :.w,e.q AGRIAIWJCI; 3NC.,_a De4i\rcinf C91'PQ~wn. ~L~li<l¢r. (~oor') has agit$;l k> ina~ a lo.\n in me o~itiar 
ptin~~l wm •q!J1;0Q9,QOO,PQ to Grantot'., El~betl1~ ~.l!@f(aiiP;~ ft<i~~~~ssi.n O!l~ef,~~ and 
o:mdiliims of loo Credit-Agreernent.t-etween Gi'amor and Letlifer dateci-.as of the date of this m~ge-(the "Credit Aoreement'?, 
Eacli ¢:w.italiztjg ~ used Ji(ll}j$ -~ tllcll is defini~(fiJlJoe•~it,Agreement eon. oat iieiiiled in:ffi~ i\iorij~ v.;n have the 
mear{ ,·s eciliedln·lheCreaH",,_.;;'erit This mo· · -~lltieiofe .... roJ;,,;{f ~ancewttitthe l;}r,;#~,._,.,..;11en!irihs . . . . rn .P. . .. ..· -~·'!.""'. ngage •. ,. .•w.,...., .. n_. . __ '"'~Ill-~•- . 
Graritorhasormayalso-enteriotocerta!ncl~lransacb'onsunderHedgirigAgreementswH/i Swap 
.Coim.tiaj>arties, under" which Giim.lPi has.or m~ll\l;tlre{iedging ObHQ_a!ionsto.SWai> CQ.untetparties". . 
TOS~cuR¢ .t"AA9.Y~ent ~~e indebtegn~s.evlden~. by.th~ N9te (defjne(f ~erein) at1(f pa~ and. per_ro~ ot 
all. olfier Secured o&Jiga~;(detited herein}, .Grarnorm:avocablx ood unoondiiionally grants, bargain5i ~. and fODV8)'S ta 
~a~wlt~ lbi;at¢c!;"Wb~~ riow.-~· cir h~IW~u~.pt~g.:aod. ~tjlpt-~:ln~·Ym~I¥ con..c:titulilg 
r~ai,~e.¢r ~iii! pro~(~lectiy~y, \fie "Prooerly")" (a};lii~· rea,l'.e$fie~q!i,cilJY lnrerest!ii: the teal esf?.t?'.lptjlted in 
}3tame Co~ht.'y~ Idaho-, and describedfa EXHIBIT-A (the '.Land"); (b} al buildings; structures, hnprovenwols, iixtui:ei; 
~Ol~ ~~ ~jpliieht,.-rri~incf _other artides mm.or hereiftiir ~ Qilt affixe<l ·« attacliaj,to; od©ted 
in or 011.1P¢-~~ .. ~?ll ~k.irifiS•and fitigaltoii app~!nS; pyrrips~ ·mom, gel)era.Cors, ptpes,_ce!)let'_~ iojgaftis' and 
~_prin.lders; ~~ and fen~ (the "lmprovemel¢f); (c) all ~se~nts, righfs..of-way andtfgh\$ ap)'.JU~~rit to ~el.a,l)d or 
usedin-oonneciioo the Lam;i:or.as a means of access th~to tEasements"): (d) the gi:ound wateron,_.uoder, pumped fi:om or 
othei:wise ~ailagle 1o--tf!¢ Prop~ or anY draitiaje,, ~011~ ~. canal, reservoir, or other~ i%fhts, whe1h$,~: a result of 
ov~rtying 9A).ti:ll~~! rigpfs, ctiii~cb¢t rf!ll.l~ gro~_arid Whether riparian, app~afi\/e, o;-: ~-the right to 
remove or maet-anysuch-9.rounawatedoclumng,any perm~E'.1%!lrts or ficenses:.granted by any Goverrnnentai'.Authortty and 
~1·ri9~ffianle<for i;re.ate<f tr,rany easement,. ~qiit,:]1~t qf confr<id with ariy-Pers·iiit;_ and eny rlQhts.io which !he 
Prm.$1Y qrG@!ft,'(i~~¢cl wrrq··~tilsu~~wa.ter; 41\"Qe,llie,: SU~ rigld~atj;: ~~ •. m>aijiln; ~ptive oi: 
plberMsa:and whether ~not,pu~~.to. IJ!storjcaf Ilse, oont_r;i~I .a~eJ'lt. ~i O(~ n~ine~ authcyization; eny 
water rig~ ~ aJlocqlien {pr._wa{er. nolyet:.~d, distri,buiion right .d.eflVety fi$ht,.any-proscripU~, oonlraclual, easement ot 
~erdg~ n~6r:cpn.y~fentfo rjJ_W/.ey~y~rer to the~, WB!,ei sfp@9.e·tijtit._· cl(¢fl~-~-~ errtitlemenl 
<JPpurteJ)afrt.~C!~ <i~ ~ft.t~:tolh_~:~~ by virtue otlhe PtQpi!rl:y-belruJ ~ wil!Jln {ha:!)Q@daoss of ant 
w~emrriental water oistricthti~on.rlisfriet or.other local agency or-within fhe boundanes of any_ pmra!a.waler oompany,_mutual 
· tet-: ·· m ;,,.,;,- or.:ai:..-· n<, · ··· -- ··mental.· · f;!i~'col~ ··,,wamr_· Riohfs"\' '"''·all'olherten ·· · ·is ·heredit"~ ts arid ';1/q __ !,:p P~•,,. ,..,_,,.~($ -~ . iml'fl'\: - .. w =--:==-~-=l•\"t . . --~ t . • 12111811 .. 
""",.,..~¢tt>1he l$Jcf!:(11:mtn~s- 91., ~ aitifPlfier ita.....;..;~ri ~;:l'riinerals; iT( etal1Meit!sts - ' alties ,"I' ..... " . - ' .11 . . .• . ' l'> • I • .. . . ., J~--""', - ' . . . . . . ' . !fl . . . . .• !'9Y . I 
meniding roya!Ues, -production paymenis, rret pro1iHnteresls.:and other inieresls. ~nd.Qthar-iliteresis:and:estates in; under aod on 
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Real !=$late Term Loan: 1045_9{)00/tc 
_.MORTGAGE, ASsiGNMENT OF RENTS ANO SECURITY AGREEMENT 
1,B~liie-~~11~; i~iio) _ 
ni1~ MOf{fGAGE{AL~o GO!"JSTITU~~ A F(NANCt~G ~i.'An:MEN:r F.J!£D.AS A Fl)(Tul~E Fll)NGJJNDER THE occ 
_ __ This,llJOrtg~ais,date<;f-~_of ~y t ~Q12. ~)~ by 8$-1£; F.MNCfi,l~c:;: _a(I !qap9 limi~Ja!iifity ~~it'ilpa~y ('Granfo[t 
loan_d m' f<l'ror;of. AAl:fO AG_RlflNANCI; )Nc.1 a Dcl,aware coiporation, as agent for itselh!tid the o_th~ ~reel Parties- (~etiped 
hereinJ unoer the Collateral A{Jency AS.re-emeot (defined herein; and-Rabe Agrifinance! Inc._. •in that capacity, •Mortgaaee•): 
RAa'O AGRIANANCE. iNG., a Delaware 6:irpotation-; as Lendet("Lende() has agreed ·to make a loan in the origfnat= 
pn,ri¢i~l,-sUri) of.$t()OO,OOO.OO to Granto, /EJ~lh Brett .Steiien.son,aiid Justin FJood ·s~~nson untlet the. terms arid 
conditiohS of .the Credit Ag~eet'l)~nt _be~ Gra~tof.andymdfj-g~ ·as of tM ®t~ Qf lhi.s 1T19r!gaje (the •cre'c:lit Aoreemeilr).. 
Each 9;1pitalizedlerJlf.~ ii) lfJ.is mqrtgage !l)afis d~!:l<l iirfhe Craj~ Agreeri,J~nt arid.not deijned i!l !his mortgage will have the 
.meanjng: ~peqfied 1n the ~red.iJ-AgteetTJ!lQt Thts njorfg~wi, ~ ihte_rpre\eQ in a¢ir<Simce.wifh the DrafJ!iig·Conventions._ 
Gr.mtot has or rti?.JI ~:-~t~lnio ·certah 4¢?a#ves_tr:~ons u1_1rfe.i'. li~ging Agr,~m~~ vft(h-~p 
Counterparties, underwfiich GrantoFhasotroay inctJttiedgin!J_ Obr~auons to Swap Coti(lterpartles: · 
10-$ECURE.repaymentof the i11Jdebtedness-~enGed by the Note: {denned herein) and_payment and. perlormance,ot 
·all (jfher $ectl~ Obligaliphif(d~ii~ fierein}, Gfcmior irrevocably arid unconliltionally gr.an_ts; 6.ai-gairis, ~asi .ani1 conveys fo 
MMgag~ Wl113revet lo.catM~ ~th.er 'lot own~_-<k ti¢reaffur. acq_uirw or a_risir!g,.ail(I,: excepf~:inPicatecf. Wfi~ther c;oo!ffifutmg· 
~~I estilte qr person;i PfPi:1¢rty (¢olle¢~, tl'it; "P-ro,oettt'r, (a) ~~@.al e$.latEta~d _i~~y:i(l~sfin !t\e $.1.~t~te located in 
Blatne ~pqnfy, Idaho, ~ng~~d-in EXHIBIT{\. (th~ •t.and")_; (b} al[Jiµ_ild_in~i_.~ctures, impro~; fi~tes; . 
. atta,ctimenl$.. aw.liaryces, equ1pme.nt. rn~inery artd _otl)-ei: a~de$ now Qr Qet~~ft~'ereg.ed 9n, afliX~d or a~~ to, or f~e<l 
in or.on Hie !'..and, induding alt watering and irrigation-apparabJsipumps, -motors, generators, pipes, center'pi\tot-irngatOIS and 
sprinKiers, windmJlfs, and feoc;es (the ~Improvements~); (cfalle~seme.nfs, tights-of-way and righls appurterianUo ihe Land or· 
usecl m· conlie¢tipn Uie Land:pt_as if means,of ~g;;e~s.-theretci f.'.E-asemen~""); (d) the. ground water' ori, unoor, -poinped from or-
qtliefWil\~ <!V.ailable'to tli~ Prcip#,tyo( ~liy drpinage,J~~tf9li:, -tjitcli;_~nal,r¢servo1t, or offier wal$:r-igh~. )Y}l_ether as· a resultof 
Q\l~rtyiirg gro_u~dw¢er rigt!~. :con.lra$~1QShts, _or qflierwtseJuid:~~o/ riparian, appr.o_priatiVei or otheiwi§e; the right to · 
,rer_nove ot;ey.ractany such.g~rid Wc!ter iil_<;ludirtg -~!W )le.qnits, iigh~ pr.lu;e!JS'e$ gran~-!JY ~y GpvemrJ1EMJla!' Authority arid 
a~y _right$ si:an\ed or c;reatet!,by any ~,ent. covenant. agreenient or <;0ntr:aGt-WJ'th any Pe~;-artd ~ny rigti~ to which the 
Property-0r Grantor. lsentilled with respectitl·surtaoo·-water, Whether suctnigtifs are:appropriative~ riparian,_ptescrip~ve or 
otherwise and whether.or not pursuant to hisklncaf use, contractual agreemen~ -t-iermit or.other governmental authorization; any. 
wateif riQht; warerallocatiori for water. not yet. deiiver.~d~ distributiciri rig~~- aeliVery'iight,. any. prrisalptive, cantractua1, easernei:it or 
.otliefiighfs:.n~ p(Qcin~n~rit_to convey anY'•~•r'tq-.tJre l?iciperty,=-w.at~•$.fage ~ght o.r otliei"'#'SW:.re.1ated en~m¢nt. 
appJ.trte.pant to o_r otnetwlse $pplioa.Q~ _to ffi.e Property ~Y: Vi-~~ of !li'e PIP,P.~r.tY J:!ei!lg_ situated WilliitJ. the_ ltQuJ-\d_a.iies of.any . 
9.~n®.etllal ~~-d!s~.lm!litijl>.n di$~1;ir-oth'er locaf• ~cy ~twi!l}in \h~.bo~daries of'~nf priy~ _,~pany, illlltuaf 
-wat~r company,. or-9,tlier lldn-g~~ll')~~~blY. (c;ollectively, •~r Righls"):, {-ej-~U other~nemeril$, h!'recfltaljients and 
:appurtenances to.1ha land;,_® minerals, oit gas, and other hydroca_rbon.substances1 -minsrals,_mineral interests,_ royalties,, 
overndriig :rgyaltl'es; producffbn pay.menls, net:profiffnterests and·otoerih.terests and.other-interes£$ and estates in, under aod·f.'n 
. ! 
. .. ·,. .·' . •, 
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tfi~•lan_~-~-~~ :o!fll!rqi\; g.~s and:mih~taJ inte:rests·witQ wJiici:l:f!flY Qf. the ft>"r¢goiog inter$~ .. or ¢sfat~:~re-JiQ¢r~-pn.initi,:$:l (Ille 
"Mineral Rights"): {g) p)li!)~r1!oY(Ql'_h~te.?{t~~ding;qr (_;l}t; (M !eases,-$µ1/1~~. l~E?-~~.·<#Ui>8cl:!cy~®rfeern~.~ . 
. ~11cesslort$ ~d .t>\IJ~r" a,g~e~~t; :gr;mµng ~ posses5.o;y_i!1,fere$t in-and io, of~ tignfio ¢.~tnict/!fli_n.¢,tesi<fe 1~;: se~ or u_s~. 
¢e)'rpp~rfyl~!le<:tive1Mh~ 'Leases"}} (i) all 9tiiity contt~, ma1~tena11~ agr.eem~ts; J'.n?.nagem~iitagre~~n~.:'~rvic~ 
contracts.and othen~greemenk.direclly relatea to the operation and maintenance-of-the.Prppertr,,O) .a/1-!)us.l)~.glJl~_; tr~$, 
plants, vines or other plantings, upon or under the Land t•r1antfngs"}: (k):any-shares,.:or any rlghts-undersuch.sh~i-es,,ofany 
private-Wpte(--compi!r.Jy., iifut(lal watef c:ori:Jpaoy!_ pr .oltiei@-fjQVe.ro inental entity pursuariHo which Gran tor. or-the;Pioperfy may 
~~, Wa_ter '{<;Olleclive)y, .the. "Watei:-Sf6tk"} and ·aoy other i::edificafod_ ~rid unceiit1ic:afe..d:securiti~s; sect.1itties-eintitlements, . 
s~ii~~~(ij~~nW, ~!i cornrnpditi~ accounis, in•cludlog,~ltst¢R;__ ndrldii a,id oocnmoaitl~ contr'acis,.or oU,er,investmerit 
propeey d~$Qf.!~•lu EXHIBIT B a~ed; (i) WQf!{mg d~~ngs, \nstrtic~~n~. f!WlU~~! ~'il9 ngh~iil p~d~et;!ly relat¢lo 
1.11¢ op'ei;ali~!J q_( thEf p_toperty, ·emd all_ o1{1i;r ge~ei'.a,Hn!aiigibfes di$ii~d ln ~Hl~IT B;_(tn1 (!lh~r µi119!1ile'persoii_~ property of 
~yecy ~nd)~rd:-0~i~ll,_ \'."hethef~foredJin tl)e Lan~ or ~~~.:1~ci.udirt~ all good$;_1lli;ileri~.;s~pplies;t0q~. books, 
reeords~ chatters,.furnitur~ machinecy and equipillenl (~ceptmotorv¢hi~es:. _traile~ arnf plai;ili!ll:i, t.ilJ~ge an_d tfarvesting 
equipment rollin!J stockl or wfiich is in all cases {i) directly related to the operation of the ~ro~ or acqui_red in ~~rif;!Ction with 
any-i:onsttuction-or m.iintenance-of ltleJ.and or the lmP,rovemenfs, (ii)_ affixed or installed; or to be affix.ed or instaded;in any 
rifw,ner ori-lhe.LaM.Qrthe tmprover:neritsi or (iiir~cribed·iil:EXHIBlt·S a~~d;:(n).an'pemiits-and llcenses relating 6i 
pertaining· to _lhe·use ot_ehj9yillent9ftbe Properfy;'{o) pr~s of ~ct·~n_y 1,n'leamed pr-EiiiiiJJIT$:.i>n .a~y in~µranqi policies 
c(>v~~ng_fhe Property, irlcliJdi~9-tfarrjg)il tp t~ive·aliq qpplyl;ti~ prb~s ol al)y\rt~rance, judgments, or"~ettlem!1rils rilade in 
lle4: th~rE:Of, for ~mage to thee i?~r!Y (tile ~insorance Cl_aims"};, (p) ~ii ~ards IJlJ3~e:"for th¢ ~k!nQ by .~iJd~~~~lion <it ~e 
power of ~,ninentdomaln, or by-any pr(){;eedfng Qr pt.ll'Ch~-lri lieu th~eof; t;if the ~oJe or any pa,rt-:of try~ R~ai ~late {the 
'Condemnation Awards~}; {q) money or other petSQRai properly of Graritor in addition- to the foregoing_:.deposited wittr or. 
oth~i:wlse 1!i Mcitfga'g~s o(Securecf-P.artles' possessiOfli (I} right.sand ioterJ!sts under-the Hedglng·Agreemeri!s,Jncluding all 
rtgfifito-the paymfint of money-from Secured. Parn.es,onderthe Hedguig Ag~ements;--aod.all accountsid~osit accounts, and 
gelJe.ral !aj~l)gib!es, intjupr~g))aymeot in.Ia_rlgib!es; <festi:i.~ iff ~nyoftfi~.fle_dg[ngAgr~ents;:{1,falfolher r~ or personal 
kroperfy ~ribed in EXl:IIBil B~ (t}:~ (igpt ij't'~-~ai1)e 8{!9'011 Jiehal~o(i,,rginw't, upon rj()~ tQ G~tpr; ~ l)ppear in a_nd 
defend any-a~on 9.rp~ilg iil'Ql:!g~t.with. resp_ecttQ P,e PropeflY and· t11 t:o~tnl'!llpa- anY ~ctio.n 9t"proc#.dlilg to protect the 
interest of Mortgagee or- Secured Pat:lies in the· Property;. and (iJ) so~ons1 rep!~$,. ~~ti<ms, aµ:essions and 
proceedsJor odo any ofthe fo~oing, andall books; records and files relating to any otthe foregoing, lncluding,'.'¢hout 
66:litation,·c;ompu~,reapaole memory and data. ~iid_ ariy_co_mpirt$-,so~ or hardware.re,asonabty n~$al)(to ai::ce,ss and 
pr~~s·$~ch m,emp;y._and danL · 
_1. · . . s,eci:lred Obligations;. · Gqi,~rinak~ th~ grant: ~n~eyance, ~~r a,:ijj .assJgnment~bove, n'iakes the 
iµ'e\'Ql;ib.~~ an1f?P$0!Ut~a&s!g~m~tm.Section 4i an{{:g~_t.s _th~~rtty:Jnter~tu_nder Section 5, to.~e payment'aQd 
~rn_ance _of Vie fo!IQ-¢~_ obfiga~Qns (~e ·~~ bbligations•p~ -~ny_ on;fer l?f p~orily tliat_Mlli;f.g~ m~ ti,Joose:. (a) all 
Qblfg~~on~ (defined in the 9redit A~m~~Q., inclu.l:ling-{i) Ifie R/;af Es~te TeTfil loall t:Jota _dataj ~ oVlJe-~ate-of this 
mort,Qi3$e.• from Grantt>r to Lender in !he. original" prih~pal :a_n:iount:ot.$.1,000ipoo.oo (together with_ ~r -eajeoslons, renewa~; 
rnoctificirt[ons, subsbrutions-and amendment.s.thereof.-the, •N~; {ii} alt Hedging Oblig_ations; and Qii)'_alt other indebtedness, 
frabiQfi~,~ild oblig~ons.of GrantQr.fo: ~ender aod·ttieSWap CQuri[eipa~ ansfng pOrsuant-to any oflfie-Transaction 
PR9lfrr(~h~, wh¢thet i19w e-xis~ng qrh~¢a~r:-aris!n..9; :vmet~ direQt. tridirect, .rel~~ u.tir~atEl<t fixed, con.&ng!:ilif.. liquk{ated, 
@liquida~, Jottl~ sev.erai: _Qr jofof and ~Vflr4tl; (bj aJi riQlig~µon$'of Graiitor u~1'e( thi$ moJigam:i: (<,) <\ff obligailon,$" of Gran.torfo 
tefi,d~r;:Cqo~lieve Cen_trale:13aiffe(~itBo~r~f!~!lb~ ~.A., a foreign -~anking;Rrgai;tiz~911 cin.I~nifB~· ~s a co6perativ~ bank 
unde.r theJaws ~f The Netherland~ ('.'Rabobarik lnternalional) and/or R~booattk; NA'.• ~,,n,_~onal ~oijtg associ<!.fion ("~NA"), or 
any other Affiliafu-0f Lender (t.endef, Rabobank lr.itemational and RNA, and an}"other. Affiliate-of Lender are herein indMclually 
and coll~.cl}'-•. ~Secured Parties."}, whether: now eidsfiilg-or.h~eafler .incurred or c:reated,:whelher 1/Qluntary or inyofuntary; . 
whmher:o.bllg;;ifory or. noiwbli9,.aw,t whether dti.ec or not due.; whetf!.er a~lute_or cbntingent,. or whether incur-rei;{ difectly-_.cir. 
~.«+i:!Jired, l'.!Y as_s.igi:imeril ·qr <)lh~~ tJridoc t!te:W.ojll'l ~ncf·epnditloti!i of:~hy_oHt~t Wfitt¢.!firlstruin~nt oi"agre¢ni_~t ei<e¢llted fly 
$i:a'nf9r ~i;f'wf)ir.:b. s~lly rej;ites tnaj:·tp~~ qbligaijc!Jls an;~c~a tir,th~-inartgage; ?0~ (d} ai)y of th_e fqrtm0tng that 
q0$8§ _qft.¢t the fi(ipgqf a peti!fpn:W. or ~ga1r.s,t ~raofqi:.uriden1rt.,iiJSQlve1Jct ~ing. _All p'erSOJJs.who hav~i" <it~uii-e an 
in,!e~in {be-Property will I?.~ deeme.dJp:h~ve ~?d.-noti~'Ot;<!\'l~-wid ~~ boQnd"!:iy, \!:le {erOJ!f. qff®·Credit Ag~IJ)ent, _th~ 
oiherT ransaction Documents, and each;other ag_reemenformstrument made or entered into in connection with eactr of.the 
Secured: Obl19ati(?Jl$:"{lhe T ransacl.im;1 Documents: and those other agreernools or ioslromenfs,_ .ihe "Secured Ol?fi$ation 
lJocumeri~)~: Tl.i~teriris·lnclude_af!Y. prnvisioits in t1rei.SeciirecrQb1lgation Documents whi¢h pet.rim BorroWing~_ repayment ana· 
Sfevens"M· 
~ of'Tru~ ·AlssigmientotRenfs'jliid Sectirify. ~eitt 
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··, 
reooirowmg·· or-whitfi .,.,.;Yi® H,at. ltie.-of inleresf•. -one Of . _· ef.ffie ~ft .... ,...,, nt.1:r,.,11,.,..- .... C ' '-,_._ i;...; . •~. I<~.-. ·.• ___ .,.., -"'· ,.,,9 -·· (lll. fflOfe .. ,;:u--~ ... mayvery1,uu1,\Jt.,.e-w_u11.~,::. 
Jhis moi1g*,Je:iiQt~:.-nQt.~~c!f!Y. QI>~ Wltich is Unset.lired ~t{o. the :expieSs_f{Hms Qf .t6e ~Agteeroent or any 
o""ermii;iJm.snF ·· · · rorliisb:ument: ·, ·, ll! .. . , ~J';~. • • • • • 
_ .+· , ru~Secu~_ Ob~115. Tue~~$.~~:~ ~-w. ~-or 
~ e~.?ll!Jl"eJ(t>~,i!lOdfot~Y..~.~-~~~fi.iture,~~~- 1:{l~~~~lilid:91n~ 
futu~e ~ Obi!J~s,are.secu'8?!0:1h~:13~~ eidenf ~ if ~e or illCUrte<!·on the-~•. of-the eJtecuJi!;)~ t>f~is: ~ag~, 
and-have ptioiilY, as to-lf11rd peisons-wilti or ¥Alhout-aclual notice irom the timethlS ~ ·ISfiled fonet::00:l:asi•P,!t>vkfed by 
Jaw,. Th~fotat amouiit of.iodebtednes:s ~by lhiS mQltgage.,may:decreasaor-ln~ fromtkrre.to time, but the total 
unpaid~S.Osecurettahihi~iimesfiall:twt.excee&Jfle:maldmumpniiQpaf~rili){$1,000,000.lllf(the,~Maximum 
Amoflrit Secured"). p1ps mtere$1:~tl ani a~ mad¢ fbi'-flie.pqyme.nt of:~e$; ~ir il)st.irarice'on·fh~Property,' wifu 
1nterest th·· disbursements rusa···· .. aseinthe ~ ;;;.;ibalanceasffie ···u1tot-"'_ ..u-...i:: ... --~ d f · /, ..•• QJ) .Clti-8 .1 ·-· _, .•P .JlY.~.. . fllJill,~-- ..... _res_ •~<>UYvarTlOl'!!'<!,_UUnor eerred 
i~~l ~-~~,;1U ~ fi!'e.f>r reccjrd_ any notii;i( fimifm{J ~ tn~uriJ.aqio,unrs~r¢. -~y _ffiiS ~~ !i:i;all amounUess 
!fl~i'r.~~ MaXinti!!Tf~nt Se¢!Ji'¢ (ff'MaximunrAmourif Ntifk:e"). A_ ~~rq:~ Notre will be~ ~t bf Default' 
{defined'~. ~ng in!hfs,Sedloh1 wiU.cohsti~a ~it~tlo ~ ~.liQ!l~-Of'~~~ ot.~lerinfojufure. 
d.erivatives:fransadions in any amount _ · 
3. ·Note Matuntv P~ The Note matures on July·1~ 2027. 
4. A . ~ . . nf. ,;:-;.:...tot "rrdi_hl., ···•if.·•;.;.......ra:.-.Afiii . • . . to ~ ~- ,,,:,;,,i;..u;.;4,.. 
_ _ "'1WI 1uw-J ql1 Yll!NIIUIUUll-J i3$Sl9flS •-~~-q"':~"""' """~Eigee J;i 
;_ecumy i~fn .. ~ ~; all.~~-~-i>ttier ~'iii(~cf.froiri.~  ~d}i!I other issues, pmtits;iPyalties, 
ban. tl' es inconte:an" other l.aftefrts.derived r,.;..;,;. Of"rMlice<flw:ttie Reaf'=•.a;. ind.,,;,;,;, a11 ·_· ai" . ts . . 'h; d it . ... s' . _.,, __ ""!.I .. ·• .. ·. I\UI_II t"""- _ .. ,-, ,-.-~•~·. ~"l;I---~ "~-•~•[ eposs 
aijcf_b,fh~r $1,tpporting ob~~OI!~ (lh~ "Renfs1. ~~~~Rei$ wi.ftrp(~laking ~if<>f~ Property; 
Mortga~e ~~pPil ~ ~ licef'!Se.lo~ ~~~ tl'le ~:~~~Pllf oo.d·P.~abfe,·$Q_~g-as tf_iere 1s 
no Event-of Default ·(the "Utense1. If aa Event of Oeraulf has occurred; MoitQagee mat.~iite-~ lieense-,wi~ljottt Qpnce to 
or-demand upar(;rantor. Mortgag-~ by lts aa:eptance:of ffifs mort9ll_ge-does mi assume a~y duty or obfigailcin :Under the !:.ea~. .. . . .. 
5~ "9i'atifof Secutq ln{efflSl This:~ is:ii.sect!rilr ~eiitiiriderttie IJUifonn:~~ Code.in 
effe.ct i1t"\!le~~f~~ ~~ ·ucQ'j; and f#aq~r'gfciiits:.~~ it setjdify._in~f111:,tlb¢~es ood:~os to 
~agee ail ~-~·~t,Ji!»'~11finterestin:~  •. fH·\f!e··~t'~aracterized as ~:~t~e 
tfttv"~=-~s:t=~:-c:::n~~~~~~As 
use.d rn ~ mortga!}8, the term "Hen" is ~ooymoi,s wilh the term 1¢n:and securily interest."- · · 
6. Warranty of"titf~ .. .Graokir-~lit a9d wartanbflhat.Grarilor lawfully possesses aoo· holcW fee:sfmple 
titte-_td. all Qf_ tire l:a,n<l-~d:Jll~Jmprov!',l~n{s; that Grnntbr has- the right-power ai'Jif au~ to motfgage. grah\_.~ey and·-
assi 'the~ · d that-the'~ is imen~ Gbmtor c~aht$ tnat G{i'(rjtQr\1iillwarrail(!'!M· defend enerally ~i:eto, ~~~ip-~ ~~ ofi-~ ~-~~all claims@~ ~ip,,-~~J!9~iand ·-
~~~thatd!eseP,ara~tggf ~ Qt~~~~tingentotil1-~. ~~C911~~-and shall be 
bound:for'the payrnerif anti_perlormanceoftha SeE1Jrecf~a~s. · 
1. Additional RePresemations.. GranfDr represents to Mortg_agee.-and Secured Parties that: · {a) the Property 
dpes not ~1eseiltlhaprt)Geeds·of .unlavifuf~-un_oor all'/ Slate, fedirit.ot·fore.19n law; (b)-the-Properly indudes aff properly 
Jhll.ri!i,,bl$ wliic!:r..maj ~-~_ly·n~ or;~esif.:lble-fu .~abfe-~tQ use, enjoy' and !)P,erate-fii Land,artil.the · 
I._,· ;-.-ft-1fi -·~tuses.~ 1--\flon'e-otffietaooilf liYin~Js---suhl..;,f,fD AlnllJen cffiet-or~irit1d)·-l!lProv.,;,,•.•~•~.. ~""~ - . - ,_If',:. .-. •• . . - ,.,....-,--.. 1$. ... !-'J'-'t'- • .,..., • .• . . . . ..\'. 
G~\orllWlls•~Pefstifialtyfreeat:idcfearQ{t!fiY:~rilymter~.~~-«~!fooalsa_le,_ctln~,:~~ttiere 
is no P.fe.$eflfiXvalid uMnging_ !>tl,tem~nt aff~ngJJie Personalty oo fil~ irtarJY pt,Jbljc office1 (e} Grantqr h.a_s Me tq; ?f Q9 the 
~~e of l~aseu property) valid_ leas~?f4 inter~ in; all oftheir properties Wid'assets, re_~:;md ~olial, ~i:!inS,ltJEl.fJTO~[Det 
and assets a.nd.leaseliofd interests reflected fn tlieRnancial Information (oth~rthan any properties or assets: disp(1~<f of in the 
oroiaary;courre of bu~iMss); (f} the legal name Qf- Grantor is as· ap~ln the'm:st paragraph of this agreement; M Granfor ltas 
riofused ii11y 'trad&iiarne; assun'J~-name or. cilher'.fiame excepf Giantoi'.s nam_e:ilate.d in th.e firstpqragraph of this agreement 
(h}. it:G_raritor is.afiything qthertl:Ian a· ilffi_ufal Person, ~ n~i'.9.m'prieq-v,ilti <lll applicable law$ w~ing 1fs gtg~luifion, 
~il~nce and the trans~cti9n:qf jts bu~iness)ihd !s:)n •existeo~:arid gOotj st~Ji.ding irj [!fl?tate of qfgariiiaporfand each state in 
~~ r~ con_duc!s ifs buslrtess; JO lh~e~ti<m,. ~eli\fSJY ?J)ri ~nQrqiarl?1 qy(Sranlol: of tlils mortgagE: i& ~in !he powers _aq<;I 
$teveiisoo 
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_ _ :11t _ Compfiari<!e'wlth Ali*_Y~hte'i.aw Gt,r;JntQr shali iiotcommk 9,r ali~any_act.~·port pr'qse.tif ~~Pr.Qpertt 
~i<ih wquig V!~latf:! a.ny Apjjljca~~ L?N. ~~~r~~ eid~!iog.o.r laf,erto ~ -~~:an~ wll¢~f,gre~orul)fo~, or ~n'f-
~~lic Qi' p~~ cov~~t;;tQn4i~; (e~tiictioo or ~i~l,e ~l;iw.ipi_deiaffecti.~g tne prop~rfy~ 
11. Tax.es; and Ass~ments. Gran~r shali ?PY (a) prior b;t de~nqueocyi alf ~e~ l$11~r ch~s ~d 
assessments( lnc(udfng all.aitch~ cana!, r:eseMlfr or other water charges, and assessmerits on appurtenant Waler Stock; 
i~posed by ~plicableJaw or a~~ pubfi: or qu~~ubrio a~thority o~ ~till~-company wl:ii~ a:e- (Qf if nof.paid, may beco~e):a 
lien on ait·or_part of ttie'Properfy or any 1n.terest:m 1~ or-which may cause arii~m.lhe.vatueofilutP'tnpertyoranypart 
riHf (individuatry a'od' colleci]vely. "lm@siyong'};-(b] MY wtd·all ii'1lM$ible 'tax~ and ~meijfaj' 'sti(itp taxe~ d$f¢1mi!1M af any 
~me f9. pt;i _dtje.pil or es a result of ~~:Sect1~ Obli.91:iiions, this moi'fgage or any !)ther rrans$;ti6h PdCUmeotsrlqgel!ief witt\ . 
~PY aod/<-111 i~f$l'e$t_atid ~naldes Ui~~; ~M {c) t$~. levies, i:harg~ ~i:id asses~i:rjellf$ w Mortga~~'s ~rS~raj P<1roes' 
ji)ter,~tthe~/Q or ~P.9!1 tpis rnwtg~ge t;;r th!¼ ~u.@ Qblig;ations {collectively; ~Mortqage'-T axes'.Ji ~cept lh~;iftlJ~ ~tnoo,Qt Q( 
Morfgage.'f ~XElS'~~ceedsi;rie.Maxfii')~m RaJe, G@fl\ot'Will.not be required to pay any such: excess, lf a~the .d~t~ Qfllj~ 
rni;irtgage, tne. Sf$te. of fdahn pas~ any 1\3\V deducjing fromthe ~!ue of Land for\he putpn$e o~~.~ any~ tfi~i <>f 
chan'!'jing in-.any way' the laws fur t&e tax;3tion of mortgage$ or debts .secured by mortgage for slate or local purposes; or !he 
maru:i.er of tn_e_ coll~on of any SoPh.ti:ixes, sq_-~to- affect this_tt!Qrtga~. then :wiihin.180 days-after nblfce by Mortgagl'!e fo . 
. Granter, Grantor ~~U ~y,alJ Sec;ufed OQ1ig:atiofjs; Np~itnstan,qi1_1g.tlieloreg91ng prtJvl~~ offfi_fs setjjqo, G$J9rin.fy, ·al. its 
~peq_se; C9!1le$t.~ V?fidjty_or appf~!ior'.t,'of_aoy.fmp,osi!K)ll _by'?jjp~~te l~af ~~ proiriPUY. i,jitia\~ ~d ~!1Gfeq. 
i_o goo~ faith: ard ~ ~ue dl!igence, provided lli?HAertg*'is· ~~fied,;tfiat-ij·elther l!le Pr~peity n9r any Jl¢. tb~f Q(irJle,r~t · 
~ereio Wiff ~ -;:i~ risk 9f.pl;lill9 spit!, for,feited, or rost as \'I re$U!l of s11c11·con~est,.~ang i;,(alltor b$ ~te<I a'bond equal:fb H~% !if . 
the contested amount or furnished such olher i3ecurity required irom time.Jo. lime bY, Mortgagee for purposes of paymj;lfl\ oflhe 
contested amount. ' · 
12, OaiYlages and Insurance and Condemnation Proceeds. Mortgagee may, at its..6puon, (a} lri ifs own .name: 
apjl_ear _io:.Or- proS~l,e-ati:f._aCtiOrr or _proceeding to $nforce any ¢a.US~ of actioll basea.orr~tnml)'.,.of fot ilam.,'.infury Of 16$S 
tg J1lh;jr'g'M. of tf1e [:>ti?~, an4it._rpay-P1ake.~ny ~~~df~e~nt pf ~e ?Cfipr)' or ~tng; !b}. ~rtic(pate in aiIY. 
-~~'~r p~ipg: ~ajjhgto any Goodem~~~on AW/:!rd:·a,og _(~) loiq GJ,at)tor. in aj"p.rst1119 a.~1. losuJl!ii~Clait!J,. ,All insu~nce 
e~ ~n~~~9!1 Awards, and)?roteeds of any otfier ~'rt! oa~~ OI)' watra!llY,; or for 9aq1?f!~,-.IIJWIY or!oss to the .. 
Property which Granl:onnay receive or b1rl;lntilled lo must be paicfto Mortgag~ !rte~ in$.nce, ~rt.gagee may ~pply those 
preceed's first toward reimbursement ofoll of Mortgagee's costs·and·expenses of recoveiing:the proce.eds. ol' Coodemnation-
A.watd. iricltiQir.ig legal F~s .. Th~ bala_il$ shalf, at Mo.rtg~~e's opti'oii,. be awfed lo pay oi-Prepay.sorrie·or. ait of tbe.Secure.d 
O()ijg.~.itl.Sl.i¢tj O~r'?llQ prQj:)orti!)ns-asif may$~- GRANTOR H~EaY SP,ECJFICAL:tY'. UNCONP}T!ONALLY ANIJ 
l~E;YOCABLY-WAlyESA~!,..Rl'?HT~ Of A f1ROPE.fl1Y 01MiJ[J3: Wf11CH,~DYIDlfFQR A!-l:,q~9~-QF . 
C.OND.EMNAT(ON P~~ffBm'WEEN.Ji.PR.OP!:~TY OWN.ERANQ A UJ':NHOLDER,·ANP P,JffQTflER·lAW OR: 
SU<;;CESSORSTAJUTI.iOF $.iMilAR,; lf,4PO~t . ' 
13. Slte. 'fts1~ Obser1atlon at1dTestin4 Mi;,~~ and.ii$ ~im~ ~tid, '(~s~~tiV~ ~y eti_ter and yl~ 
!he Property at any-reasonal:ile:fune for the puf!?Oses of' obseiving i(. performing appraiaals,taklng,aod remoVing soiLor 
g_rwoowaters.jm_pl~, ai)d conduclio~ le$ls oo: any part-of it.as grovicled io tlie- Cr.edit Agreemeot,.and otherwise to determine 
·G@!itors ~mpfiaoce Witltlhis;tnoctQe9¢. , : 
.14~ Defense and Nbtice of Glaims,ahd Actions, Al'Gro.nto_rs spje e~nse, Grahtbf-shaU p~. pre~ 
$lHiefe~:th~ ·Plpp~ and_ tille. to ~d rj_gpt:pt pi)~joit of Uie·P(operly, an9 tM ~tity·oftfiis ni9.rtg~ge and, th~ fighfs· an(j 
p_o~e-~ of Mo.rts.i'IQee _creaf$l 0_11~er~.;agciiolll an:~~e~-claf,fis~ •G~o!o.r mµst-g~ M.9rfg?!J!il~~pt:nQ~ in :~g if .iiiilY. 
clalfn is:asserteti'whtth does ore.ou!d ~Iiµ any t;if Ql.~ m~tters., 1?f if.any·aclioo or~mg IS' oomtil¢(J<:8Q_whicfu1tteges-Q£ 
~.ates to any such claim. · · 
14i~ Prohibited iransfers-•. Gr.:i11l'or~that1nnaterfal.factor in Secured Parties' decislonln-~ lnta,th~ 
$.e(;(ireii .(:)bli9!Jlion ·~en.fsaa lh.e-~. fi1,180clalstatus:and other i::h~racteastfcao.f l3rantnr. Grantor. shall _not make or-
~tmit~ P-lOhi!lit~q T ~- · ~P9ff.an.Y.P©hibitedTian*B¢n~i.;ijm_ay'ded.ai:e.all:~ed.OblifjatiQfls:~:!)e.dwi.and 
P.~~ ltnmedia~ly, . .,; · !ransfe? rM,i!~~=- (a) ~rr,-s,~ •. e.q9~.tti ·se.u~ ~n~~; $.l~rr,~nG% p.~e; fnOJt~~e. 
teJ~•fQf th~ fr9P¢.ttY·to.,or fo~~~ 6.~e_fit ~f ~-~~.'P.P.Ohe (lfiQin.~l:(W,ltoruntf#'I!'!~. i{l$~.t.. -~~:hQt;~pe.llJlitte<l 
under this i11strumet1tt1f;the other·Sebured Ob~~ Doo,Uinen~, ~~~~r tgmsfer-bf ~ll'9[:'~"Y.'.rt>~~'af.~ Of ~f P@perty ~-
any-kilerest in it{iocwd~ cll'!Y lillnsfer.of Miheral'.Rlghts, \N8ter,.Rlghts, orWater·Sfuclc,. whethervolunf;My1 lnvoh,l~fary,_ bY. 
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_0~9n.oflaW,Qr.qth.~;-(b)if.~r.ilfori!i·a~aity~ijfotJrnt.1sfersof~~~lh~'YQfing~werottrnfclirect 
orindtr tierteffcfai'-".,.,,_~- 'oi6ran1or.-(e'·if'Gi'amor-·ai."'""',.,..i, ~orremovali:>f" --· ._._, · ·. · ... . -~·- .· ,• ... '!~'"':'.,.,!R' ·. , ···. • .. , ... ······· ~ .. ~u,~."'\1P,, . - .. , , ......• = any~~ ... 
dissc!t.~of.ll)e.~~-~ ~rcif,~·~~ <i'b~ns(at~~ip ~{dJ_if~Gtw.itor:ifa 
~f!i~ .li~ity ~!i'~i~ytafQf ~~=~Y_mar~ng·~ .. ~~PP. .I#, the lim~ IJil!>~ &l)m~y or ?.f!Y· 
transferor transfers .of the voling power or the ownership.of-the economic infelest if"i.the Grantor, or-fw if Granti:ir -i~ ~ \ltl§t 
withdrawal or removat·oi" anytiustae or revocalion:of lhe fiusl. . . 
,16. Compensatfon and 8eimbursement of Costs·ancl ·0cpanse§2Grantor .shal pay {a) re.es.in !he,maxitnum 
amounlS regalfy:·~imitted.·or ~lie. tees ·as rili!Y Bedi~ by ~·wfieii 5.'taw ~nrhn~mtfm rmif.. fur 
· · · ;~ Uiat~ m#renderin @nectiin WiffJ.ffi~ liicntklg ~·$. pr®ldlmf a $feine t:-(o) all of 
~is ·cos~ ~ · ' ·. ~-whidi-. · ·tie bfedm.•~ any ~di s_e,:vicesf.a!iiJ:{c) ~ cbSfs ; .. : ;es ~d ·o~r 
~~,ri1a,l,>t;ed.Ql"~~.~~-~y e~.to,~ ~!'Yl~ o.fthi$··~~~pi'Qtectthe .. 
Property; intjµ~fihg~y. ri!ffi.!S ~s, aMgrd.e,d_ k):~ ~!ldey Secliol'! 19;.~¢( any _t~tl51i)e.i!.or;not, indudit)g_ 
any-'~kntpt~.,or o~ervofu.~or ~\i9ll!~r.y)>~_ Q,:in ':if gut.?f~~·~·~·~JU~oi~-<;re~f~ r.efa_ lionships, 
or in defenciJQg any~ or -prooeedlng arlsing.undef or ~(J. btfiis. ~ .inducfllfg.atiomeys''fees..ood olhef•!egal 
CQSl$; Q>sts. Qf iU1f foreclosunf Sale·(delitecfherein}.and any eost of evidenreof'tltle, 1f Mortgagee ebooses:to:dlspose. of 
Property :ttil'Ql!911-rnon.Hhan one· foreck>$Q~ $ale, ~raotbhnustpay all co.st$; ej<pelj~s iJ" Qlfiet ad~-thatmay be ino,ilmd.·. 
9f ttrade by ~<!9~-:i~ egtj) Qf lh~ f~:rtf~ .·GRAi':fl"OR.~:IN.OEMN.!A':~ORTGA98= a®. $1:CUREQ 
PN:<:TI.ES:A~flS.T ~Q .~ll .H~ JHEM HA~® ~OMAll,UJ$~S! D~Gf~ .~11,.fJ:1~$,:CJ..NMS, CAU§E$ 
QF AyT{Q~, J.IJQ~M~Ts; ColJRT CO$T~, A"ff.Q~S'.fff.S ~.PTijERl:._E~ gxJ>l;N~ C9§.T-OF l;V!QENCE 
OFiltl.E, OOSTOF EVIDENCE OF VALVE. AND Q'(HER:_C(}STS AND EXPENSES WHiC)i EITHER MAY S1JFF-ER OR 
n-!Cl.lR (A} IN PERFORMING ANY ACT REQUIRED OR PERMITTED BY THIS MORTGAGt·.ORAfJY- OF'tHEiOTHER 
SECURED OBU"GATIOA DQCUMENrs·oRBcY LAW; (B}-BECAUSE OF Aft{_ FAILURE OF.GRANTOR:TO.PAY.00 
PERFORMANYOPTHE:SECUREOOBUGAnON"s;·oocC)BECAUSE.OrANi"-1\U.EGEDOBUGATIONOFtiR 
.~DER.TAKING B'.'t"MQRT~EJ:·OR SJ=c.l,JRBJ·PAR:[IEiYTQ"f~~ OR.PJSCHAAPEANY.OF THE:. : · 
~~~~AJiQNsJvA~riEs. e¢.~~ITION~ GPVENANJS Q.R.~ OBU~TIO~•ltfANY DQ¢QM~l'IJ 
Rf;l.:AtiNG '.f9.THEP~Q~~iY{QTHERl]AN_~l)~ ~~~~~NS •. e~s·qR.Q~ 
OBLIGATIONS IN THE SECURa> OBUGATI()~f DOCU~; wrs·AOOEEMEN.T aY GRANTOR TO INDEMNIFY. 
MORT.GAGEEANo SEtliRED PAATES suRV1VEs ·mtm.eAs1tAND ~tioo" OF·,w,mAti.:oF THE 
SECURl:O .OallSAUONS ANO THEFUI.L OR,P~ Ra..EASE.ANDL.ORRECON~ANCE.OF i:J-116 MORTGAGE. 
17 Pavtnenls Due under this mortgage Graiitor ·ust, ... ;,11 nhl~n.; f,.j . . m'n'nou . • •. . iihd tlii ·• - . ~·· QI f)ay.<1,1J~~~"'pay""""'lar{Slll9..w1 e( S 
"""'4i,..,;;, fm;,,,A-di", ... I\;- . . . - ;j,.;i,:,and b lArkfn;;,,-ee.or ~,.;., •rei:I O..rila"; 1:am·siich -6i)fi . .;i;;.;,.·shall bear .,,.~.:ftorn "-~ """''~•.• ,,,_,.~_ .. , ·.· .V •!~•"!:J<'l:I . .,.,..., . - •·~-· - ·-· - .. 9"'YY!• ·- . ~-....... -· ....... ~ 
t,iie·o!>f~ ·ii!ii~.-~:~ P.efallllR$._ . 
·1s. Bi§Jfsotpefiiult ni~ft:>ilo~~·~~~•~t~f~~·~~:tf(~.tn.l)ftgag~{~~ventof 
Oe~lt:)r_ [a}.an Eyeot~~lt U(lder~~~~-A~~ in¢1!.t~~ lt.<Se~~~JI~.~~~·~~ ~~~ under . 
anyHedglflg~~ent-wbich is not-cured ~in_anygraceorcure ~·~ therem, if-any ;:_(.l?). ~ Ptofn'bited Transfer; {c) 
fue FimrtciatlPi>rma.llon-.or any repres.entalbo·m·.trns-~ lir~al!Y-substantially incorrecl or ~,.misleading; ld} 
tlie,·filiog ofa,ij.nQ!iE;e~ tlle:fu.axirnuni alllOUJlts.ecutea l?Y.-this ~ tQ ifffll0SS fhan.fhe maximtiriiamount secured 
~ ~ti~in. ·or if n.o stith 1UJ1PUrit ~.specified, tQ any'amoont {e) ft.ir.ii!ol:e ~ ~~ P.fiiir. rilitire'ffQm'.Mortgagee.. 
G · t" is ia dnf.<.•,lf, unde.t · teiiil co.venant -..fu;ri.of this'in~ riot nim,W..,1;;,,i;.;;:,.;.;....,. in !hi;. Secilon 18 ....... ,,_,_ , .f'!!fl or • _<fl?')~ ;qf1y . , . . . Qr~1:1•. . . .. "''l:F..:r-< .... t" ... 11'.,. ..... ,.-~ """ • ,.,IILI, 
· · ·be _,rby.lhe· · lof.a· Qfmon ·--or""for 31,l'<¾"-·al'tef-'hoik»frt:im~ SeclsredP~ G. tor· .-~- . :CU•F-. _ ~}'IIIEm , . SUl'!1. . ..8YJ. ,. w , -~1"' . , . . . .. ,~~~:of . . .. "!~~ ~ IS Ill 
~.~/:\fly term-. ~•ot~ of-~.~-ilQ~~.!fy ~:in~ Sedioo-18; P.O>vi~'that if. O) it is 
reasonabty r.edain thattbe.default"Ga1rbeun:ed by.-C3rantor within that 30 day _pedod antf"O~ Grantot h¥.COl1Jmenced curing that 
defautfwilhin that 30 day period and thereafter.difigently and.expeditiously proceeds-to a.J.refhatrlefauftt-th.en that 30 day period 
$n~II oo-.extended.fur so !orig as reasbn<'lbly required by Granter in the- exeicise.-of due diligence to cute \bat defaµlt, up-to a 
max.imiim QJ~qays aitet.!11¢ ripticeto Gf$tor.of the Event of Default . 1 , 
. .19. .. . R~medies. At any time-°.3ft_er ~n (¥.ntof ~~ut~ Seclire.d .Partle.~ qr MQrtgagee.may{q).a.~~ any 91' alto( 
.thfi ~~ Q~lig;;!tioi)s_~ ~ du~ ®ct pay;it?le imroedi~el,;; {I)) CUJ:e i,n~ b(f:a¥;fi,or. qe~.ultqlGn;intp;,(i.}-tnay~ fa.. ~.~t. 
peflT!i,tt~.liyAppll~le ~W;. llia~-e;~n ex !J<lrte appJt~n tp-.any .COl!rt of to.mf3$nt jurisd,qiqn, aod_ o!)~r_j.:al:>Pqintment of; a 
receiver •. trosfee; liquidafororconservator of the Property;--withou! nbllce; without giving bond; and.Wiihout reg;,r1,ffpr the 
adeqracy oHhe secorily for The Secured Obl.lfl.ations and Willi.Gilt ~ard fodhe sotvency:. of Borrowai-; any Ghar.antix. -or of 80)'. 
s~ 
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,Perspn 1!i3Qle fufttie payment of th~S~Lired,Q~liga\iOllS'. @in persQil, bf~~l qt by cgµrt-appoill~ ~¢1'. enter, take: 
:p~aj~ ~f:.mMai1!: ,;md oper$fe ~tor WJY R~ of the P@perty:_ (e) ~t~cise any 9f allc;if ,tlJ~~edie:tg~t~'t9 a $ecJ1t~, 
·paryy.u.m1er th~ uq::; ·{~ !,Jing ~n.~ti¢h f!l·any ~.artm<~mpetE!ritj~iistik\fioo ~o:tor~g~ 'lfi:~Jnorlg,f~ Oi \qti9fairi s!)e.ci,fic 
enf?r£:ef!1_e11t:o! ~~ i:iflhe, coven~ofs· oragreeme,lll'I? rflbis• m.qrf$W~·a:nn (g} qr} cfflJld ~ .. ¢b~rtljihgs li}'con~ecfion with tljo~e· 
actions !fiat.Mortgagee may consider necessaiy and appropriate to-protea the secunty.·of.th1s,mort~. GRANTOR HEREBY 
IRREVOCABLY G.ON.STITUTES AND'APPOINJS MORTGAGEE~ GAANTdRS.A1TblWE'(IN-f'ACT TOFiERFORMSUCH 
AOTSAt:1D EXECUJE SUCHOQCUMENT-S AS.'MORTGAGEE CONS!OERS APPROPRIATE tN C'ONNECTIO/'fWIJH TAKING: 
THESI; MEA$!.JRES,,INCLUPING ENDORS.EMrnT Of GRANTORlSNAMEON'ANY JNSTBUMENTS. GRANTOR HEREBY 
WAlYE~ N_Q.TI.CE. qFJH~.APeUGAn.prffo~, A:Nl?. c;~SE~TS TO.THE'APPOJNTMEJ"ITOFA ~~Cf:IVER, TR:USTEE, 
Uc;;lUIQATQR. PR CON~~VAJOR OF-,TH~ PROPE'R't)'· lfit.A.CCQRDANCE WITH THE PBOVISIQf,JS Of TrflS!·SECTION; 
:f,NDAG~Ei;~. TO N~TOPfQS6 SUCJi /\P-POIN,Tfy!ENTi Nbtwilh~ta,l:idi@ ~~.fore9.9ing, in no ev~t\-.ft Moit~6r· 
. $ecu(~ P~t;fi¥ ha,/? any ob.ligauo~:foJake anY: of~ acliOflS s~l_(qrth Ill thi,s. 19, Mortgagee.$hall ~ot.~ ~trs.idfl~ to 
havt?-a<lCe!)ted any prop~ Q.ther \flan.~$h or immediately aW]ilal:iletun~ fll . ion of any- q~lig!!fion of.Graqtot,lr;>: · 
'Mortgagee, .unless Mortgagee· has Qiven•express: written nonce of its ~lectfon of tha~ remedy •.. the· proceeds ot al:)y:recel\tershlp. 
-shall be•applied by the recefver toward.the payment of ilie Secured Obligations or toward the payment of su.cl1 part pf any 
jUdgmeiltthereupon which. relJiain~ dnsalislied after the sale of ltlePrdperty. The feceiver: inaY, mal(eJ'E!pairs :arid keep fhe 
P(OP.¢~fri}1ooctfonclijion <iilg ~pai(p.eildirig a ~le,. and pqfall taxes ?rtd'as$e$ilen!5 ~edlij: atcnifng otiede~m. froll'l 
·~1~ tt,eref6_re',. pay all .prerni~ins of !O~Urani:e requi!ild.lll:ider thi~ rn9rtg~ge,.and pay1;1II oltieri:haiye$ as hei;eln provided. 
20.. Sales of PropertY:. Mortg;3gee: r,nay ~ to treat .c/5 Pcrsooalty any Property. wJ!jcli ls·infa(igjple Or' wi,(ch 
~fl be sever~ from.the Land or lmprovernenfs:williout Gal;ISIIJ9 s.lru$lOral damage. MQrtgagee mey dispo~·of ~ny Perso11aily 
sep~fety from the. sale oheal properly, in any manoer permitted by the UCC or any other Applica6le Law: Any. proceeds of 
any s~ch disposition ~au· not eu.re:·.anY:E>1entot-Defaulfot relrtstahrany Secured. Qlitigatioo; 'Mortgagee.may cliapse to dispo~ 
of SQIT.ie:.oi:ilofthe ProperttW1lcti:oo~isl.li solely. ofoial proper:ty.in.iny rriaooetltien pemi.itted by Apr,nc.a~.l:aw. 'ro ihe 
,~:<tent pemi.i~~ py_~pp~bl~ la.w; Mortj:)aQ.i¢, !llaS'1..,al¢·or,;31tern'ati\l_eJj'.¢~~:to wsp_tj~ 'W :;oii)~9r aD. ofih.~?)'roperty, 1n any· 
CQitiP.~~~ ron$.lstmg:r:if.bQth r.~11land ~~qq~;~}>etty. ~~th~(Jn:_o.ne ~f~ to,,~ ~el.cl if(actoi:d,a~l_;e"Y.Mh ili.~'.law and· 
P.n)t.~U~, appit;qbl~lo:real P.toP~!!Y,. J,;s P,~1tte9 ,by. ~ .. LICO, G~.ntor ag~Pl?~_sy.ch ~ ~le of p~~-lty'~e!her \\iith 
!~ pro~rfy consij~ a wmrnerliaJIY. rea~!lli?le-saf~ of !he; person11I prop~rty. ff.~ ~ll~i~ JQC:~(eii in mor~ than on~ 
county. .tiien·.t-0 the extent permittedhy Applicable Law, ajudfcial ori1on-jiroiclar foreclosure. sale of me Property ~Y be 
maintained in any on~ orl)1Qte ijf lhose i;ounlies. If. the f>roperty co.osisilf of more..ihan oneM, ~.or ifem·of property, 
MQi:tgag~ in# (i} Qes1g'n:ate-.tfie:orc!ei' 1~ \\tliqt tfle lots; parcels and/or items shall ~· sold 1idisp,oSiif·9f.or·offe~ fof sale or 
: dis~i~o11tand:~ij elect~ dlspo~ of Uie ~. ·Par:~ ahtlkir i(erris i!Jrgugti a single. Qi:io$()1ig~ s~ or'Qispb$~iori to ·be.l\elii 
Qr mad~ in;Q:ln.ne.ction wiih ltidicia! 11.cot:eedi)Jgs, or. tir.vitt!Je .ofJ1:i!Jqgment and decree ortor¢q~(e.aflsI sal~ ot through two· Of' 
m«?:sit~sa/es:1>rdispo~hi.<ms;:pf.1J1·~ ~~er man11erf Uit:fuqli,g, ~. Non;.Iucjicial to~ure: ~le,}.M9riga9ee~13y deem 19·~ 
.. lh.'il:s bestJi:itere1S1/l·fanyst;clr ~af~·or dispo~. a PForeelosur-e Salet·any~ or more. ~f?re<;loso~ ~-)~. ttitctiooses ro 
have morJ:! than one Foreclosure ~i Mortt:,agee_at'its option may causefue ForeclosureSales,tobe·lielclsiinulfaneously or 
succe.~~ely, onttie:~me day,_PfOll'such~l !iays.andatsuc!J atffet:ent lime$ and irtsuctwrderas..ft·rnay.d~m to be nits 
b~ lijl~sij. No.:~o,$Ur~ Sale\Yi!Hermina(t} q:affect the lien of.:lhis niorlgage oO 8f.lY pail of the Pi:ope,ity whi(;h lias not l,eei:r 
's~ \@it aUi ~~tured•Obljg~Jls fl~e b~ p!li(t l{1 full. Atarp/ FqreclO:s~~~ .~a.f~;.,any ~on~Jncl!idfog ~C11\ Mortgtigee: 
· or Seeuraa P.artfes, m?Y. bid for and acquire.~ .property or·an}'·fJl:!rl: !'if it tQto~•exfent ~~ ~y.tbe\i µ.l-ji!iiaQje Jaw, ltiste~ 
. of paying~: for !Q~f property, Mortgagee ~r  Parties ruaYsettl~JorJtie puri;.l:i_~ P.~ ~Y:~¢11Jg·.UJ~'.sel~ prj~ Qf 
·the prqperiy. agiilflst ihe'.$ei;:ured Obfig_ations, 1,1.11les$ Appll~bl!al,aw ~and~~!I aspeci~ .otcJer of appf~: irr·whiclt~~t 
· payments:and cpilections·will be' applie,f as mandated by Applicable Law •. A.ny-sucfi credit.. and all other proceedi nf any 
.ffaeclosure Safe sbaU be~lied to the Secured .Obfi$16ons. in any Qraer M~gee-may·cilooss. = •
. 21, .Additional Rigfrts:. In a(j.di:tion to the iighfs·.arid ?Qweis given lo.M~ee underlt.lis mortsage, aenefidary· 
.sn~U ·Ii~~ aJ $ch Oll'let' rfghfS. ~t!t !rt I~ a,ttd equity- foi: col!~n,·Qlthe' indet,~ellS s~rea h~y as lf'\\'ol,lld have biit tot 
.tbit.mpr,tgage, 
\~. -~. All n9~~$, ?PPio:val.~;.C911setlls, ~Qd P1ti~ i;\0~~~/1!3,..t~!lder tni~J1~~~i~Nolkes:) !Jlll~t 
fie'..si1/.8.ll 1o:~.~~lh :;,nd ~~-b~ ~~!9-~ I~ ~nd P,f0Vi$ions_9f ~e Cradif ~~lit;, N~~~- ljl~~.be nic!!1eq .o~ 
delivered, .if to·Grantor, to: the address adJacent:t~ra11.tor's. signature below;. 1f io Mo~ag~ or wrder, _10·12443 Ollv& Blvd,. Su~ 
·SO;,'St. :Loui.s, :Ma:631.411 Attention.- Cusfo(ner~·R~taiive;. ifv, $ecured l='arties.:otber than lender~ rlof~abobank· .~ ' . ~ 
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lhfuril~qqilaJ; 24-Q P,ief,k Avelfot¼, NE$W Yq~ NY 1. 0167, AftEintfo..n:. Custom~r ~Repi'es"ehtc;five; aiilf in thet;as_e ofani' 
,0UieYPe~9h, tq ttie·ad~s design~ Qy;tl:iat.P~otr in aJ\i>U~. tcrGicp'ttEi(, Mortgagee~ i:iod ~encler. · 
2~, Mo~g_agee; Withqt}t affetlin!flh~ p,er~al liability. of<JttY P~rt-10.8\JQjrig J~i:-qnlor'atid ~orrower, fotfue 
payrnenr of the Secqred Obllg~ or the lien of this mortg99e 01Uhe remainder of the P~ for the un~id amount ofllie 
Se~(aj qbl)gafions;;Mo~g~anq·~~ ~rties may~ pine fci timl:l. a!ld_ wi1l)out neut¢; (l}/e!ease :any ~~ll liable f9r 
payment of-a~y Secured ObUgatlon; (ii} extend the tline for P,aYment,: or otheNJtS.e ~Iler !t)e terms of'p,ayl{le.nt, of apy Secw~ 
.Obllgalionr {liij accept aodifional real or:personal·property,of:any kind·as secority forany Secured Obtigalioll)-wheth·er evidenced 
by deeds..of'.lrust;-mortgase$, security.agreements orany otli.er fnsuuments:of sec.urity;:0r (Iv} aiter, ·substitute.or release any . 
'p~~y~ecuoogJhe SeW"red Obffgations'. 
·24; .Exculpatroq of Mortgagee, None of MQrf$anee:or.-~r¢d:Parties Wl!I be direcil_yo(indillle!ly liableiQ· 
-0.rl:!ntof:Qf flllY other, Jie$oil_ qs: a (;()!)jecj\is_nce of any of lM {()Rowing: (a) tn~ -~ Qfj:irJaili.ire.· lci, ex~se ai)y rigtits, 
r~~(es))):'·pc>wef$'.9fqli~ ~ itin. ~-mort9i3$E1; (p}'::my f~lli¢ or refusal to perf?tm. ot(li~. imY,-opliga!iorf or li~ifrty.qf 
-G!qlitpf urig~rl'!J.lY..~m'ent related f9Jhe Prqp!ilfy pt und#.' _this i:oo,\tgag"e; qr (i:} ·any:l_~ s.i.$Jained l)y-~rantor pr any third . 
party r~sultih9 from a11y, failure·to leas~ the Property orfrom;~ny:otti~r {!;Ct or omi~gn-.io.wanag1~gtl!e .~Per!Y after~-Event of 
Defaul~.unless·lhe loss.ls caused by the willful misconduct and bad faitfrof Mortgagee Qt Seo,zrecf Part,i~,, re,s~lively. 
GRAJilT.OitHE~EBY EXPRESSLYWAIVtSAND RB.EASES Af.UJABILITY OF THE'TYPES. bESCRlBEQ Al3OVE, AND 
AGREES THAT NO ~UCl:t UA81U1Y l;!,E ASSERTED A$A!NST-OR IMPOSED l.!PON MORTGAGEE or ANY SECURED 
PAR~ . 
~5~ Wafver of Dower', -Homestead, arid Disti:il:iutive Share-. Grapkir teli!JCl\ll!!h.~ all !ightot dow~r and waiil~ 
,~fi right of homestead and.disl;fib_µtN.e.-sham jil ";lf!~ to the Properly~ .Grantor wi;iives any _fight of exeri)ption;c1s to tli_e Pro~. 
·z~ Waiver of Certain Other taws. Tl>: the·mf e~1.1t G_raritor may do *->,-Gj:anio.r _ag_~~ ~a! ~@.lltor·WjlLnot 
at an~- tim~dnsisfyJXJ?.; plead~claiin ~r take the ben:~fit·ot advantage cif any law now ~ ~reafter ln:C~ prO\lidin~_for · 
~~prais_ement, valuation, stliy~e~tens100 or ~~lion!· an~. Gfil:l'ltor, fur_~rantoi: .. and rts-p~pres~tallv~ ,SUGCeSS9fSand 
:aS$igns~ aod:for: any and an ~ons,"elier cta1m1n9 any mterest ill the Pro.petty, to the exteot p.e;mitted by_ law, hereby waives and 
r~all rigl!CS, of ~emptign, ;:a!!latiQn, app~t. s¼.Y. ofe~tion. 'or. n0.tiqe 9f{~o·fo' matJJte or-decl1U'e duafhe 
-~&ieQfJh~ $~$! obligations_ in the everit_offoreqqsQte. of:the-Het)'~ QY !hi;.. mprtg_age. , . . ~ . . . ', .. . 
_ -~"J~. . ·Rei~~- WiJelJ alf~rooOb!igatioos bavi{~~id!!l {ullancl ~eHe<l91r1gfig~erits·Ji~-b~ 
Jermini:rted; ~dgag~shall ~ea.ite ~ de!i~rtoGronf.or, 'El rt?!~•.pf!l)ePrape.t;tytromthe l~·ofthi$ m~rtg~~-
23: ·Additional Provisions. The Secured Obligation .DOCl:lments state.-all ofine terms and.'C¢1lrlilibns o~ 
parties~ agreement regarding tlie matters mentioned in or incidental to-tnis. mortgage. The &cured b~ion Dotuments also. 
gtant-furloerrigbts-to Mortgagee and Secui:ed. Parties and CQnfain fur.tfier agceements amt affirmative ao:d·negative covenants QY 
Grantp(wfiicli i;lpp.fy.fri_l:his•ino~aQe and fo fue Prpperty. . 
'~, :collateral Agency 0Agreement:. Thl$. nibqgagei -~ subjetj: to tf:le teTJir.; of_the.¢o~ra! ageri~ agreemenf 
:15ei.Woo.i'I-Ule ~r:e9 Parjies .(~e'"'Goliateral Agency Agreement"}. . . 
_ :30~ 0Entlre Agreet:nent "fnis mortgage1:1n~ IJle:oiherSecQ~:OP.~~fipi;i.Docume:nls~:.(i) represeq~ 
the sum of the onderstandinns and agreements between' MQl'tgagee; Secµre<t Parties an~. Granto( ~ijlg this credit, (ii) 
replace ~y.prior orai or·wrtlten agreements between ~_gee,:Secured f.ia.rtles and Qaotorcooeeming_ this·credil; ·and (iii) are 
,n.teti.ded by M~ Secured -P~rties and:Grantor as the:ijnal, .co111plete and exclusive,.sfafement of tii.e-l:erms agreed-to by 
ilJ!'mi, Jn ttie 'fi.~ntol ahyi;i:lnflii::f o~tw$1 ~morf!lage, arid any'"oih!'!f ag~rrierits,reqoirn<fl:!Y, '!his _rilprtg~ ·ff!.is mortgage will 
· p~V~il, . . 
3t . . 'Other Acts,; _Grartlqr shali.coope_ra!~ ~-Mo.~a9~fot the p.uipo,s~ _ o( and ~~au al$ whf(;H :way be. 
· p~yQr~<iYis~_bl~ {o P.~ ~ny_ li~fiJx9vided_ fo.t i!r, th~ f!10rig~ ~r ti?~ o~_f~jorent Qf jtljs,agre$)a_nt P.rom¢iy. (buf. 
:m, no:~ent-m.p-ie-~arr~n d~J-altef request by.Mortgagee; G,raolot wi"!t.eJ!:~e/aooioV(fedg~-~-~el~(~r:iY,~mentwblcq. 
Morlgag~. deems. necessary or advisable for these puiposes. and wiDi orrd,emand, MY ;:tny ~~ i/'l<;ttrre,fby ~ortgag~ ii1 





32. Ni:i:Waiver or Cure, ~-"~~ve,r fly M<;irtgag"M ot $j:!Cllred P~s tni:;lsf ~ :i_n Writing, and no waiver is to, 
tie _c;oosti:Ui:jd:~s:ct90nlin4illg ~iv~. No. waiver is to'be. imp~!,'?d rroni ,a(l'y.delay-qtfl:!piif~ by, MClitg~g·e@'qi &,:cu.red Parti$,5 to-
take ?~ion ~n ac;c;oun( ofR,fiy:-def;i~ltqt .¢fa.~Wf.. '¢o~ffr!l by M()rtgagee orSecu~ P~~fQ~ny:<;3Cf«. omtssfort byG,rantor 
rqQ_$( npf~~ con:~ed 8:S <:l coris~t t!f.ant¢her-4r $UQS¢q~~f act·or omi~ or to Vfcl~~ te· reg~ir~ fqt M!Jrtgagee's or 
~~{eel P.a~~'. con~11fto._be· obtainecnn a:nv future' orQ.~~~ im:tance. The exercise .h¥ Mqitgag~ ·or ~reg ~wties of any 
rig~t:orremeciy.u~der this mo~gage Of the ofu.er &cured db)19ation Docum~fs or underApr,rtta~le· La_wi. shalt not ·core or 
waive a brea':11~ Event of D':1ault·or no~·of_ d~~uft und~IS ~~a11e or mvalida~ an1ract ~rm~ _pursuant fo any. s~ch: 
default Qt nelk:e; 6f' nullify lli~!;ffect of.an.y notice:of. default.qr .sate (unless aff Secured Obligations then due have been paid.and 
performed ·arid alf:other oofa!Jlh(ui'idet the Secutei:I ObligatiQl:I DoC,Urrie.nts, lncluding aiiy Heqglng·Agmefuarits, nave ~n 
i;or~)1 :orJumair U'i8-'.$ajirjfy cif !IJis.!11.ortgag~; ot pt~iJ~ Mo~gag·ee, ~~reo-Parjies qr~y rec.e\Ve!f iWwint~ in accordance 
witfi. Viitrmo!'tgage; in Ul'~·~efc;isiftif ~rJY. right or r~triedy ,l:lffon,:Jeg any of thenf\fnf-1~ this _mo~g~;-'o_r be::<f<iri~trued as an 
~ffirma{ioij' bf MP~~~-or'~~ Patt\~ 9f a_ny flaj~u1cy, J~~-:or option;: or?: sut,_qrdfn~ ·of ~e -~i'rof tli($' irlortgage. 
~3, Waivers; Granlor w~ves all n'ghts, jeg_ar atid equ(tab.le. ft may llOW Qf: heraafter have t.o teqt.ilr.J marsh~ng 
of-assets or to require.upon foreclosure:sales ofassets•in:a particular order. Granlorwaives presentmen~ -demand, protest,, : 
notice of protest and nonce of dishonor and waives all ex.emptions. as to-the Secured Obligations. .Each su~or and assign of 
Grantorj ino!Oaii'tg-.ariy h.otae,of. a Ueii :sobQrt!inate.to: this.mort~e. PY qC¢epfallce of~ ii\fer~~:orl.iim agre$$ tliat it shaN be: 
00.i.!nd by tn~r~oo.Y¢ ~r.-~ if it ha<l giY.°en t~waiv~ il$e~. · · 
. . .34: Joint-and Several Obligations~ lfGrimlor consi;,ts ~f more ttiati_ 9ne. Pe/son, each Gran~or-(~):° 
ackno9vf~:dgfi$.~ncf unqertakes,· tog~ther Witfi ~e:olfil?l' GraQto~. jpf~.and· sey?(al_ liabmty_ for lhe:inf.!e~tepn~., 1.iabil.~ arid 
pblig.ilion~ Qf <3r:ant~ under Jhis mQ'rtg99e; {bY~~~~ Jhat tfliS mortgag~ is the ~~m ~d:se~ ci,~iis~n of 
each ~a11tor Rflfmay be-enforced again~ .~ch -~ntor Se}?ar!itely; whethet: or nqten~rtement_qfanytijhr lltt~V. 
6.ereunderhas been_,sought against any othec.-Grantor; ancf {c) agrees that its. liability.hereunder and under. any, o~~ Secured 
ObfigaUon,QOGUment shali be' 1:1bS:OJ.ute;,uncondi\ional,"rontmuing:ano iirevocabre, :GRAN'J:Olt8<PRES$(.Y'WAl\ll:S ANY 
~UJR~MENT WAT MORTGAGEE OR SECURt;D PAATII;$ l;XHAl)Sf ANY RIGHf, PQW!:R: PR-RE;MEOYAt:'D 
Pf\0$.E~f?AG_N.NST TH~ OTHER $RANTO~ UN.IJ.ERTl:fl$ MQRJ<.¥iGE, QR A.NY OJl:!Ea,SE.G~RfQ Ql31;J(¥.TION 
!JQQVME!'JT~, PR~qAl,~ST ANY OTHER PERSO!'f.~NQ~ANY.GU~ Qf, ORS~VRIT'l FOR, ANYOJ:=THE 
-SECURED 0!3U~ATIQ~~ . 
:35:. Binding Effect::Success_ors am:l·_As$igllS. ~ Soo.t(ed_Oh.rrgation_I)OC't:!ll)~fs-s"al!JriuratQ the 6enefito'f 
and $halt be binding_ upon:the_parties and their respecilve suecessors and •assigns;•provided lhatGranforshalfnot assign its 
ng~ts ot 6bJigalions her.etJndei Without:Sei;ufu1:f Parties' C6n$ent Howeller,:thlsJ!aragraph. does notwalve the--PfllVisionsof 
Secfion.15! ;ma Graritor shall oot assign its tf9hts or of>llgatiolis=h~reunder wilht>ut MBitgagee's 'imd Seci.ired ?af:li¢lf:eoosent-. 
Mtirtgageti?rt<f Secu@dPai1i.~ .may ii-aosfu.r ~tr or anyporoorr ofits.·rights under -In~ ~red Oblig~n. Oootmiei:its to. any ottier-
f?eisbft, Mortgagee .ari\i-~ p~ matdls~si (q any ~a,lor p~ef'.l ~sreree-ooy ltifOlma.lion ffial ~~tor has· 
~eliver~ to Mortgageeand'.9.9CUred Pillii~:iii CC?Oll_¢1o'n·.with the negotiat!oo oftflismprtgag'e,.9rp~~ttotq_~~ure_d 
Obligation Doct1m~li>i ~nd ~nfi;Jr shall cooperate fµlly"'i\litp Mortgagee and ~ Parties.in pt.oviding' th\:lt itJfQ!Tll~tio~ to any 
acfualor propased transferee. ' ' 
$-. Governing law. ·Thts morfgag~ sh.all be 9ovemed exclosively by the appl/eable ·1aws of.the~ oMdaho 
(th.e ~Governing Law S@e•) wifuQUt regard at reference lb its q:inflii;t of laws pijriciples.: Grantor i.Ji:ld~tarlds that the l~ of the 
.~o\ieihfog•~V.f. $~ may djff,l?_f. from.the !~of tlje'.Sfate. wnere·Grantor r~des or.~~ is.l~ed cir wMfe:the Properly iS. 
lcicafed. liJ9wev~r; _Grantoi; tmd~ds. agrees= cll1d a¢k~owled~ that {a} thi,5mo~gs19e~ 1:hif~r~_Qblij;aP!>n 
·0ocumenfs b~e: S!gnifiC<!l'lt ?rt4 $~Q$~htial C'on_t<!Cts _w.ifh the·$.ov~n[ng .LatrS~e, (b} it~ ~oyimi¢pt to G~mQi'~nd Le\')~t tp 
select the law qt the Goveminglav.r$late. to gOV(lfll this mortgagll· ancf ttie tr.aJ:l~~s eviden~·heti:lbydl;:) lf'(e-f!'iijisacliorts 
evideni:ed. by the Cred~ Agreement and tfl~.mortgage- bear a reasonable C9nnectfon~:lt!e-i?.W$.'.O(tt\e .Gov~J~9.L.~:State, (d) 
the cl)oroire.f.tl:i~-ii:ima.l laws of ffie·GPVerrii.ng law state-was made for_9.ood-arut val'td reason~.-and.(e) the th~'of the 
.Govemiog~'SfaW®ii:>lJW. gqoi:J:aijd valti&ble ci;insidetmleri·fu.r SecQred Parties to enter info 1he Secured Q6iigalton 
·Qo.ctimeni$. ;:it(cf.~rw Partfes:haYe-.eri1er:ea i11to;the ~gir.ed Obligation .Do.ctiments:fu relia(lce .Pli.thl$ @ice~ / . . . { . 
. .. . . it -Mtsceitaneous: _Tnis•mo~ tn~y ~-ex~ted.iil wiirit~-eaqh pf wfiiblt:'MII tie air o~~~rid1ll! pf 
Whi9fi f~e,t};l~ ~,q~pne ~q lh¢:~_rrte insttti_m~n1, !f ~~!or:l~J~f!:iptj~ ¢f rrjt1ltipl,Et~J1fiy,Pehl9tj'~!J!prlsiijg 
. .i • 
! -~-
0.~ oi T1JJ~-A'S$ignmentotRen~.am1Seci.lrili Ag~ent. 
9 
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GrMwr 1s her~~y ai;tfipriiej:I to ·bfodtif1 p~rti~-~l'i)p~~Ji:ig ~f(ln\ot; :t~forfgag¢. or $ecurtld p,~~ tnay,;at any time and without 
r(00:1:et wa,vin,my pri«;>.r J1:iCil.!lremeljffl1~VE!G~~lils.J aµth~o~,--or, otl}¢r"~®5·ti~ t~~ 9,ily ~-a ~~~ed Per.;on, _ii_ri"~: 
_is qf tb~e$SE!h~9(th'is (U(}rtgage. -~ Party, h~ ~articipated in n'f99tl~.aild draftirigih~ ~ga~ $Q Jan ambiguity 9r a 
quesli'?.fJ.:ofiritent or inlerpreialion-anses;. this mortgag~ is-to be construed as if the partit;Shad drafte<i° if jolnlt½: as opposed to · 
beir\9 construed as?inst a'Party because it was-respoosible for draftil'l!l one::o.r n\ore- provisions ofthis mortgage. Mortgagee-is 
a:Uthi:iriied fu:execi!te anyntf\?,r'dricuments o(~any_oll)l:f/idlQr:ts n~'$$aiylct-'efreclti.ale, thi~ h'iMga~.iiiid the - . 
. ®tis.umm:~on qftli(tt@n$<futioo:s t()nf<lflli>!at@·nerei~ Tois ~r©age. mjiy not ue:~n:c.aj,,~ns.e<J .. !llWfied, aftercihir 
_{!!nnin9t~d Wltjtout the priQrwiiiten tjon,s¢nt'l?f Mottgl;ig~ ami:Secu~ parties .. lfltY p.tQ\Jj;;Jon· of ~Y'~t$f0bligation 
_D9r:i;i!Ji~( whi<jh i~ P.r¢iiioi!~fqr uriei1!9.tcea~\~!\1 _$ilyjy~~lcfi/l.rrshall; a~ w.tp.a~j~qsdlcii?O; ~-lneffe~)e· td.th~ extent of ~ucJt 
.p~hibilion.Qf l!,ne.iJ_fpr:ceability_Witticiu\J1w~l19;af1J1.g: !{le. r~f!!ainlng pr91fi;;iol,_s qf l.h~r ~®.r'.~: Obffg;:ition ~m~qfor affecting ilie 
vali<Jity:9r ~nfurceabll~·ot\Mt f:>ll.)V~ion in any.other jllnsdfction; excepHha(if ~-prov_f$i'on r~te$'to: th!? ~y111enf of any 
monetary. sum~ then Mortgagee or Secured Parties:may, .at-its option, declare all Secured Obligations immediately due and 
payabl~,'t.(i) mergetsliaU occuras:.a iesult Qt ~agee's or $ecur!!d Paoies/ acquiring any oihe.r e;;la!e io Ql'·:any. other lien, on 
.the Pfoperty. AU rights and remedies:under-thi::i:mprfgag~ anil th~ %iired Oti.ligatlori boctinieiits:.aiemulaliv~rartdlhe 
.eXflrci.se o(any one or rili)re ofthe,rrj does·not-l;xiriS.tnllt¢ aii election of terti~i~ : . 
:3,*· "it~DEMN1i=1cAtioN. GRANTOR SHALL pa=ENo, iNbEMN°IFY AN_Q HOL,Q fytQRTGAGEE AND 
s~CUREO p,\,RT_IJ:}.f/\NJJTHF-0~ OFF-i¢ERS,:p(R~¢TORS, EMPl.OYE.E~, PART,Ni;~; ~G~NJs.~;Q:AlTORNEYS ITH'= 
""'INDEMNIFIED PERSGNQ:)HAAMlES$_ AGAINST f>:,NY AND ALL LOSSE$·0F MIY·K.lN\lORNATURE.waATSOEVER 
THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON,.INcO~osv~oRASSERTEPAGAINSTTI-IE 1NbEMR!PIEb PERSONS:(AfMISING out 
OF OR RESULTING FROM THEVIOtATION OF ANY--ENVIRONMENT AL tAW; OR (B)ARISING. out OF CLA1MS 
ASS~RTEQ AGAINST. TKE INOEMNIF1EP PERSQNS..A$ A.~SULT OF M_ORTGA~EI'£ OR $f;:CIJRE.[l PARTIE.S Bgl_NG 
.PARTI TO T!:ilS MORTC3AGE.OR THI;: mANSACTfO~S C(),N~UMMATT.:D PU8Si,JA,NT TQ'THl&MOITTW\"(31::f e~t lha.t 
.G~totshall-~we.ljo obP9i:J!IDn_ to_ an_!h~m(iifie9,Petsofl (.Jhtje'r thi~s~oll ~h re.sped tQ l.,0$$es tes1,1!tlitg from :the.gtps$ 
ne_gljg~ca Qr. wi'l!ful ~~~cJo.tth~ ln~n_ili¢P.~rsoQ as <i~temi•ne<l by i:t.c6l!rt_qf competenf juri~Ol'.ii If aii~ .!6 t11e: 
~!ltihat_an ln~eml)ity ~ Uf!enforq¥:3ble tor an.y~on,_G(aii!Qrs.~~11-_to mak~ th~ ~qll,111) ~\fibution fo tfi1 pay'mef!_taod. 
satisfaction lhereofwhicll.is perm'issible under Applibable !:.aw. THtPROVISloNS -OF ALL INDEMNITIES. SHALL SURVIVE 
THE:TEHMI.NATION~ OF THIS MORTGAGE.. . . 
. 39: WAIVER OF TRIAL.BY JURY~ .GRAITT'OR(A).CO\/ENANTS AN!l AGRE.ES NOTtO El.Ec;T A. TRIM..-BY 
·JtJRY -!~'AN'f:At:l)Pf;t 9~ p~qq~O\~ FQR!THE. RE~QL~;l9'f .Q,f ANY C()NT.RC>'{ERS,X Qf5~1'4:lHAT ARiStzS·. 
PUT.9.r OR RELATES TO~ {1):_!~l~ ~ORT~_E; OR {U) AN'f-~5C~Rim oauoe.r1<?,H.09?µ~,~; W.t,ITTH~R ARISING_ 
Jij CONTRACT, TORT OR BY ~!A,TIJ'n: ONQMPIJAl-l.Y ~O ~O~EQ1!Va,Y,,A "C~NTRQVERSY OR CLAIM"); AND, (B) 
TOif{E._EXTE:NT PERMITTEilBY A~PµcAat!: i;.W; W.A\VE~ ANY fi!GHT:fO A-tfflAt.- BY.J~f{y ~ANY . 
CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM TO THE:J:XTOO SUCH RIGHT EXISTS NOW OR IN THEAJTl,IRE. TH!=.P.RO\llSIONS OF 
nus·secTiON ARE GIVEN KNOWINGI:. y AMO VOUJNTARILY;.AND\~RE A MATERIAL INDUCatENtFb.R THE 
SECU~ED PARTIES am~RING IN.TO TH~ SECURED. OBLIGATION.PQCUMENTS •. 
~. Future Advances. ~uture_ acwanl!eS, together Witb in_bi!reSt ~erepn. are secur.eil by'41JiSfficii:tgage in 
aCCQrdanca With ldabo Code Seciion 4-s:10s as amended. · 
10 
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·G.(all~or,~ sig11ihg :thi~.rnoctgag~ e~ective.as·ot Uie'.<fay-a_o~Y~~r f.irat written a~v,e . 
. GRANT61t: 
Ad.citess-for notices:. 
117 East Galena Streeli 
Hailey, tdiiho $3l33' 
Attention: l:i+f,J~th Stevenson 
. . ) $$: 
CQUNTY Of· . ) 
Sy:'~t:~.-~-s~ 
EWZAaETH BRW $T~VE;NSONf>J<,t\ l:LIZABl;TrJ.B. 
~EV!;N~ON 1\~:E.LIZABETH STJ;VENSQN AKA BRETT 
-STEV~SON; Member L .. • • ~ ' > •• •• '. , : ; • 
By,~·-.:· .. ;·· . 
. • JOSTiNft,SJ8/ENSONAKAJUSTINft.oo□·srEVENSON:. 
AKA JUST.It{ STEVENSON! Member 
:STATEOFIO~· ) 
. ·. . Oii U)I~: . y of Mar 2,012, pe(SO?ally a~~ ~izaoettt Brett_ ~Wl~ _ _cilra: ~za~th B.: Sfel/e.rison ala 
-Ehzab.ettrStevenson ~a Brett Stevenson .and Jusfin•F; St~v~nsona~a JµsUn FIQQd S~n;;o.n k;:1·Jusflfl Stevenson, knQWll or. 
'ideiltlfi!!~fh.i ·me ·tq. be. ijji? iJl~rs o( Belt~ Ram::h; LLC1 ·t~e- ldi3h~: ij!J1itt]!d. lioo_.. CQW . y tijaf e_x~~ the forego~g 
-,nstl1Jrnent and acknowledged:to me that such timited liability cdtn . ri¥ ~xei:;uted · 








~T~P.SS!GNMENI'Of RI;N.TSANO §ECUR!t'(FiGREEMEtff 
legai Descr:f~tion. o(Rea!Estate.-
Blaine County, loc1ho 
P~«:eH arid ~12., ~I~ 1 9-f·,sa,Li; RAJiCt{ SIJBO!Vl$10N, a«ordfl)!t \p th!'l ¢~e1 pfattheraof,' rei:ordl:id as: 
~~nt No. ~3, Records of Bfaine County, Idaho\ . 
~GEf:'Tlt-.lG ~ portion cir said Parcef 1 mere parnculijrfy·d.~i;/eO as fo.lfclws.; COC\.'1MENCl.N9.%1,1f ~ 1ron pin rrim,ing. 
the North¼ Comarof S~dion 7 Township~ North;Rang~ 19~st; B'Qi;;~t~dlan, ~~riecou~ kl?~•:tl'!ence 
WPiii., 89"Sifta· ~t; 1,317.24 feei alor.g the Northerly boundary of the E½NVM,. Section·7.,to.~ iron pin;maril.ir.g 
tM Northvie~ corn~ Of said E½NV'v¾, Section ,, said pin also being the REAl POINTOf f:3EG!f,Hil!N.Gf • · 
Thi!nce continuing North ll9"58'1 a• We.st 34.73 feet along me N!tflherly boundary o(liie Vif/4:,.~, S~if7', to an· 
fron_pin on the intersection ofr,,e Northe.:sterl{boi!iidery of the Union Pacilk Raiiroad and'sald'tkrtherly boundary of 
the vp,~Nvir/4, sec-Jon 7; : • 
Thefic:I;! 501.!th 3;• 10•34• East: 61.et feel along said Nprtheasteify Raitllad.r,qimdar1 fo: ~ iron pin QQ ~ intersedicn· 
l?f sa,d Northeasterfy Railroad boundafy and.lh~_Wes½erly bOi.lrldat:f of saldE½NWI~ of Seciion 7; · 
Thence North 0°22•13· West,-56,00. feet along &ai;::Hl'Jesieit'i boundary Qf ~ E~J'!/. ,!o !:he P:oint of B~glripi;;g. IT*-
~ G~ . 






·A., (W~. "laiid"}J. 
tna real $rate .Md any ihterest.ir.dne teal e$1.l;lt~ fQCafed In Blame Cplinfy1 ldaho_1-.ai1d.des~ in EXHIBlT 
. . (b) ·iJO l:ii.ii!diog_s, ~ructµres, impro~~t:mts. fi~ttires, •rn~, app1i3t;i_t;e$~ ~qlpfilent machifiery and other-
.a~e'$ now or he.r~after erected 9hr affi~ed or a~ch¢d.t(!. ~( located io 9r Oil tb!:! l.;iod,_ inqludip_g al.I ¥Ja~g and if!)gation 
app~~tus-, W,:nps, m9tors, ge11~_rs,-pipes~·cent~ pivot imgat~ an~ 'spri~~rs,. windmffls; arid fij11Ces (the improvements"); 
(cl -;iB ~~..m,~ts; rigIJfs'(>j--W?Y: an.d.: o'ghls app~diman.t tp file Lan~ or~sed io conriectiqq meJ,~pd.or ~s .a 
means ofaccess·tfiereto {"Easemenlsj · · _ ' · · ' ' · 
, _ _ Jdj _ ~e grouod·-watei:~n,, unde~, pumped from or olhe~e avallable f?•-tfl~ Propeqy or .anyd~1~e1.1-etention1 
difch1 ca.nal, reservOJI} or ottrer water nghts; whether :as a.result of o)laffying.groundwateMghts, contractual J1ghts; ur!llhe;:-wise 
.ar;id wtieifiei: ripanal'l, .appriip(iative~~ 9therwl$-e; the. light lti~lllQik ix-~x({qd: arjy' sUQh grgUild i,,.iatef iiiclu.dii1g ililY. permits, 
·nghl~ iJrJ¢?0~¢. g~~t1 by qtiyt3ovemm~tal Autooiitf a11<1.c1ny tjghts g@ted t>r era~ by any ·e~emei.it (;i:W~ant. 
-ag~~-i31itot contra,ct with any ferso~;-,.md• atj.y rights fo wn~ t!)a Pmpe.rW:pr. Gtan!oti$ eqtitleq Witfi ~~ to;~qnace:water,, 
whether Sl)tji rigl_Jts· ate apptopnative; riParfM, p~scriptive br otf)erwj~~ ~nd w.fiqthei;- qr•rio(pu~uantfq historical use; 
contracfuaf,aQreemen~perm1\ or other sovemmental autholizationi·any water right, ~ter alloqltion for ~ter JlQt yetd!{l'l~~-
distribl.ition-right,:.delivery right, an~ proscriptfv1:;, corifraclual, easement.or other nghts:nl:$lssa,y or convenient k., convey any 
. water: to. the:Properf:y _.. water storage rn.,ht or other water-related entiUernenf apportenant:tnor. othei:wise ap~ioatite to the 
:P~rfy by virtue of the Pi:operty 00.ing sib'.tated -wilhih the booridarl~.P.f-acy fi.ol(enimeittal'watet districtirriga6oh illsufotor 
·c:ithl:lt I~ ~g%lcy. of ~ln_ the bP.~ndanes:of ;my"jmvate ~tef company:. _rnut.ual-w~t~n))rnpany, i:iro.tli~fnon'.'!iovernmeiital 
-~nyfy (-co1i~ly, -~Water ~iq!J~s'.'} in,qµ%ns' Uie wajE![:~~gh~ ~P:~~t~Jh~ef>y; qit(i~J'watel'. tigh!s @pfEt~ot~-PY Pen'l!it Ot 
Watef 8igh~N"9:s., 37-4~1C, 37-f?llBT, 374~21:f,:3?-18.3CAN9:3fi63Qi!;~u~c(byt1Je._!q.y:,·ooep~~!lt 9f W.a.ter.Resources; 
. (e) alfotherfenements,:hereditamenis.al'ld appurtenances tqthelan(!; ; 
(t} minerals, oll,.gas, arn:fother hydrocarbon sobstances,.-rninerals-i mineral interests, roti3lbes,_ ~~emdinij 
Jo~ J)Wdocoon payments, net pri)fit interests and other interests and•othet lnter-esfu":and esfates'in,-underani:l:on.the Land 
; an\U~tl)er:Oil,. 9~ ~if mi~efc:irinterest&~'Mth'whltfi any of.the foregqfng itrt;~l\ts. &·estates are PQO!eii_oj'. Uhitii«i (the: 'Mineral 
. Bights")i , . . . . , . . -
(gj -,~fWnqw or ~~a~r:St8'1¢!19 Qf i::ut; 
(f:i) . !eas~. su~lea~es, ll~il~. oc;Gl,ip_arley agr:eet0eQts. conefJssions a11~.Qfh~r ?9feex_nen'5;,_g~~tig ?. 
·pos~ssory·intetestin and to, Of the rigtit to extta:cl. rnli"te;~ide in1 s-ell,.otY~-~e_P,q~.(coffecti~y. th~ "Leases"); 
· Q) · ··a[ntlllty contraclst maintenance agreements, manag_en,:ent agreern~!; service toflfra~ an,d otjret 
agr.eemenfu. cfirectly. related .to fhe operation and maintenance. of the Property; 
1, · all 6ushes, ~roves .. trees; plants, viries or other ~anfings, Upon or undedhe- land cP!anti~s•); 
(k) -~n,y.shares.. cif anY:~-l!rider SUfh $hares, of any piiV&!e water ®nipany,_ mutualwmer .<;0n;ipany, or other 
~ni).~ei!Jljte1t~·en~ty·pu~uant t9 which ~~r 91'. Jh~ l,'o~.rty~1. 1¢ei$ WC!tet (~llect!yely. thi?. Wat~[ Stb$l\1 and ~riY· 
otJier.-<;et@i~ and_ l!~cerl;incaf¢ $@ti.~~, seC,Urities,entitl~ts. ~~ri~~ ~~~ ~~ ~rnmorJjfi~•:q¢o/lh!s.Jr11;luding. 
all $tock~ Qonds and comll'IQdities COl:rtn1~1·or Qthermv~l:tn~n_t proPEiflY des.qi_~-~ l;XHIBIT e. /:!.~.ch~; : _ 
O} · workinQ drawings, insmictionat-~anu~-.and. riQlits. in.~f diTSQfty f¢1at¢ to.the Q~b'gl:t Qf th'e, 
.P.r.opero/. and a11· other general in~!ilbfes. describedln ~HIBIT Cr · ; 
(m) olhertaogible. personal.property af:evezy;ldnchlnddeseriptfon,.vmether stored:0n.il,e l'.and·.or el~er:e1 
·1 c1· d'.i. ··.a1~~;;.-' --- · te'T sli · r.,,,,._.M,,;ls· "'""'uft · :•wf" ch,.16,;,.',. :fuintt.u' tnaclitrnWanqi>nnirunent"iwce ·t·~,:. , 0 µ. , .. g_..., 1:1--wS,:_l'LU.I IJj:'I s... pp-. •w .. t ~!\'>, reQ01,,.... ,Q\_, - fl'. """'I·..,, ,..,-·s:-·" ~,... P. lll'f'Vf 
-Vehicles; trnff(lf$, ~~<f1plallting;,.tiJl~'~d .. llqstl!lg ~Olptn.e,Jt rollin~~):_~wl\ich.ls:ifi -~it:~ (I}~ ~led, to.,llie 
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, 
.affixed .orlilstall¢d,ot t9 he affl;ooor !hstal~. i•f ~y mann.EW on: tbe Lc!nd Of' me firlpi'l)v~ents.:-01<(iii) cfescribecf in EXHIBIT c a~; . , . . ·• 
{pf -1!1i-~llllils and llreqs.e~: felptf,rigptp~ningjti t!Je ~se. or enjoyl_ilent oi:the-Prop~,:t.y;· , _ 
:(o)' .. ~roteed§ <:>f ~q ariy ~tif:laif)e<fpret11io~s:en- a11y ins~t.an~ pqffqes ~v8!ing -f!l~• p,rp~ iQdu?inifJhe rjght 
tQ J"?C¢~ f)JW apply ~~p~Qfany in~raoce-. judgme;jt$; or ~~~nts roaq~ in U~ therec;if,'f6!:gil!nag1'! ti:i the P~ · 
(the "Insurance Ciaims"};_ ·; · 
(pj all.awards made rorthe. taking brcondemnation odhe power .of eminent domain( or.hr anyproceeding or 
fitirch.ase in lieu lh~iJf. :of ttie wbol~ orarJy' pad of th~ Real Estate·{lhe ~Condeinnaoon Awards"); : .. 
{q} money ottilfiet ~bniM pn;iperty.of :Gfuntodn additioo to ~ 'fptegolng depcislted ~ or otherwise in. 
M'Qrt.gagee,•s·o.r ~l.i~<f Patties. p~ciQ; · · · · 
. . .{f) _ ·rtg~~ a!fctin~ts .i.11:fder t~ .H~ging A9~nl$, inciudin$ an rl$hts.t9 Jfie, payment.pf m.on~y tom 
~red P~es;imcJer the li_$:lging AgreEffliE/iltS; :;iqg·~t ,,i.~:~xt!IJJU!; __ 4~pi;i!>ita~t\t~.-anctgel!'(!i'al ii:itapgiti~. irjclu~ing mlYfli.enf 
in~ang~i~s; p~cnbed in clny. of_ lhifledgi!ig A~em~nfu.~ ·. ' . 
;(sl ali othatr!:!al Or-"j)etsonal_prop.erfy d~bed in ~!BIT C: 
(tJ the. ligh~ in :the. name and on behalfof Graritoi:, upon notice to-Grantqr, to appear In and defend· any aclio1ror 
proceeoing'broiJght with respect to tile Properfy and to commen~ any action er proceedilJg to protect the interest of Mortgag~-
cir Sedlreq.Parti!js'ir:i tlie-Prppe_rty;. and 
. {t~l suostitutiqos; reP.lapem.ents; adalliolis, a~iiiQfis. c!rtd·prpceeds tor pj:.to ariy of fhe foregoihg, and. all bOQk$, 
terotd$ af\cl. files relating l9, arr/ ofil:i!! furegoiq9,_incf!J~iog, vvlthoutJmitalft;>n, ooQ1pl!l~f r'ead<l~le memQIY aii~ datl anq any 





associated wilh ~gage· b)'·BeUe ~anch1 LLC'on'laod located ln BlaliJe·tounw,: idaho. ·' . 
Qisf specili.e' ooaiUonal Properly~ if any} 
All water rights represented hy Water Right Nos.~ 37--481 C, 37.-517aT, 31:-482tt~ ~7 :483C.0ANO 37-2~0 issue1f ~ !he,.ldaho 
P¢partmeot:of W<=lter Res¢g~s. · · · · 
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Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 287-0991 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
FILED~:~: 
JAN 3 O 20\75> 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; BELLE RANCH, 
LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD STEVENSON; 
ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC. 
Defendants. 
RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC, 
Counterclaim Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION, 
Counterclaim Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION'S ANSWER 
TO COUNTERCLAIM PLAINTIFF 
RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC 
FIRST SECliRITY CORPORATION'S ANSWER TO 
COUNTERCLAIM PLAINTIFF RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC 
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COMES NOW First Security Corporation ("FSC"), by and through its attorneys of 
record, McHugh Bromley, PLLC, who has been named a Counterclaim Defendant by 
Counterclaim Plaintiff, Rabo Agrifinance LLC ("Rabo"), 1 and files this Answer. 
Although titled as Defendant's Answer to Verified Complaint for Quiet Title, Rabo 
inserted a caption that identifies itself as a Counterclaim Plaintiff without identifying any 
counterclaim issues. Therefore, Rabo has waived any remedy it seeks by simply identifying 
itself as a Counterclaim Plaintiff and FSC as a Counterclaim Defendant. To the extent any 
counterclaim issues are identified, the counterclaim issue or issues fail to state a claim upon 
which relief can be granted, and FSC denies the same. FSC expressly reserves the right to 
amend this answer and to assert defenses if a more definite statement is filed and as facts become 
apparent or are disclosed in the course of discovery. 
Now, therefore, FSC prays that the purported counterclaim be dismissed, and that FSC, 
pursuant to l.R.C.P. 54 and Idaho Code§§ 12-120 and 12-121, recover its costs and attorneys' 
fees incurred in defending against the purported counterclaim, and for any further relief the 
Court deems just and proper. 
DATED this 27th day of January, 2017. 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
Attorney for First Security Corporation 
1 In First Security Corporation's Verified Complaint for Quiet Title, filed with the Court on December 2, 2016, Rabo 
Agrifinance, Inc. was listed as a named party. Another named defendant, Belle Ranch, LLC executed a mortgage 
with Rabo Agrifinance, lnc. As explained by Rabo Agrifinance in Paragraph 4 of Defendant's Answer to Verified 
Complaint for Quiet Title, which was filed with the Court on January 17, 2017, "after the mortgage was executed, 
Rabo changed its legal structure from a corporation to a limited liability." 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION'S ANSWER TO 
COUNTERCLAIM PLAINTIFF RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERIVCE 
I hereby certify that on this 27th day of January, 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was filed with the Clerk of the Court and served via email and United States First 
Class Mail, postage prepaid, to the following: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 




Albert P. Barker 
Paul L. Arrington 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that on February 11.1017 he/she caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served on the following persons by the means 
indicated: 
Paul L. Arrington 
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McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
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Idaho corporation, BIG STICK, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, RICHARD 
D. FOSBURY, an individual, and 
CHARLES HOLT, an individual, 
Counterclaim, Cross-Claim 
and Third Party Defendants. 
COMES NOW First Security Corporation ("FSC"), by and through its attorneys of 
record, McHugh Bromley, PLLC, who has been named a Counterclaim Defendant by 
Counterclaim Plaintiff, Rabo Agrifinance LLC ("Rabo"), 1 and files this Answer to the 
allegations asserted by Rabo against FSC. 
PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
1. Answering Paragraph 1 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the allegations therein. 
2. Answering Paragraph 2 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the allegations therein. 
3. Answering Paragraph 3 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the allegations therein. 
4. Answering Paragraph 4 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the allegations therein. 
5. Answering Paragraph 5 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the allegations therein. 
6. Answering Paragraph 6 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the allegations therein. 
7. Answering Paragraph 7 of the Counterclaim, FSC is without knowledge as to 
whether Fosbury is a resident of Blaine County and neither admits nor denies the allegation. 
8. Answering Paragraph 8 of the Counterclaim, FSC is without knowledge as to 
whether Holt is a resident of Blaine County and neither admits nor denies the allegation. 
1 In First Security Corporation's Verified Complaint.for Quiet Title, filed with the Court on December 2, 2016, Rabo 
Agrifinance, Inc. was listed as a named party. Another named defendant, Belle Ranch, LLC executed a mortgage 
with Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. As explained by Rabo Agrifinance in Paragraph 4 of Defendant's Answer to Verified 
Complaint for Quiet Title, which was filed with the Court on January 17, 2017, "after the mortgage was executed, 
Rabo changed its legal structure from a corporation to a limited liability." Rabo maintains the same statement in its 
Amended Answer to Verified Complaint for Quiet Title and Counterclaim, Cross-Claim and Third-Party Complaint 
to Quiet Title, filed with the Court on January 25, 2017. 
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9. Answering Paragraph 9 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the allegations therein. 
10. Answering Paragraph 10 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the allegation therein. 
11. Answering Paragraph 11 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the allegation therein. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
12. Answering Paragraph 12 of the Counterclaim, FSC incorporates its answers from 
paragraphs 1 through 11 above as if fully set forth herein. 
13. Answering Paragraph 13 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits this action concerns 
water right nos. 37-48 lC, 37-482H, 37-483H, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 (collectively the "Belle 
Ranch Water Rights") and the water rights split by the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
("IDWR") to FSC, which are water right nos. 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, and 37-
22919 (collectively the "FSC Water Rights"). Together, water right nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-
483H, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, and 37-22919 make up 
the water rights at issue. 
14. Answering Paragraph 14 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the Belle Ranch Water 
Rights and FSC Water Rights are the subject of this action, and denies any allegations or 
inferences concerning appurtenancy to real property. FSC further states that the term "the Real 
Property" is not defined by Rabo and therefore denies any allegations or inferences drawn in the 
Complaint as to "the Real Property." 
15. Answering Paragraph 15 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the documents cited by 
Rabo speak for themselves. 
16. Answering Paragraph 16 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits that the SRBA website 
shows Special Master Recommendations were issued on June 28, 2010 and that those documents 
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speak for themselves, including the certificate of service. FSC denies that the recommendation 
for water right no. 37-481C was in the name of South County. 
17. Answering Paragraph 17 of the Counterclaim, FSC is without knowledge as to 
whether any of the Defendants "made any effort to challenge" the Special Master 
recommendations or whether nor not the decree "was in error" and denies the same. 
18. Answering Paragraph 18 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits that the SRBA website 
shows amended Special Master Recommendations were issued on July 9, 2010, purportedly to 
correct an error regarding water right no. 37-481C. FSC admits the documents speak for 
themselves, including the certificate of service. 
19. Answering Paragraph 19 of the Counterclaim, FSC is without knowledge as to 
whether any of the Defendants "made any effort to challenge" the amended Special Master 
recommendations or whether nor not the decree "was in error" and denies the same. 
20. Answering Paragraph 20 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits that the SRBA website 
shows a partial decree was issued by the SRBA district court on August 31, 2010 as to the 
enumerated water right, listing the name and address of South County. FSC admits the 
documents speak for themselves, including the certificate of service and the Rule 54(b) 
certification. 
21. Answering Paragraph 21 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits that the SRBA website 
shows a partial decree was issued by the SRBA district court on August 31, 20 l 0 as to the 
enumerated water right, listing the name and address of South County. FSC admits the 
documents speak for themselves, including the certificate of service and the Rule 54(b) 
certification. 
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22. Answering Paragraph 22 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits that the SRBA website 
shows a partial decree was issued by the SRBA district court on August 31, 2010 as to the 
enumerated water right, listing the name and address of South County. FSC admits the 
documents speak for themselves, including the certificate of service and the Rule 54(b) 
certification. 
23. Answering Paragraph 23 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits that the SRBA website 
shows a partial decree was issued by the SRBA district court on August 31, 201 0 as to the 
enumerated water right, listing the name and address of South County. FSC admits the 
documents speak for themselves, including the certificate of service and the Rule 54(b) 
certification. 
24. Answering Paragraph 24 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits that the SRBA website 
shows a partial decree was issued by the SRBA district court on August 31, 2010 as to the 
enumerated water right, listing the name and address of South County. FSC admits the 
documents speak for themselves, including the certificate of service and the Rule 54(b) 
certification. 
25. Answering Paragraph 25 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the documents speak 
for themselves. 
26. Answering Paragraph 26 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the documents speak 
for themselves. FSC denies any other allegations or inferences drawn therein. 
27. Answering Paragraph 27 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the documents speak 
for themselves, and list the name and address of South County. FSC denies any other allegations 
or inferences drawn therein. 
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28. Answering Paragraph 28 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the documents speak 
for themselves. FSC denies any other allegations or inferences drawn therein. 
29. Answering Paragraph 29 of the Counterclaim, FSC is without knowledge of the 
allegations contained therein and denies the same. 
30. Answering Paragraph 30 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the documents speak 
for themselves. FSC denies any other allegations or inferences drawn therein. 
31. Answering Paragraph 31 of the Counterclaim, FSC is without knowledge as to 
whether any of the Defendants "made any effort to challenge" the partial decrees or to set aside 
the partial decrees "before Basin 37 was closed for claims, before the Final Unified Decree was 
issued or since" and denies the same. 
32. Answering Paragraph 32 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits South County pledged 
and assigned what interest it had at that point in the Belle Ranch Water Rights to Mountain West 
Bank ("MWB"). 
33. Answering Paragraph 33 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the documents speak 
for themselves, and that MWB conveyed what interest it had at that point to GBCI Other Real 
Estate, LLC ("GBCI"). 
34. Answering Paragraph 34 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits MWB obtained what 
title to the Belle Ranch Water Rights that South County could have conveyed. FSC denies that 
MWB obtained "the entirety of the Water Rights" from South County. As to all other 
allegations, FSC is without knowledge of the actions described therein and denies the same. 
35. Answering Paragraph 35 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the document speak for 
itself. FSC denies any other allegations or inferences drawn therein. 
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36. Answering Paragraph 36 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the document speaks 
for itself FSC denies any other allegations or inferences drawn therein, including that the 
change was properly processed by IDWR to MWB. 
37. Answering Paragraph 37 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits Idaho Code§ 42-2482 
speaks for itself and denies any inferences drawn therein. FSC is without knowledge as to 
whether any of the Defendants received notice or sought to challenge the IDWR change and 
therefore denies the same. 
38. Answering Paragraph 38 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits that, on approximately 
December 20, 2011, GBCI conveyed what interest it had in the Belle Ranch Water Rights to 
Belle Ranch, and that the Special Warranty Deed, recorded in Blaine County, speaks for itself. 
39. Answering Paragraph 39 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits that, on approximately 
December 21, 2011, MWB conveyed what interest it had, if any, in the Belle Ranch Water 
Rights to Belle Ranch by Quitclaim Deed ("MWB Quitclaim Deed"), recorded in Blaine County, 
and that the MWB Quitclaim Deed speaks for itself. 
40. Answering Paragraph 40 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the documents speak 
for themselves. FSC denies any other allegations or inferences drawn therein. 
41. Answering Paragraph 41 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the document speaks 
for itself. 
42. Answering Paragraph 42 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits it claims its interest in 
the FSC Water Rights based, in part, on the "Scherer and Holt Conveyance" cited therein. 
2 Rabo cites to "Idaho Code § 42-284(3 )" in its Complaint regarding filing notices of change of ownership with 
IDWR. FSC denies there is a section ofldaho Code denominated as "Idaho Code § 42-284(3)" as Chapter 2, Title 
42 ofldaho Code ends at section 250. FSC infers Belle Ranch is referring to Idaho Code § 42-248, and therefore 
bases its answers as to "Idaho Code § 42-284(3)" on Idaho Code § 42-248. 
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43. Answering Paragraph 43 of the Counterclaim, FSC is without knowledge of the 
allegations contained therein and therefore denies the same. 
44. Answering Paragraph 44 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the conveyance cited 
therein, as well as other conveyances not mentioned by Rabo, occurred prior to entry of the 
SRBA partial decrees, and that the dates speak for themselves. FSC denies any other allegations 
or inferences drawn therein. 
45. Answering Paragraph 45 of the Counterclaim, FSC is aware of the separate matter 
cited by Rabo and neither admits nor denies the allegations therein regarding the "series of 
conveyances." Without knowledge of the substance of the conveyances cited therein, FSC 
denies that the timing of the conveyances somehow rendered them "invalid." FSC denies any 
other allegations or inferences made therein. 
46. Answering Paragraph 46 of the Counterclaim, FSC is without knowledge as to the 
actions of the Big Stick Parties and therefore denies the same. 
47. Answering Paragraph 47 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits that ifRabo is correct 
that the Big Stick Conveyances occurred between 2007 to 2009, that said conveyances "pre-
dated the entry of the Partial Decrees." FSC denies any other allegations or inferences made 
therein. 
48. Answering Paragraph 48 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the SRBA partial 
decrees were entered by the presiding judge and speak for themselves. As to how the SRBA 
partial decrees "control" in this case, such allegation is a legal conclusion, and FSC denies the 
same. 
49. Answering Paragraph 49 of the Counterclaim, FSC denies that its interest in the 
FSC Water Rights was extinguished when the SRBA partial decrees were entered. FSC is 
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without knowledge of the specific facts and circumstances surrounding the Big Stick Parties' 
interests and therefore denies the allegation that the Big Stick Parties' interests were 
extinguished when the SRBA partial decrees were entered. 
50. Answering Paragraph 50 of the Counterclaim, FSC is without knowledge of the 
facts cited therein and therefore denies the same. 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION (Quiet Title) 
51. Answering Paragraph 51 of the Counterclaim, FSC incorporates its answers from 
paragraphs 1 through 50 above as if fully set forth herein. 
52. Answering Paragraph 52 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the SRBA partial 
decrees speak for themselves and denies any other allegations or inferences therein. 
53. Answering Paragraph 53 of the Counterclaim, FSC denies South County 
"conveyed the entire Water Rights to MWB" as South County could only convey what right, 
title, and interest it had at the time to MWB. South County could not convey to MWB the FSC 
Water Rights. 
54. Answering Paragraph 54 of the Counterclaim, FSC denies MWB "conveyed the 
entire Water Rights to GBCI" as MWB could only convey what right, title, and interest it had to 
GBCI. MWB could not convey to GBCI the FSC Water Rights. 
55. Answering Paragraph 55 of the Counterclaim, FSC denies GBCI "conveyed the 
entire Water Right to Belle Ranch via Special Warranty Deed" as GBCI could only convey what 
right, title, and interest it had to Belle Ranch. GBCI could not convey to Belle Ranch the FSC 
Water Rights. 
56. Answering Paragraph 56 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the document speaks 
for itself and denies any other allegations or inferences therein. 
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57. Answering Paragraph 57 of the Counterclaim, FSC denies Belle Ranch is "the 
owner and fee holder of the entirety of the Water Rights" as the FSC Water Rights are not in 
Belle Ranch's name. FSC admits the documents cited therein speak for themselves and denies 
any other allegations or inferences therein. 
58. Answering Paragraph 58 of the Counterclaim, FSC denies the requested relief. 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION (Declaratory Relief as to the Partial Decrees) 
59. Answering Paragraph 59 of the Counterclaim, FSC incorporates its answers from 
paragraphs 1 through 58 above as if fully set forth herein. 
60. Answering Paragraph 60 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits Idaho Code speaks for 
itself. 
61. Answering Paragraph 61 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits Idaho Code speaks for 
itself. 
62. Answering Paragraph 62 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits Idaho Code speaks for 
itself. 
63. Answering Paragraph 63 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits Idaho Code speaks for 
itself. 
64. Answering Paragraph 64 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits South County was a 
claimant in the SRBA. 
65. Answering Paragraph 65 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the SRBA partial 
decrees speak for themselves. FSC denies that Belle Ranch is "the successor in interest to South 
County Estates, LLC." Belle Ranch, like FSC, is a successor-in-interest to South County. 
66. Answering Paragraph 66 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the SRBA partial 
decrees speak for themselves. 
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67. Answering Paragraph 67 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits Idaho Code speaks for 
itself. 
68. Answering Paragraph 68 of the Counterclaim, FSC is without knowledge as to the 
allegations therein and neither admits nor denies the same. 
69. Answering Paragraph 69 of the Counterclaim, FSC denies the legal conclusion 
asserted by Rabo and the requested relief. 
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION (Quasi-Estoppel/Waiver} 
70. Answering Paragraph 70 of the Counterclaim, FSC incorporates its answers from 
paragraphs 1 through 69 above as if fully set forth herein 
71. Answering Paragraph 71 of the Counterclaim, FSC has previously answered this 
allegation and, as stated in Paragraph 70, incorporates its responses by reference, and denies any 
allegation not previously answered. 
72. Answering Paragraph 72 of the Counterclaim, FSC has previously answered this 
allegation and, as stated in Paragraph 70, incorporates its responses by reference, and denies any 
allegation not previously answered. 
73. Answering Paragraph 73 of the Counterclaim, FSC has previously answered this 
allegation and, as stated in Paragraph 70, incorporates its responses by reference, and denies any 
allegation not previously answered. 
74. Answering Paragraph 74 of the Counterclaim, FSC is unaware of an entity known 
as "South Mountain" and therefore denies the allegations asserted therein. 
75. Answering Paragraph 75 of the Counterclaim, FSC has previously answered this 
allegation and, as stated in Paragraph 70, incorporates its responses by reference, and denies any 
allegation not previously answered. 
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76. Answering Paragraph 76 of the Counterclaim, FSC has previously answered this 
allegation and, as stated in Paragraph 70, including the incorrect citation to "Idaho Code§ 42, 
[sic] 284(3)[,]" and incorporates its responses by reference, and denies any allegation not 
previously answered. 
77. Answering Paragraph 77 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits the document speak for 
itself. FSC denies any other allegations or inferences drawn therein. 
78. Answering Paragraph 78 of the Counterclaim, FSC is without knowledge as to 
whether any of the Defendants received notice or sought to challenge the IDWR change and 
therefore denies the same. 
79. Answering Paragraph 79 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits Belle Ranch filed an 
Application for Transfer of Water Rights with IDWR. FSC denies that the Transfer could or did 
change ownership of the water rights that were the subject of the Transfer. 
80. Answering Paragraph 80 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits, on or about October 
28, 2014, it filed a notice of change of water right ownership with IDWR to reflect FSC's 
ownership of the FSC Water Rights. FSC is without knowledge and therefore denies the same as 
to whether the Big Stick Parties had not "claim[ed] any interest in any portion of the Water 
Rights until ... June 2016 (the Big Stick Parties)." 
81. Answering Paragraph 81 of the Counterclaim, FSC is without knowledge as to the 
specific actions of the Big Stick Parties and therefore neither admits nor denies the same. 
82. Answering Paragraph 82 of the Counterclaim, FSC is without knowledge as to the 
allegations therein and denies the same. 
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83. Answering Paragraph 83 of the Counterclaim, FSC admits Belle Ranch could 
pledge what interest it has in the Belle Ranch Water Rights to Rabo. FSC denies that Belle 
Ranch could pledge any interest in the FSC Water Rights to Rabo. 
84. Answering Paragraph 84 of the Counterclaim, FSC denies the requested relief. 
RABO'S CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
FSC answers Rabo's prayer for judgment as follows: 
1. AS TO THE FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION, Rabo is not entitled to the requested 
relief; 
2. AS TO THE SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION, Rabo is not entitled to the 
requested relief; 
3. AS TO THE THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION, Rabo is not entitled to the requested 
relief; 
4. Rabo is not entitled to not entitled to its attorneys' fees and costs of suit; and 




The Counterclaim should be dismissed for failure to state a claim upon which relief can 
be granted as to Rabo's purported interest in FSC's water rights. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
The Counterclaim should be dismissed as a result of waiver, laches, estoppel/quasi-
estoppel, and/or failure or lack of consideration as to Rabo's purported interest in FSC's water 
rights. 
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THIRD DEFENSE 
The Counterclaim should be dismissed as a result of Rabo coming to this Court with 
unclean hands as to Rabo's interest in FSC's water rights. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
The Counterclaim should be dismissed as any relief granted would unjustly enrich Rabo, 
leading to an unconscionable result. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
The Counterclaim should be dismissed for lack of consideration as to Rabo's purported 
interest in FSC's water rights. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
The Counterclaim should be dismissed as to lack of damages concerning Rabo's lack of 
interest in FSC's water rights. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
FSC has not been able to engage in full discovery of the facts relevant to this case and is 
unable to fully state in complete detail all of the affirmative defenses that may exist with respect 
to the Complaint. FSC reserves the right to assert additional affirmative defenses by amendment 
to its Answer. 
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS 
FSC has been required to retain the law firm ofMcHugh Bromley, PLLC to defend this 
matter and is entitled to recovery of attorneys' fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code § 12-120, 
Idaho Code§ 12-121, I.R.C.P. 54, and any other applicable laws allowing for the recovery of 
attorneys' fees in this action, including but not limited to when justice so requires. 
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Defendant FSC prays as follows: 
1. That Rabo's Counterclaim be dismissed in its entirety, with prejudice, and Rabo 
take nothing; 
2. That FSC be awarded its reasonable costs and attorneys' fees incurred in 
defending this action as prayed for in the Counterclaim; and 
3. For any such other and further relief as this Court deems just and proper. 
DATED this 24th day of February, 2017. 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
Attorney for First Security Corporation 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERIVCE 
I hereby certify that on this 24th day of February, 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was placed into United States First Class Mail to the Clerk of the Court for filing, and 
served via email and United States First Class Mail, postage prepaid, to the following: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
POBox45385 
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Albert P. Barker 
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R. Wayne Sweney 
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James R. Laski, ISB # 5429 
Heather E. O'Leary, ISB # 8693 
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Telephone 208.725.0055 
Facsimile 208.725.0076 
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D. FOSBURY, an individual, and 




Cornes Now Third-Party Defendants Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury and Charles 
Holt (collectively, "Third-Party Defendants"), by and through their counsel ofrecord, Lawson 
Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC, and hereby file this answer to Rabo Agrifinance, LLC's ("Rabo") 
Third-Party Complaint to Quiet Title ("Third-Party Complaint"). Unless expressly admitted, 
Third-Party Defendants deny each and every allegation in the Third-Party Complaint. 
PARTIES, JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
1. In answering paragraph 1, Third-Party Defendants understand that Rabo is a limited 
liability company with its principal place of business in St. Louis, Missouri and that it was 
formerly a Delaware corporation known as Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. Third-Party Defendants are 
without knowledge as to whether Rabo is in the business of making commercial loans and 
therefore deny the allegation. 
2. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 2. 
3. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 3. 
4. In answering paragraph 4, Third-Party Defendants admit that Justin Flood Stevenson 
is an individual and resident of Blaine County, Idaho and are without knowledge as to whether 
he is an original member of Belle Ranch and therefore deny the allegation. 
5. In answering paragraph 5, Third-Party Defendants admit that Elizabeth Brett 
Stevenson is an individual and resident of Blaine County, Idaho and are without knowledge as to 
whether she is an original member of Belle Ranch and therefore deny the allegation. 
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6. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 6. 
7. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 7. 
8. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 8. 
9. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 9. 
10. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 10. 
11. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 11. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
12. In answering paragraph 12, Third-Party Defendants incorporate their answers from 
paragraphs 1-11 above as if fully set forth herein. 
13. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 13. 
14. In answering paragraph 14, Third-Party Defendants admit that water right nos. 37-
481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT and 37-2630 (collectively, the "Water Rights") are the 
subject of the action and deny any allegations or inferences concerning appurtenancy to real 
property. Third-Party Defendants further state that the term "Real Property" is not defined by 
Rabo and therefore deny any allegations or inferences drawn therefrom. 
15. In answering paragraph 15, Third-Party Defendants admit the documents cited by 
Rabo speak for themselves. 
16. In answering paragraph 16, Third-Party Defendants admit that the SRBA website 
shows Special Master Recommendations were issued on June 28, 2010 and that those documents 
speak for themselves, including the certificate of service. Third-Party Defendants deny that the 
recommendation for water right no. 37-481C was in the name of South County. 
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17. In answering paragraph 17, Third-Party Defendants are without knowledge as to 
whether any of the Defendants "made any effort to challenge" the Special Master 
recommendations or whether or not the decree "was in error" and deny the same. 
18. In answering paragraph 18, Third-Party Defendants admit that the SRBA website 
shows amended Special Master Recommendations were issued on July 9, 2010, purportedly to 
correct an error regarding water right no. 37-481C. Third-Party Defendants admit the documents 
speak for themselves, including the certificate of service. Third-Party Defendants deny the 
remaining allegations contained in paragraph 18. 
19. In answering paragraph 19, Third-Party Defendants are without knowledge as to 
whether any of the Defendants "made any effort to challenge" the amended Special Master 
recommendations or whether or not the decree "was in error" and deny the same. 
20. In answering paragraph 20, Third-Party Defendants admit that the SRBA website 
shows a partial decree was issued by the SRBA district court on August 31, 2010 as to the 
enumerated water right, listing the name and address of South County. Third-Party Defendants 
admit the documents speak for themselves, including the certificate of service and the Rule 54(b) 
certification. 
21. In answering paragraph 21, Third-Party Defendants admit that the SRBA website 
shows a partial decree was issued by the SRBA district court on August 31, 2010 as to the 
enumerated water right, listing the name and address of South County. Third-Party Defendants 
admit the documents speak for themselves, including the certificate of service and the Rule 54(b) 
certification. 
22. In answering paragraph 22, Third-Party Defendants admit that the SRBA website 
shows a partial decree was issued by the SRBA district court on August 31, 2010 as to the 
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enumerated water right, listing the name and address of South County. Third-Party Defendants 
admit the documents speak for themselves, including the certificate of service and the Rule 54(b) 
certification. 
23. In answering paragraph 23, Third-Party Defendants admit that the SRBA website 
shows a partial decree was issued by the SRBA district court on August 31, 201 0 as to the 
enumerated water right, listing the name and address of South County. Third-Party Defendants 
admit the documents speak for themselves, including the certificate of service and the Rule 54(b) 
certification. 
24. In answering paragraph 24, Third-Party Defendants admit that the SRBA website 
shows a partial decree was issued by the SRBA district court on August 31, 2010 as to the 
enumerated water right, listing the name and address of South County. Third-Party Defendants 
admit the documents speak for themselves, including the certificate of service and the Rule 54(b) 
certification. 
25. In answering paragraph 25, Third-Party Defendants admit that the documents speak 
for themselves. 
26. In answering paragraph 26, Third-Party Defendants admit that the documents speak 
for themselves. Third-Party Defendants deny any other allegations or inferences drawn therein. 
27. In answering paragraph 27, Third-Party Defendants admit the documents speak for 
themselves, and list the name and address of South County. Third-Party Defendants deny any 
other allegations or inferences drawn therein. 
28. In answering paragraph 28, Third-Party Defendants admit the documents speak for 
themselves. Third-Party Defendants deny any other allegations or inferences drawn therein. 
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29. The allegations contained in paragraph 29 call for a legal conclusion and, therefore, 
do not need to be admitted or denied. 
30. In answering paragraph 30, Third-Party Defendants admit the documents speak for 
themselves. Third-Party Defendants deny any other allegations or inferences drawn therein. 
31. In answering paragraph 31, Third-Party Defendants are without knowledge as to 
whether any of the Defendants "made any effort to challenge" the partial decrees or to set aside 
the partial decrees "before Basin 3 7 was closed for claims, before the Final Unified Decree was 
issued or since" and deny the same. 
32. In answering paragraph 32, Third-Party Defendants admit South County pledged and 
assigned what interest it had at that point in the Water Rights to Mountain West Bank ("MWB"). 
33. In answering paragraph 33, Third-Party Defendants admit the documents speak for 
themselves, and that MWB conveyed what interest it had at that point to GBCI Other Real 
Estate, LLC ("GBCI"). 
34. The allegations contained in paragraph 34 call for a legal conclusion and, therefore, 
do not need to be admitted or denied. 
35. In answering paragraph 35, Third-Party Defendants admit the cited document speaks 
for itself. Third-Party Defendants deny any other allegations or inferences drawn therein. 
36. In answering paragraph 36, Third-Party Defendants admit the cited document speaks 
for itself. Third-Party Defendants deny any other allegations or inferences drawn therein, 
including that the change was properly processed by IDWR to MWB. 
37. In answering paragraph 37, Third-Party Defendants admit Idaho Code §42-2481 
speaks for itself and deny any inferences drawn therein. Third-Party Defendants are without 
1 Rabo cites to "Idaho Code § 42-284(3)" in its Third-Party Complaint regarding filing notices of change of 
ownership with IDWR. Third-Party Defendants deny there is a section ofldaho Code denominated as "Idaho Code§ 
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knowledge as to whether any of the Defendants received notice or sought to challenge the IDWR 
change and therefore deny the same. 
38. In answering paragraph 38, Third-Party Defendants admit that, on approximately 
December 20, 2011, GBCI conveyed what interest it had in the Water Rights to Belle Ranch, and 
that the Special Warranty Deed, recorded in Blaine County, Idaho, speaks for itself. 
39. In answering paragraph 39, Third-Party Defendants admit that, on approximately 
December 21, 2011, MWB conveyed what interest it had, if any, in the Water Rights to Belle 
Ranch by quitclaim deed ("MWB Quitclaim Deed"), recorded in Blaine County, Idaho and that 
the MWB Quitclaim Deed speaks for itself. 
40. In answering paragraph 40, Third-Party Defendants admit the documents speak for 
themselves. Third-Party Defendants deny any other allegations or inferences drawn therein. 
41. In answering paragraph 41, Third-Party Defendants admit the cited document speaks 
for itself. 
42. Third-Party Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 42. 
43. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 43. 
44. In answering paragraph 44, Third-Party Defendants admit that the conveyance cited 
therein, as well as other conveyances not mentioned by Rabo, occurred prior to entry of the 
SRBA partial decrees, and that the dates speak for themselves. Third-Party Defendants deny any 
other allegations or inferences drawn therein. 
45. In answering paragraph 45, Third-Party Defendants admit that they claim a combined 
total interest of 7.8/289th of the Water Rights based on a series of conveyances by South County 
to Third-Party Defendants between December 7, 2007 and April 8, 2009, which then resulted in 
42-284(3)" as Chapter 2, Title 42 of Idaho Code ends at section 250. Third-Party Defendants infer that Rabo is 
referring to Idaho Code§ 42-248, and therefore bases its answers as to "Idaho Code§ 42-284(3)" on Idaho Code§ 
42-248. 
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subsequent conveyances in 2016. Third-Party Defendants deny any other allegations or 
inferences drawn therein. 
46. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 46. 
47. In answering paragraph 47, Third-Party Defendants admit that the conveyances cited 
therein occurred prior to entry of the SRBA partial decrees, and that the dates speak for 
themselves. Third-Party Defendants deny any other allegations or inferences drawn therein. 
48. In answering paragraph 48, Third-Party Defendants admit that the SRBA partial 
decrees were entered by the presiding judge and speak for themselves. As to how the SRBA 
partial decrees "control" in this case, such allegation is a legal conclusion and Third-Party 
Defendants deny the same. 
49. In answering paragraph 49, Third-Party Defendants deny that their interest in the 
Water Rights was extinguished when the SRBA partial decrees were entered. Third-Party 
Defendants are without knowledge of the specific facts and circumstances surrounding First 
Security Corporation's ("FSC") interests and therefore deny the allegation that FSC's interest 
was extinguished when the SRBA partial decrees were entered. 
50. In answering paragraph 50, Third-Party Defendants are without knowledge of the 
facts cited therein and therefore deny the same. 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Quiet Title) 
51. In answering paragraph 51, Third-Party Defendants incorporate their answers from 
paragraphs 1 through 50 above as if fully set forth herein. 
52. In answering paragraph 52, Third-Party Defendants admit that the SRBA partial 
decrees speak for themselves and deny any other allegations or inferences herein. 
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53. In answering paragraph 53, Third-Party Defendants deny that South County 
"conveyed the entire Water Rights to MWB" as South County could only convey what right, title 
and interest it had at the time to MWB. South County could not convey Third-Party Defendants' 
7.8/289th interest in the Water Rights to MWB. 
54. In answering paragraph 54, Third-Party Defendants deny MWB "conveyed the entire 
Water Rights to GBCI" as MWB could only convey that right, title and interest it had to GBCI. 
MWB could not convey Third-Party Defendants' 7.8/2891h interest in the Water Rights to GBCI. 
55. In answering paragraph 55, Third-Party Defendants deny GBCI "conveyed the entire 
Water Rights to Belle Ranch via Special Warranty Deed" as GBCI could only convey what right, 
title and interest it had to Belle Ranch. GBCI could not convey Third-Party Defendants' 
7.8/289th interest in the Water Rights to Belle Ranch. 
56. In answering paragraph 56, Third-Party Defendants admit the document speaks for 
itself and deny any other allegations or inferences therein. 
57. In answering paragraph 57, Third-Party Defendants deny that Belle Ranch is "the 
owner and fee holder of the entirety of the Water Rights." Third-Party Defendants admit the 
documents cited therein speak for themselves and deny any other allegations or inferences 
therein. 
58. In answering paragraph 58, Third-Party Defendants deny the requested relief. 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Declaratory Relief as to the Partial Decrees) 
59. In answering paragraph 59, Third-Party Defendants incorporate their answers from 
paragraphs 1 through 58 above as if fully set forth herein. 
60. In answering paragraph 60, Third-Party Defendants admit the Idaho Code speaks for 
itself. 
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61. In answering paragraph 61, Third-Party Defendants admit the Idaho Code speaks for 
itself. 
62. In answering paragraph 62, Third-Party Defendants admit the Idaho Code speaks for 
itself. 
63. In answering paragraph 63, Third-Party Defendants admit the Idaho Code speaks for 
itself. 
64. In answering paragraph 64, Third-Party Defendants admit that South County was a 
claimant in the SRBA. 
65. In answering paragraph 65, Third-Party Defendants admit the SRBA partial decrees 
speak for themselves and deny any inference or allegation drawn therefrom. Third-Party 
Defendants deny that Belle Ranch is "the successor in interest to South County Estates, LLC." 
66. In answering paragraph 66, Third-Party Defendants admit the SRBA partial decrees 
speak for themselves. 
67. In answering paragraph 67, Third-Party Defendants admit the Idaho Code speaks for 
itself. 
68. In answering paragraph 68, Third-Party Defendants are without knowledge as to the 
allegations therein and neither admit nor deny the same. 
69. In answering paragraph 69, Third-Party Defendants deny the legal conclusion 
asserted by Rabo and the requested relief. 
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
( Quasi-Estoppel/W aiver) 
70. In answering paragraph 70, Third-Party Defendants incorporate their answers from 
paragraphs 1 through 69 above as if fully set forth herein. 
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71. In answering paragraph 71, Third-Party Defendants have previously answered this 
allegation and, as stated in paragraph 70, incorporate their responses by reference, and deny any 
allegation not previously answered. 
72. In answering paragraph 72, Third-Party Defendants have previously answered this 
allegation and, as stated in paragraph 70, incorporate their responses by reference, and deny any 
allegation not previously answered. 
73. In answering paragraph 73, Third-Party Defendants have previously answered this 
allegation and, as stated in paragraph 70, incorporate their responses by reference, and deny any 
allegation not previously answered. 
74. In answering paragraph 74, Third-Party Defendants are unaware of an entity known 
as "South Mountain" and therefore deny the allegations asserted therein. 
75. In answering paragraph 75, Third-Party Defendants have previously answered this 
allegation and, as stated in paragraph 70, incorporate their responses by reference, and deny any 
allegation not previously answered. 
76. In answering paragraph 76, Third-Party Defendants have previously answered this 
allegation and, as stated in paragraph 70, including the incorrect citation to "Idaho Code § 
42,[sic]284(3)[,]" and incorporate their responses by reference and deny any allegation not 
previously answered. 
77. In answering paragraph 77, Third-Party Defendants admit the document speaks for 
itself. Third-Party Defendants deny any other allegation or inference drawn therefrom. 
78. In answering paragraph 78, Third-Party Defendants are without knowledge as to 
whether any of the Defendants received notice or sought to challenge the IDWR change and 
therefore deny the same. 
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79. In answering paragraph 79, Third-Party Defendants admit that Belle Ranch filed an 
Application for Transfer of Water Rights with IDWR. Third-Party Defendants deny that the 
transfer could or did change ownership of the water rights that were the subject of the transfer. 
80. In answering paragraph 80, Third-Party Defendants admit, in June 2016, they filed 
notices of change of water right ownership with IDWR to reflect their 7.8/2891h ownership 
interest in the Water Rights. Third-Party Defendants are without knowledge and therefore deny 
the same as to whether FSC had not claimed "any interest in any portion of the Water Rights 
until October 28, 2014." 
81. Third-Party Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 81. 
82. In answering paragraph 82, Third-Party Defendants are without knowledge as to the 
allegations therein and deny the same. 
83. In answering paragraph 83, Third-Party Defendants admit that Belle Ranch could 
pledge what interest it has in the Water Rights to Rabo. Third-Party Defendants deny that Belle 
Ranch could pledge any of Third-Party Defendants' 7.8/289th interest in the Water Rights to 
Rabo. 
84. In answering paragraph 84, Third-Party Defendants deny the requested relief. 
THIRD-PARTY DEFENDANTS' DEFENSES 
FIRST DEFENSE 
The Third-Party Complaint should be dismissed for failure to state a claim upon which 
relief can be granted as to Rabo's purported interest in the Water Rights. 
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SECOND DEFENSE 
The Third-Party Complaint should be dismissed as a result of waiver, laches, 
estoppel/quasi-estoppel, and/or failure or lack of consideration as to Rabo's purported interest in 
Third-Party Defendants' 7.8/289th interest in the Water Rights. 
THIRD DEFENSE 
The Third-Party Complaint should be dismissed as a result ofRabo coming to this Court 
with unclean hands as to Rabo's interest in Third-Party Defendants' 7.8/2891h interest in the 
Water Rights. 
FOURTH DEFENSE 
The Third-Party Complaint should be dismissed as any relief granted would unjustly 
enrich Rabo, leading to an unconscionable result. 
FIFTH DEFENSE 
The Third-Party Complaint should be dismissed for lack of consideration as to Rabo's 
purported interest in Third-Party Defendants' 7.8/289th interest in the Water Rights. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
The Third-Party Complaint should be dismissed as to lack of damages concerning Rabo's 
lack of interest in Third-Party Defendants' 7.8/289th interest in the Water Rights. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Third-Party Defendants have not been able to engage in full discovery of the facts 
relevant to this case and are unable to fully state in complete detail all of the affirmative defenses 
that may exist with respect to the Third-Party Complaint. Third-Party Defendants reserve the 
right to assert additional affirmative defenses by amendment to their Answer. 
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ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS 
Third-Party Defendants have been required to retain the law firm of Lawson Laski Clark 
& Pogue, PLLC to defend this matter and are entitled to recovery of all attorneys' fees and costs 
pursuant to Idaho Codes§§ 12-120 and 12-121 and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54, and any 
other applicable laws allowing for the recovery of attorneys' fees in this action, including but not 
limited to when justice so requires. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, Third-Party Defendants pray as follows: 
1. That Rabo's Third-Party Complaint be dismissed in its entirety, with prejudice and Rabo 
taking nothing; 
2. That Third-Party Defendants be awarded their reasonable costs and attorneys' fees 
incurred in defending this action as prayed for in the Answer; and 
3. For any such other and further relief as this Court deems just and proper. 
1n'rn 
DATED THIS _Wday of March, 2017. 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that on Marc~l 7 he/she caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing instrument to be served on the following persons by the means indicated: 
Paul L. Arrington 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson, LLP 
163 2nd A venue West 
P.O. Box 63 
Twin Falls, ID 83301 
Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
Michael Mayfield 
Ray Quinney & Nebeker P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
v Telecopy (208) 735-2444 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
,/ Telecopy (208) 287-0864 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
2 Telecopy (801) 532-7543 
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Albert P. Barker, ISB #4242 
Paul L. Arrington, ISB #7198 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Telephone: (208) 336-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-6034 
FILED~~/ /( I > 
APR 1 4 2017 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine Coun~v. Idaho 
Attorney for Defendants, Belle Ranch, UC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett 
Stevenson 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 




RABO AGRIFINANCE, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
vs. 
Counterclaim, Cross-Claim and 
Third party Plaintiff, 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual, 
ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON, an 
individual, FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION, an Idaho corporation, 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, RICHARD D. 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
STIPULATION TO CONSOLIDATE 
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FOSBURY, an individual, and 
CHARLES HOLT, an individual 
Counterclaim, Cross-Claim and 
Third party Defendants. 
COME NOW, the Parties to the above action, by and through their attorneys of record, 
and hereby stipulated to the consolidation of the following related cases, pursuant to Idaho Rule 
of Civil Procedure 42(a): 
• Belle Ranch, LLC v. South County Estates, LLC, et al. (Blaine County Case No. CV-
2016-671); 
• Big Stick, LLC, et al. v. Belle Ranch, LLC, et al. (Blaine County Case No. CV-6016-
683); and 
• First Security Corporation v. Belle Ranch, LLC, et al. (Blaine County Case No. CV-
2016-645. 
These cases each arise out of separate claims to ownership of, and liens upon, certain 
water rights in the Bellevue Triangle area of the Wood River Valley. Through each separate 
action, the Plaintiffs seek to quiet title in some portion of the same water rights. Each case arises 
out of the same facts and circumstances and involve similar questions oflaw. As such, these 
cases should be consolidated for all purposes, pursuant to Civil Rule 42(a). 
Nothing in this consolidation stipulation shall be construed as changing the parties' 
respective burdens of proof. The parties will attempt to agree upon a procedure for the orderly 
presentation of evidence at trial of the consolidated cases. 
All subsequently filed pleadings in these proceedings shall be filed with the following 
caption: 
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FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION; 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; et al. 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-16-645 · 
T-067 P0004/0028 F-203 
Accordingly, the Parties stipulate to consolidation of these related cases as provided 
above. 
[ signatures on next page] 
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DATED this fl day of~ 2017 
· DATEDthis_._dayof ____ ,2017 
DATED this_ day of----,-__ ...., 2017 
DATED this_ day of ____ , 2017 
DATED this_ day of ___ _,J 2017 
bert P. Barker 
aul L. Arrington 
LT & SIMPSON, LLP 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC 
McHUGB BROMLEY, PLLC 
Chris M. Broroley 
Attorneys for First Security 
Corporation 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, 
PLLC 
James R. Laski 
· Heather E. O'Leary . 
Attorneys for Big Stick J,LC, South 
County Estates, LLC, Richard D, 
Fosbury, Charles Holt 
LUKINS & ANNIS,-PS 
R. Wayne Sweney 
Attorneys/or Mountain West Bank& 
GBC.I Other Real Estate, UC . 
Ri\Y QUINNEY & NEBEKER, P.C. 
Michael Mayfield 
Attorneya for Rabo Agrifinance, L_LC 
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DATED this_ day of ___ _, 2017 
DATED this_ day of ____ __,,, 2017 
DATED this_ day of ___ _, 2017 
DATED this_ day of_~--• 2017 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON, LLP 
Albert P. Barker 
Paul L. Arrington 
Attorneys/or Belle Ranch1 LLC 
McHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
Chris M. Bromley 
Attorneys for First Security 
Corporation 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, 
PLLC 
James R. Laski 
-Heather E. O'Leary 
Attorneys for Big Stick. LLC, South · 
County Estates, LLC, Richard D. 
Fosbury, Charles Holt 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
R. Wayne Sweney 
Attorneys for Mountain West Bank & 
GBCI Other Real Estate, LLC 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER, P.C. 
Michael Mayfield 
Attorneys for Rabo Agrijirumce, UC 
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-. 
DATED this_ day of ___ _, 2017 
DATED this_ day of ____ , 2017 
J 
DATED this~ day of~ 2017 
DATED this_ day of ___ _.. 2017 
DATED this_ day of ____ ,. 2017 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON, LLP 
Albert P. Barker 
Paul L. Arrington 
Attorney8/or Belle Ranch, LLC 
MeHUGB BROMLEY, PLLC 
Chris M. Bromley 
Attorneys for First Security 
Corporation 
LAWSON LAS~ARK & POGUE, 
PL \b 
esR. Laski 
er E. O'Leary 
Attorneys for Big Stick, UC, South 
County Estates, LLC, Richard D. 
Fosbury and Charles Holt 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
R. Wayne Sweney 
Attorneys for Mountain West Bank & 
GBCI Other Real Estate, LLC 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER, P.C. 
Michael Mayfield 
Attorneys for Rabo Agriflnance, LLC 
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DATED this_ day of ____ 2017 BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSf:>N, LLP 
Albert P. Barlcer 
Paul L. Arrington 
. A.ttorneyafor Belle Rane~ LLC 
DATED this~ day of Ayr:\ , 2017 MeHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
Chris M'. Bromley 
Attorneys for First Security 
Corporation 
DATED this~ day of __ _., 2017 LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, 
PLLC 
DATED this }lday of ..A,,r/L 2011 
Alo ~11~~ r,'o"' . 
DATED this_ day of __ ~- 2017 
James R. Laski 
, Heather E. O'Leary 
Attorneys for Big Stick. :µc, South 
County Estatea, LU:. Richard D. 
Foil!ury, Charles Holt 
R. Wayne Sweney 
Attorneys £,, __ .. """"&untain West Bank & 
GBC,I Other Real Eltate, UC 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER, P.C. 
Michael Mayfield 
Attorneys fo1' Rabo Agrijlnance, LLC 
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• 
DATED this_ day of ___ _, 2017 BARKER ROSHOLT& SIMPSON, LLP 
· DATED this_·_ day of ____ , 2Ql 7 
DA1ED this __ day of.__,.. ___ , 2017 
DATED this _day of __ ~_..:, 2017 
DATED this /JA day of Irr n ( • 2017 
Albert P. Barker 
Paul L. Anington 
Attorneys fur Belle Ranch, LLC 
McHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
Chris M. Bromley 
Attorneys for First Security 
Corporation 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, 
PLLC 
James R. Laski 
-Heather E. O'Leary 
Attorneys for Big. Stick, LLC, South 
County Estates, LLC, Richard D. 
Fo~~ury, Charles Holt 
LUKINS & ANNIS, ·PS 
R. Wayne Sweney 
Attorneys for Mountain West Bank & 
GBCI Other Real Estate, LLC 
RA.Y QUINNEY & NEBEKER, P.C. 
Michael Mayfield~ 
Attorneys for Rabo A.grljlnance, LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this IL.I day of.~iJ __ , 2017, I caused to be served 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method infilcated below, and addressed to each of 
the following: 
James R. Laski 
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue. PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Chris Bromley 
McHugh Bromley Attorneys at Law, PLLC 
380 S. 4th Street, Suite 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
R. Wayne Sweney 
Lukins & Annis, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814~5155 
Michael Mayfield 
Ray Quinney & Nebeker P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
Salt Lake City. UT 84111 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
(I(.) Facsimile 
( )E-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
(~) Facsimile 
( ) E-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
(o.) Facsimile 
( ) E-mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Hand Delivery 
(~ Facsimile 
( ) E-mail 
9:i,-1;,,,. 1.,{l,fJ,,___ Im 
aul L. Arrington Z 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
COURT MINUTES 
CV-2016-0000683 & CV-2016-645 
Big Stick, LLC, etal. vs. Belle Ranch, LLC, etal. 
Hearing type: Scheduling Conference 
Hearing date: 4/17/2017 
Time: 2:01 pm 
Judge: Robert J. Elgee 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Diana Weinberger 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Belle Ranch, LLC, Attorney: Paul Arrington 
Party: First Security Corporation, an Idaho corporation, Attorney: Chris Bromley 
Party: Rabo Agrifinance, Inc., Attorney: Michael Mayfield 
Party: Big Stick, Attorney: Heather O'Leary 
Party: GBCI Othere Real Estate, LLC, Attorney: Wayne Sweney 
Counter# 
2.04 Counsel present by phone. 
Court introduces the case. Makes a disclosure. 
Mr. Arrington comments on the consolidation. 
Court inquires. 
2.06 Counsel agree to set the cases for trial. 
Mr. Arrington comments on case CV16-671 and the reason the case is not set for 
a scheduling conference yet. All parties are present by phone today. 
2.08 Court inquires. 
Mr. Bromley- quiet title action re water rights. 
Court comments. 
2.11 Mr. Arrington- 2 days. Portion of the case may be taken care of by summary 
judgment 
2.12 Mr. Bromley agrees. 
Court suggests 3 days. 
Counsel agree. 
Court sets 3 day C.T. 12/13/17 and a PTC 11/20/17 at 1:30pm. Comments on 
the Sch. Order. 
2.19 Mr. Sweney comments 
2.20 Court comments. 
2.20 Recess 
COURT MINUTES 1 
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Fifth Judicial District Court, State of Idaho 
In and For the County of Blaine 
First Security Corporation, an Idaho 
corporation 
vs. 
Belle Ranch, LLC, etal. 
Belle Ranch, LLC 
vs. 
South County Estates, LLC, an 
Idaho LLC, etal. 
Big Stick, LLC, etal. 
) 













) Case No: CV-2016-0000683 
) 
vs. 
Belle Ranch, LLC, etal. 
) CIVIL CASE SCHEDULING ORDER, NOTICE 
) OF TRIAL SETTING AND INITIAL PRETRIAL 
) ORDER MOTIONS I.R.C.P. 16 
) 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16 and 40, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. TRIAL: This case is set for the following proceedings: Pretrial Conference Monday, 
November 20, 2017 01:30 PM. Court Trial Wednesday, December 13, 2017 09:00 AM. 
A total of 3 days have been reserved for this trial. On the first day of trial, counsel 
shall report to the Court's chambers at 8:30 a.m. for a brief conference. Unless otherwise 
ordered, trial will cpnvene at 9:00 a.m. each morning, and adjourn at approximately 5:00 p.m. 
each afternoon. 
2. ALTERNATE JUDGES: In accordance with the enclosed !STARS trial notice, please 
note that the presiding judge listed below intends to utilize the provisions of I.R.C.P. 40(a)(6). 
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3. PRETRIAL CONFERENCES: The scheduled pre-trial conference will be conducted 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16. 
4. SCHEDULING AND HEARINGS: The Court holds its regular civil law and motion 
calendar each Monday. As a matter of calendar management, counsel shall contact the Court's 
deputy clerk, Crystal Rigby (208) 788-5521 to schedule hearings. As a matter of courtesy, 
counsel are also expected to confirm the availability of opposing counsel for proposed hearing 
dates. As an accommodation to out-of-town counsel and parties, hearings on any pretrial motion 
( except motions for summary judgment or hearings at which testimony is to be offered) may be 
conducted by telephone conference call pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(b)(4). Counsel requesting a 
hearing by conference call will be responsible for arranging for placement of the call using a 
suitable conference operator, and the cost thereof. 
S. MOTIONS GENERALLY (applies to every motion). 
6. Unless otherwise provided by a specific rule (e.g. Rule 56), or absent an order shortening 
time, all motions must be filed and served at least fourteen (14) days prior to hearing. 
7. One additional copy marked or stamped "Judge's copy" of any motion and all 
supporting or opposing papers (including affidavits and briefs) must be submitted via mail to the 
judge's chambers when such documents are filed or lodged with the clerk of the Court. If a party 
relies upon any case not available on Westlaw, a copy of such case must be attached to the copy 
of the brief submitted to the judge's chambers. 
8. The amount of time each side will be allotted for oral argument on a motion may be 
set by the Court, not to exceed thirty (30) minutes per side. The Court may also deny oral 
argument. I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(D). 
9. PRETRIAL MOTIONS: All counterclaims, cross-claims, joinders or third party complaints 
must be filed and served promptly and in no event less than 180 days before trial. All motions to 
amend pleadings (including motions pertaining to punitive damages under I.C. §6-1604) must be 
filed and heard so as not to require the continuance or vacation of the trial date, and in no event 
less than ninety (90) days before trial. All motions for summary judgment must be filed not later 
than ninety (90) days before trial, unless otherwise ordered by the Court. I.R.C.P. 56(a). All 
CIVIL CASE SCHEDULING ORDER, NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
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other non-dispositive pre-trial motions (including, but not limited to motions in limine) must be 
filed and scheduled for hearing not less than fourteen (14) days before trial. Exceptions will be 
granted only in extreme circumstances and only when justice so requires. 
No motions will be set or heard on the morning of trial prior to selecting a jury without 
express approval of the Court. 
Motions to shorten time for any hearing should be coordinated with opposing counsel 
and set for telephone hearing with the Court at the earliest opportunity. Any such motion must 
contain a statement detailing efforts to coordinate hearings with opposing counsel, both on the 
motion to shorten time and the main motion, setting forth the proposed dates for hearing in the 
event time is shortened, a clear explanation as to why the court should hear the matter on 
shortened notice, and must be served on opposing counsel by the most expeditious means 
possible. The court may decline to hear any motion for which appropriate notice has not been 
given. If you oppose a motion to shorten time, or are unavailable for hearing on either motion, 
you should fax any response to the court clerk at (208) 788-5527 at the earliest opportunity. 
10. ADDITIONAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT REQUIREMENTS: All motions for summary 
judgment, whether full or partial, shall be in accordance with the time standards set forth in Rule 
56. Each motion must be accompanied by a memorandum which includes a concise statement of 
each material fact upon which the moving party claims there is no genuine issue, and which shall 
include a specific reference to that portion of the record at or by which such fact is proven or 
established. Any party opposing a motion for summary judgment shall file any affidavits and 
opposing brief(s) in accordance with Rule 56 time standards. The opposing brief shall identify the 
specific factual matters as to which the non-moving party contends there are genuine issues of 
fact requiring denial of the motion, including a specific reference to the portion of the record 
which supports the claim that a genuine issue of fact exists. In ruling upon any summary 
judgment motion, the Court may assume that the facts as claimed by the moving party are 
conceded to exist without dispute except and to the extent the non-moving party shall have 
controverted them. Any reply brief must be filed prior to hearing in accordance with Rule 56 time 
standards. 
11. DISCOVERY AND DISCQYERY DISPUTES: The Court will not entertain any discovery 
motion unless accompanied by a written certification signed by counsel, as required by I.R.C.P. 
37(a)(2), which confirms that a reasonable effort has been made to voluntarily resolve the 
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dispute with opposing counsel, and identifying the particular effort(s) made. The motion to 
compel must SPECIFICALLY ADDRESS THAT PORTION OF THE DISCOVERY AT ISSUE and 
CONTAIN A STATEMENT OF REQUESTED RELIEF. 
A party's obligation to fully and timely respond to discovery requests is distinct 
from any obligation imposed by this order. No party may rely upon this order or any 
deadline it imposes as justification for failing to timely respond earlier to discovery 
requests or to supplement prior responses. Reasonable expenses incurred when 
successfully prosecuting or opposing a motion to compel discovery shall be awarded as provided 
in Rule 37(a)(4) I.R.C.P. 
12. DISCOVERY CUT-OFFS: Absent a stipulation to the contrary, all discovery shall be 
propounded and served such that responses are due no later than thirty (30) days before trial. 
Any supplemental responses a party is required to make pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(e) or the terms 
of an earlier discovery request shall also be served at least thirty (30) days before trial. Any 
supplementation of discovery required by the rule shall be made in a timely manner. Absent 
stipulation, depositions may not be taken within fifteen (15) days of the trial date without leave of 
court, which may be granted upon shortened notice and for good cause shown. 
13. WITNESS DISCLOSURES/EXPERT WITNESSES: Each party shall disclose the 
existence and identity of intended or potential expert or lay witnesses to the extent required by 
interrogatories or other discovery requests propounded by another party, and each party shall 
disclose the identity of any witness it expects will testify at trial to present evidence under I.R.E. 
702, 703, and 705. In addition, each party shall make all disclosures required by Rule 26(b )( 4)(A) 
pursuant to this order. The plaintiff, ( or any party in the position of a plaintiff against another 
party, regardless of the pleading form) shall disclose the existence and identity of 
expected expert witnesses and the subject matter and the substance of any opinions 
of such experts, and all information called for by IRCP 26(b)(4)(A)(i) and (ii) at the 
earliest opportunity, and in no event later than one hundred-twenty (120) days before 
trial. A defendant, (and any party in the position of a defendant, regardless of the pleading 
form) shall disclose the existence and identity of expected expert witnesses and the 
subject matter and substance of any opinions of such experts and all information 
called for by IRCP 26(b)(4)(A)(i) and (ii) at the earliest opportunity, and in no event later 
than eighty-five (85) days before trial. THIS PROVISION MEANS THAT WHEN AN 
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EXPERT IS IDENTIFIED, HE OR SHE MUST HAVE PERFORMED SUCH INVESTIGATION 
AS MAY BE NECESSARY, REVIEWED SUCH DOCUMENTS AS MAY BE NECESSARY, AND 
REACHED CONCLUSIONS OR OPINIONS AS MAY BE REQUIRED SO THAT DISCLOSURE 
OF THAT INFORMATION, OR SUCH OTHER INFORMATION AS MAY BE REQUESTED BY 
DISCOVERY OR REQUIRED BY I.R.E. 703 AND 705 WILL BE DISCLOSED NO LATER 
THAN 120 DAYS OR 85 DAYS PRIOR TO TRIAL. 
The expectation that an expert may be deposed is not a ground for failure to 
make disclosures called for by discovery, by rule of evidence, or by Rule 26(b)(4) 
IRCP. EXPERTS MAY BE PROHIBITED FROM TESTIFYING TO ANY OPINIONS OR 
FOUNDATION FOR SUCH OPINIONS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN THE SUBJECT OF TIMELY 
AND PROPER DISCLOSURE. IF AN OPINION OR FOUNDATION FOR AN OPINION OF 
AN EXPERT CHANGES IN ANY FASHION AFTER PREVIOUS DISCLOSURES HAVE BEEN 
MADE THERE IS A DUTY TO IMMEDIATELY SUPPLEMENT SUCH INFORMATION 
PURSUANT TO RULE 26(e) IRCP. 
In the event there is some question whether a witness offering an opinion does 
so as a lay witness or an expert witness, and therefore what disclosures may be 
required, the Court advises parties that disclosure of the facts and data underlying 
the opinion, as well as any opinions, are far more important than classifying the 
witness as lay or expert. If in doubt, disclose. 
In addition, any documents, summaries, photographs, charts, graphs, exhibits, 
or data compilation produced or relied upon by an expert which are expected to be 
shown to the jury as part of the expert's examination must be the subject of 
complete, independent, and timely disclosure. This includes any calculations or 
drawings the expert might make as part of their direct examination. It is not 
sufficient for a party to simply indicate generally in discovery responses that an 
expert will or may refer to exhibits which have been or may be later disclosed, or 
which may or may not be admissible. Any documents or exhibits expected to be 
shown to the jury as part of any expert's testimony must be independently disclosed 
as such at least twenty (21) days prior to trial. Otherwise, although the expert may 
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refer generally to such exhibits in testimony, they may not be independently shown to 
the jury as part of the expert's examination. 1 
Any party upon whom discovery is served who intends or reserves the right to call any 
expert witness in rebuttal or sur-rebuttal shall identify such experts at the earliest opportunity, 
and in no event later than forty-two ( 42) days before trial. A DEFENSE EXPERT INTENDED TO 
BE CALLED DURING ANY DEFENSE CASE IN CHIEF IS NOT A "REBUTTAL" WITNESS 
WITHIN THE TERMS OF THIS ORDER. Any party upon whom discovery requests are served 
seeking disclosure of lay witnesses shall, in good faith, disclose the identity of all such witnesses 
at the earliest opportunity, and in no event later than forty-two ( 42) days before trial. Absent a 
showing of good cause and a lack of unfair prejudice to any other party, any witness who has not 
been timely disclosed may not be permitted to testify at trial. 
14. EXHIBITS AND EXHIBIT LISTS: When and to the extent required to respond to 
interrogatories, requests for production or other discovery requests propounded by another party, 
a party must identify and disclose any documentary, tangible or other exhibits that party intends 
or reserves the right to offer at trial. Absent a showing of good cause and a lack of unfair 
prejudice to all other parties, any exhibit which has not been timely disclosed may be excluded. 
Without regard to whether discovery concerning a party's exhibits has been propounded, not less 
than seven (7) days prior to trial, each party shall: (A) lodge with the Clerk a completed exhibit 
list in the form attached to this order (Exh. 1 attached) together with one complete, duplicate 
marked set of that party's proposed exhibits for the Judge's use during trial; and (B) deliver to 
counsel for each other party a copy of the complete exhibit list and duplicate copy of that party 's 
marked exhibits. The exhibit list and duplicate copies need not include exhibits which will be 
offered solely for the purpose of impeachment. 
Unless otherwise ordered, the plaintiff shall identify exhibits beginning with number "1," and 
the defendant shall utilize exhibits beginning with number "501" and include a letter or letters 
identifying defendant. (Example-SVSOl, SV502, etc.). If any party has over 30 exhibits. all 
originals and copies should be bound and tabbed in appropriately sized notebooks. 
The parties may agree to provide electronic copies to each other for trial in lieu of hard copies, 
but may not provide electronic copies to the Clerk of Court or for the Court's copy without written 
leave of court. 
1 Nothing in this paragraph is intended to mean that otherwise inadmissible evidence will ever be shown to 
the jury during the course of an expert's examination. See Rule 703 I.R.E. 
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15. VIDEO DEPOSmON OR LIKE EXHIBITS: Any deposition by video or like exhibit 
shall be presented to the Court in sufficient time before the trial to allow the Court to rule on 
proposed objections and to allow for a redacted version to be prepared for use at trial so as to 
not unduly delay the presentation of the deposition or exhibit at trial. 
16. AUDIO-VISUAL AND OTHER EQUIPMENT: Counsel are expected to notify the 
Court no later than the pretrial conference of any need for audio-visual or other special 
equipment. The Court in Blaine County provides a television and DVD/VHS-format VCR, ELMO, 
easel and podium. Other counties differ. Counsel may furnish and utilize any additional 
equipment. Counsel who furnish their own equipment should make appropriate arrangements to 
set it up in advance so that prolonged delays are not required. 
17. INTERPRETER SERVICES: If the services of an interpreter is required by either 
party or any witness, they shall notify the deputy clerk no later than the pretrial conference so 
that necessary arrangements can be made. 
18. JURY INSTRUCTIONS: Jury instructions and verdict forms, particularly special verdict 
forms, requested by any party shall be prepared in conformity with I.R.C.P. Sl(a)(l) and 
51(a)(2), and shall be filed with the Clerk (with copies to chambers) at least seven (7) days 
before trial. Counsel shall either email the WORD formatted electronic version of the proposed 
instructions to the deputy clerk at crigby@co.blaine.id.us or include a WORD formatted CD 
containing the instructions for use by the Court. Requested instructions not timely submitted may 
not be included in the Court's preliminary or final charge. Parties may submit additional or 
supplemental instructions to address unforeseen issues or disputes arising during trial. The Court 
has prepared "stock" instructions, copies of which can be obtained upon request. The parties 
may, but are not required to submit additional stock instructions pursuant to Rule 51(a)(2). 
Along with the jury instructions, counsel are to exchange and submit to the court in 
chambers a very short non-argumentative paragraph, suitable for reading to the jury prior to voir 
dire, setting forth their claims or defense, along with a final list of witnesses expected to testify, 
and the order in which they intend to be presented. 
19. JUROR QUESTIONS: In accordance with I.R.C.P. 47(q), this Court does not permit 
jurors to submit written questions to be posed to trial witnesses. 
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20. TRIAL BRIEFS: The Court encourages (but does not require) the submission of trial 
briefs which address important substantive or evidentiary issues each party expects to arise 
during trial. Any trial briefs shall be prepared, exchanged between the parties, and filed with the 
Clerk (with copies to Chambers) at least five (5) days prior to trial. They must be served on 
opposing counsel in the same manner they are served upon the Court. 
21. PROPOSED FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS: If the trial is held before the Court 
without a jury, each party may with Court approval, within fourteen (14) days after trial, file 
with the Clerk (with copies to Chambers) and serve upon all other parties Proposed Findings of 
Fact and Conclusions of Law which support that party' s position concerning the appropriate 
resolution of the case. If done, these should be provided to the Court in email or WORD Format 
disk. 
22. REQUEST TO VACATE TRIAL SETTING: As a result of present caseloads and the 
limited number of available trial dates, multiple trial settings have been assigned to the same trial 
dates. The Court has taken into account the needs of the parties and the case, availability and 
convenience of counsel, as well as its own personnel, facilities and the interests of counsel and 
parties in other pending cases in assigning the trial date(s). A request to vacate or continue an 
existing trial setting works inconveniences and hardships on the Court, its staff and other 
litigants, and impairs the Court's ability to efficiently manage its docket and calendar. For these 
reasons, requests (including stipulations) to vacate or continue a trial will be granted only in the 
face of unusual and unforeseen circumstances, and when the interests of substantial justice to 
the litigants so require. 
Any party requesting or stipulating to vacate a trial setting must submit a specific written 
statement concerning the reasons for the request, and must certify, in writing, that the request or 
stipulation has been discussed with the parties represented by counsel, and such parties have no 
objection to the request or stipulation. An order granting a request to vacate or continue a trial 
setting may be conditioned upon terms (including orders that the requesting party or attorney 
reimburse other parties or their attorneys for attorney's fees incurred for preparation which must 
be repeated or expenses advanced in anticipation of the trial setting which cannot be avoided or 
recovered). An order vacating or continuing a trial setting WILL alter the deadlines set forth in 
this order to comport with a new trial date, unless otherwise stipulated or ordered, so that 
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calendar dates associated with any deadlines shall be adjusted in reference to the new or 
amended trial date. 
23. SANCTIONS FOR NON-COMPLIANCE: A failure to comply with this order or the 
deadlines it imposes in a timely manner subject a non-compliant party and/or counsel to an 
award of sanctions pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16(i) and/or other applicable rules, statutes or case 
precedent. 
24. MEDIATION: The Court will generally not order mediation on its own motion, but may 
under any of the provisions of Rule 16(k)(4) IRCP. 
25. MODIFICATION OF THIS ORDER: Any party may seek modification of this order by 
proper motion or stipulation. 
DATED this A day of ~\ .20J1. 
ROBERT J.1:/JJ ~ 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
~y}; \, The undersigned certifies that on the 2:1: day of -~~-~CA~-;--~--,, 20 r-tshe 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing CIVIL CASE SCHEDULING ORDER, NOTICE OF 
TRIAL SETTING AND INITIAL PRETRIAL ORDER MOTIONS --1.R.C.P.16 to be filed and served upon 
the following persons in the following manner: 
Chris Bromley 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise ID 83702 
Albert P. Barker 
Paul L. Arrington 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise ID 83701-2139 
Michael D. Mayfield 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City UT 84145-0385 
James R. Laski 
Heather Elizabeth O'Leary 
PO Box 3310 
Ketchum ID 83340 
R. Wayne Sweney 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste #303 
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MAY 2 3' 2017 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; an Idaho Limited 
Liability Company; et al. 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING CASE 
NOS. CV-2016-645, CV-2016-671, AND 
CV-2016-683 
PURSUANT to the Stipulation To Consolidate Related Cases, and good cause appearing, 
therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Blaine County Case Nos. CV-2016-645, CV-2016-671, 
and CV-2016-683 be consolidated and filed under Blaine County Case Number CV-2016-645 
for all future proceedings. 
SO ORDERED. 
DATED THIS t 2--ciay of May, 2017. 
BY THE COURT: 
By HO~~ 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING CASE NOS. CV-2016-645, CV-2016-671, AND CV-2016-683 - 1 
11469-002 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERIVCE 
I hereby certify that on May 7 !} , 2017 a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
ORDER was filed with the Clerk of ~and served via United States First Class mail, postage 
prepaid, to the following: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 45385 
Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
James R. Laski 
Heather E. O'Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
ORDER CONSOLIDATING CASE NOS. CV-2016-645, CV-2016-671, AND CV-2016-683 - 2 
11469-002 
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Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
Mc Hugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
(208) 287-0991 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
()RIGl~tAL 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC and Idaho limited 
liability company; et al. 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-16-645 
FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORA TIO N'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Plaintiff, First Security Corporation, by and through its attorneys of 
record, McHugh Bromley, PLLC, and, in accordance with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56, 
files this Motion for Summary Judgment. This Motion is made on the grounds that there are no 
genuine issues of material facts in dispute and that the FSC is entitled to judgment as a matter of 
law that it is the owner of 7.5/289th of water right nos. 37-481 C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 
and 37-2630, which are reflected in the records of the Idaho Department of Water Resources as 
water right nos. 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, and 37-22919. This Motion is 
supported by the Joint Memorandum in Support of FSC 's, Big Stick, LLC 's, Richard D. 
Fosbury 'sand Charles Holt's Motion for Summary Judgment, the Affidavit of Chris M Bromley 
and the Affidavit of Heather E. O'Leary, filed contemporaneously herewith. Pursuant to l.R.C.P. 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 1 
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54 and Idaho Codes§§ 12-120 and 12-121, FSC moves this Court for an award of its costs and 
reasonable attorneys fees incurred in having to bring this action in the face of unambiguous, 
recorded deeds. 1 
/)-th 
DA TED this ~ day of June, 2017. 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
c:::_.:-~ 
CHRISM. BROMLEY 
Attorney for First Security Corporation 
1 On November 14, 2016, FSC notifed counsel for Be11e Ranch, by letter, of the drafting of the quiet title complaint 
that was eventually filed by FSC with this Court on December 2, 2016. In said letter, FSC advised counsel for Belle 
Ranch that FSC would ask for an award of costs and reasonable attorneys fees consistent with Idaho Code§ 12-120 
and 12-121. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERIVCE 
I hereby certify that on this~ day of June, 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing instrument was served via email to the following persons: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 




Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
cmchugh@mchughbromley.com 
cbromley@,mchughbromley.com 
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
apb(il1idahowaters.com 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
rws(Z,)lukins.com 
\ 
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Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
(208) 287-0991 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
{)Fll (i I f\J;:\L 
James R. Laski, ISB # 5429 ( F~--~ c:~ :.,~•---- -
Heather E. O'Leary, ISB # 8693 l J_l ~:: D ~·,~~ 
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLic [ , .. . ____ f,_ 
675 Sun Valley Rd Ste A ; ' " - . ; 0 9 "".:7 - ; .. J ,.,... i} • ~ 
P.O. Box 3310 . .L---·~--·- J 
(208) 125-0055 j _ _Jf;t7t,!?;/JeJec£':.t, ~~~~ 
(208) 725-0076 (facsimilie) · '"••·----
Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. 
Fosbury and Charles Holt 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 




SOUTH COUNTY EST ATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0IEC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
NOTICE OF HEARING ON FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION'S, BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES HOLT'S MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- I 11469-002 
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., 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0lNH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




Case No. CV-2016-683 
NOTICE OF HEARING ON FIRST 
SECURITY CORPORATION'S, BIG 
STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES 
HOLT'S MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
TO: BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware corporation and THEIR COUNSEL OF 
RECORD 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that First Security Corporation ("FSC"), Big Stick, LLC ("Big 
Stick"), Richard D. Fosbury ("Fosbury") and Charles Holt ("Holt"), by and through their counsel 
ofrecord, will bring before the Court for hearing FSC's, Big Stick's, Fosbury's and Holt's 
Motions for Summary Judgment on the 11th day of July, 2017, at the hour of 2:30 p.m., or as 
soon thereafter as the matter may be heard in the Law and Motion Department at the Douglas D. 
Kramer Judicial Building in Hailey, Idaho. 
NOTICE OF HEARING ON FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION'S, BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES HOLT'S MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2 11469-002 
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DATED THIS 3-~ay of June, 2017. 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
c:::_.;. ~
CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
Attorney for First Security Corporation 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERIVCE 
I hereby certify that on this ~day of June, 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing instrument was served via email to the following persons: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 45385 
mmayfield@rqn.com 
mjohnson<a;rqn.com 
j sorensonta,;rq n .com 
Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
cmchugh(a),mchughbromley.com 
cbromley@mchughbromley.com 
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
POBox2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
apb(Zi!idahowaters.com 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeurd'Alene,ID 83814-5155 
rws((v,(ukins.com 
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James R. Laski, ISB # 5429 
Heather E. O'Leary, ISB # 8693 
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Telephone 208.725.0055 
Facsimile 208.725.0076 
Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury and Charles Holt 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 




SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0lEC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES HOLT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1 11469-002 
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CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0INH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0INV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
corporation. 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2016-683 
BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES 
HOLT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, Big Stick, LLC ("Big Stick"), Richard D. Fosbury ("Fosbury") and 
Charles Holt ("Holt"), by and through their counsel of record Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, 
PLLC, and, in accordance with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56, file this Motion for Summary 
Judgment. This Motion is made on the grounds that there are no genuine issues of material facts 
in dispute and that Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt are entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw that 
they are the owners of 7.8/289th of water right nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
3 7-2630. This Motion is supported by the Joint Memorandum in Support of FSC 's, Big Stick, 
LLC 's, Richard D. Fosbury 's and Charles Holt's Motion for Summary Judgment, the Affidavit of 
Chris M Bromley and the Affidavit of Heather E. 0 'Leary, filed contemporaneously herewith. 
BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES HOLT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2 11469-002 
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nM 
DATED THIS L day of June, 2017. 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
ea E. O'Leary 
Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, Richa d D. 
Fosbury and Charles Holt 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERIVCE 
l~-th 
I hereby certify that on this~ day of June, 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing instrument was served via email to the following persons: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box45385 




Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
cmchugh(a>,mchughbromley.com 
cbromley(@,mchughbromley.com 
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
apb(iv,idahowaters.com 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
rws(d,lukins.com 
/ 
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Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
Mc Hugh Bromley, PLLC 
3 80 S. 4th St., Ste. I 03 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 287-0991 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
James R. Laski, !SB # 5429 
Heather E. O'Leary, !SB# 86 ~--E:.z-u,.;,;:;--A.· .i-.:l.·---
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue '.>i\.• ~ 
~:g_s;x~~~ri Rd., Ste. A / J~~-~--~017 ,-
(208) 725-0055 I 
(208) 725-0076 (facsimilie) _. ___ 1:'_ .. ~;.~J:{i~}}\•~·;;}~:f ~3: 
Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. 
Fosbury and Charles Holt 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 




SOUTH COUNTY EST ATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
JOINT MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF FSC'S, BIG STICK, LLC'S, 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
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COMP ANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #FO I EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0INH· < • , 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT 
' IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liabilitv 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an • 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
corporation. 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV.2016-683 
JOINT ME1\10RANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF FSC'S, BIG STICK, 
LLC'S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S 
AND CHARLES HOLT'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Plaintiff First Security Corporation ("FSC") and Third-Party Defendants 
Big Stick, LLC ("Big Stick"), Richard D. Fosbury ("Fosbury") and Charles Holt ("Holt"), by and 
through their attorneys of record, McHugh Bromley, PLLC and Lawson Laski Clark and Pogue, 
PLLC, and hereby file this Joint Memorandum in support of FSC' s Motion for Summary 
Judgment and Big Stick's, Fosbury's and Holt's Motion/or Summary Judgment. This 
Memorandum is further supported by the Affidavit of Chris .M Bromley and Heather E. O'Leary, 
filed contemporaneously herewith. 
JOINT MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF FSC'S. BIG STICK, LLC'S, 
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' , , 
I. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
In the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA"), the district court entered partial 
decrees for water right nos. 37-48!C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 ("South 
County Water Rights") to South County Estates, LLC ("South County"), certified as I.R.C.P. 
54(b) judgments. The South County Water Rights allow irrigation of289 acres. Before the 
SRBA partial decrees were entered, South County engaged in a series of good faith conveyances 
in favor of multiple parties, recorded in Blaine County, the plain language of which divided the 
South County Water Rights. All successors-in-interest to South County and the division of the 
South County Water Rights are before the Court in these consolidated proceedings, moving to 
quiet title. The deeds of record in Blaine County conclusively show FSC owns 7.5/289th of the 
South County Water Rights; Big Stick owns 2.8/289th of the South County Water Rights; 
Fosbury owns 21289th of the South County Water Rights; Holt owns 31289th of the South County 
Water Rights; and Belle Ranch, LLC ("Belle Ranch") owns 273.7/289th of the South County 
Water Rights. 
Therefore, the issue before this Court on summary judgment is whether FSC, Big Stick, 
Fosbury and Holt are entitled to quiet title to their recorded, legal interest in a combined total of 
15.3/289th of the South County Water Rights (the "15.3/289th"). As an undisputed matter of fact, 
the deeds of record in Blaine County show FSC, Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt are successors-in-
interest to South County as to the 15 .3/289th . As a matter of law, this Court has jurisdiction and 
authority to quiet title to FSC's 7.5/289'\ Big Stick's 2.8/289'\ Fosbury's 21289th and Holt's 
31289th deeded ownership. IDAHO CODE§ 6-401. Accordingly, FSC, Big Stick, Fosbury and 
Holt respectfully move this Court to rule on summary judgment that FSC is the owner of 
JOINT MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF FSC'S, BIG STICK, LLC'S, 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES HOLT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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7.5/289th of the South County Water Rights, Big Stick is the owner of2.8/289th of the South 
County Water Rights, Fosbury is the owner of 21289th of the South County Water Rights and 
Holt is the owner of 31289th of the South County Water Rights. 
II. UNDISPUTED FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
A. Events and Recorded Deeds Prior to Entry of the SRBA Partial Decrees. 
SRBA Claim 
In October 1989, the South County Water Rights were claimed in the SRBA by G. 
Chapman Petersen and Associates ("Chapman"). Belle Ranch Verified Complaint for 
Declaratory Reliefand to Quiet Title to Water Rights, Case No. CV-16-671, p. 3, il' 14 ("BR 
Complaint"); Defendant First Security Corporation's Answer to Verified Complaint for 
Declaratory Reliefand to Quiet Title to Water Rights, and Cross-Claim, p. 4, 1 14 ("FSC 
Answer to BR Complaint"), In 2003, a Notice of Change in Water Right Ottmership was filed 
with the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR"), changing the name and address of the 
water right claimant from Chapman to South County. BR Complaint at 4, ,r 16; FSC Answer to 
BR Complaint at 4, ,r 16. 
Mountain West Bank's Mortgage Secured by the South County Water Rights 
On October 13, 2005, South County entered into a loan with Mountain West Bank 
f'Mountain West''), which was secured by real property, including the South County Water 
Rights, with a mortgage recorded in Blaine County as Instrument No. 527439 (the "2005 MWB 
Mortgage"). BR Complaint at 4, ,r 20; Affidavit of Chris M Bromleyfiled in Support of.Joint 
Motion for Summary Judgment ("Bromley Aff.''), Ex. l. On November 28, 2006, the 2005 
MWB Mortgage was modified, and recorded in Blaine County as Instrument No. 542378. BR 
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Complaint at 4, , 20. 1 There is no dispute that the conveyance from Chapman to South County 
was lawful and conveyed the entirety of the South County Water Rights. 
Mountain West Bank's Notice ofSecuritylnterest with IDWR 
On June 13, 2008, Mountain West, due to its mortgage with South County, filed a Notice 
of Security Interest in a Water Right with IDWR. Bromley Ajf, Ex 2. The Mountain West 
Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right was acknowledged by IDWR on June 20, 2008. Id, 
Ex. 3. The 2005 MWB Mortgage and modification thereto were included with the 
aforementioned Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed by Mountain West with IDWR. 
Id, Ex. 2. 
Mountain West Bank's Release of Lien to 15.3/289'h of the South County Water Rights 
On June 25, 2009, Mountain West recorded in Blaine County as Instrument No. 568681 a 
Partial Release of Lien, wherein Mountain West specifically released the lien of the 2005 MWB 
Mortgage and modification thereto to 7.5/289th of the South County Water Rights (the "7.5/289th 
MWB Partial Release"). Id, Ex. 4. Thereafter, on October 14, 2009, Mountain West recorded 
in Blaine County as Instrument Nos. 574996, 574997, 574998, 574999, 575000, 575001, six 
Partial Releases of Lien, wherein Mountain West released the lien of the 2005 MWB Mortgage 
and modification thereto to an additional 7.8/289th of the South County Water Rights (the 
"7 .8/289th MWB Partial Releases"). Affidavit of Heather E. 0 'Leary in Support of Joint Motion 
· for Summary Judgment ("O'Leary Aff."), Ex. 1. Altogether, the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release 
and the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases resulted in Mountain West releasing its lien to a 
1 Mountain West is a party to these consolidated proceedings, yet filed a disclaimer of"any interest in the water 
rights that are the subject of this action .... " Disclaimer by Mountain West Bank and GBCI Other Real Estate, LLC 
filed with the Court on March 3, 2017 in Case No. CV-2016-671 ("MWB andGBCI Disclaimer") at p. 2. 
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combined total of 15.3/289th of the South County Water Rights. The 15.3/289th is made up today 
ofFSC's 7.5/289th , Big Stick's 2.8/289th, Fosbury's 21289th and Holt's 31289th deeded ownership. 
South Countv's Convevance of15.3/289th ofthe South Countv Water Rights to Big Stick, 
Fosburv's IRA, Holt's IRAs and FSC 
Between 2007 and 2009, South County conveyed a combined total of l 5.3/289th of the 
South County Water Rights to the following parties via quitclaim deeds which were recorded in 
the records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
J. South County's Conveyance of 2.8/289'h of the South County Water Rights to Big 
Stick, LLC 
On December 7, 2007, South County conveyed 2.8/289th of the South County Water 
Rights to Big Stick via a quitclaim deed, which was recorded on December 14, 2007 in the 
records of Blaine County, Idaho as Instrument No. 554098 ("Big Stick Quitclaim Deed"). Id., 
Ex. 2. 
2. South County's Conveyance of 2/289'h of the South County Water Rights to 
Richard D. Fosbury's IRA 
On March 17, 2008, South County conveyed 11289th of the South County Water Rights to 
PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Richard D. Fosbury, IRA #F0lEC (the "Fosbury 
IRA") via a quitclaim deed ("Fosbury IRA Quitclaim Deed"). The Fosbury IRA Quitclaim Deed 
was recorded in Blaine County, Idaho on March 1, 2010 as Instrument No. 575491. Id., Ex. 3. 
South County conveyed an additional I/289th of the South County Water Rights to the Fosbury 
IRA on September 18, 2008 via a quitclaim deed (the "Second Fosbury IRA Quitclaim Deed") 
which was recorded in Blaine County, Idaho on March 1, 2010 as Instrument No. 575492. Id., 
Ex. 4. As will be explained, the Fosbury IRA is the predecessor-in-interest to Fosbury. 
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3. South County's Conveyance of 3/289'h of the South County Water Rights to 
Charles Holt's IRAs 
On April 28, 2008, South County conveyed an additional 11289th of the South County 
Water Rights to PENSO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA #H0lNH (the 
"Holt IRA #H0INH") via a quitclaim deed (the "Holt IRA #H0lNH Quitclaim Deed"). The 
Holt IRA #H0lNH Quitclaim Deed was recorded in Blaine County, Idaho on March 1, 2010 as 
Instrument No. 575488. Id., Ex. 5. Thereafter, on August 8, 2008, South County conveyed 
11289th of the South County Water Rights to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Charles 
Holt, IRA #H0lNV (the "Holt IRA #H0lNV", together with the Holt IRA #H0lNH, the "Holt 
IRAs") via a quitclaim deed (the "Holt IRA #H0lNV Quitclaim Deed"). The Holt IRA #H0lNV 
Quitclaim Deed was recorded in Blaine County, Idaho on March I, 2010 as Instrument No. 
575489. Id., Ex. 6. On April 8, 2009, South County conveyed another 11289th of the South 
County Water Rights to the Holt IRA #H0INV via a quitclaim deed (the "Second Holt IRA 
#H0lNV Quitclaim Deed") which was recorded in Blaine County, Idaho on March 1, 2010 as 
Instrument No. 575490. Id., Ex. 7. As will be explained, the Holt IRAs are predecessors-in-
interest to Holt. 
4. South County's Conveyance of 7.5/289th of the South County Water Rights to John 
Scherer and Charles Holt, Idaho Independent Bank Mortgage 
On June 25, 2009, South County conveyed 7.5/289th of the South County Water Rights to 
John Scherer and Charles Holt ("Scherer and Holt") by quitclaim deed (the "2009 South County 
Quitclaim Deed"). Bromley Ajf, Ex. 5. As will be explained later, Scherer and Holt are 
predecessors-in-interest to FSC. The 2009 South County Quitclaim Deed was recorded in Blaine 
County on June 25, 2009 as Instrument No. 568680. Id. That same day, Scherer and Holt 
executed a mortgage in favor of the Idaho Independent Bank ("IIB") as to "7.5/289th" of the 
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South County Water Rights, and recorded it in Blaine County on June 25, 2009 as Instrument 
No. 568682 (the "2009 IIB Mortgage"). Id., Ex. 6. 
Idaho Independent Bank Notice of Security Interest with IDWR 
Thereafter, on July 24, 2009, IIB filed a Notice a/Security Interest in a Water Right (the 
"IIB Security Interest") with IDWR regarding IIB's security interest in the 7.5/289th of the South 
County Water Rights. Id., Ex. 7. The 2009 IIB Mortgage was attached with the IIB Security 
Interest submittal to IDWR. Id. The 2009 IIB Mortgage was acknowledged by IDWR on July 
24, 2009. Id, Ex. 8. As will be explained later, IIB is a predecessor-in-interest to FSC. 
South County's Conveyance of the Remaining 273. 71289'h of the South County Water Rights 
to Mountain West Bank 
South County, after having already conveyed the 15.3/289th of the South County Water 
Rights to Big Stick, the Fosbury IRA, the Holt IRAs and Scherer and Holt, quitclaimed its 
remaining interest-273.7/289th -in the South County Water Rights by a Deed in Lieu of 
Foreclosure to Mountain West, which was recorded in Blaine County on June 17, 20 IO as 
Instrument No. 578331 (the "2010 MWB Deed in Lieu"). Id, Ex. 9. 
Mountain West Bank's Conveyance of 273. 71289'h of tl1e South County Water Rights to GBCI 
Other Real Estate, Inc. 
Thereafter, on June 17, 2010, Mountain West conveyed its interest in the property 
described in the MWB Deed in Lieu to GBCI Other Real Estates, LLC ("GBCI")2 by Deed, 
recorded in Blaine County as Instrument No. 578364 (the "2010 MWB/GBCI Deed"). Id, Ex. 
10. The 2010 MWB/GBCI Deed made specific reference to the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release 
and the 7.8/289th Partial Releases. Id. at 2. Thus, the 15.3/289th of the South County Water 
2 GBCI is a party to these consolidated proceedings, yet filed a disclaimer of"any interest in the water rights that are 
the subject of this action .... " MWB andGBCI Disclaimer, CV-2016-671 at 2. 
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Rights that were owned by Big Stick, the Fosbury IRA, the Holt IRAs and Scherer and Holt were 
not included in the 2010 MWB/GBCI Deed.3 
SRBA Partial Decrees 
On August 31, 2010, the SRBA district court issued a Partial Decree for each of the 
South County Water Rights ("Partial Decrees"). Id., Ex. 11. The Partial Decrees listed South 
County Estates, LLC in the "Name and Address" element. The Partial Decrees were certified as 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) judgments. Id. The pertinent elements of the SRBA Partial Decrees are 
summarized below: 
Water Priority Diversion 
Right No. Date Rate (cfs) 
37-481C 8/1/1882 3.014 
37-577BT 3/24/1883 2.2 
37-482H 8/1/1884 3.012 
37-483C 8/1/1902 15.086 
37-2630 2/2/1960 3.75 
Therefore, upon entry of the SRBA Partial Decrees, the entire corpus of the South County 
Water Rights were adjudicated by the SRBA district court, reflecting the "Name and Address" of 
South County. Furthermore, at the time of entry of the Partial Decrees, the deeds of record in 
Blaine County conclusively show South County no longer owned the South County Water 
Rights. As to the 15.3/289th of the South County Water Rights, the owners of record in Blaine 
County were Big Stick, the Fosbury IRA, the Holt IRAs and Scherer and Holt by virtue of the 
recorded quitclaim deeds set forth above. As will be explained below, FSC derived its 
ownership as the most recent successor-in-interest to Scherer and Holt. Likewise, Fosbury 
3 A first position priority security interest was in favor of 11B for Scherer and Holt's 7.5/289th interest of the South 
County Water Rights. 
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derived his ownership as the most recent successor-in-interest to the Fosbury IRA and Holt 
derived his ownership as the most recent successor-in-interest to the Holt IRAs. As will also be 
explained below, Belle Ranch is not in the chain of title from Scherer and Holt or the Fosbury 
and Holt IRAs. 
B. Events and Recorded Deeds Subsequent to Entry of the SRBA Partial Decrees. 
Mountain West Bank's Notice of Change of Ownership with IDWR 
On July 22, 2011, approximately one-year after entry of the SRBA Partial Decrees in the 
name of South County, an attorney for Mountain West filed a Notice of Change in Water Right 
Ownership with IDWR for the South County Water Rights, referencing only the 2010 MWB 
Deed in Lieu as the basis for the change in ownership. Id., Ex. 12. The 2010 MWB/GBCI Deed 
was neither mentioned nor provided to IDWR. Like Big Stick, the Fosbury IRA, the Holt IRAs 
and Scherer and Holt, Mountain West obtained its deeded ownership in the South County Water 
Rights prior to entry of the Partial Decrees. 
However, Mountain West filed the Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership for the 
entire South County Water Rights even though Mountain West had previously: (a) released its 
interest in 15.3/289th of the South County Water Rights in 2009, see 7.5/289th MWB Partial 
Release and 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases; and (b) conveyed its remaining 273.7/289th interest 
obtained through the 2010 MWB Deed in Lieu to GBCI, see 2010 MWB/GBCI Deed. 
Therefore, Mountain West had no ownership interest in the South County Water Rights at the 
time it filed the Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership with IDWR. On September 13, 
2011, and even with the IIB Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right as to the 7.5/289th of the 
South County Water Rights on file, IDWR processed Mountain West's change of ownership for 
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the entirety of the South County Water Rights. Id., Ex. 13. IDWR did not copy IIB to the letter 
sent to Mountain West regarding the processing of the change in ownership. Id. 
GBCI Other Real Estate, Inc. 's Special Warranty Deed to Belle Ranch 
Thereafter, on December 22,2011, GBCI conveyed, "without Warranty," what interest it 
had in the South County Water Rights to Defendant, Belle Ranch, by Special Warranty Deed, 
recorded in Blaine County on December 22, 2011 as Instrument No. 593252 (the "2011 GBCI 
Special Warranty Deed"). Id., Ex. 14. 
Mountain West Bank's Quitclaim Deed to Belle Ranch 
Also on December 22,201 I, Mountain West quitclaimed any interest it had in the South 
County Water Rights to Belle Ranch, recorded in Blaine County on December 22, 2011 as 
Instrument No. 593254 (the "2011 MWB Quitclaim Deed"). Id., Ex. 15. Any interest obtained 
by Belle Ranch from Mountain West and/or GBCI was subject to the previously recorded deeds, 
and did not include Big Stick's, the Fosbury IRA's, the Holt IRAs' or Scherer and Holt's 
combined l5.3/289th ownership of the South County Water Rights. 
Belle Ranch's Notice of Change of Ownership with ID WR 
On February 28, 2012, Justin Stevenson and Brett Stevenson, on behalf of Belle Ranch, 
filed a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership with IDWR as to the South County Water 
Rights. Id., Ex. 16. The conveyance documents submitted by Justin Stevenson and Brett 
Stevenson to IDWR were: (a) the 201 I GBCI Special Warranty Deed; and (b) the 2011 MWB 
Quitclaim Deed. On March 7, 2012, and despite having on file the 2011 IIB Notice of Security 
Interest in a Water Right as to the 7.5/289th of the South County Water Rights, IDWR processed 
the change of ownership to Belle Ranch for the entire South County Water Rights. Id., Ex. 17. 
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ID WR did not copy IIB to the letter sent to Belle Ranch regarding the processing of the change 
in ownership. 4 Id. 
Raho Agri[inance's Notice o[Securitv Interest with IDWR 
On August 31, 2012, and as a result of the mortgage executed by Belle Ranch, Rabo 
Agrifinance filed a Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right with IDWR. Id, Ex. 18. On 
September 10, 2012, IDWR acknowledged Rabo Agrifinance's security interest by letter, 
copying Belle Ranch. Id, Ex. 19. IDWR did not copy IIB to the letter. Id. 
First Security Corporation's Acquisition o[Scherer and Holt's 7.5/289'h ofthe South Countv 
Water Rights 
1. Scherer and Holt Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure to Idaho Independent Bank 
On September 2, 2014, Scherer and Holt executed a Non-Merger Deed in Lieu of 
Foreclosure conveying their 7.S/289th of the South County Water Rights to IIB (the "2014 11B 
Deed in Lieu"). Id, Ex. 20. 11B is the most immediate predecessor-in-interest to FSC. In the 
2014 IIB Deed in Lieu, Scherer and Holt conveyed "all of the water rights, described in Exhibit 
1, attached hereto .... " Id According to Exhibit 1 to the 2014 IIB Deed in Lieu, Scherer and 
Holt conveyed their "undivided 7.S/289th" of the South County Water Rights to IIB. Id. The 
2014 IIB Deed in Lieu was recorded in Blaine County on October 20, 2014 as Instrument No. 
622055. 
4 On April 20, 2012, IDWR received an Application/or Transfer of Water Rights from Belle Ranch {"Belle Ranch 
Transfer"). Bromley A.ff., Ex. 21; see also BR Complaint at 10, ,r 43. The stated purpose of the Belle Ranch 
Transfer was to adjust the Place of Use ("POU") described in partial decrees issued by the SRBA district court for 
numerous water rights, including the South County Water Rights: "Applicant desires to create a permissible place of 
use ["PPU"] for the 380-acre parcel, known as Belle Ranch for the irrigation of310 acres within that PPU." Id.; See 
also BR Complaint, Attachment D at 2 (describing the "Purpose of Transfer" as changes to the "POU"). A map 
produced by IDWR in evaluating the Belle Ranch Transfer showed how water rights would be moved from one 
farm to real property recently purchased by Belle Ranch. Bromley A.ff., Ex. 21 at p. 35. The Belle Ranch Transfer 
was published in the Idaho Mountain Express, describing the adjustment in the POU. Id., at p. 30-32. On July 6, 
2012, IDWR approved the Belle Ranch Transfer, simply altering the POU from how it was described by the SRBA 
district court. Id Notably, altering the place of use had no impact on ownership of the South County Water Rights. 
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2. Idaho Independent Bank Warranty Deed to FSC 
That same day, IIB executed a Warranty Deed conveying the same "7.5/289th" of the 
South County Water Rights to FSC (the "2014 FSC Deed"), which was recorded in Blaine 
County as Instrument No. 622056. Id., Ex. 22. 
First Securitv Corporation's Notice of Change of Ownership with ID WR 
A few days later, on October 28, 2014, IDWR received FSC's Notice of Change in Water 
Right Ownership which requested a "split" of the South County Water Rights, so as to recognize 
FSC's 7.5/289th ownership, and included the aforementioned deeds recorded in Blaine County to 
demonstrate ownership. Id., Ex. 23. 
On January 12, 2015, and consistent with the deeds before it, IDWR split ownership of 
the South County Water Rights by allocating 7.5/289th of the diversion rate to FSC, with the 
remainder to Belle Ranch. Id., Ex. 24. To FSC's interest, IDWR assigned specific water right 
numbers, as summarized below ("FSC Water Rights"). To Belle Ranch's interest, IDWR kept 
the original water right numbers that were assigned to South County by the SRBA ("Belle Ranch 
Water Rights"). The FSC Water Rights and Belle Ranch Water Rights, as created by IDWR, are 
summarized below: 
FSCWater Priority Diversion Belle Ranch 
Rights Date Rate (cfs) Water Rights 
37-22915 8/1/1882 0.08 37-481C 
37-22918 3/24/1883 0.06 37-577BT 
37-22916 8/1/1884 0.08 37-482H 
37-22917 8/1/1902 0.4 37-483C 
37-22919 2/2/1960 0.10 37-2630 
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On January 13, 2015, IDWR sent a letter to Belle Ranch, and copied to Rabo 
Agrifinance, notifying them of the split in ownership of the South County Water Rights to FSC 
and Belle Ranch. Id, Ex. 25. 
On March 21, 2016- more than a year after ownership of the South County Water Rights 
was split between FSC and Belle Ranch- IDWR received a letter from Belle Ranch's attorney . , 
demanding that IDWR undo the split, and restore O\vnership of the entire South County Water 
Rights to Belle Ranch: "This change in ownership was in error and should be reversed ..... 
Accordingly, please correct the Department's records of ownership of the above water rights to 
reflect Belle Ranch's ownership of the entire water rights." Id., Ex. 26. (emphasis added). 
On March 31, 2016, counsel for FSC sent a letter in opposition to the March 21, 2016 
letter from Belle Ranch to IDWR. On April 5, 2016, counsel for Belle Ranch replied to FSC's 
March 31, 2016 letter. After IDWR reviewed correspondence from FSC and Belle Ranch, 
counsel for IDWR stated that a quiet title action in district court would be necessary to resolve 
ownership between FSC and Belle Ranch: 
As you are aware IDWR does not possess the legal authority to quiet title in 
ownership disputes. Disputes over title to real property can only be resolved by a 
quiet title action brought before a district court. . ... IDWR only maintains and 
updates water right ownership records pursuant to Idaho Code 42-248. The 
Department elected to process the First Security Corporation's change in 
ownership based on the materials submitted at the time with the application. 
Despite providing notice of the change to Belle Ranch on January 13, 2015, 
IDWR did not receive any communication from [Belle Ranch] expressing a 
concern with this change until your March 17, 2016 letter. Review of earlier 
materials and consideration of your recent arguments and submitted materials 
indicate there is a dispute over current ownership of the 7.5/289th portion of these 
water rights. 
Id, Ex. 27. (emphasis added). 
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IDWR was unwilling to accede to the demands of Belle Ranch's attorney to undo the 
split of "the entire water rights" to Belle Ranch. Thus, Belle Ranch's fractional interest in the 
South County Water Rights remains consistent as summarized, above, and Belle Ranch is still 
listed with IDWR as possessing water right nos, 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-483C, and 
37-2630. Id, Ex. 28. As to the FSC Water Rights, the name associated with that interest has 
been changed from FSC to "See file." Id., Ex. 29. 
Big Stick's. the Fosbury IRA 'sand the Holt IRAs' Notices of Change of Ownership with 
IDWR 
On June 3, 2016, counsel for Big Stick, the Fosbury IRA, and the Holt IRAs sent Notices 
of Change in Water Right Ownership to IDWR which requested a "split" of the Water Rights, so 
as to recognize Big Stick's 2.8/289th ownership, the Fosbury IRA 's 21289th ownership, the Holt 
IRA #H0lNH's 11289th ownership and the Holt IRA #H0INV's 21289th ownership and included 
the deeds recorded in Blaine County to demonstrate ownership. 0 'Leary A.ff, Ex. 8. As set forth 
in their counsel's June 3, 2006 letter, according to the recorded deeds, ownership of the South 
County Water Rights should be split as follows: 
Parent Total Big Holt Holt Belle Ranch 
Water Parent Stick Fosbury IRA#l IRA#2 Div. Rate 
Right Div. Div. Div. Div. Div. and \Vater 
No. Rate Rate Rate Rate Rate Ri~ht No. 
37-481C 3.014 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.02 2.854 
37-481C 
37- 2.2 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 2.07 
5778T 37-577BT 
37-482H 3.012 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.02 2.852 
37-482H 
37-483C 15.086 0.15 0.11 0.05 0.11 14.266 
37-483C 
37-2630 3.75 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.03 3.56 
37-2630 
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IDWR, however, informed counsel that it would not process the June 3, 2016 Notices of 
Change in Water Right Ownership. Id, Ex. 9. 
Fosburv's Acquisition ofthe Fosburv IRA 's 2.289'h ofthe South Countv Water Rights 
On November 7, 2016, the Fosbury IRA conveyed its 21289th interest in the South County 
Water Rights to Fosbury via two quitclaim deeds that were recorded in Blaine County on 
November 14, 2016, as Instrument Nos. 639647 and 639648. Id, Ex. 10. Accordingly, Fosbury 
now has a 21289th interest in the South County Water Rights. 
Holt's Acquisition of the Holt IRAs' 3/289'1' ofthe South Countv Water Rights 
On November 28, 2016, the Holt IRA #H0lNH conveyed its 11289th interest in the South 
County Water Rights to Holt via a quitclaim deed that was recorded in Blaine County on 
December 1, 2016, as Instrument No. 640059. Id, Ex. 11. That same day, the Holt IRA 
#H0lNV conveyed its 21289th interest in the South County Water Rights to Holt via two 
quitclaim deeds that were recorded in Blaine County on December 1, 2016, as Instrument No. 
640058 and December 2, 2016 as Instrument No. 640107. Id, Ex. 12. Accordingly, Holt now 
has a 31289th interest in the South County Water Rights. 
Litigation 
On December 2, 2016, and because of the cloud created by Belle Ranch, FSC filed its 
Verified Complaint for Quiet Title, Case No. CV-2016-645 ("FSC Complaint") with this Court, 
seeking to quiet title as to FSC's 7.5/289th ownership of the South County Water Rights. 
Thereafter, on December 28, 2016, Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt filed their Verified Complaint 
for Quiet Title, Case No. CV-2016-683 ("Big Stick, et al. Complaint") with this Court, seeking to 
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quiet title as to their combined total ownership of 7.8/289th of the South County Water Rights.5 
In their answers to the FSC Complaint and the Big Stick, et al. Complaint, Belle Ranch and Rabo 
Agrifinance argue Belle Ranch owns the entirety of the South County Water Rights, including 
FSC's, Big Stick's, Fosbury's and Holt's combined 15.3/289th right, title, and ownership. 
III. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Under I.R.C.P. 56(a), a party may move for a summary judgment as to all or any part of 
the claim asserted against it. Judgment on the issue must be granted when the pleadings, 
depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no 
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter 
of law. I.R.C.P. 56(a) and (c). In determining whether summary judgment is appropriate, the 
Court will liberally construe the record in the light most favorable to the party opposing the 
motion and shall draw all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor. Elliott v. 
Darwin Neibaur Farms, 138 Idaho 774, 778, 69 P.3d 1035, 1039 (2003). Thus, the trial court is 
entitled to arrive at the most probable inferences based upon the undisputed evidence before it 
and grant the summary judgment. Davis v. Peacock, 133 Idaho 637,640, 991 P.2d 362,365 
(1999). 
IV. ARGUMENT 
A. Recording Of South County's Prior Conveyances Put All Persons On Notice. 
A conveyance of an interest in real property may be made by an instrument in writing 
signed by the grantor which includes the name and mailing address of the grantee. IDAHO CODE 
§ 55-601. Once a conveyance is made, the grantee must record his interest to protect him from 
5 On May 23, 2017, the Court consolidated Case Nos. CV-2016-645 and CV-2016-683 with Belle Ranch, LLC's 
Verified Complaint for Declaratory Relief and to Quiet Title to Water Rights, Case No. CV-2016-671. See Order 
Consolidating Case Nos. CV-2016-645, CV-2016-671, and CV-2016-683. 
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other claimants. Sun Valley Land and Minerals, Inc. v. Burt, 123 Idaho 862,866,853 P.2d 607, 
611 (Ct. App. 1993). "An instrument is deemed to be recorded when, being duly acknowledged, 
or proved and certified, it is deposited in the recorder's office with the proper officer for record." 
IDAHO CODE § 55-809. Notably, an instrument is deemed recorded even when a recording 
official improperly records the instrument under an incorrect name. Miller v. Simonson, 140 
Idaho 287, 92 P.3d 537 (2004). 
Since Idaho is a race-notice jurisdiction, recorded interests in real property are effective 
against unrecorded interests "when the recorded interest is taken for valuable consideration and 
in good [sic] faith, i.e., without knowledge, either actual or constructive." IDAHO CODE§ 55-
812; Langroise v. Becker, 96 Idaho 218,220,526 P.2d 178,180 (1974). The Idaho Supreme 
Court has held that a party does not take property in good faith when it "purchases or 
encumbrances with notice of inconsistent claims" or "fails to investigate [an] open or obvious 
inconsistent claim." Id. Significantly, even ifa person does not have actual notice of the 
existence ofa recorded instrument, Idaho Code§ 55-811 provides that once a grantee's interest 
is recorded, subsequent purchasers and mortgagees are deemed to have "constructive notice" of 
the contents of the recorded instrument. Griffeth v. Utah Power & Light Co., 226 F.2d 661 (9th 
Cir. 1955) (landowner, as a subsequent purchaser, was bound by a recorded easement granted by 
his predecessors to a power company for flooding even though he was unaware of the easement 
and was thereby precluded from claiming damages for both present and future overflow). 
The primary purpose of the recording statutes is to give notice to others that an interest is 
claimed in real property, and thereby "give protection against bona fide third parties who may be 
dealing in the same property." Matheson v. Harris, 98 Idaho 758,761,572 P.2d 861,864 
(1977). Thus, "a purchaser is charged with every fact shown by the records and is presumed to 
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know every other fact which an examination suggested by the records would have disclosed." 
Kalange v. Rencher, 136 Idaho 192, 196-97, 30 P.3d 970, 973-74 (2001). Additionally: 
One claiming title to lands is chargeable with notice of every matter affecting the 
estate, which appears on the face of any recorded deed forming an essential link 
in his chain of title, and also with notice of such matters as might be learned by 
inquiry which the recitals in such instruments made it a duty to pursue. 
Id. Even if a purchaser fails to make a good faith search of the record, Idaho Code § 55-811 's 
"constructive notice" prevents "subsequent purchasers from claiming an interest in the property 
adverse to the recorded interests." Raynor v. Alexander, 2005 WL 1663264 at *4 (Idaho Dist. 
Ct. June 10, 2005). Consequently, constructive notice works against a purchaser who does not 
search the records by imparting such notice on him or her when a reasonable search would have 
resulted in actual notice. Id. 
Here, neither GBCI nor Belle Ranch could have acquired an interest in the 15.3/289th 
ownership currently held by FSC, Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt because GBCI and Belle Ranch 
had - at the very least - constructive notice of the following previously recorded conveyances of 
15.3/289th of the South County Water Rights: 
• 2005 MWB Mortgage which was recorded on November 28, 2006; 
• Bigstick Quitclaim Deed which was recorded on December 14, 2007; 
• 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release which was recorded on June 25, 2009; 
• 2009 South County Quitclaim Deed which was recorded on June 25, 2009; 
• 2009 IIB Mortgage which was recorded on June 25, 2009; 
• 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases which were recorded on October 14, 2009; 
• Fosbury IRA Quitclaim Deed which was recorded on March 1, 201 O; 
• Second Fosbury Quitclaim Deed which was recorded on March 1, 2010; 
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• Holt IRA #HOINH Quitclaim Deed which was recorded on March I, 2010; 
• Holt IRA #HOlNV Quitclaim Deed which was recorded on March I, 2010; 
• Second Holt IRA #HOINV Quitclaim Deed which was recorded on March I, 
2010; 
• 2010 MWB Deed in Lieu which was recorded on June 17, 2010; and 
• 2010 MWB/GBCI Deed which was recorded on June 17, 2010. 
When GBCI and Belle Ranch acquired their interest in 2011 - and when Belle Ranch 
entered into the mortgage with Rabo - any inquiry of the record with the Blaine County 
recorder's office would have shown that the 15.3/289th had been conveyed. Even ifGBCI, Belle 
Ranch, or Rabo failed to make such an inquiry, all subsequent purchasers and mortgagees, as a 
matter of law, were deemed to have constructive notice of each of the foregoing recorded 
conveyances. IDAHO CODE § 55-811. 
B. The South County Water Rights Are Real Property That Were Subject To 
Conveyance, Could Be Conveyed Separate And Apart From Land, And The Plain 
Language Of The Recorded Deeds Control The Outcome That FSC, Big Stick, 
Fosbury and Holt Own 15.3/289th of the South County Water Rights. 
As a matter of fact and law, there is no dispute that the South County Water Rights could 
be conveyed as real property. See IDAHO CODE§ 55-101 (real property consists of"water 
rights"); Paddock v. Clark, 22 Idaho 498, ~' 126 P. 1053, I 054 (1912) ("this court has 
universally held that a water right is real property, and that it is an appurtenance to the land"). 
All parties to this proceeding - none of whom were identified in the "Name and Address" 
element of the SRBA Partial Decrees, all of whom share South County as a common 
predecessor-in-interest, and all of whom acquired their direct ownership after issuance of the 
Partial Decrees - agree that jurisdiction to quiet title to ownership is properly before this Court, 
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consistent with Idaho Code § 6-401. 6 As a matter of law, this quiet title action is necessary 
because Belle Ranch and Rabo dispute that FSC, Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt are entitled to their 
legal O\Vnership of l 5.3/289th of the South County Water Rights. Answer of Defendants, Belle 
Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson filed with the Court on 
January 10, 2017 in Case No. CV-2016-645 ("BR Answer in Case No. CV-2016-645") at p. 8; 
Answer of Defendants, Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
and Counterclaim Complaint filed with the Court on February JO, 2017 in Case No. CV-2016-
683 ("BR Answer in Case No. CV-2016-683') at p. 9; Rabo Agrijinance, LLC's Amended 
Ans1ver to Verified Complaint fiJr Quiet Title and Counterclaim, Cross-Claim and Third-Party 
Complaint to Quiet Title filed with the Court on .Janua,y 24, 2017 in Case No. CV-2016-645 
("Rabo Answer in Case No. CV -2016-645") at p. 1 0; Raho Agr{/inance, LLC 's Answer to 
Ver(fied Complaint.for Quiet Title and Counterclaim, Cross-Claim and Third-Party Complaint 
to Quiet Title filed with the Court on January 23, 2017 in Case No. CV-2016-683 ("Rabo 
Answer in Case No. CV-2016-683") at p. 10. 
ln fact, Belle Ranch and Rabo go one step further, asserting Belle Ranch is entitled to 
ownership of the entirety of the South County Water Rights, including the 15.3/289th recorded 
ownership. BR Answer in Case No. CV-2016-683 at p. 21; BR Ansv,-er in Case No. CV-2016-645 
at p. 4; Raho Answer in Case No, CV-2016-645 at p. 23; Rabo Answer in Case No. CV-2016-683 
atp.10. 
Therefore, in order to quiet title to FSC, Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt for their respective 
ownership interests, the Court must determine if the conveyances of 15 .3/289th of the South 
6 lmportantly, South County, as a party to this proceeding, agrees that the plain language of the recorded deeds 
control the outcome that Belle Ranch is not entitled to ownership of the 15.3/289th of the South County Water Rights 
that were ultimately conveyed to FSC, Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt Defendant South County Estates, LLC 's 
Answer to Verified Complaint for Declaratory Relief and to Quiet Title to Water Rights, CV-2016-671, at 22, 
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County Water Rights were effective. 
As real property, the South County Water Rights, like any other water rights, were 
subject to conveyance, with the general rule being water remains with the land unless the right to 
water is expressly reserved: 
Unless they are expressly reserved in the deed or it is clearly shown that the 
parties intended that the grantor would reserve them, appurtenant water rights 
pass with the land even though they are not mentioned in the deed and the deed 
does not mention "appurtenances." Thus, the inquiry is not whether there is 
evidence indicating that the grantor intended to convey the water rights with the 
land. Rather, the inquiry is whether the water rights were expressly reserved in 
the deed conveying the land or whether there is clear evidence that the parties 
intended that the grantor would reserve them. 
Joyce Livestock Co. v. United States, 144 Idaho I, 14, 156 P.3d 502, 515 (2007) (internal 
citations omitted) (emphasis added). 
Water rights "may be bought and sold and transferred separately from the land upon 
which it has been used, the same as any other real property." Fed. Land Bank of Spokane v. 
Union Cent. Life Ins. Co., 54 Idaho 161, _, 29 P.2d 1009, 1011 (1934) (emphasis added). 
In construing whether a reservation of water rights is effective, the plain language of the 
deeds govern: 
It is an elementary rule for the construction of deeds, the language of which is 
plain and unambiguous, that, in the absence of fraud or mistake, the intention of 
the parties must be ascertained from the instrument itself. Paro) evidence is not 
admissible for such a purpose. It is where the language of the deed is ambiguous 
that the intent of the parties may be ascertained from the surrounding 
circumstances. . . . . (Iln the absence of any reservation to the contrary, a deed to 
land effects a transfer of such water and water rights as are appurtenant to the land 
when the conveyance is made, where the deed contains the usual appurtenance 
clause. 
Koon v. Empey, 40 Idaho 6, 10-11, 231 P. 1097, 1098-99 (1924) (internal quotation marks 
omitted) (emphasis added). 
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Here, the facts show South County was the most recent owner in the chain of title of the 
entire South County Water Rights~ therefore, South County had the ability to convey the entirety 
of the South County Water Rights in any way it saw fit. The plain language of the subsequently 
recorded deeds, and express reservations contained therein, establishes that Belle Ranch has no 
ownership in the 15.3/289th of the South County Water Rights, that only FSC, Big Stick, Fosbury 
and Holt own the same, and title to FSC, Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt should be quieted thereto 
for their respective ownership interests. 
1. The Plain Language of the Recorded Deeds Unambiguously Shows FSC, Big 
Stick, Fosbury and Holt Own the 15.3/289th of the South County Water 
Rights 
a. The 2005 Mountain West Mortgage 
In 2005, and in order to obtain a loan, South County mortgaged its real property, 
including the South County Water Rights, to Mountain West: 
For valuable consideration, [South County] mortgages, grants, bargains, sells and 
conveys to [Mountain West] all of [South County's] right, title, and interest in and 
to the following described real property, together with ... all water rights, 
watercourses and ditch rights .... 
Bromley A.ff, Ex. 1 ( emphasis added). 7 
The plain language of the document makes it clear that the South County Water Rights 
were encumbered by the 2005 MWB Mortgage. 
b. The 2008 Mountain West Notice of Security Interest 
In 2008, and during the pendency of the SRBA, Mountain West notified IDWR of 
Mountain West's security interest in the South County Water Rights, as evidenced by the 2005 
MWB Mortgage and the December 12, 2006 modification. Id, Ex. 2. IDWR acknowledged 
7 The MWB Mortgage was modified on December 12, 2006 to modify the word "promissory note." Bromley Ajf.,Ex 
2 at p. 9. The encumbrance of the South County Water Rights was unchanged by the modification. The 
modification was recorded in Blaine County as Instrument No. 542378. 
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receipt of the filing with return letter, "add[ingJ security interest[s] to the [South County Water 
Rights] .... " Id., Ex. 3. 
c. The 7 .5/289 th MWB Partial Release and 7 .8/289 th MWB Partial 
Releases 
On June 25, 2009, and with the entire South County Water Rights encumbered by the 
2005 MWB Mortgage and modification thereto, Mountain West specifically released its lien as 
to the 7.5/289th of the South County Water Rights: 
The undersigned beneficiary [Mountain West] ... hereby agrees that the lien of 
the Mortgage be released as it relates to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 7 .5 
acres of real property identified on the legal description attached hereto ... and 
that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the 
Water Rights described above. 
Id., Ex. 4 (emphasis added). 
Thereafter, Mountain West released its lien as to the 7.8/289th of the South County Water 
Rights by executing and recording the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases on October 14, 2009 
which stated: 
[T]hat the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates to the Water Rights 
appurtenant to the [ ] acres of real property identified on the legal description 
attached hereto as Exhibit 'A' and incorporated herein by this reference which 
are the subject of a quitclaim deed dated [date of deed] to [Grantee] and that 
the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to 
the Water Rights described above. 
O'Leary Alf., Ex. 1. The 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release and the 7.8/289th MWB Partial 
Releases specifically released Mountain West's lien on FSC's, Big Stick's, the Fosbury IRA's 
and the Holt IRAs' interests in the South County Water Rights. Id.; Bromley Ajf., Ex. 4. 
By the plain language of the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release and the 7.8/289th MWB 
Partial Releases, any interest Mountain West had in the 15.3/289th of the South County Water 
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Rights through the 2005 MWB Mortgage and modification thereto ceased to exist upon 
execution of the partial releases. With recording of the 7 .5/289th MWB Partial Release and the 
7. 81289th MWB Partial Releases, all subsequent purchasers were on notice that the 15 .3/289th of 
the South County Water Rights were unencumbered. Indeed, once Mountain West executed and 
recorded the 7 .5/2891h MWB Partial Release and the 7. 81289th MWB Partial Releases, it no 
longer had any interest in the 15.3/289th of the South County Water Rights and thereby, could 
not convey any of the I 5.3/289th to a subsequent purchaser or mortgagee. 59 C.JS Mortgages§ 
628 Generally ( effect of release or satisfaction of a mortgage is to extinguish the debt that the 
mortgage was given to secure). 
d. The South County Quitclaim Deeds to Big Stick, the Fosbury IRA, the 
Holt IRAs and Scherer and Holt 
On December 7, 2007, South County first quitclaimed its title in 2.8/289th of the South 
County Water Rights to Big Stick. Thereafter, South County made the following conveyances 
also via quitclaim deeds: 
• 1/289 of the Water Rights to the Fosbury IRA on March 17, 2008; 
• I/289th of the Water Rights to the Holt IRA #H0INH on April 28, 2008; 
• I/289th of the Water Rights to the Holt IRA #H0INV on August 8, 2008; 
• I/289th of the Water Rights to the Fosbury IRA on September 18, 2008; and 
• I/289th of the Water Rights to the Holt IRA #H0INV on April 8, 2009. 
Subsequently, on June 25, 2009, South County quitclaimed its title in the 7.5/289th of the South 
County Water Rights to Scherer and Holt. Each of the quitclaim deeds from South County 
were recorded in the Blaine County and specifically stated on the face of the instrument: 
For valuable consideration ... South County ... hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to ... (Grantee] ... all (their/its] right, 
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title and interest which [they/it] [have/has], if any, in the property in the State of 
Idaho, County of Blaine described as: 
f ]/289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-4828, 37-481C, 37-
483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources ... 
Bromley Aff., Ex. 5; 0 'Leary Aff., Exs. 2-7 (emphasis added). 
Based on the foregoing plain language of the deeds, South County no longer held any 
interest to the 15.3/289th of the South County Water Rights that were conveyed to Big Stick, the 
Fosbury IRA, the Holt IRAs and Scherer and Holt. Moreover, due to the express language of the 
recorded 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release and the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases, Mountain 
West no longer had any interest in the I 5.3/289th of the South County Water Rights. Therefore, 
as of June 25, 2009, the 15.3/289th of the South County Water Rights were owned free and clear 
by Big Stick, the Fosbury IRA, the Holt IRAs and Scherer and Holt, and only they could 
subsequently convey the same. With recording of: (I) the Bigstick Quitclaim Deed; (2) the 2009 
South County Quitclaim; (3) the Fosbury IRA Quitclaim Deed; (4) the Second Fosbury 
Quitclaim Deed; (5) the Holt IRA #HOINH Quitclaim Deed; (6) the Holt IRA #HO!NV 
Quitclaim Deed; and (7) the Second Holt IRA #HOINV Quitclaim Deed, all subsequent 
purchasers and mortgagees - including Belle Ranch and Rabo - were on notice of the foregoing 
conveyances. IDAHO CODE § 55-811. 
e. The 2009 11B Mortgage 
On July 25, 2009, Scherer and Holt encumbered their ownership by entering into a 
mortgage with IIB: 
For valuable consideration, [Scherer and Holt] mortgages, grants, bargains, sells 
and conveys to [IIB] all of [Scherer and Holt's] right, title, and interest in and to 
the following described real property ... all water, water rights, watercourses and 
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ditch rights . . . . An undivided 7.5/289th' or 2.595% of the water rights 
appurtenant to the following described lands situate in Blaine County .... 
Bromley Ajf., Ex. 6 (emphasis added). 
By its plain terms, the IIB Mortgage encumbered the 7.5/289th of the South County Water 
Rights that Scherer and Holt obtained through the 2009 South County Quitclaim Deed. 
f. The 2009 11B Notice of Security Interest 
On July 24, 2009, IIB notified IDWR of its security interest in the South County Water 
Rights by filing the 2009 IIB Mortgage. Id., Ex. 7. Like with Mountain West before it, IDWR 
acknowledged receipt ofIIB's filing of the 2009 IIB Mortgage with return letter, "add(ing] 
security interest[s] to the [South County Water Rights] .... " Id., Ex. 8. 
g. 2010 Mountain West Deed in Lieu 
On June 17, 2010, one year after the 2009 South County Quitclaim Deed was recorded in 
Blaine County, South County plainly conveyed what remaining interest it had in the South 
County Water Rights to Mountain West, by a deed in lieu of foreclosure, which was expressly 
subject to any and all existing encumbrances of record, including but not limited to the 7 .5/289th 
MWB Partial Release and the 2009 South County Quitclaim Deed: 
For value received, South County ... hereby conveys, releases, remises, and 
forever quitclaims to Mountain West ... that certain real property, together with 
all appurtenances, located in Blaine County, Idaho . . . . Included with the real 
property conveyed to [Mountain West] ... all water, water rights, watercourses 
and ditch rights . . . . To have and to hold the said property, with its 
appurtenances unto [Mountain West] that [South County] is the owner in fee 
simple of said property and that such property is free from all encumbrances other 
than encumbrances of record as of this date and that [South County] warrants the 
same from all unlawful claims whatsoever. 
Id., Ex. 9 at p. 1-2 (emphasis added). 
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By the plain language of the 2010 MWB Deed in Lieu, Mountain West acquired what 
interest South County had in the South County Water Rights, which could not include ownership 
of 15.3/289th of the South County Water Rights, as evidenced by the previously recorded 
7.5/289th MWB Partial Release, the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases and the aforementioned 
recorded quitclaim deeds to Big Stick, the Fosbury IRA, the Holt lRAs and Scherer and Holt. 
Luce v. Marble, 142 Idaho 264,270, 127 P.3d 167, 173 (2005) ("grantor can convey nothing 
more than he or she owns"), 
b. 2010 MWB/GBCI Deed 
Also on June 17,2010, Mountain West plainly conveyed what interest it received from 
the MWB Deed in Lieu to GBCI: 
For value received, Mountain West ... does hereby grant, sell, and convey unto 
GBCI ... those certain real properties located in Blaine County, Idaho which is 
more particularly described as follows . . . . Included with the real property 
conveyed to GBCI ... all water, water rights, watercourses and ditch rights .... 
Bromley A.ff, Ex. IO at p. 1. 
In addition to the specific conveyance of "all ... water rights" was the express reference 
that the 2010 MWB/GBCI Deed was subject to the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release and the 
7.8/289th Partial Releases, recorded in Blaine County: "'(E]xcepting ... Partial Release of Water 
Rights recorded as Instrument No's 568681, 574996, 574997, 574998, 574999, 575000, 575001, 
records of Blaine County, Idaho." Id. at p. 2; 0 'Leary Aff:, Ex. 1 (emphasis added). As will be 
discussed below, Belle Ranch took its ownership interest in the South County Water Rights from 
Mountain West and GBCI; therefore, Belle Ranch could receive no more than Mountain West 
and GBCI could convey, which did not include the 15.3/289th• Luce at 270, 127 P.3d at 173. 
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i. 2011 GBCI Special Warranty Deed 
On December 22, 2011, as recorded in Blaine County, GBCI conveyed to Belle Ranch, 
"without Warranty, any and all water right appurtenances to the real property described on 
Exhibit 'A', including without limitation, Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-
2630 and 37-483C." Bromley A.If., Ex. 14 (emphasis added). 
Because of how GBCI acquired its ownership from Mountain West through the recorded 
2010 MWB/GBCI Deed, with specific reference to the recorded 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release 
and the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases, GBCI could not convey, Luce at 270, 127 PJd at 173, 
and Belle Ranch could not receive ownership of the 15 .3/289th of the South County Water Rights 
at issue in this proceeding. 8 
j. 2011 Mountain West Quitclaim Deed 
Also on December 22, 2011, as recorded in Blaine County, Mountain West conveyed to 
Belle Ranch, "Any and all water rights appurtenant to the real property described in Exhibit 'A', 
including without limitation, Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-2630 and 37-
483C." Bromley Alf, Ex. 15. 
Because of how Mountain West acquired its ownership from South County through the 
recorded 2010 MWB Deed in Lieu, which was expressly subject to all "encumbrances of record" 
as of the date it was recorded, 2010 MWB Deed in Lieu at p. 2, Mountain West could not convey, 
and Belle Ranch could not receive ownership of the 15.3/289th of the South County Water Rights 
at issue in this proceeding. Luce at 270, 127 P.3d at 173. The only persons who could convey 
the l 5.3/289th were Big Stick, the Fosbury IRA, the Holt IRAs and Scherer and Holt. 
8 Just one year earlier, Mountain West by its own volition, entered into the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release and the 
7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases. Both Mountain West and GBC[ are party to these consolidated proceedings, yet 
specifically filed a disclaimer of"any interest in the water rights that are the subject of this action .... " MWB and 
GBCI Disclaimer, CV-2016-671 at 2. 
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k. 2014 JIB Deed in Lieu 
On September 2, 2014, Scherer and Holt executed the IIB Deed in Lieu, which plainly 
conveyed 7.5/289th of the South County Water Rights to IIB, and was recorded in Blaine County: 
For value received, [Scherer and Holt] hereby grant, bargain, sell, and convey 
unto [IIB] ... all of the water rights, described in Exhibit I, attached hereto and 
by this reference incorporated herein .... 
Exhibit 1 
Legal Description 
An undivided 7.5/289th5 or 2.595% of the water riehts appurtenant to the 
following described lands situate in Blaine County .... 
Bromley Aff., Ex. 20 at p. I, 5 (emphasis added). 
I. 2014 FSC Deed 
On October 20, 2014, 118 plainly conveyed to FSC, by warranty deed, ownership of 
7.5/289th of the South County Water Rights, as recorded in Blaine County: 
That [118] has granted and does, by these presents, grant, bargain, sell, convey, 
and confirm unto [FSC] and [FSC's] successor and assigns forever, all of the 
water rights. described in Exhibit 1, attached hereto and by this reference . . . . 
Exhibit 1 
Legal Description 
An undivided 7.5/289th5 or 2.595% of the water rights appurtenant to the 
following described lands situate in Blaine County .... 
Id, Ex. 22 at p. 1, 3 ( emphasis added). 
The record chain of title plainly shows FSC took its ownership in the 7.5/289th of the 
South County Water Rights from IIB, Scherer and Holt, and South County, and is the only party 
in interest to which title in the 7.5/289th may be quieted. 
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m. Quitclaim Deed to Fosbury 
On November 7, 2016, the Fosbury IRA plainly conveyed to Fosbury, by two quitclaim 
deeds, its ownership of 21289th of the South County Water Rights, as recorded in Blaine County 
as Instrument Nos. 639648 and 639647, which specifically stated that the Fosbury IRA's 21289th 
interest in "Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630" was 
"remise[d], release[d], quitclaim[ed], grant[ed] and convey[ed] unto Richard D Fosbury." 
0 'Leary Ajf., Ex. I 0. 
n. Quitclaim Deed to Holt 
On November 28, 2016, the Holt IRAs plainly conveyed to Holt, by three quitclaim 
deeds, its ownership of3/289th of the South County Water Rights, as recorded in Blaine County 
as Instrument Nos. 640058, 640059 and 640107, which specifically stated that the Holt IRAs 
31289th interest in "Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630" was 
"remise[ d], release[ d], quitclaim[ ed], grant[ ed] and convey[ ed] unto Charles Holt." O'Leary 
Ajf., Exs. 11, 12. 
The record chain of title plainly shows that FSC, Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt took their 
ownership in the 15.3/289th of the South County Water Rights and are the only parties in interest 
to which title may be quieted. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
Based on the unambiguous deeds in the record chain of title, South County was the most 
recent party to hold title to the entire 2891289th of the South County Water Rights. Moreover, 
South County was no longer the owner of record of the South County Water Rights upon entry 
of the 2011 SRBA Partial Decrees. South County is, however, a predecessor-in-interest to FSC, 
Big Stick, F osbury, Holt and Belle Ranch. While the entirety of the South County Water Rights 
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were originally encumbered by the 2005 MWB Mortgage, the execution of the 7.5/289th MWB 
Partial Release and the 7. 8/2891h MWB Partial Releases allowed South County to convey 
15.3/289th of the South County Water Rights to whomever South County pleased. When the 
previously cited quitclaim deeds in favor of Big Stick, the Fosbury IRA, the Holt IRAs9 and 
Scherer and Holt were executed, as expressly allowed by Idaho law, South County split the 
corpus of the South County Water Right, with Big Stick obtaining 2.8/2891\ the Fosbury IRA 
obtaining 21289th, the Holt IRAs obtaining 31289th and Scherer and Holt obtaining ownership of 
7.5/289th . 
In 2010, South County subsequently conveyed what remaining interest it had in the South 
County Water Rights to Mountain West by the 2011 MWB Deed in Lieu, which could not 
legally include the 15.3/289th conveyed between 2007 and 2009 to Big Stick, the Fosbury IRA, 
the Holt IRAs and Scherer and Holt. 
Given the foregoing, it is legally impossible for Belle Ranch to have obtained any right, 
title, or interest to the 15.3/289th of the South County Water Rights. Accordingly, with no 
genuine issues of material fact, and as pied in their respective motions for summary judgment, 
FSC respectfully moves this Court to quiet title to its 7.5/289th ownership of the South County 
Water Rights, Big Stick moves this Court to quiet title to its 2.8/289th ownership of the South 
County Water Rights, Fosbury moves this Court to quiet title to his 21289th ownership of the 
South County Water Rights and Holt moves this Court to quiet title to his 3/3 891h ownership of 
the South County Water Rights. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54 and Idaho Codes§§ 12-120 and 12-121, 
and as also pied in their respective motions for summary judgment, FSC, Big Stick, Fosbury and 
9 As set forth above, Fosbury acquired the Fosbury IRA's 21289th interest in the South County Water Rights in 2016 
pursuant to two quitclaim deeds recorded as Instrument Nos. 639647 and 639648. Likewise, Holt acquired the Holt 
IRAs' 31289th interest in the South County Water Rights in 2016 pursuant to three quitclaim deeds recorded as 
Instrument Nos. 640058, 640059 and 640107. 
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Holt further move this Court for an award of their respective costs and reasonable attorneys fees 
incurred in having to bril:\g this action in the face of unambiguous, recorded deeds. ' 0 
rrtl1 
DATED this _vi_ day of June, 2017. 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
L,;.~ 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
Attorney for First Security Corporation 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
10 On November 14, 2016, FSC notifed counsel for Belle Ranch, by letter, of the drafting of the quiet title complaint 
that was eventually filed by FSC with this Court on December 2, 2016. In said letter, FSC advised counsel for Belle 
Ranch that FSC would ask for an award of costs and reasonable attorneys fees consistent with Idaho Code § 12-120 
and 12-121. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERIVCE 
I hereby certify that on this qth day of June, 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing instrument was served via email to the following persons: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 45385 
mmayfieldrcv,rqn.com 
mjohnson(Wrqn.com 
j sorenson(ir.rq n.com 
Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
cmchugh@,mchughbromley.com 
cbromley@mchughbrornley.com 
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
apb@.idahowatcrs.com 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
rws(Zi;lukins.com 
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James R. Laski, ISB No. 5429 
Heather E. O'Leary, ISB No. 8693 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
Telephone 208.725.0055 
Facsimile 208. 725 .0076 
Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury and Charles Holt 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 








SOUTH COUNTY EST ATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0IEC; PENSCO 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
AFFIDAVIT OF HEATHER E. O'LEARY IN SUPPORT OF BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S 
AND CHARLES HOLT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 1 11469-002 
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TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0INH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
corporation. 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2016-683 
AFFIDAVIT OF HEATHER E. 
O'LEARY IN SUPPORT OF BIG 
STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES 
HOLT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
I, HEATHER E. O'LEARY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am an attorney representing Big Stick, LLC ('"Big Stick"), Richard D. Fosbury 
("Fosbury") and Charles Holt ('"Holt"). I am over the age of 18 and state the following based 
upon my own personal knowledge. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 are true and correct copies of the Mountain West 
Partial Releases of Lien recorded in Blaine County on October 14, 2009, as Instrument Nos. 
574996, 574997, 574998, 574999, 575000 and 575001. 
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3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the Quitclaim Deed 
from South County Estates, LLC ("South County") to Big Stick recorded in Blaine County on 
December 14, 2007, as Instrument No. 554098. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Quitclaim Deed 
from South County to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Richard D. Fosbury, IRA 
#F0lEC (the "Fosbury IRA") recorded in Blaine County on March 1, 2010, as Instrument No. 
575491. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the Second Quitclaim 
Deed from South County to the Fosbury IRA recorded in Blaine County on March l, 2010, as 
Instrument No. 575492. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of the Quitclaim Deed 
from South County to PENSO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA #HOINH 
(the "Holt IRA #H0INH") recorded in Blaine County on March I, 2010, as Instrument No. 
575488. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of the Quitclaim Deed 
from South County to PENSO Trust Company Custodian F.8.O. Charles Holt, IRA #H0!NV 
(the "Holt IRA #H0INV") recorded in Blaine County on March 1, 2010, as Instrument No. 
575489. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of the Second Quitclaim 
Deed from South County to Holt IRA #H0lNV recorded in Blaine County on March 1, 2010, as 
Instrument No. 575490. 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of my law firm, Lawson 
Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC's, June 3, 2016 letter to IDWR which requested a "split" of water 
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right nos. 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-483C and 37-2630. 
10. Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of correspondence from 
IDWR informing my colleague, James R. Laski, that it would not process the June 3, 2016 
Notices of Change of Ownership. 
11. Attached hereto as Exhibit 10 are true and correct copies of the Quitclaim Deeds 
from the Fosbury IRA to Fosbury recorded in Blaine County, Idaho on November 14, 2016 as 
Instrument Nos. 639647 and 639648. 
12. Attached hereto as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of the Quitclaim Deed 
from the Holt IRA #H0lNH to Holt recorded in Blaine County, Idaho on December 1, 2016 as 
Instrument No. 640059. 
13. Attached hereto as Exhibit 12 are true and correct copies of the Quitclaim Deeds 
from the Holt IRA #H0lNV to Holt recorded in Blaine County, Idaho on December l, 2016 as 
Instrument No. 640058 and December 2, 2016 as Instrument No. 640107. 
Further your Affiant sayeth naught. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
fl I ) ss. 
County of DI ti rit ( ) 
/A_ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this __il_ day of June, 2017. 
-NkJJJt?B ..... ·~ -;;.:' .. ,.-::-?~ ~\?.,~ '• ,(J-\' fl. (·,;: :..; ,-1.1 ., ,, . .10\·········• ........ : . .p..._s c.; •. ,•· '• ... / ~QTAAY \ 
,.' ·., -·-
\..... PUBUG ... / 
·•.. ,..-,0 
.c:"I .:,·.. • .. •· v, J 
".J / -/4 ii°.()f\C i:, 
·.~r-i,.~ .. 
AFFIDAVIT OF HEATHER E. O'LEARY IN SUPPORT OF BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S 
Notary Public . 
Residing at /..k; ,I 4f:J , .Id-r /{ a 
My commission expires I I - d 1 - aa.;2 O 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERIVCE 
I hereby certify that on this~ day of June, 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing instrument was served via email to the following persons: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box45385 




Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
cmchugh@mchughbromley.com 
cbrornley@mchughbrorn lev .com 
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
apb(,vidahowaters.com 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
rws@lukins.com 
r 
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PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the ''Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appwtenant to the 2.8 acres of real property identified on the legal 
description attached hereto as Exhibit "A" an!1 incorporated herein by this reference which are 
the subject of a quitclaim deed dated December 7, 2007 to BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights 
described above. 
Dated: October 14 . 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
By:t¼~ 
Its: c=: ~ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
} ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this / Y day of O c..ro~ , 2009, before me, 
~ e'"-_/?S-Uw a Notary Public In and for said State, petsOruilly 
appeared t;:J47e c.7/4.,Je?. ~ , known or identified to me to be the 
1Lic¢f ,1'3465';L>e;r of OUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this cert· e first above written. 
=1a,e;~ 
Residing at U«1/ €)-:, ..:z:,,,t:1 
My commission expires 9:-a-f>--/ D 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 1 EXHiGiT ____ _ 30169.033 Big Stick 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
BIG STICK, LLC 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1 N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS; 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7: THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECT! ON 8 S 00°07'22" W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 16°36'50" W, 425.66 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24'28" W, 1572.41 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" W, 119.02 FEET; 
THENCE N 30°35'32" W, 10.89 FEET; 
THENCE N 59°24'28" E, 1672.02 FEET; 
THENCE S 31"10'1811 E, 74.85 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 









S.31 "10'1 B"E 
74.85' 
BIG STICK. LLC 
2.8 ACRES 





,.,~~..,......,.. ..... ~ 10/ICI/.IOOI 10!1310 Ni NOT 
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PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No, 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage he released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appwterumt to the I acre of real property identified on the legal description 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated September 18, 2008 to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO Richard 
D. Fosbury IRA#FOlEC and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Warer 
Rights described above. 
Dated: October Jg_, 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this / t::._ day of G?CZP;~ , 2009, before me, 
~ c- ;?T~~. a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
apP.eared .dd"~ ct:¾,,:,v'If= , known or identified to me to be the 
///ct;!!F ~/i()C!"'Pr of OUNTAIN WF..,1-;T BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
OF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
st above written. 
~c::~~ 
Notary Public for _:,r,e:146 
Residing at #o-l/4:E7r ,.::;:::;e. 
My commission expires '7-,;hf: -z o 
30169--033 FOSBURY lRAf2 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY IRA#F01 EC 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRJBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07'22"W, 1311.44 FEET TOA 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 13°56'01" W, 445.03 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24'28" W, 1528.61 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" w. 52.27 FEET; 
THENCE N 59'24'28" E, 1572.41 FEET; 
THENCE S 31'10'18" E, 28.10 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 











PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD 0. FOSBURY 
IRA#f'01EC 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 1 ti - 400' 
TRUE POINT 
OF BEGINNING 
EXHIBIT MAP OF A WATER RlGIIT TRANSFER LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO RICHARD D. FOSBURY ffiA#F01EC 
fflHIN S 6, T.1N .• R.19E, UL, BWilNE COUNTY, IDAHO --P'l~~lib\RIO-~..N!~ 10/IO/n)I 10;1:l:U NA 1111T' SHT_LOF_L 
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PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The widersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the l acre of real property identified on the legal description 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated March 17, 2008 to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO Richard D. 
Fosbury IRA#FOlEC and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water 
Rights described above, 
Dated: October _lj, 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this /2( day of QSV?~ , 2009, before me, 
~ E L'?~ . a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
appeared :fft~ ~6=.z::: . known or identified to me to be the 
VrcaF~/-'1@1:7'"""° of 'MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
~~~~~ 
Notary Public for ,?:M112( 
Residing at ,/zh-i/4ff;;c.,. P-~ 
My commission expires 2-;c,F:-/ 0 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY IRA#F01 EC 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07'22"W, 1311.44 FEET TOA 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINE S 11 °24'48" W, 465.89 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24'28" W, 1483.51 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01"W, 53.82 FEET; 
THENCE N 59'24'28" E, 1528.61 FEET; 
THENCE S 31°10'18" E, 28.92 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 1.00 ACRE, MORE OR LESS. 
~A'' 
EXH181T ___ _ 
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PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY 
IRA#F01EC 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 1 u - 400' 
EXHIBIT YAP OF J. WATER RIGHI' TRANSFER LEGAL DESCR!PT!ON FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO RICHARD D. FOSBURY !RA#F01EC 
WlTHIN S e. T.lN., R.19E., B.Y., BI.AINEl COUNTY, lDAHO 
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PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIBN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the l acre of real prope1ty identified on the legal description 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated August 8, 2008 to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO Charles 
Holt IRA#H0INV and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights 
described above. 
Dated: October __If. 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
Byi~ Its:·\~ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss, 
County of Blaine ) 
On this /Z: day of c:::::::>cro~ , 2009, before me, 
~~ ~ • a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
appeared _jj., _ ~~'P ~y . known or identified to me to be the 
//I cs::!= ~f~,,.vr- of MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me th.at such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
~r.rt~ 
NotaryPublicfor ..::Z:-~ 
Residing at /26:tz::/a;=-z _z::-.,CJ 
My commission expires 2::2?::.?--/ 0 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01 NV 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07'22" W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 06°48'59" W, 512.20 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59'24'28" W, 1388.94 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" W, 57.36 FEET; 
THENCE N 59°24'28" E, 1437.01 FEET; 
THENCE S 31°10'18" E, 30.83 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 







SOUTI-1 COUNTY ESTA TES 
VICINITY MAP 





PENSCO TRUST FBO 
CHARLES HOLT IRAIH01NV 
1.00 ACRE 
EXHlBff tuP OF A WA.TilR RIGHl' TRANSn:R LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT lR.UHOlNV 
'WITHIN S 6, T.lN •• R.18E., S.lt, BLAINE COUllTY,-IO.ulri 
co ---I';~~_.....~... 10/IO/IQIII 10:l,H3 Nil NDf SHT...,LOF-1.... 
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PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage")1 hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 1 acre of real property identified on the legal description 
attached hereto as Exhibit .. A .. and incorporated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated April 28, 2008 to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO Charles Holt 
IRA#H0INH and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights 
described above, 
Dated: October J!/.., 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this / Y day of Q<;.rQ.6'~ , 2009, before me, 
~~~5? , a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
appeared ~-~~G.!.- , known or identified to me to be the 
Vice"" t9•yser/,c:JC!!'~ of MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
~~ Notary Public for,...__. _ __,,,,_ _ _ 
Residing at &r1P',r _;z::;..q 
My commission expires ,Z-{?lf:yo 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
30l69-0l3 HOLTIRA#I 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01NH 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION as 00°07'22" w, 1311.44 FEET TOA 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 04°43'18"W, 537.73 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59'24'28" W, 1339.16 FEET; 
THENCE N 88"05'01" W, 59.42 FEET; 
THENCE N 59°24'28" E, 1388.94 FEET; 
THENCE S 31°10'18" E, 31.94 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 1.00 ACRE, MORE OR LESS. 
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PENSCO TRUST FBO 
CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01 NH 
1.00 ACRE 
EXHWIT MAP OF A WATER RIGHT TRANSFER LEGAL DBSCRIPTJON FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRA8H01NH 
WITHIN S 8, T.1N .• R.19E., B.M., BLAJHE COUNTY, mAffo 
,..._n~11GN 
l'I\IIIIICPRD,I\Mlt\dttf\f,,ll'tt.\1111--r~--- 10/111/JIIIII 1Cl;l3;D All MOT SHT....LOF--L 
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PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No, 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 1 acre of real property identified on the legal description 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated April 8, 2009 to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO Charles Holt 
IRA#H0INV and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Depal'tment of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights 
described above. 
Dated: October J4-• 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
:::.'~M ~~--4---
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this / 7 day of C)C;r-0 de;:,,e._ , 2009, before me. 
~).) .(;£_ 4c~ , a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
appeared L?& 4F: ctfl'b:»c:t:;;:e , known or identified to me to be the 
W¼;'. r1ka:[r'as-»-r of MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certifi first above written. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
30169-033 HOLT tRA#3 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01 NV 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, 8.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07'22" W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 09°02'37" W, 488.28 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24'28" W, 1437.01 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" wl 55.51 FEET; 
THENCE N 59°24'28" E, 1483.51 FEET; 
THENCE S 31 .. 10'18" E, 29.83 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 








PENSCO TRUST FBO 
CHARLES HOLT IRAfl'H01NV 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: f' - 400' 
EXHIBrt KAP OF /1. YATER RIGHI' TIUNS!'ER LEGAL DBSCRll'TlON FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRilHOlNV 
WlTHlN S 6. UN .. R.U~E., 8.M., BLAINB COUlffl',-UI~ ---Fl~\dwt~l>a.ve-....,..-"llh~ 18/10/lOCII 10!15:Z:J ,1111 IIDT SHT_J_OF-L 
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RECORDING REQUFSTED BY Instrument# 564098 
ANJ? WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
HM.EV, BUUNE!, IDAHO .. 
2007~12-1, · 03:48:17 No. ofPage~s: 1 
Recorded for: AMERITITLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE fee: 3.00 
Ex-011c:to Recorder DeJuy 
indt1ID: WTYIOCICORPDEID ---------
(Space Above This Line For Recorder's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company whose address is P.O. Box 2127, Ketchum, ID 83340, all of their right, title and 
interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine described 
as: 
2.8 inches of Water Right 37-481(c) as identified on the records of 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
DATED this_:]_ day of December, 2007. 




County of Blaine. ) 
~~ 
On this_.,,,_ day of December, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in 
and for said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me 
upon satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the 
person who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he 
executed the same on behalf of said limited liabili compan~ // 
WITNESS my hand and official seal lU/( 
.....-1111:11!:::~-+-------------t ar y Public !slJ,ldaho --<'\ 
esiding at ~w .~ . . '=HL 
My Commission expires _g......_13_.\"""v, ....~ .... \~---
EXHIBIT _ ___.Z_,___ _ 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 3016!MXl3 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(Space Above This Une For Recorder's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged. South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Richard 
D. Fosbury, IRA#F0IEC whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126-6903, all 
of their right, title and interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, 
County of Blaine described as: 
11289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly described 
on Exhibit A. 
DA TED this 17th day of March, 2008 




On this 17th day of March, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
o. r~Publi~o ~ 
R 1dmgat~ 
Commission expires Avt 4o:~.f-- 3, ~ \( 
0 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 EXH!BIT _ _.;.3 __ _ 30169-003 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATBR RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGll'I'S ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER, J7-~81C 
NAME AND ADDRESS : SOUTEI COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OP USE: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BXG WOOD RIVER 
3 .014 CPS 
08/01/1882 
TRIBUTARY: MM.AD RIVER 
TD2N R18E S.36 SWNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
£!J'.El'.Qf!Ei Qf :Im ll ~EilllQrJ Qf :!ml:. O!JNIT:[l:X 
IRRIGl'.TION 04/lS 1.0/Jl 3.014 CFS 
:t:RRl~IJ;Ql:1: .!.n ill.Alfill ~im!i¥ 
TOlN Rl9E $06 NESW 24.00 TOlN Rl9E $06 Lot 6 MWSW 33.00 
TOlN RUE $06 Lot 1 swsw 12.DO TOlN Rl9E S06 SESW .H.00 
TOlN R.l!lE 806 SWSE a.so TOlN R19E $07 mms 31.00 
TOlN Rl9E S07 SWNE: 38.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 SENE 15.00 
TOlN Rl9E S07 NENW 28.00 TOlN R19E 807 SENW !i.50 
TOlN RUE S07 NBSE 35.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 NWSE 20.00 
<189 ACRES TOTAL 
The righta listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos., 37-482H, J?-481C, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630, 
onmR PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFlNITION OR AI:MIHISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
Thie partial decree is subject to such general provisions nece•sary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree, Section 42-1412(6), IdiUlo 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATSRIAL, BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
Baoin 37 Part 3 Director's Report - Recommended 
EXH1err_A. _ 
l •f 5 
Page 340 
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IDAHO DllPARTMBNT OF WATER RESOURC.!S 
RllCOMMBNDBD WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDRfl STATE LMi 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-577BT 
NAAB AND AODRBSS: SOOTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE, 
PIACB OF USB: 
lCBTCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
2,200 CFS 
03/24/1883 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVBR 
T02N RlSE S36 SifNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Head.gate #45 delivered through District canal. 
a!EE'QU Ql! lml! l!ERIQ.tl Ql Ill!!! Qllati'UO:: 
IltRIOATION 04/15 10/31 2.200 CFS 
18.BIIJAil:!:IH in DL6U.li C2!.&lltl! 
TOlN RUE S06 NRSW 24.00 TOlN Rl9E 806 Lot 6 HWSW 33.00 
TOlN R19B $06 Lot 7 SNS'N 12.00 TOHI R19E S06 SBSW 39.00 
TOlN Rl9B $06 SWSE 8.50 TOUI R191l 507 NWNE 31.00 
TOlN R19B $07 SWNB 38.00 TOlN RUB S07 SBNE 15.00 
TOlN R19E S07 NBNW 28.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 SBNK 5.50 
TOlN R19E $07 NBS!l: 35.00 TOlN R191l 907 NWSll 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos,: 37-482H, 37-481C, 
37·48JC, J7-S77BT, and 37-~630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECSSSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the right& or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights a.a may be ultin:1ately determined by the court at a point in timie1 no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42•1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATBRIAL, BASIS OP' CIJ\.lM - Decreed 





IDAHO DBPllT'MBNT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED NATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER, 37-482H 
NAHB AND AODRBSS, SOUTH COUNTY ESTATE$ LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM ID 83340 






PERIOD OF USE, 
PUCE OP USS , 
3 .012 CFS 
08/0l/1884 
T02N Rl8B $36 SWNW Within BLAlNB County 
water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
m~alli Ql1'. usl:i DEIQQ QI! l,!SI !JYMil:O: 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 3.012 CPS 
IBBI!JAI.lQli 1D DUl,.10 !:!21.Ul,t.Y 
TOlN R19E 806 NRSW :u.oo TOlN R191'! S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOlN R19B S06 Lot 7 swsw lll.00 TOlN Rl9B $06 SBSW 39.00 
TOlN R19B $06 SWSB 8.50 TOlN R.198 S07 MfflE 31.00 
TOlN RlSIE 807 SWNB 38-00 TOW Rl9B S07 SENE 15.00 
TOlN Rl9E so; NBNW 28.00 TOlN Rl51E $07 SBNli' 5. 50 
TOlN Rl9E $07 NESB 35.00 TOlN R19B S07 NWSB 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limit~ to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos.: 3?•482H, 37-481C, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTllER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provision,, necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the vater 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. section 42-1412(6). Idaho 
Code. 
EXPI.JUl'ATORY .MATERIAL; BASlS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Rep0rL - Reco1t1nended 




IDAHO l)Bl'Alt'l'Mi:N'r OE' WATER 11.ESOURCBS 
RBCOMMBNDRD NATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED tlNDBR STAT£ LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER, 3?-483C 
Ni\MB J\ND l\DDRESS, SOU'm COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PI.Ac& OP USS : 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
B!G WOOD RIVER 
15.086 CFS 
08/01/1902 
TD2N RlBE S36 SNNW Within BLAINE County 
TRIBUTARY, MJU.An RIVER 
water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
ftJ'&PQSB PE USE 
IRRIGATION 
IRJUQATIQN in BLAINJ County 
TOlN Rl9E S06 NESW 
TOlN Rl9E SOii :tot 7 swsw 
T01N Ri9E S06 SWSE 
TOlN RUB S07 SNNB 
TOlN Rl98 S07 NENW 
TOlN Rl!IE S07 NESE 
PERIOD OJ: USi 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 1'01N Rl9E $06 Lot 
12.00 TOlN RUB S06 
a.so TDlN RUE S07 
38.00 TOUf Rl9E S07 
28.00 TOlN RUE S07 
JS.DO TOlN RUE S07 
28!t ACRES TOTAL 
gtji!itil:t:C: 
15.086 CFS 






The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
aeree in a eingle irrigation aeason. Combined Right Noa.: 37-482H, 31-481C, 
37-48JC, 37-5778'1', and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NBCBSSAR.Y FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF TRIS WATER RIGHT, 
'This partial decree ia subject to sueh general provision,, neceaaary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
righte as may be ultimately detemined by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. section 42•14121&}, Ida.ho 
Code. 
SXPLANATOll.Y MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decre,i,d 
Baain 37 Part 3 Director's Report - Recommended Page 3S2 
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RIGHT NUMBER: 
IDAHO DEPARTMEN'l' OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
37-2630 
02/20/2007 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX l.539 
ICETCll'tJM ID B 3 3 4 0 






PERIOD OP USE: 




T0lN R19E S6 NWNWSW Within BLAINE County 
PURPOSE Of l,lSE 
IRRIGATION 
PERIOD Pf l,lSE 
04/15 10/31 
I&BlW!,XlW i.o ll11a.l0 ~'1~t:ii: 
TOlN Rl9E 806 NBSW 24.00 TOl.N R19E so;; tot. 
TOlN Rl9E S06 Lot ? SHSW 12.00 TOlN Rl9B $06 
TOlN lU9E S06 S11SR 8.50 TOl.N Rl9E S07 
TOlN Rl9E 807 SWN'E 38.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 
TOlN Rl9E S07 NENW :.ia.oo TOlN Rl9E S07 
TOlN Rl9E 807 NESE 35.00 TOlN RUE SO? 











The rights list.ed below are lim.ited to the irrigation of a cQl!lbined tot.u. of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Noa., 37-4B2H, 37•(81C, 
37-483C, 37-577ST, and 37-2&30. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSAAY FOR DEPINITlON OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
Thia partisl decree ie subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the :right.l!il or for the efficient administration of the water 
right.a as ll\a.Y be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the ent:r;y of a final unified decree. section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY Ml';TEJUAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - License 
EXHIBIT ___ A,._.___ 
6~5 












PENSCO 1RUST FBO 
RICHARD 0. FOSBURY 
IRA#f01EC 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 1" - 400' 
mnB1'1" IUP Ol' A TATER RIGffl' 'l'BAHSFBR LEGAL DISCRJP'l'lOK FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO RICHARD D. FOSBURY JRA#FOlEC 
mmN S ti, T.1N., B.19£., O.IL, IILADf! COUNTY, JDAHO --I':~----.............. ~ 1,,'lOIJOOt lOtUtU ltM llllT SBT_LOF....L 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
M,,JD WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(Space Above This Line For Recorder's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Richard 
D. Fosbury, IRA#F0IEC whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126-6903, all 
of their right, title and interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, 
County of Blaine described as: 
11289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly described 
on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 18th day of September, 2008 




On this 18th day of September, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and 
for said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. Iv iVI~-----. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
_ ......... , .. 
'l'lt', D "'• ••"~:i,S ""' l<i "••« ---=::::i:,.::___:;___;, _____________ _ 
,,,.,.,.. ;...--••• .r....t.' No Publilr I~~ -r"'-,:, ... ., •.~ .... ,. \ j,.. 'J I l ~OTAJl~••,. \. & ding at ~W. 
i ; r -•- i * 5 My Commission expires ~\::: 'b,'2:1'1\ . ' . --u-
\ Jlr, 8 1,.tC I i • , I 
•. : •• 'O~ ..•• ;_ ........... ~ ..... . 
••#. l',e OP \:0 t,. 1t .. . "•, .... ,, .... _., 4-EXHIB[T ___ _ 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 30169-003 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OP WATER RBSOO'RCBS 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDBR STATE LAW 
02/Z0/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER, 37-48lC 
NAME AND ADDRESS; SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE, 
PLACE OF USE; 
KETCHUM ID 83HO 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
3. 01-4. CFS 
08/01/1882 
TRIBtlTARY: MIU.AD RIVER 
T02N Rl8B $36 SffNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted trom Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
PJ)RPOSE OZ USE 
IRRIGATION 
IRRIGATION in Bi;.AINE CouUtv 
TOlN Rl95 $06 NESW 
TOlN Rl9E $06 Lot 7 SWSW 
TOlN Rl9E $06 SWSE 
TOlN R19E $07 SWNE 
TOlN R19B $07 NENW 
TOlN Rl9E $07 NESE 
H&IQJ.2 Qf W!B 
04/15 10/31 
24. 00 T01N Rl9E $06 
12.00 TOl.N R19E S06 
8,50 TOlN Rl9B S07 
31LOO TOlN R198 807 
28. 00 TOlN Rl9E $07 
JS.DO TOlN Rl9E S07 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
OUANTI::O: 
3 .014 CPS 






The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season, Combined Right Nos.: l7-482K, l7-481C, 
37-48JC, 37•577BT, and 37-2630, 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMl:.tUST'RATION OF nus WATER RIGHT' 
Thia partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration ot the water 
rights as may be ulti111111.tely dete1;mined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the ent:ry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL, BASIS OF CLAIM , Decreed 
Basin 37 Part 3 Oireccor'a Report - Recottlmended 
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IDAHO DBPARTMI!:NT OF t!ATBR RESOURCES 
RECOMMB:NDBD WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-577BT 
NAME AND AODRESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539: 
lC8TCRUM ID 83340 






PERIOD OF USE, 
PLACE OF USl!: 
2.200 CFS 
03/24/1883 
T02N Rl8B S36 SifNW Within BLA.INE County 
Water diverted from Readgate #45 delivered through District canal. 
li!m21!1 QF !l!!B li.!RIQQ Qf. llSJ! QTJANTUX 
lRRrGATION 04/15 10/ll 2.200 CFS 
llmI~'.C:IQti in il:i,.J;NE QQyt).j;;y 
T01N R19E S06 NBSW 2-t.OO TOl.N lU9B S06 Lot 6 NlfSW 3.1.00 
T01N Rl9B SOG Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN Rl9E 806 sasw 39.00 
TOlN Rl9E S06 SlfSE 8.50 TOlN 1U9E S07 NWNB 31.00 
TOlN Rl9E $07 SlfNB 38.00 TOlN Rl9B S07 SENE 15.00 
TOlN ltl9E $07 NBN1f 28.00 T01N lU9R S07 SDM 5.50 
TOlN RHB $07 NBSB 35.00 TOlN Rl9B S07 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRBS TOTAL 
The rights 1isted below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single i=lgation season. Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 
37-493C, J7-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTIIER PROVISIONS NBCSSSMY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS HATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to sucb general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultil!lately detennined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. section 42•1412(6), Id.aho 
Code, 
EXPLANATORY MATEIUAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
EXHIBIT ___ A ____ _ 
2o~5 
Sasin 37 Part J Director's Report - RecQlffllended Page 425 
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:torutO DEPARTMSNT OP WATER RESOURCES 
RBCOMMENOED WATBR RIGHTS ACQUl!!ED UNDE:l!. STATE LAJif 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-41l:2li 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATRS LLC 







PRRIOD OF USE, 
PLACE OF USE: 
K&TCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD R!VER 
3.012 CFS 
08/01/1884 
TRIBUTARY, MALAD RIVER 
T02N RlBR $36 $WNW Within BLAINE county 
Water diverted from );!eadgate 1#45 delivered through Di.strict canal. 
filmfOH QI:: 11.a§ HBlQl2 Qf UH 011ANT;[ll 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 3.012 CFS 
IRRl!l?.'.UQH in al.l.nllli QQWlt~ 
TOlN 1U9B S06 NBSW 24.00 TOW Rl9B S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOlN Rl9E SOG Lot ? swsw 12.00 TOlN RlSB $06 SBSlf 39.00 
'l'OlN Rl9E $06 SWSE a.so TOlN R19l! 807 NWNE 31.00 
TOlN RHE SO? SIIINE 38.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 SBNE :i.s.oo 
'I'OlN RUE SO? NRNW 28.00 TOllf Rl91! 807 SBNW 5.$0 
TOlN R19E S07 NESS JS.OD TOlN Rl9E 807 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights Hated .below are limited to the irrigation of a coltlbined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos.: 37-,82H, 37-,aic, 
37-48JC, 37-577BT, and. 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATBR RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adminiatration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately deteJ:111ined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
S<HIBIT__,,_8 __ 
sct5 
Baain 37 Part 3 Dtrector•s Report - Recommended Page 3,1 
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IOAHO DEPAR™8NT OF WATSR RBSOORCBS 
RECOMMENDED WATBR RIGHTS ACQUIRED ONDBR S'l'ATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: l7-4&3C 
NAME AND I\DORBSS: .SOi:ml COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE, 
PU.CB OF USE, 
KBTCHOM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
1S,OH CFS 
OB/Ol/1902 
T02H Rl8i S36 SMnf Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #-4S delivered through District Canal. 
Mi'OSEi OF trsS 
IRRIGATION 
IRRI(i&,TIQN in BU\IQ Count.y 
TOlH R19B S06 NESW 
TOlN R19B 506 Lot 7 swsw 
'l'01N Ri9E S06 SWSB 
TOlN Rl!IE S07 SWNB 
TOlN RUE S07 NENW 
'l'OlN RUE S07 NESS 
Ji?RIUOD QI: Uii 
04/1S 10/ll 
24.00 TOlN Rl9B S06 
12.00 TOlN R19E S06 
a.so TOlN Rl!JB S07 
Je.oo TOlN Rl9E 607 
28.00 TOlN Rl9B S07 
35.00 TOUI Rl9E S07 
289 ACRES 1'0TAI. 
!Ji!11NTW 
15,086 CFS 






The rights listed below are limited to tbe irrigation of a cood>ined total of 289 
aorea in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Noa., 37-462H, J7-4&1C, 
J7-483C, l7-S77BT, and 37•2630. 
OT'ltBR PROVISIONS NECBSSAR¥ FOR DE1"INITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF 'l'HIS NATBR RIGHT, 
· This partial decree is subject t:o such general provisions neceasary for 
t:he definition of the rights or for the efficient adlllinistration of the water 
rights ae may lie ultiffllltely detenu.ned by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified deeree. Section 42-1412{6), Idaho 
Code. 
BXPLANA'l'ORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM · Decreed 
EXHIBrr._......A....__ 
4,1!5 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Report:• Recommended Page 352 
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IDAl!O DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOIJRCBS 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATB Ll>.W 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 31-2630 
NAME AND ADDRESS, SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LI,C 







PERIOD OF US!!: 
PLACE OF USE, 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
GROUND WATER 
3.?SO CFS 
l,01l .so M'Y 
02/02/1960 
TRIBUTARY: 
TOlN Rl9E S6 NWNWSW Within BLAINE County 
PURPOSE QF USE 
IRRIGATION 
IRBIQAl'.100 ill 
TOlN lU91! S06 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
TOlN Rl9E SO!i 
TOlN RHE SO? 
TOlN Rl9E 507 
TOlN Rl9E S07 
llWRi Count:.: 
NE.SW 





PERIOD Qf USE 
04/15 10/Jl 
;\4.00 TOHI Rl!IE S06 
12.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 
11.SO TOlN Rl98 S07 
39.00 ·ro1N R1:1s SO? 
28.00 TOlN Rl91! SO? 
35.00 TOlN Rl98 SO? 
2119 ACRES TOTAL 
Lot 6 
QU&ITID 







NWSB 2:0 .00 
The rigM.s listed below are lim.i.ted to the irrigation of a cO!ltbined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos,: 37-482li, 37-481C, 
37-483C, 3?-577BT, and 37-2630. 
O'MIER PROV!SIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP nus WATER RIGHT' 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as ll\aY be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXP!.J\NATORY MATBRIN.,, BASIS OF CLAIM - License 














PENSCO TRUSl FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY 
IRAf#F01EC 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 1" - 400' 
EXHIBff JlAP Of J. YAffi RIGHT TtWiSFER LEGAL DISCRIP'i10K FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO RICHARD D. FOSBURY IRA#F01EC 




RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(Space Above This Une For Recordcr-'s Use} 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Charles 
Holt, IRA#H0lNH whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126~6903, all of 
their right, title and interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County 
of Blaine described as: 
11289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H. 37-481 C, 3 7-483C. 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly described 
on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 28th day of April, 2008 




On this 28th day of April, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrume d acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability compan . 
!=XH\B\T_,_r="-7 __ 
QUITCLAIM DEED - l 
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IDAHO OU.AR11G!INT OF lfATBR RSSOURCBS 
l!ECOMMBNDED WATSR RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNOER STATS LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER, 37-481C 
NAME AND AODR.li.:SS, SOUTH COtlm'Y SSTATlS LLC 







PERIOD OF USB: 
Pt.ACE OF USE: 
K£TCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD l!.IVBR 
3.014 CFS 
08/01/1.882 
TRIBUTARY, MALAD RIVER 
T02N RlBE 536 SVNW Within BLAINE County 
water diverted from Keadgate 145 delivered through District canal. 
PURPQSI Ol USS. 
IaRIGATIOli 
IRRIGAUQH in IW',W c;oimt;.y 
TOlN Rl9B S06 NBSW 
TOlN Rl9E S06 Lot 7 SWSW 
TOlN R19E S06 SWSB 
TOlN R19E 807 SMJIB 
TOlN R19B S07 NENW 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NESB 
fBRIQD QF UU 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 TOlN R19E S06 Lot 
12.00 TOlN Rl.9E $06 
a.so TOlN Rl9E 807 
38.00 TOlN RUE S07 
28.00 T0lN RlJIE S07 
35.00 'l'OlN Rl9E 807 










The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation sea110n. Combined Right Nos,, 37-482H, 37-481C, 
37-483C, 37-5778'1', and 37-2630, 
OTliBR PROVISIONS NSCESSARY FOR DBFINITlON OR l'IDMINlSTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights er for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately deterinined by the CQUrt at a point in time no 
later than the enti:y of a final unified decre.. Section •2-1412(61. Idaho 
Code. 
BXPIJI.NATORY MATERIAL, BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
Sasin 37 Part 3 Director's Report - aec0111P1ended 
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IDAHO DBPAR'l'MBN'l' OF WATBR RESOURCES 
RBCOMMBNDBD WATBR RIGHTS ACQU!RED ONDER STATB LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBBR: 37-577BT 
NIIME .!IND ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OP USE: 
PLACE OF USS, 
lCRTCltOM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
2,200 CFS 
03/24/1863 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N Rl8E 836 SWNW Within BJA:tNB County 
Water diverted from Headgate #ts delivered through District canal. 
PURPOSI Qf w.iII llmlQQ !2[ 12s.!!! OUANTtIX 
!RRIGATION 04/15 10/31 2.200 CPS 
IB.&I~'.mm ;1.n &UilD f;Qll.tlt,::l 
TOlN R19E $06 NESW 24.00 TOlN Rllla S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOlN IU9B $06 tot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN Rl9B S06' SBSW 39.00 
TOlN Rl9B 806 SWSB 8.50 TOUi Rl9E S07 mmB 31.00 
TOlN R19E 807 SWNB 38.00 TOlN R19B $07 smm 15.00 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NBNW 28.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 SENW 5.50 
TOlN Rl9E SO? NESB 35.00 TOlN R19E 807 NWSE 20.00 
28!l ACRBS TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined ~otal of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos.: 37•482H, 37-481C 1 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
O'l'HER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DBFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42•1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
atflBIT ____ A _____ _ 
2o~5 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Report - Reco!mlended Page 42S 
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RIGHT NUMSll:R: 
!DlUlO DBPAR.TMENT OE' WATER RBSOURCBS 
RBCOHMBNDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
3?-482H 
02/20/2007 
NAME AND APDRI!SS: SOUTH COUNTY BSTAT&S LI,C 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHtlM ID B3340 






PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
3.012 CFS 
08/01/1884 
T02N RlBE $36 SllNW Within BLAINE county 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
fJ;!RPQH QE !JJUl HBIQtl QE !.!Sil. Q!lal£IITY 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 3 .012 CFS 
l&BIQAilQli! in l!W.IWI CQ!.lDt~ 
TOlN RUE S06 NRSl! 24.00 TOlN R19'8 S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOlN Rl98 $06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN R198 S06 SBSW 39,00 
TOlN R19B $06 SWSE a.so TOlN RHB S07 NWNE 31.00 
TOIN R19B 807 SWNS 38.00 TOlN Rl!IB S07 smra 15.00 
TOlN R19B 807 NBNW 28.00 TOIN RUE S07 SSNW 5.50 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NBSE 35.00 TOlN Rl9B S07 NWSE 20.00 
2 89 ACR.BS TOTAL 
The ri~hta listed below are limited to the irrigation of a cOfflbined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos., 37-482H, 37-481C, 
37•483C, 37•577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NBCSSSARY FOR DEFINITl:ON OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER R!GHTt 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the court at a point in tiMe no 
later than the entry of a final unit:ied decree. Section 42-1412(61, Idaho 
code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OIF CLAIM - Decreed 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Report - Recommended Page 347 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE tAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER, 37 -483C 
WINE AflD ADDRESS: SOUTl:{ C01JNTY &STAT&S I.LC 
PO BOX 1539 
SOURCE, 
QUANTITY: 




PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE, 
KETCHUM ID 833•0 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
15..086 CFS 
OB/Ol/1902 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N Rl6E $36 SWNW Within BLAINE county 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal, 
t!ll&~lii Q£ ll~lil £1!1!.IQJ;! QI:'. llSlil. O!IANTl'.U 
IRRIGATION O<l./lS 10/31 15. 086 CFS 
IEBIWXQli ll:! ai:.anm CQ1.!.QtY 
TOlN IU9E $06 NBS1'1 24.00 TIJlN RUE S06 Lot G NWSW JJ.oo 
T0lN IU9E $06 Lot 7 swsw 12 .. 00 T0lN RU& S06 SESW J!LOO 
TOlN Rl9E $06 Sl!ISE B.SO TOlN !U91! S07 NWN8 31.00 
T01N R19E $07 SMNE 38.00 TOlN RlJ.E S07 SEN'!! 15.00 
T0lN Rl9B S07 NENW 28.00 T01N Rl9E S07 SENH s.so 
TOlN Rl9E S07 NEBE 35.00 T01N Rl9E $07 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a canbined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos,, 37•482K, l7-491C, 
37-4B3C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR .ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
'I'bis partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition oft~ rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decre!!, Section 42-1412:(6), Idaho 
Code, 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
EXHIBIT-A._____ 
4of.5 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Report - Recommended Page 352 
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WAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATB!I- RESOURCES 
RECOMMEND!m WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNPER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37·2630 
NAME 11ND ADDRESS, SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 






T0lN Rl9E 96 NWIDISW Within BLAINE County 
5ml:2liii Qt !Jiiii i:ill.:l:!Jil. Ql. J.la& 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 
lB&I~AIIQli tn BWWii county 
T0lN R19E $06 NESW 24.00 T0lN lU9E 606 
T0lN Rl91l $06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 T0lN R191l $06 
TOlN Rl9E S06 SWSE 8.50 T0lN Rl9E $07 
TOlN Rl9E $07 SWNE 38.00 T0lN IU9E SO? 
TOlN Rl9E S07 NENW 28.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 
TOlN R19E $07 NESE 35,00 TOlN R19B S07 










The ri~hts listed below are limited to the irrigation of a corobined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. CCJfflllined Right Nos., 37-•B2H, 37-491C, 
J7·4B3C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the wate.r 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
code, 
EXPLANATORY MATBRIAL: BASIS OF CLAl'M . License 









SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES 
YJCINITI MAP 





PENSCO TRUST FBO 
CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01NH 
1.00 ACRE 
EXHlBlT lfAP OF A YATER RIGHT TRANSftR LEGAL J>ISCRlPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRAJ.IH01NH 
WI.THIM S 8, UN.. lU9£., B.1'., BLAIK£ COUNTY;-ID.Uki' ---"'~""'--.. .,~ 10/lll/JQlt 1'1'111U Ml WOT SHT...J......OF_L 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
· ANP WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PL.LC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(Space Above This Line For Recorder's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company. hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases. conveys and forever quitclaims to PBNSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Charles 
Holt, IRA#HOlNV whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126-6903, all of 
their right, title and interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County 
of Blaine described as: 
1/289111 portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly described 
on Exhibit A. 
DA TED this 8th day of August, 2008 




On this 8th day of August, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
~W 
No . r~ PublicJ01}daho{' ~ .. LA 
Res1dmg at ----:l~=;...;. ..  v-<?~.-.::::u,=-~;...,...-;.,.....ii._ ____ ...,... 
My Commission expires ::1114..al....:~1"\--li~ .... 'iu.~-----
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 EXHIBlT---'-0 __ _ 
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ll)AHO OEPARTMBNT OP WATER RltSOURCES 
RECOMMlDIDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UfllOBR STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-481C 
NAME AND ADDtl.BSS: SOOTH C.'OIJNTY ESTATES LLC 







Pli:RXOD OP USE: 
PLACE OF USE, 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER. 
3 .014 CPS 
08/01/1882 
TRIBUTARY, MALN:l RIVER 
T02N Rl8E 836 Slll)IW Within Br.AIME County 
water diverted from Headgate t4S delivered through District canal. 
2UREQU QI: llliB iBilQI;! QE WI '1!1MitlIX 
IRRIGATION Ot/15 10/31 3.014 CPS 
lUl!Ui'.tlQI: .i.D IW.:uli Q:!Wl.!.:V: 
TOlN Rl!IE S06 MESW 24.00 T01N Rl!IE 906 Lot ' MfSW 33.00 TOlN Rl!l!I S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOHI Rl9E SD6 SESW 39.DD 
TOlN R19E S06 SWSB a.so TOlN Rl9E $07 NWNB 3l.Oo 
TOUI Rl91!: S07 stlNB 38.00 TOlN RUB SD? SBNB 15.00 
TOlN Rl!IE 807 N1ffi'lf 28.00 T01N R1!1E S07 SE!fll 5.50 
TOllf RUE S07 NBSE 35.00 TOlN RUE S07 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights lietad below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos., 37-482H, 37-481C, 
l7-483C, 37-5771:lT, and 37-2630, 
OTHER PROVISIONS Nl!ICSSSAAY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIOHT: 
Thia partial decree ia subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adininiatration of the water 
rights as may be ultillllltely deterl!lined by the Court at • point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42*1412{61, Idaho 
Code, 
EXPLNl'J!\'roRY MATERIAL, BASIS OF ct.AIM • Dea::reed 
Basin 31 Part l Director's Report - Recommended Page 340 
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IDAHO DBPAlt'I'MBNT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RBCOMMKNDBD WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STA'l'E LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBBR: 37-577BT 
N.IUIE AND ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES 1.LC 







PERIOD OP UBE: 
Pt.ACE 01!' OSB, 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
2.200 CFS 
03/24/1883 
TRiatrrARY, MALAD RIVER 
T02N R18B S36 S'IINW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate f45 delivered through District Canal. 
fl/Rla21'.ll.'l Ql llH 11:iml!:ll:l Qf !lH QUANTITY 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 2.200 CPS 
1mu;WU::IQ1i in DLAttm ~Wl~ 
'l'OlN Rl9B $06 NESW 24.00 TOlN Rl!IB S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOlN Rl!IB S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN Rl9E SM SE:SW 3!1.00 
TOlN R19B S06 SWSB 8.50 TOUf Rl9E S07 NWNB 31.()0 
TOlN Rl!IB SO? SWNE 38.00 TOlN Rl9B S07 SBNE 15.00 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NENll' 28.00 TOlN R19E 907 SENW 5.50 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NBSE 35.00 TOlN Rl!JE 807 NWSE 20.00 
28!1 ACRSS TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos., 37-4828, J7•481C, 
37•483C, J7-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY POR DEFINITION OR ADMXNISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGST: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the d.efinition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the vater 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. section 42·1412(6), Idaho 
code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
Basin 37 ~art 3 Oirector•s Report - Reco(ll(!lended Page 425 
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RIGHT NUMBBR: 







PERIOD OF tlSB, 
PLACE OP USE: 
IDAHO DEPAR'IlolRN'l' OP WATER RESOtJRCBS 
Rl!COMMBNDED WATBR RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATB LAW 
37·482H 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
l'O BOX 1539 
lOITCROM ID 83340 
02/20/2007 
BIG WOOD RIVRR TRIBUTARY: MALAD R:tVER 
3,012 Cl'S 
OS/01/1884 
T02N R1SB SJ6 SWNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District canal. 
l?f.mf&lH Qt lmj;j HBU.112 Qf !.!:ill 011a:rn:n 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/:n 3.012 CFS 
IBil~lllQN ~n 81.il\IW/i Qoi.nt:t: 
TOlN Rl9B S06 NESW 24.00 TOlN RUB S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
T01N Rl9B 906 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN Rl9B S06 Sl!SW 39.00 
TOlN Rl!IB" $06 SWSB 8.50 TOlN Rl9B 807 NWNE 31.00 
T0lN Rl!IB S07 Sl'INE 38.00 TOlN RUE S07 SBNE 15.00 
T01N ll.l.!IB $07 NBNW 28.00 TOlN R19F. 807 SBNW 5.50 
TOlN Rl9E S07 NESS 35,00 TOlN RUB S07 mfSE 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos., 37-482H, J7~481C, 
37-483C, 37-577B'l\ and 37-2630. 
OTHBR PROVISIONS NECBSSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATBR RIGHT, 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or tor the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultim.tely determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MA.'l'I!RIAL, BASIS 01" CLAIM - Decreed 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Report - Recomnended 




IDAHO DEPAR™ENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNOBR STATS LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMSER1 J7-48JC 
NAME AND ADDRESS : SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
KETCl:!l.lM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
15. 086 CFS 
OB/Ol/1902 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N Rl8E S36 $WNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate l!45 delivered through District canal. 
PUR~SS Qf :wii l?:SRJ:Ct! Qf USlil OttWIII 
IRRIGATION 04/15 l0/31 15,086 CPS 
J:B&IGAilQH in m..&Ifili i;:Ql,l(lt,~ 
TOUI ltl9E $06 traSW 24.00 TOlN R19E S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
'l.'OlN Rl9E S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TDlN Rl9E S06 SESW 39.00 
TOlN ltl9E S06 SWSE 8,50 TOlN l!.19E S07 NWNE 31.00 
TOlN Rl9E S07 SWNE 38.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 SENE 15.00 
TOlN Rl9E S07 NENW 28.00 TOlN R19E $07 SENW 5.50 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NESE 35.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRSS TOTJU, 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Noa.: J7•482R, 37·481C, 
J7-483C, J7-S77BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NBCESSARY FOR DRFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGID': 
Thia partial decree is subject to such general provisions neceasaey for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of th!!! water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL, BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
EXHm_A.....___ 
1oF5 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Report - Recommended Page 3S2 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-2630 
NF,ME AND ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE : 
PLACE OP USE, 






T0lN Rl9E $6 NNJOISW 'Hi.thin BIJI.INE county 
PURPOSE OF USE 
IRRIGATION 
IR&I~P.:l:XQIII ill 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
TOlN Rl9E $06 
T01N R19E SO? 
TOlN Rl9E S07 










P;BRIOO Of USE 
04;/15 10/31 
24.00 TOlN Rl!lE S06 
12,00 T0lN R19E S06 
a.so T0lN R19B S01 
38.00 TOlN Rl.9B SO? 
28.00 T0lN Rl9E SO? 
3:LOO T0lN Rl9E 801 
289 ACRES TOI'AL 
Lot 6 
OQWIU 








The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined tota1 of 2!19 
acres in a single irrigation season. Coml:iined Right Nos., 31·432H, 31-481C, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-i630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR .!',DMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions neoeeeaey for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entey of a final unified decree, Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANA'l'ORY MA.TBRIM., BASIS OF CLAIM · License 
aasin 37 Part 3 Director's Report - Recoma,,ended 






Ciw Engineers & Lond Surw}'OfS ... ,._,,...,, __ 
l'.0.--~~w:-.. 
ii.I m-4Ha ru: --~·-
VICINlTY KAP 





PENSCO TRUST FBO 




EXHIBl'I' MAP OF A WA'BR RIGHI' TlWIS1'ER LEGAL DBSCRIP'nON FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRMIH01NV 
wrrmN S 6, 'UM., lt19E., EtM., BLADIZ COUWTY:mi:ffri 
SHT__LOF....L 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(Space Above This Line For Recorder's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Charles 
Holt, IRA#H0lNV whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126-6903, all of 
their right, title and interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County 
of Blaine described as: 
11289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly described 
on Exhibit A. 
DATED this i.!_~ay of April, 2009 




On this "S~day of April, 2009, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, llC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
~ W)c,n_,_ IJ.Q., ~ 
Notary Public for_Idaho 
Residing at~ I~, :tl-"') AttD 
My Commission expir&_l_'Z."-t/-':'l .... /..,..1_0 ___ _ 
EXHIBIT __ ·;z __ _ 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 30189-003 
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IDAHO DSPAR'ff/lEN'I' OF WA'l'ER RBSOURCSS 
RSCOMMENDED WA'l'ER RIGHTS ACQUIRSD tlNDBR STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: J7-4BlC 
NAME NU) l\llDR.RSS, SOUTH COUSTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE, 
PLACE OF USB1 
ltB'l'CHUM ID 83110 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
J.Ol4 CFS 
08/01/1882 
TRIBUTARY: MIU.l\D RIVER 
T02N RlBB 836 StiMW Within BLAINE county 
water diverted from Keadgate f4S delivered through District Canal. 
PURPOSB OJ' Q'SB 
IRRIGATION 
IBUQATlON in B~J:tu cg~ 
TOUI' Rl9B 806 NSSW 
TOlll' Rl9B 806 Lot 7 SWSW 
TOUI R19B 806 SWSB 
TOlN R19E 807 Swmt 
TOlN Rl9B 807 BBNW 
TOlN Rl91 807 NllSB 
RP,IQP Of tISB. 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 T011!f R19B 806 Lot 
12.00 TOlN IU.91!: 806 
a.so TOlH RUB 507 
38.00 TOll!f Rl!'IE 807 
28.0D TOUT R19B S07 
JS.DO TO:t.N RUE SO? 
289 ACRBS TOTAL 
!:l!mll:l:U:X 
3,014 CPS 






The rights listed below are limited to the inigation of a cOlnbined total of 289 
acre■ in a single irrigation season. Combined Right l!foa., 37-48211, 37-4B1C, 
l7-483C, J7-57711T, and 37-2630. 
O'l'HSR. PRovtSIONS NECBSSAAY POR DBFINI'l':tON OR ADMDl:tSTllTIOlf OP' THIS WATER RIGHT: 
Thill partial de~ee is subject to 111110h general provisions necessary for 
t:he definitian of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as lllilY be ultimately determined by the Court at a p0int in time no 
later than the entry of a final ~ified decree.- Section 42-1412{6), :tdaho 
Code. 





IDAHO OBPARTMBNT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
3?-577BT 
02/20/2007 
NAME AND ADDRESS, SOUTII COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM ID 83340 






PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
2.200 CFS 
(!3/24/1883 
T02N R18E S36 Slffl'lol Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
.f.l.llil;'Q~ ~ Qf mn~ PEl!IQD Q? !lI.11:i OUANTJ;l'.;( 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 2.200 CP'S 
mSJ:!JAIUlN i.n BLAUI.S CQunt:r: 
TOlN R.198 806 NBSW 24.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 l,ot 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOltl R191!: SOS Lot 7 $WSW 12.00 TOlN R19E 906 SESW 39.00 
TOlN R19E SOEi SlfSE 8.50 TOlN Rl9E $07 NlfNB 31.00 
TOlN RUE SO? SWNE 3&.00 TOlN lU9E 907 SENR 15.00 
TOlN Rl9E 807 NBNW 28.00 TOl.N R19E $07 SBNW 5.50 
TOlN RU! SO? NJSE 35.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are lilllited to the irrigation ot a combined total of 2B9 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos.: 37-•82H, 37-481C, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
O'l'lraR PROVISIONS NECBSSARY !'OR .02FINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition oft™" rights or for the efficient administration of the wate:r 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in ti111e no 
later than the entry of a fin.al unified decree.- Section 42-ltl2(6), Idaho 
Code. 
8.XPLI\NATORY MATBRIAL: BASIS OP CLAIM - Dl!Cl."eed 
Basin 37 Part l Director's Report - Recomnended Page 425 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOORCBS 
RECOMMENDED WATBR RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER, 31~482H 
NAMS AND ADDRESS, SOUTH COUNTY BSTATBS LLC 







PERIOD OF USlh 
PLACE OF usa , 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RlVRR 
3.012 CPS 
08/01/1884 
TlUBU'I'ARY: MAU\D RIVER 
T02N Rl8B S36 Slffflf Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
IZllReQflB Ql!. !Jill: ~UZQ!2 Qf 12ilU~ OJJ»JT,l;l:X 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 3.012 CFS 
IBl!,;J;GAT;wH in E!l11lUHI! i;:ount:11: 
TOlN R19E S06 NBSW 24.00 T01N 1U9.S 806 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOlN Rl9B S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN RUB $06 SBStl 39.00 
TOlN Rl9B 806 SIISS 8,50 TOlN Rl91! $07 HWNB 31.O0 
TDlN R19K S07 SNNE 38.00 T01N RUB 807 smra 15,00 
TOlN R19B S07 NBNW 28,00 TOlN R19B 807 SBNW 5.50 
TOlN RllJB S07 NBSK 35.00 TOlN R19B S07 NWSB 20.00 
289 ACRBS TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation seaaon. Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, J7-40lc, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, IUld 31-2630. 
OTHBR PROVISIONS HBCESSARY FOR DIWIIUTION OR iUJMINISTRATION OF TMIS WATER RIGHT, 
Thie partial decree is subject to such general provisions neoeesary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient a&llinistration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree.- section 42-1412 (6), Jdaho 
Code. 
EXPIJWATORY MATl!RIM.: BASIS OF CLAIM · Decreed 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Report - Reco-nded Page 347 
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IDAHO DEPAR'IMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE I.AW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NOMB&R, 37•4B3C 
NAME AND ADDRESS: soum COUNTY li!STATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USB, 
PLACE OP USE , 
KETCHUM XD 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
15.086 CFS 
08/01/1902 
TRlBtrrARY: MALAil RIVER 
T02N RIBB 836 SWNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
~m!.fQS!!l QF lllil PU,J:Ql2 OE m!lii QU!lfill'.I 
IlUltGATION 04/lS 10/31 15,086 CPS 
IE&:CQM:LQN io !:!Wtm !:!2!.IQt:t: 
TDlN R19E SD6 N'SSW 24.00 TDlN Rl!IE S06 Lot 6 NffSW 33.00 
TOlN Rl!IJ;: SO6 Lot 7 SWSll 12.00 TOlN RUB 506 SBSW 39,00 
TOlN Rl9B S06 Sl'ISE a.so T01N Rl9B S07 NWNE 31. 00 
TOlN Rl.98 807 SWNE 38.00 TOlN R19B 807 SERB 15.00 
TOlN Rl9B SO7 NBNW 21!.OO TDlN RJ.98 S07 SENW 5.50 
TOlN R19B 807 NRSB JS.OD T01N RUB S07 NtfSE 20.00 
2119 ACRES TCtl'AL 
The ?:ighta listed below ai:-e limited to the iri:-igation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation aeason. Cori>ined Right Nos.: 37-41!2H, 37-481C, 
37-4B3C, 37-577BT, and J7•2o30, 
OTHER PROVISIONS N8CESSARY P'OR DEFINITION OR ADNINlSTRATION OF THIS WATBR RIGHT: 
· This partial decree is subject to such general provisions neces1111uy for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as m.ay be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Cod8 . 
.BXPLANATORY MATBRIAL: BASIS OP CLAIM - Decreed 
EXHBT_.....A __ 
4oP5 
aaain 37 Part 3 Director's Report - Recommended Page 352 
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RIGHT NUMBER: 







PSRIOD OP USB: 
PLACE Ct USB, 
IDJUIO DBPAATME.NT OP WATSA RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUI.RBD UNDBR STATE I:.Alf 
37-2630 
SOO"nt COtlNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 






T0lN Rl9E S6 NWNWSW Within JU.Anm County 
RWiofOH PF QSI 
IRRIGATION 
llR,IGA'fIQR in BLAI.Q Cpupty 
TOJ.lil R19E S06 HBSW 
TOlN RUB S06 Lot 1 SlfSW 
TOlN Rl9E S06 SWSB 
TOlN Rl9E S07 SNNB 
TOlN Rl9E S01 NBNW 
TDlK R.19'8 S07 Ht!:SB 
PIRIQD Of llSB 
04/15 10/31 
24.QO TDUI Rl98 S06 
12.00 T01N R.l9B S06 
8.50 TOllf Rl9B S07 
l&.00 TOll!r RlH 807 
28.00 TOUI Rl9B S07 
35.00 TOUf Rl9B S07 












The rights listed bel011 are limited to the irrigation of a ccxnbined total of 289 
acres in a llingle irrigation 1111H1san. C0W>ined Right Noe., 31-482H, 37-4.BlC, 
37-4.BJC, 37-571BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHtR PROVISIONS NBCBSSA!ilY FOR DBPlllITIOl!II OR AtlHINISTRATION Op THIS 'IIATBR RIGHT, 
This partial decree i111 subject to such general provieions neoes111ary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient admini111tration of the water 
rights as PY he ultimately determined by the Cou.rt at a point in time no 
later than tbe entry of a final unified chtcree,_ Section 42-1412{6), Idaho 
Code. 
lllCPt.ANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CI.AIM - Licen111e 
Ba11in 37 Part 3 Director's Report - RE!ICDCllmli!lnded 




REUSE Gr IIRAIINGS 
........ ag~~-









PENSCO lRUST FBO 
CHARLES HOLT IRA#f-101NV 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 1,. - 400' 
Naa·os'o1 "w 
55.51' 
EJHlBI't MAP OF J. YATIR RIGHT TIWISfER LEGAL DBSCRtPTtON FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT 1RA&H01NV 
1fft'HIN S 8, UN .. IL19B., e.:1t. BLAlNB COUJITY, mMlo -cr--Pl~.....,...\NII..IMk--........... 'IO/tOl2GCII 10;1ll:UIM UJ SHT_,LOF_L 
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LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
James R. Laski 
jrl@fawsonlaskl.com 
Trish Fawcett 
IDWR Southern Regional Office 
650 Addison Ave. W., Ste. 500 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-5858 
June 3, 2016 
Re: Notice of Change of Ownership, 
Dear Ms. Fawcett: 





675 SUN VALLEY ROAD, SUITE A 
POST OFFICE Box 3310 




I represent Richard Fosbury ("Fosbury"), Big Stick, LLC ("Big Stick") and Charles 
Holt ("Holt", and collectively with Fosbury and Big Stick, the "Owners") with respect to a 
series of four Notice of Change of Ownership concurrently filed with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") regarding water right nos. 37-481 C, 37-
482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 ("Water Rights"). The purpose of this letter is 
to further support the basis for the split of the Water Rights between each of the Owners 
and Belle Ranch, LLC. 
South County Estates, LLC ("South County") owned the full diversion rate of the 
Water Rights by virtue of deeds dated September 10, 2003 and September 12 2005. 
South County filed claims to the Water Rights in the Snake River Basin Adjudication 
("SRBA"). On June 13, 2008, in accordance with its mortgage with South County, 
Mountain West Bank ("Mountain West") filed a Notice of Security Interest in a Water 
Right, which was acknowledged by IDWR on June 20, 2008, and attached to the Water 
Rights. Mountain West's mortgage was recorded in Blaine County on October 14, 




tDWR Southern Regional Office 
June 3, 2016 
Page2 
By the following series of seven quitclaim deeds, South County conveyed 
15.3/289th of the diversion rate of the Water Rights between December, 2007 and June, 
2009, all of which were release from the lien of the MWB Mortgage: 
Grantee Conveyance Diversion Recorded MWB Recorded 
Date Rate Inst#/ Partial Inst# f 
Date Release Date 
Date 
1. Big Stick LLC 12/7/2007 2.8/289Ul 554098 10/14/2009 574996 
12/14/2007 2/10/2010 
2. Fosbury IRA 3/17/2008 1/289m 575491 10/14/2009 574998 
3/1/2010 2/10/2010 
3. Holt IRA #1 4/28/2008 1/289tn 575488 10/14/2009 575000 
3/1/2010 2/10/2010 
4. Holt IRA #2 8/8/2008 1/289tn 575489 10/14/2009 574999 
3/1/2010 2/10/2010 
5. Fosbury IRA 9/18/2008 1/289m 575492 10/14/2009 574997 
3/1/2010 2/10/2010 
6. Holt IRA #2 4/8/2009 1/289m 575490 10/14/2009 575002 
3/1/2010 2/10/2010 
7. Scherer/Holt 6/25/2009 7.5/298m 568680 6/25/2009 568681 
6/25/2009 6/25/2009 
Copies of each quit claim deed and the associated Partial Release of Lien are attached 
hereto as Exhibits 1 through 7. The combined total of the diversion rate of the Water 
Rights conveyed and released from the MWB Mortgage is 15.3/289th of the diversion 
rate of the Water Rights. 
Each of the Each of the Quitclaim Deeds states as follows: 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION ... South County ... hereby bargains. sells, 
remises, releases. conveys and forever quitclaims to [Grantee], all of its right. title and 
intere§t which it has, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine, 
described as: 
r J/2~91h portion of Water Right Nos. 37•481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-




IDWR Southern Regional Office 
June 3, 2016 
Page3 
By recording documents entitled "Partial Release of Lien" as set forth above, 
Mountain West released the lien of the MWB Mortgage (as described above and 
therein) to the 15.3/289th of the diversion rate of the Water Rights with the associated 
with the above referenced Deeds (the "MWB Partial Releases"). The MWB Partial 
Releases expressly stated: "that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates to the 
Water Rights appurtenant to the [ ... ] acre of real property identified on the legal 
description attached hereto as Exhibit 'A' and incorporated herein by this reference and 
that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right flied with the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources be waived to the limited extent to relates to the Water Rights 
described above." See MWB Partial Releases at 1. 
The recorded Deeds and MWB Partial Releases notified subsequent purchasers 
and all others that a total of 15.3/289th of the diversion rate of the Water Rights were no 
longer owned by South County, but instead were owned by various third parties. South 
County, after having already conveyed 15.3/2891h of the diversion rate of the Water 
Rights, quitclaimed all the remaining (unconveyed) diversion rate of the Water Rights 
by a Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure to Mountain West, which was recorded in Blaine 
County on June 17, 2010, by Instrument No. 578331 (the "MWB Deed in Lieu"). A copy 
of the MWB Deed in Lieu is attached hereto as Exhibit 8. 
Thereafter, Mountain West conveyed its interest In the property described in the 
MWB Deed in Lieu to GBCI Other Real Estates, LLC ("GBCI") by Deed recorded in 
Blaine County on June 17, 2010, as Instrument No. 578364 (the "MWBIGBCI Deed"); 
however, such conveyance was specifically subject to, and expressly excluded the 
Partial Release of Water Rights recorded as Instrument Nos. 568681, 574996, 574997, 
574998, 574999, 5745000 and 575001. See MWB/GBCI Deed at 2, with reference to 
Partial Releases of Water Rights recorded as Instrument Nos.574997 and 574998 
{defined as MWB Partial Releases, above). A copy of the MWB/GBCI Deed is attached 
hereto as Exhibit 9. The total diversion rate of the Water Ri11,hts excluded by the Partial 
Releases referenced in the MWBIGBCI Deed was 15.3/289 . Thus, at this point, by the 
recorded deeds, 15.3/289th of the diversion rate of the Water Rights was owned by third 
parties and the remaining 273.7/289th of the diversion rate was owned by GBCI. 
On August 31, 2010, the SRBA District Court issued partial decrees to South 
County for the Water Rights. 
On July 22, 2011, after the SRBA partial decrees were issued, Mountain West 
filed a Notice of Change of Ownership with IDWR regarding the Water Rights. 
According to Mountain West's letter to IDWR, it acquired South County's ownership of 
the Water Rights "via a Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure •.. ." A copy of the MWB Deed in 




IDWR Southern Regional Office 
June 3, 2016 
Page4 
2011, and because IDWR did not have all of the deeds regarding the Water Rights, 
IDWR processed Mountain West's change of ownership for the entire diversion rate of 
the Water Rights. The change in ownership was processed des~ite the fact that 
Mountain West had expressly disclaimed all interest in 15.3/2891 of the diversion rate 
by the MWB Partial Releases. 
On December 22, 2011, GBCI conveyed, without warranty, the Water Rights, to 
Belle Ranch, LLC ("Belle Ranch"), by Special Warranty Deed, recorded in Blaine 
County on December 22, 2011, as Instrument No. 593252 (the "Special Warranty 
Deed"}. The Special Warranty Deed is attached hereto as Exhibit 10. Concurrently 
therewith, Mountain West conveyed its interest in the Water Rights to Belle Ranch by 
Quitclaim Deed (the "MWB Quitclaim Deed"), recorded December 22, 2011, as 
Instrument No. 593254. The MWB Quitclaim Deed is attached hereto as Exhibit 11. 
By the recorded deeds, it is clear that GBCI and Mountain West never obtained 
ownership of the 15.3/2891h of the Water Rights owned by the third parties as all these 
documents were both recorded in the real property records of Blaine County prior to the 
recording of the MWB Deed in Lieu and all subsequently recorded deeds. Accordingly, 
neither GBCI nor Mountain West could convey the 15.3/289th of the diversion rate of the 
Water Rights to Belle Ranch. All GBCI or Mountain West could convey to Belle Ranch 
was 273.7/289th of the diversion rate of the Water Rights, which were not expressly 
excluded by the Partial Releases. 
On February 28, 2012, Justin Stevenson and Brett Stevenson, on behalf of Belle 
Ranch, filed a Notice of Change of Ownership in the Water Rights. On March 7, 2012, 
IDWR processed the change of ownership for the entire diversion rate of the Water 
Rights. Without the benefit of all of the deeds, IDWR mistakenly changed ownership for 
the entire diversion rate of the Water Rights to Belle Ranch. 
On August 31, 2012, and as a result of the mortgage executed by Belle Ranch, 
Rabe Agrifinance, Inc. ("Rabe Agrifinance") filed a Notice of Security in a Water Right 
with IDWR, which was acknowledged by IDWR on September 10, 2012. 
The reason for seeking the present split of the Water Rights is to bring to IDWR's 
attention the third party ownership of 15.3/289th of the diversion rate of the Water Rights 
as a result of South County's previous split the Water Rights as well as the respective 
ownership interests of the Owners, all of which were conveyed and of record prior to the 
MWB Deed in Lieu. As such, 15.3/289th diversion rate of the Water Rights was never 
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According to the recorded deeds, ownership of the Water Rights should be split 
as follows: 
Parent Total FSC1 Big Holt Holt Belle 
Water Parent Div. Stick Fosbur IRA#1 IRA#2 Ranch Div. 
Right Div. Rate Div. y Div. Div. Div. Rate and 
No. Rate and Rate Rate Rate Rate Water 
Water Right No. 
Right 
No. 
37-481C 3.014 0.08 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.02 2.854 
37- 37-481C 
22915 
37- 2.2 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 2.07 
577BT 37- 37-577BT 
22918 
37-482H 3.012 0.08 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.02 2.852 
37- 37--482H 
22916 
37--483C 15.086 0.40 0.15 0.11 0.05 0.11 14.266 
37- 37-483C 
22917 
37-2630 3.75 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.03 3.56 
37- 37-2630 
22919 
The Mortgage, Assignment of Rants, and Security Agreement executed by Belle 
Ranch in favor of Rabo Agrtfinance recorded in Blaine County on May 2, 2012, only 
attaches to diversion rate of the Water Rights owned by Belle Ranch, as set forth in the 
table above. Accordingly, Rabo Agrifinance has no security interest in the diversion rate 
of FSC's Water Rights, as set forth in the table above. 
1 First Security Corporation ("FSC") is the Successor in interest to the 7.5/289th interest in the diversion 
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Consistent with the recorded deeds and the table above, the Owners respectfully 
request IDWR to process the Notices of Change in Water Right Ownership by splitting 
the Water Rights as set forth above. Should you have any questions or concerns, 
please do not hesitate to contact me. 
JRUdle 
cc: Client (via emall) 
Zach Latham, Brockway Engineering (via email) 
Garrick Baxter, Esq. (via email) 
Chris Bromley, Esq (via email) 





RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
ANl} WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PI.LC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
{Space Above Thb Une For Recorder's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates. LLC. an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells. remises. 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company whose address is P.O. Box 2127, Ketchum, ID 83340, all of their right. title and 
interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine desaibed 
as: 
2.8 inches of Water Right 37-48l(c) as identified on the records of 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
DATED this _J_ day of December, 2007. 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, U.C 
OFIDAHO, ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine. ) 
On this ~ ~y of December, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in 
and for said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me 
upon satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the 
person who subscribed his name to the within instrument. and acknowledged to me that he 
executed the same on behalf of said limited liablli compan(\ // 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 2..~{ 
---a::::;;~-1--------------
esiding at ~Vld ~ 
tary Public ~o ~· 
My Commission expires~\ 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PU,C 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(Space Above This Line For Reconler's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION. receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises. 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to BIG STICK, llC, an Idaho limited liability 
company. whose address is P.O. Box 2127. Ketchum, ID 83340, all of their right, title and 
interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County of B1aine described 
as: 
2.8n89th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-
483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources and more particularly 
described on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 7th day of December, 2007 




On this 7th day of December, 2007. before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and 
for said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Est.ates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal . . ,,,, .......... ,,,, 
,_#" , , t. s It l ~,~ , ,t '•• .., ~ 
I ., .J' " : .· \,e.\ 
=- * , ~~ ~ ;; 
: . r • : = --~ ·~ ; = 
: . ••E \(I,->, • . - · · ~ I I 
,-r>'"• ..... ~ '".q ~ .• , ..... \\.0 i' 
~,,,. Op lU r... i.•"' 
'••••• .. •u1.••• 
N yM"!~~ R idingat . ~ · 
My Commissi1uxpires ~11>:ZO\A 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 
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IlllUiO XISPNI.TMBHT OF WA'r'Bll l!BSOURC&s 
IIJllCCHlaDl!D WA'l'BR RIGHTS ACQW:RBD UNDBR STATS LP.If 
02/20/2007 
RIGH't NUMBBlb n-,1u.c 
RMB JIND ADDRESS, SOtml Cl00NTY BS'l'A'l'BS U..C 







PBllIOD OF US81 
PLA<:B or UsB' 
1<B'l'CRW( m 13340 
BIG 'lfOClO 11.JVER 
1.ou en 
08/0l/l8H 
'l'02N R18B S36 SlftlW Within BLAINE County 
Water diVllrted fi:mn Headgate 145 delivered through Di•trict c::an.1. 
PURPQH Of' YU 
l!UllGA'l'lOII 
lQJ.GA'l'ICI{ in IW,lQ s:matx 
'l'OlN lUllB SO& NBSW 
TOlN Rl9S SOG Lot 7 SWSN 
TOlN Rl.98 SO& BIISB 
TOUI" RUlt S07 B'NIP; 
TOUI RUB SO? HU1I 
TUN RUB 807 NBSB 
PQIQP 0, Vil 
H/15 10/31 
H.00 TOllf Rl.!JJ/1 S06 Lot 
u.oo TOlN 11.l!Jl!l 806 
11.so TOJJf R.1.98' S07 
39.oo TOlN ll19S sen 
21.00 'l'Ollll R19B 507 
35.00 Tllllf Rl9B SO'J 
a&9 ACUS Ttn'AL 
OQ1tll'l'ITY 
3.014 CFS 
6 HNSN ll,00 
SBSW 39.00 
tnlNl 31.00 
SRIII 15,00 - 5.50 nss .ID,OD 
The rigbte li•ted b9low are limited to the irrigation of a cQabinad total of 289 
acr•• 1n a aingle irrigation .. aaoa. Cofflbind Right Noe., l7-482H, 37-01.C, 
37•48)C, ]7-5771'1', and 37M26]0, 
O'I'KtR PIOVISIOlfS NBCBSSAR'r FOR DD'nrITION OR ~nr.tsTRATION OF 'l'IIIS WA'l'Bll. ll.IGH1'; 
Thill puU•l de1:n:ee is .ub::lect to ~ general prariaion• nece911a,:y fer 
the definition or the rigbt• or for the efficient adllliniatration Of~ water 
rights •• lllllY be ulti•t•ly det■lllli1:111d by the Court at a point in time no 
later t.haQ the entry of a final unified~- sacti- 42-141216), Idahci 
Code, 
8ULl!N1.TORY MATBR.IAL, BASIS OF ct.iUM - IleerHd 
Baain 37 tart l Director•• Rl!l!POrt - Reeo~d Page 340 
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RIGHT NUMBBR, 
lll1,J(O Dll:PARTMBNT OP WATBR RBSOllRCBS 
R.B~EO WATER RIGHTS ACQUlRBO tmDBR STATB LAW 
37-577BT 
02/20/2007 
Nl\MS AND ADDRBSS : SOU'I'ff COONTY BSTATES I.LC 
PO BOX lS)J 
KB'l'CH'CH IO 8334,0 






l?BRIOO OF t!SB: 
PLACB OF USB: 
2.200 CPS 
03/24/1883 
T02N RlSB 836 SWNW Within BLAINE COllilty 
Water diverted from Headgate #tS delivered t~ugh District Canal. 
l!IIB.E'.Qlill Qt J.lall l!.WUJ212 Qf W!li arwnin 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/lt 2,300 CFS 
IRBI!UalQH ;l.n liltaal.ml ~l&lllil!: 
TOlN IU9B 806 NBSW 2,.00 TOl.N Rl9B 806 Lot 6 NWSlf 33.00 
TOlN 11.19B 806 l.ot ? swsw 12.00 TOlN R19B S06 SBSW 39.00 
TOlN RUB $06 SJl'SB &.so TOlN lllllB 807 NIINll ll.OD 
TOlN Rl9B SO? Slffl:B 38.00 TOl.N Rl9E 807 SBNB 15.00 
TOlN Rl9B 907 NBNW 28.00 TOlN RUB $07 SENW $.SO 
TOlN Rl9B 807 NESS 35.00 TOll! Rl9E 807 NWSB l0.00 
2 811 ACR.BS TOTAL 
The rights listed below ani limited to the irrigation of a codlined tot•l of 219 
acrH in a ai:ngle lrrigat:.ion aeuon. Combiued Right Noa.1 37-48:IH, 37-UlC, 
37-483C, 37•S?7BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHRR PROVISIONS NBCB8SAJtY POR DEPINITION OR AllffINISTRATION OF THIS WATBR RIGHT, 
Thia partial decree is subject to auch general provieiona neceaaaey for 
the definition of the righta or for the efficient adluiniatnttion of the water 
rights aa may be ultimately det:.ermined by the Court at a point int:.. ime no 
latei: tlan the ent:.;ey of a final unified decree. section t:Z-1'12(61, Idaho 
Code. 
BXPI.11.NATOR'I' MATBRIAL: BASIS 01' CTAIM • Dt!cr111ed 
SOflBIT_A __ 
2•95 
Basin 37 Part 3 Oirector•a Report • Rl!Collllnended Page US 
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IOAHO DBPAATMBVl' OF WA'lBR RUOURCBS 
U,COMMmltlBD IIATIIJl RIGliTS ACQOillBD mmBR STA.TB LAW 
37-412H 
02/20/2007 
NAMS AND 11Dl)RBSSz SOIJTl'l C::Otnl"l'Y BSTAT8S LLC 







PBRIOO OP USI!:, 
PLACII OP USlh 
ICSTCHUM ID 83340 
BIO WOOD RIVB1l 
3,012 CPS 
08/01/lGH 
TaIBUTAllY1 MIUJU> RIVBll 
T02N R18B S36 S1INW Within BIJUBB county 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 malive.red through Oiet~ict canal. 
li!lll2!21il 121: !lU DBJQP Pr VSI OOANTIIJ 
IRltIGILTION 04/15 10/ll 3.012 CPS 
XBIJ:aA.tXQI in liialtm J;:Quntx 
'l:011~ ll1!1B S04l NBSW H.00 'l"OUI JU.SB S06 Lot fi JIWSW 33.00 
T011f R19B S06 Lot 7 swsw 3.2.00 'l"Olff RUI SOG SBSII 39 .00 
T011f llUB SOG SW9B a.so T011f Rl!IB S07 NNllB 31.00 
T011f ll19B so? SWNB 38.00 TOlJf IU!IB 807 SIMI 15.00 
TOlN RUB SO? NBN1f 28.00 TOlJf R19B 907 SBNW 5.50 
TOUI RUB 807 NBSB 35.00 TOl.lf RUB 807 HWSB 20.00 
2HAC:USTO'tAL 
'l'he right• liated below are limited to the irrigation of a CGl!lblned total of 289 
acrea in a single irrigation ae•son. Clonlbined Ri!'lbt Noe.: 37-4B2K, J7~♦BtC. 
37~•1Jc, 37•577B'l', and 11-2&30, 
OTHBR PROVlSIOZfS NBCBSSARY FOR DBPilfITION OR Al'»!Ull8THAT10N OF TRIS WA'l'aR 11,IGHT: 
1'hi• partial decree ia subject to au.ch gener•l pr;,viaiona a.ca•aaey for 
tbe definition oft~ right• or for the efficient lldminietratian of the water 
righte •• -y be \tlt.i1111&tely detaJ:11.ined by the Coun at a point 1n tima no 
later than t:he entey- of a final unified decree. Sect.ion •a-lfil.2 ts), rdabc 
Code. 
auin 37 Part l Director•• R!!!port: • Racomended Page 34.'1 
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RIGIIT NUMBB!l, 







PBRlOD 01" USB1 
Pt.A.CB OV USB, 
I!Wro D&PAR'DIBIIIT Of' IIA'HIK RBSOURCBS 
RlCOkMIQIIllilD WATER 1:U:CIITS ACQUXRSD urmBR S'l'Aft 1.M 
37•483C 
SOO'l'H COml"l'Y BSTATBS Ltc 
PO BOlt 1539 
D'l.'OWN ID llltD 
BIG WOOD R.IW!l 
15.086 CPS 
08/01/1902 
T02H Rl8B SJ6 SllNW Within BI.AID CCWlty 
02/20/2007 
Water diverted frota Beadgat• tts dialivered through Di•trict Cllnal, 
f'URPQ!!II Pf lUll 
llUUGATIQN 
;tRRIGATIQH in 8LAJD Cgunty 
TOlll IU9B S06 NBSW 
TOllf IU9B SO& Lot "1 SIISW 
'l'Olll Rl.98 SO& SWSE 
TO lN Rl.!IB S07 SIINR 
TDl.N Rl!II $07 N1DIW 
1'01.lf 1\1'1 $07 l!IBSB 
PSBIQD PP WII 
Ot/15 10/31 
2t.OO TOlN Rl98 SO& Lot 
12.00 TOlN R19B 806 
a.so 'l'OUI Rl.9B 907 
H.oo TOJ.H Rl.!IB SO'l 
21.00 'l'OlH RUB 807 
35.00 'l'OlH Rl9B S07 
2ll!I .FICRBS TOTAl. 
l)VJllfH'n 
15,086 CFS 






'l"h.e rights lieted below ar• limited to the irrigatian of a cr.hiilad total cf 289 
•crea 1ft a single irrigation aaaaon. Combined Rigbt Noa,: l7-tB2H, J7-tBlC, 
37•tBlC, l7-5'17BT, and 37-2530. 
OTRBR PROVISIONS HECBSSARY !!'Oil DBFIHITION OR ADMJ:lfIB1'1U\'l'IOR 01!' THIS WATBR RtGKT, 
· Tiu• partial dacrea ia auhject to aucb gamei;&l p:f0Viaiot111 naaaHH'Y for 
tbe definition of the righta or for the effici-t ..-!adniatration of the •ter 
r:lgbts •• -Y be vlti•t•ly deter111ined by the Co.are at a point in Cim no 




Ba•iri l"1 Patt l Di.rec~or• • Report. • R.e~nded Page 353 
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RlGHT lll'UM8BR, 
lllMO DBPAll.'l'MBMT OP WA'l'BR RBS00RC8S 
RBCOMMBNDBD WATER IUOH'l'S AC!Q'!JlRBD UNDD STA'tB r.l'.l!I 
3'1-2630 
02/20/200'1 
111\MB 1llfD JWDRBSS, SOUTH. COUll'l:Y BSTATBS LLC 







HIUOD OP 'D'SB: 
PLI\CS OP USI: 





i!PBPI or VD 
IIIJlIGATlON 
IBBJ!iM::U:11 i.D IU.allll Cauntit: 
TOlll RUB S06 NUii 
, TOl.ll Rl.9B S06 Lot ., swsw 
TOlN lll.9S. 806 SWSB 
TlllN IU,s 807 S1INB 
TOW lll9B SO? -'t'OUI Rl.98 807 HISE 
TRI8ll'l'ARY: 
HBI9P PF PSI 
O&/l.S 10/31 
2,.00 TOllt RUB S06 Lot 
:12.00 'l'0llf Rl9B S0i 
a.so T0lll RUB 507 
lS.00 TO:llf lll9B 807 
21.00 T0l.lf lll!I& SO? 
35.00 TOllf RUB S07 
289 ACRBS TODL 
QJ1Mll'ITY 
3 .'150 CFS 
1,011.so APY 






Th• right• li•ted belt>w are limited to tha ir:dgat;Lcm of a aolllbined total of 211 
11Cree in• single irrigatlan ••••c:m. Combined Right Boe., l7•482H, l?➔f81C, 
37•413C, 37-S77B't', 111\d 37•2630, 
O'l'ffBR PltOVISiotlS NBCSSSARY FOR DBFINITIOl!f OR I\DMIHU'l'KA'l'IOlr OF THIS WATllll '.RXGIT: 
Thia partial decree ia eubject to 11\lch ge:n•r•l provisions n•=••••ry for 
the d■finiti® of the rights or for the eUieieat adnlini■tration of the watltl:' 
right■•• IIIAY be ultiutely deter:mined by the CoUrt at a pout in ti111■ no 
tater th11n the entry of a final W1ifiad decree. s■c:ticm 42-lna(tl, Idaho 
cede. 




PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 l'ecorded as InSttument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
( collective) y the ''Mortgage"), hereby agr~ that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rjghts appmtenant to the 2.8 ncres of real property identified on the legal 
description attached hereto as Exhibit "A" an~ incorporated herein by this reference which are 
the subject of n quitclaim deed dated December 7, 2007 to BIG STICK, LLC, an ldaho limited 
liability company and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights 
described above. 
Dated: October 14 . 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
By:ti~ 
Its: \ ~ ; 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
of O c...rc>d~ , 2009, before me, 
.6~~~~~-A2~;4~~~ a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
appeared #~~;...J~~~~z_, known or identified to me to be the 
1//t::.& ~iae,,r of OUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me tha.t such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this ce1f te first above written. 
=foe~ Residing at #A71/ t?)-:, ~,a 
My commission expires 9'.-a:f:-/ 0 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
30169-033 Big Slick 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
BIG STICK, LLC 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED tN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1 N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNlY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7: THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°0T22" W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 16"36150" W, 425.66 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24'28" W, 1572.41 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" W, 119.02 FEET; 
THENCE N 30"35'32" W, 10.89 FEET; 
THENCE N 59°24'28" E, 1672.02 FEET; 
THENCE S 31"10'18 11 E, 74.85 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 











BIG STICK. LLC 
2.8 ACRES 





EXHlBft IU.P OF A YATER RIGB? T1UNSF£R LEGAL D£SCRIP'l'10N FOR 
BIG STICK, LLC 
WlTHIN S 8, T.lH., R.UIB., B.lt, BLA'INE COUNTY, lDAHO 
1'1~\Wdl•\all ...... .,,_,~ 10/10/Zllll tQ:llt:P NI IIDT 
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,I 
RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
ANQ WfIBN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
Instrument# 564098 
HAILEY, BLAINE!, IOAHO 
2.00. t.1. 2. -14.. 03:48:17 No. of Pag115-es: 1 . Recorded for : AMERITITLE 
Joi. YNN DRAGE FH: 3.0o 
&.Qfflcfo ReC1>1l!er Deputy ________ _ 
lndH ID! WTYl0C/cOR1' DEED 
(Space Above This Liru: Fer Recordets U4e) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowJedge~ South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells. remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company whose address is P.O. Box 2127, Ketchum, ID 83340, all of their right, title and 
interest which they have. if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine described 
as: 
2.8 inches of Water Right 37-481(c) as identified on the records of 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
DA TED this _,2_ day of December, 2007. 




County of Blaine. ) 
On this "'::J~y of December. 2007, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in 
and for said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me 
upon satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the 
person who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that be 
executed the same on behalf of said limited liabili compan(\ /1 
WITNESS my hand and official seal, LU/{ 
~o:::;;;..~..;--------------
t ~ Public ~daho::::" 
estdmg at ~"'-~w ~ ::t:lL 
My Commissionexpires _t'Z.w+w:1'$~\"""'V,"'\....,\ ___ _ 
QUITCLAIM DEED - l 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASK.I, PLLC 
Post Office Bo;,i, 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(Space Above This Line For Reconkr's Us~} 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells. remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Richard 
D. Foshury. IRA#F0lEC whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126-6903, all 
of their right, title and interest which they have, if any. in the property in the State of Idaho, 
County of Blaine described as: 
l/2891h portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H. 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-S77BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly described 
on Exhibit A 
DATED this 17th day of March, 2008 




On this 17th day of March, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument. and acknowle.dged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 
ot. ¥Publi~o ~~ 
R 1dmg at_~"""""="'---"""~""'-~=-------~---
Cornmission expires A:wU:b~..- 3', Zp 1.( 
0 
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IDJ\l!O DEPAII.TlofENT OF WJ\TER RESOURCES 
RECOMM8NOEO WATER R!GaTS ACQUIRBD UNDER STATE l,AW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: l7·481C 
NAME AND l'.DDRl!SS, SOU'IH COtnl'IY ESTATES LLC 







PE!ttOD 01' USE, 
PLACE OP USE: 
KBTCHUM IO 83140 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
J.014 CPS 
OB/01/18B2 
TRIBUTARY, MAlJUl RIVER 
T02N Rl8E S3o SIINW Within BLAINE COl,IJlty 
Water diverted from Readgate #45 delivered thrO'Ugh District Canal. 
11URl19H Ol Wil 
lRJUGl'.T!ON 
PQIOD 01 Wft 
04/1& 10/ll 
J'.RRIGATION in BLAIN& County 
TOlN Rl!IB SOG NESW 24.00 
TOlN Rl!IE SOG Lot 
TOlN 11.l!IE S06 
T0lN RHB 807 
TDlN R1'8 S07 













T0l.N Jll!li S06 
TOUJ Rl9E S0i 
TOlN Rl!Uil S07 
TOlN R1!16 S07 
TOUi R19E SO"/ 
T0lN Rl!IS S07 
Ql,INffITI 
3 .014 CFS 
Lot 6 NWSW 33 .oo 





The right• listed below are lilllited to the irrigation of a combined total of 269 
acres in a single irrigation seaaon. Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-461C, 
J7-4&JC, 3?-S17BT, er,d l7·2Gl0, 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DSFlNlTION OR 1\DMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
This partial decree is subject to s~ch general provisions necessacy for 
the definition of the righta or for the efficient administration of the water 
righte as may be ulti•ately deteminsd by the Court at a point in ti11111 no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-141216), Idaho 
eode. 
EXPLANATO!IJt' MA.TEKP\L, BASIS OF CI..AIM • Oem;ee.d 
Basin 37 Part J Director's Report - Rec0<M1ended Page 340 
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l01Ul0 DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOM~ENDBO WATER RIGlrrS ACQUIMO UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMB~Rt 37~577BT 
NAME AND AOORESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF OSE: 
PLACE OF lJSJl;: 
KETCll:UM ID BJHO 
BIG WOOO R!VER 
2,200 CFS 
03/24./188) 
TRIBUTARY, MALAD RIVER 
T02N RlBE S3S SWNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District canal. 
fml,POJlll. Q[ J.lSj, i!~lUQll Qi!: lll.U: OUl\.tlIIll 
IR.RIGATION Oi/15 l0/31 2.200 CFS 
l!!.&I§A'l'.rnli in. BI.,AU!S !:;ounJ.);: 
TOlN lll!IE $06 NESW 2LOO TOlN IU9E so, Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOU'f RUE sos Lot 7 $WSW 12.00 T!llN Rl9E $06 SBSW 39.00 
TOlN IU!IB 806 SWSE s.so TOlN IU9E $07 NWNS 31.00 
TOlN IU!IB 807 SWNE 38,00 TOlN 11.192 SO? $llNE 15.00 
TOlN Rl 9B SO, NEID! 28.00 T01N R191l: $07 SBNW 5.50 
TOlN R19E S07 NESE JS.OD TOlN Rl!IE S07 Nl'ISE 20.00 
289 AC!UW TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation seaaan. Combined Right Nae.: 37·482H, 37-481C, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVlSIONS NECBSSAR'l FOR OllF!NlTlON OR ADMINISTRATION OF THlS WATER RIGHT1 
Thie partial decree ie subject to such general provlsiona necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights aa may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in ti,r,e no 
later than the entcy of a final unified decree. Section 42·1412{6!, Idaho 
Code. 
BXPI.IUIATOR'l MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Dl!~Ued 
Basin 11 Part l Oireetor•s Report• RecQlmlended Page us 
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IDAHO DEPAATMUl'.l' OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNtlER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT Ntw.SER, l7-482H 
NllME AND IIDDRBSS: SOUTH COlJN'l'Y BSTATBS LLC 







PERIOD OP USE, 
PLACE OP USE: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD !UVBR 
3.0).:2 CFS 
08/01/188' 
TlUl!llTARY: MAt.AD RIVER 
T02N Rl8E SJ6 Sffmil Within BLAllfE County 
Water diverted from »eadgate #45 delivered through District canal. 
lYBES:!H Ql ijlilll H1mm 2E Wi2 IJUA!n:ll:X 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 J.Oll CPS 
:tRBIQAtlON ;iil BLllilll!lii i;:g1,111tl! 
TOUi R.l!iB SD6 NBSW 24.00 TOlN IU!IE Sll6 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
T01N R19E S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TlllN Rl.9B SOS SRSlf 39,00 
TlllN RUE S06 SMS'E a.so TlllN RlH SO? NWNE Jl,00 
TOlN Rl!IE S07 SWE 38.00 TOl.N ll19l!: $07 SENE 15.00 
TOlN Rl9E S07 ~ 28-00 TOllt RUB $07 S!NW S,50 
TOlN RHIE SO'I NBSB 35.00 TOlN IU9B SO'I NWSB 20.00 
2 B 9 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 281 
acree in a single irrigaticn eeaeon. Colllbined Right Noe.: J7-482H, l'1•481C, 
J7-483C, J7-577ST, and 37-2630. 
OTKER PROVISIONS NBCiSSARY FOR OBFINITION OR IUlMINISTRATlON OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general proviaions neceeeary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights ae may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. section 42-1412(&), Idaho 
Code. 
SXPLANATOR'i MATERIAL, BASIS OP Cl.AIM - l)ecx:eed 
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RIGHT NIJMl'!ER, 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WA1'1::R. RESOURCES 
RECOMNEIIDIID WATER RlGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATS lJIW 
l7·4.93C 
02/20/2001 
NAME J\Nll ADDRESS, !iOUTII COUNTY ESTATES LJ:.C 







PEllIOD OP USE, 
PLACE OP USE: 
tcETCRUM ID 8J310 
SIG WOOD RIVER 
15.086 CFS 
DB/01/1'02 
T02N RIBB 836 SWN"~ Within BLAINE County 
'l'Rt!l!JTAAY, MAtJU) RIVER 
Water diverted from Readgate #4.S de1ivered. through Dietriet Canal. 
WRPQSB OF tJSE 
lAAIGATION 
IJIBIQATJQR in BLP,INB CWD!:.¥ 
TOUI Rl9E SOfi m:sw 
TOlN Rl9E 506 Lot 7 SWSK 
TOlN Ri9E S06 SWSE 
TOUI RUE S01 SWNE 
T01N R19B 807 NEN'lf 
TOlN Rl!IE S07 NBSE 
PERIOD OP USE 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 Lot 
l;!,OD TOl.N Rl9E S06 
B,50 T01N Rl!IE 807 
38.00 TOlN Rl!IE 801 
29.00 TOlN Rl!IE S01 
lS.00 TOlN RU!> S07 
289 ACIUUI TOTAL 
ouwn::x: 
15,086 CPS 






The righte listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation seaaon. combined Right Nos.: 31•482H, J7-481C, 
37-483C, J7-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTilER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFlNITlON OR l'UIMINISTRATION OF 'l'HIS HATER RIG!IT, 
·'!'hie partial decree is allbject to such general provisions neceaaary for 
tbe definition cf the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
righta ,ss ,...Y be ultunately determined by the Court at a point. in time no 
later than the entry of a final unifil!d decree. saction 42-1412!6), tdillho 
Code. 
EXHIBrr. __ A ___ _ 
4oP5 




IOMO OEPAR'I'MSNT OF WATSR RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDEtl WATER R!Gffl'S ACQU!RE.0 UNDER STATE UIW 
37-2tilO 
02/20/2001 
NAME ANO /1.DDRESS: SOtml COtl'NTY ESTATES LLC 
PO SOX 1.539 
KETCfIUl1 IO 83340 






PERIOD 011' US!!: , 




TDlN Rl9B S6 NWNWSW Within SLl\lNE County 
11l.!Rl1Qilll:. Qf l.rai;; l:ilU2l2 Ql: !.!ill: 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/n 
lRRH'.lAIIQ:ti in 111.imm Co:w:it,ll: 
'l'OlN IU9E S06 NESW 34 .00 TDlN IU9E S06 
'!'OlN IU.9E S06 Lot 7 SWSli 12.00 'I"OlN Rl9E SOi5 
TOlN R19E SD6 SWSE a.so T0lN RlSB 507 
TOlN RUE S07 SWN"E 38.00 TOlN R19P. $07 
TOlN l:U9E S07 NENW 2&.00 'l'OlN RUE SD7 
TOlN IU9E 507 m:ss 35.00 TOlN l't19E S07 










The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a cornbined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation seaeon. Combined Right Nos., 37-•aaa, l7-481C, 
37"48JC, 37-S718T, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF 'l'I-IIS WATER RIGHT; 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions neceseary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
righte aa may be ultimately detennined by the Court at a point in tin,e no 
later than ~be entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
COde. 
EXPLANATORY MAT6RIAL: E!ASIS OF Cl.i/\IM • I,icenae 
EXHIBIT & 
SoP-5 
saain l7 Part l Director's Report• Recol1llnl!nded Page as, 
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PENSCO TRUST FBO 




SCALE: 1" - 400' 
N88'05'01"W 
53.82' 
BXHIBrr KAP OP A 'lf'ATER RIGHI' TIWISrBR Lr.GAL DBSCIUP'fION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO RICHARD D. FOSBURY IRAf/FOlEC 
1ffl'HIN S 8, T.lN., 1U9B., 8.11., 'BI.ADIB COUN'l'Y. IDAHO 
R ---P,\IDINPIID,l\lll\f-1-• .. \IIIIJ'lbr~... 111/10/llllll ,0.13,D 1111 IIIIT SHT....L.OF_L 
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PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mo11gage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as fnstmment No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgnge"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appmtenant to the 1 acre of real property identified on the legal description 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and inco1porated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated March 17, 2008 to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO Richard D. 
Fosbury IRA#FOlEC and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Watel' 
Rights described above. 
Dated: Octobel' 4 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this LY day of QGZP~ , 2009, before me, 
~ . #:-: a~#'-r I a Notary Public in and for said State, pei:sonally 
appeared ,zJA-/R" .a-tfh4t:rY . known or identified to me to be the 
WCQf: r',&!!1f!Jfd~ of 'MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN' WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 





PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
~~ Notary Public for~ 
Residing at /tJ,,,i/~ 
My commission expires 2-a-J>:-r' o 
301611-0JJ FOSBURY IRA II 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY IRA#F01 EC 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision1 South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M .• IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07'22• W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 11"24'48" W, 465.89 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59a24'28" W, 1483,51 FEET; 
THENCE N 88"05'01" W, 53.82 FEET; 
THENCE N 59"24'28" E, 1528.61 FEET: 
THENCE S 31"10'18" E, 28.92 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 1.00 ACRE, MORE OR LESS. 
tA,, 











PENSCO lRUST FBO 




SCALE: 1 " - 400• 
"'~n.\!1111..WW~ 10/IO/JODf 10<1:ltP All 11111' SHT.....LOP' _L 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
'f.ND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(SpKe Above This Line For Recorder's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Charles 
Holt, IRA#HOINH whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126-6903, all of 
their right, title and interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County 
of Blaine described as: 
11289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H. 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly described 
on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 28th day of April, 2008 
so 




On this 28th day of April, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrumenr.r.ann acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability compan . 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 301111-C1D3 
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IDAHO OEPAATMENT OF WATSR RESOURCES 
REC'OMMSNDED WATER RIG!tTS ACQlTIRED trN'OER STATS LAW 
02/1,0/2001 
RIGHT NUM8SR, J7-481C 
NAME MD ADDRSSS: SOtJTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PL.ACS OF USE, 
KETCH'tlM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
J.014 CFS 
0$/01/1882 
TRIBUTARY, Ml\Ll\.O RIV.:R 
T02M RlBE S36 SWNW Within BL1UN£ County 
Water d.iverted from Headgatt!! #4S delivered through Dhtrict Canal. 
etmmss m: 11:i:s l:I.SIQJ:l QE Ilflii OUANTifi 
rRRIGATION 0(/15 10/31 3.0H Cl's 
J.81!.IGAT,J:Qtl j.n BIJ\!1:!E; i;;ountv 
TOlN Rl9E S06 m:sw 24,00 TOlN Rl!lE S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOlN Rl9E 506 l.Qt ; swsw 12.00 TOlN R19E S06 SESW 39.00 
TOlN Rl91l 506 SffSE a.so T0lN Rl9B S07 NWm: Jl.00 
TOlN RHE 507 SWNE JS.OO TOlN Rl9B S07 SENE 15.00 
TOlN Rl9E S07 NENW 211.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 SENW 5.50 
T01N Rl9E S07 NESE 35.00 TOlN R191l S07 NWSB 20,00 
2!19 ACRES TOTlu. 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of• combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined ltight Nos., 37-482H, 37-tBlC, 
37~48JC, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSllRY FOR DEFINITION OR l\.!lMINISTAATXON O? TBIS WATER RIGHT: 
Thie pal:'tia;l decree is subject rec such gener.il provisions nt!!cesa11.ry for 
the dt!!finition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights•• may be ultimately determined by th<!! court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), ldaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERII\L, BABJS oi:- CLAIM - becreed 
Ba•in 37 Part 3 Director's Report - Recomnended Pagli\ HO 
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RIGHT NUMBER: 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
R.ECOMM!!NDBD WATER R!GHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
3?-577BT 
Ol/20/2007 
NAME AND J\DDRESS: SOOTH COUNTY &STAT.es LU: 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCl{()M lO 83340 






PERIOD OF tlSE, 
PLACS OF ose, 
2.200 CFS 
OJ/24/188) 
T02N IUBE S36 SWNW Within BLAINE County 
Water 4iverted from Head.gate #45 delivered through Oietrict canal. 
fil.!RfQ.$B Of uss HRIQQ !.![ tliHl. Ollt\lilUX 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 2.200 Cl:'$ 
lP.JmJ;,11.IIQll in ar..a.nm !,;;Ql,lll!,;ll 
TOlN Rl9E S06 NESW 24.00 'I'OlN RUE S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
T01.N Rl9B S06 Lot 7 sws;i 12.00 'l'Ol.N R19E $06 SESW 39.00 
TOlN R19E $05 SWSE a.so TOlN Rl9E S07 NWNE 31.00 
TOlN Rl9E $07 SWNE 38.00 TOlN' Rl9E S07 SBNE 1$.00 
TOlN Rl9B S07 Nl!NW 26.00 T01N Rl9E 807 SENW 5.50 
T01N R19E $07 NBSE: 35,00 'I'OlN lU9E 607 NWSE 20,00 
28!) ACR!!S TOTAL 
The rights listed below ere limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation •ea&on. Conibined Right Nos., 37-482H, l7·481C, 
37••83C, 37-S77BT, and 37-i630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSAAY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS W~l'ER R!GRT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necesaary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
dghta aa may be ultim11tely determined by the Court 11t a point: in time no 
later than th11 ent,:Y of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(61, Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL, BASIS OP ClJHH - Dl!!creed 
~tllBIT. ___ A _____ _ 
2a~5 
aasin 37 Part 3 Oirecto,•e Report - Recommended Page 425 
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IDAHO .PEPAR'l"MBNT OF WATER RBSOtlllCES 
RECOMMENDl?O WATER RIGHTS ACQUlRBO IJNOBR ST'ATE t.AW 
02/20/:1007 
RIGHT NIDIBBR: 37-U2H 
NAME .I\Nt> AllDRBSS: SOUTH COIJNT'l ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD Ol' USE: 
PLACB OF USE: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RlVBR 
3,012 CPS 
OB/01/1884 
TRIS!l'l'AR'l: MALAD RlVER 
T02N RlBB S36 SHNW Within BW\nlE county 
Water diverted fro,n Headgate #45 delivered through District c~nal. 
flmPOSR 21!: !lSR fiBlQR Ql l.Zlz~ QUANTJ;ll: 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 3.012 crs 
IBBlGlllQU 1D It.AID ~llliDtX 
TOUl RUR S06 NBSH 24.0D TOlN RUB S06 Lot 6 NW.SW 33.00 
TOlN Rl9B S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN Rl9B S06 SESW 39.00 
TOlN Rl9S S06 Sll'SS: a.so TOll!I Rl91iil S07 NWNE 31.00 
TOlN RUB S07 SIINE 39.DO TOlN RUE S07 SENE 15.00 
TOlN Rl.98 $07 lflilfflt 211.00 TOU,f R198 507 SEIM 5.50 
TOlN RUB 801 NESE 35.00 TOlN R.198 S07 NWSE 20.00 
21)!1 11.CRBS TOTAL 
'l'he r1ghte listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 2B9 
acres in a single irrigation season, C'Offibined Right Nos., J7-482H, l1~411C, 
J1-4B)C, 37-5178T, and 37-2630, 
OTHER PROVISIONS NBCBSSAAY FOR OBPINITION OR .l\DMINISTRATION OF Tl-11S WATBR RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions neceasary for 
the definition of the rights or ~or r.m, efficient administration of the water 
righta as may be ulti111ately detennlned by the court at a point in tillll!I no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42•1412(6), Idaho 
COde. 
BXPU\NATORY MATll(HIIL: BASIS 01" CLAIN • Decreed 
EXHIBIT-A __ 
5c(!5 
Basin 31 Part l Uirector•s Report - Recommended Page 341 
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RIGHT NtlMBER: 







J;>ERIOD OF USE, 
Pl.aACE OF USE, 
IDJ\HO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMEtlDED WA'l'ER RIGHTS 1\CQUIRBD mlDSR STATE LII.W 
37·G83C 
SOU'l'li C:OtJNTY BSTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KSTCRUM IO 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
lS-066 CF'S 
08/01/1902 
T02N RlBB Sl6 SHNW Within BLAlNS county 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
02no/2007 
Water diverted from Headgate 145 delivered through Diatrict Canal_ 
fURPQSi Qi' Ulllil 
IRRIGATION 
IRRrGATION in !ij,AlN'B County 
TOlN RUE 906 m:sw 
TOlN RlllE S06 Lot 1 swsw 
TOlN RillE S06 SWSE 
TOlN RUE SD'l SWNE 
TOlN RUE S07 N1!NH 
T01N Rll!E S07 NiSE 
pgRIOO or USE 
Oi/lS lD/ll 
24,00 TOlN Rl9E $06 LPt 
12.00 TOlN RlH S06 
8.50 'l'OlN IU!!E 807 
38.00 TDlN RUB SO? 
28.00 'l'OlN RUE SD7 
1s_oo 'l'Ol.N Rl9'E SO? 
28!1 ACRES TCl'At. 
QUM,ffIT'i 
15.086 CFS 
6 NWSW 33,DD 





The rights listed below are lindted to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acree in a single irrigation aeaeon. combined Right Nos,, 37-4B2H, 37-4BlC, 
37-481C, 37•57?BT, end 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS HATER RIGHT, 
·Thia partial decree is subject to such general provisions neaaaeacy for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights aa 111ay be ultimat.ly determined by the COurt at a point in tim111 no 
later than the entry of a final unified deer". Section 42·1412(&), Idaho 
Code, 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF NATER RESOURCi.!S 
RECOMMENDSD WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDSR STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER, 37-2630 
NAME .lllffi ADDRESS, SOUTH CO(Jm'Y ESTATES LLC 





D"IVE!Ul I 00: 
PURl'OSB AND 
PERIOD OP USE: 
PLllCE OF USE: 
K&TCltuM lD lll:340 
GROUllD WATER 
3.750 CPS 
1, Oll.,50 AFY 
D2/02/1960 
TRIBIJJ'ARY, 
TOlN Rl9E S6 NWNWSH Wit~in BLAINE County 
5J:RfQH QF l,ISJ;; wroo oF vu 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 
1Bl!.l!llt,2N :l.n I.U.JUlm count),! 
TOlN RUB SOE m:sw 24.00 T0lN Rl9E S06 Lot 
, TOlN RUB S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 T0lN RUE S0ti 
T0lN RUE S06 SWSE 8.50 TOlN RUB S07 
TOlN Rl9E S07 SffNE lB.00 T0lN Rl 9& S0'1 
T0lN R19E: S07 NENW 28.00 'lDlN RUE 507 
T0lN R19E SO'l NESE 3S,00 TOlN Rl9E S07 










The rights liated b•l- are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Col!ll)ined Right Noa., 37-492H, l7·4BlC, 
J7-4&3C, 37-S77BT, aml, 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NBCESSJUn' FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF 'l'KIS HATER RIGHT, 
Thie partial deeree is subject to such general provisions neceaaary for 
the definition of the righta or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights aa may be ultimately date.mined by tbe Court at a point in time no 










SOUTH COUNTY ESTATE:S 
VICINITY MAP 





PENSCO 1RUST FBO 
CHARLES HOLT !RA/IH01NH 
1.00 ACRE 
EXHIBIT MAP OF A 'fATBR RIGHT 'l'!WfSF!R t.lGM. DISCR1PTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRAMH01NH 
Wl'l'HIN S 8, T.lN .. IU9E., au.. BLAINE COUNTY. IDAJl:o 
--1QI 
1':~lw\Mef...-,w~&"' 10/IO/!CZII 111:1111:tl M lllT SHT_LOF-1-
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,. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LmN 
The undel'Signed beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the officia1 records of Blaine County, Idaho 
( collectively the "Mortgage")1 hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appu1tenant to the 1 acre of real propel'ty identified on the legal description 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated April 28, 2008 to PENSCO Tt-ust Company Custodian FBO Charles Holt 
IRA#HOlNH and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights 
described above. 
Dated: October J!/ 2009 MOUNTArN WEST BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this / Y day of Qc.rO;cfey<, • 2009, before roe, 
~,t) ~,f , a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
appeared M"-L-_G'~ • known or identified to me to be the 
L(Jce /#;~/<l'!Jc!!'.P7 of MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the pecson who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
~~ Notary Public for...., __ __,,___,... __ 
Residing at #ktr/?P;£ J:«? 
My commission expires Z-acf:7:'.'. 0 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
30169.0ll HOL i IRA #I 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01NH 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07'22" W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 04a43'18" W, 537.73 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24'28" W, 1339.16 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" W, 59.42 FEET; 
THENCE N 59a24'28" E, 1388.94 FEET; 
THENCE S 31°10'18" E, 31.94 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 1.00 ACRE, MORE OR LESS. 
~A' 









SCALE: 1 ., - 400' 
S31'10'18"E 
31.94' 
PENSCO TRUST FBO 
CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01NH 
1.00 ACRE 
EXHffllT MAP OF A W4n:R RIGHT TROOF8R. t.EGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRA&H01NH 
WITHIN S II, T.lN •• R.19E., aM., BLAINE COUNT)', m:uto. 
f! ---1'1~-....... ~lla\-....... ~... 10/fO/aMI 10:1,Ul AW lill!T 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
, AND, WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PlLC 
Post Office Box 33 lO 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(Spece Above Thi~ Line POI' R~ordeis Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowJedged1 South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains. sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Charles 
Holt, JRA#HOINV whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126~6903, all of 
their right, title and interest which they have, if any. in the property in the State of Idaho. County 
of Blaine described as: 
11289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-577BT. and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly described 
on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 8th day of August, 2008 




On this 8th day of August, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer. known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates. LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
~andofficW~. ~ Q1 
• +oTAltJ,- \ --t-----------------
f -·- *i 
\ \. Puei.'c J ~<.fl;·.. ~ 
i\ ;,.,f •••••••• ~v~ 
~,,,. l'e OP \~ "~"""""" 
"••••••uuu••'" 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT 01" WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WA'l'ER RIGHTS ACOUIRBO UN'OBR STATE LAW 
OZ/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: J7·49lC 
NAME AND 1,,DDRl:'!SS, SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
Pt.ACE OF USE: 
KE:'l'CHUH ID 8334D 
atO WOOD RIVF;I! 
3,01.4 CFS 
DB/0l/1BB2 
TRI&UTAltY: MALAD RIVBR 
T02N RlBE 936 SWNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from He&dgate 145 delivered through Diatrict Canal, 
PIIBPQiE QF VH 
Il!RIGATION 
JRftIGATlQJI in BLAlN& countx 
T0lN RUI! SOit NESW 
TDlN R19E $06 ~ot i 
T0lN RUE S06 
T0lN l!.UE S01 
TOlN RUE S07 






PERIOD OF rn 
01/lS 1(1/:U 
:a.oo TOlN R19& S06 
12.00 Tl!lN R1't S06 
a.so T01N RUB S07 
38,00 TOlN RUil: S07 
211.00 TOlN Rl9E 907 
JS.OD T0llf RUI! SD7 










The rights liated below are limited to the irrigation of a colllbined total of 289 
ru::res in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Noa., J7•4B2H, 37-4BlC, 
37-CBlC, 37-S77aT, and 17-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP TlfIS WATER RIGIIT, 
This partial decree .l.11 eu.bject to such general proviaions neeeeaaey for 
tha definition of the rights or for the efficient atlmini~tration of the water 
right& as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in ti1111l no 
late,: than the entry of a final unified decree. section 42-1412(61, Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANA'rOR¥ MATERIAL, BASIS OP CLAIM - Dac,:eed 
eaain 37 Pan 3 Director's Report - Rec0fflllll!nded 
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RIGHT NUMEIBlh 







PERIOD OF OBE: 
PLllCll OF OSK: 
lDAltO DBPARTMBNT OF WATER RS'SOURCES 
RBCOHM!MlED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED Ul!IOBR STATE r.AW 
37-577BT 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATBS LI,C 
PO BOX 153!1 
KETCH"JM lD 83340 
03/20/2007 
BIG WOOD RIVEi! TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
2.:!00 CF'S 
03/24/lHl 
TD2N Rl8E SJi SWNW Within BLAI~'E County 
Water div~rted frOffl Headgate i4S delivered through District canal. 
flllU!Qli!i QI US& lllUQ!;! Slf l.lH 1mm1n 
IRRIGATION 04/15 l.0/31 2,200 CPS 
lM;f;~l!m in a.t.llle l:Slll,IJI;.:£ 
'l'OlN Rl9B sor; NESW 2t.OO TDlN 1U91'! SOS Lot 6 NWSN 33.00 
'I'OlN RUB SOli Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN Rl91'J 806 S8SW 39.00 
TOlN RUB S05 SWSE 8.50 TDl.N Rl!IE 807 NWNE Jl.00 
TOlN RUB S07 swm: .n.oo TOlN Rl!IS 601 SBNE 15.00 
TOlN R19B 807 Nl!NW 28,00 TOlN Rl.!IE S07 Smni s.so 
TOl.N Rl!IB $07 NBSE 35.llO TOl.N RUE S07 NWSE 20.llO 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed belaw are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation aeuon. Combined Right No$., 31-4828, 37•481.C, 
37-(BlC, J7-577BT, and 37•2630, 
OTKSR FROVXSIONS NECESSARY FOR DBPINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WAUR RIGHT: 
This partial decree ia subject to such general provisiona necesaaxy for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adnliniatration of the water 
rights ae may be ultimately dete.nnined by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42•1412(6), Idaho 
code. 
B.l(PtJ\N,.TORY MATBRIAL; BASIS OP CLAIM • Dacreed 
S<HIBIT __ A..__ 
2.-~s 
sasin 37 Part J Director's Report - Recommended Page 425 
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IDAHO DEl:'ARTMBNT OF WATER Rl!:SotlRCSS 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUlR2D tlNl)ER STATB LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGll'l' NUHBBR: 37-482H 
NAME ANO ADDRESS: SOUTH COI.IN'l'll' BSTATES LLC 







l"BRIOO OF USS: 
PLACE OF USE, 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIO 1'1000 RlVl!R 
l .012 CPS 
OB/01/lBH 
TRiflUTAR.Y, MALAD RIVER 
T02N Rl82 Sl5 SWNW Within BLAINE county 
Water diverc.ed trom "Headgate !145 delivered through District canal. 
i'IIBPQSB Qf: YH 
IRRlGATION 
.IBBlPI\TlON in Bt.AINJ Co!,lfltY 
TOlN Rl9B 806 NBSW 
T01N Rl9E S06 Lot 7 SWSW 
T01N Rl9E S06 SWSE 
T01N R19B 807 SWNB 
TOlN Rl9B S07 Nl!NW 
TOlN R19B 807 NBSB 
P!i!RIQD Pf YH 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 TOIN RUB S06 
12.0D TOlN Rl9E S06 
8.50 T01N R.19E S07 
38.00 1'0111 R19E S07 
28.00 TOlN Rl9B 807 
35.00 TOlN R.198 807 










The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos.: 37-tB2H, l7•481C, 
37·tBlC, 37·5778T, and 37•2630. 
OTKER PROVIS10NS NBCBSSARY FOR DBFlNlTIOH OR ADMINISTRATION OF TRIS WATBR RIGHT, 
This partial decree is subject to ageb general provisions nei::easa,;y tor 
the d4finition of the rights or !or the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may ba ultimately detel"lllined by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entcy of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6!, Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATIIRIAL, BASIS 01' CLAIM - Decreed 
Basin 37 Part l Director's Report - ReeoRlll!Tlded 












l'El!.100 OF USE, 
!?LACE OJ!' USE; 
IDJ\HO DEl?AA™ENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATB LAlf 
l 7 ··4 B 3C 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES I.LC 
PD BOX lSJ!l 
KETCHUM ID 81340 
02/20/lOO? 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUfAAY, MALAD RIVSR 
15. OS!i CFS 
oa/01/1902 
T02N RISE Sl6 SWNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted fro~ Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
fime.!laS Q!': usa E:I.:BJ:!ll); gi:: !lS:f. QIUIH'rlIX 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 1s.oe, CPS 
1.W!JM:lQI:! in lllilHtm S.:Q.IUlt:t: 
TOlN R.198 S06 NESW 24.00 TOlN Rl9E 606 t.ot 6 NWS!'i 33.00 
TOlN RHE $06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 SESW 39.00 
TOJ.N Rl9E so, SWSE 8,50 TOlN Rl96 $07 NWl'l13 n.oo 
TOlN Rl9E $07 SWNE 38 .oo TOHl Rl9E S07 s.:m:. lS,00 
TOlN RUE $07 NENh' 29.00 TO,tN Rl9E S07 s~ 5.50 
TOrn RUB S07 NESE :is.oo TOUI R19E S07 miss 20.00 
:;!S!I ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season, Con-J:lined Right Noa., 37-482H, 37-48lC, 
37-4B3C, 37-5778T, a.nd 37•2630. 
OntER PROVISIOUS Ne:CSSSi\RY FDR DtPINITION OR AD!UNlSTRATlON OF THIS WATER RIGRT: 
'This partial decree is eUbject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultiffl"tely determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified d ... cree.. Section 42-1.412(6}, Ida.ho 
Code. 
&XE'l'.JINATORY MATERIAL, BASlS OF CLAIM - Oecreed 
EXHIBrr._._A __ _ 
4oPS 
Basin 37 E'Art l Direcccr's Report• Recoml!lended Page 351 
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IDIUIO OEPA.RTMENT OF WATE:R R!i:SOUlWES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE Ll\W 
02/20/200'1 
RIGHT NUMBER, 37-J630 
NAME ANO AD!lRSSS: SDUTK COUNTY £STATES LLC 







PERIOD Ol" USE, 
PI.ACE OP USE: 






TOlN Rl9E S6 N\fflWSW Within BLAtNE County 
.f!l:&fQSE; OF usE 
IRRIGATION 
tR!l:t!l&l:lQU iI! 
TO:J.N Rl9E $06 
TOltt RUE sos 
TOlN RUE SO& 
TOlN Rl9E SO? 
TOlN Rl91l. S07 
TOlN RUE $07 
llwil,Uill ~l.ltlUc 
NESW 





,PERIOD Of USE 
04/15 10/31 
24.0D TOH' IUIIE SO& 
12.00 TOlN R19E S06 
a.so TOlN R19E $07 
3lLOO TOlN R19E $07 
2e.oo T0J.N IU9E) 807 
35.DO ToiN IU!!E S07 











The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation o! a combined total of 289 
acrea, in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos., J7-462H, 37-i81C, 
J?-483C, 37•S77ST, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF 'l'HIS WATER RIGHT: 
Thie partial decree ie eubject to such general provisions necesa,ary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adm:lniatration of the water 
rights ae may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6l, Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL' BASIS OF CLAIM - Licens .. 
EXHIBIT A 
6oP5 








SCALE: 1 ° - 400' 
S31 '10'18"E 
J0.83' 
PENSCO TRUST FBO 
CHARLES HOLT IRA#fi01NV 
1.00 ACRE 
BJHIB11 tuP or I. YAftR RIGHI' TIWfSPl:R AL DIISCRJP'l'ION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT llWfH01NV 
1ffl'HIN l!I I, f.1¥., IUIE., B.M., JIL&IN! OOUlffl',-IDAiri 
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PARTIAL RELEASE OF LffiN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mongage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as I:ostmment No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 1 acre of real prope1ty identified on the legal description 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated August 8, 2008 to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO Charles 
Holt IRA#H0lNV and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights 
described above. 
Dated: October -ff. 2009 
STATE OF IDAHO 




MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
~.;,,6f&r-fb 
On this /Y day of ~c,:o~ , 2009, before me, 
~~ ~ , a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
aP..Peared · ~Z:: , known or identified to me to be the 
1/lc<f ~~.#-r' of ~OUNTAlN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have heteunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF I.JEN 
30169-0Jl J,!Ql,T IRA 12 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01NV 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00"07122° W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 06D48'59" W, 512.20 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59"24'28" W, 1388.94 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" W, 57.36 FEET; 
THENCE N 59"24'28" E, 1437.01 FEET; 
THENCE S 31°10'18" E, 30.83 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 













PENSCO TRUST FBO 






EXHIBIT ){AP OF J. WJ.TBR RlGln' TilAJfSPE'R LEGAL DSSCRIPt10N FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT JRA&H01NV 
1'ITHIN S 6, T.lN., R.18E., au.. BL4JNE COUNTY, niAi!o 
R ---P,~lllla\Nm ...... ..11¢~ 10/IOnCIIII 10.l~ZJ AM IIOT SHt..l..,.OF_L 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
MID WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO; 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(Space Above This Linc For Recorder's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC. an Idaho limited liability company. hereby bargains. sells, remises. 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Richard 
D. Fosbury, JRA#FOIEC whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126-6903, all 
of their right, title and interest which they have, if any. in the property in the State of Idaho, 
County of Blaine described as: 
11289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H. 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly described 
on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 18th day of September, 2008 




On this 18th day of September, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and 
for said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument. and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. QI 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. :} 
~ ........ .,,.. ~ 
,..,.# +~.i ..-1;~) .,_.;;::;;..:,_l\r..;;.._.;.,__ ________ _ 
,-~'f-l'j- -.~ NRe0 drn:uabtli<;,fp~~~~ -r~ i l+oTAJtr\ ---r., ~1,,.,,,~ 'J 
! , : --~• * . My Commission expires ~I::: :;1:z,u,, 
\ : . "°Dat.\c I 
··- ..... ..__ ___ Ao I 
.... l'. . ·- ... ~· 111,'F •,.,;## 'J! 01' \1) V ~'<ii 
llf/111 .. ~
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 
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IDMO DBPARTHENT OF WATER RSSOORCBS 
RECOHMlmDED WATER RIGHTS A(!QUl:Rtm UN0aR STATlil I.AW 
02/20/'2.007 
RIGHT ?IUMIIBR: 37•48lC 
NAJ.16 Ab1D ADDRESS: &Otrnl COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PSRIOO OF USE: 
PIJ\CE OF USE: 
KETCRTJM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVE:R 
3. 014 CPS 
06/01/1882 
T02N R182 S36 SWNW Within BLAINE Ccu,nty 
TRIBUTARY: MAU'J> RIVER 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through Oietrict Ca.na.l. 
PUReoSE. Ol' uu 
IRRIGATION 
Piill-WP Of US& 
04/l.S 10/31 
IRRIGUION in BW\nlE County 
TOlN Rl!IE S06 NBSW lt.OO 




TOlN Rl9B SO& 
1'01N Rl9E $07 
'fOlN Rl!IB S07 





289 ACRES TOTAT. 
TOlN Rl!IE S06 
TOlN Rl!IE S06 
T01N !U.!IB Sfl7 
TOlN RUE S07 
'l'OlN Rl!IB SO? 










The right• listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acrea in a aingle irrigation season, Com.bined Right Nos.: 37•482H, 37·491C, 
37-48JC, 31-517BT, and 37•2630, 
OTl:IER 1'1tOVISlONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADHINIS'l'RATION OF 'l'HIS WATER RlGltr, 
This partial dacree ia suJ::tject to such general provieiona necesaery fer 
the definition of the righta or tor the efficient administration of the water 
righte as may be ultuiately detendned by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entry cf a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(61, Idaho 
Code. 
SXPt.ANATORll' M!'.Ti!RIJ\L, BASIS OF CLllIM • Decreed 
Basin l7 Part 3 Director's Report - Rec-nded Page 340 
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IDAHO DBPARTMl!!NT OF WM'BR RESOURCES 
RECOMMBNDl!!D WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRSD UNDER STATE LAlf 
02/20/3007 
RIGHT NUMBBR: 37-577BT 
NAME rum J\DDRESS, SOOTH COON'l'Y !!$TATES Ll:,C 







PERIOD OF USS; 
pw..cg OF USE: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
2,200 CFS 
03/:H/l&Bl 
TRIBUTARY, MALAD RIVER 
T02N Rl8E SJS SWNl!I Within BLAINE county 
water diverted fr0l1l Headgate fftS delivered through District canal. 
PURPOS) OF use 
lAAIGATION 
IM,IGAIIQH in Bl;AINJ! Ci>Jmt;Y 
T0lN Rl9B S06 NBSW 
T0lN IUU $06 Lot 7 SWSW 
TOlN Rl9B S06 SWSE 
TOlN R198 SO? SWNE 
TOlN Rl9S $07 NBNW 
TOl.J!t Rl9B 807 NRSB 
PJmU!t! Qt !lH 
04/l.S 10/31 
24.00 TOH1 R19B S06 
12.00 'l'Oltr Rl9B 806 
a.so T01N R1H S07 
38.00 T01N lt19S SD7 
211.00 TolN Rlllll S07 
35.00 'l'OlN Rl!IB 801 
289 ACRES TOTJI.L 
QU!WIID: 
2.200 CPS 






The rights listed belaw are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation eeaaon. Combined Right Nos., l7-487H, 37•t81C, 
37-t83C, 37-S77BT, and 37-26JO. 
OT"dER PROVISIONS NECBSSAAt 10R DSFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP TKIS WATlm RIGHT, 
Thia partial decree ia subject to such gtneral provisions necaaaary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the wate~ 
righta aa may be ulti111ataly detel"lllined by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. section •2-1412(6), Idaho 
Cc,de. 
EXPLMIATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OP CLAIM - Decreed 
SXHIBrr_A __ _ 
2 •1!5 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Report - Reo-nded Page 05 
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IDAHO DEPAATMBNT Ol!' WATi;tR Rl&SOURCES 
RSCOHMENDSD WATBR RIGHTS ACQO'IIIBD UNDER STATE LMI 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBBR• 37•482H 
NIIMI!? AND P,DORBSS, SOUTH COUNTY BSTATBS LLC 







PERIOD OP tlSS, 
PU.CE OF USI!; 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RlVBR 
l.OU CPS 
08/01/181!4 
T02N RlBB S36 SWNl'f Within BLAINE County 
water diverted from Headga.te t•5 delivered through District canal, 
El!RRQSB Qf YH 
IRRIGATION 
If!R,IQATIQN in BLAINE County 
TOlN Rl!IE S06 NBSW 
TOlN R1,z S06 Lot 7 swsw 
TOUI Rl9E S06 SWSB 
TOlN Rl!IB S07 SWNE 
TOlN R1!1B S07 NENW 
TOl.N Rl!IB S07 N2$B 
PBRIQD OF USE 
04/1S 10/31 
24.00 TOlN Rl!IE 806 
12.00 'l'OlN IU9B S06 
a.so TOlN Rl.!IB $07 
Jll .01) TOlN Rl!lol S07 
28-00 TOlN ltl.91! S07 
35,00 TOUI RUS S07 
289 ACRES TOTAI, 
QONfl'ITX 
J .012 CPS 






The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 219 
acres in a Bingle irrigation season. Combined Right Nos.: 37·t&2H, 37-tBlC, 
37·48lC, 37-S778T, and 37~2,Jo. 
OTHO PROVISIONS NECBSSARY FOR DBFINITION OR .NlMINIS'l'RATlOH 01.' THIS HATBR RIGHT; 
Th.it partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
t.he definition of thtl rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately detenained by the CQurt at a point. in time no 
later tban the entry of a final unified decree. section 42•1412(6), ldaho 
code. 
EltPlJINJ\TORY >P.T8RIAL, DAS IS OP ct.AIM • Decreed 
E?<HIBIT , for 
Basin 17 Part l Director's Report - Recommended 
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RtGIJ't' NUMSER: 
!DAJ{O DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RBCOMMSfflJIW WA'1'£R RIOKTS ACQUlRBD UNDER STATlil Ll'lli' 
3'1-4B3C 
02/20/2007 
Nl\ME AN'O ADDRESS: SOtrl'H COUNTY ESTATES LU~ 







PERIOD OF USB: 
PUICE OF USE: 
KETCll'UM IO 83340 
BIO WOOD RIVER 
15,DBG Cf's 
OB/Dl/1902 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RtVBR 
T02N RllE SJ6 SM'IW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Keadg&te V4S delivered thro~gh Diatrict Canal. 
ElmfQ&f. QI!: :!.!Si PEIHQP QE Q§i muw:IllI 
IRRIGATION 04/15 l0/3l. 15,086 CFS 
IB&I!U!tlQN in Bl.il'alHi 'Ql&llt~ 
TOlN RUE S06 NESN 24.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 Lot 6 N'WSW 33,00 
TOlN a1,s 506 Lot 7 swsw 12,0fl TOlH R15i! SO& SESW 39.0D 
TOlN Rl9E 506 SWSE a.so TOlN Rl9E S07 NWNE ll.00 
TOlN R:UE S07 SNNB 38,00 TOlN Rl!IE S07 SENII 15,00 
TOlN Rl!IE S07 NENW 28.00 TDlN Rl!IE SO'l SENW S.50 
TOlN R1'E S07 Nl!SE 35.00 TOlN Rl!li! SD'l NWSE 20.00 
289 ACR.BS TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total cf 289 
acres in a single irrigation eeaeon. Combined Right Nos., 37-482H, 31-481C, 
J'l-483C, l'l-577ST, and 31•26)0. 
OTHBR PROVISIONS NBCESS!'.RY FOR DBFXNITlON OR ADMINISTRATION OF '!'HIS NATER RIGHT, 
·Thie partial decree ia aubjeet to such general prcvision.11 neeeasa,:y fer 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights•• may be ulti111ately deterodned by the CoUrt at a point in tiffle no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-141216), Idaho 
Code. 
SXPLl\NATORY MATflRIAL, BASIS OF Ct.l!.IM • Decreed 
EXMIBtT_A __ 
1oll5 
Baain J7 Part 3 Oirector'a Report• Recommended Page 352 
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IDIIHO DE!>AATMEN'l' or WATER RESOliRCE:$ 
RE:COMMENDED WAT&R R!GRTS ACQUIRED tiNDE:R STATE LMl 
0.2/20/::1007 
R!C.'HT NUMBER, 37•;1630 
NAM£ .o.NP ADDRESS; SOUTH COUNTY llSTA'I'SS LLC 







PERIOD or USE, 
Pl.J\CE OF USE, 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
GROlJNP WATER 
J. 750 CFS 
1,011.so ./IP): 
02/ □ ?./1960 
TR Iiltn'AAY: 
TOlN Rl9F. S6 MIDIWSW Within B41\WE County 
PURPOSE OF U:SE 
IR1UGA'l'ION 
rn1m1A:n Qli tn 
TOlN Rl9E $06 
T!llN R19E SO& 
TOlN R19S S06 
TOl.N R19E so, 
Toll/ Rl9E S07 
Torn Rl;1E SD, 
aL.Al.lll:. !;;!81,l) ~ 
!.'ESW 





PERIOD Pf llH 
04/15 10/31 
:,B. 00 TOlN Rl9E $06 
12.00 T0:LN Rl!lE $06 
a.so TOlN R19E $01 
ll!.00 Torn Rl9E so, 
20.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 
JS.OD 'l'OU! IU!lE S07 











The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a oom.bined total of 289 
aorea in a single irrigation aeason. Combined !tight Nos.: 37-~8211, l7•t81C, 
)7-48lC, l7•577ST, 11.nd 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY f'OR OE!-'INlTION Oil Am-llNISTAATIO'.ll OF THIS WAT!lR RIGlrr: 
This partial deeree is subject to euch general provisions necessary fe>r 
the d2£inition of the rights or fo,: the effi::-ient adininiatr,.tion of !:.he vater 
righte 11.11 may be ,;l tl.mately dete:t:mined by the court at 11. point in time no 
later than the entry at a final unified decree. Section 42·1412(61, Idaho 
Code. 
EXPtANATORY MATERIAL' BI\S~,5 Oi' CLAIM • License 
EXHIBIT A 
5oP5 
Basin J7 P•r~ 3 Director'• Report• Reeominended Page as4 
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PENSCO lRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY 
IRAfF01EC 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 111 - 400 1 
ExmBIT UAP OF A WATER H!GHl' TRANSJBR tmAL DISCRlPT!(»f !'OR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO RICHARD D. FOSBURY 1RA#F01EC 
1ffl'HIJf S 8, T.lN., lll9E., B.K., BLAlff1 CotnlTY, IDAHO 
u.c --r,~\4,,s~b\HOt.-. .. .Alli....,_..,., tll/l~ 10;~23 - 11:IIT SHT,..l...OFJ_ 
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PARTIAL RELEASE OF' LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage"). hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 1 acre of real property identified on the legal description 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated September 18, 2008 to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO Richard 
D. Fosbury ffi.A#FOIEC and that the Notice of Security Interest inn Water Right filed with the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water 
Rights described above. 
Dated: October JS_, 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
~~:~~ 
STATE OF IDAHO } 
) ss, 
County of Blaine ) 
On this /K day of ~~ , 2009, before me, 
~ c. c'.L~. a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
apP.eared ~,...,,......-E:;: c:.::¾t,v'ffa , known or identified to me to be the 
1/tc{!:f ~.tJ~,,v'7"'"" ofOUNTAJN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
F, r have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
st above written. 
~sn~ Notary Public to(~ 
Residing at hftt,/_~ ;::;::,(! 
My commission expires %-arf:7'.0 
30169·03,3 FOSBURY IRA#l 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY IRA#F01EC 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, ANO MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07'22" W, 1311.44 FEETTO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 13°56'01" W, 445.03 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24'28" W, 1528.61 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" w, 52.27 FEET; 
THENCE N 59°24'28'' E, 1572.41 FEET; 
THENCE S 31 °10'18" E, 28.10 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 1.00 ACRE, MORE OR LESS. 










PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY 
IRA11f01EC 
1.00 ACRE 





EXHIBlT MAP 01' A WATER RIG-RT TRDISFD LEGAL DZSCRIPTJON FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO RICHARD D. FOSBURY JRA#FOlEC 
lRTRIN S 8, T.1K., lUH., B.ll, BLAINE COUlfTY', IDAHO 
.,....lilllllA., 
1'1\1IIIICl'IIO,l\\dwt',Jlhlllla ......... ~ 19/11/211111 11l1111Z1 Nil IRIT SHT_LOF__J_ 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
, AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON &LASKl,PLLC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(Space Above Thi~ Line For Rccocdcfs Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company. hereby bargains, sells. remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Charles 
Holt, JRA#HOlNV whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126-6903, aU of 
their right, title and interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County 
of Blaine described as: 
1/2891h portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly desc..-ribed 
on Exhibit A. 
DATED this i.!_~ay of April, 2009 
) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine. ) 
On this ~day of April, 2009, before me, the undersigned. a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
Notary Public forJdaho 
Residing at~ I~, :::1+; Atl;P 
My Commission expir& _l_Z.'"'jJ~.q...,/,...1~0 ____ _ 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 30169-ll03 
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IDAKO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECO~!MSNDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATB Ll\W 
RIGHT NVl-lBER: )1 -4lllC 
NAl1E MID ADDRESS, SOIJ'l'H COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF tJSE, 
PLACE OF mm, 
KETCHUM ID 833i0 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
3.0U CPS 
OS/01/1882 
TlU:BUTARY, MlU.l."O I.IVER 
TOlN R18E S36 SWNW Within BLAINE Gow.tty 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District canal. 
l!lll\f!;!W:i Qi': Wllii fil!.11212 Qt !;!lift QUAN'l'lD: 
IRRIGATIO?l 04/15 10/31 3.014. CFS 
lBil!..AnQf! in BUJ:lill i;;s.11m;c 
TOlN RUE S06 N!ISW 24 .oo TOlN R19E S06 Lot: 6 NWSK 33.llO 
TOlN Rl9!;; BO!i Lot 1 Sl'ISW 12.00 TOlN Rl.9E S06 sesw n.oo 
TOlN RUB; 606 SWSE B.50 TOlN Rl!lll S07 N'KNl! Jl.00 
TOlN RUS 607 SWNE 38,00 TOlN RlSIS 507 SBflB 15.00 
TOlN Rl9E 80'1 NENW 2&,00 TOlN ll.191!- SC7 SeNW 5,50 
TOlN Rl!IB S07 NESE: 35.00 TOlN Rl!IE S07 miss 20 .oo 
289 ACRES 'l'OTAt.. 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 2&9 
acres in a single irrigation ae.i.aon. CO!!lhined Right Nos., l'1-482H, 37•46IC, 
37-483C, 31-577BT, end 37-2630, 
O'l'HER E'ROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR l'll)M!NISTRATION OF THIS WATBR RIGHT: 
Thia pu:tial decree ia subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of t:he xights or for the efficient administration of the water 
righta a• may ba ultimately determined by th• court at a point in ti111e no 
later th.ut the entry of a final unified dacree. - Section 42•ltl2{6), Idaho 
Code, 
EXPUINATORY MATSRIAI., l!ASlS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
Ba■in 31 Part 3 Oirector•a Report - Recommended li'age 340 
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RIGHT NUMBER: 
IDAHO DJUIAATMBNT OF WATB! RESOURCES 
Ri,:COMMBND'IID WATBR RIGHTS ACQUIRIW tlNDElt STATE LAW 
l7-5'17BT 
02/20/2007 
NAAB. AND .IWDRSSS: SOOTH COUNTY ESTA1'1i$ Lt.c 







PBRIOD OP 17Slih 
PU.CB OF USB, 
Klfl'CH'l)M ID 83340 
l:'IIGI WOOD RtVll:R 
2.200 CFS 
03/24/1883 
TRl:BUTAlil'tt MALlW RIVBR 
T02N Rl8E s], SIINW Within BLJ>.INS county 
water diverted from Keadgate #45 delive~ed ttucough District canal. 
EYREQH Qf Jlill PBRJQD Pl'. QH QllAH:Illl'. 
IR.'ltIGATION 04/15 10/31 2.200 CPS 
UlSlGM:1!:W: in. Ql.£1UB C!:!Wltll: 
TOlN R.19B S06 NBSW 24.00 TOUI .IUH SDG Lot 6 NlfSll ll.00 
TDlN RUE SOG Lot 7 SWSlil 12.00 TDlN lU9E SOI> SBSli 39.0o 
TOlN RUB SDG SWSB a.so TOllf Rl9E SO? NWNB 11.00 
TOlN Rl!IB SD7 SWNE 38.00 'l'OlN R19B 807 SBNB 15.00 
TO:Ui lUH 807 *BNW 28.00 TlllN rt19B 901 SBNW 5,50 
TOHI RlllB S07 l'IBSE 3$.00 TOlN R19B 501 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are lilllited to the irrigation of a combined total of 2Bi 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos., J7-482H, 37-491C, 
l7-483C, 37-577BT, and 17-2630. 
OTHl!R PROVISIONS NBCBSSARY l"OR DBPINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP nus W~TBR RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provision& neceasary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights ae may be ulti-tely detexmined .by the Court at a point in tir:ie nc 
later than the entry of a final unified decree.p Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
BXP.tAHATORlt' MATBRXAI..: &ASIS 0.1' Ct.AIM - Decreed 
SCHIBIT_A __ _ 
2•flS 
Saain 37 Part J Director's Report - Rec-ended Page us 
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IDAHO DSPARTMENT OF WATSR JiaSO!JilCIIB 
Rl::COMMENOED ~IATBR RIGHTS ACQUIRE!) UNDER STATE Ll\W 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT m»!SER: 3?•482H 
NIIMB AND ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNT):' ESTATES LLC 







PBRIOD OF USE, 
PLACi;: Ol? USI!: 
KSTCHUM ID 8:l340 
B !G WOOD RI\l'eR 
J,012 CFS 
08/01/1884 
TRlBUTA.RY, 11AIJIO RIVER 
TD2N Rl8E 536 SWNW Within BLAINE Cou.n~y 
water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
~!.ll:\?:QH Qf llll!ii l!§!UQ!LQ~ Q!lANTill 
IRRIGATION 04./15 10/Jl 3,012 CFS 
!I!Bl!i&IIQ!g in i!.&Il:l.ll ~'1.U!lt.l( 
TOH/ Rl!II! SDG NB5W 24,00 TOlN Rl9E S06 l,ol:. 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOll'I Rl!lt SOG Lot 7 swsw u.oo TOUf RUE S06 SESW 39,00 
T0lN Rl9E 506 SWSE 8.50 TOW Rl9B 907 NWNE 31,00 
TOlN Rl9E 807 SWNE 38.00 TOlN Rl!IE 80? SENE l.S,00 
T01N Rl9B SO'l NKNW 28,00 TOlN RUE S07 smw s.so 
TOlN IU9E SD? NES:B 35.0 □ TOlN RUE S07 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTA!,, 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation sea.on. Combined Right Noe.: 37•462H, 3i·4Bl.C, 
37-483C, 3?·577ST, and 37-2630. 
O'l'HBR PROVISIONS NECS:SSARl:' FOR DEFINITION OR. APMWIS'I'RATION 01' THIS WATBR RIGHT: 
Thie partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
dghte aa may be ultimately determined by the court: at a point in time no 
later than the entry of e final unified decree:- Section 42-l.U2 {6), Idaho 
Code, 
EXPLANATORY MATERtAL, ll1\SlS OF CLAIM • Decreed 
IOO.ilBIT-h--
soP5 
Basin 17 Part l Direceor•s Report • Recommended Page l~7 
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RlG!!T NUMBER: 







PERIOI) OF USE; 
PIJ\CE OP USE, 
IDAl!O DJU•ARTMBNT Of' WATER RESOURCES 
RSCOMMENDED lil\TER RIGHTS ACQUIRl!tl UNDER STATB LAH 
)7-483C' 
SOUTH C'OUNTY ES'l'ATBS LLC 
PO BOX l!il, 
KETCHUM ID B3340 
02/20/2007 
BIG WOOD RIVER TlUBUTAAY: t-«Al'..AD RIVER 
15,086 C!"S 
OB/Cll/1902 
TOZN Rl8B Slo 6WNW Within BI.AIMS County 
Uater diverted from ffeadgate #t5 delivered through Diatrict Canal. 
PURPOSE QF USE 
IRRIGATION 
PBBJQP Of U5JS 
o-4 /15 10/Jl 
IRRIGAIIOli in JH•MG <:aunty 
TOlll R19S 606 irasw 24,00 TDlN Rl9E SQ6 Lot 
TOlN R19E 806 Lot 1 swsw 12.00 'l'DlN R1'B SDG 
TOlN Ri9t S05 SWSE 8,50 TDlN llUB 607 
TQlN Rl9B S07 smrs 38.00 TOlN Rl!IE S07 
T0lN Rl9B S07 lfBHW 2a.oo TDlN RUE SD'/ 
TOlN Rl!IE 60'1 N'BS! JS.00 Tlllll Rl91t S07 
28' ACll!S TOTAL 
OUJ\N'tI:tx 
15,DU CPS 
6 NWSW 33.00 





The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
aores in a single irrigation aea■on. Combined Right NDB,, 31-482H, l7-48lC, 
37-483C, 37-S77BT, and 37-2630. 
OTilSR PROV1SXON$ NSCBS6AAY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION Of TlllS WATBR RIGHT, 
'Thia partial decree is subject to auoh generlkl provisions necessary tor 
the definition of the righta or tor the efficient admini■tration of the water 
rights as may be ultilll4tely detemined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section ¼2-1412(6), Ida.he 
Code. 




IOJUlO ll!l?AATMB!lT Of' WATBR RESOU'RC$S 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUlRBD UNDBR STATE IJI.W 
J7-2630 
02/'-0/2007 
NAME AND J'IODREss, SOUTH COUNTY );:STATES LLC 
PO SOX 153!1 
KBTCffllM IO 83340 






PERIOD OF USB: 




TOlN R192 86 NWNWSW Within Br.AINE County 
2URES1U Q[ YSi 
IAAIGATIOW 
IBRWATION in BLAIU s;o,ai.ty 
TOlN RUE 506 lfBSN 
, TOlN RUE 506 Loi: 7 SNSW 
TOlN RUE 606 SWSB 
TOlN RlllB S07 SIINB 
TOlN RUE 607 NEW 
TOlN RUB 507 mss 
PBRIQQ Of USE 
04/lS 10/ll 
24 .oo TOlN Rl!IS SoG Lot 
J.2.00 TOlN RlllB SOEi 
a.so T01N l!.UB SO'l 
38.00 TOlN Rllll!. SD'l 
28,00 'l'OlN lU!IB 507 
JS.OD TDlN lll!IB SO'l 
2U ACR£S TOTAt. 
AYWIIX 
l ,750 CPS 
1,0ll.50 AN 






The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of• combined total of 289 
acres in• single irrigati- aeaaon. Combined !light Nos., 37-482H, 37-48lC, 
37-483C, J7•577BT, and 31-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS N!CESSAAY FOR O&FrNITION oa ADMINISTRATION OF 'J."dIS WATD IUGUT, 
Thie partial deeru ia subject to such s-erat provisicna neceaaary for 
the definition of tbe rights or tor the efficient acll!liniatration of the water 
right& as may be ultimately deten,ined by the Court at ■ point in time no 









PENSCO TRUST FBO 
CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01NV 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 1 ti - 400' 
EXHIBrl' MAP OF A 11ATU ffl' 'l'lWiSn!:R t!GAL Dl!SCJUP'l'[ON FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARI.Jm HOLT JRAMH01NV 
'WttHJN S 8, T.UI., IU9&, 8.K, BL.llHB COUNTY, IDilfo 
,...,...__.,,_ 
ft~\thll\l!lidl!Ma\Mlf ........ _....~ ... 10/I0/allll tlllU:2:$ Hl 141T SHT-1.....0F_L 
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PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instmment No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No, 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant Lo the 1 acre of real property identified on the legal description 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated ApriJ 8, 2009 to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO Charles Holt 
IRA#HOINV and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Deprutment of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights 
described above. 
Dated: October J4.• 2009 
STATE OF IDAHO 




MOUNTAJN WEST BANK 
=~b;& ~, 
,u,,. _o~ this / Y day of oc..ro467'!!- , 2009. before me, 
~)J cE-: c_a~~ , a Notary Public in and for said State. personally 
appeared 4:1:?"'" € ~~ . known or identified to me to be the 
W¢: ~•<::t!S"Pr'" of MOUNTAIN WEST BANK1 the banking association that 
executed the within instnunent or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certifi fit-st above written. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
30!69.0ll ttOl..T IRA #l 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01 NV 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00'07'22" W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 09'02'37" W, 488.28 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59'24'28" W, 1437.01 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" W, 55.51 FEET; 
THENCE N 59'24'28" E, 1483.51 FEET; 
THENCE S 31'10'18" E, 29,83 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 










PENSCO TRUST FBO 




XHIElrt lUP OF A ll'A1'.flR RIGHT TIWfSFD. LEGAL DiSCRIPTJON FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT 1RA&H01NV 
"1ffilN S 8:, UN., R.19!!., B.lt, BLA!NE COUNTY, mAfto --,.,~ ..... \lldl-\l!Mt..wolr...,.,,i...,crwt1Mq 1Q/IO/lOOI lGi1H~ M IIDT SHT_LOF-L. 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDEO RETURN TO: Instrument# 568680 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDi\110 
6,25-2009 04:04:00 No. of Pages: 6 
RKon:l•d for: 104HO !HO!PENDENT BANK 
LAWSON & LASKl,PLLC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum. ldnho 1!3340 JOI. YNN DRAG! fH: 18.00 r, 1!~-0fflclo Roc[l(dff Oal)\ll}l, ______ ...,1 ..... ,r'\ r l IIIOtt U>c Wl'YlQCICOiU' DHll I \ 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION. receipt of which is hereby acknowledged. South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remise.~, 
releases. conveys and forcvec quitclaimf. to John Scherer, a married man as his sole and separate 
property, whose address is PO Box 2127, Ketchum, Idaho 83340 and Charles Hott, a married 
mun as his sole and separate property, whose address ls PO Box 2133, Ketchum, ID 83340, to 
hold as tenants-in-common, all of its rlgh1, title und intere~t which it hos, if ony, jn the property 
in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine described as: 
7.5/289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C. 37-
483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the 
ldaho Department of Water Resources and more particularly 
described on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 2S1h day of June, 2009 
TH C~U,TY ESTATES, LLC 
1 lfu\f1L~ 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine. ) 
On this 25m day of June, 2009, before me, the undersigned, ll Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and ncknowl ed to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
WITNESS my hand nnd official seal. 2 
.. ~si]l, ( 
.,_~01' ~~ _,.N~o .,,.,y_P_u-bl-ic_fo_t_Id_ah_o ______ _ 
, '1,tJ. R idingat W{"'-,"'-' ~h.---i 
~ "61, •, ..._ 9 Commission expires At:i~7~ 2.P tl 
~ auc ..,I • 
-r I 
~ ··•--•.s.o $f ,.op n>~•~,._,..., , ........... .. 
QUITCLAIM DEED • 1 3011111-on 
\ 
\ 
Page 1 of E 
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t!WIO O&!'UT-tt Of Nl\.T£!1. l!ESOURCU 
ltE~l-ll':lllllllD WATER RTGllt's ACQUIRED llNDER S'l'AT£ LAIi 
J1-4UC 
0~/20/2001 







ll!ERtOD Of' USE: 
l'LAO: OF UllS, 
PO l!Ol{ 1S3' 
K!Tc:IC'(J!4 ID Bl HO 
IUG WOOD RIYBl! 
l,OH CPS 
08/Dl/188J 
TO.N RLH Sl& Sl!N'I KiLhin Bt,I\Ullt (:gw,ty 
watei: divuted fcoa 11 .. adg1too 10 dd1vued through Di.•uiet Canal. 




181\IQOWW b BLl\tNfl '9uni;v 
TOlli RUB SO& NBSff 24,DD 
TDlN R.l,B SOC 1.ot 1 SWSII 
TOlN llUII Sor; &ll&J. 
TDlN lllH SD7 SWNE 





TOlH lll!IB !107 WSE 35,DO 
2B 9 ACllES 'l'llt'A.t, 
TOlll IIUE SD& Lot 
Tour RlfE Bal 
'l'Olll RU!! So1 
'l'Ollt 11.\91! 507 
1'01.N R1'1! SD1 











'l'he right• Hau,d bal,_,., an 11.mit.ed t;o the inigation a:f • aocab.l.n•d total of :au 
acua ia a a.lngl"- irrlgaticn •ea•""· O>omined R19br. ,..._,, '17•H211, n-u1c, 
37-lUC, )1-571111", and n-200. 
OTHIIR PllOVl5lON$ IOlCililSAn TOIi DSFllllUON OIi ll!lMINl8TltATl01f OP '1'11(6 wr..TRR RIGHT, 
'rl>1a p•rtial decree 1• 811.bject to •uah !lfmll•r•l p.-ovLeion• nec••••rv for 
the. def.hutio" of the d.ght<O Ott for th• cftlcilfflt ...i.inietn.tlon ot th" wat■ r 
dght• a• ,o.y ba u.ltiutaly determined .by tbe court at a point in ti""' = 
lat.et tllan tbe aru:,:y of • :f:l.n&l 1.1Rif1ad decree. s.,ction n-uu1,i, Jd,t,lto 
C'od.ii=:t 
Page2ofE 
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lDAllO DRl'JIRnll!NT Of' ITl\'l'ER RESOURCES 
il,l;COMM!!N'OEP l!/1\TER !UOHTS I\CQUfl'l20 ll'.NOER. $TATE LIIH 
cU2n/2001 
R!GHT NtJHBER, J7•577BT 
,mu: AllP I\DOftfSS 1 SO\ITl1 COUNT'( ESTATgs L!,C 







l'lll\IOO OF ual!, 
PLl\cs 011 ass, 
!CE:TCHl/1! 10 £3340 
BIG wo,~o l<lVER 
2.ioo CFS 
03/24/Iasl 
T02!< RU!! SJE Sl/llW lfkhit> !!LAINE county 
llnor div<!rt.ed from lfeadg,tte #H deUva~d thi:<>ugh bletdc:t cand. 
l!lll!ZQ:ill Ill:' ll!!Z WIQl2 Qt !lH ~ 
tAAICIATlON Ot/15 l.0/31 ;i .200 CFS 
.Il!lllil&I I QI! in lil,aUNit tlo!~n~;: 
TOlW RHI! 1!06 NBSW 24,00 TOlN RUE SOG Lot: s imsw ll.oa 
'.(OlN Ji.HI! S06 l.Ot l!l!SW 1:!.0Q TOlN ~UI! 806 Sll9it JS>,00 
TOlN RHi 1106 SI/SE a.so 'tClN RUE S07 ffl{IIB Jl.00 
Till!< RUE 807 SWNS Ja.00 TlilN RUE S~7 SBNE 15.00 
')'OlJil !tl9B 1107 NB!M 28,00 'telN RUB S07 se;m; $.~o 
'\'OlN RUE 607 NSSE U,OQ 'tOlN RUS. S01 miss 'i!0.00 
~ 89 .M:IUiB TOTA!, 
Tho right ■ li•t•d b~lo• are li~ited ca the iO"iSatlan of• combinod total of 2t~ 
aoraa 1n a 11in9l" trd9&tlon a1tason, Comblned Rt;iht !loll., 37•U"iff, 37·UlC, 
37-taJC, 37•571BT, and l1•l&J0. 
O'l'HE!\ ~llCVUllOUS N!CRSS/1,RV FOi! DEFI>IITION OR MlHLNl!!Ttv.TtON 0~ THIS 11.llil'ER R!OHT, 
Thi• partial cl1tcre• is allbjeot to a"nh gcn•nl prov1aiona n•~•=lY for 
!:he definit1on of t.111, right■ or tor th,, •Uieient adnl.l.<1iatnt10,i of the Y&ter 
dghts as may ~• ultim.ito,iy detitrmined by the Court •~ a p,:,tnt in th.., no 
Uter than the en~ry of • final unified d•cre", Sec:tion ◄ 2 •H12 l,1, !(!Jho 
Co<! ... 
EXHtBrr. ____ A _ 
2./!5 
PageSof6 
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RIGHT ;NUHBBR: 
NIIME J\llD p.m;l!ESS : 
S0tll1.Cll, 
QUANT1'!'1: 




PERIOD OF US!h 
fU.CE OF use, 
IDl\liO llEl'Al!TME:NT Of WAT&R RESOURCES 
,u;:coc~Mli:NIJE□ WATER R!GIITS r.CQUJR.RD WOER STATE t.AH 
37-~S•H 
soont CO\lln't ESTATES t,!,C 
Po aox 1sn 
ICETCJ.![Jl,j lD SJJU 
04/20/2001 
EllG WoOO ltl V£R ?RIBl.ll'ARY; w.L11D IHVER 
3.012 CPS 
OB/01/1654 
T02N Rl!E S)~ SffN!/ Witnln Bt.AINB Cou,,~y 
Ha~er divert~d from ""adeate ft45 d~liv•red thcough District Can•l. 
Ml:OJ!l DP YH 
IAAlGATION 
IB&IMTIQN 1n SIJIIN!l c9unty 
TOlN ll.lH SD6 lll!Sif 
TOlN RlJB SOS Let i lmSN 
TOlN Rl9E 806 ll1!SE 
TOUI Rl!IB 807 SWN!! 
TOlN iu,e: sin llllfn< 
TOlN Rl9E 807 NBSE 
ewru;i 11r. wu 
H/15 1.0/H 
24.DO '1"0111 IU9R S06 
"l.2 .oo Te1N !UBE SOS 
e.so 'tOlN RUE 901 
J9.00 TOUI Rl9E S01 
21.00 tOlll RUE SD? 
35.00 TOlN 1\1911 807 
ln ACIIE"S TOTAL 
WlmIUX 
l.OU CFS 





The dghts Ui,ted .belc" «roo Hm/.tad ta tM hrigatiun o! 11. c0mbi11~d ~ot11.t at 289 
ac:te& in a al.ogle irrigation aeuan. c"'1'1hii,ed JHgl!t 11<>8., n-u:;111, .n ... uic, 
l1•~!3C, J1•$7~8T, and 37-2,lO. 
OTHER PJtOVtstONS ll~&SSIIJ!'I l'Oll lll!'FltltTION OR ADl!INISTRATIOII 01' nus IIJ\Tf!R RIGHT: 
Thia partial decrao ia •ubjact co auch ganarlll p.rov1aiona n~ce•aary tor 
et.. definition of tl>e right& or !or t.lla efficient aMtniatr■tiofi of th.II ~ater 
right• u NY be ul tim■ te ly d&te...,ined by the Court •t a pol.nt ln tlll!III no 
later than the entry of• fiNl unified decree. sec~ion •2-Jtl2[5l. Idaho 
Cod,.. 
Page4of£ 















IPMIO lli!PM'l'M!:N"I: 0V llATSP. ltl!SOUilCltS 
Jt.i:CIH4E!ll>Bn lfATER RlGllTS I,t'QV:[RED IRIOE!I. &TIITE LAW 
l7·48)C 
02nonoo7 
llliJ.lE lUiD AllDRl!SS: SOIJTR CDUH?Y B&l'A'l'es tl,C 







PERlOD OF us;;, 
Pi-1\Cll OF USE, 
kt1'Cl!UM ID OHO 
!IIG WOOD RIVES! 
ls.DH CfS 
oe/01/U02 
TOZN R.llli Bl& SWIIW Within Bl.AINI! COwt~y 
Wour divorted rrom lleadgate 1145 delivered thcough Di ■tdct Canal. 
MPQIIS 01!'. USE 
IRRIGATION 
UR,IGAIIOH in UWHII ~ 
TOlll IIUE 80& Nl!Slf 
1'01N ltUt SU tot 7 SHSil 
'l'DlN 1\19£ 80& SKSE 
TDlll 1\19£ U1 Sl/llE 
Toll! IUH so, NBllW 
TOlll RUii' sa7 llESE 
UBll>Q Of US£. 
04/lS lG/ll 
u.oo TGlN RUE SO& 
12 .IHI '101?1 lllff SO( 
9.511 'rlllN l<l!IE Sll1 
n.u '!'Cl.If 11.UB 507 
21l.OD TO)N 11.lH SD? 
l5.0D TOlN lt1!JE 5117 













Th■ dgl\t• 1.i ■ tecl btolo" are li•lt•d tc th• irrii .. uon ar • cOO!hined total of 29!0 
aen■ in a ai119le irdgllti<1n ..... .,... °"'111ned II ght lioa., 37-UZH, l7·UlC, 
l?•ll!JC, 31-577BT, and J1•26:JO. 
Dt'ltE:I! P\l;OVlliIDllS rm:CUSAII~ lroR ll~FlNlTION OR IUiflJHHTAATlDH OF !Ills N.'lTSI! ltU,Wl'' 
'Thl ■ p~,:-tbl d•eHe ii •ubjec:t to ,uc:h ,...,.,,.,.1 pn,vidona ,.,..,. .. uy for 
the daflnit.1"" of th• dght• .,., for ti',,, efftcl•nt adllialati:o.1tlon of th• "aca,:-
rlght11 •• 011y I><, ultimately d•tend11d by th" Court. •t a point. in 11;1- no 
l...tt!t' th,.,, u,11 entry of II final "'1lfi111d dee.-ee, s■eUan U-14-U!•rl, :Cdaho 
Code. 






















PER!OD OP USE: 
~!.Ac~ o, use, 
IOAflO lloPAR'!Hi:NT 01' HATER RtSOI/RCSS 
P,$'COMM!!IIPl!:D l<IIIT6R RiGHTit ACQUll!.£0 UliUtR STI\TE LAIi 
l1 •26JO 
SOll'l'll cmnm ESTM'£S LLC 
PO l\OX lSH 
K5TC!l\M IO &3310 
GlROIJNO f/111',.R TRlt!UTAAY, 
,.7SO CFS 
1, on.so ;..,i 
02/0~/1!>60 
fl.!EfQ~§ QE QU ~~RIQO O!' \!liE 
11UUGA1'!00 04/1$ Hl/)) 
l&B.I!l!It.llli in llllill!!i. !::~ 
TOlll tin: SC• NESII 2LOO TOm lUffE 906 
Torn Rl9E so~ Lot 7 .SNS>! 1:.1.oa TOlN RUE 506 
T1HN /H9E SO£ SWSE •• M 'l'Olff ltUO: SO, 
'1'0111 ltUE: SO? SI/NE ,B. ao 'l"QW JU9g SD7 
TOllf RUil SO> Nlll'ffl l&.oa TOlN RUE 501 
TOW !USE ao7 N!ISE JS,O~ TOtN Rl9S S01 










Tl\e right• lhtod belo;r uo H111ltcd to tho in;igation of a combined eot.al ot 269 
acr .. in • Bin9l" inigotion uuon. Coo,!,focd Ri91'\t NP$,, l?•U2!!., H·UtC, 
l?•U)C, :n•5'7&T, and J1-2nq, 
OTl!SR ~aov1s IONS tn:Cl!;SSMY rn~ Dtl't!IITION oa Am,ilWISTAATION CF ·nus Wli'rnlt 11.!Q!tt, 
Thi• pztrt.ial d&c:r,,0 .i.- Ll!lubj eC"t t.o auC"h 9eneral pruvi•lQas neceaJJ.a.,ry foc-
~11" d•Hnition o{ tlu, right& <>r !<>r the e£fich<1t o.d>ohd,,.~Uti<>ll ot the '""tor 
rJ,11>,,. &• m._Y ho .,l.tlutdi, dot•m.in<1<1 by the c,,...,~ at " pct,.l b t.i,oe n<> 
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Instrument# 568681 
HAllEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
6,25-2009 04:05:00 No. of f>aues: 2 
Recorded for: IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
JOLYNN DRAGE Foa: 6, □o 
f)(.0rffclo RecordBr Deputy 
~.i .. !•: PA~'!l~ S/,:nM~.~notl OF MDRTO'-GE 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficial}' under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortguge dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it rel ales 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 7.5 acres of real property identified on the legal 
description attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference and that the 
Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights described above. 
Dated: 0- 25-0f ____ _ MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this cR. S t}z. day of ~ u,:n:s:,,,.. , 2009, before me, 
Delli.UL ~ u....l (,f.. , a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
ap~eared ~~Cba .. ,nc'.L~ , known or identified to me to be the 
-Ur GP Pres,de;d: of OUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
Notary Public for -:J:i;l.;Jio 
Residing at --±fw:/ ~ 1 :Jl 





An undivided 7 5/289ths or 2 .595% of(he wate1 rights appmtenant to the following described 
lands situate in Blaine County, Idaho, to wit: 
A11 in Township l North, Range 19 East, B M.: 
In Section 6; NE1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 6 in the NW1/4SW1/4, Governmeut Lot 7 in the 
SW1/4SWl/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SE1/4 
In Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4NEi/4, SE1/4NE1/4, NB1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NWil4, 
NEl/4SEl/4 and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water tights are described in five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Reports each entitled 
"Idaho Depattment of Water Resources Recommended Wnter Rights Acquired Unde1 Stale Law" 
relating to the water rights summarized, in part, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCBOF POINT OF ACRES QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATBR DIVERSION IRRIGATED OFWATBR 
NUMBER 
37-481C dcsc1ibed BigWood SW114NWl/4, Sec. 289 3.014CFS 
above River 36 'flN, R18E (cubic feet 
pe1 second) 
37-577BT described BigWood {same) (same) 2.200 CFS 
above ruve1 
37-482H descdbed Big Wood (same) (same) 3 012 CFS 
above Rivet 
37-483C desciibed BigWood (same) (same) 1S.086CFS 
above River 
37-2630 de~ibed Ch'Ound water· NWl/4NWJ/4SWI/4 (same) 3.7S0CFS 




. . Water· Right No. 37-2630 (ground water) ts based on a License. The other four (4) water rights 













DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE 
Instrument # 578331 
HAIi.Ff, 111.AJN&, IDAHO 
Ol-17-2111D 11:&0:28 Na. DI PIQH: 3 
R1card1d for. BLAINE COUNTY TITLE 
JDL YNH DRAGE Fu: $1.00 
E■.()fllalo Rocomr O.puty: mpp 
EIHlnlnlully RHonl,cl by s1.,..,un11 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited llabillty company 
("Granto!''), PO Box 1539, Ketchum, ID 83340, hereby conveys, releases, remlses, and forever 
quitclaims to MOUNTAIN WEST BANK ("Grantee"), whose address Is P. 0. Box 1059, Coeur 
d'Alene, ID B3816; that certain real property, together with all appurtenances, located In Blaine 
County, Idaho: 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY, 
IDAHO 
A parcel of land In the SW1/4 and the SW1/4SE1/4 of Section 6 and also in the 
E1/2NW1/4, NW1/4NE1/4, S112NE1/4 and the N1/2SE1/4 of Section 7, more particularly 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW114, said Section 
6, which point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 59•51 '45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW114, Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW1/4, Section B; 
Thence South 0"35'18" East, 1,308.31 feet along lhe Easterly boundary of said SW1 /4, 
Sectlon 6 to an Iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW1/4SE1/4, said Section 
6; 
Thence South 89"42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW1/4SE1/4, 
Section 6; 
Thence South 0"25'10" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SW1 /4SE1/4, Section 6 lo an Iron pln marking lhe Southaast comer of said 
SW1/45E1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0"17'54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the 
NW1/4NE1/4, said Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said 
NW1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South e9•47•35• East, 1,303.96 feel along the Northerly boundary of the 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE1/4NE1/4, 
Section 7; 
Thence South 0"15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast comer of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 0"45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the 
NE1/4SE1 /4, Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NE1/4SE1 /4, 
Section 7; 
Thence South 89"50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the 
N1/2SE1/4, Section 7, to an Iron pin on the Intersection of the Southerly boundary with 
the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific Rallroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34• West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary 
to an Iron pin on the Intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary 
oflhe S1/2NE1/4, said Section 7; 
Thence South B9"58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along 
said Southerly boundary of lhe S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin; 
Thence North 31"10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the Intersection of said Rallroad bounclaiy with the Westerly boundary of said 
S1/2NE1 /4, Section 7; Thence North 0"20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly 
DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE: 1 
L:IM\MOUNT.\lllOS579'004971MWBSOCOUNTYDEl!D-061210.D0CX6/14/I0 / 7,0J AM 
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boundary of the S1 /2NE1/4, Section 7 and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin; 
Thence North 31° 10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Rallroad boundary to an Iron pin 
on the Intersection of said Ralf road boundary with the Westerly boundary of the 
NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; Thence North 0"22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly 
boundary of the NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of 
said NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; 
Thence North 89"58' 18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an Iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31 •10•34• West, 2,353,23 feet along said Rallroa(I boundary to an Iron pin 
on the Westerly boundary of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence North 0"37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official 
plat thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho; 
excepting that portion formally shown on the Blaine county Assessor rolls as Tax Lot 
4913 Township 1 North, Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; 
Included with the real property conveyed to Grantee: all erected or affixed buildings, 
improvements and fixtures; all easements, rights of way, and appurtenances; all water, water 
rights, watercourses and ditch rights (Including stock In utilities with ditch or irrigation rights), 
and all other rights, royalties, and profits relating to the conveyed real property, including without 
limitatlon an minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and similar matters, coUecllve; Including any after~ 
acquired tltle and any right of redemption; 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said property, with Its appurtenances unto lhe Grantee and Its 
successors and assigns fOrever, Granter hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee that 
Granter ls the owner In tee simple of said property and that such property Is free from all 
encumbrances other than encumbrances of record as of this date and that Grantor warrants the 
same from all lawful clalms whatsoever. Any merger of title Is at the option of the Grantee. 
Dated: 
DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE: 2 




STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Blaine 
.ss 
) 
On this _a_ day of J '--1. ,.. e,.. • 2010, before me, the undersigned Notary Public, 
personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or identified to me to be the Member of South 
County Estates, LLC, that executed this instrument or the person who executed the Instrument on 
behalf of said Corporation and aoknowledged to me that such CorporaUon executed the same. 
WITNESS my hand and offlclal seal hereto affixed the day and ¥P~f•j{l1t~tten. 
~ ...,_, ......... ilfr ~ 
/4.Cl:1,1•• •••J!o'-
.. ::""'t". •• ~.., 
: ii:; I "'OT AR.,.. \ \ . = • • ; 
: * I -•- I*: : • C, : = 
-:. \ P ~, : I 
• ••o • 
--1,,:;_i:..µ.1t1,1;~..t1E.=.uo1---------"!~~.,...tE!r-.~ ••"" ~ I 
-·~. ,..I! oi:\~" .~~ .... 







Flied for record at the Request of: 
Rich Brittain 
Mountain West Bank 
PO Box 1059 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
DEED 
(Blaine County, Idaho) 
Instrument # 578364 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
lll-t7-201D 11:11:21 No, or han: a 
Rtcorded for; III.AINli COUNTY TITLli 
JOLYNN DRAGE F11: ,uo 
E•-olll•I" Rt..,d■r Dll"'ly: mpp 
EINlranlaally RN01ded by llrilj,lillle 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, MOUNTAIN WEST BANK ("Granter"), whose address Is 126 
Ironwood Drive, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816, does hereby grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto 
GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE, LLC, a Montana limited llablllty company ("Grantee"), whose 
address Is 49 Commons Loop, Kalispell, MT 59901, those certain real properties located In 
Blaine County, Idaho, which is more particularly described as follows: 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY, 
IDAHO 
A parcel of land in the SW1/4 and the SW1/4SE1/4 of Section 6 and also In the 
E1/2NW1/4, NW114NE1/4, S1/2NE1/4 and the N1/2SE1/4 of Section 7, more particularly 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW1/4, said Section 
6, which point Is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89.51'45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4, Section 6 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0"35'18h East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW1/4SE1 /4, said Section 
e· 
Thence South 89"42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW1/4SE1/4, 
Section B; 
Thence South 0"25'10" East, 1,309,70 feet along the Easterly boundary ofsald 
SW1/4SE1/4, Sectlon 6 to an Iron pin marking the Southeast oorner of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0"17'54• East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the 
NW1/4NE1/4, said Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said 
NW1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 89"4r3B" East. 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SE1/4NE1/4, 
Section 7; 
Thence South 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to a brass cap marking lhe Southeast corner of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 0•45'30'' East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the 
NE1/4SE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said NE1/4SE1/4, 
Section 7; 
DEED: J 
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Thence South 89'50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the 
N1/2SE1/4, Section 7, to an Iron pin on the intersection of the Southerly boundary with 
the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad·, 
Thence North 31'10'34" West, 1,533.07feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary 
to an Iron pin on the interaection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary 
of the S1/2NE1/4, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89'58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along 
said Southerly boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31'10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an Iron pin 
on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said 
S1/2NE1/4, Section 7; Thence North 0'20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly 
boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 and also along said Railroad boundary to an Iron 
pin; 
Thence North 31"10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an Iron pin 
on the Intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the 
NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly 
boundary of the NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of 
said NE1/4NW1/4, Secllon 7; 
Thence North 89°58' 18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of Iha SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an Iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31'10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the Westerly boundary of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official 
plat thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho; 
excepting that portion formany shown on the Blaine County Assessor rolls as Tax Lot 
4913 Township 1 North, Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; 
Partial Release of Water Rights recorded as Instrument No's 568681, 574996, 574997, 
574998,574999,575000,575001, records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
Included with the real property conveyed to Grantee: ail erected or affixed buildings, 
Improvements and fixtures; all easements, rights of way, and appurtenances; all waler, water 
rights, watercourses and ditch rights (Including stock In utilities with ditch or Irrigation rights), 
and all other rights, royalties, and proms relating to the conveyed real property, including without 
limitation all minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and similar matters, collective; Including any after-
acquired title and any right of redemption. 
DEED: 2 
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Including after-acquired title. 
DATED this /?f\ay of June 2010. 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of l{oolenai A,;(,. ~ 
:ss 
) 
On this 11-th day of J"W'l.1., , 2010, before me. the undersigned Notary Public 
in and for the State of Idaho, personally appeared RICH BRITTAIN, known or Identified to me to be 
the Senior Vice President of the corpora lion that executed this instrument or the person who 
executed the Instrument on behalf of said corporation and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
DEED: 3 
Notary Pub! for Idaho 
Residing al 8olg, J/J 
Commission expires t¼-•U- C9tJ/{) 
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Filed for record at the Request of; 
Blaine County Title 
PO Box3i76 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Instrument# 593252 
HAl.E'I, llV,ltE, lOAHO 
12•22•2011 4 09 00 PM No Pl Pag,s J 
Rotcor~ fa- BI.AINE COUNTY TITL.E 
AYNN DRAGE fn $16.00 
E,;-Offici~ Recc.>rdtr Depuly: mpp 
Ek!clroaical~ R..:orded by Slmp1'fil! 
SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE, LLC, a Montana Limited 
Liability Company {"Grantor"), whose address is 49 Commons Loop, Kalispell, MT 59901, does hereby 
grant, bargain, seU, and convey unto Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
("Grantee"), whose address is PO Box. 3322 Hailey, ID 83333 that certain real property located in Blaine 
County, Idaho, which is more particularly described on Exbjbit "A" attached hereto and incorporated 
herein by this reference, 
Conveying, without Warranty, any and all water rights appurtenant io the real property 
described on Exhibit "A", in eluding without limitation, Water Right Nos. 37-481 C1 37-S77B1\ 37-
482H, 37-2630 and 37-483C. . 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said property. with its appurtenances unto the Grantee and its 
successors and assigns forever. Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee that Grantor 
Is the owner in fee simple of said property and that such property is free from all encumbrances made or 
suffered by the Granter. 
The Granter expressly limits the covenants of this Deed to those herein expressed and excludes 
all covenants arising or to arise by statutory or other implication, and covenant that Granters will furc:ver 
warrant and defend title to the property conveyed herein against all persons who lawfully claim by, 
through, or under the Granters, but not otherwise. 
DATED this 201.h day of December, 2011 
GBCl OTHER REAL ESTATE, LLC 
By: -----+----------
Rich Bri · , SVP Special Assets Administrator 
Its: Authonzed Agent 
Page 1 of~ 
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On this 20111 day of December, 2011, before me, the undersigned Notary Public in and for the 
State of Idaho, personally appeared Rieb Brittain, known or identified to me to be the SVP Special 
Assets Administrator and duly Authorized Agent of the coi:poration that executed this instrument or the 
person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation and acknowledged to me that such 
coi:poration executed the same. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
~d&,.,,.o..,_ 
Notary Public for Idaho Q 
Residing at: {k.-,. ..,. ,Q' Qi O...__,_c.,_ ~ 
Commission expires: "'J / I li~I..._I,...&..,,,,."--__ _,....... I 
Paga 2of~ 
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SCHEDULEA 
Order Number: 1117502 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION. according to the official plat 
thereof, recorded as Instrwnent No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
EXCEPTING a portion of said Parcel 1 more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the North ¼ Comer of Section 7 Township 1 North, 
Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; thence North 89°5"8' 18" West, 1,317.24 
feel along the Northerly bournhu:y of the E½NW¼, Section 7, lo an iron pin marking the 
Northwest comer of said EYJNW¼, Section 7, said pin also being the REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING; 
Thence continuing North 89°58' 18" West, 34. 73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
W½NW¼, Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Northeasterly boundary of the 
Union Pacific Railroad and said Northerly boundary of the WY~¼. Section 7; 
Thence South 31 "10'34" East, 67 .81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin on the intersection of said Northeasterly Railroad boundary and the Westerly boundary of 
said E½NW¼ of Section 7; 
Thence North 0"22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the EV.NW¼ to the 
Point of Beginning. (Tax Lot 4913) 
Ell• Nu1111>cr: 1117502 
Blain• COtJnt¥ Tide 
Alllcllod Lasal Dacriplillll 
Poa.e I on 







HAltEY, BLAINE, IOAHO 
12-22-2011 4 08:0l PM No. d PlgH 2 
RIICG!dacf b- 111.Alr-E COUIIITY Till.£ 
JOL'iHN CRAGE FH: S13!Xl 
Eir-Offido RICOll!fi Deputr mpp 
E'lldrcnlalllyRecordedbf&nplne 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
THIS INDENTURE, malk this 21st day ofDecember, 2011, between 
Mou111ai11 West Bank. as GRANTOR and 
Belle Racch, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, as GRANTEE(S) 
whose cWTent addren is: PO Box 3322, Jhiley, ID 83333 
WITNESS, that said Grantor(s), for an In considcrarnm in lawful money of the United Stales of 
Amerfoa, in hand paid by the Grantee, the receipt whereofis hereby lldcnowllldged, does by 
tbese pre.mi5es remise, rele.ae and fore11er QUITCLAJM, unto the aaid Oranlee(s) and to its heirs 
and assigns all that certain lot, piece or parcel ofland, bounded and particularly described BJ 
follows, to wit: 
Al1Y 111d all water righu appurteoanl 10 thi:o real property described in Exhibit "A", includillg 
without limitation, Water RiaJ>tNos. 37-48lC, 37-S77BT, 37-482H, 37-2630 and 37-483C. 
TOGETHER wilh all and sinsular the telltlllM:ms, hcreditaments and applll'lcnancea thereunto 
belonging or in llllywise appertaining, the rewrsion and r1111ersions, remainder and remainders, 
rents, issues and profits thereof. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD, All and singular the said pranbes, toaether with !he 
appW1enances, \11\to the Ol'llntec and to ill hein and iwign:i forever. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the 3rantor(1) has ex.eculed this deed on the dale set forth above. 




On this 21st day of December, 2011 before me, the undensigaed, a Notary Public, in and for said 
State, personally appeared Rich Brittain, known or identified Ill me ID be the S!11ior Vice 
President of tlte corporation that executed this illstrumcnl or the person who executed the 
inslrllment on behalf of said COl]lontion and iu:laiowledglld to me that audl COl]lontion ex.ecuted 
the SlllllC, 
WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL. 
tloeidtc•(~~ 
Nowy Resides: 11,(,,tW, 'JP 
My commiaian expirCJ: ~/ 'J.c/ /:!,f)/fp ,~ 
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Older Na.: 21117502 
Parc•l I and Parool 1. Black l ofB61.1.E RANOi SUBDMSION, 11t:eordinJ to Ille o:ficial pl■ t lhereor, roi:mdcd 
os Instnm,cnl No . .56344], R<leords of Blaine Collnly, Idaho. 
EXCEPTING I pce1ion of 111id P"""'I I ""''" poiticularly doscribad u fbllo..s; COMMENCJNG .ion i<On pin 
marking Iha North Y. Corner ofSOGrion 7 Tow.>$hip I Notlh, !lanp 19 l:ast, Boise Meridi111, Blaine Counly, Idaho; 
lhcnco Nottb 89°51"1 r West, 1,317.14 f•ot aktna lhe N°"'1orly bound,uy of lhe EMNWY., Socdon 7, I!> on imn pin 
marking lhe Northwost cam= of nid E½NW¼, Seclion 7. said pin al» befns 1h11 REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thcoco <antinuing Noni\ 89'5&' Ir w,..t. 34. ?J feet llloq th• Narllietly bound II)' oFlhe W½NWV., Sootian 7, 1., 
on iran pin an Ille in""'5eelion of Ille NattboaRrty boondmy af tlx Union Pacilio bll, .. d 11nd Mid NanJ,crly 
bGundll)' of 11,e wY,NWY., Sc•lian 7; 
lllen•• Soulh 31' I 0·34• &st, 67.81 foot alon111id Northc1151efly llailraod bollddlfY lo on iron pin on 111• 
intoJsoctian of Jaid Northwterly lltil, .. d bound II)' and Ille Wosttrly boll!ldll)' of Nici EI-INWY. of Seolion 7; 
Thence N<lllh 0"22' ll" Wost, 58.DD feet lllong said Wcllerly boundoiy of the E',OIW'il to tht Point of BogiMln&-
(lax Lo14i 13) 
Bllul&°"'""T.S. flloN••- 1117501 
Q,il Claim-·-,...1,n 
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Jones, Doug < Doug.Jones@idwr.idaho.gov> 
Wednesday, June 08, 2016 8:01 AM 
Jim Laski 
June 3 letter and attachments 
We acknowledge receiving your letter regarding the Fosbury, et al ownerships and will keep it on file with water right 
37-481C for future reference. The material has also been scanned and is electronically available under documents 
related to that water right. You may be interested to review the various documents recently on file under that water 
right. I have asked Garrick Baxter to write to you regarding the overall situation and you should be hearing from him 
soon. He did mention that he has some complex issues before him right now, so please be patient 
Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you. 
Douglas Jones, P.E. 
Technical Engineer 1 
Idaho Dept of Water Resources 
(208)736-3033 
Total Control Panel 
To: jrl@lawsonlaski.com 
From; doug.joncs@idwr.idaho.gov 
Message Score: I 
My Spam Blocking Level: Medium 
Block this sender/ BIQck this sender enterprise-wide 
Block idwr,idaht>.gov / Block idwr.idaho.gov enterprise-wide 
This message ,ms delivered because the col1lentfilter score did not exceed your filter !ere!. 
1 
High (60); P,1ss 
Medium (75): Pass 
Low (90): Pass 
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City, State, Zip: 
Jotdan G/Distnbwions 
PENSCO Trost Company 
P.0.~173859 











.... ,t. ~;._;.; . .,,.. ~ ·- ~- ... ~ .- .. _,· . - ~. 
FOR VALUABLE cx:iNSp>~TION OF TEN DOLLARS ($10.00), and ocher good and 
valuable consideration, cash in band paid.' the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby adcnowledgcd, 
Pensco Tnast Company FBO Rldaanl D Fosbmy IRA #il)JEC, hereinafter refami to as "Grantor''t 
does hereby remise, release, quitclaim, grant and convey unto Ricmrd D Fosbary, P.O. Box 1791 
Ketchum ID 83340, hereinafter "Grantee", the following lands and property, together with all 
improvements located thereon, lying in t1ie County of Blame, State ofldaho, to-wit: 
tf289d! portion of Water R.ipt Nos. 37-48211, 37-481Ct 37...QQC, 37-S77BT, and 37-26.10 as 
Identified on the records of the Idaho Department of Water Resoarces and more pardcalarly 
described on Emlbit A. 
Prior instrument rcfcrence: Document No. 575492, of the Recorder of Blaine County. Idaho. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOW same unto Grantee, and unto Grantee's heirs and assigns forever, 
with all appu,temmccs thereunto bdoogiog. 
Taxes for current tax year shall be paid by Grantor. 
The piq,crty benmCOllveyM is not a pm ofthcbomestead ofGrantor. 
WITNESS Grantor(s) hand(s) on November 7, 2016. 
Doauneawy Tnasl'er Tu Is SO.GO 
Crutor(1) ud Grutel(s) la dds eo11wyuce an 
comprised .rdae .... parties, no COlldaH ~ •old tile 
same Proponloaate lllteresl la die pnperty. 
Selld Tu St.llemeat 10 Crutee 
E)~{-H81T 
Eric Braachler. Authorized Signer 
Pemco Tnut Company FBO Ricbanl D 
Fosbary IRA #FOlEC 
/0 -----
_.•· • ! i 
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STATE OF COLORADO 
COUNIYOFDENVER 
Qn fl la /7: 0 I (. before me, o-. ... :.f L; s.. """...,.. . • 8 Notary 
Public, persoually ~ Eric Bnuchler, Authorized Sip.er for Peasco Trust Company FBO 
Richard D Fosbury IRA#FOlEC, penooally known to me to be the pezson whose name is subscn"bed 
to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his authori7.CCl capacity, 
and that by bi• signature on the iDstrumcol the pe1SOO,: or the eutily upon behalf of which the person actt'd, 
ex:CC\lled the instrument. 
WllNESS my hand and official seal. 
Grantor(s) Name, Address, phone: 
Peasco Trast~any FBORicbard D 
Fosbary IRA #FOIEC 
PO Box 173859 
Daner, CO 80217 
808-962--4238 
Notary Public 
. - . '. ,. 1ci ~ ~"41.-IL ;i ""ej._· ... ___ .. •• • ~ ~ V,. . 
My Commission Expires: 7 / z. /~o tr . 
Print Name: l>a ... ,1:.( t., ~ k. "'-' 
Gmntee(s) Name. Address. phone: 
Richard D Fosbary 
P.O. Box 1791 
KetcJuun m 83340 
108-'72o.2352 





A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY IRA#F01EC 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY. IDAHO, ANO MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
.. Wilw~r J:>~~.,YVITH NO CN> MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
.. ,,~~ER- . - ": 1 - 'bN7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
to secrioN.i AND SECTION a s oo•or22" w. 1a11.44 FEET To A 
SIJAS$ CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; fflENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 13•56'01• W, 445.03 FEET TO THE 1RUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59'24'28• W, 1528.61 FEET; 
THENCE N 88-0S'll1• W, 52.27 FEET; 
THENCE N 59•24'2S- E, 1672.41 FEET; 
THENCE S 31•1a1s· E, 28.10 FEET TO THE TRUE POJNTOF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 1.00 ACRE, MORE OR LESS. 













City, State, Zip; 
lotdan G/DisUibutions 
PENSCO Trust Company 
P.O. Bo,i; 173859 
DMVtt. CO 80217 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
-~ .. --.._- __ ,.r .. -:_~.-
."•.~~,__j-;.-:.::~ ~ -~ .... ~~ ¥ ~ __ , 
KNOW ALL MEN BY TBFSE PRESENTS THAT: 
~·.,.. . ~ 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION OF TEN DOLLARS ($10.00), and other good and 
valuable consideration, cash in band paid, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, 
Pensco Trust Company FBO RkJwd D Fosbu.ry 1RA #FOIEC. hereinafter refc:rrcd to es "Granto(', 
does hereby rcmisc, release; quitclaim. grant and convey unto Richard D Fosbury, P.O. Box 1791 
KetchOJD ID 83340, hereinafter "Grantee~, the following lands and property, together with all 
improvements located thcteon. lying in the County of~ State of Idaho, to,.wit 
1/289• portion of Water Right Nos. 37-48211, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37•577BT, and 37•2630 as 
ideatifkd · on the records of the Idaho Department of Watp- Resources and more partielllarly 
described OD Exhibit A. 
Prior instrument rcferen<:e: Document No. 575491, of the Rt:corder ofBlalae County, Idaho. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD same unto Grantee, and unto Grantec~s heirs and assigns forever, 
with all appurtcnaDccs thereunto belonging. 
Taxes for cum:ot tax year shall be paid by Gtantor . 
. The property herein conveyed is not a part of the homestead of Grantor. 
WITNESS Gtantor(s) band(s) on Novc:d>er 7, 2016. 
Doc111ncatary Tniufer Tax Is st.GO 
Graator(s) •Del GrutH(s) Ill tbls coaveyana are 
comprised of die amt parfleS, WM condaue to llold die 
SUH Propordaaate illternt i• tile propeny. 
Sead Tu Statemeat to Grutee 
Peasco Tnut Company FBO Richard D 
Fosblll)' IRA #FOIEC 
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STATE OF COLORADO 
COUN1YOF DENVER 
On I •/=(q before me. Jlnnlff L, \ l..nw .a Notary 
Publi~ personally Eric Bnacbler. Authorized Signer for Peasco Trait Company FBO 
Richard D Fosbury IRA #FOlEC, penooally known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed 
to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he executc:d the same in his authorized capacity. 
and that by his signature on the instrument the person. or the entity upon bdlalf of which the person•~ 
executed the instrument. 
WITNESS my hand and official seat. 
-~----,. ' .. ,,. - ,uauc STATE OF COLORADO 
NOTARYll20134042N& 
MYC<IMSSIONBPl&lJLY2.2017 
Gnmtor(s) Name, Address, phone: 
Pensco Trust Company FBO Richard D 
Fosbary IRA #FOlEC 
PO Box 173859 
Denver, CO 80217 
800-962-4238 
Notary Public 
.... ~--... ~ ., 
My Commission Expires: 7 /:... /2 o I.,,.. 
Print Name: be: -,id li \ L. ••w 
Grautec:(s) Name. Address, phone: 
Richard D FotlJar.y 
P.O. Box 1791 
KetdaumID83340 
208-720-2352 




•· . ......_ 
............ ..__ 
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AwATErfRlsHT LEGAL oescR1Pr10N FOR 
1'.SNSCO TRUST FBO 
. ·.- RICHAIU>tt~ FOSBURY IRA#F01EC 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E. B .. M., JN BLAINE COUNlY. IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTJCULARL Y DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
i:~~,.i:,~;,~r;:~ :~6'E0A~~~:~~~:~c¼::MON 
··-·,·· . TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07'22" W, 1311.44 FEET TOA 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4-CORNER OF SECTION 7; ll-lENCE 
LEAVING SAlO SECTION LINE$ 13°56'01• W, 445,.03 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. . . •. , ey,• 
THENCE S 59•24•25• W. 1528.61 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" w, 52.27 FEET: 
THENCE N 59°24'28" E1 1572.41 FEET; ,,,,!'. 
r..;~~.31•10-1811 E, 28 .. 10 FEET TO THE TRUE POJNT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 1.00 ACRE, MORE OR LESS • 
.... --·"' 
' ¼' • + 
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HAILEY, BLAINE. IDAHO ~ 12-1-311 12:11:14 PM No. of Pages: 4 
Recorded far: PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: 11.10 
Ex-OlldoRer:onlerlleputy _______ _ 
•-111:WTYlQCl00RPOEED 
-Above TU. Liae Rn«ved Fur Offidal Use Oidy•---
QUITCLAIM DEED 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT: 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION OF TEN DOLLARS ($10.00), and other good and 
valuable consideration, cash in hand paid, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, 
Peosco Trust Company Custodian FBO Charles Holt IRA# H01NH, hereinafter referred to as 
"Grantor", does hereby remise, release, quitclaim. grant and convey unto Charles Holt, P.O. BOX 2133 
KETCHUM ID 83340, hereinafter "Grantee", the following lands and property, together with all 
improvements located thereon, lying in the County of Blaine, State of Idaho, to-wit: 
l/289tli portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482~ 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-S77BT, and 37-2630 as 
identified on the records of the Idaho Department of Water Resources and more particularly 
described on Exhibit A. 
Prior instrument reference: Document No.575488, of the Recorder of Blaine County, Idaho. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOID same unto Grantee, and unto Grantee's heirs and assigns forever, 
with all appurtenances thereunto belonging. 
Taxes for current tax year shall be paid by Grantor. 
The property herein conveyed is not a part of the homestead of Grantor. 
WITNESS Grantor(s) hand{s) on November 28, 2016. 
Docamentary Trusrer Tub so.oo 
Grantor(s) and Grantee(•) In this conveyance are 
comprised of the same parties, wbo continue to hold the 
ume Proportionate Interest in the property. 
Send Tu: Statemet1t to Grantee 
Eric Brauchler, Authorized Signer 
Pensec, Tnst Company Custodian FBO 
Cbarles Holt IRA# H01NB 
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STATE OF COLORADO 
COUNTY OF DENVER 
On [ t L UJ /'U:> l(,. before me, :Pt:1"' 1c,l L 1 $ 4:._ w , a Notary 
Public, personally appeared Erk Braucbler, Authorized Sigrier for PeDffl> Trust Compaay Custodian 
FBO Charles Holt IRA # HOINB, personally known to me to be the person whose name is subscn"bc:d 
to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his authorized capacity, 
and that by his signature on the instrument the person, or the eotity upon behalf of which the person acted, 
executed the instrument. · 
WlTNESS my hand aod official seal. 
DANIELL. SHAW 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF COLOAADO 
NOTARY 10 2013,404258& 
MY ~1$10N EXPIRES JULY 2. 2017 
Grantor(s) Name, A~ phone: 
Peuco Trust Company CUstodin FBO 
Charles Bolt IRA# H01NH 
PO Box 173859 




My Commission Expires: -r /a. /2- v 17 
Print Name: 1>9 .. &:,I L. $. /,.qv 
Grantcc(s) Name,~ phone: 
Charles Holt 
P.O. BOX 2133 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
208-481-2417 
SEND TAX STATEMENTS TO GR.ANTEE 
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. A WATER RIGHT LEGAL Df=SCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01NH 
(Bella Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) · 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LANO LOCATED JN SECTION 7. 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E. a.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IOAHO, AND MORE 
PAR11CULARL Y DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 618• PIN WffH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 1i THENCE Al.QNG THE SECTION UNE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 ANO SECTION 8 S 00'1>7'22,'lW.1311.44 FEETTO A 
BRASS CAP MARKJNG THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVJNG SAID SECTION LINES 04•43•1a- W, 537.73 FEET TO TiiE TRUE 
POINT OF SEGINNJNG. 
TiiENCE S 69°24'2811 W, 1339.16 FEEf; 
THENCE N 88°05101• W, 59.-42 FEET: 
THENCE N 59~4128" E, 1388.94 FEET; 
THENCE S 31•1111a- E, 31.94 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 





. . ..... a I !.l.'i •• .•-' 1lls.a1111 
PENSCO 1RUST FBO 
CHARI.ES HOLT gtAj!H01NH 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 1" = 400' 
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Recorded for: PENsco 11WST C0MPMY 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: 11.81 
Ex.ontcic- Alea,..., ~ 
1actaio:wnm:oRPuam ------Joe;.__ 
-AbGve TIiis Une llc5erwcl Fer OfBdal Use Only'--
QUITCLAIM DEED 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT: 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION OF TEN DOLLARS ($10.00), and other good and 
valuable consideration, cash in hand paid, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, 
Pensco Trust Company Custodian FBO Charles Bolt IRA# HOtNV. hereinafter referred to as 
"Grantor'', does hereby remise, release, quitclaim, grant and convey unto Charles Holt, P.O. BOX 1133 
KETCHUM ID 83340, hereinafter "Grantee", the followinl lands and property, together with all 
improvements located thereon, lying in the County of Blaine. State ofldaho, to•wit: 
1/28,UO portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37--481C, 37-483C, 37•577BT, and 37-2630 as 
identified on the records of the Idaho Department of Water Resources and more particularly 
described on Emfblt A. 
Prior instrument reference: Document No.575490, of the R.eoonier of Blaine County, Idaho. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD same unto Grantee. and unto Grantee's heirs and assigns forever, 
with all appurtenances thereunto belonging. 
Taxes for CW?ellt tax year shall be paid by Grantor. 
The property herein conveyed is not a part of the homestead of Grantor. 
WITNESS Grantor(s) hand(s) on November 28, 2016. 
Documentary Tramfer Tas II S0.00 
Grantor(s) and Grantee(s) In this coa.veyanee are 
comprised of tbe same parties. wbo continue to hold the 
same Proportlauate Interest in the propen,. 
Selld Tax Statement to Grantee 
Eric Brauclder, Authorized Signer-
Penseo Trust Company Custodian FBO 
Charles Holt IRA# HOlNV 
'.::X!-'.IB!T __ l_Z. __ _ 
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STATE OF COWRADO 
COUNTY OF DENVER 
On H /~9' i z..::, \ C. before me, ·n 'il 14 ;ei l. . S> L..ct...., • a Notary 
Public, personally appeared Eric Braudller, Authorized Signer for Pensco Trust Company Custodian 
FBO Charles Holt IRA# BOlNV, personally known to me to be the pCISOll whose name is subscn"bed 
to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his authorized capacity, 
and that by his signature on the instrument the person. or the entity upon behalf of which the person acted. 
executed the instrument. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
DANIELL SHAW 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF COLORADO 
NOTARY ID 20134042!i86 
MV COMMISSION EXPIRES J.JLY 2. 2017 
Grantor(s) Name, Address, phone: 
Pensco Trost Company Custodian FBO 
Charles Holt IRA# HOINV 




My Commission Expires: 7 /z.../'?cf7 
PrintName: J>s,, .. 1:ci L, Sl..,,..., 
Grantee(s) Name, Address, phone: 
Charles Bolt 
P.O. BOX 2133 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
208-481-2427 
SEND TAX STATEMENTS TO GR.ANTEE 
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.. 
A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01 NV 
(BeHe·Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED lN SECTION 7. 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E. B.M •• IN BLAINE OOUN1Y, tDAHO, ANO MORE 
PARTICUlARLY DESCRlBEO AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A SJS• PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1116 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG lHE SEC110N LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 ANO SECTION 8 8 00•01'22" W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CNJ MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SMD SEC11ON LINES o&-021ar W, 488.28 FEcT TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24'28"" W, 1437.01 FEET: 
THENCE N 88-05'0t- W, 55.51 FEET; 
THENCE N 59~4~• E, 1483.51 FEET; 
THENCE S s1·10-1a- e, 29,83 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING.. · 









PARCB. LDCAtof:·,. : 






CHARLES HOLT fRAli01NV 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 1" = 400' 
- __. ... -.------
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Instrument # 640107 
HAILEY, BlAlNE, IDAHO 
12-2-2016 02:32:22 PM No. of Pages; ,t 
Recorded for : PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
JOl. YNN DRAGE Fee: 19.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy 
In<!.,. m; WTYJOCICORP DEE0 --------
---Above This Line Reserved For Official Use Only---
QUITCLAIM DEED 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS THAT: 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION OF TEN DOLLARS ($10.00), and other good and 
valuable consideration, cash in hand paid, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, 
Pensco Trust Company Custodian FBO Charles Holt IRA# HO INV, hereinafter referred to as 
"Grantor'', does hereby remise, release, quitclaim, grant and convey unto Charles Holt, P.O. BOX 2133 
KETCHUM ID 83340, hereinafter "Grantee", the following lands and property, together with all 
improvements located thereon, lying in the County of Blaine, State of Idaho, to-wit: 
11289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-4828, 37~481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 as 
identified on the records of the Idaho Department of Water Resources and more particularly 
described on Exhibit A. 
Prior instrwnent reference: Document No.575489, of the Recorder of Blaine County, Idaho. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD same m1to Grantee, and unto Grantee's heirs and assigns forever, 
with all appurtenances thereunto belonging. 
Taxes for current tax year shall be paid by Grantor. 
The property herein conveyed is not a part of the homestead of Grantor. 
WITNESS Grantor(s) hand(s) on November 28, 2016. 
Documentary Transfer Tax is SO.to 
Grantor(s) and Grantee(s) in this conveyance are 
comprised of the same parties, who continue to hold the 
same Proportionate Interest in the property. 
Send Tax Statement to Grantee 
Eric Braucbler, Au~gner 
Pensco Trust Company Custodian FBO 
Charles Holt IRA# HOINV 
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STATE OF COLORADO 
COUNTY OF DENVER 
On :U / 1..9/z_o \ (. before me, J)coc~f L, ~ke<'-'V , a Notary 
Public, personally app~ed Eric BraucbJer, Authorized Signer for Pensco Trust Company Custodian 
FBO Charles Bolt IRA # BOlNV, personally kn.own to me to be the person whose name is subscribed 
to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his authorized capacity, 
and that by his signature on the instrument the person, or the entity upon behalf of which the person acted, 
executed the instrument. 
WITNESS my band and official seal. 
DANIELL. SHAW 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF COLORADO 
NOTARY ID 20134042585 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES JJLY 2, 2017 
Grantor(s) Name, Address, phone: 
Pensco Trust Company Custodian FBO 
Charles Bolt IRA# BOlNV 
PO Box 173859 
Denver, CO 80217 
800-962-4238 
N Public 
My Commission Expires: "'7 /2/2CJ 17 
PrintName: "i>em'et L, S~c,.,._, 
Orantee(s) Name, Address, phone: 
Charles Holt 
P.O. BOX 2133 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
208-481-2427 
SEND TAX STATEMENTS TO GRANTEE 
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.,:i.· 
A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01 NV 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNlY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A s,a· PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 . 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00•07•22• W, 1311,44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 .CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINE S 06948'59• W, 512.20 FEET TO THE TRUE 
. POINT Of BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59•24•2811 W, 1388.94 FEET; 
THENCE N 88"05101" W, 57.36 FEET; 
THENCE N 59•24'2a• E, 1437.01 FEET; 
THENCE S 31°10'18• E, 30.83 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 1.00 ACRE. MORE OR LESS. 
i 
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PENSCO TRUST F80 
aiARl.ES ,HCLT IRAltfOlNV 
1.00 ACRE 
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Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
(208) 287-0991 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 




SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0IEC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISM. BROMLEY IN SUPPORT OF FSC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- l 
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CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0INH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTA TE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
corporation. 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2016-683 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRIS M. 
BROMLEY IN SUPPORT OF FSC'S, 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
I, CHRIS M. BROMLEY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am an attorney representing First Security Corporation ("FSC"). I am over the 
age of 18 and state the following based upon my own personal knowledge. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the Mountain West 
Mortgage recorded in Blaine County on October 14, 2005, as Instrument No. 527439. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Security 
Interest in a Water Right filed by Mountain West Bank ("Mountain West") with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") on June 13, 2008. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISM. BROMLEY IN SUPPORT OF FSC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2 
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4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the June 20, 2008 letter 
sent by IDWR to Mountain West acknowledging Mountain West's June 13, 2008 Notice of 
Security Interest in a Water Right. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the Mountain West 
Partial Release of Lien recorded in Blaine County on June 25, 2009, as Instrument No. 568681. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of the Quitclaim Deed 
from South County to John Scherer and Charles Holt ("Scherer and Holt") recorded in Blaine 
County on June 25, 2009, as Instrument No. 568680. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of the Mortgage between 
Idaho Independent Bank ("IIB") and Scherer and Holt recorded in Blaine County on June 25, 
2009, as Instrument No. 568682. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Security 
Interest in a Water Right filed by IIB with IDWR on July 24, 2009. 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of the July 24, 2009 letter 
sent by IDWR to IIB acknowledging IIB's July 24, 2009 Notice of Security Interest in a Water 
Right. 
10. Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of the Deed in Lieu of 
Foreclosure from South County to Mountain West recorded in Blaine County on June 17, 2010, 
as Instrument No. 578331. 
11. Attached hereto as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of the Deed from 
Mountain West to GBCI Other Real Estates, LLC ("GBCI") recorded in Blaine County on June 
17, 2010, as Instrument No. 578364. 
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12. Attached hereto as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of Partial Decrees issued 
by the Snake River Basin Adjudication District Court on August 31, 2010, as to water right nos. 
37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
13. Attached hereto as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Change 
in Water Right Ownership filed by Mountain West with IDWR on July 22, 2011 as to water right 
nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
14. Attached hereto as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of the September 13, 
2011 letter sent by IDWR to Mountain West acknowledging the change in ownership from South 
County to Mountain West. 
15. Attached hereto as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of the Special Warranty 
Deed from GBCI to Belle Ranch, LLC ("Belle Ranch") recorded in Blaine County on December 
22, 2011, as Instrument No. 593252. 
16. Attached hereto as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of the Quitclaim Deed 
from Mountain West to Belle Ranch recorded December 22, 2011, as Instrument No. 593254. 
17. Attached hereto as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Change 
in Water Right Ownership filed by Justin Stevenson and Brett Stevenson on behalf of Belle 
Ranch with IDWR on February 28, 2012 as to water right nos. 37-481 C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-
577BT, and 37-2630. 
18. Attached hereto as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of the March 7, 2012 
letter from IDWR to Belle Ranch acknowledging the change in ownership from Mountain West 
to Belle Ranch. 
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19. Attached hereto as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Security 
in a Water Right by Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. ("Rabo Agrifinance") with IDWR on August 31, 
2012. 
20. Attached hereto as Exhibit 19 is a true and correct copy of the September 10, 
2012 letter from IDWR to Rabo Agrifinance acknowledging the Notice of Security in a Water 
Right. 
21. Attached hereto as Exhibit 20 is a true and correct copy of the Non-Merger Deed 
in Lieu of Foreclosure between Scherer and Holt and 118 recorded in Blaine County on October 
20, 2014, as Instrument No. 622055. 
22. Attached hereto as Exhibit 21 is a true and correct copy of the Application for 
Transfer of Water Rights that Belle Ranch filed with IDWR on April 20, 2012. 
23. Attached hereto as Exhibit 22 is a true and correct copy of the Warranty Deed 
between IIB and First Security Corporation ("FSC") recorded in Blaine County on October 20, 
2014, as Instrument No. 622056. 
24. Attached hereto as Exhibit 23 is a true and correct copy of the Notice of Change 
in Water Right Ownership filed on October 28, 2104 by FSC with IDWR requesting a split of 
water right nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
25. Attached hereto as Exhibit 24 is a true and correct copy of the January 12, 2015 
letter from IDWR to FSC acknowledging the split in ownership of the water rights, and 
identifying FSC's water rights as water right nos. 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, and 
37-22919. 
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26. Attached hereto as Exhibit 25 is a true and correct copy of the January 13, 2015 
letter from IDWR to Belle Ranch, and copied to Rabo Agrifinance, notifying them of the split in 
water right ownership. 
2 7. Attached hereto as Exhibit 26 is a true and correct copy of the March 21, 2106 
letter from Belle Ranch's attorney to IDWR seeking a reversal of the ownership split between 
FSC and Belle Ranch. 
28. Attached hereto as Exhibit 27 is a true and correct copy of correspondence 
between FSC, Belle Ranch, and ID WR concerning water right nos. 3 7-481 C, 3 7-482H, 3 7-48 3 C, 
37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, and 37-22919. 
29. Attached hereto as Exhibit 28 is a true and correct copy of the IDWR water right 
proof reports for water right nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, showing 
ownership in the name of Belle Ranch. 
30. Attached hereto as Exhibit 29 is a true and correct copy of the IDWR water right 
proofreports for water right nos. 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, and 37-22919, 
showing ownership in the name of "See file." 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of . F-lc1 I \.l ( ) 
cl ~l 
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CEYTIFICATE OF SERIVCE 
-/11 
I hereby certify that on this day of June, 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing instrument was served via email to the following persons: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 




Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
cmchughral,mchughbromley.com 
cbromleyral,mchughbromley.com 
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
apb@idahowaters.com 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
rws!tilukins.com 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISM. BROMLEY IN SUPPORT OF FSC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 8 
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RECOROATION REQUESTED BY: 
Mountain Weal Bank 
,so.,th\,m Jdaho Comm'I Loan C"'1te• 
2950 MAGlC VIEW DRIVE SUITE 150 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
Mountain Weil Bank 
South"'n l<laho Comm'I Loan Cent« 
2950 MAGIC VlEW DRIVE SIJlTE 150 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
SEND TAX NOTICES TO: 
Mountain West Bank 
Soulhe,n Idaho Comm 'I lolln C...ter 
2950 MAGIC vrew DRIVE SUITE 1SO 
MERIDIAN. ID 83§42 
jCSi 
MORTGAGE 
Instrument # 527 439 
RECEIVED 
JUN 13 2008 
WATE"F! RESOURCE'S 
WESTI:RN REGION 
KM.EV, BLAINE, IOAHO 
200S.iO•f4 12:14:00 No. of Pages: 9 
Recoroecl for ' BLAINE COUNTY TITLE 
IIARSffA lru:'MANN F""· 27 00 
E~-01'11clo R9CO<der Oliputy - . ,/h~O 
-• to: OllEt>CF'mlJST-SECOND 01160'mlJ$TIMT" 
SPACE ABOVE TtflS UNE !S FOR RECORDER'S USE ONLY 
THIS MORTGAGE dated October 13, 2005, is made and executed between SOUTH COUNTY E:STATES, L.L.C., AN 
IDAHO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, whose address Is PO BOX 1539, KETCHUM, 10 83340 (referred to below 
as ~Grantor"l and Mountain West Bank, whose address is 2950 MAGIC VIEW DRIVE SUITE 150, MERIDIAN, ID 
83642 {referred to below as ·t«tder•J. 
GRANT OF MORTGAGE. Fo, valuable consid•ratlon, Granto, mortg$ges, grants, bargains. sells and conveys lo Lender all of G,an!or's right, 
titla, and Jnte,esi in and 10 the following desc;ibad ,aal property, toge!he• w!!h all existing or sub!taquen!ly erected or al!ixed buildings, 
fmprov-ements and fi:ttt.We:i:.; all easements, rights of way, end appurtenances; .an w.ater, water rights, watercou.rr.es end ditch ,.ight$ 1incJ:uding 
st<>Ck ;n util'itia• with ditch or irr1gation rlghtsf: 1nd all 01her 1\lhts, royalties, ,ind ptOfita ,eJ1ting !D the ,eal property, ir1¢luding Without r.mitsiion 
all minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and aimila1 matters, !the ·Real Property") located m BLAINE County, State of Idaho: 
See EXHIBIT A, which 1s attached to this Mortgage and made a part of this Mortgage as if fully set forth herein. 
The Real Property or its address Is commonly known as 280 ACRES @ GANNETT RO, BE1.LEVVE, ID 83340. The 
Real Property tax identification numbel' Is 01Ni9006098CA. 
CROSS-COLLA TERAUZA TION. In addition to the Note, !hi$ Mortgage secures all obligations, debts and liabilities, plus intetest th<l,eon, o! 
Granto, to Lenoo1, or any one or more of them, as w~l as <Ill claims by Lender against <lrantor o; any one or more of them, whelher now 
existing or hereafter arising, whe'lher related or unrehned to the purpose of the NotB, whether vQluntary ot otherwise, whether d.,. or not du~, 
dir~ct or indirect, dotermiood or undetermined, absolute o, eon1ing,,n1, liquidated or unliciuidatad whather Grantor may ba liable lndividually 01 
jointly with othe,s, wheth<lr obllgat&d as guaranlO<, su,ety, accommodation party or 0therw,se. and wlunhar recovery upon such amounts may 
be or he,ealter may become baned by ~ny statute of !imitations, and whether the obligation to repay such amounts maY be or he,eafter may 
become otherwise uoonforceable. 
&sntOT presently assigns to lender aff of Grantor's •11.Jht, title, end interest in and to an present and future teasu of IM Properw and an Ran\$ 
from the Property, In addition, Granto, grants to Lender • Uniform Commercldl Code eecurlry intere!lt in the Personal Prop1;1rty and Renu. 
THIS MORTGAGE, INCLUDING THE ASSlGNMSIIT OF RENTS ANO THE SEC\JRITY INTEREST IN THE RENTS AND PERSONAL f'ft0f'£RTY, IS 
GlVEN TO SECURE lAJ PAYMENT Of THE INDEBTEDNESS ANO IS) PERFORMANCE 01' ANY ANO ALL OBLIGATIONS UNOER THE NOTE, 
THE RELATED DOCUMENTS, ANO THIS MORTGAGE. THIS MORTGAGE IS GIVEN AND ACCEPTED ON THE FO~LOWING TERMS: 
PA YMEHT ANO Pfll'IFORMANCE. Except as otherwise provkle<I in this Mortga9(l, &antor iihaU pay u, len<ier ail emounts secured by thiz 
Mortgage as they become due and shall $lrictly perform ~II of Grentor'• obligations undar this Mortgage. 
POSSESSION ANO MAINTENANCE OF THE PROPERTY. Granto, agraea that Grantor's pw$ession end use of the !'raparty shall be governed by 
the IQl!owing provisions; 
Posnnlon and Use. Until the occurrence of an Event of Default, Granto, may Ol rama;,., in possusion and contrOI ot the Propeny; (2) 
use. operate or manage the ProJ)<lrty; and J3l colwct ~ Rents from the Property, The followlog provisions rslate to the use of the 
Properly or to Other lim·,tations on th!) Prop11rty. 
Duty to M.ol!>taln. Grantor $hall maintain the Property In tanantable condition and promptly perform al! repairs, replacements, and 
maintaf')anes neces.s:a,y to preserve lts value, 
Compliance With Envl,onm,mtal Laws. G,anto, represents and warrants to Lande, that: ! 1) During the period of G"mto1'$ owrni,rshlp of 
the Property, thare has been oo use, g"""ration, manuf..:ture, sttm1ge, 1,e,,tmen1, <fispooel, release or threatsned releaoe al any Hornrdou• 
Substance by any person on, under, about or from the Property; f2) Grantor has no knowledge of, or reHon to believe that there has 
been, except as previously disclosed to and ackoowladged by Lender in writing, ial inv breach or violation of eny Environmema! law$, 
(bf al\y um, gaoeration, manul~ctura, stornge, uaatroenl, disposal. re!aase or thraa;enod releaw of any Hazar<lolJs Substance on, under, 
about or from the Property by any prio, owners or occupants of the Property; or {cl any actual or 1:/lreatened litigation or claims of any 
kind by any per$on relating to such mat1eu; and t3) Except as prelrious!y dlsoloHd to and acknowledged by Lender ln writing. !al neither 
Granter nor any tenant, contractor, agent or other au!horiiad Uff< of the Proi:,erty shllfl use, ganerate, manuf$crur11, siore, tr&at, dispose of 
or release any Hezardous Substanc$ on, 1/nder. about or from too ProJ)6rty; and {bl any such activity shall be conducted in compliance 
with all applicable fedora], state, and local laws, regulations and ordinances, including without limitation all Environmental laws. G,antor 
wtharizes lender ao<i Its agents to enter uixm the Property to mak<t such mspections and tast$, at Grantor's e,openoe, as Lender may deem 
~pproprfote to determine compliance of the Property with this section of tM Mortgage. Any inspections or tests made by lender shall be 
for lender's pu1poses only and shall not be construed lo create any responsibility 0r r.ability on 1ha part of lender to Grantot o, tc any othet 
p,1rson. Tha r«presentatio,m and wam,rnies contairu,,;! harm are baHii or, Granter'$ due dillgance in investigating the Property for 
Hezardous Substances. Granto, hereby 11 I releases and waives any future claims •gainst Lender to, irldemnitv Qr contrlblJ\ion in lhe 
event Granto, oocomes liable lo, cleanup or other costs under any such laws; and i2) agrees 10 Indemnify and hold harmlest lender 
ayainst any and all claims, losses, liabilitiea, damages, penalties, Md 8~peme& which Lender may directly or indi1,ct!y sustsm 01 suffer 
resulting from • breacl'I of this section of the Mortgage or as a coMequence of any use, generation, manufacture. storage, disposal, release 
or threatened release occurring prior to Graotor•~ ownership or interest Jn the Property, whethm or not the same was or sho~ld have been 
known 10 Granto,, Ttu> provisions ol lhis section oft~ Mongaga, ine!udin!J the obligation to ffldemnify, ,hsll su,vi>l<I ttie p~ym.nt of the 
llldebtedness and the satis!action end reconveyancc of th$ lien of this Mortgage and shsll not be a/fected by Lende<'• acqul,ition of any 
interest in the PrQpelly'~ wheffler by torec~osu:ua 01 otherwise. 
Nuisance-. Wast•~ Gr.antor shaU not -c--ause, coo-duct or permit any nt..ds-ance no, comm~t~ permttr or suffer any strippfng of or w111ste on or to 
th~ Property or 1ny portlon of the Property. Wllhoul timitinQ the generality of the foregoing, Gf•ntor will ool remov•, o, gran! to any othet 
party the tight to remove, any timber, minerals (including oil snd gas}, coal, clay, scoria, so~. grev8! o, rock product& without Leooe,'• ;,tior 
writt-sn consent~ 
Removal of Improvements. Granto, shall not demoti•h or mmove any Improvements from the Real Property without lender's prior wrlneo 
consani. As a cooditlon to the ,emova! of any Improvements, l..endef may reql.ire Grantor to make arrangements utisfaetory to lender ta 
tepfa.e-e- Stteh imp-rovemein.ts with lmproveme-m:s of et least eQual value. 
Lender's Right to Entel. lender and Lender's agents a!ld ,epresemativas may enter upon the Real Property at aR ,,..,.orn,ble times 10 aneral 
to Leooor's mt&,ests end to inspect the Real Pr¢;,erty !& purpose,; ol Grantor's compliance wim the terms and conditiom of lhis Mona age. 
CompUanca with Governmental Requtr■ments, Grantor shall promptly comply with all laws, ordinances, and regulations, now or hereafter 
ir> affect, of all govarnmente! authorltias applicable to lhe use or Q<;cupancy ol the Proparty, includlni; withoul Um!tnti<ln, the Amern:ans 
Wrth DiGabilities Act. Grantor may contest in good faith eny StJ<>h law, ordinance, or reguloti<m and withhold complience duoir,g any 
proceedi"!!, including &pp,opriate appeals, so long es Granter has notified Lando, in writing prtor to doing sa and so long as, in Lender's 
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Duty to Protect. Granto, agrees neither to abandon or laave unatt8flded the Prope,iy. Grantor shall do all other acts, in addition to those 
acts sat forth above in this section, which from !he characta, and use of the Property are reasonably necessary to protect and prese,ve the 
Property. 
DUE ON SALE • CONSENT BY LENDER. Lender may, at Lender's option, declare immediately due and payable all sums secured by this 
Mortgage upon the sale or transfer, without Lender's prior written conunt. of all "'"1y pa,i of the Real Properiy, or any Interest in the Real 
Property. A "sale or transfer" means the conveyance of Real Property or any right, title or interest in the Reel Property; whathar legal, beneficial 
or equitable; whether voluntary or involuntary; whether by outright sale, dead, installment sale contract, land contract, contract for deed, 
leasehold interest wilh a term greater than three (3) years. lease-option contract, or by sale, assignment, or transfer of any benefic:ial interest In 
or 10 any land trust holding titlo to the Real P,openy, or by any other method of conveyance of an interest in the Real Properzy. 11 any Grantor is 
a corporation, partnership or limited liability company, transfer also includes any Chill19e In ownership of more than twenty-five percent (25%) or 
the voling stock, partnership interests or limited liability company Interests, as the case may be, of such Granto,. However. this option shall not 
be e•ercised by lender if such exercise is prohibited by federal law o, by Idaho law. 
TAXES AND LIENS. The following provisions relating to the ta,ies and liens on the Propatty are part of this Mortgage: 
Payment. Granter shall pay when due land in all events prior to delinquency) al taxes, payrOI/ taxe,, spe;;ial ta~••• as;essmanto, watc: 
charges and sewer service charges levied against or on account of the Propetty, and shaff pay when due all claims for work done on or for 
services rendered or material furnished to the Prope,ty. Granto, shall maintain the Property free of any liens having priority over or equal to 
the intere•t of Lender under this Mortgage, except for those liens specifically agraed 10 In writing by Lande,, and e•cept for the lien or t•~"• 
and assessments not due as lu11her specified in the Right to Cantell paragraph. 
Right to Cont•st. Grantor may withhold payment of any tax, assessment. or claim in connection with a good faith dispute over the 
obligation 10 pay, so long as Lender's interest In the Praperty is not jeoparditsd. If a lien arises or is filed as a result of nonpayment, 
Granto, shall within fifteen 1151 days after the lien atlaes or, if a lien is filed, within fifteen 115) days after Granto, has notice of the filiog, 
secure the discharge of the lien. or if requested by Lender. depasit with L811det cash or a sufficient corporate surety bond or other security 
satisfactory to Lender in an amount sufficient to discharge the lien plus any costs and reasonable attorneys' fees, or other charges that 
could accrue as a result of a foreolosura or sale under the lien. Jn any contest, Granter shall defend itself and Lender and shall satisfy any 
adverse judgment before enforcement against the Property. Granto• shall name Lander •• an additional obligee under any surety bond 
furnjshed 111 the contest proceedings. 
Evidance of Payment. Granto, shall upon demand furnish to Lender satisfactory evidence of payment of the taxes or assessments and shall 
authorize the appropriate governmental official to deliver to Lender at anl' time a written statement of Iha taxes and assessments against 
th& Pl'operty. 
Notice of Construction. Granto, shall notify Lender at least fifteen 1151 days before any work Is commenced. any servicos are furnished, or 
any matetials '"" supplied to the Property, lf any machanic's lien. materialmen's lien. or other lien could be asserted on account of the 
work, sarvices, or materials. Granter will upon request of Lander furnish 10 lender advance assurances aatisfactory to Lender that Granto, 
can and will pay the cost of such improvements. 
PROPERTY DAMAGE INSURANCE. The following provisions relating to insuring the Propatty are a part of this Mortgage: 
Moint■nance of Insurance. Grantor shall procure and maintain policies of fire insurance with standard e><tended coverage endorsements on 
a replacement basis for the !1111 insurable value covering all lmprovaments on the Real Property in an amount sufficient 10 avoid application 
of any coinsurance clause, and wilh a standard mortgagee claun in favor of Londur. Granter shall also procure and maintain 
comprehensive general liability insurance in such coverage amounts as lander may request with Lender being named as additional insureds 
in such liability insurance policies. Additionally, Gtantor shaft maintain such other insurance, including but not limited to ha:zard, business 
interruption and boiler insurance as Lender may require. Policies shall be written by such insurance companies and in such form as may be 
reasonably acceptable to Lender. Granter sholl deliver to Lender certificotos of covera11a frcm each insurer containing e stipulation that 
coverage will not be cancelled or diminished without a minimum of thirty (30) days• ptior written notice to Lender and not containing env 
disclaimer of the insurer's liability for failure to give •uch notice. Each insuranca policy also shell include an endorsement provicfing that 
coverage in favor of Lender will not be impaired in any way by any act, omission or default of Grentor or any other person. Should the Real 
Property be located in an area designated by the Ditoctor of the Faderal Emergency Managament Agency as a special flood hazard area, 
Granto, agrees to obtain and maintain Federal Flood Insurance, If available, within 45 days after IV)tica is Qiven by Lender that the Propetty 
is located in a special flood hazard area, for the full unpaid principal balance of the loan and anv prior lions on the propetty securing the 
loan. up to the maximum policy limits sat under the National Flood Insurance Program, or as othetwisa required by Lender, and to maintain 
such insurance for the term of the loan. 
AppUcatiOto or Proceeds. Grantor shall promptly notify Lender of any loss or damage to the Property. Lender may make proof of loss if 
Granto, fails to do so within fifteen (15) days of the casualty. Whether or not Lender's security Is Impaired, Lender may, at Lender's 
election, receive and retain the proceeds of any insurance and apply the PfOC- to the reduction of the Indebtedness, payment of any lien 
affecting the Property, or the restoration and repair of the Property. If Lender elects to •PPly the proceeds to restoration and repair, Grentor 
shall repair or replace the damoged or destroyed Improvements in a manner satisfactory 10 Lender. Lender shall, upon satisfactory proof of 
such upenditure. pay or reimburse Granto, from the proceeds for the reasonable cost of repair or restoration it Grantor is not in defeult 
undar this Mortgage. Any proceeds which have not been disbursed within 180 daya after their receipt and which Lender has not 
committed to the repair or restoration of the Propal1y shall be used fifst to pay any amount owing to Lender under this Mortgage. then to 
pay accrued interest, and the remainder, if any, shall be applied to the principal balance of the Indebtedness. II Lendet holds any proceeds 
alter payment in full of the Indebtedness, such proceeds shall be paid to Grantor as Grantot's interasts may appear. 
Grantor's Report on ln.suranca. Upon request of Lander, however not more th"1 once a year, Granto, &hall furnlsh to Lender a report on 
each existing policy of insurance showing: ( 1 I the name of the insurer; {21 the riska insured; [31 the amount of th• policy; (41 the 
propertY insured. the then current rsplacemont value of such property, and the manner of datermlnin9 that valua; and (5) the expiration 
date of the policy. Granter shall, upon request of Lender, have an independent appraiser satisfactory to Lender determine the cesh value 
replacement cost of the Property. 
LENDER'S EXPENDITURES. If any action or procaading is commenced that would materially affect Lender's interest In the Property or if Granto, 
fails to comply with any p,ovision of this Mortgage or any Related Documents, including but not Umited to Grantor's failure to discharge or pav 
when due any amounts Granter is required to discharge o, pay under this Mortgage or any Releted Documents, Lender on Gran1or's behalf may 
(but •hall not be obligated tol take any action tha1 Lender deems appropriate, including but not limited to discharging or peying all taxes. liens, 
security interests, enc11mbrances and other claims, et any time levied or placed on the Property and paying aU costs for insuring, maintaining and 
proserving the Property. All such expenditures incurred or paid by Lender for such purposes will then bear interest a1 the rate charged under the 
Note from the data inc11,red or paid by Lender to the date of repayment by Granter. Al such expenses will become • part ol the Indebtedness 
and, at Lender's option, will [Al be payable on demand; (Bl ba added to the balance of the Note and be appo,iioned amcng and be payable 
with any installment payment& to become due during either (11 the term of aoy applicable Insurance policy; or 12) the romainiog tarm of the 
Nata: or [Cl be treated a& a balloon payment which will be due end payable at the Note's maturity. The Mortgage also will sscura payment of 
thesa amounts. Such right shall be in addition to all other rights and ramedln to which Lender mav be entitled upon Default. 
WARRANTY: DEFENSE OF TITLE, The following p,ovisions relating 10 ownership of the Propetty arB a part of this Mortgage: 
Title. Grantor warrants that: lal Granter holds good and marketable title of record to the Pr-rty in fee simple, ,,.., and clear of all liens 
end encumbrances other than those set forth In the Real Prope,ty description or in any title Insurance policy. titkt report, or final tide opinion 
Issued in favor of, and accepted by, Lender In connection with this Mortgage, and (bl Granto, has the full right, power, and authOrity to 
execute and deLive, this Mol1gage to Lender, 
0"1enae of Tltlo. Subject to the uceptian in tha paragraph above, Granter warrants and wm foraver defend the title to the Pl'operty against 
the lawful claims of all persons. In the event any action or proceeding Is commenced that quastions Grantor's title or the interest of Lander 
under this Mo,igage, Granto, shab defend the action a1 Granto,•• expense. Granto, mav be the nominal pariy in such p,oceeding, but 
Lender shall be entitlad to participeta in the proceeding and to be represented in the p,oceeding by counsel of Lender's own choice, and 
Granter will deliver, or cause 10 be delivered, tc Lender such it'J5trllfflents as Lender may request from time to time to permit such 
participation. 
CompHance With Laws, Granto, warrants that Iha Property and Grantor's use of the Prope,ty complies with all exisling applicable laws. 
ordrnances, and reguJatrons af governmental a1.Jthorlties. 
Survival of Repra .. nlations and Warr,mtf.,., All representations, warronties, and agreements made by Grantor in this Mo,igage shall 
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-survive the execution and delivery of this Mortgage. shall be con'tint.ting in nature., and shall remaln in fuH force al"3d eff-ee1 untrl s-uch time as 
Grantor's Indebtedness shall be paid in full. 
CONDEMNATION. The following provisions relating to condemnation proceodinga ,re• part of this Mortgage: 
Proceedings. If any proceeding in condemnation is filed, Granter shall promptly notify Lendat in writing, and Granto, shall promptiy take 
such steps as may be necessary ta defend 1he action and obtain the award. Gramor may be the nominal pa,ty in such proceeding, but 
Lender shall be entitled to panicipote in the proceeding and to be represented i11 the proceeding by coo11sel of its own chOice, and Granter 
will delive, or cause ta be delivered to Lender &UQh instruments and documentatiOn as may be requested by Lender tram time ta time to 
permit such participation. 
Appllcation of Net Proceed,, If all or any part of the Property is condemned by eminent domain proceedings or by any proceed(ng or 
purchase in lieu of condemnation, Lender may at its election require that all or any portion of the net proceed• of the oward be apploed to 
the lndabtedneH or the repair or restoration of the Property. The net proceeds of the award shall mean the award after payment of all 
reasonoble costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees incurred by Lender in connaction with the condemnation. 
IMPOSITION OF TAXES. FEES AND CHARGES BY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES. The following provisions relating to governmental taxes, 
lees and charges are a part of this Mortgage; 
Currant Taxes, Fees and Chargos. Upon request by Lender, Granto, shall execute such documents In addition to this Mortgage and take 
whatevor other action is requested by Lender ta perfect and continue Lendar's lien on the Real Prope,ty. Granter shall reimburse Lender for 
all taxes, as described below, together with all expenses incurred in recording, perfecting or eantinuiflg this Mortg;oga. including withOut 
limitation all taxes, fees, documentary stamps, and other charges for recording or registering this Mongage. 
Taxas. The following shall constitute t•••s to which this section applies: 111 a specific tax upon this type of Mortgage or upon all ar any 
part 01 the Indebtedness secured by this Mortgage; 121 a specif.: tax on Granter which Grantor is authorized or required to deduct from 
payments on Iha lndebtednass secured by this type al Mortgage; (3) a tax an this type of Mortgage charge•ble against the Lender or the 
holder of the Noto; and (41 a specific ta• on an or any portion of the Indebtedness or on payments of principal and interest made by 
Granter. 
Subnqu•nt Taxes. II any tax to which this section applies is anacted subsequant to tho date of this Mortgage, this e1tent •hall have the 
same effect as an Event of Default. and Lender may exercise any or all of 11- available remedies for an Evant of Default as provided below 
unless Grantor either 11 I pays the tox befora it becomes dalinquont, or 121 contests the tax as provided above in the Taxes and Liens 
section and deposits with Lander cash or • sufficlant corporate surety bond or other Hcurity satisfactory to Lender. 
SECURITY AGREEMENT; FINANCING STATEMENTS. Tho following provisions relating to this Mortgage as a security agreement are a part of 
this Mortgage: 
Sec.,rity Agreem•nt. This instrument sholl constitute a Security Agreement to the extent any of the Property constitutes fixtures, and 
Lender shall have all ol the rights of a secured party under the Uniform Commercial Code as amended from time to time. 
Security lntetoat. Upon request by Lander, Granto, shall take whatever action Is requ8$1&d by Lender ta perfact and continue Lender's 
ncurity interest in the Rents and Personal Property. In addiuon to recording this Mortgage in the reel property records, Lender may, at any 
time and without further auU1omation from Gtantor, file exacuted coumerparts, copies or reproductions of this Mortgage as a financing 
statoment. Gtantor shall reimbursa Lender lot all a•penses incurred in perfecting or continuing this security inte,est. Upon default, Grantor 
shall not rema,re, sever or detach the Personal Property from the Property. Upon default. Granter shall assemble any Per1onal Property not 
affi••d to the Property in a manner and at a place reaaonably convenient to Grantor and Lender and make it available to Lender within three 
13) days after receipt of written demand from Lender to the extent permitted by applicable law. 
Addresses. The mailing addresses of GrantD< (debtor) and Lender (secu,ed partyl from which information concerning the security interest 
g,anted by this Mortgage may be obtained (each as required by the UnHorm Commercial Code) are as stated on the first page of this 
Mortgage. 
FURTHER ASSURANCES; ATTORNEY-IN-FACT, The lollowing provisions relating to further asStlt'ances and attorney•in-fact are a part of this 
Mortgage: 
Further Auuranc11. At any time, and from time to time, upon request of Lender, Grantor will make, •xecute and deliver, or will cause to 
be made, executed or delivered, to Lender or to Lander's deslgnee, and when requested by Lender, cause to be filed, recorded, refiled, or 
rerecorded, as the case may be, at such times and in such offices and places es Lender may deem appropriate, any and ell SUQh mortgages. 
deeds of trust, securitY doeds, security agreements, financing statements, continuation statements, instruments of further assurance, 
certificates, and other documents as may, in the sole opinion af Lender, be necessary or desirable in order to alfectuate, complete, perfect, 
continue, or preserva (11 Grantor's obligations under the Note, this Mortgage, and the Related Documents, and 121 the liens and 
sacurity interests created by this Mortgage as first and prior liens on the Property, whether now owned or hereafter acquired by G,antor. 
Unless prohibited by law or Lender agrees to the contrary in writing, Granter shall reimburse Lender fo, all costs and expenses incurred in 
connection with the matters ralerred to In this paragraph. 
Attorney-ln•Fact. If Grantor fails to do any of the things referred 10 in the preceding paragraph, Lender may do •o for and in the nama of 
Granto, and at Grantor's expense. For such purposes, Granto, hereby irrevocably appoints Lendor as Grantor's attorney-in-fact for the 
purpose ot making, executing, delivering, Hing, recording. and doing all other things as may be nacessary o, desirable, in Lender's sole 
opinion, to accomplish the matters relerred to in the pracedir,g paragraph. 
FULL PERFORMANCE. 11 Granlor pays all the Indebtedness when due, and othe,wisa performs ell the obligations imposed upon Granter under 
this Mortgaga, Lender shall execute and deliver to Granto, a suitable satisfaction of this Mortgage and suitable statemants of termination of any 
linancing statement on fUe evidencing Lender's security intereot In the Rents and the Personat Prope,ty. Gr1ntor will pay, if permitted by 
applicable law, any reasonable termination fee as detarmined by Lender from time to time. 
EVENTS OF DEFAULT. Each of the following, at Lender"• option, shall constitute an Event of Default llflder this Mortgage: 
Payment Oofault. Granto, fails to make any payment when due under the Indebtedness. 
Default on Oth■r Paymeni.. Failure of Granlor within the time required by this Mortgage to make any payment for tans or insurance, o, 
any other payment nece&&ary to prevent filing of or to attect discharge of any lien. 
Other Defaults. Granter Jails 10 comply with or to perform any other term, obligation, covenant or condition con1ained In this Mortgage or 
in any of the Related Documants or to comply with or to perform any term, obligation, covenar,t or condition conta;ned in any other 
agreement between Lender and Granto,. 
Falso Statemani.. Any warranty. representation o, statement made or furnished to Lender by Grantor or an Granto1's behalf under this 
Mongoge or the Roloted Oocumonts is foloe or misleading in any material respect, either now or at the tima made or lurnished or becomes 
false or misludlng at any tlma theraafter. 
Oefectlva Collaterafizatlon. This Mortgage or any of the Related Documents ceasas to be In full force .,;d effect (including failu,e of any 
collateral dac .. ment to creat& a 11olkl and porfo>cted security htarest or lienl at any time and for any reosan. 
Death or Insolvency. The dissolution ol Grantor'o !regardless of whether election to continue ia madal, any member withdraws lrom the 
Umited Uability company, or any other termination of Grantor'e- e;,dsteoce as a going bus.illess o, the death of anv member, the insolvencv ot 
Granto,, the appointment ol a receiver tor any pall of Grantor's property, ony assignment far the benefit of creditors, any type of creditor 
workout, or the commencement of any proceed'",ng under any bankruptcy or Insolvency laws by or against Grontor. 
Credito, or Forfoltu,e Proceedings. Commancemant of toreclo""'" or forfelture procoedings, whether by judicial proceedir,g, self-help, 
repone•sion or any other method, by any creditor of Granier or by any governmental agency against any property securing the 
Indebtedness-. This includes a garnishment of any of Grantor'-11 accountS# including deposit accounts., with Lenda.r. However, thJs Evant of 
Default shall not apply n U.era is • good faith dispute by Granto, ea to the validity or reasonablenaas of the claim which is the basis af the 
creditor or forfeiture proceeding and if Gr1ntor gives Lender written notice of the creditor or forfeiture proceeding and deposits with Lender 
monies or a surety bond for the creditor or fotfaitura proceeding, in'an amoiim det111mined by Lander, In its sole discretion, as being en 
adequate ,asarve o, bond tor the dispute, 
Broach of Other Agreement. Any breach by Granto, under the terms of any other agreement between Grantor and Lendor that i• not 
remedied within any grace period provided therein, including without limitation any agraemant conce,ning any indebtedness or othet 
obligation of Granter to Lendor, whether existing now Di' later. 
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cvanu Affo,ert,,g GUM.>111.,... Any of 1he precedl,,g ,wonts "'""-"$ with rnspeet to any Guarantor of any oj the tnd•btadness or any 
Gu•,anto, die, or t;ecome, ineompetont, or ravokes or di,pLrtas the ,alidity of, or liability onder, •ny Guaranty of the lnd,,btedn;oss, In the 
event of a daath, lender, at iti optlo1\, may, vvt shaU not be required ta, permit the Guararrto,'s est•te 10 nsume uncondltionallv the 
obligations arising under the g,,aranty kl a manner sati$la<:to,y 10 Lender, aod, ii> doir,g so, cure any E.,.,nt o! Default. 
Adverse Change. A material ad,ars@ change occ~rs In Grantor's fina.-.cial condition, or Lender believes th$ prosp~ct of payment or 
P<1rlormance o! tile lndetm,-.~ is Impaired. 
Insecurity. Lender in gOQd faith believes itself insecure. 
Right to C<J,e. lf any default, othet th.-n a defat>lt in payment is ,:uruble anc if Graniot hn not baen given a natice of a b,each of the same 
provision ol this Mcrtgag& within the preceding twelva il 21 mc;nths, rt may be cured if Gra01or, after receiving written notice from lender 
demal'lding curo ot such defaull: 111 cures the default within ten 1101 days; or 121 if the cure requires more than ten {101 days, 
immediately initiates steps which Lender dsems in lender's sole discretion to be sufficient to cure Ille default and thereafter continue~ and 
completes a!! re~sonable and necessary steps Sctfficient to produca complianc~ as soori as reason&bly practi"•!. 
RIGHTS AND REMEDIES ON DEFAULT. Upon the o;:currenca of an Event of D.)fijuh and at any time theraafltr, Lel'ldcr, at Lender'• option, may 
exerds~ art;{ ooe or rnon, of the toJJowing rights .a!"5d remed·~s~ fo addl1ion w e,w ~h9r ri-ghts or rem~,es provided by Jaw: 
Accele,ato lndobtednos•. Lender shall have the right al its option without notice to Grantor ta declare the entiro lnde~mlness immediately 
due and payable, ir>eloding any prnpayment pen•lcy which Granto/ would bo requlr,w to pay. 
UCC R•m•dl••· With respect 10 all or eny part of thG Person.al Prop.arty, l~r'>d•r st,an have all tho rights and remedie~ ot a secured party 
under the Uniform Commercial Code, 
Colfecl Roms, Lendor shall have tho right, without notice lo Granto,, ta tah possession of the Property and colleet the Rents, ,rn:luef>ng 
amounts p~st due and unpaid, and apply the net proceeds, ov~r and above Lender's dosts, agaim,t the Indebtedness. In furtherance of this 
,lght, lender m.>y reqwe any tenant o, other U$11f or the Property to mal<e payments ol rent or usa fees directly ti) lend~r, l! IM Rent5 are 
collected by tender, then Grantor !rre>ocably designatu ler>der as Gtantor'a attomey-in•fact to eodo,se instruments tecffl\led in payment 
th~raof in the name of Granto, and to negotiate the same and collect the proceeds. Payment$ by tenants or other users t<l Lender in 
,esJ)OnSe to lender's demand ~hall satisfy the obligations fcyr which the payments are made, whother 01 not any proper grounds !or the 
demand e><i&ted. lender may "xercise its rights under this subparagraph either in per;:on, by agent or thrQugh a recei,,.,,, 
ApJ)Oint Receiver. Lender shall have the right to have a receiver appointecj to take po,,ossion of all or eoy par1 of the Properry, w"h the 
power to protect and preserve the Ptoperty, ta operate the Property pree<1ding foreciosu,-., o: sale, and to coll<!<;t the Rents from the 
Property and apply the proceeds, over and above the cost of the receivership, against the Indebtedness. The ieceive( may serve without 
b<>t'fd if permined by law, Lender'• right to tho appolotment of a receiver shall '"ist whether or 001 lhe apparent value of !he properly 
exceeds too lfldebtedn&S$ by a substantial ,.,,,ouM. Employment by Lerner shell oat dis(jUattty a po<sar> from serving as a ,oceive,. 
Judlclal forecloo11re. Lender may obtain a judicial decrne foreclosing Grantor's interE~t in all or any part of tha PrQperty. 
Ntm)udk!al Sale. If permined lly applicable law, lander may foreclose Grantor's it>tete<it In all or In any pen of !he Personal Property or the 
Re~I Property by rion-;odicial sale. 
Oeflclency Judgnwm. If permrtt$d by applicabl<i law, l•nd•t may obtain a judgment for eny daficiency rumaining in !he Indebtedness due 
10 tend~, attar application of •II amount$ rsceiveo from tho. "~""''"" of the rights p,ovi~d in !his .,,ct•on. 
T•"ancy at Sufferance. If Granto, remains in possession of the Property altar the Property is sold as provided above or lender otherwise 
becomes entitled to possession of the Property upon default of Grantor, Gran!or shall becoma e tenant e! sutferanc& of L,mder or the 
pufchaser of the f'roporry and shali, at Lander's option, either i1) ;,ay a reasonable rei>taf for the use <)f the Ptoperry, or !2f vacate tha 
Prnperty immedia1oly upon the demand of Lander. 
Other Remadieo. Lender shall have all other rl,1hts and ,em~ies provided ,n this Mor19ag~ or Iha Note or avaliable at law or in equity, 
Sale of the Property. To the ext9nt permitted by applicable law, Grantor lwreby walvaa any and all right to have the Prnperty marshalled. 
In exerGislog its rights and remedies, Lender shall be free to sell all or any port of 1.he Prop1>rty together or ~eparatmy, in or,e sale o, by 
separate safes. Lender shall be enti!led to bid at any ;,ublic salt on an o, any portion of the Properly, 
Notlee of Sale. lender shall giw Grantor reasonable notice of the time and place of MY poblic sale of the Personal Prnperty or of the time 
after which ar,y p;-·,vate sale or other in!ended dispo,iition of the Personal P,oporty ;s to be made. Ranonab!e notice shafl mean notice 
given at least ten (101 days before the time of the sale or disposition, Any sale of the Personal Property may be made in conjunction with 
any ~•le of the Real Property. 
EJ•ction ot Reme<!iu. El<!coon hy Lender to puts"" c,ny remedy snail not e•clude pursuit of ""Yother 1amec!y. aml er, election to make 
e•p<,llditures or to take action to perform an obligation of Granter under thi$ Morlgage, atter Grantor's railure 10 perfOl'li'I, shaU not affect 
Leflde<'s ,!ght 10 declare • default ..id exen:ios its remedies. Nothing ur,det 11iis Mortgage or otherwise shall be construed so as to limit or 
restrict the rights and remedi•~ avatleblec to Lem/er following an Event of Defa"lt, or in ar.y way to fimit 01 rastriet th& riQhts and ability of 
Lender to proceed direclly against Granto, and/01 against any other oo•maker, guarantor, surety -,r endorser and/or to proceed against any 
other collataraf diree~y -Of indirec1ly secwing the lndebtedooss, 
Attorneys' Foes: S-.,enus, If Lender in•titutes any suit or action 10 enforce nny of the terms of this Mortgage, Lender $hall be entttled to 
reoover such sum ~• the courl may adjudge re$Sonabld as anorneys' fees at ttial and upon eny appeal, Whether or not any court action is 
involved, and 10 the extent not prohibited by !aw. all rea,omible expenses lcnde< irlCurs that !n Ler'>der's oi;,in/on ere necessary at anv time 
tor me pro!ectian of its imerest or th• enforcement of lt$ rlgh1ll shall become e part of th• lndebtadness payable on dam~nd and shall boar 
interest at the Nota rate from the date of the axpernJlture until ,apakt. hpenses covered by this paragraph Include, w<1h<lut lim<t•tlon. 
t,owevar subject to any limits under appU~bl11 law, lande,'s reasonable attorneys' fees ai,d L<Jflder'$ legal expenses whether or not there is 
• lawsuit, including reasonable attorneys' fees and e,pen~•• for bankrup1cy i,,oceedings Hn~luding efforts to modify or vacate any 
automatic stay or lnjunctionl, apMals, and any anticipaled post•]udgment collection servicts, the cost of searching records, obtaining title 
repOrtS /including foreclosure reports!, su,-veyOtS' reports, and appraisal fees and tllle inwrance, to- the sxteot permitted by applicable law. 
Granto, alto will pay any ~ourt costs, in addition to all other sums provideo' by law, 
NOTICES. Any notice required to be gj\li!n under thl$ Morlgage, ir,cludini;i without lirnitallon any notice of defaul1 and any nQ!ice of ule shall be 
give,; in writlng, and •hall be effective when actualty deliv<1red, when actually rec&lvad t,y talafaeslmila (unlesa otharw!se required by law), when 
deposited with a naliQnally recognized ovemight courier, or, if mailed, when deposited in the Un<ted States mail, as first class. csrtified or 
registered mail postage p,epald. directed to the addresses shown near tha beginning of mis Mortgage. AU copies of notices of foreclosure ffom 
the holder of any li1m w!ilch !las p,i<Jr!ty over this ~rtgage ,.1,an be sent to Lender's edd,ess, as shown near the beginning ot this Mo~. 
Any party may change its add•.,•• to, notieH 11nde, this Mo<tgage by giving formal writton notice to the 0·1her partlas, specifying that the 
purpose of the notice 1$ to change the party's oddress. For notice purposes, Granto, agrees to J«,ep Lender Informed et all limes of Grantor's 
currant address. Unless ome<Wlse provided or required by Jaw, if the•• is more lllan <me Gr""t.Ot, any noti>:e given by lender lo .any G,anto, is 
daemed to be ootice giwn to all Grantors. 
LEGAL OE lEGAL EXHIBIT. An exhibit. titled "EXHIBIT •A•.• is attached tQ this lv!ortga9<1 and by this reference ;, m- a part of this 
Mortgage just "" if all the pro\tl.$ions. tenns and conditions of the Exhibit had be<ln folly set forth in this Mortgage. 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. The following miscellaneou• prnlllslons are a part ol this Mortgage: 
Amendrmrnta. Thi$ Mortgaga, t<lgather w<th ""Y Related DDCl.lm'3nts, eonstiU.tes tho entire undersllmding - agreement of the parties as 
to the matters •HI forth in this Mortgage. No alteration of or amendment to this Mortgage shall be effective 11nless gl~en in writi"Q and 
signed by rhe perty o, panies sought to be charged or bound by the alteralion or amendment. 
Annual Reports. If the Property is used for purpose$ other than Granto,'; residence, Granto, shall furnish 10 lender, up0n requeu, a 
certified statement of net operating income received from the Property during Grantor's previous fiscal year in such form and deten as 
Lender shall r.,qwre. "Nolt operating incon,,,• &hale m;,an ell cash receipts from the Property le"" ell cash e~~it,...es made in connl!Ction 
with the operation Of the Property, 
Cap11o" Headings. Caption headings in tlu M>rtgage are fur convenience pt,rrpose$ only and are /IOI to be used to interpret or define the 
pro11lsions of this Mortgage. 
Governing Law. Thi• Mortgaga wlU b" gov.med by f11d•ral law ■ppH~a.ble to l.9nder and. ta the extant rrot prHmpted by f■detal law, the 
laW$ of th■ St- or Idalia withom ••!l'lfd to hs """fllct• of law pr0'11t,,1orts. TIiis Mo,1gagf, has ~ eee-,,ted bv Lend..- in 11,e State of 
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Choice of Venue. If th;,,.; is a lawsuit, Granto, agrees upon Lender's request to submit to the Jurisdic1i0n of the courts ot ADA County, 
State of lelaho. 
No Walvar by Lender. Len~, shall not_ b': deumed to have waived any tights under this Mortgage unless s®h waiver is given in writing 
ind ••~ned by lllnder. No delay or om,ss,on on the _part of Lender in exercislnq any rlght shall operate as II waiver ot such right or any 
other nght._ A wa,var by L~ndar of II p~oy,slon of thos Mort(l"lle shall not prejudice or C011$titute a waiver ol tender's r¼,ht otherwi•e to 
demand $\fJCt compllaocc, w,th that prov,s~n or any other provision of thii Mortg8{13. No prio, waiver by tender, nor any co11t11e "f d"alinQ 
betwee~ lender and Granter, $hall constitute • waover of any of Lender's rights or of any ot Grantor's obligation• as to any future 
transaC111)ns. Whenevt11 the consent of lender is required under this Mortgage, lhe granting of such CQnsent by Lender in any instance 
shan oot constitute continuing consent to subseqtll!nt inst,nces whe"' sooh consent ,s required and in alt case• such consent may be 
gr•nted or withheld in the sole discretion of Lender. 
S;,""'abillty. 11 !l court of competent jurisdiction finds any provi$iM of thra Mortgage to be ille9al, ilwalid, or unenh:.,ceable as to any 
circumstance, that finding shall not make lhe offending provlsion ilregal, Invalid, or unenforceable as 10 any other circumstance. If feasible, 
the offending provision shall b& considered modified so that 1t becomes legal, valid and enforceable. If tti. offending provision cannot be so 
modified, it shall be con~iderad deleted from thi• Mortgoge. Uo!est otrni,wi$e require<! by taw, the illegality, invalidity, or unenfo<ceabifity 
of any Provision of this Mortgage shall not affect tha legality, validi'Y or enforeeablllty of any other provl$ion of this MQrtgage, 
M,u-gar, There shell be no marger of the interest or &$Ute created by this Mortgage with any other interns! or estate In the PrO!U!rty et anv 
tims held by or far ttie benefit of Len<:!ur in any capacity, without the written consent of lender. 
$ucce .. ou and Assign$. Subj•ct to ~ny limitations stated In this Mortgage on trMsfer of Granto,·• interest, this Mortgage sh~il be binding 
upon and Inure to the !xinelit ol the parties, their successQt$ and assigns. If ownership of the Property ~es vested in ,; person <>!Mr 
than Granto,. Ltnder, without notice lo Grantor, may deat w Ith Grantor's iuccessors with referMce ta this Mon gage and the Indebtedness 
by way of forbe&ranee or e><tension without releasing Grantor from the obligations of this Mortgage or ll&bi!lty under th& Indebtedness. 
Time Is of 11,., fssanc&, Time ls of the esS<trn:e in the performance or t!is Mort9age. 
Waiver of Home$toad E~•mplir)n. Granter hereby releases and waives all rights and ben<iflts of the homestead exemption laws of the State 
of Idaho as to a!! !ndebt~ss 1tec""'d by this Mortgage. 
OEANITIONS. The foflowi•'ll capit~lized W<lrds and terms shall have Iha following meanings when used in this Mortgage, Unless specifically 
slated to the contrary, all references to d<>ij~r amounts shall mean amounts in lawful monev of the United Statas of America. Words and terms 
used in the •~ular llhell lnekxle the plural, and the plural ahaff incruda tha singular, a$ the com&J<t may r"f!Ui,e. Words and tern\$ not o1herwfs,: 
defined in thi$ Mortgage shall have the meanings attributed to such terms In the Uniform Commercial Code: 
Bon-owe,. The word •eo,rowe,• me$ns SOUTH COUNTY ESTA TES, L.LC. and toclude~ sll <'O'l!igne,s and co-make,~ signing the Note and 
atl their $uccessors and assign,. 
Default. The word ·0erauJt • means th& Default set forth in tllis Mortgage !n the section titled "Default'. 
Environmental uiws. Tho words "Environmen1al Lsws • mean any and all stale, federal and l~al statutes. regulations and ordinances 
r~l•ting to the µra1action of human health or the environment, Including without limitation the Compn,hanslve Envlronmental Re~ponse, 
Comp<IJ\sation, and LiabOity Act of 1980, as amended, 42 U,S.C. _t,on 9601, et seq. !"CERCLA"). the $upertund Amendments and 
Reauthoriiatlon Att of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-499 ('SARA"!, the H~urdous Materials Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C. Section 1801, et seq .• 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C, Section 6901, et seq., or other applicable stat, or f•deral laws. rnfes, or 
regulations adopted p<Jf$uant thereto. 
Event of Default. The words "Event of Default" mean any at the eventll of default set forth In this Mortgage in the ev~nts of default 
sa<:tion of thi• Mortgage, 
Granto,. The word "Granto,• means SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, l.~.C .. 
Gu.,,.nto,. The word "Guarar,tor" mHns any guarantor, surety, or accommodation party of any or an of the Indebtedness. 
Guaranty. The word "Guaranty• means the guaranty from Guaranlor to lender, l!lC!uding without limitation JI guaranty of an or P"rl of the 
Note. 
Haza!dous SUbdltne<I$, The words "HazarOO<.>$ Substances" """an materials thal, beca"" ol th<>ir quantity, concentration or physical, 
~hemical or inteetious tharacteristics, may cause at pose a present or potential hazard to human health or thG environment when 
improperly used, treated, stored, dl$posed of, generated, manufactured, transported or otherwise handled. The words 'Haiardous 
Substarn:es • a•e us~d ln ,heir very broadest sense and lnciooa without limitation any and all hazardou$ or to~ic substances, mate,Jols or 
waste as defined by or listed under the Environmental Laws. The term "Hatardous Substances" also inc1udes, wilhout r,mitation. pe1roleum 
and petT<>leum by,products or any fraction thereof aoo asbe$tOs. 
!mprovamaots. The word "Improvements· means al! existing and f\lture improvements, buildi"W!, strl,ICturss. mobile homes alfi"1ttl on the 
Real Property, lacllities, addition,. repl~cements and other construction on the Real Property. 
lndebtednns. The word •Indebtedness' means a!I principal, ints<Mt. and otllar amO<Jllts, COS\$ and expenses payable under the Note or 
Related Oocum.ints, tQgether with all renewals. of, extensions of, modifications of, consolidations of and subsliMlons for the Note or 
Related Documents and any amounts expended or advanced by Lander to discharge Grantor's obligations or e~penses Incurred by Lander to 
enforca GrantOf's obligations under !his Mortgage, tDgeth$r with interest ,,., $UCh amounts as p,oVKI$<! in this MQrt~. Speclfa:a!ly, 
without limitation, lndebtednees includes all amounts tha\,m·af"tie lodirect!y secured by cthe Cmu•Collateralization provlsion Q/ this 
Mortgag,,_ .\... . : \ 1• 1 , . ··,~ , 
....... 4 ~ ........... ~. - _, ". 
lemf~•. The word "Lander• ffl<!ans Mountair, Wast San!Q-"itt SQC:cessors illd, assigr,s. 
Mortgage. The word •Mortgag8" means this Mortga9e.:'i:.etwi;n,Grintor'Bnd\,end~-,. 
Note.,, The Word 'Note· means tl1e promisso,/ notJ dated, -04tober ; tJ, :.200E, in the original principal amount of 
$tllil .... from Granto, to L<!!nder, together 111th \Ii r~~wal•J>j, e><t'r•·enslons pf, ·rnodllicotions of, reflnencings of, consolidations 
at. and substitution,; for the promissory note or agreemlnt. NOT«-t! TO unA"' OR:-THE NOTE CONTAINS A VARIABLE INTEREST RATE, 
Pauonal Property, Tho words "Personal Property" mea,n_all ;~iPJlll'N•-fi'1,res.-'and other articles of penonat property now ot hereafter 
owned by Gf,ntor, ar'li:I now or hereafter attached or affixed to the Ae,1 ,Pfo~rty; together wit!> all accession,, parts, &nd additions to, all 
replacements of, and all substitutions for, any of st.l(:h proparty; and !~Uler with ail p,oc11eds !including without llmitatior, all msuranca 
proceedf aod refunds of premiums I from any aale or other disposition 'clfthe Property. 
1'1operty, The wo,d· "Prope,ty' means ~ofle~tivcly the Raal Property end the Personal Property. 
Rut Prop•rty. The words "Real ProJ>'lrtV" rr1<;,an ti1<1 real property, interestll and rights, e,i further described in this Mortgage. 
!!&lated l)(leum,mis. The wot& "Related Doeum1mts" mean aU promisS<)ry notes, ctadit agreement&, loan l!greements, environmental 
agreements, guaranties, securitY agreements, mortgai:res, dMds of trust, seeutity deeds, coUtteral mortgegH, and all other Instruments, 
agreemenu and documents, whether now or hereafter ei<ist1r,g, executed in coMl;!Ction with the Indebtedness. 
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GRANTOR ACKNOWLEDGES HAVING READ ALL THE PROVISIONS OF THIS MORTGAGE, ANO GRANTOR AGREES TO ITS TERMS. 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACKNOWLEDGMENT 





STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECEIVED 
JUN 13 2008 
WATER RESOURCES 
WESTERN ~EGION 
Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right 11 $ 
And Request for Notification of a Change in Ownership or Any Proposed C $ 
Or Final Action to Amend, Transfer, or Otherwise Modify a Water Right J(J} 1 V $ o~,,,. 11I ;' . D 
Ph::isc print or type. Attach ~ages with additional h1forma1ion. Instructions arc on the back of this page. 
AD :f AC'Slncomplctc forms will be return~ . ......,... ~ 
!\-o ) nUJ t< 
WatcrRightNo(s).: 37-481C; 37-577BT; 37-482H; 37-483C; 37-2630 
sa°t;.~,~,9 Y <'0o8 
R,v~z~sou 
-;G1O1\119cc's 
Adjudication ClaimNo(s).: _________________________ _ 
2. The following REQUIRED information must be submitted with this form: 
A) Evidence of the security interest. This may be a copy of a DEED of TRUST, MORTGAGE, CONTRACT OF 
SALE or other legal document indicating your interest in the property and water rights or claims in question, 
WITH A TI ACHED LEGAL DESCRIPTION. 
B) A FEE of $25,00 per water right or adjudication claim. 
3. Name and Mailing Address of Person or Company holding Security Interest 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
PO BOX 1059 
COEUR d' Al.EN£, ID Sli1fi 




~OUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC 
Eltpiralion Date of Notification Period 
DYEs~ll 
Signature(s) of Security Interest holder(s).,.._ _____ --,F---..l,.._......,_..__,1---------
(and title if applicable) · ' 
~J ..~ -5✓1' 
Is this a Renewal of Request for Notification? 
R E C E- · ,.,: ':: [) 
JU~J 1 v 2008 
EXHIBIT_-.:;:2:::::::_-.:....._ 
'..:>•::.,_.,:e,:c.::/ ,:-ili'/,ier Ra.:iourcas 
· ,: a~l!!rn Hegion 
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RECORDATION REQUESTED BY; 
Mountaill WHt Bank 
.Sou!lwm Idaho Comm'I Loan Ceau., 
2950 MAGIC 'IIIEW DRIVE SUITE 150 
MERIDIAN, 10 53642 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
Mountain West Bank 
Southern ldah<> Cmnm'I Loan Cenl&r 
2950 MAGIC VlEW DRIVE SUITE 160 
MERIDIAN, 10 83642 
SEND TAX NOTICES TO: 
Mount•ln West Bam 
$oulhl>m Idaho Comm ·r L.oal\ Cent at 
2950 MAGIC VIEW DRIVE SUITE 150 
MERIDIAN, IQ 83642 
MORTGAGE 
Instrument# 527 439 
RECEIVED 
JUN 1 J 2008 
WATl;R Al:SOURces 
WESTERN l'IEG!ON 
HAILEY, E!!.J\!HE;, !OAHO 
2005-iO.i-' 12,14:00 No. of Pages; 9 
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THIS MORTGAGE dated October 13, 2005, Is made and executed between SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C., AN 
IDAHO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, whose address ls PO BOX 1539, KETCHUM, ID 83340 !referred to below 
as "Grantor") and Mountain West Bank, whose address is 2950 MAGIC VIEW DRIVE SUITE 150, MERIDIAN. ID 
83642 (referred to below as •tender•). 
GRANT OF MORTGAGE. For valuable consideration, Grantot mortg19es, grants, bargains, sells and co,weys to Len<ltr all of G,antor's right, 
1itle, and int.,,es1 in aoo to the following dest;:,lbed real pto~rty. tog,,1her with all exlstlng or ,.ut,sequently erected or aUiJ<ed b<iildings, 
improvements and fi'l(tures.; ell en,ement$, rights of way. and appurt,nances; an water, water rights, wa-tarcour:s:es il:Hld ditch rights Crncluding 
stock in utilities with ditch or irrigation rights]; and all other r_ifilhto, royalties, en<I profits relUi~ !0 the ,eol property, including without limitation 
an mine,als, oil, gas, 9$Qtharmal Jnd simif<!r matt~•s, It.he "Real Property~! located in BLAINE County, State of Idaho: 
See EXHIBIT A, which is attached to this Mortgage and made e part of this Mortgage as if fully set forth herein. 
The Real Property or Its address is commonly known as 280 ACRES @ GANNETT RD, BELLEVUE, ID 83340. The 
Real Property tax identification number ls 01N19006098CA. 
CROSS-COUATERAUZATION. In addrti<)n to the Note, this Mortgage securu all obligations, debts and liabiltties, plus interest mereoo, o! 
Grantor ta Lender, or any oru, er mo,e of them, as wen as all claim, by t.ender against Gtantot ot any one or mote of ttiem, whether now 
exis1ing or hereafter arising, whether related or unrelated to the purpose ol the Note, whether voluntary 01 otherwise. Whsther due or not due, 
direct or indirect, determined ot undetermined, absolute o, col'lting,,nt, liquidated or unliquidated whether Grarnor mav be Liable individually or 
jointly wim othe,s, whethor obligated a• guarantor, sUl'ety, ..ecommodatlon P•rtv or otherwise, and whether recovery upon such amounts ,nay 
be or hare a her may become barred by sny statute of lirnitatiOJ\S, and whether the obligation 10 repay six:h amounts may be or hereal\er may 
become otherwtse Ul)Snforeeabla, 
Gn,.,.,lor presently assigns to Lende, ell of Grant()f's right, title, •nd Interest ln and to all p,uent and future leases of the Proparty and all Rents 
from the P;operty. In addlti<;>n, Gr1ntor grants to Lender a Uniform Comme,clal Coda security inte,est in the Personal Property and Rents. 
THIS MORTGAGE, WCLUOING THE ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS ANO THE SECURITY INTEREST IN THE RENTS AND PERSONAL Pl'IOPERTY. IS 
GIVEN TO SECURE {Al PAYMENT OF Tl-iE INDEBTEDNESS AND {Bl PERFORMANCE OF ANY AND ALL OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE NOTE, 
THE RELATED DOCUMENTS. ANO THIS MORTGAGE. THIS MORTGAGE IS GIVEN AND ACCEPTED ON THE FOLLOWING TERMS: 
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE. Except es otherwise provided in !his Mortgage, Grantot shllTI pay to lender all amounts s&curad by this 
Mortgage as they become due and shall s1rictly Pttrfom1 all of Grantot'$ obligrtfons under this Mortgage. 
POSSESSION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE PflOPERTY. Granto, agrffS trn,t Grantor's possession and use of 1he Property shall be govemoo by 
the fol-lowing provisions: 
Possession and Use. Until the o;;curronc .. of an Event of Default. G,antor may !H ,amain in possession and control of the Proper'fy; 12) 
use, operate or manage the Property; and (3) eollm;t the Re/It$ from lhe Ptoperty, 1he following provisions relate to the usa of the 
Property or to other limitations on the Pmperty. 
Outy to MaiDtam. Gtantor $hall maintain the Prope,t)I ln tenootab!e eooditlon and promptly perfo,m all rapaks, ,ep!'l'Cements. and 
ma,ntenaince lll:!lCessary to presenre rt$ vaih..ae. 
Compliance Witn Environmental Laws. Granto, ,ep,_.en1s and warrants to lende.r that, I 1) During th& period of Gianto,'s ownership of 
the Property, the,e has be"" no usa, generation, manufacu,re, storage, trnatment, dispoHl, releaae or thrHtaned release of any Halardous 
S11bstance by any per$On on, under, about or from the Property; t2) Grantor has no knowledge of, or reason to believe that there ha¥ 
Ileen, e~oept as previo~sly disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in w•iting, la) any b,eaeh or violation of any Environmental laws, 
lb) any ue, gene,ation, manufactute, s;or~. tret/llrnen!, dispo;:;al, re!e4sa or ttuaaten<!d release of J/lflY Haiatdous Subst&nee on, under, 
about or from the Proptrty by any p(io, owners or occupants of the Property, 01 lei any actual or threatened litigation or claims of any 
~ind by any per,an relatinq 10 six:h matters; and {Jl Except as previously discloiad to and a,;knowledgod by Lendet !n writi!lQ, !al neithe.1 
G,anto, ""' any !e"2flt, contri!Gto<, agenl or other authori>ed user of the Pmi,erty shall use, generate, manufacture, store, treat, dispose of 
Qr release any Ha,ardous Substance on, under, about or from lhe Pro~rty; and tbl MY sut:h activity shall be conducted In compliance 
with all applicable federal, state, and local laws. reg:ulations and ordinar,ces, including without ~mltat!on a» l:nvitonmental Laws. Grantor 
authotiZe$ lender end it• agents to -r upon the Property to makt such inspections and tests, at Gramor's expense, os Lendor m~y deem 
appropriate 10 determine complianc• ol the Property with thi• section of the Mortgage. Any Inspections or tests made by Lender shall be 
for Lander's pwpo$es only and shall not be construed to create any resp,;nsibmr,, o, !iablltty on tha part of Lendet to Gtantot o, to a,w other 
person. The reprasa11tations and warramles comained herein are basttd on Grantor's due dil!g&nca in investigatlllg m~ Property for 
Haia,dous Sub$tances. Grantor he1'by { 1 J releases and waives any future i:,laims against lender to, indemnltV or contrlbuiion 111 the 
event Granto, becomes liable for cleanup or other costs und,., any such laws; and 12) eg,el.!S to indemnify and hold harmless lender 
against any and all claims, losses, liabUruea, damages, penatties, and eK~n5e$ which Lendect may directly or indirectly s\JStaln or suffer 
,esUlting from • b,each of this sectiOfl of the Mortgage or H a consequence of any 11n, generation. manufactu,e, sto,,..ge, disposal, release 
or threatened ralease o,,curring prio, to Grancor's ownership or inttra"t In the Proparty, whethtlr or not the same was or should have been 
known to Grantor, Thee p,ovi9ion~ of this section of the Mortgo{ili, inc!udin9 tho ol)!igat.•cm to im:15mnil';, $h•V. s,mrlw the paymant ol the 
ll'ldebtednes• •nd the satisfaction and recorweyance of the ~en of thi• MortgJ>ge and shall not be a!/ected by Lender's acquisition ol any 
interest in the Property, wh&lher by fof<!lclosufe o, oti,erw<0e, 
Nuisance-, Wa$te. Grantor sheU not ce-Uset conduct or permit any nuisance not commit, permit, or suffer any stripping of or we-ste on or to 
the Proper'fy or any portion ol lhe Propetty. Without limiting the gonerality of the foregoing, Granto, will not rumove, ,,, gront to My other 
P••tv lhe right 10 •emov8, any timber, minerals lmcluding oil and gas). coal, clay, ,cotia, ;,oil, gravel or rock products without lender's prior 
writtan. -c-onsen.t, 
fl•moval of lmpfovements. Granto, •hall not demoli•h or remove any lrnp,overnents frorn the Real PropQrty without Lander's prior written 
consent. As a condition to the ,smoval of ~y lffl!ll"Ovementa. Lender may require Grantor to make emingemenu oatisfactory to Lendor to 
replae-e :81.JCh lmprove-ments w,m tmprovement:s. of et least equal vaJue. 
Lender's Right to Enter. Lander and tende,'ll agents and represemetives =v anter upon the Real Property at all rsasonable ti<nes to attend 
to l&nder's ;.,teresu. and to inspect tl\f Real Property for purposes of Grantor's compliance with the terms and conditions of this Mortgage. 
Compliam,., with Govarnmantal Ra<1ulr•mants, Grantor shall promptly comply with all laws, ordinaoces, and regulations, now or hereafter 
ln affect, o! an govarnmenta! euthori\las applicable to the use or occu-y of the Pfop11rty, including wilhout limitation, the Am.-.,icallS 
With Disabilities Act. Granto, may contest In good faith any such law, ordin~nce, or regulation and withhold compliance du1lng any 
proceeding, Including appropriate apPeofs, so long u Grantor has notified Lender in wilting p,ior to doing so and so long ;is, in Lende,·s 
sole o;,inlo11, lender's inler&sts ln tm Prope,ty ar& not j&apardized. L..,,de, may l'llquire Grantor to poll! sdeq<>i'!I& ffcurity o, e s"'etY bond, 
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Duty to Protact. Gtantot a11re11s neilher 10 abandon ar leave unattended the Prape,iv. Grantar sh■K do 111 athe, acts, In addition to those 
acts set forth abou in this section, which from the charactot and use of the Property are reasonably necenary to protect and p,eserve the 
Property. 
DUE ON SALE - CONSENT BY LENDER. Lender may, at Lendar's option, declate immediately due and payable all sums secured by this 
Mortgage upon the sale o, transfet, without Lender'• prior written consent, of ell or any part of the Real Propa,iv, or any interest in the Real 
Property. A "sale o, transfer• means the conveyance of Real Properiy or any right. tille or intetest in the Real Property; whether legal, beneficial 
or eqU!table; whether voluntary or involunta,y; whethet by ouuight sale. deed, installment sale contract, land contract, contract for deed, 
leasehold interest with a term greater than three 131 years, laase-optian contract, or by sale, assignment, or transfe, of anv beneficial interest in 
or to any land trust holding title to the Real Properiy, or by any other method of conveyaJ1Ce of an Interest in the Real Property. If any Granto, is 
a corporation, partnership or limited liability company, transfer also includes any change in ownership of more thilfl twenty-five percent 125'1&1 of 
the voting stock, partne,ship interests or limited liability company lntereslS, es the casa may be, of such Granto,. However. this option shall not 
be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohib~ed by federal law or by Idaho law. 
TAXES ANO LIENS. The following provision• <elating to the taxes and liens on the Prope,ty are part of thffl Mortgage: 
Payment_ Gtantor shall pay when due (and in all events prior to delinquencyl all taxu, pay,oll taxes, special 1a,ces, assessment~. waic, 
charges and sewer service charges levied against or on account af the Property, and shall pay when due all claims for work done on a, for 
services rendered or material furno;hed to the Property. Gtantat shall maintain the Prope,ty free of any lien!> having priority aver o, equal to 
the intorest of Lend•r under thls Mortgage, exc;apt for those liens specifically agreed to In writing by Lender, and except for the lien of taxes 
and assessments nol due as further specified in the Right to Contest patagraph. 
Right to C1>ntast. Granto, may withhold payment of any t&x, assessment. or claim in connection with a good faith do;pute over the 
obligation to pay, so long as Lender's interest In the Property is not jeopardized. If a lian arises or is filed a!> a result of nonpayment. 
Granto, shall within fifteen 1151 days after the lien arises or, if a lien is filad. within fifteen 1151 days after Granto, has notice of the filing, 
secura the discharge of the lien, or if requested by Lander, deposit with Lender cash or a sufficient corporate surety bond or other security 
satisfacto,y to Lender in an amount sufficient to cf11chal11e the lien plus any costs and reasonable atto,neys' fees, or other charges that 
could accrue as a raoult of a foreclosure o, sale under tho lien. Jn any contest, Granto, shall defend itself and Lander and shall satisfy any 
adverse judgment before enforcement against the Property. Gran1or shall name Lander as an additional obligee under any surety bond 
furnished in the contest proceedings. 
Evidence of Payment. Grantor shc1U upon demand furnish to Lender aatisfacto,y evidence of payment of the taxas or assessments and shall 
authorize the appropriato governmental official to deliver to Lender at any time a written statement of the taxes and assessments against 
the Property. 
Notice of Construction. Granto, shall notify Lender at least fifteen 115) days bofore any wark is commenced, any senlic:es are furnished, or 
any materials a,e supplied to the Property, ii any mechanic's lien, mate<ialmen's lien, or other lien could be asserted on account of the 
work, services, or materials. Granto, will upon request of Lender furnish to Lender advance assurance• aatisfactory to Lendet that Granto• 
can and will pav the cost of such improvements. 
PROPERTY DAMAGE INSURANCE. The following provisions relating to insuring the Property are a part of this Mortgage: 
Maintenance ol lnouranoe. Granto, shall ptocure and maintain policies of fife insu,ance with standard extended coverage endorsements on 
a replacement basis for the full insurable value covering all Improvements on the Real Prope,ty In an amount sufficient to avoid application 
of any coinsurance clause. and with a standard mcrtgegee ciaU&e in favo, of Lander. Gtentor shall oloo procu,e and maintain 
comprahensive general liability insuranc• in such coverege amounts as Lender may request with Land8f being named as additional insureds 
In such liability insurance policies. Additionolly, Grantor shall maintain such otha, insuranc11. IJ1Cluding but not limited 10 hazard, business 
intor,uption end boiler Insurance as Lender may require. Policies shall be writtero by such insurance companies and in such fotm as may be 
reosonably accaptable to Lande,. Granto, shaU daliv8f to Lender certfficates of coverage from each insurer containing • stipulation that 
coverage will not be canceDod or diminished without a minimum of thirty 1301 days' prior written notice to Lender and not conlalning any 
disclaimer of tho Insurer•• liability for failure to give such notice. Each ;,,,.,,,..ance policy also shall include an endorsemant providing that 
covarage In favo, of Lender will not be impaired In any way by any act, omission or default of Grantor or any other petsan. Should the Real 
Prope,iv be located in an area designated by the Director of tha Fedaral Emerg<incy Managemant Agency as a 1peclal flood huard a,ea, 
Granto, ag,ees to obtain and maintain Federal Fl00d lnsuranca, If avaUable, within 45 day,, aftef notice Is given by Lender that tha Praperiy 
is located in a special flood ha,ard a,ea, fo, the full unpaid principal balance of the loan and any prior liens on the property securing the 
loan, up to the maximum policy limits set under the National Flood Insurance Ptogram, or as othmwise required by Lander, and to mamtain 
such insurence for the term of the loan. 
Application of Proceeds, Grantor shan promptly notify Lender of any loss 01 damage to the Property. Lendm may make proof of loss if 
Granto, fails to do so w~hin fifteero 1151 days of the casualty. Whether or not Lender's security Is Impaired, Lendar mav, at Lender'• 
election. receive and retain the proceeds of any insurance and apply the proceeds to the reduction of the Indebtedness, payment of any lien 
affecting the Property, or the restoration and repair of the Property. If Lande, elects to apply the proceeds to restoration and repair, Grantor 
shall repai, or replace the damaged or desttoyed Improvements in a manna, satlsfactoty to Lender. Lende, &hall, upon satisfactory ptoof of 
such expenditure, pay o, reimburse Granto, from the proceeds fat the reesonabla cost of repair or restoration if Granto, Is not In defaU!t 
undar this Mortgage. Any proceeds which have not been disbursed within tBO days after their receipt arod which Lender has not 
committed to the repair o, testoration of the Propariy shall be used lint to pay eny amount owing to Lande< under this M0rtgage. then to 
pay a,::cruod interest, and the remalndet, if any, shall be applied to the principal balance of the Indebtedness. JI Lender holds any proceeds 
aftet payment in full of the Indebtedness, such procaeds shall be paid to Grantor as Grantor'e intmests may appear. 
Grantor's Report on Insurance. Upon request of L.,...et, however not more than once a year, Grantor shall furnish to Lender a report on 
each uisting policy of insurance showing: 111 the name of the insurer: 121 the risks insured; 131 the amount of the policy; 141 the 
properiy inou,ed, the then curtent replacement value of such property, and the manner of detarmlning that value; and 161 the expiration 
date of the policy. Grantor shall, upon raquest of Lende<. have an indapendent appraiser satisfactory to Lenda, datarmine the cash value 
replacement cost of the Property. 
LENDER'S EXPENDITIJRES, If any action a, proceeding is eommanced that would materialy affect Lender's intereat In the Prope,ty or if Grantor 
fails to comply with any provision of thi• Mortgage or any Relatad Documents, including but not limited to Grantot's failure to discharge or pay 
when due any amounts Gtantor Is required to discharge or pay under this Mortgage or any Related Document6, Lender on Grantor's behalf may 
[but ohall not be obligated tol take any action that l.e'1der deems 8PJ)rDPriate, Including but not limited 10 discharging or paying all ta•H, liens, 
security interests. encumbrances and other claims, at any tlme levied or placed on the Prope,ty and paying all costs fa, insuring. maintaining and 
pr■se,ving the Property. All euch expenditures incurred or paid by Lender lot such purposes wiD then bear interest II the rate charged under the 
Note ftom the date incufled or paid by Lender to the date of repayment by Granier. All such expenses will became a part of the Indebtedness 
and, at Lender's option, will (Al be pa,yablc on demand; (Bl be added to the balance of the Note •nd be apportioned among and be payable 
with any installment payment!> to becomo due during eithet 111 the term of any applicable Insurance policy; or 12! the remaining term of the 
Noto; or ICJ be treated as• belloon payment which will be due and payabla at the Note's maturity. The Mortgage abo wm sacure payment of 
these amounts. Such right shall be in addition to all other :lghts and remedies tD which Lender may be emitJed upon Default. 
WARRANTY; OEFENSE OF TITLE. The followlng provisions relating to ownership of the Property are a part of this Mortgage: 
TIiie. Granto, warrants that: lal G_rantor hold• good and marketable title of record to the Property in lee simple, free and cleat of all liens 
and encumbrance• other than those set forth in the Real Prope,iv dasc,iption o, In any title Insurance policy. title report, or final title opinion 
issued in favor of, and accepted by, Lender in connectiDn wnh this Mortgage, and !bl Granttlf has the full right, power, and autho<ity to 
execute end daliver this Mortgage to Lende,. 
O■fenu of Tltle. Subject t0 the exception in the paragraph above. Gramor warrants end wm forever defend the title to tho Property against 
the lawful claims of all persons. In the event any actlon or proceeding la commenced that questions Granta,'s title ,., the interest of Lende, 
under this M1>rtgage, Grantor shan defend the action at Grantor's expanse. Granto, may be the nominal pariy in such proceeding, but 
Lender shall be entitled to participate in the proceeding and to be repre,;ented m the proceeding by counsel of Lender·• own choice, and 
Granto, win deliver, or causa to be delivered, to Lender such instruments as Lender may request from time to lime to permit such 
participation. 
Compfiance With Laws. Grentor warrants that th• Properiy and Grantor's un of the Propa,ty complias with all a•isting applicable laws, 
ordJn.ance.s1 and regutatlons of governmental authorities. 
Sunilval of Repres•ntatlons and Wammtles. All rep,esentations, warranties, and agreements mad• by Grantor in this Mortgage shall 
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'liU.rvivB the e,i:eeution and doUvery of thFS Mottgaga. 1hall be continuing in nature. and .shall remain In full fore.a end effect until such lima as 
Grantor's Indebtedness shall be paid rn fuU. 
CONDEMNATION. Tha following provision• relating to condemnation proceedings ate a patt of this Mortgage: 
Proceedings. If any proceeding Jn condemnation is filed, Gramo, shall promptly notify Lender ln writing, and Granter shall p,omptly take 
. such ,neps -. may be neoeseary to defend the action and obtain the award. Grantor may be the nominal party in such proceeding, but 
Lender shall be entitled to participate in the proceeding and to be rep,ennted in the proceading by counsel of its own choice, and Granto, 
will deli,et or cauH to be delivered Ul Lender sui;h instruments and documentation as may be requasted by Lender from time to time to 
permit •""h participation. 
Application of Net Procaads. If all or any part of the Property is condemned by eminent domain proceedings er by any proceeding or 
purchase in lieu of condemnation, Lander may at its election require that all o, any portion of tha net prccaeds of the sward be applied to 
the Indebtedness or the repair or restoration of the Property. The net proceeds of the award shall mean the award after payment of all 
reasonable costs, expenses. and attorneys' lees incurred by Lender In connection with the condemnation. 
IMPOSITION OF TAXES, FEES AND CHARGES BY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORmES. The following provisions relating to governmental taxes, 
lees and charges are a part of this Mortgage: 
Currant Taxes, Fees and Cha,905, Upon request by Lender, Granwr shall exacl.l!s such documents in addition to this Mortgage and take 
whatever other action is requested by Lende, to perfect and continue Lendw's lien on the Real Property. Granto, shall reimbursa Lander for 
all taxes, as described below. together with all expanses incurred in recording, perfecting or continuing this Mortgage. including without 
limitation all taxes, tees, documentary stamps, and other charges tor recording or registering this Mortgage. 
Taxes. The following shall constitute taxes to which this section applies: (1) a specific tax upon this type of Mortgage or upon all or any 
part of the Indebtedness ..ecured by this Mortgage; 121 a specific tax on Granter which Grantor I• authorized or requi,ed to deduct from 
payments on Iha Indebtedness secured by this type of Mortgage; 13) a tax on this type of Mortgage chargeable against Iha Lender or the 
holder of the Noto; and (41 a specific ta,c on all or any portion of the Indebtedness or on payments of principal and inrerest made by 
Granto,. 
Subsaqu■nt Til.llH. If any tax to which this saction applies is anacted subsequent to the data of ttm Mortgage, this event ohall have the 
same effect as an Event of Default, and Lender may exan:ise any or an of Its a11ailabla remedies for an Event of Default as provided below 
unless Grantor either I 11 pays the tall before it becomes delinquent, or 121 contests the tall as provided above in the Taxes and Liens 
saction ond deposits with Lender cash or a sufficient corporate surety bond or other security satisfactory to Lender. 
SECURITY AGREEMENT: FINANCING STATEMENTS. The following provisions relating to this Mortgage as a security agreement are a part of 
this Mortgage, 
Security Agreement. This instrumant shall constitute a Security Agreement to the extent any of the Property constitutes fixtures, and 
Lender shall ha,e all cl the rights of a secured party under the Uniform Commercial code as amended from time to time. 
Security Interest. Upon requast by Lander, Grantor shaQ taka whatevar action is requ9$1ed by Lender tc parfe.:t and continue Lender's 
oecurity inteiest in the Rents and Personal Property. In addition to record'1ng thia Mortgage In the real property records, Lender may, at any 
time and without further authori:tation from Grantor, file executed countarparts, copies or reproductions of this Mortgage as • financing 
statement. Granto, shall reimburse Lender for all expenses incurred in petfecting er continuing this aecuri1y Interest. Upon default, Clrantor 
shall not remove. sever or detach the Personal Property from the Property. Upcn default, Granto, shall auemble any Personal Property not 
affixed ta the Property in a manner and at a place reasonably conwnlent to Granto, and Lender and make it available to Lender within three 
13/ days after receipt of written demand from Lande, tc the extent plll'nutted by applicable law. 
Addr .. ses, The mailing addresses of Granto, (debtor) •nd Lender (secured partyl from which information concerning the security interest 
granted by this Mortgage may be obtained (each as required by the Uniform Commercial Coda! are as statod on the first page al this 
Mortgage. 
FURTHER ASSURANCES; ATTORNEY-IN-FACT. The following provisions relating to further asSU"ances and attorney-in-fact are a part of this 
Mortgage: 
Further AHurancos. At any time, and from time Ul time, upon requast of Lender, GranUJr will make, cxacute and deliver, er will cause to 
be made, executed or delivered, to Lender or to Lender's designee. and when requested by Lendw, cause to be filed, re,;orded, refiled. or 
rerecorded, as the case may be, at such times and in such officas and places as Lande/ may deem apprepriate, any and all such mortgages, 
deeds of uust, security deeds, security agreements, financing statements, continuation 1nataments, instruments of further assurance, 
certificates, and other documents as may, in tha sole opinion of Lander, b& necessarv or daslrable in order to effectuate, complete, perfect, 
continue, or preserve (11 Grantor's 0bli9ations under the Note, this Mortgage, and the Related Dccuments, and 121 the lien, and 
security interest• creatad by this Mortgage as first and prior liens on the Property, wt,ethe, now owned or hereafter acquirad by Granto,. 
Unleu prohibited by law o, Lender agrees to the contrary in writing. Granto, shall raimburse Lender for all costs and expenses incurred in 
connection with the matters referred to In this paragraph. 
Auornay-ln..fact. If Granter fails to do any of the things referred to in the preceding paragraph. Lender may do so fur and in the nama cf 
Gran1or and at Grantor's expense. For sui;h purpcsas, Grantor hereby ilravocably appoints Lander as Grantor's attorney-in-fact fur the 
purpose ol making, ex&cuting. delivering, filing, recording, end doing all other things as rrn1v ba necessary or desirable, in Lender's sole 
opinion. to accomplish the matters referred to in the preceding paragraph. 
FULL PERFORMANCE, II Grentor pays all the Indebtedness when due, and otherwise parforms all the obligations imposed upon Grantor under 
this Mortgage, Lender shall execute and deliver ta Granter a suitable satisfaction of this Mortgage and suitable statements of termination cf any 
financing statement on hle evidencing Lander's security interest in the Rents and the Personill" Property. Granter will pay, if permitted bV 
applicable law. any reasonable termination fee as determined by Lender from time to time. 
EVENTS OF DEFAULT. Each of the following, at Lendar·s option, shaR constituta an Event of Default Ullder this Mortgage: 
Payment D1fault. Granter fails to maka any paymerit whan due und,ir the Indebtedness. 
Dafault on Olher Payments. Failure of G1antor within the time required by this Mo,tglge Ul mal<e any payment for ta•as or insu,ance, or 
any other payment neceonrv to prevent filing of or to effec:t discharge of any Hen. 
Other Oafaults. Granter fails to comply with or to perform any ether term, obligation, covenant o, condition conteined In this Mortgage or 
in any cf the Related Documents or to comply with or to perform any term, obligation, covenant or c:ondition contained in any other 
agreement between Under and Granto,. 
False Statements. Any warranty, representation or statement made or furnished to Lander by Granter or an Grantor's behalf under this 
Mortgage or Iha Ralatod Documonts is false or misloa<ling in any material respect, either now or at the time made or furnished er becomes 
false or misreading at any time thereafter. 
Dafectlva Collaterallzatlan. This Mortgage or anv of the Related Dccuments ceases to ba ln full force and effect (including failure ol any 
collat&ral ducument to creat• a valid and perfotctad aecU'ity im:orest or Nani at any time and for any reason. 
Death or Insolvency. The dinolution cl Grantor"s /regardless of whether alection to continue is madal. any member withdraws from the 
limited liability company. or any ather te1minati0n of Gtantar"s e>eistenee as a going bu5iness or tha death of .anv membet, the in:;;olvencv of 
Granto,. the appointment of a receivar far any part of Grantor's property, any assignment for the benefit of creditors, any typa of creditor 
workout. or Iha commencement of any proceeding under any bankruptcy or lnsol,ency laws by or against Granto,. 
Creditor or Forteltura ProcHdingo. Commencement of foreclosure or forfeitu,a proceedings, whathar by judicial proceeding. sell-help. 
repossession or any ether method, by anv creditor of Granto, or by any governmental agency again&t any property securing the 
Indebtedness. This include.a a g-amlshment of anv of Gflntor".s accounts~ including deposit accounts_ with Lender. However, this Event of 
Default shall not apply ii there is s good faith dispute by G1ant0r as ta the validity or reasonableness of the claim which is the basis of the 
creditor or forfeiture prcceeding and if Grantor gives Lender written nclice 91 the creditor or fotfeitura prcceeding and deposits with Lander 
monies or a suraty bond for the creditor or forfeiture proceeding, in 'an amount determined by Lender, In its sole discretion, as being an 
adequate reserve or bond far the dispute. 
e,aach of Other Agreement. Any breach by Grantor under the terms of any other agreement between G,.n10r and Lends, 1hat is not 
remedied within any grace period provided therein, lnclllding withal.I! limitation anv agreement concerning any indebtedness o, other 
obligation of Grantor to Lender, whether existing now or late,. 
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EvanlS Affecllng GU<lranto,. Any al !he preceding a\lilnts occurs with raspecr ta any Guarantor ot any of the rndabtedneos ar any 
Guarantor dies or becomes incompetent, or revokes or disputes the vafidity of, or fiabllity under, any Guaranty of the lndebtednes•- In the 
event of a duth, Lender. at il• optk>n. mav, but shall ,,.,1 be requited ta, permit the Guarantot's estate to as•uma uncanditionarry the 
obligations arising under the guaranty in a manna, satisfactory to Lander, and, in doing so, cure any Event of Default. 
Adverse Change. A material adverse change occurs ln Grentor's fir>ancial condition, or Lender belleves the prospect al payment or 
performance of the Indebtedness is impaired. 
Insecurity. Lender in good faith believes itself insOH:ure. 
Right to Cure. If any default, other than a default In payment Is curable and i1 Grantot has not be11t1 given a notice of a breach of the same 
prevision of this Mortgage within the preceding twelvo 1121 months, it may ba cured If Granto,, after raceiving written ootice from Lender 
demanding cure of such default: 111 cures the default within tetl 1101 days; Dr !21 if the cure r11<1uires more than ten (101 days, 
immediately initiates steps which Lendor daems in Lender's sole discretion to bB sufficient to cura the default end thereaftar continues and 
completes all reasonable and necessary steps sufficient 10 produce compliance as soon as reasonably pr;l()tical. 
RIGHTS AND REMEDIES ON DEFAULT. Upon the occurrence DI an Event of Default and at any time thereafter, Lender, at Lender·• option, may 
exercise any one or more of the foJlawing rights and remedies~ rn addition to any other rights qr r'°'~ .. •~pravided by law~ 
Accelerate Indebtedness. Lender shall have the right at its option without notice to Granto, to declare the entire Indebtedness immediately 
due and payable. including any prepayment penalty which Granto, would b• required to pay. 
UCC Romedleo. With respect to all or any part of the Personal Property, Lender shill! hava all th• rights and ,amedies of a secured party 
unde, the Uniform Commercial Code. 
Collect Rents. Lender shall have th• right, without ootice to Granto,, to take possession of the Property and collect the Rents, including 
amounts past due and unpaid, and apply the net proceeds, over and above Lendar·s costs, agaill4t the Indebtedness. In furtherance of this 
right, Lender may requira any tenant or other user of the Property to make payments of rent or use fees directly to Lender, If the Rents are 
collected by Lender, then Grantor inevocably dasignatas Lender as Grantor's attomev•in-fact to andorse instruments received in payment 
tha,eof In the name al Granter and ta negotiate the same and collect the proceeds. Payments by tanants or other users to Lender in 
response to Lender's demand shaH satisfy the obligations for which the payments .,,. made, whether or not ony proper grounds for the 
dam and existed. Lender rnay exercise its rights undet this subparagraph an.her in pe,sonf by agent, or through a rece-hrer. 
Appoint Receiver. Lender shall have the right to heve a receiver appointed to take pcl§ession of all or any part of the Property. with the 
power to protect and preserve the Property, 10 operate the Property preceding forecklsure or sala, and to collect the Rents from the 
Property and apply the proceeds. over and abolHI the cost of the receivership, against the lndebtednesa. The racaiver may sorve without 
bond if permitted by law. Lender's right to the appointment of a raceiver shaD exist whether or not the apparent value of the Property 
e•ceeds the Indebtedness by a substantial amount. Employment by Londar shaD mrt disqualify a person from serving as a receivar. 
Judlelal Foreclo•ut•. Lender may obtain a judicial di,cree foreclosing Grantor"s interest in all or any part of th• Property. 
Nonjudlclal Sale. If permitted by applicable law, Lendor may foraclose Grantor's inter8$1: lr, all or In any part of the Personal Property or the 
Real Propenv by non--judkaial sale. 
Deficiency Judgmont. II permitted by applicable law, Lender may obtain a judgment for any def,ciency ramaining in the Indebtedness due 
ID Lender after application of all amount• received f,om the e,ie,clse of the rights p,ovided in this section. 
Tenancy at Sufferance. If Granto, remains in possession of the Praperty altar the Property ls sold as provided ebove or Lender otherwise 
becomes entitled to possession of the Property upon default of Grantor, Granto, shall become a tenant at sufferance of lender or the 
purchaser of the Property and shall, at Lender's option. either 11 I pay a reasonable rental for the use of the Property, ar 121 vacate the 
P,operty immediately upon the domand of Lender. 
Other Remadl••· Lender shall have all other rlghta and ramedies p,ovided in this Mortgage or the Note or available at law or in equity. 
Sale of the P•operty. To the axtent permitted by applicable law, Granto, hereby waives any and all right to have the Property marshalled. 
In exercising its rights and remedies, Ler,der shall ba free to sell all or any part of th$ P,operty together or separately, ill one sale or by 
separate sales. Lender shall be entitled 10 bid at any public sale an all or any ponlon of the Property. 
Notice of Sale. Lender shall give Granto, raasanable ootice of the tima and place of any public sale of the Parsonal PropeftY or of the time 
after which any private sale or other intended disposition of the Personal Property Is to be made. Reasonable notice shall mean notice 
given at least ten (1 OJ days befora the time of the sale OI' disposition. Any sale of the Pe,sonal l'fClperty may be made in conjunction with 
any sale of the Real Property. 
El•ction of RamediH. Election by Lender to pursue any remedy shall not exclude pursuit ot eny othet remedy, and an election to make 
••penditures or to take action to perform an obligation of Grantar under this Mortgage, after Grantor's failure to perform, shall not effect 
Lender's right lo declare a default and exorcise ila remedies. No1hing under this Mortgage or othetwi5" shaD be construed so as to limit or 
restrict the rights and romedias available to Lender following an Evant al Default, or in any way to limit or 1estrict the ,,ghts and ability of 
Lender to proceed directly against Grantor and/or against any other co·maker, gua,antor. surety or endorser and/or to proceed against any 
other collateral directly or indirec!ly securing the lndebtednass. 
Attorneys" Fus; Expenses. If Lender instiMes any suit or action to enforca any of the terms of this Mortgage, Lender shall be anlitled to 
recover such sum as the court may adjudge reasonable as attorneys• fees at trlal and upon any appeal. Whether or not any court ection is 
involved. and ta the extant not prohibited by law, an reasonable expenses Lender incurs that in Lender's opinion are necessary at any time 
for tho protection of its intere1t or the enforcement of Its rights shall become a part of the Indebtedness payable on demand and shall bear 
inte,est at the Note rate from the date of tha expenditure until rapaid, Expansas covered by this paragraph include. without limitation, 
hOweve, subject to any limits under applicable law, lender's reasonable anorneys' fees and Lender's legal expenses whether or not there is 
a lawsuit. including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses for bankruptcy proceedings !including efforts to modify or vacata any 
automatic stay or injunctionJ, appeals, and any anticipated post-judgrnant collOH:tion services, !ti. cost of searching records, obtaining title 
reports [including foreclosure reports!, surveyors' reports, and appraisal fees and titla insurance, to the extent permitted by applicable law. 
Granter olso wHI pay any court costs, in addition to all other sums provided by law. 
NOTICES. Any notice r.,quired to be given under this Mortgage, including without &nutation any notice of default and any notice of sale •hall be 
given in writing, and shall be effective when actually delivarad, when actually received by telefacsimile lunleH otherwise required by law), when 
deposited with a nationally recognized overnight courier, or, if mailed, ·when deposited in the United States mail, as first class, cartilied or 
registared mail postage prepaid, directed to the addresse• $hown naar the beginning of this Mortgage. AD copies of notices of foraclosure from 
the holder of any lien which hes priority over this Mortgage ohllll be sent to Lender's address, as shown near the beginning of this Mortgage. 
Any party may change its address for notices under this Mortgage by giving formal written notice to the other parties, specilying that the 
purpose of the notice le to change the party",; address. For notice purposes, Granto, agrees to keep Lender lnlormed at all timas of Grantor's 
current addreH. Unless otherwise provided or required by law, if there is more than one Granto,, any notice given by Lender to anv Granto, Is 
deemed to ba notice given to 811 Grantors. 
LEGAL DE LEGAL EXHIBIT. An axtobit, titled "EXHIBIT "A"," is attached to liliS Mortga19;a and by this reference is made a part of this 
Mortgage just as if all the pravisk>ns, terms and conditions of the Exhibit had been fully set forth in this Mortgage. 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. The following miscellaneous provisions are a part of this Mortgage: 
Amendments. This Mortgaga, together wilh any Related Documents, canstitutas the entire undarstanding end agreement of the parties as 
to the matters set forth in this Mortgage. No alteration of or amendment to this Mortgage shall be e!fOH:tive unless given In writing and 
signed by the party or partios sought to bo charged or bound by the alteration or amendment. 
Annual Reports. If the Property is used far purposas other than Grantot"s residence, Grillltor shall furnish to Lender, upon request, a 
certified statement of net operating income received from the Property during Grantor's previous fiscal year in such form and detoil n 
Lender shall require. "Net operating incomo" shall mean all cash receipts fram Iha Property less all cash expenditures made in connection 
with tha operation of the Property. 
Coptk>n Headings. Caption headings in this Mortgaga are for conveniel'ICe pwposes only and are not to be used to interpret o, define the 
provisions of this Mortgage, 
Goveming Law. This Morl9"ga wiU be 11ovemad by federal law applicable to Lender and, to !ha extent not ptHmptad by federal law, the 
laws of th• Siata of Idaho without regard to Its conflicts of law provisions. This Mart;age has bffn accepted by Lender In tha State of 
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Cholcu of Venua. If the,e I• a lawsuit, Grantor •grees upon Lender's request to submit to the jurisdiction of the courts of ADA CountY, 
State of Idaho. 
No Welv.r by under. tender shan not be deem$(! to have waived any rights urulet this Mortgage unless such waiver i$ give~ in w;itii,g 
and signed by Lender. No delay or omission on the part of Lende, in exercislog any right $hall operate as a waiver of such r,ght or any 
other right. A waiver by Lande, of a provision o! this Mortgage shell not prejudice or constitute a waiver of Lender's right otherwise, to 
demand strict compllaoce with that provision or 8l1y other p,011!1ion of t!is Mortgage, No prior waiver by leru!er, nor 1111y course of deollf>I! 
betwfen Lender and Grantor, shall constitute a waiver of any of Lendet's rights or of any of Grantor's obligations IS to eny future 
trans&e!ion$. Whenever 1he consent of Lender is required undor thiS Mortgage, the granting of $UCh consent by Lender in any instance 
shall not constlMe con!inul,,g consem to subsequenl instances wMre such consent is required and in all cases such consent may be 
granted o, withhekl in the sole discration of Lender. 
SevOltability, II a court o1 competent jurisdiction Jiru:bo any provision o! this Mortgage to be illil9al. invalid, or unenfmceabla as to ar,y 
circumStance, that finding shall not make the offending provision illegal, invalid, or urnmforcaable BS 10 any other cirnumstance. lf feasible, 
the offending provision shall be cOn$idered modified so that it becomes leoal, valid and enfotc1table. If the offending p,ovision cannot be so 
mo<;1Wrul, it shall be considered dalatsd from this Moi1g-. IJ,,less otha,wlse ,equlrad by !aw. the i!legallty, ilwaijdity, o, """nto,ce!Obitity 
of any provision of this Mortgage shall 110! affect \he legalitY, validity 01 enforceabijity of any other provision of this Mortg,ge. 
Mer11e,, Thate shall be no merger of the interest o, estate created by this Mo,tgage with any other interest or estate In the Property at any 
time held by or for the beru!rl!t of Lender it> any capacity, without the wrl!tsn con,..,nt of Leooer. 
Successors and Aulgns. Subject to any limitations stated In this Mortgage on trans/et of Grantor's Interest, this Mortgage shall be binding 
up<:>n and Inure to the benefit ol the pattio$, their s1JCC<1sso,s and assigns. If ownership of the Property b<leomes vested in a person other 
than Granto,, Lender, without noliet1 to Granto,, may deal with Grantor's successors with reference 10 this Mortgage and the lndebtednea• 
by way of forbearance or extension without ,eleaslng Clrantor from the obligations of !his Mortgage or liability under the Indebtedness. 
lilm i• of the Es,.,,nce. Time is of the es.seoce in th8 performance of this Mo<'IQ&ge. 
Waiver of Homestoad Exemption. Grantor hereby releases and waives ell rlghta and benefits of the homestead ••emption laws of the State 
ot Idaho as to aU lndettedoos, secured by thi& Mortgag9, 
oEANITJOl'IIS. Thn following Cl!J>italized word$ aoo terms shall have the following meanings when used in this Mortg~ge. Unless #Pecifically 
stated to !he contrary, all referM<:;es to dollar amoun1s shall maan amount$ it1 lawful mor1t1y of the United States of America. Words and tetms 
us,w In the smgulai :ma!! include the plural, and the plural sooll include the singular, es the context may require, Words and terms not otherwise 
defirn,d in this Mortgage shall have the meanings attriooted to such terms in the Uniform Commertiel Code: 
B,mowe,, The word •11ot,owe,• !'rnlilns SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, l.L.C. end includes ell co-signers lll>d co-mekers signing the Note end 
al! their successor,; and assigos. 
Default. The word 'Default" means the D&fault Ht forth in thi$ Mortgage in the section titled 'Default". 
Envlronmentlll Laws, The words 'Envl,onmental laws• mean any end ~l state, fed&<al and local statutes, regulations and ordinances 
relating to th• ptotoction of hum,n health or the environment, including withcut limitation the Comprehensive Environmental RespoMe, 
Compensation, and Liabijity Act Of 1980, as amended, 42 U,S.C. 5ection 9601, et seq, l"CERCLA"l, the Supertund Amendments and 
Reauthorlzalion Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-499 ("SARA"l, tl1e Hazsrdous Materials iranspartetion Act, 49 U.S,C. Section 1801, et seq., 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S,C. Section 6901, et seq., or other applicable $late or federal laws, rules, or 
,egulations adopted pursuant th&<eto, 
Evant of Default. The words •event of Default' mean any of the evMta of default set forth In this Mortgage in the events of def&ult 
section of this Mortgage. 
Gr.1n101. Tim word 'Grantor• me.ms SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, l.L.C,, 
Guan,ntor. The word ·Guarantor" means any guarantor, surety, or accommodation party of any or all of the Indebtedness. 
Gua,anty, The word "Gua,anty• means the guarar,ty from Guanmto, IQ Ler.der, 11>Ci1Jding without limitation a guil1amy of all o, part o! the 
Note. 
Ha,<Hdous Suhstancn. The words "Haza,dous Subotances· mean materials that, because ol the11 quantity. coocaouation or physical. 
chemical or Infectious chrtracteristlcs, may cause or pose a ptesent or pOtential ha:zard to humen he.Ith o, the envi,onment when 
imp,operly used, treated, stored, dispo~ed of, generated, manufactured, transported or othe,wise handled. The words "H~2ardou• 
Substanc.,s" a,e rn.ed in their ""'Y broadest sern1e and !ncluda without 11mttat\on any and aU hnardous o: tox.ic substllnc:es, matarials o, 
wasw as defir,ed by or listed under the En\li;onmental laws. The term • Hazardous Substances· also includes, wilhOut limitation, petroleum 
and petroleum by-product• or any fr•ction thereol and HIYl!stos. 
Improvements. The word "Improvements• mean$ af! e,<isting and future improvements, buildings, structures. mobi!s homes affixed on the 
Real Property, facilities, additions, replacements end other construction on the Real Property. 
!ndebtedneu, The word "Indebtedness" means al! prineipal, il'lte,est, and other ;,mounts, cosra and expanses payable under the Note or 
Relatltd Documents, t~gether wilt, •II ranewels. of. exteneions of, modifications of, consolidetions of and sub$tltutions /or the Note o, 
Related Documents end anv amounts expended or advanced by tender to discharge Grantor's obligations or expenses incl.ll'red by Lender to 
enfuree Grantor's obl!gatior,,, und<u this Mortg"tl", toge1ht!r with interest on sue!, amounte u ptolli<led in this Mortgige. Specifically, 
without !imitation, Indebtedness ir.ctudea an amounts that ,md,}'fu,. 1hdirectly secured by ·the Cross-Collate,allzetion provision of this 
Mortgage. ,.\ .... \.,·\I. 1 ••. • . .-,',\ • 
Lemler. The word "L•mw· means Mounuin Wes1 Ba111\t'i~N:cl>;;s~;;•;fl4a'ss!gns. 
.. •' • ii • 
Mortgage. The word ''Mortgage" means this Mongaga.:tietweemu'<antor.'and\en<ler. 
Note,,, The word "Note· mean, the p,omisso,vf nod dated- -OC!tober ; 13, ~2006, in the original principal amount of 
.. IUIIC .. from Granto, to l~nder, together ~ith \II ,~oewals_ol, extensions l)f, ·inodificetlons of, tefinaooings of, consolidations 
at. and oubstltutlons for th<t promissory note 01 aoreemitrtt, NOTICE TO GRAt,l'rOR:'THE NOTE CONTAINS A VARIABLE JNTEREST RATE, 
Perour,111 Prop{trty, The wMds 'Personal P,operty• me~n all ;(fl/lPJilJIJU:.~ru;\nd other orticles of per,onal property n<)w or hereo!ter 
owned by Gfantor, and now or hereafter attached or affix;d to the Real Prbperfy; together with all accessions, parts, and additions to, all 
<eplacemanuiol. and el! substitution, for, any ot sucil propertv; and •mer with &II p,ocaads !iooiuding without limita1ii:m al! insurance 
p,oceed;I and refunds <>f premi~m•I from any sale or o1her dispositi<>n '6/ the PropertY. 
Proparty. The wo,l "Prop,,rty" meons collectivet,' the R~•l Pl'o!)('rty and the Pet$onal Property, 
Real Pro;,erty. The words "Real Property• mtan the real property, lntera$U and rights, as furthor described in this Mortgo9a, 
Relat•d Do<:1.1ments, The word$ "Related Oocum<!nts" mean all promissory notes, ~tedit agreet1W1nts, loan egrooments, environmental 
agreements, gua<antiea, security ~r,,aml'lnts, mortgages, deed$ at trust, $ecurlty dffds, collateral mortgage$, Bnd all other in!ltluments, 
agreements and documents, whethor now or hereafter e~fsting, executed in connection with tha lndebtednn1. 
:Rents~ The word '"Rants• means au pre-s-Gnt and future rn-nts~ rtvsnues-, ~ncom~t ~ssue:$, royaltie$~ profits, ,end other banef~ts de-tived ffom 
the Property. 
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GRANTOR ACKNOWLEDGES HAVING READ ALL THE PROVISIONS OF THIS MORTGAGE, ANO GRANTOR AGREES TO rrs TERMS. 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
STATE OF / J e'f l,.c, 
COUNTY OF -~!:{=t--""--•~--------
'• -:3-t,.. -Z.::. I I 
Page 6 
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I UVYN:SHW 1 NUH I H, HANlil= rn l=A:S I, ~Ul:SI= Ml=HIDIAN, ~AINE COUNTY IDAHO 
A parcel of land in the s•.-·J. and the SW¼SE¼ of Section 6 ano also in the EY,NW¼, NW¼NE¼, 
S½NE¼ and the N½:SE¼ of Section 7, more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW¼, said Section 6, which 
point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89"51'45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 
6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°35'18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 
to an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW%SE¼, said Section 6; 
Thence South 89°42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SWY.SE¼, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25'1 0" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW'/.SE¼, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0"17'54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NW1/,NE¼, said 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NW¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the SEY.NE¼, 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SE1/4NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence south 0'15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SE¼NEY,, Section 
7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast corner of said SE¼NE¼., Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the NEY.SE¼, Section 
7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said NE¼SE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89'50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the N½SE¼, 
Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Southerly boundary with the Northeasterly 
boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31'10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an 
iron pin on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary of the S½NE¼, 
said Section 7; 
Thence South 89'58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along said 
Southerly boundary of the S½NE¼., Section 7 to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31 "10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on Jhe 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said S½NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0'20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 
and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31'10'34 • West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the NEY,NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0'22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 
7 to an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of said NE1/4NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 89'58'18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the Sw¼, Section 6 to 
an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31 '10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
Westerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW1/,, Section 6 to 
the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. (TL 7183) 
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MODIFICATION OF MORTGAGE 
THIS MODIFICATION OF MORTGAGE dated November 28, 2006, is made and executed between SOUTH COUNTY 
ESTATES, L.l.C., AN IDAHO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, whose address is PO BOX 1539, KETCHUM, ID 
83340 (referred to below as "Grantor"J and Mountain West Bank, whose address is 802 West Bannock St Suite 
1100, Boise, ID 83702 (referred to below as "Lender"). 
MORTGAGE. Lender and Grantor have entered into • Mortgage dated October 13, 2005 (the "Mortgoge"J which has been recorded in BLAINE 
Countv. Stoto of ldahO. as follows: 
RECORDED OCTOBER 14, 2005, AS INSTUMENT NO. 527439, RECORDED IN BLAINE COUNTY, IOAHO. 
REAL PROPERTY DESCRIPTION, The Mortgage covers the loRawing described real property located in BLAINE County, Stale of Idaho: 
See EXHIBIT "A·, which is attached to this Modification Md made • part of this Modification as if fully set forth herein. 
The Real Properly or its address is commonly known as 280 ACRES @ GANNETT RD, BELLEVUE, ID 83340. Tho Real Property tax 
iclent;/ication number is RP01 N 1900609SCA. 
MODIFICATION. Lender and Grantor hereby modify the Mortgage as follows: 
MODIFY THE DEFINITION OF THE WORD "PROMISSORY NOTE" AS FOLLOWS: 
NOTE: THE WORD "NOTE" MEANS THE PROMISSORY NOTE DATED NOVEMBER 28, 2006, IN THE ORIGINAL PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF 
$5,670,000.00 FROM GRANTOR TO LENDER, TOGETHER WITH ALL RENEWALS OF. EXTENSIONS OF, MODIFICATIONS OF, 
REFINANCINGS OF, CONSOLIDATIONS OF, ANO SUBSTITUTIONS FOR THE PROMISSORY NOTE OR AGREEMENT. NOTICE TD 
GRANTOA: THE NOTE CONTAINS A VARIABLE JNTEREST RATE .. 
CONTINUING VALIDITY, E•capt as expressly modified above, the terms cl the original Mortgage shaB remain unchanged and in full force and 
effect and are legally velid, binding, and enforceable in accordance with their respective terms. Consent by Lender to this Modification does not 
waive Lende.r•s tight ta require strict performance of the M9rtgage as changed above nor obligate Lender to mcik~ any futu,e modific.atjons. 
Nothing in this Modification shall constitute a satistaction of the promisso,y note or other credit agreement secured by the Mortgage Idle 
"Note"). It is the intention of Lender 10 retain as liable all parties to the Mortgage and all parties, makers and endorsers to the Note, including 
accommodation par"lies, unless a. party is expressly refeased by Lender in writing. Any maker or endorser~ including accommodation makers, 
ohall not be released by virtue of this Modification. If anv person who signed the original Mortgage does not sign thi• Modification, then all 
persons signing below acknowledge that this Modification is given conditionally, based on the representation to Lender that the non-signing 
person consents to the changes and provisions of this Modification '" otherwise will not be rele0$ed by it. This waiver applies not only 10 any 
initial extension o, modmcatlon, but also to all such subsequent actions. 
LEGAL DE LEGAL EXHIBIT. An exhib~, titled "EXHIBIT "A"," is attached to this Modification and by this reference is made a part of this 
Modification just as if all the provisions. terms and conditions of the Exhibit had been fully sel forth in this Modification. 
GRANTOR ACKNOWLEDGES HAVING READ ALL THE PROVISIONS OF THIS MOOlf!CATION OF MORTGAGE AND GRANTOR AGREES TO ITS 
TERMS. THIS MODIFICATION OF MORTGAGE IS DATEO NOVEMBER 2B. 2006. 
GRANTOR: 
:,"~ 
JOHN,, HERER, MANAGING MEMBER of SOUTH 




This EXHIBIT "A~ Is attached tQ and by this reference is made II part of the Modification of Mortgage, dated November 28, 2006, and executed 
In connection with a loan or other financial accommodations b1nween MOUNTAIN WEST BANK and SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LL.C. 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
TOWNSHIP I NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN.BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
A parcel of land in the SW¼ and the SW¼SE¼ of Section 6 and also in the E½NW'/4, NW¼NE¼, S½NE¼ and the 
N½SE¼ of Section 7, more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW¼, said Section 6, which point is also the 
REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°5] '45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 to an iron pin 
marking the Northeast corner of said SW¼, Section G; 
Thence South 0°35' 18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 to an iron pin 
marking the Northwest comer of the SW¼SE¼, said Section 6; 
Thence South 89°42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW'/4SE¼, Section 6 10 an iron 
pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25'10" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6 to an iron pin 
marking the Southeast comer of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°17'54" East, J,3l3.45 feet along the Easterly bmmdary of the NW¼NE¼, said Section 7 to an iron 
pin marking the Southeast comer of said NW¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the !\'ortherly boundary of the SE¼NE¼, Section 7 10 an iron pin 
marking the Northeast comer of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence south 0°15'06" East, J,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SE¼NE 1/4, Section 7 to a brass cap 
marking the Southeast comer of said SE¼NE'/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the NE¼SE¼, Section 7 to an iron pin 
marking the Southeast comer of said NE¼SE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the N½SE¼, Section 7, to an iron pin 
on the intersection of the Southerly boundary with the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary of the S½NE¼, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89°58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along said Southerly boundary of 
the S½NE¼, Section 7 to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the intersection of said 
Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said S½NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 and also along said 
Railroad boundary to an iron pin; 
l11encc North 31°10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the intersection of said 
Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22' 13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 7 to an iron pin 
marking the Northwest comer of said NE1/4NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58' 18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the Sw¼, Section 6 to an iron pin on the 
Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet a!ong said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the Westerly boundary 
of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW¼, Section 6 to the TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. (TL 7183) 
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THIS MOFO'BAGE dated Juna 13, 2008, 11 made and axecuted belWHn SOUTH COUNTY ESTATl!8, L,L,C., AN 
IDAHD LIMITEI> LIABILITY COMPANY, who11 addrua la 124 bl=J:R VALLEY LN, HAILEY, II> 8U33 (nlflllr■d m 
below H "Grantor"} end Mountaln WAt hnk, whosa addrue II 802 WNI Bannock St Suite 1100, Sol■e, ID 
B3702 lrefarrad to balaw 11 "Lander"l, 
CillA.NT or MO!lTIIAGi, l'Ot 111lu1bl• calllld•1t1o1, lhll'l10r fflQf1$•t• .. 9l'mll1. b1rg,lnl, .... ll'ld GI\V-V, 1'll Lndar all Df ilr■n'ttlr'I tl;l\t, 
tlll1, '"d ltlur,,t In 111d 1a ,he iQllow]na d■acrlb■d rcial p,Of181'1Y, taotU\er with 111 --Ing Dr tllWtQUlrnlY trtotad Dl ■tlbrld building■, 
lmim,Vlfflll\la &nel flX'IUIIII ■II Hlllll<II\U, rl~lltl Of w■v. ■nd lppUIUlllrlllUI 1111 Wtat, WIier dghtrr, .wmrcow■u •rid flCOh rl;h'II lln~wdln11 
•t<>r>k ln utlltln with dltr:11 ar lrti11t11111 tl91n■J; and ■h e!har r!oh1t, rov■hlt■, •nd p111fltli 111111111 1'_ ,11t rul pra.nrw, lnllludlN wlthDIII lmlt1llan 
■II mlnllrll■, au, GM, 01Gth111mal and ■lmllat rmrtl.r■, Ith• "HNI Property"J lo~d In BLAINE County, &latO of rd■hOI 
SH EXHIBIT A, whloh la attached ta th!& Morta•a• and m.de • part or thll Martg1191 .. If fully .. , forth herein. 
Thi Real Property or It.II addre• ie gomtno.nlv known H 280 ACJmS O GANNETT RD, 111!1.t.EVUE, ID 83340. Th• 
FIHI Pr1;1p1rly tax ld■ntlfic■tlan number 11 01'N1900150880. 
Cl'IOBl•COUAT&IIAU~TION, In ■ddltlan U1 ,11t Nou, 1h11 Mcin;■ae ■■C&IIM ,0 allllQ1llan1, dablil .... 11.irllldes,. IIIUf Drlllt 1har111111, al 
Or■nlllr 'CO L111d■r, or anv an• ar m11r■ DI thlm, 11 w,11 •• 111 alalm, i,, L■nd■r 1gllnt1 Clr■mar 11r any an■ ar mar■ of tMrn, wnttl'llt now 
axl■tlng mr h, ... ,, .. ■r11lna, wh•t~II llltlltd DI wnl■t■d ID tha flUrpofl Df ttt. Nm■, wh■thar VDluntarY 01 atharwla■, wh■lh■r 11111 ar nD'I dUA, 
dlramt Dr lndlr1tt dltll'mlnod ar IIIIIIU111Mln1d, lll1111wl1 ar cantlng111t, lquld■llll or 11nlkiuldr■ad. whathar Granwr I'll.I\' bt llebla lndMd~ or 
leltmly with Dlhlrr■• whtll\tr abll9al1d U 111)1'91\=r, lffl\Y, ■anrnmadlll!oa D&rti DI' athltwlilt, .nd whither IUDVll,V IIPDII IWII lfflQuffll 11\IY 
be or hfr■1f1ar m■v b1a,om1 lllrrfd lly any 1ra1W1 of llmnltl-, lllll whllhar tla alllletlldon so ,..,,, 11/ffl ■-unt■ inay 11, or herNf'llr mlV 
beoa,,,. Othtrwln unllllflll'l .. lllt, 
Orama, p11111\1ly ••llrne 1D Linder 11 of Qr111111r•1 rlghl, 11~11, 1nd lnlllrdt Ill IIICl 10 tll 111nlRlt and fll!ura te .... at 1111 ProlMRV and II Ail~■ 
frorn 111• Propany, In 1CICl!1iOn, Granmr gr11111 to Londlt I Unlfllrm Comm1n:lal Code 11out1tY !nmwn In 111■ 1'11r■anal ~ alld l'llnw. 
TIIII MORTGAGE, INCLUDlllll 'r11! AS!IUilNMIINT OF R&NTI AI\ID THI SICUIIITV INTIBIIIT IN 'l'til! IIINTG MO PIIIIONA~ PIIOPIATY, 11 
GIVl!N TO 8&CUM IA) PAYMINT OF 'l'~E INOIITIDNIIII AND 1111 ~C! OP ANY AHO ALL 081J8ATIDNS UNCIIR THI NOff. 
TM! lll!LATID DOCUM&NU, AND THII MORTGAGli, THIS MORTGAU II CIIV&N AND ACCll'l'IO ON THE IOI.LOWING TIRM8: 
PAYMENT AND l'l:Rl'Ol'IMANC!. 1!111:1pt N ll1htl\HIII provldtd In fl!, t.lortalat, Clt&Maf ■hal PII\I 10 Lander all llllOIIIIII tto~t■d bl' till■ 
Ma'lll•t• U thay b■CClffll dll6 Ind lh■H lltllal\V ,arfa1111 all al QN!lor'• obllgllkN undar thlt Mo,qiq,,, 
POSIIIIION AIID MAINTl!NJ\NCI Of Tllli l'IIOPIIITV', Gr■lttCIP ■grau th■t 0-.MOt'• o--■■IDn ■nd UN af ,,,. Prop1m, lhlH Ir• ariv■rnad ti, 
the f1111owln11 p,avl11Dm: 
Pa11111lon and U11, 1Jnlll VII oagur1111111 af 111 li\lem Df 0tl1lllt, l.'lr■ntDI 11111v 111 ttmlln In pa.p11lan ■nd central aP 11\t PIODtr'IYI IZI 
u■e, ope,ai, or m1n1111 the l'rop■ rt,,; ■ncf Ill cohst the Flanw !l'Om th• 1'111po,tv, Thi foll°"""'a orcm.111111 nlm 111111• 111• at lh• 
l'fapartv cir m at11., 11m~11kin. an Iha Prap■rty, 
Dutr ID Ml11\1lln. Gr■rnar ■haft llll!Mlln thl Proparty In 'lell■IIU~I• Clondltlon ■nd promptly perfOrm al r■P.!r•, r1pl1111m1nta, ■nd 
1n1ln1-.i11 nlGMIIIV till JINIIIMI Ill wlu,■, 
CompllenN With !nv.,■nmellUll t.aw,, Gtlntllr rap,u■m■ and Wftlents 10 L9ndar th•t: ltl Durl!IO Iha ~ad al Gr■mar', awnonhi, al 
1ht l'rap1r1y, tha111 hf• IN■n na "''• g&1111etloi,, manuf111"11.111, Illar..,, INl1ff'tl'II, en.-~ ralla1 artN1atllllCI ,._. al 111y Ha&rdoue 
111-i,nc• by •"V par■an on, 111\dlr, .~ .. Ill Dr from tho Ptaplf\W Ill Or111111r ha llt knawl■clp Df, DI l'IUOII 10 b1R111, 1111, thM 11&1 
b11n, 8XCllpt .. DrtYl11U1IV d11clD1od UI Ind ■Clknowlldgad by Ltlldtr In wrlth;, 181 ■ny llruall DI vlohnkrn of •nv lrw!l'Onmtft1lll 1.Jv,,1, 
l~I any .... , 01ner11lon, m1nuhrnure, 11t11111;1, 1:1tM1111m, dl1pa11II, ,.._ or 1hrt111n1111 ralHN af lll'l'I ~- tubrltana■ an, 181d•, 
1baUt or tram Ill■ l'r11party b'( any p~111 Pfflllll or -upenu Of 1hl P,opmy, DI lol MY to'tlltll Pr Mllilll'ltd PlloftlOII ot Ollln'II pf 1ny 
kind bv •nv Pll'IOll lll•dng ta IIIICh ffllUtll Ind 131 Errcapt •• pr.vlOlllly dlti:ta.d ID and HICnoWIIIClad Ill' Landar In wrltln;, IN ,,.Ith., 
Ottmat na, 1111V ll"fllt. OOl'llrllCltar, "IIIM al 01h11 1111hcrrlnd u■ .. Df 111■ PIOllllffY thlll UD, prw■t9, ll'IIMlflnrr■, ■liaNI, ..... dlap,,■■ of 
"' telllff ■11\1 Hamd111111 811NU11111 1111, undirr, 1b11UC o, lnlm 111• 1'10,-r,: 1114 lbl Illy ■ach IICIMtv ■hd M ~,d In amnpl!Mc■ 
with ell 1ppllo1bl1 llldtrel, •• ,., and IOcr■l 1■-. nrgufl11on, Ind Ofdl~, lnaludlna l!lllhollt llmlt■tlan 1D En.W'DMIIIIIIC I.IWI, Gr11m1H 
tulhorlHI Lanett, Im! llll ■g■l'III ta tfflllr IIPllll dw l'raparty 10 MIiii lua:h lrurp■1111Dlll llllll •••• 1R Dr■fflar .. upolllll, U I.Mdtr 1111\' dhm 
tl)prQp~118 to dot■rmlne QampU-■ at 111■ l'IQNIW with 1h11 -11111 of the Morlllat■, Alrf lnap■MIW 01 Usta 11\&de by Ll11dlr ■h■II ,1 
lo, Lenci,,·. Plll'IMIIH cinlv Pd ■hall rm bl aan■truld 10 Otll\t 1ny r■apanelblllty or A)Dllity 111ft Iha part al "'"di' to On,lr;Dr DI 111 ■nv athlll' 
PIIIIDn, Tt.. r11p1111nt.dDN1 rwl Wln'lmln IDll'lmld h1rel11 lrt bHIKI an 01iwor'1 dUI lllllcl■nat In lrw■MIIIAflnO 'll'I• PIOl)t!ly far 
1-1,utd0111 Bllb11tnaa1, a,1111ar h■r■bv 111 ••!Htu Ind w■IIIN Ill\' flltlQ 011111111 11111nat Llnd■r «rr 1ncitrmltv III can1rlbutlcrn Ill 1111 
• .. 111 Grlll!Dr btoomn ll■bll for c14lriup ar lllh■r llllltl under Ill\' RDh law.; ■not 121 IQttlt lD lndlmnlfy, dll■nd, 11111 IIOld harmlHI 
l.llldat ID■INII ■nr and ■ft olt,lml, laln11, 11■~11••• '8matel, pllllld•, ■NI eicp- •* l.affllat 111111 Cllrelllll' ar lndlrlnl'( a1Mt1111 ar 
"""' rHulfflg ll'Om I lalt:aah al tl,!s Hnon DI 1h11 Mllng■gl or •• t ODllHCILIIIICI DI ...., U.., 111rnrllll1111, ,n■mrfa61U/ .. ltOltl•, dl1p111II, 
ral44111 Qt thrut111111d 11lt1H 11vallfflng prllr ,o Grat111rr'• own1r■hl11 Dr "'1■ r.H In '1111 PrDflllltY, WMtlMor or ncn lh■ -• w11 ar tnould 
haw , .. " kllCWn ID Gr■nt.,, Thi prrrl•lr>n■ af lhla NCtlal, Of 1111 Mongag■• lncludr,g Ult Gllll!l■tlan ID lndmnnlfy 11111 Cllllnd, ■h■II ■rnhle 
Thi p1ymam Df th■ lndtlnrdl\HI Ind 1M tllllflOll,m and IIIGIWl'l'IMI Of 1hl 11111 al thla MClfllllll 11111 ,hall not b■ affaeqd bY I.Ind"''• 
Hqlllll!lan Of •nvmt1111H Int~ Prcip■nr, wh■that byWHIOIMr■ DI DlhllWIII, 
NUllana-. W■III, Gr■l'IIOt thllU nat c:,u■ .. Hllllffl Ill 111nnlt any """'-' t10r nmmlt,, pefffllt. 01 llllftl 11\Y svtppfna af Dr w- OI\ or 111 
ihll llfflpe,w ar ■11v pllfllan of 1M l'raPtfly. Wbhaut llllllttr'll th• gan■ r■Dty Df IN fOtlQDln11, Or■n'lllr wm ncrt 1t11101re, ar 11rmt ID Inf. lffllll' 
111nv th■ rla!R to llmllV■• ■nv 11mblr, rnlrllr■ I■ Clncluclblg oD 111!1 gu), 11D1I, cl■V, -,Ii, soil. arnet Dr 111Ck prlllll&II Wl1hOIR Linder • priar 
wlh:aln 1111n11nL 
lllffl9YII If lmprtHHlffllllll, Graru111 -~•II rio, d1mo1.~ Dr r■IIIDYI • .,., lmPr11Yfflllll• hm "9 1'1111 PrPplffl'f wltlrDut Lendtr'I 111111, Wtllllll 
IDMlhl, •• I C!Dlldltlar, ill tllt r■moval al any lmpravtrn,rn., L11!111• 11'11\I fllll,llrl Granui, 1D 1118U •rrtn1,m,n111 ■■d■f■Gtory to l.a11Cltr to 
rtpl11■ ■wch lmproVtl'll■nt■ wllh lmp~emnt Df at l■ut 1411tl va111,. 
Laodtt•• l'llaht 1• mm,. Laria■r arid Linder'■ 1111'\N ind r1pr■11nail1Mt ll'ltr ,mer upan thll Jlffl PriPlltV at II ,-n■btt 'llmll 'IO m,nc1 
1D Lander'• ~., ... •nd 111 IIIIPI011l'II R■-1 P,aparty for Plli'IIDI-■ at 11t1ntar'1 ogmJlll■n• wl!h "'' "'""' Ind ~nil of thl• Mn 1111. 
C1111pDtn111 wllh OavorM0.,11&1 "'-""-• 15..mar ■llall prC!fflPUI' oami,ly wltlr ■1 lawa, ordlrurnciu, 111d ~. naw ar hrra■ftlt In'""'· af ,a llllvtfflllllQ llllharld■- ■ppk1blt IO 111• Ill■ DI DHup41111~ Of uu ~- fnollidlnv without llmlt&- 111■ Am■tlc■n■ 
Wllh 01nb1111e1 Ao1. Q19nn,r .,...., oont■n In galld tahll 1nv ■uah l■w, •Nlln-, 111 r■tulatlon •l'ld wlthhald .......,U- dlll'IIIQ ■rl\' 
p,c1~aedlflll, lntl11dlng ■PPl'Ollfl1&1 app■■la, 10 kin; u G11ntDr h11 ll01iflld Lll!dar In Wllllna prlof to dolno ID BIid to Ion; U, In l.lnd1r'1 
HII DpW.n, Lindt,•• lllllll&tl In thl l'rllll'lrly ■r1 nat Jtap1rdb1d. Landa, n'I~ ™IIAnl IJrlll'ltDr to jlCllt ad■q111t111uullty er I lllr■w band, 
r■ uonlllly 11-0.t1na1y w L,ndar, to piolH\ \;1ndtr'1 lrnar•t. 
RECEIVED 
JUN 13 2008 
623 of 2064
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0,cy 1V P,gtacL Grantar IIG"" n,IV!lf 10 lll■ndon DI lll■w un■tt■nd■ll 1hl l',oparty, an-. ■111111 do Ill OU1tr -.ii., In llddllklll ta lholt 
&at■ -~ lorQ\ llaDYw In 1h11 ■ncllln, whlah "'"" 1111 ·~•taOtw ■ncl 1111 DI th■ Pmp,911V n r•tonlllllt nao-arv to Pl0111Gt IIICI ,,..,,,. th■ 
l'roparty, 
DUI ON 9ALli • CONSINT IY L&NDIR. L■lldar m,v, It u,,.,.., cipdon, d■clsa lrnmecllm!Y clw ■nd Pl\'llbl■ all 1111111 HGWICI bv 1hbl 
MGng1g1 UJllln Iha .. it or itll'llltr, wllhDllt Land■r'a pfar wrlCWI ,_m. of ■U Dr •II'/ part llf 'Int RNI Prll1111"Y, ar ■n, 1-lt In 1ht AHi 
Ptoptrcy, A "Hfv or lnnllfar' rn■.,,. lh■ IIOll"t'flml• ,if R11I P,optrty a, ln'f rlflllt, 1111■ or lnwnt In 1111 RIii! f'IWIRYl WhW!lr 1■1111, il■NIIIGl■I 
C>I ■qull~a; whtthe, vDll.lffl ■ry DI lmiolwnwy1 whillltr 1W 0U1rl1hl .. , •• died, ln■rlllm.,.; lllt IDffltllClt, land C-llllt, GOml'IO'I klr d11d, 
IUnh;lcl Inc- with • t•"" ~•• lh1n bH Ill yur■, 1_.11p1:lon ~•DI. Dr by ■-11, n■l11•mani, or 1t1111f1r DI 1111y b■Mtlalll lnt11'Mt In 
ar ,a anv llntl lhll'I IIDldlnf 11111 ta th■ Rall l'roper,v, 01 !Iv IIIIY 111h■r m1111Dd al oonv1v1no■ or ■n In!■- In 'th. Ate! l'rop■ny. 11 ■ll'f l!ramar 1, 
I aarparall•n, pai111e11l1/p Dr lmllad ~•bllty rmnpa,,.,., Vtlllflt IIID fnuludu ,.,.,. ch ... ga In CIWnttahlll "' mora VIM tws"'Y-'11119 puol/lC (Zl'llol of 
thti Yllllng aiack, p1ruuuahlp llltttHW or lml!.N llbllty aainp•II'/ 1111,...u, •• the DUI may be, Df •uoh GranlOr, Hawevv. thla 11p1!11n •1-11 ncn 
ti.11tt111llltd llv L1ndar If ■uah ■11111a1■■ It pNll'llllltid bv fadllr,J law ar ltjr Idaho ttw. 
TAXD AND LISN9. "'"- fOllawtir pravll1G111111111n1 ta 1h1 tai..e Md Dvn• an 1M Prop any .,. PM af Ulla Miinaava: 
Pav,neM. OtWIIOr ■h■II P■'I wh■zl dua (and 111 tll Mml prtar io d■llnquanoyf oll t!IMU, j:..'flllll -■, apiclaJ """' Ul .. lfflllllll, w111r 
ahn1111 ■ncl 11w■r Hrvl11 0111,oH i.111111 1pn11 a, en ueaunc Of 11\t Pro~rw1 ■nd ■111111 pay wh,n dUI ea olllkn• fllf warl dllna an or for 
■ervlau ronoettd or m111r1111 furruhld 111 S. l'IQPtl\\l. G1■nlllr ■h■I mlllrlillll 111t ''"tf\Y frn DI 1111V Uana ha<MG Jlillfty ov1r or ■qual 111 
lh• lnltr■■t al LandM under 11111 Mclr111■118, 1111:lllf for C. El<llllnll lnd1tn.dn-■1 ,.-..,11 tel In 11,it MDIIRIP 11, Iha■ IHI APIOIR1t1h 
IIIIIHd 111 In wtlllna by Lander, ■nd ■IIIIIP.I for 1111 P■n DI l■xn ■JIii IIIIQlftll\'11 IIOC du■ 81 furthar 1Pemtt.d In thf lllaht 'la OllltP, 
pv■grallh, 
Rftlht ta e11111 .. i. Gr■mar may wllhilllld p■yftll/lt ol mv --. •n-&111, o, Glllrn In Qonnaclfan wlttl a good 111111 dl1P1111 ovar tlla 
oblltllllan tD P'V, &Cl Jona U Und■r'• ln18ra■t In 111■ ,,o,trtv 1, IIQ1 ,.,pardlad. Ir t ltn lrf•• DI la ftl■d II a rault Of nONll\'l'lllnl, 
13ranc« hD wllhln flllwl 11151 ~ WI 111• bn Illa■ or, If I ••n II fllllcf, within llflllln 1161 dlvt &fttr Gram,;ir •• 1111tlc■ of 1M fllina, 
t.o\lre 1h■ dl■ahlrgl of 1hl Ian, Dr If .. ~ by L•ndtr, d1111D11lt W1111 Ltnd•r '""" a, • aufflt=l•nt OOl'IIOtltt l1lm'f 11111111 a, Dth■t IIIOl.lrltv 
a1lllfe.olel1"11 '° IAllll1r In ■n amount 1ulflol111t to tll1ah■r111 Iha Ian p11,11 111V OOtU tnd r1U0?11bl• .wn11ye" fol, or Othlr chllVII• that 
cauld IWUI II I r11U1; Of I fgr111l118111'11 or Hie lffldl( thl ll■ n. In llllY i::aril■ lt, er.mo, WU dafvncl ltnll lllCI l..a!ldef ll'lcl lhlll ■1111,ly 1111}' 
1dv1m1 Jucltm■nt blfort ll'lforDlffllnt 1glln1t Iha Prepare,,. OrtlllOt 1h18 lllffll Land■r " In 1ddltlrtnal 1111"9• under 1111}' •~ IIOnd 
'"""™d In !ho IKlni.11 pn11:■1dlng1, 
-~IUMI Df 1'11\lffllllll. 011nw ,111111.tpDn dlffllnd lurnlllh 'a Lll\~r H\llfalllDry ■VkllM:I of PIVll'llllt lilt 11'19 tu■■ DI ........ ,. Mid lhlll 
IUlhot!U 'lhl IPPFDlffllPI ll'""'"'"""tal omoi.l III d■nv■, la landlr It ""' llrM I wmmn ltatllHM Of 11\t Q)IM •nil .. _,,.,_ ■galn11 
lh■ l'taptlitV, 
lllaClot DI CanllrMcllDII, GrlfttDr ■h'11 IIOlll'I Lmder 11 IIBt ftltt■n l11il dlVI llllfllnl any 111111k ft IOll'lll'IIMM, 111'1' 111vlc■1111111urnl.■hea, Of 
1111V manl'llllf an IUPPhd ID WI l'fap ■ I\V, Ir Ill\' m1Dh■n1D11 11111, m1t1rlun1111'1 llln, or alhar ll■ n c1111ld bt ..... an IICIIIDIIIII of thl 
Wlltk, ■ln'lal, ., 1'111111111, Orentor wffl ""°" r■quHt Df Llndlt hlmlilll W Lands llllvana■ IUllnlnD■I 1inlafaatary tD Lendlf 1111'1 Cirlfflllr 
Hn ,no WIii P■Y lhl IDIII: DI IIUCh lmp!OYttnlmi, 
PROPIRTV l>AMAGli INBUIIANCE, TIit !Olowlr,e p,a ... ron• rel11ffl11 iG lntll!lne 1h11 Praplrty Dr■ I Pllt Of '11h Monv■ar. 
Mal~"" DI lnaur■nc■, Or1nmr ah,n p100111t •11 maln\lln p.allcla■ af""' IMvr'lnH whh 111,llrlda,tl lllltaftllecj 00"'1111■ INlda,.■,1111111 11,n 
I r■pl■c,c,mont bull to, 1ha f\lB ln■inblll Yllu■ CIIIYIIWI ,a f111111'11Vllfflllll8 OIi Illa Reel l',oo■ny Ill P llfflllllllt llllfflllllllt 'IO lvold ldoatfon 
of 1ny •aln■lll'■ffllll 11111111, Ind with ■ mnd11d fflDl'tGfQH OIi--■ In t■var of land■,, G!llllot lhlll ■lao pnx:ur■ ind 111411maln 
aompl'lh•n■fw 91n111l ll■blllt'f lfttlu,.,... itl llloh 11011111a• 1molllltll ■a L■ncftt m■y r1111.M1■t wl1h Landsr 11mg 111mld • 1cldll:l1111I 1ri■UN1d1 
In 1uch llablllty IIIIU1'~t pOIIGl11. AddhlDn■ IIY, 111■111111 1hlll malnlllln 1111Ch ath■r IMur-•• ltlo!Udlnra bl.IC nat llmll1d to ha1nl, b1.11lnn1 
lnit11UP11Gn 1nd bahr l111ur- •• l.tncltl mav 111qwlr1, Pallalal ... ,11 lit wrlttan by ■uah lnlluranaa DCllll•N lll'd In auah form • m1y bl 
,_n■bly IGOI~ i11 Lenillr. Oranlllr miall dlllv« 19 Lander c■ttlfta.111 !If OOVll'tllS tram ■■ch lminr DOAUlnlnQ l lllpulnkm th■t 
gov■r■GI wll Nit lit Cl~lllld ot dlmlnllh■d 11111h11ut I 111lnlm1.m Of lhlrty !IOI daye' prlo, wtlNn IIDtla■ la Laic:111 1111d nat ODPRtinlnO MY 
dllo1 .... ,, Ill th■ ln1uror•1 llllllflt\l f<li !olllltl to ~•v• ■Hh nDllae. 1141M 1n,urano■ PDIIDI' ■Ila olmll IN:ludo It\ 1ndonl111111nt Pl'IIVl,llng !hit 
1ov.r1g1 In ,_r af I.Mdtr WIN not b• lm ... 1...r"' 1111'( WI\' by lny 111!, amlula11"' dlllaUlt Of IJrantgr Dr 11\V othlt parson, 9h0111d lh■ Rall 
PrDJIIIITI' bt lff■t1d In tn a,u •■1gnatld ll't' lht tll,.111111' af tti ■ llilllettl Emtr;ll'IOY MlnlgOIIIW Allffil't' 11 1 1111111111 11artcl llllaNI 1111, 
Granlal' .,,_ tD OWin INI m■lntllln l'lrfarll Flao:I lnlllrlnlll, II 1111llallla. wlth1-14' cliYI lffllr nodN la glwn by l,tndlt 1hlt tlMI l'n:l!lllftY 
II I00111CI In a ■pacl■l wd haQl'd ere .. fDr lh■ fuR unpeld p.1lnol111I Nllna■ al tha loan and 11\'f ~• llln1 on tlla prapai;y •IOUl!nll 1h• 
!!Jan. i.rp w 1111 rnulmum policy Rrnla m l.llldlr 1hli Nml,1111 F!aod lnll.lllnOI Ptoeiram, or -■ ath■rwlso rttllltff 11v Land■r, and ta mlllritllft 
1uch ln■ur1na1 fllr 1hl lllrm vf 1'111 l•n. 
Applladhln DI P1oceada, OrlnlOI ll'IIU promptlv nallfv l.■ndlt DI ll'IY ION tr dam1g1 ID 1'11 l'IOPll'iV, L■ndll mav mllce proof Of IDH It 
Or1nw1 fall■ ta da ■11 wllhln llfloan 1111 11 • .,. Df tha aa11111tv, Whlthlt Dr nae Llnc:l11'1 11Nulity 11 b-np11ltld, Lander m•v, at l.fl\1111'1 
elutlari. r■ OtiVI and nnaln lh■ p,ac■ada of ani, lnaura11111 and ■p.pi,,, tllll ,roftldl 101119 raclvctk!11 of tha !nfHWdn■n. 111vm■nt of er,y llan 
11fK11n1111• Pn,pa,ty, or lhl NIIOrallan ltld1■pl1l' Cf111f Prc,e,w. ff Land.It 111$ ,0 fPPlv 111, p.111aadat1 ,utam!on Ind IIPllr, Gr111111r 
thell IIPIIII ar ,apl1u the d1m109cl or dMttoy9CI lmplCY• ....... In I .,...,.,,1 1.u.f1otarv to Landar, L■ nd■r 1h■II, upon lllllllfaDWIV lll'Qat 11! 
■uch "l1P"lldllut1, IIIY or r■lmburn Br■nlOr f!Om lht 11r111Nde far th■ r1uo"11111 oon ,d 1'8pllr or r-■~n 11 8tane11r 11 not In d1foult 
11nd1r 1h11 Mona11111, Ar,y lll'OO■ed ■ whllll\ h■YIJ noi IIHn dllbLa'Hd within ,10 (ltya nr lh■lr ,acllpt and Wll!Oh i..lldtf h11 nllt 
•cin111n;11C110 1hl r■ir■lr rtr 1■1tllnldor1 ot tlll l'raomv 1h■,11 b■ ua..i 11,n 10 11■¥ anv 111111111t owlna w Lendltr umf11 1h11 M!111111Q1, 'lhtn 1a 
111y acr:rllld htarut, llld 'Iha rama1nd■ r, If Ill}', 11\IQ bl 1ppll■d ta th■ p,f,,olpol ,,1ano■ Ill 1h■ lnd1bt111lneN, If Lffll■ r holdt lftY PfOG•--
lfttr p1Ym1m In full of 1he lnNbtlell'IIU, luoh proallllll lNII ,. Mid 11:1 OrlMDr II llllll1Dl''l l.-,.1111 m■v •PP-• 
Campllllllll wllh D11111 lnd•bt■dn111. During tht P.ltlod In which -, &lddi,a ln4t0t1dnau ducrlbld b1low 1111'1 ttllCI, DDfflpl111H with 
lhl lnwr■n;■ pl'CJIIIIIDN oontllnlel 11'1 th■ l"lllfllffllOnt ..,ic1tno1ng lllllh lbl■llllt lndoli.dneu th■I nnnllul■ """"'°"'" Wllh thl ln■YrlllC■ 
p~lont llnder 1111• Mon11ga, ID Iha Pllnt oon,pll■nP with tht 111m■ of 111111 M1>rt;1111• wo111e1 oan111t111■ • duflllc■tlDII et IMIII'.,_ 
r■qulr■ ITllllt, If lnV PIDOl■da Inn th■ 1r111ur■naa .btOOm■ p..,.1111, 111111111, tht Pl'O~IIID119 In lld■ MCl!tll■a• fol dMll11n 9f praollld, Ill.IP 
IPIIIV on,, IO 111•1 pardon llf thl prcottd• l'ICl111,y■ltl1 lD th■ hllld■ r Of tht lldlllln, !ndllbl■lilliMt, 
Gtor,ID/11 ... ,1111 on IIIIUNllllll, Upon flllUllt al Lard■t, how•11tr ni>1 IIIQI■ than 111\DI f .,..,, GranlD/ 111111 lllfflllh ,0 Llnotr I r■pll" In 
aaah aidatlng pDIIOy of ln■UIIIIINI ahowtr,g1 t,) lhl Mml al 1h11 l,,_.lltl IZI 1h■ rl■iu lnlwHl 111 11w amount Df tha pill/ll}'I (41 the 
proi:,trtr IMllNld, tha th■n CIUl7■n\ 1tpl11■111W1C ,111111 of ■uoll prup,ir\V, Ind 1hm lllll!Mf Of d1t■nnlnlllf th&t vallNI: tnd 1111 lh■ ■Jq:llr■IIDn 
dlM of th■ "IIGV, Clr■ntDr ■hllll, upen IICIUtfl el Ltnd11, heve 1111 lnd1Ptnd■nl ■Ppr■laar •lllllfNIDrt Ill l..■nffl dnlf!IIIM 11'11 GHh Vllul 
11r,11101m1nt colt 11f th■ 1ttop1"'f, 
WDl!R'I lilCPENPITIJIIU. 11 ■ny llcrlfDn Ill PNIONdlnt la -■nc,d ht WOllld -llllft/ lffllot 1.■l'ICl1r1 lnt■rut Ill the l'llll•nv ot It Grantar 
flllt UI oamplV with any i,IO't111on of il1fl MortlJtll' Ill' 11\V A1lacld Cocllllltllll, lnlluclq but 1111t ll'llllw lO llnlnlDr'II fdule ID OOl'IIIII\' Wllh 1111\' 
anllaltlon ,a m11lntlln loilatlno lnd1b'1idn11u In Fad ,anding a raqulr■d below, or 10 dl"'hlrll• ar pay whln 11111 •nr ■molllltl Grtn10r I■ 
1•qlAnNl 1111 dllOhlllll Dr pl}' undtr UIII Mortv•a- Ill' ■ny 11111,wo Doa1111111l11, Land■r 11111 Qran1or'a Hlwll llll'f lbw IMfl not bl abllguall ~ ;&ha 
lnl' llr:tlan th■, IMldlt clNm■ •Jllffllllllno, lnolUdlng ~Ill m1t llmltrld 1D CIIOlwrtlna ar paying 11111-. IIM■, IIOl.lffl\l lnthltl, IIIIIIUINHIIIOM 
tlld olh■ r e!■lffl■, It Ill\' 1lma lavl■d a, plH1d O" tht Plllptlt'( •nd p■yllll'l 111 aWls fDII l,wurtn11, fflllnt■inlng ■nd p,■11,vmg th■ flDPlfl?, All 
1\11~ llCo■ndlllllr11 lnc:urrtd or O&lcl by l.llnd■P fer &1011 P\IIIID■■• wll th■" bier lt1Wtl■t It 111, .... llhllllld 11111111 th■ Nata fflllll 'Clle ••• inaUll'■d 
DI p■ld by Llndlf 1D th■ dltll lll IIPIV,,,lnt bV Gt111t111. All ,1.1oh -~P811QI WIii b■oornt I 0111'\ Df lht lndllbmlln■a and, llt L■nd■r'■ apf11n, WIii 
IAI b■ p■yebll OIi C111111nd; Ill b• lldcled to tM NIIIIH ot ffl8 NW 11'111 Ila IPPlffllDnacl ll'I\Ollg ltlld b■ P■Ylbl9 wllll 11\Y ll\ltdm■nt p■yfflMm 
111 uoom■ dijl 111u11111 •llh■• 111 tll ■ 111,m Df 1111v l;IIIIIO.tlte ln1Lffl111C11 pdillyl ot 121 111■ "....rnn, .... Ill lhl NlltlJ rrr ICl ba .,..,.d II I 
ballaan Pl\'ffill'II Whlclh wlll b■ du• ■NI PIVlbll 111hi N011111 fflllllrllr. Tla Matto•~ alto wUI ltVlll'l ~nt of 1l'lal mnaunt■, ludl 111111 
•h•II •• In ■dlllllllll 111 Ill 0'11111 rtahlll •nd r■mldlu t0 W~1'1h Ltndw may b, Ol'llli'llld UPCIII C.f•alt. 
WAIIIIAHTV: DIIRN•I 0P TITLE. Tl!t fallowlnel P,lmHIIIII r91111fta to owntAhlp Df th■ l'rop.■ ,w R I 11111'1 Df !hi• Mll'1pj11: 
Tldl, 13!'9fflllr -rrllltl lh■tt 1,1 Or■mlll' hllkll ll~Cld ltltl mnlun■bl■ 111:la al rtoOnl t111111 l'Nlplrty In flt .,rn,r.. fr■■ 111d clw llf •• 11■n■ 
!Ind 1/lllllll'llfll\OQ Olh■t 1hlll thou Ill lolltl In tl1I Rl■I Prclpl,tv CIMll/lpllgn Dr 1111h• flcltl:I,- lndrlblld111g UO\lon ;tlOw or In &Ill' Ihle 
ln■W'IIMI llOlla'I, 11111 r■imart. ar 1111,i 11111 Dllfnlm, 1■1u1d In l■wr vf, ■nd -ptld IIY, Landi, 111 NMIOllon with 1h11 MllltpQI, ll'ld lbl 
ar,11111)1 hll 1hl full tlGhl, powar, 1111d authorl\y to WaUI■ tnd ll■lv■r 11111 M"'1V8P tt1 L■l'Cltt', 
01fu11 af Tld1. lllb,IUt III lhl ■x■plfoll In th■ ~ll■gflp.h ll»Ve, Q11nlDr WlltlllU ,no wfll frtnN8J ll1fanll 1111 'lid• tg ft l'ro111rty IDIIM& 
th■ laWf\11 0111ml nl Ill! PlflOl'II. rn 1h■ 1Y1nt •nv IOllon at pmaudlng II oonmi■rn:■cl 'lhat lWH'IIOl'II Gr■ntor'■ 'll!lt OI thl lnlll'■ltDf Linder 
inl■r thll "'10/lOq■, '3r■MII lhed Cltt.nd tha ICtlQI\ et llrl111Dr'1 Up.111111, Cir.mtar m■y Ila Illa nomln■ I party In lllltl Pl'ODltdlnll, but 
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0.rm!IOf wa1 Otll\,.r, m ...... ID bl d1llller111, to l.tnder IYQh lnrllum1n111 •• Llllcla/ ll'llY 1&(1111111 lrom 11ml Isl 11 .... to p.i•ffllt •I.IQh 
iMnlal&lulon. 
c ..... pl!M ... Wltll i.a.-. Gun\Qf WlllflU'IUI thu tlw ~ 1111d tlfltllCf'• 1.1111 (If Ille Pno,an:v 00,f!IQI\H with Ill •11~ 1ppllcllbla ,.,.,,., 
ordlMrl!I••• ,nd ra;uldon• af O"v•mm•nwl 1i.rtlwrtll111, 
011rlll1!al of lll!'rU•MaUQ,- 111111 Wllll'4fflllu, All UllifAdl'lta'IIQM, w1111amiu, arod a;,-umuta l'Mlle O'( OtJmot In llillt Mor1i•U! llhal! 
•vm111 \lw 11111!Mlc>n tncl dolVIIIY of1hll Mortti•~• pl be ~~nlllll,'"9 In nlture, and u,111 ,,m.in ln liJll fore• !Ind •fie~, until aulllf titM U 
(ilranwr'1 lndebttdnM-1 INll bt ptld kl II.I!!. 
EXIITW~ Wba'!'S>Ul&S, Toa fvft~wtng pn,vlalona oanat,1111111 Em1inll lndagtad;,liU .. ra o pm of thlt MQrtQallt; 
lll!l1lln11 Lhm. The Utll of tl,lf MOl'IGUt •111111rln11 Iha lndabtodnaH may bt ••li¢lld•rv •nd lnlatlar tCI U\I !Ian IOGUl!nQ JIIYtnlm of '" 
ll~lstln; obllglllOtl 1e1 MOUNTAIN WEST 11.1,NK, TIit •~1•11~ abllgltlcln 11 .. e. Ollrttnt l)linOIPtl b•htnaa al 1pprnlma111ly .l,1968,8)ti.OO 
end la In 1ho qlntl Plfl\Cl!lll 1nm11N llf t!,fl'10,000,Qil. Ot-r -•Hly -~ ~ ~"· \D pay, Qf - to 1hM jtl'V,,.ltt of, tha 
i!'lo\!njiJ lndeblldllOH Ind UI P"• ... m lrtl' d■f1wli Dn •UIII\ lnd•bl$d_, l"I' di,loy!s und1t the lnatrum•nu •1114-JnQ IVGh lndeblldnu■, at 
Ir\\' d1l1Ulr Ulld•t &nV HgurfW documents 101 ,u;II lndtlrlodn■u, 
!\IQ Madttlnllon, GNmor al\lll I'!!! ...... !MO 1'11Y ,;,.amm with 1hl halllf.t tf •nv l'IIWlillll, daad af -· Dr Clth&r ffOI.W'lly Jll(tllfflll\t 
which t.a prlotlw ovtr W. ~•;• av wNch tMl t;tMm1rll It rncaHIII, ■mlWNd. oll:'l,nd,d1 11r ••i'IIVffd whhaut 'Iha Flflat WllftOII 
<)OftUnl al Landor, Ot~OI "1•11 n.lthlr r~qwut l'IClf tclCI~ MV fUV.U. l:dvan,1• Mnd., any wen Ul!\111~ 1911.mtnt wllhg\11 Iha !11'1Gt 
Mltten "'"'"nt of l.olndtr. 
CCNCU!IIINATICN. Tha folloW!llQ pro\lhloM rvlal!ng Ill a~mMIIOn praa111dln;1 .,,, ■ pett a1 !hit l\!OJ'IGl&I: 
P!IIM>e:<lll\JI•. If mv pmcaGdlng In OOl\lltmnt11'm lR OIRd, Gt1111M thf.~ pr~p!IY t,oijfy Lern!ai In w!ld!>J, imd 0~ thlll l)IO<'llptiy i.M 
•""" 111p1 -. mlY 111 n1111■1•rv 1a d1tw lh6 tG11Q11 and oi111ln !ht awlll'li, tllt,lltOr mJy lit tlul nomlt\11 plli'!y In auall pro41udJ,ig, M 
Llnd1r ahd be MtlttetJ '° p.1rtlctlpat1 In the PNJ• .. 11111; "'d 10 a nproantlld In tM pn,011,~ln~ b\l OQ1mlfl of ti. 11wn chol,:,e, ■nd Ormtar 
wll l!d~., gc QR~D ffl b• dtll\itJO<! \0 Lmd•r NCh INWffittll& 11111 do0111!Wllt11on •• !!111'1' be ,aquaawd 1w ... ~ flOl!I time 11> 'Ihm 10 
p01l!l!tauoh Pll'lkli:nmon, 
A~pJkal!o• of N ■t Jlro(llltllf. rt ,u ct u,v patt af in• Prop•,w ~ acndamntcl by ,mlnal'lt dotN!n proo•ldilli• er by any prllCHdln; or 
pl.ltQIIUt In Ila~ of 1:0l'ldlmlllltlcn. l.t!ldtr rMY at '1h il!,c1lo~ l'f"IW♦ ~ Ill Of Ill\' ~n ot Iha nal j!-.iJ Of 'Ult •w•l!d i:t 1ppllod tll 
\hQ lndtb\BllnaH Of tju rwpolt lit tQ!Oratlon of 11\t Pl'Oii.ltY, Tha r,i,t ptOCHda of th• ,wtro •hill mHn 111a lwtnl •hat P•y,,latlt cf ... 
~Hon•blv OOIUI, up1n1u, •n~ -ITIWYI' 1Rl ln=urrtd by IJlll(la, It\ ~Dn wllh th• u.-id""'l'UltlOn. 
IMl'08!T!Cft 01' TAXta, F111i!11 AHO Cl-IAMBS S't O:Olllifl>'lll\ll5H'l'At. P,\ITHOA!T!e&, Th• fiitta,lllng l!fCl/ifl- rtllt!nll w _,l'ffllll\lal tun, 
lou !Ind nhuga, •1• • ••rt. al uit, Mart11"'1•: 
Cwront T•1<n, l"•H 11\d C,,a,;... Upun r9QIIU1 bv l.alld~r, Qr1ntof 1~ell 11Dauio tlo'Oh doc~m11nt11 I" otld~lo" tll th!• Morlg4191 and t•k~ 
whlltw!U <>tMt lllltlot\ It ~,awwi by !.snl!M tll perflOt end IIOl\tlmlt INldtl'I l!Jin ffll V,,, l'!otl j>tQpltW, er- lh!JU mmbufK l.endll!' for 
,, tHtt, H dnorll:ad balllW, t~ell\llr wtlti all np1111-■ lncun1d In r.ocrdtnr,, ~11'1•1111nr or coml/lU!n; 1111• MOl'IQJgt, lnllludlll; wllholol't 
llmltinlon •~ aiw••• ,,..., llao..mwnwy rt•mJIII, 1/'ld ONt vti.llH lor tlK!ordll'lg or IBQitllll'll'JIT W. Mortg1;•• 
TuH. '!'lit k,llowlng thlll Csnl!l!ulie ffillH to Whlvl! thlt amlQn ~pllu: Ill t eplQl!!o UK l,!pUII t!o fyP' of M011Q,1;1 ar upon •R Of tny 
p1rt al tlla lrl-11'1U11tU •••11111<1 by 1h11 MllrtMIII ta) • IP'Clllc; bl~ on Q,-r,tnr whlq~ 1,1/-t lt aulhlW!Jall or /IClultad 1<1 ddut:t from 
plymanll: on the ln<l~i.dl!IH 11t!IUflld by thla tv,i, of Mot!Ql;tr {31 1t tlllC ,in this typ& of MD/t;IIOl OlhltQHbla •u•lnal th, L,nd,r QI tl'II 
helm of tll1 NDU; !lfld !4l t s;,111llkl 1111{ on al! or err, l)Qtticn 4111\a !ntbbta~ or 011 PWffllllffl cf ~ ml ~ nllde 11V 
Glllm.tt, 
8ubae4.uarrt Ttxn. II 1nv tu t<I which Vilt ttotlon 1wnu II ana~wl .■J.lb4i~utllt t0, lh♦ dats 11f ihlw Manpga, Ulla avtnt tn.ii t\lYf tnt 
l!lllW 11/m:l: U Ill\ E\ltffl Of C.ftllh, Md iAndat ll'ltY ~· llllY or «l! cf ttll !Walloblt 16!11.Cllff fOr in mnt of Ollflllllt U pmllld111! balGW 
lllll .. , Grlllllot 11!har 111 P•Vl 1h11 ta• mfvrl It b.cll- dllllr\Quem, gr U► cgf'IINt• tht 'taX H Pf'C,'JIO# lbovl In lh• ToH 9nd Uant 
H~tlo~ and cie,011111 wbh lancllll' ~Nh or • tllfBd•~ qorpot•ta 1ur11cy bone! 01 0U\tl' ffg1,1tl\y ptllf.it:'lllry UI Landa,, 
HCIJR!TY A~: FltU.NclW STA'l'l!Mliffl, ~ fa.llo'M!nQ prov!lllvrw 11lal!ng tO fllla MD,tg1ga U t HO..rll.V ,;rMm;int u. I part cf 
thl1 Mi>"l1•;1t: 
11..,.,.1w A11tnmcnt. 'Thia ltlf'ltllmtnt lhd 1;11nr!lt1.11e • leliunff AG;tnm.m. w th• IOOl!II'! any i;,1 th• Pl'O~ Ol)Mt!N~ IIILM'u, 11nd 
l.el\dar •!\Ill hilllw Ill ol U'III rl;ltts af • .. ~ur.O p■rtv ~ 1hl IJnlfann CllmMtroltl COd1 u 1m»nd1d tram ti'"" to tllnt, 
11..,.,lt\' lnWN1. UPon rtq- by !.elld11, 01'81llcr 1h1ll t.kt wh1111v1r «lion la llqUH!ad by 1Alld•1 ~ 1)1rffll\ •ncl Clll'lllnue land_,'• 
•-Jw ll'lun•tft !n 1h9 Rana •I'll! !'ettOrtal i'!op•rty. In arJdllloll to 1e.o<lr:l!n; 1Mt Mor~• rn lli. rt11l ~ ttOOfllt, i.tl\\lei m1y, •t .ny 
1lrn■ •nil wlm~ lunmr •ulh111lu11D~ fr<>m OJ'fl'JIOI', ffls uaawtad oa1.1nnup1/t.l. OOPltt or /'lpradMotkm1 at tlTII l.1ott;a0e " • M~noillQ 
uattrrl41m. Gr1n10, llh1Q NIIM~!.'tlt LI~ flit •• Ill!,..,.. .. lftclll'ftd 1/1 OftfMll'11111r GQntlnul"41 thJI HO~l'it'( ilttaJllt. Upgn dmlalt, <lnintrlr 
,hall mlt ~ .... , lfnl QI daw:11 lh• h:sol\ll Pl'Ollmv lrllffl II» PfOJl!lft'f• l/pcn ~It, Grimm lhlll BUlfflbla In\' Pata0!\81 I'•~ Mt 
aflllced ID' 11111 fl;opetty tr,• fflll'ln•t and ■t ■ 111Jc• tutllft•IIIV tonvtnllllt \0 tlr■n!Gr •nd t.~d•r and m•M ti 1v1a11111, to l.alld,r within WM 
1.11 ..... riler !NflPI DI w1Ja111 dcnerd from l,tl!Cllr 1111 thl ·-~••mlrllld l!V •Pllll01ll~r• l•w-
Alllh-et. Thi malllnf lddru- Of Qramot ld•blcll !Ind !.lnlbr IMOWtd pmyt from whkh lnlotm~ 00/\04mln; Ille .-mty lnla,ut 
v,.mad by thhi t.tor10•~· m■v b• olMfnod lucn H tequhd bv thl Urufcll'!l'I t:011\m•t;ltl Cc!dq) 1119 H l11tBd M Ike flm IM(lf of th!, 
MD'lllt\CII, 
l'VRTHeR Alil8UAAIIIOE1J1 ATTOFINI.Y-lN•FACT, Yllt fOl!ow~ pt111/lllontl re!ltln; 'IO fl!Mit mllltllll:Q and attomay.Mwi ttt a J>llft of 1111a 
Mllftfffjll 
Friar "-ct~,. Ac eny !lr!w, end ftum llm1 ta llm1t, UJICln Nll!l.111" ol l.llnc!.r, Qnmtor wlll l'!lllte, •-Jn!I d.tt...r, gr wit c- to 
~ m■da, ""'®tad or dt!iwrr;I, la Lcffldilr or 10 l.ltidlr'• d11!9nn, 11'!.d wh,11 f~lltd by L.ondw, U\lN to ba ffitd, NOM!td, rtflled, 11r 
~ltoOtO.d, •• U!I CUii m,y ~ •• 11 •uah llrnal ~ ln •IIOh OfffilH 1111d ll'aC911 H Lllr'llllf m,v d••m 1Ppt!IJl11111, ■ny 1nd ,11 4111011 IIIOl"llfOII, 
d•lllla of In/at, .. cutfty daed1, HO,rity •11"11u111111a, fl-Ina t111:tnwn11t, ccim!nuadon •mtllltl'IIS, lnllll'llmentl of fllf!lt111r HturtM•, 
,~. Md Oth!tl G'Qellrfflll'ID Ill PIIIJV, In 1119 11111a oplnlol't ol lwtr, bf nn•-rv ot dU!l'llbla Ill 6nltt tO tf!Ht\lWI. Cllfflpllta, pirlRt, 
Ql7ntkiY1, or Pl'610rYt 111 o ... mot'. 11b11Gld:lon1 und..- t/11 Nam, '1111a Morq:iag1, Ind II» f111lnld Oaall'IIJ/111, 111<1 121 Iha ~- •lld 
•HuritV lnarNIIJ cn11.t by ~ M~ll'll•i• on Iha PtOPtrlY, Wlwlhff naw ll"'lllld er M!Utlillr IQ~r.d tr( Gtllll1Dr, UJ'l!MI PIOl'lltimld 11v 
llw er I.AN!$' 'Or•n w Iha ,:.:ultmy Ill wdllna, Gr.mar al!&ll Rllml)!J,_. utllltt fin Ill aiata ~ tx~t.'111111 &:-Rwl'lld 1n -ac11mi wllh tu 
l'>lltlttl Nfffla\i to In 'l!llf Pif1¥•gh, 
Attamty•ln-Ftil!t. If Ortn!w t1Na to do I/ti' of th• t~ ,.,_,..i to Ill 1M lll"OG•dlno JHl'B9t'llffl, I.a~~., m•v d<> ,11 !or and In tk& nllhW ~f 
Gt1111111r trul 1t Grantor's e11p1nn. ,or 111cll purpom, Gfllllillr !Mnby !,m,ooa!lly ~II l.arn:la! u Ortt\Wt'I i=tntV"ln.f1tt far tlll 
P\n'AOH rlf m11Clng, 11,1u10Ulln;, clelvlltlnQ, flPl'l)l, rKardlno, •"II dOlnD •• ""11r thing• U l'>lly tit ••• ..,., IN' dlllllr1bl1, Ill 1.1no.i•• IOlll 
opl,,lon, to -omplJ.h Illa tlllrttllrW rdwNd tll Ill lte Fl'tQldlNI 11..-,graph. 
!"AllTIAI,. FW.G.AaU. LtMtt 1h11 -,,t,n pa111fl rm-al Iha hn DI 1h!f Mcnu1111 W1111 tM fllllowi!'II ocndlllon•: 
100% OF !El' PAOt:11eo&1 PflOM IIALli OF WATill 1'110HT8 TO U AJIPUE() TO THE LOAN llALJ.NCI!. 
RJU. Pl!RFOJ'IMAHCl. If Omtor p~ Ill tl'la lndAbtallnau whtn aw, and &lhetw!Q Pfrtom\l IU lh• llblastfDNI ifflllOffll - GnnlOr umlllr 
thll M!fflQl{I&, uoroe1,r th■ll uaci.t, 111d 4111Ntt \ti llranio, 1 ■wteblf ,ntflOllgn ~, thl• Morta•llt Jnd au~nle m1a1111111t1 cit UllffllrittfCll'I of ■nl' 
finanolr,o •t:1mrm1nt on fll• ll'lld-lnll l.e11du'■ •11<1UIIW 11111111n ton tha lllftt1 11ld the f"tr.DNII Prall41'1\1, Or$rnor wffl l>IY• If p"1ffllttecr 11V 
•l'P~=lllla law, •l'l't ltUOIWlllle wmlN~ I .. •• clll'llffll!Md il'f UAdtt fnlln l!nta tlil 'llm&, 
i\l'IH'l'II: 01' Di!l'AULT, Each .. , tl\e IOllQWln;, It Llmd11r1, opti"On, lh!IU Clllllft~Ula •n E\lent Of P.l•ult u,d•r thl• t.tonu■;•1 
l'•m,11nt Pmllll, tl!'MW!" tab, tD mal<I My )Hymwllt wlisn M lll'l'lf• 1h• ln~eb181D111M, 
ti.i.lllt an OV!ft P•~-· Pell~ Of G,1111101 WIU!fll ,,,. Vnl• Hqulrlld by lht■ Mot'IIIIII• It.I mau ■r,.y Pt'{ffllfl\ for t■,cH a, lnllutl/1110, or 
1nv athllt pa','ffl#II r,,,ou .. rv to p,■l/ll'l'I fillnc or or to •tleo! dfMllup llf any 11111. 
Oti..t O.lwllb. a,_ flllf w ooffl!'lv wl!II Cf ~ pmvrm anv Dlhtt 'ltlffl, obl;alkin, -ont ~ Ocndill<m contalnlld m 1111• Mo1111•a ar 
I~ any lif ft lltlotad Cocum11'111 er W IIGl!lply with 01 to i:,,ttforn, Ill'( tal'l'!'I, Cbll~lnlon, cv.,,,111111t 61' Otl'ld'l\lliln Hntlll'llld Ill eny ONI 
tQt .. mtm 1>1111111-■ n 1.tlld1r 111111 G1111t11r, 
,.~ 8U~rm. Arly WMn!'IW, ... PIDl!lffdM .,. ~•ttrnlllt _,. ar ~ to l.tndw by &tntor or On Gr•mota llilhnlf Ui,dat ffi 
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Moncr•u• or tht R•l•Uld DoDWMIIW J, !IIH or ml•llllllllna In lll\l l'IIIWIII , .. p ... t. ali:iar now 01 et 111• ~,,,. mad• or fiunlthad "' MOOmH 
l•lu ot mlol'lolclillg ~ tny llmll 1h1rNl'lal, 
l)<lfpilli6 Co!iitm1Uulllm, 'l'hl• Milffot1Qe Of ffl'/ Ill !he Rillllted DoeumnUI CHHI w 119 tn flJfl fc/'lla 11'\11 t!ffOt 1M11dln11 f1lura llf 1ny 
a,11,tarlll dllClll!llltll ta Ol'Ntt 11 Yllld •"d p1rf1o11111C! UIIIUllt-,1 l!lttl'UI or U1nl It lny t!ll\1 Ind fOr any rnaon. 
0ulb ,, "1$111-. Tha dlwllllllon ot Gf~~ (1avmllul of wiwllh¥ t1tclhm w mmtl- la mf(ltl, &IIY m,,mbat w!thdmn MW ~ 
tlmlllld llnbllty Wflll)ll'lV, ,,, .if'i Dlhar tlffllln51IMI Of Gtar'itOI .. l!OIIIIN:1 •• t ulllli; 1:111•lmi11 "' ·~ dealh ., •wv nltmbor, Illa ln1alv1...:iy OI 
t1r1n1e1r, tlui ■ppi,lnu,,,int at • tto.hltr l'clr anv port of ttr.rnor• )ll'O,.rty, IIIY &1110ftm"1t for 11'1• l:lanan1 of 11t11dltl:lr1, 1nv \VPI al cracllat 
-1ccivt. c, th1 IJQmmll'IHfflll.l'lt of Jl'l'f ~o•Ktnv 1i14ar MY btlll!rll!IW'I 0r Im~ !aw• lly w ~ Grwrnor, 
Cledltllr ar Forl•lf,ur• Jl""'Ndlnp. Cllm-MtM ~ ffflQlo■ lllt 1)1 forllu~ prooudln91, whltlulr by Judlolal pr-llCl!nf, Hll·hllp, 
1tpouv1llon 01 any l/'lhei MW!Od, by 1ny cradlwr l)f Ol'tnlllr ar by '"I' go!lllfttlltiml 19.noy aotlnat any praptrtv •aurlnu wi 
!nll~n•n. This !Ml\l<IU I 0~ of- of G111aw'11 lltlQOl.ll'!\t, ~~ llepull IIGQ/lU/IU, wllh t..l'IDI', Haw-•. l:h!4 Mn! uJ 
l)afmlt •h•D nol iPJ!l'I' Ir tlwl• 1111 11011d foijll Cll1PU1t Ii';' Qranw1 H l!l t11D Yflldity Of 111nnlblenau Qf tilt .ie1111 wh!Gh lt u.■ bNl• al !ho 
Ol•d!W CJf hu1elture Pl-odll'ICI tnd !I Gr1111M g1v.,. Lll'ldt1 wlltttln no11<:1 ot th■ ctadlw ot fOrfllNl'W pnxailllllng ,11c1 dtPotlu wllh L.miar 
monloa Of i !lllf91.';' lwllcl. f&t WI Ol'tdl!Ot or foifoluat• ph!CUdlr,;. 1n ~ !Imo-mt d1t11rmlnad by L•Mtr, In II• Hl:t dlacf~ N llllr!a Ill 
taQUllll HUl'\III ~ t)Olld fflf th• dlsputl. 
lbllltl•a lndal;QNJ" .. •· Th■ plll'ffl"nt l)f 1,1y Q~ant al p,w:!pl.i o, l'Oi' ln1'11r•H en 111• bldno l'1odtmd111n 11 not mod• wltl,!n 11\t \Im• 
1,iqwtK! by UIO fl'im>lflory - •vldffloh,; m:ih lrlclt11ttdntn, c,r ■ dlilwlt-ur. 1Wlt11rui ,_ aaovr!n; t®h lndllbllidm!n 11h11 ts 
~ot ~ut.O dwln$I •ny 1pp!lc1bl1 Gl'Hll ptrlgd In """ lti.atrufflel'lt, a, 111\Y .-1,111 lit 01h11 ac'don II IIQ/'11mon~•~ 1111 fonc!Me MV •11110/I; n.n Dn 
tht P1ap1rty. 
llfuch <>I OIINlt AOl'e""11•n1. Ar,y lunch by ar-, lalda1 II» tarma of trt/ OU,,,/ 11111ftlMnt blbO!Hn iattMOr w Llmller \Nit I& not 
1111ma~ w!\hln any IJ"I• per!Od ptOl'ldld '111-naffl, ll'lcltJdlnQ Wll!lO\rt ftm!tllkln lf'V 9grt,111tm 11911119/l'llllg M'( lrul~tdnw w ullllllt 
gl>ffw•tlo~ ol Gl':tlltOt to landff, w~ axla1!no now or i.ur, 
llvt<1ta: AffGllft; Qu-tm, MY of the llfRalllnG lllll<ltt oeow. wllh tHP"' 'lO ~"I QIN- of 111y ilf w !l\lltbl:tdr.i» oi •nv 
0uerontor dlu or beaomo.■ lr,tOIJ'll)tltnt, o, rrvoll.a■ or dllpUtU tht vatldhv ol, .,, llllllllty tw1dtt, JIW Gaaramv of lhl l~cl~dnNt, 
Aclvara• Ch1ngt, A mitwl•! uva111 Qqano, ooourt In Gnrmnr't IIJIIMltl GOt111!1lon, or ~ind., b•lttvt.1 1l'lt llf!l-111. Qt payment o, 
p1rtornlanct al 111• l~nn• la lmjlllted. 
buea.imy, t.■nd1r In good fllllh btlltV .. !ti.it ln■ 11a1111, 
lllllhl lO em.. If tllY 44111l!\. othar lhlrt a dafou!t In Plvmtm !.t -.b\e •nd If !31'6n!.Ot hff llllt baan vr...an I nollot Of a IN'•Hh of thl .. ,.,,. 
pl'Q'vlaJon of thl• Mllrrg:1ga wlthlr1 iii• 11m1dlng w,alv1 11 :ti m0111111, rt m1y b• ~ur~ II 01111,ot, tfl•r ,_II/Ing wl!tton l'IOtkN fl'om Lendat 
d•m•l'ldllll bun; af 111ch daflult: IH o~t•• 111• cltt.ull wC!hlr! un C10J dlYIJ at 12) If tilt O~• ,.,qutr .. mora tl\11! tan 11 DI cl1y1, 
lmfl'llllllltllly lttl!la-. •~ whhill Lmlaf dHn\'1 In Ltl\Cltf'• Rll cl!aettl!Dn 1a bl 11,1tt!Oltm ta cur1 Ula daflu!t 11"111 1hw••fm c1'ffllnllu an,;! 
OOIN)lm• •ff T'IIPCll18blt and .... ~....,,, tt.p,t 1\lfll~l•nt ta l"O(IUOt OO!llllllanc:• II '"" 8' ftMOIWlbly praetlclll. 
IIUIHTII ANO IIIIMIIOll!S ON Ol!MU~T. Upon thotoOWtWnu of 1n event.at Dll11~lnclcl 11\Y 11:119 thtrHM!, urui.,, atLalldat'•~llllll, Ml1'f 
""Wllol l!ll' OM llf mota of~ fol!llWm11 IIQ!lia m:i HIIIIMIIH, In t41fllbn W 1!1V O'llmr ~ or ttnml!llt ptQV!dtd !,y llWl 
Accolar1i. llldtlllodn■u, Let'ldw ahd ll111t W right ~ Im oplla" without noilot :to QrlllTtllt ti, daolJrt 1h11 tntlr• lmh1ln.dnN1 l~m,cht■ly 
!lw •"II PIIYDlllt, lnlll..ding my prapeym,ant 11en11w tl'ltl Gr1111U1r would ba 1~11 to ,-y, 
uec lwnodr•• • \Mlh IUpmt t(, •ff or lt,y part of thl flte,aol\JI PtollfltY, LtndRr wU hlvt •• 11'111 rlllht, •rid IMllldlM al • ffOVr.d ~rw 
Undat W Ui,lfON'II Commll'al■ l Cad<,, 
C<>llaat ft!MW, s..,,,jv tllal! 114\111 ~ tlQm, wltlmll @Ilea to GWltOt, 'IC ttko -llfllcn at thil Pl'Opmy lrlll agj!ct th9 fllaMI. ~Q 
1mciunt1 put <kMI and \IIIP■ld, 11M tpPlV tlill lllll prootfCQ, blltr ■nd idn>vt Ll!lilar'4 OOltl, a;lllnn tllll llldolli.d~IH, ln fvr!.hlr.na Df 11111 
tlgl'll. u.no.r m1v rgqulrt MV 'lll!Wit ot Olhar www of tlll ProJllftV '° mlkli p•v,n■ni. ,:,I ,w or 1.11, m■ dlrtQtly ta L.tlldal, It 11'11 "-mt ar• 
aallmlld by u.l'lller, 'IN!\ Gmw ~ «lttJQl\lm t..ndar n °'1lflffl1a •WIIM.,..111-fao\ tit and11t1111 l!mt\A'l'lfflll m•t~ In pa)ffllllt 
'lhtteot tn 1hl nam& af GBl'ltOI' 11'(1 to n-eallna 1hl um• .,,. elllltOt 1h1 p,ocNd1, Pe\'l'l'l•n1t b~ 1anllllll or mh111 1.11•r• ,c Ltnd1, In 
ntap~• to l.tl\dlr"II d1m1nd thall ■-ti.f\' 111(1 Gbllnlfona '"' whlah ~ 111r,n.n;,i, ,u, rn■d~, Whltl\tf 0( IWI Ill'( IH'IIII• 1Jf01.111$ 10111\e 
o.m■nd fJl11iad. ~r may tllllAlN II& rl;htl Ulldet tlll t11bp1r.;11pli ahl!lll' in POIJOn, by aii•rn. 0t ~ I ftotl'llt, 
APl!illfit ReG8lv.,. t..ndtr ■hd haw IN t'IIJlTt to ha1111 a N-CIIWI IJIPlllrntd 10 111111 p111 .... tlln el ••I Of 1ny Plll1 Df ti-. Property, Wtll'I lh* 
~~Wtlr tt1 P'1>tll0l and ~ltfll'\lt Iha PNJperw, to ~m• tt-. P'tap■rty plMitdlr,g fO,wlgawr, Qr 1111, 1111d W OO!ltit 11w 11111111 frQm 11111 
l't<1ptrty llrul 1ppty tlw Pl'QOUCII, OVti and Cl!lVO tM *t ~ Ult !Uillvvrwdp, s;elAn lbt !lllab!R!r.- Tl!n ntia!vor ll'llV HM Will11wt 
botld Tl ,:i11rm!Nd by IIIW, landor1 11llht tD th■ app11lntnm1t af ■ 110,lnr •hd ellllt wht1h11 or ,»t \hll 1ppm.m valut ol th■ l'tOOllny •=N<I• I/It lndtllllldllllH by I 1111o!it1111t!'1 UllOUIII:, l!mployrTMU'II 1ly I.MIC'■r ~n rm dl,quallfy a pw,on frol'II •■lvlJii H a IKl!Mlr. 
J~l Pram:iaffl•. lA!ldtr IMY ll>'cwln a~ d-~!Ollnw Qw-d:cr'• 1nw .. t lr, tll llt •rl'!' Ptl'I cf'lha l'tapf!W, 
NanJu<DQl•I $1111. If Pltmlrmd by IPJIIIMlll• IIW, Lllndw may ftll'llolo•• Otarmil"1 lnwtNt I,; •H fl' Ill tny gan d th1 "-ti.II ftopatt\' 01 thw 
~I Prop•"I' by non,,/ucllollll ••I•. 
tll!IO!tmly Jwlvm1111t, lf p11'ffllt111d bY ■s,pllctbll law, t&ndfr MI\I owln 1 /lldgmallt tor IIIY atflla!•MV 111mlllnln; ti, tho 1/ldt!mllnn• diM 
ID lllnd■r lfW •pplknltlon r,1 Ill -Ullff -lvwcl fram tlw •-I■• M tt,1 tfahlll pr«Md•d 111 tl,lf UMn, 
T•n- •t ll!fhrua. If llr,1'11.0t rtmma In !lllflHl!on of 1hf "'-11Y after 1l!e ProPtn-, If lold u ~ •~ llt IAlllffl 111ht:W!M 
OJDD!IIM Mtit141d 1o p11-■n1111n elf th• l'tOPfrto' ugun d1f1Ul! of BralltOt, Gr.mor lhlll bet~l!>I I "'1111C It 11.tfflrlflCa Df l.ti\dtr or 11111 
PUl'Ohttar 111 thl l'reporty 1/10 Wff, t1 i...i.•a option, fflh« Ill PIIV • ,_111bl• tfrn.l fllf 1hl Util al tN l'toplrty, Gr 1111 \111111111 ~ 
PtopBf't'f lmm•~•t•lv 11.110n Ula dtman<! nt IJln<lf,, 
(ltllat l'!om,IIJH. L111xl1t ·~ Nffl J11 Olh■r r1umt •l!d ,_r .. pro,,ta.d ln 11'1111 MD~ogt er 1h• Nlll:I or awl1lal1 ,1 IIW 0, In •qulfy, 
'•"' of Ul• Pf<I/Hli'ly• TII tha u'8nt p1ml!lall IIV elll)llo1llll law, Cr- hlttby wa!vu sny and aU i!Qm 1iO ll&vt WI !'!'Cl,aity mtttllllwd, 
In ~ Ila r!glm ind ,om~ l.tndar lh.il u free ui MIi al or Wl'f JIM! st 'Ill• Proptny tapnm or HPtltt«I', !n an• ••Is er ~ 
Npllfflll .. ,... !And• .th.it bl tntllled 'IO bl!!-~ aJ'IY pulilk •• on ,II or I/IV pan!,'" ol thl l'tllptrty, 
NOllD• '°' .s,1 •• 1.,rn1., •h•lt glvt Grttl'Qr IUIGDl!bla nirtl« ct Wllmr .n<I ple:n u1 lfl'( !1\ibllll nl8 DI w ~ ?fOi:!llrt.v or of tlll tifflt 
tfnr wlll4h 111V P,!ilfll tilt w othar !nttn!td ClitPotlwn llf thB Pll9QII,! ~•rW Iii tt:1 b& ll'ilde, ft1UOMbla nDllce ~1 M .. n nDIIQt 
1#1181'1 •1 i.11t t■r1 1101 4'1'8 betort me tme llf \Ila ula QI ClitllOtlllan, /Viv ■ala Of lh• Per■onal l'1oj!)lwfy l'IIW be mid■ In conJimetlo:n Wlll'I 
Illy Hit gj Illa flill l'toJll'IY, 
lll•oOon or Re!Tlld!K. Seo\lon l)y L■n!W 10 pwawi JIIV l'tmldv .tllll lllff nq!UO. l'>WIINh of 1ny Otl.'ltr rtnwcly, llJ1d ·" llllC!fOII 'Ill malls 
ni1and!tur• Dr 1C ull9 ■otlan 111 PtlfOlm tn obllg,itlon ;if Grat\illr llrldwr thll Marraeo,, aft.tr Ul'ltlia,'a f■ftutt 1D l)tffarm, 11h11 "°' •ffto~ 
~lt'!det'l llg,ht to de~, ... i C!ollllllt Ind IIUl'CIIIIO ttl ~-. ~11,ln, Ull(jt, 1ht. MtirlOtlQ~ at mlwrwfn 11h11 ba =-w.a to ••to nmtt Gl' 
~t Vlf lf;hUI and NlmtdlM t\'tll1blll 1a Ltw!tr follllwlr'lg ao !virrt of Dtftu!t. 01 Ill any WIY 1D flnitt Dr rellrli:t lh• lfahit fncl .lllty af 
L!lnd11 t~ p,oa■-d dlt"11\1 aalillt1 CJt1M11r ind/Qr agalt\ft ,nv rim -•r, tu••1t1WII', ,umv ut ll'ldore..- and/or to ptaeNd IM!~ 1111' 
od111r =lfU•rel 4!11ci1v or r,11n,,11tty ••ou,1no ills lndabNldnu1, 
Attom1V11' l'dUl 11~~. If I.Mid•• lll#tltut .. ~ fill llt IOlllll'I to ttlfOIQt 111'11' o1 11w tlrmt of thlt Mon11•D•· Lendor -~ be ffllllllld ta 
IMliwtt tl!Oh 111M u t111 00\11'1 t'llfY llllhld;• ,-~~~It u 11tt11may1' fllu at ~•I and 11PC10 ■nv ■PPH~ W1111ho1 ut not~ oi,un tOllan It 
lnwlwd, ollll ta 1/lt t"'lllt not )IIO~lb1'1(1 l,'f 1-, all ruaon■blt ~ ... Latldat lflllur& ttm In Lffld1r'1 opWofl M -•■I'll It any 1lfttt 
far tilt ll!'VUCllan oflta ffiltft cir '1l• ~ of l\t r!{lhll! .tiall 11-• lll ~•n of W lndalltodr.t 111.,.bla Ol'I damand tnd elld 111111 
11\wrHI II the ~- 1111 fl'l;llll thl d•Q Of '11,t ~ Utllll ta~ld. ol!IIPHI 00\ltl'W l,y dlll PIRIGflPh .-ioll.rd •• wlr.hout llml • .,, 
howavor •ulll•ct lG •ny lmim UN!lt 911pQ11i1bl• lt.w, 1.Andlt'II IHICIMillt etwl!OV-' fMI 1111!l l.andot'f rta•I •iq)ln■ .. whstW Ol' not VWfW II 
I hiWS!llt. ~ AIIICltlabill llftllfflt~• 'hlff llNI lxpa,,tM fOr ~ prll,ot .... !lncludl!!II l'ffMI to rmidlfy If Y8Nta lfrf 
tutomm *lrf ar 1rtJu1111llalll, app..._, md ■nv '1\tto~ pim-fudJMffll coleatlon 111vla4t, tilt 11HI <>f N1rahlllt lt40rdl, olrlllltllng tllll 
-.pario /1~1'111 fl)rHlnure ,eri,,rul, tWW'/WI' rajleftl, MO apprlllHI f11 ■1 el'd 11111 lmuranca, t~ flit •~111 PfflM(&d by 'IIJIIIO• l1w, 
atln!Qr •lw wm pay .nv ocim oom, In ~n- ti! at.har •uma pm>Acl~ 1,y lltw, 
mmc:as, Ally lllltlCII Pequiftll ti;, lot UI""" IJIIW 1hll Mang1g1, lnellMtJng wtd,out llrnltlllon •nr l'l(lllc~ .,, d,i,Jtult tnd IIJl'fllCltlcl 111 aall ,t,,a bll 
gl~•n kl wrl!ln;, •l'ld wn la ,Hoed .... 'whtr1 ,uwauy d•~~•Nd, whtn ll:IUIIIV rtoll\l1d by lllkf..ulrnlfl lunlwa !l!l,aiwla• l'l~Ybd 111 l■w>, wllai, 
depllt-~ w!llt II M\kl~l!Y IHOgnlaad IIY#tllQm -ia,-, lit, If l'I\Jll..t, whln dapllllltlJ In Iha Unhod ~- rmdl, u tm llllu, otnlli.d Gt 
JI.; 
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nialtWrM m•!I po«tQI pre~tkl, dlrffltd to lh• acldma11 lh•wn nur 1h• boa!Mln1 of 1hbl Matto~•· All acpln of ni,!1~11 al !ereala1!Jl't li'Om 
the IIOlder at •nv lltfn whl~h llu prlatlty ,;,I/tr '1h11 Moniir,g, 1h1a ba, uni to ~•llcltft 1ddrou, H WW" ••• , Ult b1CP1nln',l o( '1h11 Mort;a;~. 
Ally Pl'ltV m6Y c~ Jw Kdran fw ""1ku ~ v.lf Mon;a;• l,y ;1\/lrq folmol Wi'l\'.lln MIIII• w tlw 1>W pltllt1, apeQl1'fll'III thlt 11w 
pllfpcJI Cf 1m r,oll,;J t, \o chuge lh• !WI'(• ,oar, ... Far notice Jll.llP~ ... <mmcr &qrllH to il&p Llll\l!M lllfC/!1\td tt •• 111181 of Or.mor'• 
Q111Tt11t lldd•N1, uni.11 C1ht1Wl11 ,,a~\dld or 1a~u!111a ~V 11w, If th•rt bl more thil" en• Grtnlllr, 1ny nallaa gtvan by t.aa~a, 10 tnr Clt1n10, I• 
du/Md te b• Milot ;lv<ln «I Ill Gr&ll'llln, 
~1'1!111T ~A•, Ari 1,a,tblt, tl!l1d ''liXl-fl!IIT 'A",' 11 u1ac:hlld ~ thl#, Mo~•Gt 1n~ by tht. r1lartl'ICCI bl mt4• O Plrt ol 1hlf Mottg'IQI Just 18 If •n 
lh, p11Ylalo111, 11,.,,,. tind 0Dndldon1 ol th, lblhlblt ~ bHn llll!y HI flirth In thlr Mllrt;1;t, 
M!ZCl!!.UU.IIO!la !'R0V11110ta, Thi lel<,wlno m!111d1mtOl/a Pf!Wlt~ W. a 11•rt of 1hll M~!'tgt17<l: 
Amll'!dm.. nu, Thi• Mo11g1;~. ll?9111lm wit!, ,nv l\tlll.llld 0goUITIBnlll, COl\ltlllltll tM •mint undtraundln; 1nd 1grnm,nl or th• p111/H •• 
to II-. m~• -.t tortl\ In 1)1!1 Nortgllp, »II Pm.'l\lCI\ Cf Of amllldmtnt 10 llu Ml:i!W!.Gt thtll bt •flllcd)ni ~- ;lvtll In Wrlll/l; 1ml 
11pe by !hi! p&f'tV or 1111'1!0 ttY!lhi 10 ba dllrgad ~ botiNI llY 11w lll'#&llan Qr llffl,l'\llmfflt. 
llnn1111 ll..;om, Ir W Pruparty la 1/tod !Or Pl,lrJIQUI ~"" then QIMIOr'• /Hldlfll!O, Gt1111lllr 11'1111 lumllh la L•ndll, upon ,uquut, I 
wrtlllod J!$1Ml\t Of nst cp111&t!ns h:llrlWI rtHiv.4 Item 1lw ~ !llltln; Oitm,:in IIWtll>WI flaclll yaar 111 ,u~h fllflil IIICI dtlal D 
t.•M•t •hall t11qulru. •,u, op•ratln~ llW'om•• 1hlil mui, att oul\ r.a•l1n1 from 1he "1-operr/ !OU 1U onh 1xpandl1.111i• m.at ln affl!llQ1!0l'I 
w!lh 'th• Oi!ttd//n gf 1h11 Prap•l'IV· 
c~ rlu!llng1. Clptbri ~· in thll ~-Jt• fdf -Vt/Ii-• P\lfll<!IIBI only aM are net 10 bt 11111!11.1 lnliil'pi'tt er cllllM 11141 
pnwl1lol'II ef thlt Mon91;•. 
aav1mlna Lan,'11, Thi• Mo,tp11• WIP " a•Y•ma4 by 1,41m law appQQaoble ID t.,nw ■nd, to tM 6ltttfl\ n'°' !!•■ 1m;1taQ'. lly fed~ !Aw, lh 
!twt "t ~ 11- <Of kl-bl' ~ N!p:d ~ l\t oonil!clt of law pr,nW,w,, m. M9ltilillft hu Hlfl aoaej!WI l;,v l.4ndtt !n t!la lll<t• of 
t~.i,o. 
Chol ... o1 Vtn~•, lf -U.<t r, Iii l1WR11t, GrlllltCI &;,an llpoll Lnnd!it'I It®"! IC ,..timlt III tha !~llo11 Of 'Ille 00\IN ol ADA Qo11n~. 
!-cftd,hc. 
l>l• w.iv., br l.l,nd••· L■ndo.t 11111! not b• dNma~ u, ka111 w11\lec lnV rlghu undtt '11111 M~;• 1.1111111 •uah wllvir I• ~Ivan Ill wlit!n; 
am! •IG:Md !iy Unrl•:, Ne, dlth1y Cf OJ!llttlOl'I Ot1 1111 llltt of l.tndu Ill ~ •nv rl~ ■hill Opllll!.U llt • Wtivtt Of .wh 1lght llf llny 
Q~ ,f;m. A walwr by ltraiar cf I pm-alon of thl, MOl"lllllll Shtll Ml pn,Jud'ot Ot G01i$ihUI• • WIIVtr af l.al'tOlil1B 1lg;ht 01Mr1111u 14) 
dem1no tirloc IHlm!lllanH wllh 1Nt p1C,Vi1l=n ar 1nv ~thor pr'l!l\l\tlo~ OI' U'llt Mo!tg1gQ, No fl!~r w1l111r ~ Undtt, nor ■nv W11N11 af dHIIIIQ 
17lilw•lll !Mlder 1nt1 13~mo1, ,hall tonairt\ltll a wJl'lll' ~r •nv .,, ~& r!gl\~ er o any of Qr1nw 1  ollllg1tl/l111 .u to •iw lvluit 
trmoOll!>ru:, Wh!Mlltr Iha o-•m of 1&,,c!w !■ rsqulred ulld4!' 'i:ilt Molt;"I;-, tilt ;ralllill; 01 fllOl'I oonnnt by i.Rrlc!tr In •n'f lnttlr'IMI 
•h■/1 11111 C.ON111WII !Jllnllm111$ can1e.nt to ■ub .. QL19111 lnstiw:N Whir■ 11.1(1~ oon,mt II ttqulrad Ind In 111 OUM IUOh oonnnt ffll\' bl! 
Q(lritod ~• wllh.'11td 1ft 1N 101e ~~,l!gn of IA!ld-i-, 
Srm.iill!ly, lf I court Of 11om~1t1nt Jllrlsdi,rtlcn flnlll Jt\V prow\Q11 of thll Mait4111" ~1 bl ffl.;i1l, lnVllld, or llnlll\fol'IUl&bls H ta f<'!Y 
clrcurn1~•Mt, thlt flndlr111 ah1U 1'1<11 mJkt tht Glflindlng provkllan llagll, tnvlllld, ar lll\Qllf~rcnbla u tQ ar,i; Ol!ltr Oll'Ol.lmfW!llll, II fnslllll, 
111• ollffldlag pttwftlQl'I •n•~ ht. eomld11•d fflCI$~ fO tl'la\ It tltcomN legal, valid ,1111 •nlan:tHllla. 1f !111 DNancltng pro~••ior. OIIMC\ 119 -~ 
modlf,.d, lt wh#Ji b• ccnal•••!I lltltwd fr1,m mi. Mort;IICi, Unltu ®llrwln rtqulnld by law, Ult n1t11nw, lll'lddlty, or urtlinf;,;•eubfflfy 
1)/ ■nv p~~l•kl~ of 1h11 Mortg11g411ti.ll MO! lffllVI thl i.;aitty, ¥■!1c!!ty ~r tnfllll!Ubllly cf Ill'/ other ll(OV!ilcn 1711h11 Morcaaw■, 
MtrgVI, Thon1 ,11a, bf !')Q. !1'\111'911" 1>! 1hl int,.-.n Cl' tmi. Wftwd bv t/U Molt;t;t Wrth tl'l\' mhar ltltaru!. 01 u~ I!! !hf i'IOJ>t,W l.t tny 
tlms mi!d liy or fe, tilt ~ono!il of ~•ndar ln any capeeliv, 'l>'llh~wt lh• wrtttm cON•l'\t ol ~.,-. 
Guc:elU.011 tMI Anlinr, SIJ~)act 1:0 aiw llmlffl!Ona tlft8d In tN, Mortoeo1 on tr1111flr 111 ar,rllllr'• lnorut, thl1 Mono,;• shall b• blndl"I! 
U1K>n iNI !11\ll'• lo Ult btntHt of \ha part!u, 1lloil 1U01.1t1Hr1 ■mt uti,.na, lf c.wnttthlp of th• Prapmty beilfflH 11Ulad ltl • ,amn cwr 
1htn Gnmu,1, l.clldst, without 110tlo• 1:11 Grll'ltct, may dMI WIil\ Granll)I'■ -~- with 11tanin,.. Ill' t!III Mo,tg1g1 and the lndobttOneU 
by way~, 1erbHnlncl 01 llt!&111lcn wtlhOut 1111...tng Gnintor fi'cm lhf Ol;,llgrllPna ol 1hlll Mo!1111QI or li.lblftW unc1r Iha lncltbtldt!UII, 
Tim• la et Ill& IWl,n11,, Tlmo 1a of 1M _,en0t ln 1lle 11•riom1- llf thlc "'10l'1'.laQ•, 
W,lvtt of Jolomn111d llic1mp.1lon, Clttnter hli/1l1y rolmu tnd wt(~ tll 1)gnU1 ind ~-l!U ot th• l\QmUU;1d ex.1unlll!gn llw1 af lhJ a-
~• !llaha Uta llll lll(!ll!Xt/in•h HCUl"9d by tllll Mo,t;1~. ,. ••• ••~ ', , .,,,.,,. 
0SPINl1101t8;. TIit ll)»owlng ~'l!ltlllud W~t -,i~ 'Dir~ hi.vt,,lkt"1iQl!gWlna,!111111lng1 whlln uud lri th!f Mortllta•• Uni••• ■ptclfti:aly 
llll!ld m thl oonm,iy, tll t♦ltt•no•• ta dollar _,,Mll'ltf • inh11-'ilf!QUt!111 lli'ltWM..,,anJ\I ;! 1111 Unllll! &ta!H ol Al!l<lllea. W~l:!I atld tlrmll 
u-lld 1n "1t tlni:iut.t thall lnclud• 'l,~t Jjl11111, Jnd WI pltull iil'];,1111\q,·~ ~ll!;inr, anh1 canwtl 1\'10.V rtQ.u~. W11«111 1nd ttrmt not ct.'letwlte 
dt111iad ll\ mla Motttl-0• z!ltU MVI !IV> -1111"111• n:riblll• ta &!,ch tllrmt !l'l 'O\t ~ (;gmmttthll Codll 
LbJ ' ,._,. : • 
Qomiw~r. Th• ward •111naww m1w Kit/TH COT'NJS'l',l.1~11, 1,,lfb lli;h.1du d ~.,...lg11tr1 and oo-m1h111lgnl11,1 '!ll• N11111 and 
111 lhe!r 1uuu1tCc11 and Ul!Qtte, \ '\, •~, , , ,: ,, / 
!:.l ■taull, Th■ word 'Cl1f1ulr' 111.-nt 11W D•IIIUll Ut tort!) ln,i/11$,e:P Ill~~• 'llt!ed "EltfJ1,dt', 
11,,olrgnm.mal l.aw,. '11ia WO!!la 'Envlrcnm1111111! L11Wt" ·~nrl ii yld' ,iliate, ltlitl'lll tnd 1011,t &UIMIB, ra;u\5tlr,rlf '11~ crdllltMH 
rallthlQ to 1M ~wlfflcn af hllm1n ,-a11n or w •11vltcnmbJ, 11.!Vlli'i!'~~ut ~ml!Btlon tile C\\mpl'tlhtn•!¥• ltw!toMlilM&! Jlupol'IN-, 
COllll!llllHllon, 11M llcl\ilitv AIX 11f 1880, 111 •~lldkl, 4~ U,&; 'llictlon IHI01, tt nq, ("CERCLA'!, tilt Suptt!Ullo' Am1nd!Mm8 1rld 
l\aauthtl~ffllon Aot of 11B!I, l'ub, ~. Na, 88-419 l'!IAAA'I, 1:M Hual'l!q~a Mlllslr.11 "l'rlM,Ot'llllOn A~ 48 U.G,C, 9..:tl<ltl HIOi, tt HQ,, 
ilia Ruo!m:• C!ltlltf"AAII tfld llacav»y Act. 42 IJ.S.C. !lat.1!cl'I l'U:101, tl m;,, Qi' ct\wr 11~pllc1!:llf ttllt or fada;tl I.aw,, ruin, er 
l'IIQU1a1i~III lldll!Md pullU~ ffl~ 
!v•nt of l)d1uJC. Tl"i• wonl• 'Evant ol 04fl~ mHn •nv I)! Ult 111tntt Of .t-hl~I! alt 1111th In ti'lll Mt:irt;1911 In 1h11 -~l'ltl of <ltflUlt 
~ cf ll1!I, M111"1Q~I, 
blatlnO llld•trttclnua. Thi IIIIOl'llJ 'hlidn; lnd1lnldn111' mAn 1h11 lndobtld~OH clHotlb1c' In thl bi.tin" Uw ptoVlllOn 111 tNe 
Mnr11111oa, 
ORntOr, ,,,. IIII/Y6 •orar'IIQf" mm111110\JTM COUNTY HTATIS, LL.r.: .. 
Q~1ra11t.1t. Tht wo<d •auam,tor• ll'IHl'lt anv 1jL111ratm1,, ■'""W, or 1®ommadltl11n p~rty 01 •nv o, 111 c! th• !Oi!a~ttd11~. 
Qu1t1rnl:V, Th11, wcrd 'Outrl<'IW' mnnw W GUIIJl\11-' '1am G~1rmlllr lo 1.lndlf, 1Mh1dln; wlrhaut lbtl!Ul!OII a ;,,annty cl all 11r p.Nt of 1!10 
Not,, 
Kllll~l<f llubllanca.t, TIit word. 'Haurdl!ut iw~· m- .... ~.is 11!.r,, IIIIC-8 ct Ulelt C!Utml\y, nn;;:am,lrtJQn llf ~~. 
ammlcll .,. o'!'-O\lv1111 1hanct•rltilo-$, 1111v INN ot ,-e • 11, .. ,m. or 11-i.1 t,,un:I 111 human hullh 11, ~I'll tnvlrvnmeflt wluul 
!mproo•rlv u111114, ll'ilattd, aiotn, cll11p11111d ol, Dt/Ulrlltld, 1111nule.lJQlreC1, tnn■11ortlrd ar e1t11aiw1,, l'l•nd11d. Th• w111d1 "l'IUJtdo1n1 
5ubnanc:•• 114 uud Ill 1l!alr -v 1'r0lldut a,nn rw:I WIO!tldl whl'IIM lml1a'liDn tnY llffll all h-.n~clll Of 10lti0 ~... ma~ or 
-• ,, lltllnod b\' Of -. .. 11 lmdar 1tla llrwll'OMl•mal t.awt, Tha tllffll '"-dw1 tub1ranD11' 1i.o JnoludH, wllholll: llmltillo~, ,ttna11t11 
and ptl!IDllll!ll tiy,pr...:lucca or.,..., fr'Jotl1m lhl19DI ■nd lf,bfna<II, 
un,rovfC'IIS11tl, TM WtlfCI •1,ft~• fflUlll Ill~ fM fututa l!NlnMffllma. bulldl,,p, -·· mablia Nllffll■ al'lbo;td fin lnlf 
llul PfflPIIW, nam11o1, addlt!oiw, Npiao■mvme and rnller oon■ IIWIIDn r,n tht llael l',apanv, 
lnll1lttsdllllH, Thi m>rd 'lndAlllrldiltM' mae,. all ,,,,.1p1~ lfllarlll., and lltl'IIII' an\111/nlll, cioaia and UpetlfU llt'tlbll und•r tl\e IJflb or 
Malhid ~. 10Qt\hw •Ith 111 -- If, -~ Ill, ~ of, IICl!lf0Mt11!,na 11f and auba11M!Ont fOr U. NR'II or 
Ral1t1d baaUMtnta •ml 11ny ■mliltll!W tMp1ndad Ill' ad-hi IY Lllnd1r ta dllOI\Jl'ilt 0111n1Dr't obll!llmlllll Of t1CP■l'llflla lnc11rrad by Ltndtr 1V 
aMoror GtlllllDr'• obllttdan■ 11ndar tlli. Mo1t0•11•, ID!l■ther with inltr11i Dl'I 111~h 11110\lnll " pra~ldad In tlilll Mong,g:,, Gpu1n111Uv, 
without llmhalkln, lndilitGMU !nclilda d - 1lllll 111ay lit hllrtully •9!11Pd by till C1DU-Coll•Ulnl!lmlon Pfll\litlm If thll 
Mor1;1,e, 
l.t~d••· Th•~ 'I.M,dar' mHnl Mount,ln W■IIS lank, ha ,un•Hll111 W ulla.nt. 
M ... a. i1'lt WGnl "MllltpGt' 11'11111111till MQ!'lgqt ~ Gn!lit4r llW t..ncf•t. 
llla1t, Th• wDrd •t.i~•• m■1n1 th1 promluoiy not, dat..r Jw u1 aoos. In th• r:iri11lnal prlnolpal •mount cif •1,040,000,00 
from Gte.mrct to Lannt, taQ9Nr Willi Ill h!l!lllWtlt ol, ~ OJ, l'IIHlllritllans of, rtlll'IJ~ r,1, -~ Of, 4nd ~
V/J 
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fa, tha 9"ll'l11UOIY nc,r.a ur ■grnm•rlt• IIIOTICII TO GIAANTOR1 THli nor, CONTAINS A VAIIIABL! INTll'lm RAl'i, 
P,...f<'rn1I l'nip,mv. TIU: WOl'de •,-oMI P~v• m■M au 11oq~ lbnlmu. Md cihllr tr1i01ff ot JHtlOnlli ~Y now Gt llunraflr 
i:>wnlld bVQr•nto,, ,ni:1 l'IOW or heN1tt1r 1tt1olue1 or .,ft11td $0 lh• ll11al f>toptm; 1.:1911\lm 11'/lch all ~ooewon., p1m, •nd ~I'll 'ID,,; 
,.~111u,m1m111 Ill, 111d eJI tUbftlllJ~Or'II l11r, •n~ ol IIU~h ptOl)tr\\lf and ~gri,11( wltl, 'q PfQO••d• lln~ludlnf ~ llmlttifil.n ■n tnau,1111110 
p-..d• ,mi i.timd• ur ptt!MIIM) ~!I\ 11\y Hla or Glhu 11111!<1~ 0l lhe l'!Dllffl'/, 
1'1ap1r1y. Th• '/'IOrd 'l'r0Ptl1V" l'!IIIIOI u1:1hcuvllly th• l'IHI l'rop1riy 11110 lh• hrtontl FrOPl!W• 
Jlttl l'mPO!tV, Tht WOldl '11911! Pf"!'ll,W' mt.In ti. ta) p,,p111ty, 11\'ltrhi. lfld tlgtn, M further dtMmbt:d hi Ullt Mort;SQ .. 
F1•l1t11d Doaum.MU, Tht wi:>rdl "Rl!lrtad ClqourMntt" mun all P,M!lm!Mory n~m, credit 1greem~n•, IO•n ■;nMlffl■nUI, anll!rol\ffltnt111 
•ar••m•nt,. gulll'llntlu, Holltlt\' 1;rHmam., marcaeo••• dHi:hl ol w•t.. N~urlty dttdt, CAilalRral mortiiaooe, uld ,u o1har hll'tru1111riu, 
IIQll'1M!I\I •nd cl11:u1Mrota,. whttlllt now c, 110,a.ttar ul4tlr!D, -lllad !n ~onnee1!M wnn tl.e lnchltltac!nUa, 
R,n1.1. T!la wora: •111n11• m11n1 1n pr•,unt and fut\lr■ r■n11, /11Va11~u, ltioomt, 1.1•\lil•, roy1ltlaa, pronur, 1od ~lhlr b1111fl111 ctulile4 trom 
thl Pr:lllllt'(, 




COLm'N Of sll)l/ J,l,t,, . 
LIMlTfll) LIABILITY COMPANY AOKNOWt.JeOGMENT 
LAHR PRO (lll(lli\11. v.,. i.,io,60.001 Copr, HZil F1~1111ol.1 io11.1t1an1, Ina, 11111, io81, 




t VY¥1'h.,t Ill I l'IVf'l 11 ,, , .Ml'lfUC::. I ;;J L.l"'\V I, ov,vc;;. 1vn;;;.ntLJtM.l"i1 OL.l"\11'1-C VVVl'lf I I IUf'\nV 
A parcel of land in the SW¼ and the SW¼SE¼ of Section 6 and also in the E½NW¼, NW¼NE¼, 
S½NE¼ and the N½SE¼ of Section 7, more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW¼, said Section 6, which 
point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°51'45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 
6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°35'18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 
to an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW¼SE¼, said Section 6; 
Thence South 89°42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼SE¼, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25'1 O" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼SE¼, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°17'54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NW¼NE¼, said 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said NW¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the SE¼NE¼, 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence south 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SE¼NE¼, Section 
7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast corner of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 0"45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the NE¼SE¼, Section 
7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said NEV.SE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the N½SE¼, 
Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Southerly boundary with the Northeasterly 
boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31•10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an 
iron pin on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary of the S½NE¼, 
said Section 7; 
Thence South 89°58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along said 
Southerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31•10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said S½NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0"20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 
and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 
7 to an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of said NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58'18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the Sw¼, Section 6 to 
an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
Westerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence North 0"37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW¼, Section 6 to 
the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. (TL 7183) 
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( 
State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Southern Region, I 341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200 • Twin Falls. Idaho 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 • F.t:c (208) 736-3037 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov 
June 20, 2008 
C. L. "BL:TCH" OTTER 
Governor 
DAVID R. TUTHILL, JR. 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
PO BOX 1059 
COEUR DALENE ID 83816 
RE: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC #37-481C, 
37-482H, 37-483C, 37-2630 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
37-577BT, 
Pursuant to a Notice of Security Interest in a Water 
Right that was 
added security 
submitted to the Department, we have 
interests to the above water right 
claims. Please find the enclosed copies of the proof 
reports of the water rights noting the addition of the 
security interest. Review these records and if there 








EXHIBIT_J ...... - __ 
Director 
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r 
Instrument# 568681 
HAILEY, BLAJNE, IDAHO 
6-25·2009 04:05:00 No, of Pages: 2 
Recordi.d for: !OAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
JOLYNN DRAGE f'ee: 6.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy 
k,do~t<,; f>AAl!AI. SATISfACTIOt, QF MOI\TI,AGE 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 7.5 acres of real property identified on the legai 
description attached hereto as Exhibit ''A" and incorporated herein by this reference and that the 
Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights described above, 
Dated: 6- 25 -Qy 
STATE OF IDAHO 




MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
Hy•¾~~ 
Its:-¥~ ~fd f 
On this iQ. 0 t.k day of Zf V,.;,1:1 :e,.., 2009, before me, 
De llilJL CY::f(T] 0-I l.i-,. , a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
apP.eared ""J)a. le Cha...nfti , known or identified to me to be the 
Vae Pr~,de;d- of OUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
Notary Public for :ul..al-io 
Residing at d-1-z:idl :=cJ· I n " 
My commission expi~ / zlq M 
.- "I- I 
EXHIBIT __ 4_.;.,.... __ 
30169-033 
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An undivided 7 .5/289ths or 2 .595% of the water lights appllltenant to the following described 
lands situate in Blaine County, Idaho, to wit: 
All in 1ownship 1 North, Range 19 East, BM.: 
fu Section 6: NE!/48Wl/4, Government Lot 6 in the NW1/4SW114, Government Lot 7 in the 
SWl/4SWl/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SE1/4 
In Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4NE1/4, SE1/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW114, SE1/4NWI/4, 
NE1/4SE!/4 and NWl/4SEI/4 
Said water rights are described in five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 lli1ector's Repoxts each entitled 
"Idaho Department of Water Resources Recommended Water Rights Acquired Under State Law'' 
relating 10 the water rights summarized, in patt, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCE OF POINT OF ACRES QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED OF WATER 
NUMBER 
37-481C desc1ibed Big Wood SW1/4NW1/4, Sec. 289 3.014 CFS 
above River 3612N,R18E (cubic feet 
per second) 
37-577BT desctibed Big Wood (same) (same) 2200 CFS 
above Rivet 
37-482H described Big Wood (same) (same) 3 Ot2CFS 
above Rive[ 
37-483C described Big Wood (same) (same) 15 086 CFS 
above River 
37-2630 desc1ibed Ground water NW1/4NW1 l4SW114 (same) 3.750CFS 





Water Right No. 37-2630 (ground water) 1s based on a License. The other four (4) water nghts 
are based on court Deczees. 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: Instrument # 568680 
HAILEY, Bl.AIME, IDAHO 
6-25-2009 (M:(M:llO No. of Pages: 6 
Raconlad for: IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 331 O 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 JOLYNN DffAGE F■■: 18.00 
Ex-Officio Rftorder Deputy _____ --17.t111•,f\f f _ ... , wmocico-.r DEEO 
(Space Above This Line For Reconkr's the) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to John Scherer, a married man as his sole and separate 
property, whose address is PO Box 2127, Ketchum, Idaho 83340 and Charles Holt, a married 
man as his sole and separate property, whose address is PO Box 2133, Ketchum, ID 83340, to 
hold as tenants-in-common, all of its right, title and interest which it has, if any, in the property 
in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine described as: 
7.512891h portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-
483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the 
ldaho Department of Water Resources and more particularly 
described on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 25th day of June, 2009 
TH cciu,TY ESTATES, LLC 
tlu\ll~ 
By: Ji n Scherer, Managing Member 
ST ATE OF IDAHO. ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine. ) 
011 this 25th day of June. 2009, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved lo me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowl to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
QUITCLAIM DEED - I 30169-033 
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IPll!lO DBPARTMENT Ol' WATSR Rl!!SOURCBS 
RECOMMENOEl) WATER R.lGltTS ACQU'IRIID UNl)mt S'fATB LAIi 
01/20/200? 
R!Gl!'l' lilUllaBR, l7-481C 
NAMS AND At>DUSS, SOU'l'l! COONTY BSTATl!S I.LC 






PI.AC£ OP US&, 
KK'J."'CHIJl'I lP 83340 
SIG WOOD RIVB'R 
3.ou CPS 
OB/Dl/UB2 
T02N Rl&R .S36 SIIN'II Within BLAINB Cow,ty 
llat•r diverted ftlJOII Keadg•te #4S delivered through District canal. 
i'YJI.PQSE 9£ USE 
llUtlGA'l'lOH 
UifilAWl!i in lMW!t gpu,,,w 
UJU® 9l gq 
H/l.S 10/U 
TDl.N Rl!IB Sll6 11SSW 24.DO 




Tour ltl!llt 606 
TDl.R lU!IB 507 
TQUI Rl91!i so; 
'r01!1' lU.9ll ~; 
TOl.N Rl!III SOi 
'l'OlN Rl9B SG7 
TDlN ltl9& so; 
TOUI lll!IB 901 IISSE lS.00 TDlR RUE so; 












The right• liated below Are liaited to thee i=i9•tion ot a cOlllblnad tot•L of 289 
acr■a ill• single irrigation seaeon. C<IIDhine~ lligbt Noa., 37•4B2R, l7•~•tc, 
l7•483C, l7-S17ll'f, and 31-2610. 
OT!IIIR PIIOVlSIONs mcBSSAIIY ~11. OBf'!lll't'lOlf 01'. I\DMilfll!'fllA'I'lOII OP 'MIS 11,,_TS!t UGl!.'I', 
Thia partial decree is aubj=t to such general provisions nece■■ary for 
the dafinition of the rights or fort.he efficient ...i.inistration at I.be water 
rights •• fl&y be ulU..,.tely datermined by rhe Court At a point in. tima n.o 
laeer than the ent,ry of a final wu.fi-4 decree. Se.oti01> t2-l4l2(6), lduo 
Code. 
Bltl':t.AN'l\"l'ORY MATERIAi., BASIS OP CLAIM - Decre.ed 
PA9e. HO 
------- --· - --
Page 2of ( 
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IDAHO DBPARTMSN'l' OF IIATl!:R R2SOURCS8 
R&COMMBND!ID WATER R!GHTS ACCUl!HID In!Dllll STATE LAW 
Ol/20/l007 
RlGHT NUMalilt: 37•577BT 
NJ\MEI: lWO ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATBS LLC 







~liilU'.OD OP 1f88: 
~lACll OF USB: 
KJSTCHUM JD 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
2 .200 CFS 
Ol/a•/1883 
T02N RlBB Sl6 SJl!IW Within BW!.lNE County 
Water diverted fro~ Headgat<o #iS delivered tbraugh District C!lllal. 
Ptl!tPOSII OF !!.lllii fl!RJ;Qll Qi: Will QWll:f.UII 
I!U!-IGATIO!I Oat/15 10/31 2.200 CFS 
!BRlwr.:Ii!llf in Bt.l:\tQ l:!l.lUI~¥ 
T01N Rl~ll SOil'. NBSW 24..00 TOU! RHB SO!i LOt'. Ii Nit.SW ll.GO 
TOlN R188 SOG Lot 7 SIISII' u.oo TOlN RUE 906 l;lSSII 39.00 
TOlN RUE S06 Sl!SE 8.50 TOlH RUE $07 - Jl.00 TOlN RHE B07 SWl'lll 38.00 TOlN RHB 607 !llUf"B 15.00 
TOlN RUE 807 - lB.lHl 'l'01N al !U! 807 - 5.5(1 TOlN RUii 807 NBSB 3S.00 TOlN LU!lli: S07 NWSII 20.00 
2B9 1,t;'RBS 'rol'l<L 
The rights liated below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total ot 28~ 
acras in a single irrigation aeason. Co"'1:>ined Right N<>l!S-: 31-4Bltt. l7-481C, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and l7•l5JQ, 
OT!IER PR.OVISIOlfS NRCBS!!I\RY FOR l)EFINITION OR 1\DKINISTl!.ATION OF THIS WATER RIGlfr, 
Tbia partial decree ia subject to such general proviaio,u; necessary for 
tile definition of the rights or for u,.,. efficient. adol.l.niat:i:ation of the water 
rights aa roay be ultima.tcely da~eniined by the Court at a point in ti..., no 
later thim the entry or a final unified decree. Section t2-1•i~(S), ldaho 
Code. 
Page 3ofE 
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fDAHO OSl'AR'l'Mstn' OF WATER RSSOURC~ 
RECOMMBlIDEO WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STAT!! Ll\W 
o:a/20/200; 
R!Gl!T NOMBER, 37-•B'H 
Ni\M.I! ANO ADDRSSS : SOUTH COUNTY ESTl\TES I.LC 
PO aox isl, 
~TCHlll! IO 83340 






Pl!IRIOO OF US!!, 
Fr.ACE OF UBE: 
l.012 Cf's 
08/0l./1884 
T02N RlBS $36 SWNW Within Sr.AINB County 
Hater diverted ftom Kea.agate 145 delivered through District Canal. 
i!l.lBf:QH QE !J!!ll H!UQll !.lll !llill l2lUll.Wll 
IIUUGATION 0~/15 10/31 3.012 CFS 
lBBI®IlQII 111 111.e.ltlla CS23.lllt.X 
TDl.N RU!! $05 H&Slf 24.()() T1llN RH!! S06 Lot Iii llffSW 33.00 
TOlN IU91!. S06 Lot 7 SW.SW 12.00 TOlll lUUI S06 Sl!SW l9.DO 
TOlN Rl92 Sll6 l!WSl! ll,SO TOW l;l;l~l! S07 Nlml! lLOD 
TOlN !l.lJII! B07 SWNB JS,00 Tol.11 11198 SO? SDI!! lS.oo 
TOlN P.198 BO, NBNW 28.00 TOl!I IUSll so; SQM s.so 
TDlN RUI! 807 NBSE 35.00 TOlH Rl911 907 Nll'Si! 20.00 
2U Ael<ES TOTAL 
The righte liated below are limited to the irrigation of a cO!llbined total of 2a~ 
aorea in a single irrigation season. C,;mbined Right Nos., 37•48:»!, 37-tBlC, 
31•tBlC, 37•S71BT, and 37-2630. 
OTIIER PROVISIONS NRC!!SSARY !'OR Ol!FINITION OR A!lMIHlSTRATIOI{ or 'l'HtS WATIIR R1GH?, 
Thi• partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary tor 
the definition of the rights or tor the eftlcient a!lminiatration of the water 
rights a• ..,,.y be ultimately detennined by thfl Court; at a point in ti..., no 
lat■r than the entry cf a final unified decree. se~tion •2-1412(61, Idaho 
Code. 
EXHIBIT_, _/; __ 
soPs 
Basin 31 Pare J Director•• Report - RAcoromeaded page 347 
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IDJIHO DBPAllTMIINT 01' WIITER RISSOU!i.C!Bs 
R~l!:NDBD WA'ttl! RIGHTS AC.'QUI!lBD UNDER STIITI! LIIW 
02/20/2007 
lU.Gll.T !iUMBER, l7-UlC 
Nill'IB ANt> IIOD!Ui:SS: SOllffl COO!ITY ESTA'J'l!S LLC 







Pl!RlOD 011' use, 
KBTC!lUM ll'.l 1133'0 
DIG WCIOD llIVE!l-
15. D8G CFS 
011/0l/l9D2 
T02N RlBE S36 SWNW Within lilIJll:lill'I county 
Water diverted from Nea<:tgat.e #tS deli,,..red through Oiat.rict canal, 
PURRQSE Pf' m;g 
IllRlGAT!ON 
IRRIQAT+QM in BL/WIB Cgl,jnt.y 
TOlll RUE SD& H!Slf 
TOlN R19E 606 tot 1 SIISW 
TOlN Ri!JB SOS 8'1511 
TDUI Rl9E 807 ~ 
TDlN R19B 801 -
TOlN R19E 801 HE.SE 
Emmici PE !lSB 
04/15 10/31 
2,t,00 'l'Ollf Rl98 soe 
U.00 'l"Dlll RUii S06 
a.so '!'Olli Rl!IB SC? 
JB,01) 'i'OU• Rl9B SD? 
21.DO Tllllf 111911 SQ? 
35,00 1'8lli lU9B S01 
289 Acal!$ 'ro'l'M. 
ml.lllil'l.ll 
15.DU CFS 






The rl9ht.• lht..d bel.,.. are lilliu.i to the i.rrigation of a con,ined to~&J. ot :.189 
acre• in a aingla irrigation ••••an. ColMbilled R.ight Noa., 31-4B2H, l1-4B1C, 
37-4B3C, 37-57181', am! 37•2630. 
OO'!ll!lR. PROVISIONS "11.Cl!SS/llt! FOil OEll'l!il'l'lOl!I Oil ~BTRA'l"ION OF TIUS WATBII. 11.IGH'I': 
· 'thia partial dacree 1a 8\lbject t.o au<:th gm•ral provlal""-• nece1111aey for 
the definition at the rights or far tba efClc.l.ant •dmilliatratlon of tb<!I wetar 
right• aa ""'Y be ~lti..,.t.ely determined 11,y the court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final Wlified decree. &!lcl:.I.Oll 41•1412{G), 1:daho 
Code. 
Baa1n 37 Part l Director·• Report· ReC01M1ended Page JS2 
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PERIOD 01' USE: 
F!JICE OF USE, 
!01\HO DEPA1>.'!'1'!1UIT 01' 111\'fl!!l Rl3SOURC8S 
Rst:OMMENPED WASER RIGHTS ACQUlRlm UNDER ST/ITE W>,.11 
37-26)0 
SOUTH C'Ol.llIT'l' ESTATES LLC 
l'O BOX l.539 
KETCHIJM ID 83340 
GROUND WATER 
l. 750 CFS 
1,011.50 AFY 
Ol/02/U60 
TOlN Rl9E $6 NWNWSN Within BLAINl': C,,unty 
fllBl!Qlif,i QF ~Iii fllUQll '111: Jm, 
IRRIGATION 04/lS 10/ll 
niuci.a:ttllti in llI.Allili Q2l&Qti3' 
TOlN Rl9E so,; NBSN .l{.00 'l'OlN IU9& SO!i 
TOlN l!l9E so,; Lot $WSW 12.00 TOlN l!.l9E S06 
TOlll JU!IE SO<> SWSB a.so NUf RUE $01 
TOlN RUE SO? SWNE 38.00 TOlN 1un SQ7 
T01N RUE $07 NENW 28,00 TOUI RUB S07 
TOlN lll9E S07 N!l:Sll JS,00 TOJ.N IU~a' :!107 





l.,o\: s misw 13 .OJ) 
SE:Sll 39.00 - ll.00 SIINE 15.00 
Sl!NW 5,SO 
NWSE 10.00 
Tlte righta listed below are limited to the irrigation of a coowined total of 289 
acraa itt a singl~ irrigation neaaoo, Combined ~ight Nos.: 37-4B2H, 37-4B1C, 
37•483C, 37-577BT, and 3?-2~3Q, 
OTl!SR Pll.OVlS!ONS NSCESSAJIY FOi! DBFINITION OR Af>MINISTl!ATXON OF THIS I/ATER lUGRT, 
Thia partial decree is 511.bject to Buch general provision• necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adoliinistratlon ot the ~at.er 
right& as may be ulti.,..tely.dat.tndnad by the Court at a paint 1n ti'""' no 
later tha~ the entry of a tioal unified decree. Section 4l-14li(6], Idaho 
code, 
SXPLANATORY HATE:RIAL: BASIS OF CI.AtM • !.ieell!fo 
EXHlBIT _ __,A,....___ 
5oll5 
Page 85t 
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RECORDATION REQUESTED BY: 
IOAHO INDEPENDENT llAIIK 
KETCHUM OFFICE 
4t1 NMAINST 
KETCHUM. IO 83340 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
!DAHO INDEPl!NDl!NT BANll 
KETCHUM OFFICE 
4&1 NMAIN$T 
KETCHUM. ID 83340 
MORTGAGE 
Instrument# 568682 
KAl~E'I', BLAINe, IDAl!O 
6,25-2(1(19 04:05:00 !40. or Pagos: 2 
R--fDr: IDAHO INOEPEHOENT BANK 
JOLYNN DRAGE Foo: 2.4,QO 
:..~:-.:::e:~~=·a,oeif>""""'fiW"""s•"'-«=-G " 
SPACE ABOVE !HIS LINE IS FOi\ RFG9RDER'S us$ ONLY 
THIS MORTGAGE dated June 10, 2009, Is msdr, and executed between JOHN SCHERER, whose address is P.O. 
aox 1539, KETCHUM, lD 83340 and CHARI.ES HOLT, whose eddreas is 100 SILVERWEEO, SUN VALLEY. ID 
83353, collectively (referred to below 111 •Grant01'•) and IDAHO ll\lOEPl:NDENT BANK", who11e 11ddtess is' 491 111 
MAIN ST, KETCHUM, ID 83340 (referred tc. below as •Lender"t. 
GRANT OF MORTGAc;IE, , .. v1h,ablo ....... ,d ... tlon. Grall1« m<>"!IIBH, gtOnts, ba,goifl&, •·* Hd -v$ '" ~ ell of 0•"'1\,,.-'I •~1'!1, 
ti~e. and int••••t In and to tt,o follcmlng ~escrlti.d real propeny, tooett,ar v1llh ell wtb,g !" •~Mquan,ly ottcled or afll~•d· bi.Jlldl"?"· 
lmprci-ve.m-o.nts and fbrtu,1a: au usements, n;hts ot way~ and appwte.nunces:: •U water, wa~(lf" f'iQhta, wite:rtour5a11 and ditch rlQht1 fini::1wCh.ng 
stock In ulilili•• with di1oh or lrrig.Cion rlghtol; and all olllor rl;hu, royaltioo, Ind pmflls «olalin; !O the ""'' ptap■rty, inoloidin9 wlu,a..i Umitation 
all-alo, <>ii, u••• 1je0tl1ermatand ..-1T1an,trs, {the ~Ra.i! Prop11rty"l loclltlld Ir, BLAINE County, State of Idaho: 
An undM<ltd 7 .512891hs "' 2..sw;; of the wate.r f\~111 appllMMnl lo lhoo fc,liowlag d=ibed land$ olluale m Slaine County. 
Idaho, to wit: 
All in Towoso;p 1 Nor!l'I, Ra~ge 19 Easl, B.M,: 
In Seclion 6: NE114SW11~. Go\lJmmefll Loi $ In !he NW114SWll4, Government Lot 7 In the SWt/4SWl/4, SE 114Sl/'l114 •nd 
SW114$El/4 
In Secuon 7: NW114NE114, SW114NE114, SE114NE1/4, M,1/4i'Nll/4, SEll4NW1/4, NE1/4SE1/4 alld NW1/4SE1/4 
Said waler righls are described In fi.e (ll) 8'tsio 37 Par! 3 Dlfectol'a Repu<la eacll enlillell "ldal!o Cepattmel\l Cl Wab:11 RKDUl'l:e$ 
Recommended W•lllt RlfilhlS Acquired Under Stale Law* relating to Iha water tighls summarized, in p~rt, JIS fllllov,s: 
WATERRIGHT PLACES OF USE soURcernr-- POINT~ ACRt:S . Q!JIINTIT'l' OF 
NUMB£R WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATI:C WATER 
37-481C descnbed abo•e Bi; Wocd River SW1/4..,.,1/4. Sec. 299 3.0U CfS {Cllblc 
36T2N, R18E toet per sacom:!) 
37-577BT described above SlgWc«!Riller (same} (Sane) 1.20QCFS 
37-4821-1 t!esclibe<I abo\le lllfilWool!RiVer (same} (1ame) 3.0!2CFS·-
37-483C described above 8i;Woo4Riv<lr (same} (same) 15.0Q&CFS 
37-2.630 11.....,.,"l>ed •bolt• Gr!Mld walllt NW114tM1114SWIJ4 1.-J 3.750CFS 
Sec. S, T1N, R19E 1,011..SOAFY 
(acte/fetl per year) 
Water Right No. 37.2530 ClJ'"""d wale!) is l>aseo on a License. The Other four {4) _, ~ ""'.,_.d on .cull Decrees. 
EXHlB\T __ ..:,p:(p:.--_ 
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CROS$,COl.tAT£RAUZATION, 1n additi1:m to the Note1 this Mortgage $1Ucure.s DU obl~atlons, deb[s arid liabiliti&l, plus interest th1neon, of eithl:f 
Grant.or or Borrower to Lender1 .ar any o:r,e or mare of thrim. 8$ we1, l!IS ell claims by Lander 11g.!llMt Borrower and Gr•otOf or any on-a or more ot 
1'1em, whether now e;:t:;ti~ or he-ieattor arising, Wh&th&.r r~a-Htd C!F \,ll'Uelac1ed to lrn! purpose of the Note-~ whsthe-r vobmcaty or otherwise, 
whatlwr due or not i:fue,. direct or lndlrecl, d~tennin:ed Qr \.mdehrrnii11ed, absohrto Of o@tJ.n.gent,. li-Q.uidated or t.1nliq1Jidated, whether Sorrti-v,er or 
Grentor m,y bB •jable- ind:Cvtdualfy or Jolt1Uy wfth others, Whether obtlgated as ,;i,uaranto11 surety, aocommodali,;in party cf otherwhlio, and whether 
teoowry upon euch amounts may be Ot hel'ea.'k-er may b-acome barred by -Bny sta.tvta. ot limhatlons, and whe:th~r tile oll!:'-gsOO-n to repay such 
arnotmu may b-6 or hattHlhM may bect\f'M -oth-erwis-s unenfor-otable:. 
Grantor presently assdgru;; to t.en-der all o-f Grantor's rfght, title, and inta-rest in .and to sll pre&en1 and tllture leases ot che Property and al, Rei1:U 
!tom ,he PropetW, In addition, a,antor gJ>na ~o Lender• Uniform Comina.rcisl Cada .. c\!<IW rnwa•t \;I 11\e Pe,11<>nal Property •M Rents. 
THlS MORTGAGE, !NClVDlNG THE ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND THf SECURITY INTEREST IN THE RENTS AND PERSONAL PROPERTY, IS 
GIVEN TO SECURE !Al PAYMENT OF THE INOEBTIWNESS AND ltl) PERFORMANCE Of ANY AND All 08UGATIONS UNOER THE NOTE. 
THE RELATED DOCUMENTS. AND THIS MO!'ITGAGE. THIS MOl!TGAGE !S G!\llin AND Acca>TED ON THE FOtlOWING TeAA'IS: 
GRANTOR'S WAWERS, Granter waivoi ell rights or d-i,.f.E:nses adaing by rea:;o-n of 11f'i.Y •one oc:tJoo" or "anti-def1ci-ency"" faw. or any other •aw 
which may prevam lendt:!1 from btfngll'\g any action aaainst Grantor, indLJding a clalm for deflC.encv to the; e:w,1ant lender is othe.-wi.se. entltted to. 
11 cl.aim for def~enc.y~ berare. Qr afttr L.endar't commenee=mt1:1'1-t ~ cemptetion of anv fonckisure s-ctkm, el~h1Jr jt,idkl;aUy or by ex-erc;se- at a 
:paw.e;r of tal~. 
GRANTOR'S F!EPRES£NTATIONS ANO WARRANTIES, Grantor worrents that: (•) tMi• Mongaga Is •~•01rtod at Borrnwa<'s ,eqo .. t and not at 
the. r■!l;';,ltrst ot l-eM:er: th} Grant-or haa \ha tuft pow-er. fi;~t~ and HtJU"Klrlty to snt-ar i;"'ltQ- thlil Mortgags and to hyp-athecij~O the Pr:apcny; {:cl tho 
pmvbfons :at this Mortg~ge do nor -tc-nfiict wlth, or r-asvlt l-n e default u:nder anv e;reeme.nf or other in.svument l:lindhi 1,,1pon Gnmtor and da not 
rasuh I" e vlo!isdon of -any lew, rogt..tlarkm. court decrea m order applk1ble to Grn11itor: (dl Ot.a"tor has f:St•bUsMd adequate means of obtain1ng 
from Borrower oo. a- 1;.Qntlnuing :bas~ lofo,matloo abo~1 Bormwef's tina\'\Cia! condl.t}Q:n; &nd te) Under Ms. Mad~ no repJesrota;km io Grant.or 
about &o-rtow:er «nch.idh"t9 wllhOUt fi:m~u:.UQn: the GJed~tWOtthil'!t.fiS ot Borrower}. 
PAYMEtfT AND PEIIFOAMANCE. Except as 01/terwi.., pro•ld!l<I In thi• Mort9a9•, Borrowe, •t'd Granto, shall P•V to lender all lndent~dnes• 
s.ecured by thl'S: Mortg.a,:ge: ss- it be.come:1 due~ and Borrower and Grantor s.ha'H s-trl,c-tiy petf-o.rrn au Borrowru-'s aM On,mot"t cbUg.t,niani tmdtt thfs 
Mort-. 
POSSESSION AND MAINTENANCE 0~ lHE PROPERTY, Borrower and Granto< ogree that B<>trowo,'• ond Graotor'• pai•••sion ond u .. ~! lh• 
Properly ahaU be governed by tho lollowlng provisions, 
iPosses:ilon tind U.s1, Until the ccourrenca of en Event ot Oefautt. Qranto-r rn.av 11 I rem11iln ln po:s;$esslon tnd CO(ltroi of "the Prop111:rty; (2J 
YSEI, operat-Ei 01 maoage th!I Prcpitrty; and {3} · collect the Rents from iha Prop,uty. The foUawin.g p,rovls-ions iela.te to the us.a ct the 
Prc~rty er to other limltatlor,s "" tho Property. 
Outy 10 Maintain, Grant-of sh-an malnt.ak1 the Property l.n te.na"table e~ndit!On and promµtly perform all repsirs. rl:lf)lacem,cn.ts, end 
marntenan-c« ne-cessarv to p.t"eseNe tts va.tue.. 
CCfflC!Uanca W.rth t:rurif.otimrJflital Law,, Gr .. •:u1~or ,,.-presa.nu •nd wtmant& -ta iender tha~; (11 Oudrig lhl! pe-r'iod o,t Gnunor's: owootshlp of 
tt\1,1 Proper,Vi 1hero has been no use, generation. manufacture~ storage, tra.itment1 disposal. release or thrntenod rnlease ot any H.u:.ardou$ 
Substanc:e by any :Person !:in, under, about or from the Pr.Qpttty; {21 Gni-ntot has. no koowl-edg-e c-t or re.Hot'! t-o be.Ue:v:n: 1trat tNHe hae 
be.en~ except 8-! pr-avloueJy di,;clos-00 ta and aekoow!edge.-d by U!:.ndt:r in Wfiting, tal :any bu.a,a;-cf\ or violation .of any Envltr.mmental taws, 
(bl 11,y uso, ger1eration, m1nuf1ctu:a, stor{lge. tteatment. dis,pose.r, rah1He or threetensd rale.a.s-e: or an,y Huard-aus Sub1:t,,nc-. -Ot'i, ut1d-er, 
about or from the Property by any prior owners er occupants of the Pr-cipt;rlyt or (cJ ,j!lf'!y 1ewaf t,r threaten-ad fltlgt1tk11i- c,r claim-& of any 
kind by any person mrat!ng le such ma.ue,s: and_ t3► Except H prl'vious.fy dncbs:od to and' ~owtedged by ~r in vniting, {-11) nsithar 
Granta.r nor B-ny tenant, C-(Hrb'a:-etot. agent or other auth-0tlzad use, ot the PrOi'ertV $hall U$~f generate, rnariufacture, store, treatf d)!t.p(JH cf 
or relel!lse ;imy H.ai-wrd-ol.1$ $ubstan~ en, under, llbout or trom the Property; and lb) any such activity -1hall b6 cond-uct.e:d in c-omplEan¢9 
with all- applicablit federal, &tat-a, and local iaw~1 nig~atlOm: and ord"tnaneosl lrn::h.1dln.g whhout nm.itati:on ell En\iro~ntal Laws. Grantor 
wthofites l-ender •M its 09:enu to ient-e:r upon the Property ta mak,e 51,1ch l~_pe-ctlons and" ta-sts., al Grantor's e.xpen$e, as Utnd1r may deem 
approprlet-, to determine oompll11nce of the PfoptrtY with this s-ection of the Meng-age. Ar,y inspectlcm:: or tesu mede by Lendor thall b!II 
fot Le:nde,'a purp-(U!ii-t:S only and :ahaH not be constr1,,.1ed lo -e:mu.te. eny ces;.p¢t1:llbHltV -or l!abmty on. 1h-e: part of Le-ncktr tu Grai1:S.Of or to any other 
peftton, The 1epnu:enu-tlorui: arn1 warrilrltit:e. ceor.tak.ed h1;1rein ara based en Orantota d-u-e dmgenc-e tn IWJtl:tf.tigatif)!i the :Pn::iptrty far 
Hutatdcus Subst1u,-ce1, Granto( hereby t 1 • re le.as.es t:nd w•lVQS any iuturc ola!rns age inst Lander for h1dernnlty or contribution Jn tho 
ev-cmt Grentei, becomes Ul!lbl-e for .cleanup ot other cosu under any such laws; afld 121 .agrees to l11demntfy. defendt and hold harmless 
L•rnl•r o;a!ost l<IY All(! All <la!IM, !=••· lli>llffitk$, dOl'MlgOS, pon>ltie$, or,d exp- wt,loo I.end..-~ dlroetly or ir.dlte,:,ay s ... t•!n or 
•1,1ft.e:r resiuhlng from a bra-ieh of t;his se-ction -of the Mong,age or a!l- e conaoqu1u1ce cf -11n.y use, g-tmeratlcn~ manufietureT atorage~ disposat 
rlilc.ase or threatened r.elouse occurring prlar to G:nu1tor'1 0wnet.shlp or i~tereat ln the Prope.rty, -whether or not the :S-illtne was or ahauld 
!'la•e bean l<no"'n to Gran1~r. Tho p,o,islan• <>! t!-4 Hctlon o! toe Mcrlgaga, mcluding the ol>lls•11on w iru!emnily •"" tlelood, "'~al! •urvlve 
u,a l?&y-nt ~f th" lndel>tedrn!"' and tho ••d•fatt!on ~nd <•co,wayonce of the floo of mi• Mong•9• Md ohm! nQt be aff..,ted l>y l•ndo,'1 
9r;:-q1,.1fsition or any Interest In the Propeny1 whether by foreclosure or otherwise. 
Nuhs:11:nc11t.- Wasta-. Gran1or !lha:ll not cause-, eonduet or permlt any nuisarn:':a- ro:r commit, pw:--mir,, tir i.u.tt,a,r tny 1,trl~ of ot wana on or to 
the -P:rtiP~rty or an,y portlon cf lhe flroper1y. Wlthou, nmitlng the 9~neraltty ct tha foregoing, Granter wi11 not remove, or 9,arit to illny othar 
party the right to remove( e-nv timbar. miner&!$ linc1ud!ng all and g;;sl. coal, cll!IV~ •~orio, $0-ll. gra11il!I Of rack pradilet.s- wlthO\lt Leru.:Jer's prio~ 
written c.o,r1sent, 
'R-S1'!"'0v.sJ of lmptoV1ifD6nll. Gr.:iritm sha:ff not demolish or remove .any lmprovemtrita from the Real Property withoa.rt lende,•.s prior wrttten 
-00111,ent. As II condition to the remova~ of any lmprovem1nta, Lender may raqui,- Gran10r to mak« arrafl5?'1mentts •a:isfaetary to l..11ndtr tu 
replace. 11,u:h tmpt(rvemenCl wl1h hn_pro~men1S ut ,tt teu.-t ~ual vaJue. 
L•nder~s R:fght to 1:ntar. tender end Lendar'" egent-s and repruerrtatives may eoter upon the Real Property at all t11!l!U:1unsb,le times to atten.d 
ta t.ertder's lntareHs and to Inspect the R.aaE Property for purpose$ of Orantr.1r•1 c:omp11ant'I) with~ term• 11'\d ,;;(;li'\ditions of [his MQrtga9111. 
Compfanoe wit!, (I,,__ Requ!remanto.. Grant<>r •haij promptly <:-Omp!y wilh al! laws, ord\Mm:••• ond regulations, now or lwrnfttr 
In etfoot, or all go~emme~lll 8lllh•rlti•• appllcibl~ to the u .. or occupancy o! th• Prnpe1ty, Including without limitation, the Amorlcono 
With DlsebUiti-as Act. Granter may co~test ln 9ogd fRlth any tiuc:-h law. 0rdlri11nce, or rflgulatlon and whhhold comptfance d-urlng any 
ptoceadi"II, ioeruding app,opdats -•!•, s~ !Dr\Q u Gt30tor I>» rotllie\1 l<m!kr in wr\11,,g prior ta doi!'lg oo ffld oo long.,., In 1ern!et't 
ao~e -a:pll"Jon, Lend••• inter-e-at1 fl\ tha PrQ-perty ere not j■opl!irdized. tender may ri,-quira Gn~ntor tQ post adequate security or • sutety bond, 
r0,11,sonably 1atisfactorv to Lendet, tc protect t...ttdtr's lntarn~t. 
O\ll,f to l'ro-t. o,a~,or eg,.,., ~tither w abandon or 1UvB ,..,,nond«l the Fropeny. Gr..,to, ahaU do ell other 1><ts, i<I 1'<ldition to tllo•• 
at-ta ee-t f()fth abt;we in thin 1e-cc'.ion, whlcf'i fro-n, the c:harae-ter and I.Ula of the Propf;lirty are reascMbly nace:,.sary 'tO protect and preHrva tt'lll' 
Property, 
DUE; ON SAlE , CONSENT BY Lei0£l'I, Loode, may, al L<IMe<'• cptlon, dooJarll lmmed"'taly dun ""° poy4bla ail •-~ ... "'•d by th\< 
Mor1~o;e upon tile sole '" tran•!e• without Lender'• prior wr!tton connnt. of 1111 or anv part al th• Real Proparty, or any lntarest In th& Rail 
Property. A "aale or transfer• mH~,11 the -conveyance ot Reil Property or any right, t1:1le er fnti!tl'IU:it in th!t Real Propert)'; whether legal, ben-aficia1 
(Ir eq1Jltilble: wh&th,er ;,ro.lunt-0,v or mvQluntary-:; whetht:t by cvttight :$.&le"' Med~ lnr"..&!.lmant sale contract, tar-..d -c0-nu•a.ct; -te)h1fact ftu dud, 
!u1<1hcld lr,te<est with • tenn 9,eater mm wee rll wars, l<>uo--opdon oomract, c.- by•~. ••alsnm<>nt, o, u1nt111 ~! any beneficial lntores1 In 
or to any Jsnd trust hokUng llthl: to the fl,eal P1opeitfV, or by any othet method of-eonvayence of an interaat it'I the A.eal Proi'et\y. How•ver, tnr, 
option 1holl not be e><erclsed by l&nde, I! such .-er,;lse l1 prchlb/10<1 by federal !aw "' by Idaho law, 
TAXSll AMO Ll!NS. Th$ !ollowlng p,ovWon• rsletio~ to the -• end liens a~ U,o Propeny ore part al tllls Mortgogo: 
P.ay,,,ient. Grant.at aha.II pay when due tand in ,ti even-ta prior ta delir.q~ncyl ett tl;ir;•.s. payrcU -,:axes, apecia~ tall!es, asse.ssm1mta, watet 
cha,51111 Md -.,w.., """"" •~ '"'"'"' agmtt"' on aocount of tho Prll!'srt'(, and ■h#ll pay whan - all clolmil f<>• ''"''~ - on '" f<lf 
utvlcas r•m•rrl or material fumiohed u, the Pfgparty, Granw •t>oll rna1nto1n tl'>o 1'ropa1t'( 1r .. ol 9ny !!en• ha1nng priority over 0< oqwl to 
\h(I lntorHt ot lender ~nder mis Mor1gago, exce~I fo, tho•e lleM specifically ograed to In wrltln~ by Lendor, and ••cept ror the tien ot ta••• 
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R¾iht to Con.tm, Gr.an.lot tnay withhok! f}4ymen.t ct any tax:, ilS$'1UmE1)t, or cJa\m in corme:et\011 -with • go-od fililh :dis:pvte -over the 
obll9atl00 to pay, to long ai. lender'lii lnte,est In the Property ia l)Qt Jeop,atdlted. n a lien arisefti o, is filitd &s a resutt of noopsymin[, 
Gratator shall within fifteen 115) day:l itftel' (he J1er; uri-$eS or1 if a ti,e.n ls filed, within, fifteen 1151 d8VS atter Gral'ltol" hols notice of ttwl fi~ng. 
u.e:t1ra the: discharge. ct the: Ua:n~ or H raq~M$ted by t'<}nder~ Q-eposlt wlth lender cash O.f 8 sufficient cmpcratc. -sm~ty bond 01 mhu :C:i,curi:tv 
5ii!itl.sfectory ta ter.der in an amount suftlclent to dischiJrge, !he: lien pl1.1s :;.r,'1/ cost$ l)nd re8$(u1.abla attorriey&' f-e-ts. or other charg-l!!t that 
could accru, as ,11 ,~$ult of i foreclosure or !iate ufider the H«n. In ony contest, Gra.ntor shJ~I defend ltselt and Lender and .1haB sat.Jdv any 
;;tdvt1se- Jyd-g:moot before :anforcem-an.t ~atnst the Property. Granier shall name- Lender a~ an additioonal ob!igea- 1.il'\~1 any ~urDt't' bcu,d 
:umithed ii, the contest jH"-OCeedings, 
E"'1d~nce of PilvnuU'lt, Grant-Qr 5ha" upon d!i!mtmd f1,1rnf.sh to Lender satlsfaciory e,.ild~m::::e o1 payment at the texe:s or assessments end shall 
t!Jthorin= 1~ app,oµr"i.t-t. governmnn.tal offi:cf.:N to ®liver ~IJ lender ttt any t~! a ~.r,titt!!:n statamen1 c1 the i:ne:s snd i!lssee:,s.menl:S against 
the Prnperty, 
Notio■ of Constructir,-n. GtMtor shall notify Lender at laast fifteen 05) days bef0,e any work is commenci.,:d, any- ser1,1icos ijfQ turnlthed. or 
an:y mate-rlo,ts. are .:suP{}U-d to, the- 'Pl'operty~ U any l'JK"chank's lien, .meti!rla~men·s lHtn_, or other !!en ooufd bu .a-s-sertad on acoount of the 
v,o-rk, service&. or material;;, Granm-r wiU upon req:1,1est -of Le-OOe,- f1.nr1lsh to l.and,e.r 111dvance as-surar,c:es utiJi:tac.tory to lender that GraotOf 
can and win pa'II the cos-t of 1tu-ch tmprovements. 
PROP~M'Y OAMAGE 1N$UHANC~. The fofawing provisions ,elating to lrn,ur\~ the Prop,i<!y a,e • pan of thi• Mortg•D•' 
Mal""t•n.en.ce ,af lno1,.1-ta,r1ee. Gr.antDf .shall pr-oc.ure and maintain policies of fo9 insuran.cc- w,ith standard extended cov«rege endo,-;emenls en 
a replacement basCa for the full R1ivr!l~e vaJue. co..,~ring. all lmp!ovemaents on the- Re.gl Pri::i~erty in. .an amount s1Jrntitrrt to- &Vold applii::al~n 
of -ilflY c~r:sutenef! c1w,c4 and wfth a standMd morrg~ee tlause in f.a'-i'O,r of l-erni-er. Grantor t.heH al~-a procur;1; and maintaln 
c-omprehen,elve ge111raf liabJUtv insurance in such ec-vera.ge 1mcrunU1 .es. Lendar may request. with LtOOe-r being nam&d es add,tional lnsured':!ii 
in suc:h l~abi•ity lmiu,ranc:e policies. Additi:c11ally, Gn:~nf~or t,h.t,;tl m.al~ti;lin SLICh other ln5uranc-e, lnclud-lng but not limhed to f11u:a1d, business. 
iflM1:rrup1ion -2n.d boil-e:r ~nsur1IDCa a:s lender may ~quire. Po.Uc.res ,hell be written by such bsur.anca ~omptn!m& silld tn wch fo:rm :;s may he 
reilS<mably a-:.cepteble- to Lender, -Gta.l"'IH>t i!ihacl d~1hter t~ tender carlificate.s. of co11erage- from a:,a.-eh ins1Jt1.U coota.1n1ng a :i;:clpulat•on thet 
ccrv-erage wUI not be: canc.Qlled or dlmlnished without -E!: minimum of ten (10) days' prior written notice 10 Lender end ndt i::ontal.nJng any 
dtsc:hllm.er of th.a insure.r's- 11:8-bility fo, failure 10 give S!,J.C~ nQt~c:u., f..ach im~rt:net- poHe:y also shaU tnc:h.Jd-c- en: e.Wo~omeM provfdi"9 that 
:c:ovetff:9'1:!' Jo fa;vor of ~r wiU not hi! ~ire.din a11ny w~y by any 1u;:l~ o-mlss.l-an or defaoft -of G,antQ-r or anv other petson. Sh-o-ufcf the- Real 
Froperty be located In an area -detigoatecl by the mre-e:to,t of the Ftderot Cmerge1rey Mainagament Agency es i!I .S,pt:eial fk)OO haurd area, 
Gramo, agrees to obtain aM m.alri-Udn Fed1:H"ai Flood lnsuonce~ lt available. within 4S dayi after r.olke fo, gtven by t,.-Q.ndetr that thg flropenv 
ls iocat-ad tn a speclat flood ~zard M&a. fttr tM ~vtt oop~-d ptinelp.ai balar.et of thi foa.n tOO -any prfilr ton-s on the :prop5U¥ .5eGUf~ng the 
loan 1 up to the mal(irnurn policy lim;u1 .set under the: Natior;ul Flood Jl\$1.!f'anci,- Prog-n.'lrn. or as otherwl.se requJred by Lender. and to rnai1n,:rn 
1;,1,jctl ins\.ltlf'lC:e for the tetm of the loan. 
Appncatfon of ~c.nd.sT Granter shall promptly noti"fy lender -of eoy Jo.at or -demage w the Prope, ty. lender rniy make proof :at laH tf 
Gtal'i-tor fail~ to ds e,o wlthi:t'I fiftt111n {15! day$ or (he cHva!tv. Whethet or oot Lender 10 securllV Is imp,Lred, Lendor m0y •. ;n LeOOer':s 
eti,-c:tion, ri;teive ■ nt;I retain the procie,:eds of any fflurancc and apply the ptoce,eds to the reduction of the lndabtedne1-1.; payment ot .en.y tien 
atloc!l"I! 1he i'<cperty, ~• 1ho ""'"""llol\ Md~, of the J>rol"'nY, II :.enoe, elac1s to •?piv lhe pr«eed• \o res!;o!at!on erul ,epsi,, (;r,n\Q< 
sh;:111 repair -1;1r replace the d1mag~d or destroyed lmprovertn,l'\1s in I manmH Ut1sflltti:,ty to tender. Lender i-haU, up-,11 satlsiactory pfoor of 
such experitiitur-e. pay or relmbu..-sa C3rantt:l'f fr0rn the p,oceeds far the re.~uonabl,e w;:os, ot repair or re~tOftticn if Gtantor ls not in default 
ander !hi$ Mongago. Any p,c,ooods whlcl> ho•• not been m,bu«ed wi1hm 180 dav• e!t~, ll>clr "'°"'P' and whicl> Lendo, has ""' 
committed to the :rupa;r or re-si:-or.atien of th& Property -shaft Qe 1J?H1d iirst to puy a-ny amotmt -owing t.n lender und&r this Mt>rt9age,. then to 
pav accrnad intera~t. anr:I the rematnder1 If any, shall be applied to the prln.:lpal balance of the lndchtednen. -It La11der holds any -proceed:1 
after payment In f1JU of the lndebtedt'less, such pfo~eeds s.h~ll be paid to Gre.~tOf a.s Grantot's intarft.ilts may fl!ppe.a;f~ 
LeNoeR·s EXPE'NDrTUR:£8. H en,.- action or proce.ed·~na is commenced that we-Yid materially affer_..-t Lender's intettst in the Property or if Grant-or 
f;;ils to eomply with eny provision of thi,i. Mortgage or tl"iY Related Doc1Jments, tncluding but not limlte-d ta Gl',a,,tor's fofh.Jte to dfscharge or pay 
when. due anv amoun ta Gran.tor I$ re.quired to ,d:!acha-rge or p-ay under thi$ Mor19~go or 1.frlY Rlalloted Documents, lender on Gran1cf'.;. baha~f may 
ibut sholl not be ob~at&d tol take any action that ~ndet <l<l«n• "PPfQptiat~. l~clu<Jii,g bbl not Hmlted 10 diotharglng o, paying ell tsx11s, r .. ns, 
security ,nte,es.u,. enet.irn'brencee and other ctatrni, at eoy time levied nr placed on the Property ar,d paying aK costs fot Insuring, rn.e:~otaf,nlng ern'.t 
praseri.tlng the Pmpert1, All sur.;h expenditures in.oum1d -or paid by Lendar for .sveh. pvrµOiie.S. wm then benif \nte.rnst at the :rate -chai:g.ed und:e.r the-
Nole !,om 1M date ineutr<>d or ;,,,id by Lemle, !Om,, dote of ropo;,mont !>y G,amct, All •uoh oxpenoe• wm b~oome a ,,.,t ef !ho !ndebt•4""•• 
ond, at lender's option, will IA} be payable on demand; [Bl be added to the balance ol the Note and be apportioned among •nd b• pay•bl• 
with any Installment payments to become due dl.ltfng «Hhet Ol the "tatm of any 1pp!ic~bre: iniuram;I!:'! policy; (If {21 tha remaiNri,g U!tm ot tho 
Nccta:; or iCi b,11) tr.ea.ttd 11s a b8lloon paymei-.t whJch wl.lt be Dae and payable at the Noie~s matur~tv~ ine Mmtg2J9e also wm sr;c.ure pa~m of 
these umounts. Such right shall be In !Mfdition tr;:; aff -uth!,!r fights arid ramedies tei which tendar may be antitled vp-011 Oe:feuh. 
WARRANTY: DEFENSE OF TITLE. Th& followit'l-g provision!iii rt!'faUr,9 to ovmership of thti- f',operty ere a p~rt of lhia. Mortgage.; 
lhl'•- G:rtritor warrants 1h.at1 (a.j Gtao:to:c" hQ1ds gQQd -zM mm-e1::.1ble 'title of record to 'the. ?rope.FW in fae limpie. trnti and cteer {:)f in Httnl 
and encumbrances- other tha11 thos.e ■et forth in the Real Pruperty de:sc,ipti.,.:.H, or in ariy tltle losurar1ce policy, title report~ or ffnal tltf<i opfnlon 
iis.a1 .. u1d In hwor of, and .ecctpted by. Lender 111 eormection with thhii Mong.age, ,11nd lb) Gr:entar h,a.s the foll right, :power, a.rid 11utht;tdfy co 
execute and delhu thls Mortg"9" to le.nder, 
Defense of Title,, Subject to the e.11.c:;e:ption In the Pitfclgraph above:1 Gr"ntor w•rrari.t.s end win fore\tl!lf defend the title la lhe Property agaln&t 
the lawful elaim& of ell s:,-eraon.s. In 1h& event it'ly action Of proce.Qd~ng is commen.(;:tlld that question, Gran.tor'• ti.tie. or the interest o-f La-odet 
U!l(le, \t,u, Mortgag~, Granto, shall da!Gnd tho ac!lon ot Grant«'• "x;,e,,.,._ Grn<1ro< m•v be ltl• nomITTol P..-t\' tn &ud, P'l><:oooing, but 
Lendait shall be emirled to participet-e in thl:! p,o~eeding ,end to be Ni!=Prestnted In the proceeding by c.oun:$el of Ulll'lde1·1 awn choice, and 
Gr;inlOr will d11Elv'e.r. o, ,:;:i,1.,1se ro be delivered, to lendu such instruments as lender .m.aiy raQ.uest from time to time to permit s.uch 
pa.rt\Cipat~oo. 
Compltanc• With L•wi:. Grentor w■rl'enu \hat the Pro~rtv and Grantor's use ct the Prcperty c0mplies. with all ,existing ripplicabre laws, 
otdinaneef, and regulations af governmental autMri6es. 
SUT'INm of ~tentaticms .and Wana:nti.e:1, Aff repreuntatitm$, WilliT8fities. ar,d A'QrM!m-enta rnsde by Gra11te>r In this Mortgage- &hstl 
&urvh15 the e=xe(a.Jtian er,d dtllvery 01 thfs Mottg,agt, shall b(i: continuing In naQture, an.d shall rem,1:ln in fu11 force and ~ffect until sueh time as 
BOrrower·, lri.c:lebtedneu sh.all be paid in tun. 
CONDEMNATIOfl. Th& 1aUowh,g prov-bioos rel,ttiog to cond-em.na\ion ptoc-eedir;g-s are a pilfl of this Mortgage: 
PtQ-c;;ead~nga. If any proceeding In condemrhltlol'l h1 filed. Gr.a.ntor liilhall ptomptly noi:ify lender :io writing, and Grentor shutl prompiry tak.o 
&uah ~taps as ~ ba rnt-Q~&sary to tte,end ths- aetion •nd obWn the= aw#d, Gteotor tm.\y be tl'\e nominal snrtv in such prot,tHd'Jf"lg, but 
lefldet ,hcfl be enth.ted w pan..iclpa,te ln the procaiadlng and to be: rupresenud in tht -proeteding- b~ col..l'M~ of its own choice, and Grantor 
wnl delivar or cause to b-t delivered to Le-oder suth instrt.tments airtd doeumentartion aa may be tl!!Ql.lested bv Le~ar horn tim-u to tfme -co 
i::iermlt sutti -p.tniclp:ation. 
A-pp1tcatioin of N•l Proc■•ds. If aU or any part of the Property hs: conde.rri.nad by &mimmt dom4lr, proc::c&ding:S or by i!ltiy proceedfng or 
purchase in lieu of condemnation, lender may ae iW election reaulre that elt or e:nv portiQn of the riet p,oc•eds o-f tha ew1rd be applied Co 
U14- fnd•btedne:1:t Q:r the r1pair or rutorat{on of ttie Prope?tyT The oot procae:ds. cf the award nhuU mean the .award -aft-er payment of a~l 
re-0:sonabi& :co1.te. l;t1(p~m8t:t, tmd eu:-omsy&; foes iru.:vrr.e-d' by tender ~n oonnectkm wim. :rtie condQMflatlon, 
lll'IPOSITIOl'l Of TAXe.5, FEE$ ANO Ct-!ARGES BY GOVElll'lM!NTAL AUTHORITIES. The lollowlng prcvisioos relating to gQvtrnmootol t••••• 
ta.as and (:herges ue a part. ~f tMs Mortgage: 
Cu,-•nt Til!l~IIJ.!li. FiiM and Cf'iarg-B:l, Upoo reQuest by Lendor, Grflntor shall ,llec:ute s-uch doc1,.1mcn.t1 lo adc:litian ,a. this 'Mortgage end tak.1:1 
wh.ete\l'lii!r oth■r act.ion is requesit1;u;i by lender to perfect and continue Lender's lien on. the Real Property. Grant-or 1hail reimbu11a Lender tor 
a~ tDes, u duotlbed below, together w!lil •~ e,,pe,,.,.• """"'" In ,.,..,,ding, p<>rlectl"!I or con~nuhg t,'>i,i M<lrt!JO!l", moluding _, 
Jimhation BM tan,, fees, documentary stamps, and other .r;.harges for record!~ or rBQ'istering this MOrtgi!lge. 
f;p;aa. it,a folJr;>wlng ahail conscitua UQ;e::1:1 to which thl.t sectLon ,applies: (1} a ,pecmc lax ui::io,ri thi:11 typt cit Mortgage -CH u,pon eU or 1ny 
port of the lml9btedness ncu,ed l,y l.h\>. Mo,tgogo; 121 " ~p0t:irle 1a• "" &rtowor whith a.,.,,,,.., io ~ed or «>qoi,,,d IC dedve1 
from p.aym.enu g,r'\ the tndebt-1dn~:.1;.s 1iBOll'ed by this type of Mortgage; (3t a tax on thfs type of Mortgage chargeab1e against the Lender or 
the holder af the Note; •'"'d [4} .a sp,eciflt: Ui,c or,; all 0..- arit portloo of the tndebttdn-ass or on payment• c,f prin.cir.,al •nd lrtt-er•st mada by 
8Qrrow-er, 
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$'1.lb.s.e-q~,imt Tu.u. u .,ny ta:i< t.1 whi:-1;:h thks. s.a·mfon applres- ls C-1'!'3-Cted .tF..ib'5:S:~nt tc tht date of th's Moreg3gt, (h;s e ... ent s~ haue- the 
t.;,me eHe:ei. e'S an Ever.t of 0-ef,tutt, .an~ UMer may :e;ar.e:t-ci-s-e :an•, or eill o1 its avalfabls nmedi-et f Pt im Evertt of 0-s.fa~h ir.~ prov1d~d balow 
unless Oran tor ii!IU-1er 11} p!!lyS the tax before It beccmo delir.quem1 o-r {21 co-nl-ests the tax o pro•..11,ded a:bQVt in tht Ta:r;es and Uens 
nct!on ~l'ld depoijits wfH1 Lender cash Of~ sufti<:lent cor,pora~e ,ur:ety borid or o~h~-r m-ectJrlty sa.t~hetory 10- lende-ro 
SE.CIJfUTY A.Giie:EMENT; A-NANCING STA.iSJII-SITTS, The following -provlslons r-eilatfn9 ta thls M1:ntg~~c. as i?I s:ecuritr agreement are iii POrt of 
this Mortga.gt: 
S1curhv Agr>J:am.t1nL This lri-stn.,11:nint sha~ conifrtute ~ .S-ecurlty Agr-e.ement t~ the e~tent any of too P.t~artf e;~nst{tute.s. fi;!i.tvre-s~ at1d 
lcnde:r t-harl ha:v~r iJ11 of th& tighrn of a s:er,;:ured piny oode-.r the Uniform Comrnerc1~1 Code: u l!IOH:illded. from time to ttme. 
$ijc:urii-; ltnetlilli-t, Upon rc-qw:est bv Ler,der, Graritor s!'ta1il take wh,::itev-et,_ &Ction fs reqiJ-e-$ted tly !,.ender to- perfo(:;t and continLJi!i: Lenda.r·s 
s11-euri"ty fntero&t In the: R.a.nls: an:j P11ni1.ot'l-al Pro;pett)I. In .s.dditiori to rec01d1l".g thit Mortg~~ In thO: l"eilst p-1'QP&rty ttu;::c-rd-s~ tendar m~':'$ at ~ny 
time and withovt tunher authorization from Gramer, f!10 ex:o~ot"-~ r.:owli.t~tpa-rts, copio.6 or reprnducrion1 of thl.i Mortgage as a t1nane1n9 
statement. Gr,entor shall feimbwru lender for all expens-ss tncurred fn pcnfoct1ng .p, conti.r.ulng this &ecurit'( inte!"ifll:l;t, Up.on. defa~lt, Gfan-tor 
thall not ,remov-e-. :5-a.-.rec or i:!e1,,ech the: P;e..rscna:l Prop.en;y fmm lhi .Pn)perty. Upon <ro:ta-u!t, Or-1=ntor .&hi!il.l: assemble: an'{ Pezsonai Pro_pertyt.ot 
arnxed to the Pt.op&rty -in .a .m,15noor -ind ..,t & pl~« f-easc,n$bTv c:-on"ole:nlt1n1 to Gr.anw, and ltnde, &nd ma'k11! it ava:Habte to Lender within three 
(3) dayJ ofter rt!Cij[pt nt wrinan demand from Lender to tho extent permitted by ~ppiie:able la.w, 
A.d:du,!iU!,. Th:e mailing addr!:s$es 04 G:rantor 1dcbto.r} lU\d l1H•t:kH tM-CYttd: panyl f.rom whir;h irih'1flrH,1}00 conce~ng the .sewrhy int.er.est 
g:ranted by this MC1rtgag-Fs may be ob1air,ed (-eMh es t~.q1,Jl'ret1 by tlie. Uniform Commercl~l Codoi ;:are BD 6tate:d an tho first p.aia& of this 
Mortgage. 
FURTHER ASSURANCES; ATTORN(Y·,IN~ACT ~ Tn-e hill.owlng p.rov¼sior-,s .rela·Ung to forth.et 3.UIJ"fane:es: 2,114 .1;1;uon,-e-y-in-fatt tir-e a part of lhi$ 
Mongage: 
Fort.he, As.surao~(!.$. At any wn~. and fr~m time to time, LJ_p □ n reque:s.t of Let"lde.r, Gr;1.ito1 will mijke.. e.:,;a.cute .and deUve:e,. or will :e.&Use t(.; 
be m.:rd~. ~x.iacut-ad or da!I~td, t-o- Lender or ta t.endet':E, <l~:ei'ign~, end when rnqu-e:.ste:-d b·r lend-er, c.ews-& to bff MeU, toeocrde.-d, ,e:fite-d, ca 
rere:oon.hJi-j, u the ease J"i:\£t.y be: 1 i:at such times and ln such offlctl;o anc! plf)Ct?s !!S Lender m~y duc.rn ap.pf-C:Prlate, any and all such mortgages, 
df.eds of trusr, .securitV C,eeds, ucurit'( eg,reeme,nts, (JMnclng :etatements, ,c:onttnu.atiof1 atateme:nts, M'J.,:,trume.nts of forther .a~st.1rance, 
cuti-fir;~(e.s. .. and o!her docume:n-t1- a~ mn:y,. in ~ha ao!e o~l;iion ot L~ri,dg_r-f b;a 4e-t-assary r,;f Oe:s-!ta~ in ,tu®f le atte::.tu:a:;.e{ tompI-el«, perfect, 
,i;ootln1..;;c; or prH:er~e n t Bonower's ari-d Oran.tor;s obltgatlons -under th£!. N:Jte, this Mong age, .and the Ri!:!lsted Documents:, and l2l thie 
liens alid sacurit'/ i111er0Ms crie~ted by thJii Martgage tin ttie ~ropetty, wli.01her now own!i!=d or here.alter acquired bv Grilmtor, Unl1a£1s 
~rohibiWd by law Oi Lendec ,e-9.rees. !o the ccnvary in Wtiting, Gra-r.wr shall. rnlmburi:I& le:l"dei: fer ff~ costs- and ~~n:ses K'ccorre.d t:n 
ecn:riec~l;'.l{'\ v-.,-ith th:e. matt~t-1 r-efri:rred is::1 l(i thi~ p1rag-i:-:!l)h, 
Attomey~ln·Fact. If Gr,antor farls to do any of th~ thin~s feferred t.o In thEl' prnc:edi11g P-'m:Jg'l"aph, Lel"ldet may da Jo for arid In the name of 
Grantor $t"ld at Gu111'1tm's e'.<pens-.a., For tiJch py~pos,rat, Gr~ri:tor hereby lrr&vo¢~bly ep-p.¢U'lts lends:r -8$ Gr;u'11.0t's i'.Htome-y-inTfaot tor the 
i,'hJtpote of maJdng, executing, de!i"ierir:g, filil1g, r't;cof<ling-1 i:rnd doing ntl Gti'1e-r things -as may t:u -necesurv or desirablu, tn lencfo·ts sole 
opinion1 H1 accomplicSh tho matWtS re-ferr@d lo in the preceding p1u-a9raph-, 
FULL f.1.E.RFORMANCE,. If Bc.:irrowa:r Md Gran!Q~ pqy &H the. tr;Mb-U!drJ.(l:'lS: who.n due-, and G,an.tc.-r o:hil'rwis!? iuuto,rrn,; all the: obHg.aho-1'\$ impowd 
upon Gra~c!' w.dar this Mortg:1:1=ga, lta-nd-a; sh3tl -eAe-CiUt& .&rid -de:fivet to Grant~f' a $uitab1e satl15,faction of 1hls Mortga.9rs ar.d su'rt.ab1'e :!ftAtemel'lt$ 
of UHrnlnatJOn. of any finan.clrig statement en file evidencing L;nder·~ security lnteretlit in lhe RMts a.nd the PIHSOnal Property Gra~rnt will pay, 
if pef.milte:d by applJc,a,ble law,. .a11,y ,re.u.011abie termination f.ee as dettrmlnad- by Le-rd:e.r from time- to fme. 
EVENTS Of 0-EFAUtT. Elich of the fo.11owln.g, e.t Le,;<id~;-•s oplion, 5r"lail cans11t1.11e an £vent c,f Oefijuit under thls MortQagri:' 
Pa.,.m:an1 Oarauh. Borrower rails ta ma~e any pavmeh! When dL:fl:' under ~he Jr\debtcdne.s:!i. 
Default -On- OthtH P.ayme,nts. Fall:wrea or Grnntor within thi,- "time: req;J\<ed b•r 00 Mortgage to m;i-k.f! any paiyman~ for taxes Of tn.e;urance. or 
8fly c:itller paymorit rieeu~ary to pr-event filing of Qr to elJect dl!!!-i;:-huga of -t1riv lien. 
Omer Oefaults. Barro .. v-er or Grant0:r faif~ ?o com-,ply with or to p,arfl'.:lrm ai,-,,y othm 'E:c:rm, -ob!ig:!=l\O-r,;, cov-Ot'i.1nt of eoruiltetin- cont~n.r1:d m thiu 
MortgJge er ill al\y of thu Aelvl-00 Ooc::umonts or tc comply wilh or t-o pa:rform an,,,.. te.rrn, obl'iga-t1or., cov1;uu,n1 or e;ondCtfrm contai11ed in an·" 
other aiarcement berwefll.n lendl'ir and Beinowet or Gr-antor. 
O~h1:u.l~ In f.-voi of Th1ni ¥'~,, ShouM Borrow.a~ or anv -Gru-...tor i:tef:i3uH \.inder ~nlf loan, axte=l"ISiClfli or c.ttdit, :attvt.lty agre~motiL p>JrthaH 
Of !t&h•• :agr-eern-uti1, or ,3ny oth-er agreemeM, in fovor .of ony otru.;t cr8ditcr or- petsori that may rnsteri:.;Jly ic1ffec:t any of Borrow~r•, or any 
Grantor's proi:ierty or Borrower•~ -iibmtv (a repay 1he lndi!lbt-ednC:51.s: or S.Orrowe,r'i o, Grantor's ab11ity to perform t~eir fe$-pec-tJ\;e obligaMru; 
~nder thi!S Mcrt9111g_e c:r any ot rh(l ficlat..ed Doc::urt\ent-S+ 
F~u- Siat11m&nts. Any waua-n'1y, fepr-e-s-e.r:tatl¢-n or sti!!lltmen1 mi?Jd'e ot h.11nish~d 10 ltnder by 8arrow1H or Gt1Httor or on B()rrower's o, 
Grantor11 behalf under t:hi:ii; Mmtgag,e or tha Rl"::l;1ted D0~~1rnents is ialsti or misleading ln eny mr:irerial re~pect, either now or at the 1ime 
m;i,de or fumlsli,a--d or b-eccrnes- tulse or ml.$10.a:dtNG a( 'IJ:ny time ihereatiar, 
P-ef:e-c'\hft C-o1!at,mttizatitm, Thi5 Mcrtgage er iarw ol thtl: Related Oocurncrus ceases 10 b~ in lwll fore~ and ettttr.t (lriclur.ltng faih.Jfe of any 
eol:aterat docurnent 10 -e:ruat! a valid and porfecrnd seCL,1dly iiitare~t or ll~n) ait iBlil" tlrn,e i;nd tor an)' reason, 
Oeam or lrGONll'nc.y, T~ ~-so1utton or Gra,1tot's k-eg-c:i:r~e-ss ot whather ele~~ki-1' to continue ls madeL any membe.-r whhdraws fro.rn th& 
limited liebiiity company, cu .eny other cermlnariol'I of Borrowe-r1, or Gu,ntor's -exi.stence Ma going bu:slne:u or the deiith cf any member .. the 
Jnsa1 .... en11y ot Banowet or GrantM, th& appointment cf a n:u;ei..,<H for E.liy part of 8orrnwer'.s or G.roni:o,r'i prop(lrty, an'( -assiginmen.t for the 
benefit of -C-f!dil-ors-, ani t1pa -of ,cio-£fi;-or work.out., O( tt-<1 -c.ommoti'C--e-mant at any fHCH;eedit\Q' vn®r any b~o~:cle:y of lnsotwncy h:!aws by 01 
.o;ili'inst 8-orr.owt:r o-r G:ranto-r. 
Cre-ditot c,r Forf41iwr• PtQCll-l!ld.tn~s. Cof'f1mer.c=:e-ma11.t ot 'forecloswre ot 1Qrf&ltL.1t,e pro-eaiacJing.s.1 whether by ii..dfofat proceeding, sei!-he:lp, 
tispo.s:!i%'5iQO 01 any o,;her m!ltMrl1 br any credfEof of Sotro-wer or Granw,r or by any ,govtrfllnenHtl agMcy :s:gaine:t "/.t.riy property secu:fir~ th.a 
lndebt~dne:ss. This «lc.hJde:s. a gun.lshrnorit of :any of Borrower•, Qt Gra()tui'-& ecco1.1r•na. IMludi.r,g deposjt ,a-ccounts, with Lender. Howt\ifllr, 
•Ns Ev,t,ttU 0-f Dth1n.1lt shaU net apply if th11re Is a g,ood faith disi:,ou1 by Borrowe., or Grant.or as t-Q the validity or f0~5Qr,ablttnes• (If the cl1Ji"1'1'1 
which Is the buh,;. of th$ t:ted--i.-ta, or f0-tfe1ture p!',tH;oe,ditlQ nnd if Bono.war 01' Ori"!rU.OE @\J,e:$ le.nder wriUeo .notice o~ the- creditor or fortemK~ 
,proc-ee:din,g -em, dO;x»iU wlth l!t-hdef monles, or .e. surety bond for the creditor or forfeHure proc::ti,i:Hri~, ln an 11:mc,1,in( deta:rmined b~ lender, 
tn h• ,clier d!-Scr~tlon, .u be-il)S an adequau11 feserv, or bOrid ro, lt'11R= dbl:pu;t:, 
Brl!!ac.h: of Otha~ Ag,1Hmont. Any 'breach by BoHow-e:r or Gra11u1.r under the: ~ms o~ er1-"y Gther agteame,iil ha.tween Borrower -o-r Grant-or and 
under tltM \$ .wt :remedied witf:ITT any -gra,ce perioi:J provided therein, -inclvdiog without Jlmitation any -,greetM1nt eoncerf'ing: any 
lr!debtedness or Qthar obUg-ation of Borrower or Orantor to Leridatr1 whether ex!stJr,g now or later. 
Eveom Aff-a--ctlng Gu-."!'a..tdcu;. Any ot the preC$J1ng -eve-ms otc:urs with UIS;l'IK-t to <ll"!Y G~ootor -of ony of the fndebtadneu fir any 
Guarantor.dies or becofl.U)'l. fncampe-tent, o:r-revo1ce• o, disputaa the-validity ot. or flabiUty 1,.mdl;!!r, D.l'ly Ciuarenty of u,, lridebtedtu!·H. 
Advar1-1 Chang•, A material adverse cha-ngie occurs In Grantor's financ1Bl condltlon._,. or Len.de, belie1,1es "he. prospet'!t o.1 payment Qf 
pe1fi'H'fflff1Ct!: nf W lndebtedoe.lS: is lmpeited. 
tnsacurh:y. Lender In good falth beHev-es Itself i111ec.ure. 
RIGHTS ANO RB\tEOlES OM DEFAULT. Upon: !l:he ac.-Qurffl:nCe of .ar, £wrttot Oeteurt aM at ;;n-y tITTlt!c ti'.efeafter .. lendiaf, atl.-Euidec+!l option, may 
e:llte:rt1;i• any one or more :of the toliowk,g righta -&Ad ramedies, in -1ddilf:pn to anv other ri-ghtta o-r ..-.amedie!li proiv;deci by- J1w: 
Ac.c_al•tatt lndibttdne1s. Lendlllf sh.au have the rrghl 11t Its option without notice to Borrower or Gian.tot •o dee.Care the emJre Jndebttdnes-::. 
lmmedia-tely due Jild ,pay•b-1•~ inctuding: an.y ~payrmRt penalty 1:hat anrro"Wff wo:uld bt 1c9quifed to p.q. 
UCC Runtdi•s.. Wich re.spact la lfl or any part of the Pirsonal Propertv, Lender shall h1v-a afl th• rights and ,e,nediU cf a. 5EICtJfed pa1w 
under Iha Unlro,m Commercial Code_ 
Collect R•nrs .. Lender shaU lie-va- lhe right, withour noti-C.l!I to Borrower o, Gran.tort to uka :posse:11;:11:too.or th,e Property and' coUect th.a R&t1t$, 
~nc:luding amounts past due and un,paMj. arid 1ppry the net pruca-1:ds. owr q,r,d •bo"'• lender'$ co1u;. ageio.st the Pnd.eb1ednes1. •n 
f,1,1rther1"ce of this right~ Lender ffllly ta(luira en.v teria.nt or Ct~'lllr \l&llr' of the .Ptoµerty to maka paymetflts a.1 rant or 1,.1:u fees d.itectly to 
lender+ If tnll Re-.ntl: are ,caitec:tcd by- Land&f', then Gran.tor Errav0c-ab}y desigmta-1 Landat •i Grantor-.. s att-omey•ln--fs-ct iu andots:t 
f:t'l:&trumen\s received m. payment tha.-eaf iri, the rusma of Granto, end ta negotiete the. a amt and coHect rhit proceeds. Payments bv tenant~ 
Qr otht!t users to Lender Ip respOJ111e ta ltndar•• demand shall satisfv ?he obligations for whfch 1he paym■nts are made. whether or not aov 
ptqper grounds fQ.- the d~maod exlAted. lender ma:"t exorcle.e h$ :rights- under- this- aubpan1g,aph e:'i'thet tn person. by .agent.. ot through .a 
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Appoint J\,,;eiv-et, lender iliihall ha•,1e thM rtght to have a teceLvar appoinltd to ti:lJ.1,,e poss0-uion ot 111 or br'ly p.:,ft Of the Property, wlth tho 
~wer tQ prot-ect .and -preserve ths Propijrty, to operarn th-e P1a~en~ pr,1:1::,ed]ng ~oreclo:i.ure or sele, al'ld to coll~cl 1he Rents fro; the 
Prc:ip:-en.'( and ;,pply the proeee:d:$f over .a,nd ab--Ove th~ c◊tt ol me- ~-enJ'll?~ a~tswt 11m k<Otbtid;'!e,s'S- The- reteil!'er may serve: w,thl)ut 
O'!md H petmi'l.i:E:d by law Lend'-$f'e :rlght 1:0 -the ap-pointrn-e-rit or e rec:W1H 1-hall ~rxlst whethe! c; -nm the ep_pers-nt vahJ~ of the. Prop-ertv 
e;-cee-ds the h,deb-tfldnes; by .a substaritlail amounL Empll'.."l'{men1 by Le rider shall not dlsquelify a petlOrl frc-m sen.-lng- ~s iEI re:c:eb,er, 
Judii;.lru fe,e.c.1-o$-Ut•, LE!NJt:r rnav obtaln a JiJ,diclal da-cme: for;:doiing Granto-,·s !r.t~rs~t li"i a11 c1 any part ct th:e Pto_p:erty. 
NQOjudir.1111) .Sal&. 1f permitted Cy $pp1ic.ah!c /.aw, Lender may fon:-ck•se Gra,ntor·.s interest j11 all or in any pain of lho Personaf Prope;rty or tho 
t'lm:il Property b'f !\Qr,~judit;lal sell. 
l);ficie.ncy Jud~ent. U p~rmttt-ad t.¥ .sppfa:aabi~ law, U,ind~r mriy otita-J--n Ji j1Jd'9ml!:nt for -ti-nv -d-efic:i-1:mcy 11~rna:rning in lhe tr•rcha:btedne-s.s due 
to LerH:lM afier e.pplkatior, of e!I !:!mOl,Jf"it.$ r-eceive~ from th!:! exercjse. or the dghcs prnvldod in thit $~C-tio,n. 
Tilln.at\c:l_f at Sufferit.nce. It Gfanltlf remall'l::r. in p.QSioil=S!!iiOo of the Property eftiu t~ Propttty ls: sold i!- p:r-cllided ehov-e or LenC::et -o'therwiH 
b:e,comes :&MWed to poS!ie-ss.ion o~ the p.,operty up-on deh~l1 or e~uqwe.r or Grairitar, Granto( shall becomo & tenant 'Bt s1JUerenc:& ot Leridu 
or the pt.1rchaser of the 'Property l!lnd shall1 at Leodet'6- option, alVier fl) pay a te~sonable rental for the use C)f tht Property, or (21 vacete 
Chi:!; Property lmmediatel,' ui;io111hi::, demand of LEtf\der. 
Other ft,oJ;n,ed'iti-s, lender Sha.Ti '7.a1,1e iiil other :righu• arid remedies p-rnvlded in this Mo-rtg1:1gs: ot the Not& 1;1T 1:waifabh'!: at law or fn eQ1,rily, 
Sale of thu Fr01)C:!n.t. 'Te; the extant permitred b~ .applicable taw 1 Borrower end Gnantor ~t~reby waive i:lny .end a!l right to have. th-fJ- Plcpeft]' 
marshaHed. In. exercising hs r!Qht$ and rem.e!:-dies1 Lend.a< !Shall b,i;e hia=e to•~ ci1l 01 .any pM-t of the P.r~rty togtHhaf or taparattty, ln o.rm 
1121'.a -or bV s~pl'lrlH'a ua1es, ler,dEl'I shell bot entitled' to bid et any P,1Jblic 5-afE!: on 1111 or -eny ponion cf the Pt0perty 
N,;,tlce of SalEI:. t..endar strn·U give Qran,:or f!!:a:s.ori;abla noti(;e of 1h~ time mi<l ptac.:~ of an.y pw.bnc sale of th-e- Personal Propo~iy 01 ot the lime: 
-e"he:r- whl;;,h al'\'f pdl/!lte $ale c;r (!ether "im~nded dlspo$itloo of the Petso-na! ~ropmry ls C.o be made., Reesonabh!' nonce shaJ! m~.:;ln :nmii;:e 
given at tesst tan UOl davs beJOr(f the time of the: s.ale c,r dis;posl(iori, Ar;y sale t"J11ho ~i;irson1'.II Propenv mey be. made In coojunttion with 
a:rw saht or the Re:;il Property, 
-Eh1s~tfQ11 ot tivmodios, E'J~ctTor,. by le.i1do:r :to p;,.iau:e- a.f1a)' f£m'8,dy i:h.;tj no-! a-~cl1,.1d~ pi.i.l"$vlt :0f eny 0the1 1:em&dy, and Br'i -flkn;.:r;io,n. to make 
e:,r,per,dittJIM or to take ,l';Ction m pe,rorm an QbHgation of Gr11nt0r under this Ml',ntgage:, 11fter Gr~mtor'.S failure to parfourt, EihBli not aHii:tt 
Lender's ,ighl to d-ac-rarn ~ d-11faur• and e~erc-ise Its remediss. Nothi~Q 1..1nder thi.$ Mortg.agf:il or 01her•wise JhaH be conatrnecl :r.o .a'l ta limit m 
nis.tr~1 the rigt·U!S- ~11d re-rn.ed'les av.aJlab!e 10c lendtH -loDowlng .sn hc:nt .of Defawl1. or In !ny w~ to ~rrJt w restrk:t the rlghts en;d ebilifV of 
Le~der to proc--1u1:d -directly agalri:rt (;ranto,r :sndfor SortQl,'11::r a.-ndior against e,ny ot}ler eo·rn.aiker, 9uaraintor, sun!:'ty or IIH'!dor:5et and/os to 
p,roceed .t119ain.1n .any othC( co!lateral cUrectly Of fi"dl.-ectlY t.i,c:urinQ the lr.c!,tjbte:dneu. 
Attomeyt' F110:,;~ bpen:uJs~ It t~mi-e.r lriatiu.nes- 3ny :zuH or a.c:lio!"I ,o :e..nfi.w·c-a anv ct ins term$ of tt:'1-l-s M.ortgaga, l-c11der .1hutt be entitfe-d to 
ttc.-ove:.r t;;uch svrn as the court mi,y ed}utloc re..l!iOrtabla as ettorney!' f-ees .eit tria~ and up,i,i-11 any appeal. Whe:the• or not &ny c-01..1rl a~tion I$ 
lnvoh,ed1 end to the exta-nt noi ptohibitEad by law, al! rea.soriebt,: e1'!pe-n.su L-endil!lt incurs the3t in ltnder'.s oplnioi'i •re nee:euary at any time 
for t."ie p:r,:;i.t-ec:~io-n of ia lotetc--s-", o, the- anforcel"'ntlnt ot lts r!ght:5 ihaU be,eome: a p1Ht of the l11dcb-~d:nt.$.'$ payable on demand an:d NH bear 
ii:'itere-st at the Note rat-a- from the date t,1 the -e'l(p:endit1..1re tmtH ra:pe:id, ExpeMS=S: covc=red by thi! pa.ra:;r.aph !m:;lude, without Hmitation~ 
however $.lJbj-ect to eny limits 1,.u-,der appllceb!e l~w, Lend1Jr's f£iasonable ,morn,ev·,' r.e-es- ~f1d Lender's le91;1I expeMts whtther or t1or rher-ai is; 
a fawsult, including reiUiionable :atlorney:s' IH.$ and trKperises. for bankruprcy pro~E-ed~i~s {in~l1;;dir,9 efforts to mQCHty -Of \lacate any 
cavtomatie ~1:~y Ot il")junetlonl, -JP?Oal:$, aM eny anfrcip,~!~il poEtfudgm-e.nt cclfe(rti--011 n-rvlt-Ssi \ho .cost of sc,a:,ri;Mng rec:otds, obUilnfng titl! 
r~po,rts (Including foreclo~u-r-e tep.,rtsl, survey-or-s' raports, and appraisal tees ar,d title lMurance. io ti'le e:,j;te-nr .pw:irmtned by applk1;:1ble law. 
Granter ~rso witl p~y any c:ourt tOSt!:>1 in addition to all tHhfl:1' sums pi-o..,.rded by law, 
HOTIC£S. Ar1.v notice H!!Q~red to be .glv~n t1ri¢f&1 thi$ Mo-rcga.ge:, inch~ji-ng witho·.n timit.n1Dn ~,.. nl]lira~ -of dd~wlt 8:itf ony notice of Hli!i! .shall be 
gl\1eri ln wr-itit'l!ilr and shaH be. oftec:tiva when i;.ctually d-eliva-red1 when octually re,ceiv&d by teftitisc:slmll!i junle5~ Otherwise requ\r~d by lawL when 
de-130.sited wlth .a na1kina!ly reco;nil1,ti;d ovi,roJght co:,.irl-e,r, ot, ii m:,i/(ld, when deposited tn •he Uni:a'!d Sta-t:11~ ruail, .a~ fo:s.t chias~ t;;'f,h'iifi~d ot 
re9s1Q:t-ed mail postage prep.tld, diract-e:d to th,ai addruses EchOWn near &le be<Jkmlr,g -0~ th!t Mortgage. AU copies ot notices ot torecio~-ura from 
tile hoider or env lien which has primiw O"lier this M~ttgag-e thali be sent to Lender•~ addreS.$, es shown netf the be.ginning o! thl$ Mortgage:. 
Any party rnoy change Its: address fOI' notfr;es urider this Mortgaga by giving formal wrimm noiiiee to the ether _p,e:rttes. tpecitylng that th.a 
pvtpos-e. of 1hi,i ncXrce Ir. to Chan.gs. tM pa.r•v's ~ddrat~- for no,;j~ fHJt;,o-5U, Grsmor agrce-e:s \0 k.ecep lender lnformod at c1H times: of Grantor's 
-cu-nent sddU1:U, Unless otht!l:rw!s.e :provided or -re-q.iited b"; law, If ltiera is more tJ,arl ens Grar)tor, a,-..y no1icr. given by Laiod't;r 10 any Gran,cr is 
de-emed w 'oe: notice ~hren to $11 Gr.einlors 
ADDITIONAL PflOV!S!ON? Hypothec:ation Mortg-i3gc - A9reem-e:m of 8,:rnowt!f, 90-frO~f.'if, snci each oJ tMm if more than ono, by ll;s ex~c.utiGfl of 
t.'71s Mm\9agc1 E:gre:cs that lt ti;hall be &ubjeot to, bot..md by, 1;1,rid ~n1;on1dly obligated to p.oy, observe end ~1fcmn, jointly iltr>d :seve-u1!ly wlrh 
G,r.antort -eath arid e:"',ery of 1'he ter0'1-:$, eov.Ql'lDnts, :end cam'.Mion9 of thi& Mortgage as If Borrower h.ad executed this Mort.gage H GraM.or: 
provided ih.1t Afl.l{ limi1aiior: ,o.t li.abilit.y on th" pan of or appli,c~ble: to- GrantGr &ha.11 M\ b~ uppilcJ!ble tc, o.r fer the biH~fit of San-ow~r. rt be.ln9 
tmders.tood that &nowE:r's oblfQat'rotis 10 lernJe, \Jrnfer this Mangag<:l Of the Related Documen.ts or 01herwfse me without lirn-h to liablrhy e>:ecpt 
as. m8y bli! e:itpressly ar"1d &pecifically :&tt forth In a .sep:.,rate written &9r0e-ment signed by Lender. 
~~11+ .Pamkla- J.. Stfli-.r:!!!:r~ wna ot Jt'.A.!i &lt!Fil aod , ~ WQ:lt, wl.fa ef Ow1~Q· t1',7J'l!lli«'irrm:rl~~ .. ~,>-ilo~\~";,.~!le1"nrl 
aue1,t t,e,,r;;;e t:\ >d ta brn" a•" 1:1g;,att1110l,:y fNfU:ast g-r qih;:ir imaresi 1J-re1 111a9' l1a1,1'cr IH ia••r o4,..the PCQ:w;rty qr tbe R~s--4e ~to-
~Mi:He l,1 liioAreeklon with the JodttPUdOIM s-ncwwf;. uii bu secc1eJ J.cubr1 .,;fJ,, t::::?rf{? 
GRANTOR'S f\EPORl' ON tNSUR.ANC:E·. UpDn tii:quea.t of Lendc:1, howm11er oor mare thl)r, onc-e: $ ye.ar~ Grant-::ir 1{~{fvroi:r.h i:i Lli>.der a feport on 
eaeh ex3stifl9 :poHcy of -ln.sursoc-e sht,lwlng: (l) the riiirne ot the Jns:urer; 1:2) the rlska: iMun1:d; 13) tN amount of th& po!Eey; (4) the property 
ins\J'l"Sd, the thii!,,r'I curr.1;;rnt rept~cemeMt value of s-uch p-roperty1 and the manner -of deletmlnlng ttiat vall,.-o; and 15) the e1tpirat1on data ot the. policy" 
Gr.ancor JhaU 1,.1pon re-~uu.~ -of lender~ have -a-n !nd<!per,dont 4ppr.a:i:.s:et sat~1aciory tQ L-1:~r dtte:rmin.e tht CIJ$h q.lue np!ac-t"ment c-ost or the 
P«>?•rtv, 
MISCfU.,V>leOUS PROVISIONS. Tho following mlstel>or.eo,,. p,ovisloM a,e ; port o! lhlo Mott~age: 
Am•ndmtttts.. ·rh.t:l Mortgage. wg--ethet with -!:r"iy Re!:a-l:ed Oo:cum~nts, i;:;Qnstitute, the em.Ire l..1nderst.a:nding ~nd agret::mem: cf the piuties. ,s 
10 the matters ut foL"th k1 thls Mortgage. Ni;, alui:ril,tJori of or &mendrnent to this M,ort9age s!itfl be eHecrfve I.Hiles~ given rn writing imd 
ii,aried b\" the pJJtty or ptrties 8(1.wght to be cha:ri,ad or b<Hmd by tha alteration or .amendment. 
Amual cR,:1J10ff.$+ It the- Property is: 't.ili:~d fOf purJ.)-Qses ,eiather thoo Grar:tor's t-ts.fdf<nc:e, Gn3-ntor rhall fomf:sh to U'nde-r. upon req;-..est. & 
c:1;1:H.ift'ed itateme:nl of riet operating income rec~lved frorn the r~1op,erty d1,.1dng Or11ntori1 previous fiscal year if1 such form ■ l"ld deteil es 
L-eu'ldet &ti-i1I/ re~uire, "Nat op-ilratiflg ine:orne'" -1'1,111 me~n afl cuh racei.Dts from the Property fe!I all cast\ expendttur,u. m;11.de in :c-on.nec~hn 
with th-I: op.2:ratf.On of th~ Prape.rty, 
Caption H•adlngs. Capth:m headjogs in this M-0tt91aige .are for convenrence p-1.1rpoae:s onfy end are not to be used ta intetpfet ct define Iha 
,pro-vrsions of thii Mortgage. 
GC>fttnin; law. Thhla Mortgag• wffl be tov.emgd by fed«i:r.-1 IDw ,1pplcab1e to l.tnde:r 1md, to the axtamt not p1■1mpted: by fade,1111 law, tha ••w• of the State of 'd•ho without ngari:l to hs c:onftict& of r■w pro"i$:Jops. Tbls Mottg•,a• he1 be.an .ceepted by L■ rw:har in tht State of 
td•~o-
Choice of \1-emR-. H ther-fll b a tawsuit. -Granro:t eg.te-e:s u,pcin l.1!111dtir't: rel'IJ.J-e.s:t 11' .subrt1it to the Jurisdk:tior. af the i:::ourts af BLAINE- Coomy, 
Slate ol tlfoho. 
Jc,lnt arul S•va••• Llal,a;ty. All Dl,llgaticno ot a.,r,.,wo< om! Granto, ""do, truo Mortgas;e srni!I be (oi!>t ooo ••veral, ~ml •II "''""'n""" to 
Gre-n.tfJr thaH mf!tifl each and eve•y Granto-r, end aU references to Bon-ow er stia,H mean. aach 1rid 11very Eklrrowef. This means 'that t;;e-h 
Granlor Jlgning below lo responsible for oll obtlgotio"• t~ lhl• Mo•t9~•· 
Na- Wffi!lf by l.endat~ Ltndaf thal!: -nat bit daemsd ia have wa.i\l'ed ff.fl'/ right! under lhlt MQJ"tg'MpJ linh,:;:15:& $\ICh w~ver it.. gl~n i:n wrlfm; 
l!nd -sJEpnO-d biit Lender. No deltty or oml:u:ion 01'1 tha part of land•r Jn t;l(erclsfng ll'ty t~ht shall operate as a w,1Ner of such right or any 
other rig'llt. A waiver by Lender of a provi.slon of thls Mortgage shall not praJ,udic:a or con1UittR, a wrd'V'er of lender's right othEtrwi!lie -.;o. 
d111-m.aind 1t.ric~ c:omprfil.:!1t• with that pr-ovJslon of -tny other ptovls-i-Q-n :Pt 1N1- Mortgagv, No p,,lor walvar- by Lender. nor any -courit- oJ deatmg 
batw~ lend•r end Gr-anm,.,. shalt con:1titma a w:aivtt of anv ct l.Rndar's tights or ci,I any of -Grantor's obJig ■ cions es to U'IY future 
tr•osactlons. Whenever the cr.:rr-.g.ant Df Lender ~$ reqolrad uMer th~s Mortg11gi•M the gnmtlng of sl.ich cionsent by Lender in a11y instenc& 
shall not constitute continuing consent fa sub&equent instanciC!.$ wher• :lf.LJ.Ch -oonsam i1 ret1.trintid encl~ alt Cl:$1-S wet\ conset'1t mvy b4 
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gt&r.1:-e.d o, whhhaid in the sot~ di$-Cf9-tbn o1 LeMQr. 
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SaverabUity, It a covn of ,x.impetent jurisdlctfon foi.t,is any pro\li"sion of this Mortgag-u to be Wtg-al. invalid, or ,unentorceab!"e as to any perso-n 
or drcunis.lance, ti1at find.ins shall ntH make 1h(!; offe:ndlng p(ovisioi:i il1egal1 Invalid, or una.nfore:eab(o as 1() .a:-1y 01hct person (I! 
drcumst-an~~- H i"7::as!b1e~ the tiff(l;f\.dfn~ provl:sion shall be- corrs:ider-ad modlfiQ-d .Si'.'> "that it bewmes ie;aal,. v.aHd antl -enh:1-tceabfa. If the 
otfend[ng provis.ic:m cannot be .50 rncdl"s-d 1 lt sh!lll be c-011sldernd del-oted frcm this- Mortg:a:ge. Un!ess othe:rY..•lu tequfred by l;;;w, tht 
illegality, !r1valldiW, or -unientorcea.bltity al 1my provision of thi.s MoMgego sh..,ll n-ot aHect the. legaitlrit, ve!idil'f or enf.prcea:b!Bty of .anv other 
p,ovl•loo ol this Mortgage, 
M~r-g-er, There sharl b-e no fn€rger· of the iri.u:,-est Of estat2 created by this Mortgag,1,1 with 11w other lnt-:iresl or es1ate in tha .Propetty at any 
tin-u~ hefd by er tanl'1e benQtit of Lie1-.der In .imy ca,:i-ticity, wilhout 1:he written con·sflnt or leo,cJe.r. 
sw:cenouli and A't!'signs. S:Jbject to any limitations. stat-e-d 1rl this M-011:9a-ge on ffanst-e-, of G,amur's inh:rut. this Men.gage shall trs. binding, 
-upcm and lriure to the bcm,tit ct the partia<a, their -succus'1rs ar-id (l!:islgns. If owr.ershi~ of ~ha Property Oec;cmes \luted In a per.:lt.-fl other 
ch1m Gran~or. Lender, wlthOIJ"t nocic::ri lo Orantor, may deo\ w·1th Gr.ttr•tor's. 5\.ICCa.ss,on wiih r-elarence. to this Mortgage &~d trte Jridebu,:dne!'ls 
by way :ot forba.annce or a~tension withcu! n:JeM=tng G:r.fH'ito.r f.n:irn ttia. oblg;)Hons of this Mott9ag$ Ot Hal!khl¥ under the mdebted'nesf!. 
rur1e h, ,i;i1 \he E,s~m::e-. TI me is Df the eu1:H'ICe i-r. t11e p-ertMmar:ce. ot this Mortgage., 
Wi111va Jury. AM ~rttn= 10 tM Mort,g,a:g.J h;11;H1:by waive u,. 1\'gnt 10 any jury ttiaf fJ-'i ll:flY actiQn~ p,1ut:ee-ding, Ctr i;ooot-etcJaim brought by any 
party ag,aloS;t &Of Qiher par~. 
Wah,er of Homestead Exe!mpt1cn. Grant.er hereby rnleuu a:1nd wahrus all rlg.hts .euid benefia of tli.c ho111e-5i\t:=td e,;empt1on iitws of the Starn 
of Idaho a~ to au indeb(edl'!ilH ~"E;cured bv thi~ f',tortgage. 
DEFIMTIONS. iho fellowing capi1ai!zed word!i aod te:rms shall ha•,e tho!! following mea,ning:s wher U!Wd In this Mortg:e-90. Unlaa!$S :specifi.c;:eUy 
Mated W tho eoritrary1 ~Ii relettnce5 10 dollar amou.nts :i.hall M\Hln emo1Jnts In l.ao;.'ful rnonav ol ~i,e Ur~1:ed Statu ot Amcdca. Words and terms 
V':ie-d in the: s.bgul-sr shall W:cb..1de the ph;raJ, i!H'id the pkda! tf-131! lni";h.id,;; the sing~lm. as the contt!:M .m.a'f' reQ:ui:r~. \Vnn!"-s and terms nG-t. otherwis,e 
t:leiinecl in this Mortgaige $h~ll htrvc th>.la rri.aaning.$ a.mlbuted to 1:i.1ch r-erms in Iha IJniform ComrtH;rcfaf Cnde: 
eo,rowar, lhe word "Borrowm" me.:rns WATERFORD PARTNERS !II, LLC and incl1J::::ie-s- alt co-si9n,1J1s a.id. ca.-m~kcrs signing. the Note. arid 
ali thek .sticc-essors and .assigns. 
Oa-lautt. ihe worrJ ~oefaul!." m-2.s:ns the Default sat forth tn t.hi!i Mo~tgage In the Sf!ltHon 1itied "Def-i.'lµ;lt". 
E-n1Jtror;nw=n.tal lawSc. TM words. •=~-.itoome..,tal t,,,a-,,_;c;,t'" ~,;ean any and a:1 sta.1e* tederieJ B'f"l'd h.;ical iunu1ea7 :r«S1,,1latiQf'il -1·nd ordtn.a:rv;e:$ 
reia:ting to the prc:,tcct.ion of human hoal1h or the er,vlrcnm.einr, inr.:1udinp wltho~t iimlta1km the Camprch~nsive Environmental FiHponsc, 
Corspon.,tion, •nd Liability Act of 1980, as amended, 42 u,s,c, Section 9601, et ••Q, l"CERCLA"I, \t\e Suporfund Amendmonte •nd 
A&!'l-uthoriutfocr1; Act ,c! 1986, Pub. L. N.o. 9:f-499 f"'SARA~i, 1.he Kua:rdc;us MetedalS: Tra-t1,sponati¢.n Acl, 49 U.S.C. Sec-l>on lBOl 1 e,t s.e,q. .. 
tl'ii R.SiOJJtcc Ccni.s:ervati:On :a.r-,ij Rtcov-ary A-ct, 42. U.S.C, Seeti0:'1 6901, -et e.eq,. or other applic-able ill.ate ,ot fe:dera1 faws, f'IJles, or 
rngu1.i.liot'it adopted pur!;i.lJlll.nt t~telo, 
E~.nl of Oefa:ult. Tti.e- words ·tve.m of Ot.f-aulf' ma-.ar. a.nv ot tlw -e;;;,;:,ntt of detauk ~,at forth in this Mortgage in tho tvenu ol deJ;ruh 
-S•N~tion of thi$ Mt1 rtg age. 
Grantar, The v,ord "Gr•t11or" mo•n• JOHN SCHERER and CHARLES HOLT, 
GuJ!;f~ntor. 'tt,e wu.rd "Gu;1~amo;-" me~n, any guMi!f'<lOf, o;;,JJ{ety, Of ~:ecommo-dati-cn party of .an)' or .a1  of the- k,C:-ebte-dness. 
Guaranty. The ward •Guuanty'" rri-eans the gua:-,t,r,ty frorr-1 Gua.rantc:u lo Li.'n1dor, including: with;Jut Hrnitation a gu1n.1vay of 3111 or part of tli.e 
Noh~. 
th~iirdou~ -Subs121nc:es. "the words "'Hanr-dou!a S~bst5Hlcestf mean mateirlals fh.at', beca1.1s~ of their quantity, c~ncentrDition or physical, 
cMmicai l'.H' infectious ch1Hac:tetl~tlcs 1 mil!ly eaiwie or po$e a prnsent or poten(ial hazard ta hvman health or the environmettl when 
imp..-oper!y used. ne.ated:, $-tofe'll, d.ispcaed e:t; g.enc-r.!l-to.d, me:r1uf,3,;turDd, !rnn.s_poned m -otherwise h.u,.d,ltd. TM words '"Ha.U11dous 
Sub:Uanters• .are u;t;;e-d in their '-.'tt)I b.-to&dest :i.-erisn :anG lfitl·1.uj~ without !imitatio!l any end a.fl haunfoLl'S. -t)t toxie $\fbstat'IC.es. mat1trl,Ol5 o-r 
wMte l!ls d(dJned by or Jist~d under the l;n11ironmmnt&I Laws.. The iarm "Ha.zardO'I.Jt Substari-ces• .ahi;o ir.clud,es, witht)ut limit~tlon, p-etroloum 
i'!nd PQtroleum brprod'ui::t11 or ·an-,, 1ractii:ni ~hereof and &!fbcstos.. 
lmpt-ovem11:rns. Toe wotd "lmpwviment.o/' rne.aM &H e:,,J,tln9 and f'wh,H9 improvemlint5, buitd1ngSi 1 51.ructun:i-s, mob!fo 'homei effi;,i:ed on the 
Real Prop~rty, facllhiu, a:di;:1i?lons 1 uplacomerirs and othc, conimuQ.tlon on the Re.el Pwporty. 
tnd~bU'ld.-\Hsr Tho word ;,.indeb;..edneu"" means a:H prlndpa!, interest, and othei .r;i;moun~:ll,, costs aoo cl'Xpqnses payab!e under tl"'..e No:-e or 
:R-1,:l.:;ted Ooc-umen.u;, togfflthe.- ,...,.Jth all rn,.,_.w"1s o!. 8JL:HH'1Siom or •. mormic.ations: or. ceir,,s.oiida1til:'ln.6 o1 ilrnfsubst(\1,Jlicns fot tha Nota or 
RflhHed Oocume-nui lmd eny amot1ms exp.(';lnded c:ir advancl.'.!:d by Lander lo dlschatgc Gran.1or's obiigo!ltfoos ar &llpeflses incurred by L~nd'er to 
-e.oforce G:r;,.ntor's ob,l..ige.tl.c,H1s under u,;~ Mmt,g:.,g:,e, t-09:i;.thec VJ~lh lntenu1l on suc~1 arntnJ!"'1ls u pw;,,id&d in this Morto,19a. Specrnc-any, 
with.our Um1tatlon 1 lndcbHHhes-s. ifit:hxiE-S :al~ .am.01Jr+U tha'r may be: indirectly HCutt!d by lh~ Cr-ou-Co11aterali:tetion prc·1ilsi:ori of thh> 
M~lng.:ige. 
ltrnlM. Thf.l. wr:ird .. i..tride-c·• meeirt~ IDAHO iNDEPS:NDENT SANK, its 1.uctti$~crs arid as'iigns. 
M-ortg.a91. The ward "Mo,tgage~ me.rms chis Mon.gage between Grantar end le.f";der. 
Noto, Tho wore! "Noto· m,ans 1110 p,orni•scry noi. dat•e June 10, 2009, In the original principal amount of $107,000.00 f,om 
Borrowe, to l<:11"-det~ msethe:r wt.Ji aH r•now~'& o1+ tc:,.;terr$lon.-z of, rr;odm-c.i,tions of, re1'net'l-e!11;.9'5 -of. GOMofidatknt$ oi, -end sub-s:trtuHo-n& 1or 
tho promisnory no!o ar a9reoment. NOTICE TO GAANTOAl THE NOT!: CONTAINS A VAf\lABLE li'ITEFIEST AATE, 
Piniona1 Propsrty. The words 4 flte~son-11I Pn::ipert{" rnem 13-U eqW,pmt:ftt.,. t00'4fss, 1.nd: ath~r ~!lcin -ol pufstmal propan:y now or heraetttr 
owned b'IJ Gr:mnt-or, .an-d now OT ~fa.ah-et attech~d :0r -tWxud to 1M :Reol P,openy; togethet wJ1h ~ll a-ec«HlDr1s, paru, el'm .addition.& to, all 
replacem£tnts cf., zmd all Sl,lbst!r.rtions for, .any of ;uch ,p,operty; and toQiilher wlth al1 proceeds 11ncluding without limitation all ltu:ura,nca 
pr<lceeds ~nd refund, of prt1:rt1iumt:i) fT0rr, :10,y salt -0r othtr dis;po111ldon of 1r-iE:1 P(operlv, 
Pto:perty, The woo:i ·p:ropifty" maaf"l;!I eo11'°cti>J~1y th-e Raoi ?rop-e.rtv i!!lnd 1h-e Personal :Piop1rr1.y, 
Rnl F"ropi'J'rty. The word:s "Re£ll Property'" mean the real prnperty, lnteres.U and tights, as further described to this Mortgagtt.. 
Rof;i;tlld Oecumarnu< TM wofdf. "'R-e:la£~4 Oocum:e:ritsE mean all preimlsl'.Sory notes, :c.rt:d',t ag!'h.merits~ toan a91e-ernams, en,.itlonmentat 
a:greemen~!S, guarnn.ties, H~urity ~9r111emttnts~ mor\g;;age:,, deedtii ot tn.m, ucuritr" deeds. colla.tartT mott9a9e5 1 and Bli other instrument$; 
ug:rei&tnan-1s and doctJme:nt:,, whather ,iow or hereafte( ,e,c!sting, executed l.n conMction wl~h. the lndabtedtH!l!SS. 
Ac.nt, .. The. word ..,,Rants"' mean$ u\l praaant .and futur& .rents.., re·-l.cn~!i, income, bt&.ue!, .royalties, p{ofits, aM othe-1 bene.Uts. dmhted fr-om 
the Property. 




Loan No: 9990158 
JOHN SCttERl:A, Mamber of WATERFORD 





My ·-••ion oxplto• _£,,.e~~.,.0----+\1"-J.....'ll)\,._6 ___ _ 
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County of ~~N , ) 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMP MN NOTARY 
STATEOF~O 
On this :Z5 day of ~~1}'\..l., . , befoxe me, tbe undersigned notary [)l>blic in and for 
said stat~. personally appe ~ JOHN SCHERER , known or identified to me to be llie 
managing ruember(s) in !he l,fani1td Liability Company of WATERFORD P AJUIT£RS Jn, "lid 
icknowkdged to me that said Limited Liability Company executed the same. 
written. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first abuve 
" 
~1iui)i,]{.u.l '--
ot~~y Public for Idaho 
Re$iding at: ·t\_0-1\ U v\ 
Commission expires: t-tVJ \ '2 , / Ci 0 
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( 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Ju y l:o 
Df Pr. Or i 2 4 J/Jn,. Sdi,- --uuy 
li~cEs 
Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right 
And Request for Notification of a Change in Ownership or Any Proposed 
Or Final Action to Amend, Transfer, or Otherwise Modify a Water Right 
Please print or type. Allach pages with additional infom1ation. Instructions nrc on the back of this page. 
Incomplete forms will be rctumed. . " , • · "'... \) .:i .,... ., ,.j ... ,..., 
1. Water Right No(s).: !>J-'-1\\C. 11,JJ37Jf>'T,'.D7 · l\U\:\, ~7-L\ne,, 'oJ -0C1M 
Adjudication Claim No(s).: ------------~-------------
2. The following REQUIRED infonnation must be submitted with this form: 
A) Evidence ofthe security interest. This may be a copy ofa DEED of TRUST, MORTGAGE, CONTRACT OF 
SALE or other legal document indicating your interest in the property and water rights or claims in question, 
WITH ATI ACHED LEGAL DESCRIPTION. 
B) A FEE of$25.00 per water right or adjudication claim. 






~c .. btUY\ . \D l':bWO 
Name of Water Right Owner/Claimant(s) \ 1 C::: 
Joh"" .. ,:s)cfx-ev: n.nd C~m.Y \es, k\r,\t 
Expiri:ltion Date ofNotifo.:ation Period ~ \l, • 'dD\t> 
ls this a Renewal of Request for Notification? 
Signature(s) of Security Interest holder(s) 
(and title if applicable) 
□ YES 
For ':)ffice Use o;.!~r fl I 
Received by _ _...,._~~~--- Date _7.....,._./J.a,-::i.......,U,i,-'J,____ 
Receipted by J,IJ._,..._ Date 7/¢'1 /r'fi.-___ _ 
Fee f~Su(J 
Rece-ip_t_N_o.-=-~-=-5~·,.,0_~3~-rc:P5:-_....,l_l.~-=--=-
Processed by ____ ~AJ Date _____ _ WR Date _____ _ 
SUPPORT DATA 
EXHIBIT_....Lr __ 
-;_· 7- ..... , 8 t c_ 




RECORDATION fllQUESTED IIY: 
IDAHO INCEP!N0iNT BAMI 
UTCMUM OFFICI 
411 NMAJNST 
KETCHUM, IC 83340 
WHIN RECORDID MAil TO: 
IOAHO II\IDIPINDENT 11\ANIC 
ltlTCtlUN OFFICI 
411 N MAlf,IST 
ICl!TOIIJM, ID l3340 
SEND TAX NOTICES TO: 
JOHNSCHIIISI 
ctlARUI$ HOLT 
P,O, IOX 11311 
MORTGAGE 
lns1rument # 518682 
IWL!Y, aJ.IJNI!, IDAHO 
.a.2!I09 04:0ll:OCI lfo. DI Pqao: I 
~fol': a,J,;()IHDEPI.NOOT 8AK1t 
JOLYNN 0AAGI PM: 24.00 ;!~~-=---
THI.$ MORTGAGE dated J1.1ns 10, 2009, I• msds and e,cr.cubd betwHn JOHN SCHERER, whoo~ I, P.O. 
BOX 11539, KETCHUM, ID 83340 and CHARl.ES HOLT, whUH addrNI la 100 SltVEAWEED, SUN VALL.ff, ID 
833$3, colleclllltl.- ltmnttd to btlow u •omrtor"') and IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK, '!Nhfls acldrNa II,; 491 N 
MAIN ST, KETCHUM, ID 833401,rt-fsrrsd to bslow as "lsnder"), 
QRANf Of MOR'TGAqt', "°' valUIDla OONld...skirl, °"""'°' mori;.ou, gr,ni.. 11•11111111, ..... ••. d 00,.,.,.\'il .. to ~andf• Ill of 05.·· rllfllt, 
t1i._ 1nd 1nWN1 ,~ incl w tho tollowlriQ d~ rul property, I01Jtln,II with all •mtln;i or ~mfv '-- o, liftboMI· • , 
lmpro- Md lbcli,,M; Ill --· IIQIIU Of WII'(' Ind ~pun•-; .ii WO.la/' WUI( II;~ 'wm~ tllld dltd! ,. II .. 
atcc,k In lrt!lltln wi'Ch ditch or lhlgllllon rl;hml and 1111 o\hlt rlghta, !OYtl•, "111 JW01hl tallll!'9 !Q tho. till ptDP!lf\y, Jn!Wna Wl!Nul 1\mlYtlc,r, 
.i11111nin,, oil, ;u, o-i,lhWm,1 and .itn~..- man.re, (#19 ~ffNI Property"I kRatsd In BLAINE County, Stats ef rdsho: 
AJ In lownalllp 1 Holt!, Ran;. 111 EM!, B.M.: 
In Sweden I; NEU<ISW1/.4, Gcvlllfflllffl1 Lot I In in. NW11.SWH4, GOffffffll!II LQI 7 111 Iha SWU'4SW114, Sl1/4SW1/4 arw:1 
8W1/4St1/4 
In Sdo117: NW1141-1!1/4, SW1/4!t1!1/4. SE114NEiJ.I, NE114NW114, R1/.#M'l/4, Ne:1.1481114 &!Id NW114811Pl 
Sllcl '/jtUt /lghlt art ..,_,,.... In ~ (5) Elam 37 Part 3 Dftdor'• "-Pora Mllh ll'IDd "ldlho 0aplttrnlnl Oil Water RMourc. 
~tno«IW"9t RIQloAcqltfl,d Und9rSlllal.aw",wlwln9 lolh•Wllitrd;hll~ 111 Ptrt, -~ 
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CR081.COLLATERALIZATIDN. In .cldldon ID 111• Now, thl& Mortgatt, HCUtH all obll~ltloN, d1b11 Ind HtoblNIIH, plUI ln!M!HI IMl"O"· ot lllhet 
Gtanior or Ba,ro- Iii undolr, or - ana or mo" ol lham, u well u aff ct.am. by \..endtt tl!U'II lkurow•• and a,.,tof or~ - "' mor• of 
u-n, WM1!m ncw n.llllin; or MrftMI" M!llng, whlllllw <elo\H or unr1l11..i to !he 9UfJK1S1 of v,. Noll, whalher voluntary 01 olht,wln, 
wl'll1h•r due 0/f nor du41, dl,.01 or lndlrtc:t, "-ta<mlnlld or undet11m1Md, 1~lu11 o, conti"ll"nt. lquid011d or unllquld1tlld, wti.llloW larrow■r or 
Gran10r may bl- ll1bll lndh1tdU111ly DI' Jointly wlt.h oth■,._ wiwltl■r ablgtled H iut•amor, suraw. 11<:Qomn1CJ<l.ilon f>Al"Y or 011\etwlff, and w~•thet 
,aco,..,,, \iPQ(I Simi amalltltt !MY be or hlt•fw mlOy hffO!M barred by l!l'f tt•IIM of Um!tafltlnt, and WMU..t Iha obllg&tlon to •.PIIY AICII 
lfflO<lllla m1y be "' 1>n1ttw may lllleom• olharwlH un■nforcoabll. 
G11n1ar p,-Uy uolgna to L■ndel' allot Qra,1101'• 119ht. !Ill•, and lnle,Ht In and ti. all p,snnt 111<1 futur• .__ ot 11141 Pr~ •"d all Rantt 
fr<>m tM PrCPfrtv. In addhfon, Gm,tot gr-anti! to l..tndar ■ IMl!form Commer-0111 Codi Mautlty lnta,..t ln !he Penonll l'tll!Mrt'f and Rentl, 
THIS MORTGAG&. INCLUDIH(I THI! AISII.INMINT OF Rll\lTI AND TM£ IIICURITY INTEIWIT IN THI RINTI AND PlfUIONAL PROPSl'TY, 18 
QMN TO SECURE (Al PAYMUn' Cf' THE INDEIITEDNUI ANO ltll l't!Rl'OAMMICE OF Mr( ANO AU. oa!GATIONII UMD&II THI! NOTI. 
THE fllUITID OOCUMEHTI, AND lHII MDIITGAQE. THl8 MORTGAGE ll GIVEN ANO ACCEPTl!D ON TllE FOLLOWING T!Rtlllr 
GRANTOR'S WAIVElll, Gl111ntor wllvN all rtghla or de!M11U lrlllna by 11uan o! •nv "oM Ktlan" o, "m!Hlotfll;l■ngy• law, or 111\'f other law 
which may pia\19ffl Un.du !tom bringing llt\'f 1:::&n egalnal Gw,wi, IN:!udlnG I clillm for d•llciwly fl! tht ··- Landtr II C!h-let entltltcl to 
a olali'l'I far dellcl,noy, btl,,,,_ or •ftsr Lenclllt'• COl'l"IINnc:lll'lenf Of campl;ltloft ill Illy to,-cloa,n ..,d11n, dhill' Judlclalty or by •-II• of • 
po_, ol Hit, 
~OR'I REPaaliHTATIONI AM, WARMNTIU, OrWltor wmarm that: ltl lhla Mort- II 1ueut1d 11 8ort1N1V1 raquut and not tt 
!he l'llqutlt of I.end•,: lbl G11n\or h11 the lull powe,, right, 1nd 1111h<mty 1.0 en11r Imo thlt MOl10IIIG and to l',\lp(IU..c11.I tho Pmpeny; lcl IN 
ptt1vl&lona of 1h11 Mottg111• do not _,dci with, o. Nllult In, .s.fault. undw i.nv IOfUmll1t Ot Dlhtt klelNnllnt blndln; upon Gr11n111r and do 11111 
nmlt In. ~!lc,n of_,.,,,,. "'O"ltlDn, --· C, ona, a,pp!la- to G!¥1tw; Id! GNIMOI' ha~ •<HqUIW lml- of Ol>tl~ 
from 8Q1tt1w1, on • Domlnulng bull lnlor11111lon about Bonow•>"• ffiu,nolal eandlllon: lll'ld le) Landilt hll mad• no rtpro .. ntalion to Gtantor 
aboi.it tloli'Oww UncltJdlng without llml!alk>n VII cmlltwo'1hlneu ot ljo,rowtf!, 
PA"fMINT ANO Pl:Rt'OflMANCE, fuui■pt a& ott.rwi.a ~ In 111111 Mom;itOJ, Banowar and Gtamo, lhall p.ay to IMoclar .U lndebllld!INI 
.-ad by 1h11 Mottg11ge •• II becomea dul, ■nd Bomiw• Ind G- llhall &1Ji~tly paf,lrrn 1111 lki!n>w«'• Ind Granto,•• Oblgado!UI ,..,., tN!I 
Mong1ge. 
POIIUIION AND IJAINTINAHC& OI' THE l'flOPERTY, Borrowot lflll GranlOr llllff thll llorrowlr'• tlld Orantor'• PIIUl1■lon ■ncl u .. or w 
Proptrty •h•P b• g!Mll'llild by 111• lolowlnQ fl'OVl■lonu 
"-lon n UM. Until v. -- of 1n b■llt ot Dafllil!, Gr4i'rt0f may m Nmeln In ~•Ion tncl -DI of the Fropartyi ~ 
u.1, OllllllW or m11,111g• 1111 Prop,rty; tncl 131 • IIOll!lt the lltnb from 1hl ProlllflY, Th• fallowl~ Pl'tllllllon, Ill~ m the UH of \hit 
Propany lir tD allwr limtta11- on v.. fn>lllny. 
Dl4Y to Maltaln. Gr- llhll! mallnllln the l'n,perty ln IIMnUlble ooodhlon and ~mptly lll"form 1111 ,.pt!,., ••~manta. and 
mlllnten■na:a -•,y \II p,a- 1111 v.iu■, . 
~ WIii> Envl!-~ I.a--. a.- i.Pnt;- al\CI _,,..,,. to i..nde, that: U) °"'111Q the period of Grantor'• ~ o! 
w ~. lhar• Illa bMn na uu, ga,wallon, tr1anuf1C11n, 110r111,, irQtm■m. dl•P<>•-1, ,... ... c.- thre•l:lllld ....... or ,,,., HuwdoUI 
9ublteM11 by any peraon on, Ulld■r, ■IIOut DI' from 11'11- Prc111nv: 121 Gr■nu,r 1,,■, no kn11wl1dg1 ol, or ,auon to b1lle111: 11,,■t tllilr1I t.i, 
been, acept •• prevb.11,ly dlac.loeed to and soknllwlldgad by \.endlf Ir, wflllllt, !II my lnKh « Yio1-llon of - ~ La-
ll)) any \IU, g-.tlon, ~. ~. --• dllpcul, tWllae or thfsfflM<i 11leMe of~ H■-dou:s 1lutwtlnc1 on, lffldar, 
•~out or from tn. Ptop«t\l by any prllir owna,. or aoQ_,... ol t!w Pt-op■l'\Y, or Cc) any lotu•I or thrMt■Md ltlgillan w olllmli al any 
ldr,cf by eny perlOl'I ,.l«llng ta Wlh m1tt11n; Ind. 13) bc■pt .. pra\llou■ly ,.._lo■od to 111d ,oknowl.clgad by l.sMt, In wrltlnil,. 111 Mlthtlt 
Otalllof nor-,y- tanant. -• qam; er ollllr illlthoru■d 11a11r of It. l'tDplrty ffiall uu, ;en■r.i1, m■nufllCIUR, -., tnillt, chpon of 
or 111NM •nv }tftanloWI 8ubmnn on, 1.l'ldw, "about o, from n P,-ty; 1111d lb) ...., 111oh ~olMrY r.hal be cond<lotlld In compli.no. 
wlm ,n tppllc1blt f■_..I, •-• and lo11'91 law■, r■Qur.tlona ■nd ordl111nce1, lnclludlng: wlfflQut •mlta!latt Ill Enllltanmantal Law■• Gr-r 
~• l..andtt and ht 191nU1D -tt>pofltht l'!o!:l■rtyto males audl ~and-• at Gr.ntor'.t ._., .. L;ilndaf IMYtaern 
1,:ip,aprl• UI dlltflmllw 1111t11pll•nci. at Ille Proi:i■rtv wllh thli NCtlon of 1h11 Martg9. Any ln1pud- ar - ~ by Linder lllall bt 
for Lend41r'• fll''llOIN o.nl¥ and 1hlll I\OI. be co~ tQ crat■ any mponalbllty Of lllibilltv on th• part af Linder tn G!Mtof or ta any othlr 
per.on, Thi r4fRMnl:ldona tnd wlfl'anllu aom-.ln4d harlln w• b!■ltd on Gttntar'• due d_,._ In im,u\lgallng 11w l'nlpffly fOr 
HalrlkM SubatJinou, GranW htlreby 111 mu•• and w.iv■• 111\Y futul1I claim. ag11nat Lel'ldu for lnd■rmlty or ollfllllbutlon In 1111 
aVlnt Gtamor baoorn.1 llabla fOI' cleSIIUp or Cl1hlr coat■ undlr any 11\lOh lawt; and !21 aer- 10 Indemnify, clefand, Ind hold hlltmlao 
Under qal- ll<\Y •nd all clalma. lllffl .. lidlllldft,. dlmeQN. PlMllfN, and ~ wHoh l.andM m:-v dlNody Ot !ndn<ltly --W 
tllf!v fUlffllng from • ~ Cl! tllla ~ of 1IBi MM;qa or ■- • ~ of "'1Y UN, 11-tlon, ~. atQroga, cll&poaa~ 
,.i.au Dr th-■d reluae occcurilnO prlDt lO o.-..tor'• owna,■hlp Ill' lnllN'lat In 1M Pl'tlfl'"V, wheth■r Of not 11'11 Uffll w• DI' •~ 
MYI bMn known 11> Orentar, TM Pt<Mllo,- of !Na_.., of Iha MQf!VIG•• lnalucllJli the obllglda,n ,o ll'ldilmillfy W <le!lnd, tMII IIUN!vl 
1M payment ol llM ~ - 1M ffllllcl!cn fflll nconvayaMW of th■ !Ian of thlti M~ a.nd !1111111 not bl afflc!ad by l.littihr'I 
NC1ulalll11n or ll'IV in- 1'i 11N Prop■ity, w.,._. by loreclol\n or othlrwiN, 
NulAnn. W-. Grllll1i0r off not CIUN, canduot or permit 11\Y n!.du!'CI no, commit. ~1, or filtt.r any 1!rl!$1na of or - on M to 
u. l'ropetty or _,.., IIQftk)n af 1111 !'follt,rtv, Wlthou1 llmlllng 11w ~ of tho ~g. G,.,_ Will not mnc,,;a, or grant 1o •nv 01hlr 
party 1h11 ll;ht to tamo11t, any tlmb■r, mlMr1II \lnoludln~ al W IJAI), ~oal, ct,v, 100!11, 101, gr■v1I Ill' ,ook l)l'lldllcU wlthcut l..lnd1r'• prior 
wlitl9n OOIIH!lt. 
~ of •-Jllll'RS• Gr_, lhlll not «-molllh Of mnove any lm-lMne. from thlt Rial Prap•rry wllfl~ landllt'1 ptlQf w1'ltttn 
Clff!Nnt. A& a ll\mdltlclrt to 1h11 ...,...,llfll ot ■nv lmpro,,wmefflll, I.end• may r■qulra Q,-..,io, ta mllk9 arrar,eem11U ntlalacll!r\l m l.ilnde, to 
t•plua lueh lm~menta wl!II lrnpn;rv.montt 11f at lt"t equal YIIIUII, 
t..ndw'• Right to Enc■r, l■ndll' 111d u,,.,. I IIQellll aid Nl,,,_r'IUlll/tl may .,ta, ~ tilt, Rall Propany llt aw taaon.blt 1frnel to ,""'1d 
ta Llnd11r'• intar■■ll •Ill.I ta lnfP/Nt N 111111 Pl'open-,, fm Jlllfpolfl of Or1mot'1 compll.,,ot with t"- t11ma and ool'ldltions of 1h11 MGrta1ri-, 
~ wilt! Go-,a1 ,.._,. .. .,, 6- ahtll ptom¢f c;amply wlu, Ill It'", Oldlraru:a, 111\11 rll9',lldcna, now Qt l!trufm 
I" an.ct, Dt Iii eo-ta1 llllflorl!JQ appllo,1111 U1 Ult UM Dr oeeupanay Gl the PrOl)llt\', lnoh1dln11 without ilmlWlall, Iha Am1,tcan11 
With 0011bllltla Ao!. Grmtor m■v OOnlllt In gocd 111th lll'IY fllQh llw, mdln-, "' NgUlallM Ind wlthllcld llOmpk.- duq iltlV 
prttndlne, lMlvdlnt ~ 9PPIN, IO long - a- ha mtlfttd l.llrlftf Ill wmltlg priof l'.11 dolll',I to Ind to Ion; "· kl Llnlllr'I 
1ole 0plnli:,n, t.■llder' ■ lntlrut1 In the P,opwty a11 not jeopardll■ d. Lllnlllr m1y requlra Gtalttat to poat adtquatl .. ~W Of • ...,.ty band, 
NNONll:lly Hlllfactary ta LAncl!lr, to pfOtect 1Jmdar'1 ir.-t. 
Dtltf 11> ~. a,-... IIUMI' l'.11 mnclGn M IHYII urt-nt:lac! thl Pn,pwty, Grantar llhall do ell othu ICU, In •ddlllon to thou 
... ■■t fonh abow ln 1h11 •Clloro, whlull Imm 1M ohlHDtaf Ind UM of tt,■ "'~ ... ,, .. onably ,,._IIY to prohlat end ""'""'· 1M 
Proparty. 
DUt! OM IAl.l - CONl&NT av LlifiOlifl. \.endw may, st Lsndlt'• oimon, ..... lmnladl•lllv due, Ind JIIIYl!bll .. IUIM HCU"ld by 11111 
M0,ig-1Q1 upon tlw 1111 ar 1r1n1fat, wlllloul l■nd1t'1 prtat wrtmn con1an1, of •U or lrlY 111ft of n Rall ProPfl'I'/, a, tnv 1n11r111 In 1111 lliMll 
Pro1111t'/'. A .... or lf■nsf.,. ..... m th■ <;OIW'IYfnff Of !!NI Pr<IPtrtY W lft\' rlgllt. !;Ille Of lnWut In IM flul l'l'DJIMV; whllhlt 19pl, blN!ldll 
or ~: Wh4'thlr ~ M ll'lvcM\Wy; WM!Mr by of.lll'lght .... .t.■d, lnlltdmtnt .... COffll'lct, lffld COMIKI, 001111'11a for deld, 
ltJHhOld 1nu11at wllll • arm graltilr than '!hN■ 131 .,. ..... ·••HP11on OOIIUICI, or by Nia, Hllgnment, ar _,., of Ill\' ba111fldal imtrut In . 
or 10 t:IIY land V1lft haklln; tlti9 UI 1M 11111 Pra111rtY, o, b\' •nv otMt fflll!locl of camll\'IIOM "' llfl im-.i In 1tMI 11111 l'rop4ny. ~-. 1Nt 
op!icll fhttll llOt bs 1-Mfclled by l.lnd4, If woh -ci.. II prohlbill,d by flfftll laW o, by Idaho 1-. 
TA>CII ANO LIENS, Thll lcllowlng pro .... lont Ntlnk,g !O 1h11 tun Ind htla OIi lllil Prap■tty-■ part at 1h11 Mortf'911: 
Paynw.t1t. GNntOt IAell pay wh■n dul lend In a!~ priof t'O ~I 1111 ~ ~ Ui1u. op9011l -• 1H111-, w-
ch1111111 Ind HW.r 11rvloa oherll• leYhid .qai1111 or Oii •acoum of 1111 ~. end 1111111 PIIV wllln d111 d olllma lor work don■ 011 o, for 
1tMCM 111rd.,.CI or mn1rt11 tuml■hld ta tlw Prapony, Gr■ntOI' thlll malnt.in the P1openy tr., 01 any 11■111 having priority a.,., or llllutil UI 
thll lnmN■t ot l..tnd..- undar 111111 Mortotlle, UClfll Im- tllDM a... llpllC!fledf ~ to In wrltlng bV Lender, Ind ~ m- tile u.n of mcu 
tnd •ua.-menta run dll• n fw1hlf JP•olflld In tha IIIOht 'ta Cont1at P"lll'•lffl• 
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Rl\11!! 1.o C-•I. Onrno, may w!thhakl pavrMM o! any 1u, -nm■11t. or clelm In c«.ntct""' with a Q®d fa!!h dlilJM■ OWt lht 
obll~■tlon lo ptoy, 00 long H 1.■ncl■r' ■ lnl■r■■ t In the Ptop1rty I ■ not l••P■rdlud. II • lien trl■H or 11 fhd ■■ • rewlt or nonpayment, 
a,1ntor oh-,1 wltt\jn fllt■"'11151 o.y■ 11t■.11h1 U■n ■rl■u or, II I U1n 11 fllad, within llflHn 116) d1ya 1tt■, G111ntor hH notk,I of 1M flllr,g, 
HC!Jfll lhll <hChtlQII of tl\t kn or lf uqweted by lffl<l,t, depot It wlll'I ~r oUh ct a ■olfh:llfll ccrparala ll'ftlV bend or O\!Hlt ■t®r!ty 
HIM■otory la Londer In '" ,,.;mmt 1uttlol1nt 10 dl■ohergo th• U■n µ1111 ■ny cottl end reuonobla otlDm■y■' 1 .. 1, or oltw d1argH thot 
~ ■co>'III n I ruult of I forel:la■on, or ul■ u,d■r tht lion, In 1ny oon1■1t. Gr1ntor oh~ dtlend ~HII 1lid l.&n<IW incl oh11II ■aU.fy ■ny 
- Jud~m 1>91,a,,. ..,,.,,c,meN a\)tln11 th■ Pro9ilrtY- G11n1or 1hall ""me Lenw •• 1n tddlt!Onai •~ .mttr ■!'lY •"'•IV boM 
himlthod In 11w con1■1t procndll'IQ■, 
!Md-• 11! Poym;,nt. Gr■n1or ■MIi upon domancl lurnltl'l 10 Londo, u1lol1c1ory -.1<1111c1 ol ptym■ nl of lho IHH or ••M1■n'liint1 uld thoK 
outhorlu th• •pl)!oi,,!•1I lfC"9rMlM>!sl olflclil w do.liver to ltndfl fl till'f time • wrltlln 111tem.nt ot the 1- end n••- 1111...,.t 
lht Prapt,rty. 
N~ of C<int!nlClllon, Or,u,tor tt,&11 notify ul'ldtlr at !nu !ltlun 11 ~l d•v• bolc,1e •ny wot!< lo comrn1n:ed, eny sttvlcu er• lumlthed, or 
at\y m1t■ rllolo ••• euw'-d to \mi Ptoporty, If 1r.y meohank'• btn, mttol111m•n' ■ ll■n, or 01htr fl•n cowl IHI •u•ntd im •~~- or tt,e 
work, uf\'1011. 01 matu~•· Gt"'1tor wUI upon r0q.,.t1 QI L•nd•r fumllh 10 LArul•r ad111nc1 mur■ncu 11ti.f1Ctt)ry IC t..nd11 thot Gr■ ntor 
can or,d wlH Pl'/ !ti.• co11 o! such lmprowment■• 
PROP£11lY OAMAOE INIUIIAHCi, Tht lol1Qw1ng prQVlalOnl rcil,otlng to n1Uflng u,■, P<QPony 110 • ~•rt cf tN• 'Mortpt;.: 
MU'lto....- of 111111,.,.., •. Or1!'1\<1f •h•II proourt ond m•lnttln poNcleo o! fir• lnau••""• with tlonda,d ■xi..nd•d oowtl!QI ..-:lore1mtn11 on 
a ,.p1u,,.,,..,,1 tiult for lht lun IMurabll - -r!"" Jill !mprovamtnt■ or, tta R.-1 Propwty In an tmllWII 111fficltm to avoid t,pf)llolllon 
cl 1ny colnaurat1u cla1111, end with • ■tor,dord mongogH clauH In r,vo, of ltncltr, Or•ntor 1hlil ■leo pr<><1ura •nd m•int•ln 
comproh11ntlw g■M<■I u.blll\' l111ur•n•• In 1uoh cov1r1191 arnoun11 H Lllldor may raquan wl\h ~ndtlr blilnQ named n 1ddldonal ln■llNld ■ 
In ftlffl Ptll!Uty IMUflfWO pcll$t. Adclltlollriy, Gran«>r shell IMl!\Uln 1uch OIMt IMllffflU, lrlolud!rlll but not llmlttd le wvd, b...,.... 
lllt....,ptli!l'I and bQllor 1,....ranc• 11 L.,,d., m1y ,.quh. PolltlH thllll 1- w,\t1en by 1uch lnau••••• cQmpanlH ind In such lo,m •• tn"'I I>■ 
r■ uonabty accaptablo, 10 L1nd1r, Granto, 1h■ I dallv■r to Linder c1rtlfiu1u ill co.,.,'941 ll<llii HCh lnlur•t co11111nlng • 1\tpul1tlon Iha! 
cov•••ll• wm not b• cennlled or dlmlnlth■d wlU\out I minlmurn of 11n 110) daya' pnor wr\ttan no&• to lon<I•• 1111d not e~ any 
dltclllrner of the ln1ur,,r•1 flabllll\' to, f;,J!Urt to ;t.... ouch nctlH- blih ln■ 11<&11tt pollGy Ill•<> oh.ti ~JI.Ide tn ondO,.amant prowld~ thll 
c0v11•e• In hvt>t of Ler.d1r wll lMlt b1 lmpand In any w,y by any ■cl, oml■■1o~ "' def1ult of Gt■nto, or any 01h•• ptreon. Sl'to\lkl tho Rottl 
!'fopeftY bt llx11t11d In an ,,... OfflgMtad by the 0.red!:I• ol 1M ~-- Em111t1ncy MaM;Ml&lll Agtnc,y u a 1p,oellll !loO<! hautd aru, 
Gf!Wl!>i' ,gnu u, ob'Ulln aod malntll!n Fffeul l'lc>o<I lnwr"""•• If •"■ll~, w!lnn 41! !ltv• 11t1, notlC11 11 ;i..,, by ~ lh"1: 1ho !'nlpetf\' 
11 k)cotad In 1 •Ptellll ~cmd haurd trH, IC# the fuil Ull?ild ptll'ICipal bll1nc1 ol the loin ■nd any prior U•nt pn 1h11 propotty ■ecutl"1jl the 
ln.,in, up r,:, tho rrw,dmcrn policy lmlta nt Lllld•r !ho N1t1on ■I Floocl lntu,•nc. l'roQrlffl, or u olh.,wlH requlr.-d by lllnd.,, 11\d to fflailttMl 
well !ntur111 .. !Of ~he mm of U'III ID■n. 
A""""'ll<ln ot Pro-di, Gr■nl()t •"■~ promptly notify lllnd•r of any lcu ot ~•mag;;i to 1he Property. Landa, m•v make P'O<)f c>f loi■ If 
OltntO! lallo, to do ..... ~Ila> tlflun 11151 d•YI ol th■ ~•ulll!V, Wlul!lilt er not LJlndet'• HO\lflty l■ irnpalrell, l.lllder rn■ v, M Le!1Clat'• 
e!Ntlo,,, -1va ffld Milin the p!OGft<lt of any nur-• •nd apply 11>• proe1,d1 tc 11\f radUQ!lon ct the lnmbtec111111. i-Yll'ltflt of 111y ~ 
1N1ctin9 the l'rop,trty, "'the rattllratlon &nd ropillr cl tile Property. II lander 1lloi. to IIPPIV the prccHda to rHtofl(lon ■nd .-.pair, Grantor 
■ri.11 r•i:--lr or rapi.o• Iha d¥r.ao.-l ar diiftroyad IMl)n,wmentl In • mamar 111\llf■ctc,y to L1nd11. l.■ndlr 111.d, l,lp(ll! Nl'-f•atDrt proof <>I 
suclt •xp,ndltur1, ,.... or f!llmlwtw Grantot !rom \ll• pnx,nd1 fw lht -■ontblilo eo11t of re11lir or ,.nwtl!Crt If Glalltor Iii not In clafaul1 
Ul1d■f lhlil MOrtglO•· A/IY prc,cHda whl~ hlW not bffn dllb""td wll!lln 1 BO ~ ,tt., tnllir reoelp! Ind which l.iffldlr hff not 
cammlt1~ tc !he rapolt er -IOtttlon cl tho l'T0!)41rty •~•ll be uaad llr!11 la p■y My amount owlno to l■ndtr _.,. thl■ Mai,ae;a, than to 
pay ■c<:rotd lnt,rftl, and thl flMiMN!er, It any, ahlll be 1111pi!td 10 1ht p,lncipl,I blllano. <>f 11\e llldebllklnut, II Llnd&t hcldl any ,_.~ 
ett.r p1yrM11t In Ml of 1M -.wlabb,dntt1, 1uoh procud■ Jhllli .be pold to Qrantor u Grtntor'• Int••- m1y ■ pptlf, 
l,.ENDliR'II £XPINDITUIIU, I! •nv ■ctlan or proeHdlnQ le cornmtt10td lh■t wol.lk! mo.1,r11111y aflaot uncte:'1 lntet■■I In tl\t Propeny or If G<an!ot 
hll• 10 comply with any p,ovltion "' 1h11 Men;,._ or any 11.itllld tlocUrftltt\ts, lnclvcllr,; but nc1 llmlwd to Gr1ntor'• taffwe \II $Qha1111 or PIY 
when du. 1111v 1mmm11 Grantar I• raqulrld to dlilchlllQ• or pey undtr 1h11 Mong1gt ar •nv Melawd Oooum•n11, LJnd•r an Oflntor•, blllialf m1y 
(but lhall nol bt Obliglttlld It!) Ilka any lctlOn that Llnclar dfflne_ tpproprlata, lnoh,dlr,g but nol Umllad Ill dlo,cnar;lna or P-vWQ ~ -· ..... , 
-.ult)' lmeresta, -brt"'1H and olNf olelm1, et lf\'t time '9vlld "' pl1ced on tlMt P101mty end paylr,g 1tt cost■ for lnallrln;, mt1!nUl!llna and 
prtHl'lll!,g 111• Prapal't'/, All •~ch Ul)■ndilWU ll'ICL<rttd or ~d by under lor fl/Oh l)WllOHI wlll thM IHl11: lntttHI U 1111 r.ie char;■d und•r lht 
Note from thl d■i. lncurTld 01 pelt! by Lll\der to VIII d■t■ ot repe-,mtnt by Qr■ntor. At •~ck uptn.■- w.i bec:ame I part of Iha lnd1bl.«lnQt 
Ofld, I\ llndef't o;,tlcn, will tAl IHI pay.cit on demand; Ull be tdc»d 10 IM balance ot the Noto •ml bt tj>jJOf'l!on■d -no a/Id" ~
With 11'1)' lnaldment pjlymtnt.1 to bltcoma di.II d~rtng Bllhar 11) tht mrrn 11! any l?llloebit lrllura/lOI Jl(lll.(iy; or 121 11w rarn.lnl;ig ttlrffl DI the 
Nena: or ICI bl truttd U I bllloal\ paym•nt which wlll bt dua BIid peylble II tM Neta'■ rn■ lllrlt'/, The l,1ortg110f 1110 wlR 11c11r1 p,,yment of 
ll!ON f:fflaunl.l. Such right 1h11 bl ln ldd!llon to •• otha, llghla 1..C remodlu to w~ IA!ldtt rn•Y be, ..,lltl,ad upon Ollauh, 
WARRANTY; 1)£FENQ OF ml.I!. TIit lollowlr,9 provlalOOI r1l1tln9 to OWMirlhlp Ill th• Property Ir■ o pall cl lhlil Mo~g•; 
no.. GWl!Ot wA!ffrrta !hot, Itel o,.mor h<Hdi iOOd and matk11teble Ilia cJ -•NI to it. Ptoperty In , .. .itn#a, fr• ...i oi.ar cf &I U-
111\d enoumbr■nou otti.t lhln w .. ut «irth in IN Rea! Pml'•rtv m~n or ~ •nv t!tl1, '"'lif1t1e• pol\oy, 111!• ro,port, or l!na! 'litla aplnton 
IUUld In !aver of, I/Id lli;ctptlld DY, Lind• 11'1 COMecl~On wJ!I, 111111 MMtQ1911, •nd lbl G,111101 hat the ,~ l!aht. powar, lll'ill luthonty !O 
e;oacui. •nd d■llwr thla Mcrt11111• '" Lender, 
nt11in&• of Tllla, 8ubj9ct to 11'11 ill(C■pmfl In lht Ptillll"IPh ~-, G1Mttor warr■nta lil1d w■ 11».,,•, Q•fllnd !he 00. IO tl'w l'raptrty tgalnat 
th• lawful tlllmt ol •~ Pfrton,. In thll t'J■nt •IIV action c, pniceadlng II commwncad !hat qL1i11tlons Qrantor'■ tlllll or lh• lnttrut 111 Und■r 
I.Wldtt 1h11 ~. Or11n111, ,n.U di/Md 1M acllon II! G!vrtor'■ 9llj)tlllt, Gr1m111 may be 1NI nomlnal perty In MJCh PfOCMdlnO, but 
unclar ahtll 11a enlftl&d ta l'M!!*a!a In IM pt-cllMI! and lo b• ,ep1uen1ad ln lh• l)tOCHdln; by COunHI Of under'■ own choice, and 
Gr1111tor will dellnr, or c1uH to IHI dtllvarec, to Ltndu 1uch ln.trum■ontll u Lu,der m■v 11qu11t from time to llm• to pefffllt ■uc~ 
,:,trdol~111tm. 
c....-- With i.-. Gr■ntcr w ... - 1h11 tM P,Qparty Ind G11mo,•1 .... ol IIW Prcj>lll't'/ oompllai Wllh all tlldellng lppilcaolll llwl, 
ordl...,ncH, 1nd r1au11Uan, ol GOllamtllfflW 1""10rhl1■, 
tumftl at ·-MINI- and Wamlllllu. Al n~rrtatlonl, wamntlll • .,,d •11••-ta IMdl by Gr&mar lrl 1llla Monvlll" .i.at 
■ ..-.Ive lht ••teiJ11on end d•Dv•rv Of thlt Mct!Qlg•, 1t11U be contlnYln\} 1n natui'9, ■nd lhall rtm•ln In Ml ro,c1 and ,tt.c1 un1U ouoh llm• • 
liamJw•r'• l!'Cllblldnu1 1hlll bl! p.id In full. 
CONDb!MATIOH. Tlw tonowtn11 pro.tall).,. nl&ting to condanmfl!on procMdlna1 ,,. • pJrt cf w, Men~, 
"'-dlnlll• If t"Y PNJCllldlnQ In ~0ndllmrwtlon 11 llled, Clr~or ■ t-.,11 prompdy rx>tlfy L,r.dll Ill writing, and Clrli'IIQr allllll pro~y uu 
tuilh 111pe u may be ne1>a■11r; ID dtl1md lh9 l<lll011 end cll1,1n the ..,..,, Gran101 may be the 11omlml perty In 1uoh pr-.l11111, but 
tal'ldu .ii.II llt tl'ltltlad 111 Pfflk)lplte In the pro~ndl"1i1 ttld u, be rapr1-.cl In die pn:,cadlne bv c-1 of ha own cno!Ot, ..,_d O••nlOr 
wll dtllvlr or c-, .. to be dalM1'1d 10 I.Alncler 111Ch 1n1wmen11 IIIICI dacurMfllirlfan u may be 11Q111■111d by ~ncllf from time 10 11:rne IO 
Ptnnlt ■udi ~lpa!lan, 
,.,,......, Of NII Pr__., II all a, lflY p•rt of th■ Prop,,rty le oo,1d1mn1d by ernlnm1 dam■ln pr0C111dln9e or by any ptoc■adlng or 
P"'"",.. In U.U af c1>ndllmnatlcn. ~nct.r m■y •~ lta tltcllon raqura 111,1 111 or lflY ,onlan 11 U. nit proc1•d• Qf thll 1w11'11 IHI 1pplled to 
n lndabi.dn■■1 c, 1hl repair o• ,uto,.tlor> of the ProlllftY. TN Ml proi:. . of lha .... 111 lhall mean Iha n,■rd atw, payment ot ti ,....,._lilt -· _n,u. n 1tto,,,.y1' n• lnaumd by IAndar m c~aa with the CMd•mn1tJ011. 
IMPOIITIIIN Of' TAXEI, FEIi AND CHARGEI IY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHDMIT!Etl. The followln9 provt•lon& r11f11Jn11 to g1M1<nmmt1I t1u1, 
fu■ ~ Clla,gel - I ~Of \lff ~: 
CUfl'ant T .. • .... , and C"-IU• Upon ,.quell t,y l1nd■r, Qrantor 1h1M ex~hl ■ueh dDCl\lrnlffll In 1dclltlon to lhl■ MOl'lllllll• 1nd 19k• 
wNt■vet olh■t ff'llon I■ r1q1111tt<l by Llnclar to 11•rt.ot ...i mintlnua Ltnclet'• lien on 1hl llffl P._rty. Gran1or 1htll r91mbu,■a Llnd•r h)t 
d -• u ducrilled l!dow, tovllth11t with d •-• -,ad in _,,rdln9, ~•i:1!"11 er ~ 1lu Mortg9, lnoh,dlng wlthwt 
llmlta1lon 11! t■x••• t■••• d0c11rn1n11ry 11-mp,, •nd olh■ r ch■'!l•• for r.oordlna 11r flgitliltl1111 W. MOl'lU■ III, 
T-•· The fallowl"II, •h•M ,:,onadlU'I■ 11111.H to wl,k;h tltll •IC!lon •Plflitl; IU • tp11d& - upon !Ille typo, Qf Mo"9'9■ o, - .a QI tny 
port of 'll'le lnd•btadr!Ut uclHCI by ml• Mo,;gegr, 121 • tj)Klllc t111 on Bonowor which i!Drrower 1■ au,m,,!Hd or raqured to dolduct 
ham PIYfflll\li on Ille lndtolllln ... lkllled bv mla tyJ)ll a, Martgaa■; 131 • t•• On IN• IYl)e of Martg-s,, ah11191oliill •a•lnl1 lhe L•nd■r or 
mt holdar Df the Note; •nd !41 • •~clflc tax on all or any portlDn of Iha lnd1bttdn .. 1 or on paymenta ot ptll\Olp■I imd 11u•••u man by 
llonower. 
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lubo•quam TUN, If 111\Y tax ID which th'- ••dDn IIPPIH la 1n1ate<I IUbaequant to tho dll9 of , .. Morlllllll•• 11,11 lvtnl 1h1U hav• lhl 
1..,,. effect 81 ,n Evant al D■lault, ind '--nd•• may HlrClao 1<1y or al at Ila av■llabla r""8dl• lor 1n l&Vllm of D1f11ult N provld■d balow 
..... G,11110, ellhll 111 -· th• ... befora It blCOfnel dollrtqulfl!, DI 12) COlllntl ... 1 .. 11 p,olOldlCI lbov, In Iha T■HI and U1n1 
11ctkm lrld dlpatlll with lend•• aa1h 01 I 1ufflcl1nt COfpDllll , .... w band or otlwr HCllfltV 11dste,:1my to L1nd1r. 
SECURITY AGlll&MENTI FINANCING ITATEMIINTI, Thi lottawlng provlalono r1l1tlng to ml■ Mortgq• ■1 • Hcutl1Y ■g,oemont Ill I P•rt of 
1h11 MortQ1111•• 
Bacutltf Agr■•menl, m, lnotrumont ■h.U con111tut• 1 Secl.ltlty Agre.,,,.,,t lo Iha 11C11n1 any of th• Prapetty con11l1ut11 blllNlt, ind 
lander 1111111 haw ,a of 1h1 t111h11 of • •••urad pe,iy wrd■r Ill■ Uniform Corrimercl■I Coda •• •rnend,d from 11m• to d,ne. 
•••Ulhy 1-ut. Upon requffl by Landor, Gran1ar ehll 11k1 whir.- action la raquarrt■d by Lenci• 111 perfect ■nd oandnu■ Londar'1 
1acull1Y ln111Ht In Iha Rlnll 11111 Peraonel Prop11tty. In lddltlon lo 11,:arcllng thla Mortgll• In tho r•l p,npotty 11con:l1, Lmc:l■r m1y, II ltW 
11m1 and wllhaut IUrthet •uthorlHIIOn lfom Gr■nlar, fllt 111aout1d co.,nt•P•rta. cop!U o• 11producdon1 ot lhla M<lrla•II" u • lln■nclng 
■tat•mont, Gr■nta• 111111 ••lmbura• L■ndlr for ■I ■xp9noH ln•umrd In perfecting ar condnldng thla ■aet.WIIY lnm, .. ,. Upon dallUli, Gr1n1a, 
ihlll not r1mova, ■ever 01 detach th■ Peraonal Property from Ula P10119rty. Upon default. Granto, ahlN IIHmble 1ny Peraon■I Prap1tty not 
efflud to th■ Prop•'1Y In I m11111., and 11 ■ place •nlOnobly convonlenl 10 Gr■nlor Ind i..ndar ■nd mako 11 ■vallebla to LMrdar within thr■I 
131 day1 aflw r■c1lpt al wrlnan d1m■nd from l.11,,..10 Iha IICIOM permlllad by appdable law. 
Adclr .. ,... Th1 miffing 1ddr•11■1 ol Gremo, ld1btorl ■ml Londar t■aoured JWtYI frOffl which lnlorma!kln canc■ mlng th• 11cur1ty lntani ■t 
gr■nlad by 1h11 Mang■g■ mey bo oblllnsd Inch u raqulrad by mo Unltarm Comm■rct.l Codol are •• 1tat1d an Iha llr■t PIii" at 1h11 
Mortg9, 
FURTl5R ABIUIIANCES; ATT0RNEY~H-fACT. Thi laHowlng provl1km1 r■ratlng lo lunhar uaur1nc■1 and lllorn■v•lr>-l■c:I Ill ■ p1n ol 11,., 
Mortgag■: 
.....,.,., Aa■UIIIIION, Al ■nv 11ml, ■nd flDm llffla ID llffll, upon raqu■ot at LIii .... , Gr■nlOt wUI mlb. ·••cull end dlllver, or wlP cau■■ 10 
bl mada, ■uculed or d1Hv•1d, tll Lond<rr or la L■ndlt'■ deslgr,H, and whall r1qunt1d by Llllld9', o-• 10 be llloll, recon:led, reflled, or 
···••ord1d, u tho CIIO ffllY be. at IIICh 1lm11 ■nd In IUoh offlc11 ■nd ....... N Londllr IIIIY dlMI epp,a,,-, lny ■nd ,u auch mortgagu. 
d- of trult. NCUfflY dlld■, 11curlty ■vr■■-ntl, llnonclng 111taman11, condnualkln 1tatarnen1., 1Mtruman11 al IUrthar uoinnce, 
01rllflcata1, and othllr doaumenll •• may, In Iha 1011 opll'ion of londOlf, be ,,.._ry or de11,_ In ordar lo •lflclllata, complet■, perflc,, 
aontlnu■, or pru•M Ill Borrow•'• •nd G11nl01'I ,rbllg■tl,.,.. und■r Iha No•, Ihle M01tgago, ,....i th• flef■ t■d 0Geum1n11. and 121 Iha 
Ilona •nd ■■curtly ln11r1111 crHtad by 1hlo Mortg■QII on die Pmperty, w-r nc,w awMd or l!erl1fl• aoqulrtd by Gromor. UnlHI 
prohlbltld by IIW or L•nd., ..... ID '"' cantrarv In wrlnng, Grelllor ■hall Pllmbclll• lander for • COIII ■nd .......... 1nc .. rred In 
aanN1ctlan wllh lh■ m■U- raf..,.d ID In Ihle p•agr■ph. 
A-~,..,- II Grentnr '"'" ID da any"' lha IHngo ,.,.,,... ID In Iha preclldlng per■gn1ph, L■nd■r ""'da ID tar and In th■ nlffll "' 
Gr■mo, 1nd 11 Orll\10r'1 ••DlnN, Fa, ouch purpo1■1, Or11n1ar h■ralr/ lr11vooebly IIPPOlnll l■ndn ■- Grantar'■ attomay-l•·l1c1 tor th■ 
purpDM of m■ldng, eucutlng, d1llv1rln11, IIHng. r1cor111rtt, ■nd dDlng all other thl"'P •• may 1111 nac ... ery o, d11i,able, In Linder'• 1ola 
opinion, ID acaompll■h Iha matter■ r■hlffed ID In Iha p,Kodlng p■r■gl,ph, 
FULL PEIIIORMANC&, If lor,ow1r Ind G11nla, p■y •II th■ lnd■b!ICIMH wh■n d1'8, ■nd GIIIIIOr ou.rw!N perfOrma 111 the obllg■llone lmpoa1d 
upon Or1ntor und■r !hi■ Mootg1g1, Lind• &hlll H&out• lnCI d.UV., ID Gr■ntor I ault■ble Hll■facdon at 1111■ Morlg1g1 Ind aultebla llllernant■ 
of qrmln■ llon al eny nn■nclng ■111-nt on 111• ■vldeno:lng Lander'• uourl1y In- In 1111 lllnll ■nd th■ Pe"'°"■I Pro""'1'/, Grentor wtl pay, 
If p1rmltted by 1PP11c1bl1 law, any ,..on■bl■ llrmln■tlon 111 u dallmll!Wtl by Linder from time ID llm■. 
IVENTI OF DEFAULT, E■ch ol lh■ lollawlng, et L■nd■r'■ opdon. lhllll conetluile an Evant al 0.llwh und■t 1h11 Mortg11111 
hyment Default. Borrow., 1■11& ID mok■ ■ny paym&nl whlln due undot "'9 lncW!to_, 
D.toult an Othtr P■vmant■• F1llur1 of Gr■ntor within Iha dm1 raqiJrad by - Morlg■g■ 1D mai.. any payment for IIUI o, IMUflnol, or 
any other P■Yffl ■nt 11K1■urv to pnovont f■ng or or to eft■ at d1ch,.. of any n■n. 
0dMf Dalaull■• Borrow■, or Or,ncar 1111■ to aomply with or to parlorm any otller llffll, abllg■llon, a<rll&nant or condition conllllNrd In 1h11 
Monoaa■ or In ■ny of th■ Rtll11ad Doaum- or to cafflflly wllh a, ta parform ■ny ,arm, obllpdOn, 001111n..,. or condition .....,lalned In ■ny 
olher IQlNffllnl betwUft L■nd■r and Dclnow• r,r Grontor. 
Default In Fevar af Third Pont... Should Borrawor or any Gr■n111r dilfaull under 1f1Y lo■ n. ll<ltMlon al......,. Hcurlty ■119•m1nt, putahalll 
or 111■1 -moni. 01 ony 0111■, &IIIOITlenl, In 1111111' of any oth■r crtdltor or peraon 1h11 m■y m■lerl■lly all■rat any at llllnawer•, or eny 
Dranto1' • P'IIPIIIY ar .,,,,,_,,, ,billy to l'IPIY Iha lndlbt■dnrru or llorrowat'• DI Glamor'■ lblllty lo pmorm !hair fMptlctlve abllgatlan■ 
und■r 11,1, Mart111• or any of Iha All"-d DOGllfflllllll, 
FIii• 1---■, A"f w1rr1n1y, rapr1Hnl■tlon or 1111ament mada or lurnlahld la Llndar by Barro- o, Grantor or an lorrowar'a or 
Gran1Dr'1 blhalf urwt. W. Mano•a• or the Ral■tacl 0o,:.,....,,. la fllM or ml■l■■cllng bi any rnat■rl■ I ro■peat, lllhlr naw or ■t Iha tlm• 
mada or furnl1had ar baco,,,.. !ala• or mi.lAdlng at .. Y 1rm■ lhlr8el'IOI'. 
Dl4\lawe Galla........ Thi■ MDrt11111• or any ol thl RrrlMad Documanll a■- to Ill In lull force and efl■rct llncludlng l1llur1 of lnY 
collt■r■r doo-nt ID,,..,. I YI.lid end pa,fo~ _,IV lnlllUt or llallt at Illy !Ima and for ■ny r■uan. 
Dal1h or lnlohranay. Tha dlaolullon of Cl11n1Dr'■ lllg•dl•• of whllhar •laauan ID aantln,- I■ mad&I, any mamba, withdraw■ from Ula 
drnlt■d HablllY company, or Illy o1her t■rmln■tlon of Borrow■r'a or G..,tcr,• ■ ul■- • ■ golr,Q bu■IIIN8 a, th■ d■llh at any 1n1mblr, lh■ 
lnaalvtncy of llom>wtr, ar 13r11ntor, lhl appoln1m■nt of I NICll- lar lflY pwt of llorroWlr'I ar Gr■nlDI'■ prap■rty, ,,., a■llgnmtnt for the 
b1n11lt of 11r■dllara, any IYP■ of oredltar walllout, o• th• COlllfflOl1a■ m■nt "' any prac■IIIIIIQ undlrr any b■nkruptoy DI ln■olwncy l■w■ try ar 
111alna1 Borrow■, or G11ntor. 
er..i.. or l'al'llllunr Pr-lllng■ • Commanc■meftt af lo,oclo■u.. 01 fort■ lllft proeMdlnga, whltll■r by judlalll pnicaadlng, -■lf-l!UI, 
rapo .. 11,lon or 1ny other m■lhad, by eny orldltor of Bom:iwar or Grantt1r or by ■nv gavernrnent■I ogenay ■g■ ln■t 111¥ propatty ••curing 1hr 
lnd■bt■dn■u. Thi,■ lncludu • 91mllh1M111 nf 1f1Y ol llor,_.,•, or Gr1Mllr'1 acoou,,11, Including depo■lt ■acount■, with L■nd■r. How•-· 
1h11 E1111nt al Dllaull 1hall not apply If lhlre I■ a good t■l1h cl1pu11 by llamrwer or Graw.at u to thlo Vlllldlty or raHOnlblon■l1 of lhl al■lm 
wNch le lhl b111a of th■ ctedltrir a• forfehur1 pro~ and II Bonow• or Gr■ntor liv■■ Llnd■ r Wfln■n nollat ol lhl crarlltor or larf911r.n 
p1DC1■1dlng ■nd d■pr,eltl with l■ndm mania■ or ■ aurlly bond for Iha cr■ dltor ar 1orf■ltur■ PfQC■1dlng, In an ,mount d11ermlnld by i..ndar, 
In 111 1011 dltc'911on. u borlr,g an lldlqi,aw _,... or bond for th■ dl■put ■• 
lr1■ah af Olhar Agraam■nt. Ally lnlDh by Borrow•• or Grantor unclat lhl i.ma or eny oth■t ,,,.,,rnent b■tw■■n lorrower o, Gr.,,IOr ■nd 
Lond■r that I■ not t■madl■d within ■ny grace pallod provldld thareln, lnclurllrrg wltlm\lt Hmlt1110n 1ny qrumenl cone-Ing ■nv 
lndalrt■dnl11 or onh■r abllg■tlan or Borra_, or Grantor to Land■r, whlth■r ulatlng now or -· 
E-a. Affactlna 0-■nlar, Any of 1he preaacltr!i 11111nt1 occurs with r■apect lo any a ..... nlor at 1ny of lh■ ll1d1b11dne11 ar ,nv 
Guarantor dill or becamu lnc.,mpet■nt, a, ,..,.,a, or rl■p111111111 v■lldlty of, or IIWIIY unci-, llflY Gu1t1111Y ol 1he lnd1b111dn•••· 
Ad .. , .. Chlftilt,, A m1t1rtal 1dwr11 ellang■ aacu11 In Gr■n111r'1 lln1nclal condldon, or Llnd■r bellavo■ Iha -poet of p■v,n■nt or 
pmormence of lhl lnd•btedn- I■ lmp,.,.d. 
--'IY, Llnd■r In aood faith b■ll■w■ ll■llf in.cure. 
RIGHTI ANO RENl!DIES ON OEl'AUL T, Upcn Ill■ occur,■nc■ of In E\Oaflt of Del■ult - at any tlm■ th0111fler, Lonar, et L■nd■t'e opdon, may 
H1tcl1■ any on• or mor■ of th■ lolawlng rights and ,arnedl11, In ■dlffilon to any oth■r llghta or r■m■dl■a provld■cl try IIW, 
Aaa11■ra11 lndabt■dnl11. L■nd■r 1111n hlva lhl light a11t■ option w!thoul nod;& to llanow■r or G1111tt1r to aelar■ Iha antlrl lndeb11dno11 
lmm■cllt■ly d<>• ■nd p■yabl■, lnclurlng any pr■paym■m pan■ lty thll llanow■r would Ila r■qulfed to p1y. 
ucc R•rne-. IM1h r■ap■ct IO all Gr lnV part of lhl P,,..,nll Pfoparly, i..n .... olwl have all th• •lgi,te •nd ••m■dlH of I IIOUl'■d pal1Y 
undar lhl Unllarm Commercl■I Cod•. 
CollaDt R■n11, Ltnd■r ■hall hi"" lht right, without nollce to Borrower or GtanlOr, to lllce pouu■lon al tho Propatty and aall■cl the Ronll, 
lncluclng Imo .... Pllt dua •Ad unp■ld, and ■PPlv Ula net Pl'IICllda. llWt and ab0\111 Ltnd1t'e ....... IGllnlt Iha lndebtednu1. In 
lurlh■ r■nc■ of lhl■ right, L■ndtr mey Nqirlra any t■nent or alher u11r at 1INr Protrlrty 10 m■k1 PIY"""II of rlnl or w■ fM■ dlncdy 10 
L1nd1r. If th■ R■nt■ .,. collacled by Linder, then Gr■ntor lrr■voc■bly claalgnat■1 Lorin, •• Or1n1or'1 1nomty-ln-t■c1 ID ando,u 
Ina-■ 11elllvad In payrn1nt tha,■af In the nam■ of Gr■ntor .ncl ID ftlllllll■t■ 1fra uma ■nd collac! th■ ...-do.. P■ym■nll "" 11"'"11 
or olh■r -■ to Lend• In re■pana■ to L■nd■r'■ 11em,nd ■h■II udllfr Iha obllg■tlona for which lhl paym■n11 ,,. ffllda, whllh■r or not 1ny 
p,ap■ r ground■ for tha demand a>d■t■ d. L■ndlr may eurcl11 111 rtgl111 untl9r 1'11■ 1ubparqreph allhar In peroon. by -.nt, or th,ough ■ 
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Aii,alnt IIKII-. Lend•, shlll haw the 119hr ID haV• • r■celllw 11111aln1d to 1&1.- po111ukin of II or any p.n of th■ Pr_ny, with the 
pow■r to prou,c1 n pr11,..,. tr. p,oper1y, lo apar,ra tr. l'roll'flY pr■cecllng la,e•ID■ln or 111,, •nd ta coll-=! thl "'"" from the 
Prap■rty ■nd IP~ 1h11 praond■, av■r end above Iha COil ol 111, 1eaelver1hlp, age!Mt tr. lndeblllCIM11. Th• r■cel- may ,...,, wllhovt 
bond II p■,mlned by law, llncl.,'1 tight 10 the ■ppalmmll\1 al ■ r■ celvar 1h1111>1lat whether or not tr. apparent v1l111 llf Iha Propany 
,x .. ,dl lhi lndlbtednlH by I alb11antlll amount. Employment by l.andlr ■hell not dlaqu■llly • p■ raan f,om HM"t " a racel...,, 
Judal■I FG<aolaa,n, Ln■• may abt■ln ■ judlcl■l dectH lor■ clo■lna G,an1Df'1 lnlllr•t In en or any P<III ot tha Ptoparty. 
NO!lj,ldlal ■I ... If p■ rmltted by 1ppUc.i,la lew, l.llnder m■y loreclo11 Grantor'l lnllrHt In an or kl ■ny part al lh■ Per■ol'III Prll$Mlrly or thl 
RHI PropttlY by non-Judlclal ""· 
O.ftolenay J,..._nt, 11 p■rmltted by IPPllalllla law, Ltl'ldar mll'/ obilirl • )lidgmant hlr ll'IV' Hllclancy remaining In the lnllebledneH du■ 
to Lellll■r 1ftlf -llcadon ol 111 1m11un11 11c1lv1d lrom tha 1•arcl11 of Iha "9hla provldad In !Na Hedon. 
T-y at sulferanae. It Qr1n111r ,a1N1ln1 In poua■alon of 1111 Prop■tty ■ltet the Prap1ny la uld •• provlcled ■bav■ or Lendar oth■rwlH 
b■com■ a an~dad ID po1n11lon al 11>• Property upon dllf■ult of llo,rowar or O.antat, Gr■nlot ltlall ~ .... • tenant ■t auffar■nc■ of Lender 
or '"' purchea9' of lh• Propeny •nd lhlll, It L1nclar'1 option, 111111, 11 I PIV a tH■Dnabla ,..,,,1 tor the "" of the PrDp■rly, or 12) YICIII 
the Prop11ty lmrnldl1tely upon th■ d1rn1nd of l.encllr, 
011wr Rem■dll•. Lend■r ■hll haw ■D other rlghb ■nd l■IMdl■ I prcvlded In 1'111 MDrt;1111• ar Iha Noie Dr a ... llab1■ II law Dr .. ■qulty • 
••• o\' thl l'roplrty, To th• utenl p■ ,mltled by ■ppllaabla law, 8orro.,,., -,,d Gramo, h■f■by wllve 1ny end Ill right to hava the P111p■ rty 
m1r1h1111d. In ·••rcl■lng Ila rlghll. 111d r■mOMIIN, Llndlr 1h1II bl"" to NII II or 11\Y Part of 1he Pra,,.nv log■thar or 11p1,aie1v, In DM 
■el■ ar by •11M•ta 11111, Lanclar 111111 be 1ntllled to bid 11 ■ny p...,U.. ■ale on ■II or any portion of Iha Prop■,ty, 
N...,.. ol' ••• Lender lhall give Q,anto, 11110Mlrle natlce at the 1kn■ ond plea■ ol any pulllla Hit of lhl Par■on.i Prop■ny or of th• am1 
■her whlch any privet■ ■111 or olher lmlnded dl1poelllon ol th■ PefllOnll Pro,,.nv la to bl m■da. RH1anabl1 ncll1111 ahall rn11n natlaa 
g1van 1111111111n 1101 d1y1 befora thll dfflll of the 1111 or dlllJOalllon. Any Hie of the Perlonal Proparty rney bl rnada hi co11U11Ctlan with 
any ■Ill of the Rial Propany. 
Elaallon ol A■medlu, Election by ltnd■r to """"' any r......i,, .i,■n not poluda punult DI any oth■r ramdy, and an alaallcn to moka 
•-111Htura1 or lo 1ue ■cdon to perform an ablJpllan at O.■nlOr undat thla Martpg■• altwr Oramor'• f1llur1 lo par!arm, ■hel not 1ff101 
Land,,,·, rtgf,t to daclar■ I d1f1ult Ind IXllfCIH Ill r■rn■clH. Nathlna under 1h11 M1mg1111 o, Otharwlff lhall b■ --aD la 1D imb Dr 
ra■ulcn 1111 llghU end rarnldl■■ 11111ll1bl1 10 Land■r following an Evant of Default, Dr In Illy' WIY IO llmll Of reatnot t!le right■ ■nd lblllty of 
Lender to prooa■d dlrHlly 19111111 G,■111or 811d/ar Bor,awar ■nd/or ■11■1n11 any other oo-mM1r, 11-■111ar, ■w■I'( or •ndot11r and/or ta 
pracaed 1111■1Nt q uther coN■l■r■I cllr■ 11dy or lndlrlCtly ■Hurlng Iha lndabtadMH. 
A~' Ftr•1 bp■Mu. II Lend■r lna11tut■e any ■ult or a;don IO ltllDru ■ny DI tne l1lnM of 1tff Manpga, Landar lfllll bl ■nlhilll ta 
11cova, ■uch ■um II Iha court may aclJudgll raaonabla 11 .c1o,....,.. fe11 ■t trial 1nd upon ■ny "l'P'■I, Wha'lhlr or no1 llll'f cor.■t acdon 11 
lnvolYld, and ta the Hlant nal prohlblUd by l■w, ■I '8■aon■ble IJIP9IIIH lander Incurs that In L1nd11'1 oplnlan 1S8 MHIIIIV It eny tllrll 
tor 1h11 ptallidon af lta , ...... ., ., 1h■ -,,!or,;emant of kl rlghll, 111111 llloOml ■ p■,t of Iha lndelltedN• p■ynltr '"' dlffillld and ■hell blot 
lnt■raat ll 1"' Nola rm lfom 111■ d■t■ ol thl P,.ndltufl 1111111 "IJelct, &.-- "°""'Id by thl■ 111rqrapll lncludll, whho\11 llrnltlltlon, 
howe,,., ■ubl■ot to any llmlll und■r ■ppllcabl■ l■w, L■nd■r'a r■a■ onlbll 1tto1Mye' r.■• end Land■r'■ legal Pp■r,111 whither ar not 11111111 
• l1w1ul1, lnalud"t ranonabl■ ■ttomav■' fall and 1xp■na11 hlr b■nk,uptr:Y p,oc1adlnoa llncludlna effort■ 10 madlly ar v1aat■ ■ny 
■ulam■tlc lltl'f or lrljurldot,I, ,e.ppMhr, and ■ny 1ntlolpalecl pa■!-Jurlpn■ nt eollecllon 1■rvlcn, lh■ cott of •■rcNna 11oord1, abtllnlna dtl ■ 
r■port■ llncludlng toraclo..,,. IIPOIIII, •-■yon' ,_rt■, Ind -lla■I ,_ Ind till■ lnluranca, to 1h■ llll■nt parmlttad by IIPJIIID■bll IN, 
Gr■n1ar ■l ■o will pay any OOUfl coin■, In addition to en Dlhar turn■ pravldld by law. 
NOTICES. Any nall111 r■qulffld ta be GIYln urid■r 1h11 M~, Including whhcrut llnlllltlon ■nv nalloa of clllf■ult and tny notloa ol •la ■hell bl 
alven In writing, ■nd ■hlll be •Hecllve whlln 111:wally dall .. rad, wh■n ■otually Nallved by hief■081rnlla tw,IN■ ollllrwla■ raqulr■d by law), whan 
dop01l11d with a n■llonally r■ooanl!■cl overnight caurllr, Of', H rnallod, when depowel In Iha United St■tM m■I, 11 nrat a1 .. ,, nnlfted 111 
r11111a1110MI rn1I p01t1119 prap■ld, dlraotad to lh■ lldcn1n1 lhoWll Mir tr. blglnnlng of 1111■ Mong111111. All copl11 al nodo-■ al for1clo1ur■ from 
th■ hOldar of ■ny H111 which "· prlartly over 1h11 MDr1ll■ilt ■hll III Nn1 la landlr'I llddreH, II IIIDWII ...., Iha blglnnng of mil Martgap. 
Any party may a/langl Ill addnru for nallcn under IN1 Mart11111• by llvtna formal wrtnan notlG8 1a Iha Olhet p■rdu, •p■ollylng 1h■t 1h■ 
purpon of Iha ncllc• la to eha111111 thl p■,ty'■ ■dd-■• l'or noll1111 pu,poee■, Gr■mor 11f11181 lo lre1p IA!llllr Informed 11 11 1lmu al Gr■ ncar'■ 
ourr1nt llddrtll. Unl111 othlrwl-■ p,avldld or flqulrad by l■w, 11 lhara I■ IIIOIO lh■n 11111 Or■ ntor, •nv notice glvtn by Linder IO IIIY OrantDr II 
delm■d 10 bl nollca Qlv■n 10 ■a Gr■nto,a, 
ADDITIONAL PROVISION, Hypo1h■c1don Mortg■g1 • Agr••m■nr ol lotll>_, Borra-, and '""" llf !ham II more thin one, by 11■ ■UClllkrn at 
1h11 Mortgaga, agree■ 1h■t It ■h■II b■ 1ubj■ct lo, bound by, ■nd p■rwn■lly ot1llpatad to p■y, abnrve end Plffllffll, Jointly ■nd ■av■r■lly with 
Gr■nw, ■,ct, end •-v al the 1arm1, aownant■, ■nd oondltlon■ of 1h11 MDJti9 • II Barrow■, hid ,,..outed thla Mana-a• u Gr■ntar; 
provlcled that q Nmlmlan of 11111111'/ on Iha part of or epplceble ta Orancar - not bl ■ppllcabla ID or 1or Iha bin.tit ol IDl'l'flw••• It bllllg 
ur,daqlOC>d 1h■t llurraw■r' ■ obllg■tlana IO Lelldor under thl■ Marlll■IIII or the llal9t■d D,;icljflllJnla or DIii-iN -■ wltho111 llmlt 10 lldlllll'( ueept 
•• rn■y b■ lllpr■llly ■nd ■paalftaally 111t forth II\ • ••pw•t■ W~ltln •1-n1 ■lgned by L■nd ■r, 
OMNTOll'S AEPDRT ON INSUIIANCI, Upon r■quelll of Lender, howa- not mor1 lhen once a -• Gramor I tu,,'.,a,11 1 ,_rt on 
•■ch a■11,,. policy of 1na......,., ttrawlllg; 111 1111 n- al the lnaurw; 121 Iha 111'- ln■Urad; 131 lit■ afflDIIIII of 1M pollay; 141 1h11 p,ap■ ny 
h111111CI, tht the" Cllffllnt rapl-11111111 valua of 1UC11 p,aplftV, end th■ m■nnv llf rlatermlrdng that value; 11111 1111 the uplratlan elate or th■ palley. 
Grantor 111111 upon requ■■t at L■ncl■r, h■YI an ll\d1pend■11t 1PP'll■1r l■d"-IY 10 Lllld• ciaWrmln■ tt,11111h v■lua replNll'll■nt 0091 of !he 
Pro,,.nv. 
MIICl5UANEOIJS PIIOYIIIONS. Th, lollawlng rn1, .. 11n■ow provlaloN .,, a P1R of 1h11 Mort9■a"' 
Allllndmllll:I, Thie Mortallil, 1011th11 with any llol ■t■d Docum■rllll, oonatlt\Ma tha ■ntlr• und■ r■l■ndlng and .. , .. ,..m of thl plrllla •• 
lO tlll rnaltlra Ht lorth In 1h11 Mortgq■, Na ■llllltlorl Of or rrmendm■nt to 1h11 Mo,tgega lfrell bl ■ffectlv■ unl■aa gl"ln kl w1lt11111 ■nd 
■lgned by the party a, pard■ 1 ■ouai.t 10 b■ charged Of' bound by the ...._.,n at ■marldlMnl, 
Amlllal lllparla. II !hi Propa-1y la u■-d for p11Jpu11 oth■t thin Gfantar'■ reeldlnca, Or■n,or 1hell lvrnlth to l.andlrr, upan requut, ■ 
a■rlln.d ,1118fMnt ol n■t Dp■rdng ticoma ,ecllvad from Iha PNlfeny d"""8 Omar'• ,...... ft■cll ynr In •ijah form and daul 11 
L■nd■r ~I r■qw■, "Nil oper1d1111 lncama" •hall rn■an all •Hh 11Cllpta lral'II IN Pruparty - ■II c• upendllllra• made In oo""'ctlan 
with th■ Dpltlllon at the l'nlp■rty. 
Clpllon H■l<llngi,, C■pllon helldln91 In 1h11 Mor1g191 Ira tor conwnlenc■ purpa■a only ..,,s ar■ nut 10 bl IINd to ln1■rpr1I or d■ftna th■ 
P'°"'fflnt al Ihle Mortpg■, 
Gawmlng Law. Tin .._. .. wtN be ■D-11 by ..... , law.,,..... ID L■ndar ■nd,, 1D llr■ - - ......... 11r fedenl l■w, Ill■ 
l■wll af 11,1 •- of ldlltel wfthOlll 1111n t■ Ila oontllata llf lliw provlalora, Tttls •--- 1111 beer, ■aapt■d by Lender In th■ a,-. at ...... 
Clrolae al v-. II thare II I llwauit, Grentor .... upon Llnd■r'I IIQUl■t 111 libnk to Iha JllliadlcdGt, or 1119 CDIIIII of BLAINE Co1,111'(, 
SIii■ of ldllho, 
Jalnt Ind lewral Ll■bllltr, All obllgatlana of Bonow■r ■l'ld GI•-...,.., th1a Mongq■ 1h■H b■ joint Md ,.,,.ra1, and al ral■r■ncu 10 
Gr■ntor ■h■U me■n Hoh end IVll,Y Granto,, - ........ _ IO llarrow■r •hill mHn '""' - _,.., lletfow■r, Thia m•- thin ■■ch 
Orantar ■lgnl111 below I■ r■apar,■lble for 111 obllgador!■ In 1h11 Morl(lailll, 
No w..i- by L■nd■r. Linder 1h■II not be ._d to have w■lwd ■ny right■ Ynd■r thll MortQ.., unl111 auch w•I- I■ glv■n Ill writing 
and algnld by L■nd■r. No dalay or ami.11Dn Dn th■ part of Lffldlf In ••■rcblna ■ny right 111111 aparata H • w■I- af suoJI right ar any 
oilier rlahl. A W■Mf by Lllldlf of I p,omloll Df 11111 Mortuaa■ ■h■II not pr■judlc■ or con■lhutl I Wllv■r af Landa,'■ rti;,1 OlherwlH ID 
dlmand ■trtc! compllanc:■ with 1h11 provlolon or 1ny Dth■r ptavlllon of thl■ Mortg■ga. No prior waiver by Land■r, nor any caura■ of d■■llng 
b■tw•n l.llldor and Gr■ ntar, 1h1II con111M1 • waiver af ■ny Of L1ncllf'1 right■ or or llftY af Grantor■ obli91don1 ■■ ta ■ny futwe 
ll"■nuotlona, ..,.,_va, ft con11nt of L■nder 11 requltad und■r thll Mortgq■, !hi llfantll'III ot 1ueh eon■■nl by l.llndw In tny ln■unoa 
■hall not conallM• conllnuln; cannnt to 11.t111C1U■nt lna-1■ wtwr. auoh crmunt II r■qUlr■cl Ind Ir, II••- auch con11n1 rnay b■ 
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gr■nl■II or wllllhekl In tlul ■ol■ dllcr■llon ol Lend■ r. 
s■-Pllly, II • DGlllt of compei.n1 Jutl1dla1lon llnd1 •rw proYlllon of IN■ Manpp to lie llqll. r,,..,■1111, IN' une,,latc■lbl■ •• 10 1ny p111on 
or c11c"m,i.nc■, that llndlng ohllll not mlll■ 1h■ olf■nlllng provl■lon lleglll, l11v1Ud, or unanforc■obl■ ■1 to ■ny olhllr p■11on or 
olrc .. m111"a1. II IH111l4■, the off■ndlqg prlNlolon ""'' b■ conold■rad macllfl■d oo Nt It b■carn■ 1 l■g■ I. _...., ■nd ■nlorc11bl■, II lh■ 
offending provlllan Cln/\QI 1M 10 modlll,d, 11 ,11111 be COMld1r,11 ...... from thll Mor1g1g■• Unl■H othltWIH r1qulr1d by law, th■ 
lllag1lly, lnv■llllty, or unanlarcubllltY ot 1ny pro111■1on ol thl■ Mottg■a■ ,hell nal ■fflCI 1h11 lag■lhy, v■lldlty or 1nloroeablllty of any aU111, 
p,ovl■lon ol lhhl Mort11111,, 
M■rg■r. Th■ra 1h■ll bti no m■rg■, al th■ lnl■rllt or ■Ila!■ cr"l■d lly thll Mor11■a■ wllh IIIY oll'ler tn1■re11 or ■11■11 In th■ Property et ■ny 
time held by or for lh■ bonolftt of L■nd■r In any c1p1cl1Y, without th■ wrttt■n CMlll■nt ot Landor. 
81181■11■11 Md AHlgna. Subj1ct IO any llrnl11tkln1 11Jtlld In IIU Morlg■ g■ on tr■nar■ r al Orantor'1 ln111r■at. 1h11 Marlgag■ ■h■H 1M blndl"9 
upon end Inure lo !he bM■lll of lh■ p■nt■■• their 1uaaa1or1 end oulgn■• If -■hip of lh■ P,ap■ny b■cDffltl■ noted In ■ p■r■an olh■r 
lhln Gr,ntor, L1nd1t, wlthOUI nollc■ ID Gr■nlOr, may delll wlllt Gr■ntrlr'■ IIICC■IIOfl with ret■flnc■ to thl■ Mortg■g■ ■nd Iha lnd■bt■dn■II 
by w,y of forN■r■nce or eiit■n .. on without te!e■oln11 Orental from ttle ablgatlon■ at 1h11 Mang■ga or ldllllty under th■ lnd■btlldn■11. 
TIIII• I■ Df Illa E11■nc1. Tim■ 11 ol ttw e11■nca In lh■ p■rformlll'<:■ of lhhl Mo,1119111_ 
Wahr■ Jury, AU priaa ID thl■ Mart111111■ h11■by waive Iha right ID ■ny Jury trW In any _....., pi11<1Hdlng, or aou-rallllm biouat,t lly ■ny 
puty ....,,., any GIii■, party, 
W■lv■r of Horneatud ex.fflptllMI, Gran1or h■ r■by •-■-I and w■l.,._ ■II tlghO ■nd b■n■flll ol th11 ham .. tHd ■llempllon law■ al lh■ Sl■II 
al ld■ha •• ID •• lnde11dna1■ HClltAd by thl■ Mortg■ge. ' 
DEFINIT10N •• Th■ lallowlng capltallud word• end t■rm• ,...a hi .. lh■ lllllawlng m■■ntnge wh■n und In lhl■ Mortglg■• un11 .. ■p■ol&aly 
,111■<1 1'I tlul c:onlJ■ry, all ,., .. ,nc., ID doll■r ■mount■ ■h■R m■■n mount■ frl 1-wlul money of lhl Unh■d Sllll■I al Amalle■. Wan:1■ ■nd l■ fflll 
Ul■d In th■ ■!"9ul1r ■h■I lncll.rdl lh■ plurlf, Ind tile plural ■hlh Include 1h• .......... U VIII CDllllxt IIIIY reqlllra. Word• ■nd t■rma not Oltlorwiu 
dtfln■d In 1111■ Mar111111■ •h■II h- 11111 fflHnlnp ltlrlbul■d ID ■uah 181111■ In Ill& Unl!ann Comm■rcl■I Cod■: 
hnow,,. 1lle WOid •eorrawet" ffll■nl WATERPORD PARTNERS Ill, LLC ■rid lnollld■■ .. oa•■lgn■r■ ■nd co-m■kor■ elgnlng th■ Noll •nd 
■11 their IIICCIH••· ■nd 111lgn1, 
01fault. Th■ word "Det...it• mlln■ th4 D1t■t.rlt At lorth In Ihle Mor1919■ In lh9 uod.m 1hled "O■lault". 
lillvllolllMnt■I L■wa. The -rd• "Emi1111omant■I L■ w1• m.11, ■ny ■nd 111 11■1<11, f■d■rll end local ■IIMH, regul1don1 Ind ordln1nc11 
,■ 1111ng ta 111■ p,atacUon ol human h .. 11'1 or me ■r1v1ronm■n1, lneludlnll wlUlout llmiu11on Ille Compt■h■ ft&lve EnW1H1m■n111 R"pon■o, 
Ca,np■needon. and Lld811y Act of IHC, •• ■mended, 41 u,s.c. Section aeo,. Ill ■eq. l"CERCLA"I. 1h■ Sup■r1\lncl Am■ndm .... , and 
R■1uthorl11tlDnAot of 19'1, Pub, L. No. 89-499 l"SARA"l, the Hau,do,_ Mnerlal1Tr-pan,wonAll1. 49 U.8.C. Section 1101, ■t-.. 
th■ RNaura■ Conurv■llon ■nd R■cav■ry Act. 42 u.s.c. Section 81101, at -·• ar am■, applla■ll4■ nn■ or t1da1II 11w1, run, or 
r■gul■don■ ■dojMCI pinu■nt lhar■ta. 
•- Df D■fa& Th■ word■ "Event of D■f■ull' IM■n ■ny at the event■ of default 1■t lar1h In 1111• Mortgage In Ill• ■v■nt■ of d■la.i1 
■-ctlon of di■ Morta■ge. 
q,.._,. The word "Gllntar• mNn■ JOHN SCHERER lt'ld CHARUS HOlT. 
Guu■rltor, Th■ word "Guor■n1or• m■■n, ■nv ll"'llntot, 1u,a1Y, or ,coommodlllon party of eny or•• al 1111 lnd■b11dn■N, 
o-ancv. Thi wotd "G111r1nty' m■■n■ th■ ;u■ranty from Qu-ntor ID Landtr, lncludlng without Umlt■don I guoranty GI aR or p1,t ol Chol 
Note. 
H-daoi■ 8ub11m1Ca,. Th■ ward■ "Hu■tdaUI Sulm■naH" mun m■lffl■ I■ lh■t. b■c■ uu of th■I< qu■ntltY, CDll<=■ntr•llon or phv•lo■I, 
ch■mlcal or tnleedoua ch■r■mrl■tlc■, may cau■a cw p01■ 1 pr-m or pallntlal haurd ID lwffl■n h■■llh or th■ 1nvlrD11m1m wtllln 
lfflprop■rly u■■d. n■l■d, ■torld, dl■paa■d at, gener■t■d, m■/1Uf1ictw■d, 1reneporl■d or D1h■rwlH harldled. Thi wonle "H&zardoUI 
Subel■nc11" ... u■■d In th■lr -,Y bro■d-■t -· ■nd lnalud■ wlthllut llmltatlDn any 111d ■II hultdOIII or IOm IUNl■nGN, m-1 ... or 
w■llll u dtlln■d by or ll1t■d under Iha EnlllNIMl■-1 L■M, Thi wnn •~ Sllll■Unau" ao llld...,.1, without l!mlt■don, pelrOl■um 
1rld peuala""' by-product■ or ·111y tracdan Ill-' ■nd ..... 10,. 
Imp,-. Th■ wanl "lm11rovtim■n11• m■a,a al ■id■tlng Ind tun,,■ lmpl'CJnfflentl, bulldfflg■, .uu..-. mobll■ hama■ ,m.d on lll■ 
Rell Property, lacllld11, addition■, r111l■C9m■n11 al'ld oth■ r can■lnle1lan on th■ 11■ 11 l'lvp■ny. 
--.1:i11dn■II. The word "lnd■bt■dn■•• ma■na ■I prlnclpol, k\t■rut, and Dlh■r ■moWltll, ao■1■ ■nd ■xp■n■■1 p■ylllll■ Vld■r lh■ Nolll or 
R1l■t■d Doaum1n1■, u,gath■ r with 111 fln■w■l1 of, ext■n1lon■ of, modlllAtlone al, conllllldatlon■ of ■,1,f' ••t11ut1Dn■ 101 lhl Nol■ or 
R1l■t■d Documtnl■ ■rid any ■mount■ lxp■nd■d or adv■na■d by L■nd■r ID dlacl'llrge Gtlntrlr'a obllgallana or ■xp■MH lnaurr■d by L■nd■r ID 
anforc■ Or■ntor'• Dbllg■llon1 undtr 1111■ Mortgage, tog■lh■r with Int-I on 1u,ih ■rnaun1■ • provided In 1h11 Mar11■111, Sp■ollla■ lly, 
whhout llfllltldon, lndtbt■dn■H lncluda ell ■mounu: 1N1 m■y be lndlrac:lly 1■,:ur■d by !hi O,ON-CDU11sral1■tlon pravt■lon al !Nii 
MDrll"III• 
L■nd■r, Thi word "L■,,.... meon■ IOAHO INDEPENDEHT BANK. It■ ,..,_n - n■lgr,■ • 
Mang-. Th■ word "Mortv-• m .. n1 IN■ Mortl■II■ ll■twan G,.ntllr Ind I-Mdlr, 
N11W, Th■ word "Noa• m■ana 1h■ promlll■ory now dat■d Jlrne 10. aoca, In the original prlnolplll amount of H07,000.00 hm 
Borrow■r 1a L■nd■r, IOg■th■r with ■I 11n■wlll of, -n■lon■ af, modltlcllllo<III or, r■tlneNllnp of, con■olcl11lon■ of, Incl ■l,lb■tltutlon■ tor 
th■ proml■oory not■ or ■11r11m■nt. NOTICE TO IIIIANTOR: Tta NOTI CONTAINS A VAIIIMUl lNl'PIST RATI, 
Penon■I l'nlp■ rty. Thi ward■ • ,,.,■anll Property• me■n 111 ■Qulpmllfll, flxtur■■• and Dlh■ r ■nlaln of pe11on■I prop111y now or h■11■fw 
owned by G11ntor, ■lld now or h■r■■h■r 1t1■ ah■ d DI dlbt■d tr1 th■ RMI Propeny; IIDlllth■t wllll •N aca■■■IGII■, pert■, and 1ddlllon■ ID, ■I 
rltplaa■m■nta of, ■nd 1111wi1tlludon1 far, ■ny of •ueh prapertyJ ■nd trlg■lhlt with ■II proC11d1 llnclucflng wllhout Imitation ell ln1ur■nc■ 
pracud■ ■nd ,.f11nd■ al premlurn1I from any HI■ Ill oth■r dl■paoldon at th■ Property. 
Prap■rty, The wanl "Property" m .. 1111 callec1N■ly th■ R■al Prop■rty end th■ P■llonal Prap■rtr, 
Roll PropNty. The word1 "RNI Prop■f1Y" rMll'I the raal property, Int■- and right■, N fllrlh■r d■■erlbllcl In 11111 M01'tl■t■, 
lhlls1N 0-19, The word• "R1l■t1d IJocum■nt■• m■■n ■I prornlHory ,,.,_ cr■dlt ....-n111. loan 1gr■1m■n11, ■nvtronmenUII 
qn■m■nlll, gu■r■ndu, ■■cw!ty agn■m■nt■, mor111■9■■, dad■ al trUlt. ■-urtty d■■d■, ..._,11 mDl'IIIIII'•• and ■I oltl■r ln1trum■n11. 
ag111tn1n111 and document■, wlllllh■, now or tu,,..n.r ■-l■dng, "'■cut■d In oann■<:tlan wldl lh■ lnd■ bt■dn■H, 
11,1111. Th■ ward "Ran11• me■na ■I llflNnl ■nel hrun rant■• r■Y8nue■, lncam■, ll1L1■■, ro~•• profit■, ■nd olh■, banallt■ d■rlv■d hm 
lh■ Pfop1rty. 




Loan No: 9890158 ( 
JOHN BCHIN!R, llltl'lblr ofWAT&Rl'OfUJ 




, UMffED LIABILITY COMPANY NOTARY 
STATE OF IOAtlO 
Cauntyof 
01111,11 





... • •• I • 
.• -t' 
{ 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY NOTARY 
STATEO~O 
County of · · \ \Iv } 
On lhi• ~~l)I\.L , before me, lhe lllldcnipcd nolary publi.: iD IDCI for 
aaid 1ta!C, penollllly •~ JOHN SCHERER • known or identified to me to be the 
man.ging member(•) In tlm Limited Liability Company ofWATKRFORD PARNTERS Bl, and 
1cknowlcd1ed lo ma that -■id Limiled Liability Comp111y llllecuted lhc PDII. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, l hive hereunto set my lumd ■nd 1e■l the d■)' 111d year fins! above 
wriRen. ~ " •" _('. 
\WiJ.YJ;,"f\tiU~- '-
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Annual Report for W 25422 Page I of l 
No. W 25422 Due no later than Aug 31, 2009 
2. Registered Agent and Address 
(NO PO BOX) 
Return to: 
Annual Report Form 
JOHN SCHERER 
SECRETARY OF STATE 1. Malling Address; Correct ln this box if needed. 124 DEER VALLEY LANE 
HAILEY ID 83333 700 WEST JEFFERSON SOllTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C. 
PO BOX83720 JOHN SCHERER 
BOISE, ID 83720-0080 PO BOX 2127 
KETCHUM ID 83340 3. ~ Registered Agent Signature:* 
NO FIUNG FEE IF USA 
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE 
4. Limited Liability Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of at least one Member or Manager. 
Office Held Name Street or PO Address 01.y State Country Postal Code 
MEMBER JOHN SCHERER PO BOX 1539 KETCHUM ID USA 83340 
5. Organized Under the Laws of: 6. Annual Report must be signed.* 
ID Signature: John R. Scherer Date: 07/15/20@ 
W 25422 Name (type or print): John R. Scherer Tide: Managing Member 
Processed 07/15/2009 * Electronically provided signatures are accepted as original signatures, 
http://www.sos.idaho.gov/servlet/TransformXMLDoc?URL=%2F20090715%2FXMLP0... 7/24/2009 
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State of Id .. ~•o 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200; Twin Falls ID 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 FAX: (208) 736-3037 ·www .idwr.idaho.gov 
July 24, 2009 
IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
491 N MAIN ST 
KETCHUM ID 83340 




RE: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC #37-481C, 37-577BT, 
37-482H, 37-483C, 37-2630 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
Pursuant to a Notice of Security Interest in a Water 
Right that was submitted to the Department, we have 
added security interests to the above water right 
claims. Please find the enclosed copies of the proof 
reports of the water rights noting the addition of the 
security interest. Review these records and if there 









DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE 
Instrument # 578331 
HAILEY, Bl.AIME, IOAHO 
~&-17"2010 11:60:28 NII. ol P~: 3 
Recon!td for: BLAINE COUNTY TITl.i 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: $9.00 
Ex.Qfficio Rtconltr O.puty; mpp 
Eltcttonloally Ruordtd t,y S!mpl!!Uo 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liabi!lty company 
("Granto!''), PO Box 1539, Ketchum, ID 83340, hereby conveys, releases, remises, and forever 
quitclaims to MOUNTAIN \NEST BANK ("Grantee"), whose address is P. 0. Box 1059, Coeur 
d'Alene, ID 83816; that certain real property, together with a!I appurtenances, located in Blaine 
County, Idaho: 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BO!SE MER!D!AN, BLAINE COUNTY, 
IDAHO 
A parcel of land in the SW1/4 and the SW1/4SE1/4 of Section 6 and also In the 
Ei/2NW1/4, NW1/4NE1/4, S1!2NE1/4 and the N1/2SE1/4 of Section 7, more particularly 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an lron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW1/4, said Section 
6, which point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°51'45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4, Sect\on 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0•35• 18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly bOundary of said SW1 /4, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW1/4SE1/4, said Section 
6; 
Thence South 89"42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an iron p!n marking the Northeast comer of sa!d SW1/4SE1/4, 
Section 6; 
Thence South 0"25'10" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an Iron p!n marking the Southeast comer of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South o~i7'54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary ofthe 
NW1/4NE114, said Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said 
NW1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 89"47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
SE114NE1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE1/4NE1/4, 
Section 7; 
Thence South 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SE1/4NE114, Section 7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast comer of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterty Boundary of the 
NE1/4SE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NE1/4SE1/4, 
Section 7; 
Thence South 89°50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the 
N1/2SE1/4, Section 7, to an Iron pin on the intersection of the Southerly boundary wtth 
the Northeasterly boundary of the Unlon Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31•10'34" West, 1,533,07 feet along said Northeasterty Railroad boundary 
to an iron pin on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary 
of the S112NE1/4, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89"56'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along 
said Southerly boundary of the S112NE1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31"10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the intersection of said Rallroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said 
S1/2NE1/4, Section 7; Thence North 0"20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly 
DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE: 1 
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boundary of the S1 /2NE1/4, Section 7 and also along said Railroad boundary to an Iron 
pin; 
Thence North 31•10'34~ West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the intersecHon of said Railroad boundary with the Westerty boundary of the 
NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; Thence North 0"22'13" West, 58.00 feet a\ong said Westerly 
boundary of the NE1/4NVV1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Northwest comer of 
said NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; 
Thence North 89"58' 18" West, 93, 19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31"10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Rallroad boundary to an Iron pin 
on the Westerly boundary of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence North 0'37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Paree! 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official 
plat thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine county, Idaho; 
excepting that portion formally shown on the Blaine County Assessor rolls as Tax Lot 
4913 Township 1 North, Range 19 East, Bolse Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; 
Included with the real property conyeyed to (arantee: all erected or affixed buildings, 
Improvements and fixtures; all easements, rights of way, and appurtenances; all water, water 
rights, watercourses and ditch rights (including stock in utilities with ditch or irrigation rights), 
and al! other rights, royalties, and profits relating to the conveyed real property, including without 
limitatlon all minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and similar matters, collective; Including any after-
acquired title and any right of redemption; 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said property, with Its appurtenances unto the Grantee and Its 
successors and assigns forever, Granter hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee that 
Grantor is the owner in fee s!mp\e of said property and that such property is free from all 
encumbrances other than encumbrances of record as of this date and that Grantor warrants the 
same from all lawful claims whatsoever. Any merger of title is at the option of the Grantee, 
Dated: 
DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE: 2 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Blaine 
.ss 
} 
On this .J:Z.. day of .T'<-t ,.e,.. , 2010, before me, the undersigned Notary Public, 
personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or Identified to me to be the Member of South 
County Estates, LLC, that executed this Instrument or the person who executed the !nstrumen1 on 
behalf of said Corporation and acknowledged to me that such Corporation executed the same. 
WITNESS my hand and official seat hereto affixed the day and t~\~~~s$e-~tten. 
l' .n..4... .•••••••••• .. r~ ........ ~ 
~'<'v •• "-.0 \ 
J:::;l ..-OiAR,- \~ i ""--.... ........ . -: : ..... ~ : * = :*t I"' : : 
~ \ p ~\VI E 
•• ,.,, •• ••• • .._c ""~ -=----.,.,..-+~oa:;.. ..... ______ ~..,.#.-"",,,.;;i'r ........... t-" ,ti' 
"•••• 8 OF\~,, ....... 
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Filed for record at the Request ot 
Rich Brittain 
Mountain West Bank 
PO Box 1059 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
DEED 
[Blaine County, tdaho] 
Instrument # 578364 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
86-11-20111 1li:3&:23 No. or Pag,$: 3 
Rte0rdtd ror: 81.AtNE coum TTTL~ 
JOLYNN DRAGE FH: $11.00 
£l.Ql!lm. Ra,;,order Dtputy: IIIPP 
E!tclfonioally R-dtd lly Simplifil• 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, MOUNTAlN WEST BANK eGrantor"~, whose address is 125 
Ironwood Drive, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816, does hereby grant, bargain, se~, and co~vey unto 
GBCl OTHER REAL ESTATE, LLC, a Montana Umited liabUlt,Y company ( ~rantee ), ~ose 
address is 49 Commons Loop, Kalispell, MT 59901, those certain real properties located in 
Blaine County, Idaho, which is more particularly described as follows: 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BO!SE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY, 
IDAHO 
A parcel of land In the SW1/4 and the SW1/4SE1/4 of Section 6 and also in the 
E1/2NW1/4, NW1/4NE1/4, S1/2NE1/4 and the N1/2SE1/4 of Section 7, more particularly 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW1/4, said Section 
6, which point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 8$;!~51'45" East. 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4, Section 6 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW1/4, Section El; 
Thence South 0°35'18'' East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW1/4SE1 /4, said Sectlon 
6; 
Thence South 89¢42'45'' East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW1/4SE1/4 
Section6; ' 
Thence South 0°25'10'' East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said 
$W1/4SE1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0"J7'54" ~ast. 1,313:45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the 
NW1/4NE1/4, said Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said 
NW1/4NE 1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
SE1~4NE1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SE1/4NE1/4 
Section 7· ' 
Thence &>uth 0°1?'06'' East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly bounda of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast corner oisafd 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°4~'30" East, _1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the 
N8E1~4SE1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said NE1/4SE1/4 ect~n~ ' 
DEED: l 
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Thence South 89"50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the 
N1/2SE1/4, Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Southerly boundary with 
the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31'10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary 
to an iron pin on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary 
of the S1/2NE1/4, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89'58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along 
said Southerly boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31'10'34" West. 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said 
S1/2NE1/4, Section 7; Thence North 0'20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly 
boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin; 
Thence North 31'10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Rall road boundary to an iron pin 
on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the 
NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; Thence North 0"22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly 
boundary of the NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of 
said NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; 
Thence North 89'58' 18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31'10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the Westerly boundary of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence North 0'37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official 
plat thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho; 
excepting that portion formally shown on the Blaine County Assessor rolls as Tax Lot 
4913 Township 1 North, Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; 
Partial Release of Water Rights recorded as Instrument No's 568681, 574996, 574997, 
574998,57 4999,575000,575001, records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
Included with the real property conveyed to Grantee: all erected or affixed buildings, 
improvements and fixtures; all easements, rights of way, and appurtenances; all water, water 
rights, watercourses and ditch rights (including stock in utilities with ditch or Irrigation rights), 
and all other rights, royalties, and profits relating to the conveyed real property, including without 
limitation all minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and similar matters, collective; including any after-
acquired title and any right of redemption. 
DEED: 2 
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Including after-acquired title. 
DATED this /7 /\lay of June 2010. 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
~L RiBrittain, S.V.P
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Kuote1,ai At).;,. ~ 
:ss 
} 
On this 11-th day of Jivy, . 2010, before me. the undersigned Notary Public 
in and for the State of Idaho. personally appeared RICH BRITTAIN, known or identified to me to be 
the Senior Vice President of the corporation that executed this instrument or the person who 
executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
DEED: J 
½!lc~ 
Notary Pubic for Idaho 
Residing at &lse, JI:) 
Commission expires 0(,-oH- 6()/{i 
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RECEIVED 
SEP O 1 2010 
DEPARTMENT Of 
WATER RESOURCES 
DISTRICT COURT-SRBA- ----, 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
I AUG 3 1 2010 I · · 
i By __ ------t7rr;:;;;; 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDiali; DIS rmct OF THE ~GI-----' 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
lnReSRBA 





ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES 
Subcase Nos.: 37-00481C, 37-00482H, 
37-00483C, 37-00577BT & 37-02630 
(South Country Estates LLC) 
On July 9, 2010, an Amended Special Master's Report and Recommendation was filed 
for the above-captioned water rights. No Challenges were filed to the Amended Special Master's 
Report and Recommendation and the time for filing Challenges has now expired. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 53(e)(2) andSRBAAdministrative Order I, Section 13f, this Court 
has reviewed the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law contained in the Amended Special 
Master's Report and Recommendation and wholly adopts them as its own. 
Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that the above-captioned water rights be decreed as set forth 
in the attached Partial Decrees Pursuant to LR.CP. 54(b). 
DATED lf11J41 ?{, Ja(O 
ERICJ. WILDMAN 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES EXHlBiT_-.L-/,_,_/ __ Page I 
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In lie SIi.BA 
Case No, 39576 
NJ\ME AND ADDRESS, 
SOURCE, 
PII.IORITY DAT£: 
POINT OF DIVERSION, 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF 1JSE: 
PLACE OP USE, 
IN THE DISTJtICT C01JRT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DIS'X'RICT OF THB 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOIi. 'l'HB COUNTY OF TWIN PALLS 
PARTIAL :DBCRBI!: PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(hl FOR 
Water Right l7-0D4B1C 
SOUTH CXlUNTl' ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 153' 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY: M1UJll) RIVER. 
3.0J.4 CFS 
08/01/1882 
T02N R.lBE S36 Within Blaine County 
Water diverted froo, veadgate 145 delivered through District 
r:anal. 
PORPOSE OF VSE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T0lN RUE S06 
807 
LOT 7 
PERIOD OP VSB 
Ot-15 TO 10-31 
QUANTITY 
3.014 CFS 





LOT 6 {NWSW)J3.0 
SESII 39,0 
. SERE 15,D 
SENW 5,5 




The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single i=igation season. 
Combined Right Nos., l?-4B2H, 37-4B1C, l7-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR. ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
111IS PARTIAL DECRES IS SUilJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARr FOR. 'l"HE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR TRB EFFICIENT 
MMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE VLTIKATELY 
DETERMINED BY THB C01JRT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER T.!IAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNil"IE:0 DECREE. I,C:. SECTION 42-141::!Ul. 
RULE S4 (bl CERTil"ICII.TE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b). I.R.C.P., that the court bas determined that there is no jUBt reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby dirsct that the above judgment der shall bee final 
judgment upon mich execution may issue and an appeal -Y be taken as provid ho Appellate Rules. 
SHA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Kater Right J7-DO481C File Number, 01)74 
Eric J 
Presid g JUdge of the 




In Re SRBP. 





POINT OF DIVERSION, 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE, 
PlACE OF USE: 
lN TRE O!STRIC"I' COURT OF THE FIFTH JUl)1CIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STAU OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TJra COUNTY OF TWIN FJ\LLS 
Pl'I.RTlAL DECREE PtmSUANT TO 
I.R.C.p. 54(b) FOR 
DJSTRICT COURT-SRBA ----i 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
water Right 37-00482H 
AUG 3 1 2010 
SOU'rli COUNT'i' ES'l'ATSS t.LC 
PO aox 1539 
lCE'l'Cl!UM, ID 83340 j~----------1----
AlG WOOD RIVZR Ti'.tIBUTAl!Y, M/11,1\I) RIVER ,-~ 
3.0ll CFS 
08/01/1884 
T02N RlBE 535 Within Blaine County 
Wa.ter diverted fr()(tl Headgate f45 delivered through District 
C4n•L 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irri5ation 
Irrigation 
'NlN RUE so, 
$07 
LOT 7 
289,0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-lS TO 10-31 
QUIINTITY 
J.ou as 













Tbe righta listed below are limited tot.he irrigation of a 
COlll1>ined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 




OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINIT!ON OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
THIS l'AATIJU, DECREE IS SUBJ:e:cT TO SUCH Gli:IIER.AI. PROVISIONS 
NSCESSAl!Y FOR THE tlEFINlTION OF 'l11li: RIGHTS OR FOR THE BFl"XCIENT 
ADMlNIST!UI.TION OF THE WM'Elt RlGaTS AS MAY BE lJLTlMATBLY 
DffSRM!lfl>D BY THE COURT AT A POlNT IN TIME NO LATER THAN T.ltE 
ENTRY OP A FINAL UlfIFIBO DSCREZ. l.C. SEC'UON U•14l2{6). 
RULE 54lbl CERTIFICA.TE 
With respect to the issues determined by tne above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTlFIEl>, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), l.R-C.P., that the court has aetenninea that there is no just reason tor delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court; las and does hereby direct that t:he above judgment or order 
judgmeut upon which execution ma.y issue and an appeal MY h~ takllm as provided by 
Eric J. wn 
Presiding Judge of t.b·e 
Snake River Ba~in Adjudication 
SRBA PARTIAL D£C!Um PURSI.Wff TO L R.C. P. 54 (bl 
water Right 37•00482H File Nu.mi:>er, 01373 
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In Re SRBA 




POll'T OF DIVERSION, 
P'URPOS:B AND 
PERIOD OF USE, 
PLACE OF USE, 
IN THE DISTIUCT COURT OF THE FlFTII JUDICIAL l>ISTRICT OF THB 
STATE 01> IDAHO, IN AHO FOR THE COWITY OP TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUAN'l' TO 
l.R.C.P. 54lbl !'OR 
Water Right 37-00483C DISTRICT COURT-SRBA --~ 
Fifth Judicial District · 
County ofTwin Falls - State of Idaho 
SOUT'.B COUNT! ES'tATE:S LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
ICETCH\!M, ID 83340 
BIG NOOD RIVER 
15.08' CPS 
08/01/1902 
T02N Rl8E S36 
TRIBUTARY', MALl\D RIVER 
Water diverted from Head.gate 145 delivered thr0Ugh District 
canal. 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
PBRIOD OF USS 
04-15 TO 10-31 
QUllli'TI'tY' 
15.0815 CFS 
AUG 3 1 2010 
Irrigation Within Blaille County 
TDlN l!.l!ll!: SD6 
LOT 7 
S07 








LOT 6 (HWSW)33.Q 
SESW 39.D 
SWNE 38.D 
NENII 28. 0 
NBSE 35.0 
Th• rights listed below are lilllited to the irrigation of a 
cgml;ined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation seaaon. 
Combined Right Noa.: 37•482H, 37-481C, 37-48JC, 37-577BT, and 
J?-200. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECSSSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATSR RlGHTt 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE JS SUBJ2CT TO SUCH GEIIERAL PROVISIONS 
JGCESSAJtY FOIi THE DEFDIITION OF TSE RIGHTS OR l'OR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER immrs AS MAY' BE ULTDIATEl.l1 
CIET!IIMINED 8l1 TRB COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THB 
EN'I'RY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREB. I.C. SECTION 42-1412[6). 
RULE 5t lb) CERTIFICATS 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54[bl, I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay ot the entry of a 
final judgment and that the eoutt has and does hereby diraet that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which e>r.ecution may issue and an appeal lllllY be taken as providedJl!l"'°'•~•~~Appellate Rules. 
SIIBA PARTIAL DECREE PORSUAHT TO I.R.C.P. St(bl 





In Re SRBA 
case No. 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION, 
PIJRPOSEl JIHD 
PERIOD OF USE, 
PLACE OF USE, 
lN THE DISTRICT COllli.T OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1:N' AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL IIBCREE PURSUPJff TO 
l.R.C.P. 541D) FOR 
Water Right 37-00577BT 
DfS!RICT COURT·SRBA 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho r 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 153::1 
KETCHUM, ID B3340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY, MJ.LMl RIVER 
2,20 CFS 
Dl/24/1883 
T02N R18E Slli SWNlf Within Blaine County 
Water diverted from Haadgate 145 delivered through District 
Canal. 
PURPOSE OF USi: 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
TOllll Rl9E SO!i 
LOT 7 
so, 
289.0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 
D4-1S TO 10-31 
QUANTITY 
2.20 CFS 













The rights listed l>elow are limited to the irrigation of a 
coml>ined total of 289 acres in a single irrigatioa season. 
COml>ined Right Nos., 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-S77BT, and 
37-2630, 
OT!ttR PROVISIO!l!l NECESSARY FOR DEPINI?ION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
THIS FAR?IAL DECREE IS SUB.JBCT TO SUCH GENERAL l'ROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE nEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR POR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGJlTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN' THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
R!JI.E 54(bl CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the al>ove judgment er order, it is hereby CERTIPIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(bl, I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there ia no just reasoo fer delay of the entry at a 
final judgment and that the court ha• aad doea bereDy direct that the above ju.~-.-.;ii::JJ'f'jler shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken aa provided o Appellate Rules. 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. S4[b) 
water Right 37-DDS77BT Pile Number: 01371 
Eric J. ildman 
Presiding Judge of the 





In Re SRJ'»\ 
Case No. 3!1576 
NAME AND ;,JlDRESS: 
QUAN'l'ITY: 
PRIORITY Dl'>TE, 
POINT OF DIVSRSION, 
PURli'OSE AND 
PBP.100 OF USE: 
PI.1\CE OF USE: 
IN THE DlSTRlCT COURT OF TRE FIFTI! JUI)lClAL DISTRICT OF THli: 
STAT!!! OF !DARO, IN JI.ND FOR TBi. COUN'l'Y OF TWIN FAl.,l,S 
PARTIAL DECRSE Pt.lRSUl>JIT TO 
X ,J..C.P. 54 {b) FOR 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETC'HUH, 1D 83340 
3.7S CFS 
1011.SO AYY 
TOlN Rl9E S06 NWIDISW Within Blaine County 
PIJal,'QSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
!rrig-ation 
TOlN RHE 906 
S07 
LOT 1 
289.0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 




Within Blaine county 
NESW 24. D 
{SIISWl 12. 0 




!i"W$£ 20. 0 
LOT 6 !NWSW)3).0 
SESW 39,0 
$JU,"'£ 38. 0 
Nl>N"II 28, 0 
N"ESE 3~.0 
The rights lillted below are limit.ed to the irrigatiOl'l of a. 
combined totul of 289 acre~ in a single irrigation season. 
Cotr.bined !light Nos., 37-41:12!!, 37-4BlC, 37-4l!lC, l7•5778T, and 
37•2i30-
0Tl!ER PROVISIONS NECESSAR\.' FOR DEFINITION OR ADHlNI~TION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
THtS PARTIJ>,.t, IlECREF/ XS StiaJECT TO SUC!! GENi:RJU, PROVISIOllS 
NECiSSARY FOR Tl!E DEFINXTlON OF 'fllE R!QBTS OR roR TIIE EFFICIENT 
J>.DMlNISTRATION OF TKE WAT.ER R1G1!1'S AS Kl\."t as ULTlMATnY 
Dll'tllRMINE:D i!Y THE COUllT AT A POINT IN TlME NO LA'l"ER THAN THE 
EllTRY OF A FINAL.UNIFIED DECRl!'E. I.e. SECTION 42·14.12(6), 
RULE S4.(b) CERTIFICATE 
DISTRICT COURT-SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 
With respect to the issues detennined by the above judgment or order, it is heraby CERTIFlEl>, in •ccordance 
with Rule 54(bl, I.R.C.P., that the court has detenrri.ned tbat there is no just reason for delay of the entey of a, 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upan which exe,:;vtion -y iss1u, and an ilppeal may be ta.ken e.s provided by i:::he Ide.ho ,r,,ppellate RUles. 
Erie J. 
SR8A PMTlAt. DSCRf:£ PURSUANT TO I , 'It. C, P. S4 {h) 
Water Right 37•02630 File Number, 01370 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER OF 
PARTIAL DECREES was mailed on August 31, 2010, with sufficient 
first-class postage to the following: 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
Represented by: 
JAMES P. SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
120 EAST AVENUE 
PO BOX 987 
KETCHUM, ID 8334·0 
Phone: 208-726-4421 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
ORDER 
Page 1 8/31/10 FILE COPY FOR 01370 
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W. MARCUS W. NYE 
RANOALL C, 81.JDGE 
JOHN A. BAILEY, JR. 
JOHN R. GOODELL 
JOHN S. INGELSTROM 
DANIEL C:. GREEN 
BRENT O, ROCHE 
KIRK B. HADLEY 
FRED J. LEWIS 
ERIC L. OLSEN 
CONRAD J. AIKEN 
RICHARD A. HEARN. M.D. 
LANE V. ERICKSON 
FREDERICK J, HAHN, Ill 
PATRICK N, GEORGE 
SC:CTT ./, SMITH 
DAVID E. ALEXANDER 
JOSHUA D, JOHNSON 
STEPHENJ.MUHONEN 
CANDICE M. MCHUGH 
CAROL. TIP'31 VOLYN 
JONATHON 5, BYINGTON 
JONATHAN M. VOLYN 
BRENT L. WHITING 
DAVE BAGLEY 
THOMAS J. EIUDGE 
JASON E. FLAIG 
FERRELL S. RYAN, Ill 
AARON A. CRARY 
JOHN .J. EIUI..G.ER 
BRETT R CAHOON 
LAW OFFICES OF 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY 
CHARTERED 
201 EAST CENTER STREET 
POST OFFICE BOX !:HI 
POCATELLO, IDAHO 6320•·1391 
"l"ELEPHONE (2081 232•11101 
FACSIMILE (2011) 232-i!IIOIJ 
www.radnelaw.net 
SENDE:R'S E•MAIL ADDRESS, dan@raclnelaw.net 
July 22, 20 l l 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
Southern Region 
1341 Fillmore St. Ste 200 
Twin Falls, ID 83301 
RECEIVED 
JUL 2 7 2011 
DEPT, OF WATER RESOURCES 
SOUTHERN RE~ION 
BOISE OFFICE 
101 SOUTH CAP,T0t,. 
BOULl!:VAFID. surr1. 300 
■0•11!. 10.ll-40 ■ 37DI 
TE:Li!:PH,ON~: rit08} 3■15•00 I T 
F•c:.su .. l'L.E: [2-0•1 .. 33-01 • .., 
IDAHO FALLS OFFICE 
•77 IIIHOUP AVl:NUE 
SUITIE 107 
PQ$T Orp1"1CI. BOX 90t91 
tDAHO FAIL.LS, 10 ■3409 
"l'ELEPH0M8:; 1208) ,a■•• ,o I 
,-&cs,M•Lr:; -c:aoaJ s21- ■ 10• 
ALL OFFICES TOLL FREE 
1n71 2:,2-11101 
LOIJl!I F. R.-.CIN!: 1111')'•2:0051 
WILLIAM g. DLSQltl', QI" -C::OUNtiL. 
Re: Assignment of Water Right Nos. 37-48JC, 37-577BT. 37-482H. 
37-2630 and 37-483C 
To Whom it May Concern: 
Enclosed please find the original and one copy of a Notice of Change in Water Right South 
County Estates, LLC to Mountain West Bank, via a Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, a copy of which 
is enclosed herewith. Please process the original and conform, stamp and return the copy to me in 
the enclosed envelope. Enclosed is our check in the amount of $1250.00 for the filing fee. 
Please call if you have any questions. 
Sincerely, 




STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATBR RESOURCES 
RECEIVED 
JUL l 7 2011 
DEPf~~s 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
I. List the numbers of all water rights and/or adjudication claim records to be changed. If you only acquired a portion of 
the water right or adjudleatlon claim. check "Yes" in the "Split?" column. 
Water Rfght/Clalrn No. Split? Water RJatitlCtalm No. Split? Water IU&ht.taaim No. Split? 
37-481C Yes 0 37-482H Yes □ 37-483C Yes □ 
37-S71BT Yes D 37-2630 Yes □ Yes D 
Yes 0 Yes □ Yes 0 
Yes □ Yes □ Yes □ 
Yes □ Yes 0 Yes □ 
2, Previous Owner's Name: South County Estate,, LLC ,-,,--.,..-------,-..,...,,....,.,..-,--------------------Name orcumnt waler right holder/claimant 
3. New Owner(s)/Ctahnant(s): ..,M_o_un_tal_n_W_e_st_B_a_nk ______________________ _ 
N1111e or each 11ew owner as lls1i:d on the conwyan« doc:ument 
New owner C011linued 
PO Box 1059 
M•lllna address 
Coeur d'Alene 
Name connmor O 1nd D or O ;nd/or 
10 83816 
City St«tc -z1-,-------
(208) 884-6802 krobertson@mauntalnwestbank.com 
Totephonc Email 
4. If tJ\c water rights and/or adjudication claims were split, how did the division occur? 
0 The water rights or claims were divided as speclflcally Identified In a deed, contract, or other conveyance document 
D The waterrights or claims were divided proportionately based on the portion of their ptaee(s) of use acquired by the 
new owner. 
5. Date you acquired the water rights and/or claims listed above: _J_une_1_7_, 2_0_10 ______ _ 
6, This form must be signed and submitted with the fo11owing REQUIRED Items: 
• A copy of the conveyance document - warranty deed, qultcfaim deed, court decree., contract of sate, etc. The 
conveyance document must include a legal description of the property or description of the water rlght(s) lfno land Is 
conveyed. 
• Plat map, survey map or aerial photograph which clearly shows the place of use end point of diversion for each water 
right and/or claim listed above (if necessary to clarify division of water rights or complex property descriptions), 
• Filing fee (see lnsrructlons for funhcr explanation): 
o ~S per undivided water right. 
o $ J 00 per split water right. 
o No fee is required for pending adjudication claims. 
7, Signature: VP, Specf al Credits Officer 
Sigrnlrum ofntw owner/ctaimtnt Date 
Signature: 
Signalun: orncwowncr/oletmant Dalo 
For JDWR Offite Use Only, 
Re~lptedby -.· ~.,.._ _ __..,.., Dalo -z1~,//I Receipt No. .S Q 3 ..i2 0 l., 1 
Dato 
1tca:i,. An11. L I.J S. ITJ • Approvcdby - Proccsscd'y ____ _ 
SUPPORT DATA 
IN FILE 1-~ "7- L( 8.1£ 
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STATE OP IDAHO 
OEPARTMENTOF WATER RESOURCES 
Notice of Change in Watel' Right Ownership 
RECEIVED 
JUL 2 8 201t 
DEPT. OF WATl::A RESOURCES 
SOUTHERN REGION • 
L Li,t the numbeC'i ofall wal¢r righls Mdior adjudieolkm claim reoor& to bo changed, If you only ncqulred n ilOrtlori of 
lh¢ water rlghl or aqjudlca!lon claim, ch eel: "Yd' In Jhe 1'Spl/1?" column. 
WR!Cf, RlgWClain1 l-:Jp, ~p!h? W!lt(r Rlght/ClalmJ,{o, SpHI? W~ler JU&ht!Qlalm No. Split? 
. 37-4$1C b' Yes □ 37-482H i:r.,1 Ye~ 0 37-483C Uc. Yes □ 
37-577&Tf.A. Yei □ 37-~❖30 ~ Ye! 0 \'¢$ 0 
Yc.s 0 Yes 0 Yes D 
Ye$ D Yes 0 Yes □ 
Ye~ D Yes 0 Y~$ 0 
2. Pr<wlo\ls Owner's Name: :--:s,....o,....u,....!h':""C_o.:.:un.:.:ty:....E_s_la;.;te_,s.:.,, ....LL,...,C-e-,...,------------,---------
NM1¢ ¢f tumnl waler rft,hl h¢ld~r!efalmattl 
3, New Ownet{sYClalnuml(s): ,..,M...;o_u_nl,....al_n.:.:W.:.:a.:.:st_B_a_n_k ....,,..-,-----------~~~-'----
Hvneoh,ch newo1,,1tr asllit~d on tht Wf\\'~f311C~ ~ix-uminl -----
New o,11iu "°nllm1\ld 
PO 8DX 1059 
Mal!JnswiJ~ 
Co~ur d'Aleoa ID ""8...:..38..;1_0 ____ _ 
Slal~ UP City 
(2~) 864{;802 krobertson@n:10unl~lnwes1tn.mk.oorn 
4, lf lh~ wa1er rights {lnd/w ad)uqka\lon c!alnis were splll, how did tho dMs!on ooeur? 
{j 'fhe w~tcr rights or cla!ms were divided os speciflcally Identified In a clec:d, con1111~1~ or other conveyance doeur'f1c111. 
O Tho watcrrlghts ◊r c!alrns were dlvldooproportlouately based on the p0rtlo11 of !heir pl~ce{s} of use ncquired by the 
llCW OIVn~r. 
5. Dato you 11cqu!rcd Ow waror rights end/or claims \!sted 11bovc: .;.Ju_n_e_1_1,:..2_0_10 _______ , 
6, Tllls fonn must bo. s!gMd Md submitted with tho folli>wh1gm:QU1ll.ED Hems: 
• I\ copy of 1he conveyance document - warranly deed1 qultcl~1m d~, court decreo, contr11c1 of sAlc, etc, 1110 
conveyance document mus\ hicludo n !.lga\ des¢l"~llku1 of !Ito p~rty or dcscrlp!lon of lpo wattt tlghl(s) lf IIO land Is 
conveyed, 
• Plat map, survey map or aerial photogreph which clearly shows tht µlace of use 11nd pohU of d!vctslon for ea~l1 wat¢r 
right lint!Jor olalm llst¢d above (ifnecesiary to cl11rlf}' division of water 1ls.t,1s or 1:omple1< property demfpttons). 
• Plllog fco (see l11s1mc1\on$ for forther cxplar1allon): 
o $2$ per wtdil'ldtd w11t~rrlgll1. 
o SI 00 per tpfl( Miter right, 
o No fee Is r«julre:d fo ~ndlog adJudica!ion claims. 
1, Sigllfllure: VP I Special Credils Olncer 
Title, lreppllctble 
Signature: 
Sltn~lure or1mv 0\\11Cifch1Pllfll Tille, lfopplic..bl11 
For IDWRO!fiu I/st Onfy: 
R~wlplcdby ____ _ 0~10 ____ _ Rccclplt,lo. ______ _ 
APPfQV¢ by __ __,...,__ 
fo1nHl,241/fM4~61 Rt•, 07/10 
Prooeooil>y _____ _ 0,1c 
R~Q.ll!l(Mll, ----
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~S~IGNfflEfiJ AND D~D 
THIS ASSIGNMENT is made on the~ day of June 2010, by an<l betw"n So!,!th 
County Estates, L.Lc, 11n Idaho limited ll!i!bllty c;:<>!flpany, PO Box 1~~, Ketchum, ID 83340. 
(hereinafter •ASllgnor"), and MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, an Idaho state banking CC>rporaUon, 
. . ' . 
P.O. Box 1059, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83S18 (herefoafter -Ass1gnee·). 
For good and valuable consklGtallon received, Asslg110r hereby pols, conveys. 
transfers, and. a&Slgns unto Assignee U)e sellers l~erest In the followlng cootraots, Including 
· those water rt~hts appurtenant to the Pro~rty dealgnated as Water Rights J"os, 37-481 C, 37 • 
482H, ~7w483C, 37-577BT, and 37".'2830, ffled In the Snake Rlver Basin Adjudloatlan, Fifth 
. ~udlclal Dlstrli:;:t. In the ~tate of !doh<>, Coul'.)ty Qf '.l\vln F~ll&, Case NQ. 3957e, to ttle followtng 
'' ' . . . ' 






Pe~r 8, Brep~ and Antonia Huntf:l'r 
Breck, Trustees of the Bnwk 
Famlly 1998 Revocable Trust' . 
Dated Jµne 12, 1998, Amendt1d 
June 18, 2001 . . . < 
Paul ~i:alnerd 
Water Rlaht Nos. 
37-482H. 37-4810, 37-483C, 37• 
677BT, and 37-2630(2 actOS. (2/289} 
water ~ghtsJ · 
37-482H, $7"481Q, 37483.ct 37• 
677BT, and ~7-2630 {1.6 seres 
l1/51289lwfl'ter ngh~] 
Robetl L. Baker, Trustee of the 
~Ob.t,.L .. Baker Revooable TMt 
37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37• 
577BT, and 37-2630 (7 acres [7/289] 
. water rlghtsJ 
ed Sinnott and Oarol .~lnnott · · 37.482H, 37-4810, 37-4830, 37~ 
677BT, and ~7-2830 (Not more than 
2.acres 1<2/2891 of water rlahtsl 
Water Rights Nos. 37".4819, 37-482H, 37-4830, 37-677BT, and 37-2($~ ere appurtenant~ lha 
foUowl~ cfesorlbed real properfy In. Bla~e County, Idaho, which la conveyed to Als!gnete: 
· TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERJDIAN, 8LAINE COUNTY. 
IDAHO ' · 
. A par~I of land In the SW1I4 and the SW1/4SE;1/4 of Section 8 and also In the 
• • E1/2NW1/4, NW1/4NEf/4, S1/2NE1/4 end tne N1/2SE1/4 of s,ct10n 7, more partlcu!al1y 
. described as fonqws; . . . . 
· · CO~MENCING et an Iron ptn maridng 1he Norlhweat comer ~,he SW1/4, iatd S~~on 
·e, whlc:.h .P~lnt If r;ilso the REAL POINT 9F. ~E~INNIN(); 
ASSIONMBNT AND DBBD ~ 1 
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( 
Thence South 59•51•45• East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northetly boundary of said 
SW1/4, SeoUon 6 to an Iron ptn marking the Northeast comer of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°3511&• Eaat1 11306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of nld SW1/4, 
~ecUon 8 to an Iron pin marJdng the Northwest comer of the SW1/4SE1/4, said Section 
6; 
Thence South .89.42'45" East. 1,3()6,89 feet along ihe Northerly boum:lary of sat(I 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 8 to an Iron pin marklr:ig the Nqrth~sl comer of 1a!d SW1/4SE1/41 
Section 6; · · 
Thence South. 0•25 '1 o• East. 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE114. SecUon 6 to an tron plo marking the Southeast oomer of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0•1r11w East, 1,~1~,45 fe&t along thEt Easterly boundary of the 
NW1/4NE1!4, said Secllon 7 to an Iron pin marking the southeast comer of said 
NW114NE114, Section 1: · 
Thence South 89•4 7'36•. East. 1 .~03.96 feet atot19 the Northerly boundary of the 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to en Iron pin maridng the Northeast comer of said SE1/4NE1/4, 
Section 7; · 
Thence South 0•16'06' East, 1,308, 14 feet along lhe Eastetly boundaJY of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7.to a brass cap mal'klng the Southea1t corner of IM!lld 
SE1/4NE1/4, Seelfon 7; 
Thence So~lh 0•451:30" Ee.at. 1,308.60 feet along the Ea&t,e(ly Boundary of the 
NE;:1/4SE1/4, Sectlon 7 to an tron pm martdng the Southeast comer of sald NE1/4SE1/4, 
Section 7, 
Thence Soulh 89•50•53• West, 1,601.23 feet ale.mg the southerly boundary of the 
N1/2S51/4, Section 7, to an troo pin on the ln\eraecUon of the Southerly boundary With 
· the- Northeaateriy boundary of the Union Pacfflc Railroad; 
Thence North 31•10134• West1 11633,07 feet along uld No~easterly Ranroad bo1,1nd~ry 
to. an lroq pin on the !nterseotfon of eatd Railroad boundary with the South•riy ~undary 
of the S1/2NE1/4, said Section 7: , 
Th(l;J1CtP South W68'26" West, 68.42 feet _along sa.ld RaUroad boundary and atso along 
said Southerly l,oundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin; 
Thence North 31•10•34• West, 331,28 feet along said RaProad boundary to an Iron pin 
on the intersection-of said Railroad boundary with tha Westerly boundary of said 
S1/2NE1/41 Secllon 7; Thence North 0•20140" West1 97,66 feet along said Westerly 
boundary of the S1/:2NE1/4, Section 7 and also along said Ranroad boundary to en Iron 
pin: 
Thence North 31•10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad b9undary to an Iron pin 
on the lnteraecUon of said Railroad boundary wlth the Woslerly boundary of the 
NE1/4NW1/4, Sectlon 7; Then<» North 0•22'13" West, 58.00 f&et along seld Westerly 
bound~iy of the NE1/4NW1/4. Seotlon 7 t.o an Iron pin marictng the Northweatoomerof 
said NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; 
Thence North 89-66' 18" West, 93,19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the SW114. 
SecUon 6 to an Iron pk! on the Nottheastepy boundary of the .aid Unton Pacific Rallroad; 
Thence North ~u•10134• west, 2,353,23 feet along aald Ralroad boundary to en Iron pin 
on the w,aterly boundafy of sal4 SW1/4, S•ctlon o; 
Thence North 0•37'()5• West, 604.7(,l'faat alo~ aald Westerly boundary of the SW114, 
SeQtlon 6 to the TJ\UE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Parcel 1 arid Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the offlclaJ 
plat thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 663443, Reoordt of Blaine Counl)', Idaho; 
ASSIONMBNT AND DBBD-2 
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·' ,. r 
, 
,xceptlng that portion formally shown on the Blaine County Asaessor role as Tax Lot 
4913 Township 1 North, Range 19 Eaat. Botse Meridian, Blalne County, Idaho. 
TRANSFER BVASSJGNEE: No consent by A1&lgnor shall lie required for any -
assignment or reassignment of all or a portion of the rfghls of Asalgnao arfslng under or by 
virtue of this Assignment. All references to Assignee hereunder shall be deemed to Include the 
assigns of Aaalgnee. 





County of Blaine ) 
On this _J:::J_ day of .:r !d-,"-' L , 2010, bero~ me, the underalgned Notary Public. 
personally app"'8CI John Scherer, known to me or Identified to .me to be the Member of Soulh 
County Estates, LLC1 thal executed this Instrument or the person who ~ecuted the Instrument on 
behalr of sakJ Corporation and acknowledged to me thatsuch Corporation executed the same. 
WITNESS my hand and offlclal seal heratQ affixed the day and year first above written. 
ASSIONMBNT AND DBBD- 3 
L'W\MOIJNTA1005579\D0497\MW11$0COUNTYASG.fll1310.DOCX 11115.'to 19:21 
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DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE 
Instrument # 578331 
HAIi.ft II.AINI, IOAHo 
•1r~ 11:111:28 No. or Pct$: S 
Rffordt4for; ILAINI COUHTY 11TIJI 
JOI.YNH DIAGI Ftt: It.to 
Eit-Offltlo Rto01dtr Dep!!lyi 1rfP 
IIHRllltlllyRectrdeil bjllqilllllt 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, South Coun_ty e.tatea. LLC, an Idaho lmlted Jlablllty company 
("Grantof'), PO Box 15391 Ketchum, ID 83340, hereby conveys, releaaea, rarnJ•••• and ror~er 
quitclaims to MOUNTAIN WEST BANK ("G,rantee"), ~ae address Is P. o. Box 1058, Coeur 
d'Alene, ID 83818; that cer1aln real property, together with all app~ninces, l0e41ted In Blalne 
County, Idaho: 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUN"JY, 
IDAHO 
A par~I of land In the SW1/4 and the SW1/4SE1/4 of Secllon 6 and also In the 
E112NW1/4, NW1/4NE1/4, S1J2NE1/4 and the N1/2SE1/4 of Section 7, more parflcularty 
deacnbed ea follows: 
COMMENCING at an Iron pin marking the Northweal comer of the SW1 /4, said Section 
8, which point I~ also 11),;t REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South ee•,;1145" East, 2,808.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4, Section O to an Iron pm marking the Northeast corner of &aid SW1/4, Section 6i 
Thence South 0•35•1811 East, 1,308.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of 881d SW1/4, 
Section 8 Jo an Iron pin marking the Nor1hwest comer of the SW1/4SE1/4, aald Section 
e: 
Then_!)EI South 89"42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Seollon 8 to an Iron pin maiklng the Northeast corner of said SW1/4SE1/4, 
S-.QUDn6; 
Thence South 0'25'1 o- East, 1,309.70 feet atong the Eaatedy boundl{Y of aald 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 8 to ai, Iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said 
$W1/4SE1/4, Secfton 8i 
Thence South 0•17•iw East, 1,313.46 feet ator,g the Eastedy boundary of the 
N'VV1/4NE1/4, said Section 7 to an Iron pin marktng the Southeast comer of said 
l'-lYV1/~NE1/4, Section 7: 
Thence South 89"47'36• East, 1,303.98 feet along the Nooherly boundary of the 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE1/4NE1/4, 
SectJcm7i 
Thence South 0115108• East, 1,308.14 feet along the Eaatelly boundary of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to a brass oap marking the Southeast comer of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 0•45•30" East, 1,308.60 feet a~ng Ula Easterly Boundary of the 
Ni;114SE1/4, Section 7 lo an Iron pin marking the Southeast comer of aald NE1/4SE1/4, . 
Section 7; · . 
Then.~ south e9•50•53• West, 1,601.23 faet along the Southerly bound.-ty of the 
N1/2SE1/4, SecU~n 7, to an Iron pin on the lnteraeotton of the Southerly boundary with 
the Northeasterly bo~ndary of the Unk>n Paclfto Raffroad; 
Thence North 31•10•34• Weat, 1,633.07 feet along said Noftheaaterly Railroad boundary 
to an Iron pin on tha l_ntersectlon of aakl Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary 
of the S112NE1/4, eald Section 7: 
lhance South a9•5a•2e11 West, 68.42 feet along aald Railroad boundary and etso along 
aald Southerly boundary of file S1/2NE1/4, Sec11on 7 to an Iron pin: 
Thane$ North 31 •10•34• West. 331,28.f.-l afon.g eald ~llroad bQundary to an Iron pin 
on the lntetlectlon of said REallmad boundary with the Westerly ~unda~ of said 
S112NE1/4, Section 7i Thenc:e North· 0•20140• Weil, 97.68 feet along said Westerly 
DBBD IN UBU OP POQCLOSUR.B: 1 
L:IMIMOUNTAIOOSm'tD04t71MWHOC01JNTYDll&l>-Mll10.l>OCXfll4/I0/7:01AM 
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boundary of the S1/2NE1/41 Section 7 and also along said Rallroad boundary to an Iron 
ptn; 
Thence North 31•10'34• West, 2,570.24 feet along said Rall~ad boundary to an Iran pin 
on the Intersection of 881d Ralhnad boundary w1th the Westerty boundary of the 
NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7: Thence North 0•2211311 West. 58,Q0 feat along said Westerly 
boundary of the NE1/4NVV1/41 Section 7 to an Iron pin mandng the Northwest comer of 
said NE1/4NW1/41 Section 7: 
Thence North 99•5a• 18u West, (}3.19 fe$t atong the Sou(heriy boundary of the SW1/4, 
Sectlon 6 to an Iron pin on the Nort~easterly boundary of the said Unl011 Pacific ~allroadi 
Thence North 31•10•34• West, 2,353,23 feet ~long said Raffroad boundary to an Iron pin 
on the Westerty boundary of sald SW1/~, SeoUon e: 
Thence North o•aros• west, 804,70 feet etong said Westerly boundary <:>f the SW114, 
Sectlon 6 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of Bel.LE RANCH SUBDIVISION1 according to the official 
plat theraof, recorded as ln&Wment No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho; 
~Hae that portion formally shown on the Blalne County Ass8$sor rolls as Tex Lot 
491 Township 1 North, Rang& 19 east, Boise ~rk:Uan, Blaine county, 1daho: · 
Included wUb the real property conyeyeg tp Grantee: all erected ~r aff!Xed bu11dlngs, 
Improvements and fodures; all easements, rights or way, !il,nd apPurtanancea: all water, water 
rights, waterCQursea and ditch rights (Including stock ln utlUlles with ditch or trrlgaHon rights), 
and all other rights, royaJtlH, and profits relaUng to the conveyed real property, Including without 
llmttatlon all mlnerals, oll. 9at1 geothermal and similar matters, collective: Including any atter-
-.cqutred title and any right of redemption; 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said property, wtth Its appurtenances unto the Grantee and Its 
successors ~nd ~sslgns foreveri G~or h~reby coveJU1nt ,o ~nd with lhe $aid Grantee that 
Grantc,r Is the owner In f~e s(inpte qf aal~ propertY. and that such property Is fre, from a~ 
encumbrances other than encumbtane&S of reoora aa of this date and ihat Grantor warrants the 
same from el lawful chllme whatsoever. Arr( merger of title la at the optton of the Grantee. 
Dated: 




STATE OF IDAHO ) 
.ss 
County of Blaln& ) 
On this _Q_ day of .:[y. ,..e,.. • 201 O, before me, the unders!Qned Not$ry Publlc; 
personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or ldentffled tci me to be the Member of South 
County Estates, LLC, that exeeut&d this Instrument or the person who executed the Instrument on 
behalf of saJd Corporatton and acknowfedged to me 1hat such Corporation executed the $ame. 
WITNESS mJ hand and official sea1 hereto affixed tile day and g,a,Vri~Jt-llJ.!ltten, 
.{'"o4. ............ ,...P.'\. 
F~I'... • 0/\ 
. • f A4 ~OTA~~)?!-: 
:* -•- * E i ' p \.,\C, i 
.. Ji..:::Lt,,.1a1SiJ:L.L.d:i~r&.----_:.:"~~•i.. ,.. ..,__o;: 
DBBD lN LffiU OF FORBCLOSURB: 3 
L1\M\MOUNrAIOOSSffl0049~1110,DOCX6/14110 /?;O'l Al,.f 
.. • ..... ,.y,.'i 
. ~,,, "11 OP \'O .... ~-,; 
l1lit11 ti 11\tll'I' 
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State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Southern Region, 1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200 • Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 • Fax: (208) 736-3037 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov 
September 13, 2011 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
PO BOX 1059 
COEUR D'ALENE ID 83816 




RE: Change of Ownership for Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-557BT, 37-4828, 37-2630, 37-483C 
Dear Water Right Holder: 
The department acknowledges receipt of correspondence changing ownership of the above referenced 
water rights to you. The department has modified its records to reflect the change in ownership and has 
enclosed computer-generated reports for your records. 
Updating the ownership record for a water right does not reconfirm the validity of the right. When 
processing an ownership change notice, the department does not review the history of water use to 
determine if the right has been forfeited through five years or more of non-use. To read more about 
water right forfeiture, including how to protect a water right from forfeiture, please see Sections 42-
222 and 42-223, Idaho Code. 
Also, please note that Section 42-248, Idaho Code, requires you or the owner of this water right to 
maintain current ownership and address records on fi]e with the department. Forms to file a change of 
ownership of a water right and/or a change in the address of the water right owner are available from 
any department office, or at the department's website at: www.idwr.idaho.gov. 







Filed for record at the Request of: 
Blaine County Title 
PO Box3176 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Instrument # 593252 
HAILEY, BLAINE, ID~O 
12·22·2011 4:09 00 PM No, of P~es: 3 
Re,;orded re~ B\.AINE COUNTY TITLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: $16.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy. 1!1pp 
Eledronically Recorded by Simplime 
SPECIAL W ARRAN1Y DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE, LLC, a Montana Limited 
Liability Company ("Grantor"), whose address is 49 Commons Loop, Kalispell, MT 59901, does hereby 
grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
("Grantee"), whose address is PO Box 3322 Hailey, ID 83333 that certain real property located in Blaine 
County, Idaho, which is more particularly described on Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated 
herein by this reference. 
Conveying, without Warranty, any and all water rights appurtenant to the real property 
described on Exhibit "A", including without limitation, Water Right Nos. 37~481C, 37~577BT, 37-
482H, 37-2630 and 37-483C. . 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said property, with its appurtenances unto the Grantee and its 
successors and assigns forever. Granter does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee that Grantor 
is the owner in fee simple of said property and that such property is free from all encumbrances made or 
suffered by the Grantor. 
The Granter expressly limits the covenants of this Deed to those herein ex.pressed and ex.eludes 
all covenants arising or to arise by statutory or other implication, and covenant that Grantors will forever 
warrant and defend title to the property conveyed herein against all persons who lawfully claim by, 
through, or under the Grantors, but not otherwise. 
DA TED this 20th day of December, 2011 
GBCI OTIIER REAL ESTATE, LLC 
By:,.__..-::~..-.::.--------
Rich Britta" • SVP Special Assets Administrator 
Its: Authonzed Agent 
EXHIBIT_/.__,41---_ 
Page 1 of~ 
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On this 20th day of December, 2011, before me, the undersigned Notary Public in and for the 
State ofldaho, personally appeared Rich Brittain, known or identified to me to be the SVP Special 
Assets Administrator and duly Authorized Agent of the corporation that executed this instrument or the 
person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
~ -d e-,.,12.. L-
Notary Public for Idaho C1 
Residing at: r::'e,.,. ... ..,,,. ,[} ' Q, 0 ,vn-..&-------
Commission expires: 1 I/ 1..,1 .... l ..... 4~--
~ I 
Page 2 of~ 





Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official plat 
thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records ofB1aine County, Idaho. 
EXCEPTING a portion of said Parcel 1 more particularly descnl>ed as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the North ¼ Corner of Section 7 Township 1 No~, 
Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; thence North 89°58'18" West, 1,317.24 
feet along the Northerly boundary of the E½NW1/•, Section 7, to an iron pin marking the 
Northwest comer of said EY:iNW¼, Section 7, said pin also being the REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING; 
Thence continuing North 89°58'18" West, 34.73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
W½NW¼, Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Northeasterly boundary of the 
Union Pacific Railroad and said Northerly boundary of the W½NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 31°10'34" East, 67.81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin on the intersection of said Northeasterly Railroad boundary and the Westerly boundary of 
said E½NW¼ of Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the E1/iNW¼ to the 
Point ofBeginning. (Tax Lot 4913) 
Fite NQm~r. l t 17502 
Blaint1 Couniy iii.I,, 
Attached Legat o .. cription 
Page I ofl 
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Instrument # 593254 
HAil.EV, BLAINE, IDAHO 
12-22-2011 4 09:00 PM NG. of Pages: 2 
Recorded for: BtAlNE COUNTY TITLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: $13.00 
Ex-Oliicio Recllldet Deputy mpp 
Eled!Oflicaly Recorded by Simplifile 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
THIS INDENTURE, made this 21st day of December, 2011, between 
Mountain West Bank, as GRANTOR aru1 
Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, as GRANTEE(S) 
whose current addrest is: PO Box 3322, Hailey, ID 83333 
WITNESS, that said Orantor(s), for an in consideration in lawful money of the United States of 
America, in hand paid by the Grantee, the receipt whereof is h13'Cby acknowledged, does by 
these premises remise, release and forever QUITCLAIM, unto the said Grantee(s) and to its heirs 
end assigns alJ that certain lot, piece or parcel ofland, bounded and particularly described as 
follows, to wit: 
Any and all water rights appurtenant to the real property described in Exhibit "A", including 
without limitation, Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-2630 and 37-483C. 
TOGETHER with all and singular the tenements, hereditamcnts and appurtenances thereunto 
belonging or in anywise appertaining, the reversion and reversions, ri::mainder and remainders, 
rents, issues and profits thereof. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD, All and singular the said premises, together with the 
appurtenances, unto the Grantee and to its heirs BIid assigns forever. 




On this 21st day of December, 2011 before me, lhe undersigned, a Notary Public, in and for said 
State, personally appeared Rich Brittain, known or identified to me to be the Senior Vice 
President of the corporation that executed 1his instrument or the person who executed the 
instrument on behalf of said corporation and acknow !edged to me that such corporation executed 
the same. 
WITNESS MY HANO AND OFFICIAL SEAL. 
~ ~~ Notary Resides: f'U/11,U, JP 
My commission expires: ~/ 'Jt//~/fp 
Bl.line Caunty t'Ule ne :N•b1t1 I J L 7502 
QwtClaim llctd .a.,..,;. 
PaploC2 
EXHIBIT_-"'-j-=5 __ 
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P•tei:11 1111d Parcel 2, Block I of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, lieoording to the official plat thereof, rtCllrd•d 
M wl!"Ument No. 563443, R«ords ofBlaineCOllllty, Idaho. 
EXCEPTING~ portion of said PS?t.t!l l m{lte partioularly dtSC<ibod a! follows: COMMENClNG 11tru1 iron pin 
rn.rking \he North¼ Corner of Section 7 Tow.iship I North, Rim~ 19 wt, Boi;e Mwdian, Blaine County, Idaho; 
thtl!cc North 89"S8'18" W~t, 1,3 )124 feet along the Northerly boundAI)' of1ho E½NW¼, Stction 7, to an iron pln 
nwking the Northw¢ comer of said E½NWY,. S.:ttion 7, said pin al!FO being the REAL POJNT Of BEG!NN!NG; 
Thence oootinuingNorth S9'5B'!S"West, 34.73 !tetalongthe Northerly boundary of~ WY-iNW¼, Section 7, tn 
1111 iron pin on th• intersection of the Nortll-terly boundal)' of the Union PIICific Railroad and said Northerly 
~ of tile W¼NW¼, S!Ct>on 7; 
Thence Souu, 31°10'34" EMt, 67.81 feet lllong said NorthllllSterly Railroad boundary lo an !ton pin on tho 
intersection of said NortheilSlerly Railroad houndmy and the Westerly bol.llldruy of said E½NW¼ ofSection 7; 
Thence North 0"22' l:r Wost, 58.00 foot along said Wes!erly boundary of 1he EV.NW¼ lo !lie Point of Bqimling. 
(Tex Lot 4913) 
Bli.incC'm.imyTrde Fl~S"111l'IM 1117::!iO:Z 
Q,,;1c!~ml)oe<I-Offl<rio 
l'lp2~l 
Page 2 of; 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
Rl!CEIVED 
FEB 2 8 2012 
DEPT. OF WATER RESOURCE$ 
S0un-tERN REGION 
l. List the numbers of all water rights and/or adjudication claim records to be changed. If you only acquired a portion of 
the water right or adjudication claim, check "Yes'' in the "Split?" column. 
Water Right/Claim No. Split? Water Right/Claim No. Split? I Water Right/Claim No. Split? 
""], - (/Fl( Yes 0 Yes □ i Yes 0 --- ·-··-~~-,-. ... . -
17- 5""77,11 Yes 0 Yes 0 l Yes 0 
-·--··· ..... ,._,__.........__, ······----·-· ........ --- r 
") 7 - <../pt. ;-I Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes 0 ··-·-~ ------- .. - ··-
! 
"1"7 - -Z..' Jo Yes D Yes □ ! Yes 0 ····- ..•.. ..,. 
'"17 <./.f'J C. Yes □ Yes 0 ' Yes 0 - ; 
2. Previous Owner's Name: {i?ML/} -;]A f /.//;:. v/ {c-P4--z,J::,.-rt11rl-) ,.,.,.,p✓- ,-,,~r 7Jµ/JJ{._ 
Name of current water right holder/claimant 7,z.F-.,u,.,J - -n '"'JV .J 41/'-llf-lL 
3. NewOwner(s)/Claimant(s): ~,;r,rJ 5"77--.,,//---,,--//o,../ {s- ... nJ (.:,_,,,.,rv,1 1:rrhffi) 
Name ofeach new owner as listed on the conveyance document 
iJ 'R...f- ,.,-- s 77✓ /'...,,..._/ r p.,._/ 7!, f- t_ L? 7Z.~ fvt r1 L~ c 
New owner continued Name connector O and Dor ,0" and/or 
?ox -J-.:;-z.-z.. 
Mailing address 
/-/AN ... t!--Y 
City 




~ S 7 11-.J' ;::: ~ ,:;, G> r> "? £ ti£!.. I .J' c> 7' .,,.,,/.>n.. · C<> ,_.._ 
Email 
4. If the water rights and/or adjudication claims were split, how did the division occur? 
D The water rights or claims were divided as specifically identified in a deed, contract. or other conveyance document. 
D The water rights or claims were divided proportionately based on the portion of their place(s) of use acquired by the 
new owner. 
4Z.-ol I 
S. Date you acquired the water rights and/or claims listed above: _V __ ~_c.. ___ -z..... __ , ____ _ 
6. This fonn must be signed and submitted with the following REQUIRED items: 
7. 
• A copy of the conveyance document - warranty deed, quitclaim deed. court decree, contract of sale, etc. The 
conveyance document must include a legal description of the property or description of the water right(s) if no land is 
conveyed. 
• Plat map, survey map or aerial photograph which clearly shows the place of use and point of diversion for each water 
right and/or claim listed above (if necessary to clarify division of water rights or complex property descriptions). 
• Filing fee (see instructions for further explanation): 
o $25 per undivided water right. 
o $ 100 per split water right. 
o No fee is required ending adjudi · on claims. 
2 -Z"2._ -II 
Title, if applicable Date 
Signature: 
Signature of new owner/claimant Title, if applicable Date 
For IDWR Office Use Only: 
0a1e ~ l~1JJ.c1;,... Receipted by ...,,t),a,:;B---
Approved by 
Form 42·248/42-1409(6) Rev. 07/10 
Processed by 




.... ells:• !>1 ·~ii C... 
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Filed for record at the Request of: 
Blaine County Title 
POBox3176 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Instrument # 593252 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
12-22-2011 4:09:00 PM No. of Pages: 3 
Recuded for. Bl.Ali.EC:OUNTY TITLE 
JOL~ DRAGE Fee: S16.00 
&-Ollicio Re,;o,der Deputy. mpp 
Eledronlcaly Rec:crcled by Siriplilile 
SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE, LLC, a Montana Limited 
Liability Company ("Grantor''), whose address is 49 Commons Loop, Kalispell, Mr 59901, does hereby 
grant. bargain, sen, and convey unto Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
("Grantee''), whose address is PO Box 3322 Hailey, ID 83333 that certain real property located in Blaine 
County, Idaho, which is more particularly described on Exhibit" A" attached hereto and incorporated 
herein by this reference. 
Conveying, without Warranty, any and all water riglats appurtenant to the real property 
described on Exhibit "A", including without limitation, Water Richt Nos. 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-
482H, 37-2630 and 37-483C. · 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said property, with its appurtenances unto the Grantee and its 
successors and assigns forever. Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee that Grantor 
is the owner in fee simple of said property and that such property is free ftom all encumbrances made or 
suffered by the Grantor. 
The Grantor expressly limits the covenants of this Deed to those herein expressed and excludes 
all covenants arising or to arise by statutory or other implication. and covenant that Grantors will forever 
warrant and defend title to the property conveyed herein against all persons who lawfully claim by, 
through, or under the Grantors, but not otherwise. 
DATED this 20th day of December, 2011 
GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE, LLC 
By:-~~...::;_ ______ _ 
Rich Britta" SVP Special Assets Administrator 
Its: Authorized Agent 
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On this 20th day of December, 201 l, before me. the undersigned Notary Public in and for the 
State ofldaho, personally appeared Rich Brittain, known or identified to me to be the SVP Special 
Assets Administrator and duly Authorized Agent of the corporation that executed this instrument or the 
person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
WlTNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
688 of 2064
SCHEDULE A 
Order Number: 1117502 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDMSION, according to the official plat 
thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
EXCEPTING a portion of said Parcel 1 more particularly descnbed as follows: 
COMt,,,iENCING at an iron pin marking the North¼ Corner of Section 7 Township 1 Nor!h, 
Range 19 East, Boise Meridian. Blaine County, Idaho; thence North 89°58'18" West, 1,317.24 
feet along the Northerly boundary of the E½NW¼, Section 7, to an iron pin marking the 
Northwest corner of said E½NW¼, Section 7, said pin also being the REAL POJNT OF 
BEGINNING; 
Thence continuing North 89°58tl8" West, 34.73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
W½NW¼, Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Northeasterly boundary of the 
Union Pacific Railroad and said Northerly boundary of the WY~¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 31 °10'34" East, 67.81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin on the intersection of said Northeasterly Railroad boundary and the Westerly boundary of 
said E½NW¼ of Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22' 13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the E½NW'/4 to the 
Point of Beginning. (Tax Lot 4913) 
Flt. NWDbtr. I 117502 
Blaine~ Title 




27 Janua,y 2012 by HGIS® 
The S rinkler Sho 
) . ) ) 
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f'll'VLC I. EIU\H'IC, IUIV"IV 
12-22-201 t 4:08:00 PM No. d Plrge6: 2 
Recorded fl1r. BlAlNE cnMY TITLE 
JOUNN DRAGE Fee: S13.IXl 
Ex-Officio Realfder Deputy: mpp 
Elecl!onic:ally Reccrded by Slmplifde 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
THIS INDENTURE, made this 21st day ofDe=mber. 2011, between 
Mountain West Bauk, as GRANTOR and 
Belle Ranch. LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, as GRANTEE{S) 
whose CWTent address is: PO Box 3322, Hailey, ID 83333 
WITNESS, tbatsaid Giantor(s), for an in consideration in law.fid money oftbe United States of 
America, in hand paid by the Grancee, 1he receipt whereof is hereby admowledged,, does by 
these premises rcmisc. release and furover QUITa.AlM, unto the said Orantee(s) and to its heirs 
aod assigns all that certain lot,, piece or parnel ofland, bouaded and particularly described as 
ibllows, to wit: 
Any and all water rights appurtenant to the real property dcscn'bed in Exln'bit "A", including 
without limibll:ion. Water Right Nos. 37481C, 37-S77BT, 37-482H. 37-2630 and 37-48JC. 
TOGETHER with an and singular the tenements, hcreditamen!S and appwtmiances thereunto 
belonging or in IIIl.)'Wise appettainiDg, the revemon and reversions, n:maindi:r and icmamders. 
rents. mucs and profits thereo:t 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD, AU and singular the said premises,. together with the 
appurtenances, unto the Grantee and to its heirs acd as&igm forever. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the arantor(s) has executed this deed on the date set forth above. 




On this 21st day ofDecember, 2011 befbrc me. the UDclmigned. a Notary Public, in and for said 
State, personally appeared Rich Brittain. known or identified to me to be the Senior Vice 
President of the coJ'PC)ration thal executed this instrumeat or the person who ciecuted the 
illitnmlent on behalf of Bllid COipOration and acknowledged to me that such corpo:ratiou. executed 
the same. 
WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL. 
f&v..ie., {J.~ 
Notary Public n-ll . .,/, 
Notary Resides: r,,u;.r-rufU;II/J, W 
My commission expires: 'd-/ ;J.c/ /:li)/f{) 
Blame Ccuol;, T"llio n.N•m•on l111Slrl 
Quit a.-Deed -Gelwi• 
.... lol"l 
• • 
.~ -, . 
(? 
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State of Idaho 
DEPARTMEl"~T OF WATER RESOURCES 
Southern Region, 1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200 • Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736·3033 • Fax: (208) 736.3037 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov 
March 7, 20l2 
BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY ID 83333 




RE: Change of Ownership for Water Right No(s). 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-2630, 37-483C 
Dear Water Right Holder(s): 
The department acknowledges receipt of correspondence changing ownership of the above referenced 
water rights. The department has modified its records to reflect the change in ownership and has 
enclosed computer-generated reports for your records. 
Updating the ownership record for a water right does not reconfirm the validity of the right. When 
processing an ownership change notice, the department does not review the history of water use to 
determine if the right has been forfeited through five years or more of non-use. To read more about 
water right forfeiture, including how to protect a water right from forfeiture, please see Sections 42-
222 and 42-223, Idaho Code. 
Also, please note that Section 42-248, Idaho Code, requires you or the owner of this water right to 
maintain current ownership and address records on file with the department. Forms to file a change of 
ownership of a water right and/or a change in the address of the water right owner are available from 
any department office, or at the department's website at: www.idwr.idaho.gov. 
Please feel free to contact this office if you have any questions regarding this matter. 
Sincerely, 
Tnsh Fawcett 




Fonn •2-248(6) l/07 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right 
And Request for Notification of a Change in Ownership or Any Proposed 
Or Final Action to Amend, Transfer, or Otherwise Modify a Water Right 
Please print or type. Attach pages with additional information. Instructions are on the back of this page. 
Incomplete forms will be returned. 
I. Water Right No(s).: 37-481C, 37-577BT. 37-482H, 37-483C AND 37-2630 
Adjudication Claim No(s).: ______________________ _ 
2. The following REQUIRED infonnation must be submitted with this form: 
A) Evidence of the security interest. This may be a copy ofa DEED of TRUST, MORTGAGE, CONTRACT OF 
SALE or other legal document indicating your interest in the property and water rights or claims in question, 
WITH ATTACHED LEGAL DESCRIPTION. 
B} A FEE ofS25.00 per water right or adjudication claim. 
3. Name and Mailing Address of Person or Company holding Security Interest 
RABO AGRJFINANCE, INC. 
12443 OLIVE BLVD .• SUITE 50 
,ST. LOUIS, MO 63141 
4. Name of Water Right Owner/Claimant(s) BELLE RANCH, LLC 
Expiration Date of Notification Period JULY I 2027 5. 
6. Is this a Renewal of Request for Notification? □ YES '2gNO 
For Office Use Only 
Received by_~---- Date-=-=----=-=-
Receipted by ~ . Date S. ... 31- ~ol a Fee $ l'75 - tb~ Receipt No. Sc ~~a 










Electronically recorded - Do not 
remove the county stamped first 
page as it is now incorporated as 
part of the original document. 
RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC. 
12443 Olive Blvd, Suite 50 
St Louis, MO 63141 
Attn: Clos' Department 
:BCT 111217638 
Instrument # 597154 
HAILEY. BLAINE, IDAHO 
05-02-2012 3.36 3i PM 1-kJ. of Pages: 15 
Re<:(lrtlecf fct. BlAINE COUNTY TiT LE 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: $52.00 
Er-Offiao Recorder IJep!Jly: ..e 
Eleclronieally Recorded by S1mplffile 
Space above this [ne for Recorder's Use 
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Real Estate Tenn Loan: 10459600/lc 
MORTGAGE. ASSIGNMENT Of RENTS AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 
(Blaine Counly, Idaho) 
THIS MORTGAGE ALSO CONSTrTUTES A FINANCING STATEMENT FILED AS A FIXTURE FILING UNDER THE UCC 
This mortgage is dated as of May 2, 2012. ltls by BELLE RANCH, LLC, an ldcilo limited liabDity company (•Grantor"l, 
to and in favor of RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware corporatlon, as agent for itself and the other Secured Parties (defined 
herein) under the CoHateral Agency Agreement (der01ed herein; and Rabo Agrffinance, Inc., in that capacity, "Mortgagee'). 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware corporation, as Lender ('Lendel"') has agreed to make a loan in the original 
principal sum of ......... to Grantor, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson and Justin Flood Stevenson under the terms and 
oonditions of the Credit Agreement between Grantor and Lender dated as of the date of this mortgage (the "Cmdtt Agreemenr'). 
Each capitalized term used In lhis mor1gage that Is defined in the Credit Agreement and not defined in this mortgage wiH have the 
meaning specified In !he Credit Agreement This mortgage will be intetpreted In accordance with the Drafting Conventions. 
Grantor has or may also enter into certain delivatives transactions under Hedging Ageements with swap 
Co1.mterparties, under which Granter has or may Incur Hedging Obligations lo SWap Counterparlies. 
TO SECURE repayment of the Indebtedness evlden<led by the Note (defined herein} and pa)'ment and performance of 
all other Secured Oblgati>ns (defined herein}, Grantor irrevocably and uocondilionally grants, bargains, sells, atd conveys to 
Mortgagee wherever located, whether now owned or hereafter acquired or arising, and, except as indicated, whether oonstituling 
real estate or personal property (oollectively, the•~: (a) the real estate and cny interest in lhe real estate located In 
Blaine County, Idaho, and described in EXHIBIT A (the '!.wgj; (b} all buldlngs, structures, Improvements, fixtures, 
attachments, appliances, equipmen~ machinery and other artides now or hereafter erecled on, affixed or attached to, or located 
in or on the Land, hduding all watering and lrrigallon apparatus, pumps, motors, generators, pipes, center pivot inigators and 
spcinklers, windmils, and fences (the "lmprovementsj: (c} all easements, f'9\ls-Of-way and righls appurtenant to the Land or 
used in connec!ion the Land or as a means of access thereto ("Easements'': (d) the ground water on, under, pumped from or 
otherwise available to the Property or any drainage, retention, ditch, carial, reservoir, orolher waler rights, whether as a result of 
overlying groundwater rlghls, conlractual rights, or otherwise and whether riparian, app!Opiiaave, or otherwise; the right k> 
remove or extract any such ground water lnduding any permits, rights or licenses granted by any Governmental Authoriy and 
any rights granted or created by any easement covenant, ag-eement or contract with any Person; and any rights to which the 
Property or Grank>r Is entltied with respect to surface waler, whether such lights are appropriative, riparian, prescriptive or 
otherwise and whether or not pursuant to historical use, contractual agreement, permit or other governmental authorization: any 
water light, water alloc:atlon for water not yet delivered, distrlbulion right derivery right, any proscriptive, contractual, easement or 
o1her rights necessary or convenient to convey any water lo the Property, water storage right. or other water-related entitlement 
appurtenant to or otherwise applicable to the Property by virtue of the Property being situated within the boundalies of any 
governmental water disbicl Irrigation district or other local agency or wiUlln !he boundaries of any private water company, mutual 
waler company, or other non-governmental enHty (colleclively, "Water Rights"}; (e) al offlertenements, heredltamenls and 
appurtenances to the Land; (0 minerals, oil, gas, and other hydrocarbon substances, minerals, mineral Interests, royalties, 
overriding royalties, producllon payments, net profit interests and other iltemsls and other lntere&ts and estates in, under and on 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
RASO AGRIFINANCE, INC. 
12443 Olive Blvd, Suite 50 
St. Louis, MO 63141 
Electronically recorded - Do not 
remove the county stamped first 
page as it is now incorporated as 
part of the original document. 
Attn: Closin De artment 
BCT //1217638 
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Real Estate Term Loan: 10459600ftc 
MORTGAGE, ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 
(Blaine C{)unty, Idaho) 
THIS MORTGAGE ALSO CONSTITUTES A FINAN Cl NG STATEMENT FILED AS A FIXTURE FILING UNDER THE UCC 
This mortgage is dated as of May 2, 2012. It is by BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limned llability company ("Granter"), 
to and in favor of RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware corporation, as agent for itself and the other Secured Parties (defined 
herein) under the Collateral Agency Agreement (defined herein; and Rabo Agrifinance, Inc., in that capacity, "Mortgagee"). 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware corporation, as Lender r~r") has agreed to make a loan in the original 
principal sum of $1,000,000.00 to Grantor, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson and Justin Flood stevenson under the tenns and 
conditions of the Credit Agreement between Grantor and Lender dated as of the date of this mortgage (the "Credit Agreement"). 
Each capitalized term used in this mortgage that is defined in the Credit Agreement and not defined in this mortgage wil have the 
meaning specified in the Credit Agreemenl This mortgage will be interpreted in accordance with the Drafting Conventions. 
Grantor has or may also enter into certain derivatives transactions under Hedging Agreements with Swap 
Counterparties, under which Grantor has or may incur Hedging Obligations to Swap Counterparties. 
TO SECURE repayment of the indebtedness evidenced by the Note (defined herein) and payment and performance of 
all other Secured Obligations (defined herein), Grantor irrevocably and unconditionally grants, bargains, sells, and conveys to 
Mortgagee wherever located, whether now owned or hereafter acquired or arising, and, except as indicated, whether constituting 
real estate or personal property (collectively, the "Property"): (a) the real estate and any interest in the real estate located in 
Blaine County, Idaho, and described in EXHIBIT A (the "Land"); (b) all buildings, structures, improvements, fixtures, 
attachments, appliances, equipment, machinery and other articles now or hereafter erected on, affixed or attached to, or located 
in or on the Land, induding all watering and irrigation apparatus, pumps, motors, generators, pipes, center pivot irrigators and 
sprinklers, windmills, and fences (the "Improvements"): {c) all easements, rights-of-way and rights appurtenant to the Land or 
used in connection the Land or as a means of access thereto ("Easements"); (d) the ground water on, under, pumped from or 
otherwise available to the Property or any drainage, retention, ditch, canal, reservoir, or other water rights, whether as a result of 
overlying groundwater rights, contractual rights, or otherwise and whether riparian, appropriative, or otherwise; the right to 
remove or extract any such ground water including any permits, rights or licenses granted by any Governmental Authority and 
any rights granted or created by any easement, covenant, agreement or contract with any Person; and any rights to which the 
Property or Grantor is entitled with respect to surface water, whether such righls are appropriative, riparian, prescriptive or 
otherwise and whether or not pursuant to historical use, contractual agreement, permit or other governmental authorization; any 
water right, water allocation for water not yet delivered, distribution right, delivery right, any proscriptive, contractual, easement or 
other rights necessary or convenient to convey any water to the Property, water storage right, or other water-related entiHement 
appurtenant lo or otherwise applicable to the Property by virtue of the Property being situated within the boundaries of any 
governmental water district irrigation district or other local agency or within the boundaries of any private water company, mutual 
water company, or other non-governmental entity (collectively, "Water Rights"); (e) all other tenements, hereclitaments and 
appurtenances to the Land; (fj minerals, oil, gas, and other hydrocarbon substances, minerals, mineral Interests, royalties, 
overriding royalties, production payments, net profit interests and other interests and other interests and estates in, under and on 
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the Land and other oil, gas and mineral interests with which any of !he foregoing interests or estates are pooled or unitized (the 
"Mineral Rights"); (g) timber now or hereafter standing or cut; (h) leases, subleases, licenses, occupancy agreements, 
concessions and other agreements, granting a possessory interest in and to, or !he right to extract, mine, reside in, sell, or use 
the Property (collectively, the "Leases"); (i) all utility contracts, maintenance agreements, management agreements, service 
contracts and other agreements directly related to the operation and maintenance of the Property; G) all bushes, groves, trees, 
plants, vines or other plantings, upon or under the Land ('Plantings"); (k) any shares, or any rights under such shares, of any 
private water company, mutual water company, or olher non-governmental entity pursuant to which Granter or the Property may 
receive water (collectively, the "Water Stock') and any other certificated and uncertificated securities, securities entitlements, 
seculities accounts and commodities accounts, including all stock, bonds and commodities contracts, or other investment 
property described in EXHIBIT B attached; (I) working drawings, instructional manuals, and rights in processes directly related to 
the operation of the Property, and all olher general intangibles described in EXHIBIT B; (m) other tangible personal property of 
every kind and description, whether stored on the Land or elsewhere, including all goods, materials, supplies, tools, books, 
records, chattels, furniture, machinery and equipment (except motor vehicles, trailers, and planting, tillage and harvesting 
equipment roting stock) or which is in all cases (i) directly related to the operation of the Property or acquired in connection with 
any construction or maintenance of the Land or the Improvements, (ii) affixed or installed, or to be affixed or installed, in any 
manner on the Land or the Improvements, or (Iii) described in EXHIBIT B attached; (n) all penmits and licenses relating or 
pertaining to !he use or enjoyment of the Property; (o) proceeds of and any unearned premiums on any insurance policies 
covering the Property, including the right to receive and apply the proceeds of any insurance, judgments, or settlements made in 
lieu thereof, for damage to the Property (the 'Insurance Claims"); (p) all awards made for the taking by condemnation or the 
power of eminent domain, or by any proceeding or purthase in lieu thereof, of the whole or any part of the Real Estate (the 
"Condemnation Awards'); (q) money or other personal property of Granter in addition to the foregoing deposited with or 
otherwise in Mortgagee's or Secured Parties' possession; (r) rights and interests under the Hedging Agreements, including all 
rights to !he payment of money from Secured Parties under the Hedging Agreements; and all accounts, deposit accounts, and 
general intangibles, including payment intangibles, described in any of the Hedging Agreements; (s) all other real or personal 
property described in EXHIBIT B: (I) the right, in the name and on behalf of Granter, upon notice to Granter, to appear in and 
defend any action or proceeding brought with respect to the Property and to commence any action or proceeding to protect the 
interest of Mortgagee or Secured Parties in the Property; and (u) substitutions, replacements, additions, accessions and 
proceeds for orto any of the foregoing, and all books, records and files relating to any of the foregoing, including, without 
limitation, computer readable memory and data and any computer software or hardware reasonalbly necessary to access and 
process such memory and data. 
1. Secured Obligations. Grantor makes the grant, conveyance, transfer and assignment above, makes the 
irrevocable and absolute assignment in Section 4 and grants the security interest under Section 5 to secure payment and 
perfonmance of the fan owing obligations (the 'Secured Obligations') in any order of pliority that Mortgagee may choose: (a) all 
Obligations (defined in the Credit Agreement), including (1) the Real Estate Tenm Loan Note dated as of the date of this 
mortgage, from Granter to Lender in the original principal amount of $1,000,000.00 (together with all extensions, renewals, 
modifications, substitutions and amendments thereof, the 'Note"); (ii) all Hedging Obligations; and (ill) all other indebtedness, 
liabilities and obligations of Granter to Lender and the Swap Counterparties arising pursuant to any of the Transaction 
Documents, whether now existing or hereafter arising, whether direct, indirect, related, unrelated, fixed, contingent, liquidated, 
unliquidated, joint, several, or joint and several; (b) all obligations of Granter under this mortgage; (c) all obligations of Granter to 
Lender, Cooperatieve Centrale Raiffeisen-Boerenleenbank B.A., a foreign banking organization organized as a cooperative bank 
under the laws of The Netherlands ("Rabobank International') and/or Rabobank, N.A., a national banking association ('RNA"), or 
any other Affiliate of Lender (Lender, Rabobank International and RNA, and any other Affiliate of Lender are herein individually 
and collectively. "Secured Parties"), whether now existing or hereafter incurred or created, whether voluntary or involuntary, 
whether obligatory or non-obligatory; llllether due or not due, whether absolute or contingent, or whether incurred directiy or 
acquired by assignment or otherwise, under the terms and conditions of any other written instrument or agreement executed by 
Granter and which specifically recnes that those obligations are secured by this mortgage; and (d) any of the foregoing that 
arises after the filing of a petition by or against Granter under an Insolvency Proceeding. All persons who have or acquire an 
interest in the Property will be deemed to have received notice of, and will be bound by, the terms of the Credit Agreement, the 
other Transaction Documents, and each other agreement or instrument made or entered into in connection with each of the 
Secured Obligations (the Transaction Documents and those other agreements or instruments, the "Secured Obligation 
Documents'). These tenms include any provisions in the Secured Obligation Documents which permit borrowing, repayment and 
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reborrowing, or which provide that the rate of interest on one or more of the Secured Obligations may vary from time to time. 
This mortgage does not secure any obligation which is unsecured pursuant to the express terms of the Credit Agreement or any 
olher document, agreement or instrument. 
2. Future Secured Obligations. The Secured Obligations include future advances made by Mortgagee or 
Secured Parties, at lheir option, and for any purpose, and all other future Secured Obligations. Those future advances and other 
future Secured Obligations are secured to the same extent as if made or incurred on the date of the execution of this mortgage, 
and have priority as to third persons with or without actual notice from the time this mortgage is filed for record as provided by 
law. The total amount of indebtedness secured by this mortgage may decrease or increase from lime to time, but the total 
unpaid balance so secured at any one time shall not exceed the maximum principal amount of $1,000,000.00 (the "Maximum 
Amount Secured"), plus interest and any disbursements made for the payment of taxes, levies or insurance on the Property, w~h 
interest on those disbursements, plus any increase in the principal balance as the result of negative amortization or deferred 
interest. Granter shall not file for record any notice limiting the maximum amount secured by this mortgage to an amount less 
than the Maximum Amount Secured (a "Maximum Amount Notice"). A Maximum Amount Notice wiU be an Event of Default 
(defined herein). Nothing in this Section 2 will constitute a commitment to make additional or future advances or enter into future 
derivatives transactions in any amount. 
3. Note Maturity Date. The Note matures on July 1, 2027. 
4. Assignment. Grantor irrevocably and unconditionally assigns to Mortgagee and grants Mortgagee a 
security interest in, the Leases; all rents and other benefits derived from the Leases, and aD other issues, profits, royalties, 
bonuses, income and other benefits derived from or produced by the Real Estate, including all prepaid rents, security deposits 
and other supporting obligations (the "Bmlti"). Mortgagee may collect Rents with or without taking possession of the Property. 
Mortgagee confers upon Grantoc a license to collect and retain the Rents as they become due and payable, so long as there is 
no Event of Default (the •~•J. If an Event of Default has occurred, Mortgagee may terminate the License without notice to 
or demand upon Granter. Mortgagee, by its acceptance of this mortgage does not assume any duty or obligation under the 
Leases. 
5. Grant of Security Interest. This mortgage is a security agreement under the Uniform Commercial Code in 
effect in the State of Idaho (the "UCC"): and Granter grants Mortgagee a security interest in and pledges and assigns to 
Mortgagee all of Grantor's right, ti~e and interest in the Property, to the extent characterized as personal property (the 
"Personalty"). The address of Grantor adjacent lo its signature below is the mailing address of Granter as debtor under the 
UCC. The address for Mortgagee specified in Section 22 is the address for Mortgagee as secured party under the UCC. As 
used in this mortgage, the term "lien· is synonymous with the term "lien and security interest." 
6. Warranty of Title. Grantor represents and warrants that Granter lawfully possesses and holds fee simple 
fitle to all of the Land and the Improvements: that Grantor has the right, power and authority to mortgage, grant. convey and 
assign the Property; and that the Property is unencumbered. Granier covenants that Grantor will warrant and defend generally 
the title to, and ownership and possession of, the Property against all claims and demands. Grantor especially agrees and 
declares that the separate estate of each of them, whether vested, contingent or in expectancy, is hereby conveyed and shall be 
bound for the payment and performance of the Secured Obligations. 
7. Additional Representations. Granter represents to Mortgagee and Secured Parties that {a) the Property 
does not represent the proceeds of unlawful activity under any state, federal or foreign law: (b) the Property includes all property 
and rights which may be reasonably necessary or desirable to enable Granier to use, enjoy and operate the I.and and the 
Improvements for the present uses thereof: (c) none of the Land or Improvements is subject to any Lien, offset or claim: (d) 
Grantor owns the Personalty free and clear of any security interests, reservations of tiUe or conditional sales contracts, and there 
is no presenUy valid financing statement affecting the Personalty on file in any public office; (e) Grantor has tiUe to, or (in the 
case of leased property) valid leasehold interests in, all of their properties and assets, real and personal, including the properties 
and assets and leasehold interests reflected in the Financial lnfonnation (other than any properties or assets disposed of In the 
ordinary oourse of business): (~ the legal name of Granter is as appears in the fiTst paragraph of this agreement: (g) Granter has 
not used any trade name, assumed name or other name except Grantor's name stated in the first paragraph of this agreement, 
(h) if Granter is anything other than a natural Person, it has complied with all applicable laws concerning its organization, 
existence and the transaction of its business, and is in existence and good standing in its state of organization and each stale in 
which it conducts its business; (i) the execution, delivery and performance by Granter of this mortgage is within the powers and 
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authority of GrantOf and has been duly authorized; G} to Grantor's knowledge, lhis mortgage does not conH!Ct with any Applicable 
Law; (k) this mortgage is a legal, valid and binding agreement of Grantor, enforceable against Granter in accordance with Its 
terms, and any instrument or agreement required hereunder, 'Mien executed and delivered, will be simijarly legal, vatid, binding 
and enforceable ; (I) there has been no Material Adverse Effect as to Grantor since the effective date the Financial lnfomiation 
was provided to Mortgagee or Secured Parnes; (m) there ls no lawsuit tax claim or other dispute pending or to Grantor's 
knowledge threatened against Gran tor or the Property that, if determined adverse to Grant or, is reasonably likely to have a 
Material Adverse Effect; (n) Grantor is not the subject of any Judgment. (o) this mortgage does not conflict with, nor is Grantor in 
default on any credit agreement, indenture, purchase agreement guaranty, capital lease, or other investment, agreement, or 
arrangement presently In effect providing for or relating to extensions of credit in respect of which Granlor is in any manner 
directly or contingently obligated; (p) Grantor has filed all tax returns (federal, state, and local) required to be filed and has paid 
an laxes, assessments, and governmental charges and levies thereon, including interest and penalties; (q)before signing this 
mortgage, Gran tor researched, to the satisfaction of Gran tor, and inquired into the previous uses and ownership of the Real 
Estate, and based on !hat due dif1gence, to !he best o! Grantor's knowledge, no Hazardous Substance has been disposed of or 
released or otherwise exists in, on, under or onto the Real Estate, e:i:cept as Granter has disclosed to Mortgagee or Secured 
Parties in !he Environmental lnformatioo; (r} Granlor has complied with al! current and future laws, regulations and ordinances or 
other requirements of any governmental authority relating to or Imposing liability or standards of conduct concerning protection of 
health or the environment or hazardous substances ('Environmental Laws;: (s) Grantor has not received any nonces of 
violations of any Applicable Laws (including Environmental Laws): and Grantor is in compliance with all Applicable Laws; (t) there 
are no claims, actions, proceedings or investigations pending orthrealened against Granter or affeqing the Property Viith respect 
to any violations of Applicable Laws; (u) Grantor's place of business, or its chief execufive office, lf it has more than one place of 
business, is located at the address specified below; and (v) unless otherwise disclosed to Mortgagee, Granter is not a "foreign 
person' within the meaning of Section 1445 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986; and there is no Event of Default or event 
which, with notice or lapse of time would be an Event of Default 
8. Performance of Secured Obligatjons. Gran tor shaH promptly pay and perfonn each Secured Obligatlon in 
accordance with its terms. 
9. Maintenance and Preservation of Property:, Grantor shal!: (a) immediately discharge any Lien on the 
Propetfy which Mortgagee has not consented to in wriling, and shall also pay when due each obligation secured by or reducible 
lo a Lien which now or hereafter encumbers or appears to encumber an or part of the Property, whether the Lien is or would be 
senlor or subordinate to this mortgage; (b) not alter, remove or demolish any portion of !he Improvements, except as permitted or 
required by the Credit Agreement; (c) maintain (or cause to be maintained) all policies of insurance required under the Credit 
Agreement and pay (or cause payment o0 an premiums for that insurance on or prior to !he date when due; (d) prompHy and 
completely repair and/or restore any portion of the Property which becomes damaged or destroyed, in a good and workmanlike 
manner in accordance with sound bui!ding practices, whether or not Gran tor has recelved the proceeds of any Insurance Claim; 
(e) not commit or allow any waste of the Property, nor do or suffer to be done any act whereby the vatue of any part of the 
Property may be tessened; (Q no! initiate or allow any change in any zoning or other land use classification which affects !he 
Property or any part of It, except as permitted or required by the Credit Agreement; (g) if the Land is agricultural, keep the 
Property in good condition and repair; operate the Property, whether improved pastures, orchards, grazing, timber, or crop lands, 
in a good and husbandman like manner in accordance with accepted principles of sound agricultural and forestry practices; lake 
a11 reasonable precautions to control wind and water erosion; fertilize improved pasturas, if any, where necessary to maintain a 
good stand of desirable grasses; protect orchards and timber, if any, by reasonable precautions against loss or damage by fire 
including the maintenance of appropriate fire breaks; and neither to remove nor pem,it the removal of any timber, buildings, oil, 
gas, mineral, stone, rock, clay, fertilizer, gravel or top soil without the prtor written consent of Mortgagee; (h) complete 
appropriation and all other requirements, if any, necessary to obtain the issuance of any license or water pemilt issued to 
Granter, and take all other steps required or advisable for purposes of perfecting and maintaining in good status all other Water 
Rights; (i) not bring or keep any article on the Property or cause or allow any condition to exist on it, if that could invalidate or 
would be prohibited by any insurance coverage required to be maintained by Gran tor on the Property or any part of It under this 
mortgage; and 0) perfomi al! otner acts which from the character or use of the Property may be reasonably necessary to 
maintain and preserve its value and utility. 
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10. Compliance with Applicable Law Granter shall not commit or allow any act upon or use of the Property 
which would violate any Applicable Law, whether now existing or later lo be enacted and whether foreseen or unforeseen, or any 
public or private covenant, condition, restriction or equitable servitude affecting the Property; 
11. Taxes and Assessments. Gran tor shall pay (a) prior to delinquency, all taxes, levies, charges and 
assessments, including all ditch, canal, reservoir or other water charges, and assessments on appurtenant Water Stock, 
imposed by Applicable Law or any public or quasi-public authority or utility company which are (or if not paid, may become) a 
Lien on all or part of the Property or any interest in it, or which may cause any decrease in the value of the Property or any part 
of it (individually and collectively 'Impositions"); (b) any and all intangible laxes and documentary stamp taxes determined al any 
time to be due on or as a result of the Sacured Obligations, this mortgage or any other Transaction Documents, together with 
any and all interest and penalties thereon; and (c) taxes, levies, charges and assessments on Mortgagee's or Secured Parties' 
interest therein or upon this mortgage or the Securec Obligations (collectively, 'Mortgage Taxes'): except that tt the amount of 
Mortgage Taxes exceeds the Maximum Rate, Gran tor will not be required to pay any such excess. If after the date of this 
mortgage, the State of Idaho passes any law deducting from the value of Land for the purpose of taxation any Llen thereon, or 
changing in any way the laws for the taxation of mortgages or debts secured by mortgage for state or local purposes, or the 
manner of the collection of any such taxes, so as to affect this mortgage, then within 180 days after notice by Mortgagee lo 
Gran tor, Granter shall pay all Secured Obligations. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this section, Granto, may, at its 
expense, contest the validity or application of any Imposition by appropriate legal proceedings promptly initiatec and conducted 
in good faith and with due diligence, provided that Mortgagee is satisfied that neither the Property nor any part thereof or interest 
therein will be al risk of being sold, forfeited, or lost as a result of such contest, and Granter has posted a bond equal to 115% of 
the contested amount or furnished such other security required from lime to lime by Mortgagee for purposes of payment of the 
contested amount. 
12. Damages and Insurance and Condemnation Proceeds. Mortgagee may, at its option, (a) in its own name 
appear in or prosecute any action or proceeding to enforce any cause of action based on warranty, or for damage, injury or loss 
to all or part ofthe Property, and it may make any compromise or settlement of the action or proceeding; (b) participate in any 
action or proceecing relating to any Condemnation Award; and (c) join Granto, in adjusting any Insurance Claim. All insurance 
proceecs, Condemnation Awards, and proceeds of any other claim based on warranty, or for damage, injury or loss to the 
Property which Gran tor may receive or be entitled to must be paid to Mortgagee. In each instance, Mortgagee may apply those 
proceeds first toward reimbursement of all of Mortgagee's costs and expenses of recovering the proceeds or Condemnation 
Award, including Legal Fees. The balance shall, at Mortgagee's option, be applied to pay or Prepay some or all of the Secured 
Obligations in such order and proportions as it may choose. GRANTOR HEREBY SPECIFICALLY, UNCONDITIONALLY AND 
IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ALL RIGHTS OF A PROPERTY OWNER WHICH PROVIDE FOR ALLOCATION OF 
CONDEMNATION PROCEEDS BETWEEN A PROPERTY OWNER AND A LIENHOLDER, AND ANY OTHER LAW OR 
SUCCESSOR STATUTE OF SIMILAR IMPORT. 
13. Site Visits. Observation and Testing. Mortgagee and its agents and representatives may enter and visit 
the Property at any reasonable time for the purposes of observing it, performing appraisals, taking and removing soU or 
groundwater samples, and conducting tests on any part of ii, as providec in the Credit Agreement, and otherwise to determine 
Grantofs compliance with this mortgage. 
14. Defense and Notice of Claims and Actions. At Grantor's sole expense, Granter shall protect, preserve 
and defend the Property and title lo and right of possession of the Property, and the security of this mortgage and the rights and 
powers of Mortgagee created under it, against ail adverse claims. Granter must give Mortgagee prompt notice in writing tt any 
claim is assertec which does or could affect any of these matters, or ff any action or proceeding is commencec which alleges or 
relates to any such claim. 
15. Prohibited Transfers. Granter agrees that a material factor in Secured Parties' decision to enter into the 
Sacured Obligation Documents is the expertise, financial status and other characteristics of Granlor. Granto, shall not make or 
permit any Prohibited Transfer. Upon any Prohibited Transfer Beneficiary may declare all Secured Obligations to be due and 
payable immeciately. 'Prohibited Transfer" means: (a) any sale, contract to sell, conveyance, encumbrance, pledge, mortgage, 
lease of the Property to or for the benefit of a Person not the original Grantor under this instrumenl, and not expressly permitted 
under this instrument or the other Secured Obligation Documents, or other transfer of all or any material part of the Property or 
any interest in ii, including any transfer of Mineral Rights, Water Rights, or Water Stock, whether voluntary, involunta,y, by 
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operation of law or otherwise; (b) if Granter is a corporation, any transfer or transfers of shares of the voting power or the direct 
or indirecl beneficial ownership of Grantor; (c) if Grantor is a partnership, withdrawal or removal of any general partner, 
dissolution of the partnership under Applicable Law, or any transfer or transfers of the partnership interests; (d) if Grantor is a 
limited liability company, withdrawal or removal of any managing member, tennination of the limited liabHity company or any 
transfer or transfers of the voting power or the ownership of the economic interest in the Grantor: or (e) if Granter is a trust, 
withdrawal or removal of any trustee or revocation of the trust. 
16. Compensation and Reimbursement of Costs and Expenses. Grantor shall pay (a) fees in the maximum 
amounts legally pennitted, or reasonabe, fees as may be charged by Mortgagee when the law provides no maximum limit, for 
any services that Mortgagee may render in connection with this mortgage, including Mortgagee's providing a statement; (b) all of 
Mortgagee's costs and expenses which may be incurred in rendering any such services; and (c) all costs, expenses and other 
advances which may be incurred or made by Mortgagee in any efforts to enforce any tenns of this mortgage or protect the 
Property, including any rights or remedies afforded to Mortgagee under Section 19, whether any lawsuit is filed or not, including 
any bankruptcy or other voluntary or involuntary proceeding, in or out of court, for the adjustment of debtor-creditor relationships, 
or In defending any action or proceeding arising under or relating to this mortgage, including attorneys' fees and other legal 
costs, costs of any Foreclosure Sale (defined herein) and any cost of evidence of title. If Mortgagee chooses to dispose of 
Property through more than one Foreclosure Sale, Grantor must pay all costs, expenses or other advances that may be incurred 
or made by Mortgagee in each of those Foreclosure Sales. GRANTOR SHALL INDEMNIFY MORTGAGEE and SECURED 
PARTIES AGAINST AND SHALL HOLD THEM HARMLESS FROM ALL LOSSES, DAMAGES, LIABIUTIES, CLAIMS, CAUSES 
OF ACTION, JUDGMENTS, COURT COSTS, ATTORNEYS' FEES AND OTHER LEGAL EXPENSES, COST OF EVIDENCE 
OF TITLE, COST OF EVIDENCE OF VALUE, AND OTHER COSTS AND EXPENSES WHICH EITHER MAY SUFFER OR 
INCUR: (A) IN PERFORMING ANY ACT REQUIRED OR PERMITTED BY THIS MORTGAGE OR ANY OF THE OTHER 
SECURED OBLIGATION DOCUMENTS OR BY LAW; (8) BECAUSE OF ANY FAILURE OF GRANTOR TO PAY OR 
PERFORM ANY OF THE SECURED OBLIGATIONS; OR (C) BECAUSE OF ANY ALLEGED OBLIGATION OF OR 
UNDERTAKING BY MORTGAGEE OR SECURED PARTIES TO PERFORM OR DISCHARGE ANY OF THE 
REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES, CONDITIONS, COVENANTS OR OTHER OBLIGATIONS IN ANY DOCUMENT 
RELATING TO THE PROPERTY (OTHER THAN SUCH WARRANTIES, CONDITIONS, COVENANTS OR OTHER 
OBLIGATIONS IN THE SECURED OBLIGATION DOCUMENTS). THIS AGREEMENT BY GRANTOR TO INDEMNIFY 
MORTGAGEE AND SECURED PARTIES SURVIVES THE RELEASE AND CANCELLATION OF ANY OR ALL OF THE 
SECURED OBLIGATIONS AND THE FULL OR PARTIAL RELEASE AND/OR RECONVEYANCE OF THIS MORTGAGE. 
17. Payments Due under this mortgage Grantor must pay all obligations to pay money arising under this 
mortgage immediately upon demand by Mortgagee or Secured Parties. Each such obligation shall bear interest from the date 
the obligation arises at the Default Rate. 
18. Events of Default. The following each shall be an event of default under this mortgage (an-~ 
Default"): (a) an Event of Default under the Credit Agreement, including a default tennination event or other similar event under 
any Hedging Agreement which is not cured within any grace or cure period specified therein, if any; (b) a Prohibited Transfer: (c) 
the Financial lnfonnation or any representation in this mortgage is materially substantially incorrect or materially misleading; (d) 
the filing of any notice limiting the maxinum amount secured by this mortgage to a sum less than the maximum amount secured 
as specified herein, or if no such amount is specified, to any amount; (e) for more than ten days after notice from Mortgagee, 
Grantor is in default under any term, covenant or condition of this mortgage not previously described in this Section 18, which 
can be cured by the payment of a sum of money; or (f) for 30 days after notice from Mortgagee or Secured Parties, Grantor is in 
default under any tenn, covenant or condition of this mortgage not previously described in th·,s Section 18; provided that if (ii ii is 
reasonably certain that the default can be cured by Grantor within that 30 day period and (ii) Grantor has commenced curing that 
default within that 30 day period and thereafter diligently and expeditiously proceeds to cure that default, then that 30 day period 
shall be extended for so long as reasonably requred by Grantor in the exercise of due diligence to cure that default, up to a 
maximum of 90 days after the notice to Grantor of the Event of Default. 
19. Remedies. At any time after an Event of Default. Secured Parties or Mortgagee may (a) declare any or all of 
the Secured Obligations to be due and payabe, immediately; (b) cure any breach or default of Grantor, (c) may, to the extent 
pennitted by Appficable Law, make an ex parte application to any court of competent jurisdiction, and obtain appointment of, a 
receiver, trustee, liquidator or conservator of the Property, without notice, without giving bond, and without regard for the 
adequacy of the security for the Secured Obligations and without regard for the solvency of Borrower, any Guarantor, or of any 
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Person liable for the payment of the Secured Obligations; (d) in person, by agent or by court-appointed receiver, enter, take 
possession of, manage and operate all or any part of the Property; (e) exercise any or all of the remedies granted to a secured 
party under the UCC; (D bring an action in any court of competent jurisdiction to foreclose this mortgage or lo obtain specific 
enforcement of any of the covenants or agreements of this mortgage; and (g) do any and all other things in connection with those 
actions that Mortgagee may consider necessary and appropriate to protect the security of this mortgage. GRANTOR HEREBY 
IRREVOCABLY CONSTITUTES AND APPOINTS MORTGAGEE AS GRANTOR'S ATTORNEY-IN-FACT TO PERFORM SUCH 
ACTS AND EXECUTE SUCH DOCUMENTS AS MORTGAGEE CONSIDERS APPROPRIATE IN CONNECTION WITH TAKING 
THESE MEASURES, INCLUDING ENDORSEMENT OF GRANTOR'S NAME ON ANY INSTRUMENTS. GRANTOR HEREBY 
WAIVES NOTICE OF THE APPLICATION FOR, AND CONSENTS TO THE APPOINTMENT OF A RECEIVER, TRUSTEE, 
LIQUIDATOR OR CONSERVATOR OF THE PROPERTY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION; 
AND AGREES TO NOT OPPOSE SUCH APPOINTMENT. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in no event will Mortgagee or 
Secured Parties have any obl'lgation to take any of the actions set forth in this Section 19. Mortgagee shall not be considered lo 
have accepted any property other than cash or immediately available funds in satisfaction of any obligation of Grantor lo 
Mortgagee, unless Mortgagee has given express written notice of its election of that remedy. The proceeds of any receivership 
shall be applied by the receiver toward the payment of the Secured Obligations or toward the payment of such part of any 
judgment thereupon which remains unsatisfied after the sale of the Property. The receiver may make repairs and keep the 
Property in good condition and repair pending a sale, and pay all taxes and assessments accrued or accruing or redeem from 
sales therefore, pay all premiums of insurance required under this mortgage, and pay all other charges as herein provided. 
20. Sales of Property, Mortgagee may elect to treat as Personalty any Property which is intangible or which 
can be severed from the Land or Improvements without causing structural damage. Mortgagee may dispose of any Personalty 
separately from the sale of real property, in any manner permitted by the UCC or any other Applicable Law. Any proceeds of 
any such disposition shall not cure any Event of Default or reinstate any Secured Obligation. Mortgagee may choose to dispose 
of some or all of the Property which consists solely of real property in any manner then permitted by Applicable Law. To the 
extent permitted by Applicable Law, Mortgagee may also or alternatively choose to dispose of some or all of the Property, in any 
combination consisting of both real and personal property, together in one sale to be held in accordance with the law and 
procedures applicable to real property, as permitted by the UCC. Grantor agrees that such a sale of Personalty together with 
raal property constitutes a commercially reasonable sale of the personal property. If the Land is localed in more than one 
county, then lo the extent permitted by Applicable Law, a judicial or non-judicial foredosure sale of the Property may be 
maintained in any one or more of those CO\lnties. If the Property consists of more than one lot, pancel or item of property, 
Mortgagee may: (i) Designate the order in which the lots, parcels and/or items shall be sold or disposed of or offered for sale or 
disposition; and (ii) elect to dispose of the lots, parcels and/or Items through a single consolidated sale or disposition to be held 
or made in connection with judicial proceedings, or by virtue of a judgment and dectee of foredosure and sale; or through two or 
more such sales or dispositions; or in any other manner (including a Non-Judicial Foreclosure Sale) Mortgagee may deem to be 
in its best interests (any such sale or disposition, a "Foreclosure Sale;" any two or more, "Foreclosure Sales'). If It chooses to 
have more than one Foreclosure Sale, Mortgagee at its option may cause the Foreclosure Sales to be held simultaneously or 
successively, on the same day, or on such different days and al such different times and in such onler as It may deem lo be In its 
best interests. No Foreclosure Sale will terminate or affect the lien of this mortgage on any part of the Property which has not been 
sold, until all of the Secured Obfigations have been paid in fufl. Al any Foreclosure Sale, any person, including Grantor, Mortgagee 
or Secured Parties, may bid for and acquire the Property or any part of ii to the extent permitted by then applicable law. Instead 
of paying cash for that property, Mortgagee or Secured Parties may settle for the purchase price by crediting the sales price of 
the property against the Secured Obligations, unless Applicable Law mandates a specific onler of application, in which event 
payments and collections will be applied as mandated by Applicable Law. Any such credit, and all other proceeds of any 
Foreclosure Sale shall be applied lo the Secured Obligations in any order Mortgagee may choose. 
21, Additional Rights. In addition lo the rights and powers given lo Mortgagee under this mortgage, Beneficiary 
shall have all such other rights both in law and equtty for collection of the indebtedness secured hereby as it would have but for 
this mortgage. 
22. Notices. All notices, approvals, consents, and other communications, under this mortgage ("Notices") must 
be given in acconlance with and will be subject to the terms and provisions of the Credit Agreement. Notices must be mailed or 
delivered, ff to Grantor, to the address adjacent Grantor's signature below; if to Mortgagee or Lender, lo 12443 Olive Blvd, Suite 
50, St. Louis, MO 63141, Attention: Customer Servioe Representative; if to Secured Parties other than Lender, c/o Rabobank 
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International, 245 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10167, Attention: Customer Service Representative; and in the case of any 
other Person, to the address designated by that Person in a notice to Grantor, Mortgagee, and Lender. 
23. Mortgagee. Without affecting the personal liabiltty of any Person, including Grantor and Borrower, for the 
payment of the Secured Obligations or the lien of this mortgage on the remainder of the Property for the unpaid amount of the 
Secured Obligations, Mortgagee and Secured Parties may from lime to time and without notice: (i) release any person liable for 
payment of any Secured Obligation; (ii) extend the time for payment, or otherwise alter the tenms of payment, of any Secured 
Obligation: (ii) accept additional real or personal property of any kind as security for any Secured Obligation, whether evidenced 
by deeds of trust, mortgages, security agreements or any other instruments of security: or 0V) alter, substitule or release any 
property securing the Secured Obligations. 
24. Exculpation of Mortgagee. None of Mortgagee or Secured Parties will be directly or indireclly liable to 
Granter or any other person as a consequence of any of the following: (a) the exercise of or fanure to exercise any lights, 
remedies or powers granted to ii in this mortgage; (b) any failure or refusal to perfonm or discharge any obligation or liability of 
Grantor under any agreement related to the Property or under this mortgage; or (c) any loss sustained by Grantor or any third 
party resulting from any failure to lease the Property or from any other act or omission in managing the Property after an Evenl of 
Default, unless the loss is caused by the willful misconduct and bad faith of Mortgagee or Secured Parties, respectively. 
GRANTOR HEREBY EXPRESSLY WAIVES AND RELEASES ALL LIABILITY OF THE TYPES DESCRIBED ABOVE, AND 
AGREES THAT NO SUCH LIABILITY BE ASSERTED AGAINST OR IMPOSED UPON MORTGAGEE or ANY SECURED 
PARTY. 
25, Waiver of Dower. Homestead. and Distributive Share. Granter relinquishes all right of dower and waives 
all light of homestead and distributive share in and to the Property. Granter waives any right of exemption as to the Property. 
26. Waiver of Certain Other Laws. To the full extent Granter may do so, Granter agrees that Granter will not 
at any time insist upon, plead, claim or take the benefit or advantage of any law now or hereafter in force providing for 
appraisement, valuation, stay, extension or redemption, and Granter, for Gran tor, and its representatives, successors and 
assigns, and for any and all persons ever claiming any interest in the Property, to the extent penmitted by law, hereby waives and 
releases all rights of redemption, valuafon, appraisement, stay of execution, or notice of election to mature or declare due the 
whole of the Secured Obligations in the event of foreclosure of the lien created by this mortgage. 
27. Release. When all Secured Obligations have been paid in full and the Hedging Agreements have been 
tenminated, Mortgagee shall execute and deliver to Grantor, a release of the Property from the lien of this mortgage. 
28, Additional Provisions. The Secured Obligation Documents state all of the tenms and conditions of the 
parties' agreement regarding the matters mentioned in or incidental to this mortgage. The Secured Obligation Documents also 
grant further lights to Mortgagee and Secured Parties and contain further agreements and affinmative and negative covenants by 
Grantor which apply to this mortgage and to the Property. 
29, Collateral Agency Agreement. This mortgage is subject to the lenms of the collateral agency agreement 
between the Secured Parties (the "Collateral Agency Agreement"). 
30. Entire Agreement. This mortgage and the other Secured Obligation Documents collectively: (i) represent 
the sum of the understandings and agreements between Mortgagee, Secured Parties and Grantor concerning this credit; (ii) 
replace any prior oral or written agreements between Mortgagee, Secured Parties and Grantor concerning this credit; and (iii) are 
intended by Mortgagee, Secured Parties and Grantor as the final, complete and exclusive statement of the tenms agreed to by 
them. In the event of any conflict between this mortgage and any other agreements required by this mortgage, this mortgage will 
prevail. 
31, Other Acts. Grantor shall cooperate with Mortgagee for the purposes of, and perfonm all acts which may be 
necessary or advisable to perfect any lien provided for in this mortgage or to carry out the intent of this agreement. Promptly (but 
in no event more than ten days) after request by Mortgagee, Gran tor will execute, acknowledge and deliver any document which 
Mortgagee deems necessary or advisable for these purposes, and will, on demand, pay any expenses incurred by Mortgagee in 
the preparation, execution and filing of any such documents. 
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32. No Wgiv9r or Cyre, Each waiver by Mortgagee or Secured Parties must be in writing, and no waiver is to 
be construed as a continuing waiver. No waiver is to be implied from any delay or failure by Mortgagee or Secured Parties to 
take action on account of any default of Grantor. Consent by Mortgagee or Secured Parties to any act or omission by Grantor 
must not be construed as a consent to any other or subsequent act or omission or to waive the requirement for Mortgagee's or 
Secured Parties' consent to be obtained in any future or other instance. The exercise by Mortgagee or Secured Parties of any 
right or remedy under this mortgage or the other Secured Obligation Documents or under Applicable Law, shall not: cure or 
waive a breach, Event of Default or notice of default under this mortgage or invalidate any act performed pursuant to any such 
default or notice; or nullify the effect of any notice of default or sale (unless all Secured Obligations then due have been paid and 
performed and all other defaults under the Secured Obligation Documents, including any Hedging Agreements, have been 
cured); or impair the security of this mortgage; or prejudice Mortgagee, Secured Parties or any receiver appointed in accordance 
with this mortgage, in the exercise of any right or remedy afforded any of them under this mortgage; or be construed as an 
affirmation by Mortgagee or Secured Parties of any tenancy, lease or option, or a subordination of the flen of this mortgage. 
33. Waivers. Grantor waives all rights, legal and equitable, it may now or hereafter have to require marshalling 
of assets or to require upon foreclosure sales of assets in a particular order. Grantor waives presentment, demand, protest, 
notice of protest and notice of dishonor and waives all exemptions as to the Secured Obligations. Each successor and assign of 
Grantor, including any holder of a Lien subordinate to this mortgage, by acceptance of its interest or Lien agrees that ii shall be 
bound by the above waiver, as If It had given the waiver ltse[. 
34. Joint and Several Obligations. If Grantor consists of more than one Person, each Grantor (a) 
acknowledges and undertakes, together ..;th the other Grantors, joint and several liability for the indebtedness, liabilities and 
obligations of Grantor under this mortgage; (b) ackno..;edges that this mortgage is the independent and several obligation of 
each Grantor and may be enforced against each Granlor separately, whether or not enforcement of any right or remedy 
hereunder has been sought against any other Grantor, and (c) agrees that Its liability hereunder and under any other Secured 
Obligation Document shall be absolute, unconditional, continuing and irrevocable. GRANTOR EXPRESSLY WAIVES ANY 
REQUIREMENT THAT MORTGAGEE OR SECURED PARTIES EXHAUST ANY RIGHT, POWER OR REMEDY AND 
PROCEED AGAINST THE OTHER GRANTORS UNDER THIS MORTGAGE, OR ANY OTHER SECURED OBLIGATION 
DOCUMENTS, OR AGAINST ANY OTHER PERSON UNDER ANY GUARANTY OF, OR SECURITY FOR, ANY OF THE 
SECURED OBLIGATIONS. 
35. Binding Effect; Successors and Assigns. The Secured Obligation Documents shall inure to the benefit of 
and shall be binding upon the parties and their respective successors and assigns; provided that Grantor shall not assign Its 
rights or obligations hereunder without Secured Parties' consent. However, this Paragraph does not waive the provisions of 
Section 15; and Grantor shall not assign Its rights or obDgations hereunder ..;thout Mortgagee's and Secured Parties' consent. 
Mortgagee and Secured Parties may transfer all or any portion of its rights under the Secured Obligation Documents to any other 
Person. Mortgagee and Secured Parties may disclose to any actual or proposed transferee any information that Grantor has 
delivered lo Mortgagee and Secured Parties in connection with the negotiation of this mortgage or pursuant to the Secured 
Obligation Documents; and Grantor shall cooperate fully with Mortgagee and Secured Parties in providing that information to any 
actual or proposed transferee. 
36. Governing Law. This mortgage shall be governed exclusively by the applicable laws of the State of Idaho 
(the "Governing Law State") without regard or reference to its conflict of laws principles. Grantor understands that the laws of the 
Governing Law State may differ from the laws of the State where Gran tor resides or otherwise is located or where the Property is 
located. However, Grantor understands, agrees and acknowledges that (a) this mortgage and the Secured Obligation 
Documents have significant and substantial contacts with the Governing Law Stale, (b) it is convenient lo Grantor and Lender to 
select the law of the Governing Law State to govern this mortgage and the transactions evidenced hereby, (c) the transactions 
evidenced by the Credit Agreement and this mortgage bear a reasonable connection to the laws of the Governing Law State, (d) 
the choice of the internal laws of the Governing Law State was made for good and valid reasons, and (e) the choice of the 
Governing Law State constiMes good and valuable consideration for Secured Parties to enter into the Secured Obligation 
Documents and Secured Parties have entered into the Secured Obligation Documents in reliance on this choice. 
37. Miscellaneous. This mortgage may be executed in counterparts, each of which will be an original and all of 
which together are deemed one and the same instrument. If Grantor is comprised of multiple Persons, any Person comprising 
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Grantor Is hereby authorized to bind all parties comprising Grantor. Mortgagee or Secured Parties may, at any time and without 
notice, waive any prior requirement that requests, authorizations, or other actions be taken only by a Designated Person. Time 
is of the essence of this mortgage. Each Party has participated in negotiating and drafting this mortgage, so if an ambiguity or a 
question of intent or interpretation arises, this mortgage is to be construed as if the parties had drafted it jointly, as opposed to 
being construed against a Party because it was responsible for drafting one or more provisions of this mortgage. Mortgagee is 
authorized to execute any other documents or take any other actions necessary to effectuate this mortgage and the 
consummation of the transactions contemplated herein. This mortgage may not be amended, changed, modified, altered or 
terminated without the prior written consent of Mortgagee and Secured Parties. Any provision of any Secured Obligation 
Document which is prohibited or unenforceable in any jurisdiction shall, as to that jurisdiction, be ineffective to the extent of such 
prohibition or unenforceability without invalidating the remaining provisions of that Secured Obligation Document or affecting the 
validity or enforceability of that provision in any other jurisdiction; except that if such provision relates to the payment of any 
monetary sum, then Mortgagee or Secured Parties may, at its option, declare all Secured Obligations immediately due and 
payable. No merger shall occur as a result of Mortgagee's or Secured Parties' acquiring any other estate in or any other lien on 
the Property. All rights and remedies under this mortgage and the Secured Obligation Documents are cumulative, and the 
exercise of any one or more of them does not constitute an election of remedies. 
38. INDEMNIFICATION. GRANTOR SHALL DEFEND, INDEMNIFY AND HOLD MORTGAGEE AND 
SECURED PARTIES AND THEIR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, PARTNERS, AGENTS AND ATTORNEYS (THE 
"INDEMNIFIED PERSONS") HARMLESS AGAINST ANY AND ALL LOSSES OF ANY KIND OR NATURE WHATSOEVER 
THAT MAY BE IMPOSED ON, INCURRED BY, OR ASSERTED AGAINST THE INDEMNIFIED PERSONS (A) ARISING OUT 
OF OR RESULTING FROM THE VIOLATION OF ANY ENVIRONMENTAL LAW; OR (8) ARISING OUT OF CLAIMS 
ASSERTED AGAINST THE INDEMNIFIED PERSONS AS A RESULT OF MORTGAGEE OR SECURED PARTIES BEING 
PARTY TO THIS MORTGAGE OR THE TRANSACTIONS CONSUMMATED PURSUANT TO THIS MORTGAGE; except that 
Grantor shall have no obligation to an Indemnified Person under this seciion with respect to Losses resulting from the gross 
negligence or willful misconduct of that Indemnified Person as detelTT1ined by a court of competent jurisdiction. If and lo the 
extent that an Indemnity is unenforceable for any reason, Grantor shall to make the maximum contribution to the payment and 
satisfaction thereof which is permissible under Applicable Law. THE PROVISIONS OF ALL INDEMNITIES SHALL SURVIVE 
THE TERMINATION OF THIS MORTGAGE. 
39. WAIVER OF TRIAL BY JURY. GRANTOR (A) COVENANTS AND AGREES NOT TO ELECT A TRIAL BY 
JURY IN ANY ACTION OR PROCEEDING FOR THE RESOLUTION OF ANY CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM THAT ARISES 
OUT OF OR RELATES TO: (I) THIS MORTGAGE; OR (II) ANY SECURED OBLIGATION DOCUMENT, WHETHER ARISING 
IN CONTRACT, TORT OR BY STATUTE (INDIVIDUALLY AND COLLECTIVELY, A "CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM"); AND, (B) 
TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY IN ANY 
CONTROVERSY OR CLAIM TO THE EXTENT SUCH RIGHT EXISTS NOW OR IN THE FUTURE. THE PROVISIONS OF 
THIS SECTION ARE GIVEN KNOWINGLY AND VOLUNTARILY; AND ARE A MATERIAL INDUCEMENT FOR THE 
SECURED PARTIES ENTERING INTO THE SECURED OBLIGATION DOCUMENTS. 
40. Future Advances. Future advances, together with interest thereon, are secured by this mortgage in 
accordance with Idaho Code Section 45-108 as amended. 
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Grantor is signing this mortgage effective as of the day and year first written above. 
Address for notices: 
117 East Galena Street 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Attention: Elizabeth Stevenson 
COUNTY OF ) 
) SS: 
GRANTOR 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho Umlted liability company 
By: fl~~ ~ SJ<,,,--- -
ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON AKA ELIZABETH B. 
STEVENSON AKA ELIZABETH STEVENSON AKA BRETT 
STEVENSON, Member 
By:~ 
JUSTIN F. STEVENSON AKA JUSTIN FLOOD STEVENSON 
AKA JUSTIN STEVENSON, Member 
STATE OF ID~~ 
On this y of May 2012, personally appeared Elizabeth Brett Stevenson aka Elizabeth B. Stevenson aka 
81zabeth Stevenson aka Brett Stevenson and Justin F. Stevenson aka Justin Flood Stevenson ka Justin Stevenson, known or 
identified to me to be the members of Belle Ranch, LLC, the Idaho limfled liab y that executed the foregoing 
instrument and acknowledged to me that such limited tiabiflty co ny executed 








MORTGAGE, ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 
Legal Description of Real Estate 
Blaine County, Idaho 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official plat thereof, recorded as 
Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
EXCEPTING a portion of said Parcel 1 more particularly described as follows: COMMENCING at an iron pin marking 
the North¼ Comer of Ser.Jion 7 Township 1 North, Range 19 East. Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; thence 
North 89"58'18" West, 1,317.24 feet along the Northerly boundary of the E½NW'/4, Section 7, to an iron pin marking 
the North.,.1est comer of said E½NW'/4, Section 7, said pin also being the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence continuing North 89"58'18" West. ~.73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the W"/4NW'/4, Section 7, to an 
iron pin on the intersection of the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad and said Northerly boundary of 
the W'/2NW/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 31°10'34~ East, 67.81 fee1 along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the intersection 
of said Northeasterly Railroad boundary and the Westerly boundary of said E½NW'/4 of Section 7: 





MORTGAGE, ASSIGNMENT OF REI\ITS AND SECURITY AGREEMENT 
(a) the real estate and any Interest in the real estate located in Blaine County, Idaho, and described in EXHIBIT 
A (the "Lfillg"); 
(b) al! buildings, structures, improvements. fixtures, attachments, appliances, equipment, machinery and other 
articles now or hereafter erected on, affixed or attadled to, or located in or on the Land, including all watering and irrigation 
apparatus. pumps, motors, generators, pipes, center pivot irrigators and sprinklers, wlndmllls, and fences (the "lmprovernents1; 
(c) all easements, rights-of-way and rights appurtenant to the Land or used in connection the Land or as a 
means of access thereto {"Easements'}; 
(d) the ground water on, under, pumped from or otherwise available to the Property or any drainage, retention, 
ditch, canal, reservoir, or other water rights, whether as a result of overlying groundwater rights, contractual rights, or otherwise 
and whether riparian, appropriauve, or otherwise; the right to remove 0t extract any such ground water including any permits, 
rights or licenses granted by any Governmental Authority and any rights granted or created by any easement, coven an!, 
agreement or contract wlth any Person; and any rights to which the Property or Granier ls entided wlth respect to surface water, 
whether such rights are appropriative, riparian, prescriptive or otherwise and whether or not pursuant to historical use, 
contractual agreement, permit or other governmental authorization; any water right, water allocation for water no! yet delivered, 
distribution right, delivery right, any proscriptive, contractual, easement or other rights necessary or convenient to convey any 
water to the Property, water storage right, or other waler-related entitlement appurtenant to or otherwise applicable lo the 
Property by virtue of the Property being situated within the boundaries of any governmental water district irrigation district or 
other local agency or wlthln the boundaries of any private water company, mutual water company, or other non-governmental 
entity (collectively, "Water Rights") including the water rights represented thereby; and all water rights represented by Permit or 
Waler Right Nos. 37-481C, 37•577BT, 37-482H, 37-483C AND 37-2630 issued by the Idaho Department of Water Resources; 
(e) all other tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances to the Land; 
(D minerals, oil, gas, and other hydrocarbon substances, minerals, mineral interests, royalties, overriding 
royames, production payments, net profit interests and other Interests and other inte.ests and estates in, under and on the land 
and other oil, gas and mineral interests with which any of the foregoing interests or estates are pooled or unitized (the "Mineral 
Rights'); 
(g) timber now or hereafter standing or cut 
(h) leases, subleases, licenses, occupancy agreements, concessions and other agreements, granting a 
possessory interest in and to, or the right to extract, mine, reside in, sell, or use the Property (col!eclively, the "!.um"); 
(i) all utility contracts, maintenance agreements, management agreements, service cootrac!s and other 
agreements directly related lo the operation and maintenance of the Property; 
j) all busm3s, groves, trees, p!ants, vlnes or other p!anllngs, upon or under the Land {'Plantings"); 
{k} any shares, or any rights under such shares, of any private water company, mutual water company, or other 
non-governmental entity pursuant to vmich Granter or the Property may receive water (collectively, the ·water Stock") and any 
o!her certificated and uncertificated securiHes, securities entittements, securities accounts and commodities accounts, focludlng 
all stock, bonds and commodities contracts, or other investment property described in EXHIBIT C attached; 
(i) working drawings, instructional manuals, and rights in processes directly related to the operation of the 
Property, and all other general intangibles described in EXHIBIT C; 
(m) other tangible personal property of every kind and description, whether stored on the Land or elsewhere, 
including ail goods, materials, suppties, tools, books, records, chattels, furniture, machinel')' and equipment (except motor 
vehicles, trailers, and planting, tillage and harvesting equipment rolfing stock) or which is in all cases (l} directly related to the 
operation of lhe Property or acquired in connection with any construction or maintenance of the Land or the Improvements, ~i) 
Stevenson 
mortgage, Assignment of Rents, Security Agreem11nl 
Fi~lure filiog and Request for Notice 
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affixed or installed, or to be afflXed or installed, in any manner on the Land or the Improvements, or (iii) described in EXHIBIT C 
attached; 
(n) all penrnits and licenses relating or pertaining to the use or enjoyment of the Property; 
(o) proceeds of and any unearned premiums on any insurance policies covering the Property, induding the right 
to receive and apply the proceeds of any insurance, judgments, or settlements made In lieu thereof, for damage to the Property 
(the 'Insurance Claims"): 
(p) all awards made for the taking by condemnation or the power of eminent domain, or by any proceeding or 
purchase in tieu thereof, of the whole or any part of the Real Estate (the ·condemnation Awards"l: 
(q) money or other personal property of Granter in eddition to the foregoing deposited with or otherwise in 
Mortgagee's or Secured Parties possession; 
(r) rights and interesls under the Hedging Agreements, including all rights to the payment of money from 
Secured Parties under the Hedging Agreements; and all accounts, deposit acoounts, and general intangibles, induding payment 
intangibles, described in any of the Hedging Agreements; 
(s) aH other real or personal property described in EXHIBIT C; 
(t) the right, in the name and on behalf of Granter, upon notice to Granter, to appear in and defend any action or 
proceeding brought with respect to the Property and to commence any action or proceeding to protect the interest of Mortgagee 
or Secured Parties in the Property; and 
(u) substitutions, replacements, additions, accessions and proceeds for or to any of the foregoing, and all books, 
records and files relating to any of the foregoing, including, without firnitation, computer readable memory and data and any 




associated with mortgage by Belle Ranch, LLC on land located in Blaine County, Idaho 
(list specific additional Property, if any) 
AH water rights represented by Water Right Nos, 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-483C AND 37-2630 issued by the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources. 
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State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Southern Region, 1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200 • Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 • Fax: (208) 736-3037 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov 
September I 0, 20 I 2 
RABO AGRIFINANCE INC 
12443 OLIVE BLVD STE 50 
ST LOUIS MO 63141 




Re: Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right for Water Rights 37-48 IC, 37-482H, 
37-483C, 37-577BT and 37-2630 I Belle Ranch LLC 
Loan# I 0459600TC 
Dear Party Holding Security Interest: 
The Department of Water Resources acknowledges receipt of the Notice of Security Interest in a 
Water Right you recently submitted on the above water rights. The Department has modified its 
records to reflect the security interest and has enclosed a computer-generated report for your 
records. 
Please note that as of July I, 1996, water right owners are required to report any change of water 
right ownership and any change of mailing address of the owners of a water right to the 
Department. Notice of the ch .. mge must be provided to the Department within 120 days of the 
change. Change repmting forms are available from any office of the Department or on the 
Department's website. 




Technical Records Specialist 
Enclosures 
Cc: Belle Ranch LLC 
EXH1BiT_ 19 
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Instrument # 622055 
HAILEY, BLAINE, lnAHO 
10-20.-2014 11:32,11 No. or Pages:$ 
Recorded for: HAWI..EY TROXELL "' 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: 22.D0 
ex-omclo Rtcorder Oeputy ___ ........ ._....,,=--
!ndex to: MISC DEIWS 
NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS 
AND NOTICE OF WAIVER OF REDEMPTION RIGHTS 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, JOHN SCHERER, a married man as hfs sole and separate property, 
and CHARLES HOLT, a manled man as his sole and separate property (collectively "Grantor"}, do 
hereby grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto lDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK or assigns ("Grantee"), 
whose address is 1260 W. Rlverslone Dr., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814, all of the water rights, described 
in Exhibit 1. attached hereto and by this reference incorporated herein, situated In Blaine County, Idaho, 
TOGETHER with any and all claims, permits. licenses, decrees, and appllcaUons to, regarding or 
connected with such waler rights, all water, watercourses and ditch rights (including stock in utllitles wilh 
ditch or irrlgation rights}, and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anywise appertalning, the 
reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, issues, and profits thereof, and all estate, 
right, title, and interest in and to the water rights, as well in law as in equity (all of which are collectively 
relerred to as the "Property"), 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Property unto Grantee, its successors, assigns, and transferees 
forever and Grantor does hereby covenant to and with Grantee and Grantee's successors, ass'igns and 
transferees that it ts the owner In fee simple of the Property and has the right and authority to convey the 
same to Grantee; that Grantee, and Grantee's successors, assigns and transferees shall enjoy the quiet 
and peaceful possession ol the Property; that Granter will, on demand of Grantee, or Grantee's 
successors, assigns or transferees, and at the expense ol Grantor, execute any document or Instrument 
necessary for the further assurance o! the liHe to the Property tha\ may ba reasonably required; and that 
Grantor will warrant and defend the tllle conveyed herein to Grantee, and Grantee's successors, assigns 
and transferees against all lawful claims whatsoever. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD lhe Property unto Grantee, its successors, assigns, and transferees 
forever, and Grantor does hereby covenant that the Property ls free from all encumbrances and liens, 
except for lhat certain Mortgage executed by Granter to Grantee, dated June 1 0, 2009, and recorded on 
June 25, 2009, as Instrument No, 568682, and that certain Acknowledgment of Mortgage executed by 
Waterford Partners Ill, LLC, as "Borrower", lo Grantee dated July 17, 2009, and recorded on July 17, 
2009, as 1nstrument No. 569399, both in the records o1 Blaine County, ldaho (coUec\ive,y, lhe 
"Mortgage"). 
This Non•Merger Deed In Lieu of Foreclosure wlth Retention of Deficiency Rights and Notice of 
Waiver o! Redemption Rights ("Deed") is absolute in effect and conveys to Grantee fu!!, fee simple Utle !n 
the Property. Thls Deed does not operate as a mortgage, trust deed, trust conveyance, or security devlce 
of any kind. Granter acknowledges that the Mortgage is valid and binding and shall remain ln luU force 
and elfect. This Deed does nQ! effect a merger of the fee ownership and the lien of the Mortgage. The 
fee and the lien shall hereafter remain separate and distinct. Grantee reserves Grantee's rights lo 
foreclose the Mortgage at any time as to any party with any claim, interes1, or Hen on the Property. 
This Deed is made pursuant to and ln accordance wlth the terms of the Estoppal Affldavit dated 
effective of even date herewith executed by Borrower, Granter, and John Scherer, indiVidually, and 
Charles Holt, Individually, each as a Guarantor (collectlvely, "Guarantors"). The consideratlon !or this 
Peed is valuable and Includes Borrower's, Grantor's and Guarantors' desire to decrease the amount of 
the obligations owed by Borrower and Guaranlors, pursuant to the terms of a Promissory Note dated 
June 10, 2009, as renewed, modified or amended from time to time, initially executed by, and secured 
NON-MEAGER PEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 
NOTICE OF WAIVER OF REDEMPTION RIGHTS· 1 
40986.0058.521)742,5 
2c?/ EXrliBiT --=::::..,.,.;;...... __ 
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against the Property by the Mortgage, and any other amounts owed by Borrower, Granter or Guarantors 
to Grantee. 1n executing this Deed, Borrower, Grantor and Guarantors expressly acknowledge that this 
Deed is not Intended to and does not discharge the Indebtedness that Is secured by the Mortgage. 
Further, Grantee retains its deficiency rights as set forth in the Estoppal Affidavit. 
The possession of the Property has been or will be promptly surrendered to Grantee. Granter 
further covenants with Grantee that Grantee shall enjoy the same without any loss or disturbance, and 
that Granter and all persons having or acquiring any interest in the Property through or for Grantor will, on 
demand, execute and deliver to Grantee any further assurances of the same as may be reasonably 
required. 
This Deed Is made as a result of the request of Granter and Is made of Its free and voluntary act 
without undue influence or coercion from Grantee or any other party. At the time of the execution of this 
Deed, Grantor believes that the Indebtedness secured by the Mortgage does exceed the lair market value 
of the Property. Grantee shall have the option and right to defer recording this Deed if It so elects until 
such time as it deems appropriate. 
Granter does hereby irrevocably waive, surrender, convey, and relinquish any equity of 
redemption and statutory rights of redemption whatsoever which Granter may now or hereafter have in 
and lo or concerning the Property, and acknowledges that this Deed is not executed by virtue of any 
misrepresentation of Grantee, Its agents, attorneys, or any other person, The warranties and 
representations made by Granter as herein set forth are for the protecUon of Grantee and all other parties 
who hereafter acquire an Interest in the Property and shall be binding upon the respective heirs, trustees, 
beneficiaries, executors, and assigns of Grantor. 
The execution, dellvery and performance of this Deed, (i) has been duly aulhorized and does not 
require the consent or approval of any governmental body or other regulatory authority or any other 
person or entity, and (ii) is not in contravention of or in conflict with any law or regulation, and (iii) is 
enforceable against Grantor, Borrower and Guarantors, in accordance with the terms herein. Further, 
John Scherer and Charles Holt represent and warranty that they have sole authority to enter into this 
Deed on behalf of Borrower and execute the documents in conformance thereof. 
Grantor acknowledges and agrees that the acceptance by Grantee of title to the Properly shall 
not create any oblfgations on the part of Grantee and/or its assigns to third parties that may have clalms 
of any kind whatsoever against the Grantor. No person not a party to this Deed shall have any "third 
party beneficiary'' status or other rights hereunder. 
DATED eflective the-o[ day of 6'""171= , 2014. 
man dealing with his sole and separate property 
NON•MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 





ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 65. 
County of Blaine J) \-
On this --2i._ day ol ~. 2014, before me, ~\N\.!l-'!. 2.._ la.s IL\ , a Nolary 
Public in and lor said stale, personally appeared JOHN SCHERER, known or Identified to me to be the 
person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing Instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed 
the same. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
} ss. 
County al Blaine b ) 
On thls :r day o! ~f;o; 4, before me, ~~ Q__ \ p..4, L\ , a Notary 
Public in and for said slate, personally appeared CHARLES HOLT, known or ldantified to me to be the 
person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed 
\he same. 
!N WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto se 
year in this certificate first above written. 
,,,,., .... ,,,--.,._ 
,.,.,"' \,AS.l(f •~#., _ ....... ~ ,q...•......... '..-..,, 
.i~ ,.. .... ~ 
~~( t-,.RY •.If.'::, l-i: ~ ,. '= .. ..., • .,,_o , • • = .... -· CJ : = .. • ~ ~ •O: 
'i ' "o" :::i:;: ~ .i,... p\.l : "'; 
alii)(?d my official seal the day and 
f ?l:: 
' ••.. . ... -~ i 
NON-1\iitij~•~N-c\EU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 
NOTICE of:tWM~~~l: REDEMPTION R\GHTS · 3 
409~6,0058-5273742 .5 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this~ day or ~y 2014, before me, ~IMR~ iZ.. Li,4 . a Notary 
Public in and for said State, personally appeared JOHN SCHERER, known or identified to me to be a 
member of WATERFORD PARTNERS Ill, LLC. or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of 
said limited liability company and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company executed the 
same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. I have hereunto set my hand and allixed my official seal the day and 
year in this certificate first above written. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine J ) 
On this~ day of~ 2014. before me, ~<. "Q_l:,.~\:_.t . a Notary 
Public in and for said Slate, personally appeared CHARLES HOLT, known or identified to me to be a 
member of WATERFORD PARTNERS Ill, LLC, or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of 
said limited liability company and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company executed the 
same. 
NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 





An undivided 7.5/289ths or 2.595% of the water rights appurtenant to the following described 
lands situate in Blaine County, Idaho, to wit 
All in Township 1 North, Range 19 East, B.M.: 
In Section 6: NE1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 6 in lhe NWi/4SWi/4, Government Lot 7 in the 
SW1/4SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SE1/4 
In Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4NE1/4, SE1/4NEif4, NE1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NW1/4, NE1'4SE1/4 
and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said waler rights are described In five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Repor1s each entitled "Idaho 
Department ol Water Resources Recommended Water Rights Acquired Under State Law" relating to the 
water rights summarized, in part, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCE OF POINT OF ACRES QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED OFWATER 
NUMBER 
37•481C described Big Wood SW1/4NW1/4, Seo. 289 3.014 CFS 
above River 36T2N, R18E (cubic lee\ per 
second) 
37-577BT descrbed Big Wood (same) (same) 2.200 CFS 
above River 
37-482H described Big Wood (same) (same) 3.012 CFS 
above River 
37·4B3C described BlgWoOd {same) (same) 15.086CFS 
above River 
37·2630 described Ground water NW1/4NW1/4SW1/4 (same) 3.750 CFS 
above Sec. 6, T1N, R19E 1,011.50 AP( 
(acre/feet per 
year) 
Water Right No. 37·2630 (ground water} is based on a License. The olher four (4) water rights 
a.re based on court Decrees. 
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STAB OP U,ARO Tnwfer No.____.]____._7 ...... 8:..._._7_..8"...___ 
DEPAJl'l'MENTOFWATD.RESOORCIS R f!o, 
a;CEJVeo 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST 
TO BE SUBMITTED VVITH APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER APR 2 0 2012 
Cheek wlletlaer each Hem below i- «lloclltd (Yts) or IU1t qpllcllble (NIA) for tb pn,poaed transfer. 
Yea NIA • Meas 1ho Item is nJma JDlliDld imd must be fncJudod wiCh 1bo app1kation. 
l2J • O:lmpleted Application fbr TnmsferofWater Riptbm, Part 1. 
121 • SJpalure of appliDam(s) or applioant•a aulborized tejiill86i.datiYe on Applk:ation fbr Tnmsmr Part 1. Includo evicllmco of 
authority labeled Atbtduoent #3 (w below) if afpod by zepesenlatite. 
Ill • ~ fbr'Inmsfer Part 2A. Attach a Part 2A report describing eaola water right in 1he 1rlnafar as cmmrtly nicordod. 
IZJ C Complotemid attadla Appllcadon ibrl'nmsfer ~28 ii[eadlwaler riabtfurwhich l!llY apmtiqn is proposed to bedim!gcd 
through dos transfer appllcatioo. 
IZ1 • Application fbr 'l'nnsfar Part 3A is always required (Ne Attachmcot #7a below); Paris 3B and 3C must ho comploted fur transfer 
IJlP}k:alions proposing to ctbaoge the blblN) of ue of the water .riahl(1) or pmposing c-.,. to aupp1ancmJ. right(a). 
IZI • c.orrect tee submitted with transfer application foan. (fee schedule ii 011 websibs and lnatmcdons fur application ftlr transfer.) 
Attadunmtl to Appllcatioa - Label each '"'9WPmt u,jth thr f9l'rn!IP900jna: nmpJw: shown below as Attachmeot #t-9. 
□ (a #1 If the applicmat ls a buaineu, partnership, orpnir.adon, or~ and 1ml oummtly ill~ in the State of Idaho II a 
businest oadty. attacb do•mmenmtio'l fdentUYiug officers aul:borized to sign or ec:t on behalf of right holder. (SeePart 1.) 
a IZI #la Water Ript.ownmhip documeafation ifno,t. records do not lbow 1be tnmsfilr applicant. the cunmt water rfabt owner. 
Additioaal tee(s) RqUired fur wablr' right owncnhip changes; see fee~ 
□ 121 #2b If the owtmhip oftbe was ript wm change as a resu1t of tho proposed 1raadl'to a new p1ace of uso_ IUach documentation 
showing 1aad atd water right ollffllDhip at tho new pJaoe of uso. Include documeatadon for all a:ffectecUand and 0Wl1el(s). 
A&fitfooal fec(I) ffllUiml :tbr wablr' ri&ht ownership c&anges; ae &e schedule. 
IZJ C #3 Documentation of authority to make the change if the applicant is not the water right owner. 
C la "' Power ot AUDnJoy or doaauntadon providing authority to sian or act on t11o appticmt~, behalf. (See Pmt 1,> 
□ It.I #5 If the transfer applbtion pnipoaes to change1hc p.,int of divcnion fbr a Wltclr right aft'ecciat the '3ufllm ~ Plain Aquifer 
{ESPA), 8Uacb 1he l'8IIUlts of ID BSPA ana1yais and a dtalled mitigation plan to ofliret lily depictions to bydraullcally 
comiectld neebes of the Saab River. mPA transfer apnadshecrt and model arid Jahelccl c::ella arc availlhle on the 
Deparlmem"• web1ite at bqp;UwwwJdwr.i41ho,&SW/WpyMpaarnmi/WffrrRilbg{WMli~ !Jtm 
□ It) #6 Notarimd statemcmt of agreement or & statement OD official letterhead signed by an authorized reprwatadve :ftom each lien. 
holderG'odxr emity with financial iatenst in the waterrighi(a) or land affilc:ted. by tt. proposed tmasftr. (See Part 1.S.c.) . 
IZI • #'Ta Attach a map idendfying 1116 propoecd pomt(s)of dJversfon. pllce(a) ofusc, ad__. diversion md dfstribud.on SJ8trm details 
as described on the application. lnolude lepl description labels, If only a portion of the right is pmposod to be changed, 
,.,. idcnlu;y 1bc currmt locadon of the part of the existing rlght(a) proposed to be cbanpd. (See Part 3A.) 
ll.l □ #7b If the tnmsfer appliCltioo poposai to cbaap 1he plaee or purpoae of uso of an frrigation right ldlacll a Cleographic In1bmudon 
Syaeem(GIS) ahape J:ile. or an Mrial photo or odi« imtp dearly delineating the locfdion mid cxtelt of oxisting act'eS and 
cbaap to the place ofuae. 
□ IZJ #Ill If the tnmafor appliGal:ion proposes to duqe the mdmO ofuo or period OfUIO fbr ~ or IDOl'D righll, {l:OVfdo ~11 
deacribloa tho extmt ofhiabic bmaficial use fur the water rigba proposed to be 1zalJSfa1ad ..nd docmnemt how enlargement 
will be .voided. (Sec Part 3B.) AddiCiooa1 lee required fiir proposod chmtpt to nature ofue; 1C10 &It! schedule. 
□ □ & Ifthc 1rDfer applicadon Jl.'OPOHII to cbamge the place of use of asupplcaloatal irripdan rlabt, provide docwnentation 
reprdiagthchimicuseoftheaupplcmmialright(1)andavailalriJityorteliabiUtyofthepriamyri&fd{s)bemgmppJemcnccd. 
both befbre and after the proposed clump. (Sec Part 3C.) 
□ W #9 Otha-. Please deamibc: Agreement To Transfar Place of Use of water RIQhtB 
Ex;-rn3lT_=Z~f--
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Page __ 1 __ of __ 17 __ 
Transfer No. _ _,,·7w ..... 7~~-7 ..... &'....__ 
RECElVED 
Sf ATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
APR 2 3 2012 APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART1 
DEPT. Of WATER RESOURCES 
Name of ~~...:..R::;::::a~nch::::.:J.-1 L::::L:::.:::C:;,___ ______________ Phone 208-786-3978 
Mailing address P.O. Box 3322, Hailey, ID 83332"3' 
I 
Email justinflood75@hotmail.com 
CJ If applicant is not an individual and not registered to do business in the, State oflde.ho, attach documentation identifying officers 
authorized to sign or act on behalf of!he applicant. Label it Attaclunent #1. 
Cl Attach water right ownership documentation if Department records do not show the transfer applicant as the current water right owner. 
Label it Attachment #la. 
□ If the ownership of the water right will change as a result of the proposed transfer to a new place of use, attach documentation 
showing land and water right ownership at the new place of use. Include documentation for alt affected land and owner(s). Label it 
Attachment #lb. 
Cl Attach documentation of authority to make the proposed change if the applicant is not the water right owner. Label it Attachment#3. 
Provide contact information below if a consultant, attorney, or any other person is representing the applicant in this transfer process. 
Cl No Representative 
Name of Representative '--'Al=bert...::;..;...;.P ..... ,::;.Ba=rk.:.c:.e=r _________________ Phone 206-336-0700 
Mailing address P.O. Box 2139, Boise, ID 83701-2139 Email a[Jt?@idahowaters.com 
OR 
OR 
Cl Send all correspondence for this application to the representative and not to the applicant. 
m Send original correspondence to the applicant and copies to the representative. 
C The representative may submit infonnation for the applicant but is not authorized to sign for the applicant. 
C The representative is authorized to sign for the applicant. Attach a Power of Attorney or other documentation providing authority to 
sign for the applicant and label it Attachment #4. 
I hereby assert that no one will be injured by the proposed changes and that the proposed changes do not constitute an 
enlargement in use of the original right(s). The information contained in this application is true to the best of my knowledi::e, I 
understand that any willful misrepresentations made in this application may result in rejection of the application or cancellation 
~ignature of Applfoant or Authorized Representative 
Signature of Applicant or Authorized Representative 
~1/,i///:// s; 7?_;-r'f;;-,/J .:?/ 
Print Name and Title if applicable 




A. PURPOSE OF TRANSFER 
l. C Change point of diversion 
C Change nature of use 
CJ Add diversion point(s) 
CJ Change period of use 
tzl Change place of use CJ Other _______________ _ 
2. Describe your proposal in nanative form. including a detailed description of non-irrigation uses to Justify amounts transferred (i.e. 
number of stock. etc.), and provide additional explanation of any other items on the application. Attach additional pages if necessary and 
label it Part tA.l.8Pf)licant desires to create a pemissible place of use for the 380-acre parcel, known as Belle Ranch for 




2 of ___ 1..;...7_ 
STATE OIi' IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT Ol'WATBll RIS01JRCES 
c·· 
APPLICA 110N FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART 1 Continued 
DESCRIPTION OF RIGHTS AfllB. lME REQUESTED CHANGES. F THE RIGKl'S ARE BEING SPLIT, DESCll8E 
PORTIONS TO BE CHANGED AS THEY WOULD APPEAR Afilll THE REQUESTED CHANGES. 
}. Bilb&Nmnlm Amount Nnoflla Period safllll Sowcet.IrQ>utaa 
lcti/ac-8) 
AllOJ'Plrt 
□ m 37-117 0.128cf8 lrriaatign 4/15 to 1001 . Bia Woad RMll"/Malad RMI' 
□ IZI 37-418C o.038cra • • to 
II " 
□ m 37-419C 0.02cfa • • to " " 
□ 121 37-501D 0.018da • • to " • 
□ lZI 37-8848 o.gS!f! " • to • n 
□ m 37-8851 0.03cf9 • II to " " 
□ m 37-ee&G 0.04cfs " • to " " 
□ 121 ·37-887L o.oecr. n N to " II 
□ m 37-7391 0.11a era " 411 to 11/1 Groundwatar (Contd Exh A} 
Total a.utborbled underriahts 59.022 cliaad/or a.>ft 
2. TOIBI amount ofwaterpn,posed to be tnuCerred or dmpd 1.154 c:ahic feet per second ud/or mo-lid per 11111111111, 
3. Poim(a) o(Divcnioa: 
C No chanps to poin.1(a) of div .. ian a pmpoaod-daci 1b1Jawina crhalt ii, lbniin IIIDt completcd. (Procc:ed to #4.) 
□ AU8dl Bumm Saab Plain Aquimr lllalyafa lftbia tlal1lfer proposes to dumge a point of divenion affecting die P.SPA. 
Lahel it Auadullmt #5, 
Nn, 
Lot % % ¼ lee Twp Ria Count, Soun:e l..oclJ 1111118 or tag I ? 
No SW NW 38 2N 18E BLAINE BIG 'tNOOD RIVER 
No NW NW SW 8 1N 19E BLAINE GROUND WATER 
4. Place of 111e: (Jf iniptioa, Identity with numbc,r of BCl'8 irrigmd per ¼ ¼ trad..) 
□ No dump to place of UN an, pn,poaed-tbo 1bDowing chart la 1h.-e1bre not completed. (Proccicid to #5.) 
1wp Age Sac 
NE¼ NWV.. IWYa SEY• Acre 
NE NW 8W • NE NW - IE NI ---NE NW - 8E TOIIIIB 1N 1SE> 6 39 35 14 40 39 187 
1N 1SE 7 «I 38 39 28 B 40. 21 213 
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Sl'AU OW IDAHO 
DEPARTMENTOJWATEllDSOUllCU 
( 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART 1 Continued 
5. Oer.tcn1 Iaibrmation: 
a. Desc:ribo Ibo mmpha divenlon sysran. iDcludina .w you will accommodate a measuring c1evioo and lockable controllina wmb 
shoulddlcyben,quin,dnow orinthefidme:..__ ____________________ _ 
Bia Wood River rights 819 deliverad via the District 45 canal to the pdrt of diversion. Groundwater rights diverted from 
wall located atNWNWSWSectian 8, T.1N. R.19E. 
b. Who owns.the property at the point(1)of divW'lioa?.!.:Applicantcc::'==--------------------'~ 
If ok tbao. tbe applicant, dacribe the ammpment enabling the applicant 10 ac:m11 the property fortbe cliwnioD synem: 
c. Are the lands tiom whk:b you propose to tramfer1ho water ript subject to any lions. deeds oftruat, mor1pps, or contracll? 
u,-, C AtlBcll a notari7.od Btatmmt fiom the holderoftbo Hen. deed oftnllt, mortpge or oontract 8grNiug to 1he proposed 
changes on ofBcial lellem.ead lisned by an authorisd npmmtaliw. Label itAtaaclunmt "'· List the name of tho entity •d type of 
lien: _______________________________ _ 
It la the applicant's naponsibility to provide notice to llm bolder. trmlee. mortpaor, or contract holder of tho proposed clqmgcis that 
may impact .or ehaogc the vaJuo of tho wat&I' rig1ds or atfeclld nal property. Any miarepruentatio of legal ent:um1nnco on thla 
application may .-ult In n.)ection of tho application or oanoelladon of 111 appmval. 
d. Ducribo the aft'oc:t OD the land now irripicd if the place orJIUIPOIO ofuso is chmlged plUllmdto Ilda tnnsfir. 
20.7 acres in Sactians 30 and 31, T.1N, R.19E, will be dried up under those rigJa baing spit .lherawiN be no ownerahlp 
change in the rtghta being aplil See allached Apl'88ffllnt to Tranaf'ar Place of I.Jae of water Rights. 
o. Dmcnne the use of uy other wamrript(a) fbr ~ smne puq,ose or laud. or tile ama diversion aymn as rilhl(■) proposed to bci 
1l'alllferred at both the mating and propoBCd aJC)int(s) of diver■ion and place(s) use: 
37-1158: 37-577N'; 37-888H; 37-867M; 37-2858; 37•7845 
, f. To your knowledge. basfm any portion of the water riaht(s) propolled to be dwlpcl: 
Y• Ne 
C El undargone a period of fiw or mom eonseculive yem ofnoa-use. 
□ IZJ omrmtly leaud to die W_. Supply Bank, 
□ IZJ cmnmtly used in amidption plan limiting the UN of water IDlderthe right, or 
□ @ CIIRIDdy cnmlled bl a Federal IClt-lllicle JR1Dmi limiting the use of WIiier under the riglm? 
u,-.dellcribe:. _____________________________ _ 
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DEPARTMENT OlP W.AT&llBBSOIJllCES 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2 
A. DESCRIPTION OF RIGHT(S) AS RECORDED 
For c;agh,.. ript lilded iDPart lB.l oftbo appUcadon. ldladl a Part2.A n:pmtobtaincd fium my Departnmt office or fiom the 
Department'• website@lggp:/lwww.idp t4@bn.10v/. Wm Kight TrllDlfm. Stap 1. · 
ID8Clt Part 2A reports hdu 1he applicaticm. tbDowitt& Part 1. 
B. IP ONLY A PORTION OF TIE RIGHT' 18 PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE THE PORTION BEING CHANGED 
AS IT APPEARS BEFORE 1HE REQUESTED CHANGES 
IZI Complete and auaah om copy of Part 2B tbr each right fur which only a portion is proposed to be dumpl. Iftbe mtirc right Is 
f.dopoaed ID bf! cnimpd. l'art 28 ii not applicable. Acldldonal copies of1he Put 2B Imo em be obtained :lium any Dapar1maat office 
or ftom the Department'• webaite @hUp;//www,jdpp; j4,hp119y/. W• ltipt 'liansfers,, Siep 3, or Water RigbtFonns, Cbaaaa in 
Use. 1..-t complmd Part2B forms iJdo the appBcatkm mllowiog Part 2A ofthe umo watwril,bt. 
RlptNumbar: SEE ATTACHED 
1. IIDIOUDt ____ mlac-ft)fbr; ______ -_pmposcsfiom ______ to _____ _ 
amount ______ fbr purpousfiom to ____ _ 
81D011Dt ______ for pmpolOllfiom to ____ _ 
IID.ount ______ tbr pmpoeeahm to ____ _ 
amount ______ fbr purpoaesfiom. to ____ _ 
amount ______ i,r purpoeeairoaa to ____ _ 
amoum ______ mr purpoafium to ____ _ 
amouat ______ 1,r purpoammm to ____ _ 
2. Landi inipted or pJace ofue: (If Irrigation. idmtUy with nwnbel'of lCIIIII irripled por ¼¼tract.) 
1wp Age Sec 
NE¼ NWY, SW% SE¼ Acre 
NE NIii' -IE! NE NW 8W 8E - NW aw 8& IE -- SE Tolals 
TolalACNII (tbrlniplion 090) ____ _ 
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Sl'AUOJ IDAIIO 
DKPAIUM&NT Of WAT&B.RISOVRCES 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART3 
A. PLAT IIAP (SN Part SA of lnalruc:llona for applladlon for tnlnllfw for camplale requlnNnenla.t 
IZI Attadl a IJl8P oftbe diversion, meaauromeat, COllbo~ and distribution systmn. Label it Mtadmmttfla. 
ID lf1ho transfer application proposos to chanp tho pla orpmpms of uao of an iniplioo riabt auach.a Geographic 1Dmrmation System 
(OJS) ape tile, or• lllrial photo or oth• imago c1-rly dllineating the location ad IIXbmlof exiaing 1Gn11 and changes 1D tho pl■co 
of11& Libel it Attldaentflb. If tho place ofuaa cmnmdy ommsts of a penni.lliblc place ofuso, then die aaacbmmd is not 
requnct lftbo application ccmtains a clw llhltolDeDt that the bouadadoa 1br tho plaoo of use are not propoaocl 10 bo cllanpd by the 
transfer and the 1otal llll1llbor of inigatad acres witbln die plaoe of uao bo1bre and aftw the tnmafcr ia claady stated. 
B. CHANGES IN NATURE OF U8E (Walat Balancet 
C If you propose to ohaoge tho nature ofuao orpc,rioclofuse of.U or part of tho rigldl(a) listed in 1biupplicalion. attach documeatation 
deafblng the extmtofhislorlc bemficial 111C ofdlD portion of die rlghf(a) pmposed to be changed. A1lo attach documentatioD 
llhowiJJa thal 1ho portion of tho righl(1) to be c1umpd will not be enlarged in nte. wtumo. or conaumptiw 11811hmuah 11lo propmcd 
change. Label it AUacfnwat -.. 
C. PLACE OF USE CHANGES TO SUPPLEMENTAL IRRIGATION RIGHTS 
121 If you propose to chln&e tho p1aco ofuao of a aupplomeatel iaiplion right.11111\Wrbelow ml llllaclt mpportiDg documentation. 
Label it Attllelunmt#lb. 
Deacribo bow tho supplemental --rights .have beCll med blllorlcally In mqjuncdon with otbswater riptB at the ailill& place of 
111G. Deecribo the time diring tlloirrigalioa NUOll that theauppl11118111al riplS haw beon -- lndudo in1brmadon about the 
availability or tetiahility of tho primary right(•) being supplfllDlldmd, both bmn and dlll' 1ho change. Iftho applicant is ~mg 1D 
cmnp ■ supplemental irrigation right to a primmy ript, pn,vide the iafiJrmatica n,qaind on Part 3B above.: 
water rtghte 37-7858B and 37-7858 819 supplemental gRJUndwater rtghla aubject ta the followlng condltiQns: "The rights 
Hated below a1& limllllcl ta a total combined d1verafon rate of 11.98 era. Combined right Nol.:37-2856, 37-7845, 37-7858B 
and 37-7868. If the aurface wat• rights appurtenant to lhe place of uee are 101d, lranlferrad, lealed or uaed on any olhar 
place of uae, this right to divert ground waler shall not be uaed without an approved transfer pursuant 10 Section 42-222, 
Idaho Code, or approval of the Department, I a lranafar 18 not reqund. The rtght holder ahall maka fuD beneficial uaa of al 
surface water "Ghia avallable to the right hold• for inigallan of 1he lands aulhorfzed to be Irrigated undar Ihle right. The 
right holder lhaU llmit the diversion of gn,und water ll1der 1h11 right ID thole times when the surface wats supply le not 
available or the surface water supply le net l'NIOl18bly aufflclent to lrrlgale the place of uaa uhorlzed under thla right." 
FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY 
Traasfercontaina / 7 ,..*...........,.., 
Received by ~ Date 1120 .L. PKUm. Check by ~ Date 1,/Jok I+ 
Foe Paid wa. DD Date .L Rwipted by * RwipttJ.,_YDixsn, 





Part 111-1 (C,pt'd.) 
Water Rlpt AmoDDt Use li'l'OIII To Scnpe 
37-76S8B 0.134 cfs " " " " 
37-78S6 0.02cfs " 4/1 · 11/1 Groundwater 
37-481C 3.014cfs " 4/15 10/31 Big Wood River 
37-482H 3.012 cfs " " " " 
37-483C 15.086cfs " " " " 
37-577BT 2.20cfs " " " " 
37-2630 3.7S cfs " " " Groundwater 
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APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
F ONLY A PORTION OF lllE RIGHT 18 PROP08ED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE THE PORTION BEING CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
121 Complelll 111111 attlCb.one copy of Put 2B mr Ol9b ript mrwhich only a p0dion i1 proposed to be changed. 
Right N11n1bcr. 37-117 
l. amount 0,128 cfs (cti/ac-ft) fur ln1aa1lan pnpo90I from -411§ to 1001 
amount for purpDICII :&om to 
amount tbr purpDICII :&om to 
lllllOllllt for pmpowftom to 
mnount fbr pmpousfrom to 
amount fiJr pmpafiom to 
amount tbr pmpowfiom to 
amount b papowfiom 10 
2. Landi b:ripted or placD of 1110: (If irriptimJ. idemUy with number of acres hrlpted per ¼ ¼ tnct.) 
Twp Rga Sac 
NE% NW% awv. IE¼ Acrll 
NI NW - IE NE -1W 8B NE NW aw 8E NE NW 8W * Tatals 1N 19E 30 4 3 1 8 
1N 19E 31 1 5.7 6.7 
Total AcrD1 (forirription U8D) __ _:1~4•:.:,..7 __ 
724 of 2064
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STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENTOF WATU RESOURCES 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSPER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY A POR'T10N OF THE RIGHT IS PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED. DESCRIBE THE PORTION BEING CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEF()RE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
IZI Complete and attub._one copy of Put 2B I! ffQb riahi for wbioh only a portion is proposed to be ohi:oged. 
R.iahtNumbcr: 37-418C 
l. amount g,038 cfs (cfs/ac-ft) for lnjgatio{! pul'JJOSC$ from 4/1§ to 1Q{31 
amount fur pmpoaes from to 
baunt fur urposes from to 
amount fur purposes from to 
amount 1br purposes from to 
amount ror PU1'pOIClfrom to 
amount fi:>r purposes fiom to 
amount fur purpoaesftom 10 
2, Lands irrigated or place of m,e: (If irrigation. idcntif.y with number of acres frriglted per ¼ ¼ tract.) 
1wp Re• Sec NEY• 
HWY, SW¼ SE¼ Acre 
NI NW aw 86 NE NW 8W ae NE NW aw SE NI NW SW IE Tolala 
1N 19E 30 4 3 7 






STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPAR'DDNTOF WATERDSOURCIS 
( 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY A PORTION OF THE RIGHT 18 PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE 1HE PORTION BEING CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
121 Complete and atfach one copy of Part 2B fur ph ril!bt tbrwhich only a portion ii proposed to be changed. 
RiptNmnbs: 37-4190 
1. amount Q.02 cl's (cJi/ac-ft) for lrrlgdgn purposesftom 4115 ., 10/31 
amo1mt fi>r pmpoaeafiom to 
amount mr DUIJI08el fioom to 
amount 1br purpoees from to 
amount fbr purposeamm to 
amount fbr pwposeaftum to 
amount fbr purposea nan to 
amount tbr purp0IICS ma to 
2. Lands irrigatod or placo ofuac: (If irrigation. idalltify with nwnber of acm irrlptcd per¼ ¼ tract.) 
Twp Ru• See 
NE¼ NW¼ awv.. BE¼ Acre 
NE NW 8W -NI! NW - • - NW - I& - NW 1W 8E Totale 1N 19E 30_ 4 3 7 
' 
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STATE OIi' IDAHO 
·DEPARTMSNTOJ WAT&ll JIESOtJlla.8 
( 
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APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY A PORTION OF THE RIGHT IS PROPOSED 10 BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE THE PORTION BEING CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE.REQUESTED CHANGES 
IZI Complete and at1Bch one copy of Part:2B b:wb rim¢ furwhidi. only a pOrtion is pmpoaad to be dumgcd. 
RJshtNumber: 37-5010 
1. IDlOUDt 0.018 cfs (c&/ao-ft) fbr lniaallon pmpowfiom 4115 fiO 10/31 
amount fur purposes fiom to 
amount :lbr purp0ICI &om 10 
amount fix purpow :6:om to 
amount fur purposes fiom 1D 
amount fix purpolOI fi(m to 
amount fur purposes fiom fiO 
amount fur urpoaea ii'om to 
2. Lands irrlpted. or place ofuso: (If inipdon. iclenti(y with aumbar of lCIN irripladpor ¼ ¼ tract.) 
1wp Ra• Sec 
NE¼ NW¼ SW¼ IE¼ Acre 
NE NW 8W 8E NE NW -88 NI! NW 1W -NE - 1W 81!!. TOlale 1N 19E 30 4 3 1 8 
1N 19E 31 1 5.7 6.7 
. 
Tofal Acres (fur irrigation 11111) __ ...:.14..;.;;•.;_7 _ 
727 of 2064
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STAff or IDAHO 
DEPARTMBNTO:r WATERRISOURCIS 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
F ONLY A PORTION OF THE RIGHT IS PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE THE PORTION BEING CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
Ill Complete and atblCh one copy of Part 2B tbr each rigt for which only a portion is proposod to he changed. 
Right Number: 37-8848 
1. amount 0.00§ cfs (cfa/ac..ft) tbr lntaallon purposel :&um ~1§ to 10/31 
IIIDOUld mr pmpoaesfi'om to 
amount tbr pmpow:lhm to 
amount mr pmposes mm 10 
amouat :lbr pmpowfrom to 
IIDOUDl for pmpoaea from to 
amount tbr pmpowiom to 
amount ibr purposes fiom 10 
2. Lands irrigated or pm ofme: (If irripdon. idmti(y with munbcr of acrea irripted per¼ ¼ tract.) 
Twp Rge Sec 
NE¼ NWY, SW¼ SE¼ Acre 
NE NW - IE - NW -81! NE NW &W IE NE NW 8W -Totals 1N 19E 30 4· 3 1 8 
1N 19E 31 1 6.7 6.7 
Total Aores (ibr irrigation uae) __ ....;;1 __ 4.__ 7 _ 
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APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY A PORTION OF THE RIGHT IS PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE THE P0R110N BEING CHANCIED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
IZI Campi• and auadlrm copy of Part 2B fin; Pl9b :ri,ht fbrwbfdt only a portion is prap,scd to be clumpd. 
Right Number: 37-8851 
1. amount g,g3 cf8 (cfs/ac-:ft) fbr lrrlaatlon puq,om fi'om 411§ 1iO 10/31 
amount for pmpowuum to 
amount ibr pmpowftmn to 
amount for pmpowftom to 
amount for pucp0111fium to 
ammmt fur pmpc,. fi'om to 
amount ibr purposeamn to 
amount 1br pOlpOIClium to 
2. Lands Irrigated or placo ofwie: (If urigatiou, idmtify with number of acn:s iniplecl per ¼ ¼ 1rlal.) 
Twp Rae Sec NEY• 
NW¾ SW¼ SE¼ Acre .. NW aw -NI NW - Ill! NE ---.. NW SW IE Totals 1N 19E 30 4 3 1 8 
1N 19E 31 1 5.7 6.7 
Total Acres (ibr frription use) __ -"14..:.:•:.a..7 __ 
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APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY' A PORTION OF THE RJGHT 18 PROPOSED TO SE CHANGED. DESCRIBE THE PORTION BEING CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
m Completo and altach one copy of Part 2B iut each right fur whlcb oaly a portion is proposed to be changed. 
Right Number: 37-6§§0 
1. amount O.Q!lcfs (cfiuac..ft) fur lrriation pmposos from ~j~ to 10/3j 
amount fur pmposmfrom 1o 
amount for purposea llOlll 1o 
amount for pwpoafiom to 
amount fur purposes from · to 
amount fur purposes ftom 1o 
amowu for purposes ftom to 
amount fur pmpososfivm to 
2. Lands irrigated or placo ofuso: (If inigadon. identify with number of acres inipted pa- ¼ ¼ tract.} 
Ree Sec 
NE¼ NW¼ SW¼ SE¼ Acre Twp 
NI! NW 8W SE NI! NW SW 8E NE NW SW IE NE NW SW 8E Totals 
1N 19E 30 4 3 1 8 
1N 19E 31 1 5.7 8.7 
Total ADR!S (fur irrigation UB0) __ _.;1c...:.;4.:..;;_7 _ 
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STATE OIi' IDAHO 
DEPARTMENTOPWATERRESOlJB.CES 
APPUCA TION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY A POR110N Of THE RIGHT IS PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED, DE8CRl8E nlE PORTION BEING CHANGED Al IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUl!STEO CHANGES 
IZI Complete and IIUam one copy of Put 2B fbr a;h rjaht :tbr whim ooly a portion ia proposed to be changed. 
Rijht Numbcr..37::MZL 
1. amount o.oe ors {cf!i/ac-ft) fur lniaatlon p!DpOIC8 from gj~ to 1001 
amount fur pmposc:s from to 
amount for pmpoaeafium to 
amount mr purposes fnJlll to 
amount for plJlpCl8CS from to 
amount for purposes from to 
amount for purposes from 1D 
amount fur purpoaesfi'om 1D 
2. Lands inigatod or place or use: ([f irrigation, identify wi1h nwnbm: of acte11 irrigated per ¼ ¼ traet.) 
NE¼ NW¼ SW¼ SEY. Acre Twp Roa Sec JM 8W ae -NW 8W 8E NI NW 8W • NE NW SW 8& Total9 NE 1N 19E 30 4 3 1 8 
1N 19E 31 1 5.7 6.7 
TocalA.cnli (for hriga&nuae) __ 1_4_.7 __ 
731 of 2064
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APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY A PORTION OF THE RIGHT IS PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE THE PORTION BEING CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
121 Comp)eta and attach one copy of Part 2B jbr wb right :lbrwhiGh only a portion is proposed to be chanpd. 
Right Number: 37-7391 
I. amount O:, 118 cfs (cfa/ac,,ft) fur lrrtg1t1on purporea iiom 4/1§ to 10/31 
Ulount fur pUrpOICI &om to 
amount for purposes &um to 
amount fur pmpowfmn to 
mn.ount fbr ~ fiom to 
IIIDOUllt fbr pmpoees&om to 
lmOWlt fbr pmJIO,NS fium to 
amount fbr puq,oaes from to 
2. Landa lrripted or place ofuae: (ff irrigation. identUy with aumber of acres inipted pllr ¼ ¼ tract.) 
Twp Rga Sec 
NE¼ NW¼ SW¼ SE¼ Acre 
Na NW aw II NE NW 1W -NI NW -IE NI! NW 1W 8B Totals 1N 19E 30 8.0 6.0 
Total Acns (fur irripdon use) __ ~6-=0 __ 
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STATE 01' WARD 
DBPAll'l'MENTO:r WATD RE801JRCIS 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY A PORTION OF THE RIGHT 18 PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE THE PORTION BEING CHANGED AS rr 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
121 ComplelD IIDd attadl ono copy of Plrt2B heeb riiJrt lbrwbichonly a portion is proposed to be clumpd. 
Right Number. 37-7858B 
I. IIIIOUBt 0.134cls (cii/.,..ft) fur ln1aallon purpowftom 411 10 11/1 
amount tor lllp08II :Imm 10 
IIDIOUDt :lbr pwpo11111iom 10 
amount ibr purpo80I &om to 
amount :lbr purpo1esiom 1D 
•ount 1br plllPOICllfium ID 
amount fur putpolllS fi'om to 
mnount ibr purJIOICII tium 1D 
2. Lands irriptod or place ofuac: (If iniption, ideolify with numb• of 1eR1S irrigated per ¼ ¼ tnct.) 
Twp Ra• Sec 
NE¼. NWY• SW¼ SE% Acre 
NE NW 8W 81 NI! NW - 8E NI! NW 8W 81!! NE NW 1W Iii Totals 1N 19E 31 1 5.7 6.7 
TOlal Acres (fur inipti.on ue) __ ..... 8=.7 __ _ 
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STATE OIi' mABO 
DEPARTMENTOll'WATERRUOURCU 
( 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY A PORTION OF ntE RIGHT IS PROP08ED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE TIE PORTION BBNG CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
IZI Complete and lltach one copy of Put 2B ibr wb d&Jd tbrwllich only a portion is proposad fD bo cbaged. 
Right Number: 37-7858 
1. amount 0.02cfs (afa/ac-ft) tbr !mgation purpolOlfiom 411 to 11/1 
amount fur purposes fiom to 
amount ti:ir purposes from ID 
amount tbr purpaael from to 
amount mr puqrm&om fD 
amount fur parpoasfiom ID 
amount fur purpow from to 
amount fill' pmpow from fD 
2. Lanell impled or place of use: (If lnigation. ldmtify with number of acns irrigated per ¼ ¼ tnct.) 
1\vp Rge Sac 
NE% NWY. SW¼ SE¼ Acre 
NE NW - .. NE NW -• NE NW 1W Bl NE - 8W IE Tolals 1N 19E 30 1 1 




AGREEMENT TO TRANSFER PLACE OF USE OF WATER RIGHTS 
This Agreement is made and entered into tlwr"1h-day of April. 2012 by and between 
John Fell Stevenson and Belle Ranch LLC, an Idaho LLC. 
WHEREAS, John Fell Stevenson ("Stevenson") is the owner of water rights listed on 
Exhibit A hereto ("Water Rights"). 
WHEREAS, the Water Rights are appurtenant to certain land in Blaine County, Idaho, 
and source of the water is either the Big Wood River or groundwater. 
WHEREAS, Belle Ranch LLC bas purchased certain property in Blaine County, Idaho, 
descnoed as Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, block 1 of Belle Ranch Subdivision, Instrument No. 563443. 
which covers 380 acres, more or less. 
WHEREAS, the property purchased by Belle Ranch has its awn separate water rights 
covering the place of use of289 acres. 
WHEREAS, Belle Ranch desires to increase the land under irrigation within the Belle 
Ranch place of use to approximately 310 acres. 
WHEREAS, Stevenson has additional water available under bis Water Rights which are 
available to be transferred to the Belle Ranch place of use. 
NOW, THEREFORE, for consideration of One Dollar ($1.00) and other good and 
valuable consideration, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, it is hereby agreed between 
Stevenson and Belle Ranch that those portions of the Water Rights described on Exhibit B hereto 
AGREEMENT TO TRANSFER PLACE OF USE OF WATERRIOHfS 
735 of 2064
( 
may be transferred under a transfer proceeding before the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
from the current piece of use to a place of use on the Belle Ranch property. 
Upon approval of the transfer by the Department of Water Resources, Belle Ranch shall 
be responsible for paying water assessments to Water District No. 37 and to Wood River Valley 
Irrigation District No. 45 for those portions of the Water Right that are put to use on the Belle 
Ranch property. 
The parties further agree that the portion of the Water Rights described in Exhibit B shall 
remain titled in the name of John Fell Stevenson and that John Fell Stevenson retains the right to 
seek approval of the Department of Water Resources for a subsequent transfer of these Exhibit B 
Water Rights at the discretion of John Fell Stevenson. 
Dated this /-rt'day of April, 2012. 
~.~ 
I ~bn FellStevenson 
Justin Stevenson, Managing Member 
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State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Southern Region, 1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200 • Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 • Fax: (208) 736-3037 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov 
May 11, 2012 
BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
RE: Transfer No. 77878 




Water Right No(s). 37-7391, 37-115G, 37-117, 37-1580, 37-418C, 37-419C, 
37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-5010, 37-577AP, 37-577BT, 37-597A, 37-6648, 
37-6651. 37-666G, 37-666H, 37-667L, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2630, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-76588, 37-7856 
Dear Applicant(s): 
The Department of Water Resources has received your water right transfer application. Please 
refer to the transfer number referenced above in all future correspondence regarding this 
transfer. 
A legal notice of the application has been prepared and is scheduled for publication in the 
IDAHO MOUNTAIN EXPRESS on 5116/2012 and 512312012. Protests to this application may 
be submitted for a period ending ten (10} days after the second publication (June 4, 2012). 
If the application is protested, you will be sent a copy of each protest. All protests must be 
resolved before the application can be considered for approval. If the protest(s) cannot be 
resolved voluntarily, the Department will conduct a conference and/or hearing on the matter. 
If the application is not protested, the Department will process your application and notify you of 
any action taken on the application. If your application is approved, the Department will send 
you a copy of the approval document. 






BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
ATTN ALBERT BARKER 
1010 W JEFFERSON STE 102 
PO BOX2139 
BOISE, ID 83701-2139 
742 of 2064
State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Southern Region, 1341 FUimore Street, Suite ZOO• Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 • Fax: (208) 736-3037 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov 
May 10, 2012 
KEVIN LAKEY 
WATER DISTRICT #37 
107 W 151 
SHOSHONE, ID 83352 
RE: Transfer No. 77878 




Water Right No(s): 37-7391, 37-115G, 37-117, 37-158D, 37-418C, 37-419C, 
37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-501D, 37-577AP, 37-577BT, 37-597A, 
37-664B, 37-6651, 37-666G, 37-666H, 37-667L, 37-667M, 37-8860, 37-2630, 
37-2656, 37-7645, 37-76588, 37-7856 
RE: Transfer No. 77879 
Water Right No(s): 37-833F, 37-8196 
Dear Mr. Lakey: 
A copy of the above referenced application is enclosed. Please review the 
application, then complete the enclosed recommendation form and return it to this 
office within 21 days of the date of this letter. 
If the application is approved, IDWR will include appropriate standard conditions of 
approval for a water right located within a water district, such as regulation by the 
watermaster, lockable controlling works, and/or measuring devices. Any special 
conditions or other concerns you have related to this application should be specifically 
addressed in your recommendation. 
IDWR's regional offices can finish reviewing an unprotested application as soon as the 
protest period has past. Your prompt response to this request will ensure that your 
recommendation can be considered. If IDWR has not received your written 
recommendation within 21 days from the date of this letter, IDWR will presume that 
you do not oppose approval of the application and that you have no comments for 







State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Southern Region, 1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200 • Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 • Fax: (208) 736-3037 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov 
May 10, 2012 
WOOD RIVER VALLEY IRRIGATION DISTRICT #45 
PO 8OX2233 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
RE: Transfer No. 77878 




Water Right No(s): 37-7391, 37-11 SG, 37-117, 37-158D, 37-41 BC, 37-419C, 37-481 C, 
37-482H, 37-483C, 37-501 D, 37-577AP, 37-5778T, 37-597A, 37-6648, 37-6651, 
37-666G, 37-666H, 37-667L, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2630, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-76588, 37-7856 
RE: Transfer No. 77879 
Water Right No(s): 37-833F, 37-8196 
Dear Interested Party: 
Attached are copies of one or more applications that may be of interest to you. Please 
contact the applicant(s) if you have concerns about the application(s). 
If you desire to file a formal protest against approval of the application(s), a written protest 
along with the $25.00 protest fee for each application protested must be received in this office 
by June 4, 2012. A copy of the protest(s) must also be sent to the applicant(s). 
Please contact this office at 208-334-2190 if you have any questions regarding the 








State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Southern Region, 1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200 • Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 • Fax: (208) 736-3037 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov 
May 10, 2012 
BASELINE CANAL CO 
C/O ROCKY SHERBlNE 
137 BASELINE RD 
BELLEVUE, ID 83313 
RE: Transfer No. 77878 




Water Right No(s): 37-7391, 37-115G, 37-117, 37-1580, 37-418C, 37-419C, 37-481C, 
37-482H, 37-483C, 37-501 D, 37-577AP, 37-577BT, 37-597A, 37-664B, 37-6651, 
37-666G, 37-666H, 37-667L, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2630, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-76588, 37-7856 
RE: Transfer No. 77879 
Water Right No(s): 37-833F, 37-8196 
Dear Interested Party: 
Attached are copies of one or more applications that may be of interest to you. Please 
contact the applicant(s) if you have concerns about the application(s). 
If you desire to file a formal protest against approval of the application(s), a written protest 
along with the $25.00 protest fee for each application protested must be received in this office 
by June 4, 2012. A copy of the protest(s) must also be sent to the applicant(s). 
Please contact this office at 208-334-2190 if you have any questions regarding the 









From: Buffington, Denise 
Sent: 
To: 
Thursday, May 10, 2012 11 :46 AM 
Idaho Mountain Express 
Subject: LEGAL NOTICE 
Attachments: Idaho Mtn Express Cover Letter.docx; Idaho Mtn Express Ad.docx 
Attached please find (1) legal notice being submitted for publication on May 16th & 23rd, 2012. Please contact 
me if you have any questions, or if you are not able to run the ad on the dates requested. 
Also, please note my new e-mail address listed below. I recently got married and have changed my name. If 
you have any trouble reaching me via e-mail, please call our office at (208) 736-3033. 
Thankyouinadvanc~ 
Denise Maline (formerly Buffington) 
Administrative Assistant 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
1341 Fillmore St, Ste 200 





May 10, 2012 
LEGAL NOTICE DEPARTMENT 
IDAHO MOUNTAIN EXPRESS 
PO BOX 1013 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
RE: Transfer No. 77878 
Water Right No(s): 37-7391, 37-1150, 37-117, 37-l 58D, 37-41 SC, 37-419C, 37-481 C, 3 7-482H, 
37-483C, 37-501D, 37-577AP, 37-577BT, 37-597A, 37-664B, 37-6651, 37-6660, 37-666H, 
37-667L, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2630, 37-2656, 37-7645, 37-7658B, 37-7856 
RE: Application For Permit No.(s): 37-22672 
Dear Legal Notice Department: 
Please publish the enclosed legal notice on the dates indicated ( once a week for two consecutive weekly 
issues). If you canoot publish the notice on the proposed dates, please contact us immediately. 
An affidavit of publication must be submitted to the Department along with the publication bill. Please 






The following application(s) have been filed to appropriate the public waters of the State of Idaho: 
37-22672 
WILLIAM R RA TL!FFE 
KATHLEEN L RA TLIFFE 
21165 SW K.ILLARNEY CT 
TUALATIN, OR 97062 
Point of Diversion L4(SWSWSW) S31 T02N Rl9E BLAINE County Source GROUND WATER Tributary 
Use: IRRIGATION 01/0l to 12/31 0,075 CFS 
Total Diversion: 0.075 CFS 
Date Filed: 12/23/20 I l 
Place Of Use: IRRIGATION 
T02N Rl9E S31 L4(SWSW) 
Total Acres: 4.4 
rt is proposed that the 0.10 cfs allowed diversion from the Big Wood River under water right 37-577BY with a priority of 
3-17-1883 be dedicated to mitigation, A portion of right 37-577BY (0,02 cfa) will continue to diverted into the Cove Canal 
for conveyance loss to users in the canal and the remaining portion (0.08 cfs) will not be diverted at the Cove Canal but left 
in the river to mitigate for the aquifer depletion attributable to this application, Note that right 37-577BY historically 
irrigated 5 acres at the site of this application. Also right 37-20450 for O 06 cfs with a priority of6-22-1978 diverted from 
ground water also irrigates the same 5 acres, 
NOTICE OF PROPOSED CHANGE OF WATER RIGHT 
TRANSFER l'iO. 77878 
BELLE RANCH LLC, PO BOX 3322, HAILEY, ID 83333 has filed Application No. 77878 for changes to the following 
water rights within BLAINE County(s): Right No(s). 37-7391, 37-1 I 5G, 37-117, 37-158D, 37-4!8C, 37-419C, 37-48 lC, 
37-482H, 37-483C, 37-50ID, 37-577AP, 37-577BT, 37-597A, 37-664B, 37-6651, 37-6660, 37-666H, 37-667L, 37-667M, 
37-886D, 37-2630, 37-2656, 37-7645, 37-7658B, 37-7856. The purpose of the transfer is to change a portion of the above 
rights as follows: Transfer proposes to move a total of20.7 acres and 0.65 cfs (0.38 cfs from the Big Wood River & 0.27 
cfs from groundwater) from portions of I I water rights, currently authorized for a combined diversion of 3 L96 cfs (21.34 
cfs from the Big Wood River & 10.62 cfs from groundwater) to another farm approximately 3-4 miles to the north, The 
north farm currently has five existing water rights with the combined diversion of27.06 cfs (23.31 cfs from the Big Wood 
& 3.75 cfs from groundwater) for the irrigation of289 acres. The north fann is also creating a permissible place of use of 
380 acres and will be limited to the irrigation of309,7 acres within. The groundwater will be diverted from an existing 
well; no new wells will be drilled. The approximate location of the north farm is l - 2.25 miles south of Bellevue and the 
south farm is 4 - 6 miles south of Bellevue, 
Pem1its will be subject to all prior water rights. for additional infonnation concerning the property location, contact 
Southern Region office at (208) 736-3033; or for a full description of the rights &/or proposed transfer, please see 
www.idwr.idaho.gov/apps/Ex.tSearch/WRFiling,asp. Protests may be submit!ed based on the criteria of Sec 42-222 and 
42-203A, Idaho Code. Any protest against the approval of this application(s) must be filed with the Director, Dept. of 
Water Resources, Southern Region, 1341 Fillmore St, Suite 200, Twin Falls, ID 83301 together with a protest fee of$25,00 
for each application on or before June 4, 2012. The protestant must also send a copy of the protest to the applicant. 
GARY SPACKMAN, Interim Director 









Tuesday, May 08, 2012 10:39 AM 
'Sharon Strickland' 
Regarding some "Associated Rights" in Transfer 77878 - Belle Ranch 
Besides the 16 rights in this transfer, there are 9 other rights which I had to pull in under what we call "Associated 
Rights". This allows us to update combined limit conditions and in some cases reduce the acres in a large place of use. 
Four of those 9 rights are under the name of the Trust, with William Bozzuto as Trustee. The other 5 are owned by John 
Stevenson. We need some kind of agreement from the trust allowing us to remove the acres being dried up in the 
transfer from their overall place of use. 
Trust rights: 
37-666H - 0.79 cfs for 560acres within a 1171-acre POU 
We will remove the 14.7 acres from Sections 30 and 31 to match the acres being dried under the transfer. The rate and 
560-acres will not be affected, just the overall POU. The combined limit condition of 1171 acres will be reduced to 
1156.3 acres. 
37-667M-1.59 cfs for 560 acres (same as those in 37-666H above) within a 1171-acre POU 
We will remove the 14.7 acres from Sections 30 and 31 to match the acres being dried under the transfer. The rate and 
560-acres will not be affected, just the overall PPU. The combined limit condition of 1171 acres will be reduced to 
1156.3 acres. 
37-1156 - 8.8 cfs for 480 acres within a 933-acre POU 
We will remove 6.7 acres from Section 31 to match the acres being dried under the transfer. The rate and 480-acres 
will not be affected, just the overall POU. The combined limit condition of 1171 acres will be reduced to 1156.3 acres. 
37-597 A - 1.6 cfs for 77 acres 
Only the combined limit condition of 1171 acres will be reduced to 1156.3 acres. 
There also 5 rights under John Stevenson's name (37-2656, 37-577A, 37-886D, 37-158D, and 37-7645) where we will also 
be reducing the PPU and/or changing the combined limit condition. 
Please submit an agreement from Mr. Bozzuto agreeing to these changes. We will need this before we can approve the 













Legal Notice Remarks 
( 
Transfer proposes to move a total of 20.7 acres and 0.65 cfs (0.38 cfs from the Big Woad River & 0.27 
cfs from groundwater) from portions of 11 water rights, currently authorized for a combined diversion of 
31.96 cfs (21.34 cfs from the Brg Wood River & 10.62 cfs from groundwater) to another farm 
approximately 3--4 miles to the north. The north farm currently has five existing water rights with the 
combined diversion of 27.06 cfs (23.31 cfs from the Big Wood & 3.75 cfs from groundwater) for the 
irrigation of 289 acres. The north farm is also creating a permissible place of use of 380 acres and will 
be limited to the irrigation of 309. 7 acres within. The groundwater will be diverted from an existing well; 
no new wells will be drilled. The approximate location of the north farm is 1 - 2¼ miles south of 
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Tuesday, April 24, 2012 12:08 PM 
Van Dyke, Nick 
two more to be moved please ... 
( 
I need right 37-76588 to be moved over to water rights when you get a chance. It is based on license 37-76588 and was 
decreed on 6/15/2010. 












Friday, April 20, 2012 4:36 PM 
Van Dyke, Nick 
two water rights need moved please! 
( 
I received a transfer and I need two rights moved over to water rights please, when you get a chance. 
37-7391- P/0 = 6/9/2010 
37-8196 - P/0 = 6/15/2010 




Recording Requested By and 
When Recorded Return to: 
First Security Corporation 
401 W. Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Instrument# 622056 
HAILEY;BLAINE, IDAHO 
10-20-2014 11:34:46 Na. af P1111es: 3 
Re<:arded far: HAWLEY TROXELL 
~OL VNN DRAGE . . Fee: 11.G0 14· 
EX-0fflcjoRe<:arller Deputy _____ ~,... 
lndH ta: WTYJQCICORP QeeD . . 
SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE ONLY 
WARRANTY DEED 
This Warranty Deed is made this l\5\t, day of October, 2014, between IDAHO 
INDEPENDENT BANK, hereinafter called the "Grantor," and FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION, which has a current mailing address of 401 W. Front Street, Boise, 
Idaho 83702, hereinafter called the "Grantee" witnesseth: 
That Granter has granted and does, by these presents, grant, bargain, sell, convey, 
and confirm unto Grantee and Grantee's successor and assigns forever, all of the water 
rights, described in Exhibit 1, attached hereto and by this reference incorporated 
herein, situated in Blaine County, Idaho, TOGETHER with any and all claims, permits, 
licenses, decrees, and applications to, regarding or connected with such water rights, 
all water, watercourses and ditch rights (including stock in utilities with ditch or 
irrigation rights), and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, 
the reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, issues, and profits 
thereof, and all estate, right, title, and interest in and to the water rights, as well in law 
as in equity (all of which are collectively referred to as the ~Property") 
To have and to hold the Property together unto Grantee and Grantee's 
successors and assigns forever. 
Subject to those exceptions made, suffered or done by Grantee, or Grantee's 
successors and assigns; Granter covenants to Grantee, and Grantee's successors and 
assigns: that Grantee, and Grantee's successors and assigns shall enjoy the quiet and 
peaceful possession of the Property; that Granter is lawfully seized of the Property in 
fee simple and has the right and authority to convey the same to Grantee; that Granter 
will, on demand of Grantee, or Grantee's successors or assigns, and at the expense of 
Granter, execute any document or instrument necessary for the further assurance of 
the title to the Property that may be reasonably required; that Grantor's title to the 
Property is merchantable and free from all liens and encumbrances; and that Granter 
will warrant and defend the title conveyed herein to Grantee, and Grantee's successors 
and assigns against all lawful claims whatsoever. 




IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Granter has hereunto set its hand on the day and year 
first above written. 
IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
On this 15th day of October, 2014, before me, j/;,.:~; 0 ; 01 E Gc,>Mf'R'O a 
Notary Public in and for said State, personally appea d Molly Rigby, known or 
identified to me to be a Vice President of IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK, the 
corporation that executed the within instrument or the person who executed the 
instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
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An undivided 7.5/289ths or 2.595% of the water rights appurtenant to the following described 
lands situate in Blaine County, Idaho, to wit: 
All in Township 1 North, Range 19 East, B.M.: 
In Section 6: NE1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 6 in the NW1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 7 in the 
SW1/4SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SE114 
In Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4NE1/4, SE1/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NW1/4, 
NE1/4SE1/4 and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water rights are described in five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Reports each entitled "Idaho 
Department of Water Resources Recommended Water Rights Acquired Under State Law" relating to the 
water rights summarized, in part, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCE OF POINT OF ACRES QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED OF WATER 
NUMBER 
37-4B1C described Big Wood SW1/4NW1/4, Sec, 289 3.014 CFS 
above River 36T2N, R1BE (cubic feet per 
second) 
37-577BT described Big Wood (same) (same) 2.200 CFS 
above River 
37-4B2H described Big Wood (same) (same} 3.012 CFS 
above River 
37-483C described Big Wood (same) (same) 15.0B6 CFS 
above River 
37-2630 described Ground water NW1/4NW1/4SW1/ (same) 3.750CFS 
above 4 Sec. 6, T1N, 1,011.50 AFY 
R19E (acre/feet per 
year) 
Water Right No. 37-2630 (ground water) is based on a License. The other four (4) water rights 
are based on court Decrees. 




OCT 2 8 2014 
DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES 
SOUTHERN REGION 
Form 42-248/42.-1409(6) Rov. 08/14 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
t. List the numbers of all water rights and/or adjudication claim records to be changed. lfyou only acquired a portion of the water right 
or adjudication claim, check ''Yt'.r" in the "Split?" column. lfthe water right is leased tu the Water Supply Bank, check "Yes". If you 
are not sw-e ifthc water right is leased to the Water Supply Bllllk. sec #6 oflhc instructions. 
Water Righi/Claim No. Split? 
1-sed to Water 





37-577BT Yes IEI Yes D Yes D Yes 0 
(:j /(,. 37-482H Yes i8l ' Yes D Yi,s 0 Yeii □ ' 
"'' 37-483C Yes 181 Yes □ 
Y,es 0 Yes 0 
11 i 37-2630 Yes 181 Yes □ Yes 0 Yes □ 
2. Previous Owner's Name: South County Estates, LLC 
Name; of current waltt right holdcr/claim1111l 
3. New Owuer(s)/Claimant(s): _F_lrs_t_S_e_c_u_rity.._C_o ..... rp,._o_rat_io_n _____________ .. _---=--~---=---
Ncw owncr(s) as listed on the conveyance document Name connector D and D or D and/or 







4. lftbe water rights and/or adjudication claims were split, how did the division occur? 
Stall: ZIP 
181 The water rights or claims were divided as specifically identified in a deed, contract, or other conveyance document. 
D The water rights or claims were divided proportionately based on the portion of their place(s) of use acquired by the new owner. 
5. Date you acquired the water rights and/or claims listed above: _Oct_ob_e_r_2_0.c.., 2_0_1_4 ________ . 
Ii. If the water right is leased to the Water Supply Bank ehangiog ownership of a water right will reassign to the new owner any Water 
Supply Bank leases associated with lhe water right. Payment of revenue generated from any rental of a leased water right requires a 
completed IRS Form W-9 for payment to be issued to an owner. A new owner for a water right under lease shall supply a W-9. Water 
rights with multiple owners must specify a designated lessor, using a completed Lessor Desi211.11tion form. Beginning ia the calendar . 
year following an acknowledged change in water right ownership, compensation for any rental will go to the new ownel(s). 
i. Tnis ionn must be sipcd and submitted with thi; ioilowiJlg REQu"IRED items: 
181 A copy of the conveyance document - wmanty deed, quitclaim deed, cowt decree, contr11Cl of sale, etc. The conveyance 
document must include a legal description of the property or description of the water right(s) ifno land is conveyed. 
cgj Plat map, survey map or aerial photograph which clearly shows the place of use and point of diversion for each water right 
and/or claim listed above (if necessary to clarify division of water rights or complex property description.&). S C ~ 
181 Filing fee (see instructions for further e,cplanation): ., • ' /\J N E 0 
o S2S per undMded water right. i · , • 
o $100 per.rp/il water right. .'1-i/'J f f,' zn15· 
o No fee is required for pending adjudication claims. " 
0 If water right(s) are leased to the Water Supply Bank AND thete are multiple owmus, a Lessor Designation fonn is required. 
D ff w111er right{s) are leased to the Water Supply Bank, the individual owner or designated lessor must complete, &ign and submh an 
IR.Sfonn W-
I. Signature: v!J.. . ...:~..t.,..-f-.'~~,_ ________ _ Y1utt,rsictJ rd bes\ 5.,o 1,u.k..[c,1\'..:...· ----1/L..::O:....:.;, lol=7...L..4-}IL...(....,_{_ 
Thie, If applicable; ~ Date Sigo of ew owner/claimmt 
i 
Signature: 
Si111atun: ofnaw owner/claimmt Title., if applicable Date 
For IDWR Office ! 0~1$ 
Receipll:dby__.~-...,__..,._ __ Date , o-aa-ao" RecdptNo. Soo'{3LR'5 Receipt Amt. ;$5:a:,-
Adivc in the WIiier Supply Bank? Yes D No 0 
Name on W-9 __________ _ 
lfyei, forward to thi:1 Stllle Office for proc:cssin& W~jl,Si, OlfM No 0 
Approved by____ Processed by____ rf.1e ... -·· _ u_5_il ___ '--1_¥_l C..-
EXHiBiT~Z....,._.;3 ___ _ 
757 of 2064
RECOR.DING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: Instrument # 568680 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IOAHO 
&-2~2009 OC;Gt:00 No. of Pagas.: 6 
R..:ordl!d for ; lDMIO INOl!PIMDEHT 6AHK 
LAWSON & LASKI. PL.LC 
Post Off\ce Box. J3 IO 
Ketchum, ldahu &3340 JOLYNN DRAGE ft•: 18.00 f 
Ex-Officio R.cmdat ~'--~-----..,n•,/'\ f 
-• ,.: WT'<IQCICOIIP t1UD I f \ 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged. South 
County fatates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company. hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to John Scherer, a married man as his sole and separate 
property, whose address is PO Box 2127, Ketchum, Idaho 83340 and Charles Holt, a married 
man as his sole and separate property, whose address is PO Box 2133, Ketchum, ID 83340, to 
hold as tenant,;-in-common, all of its right, title and interest which it has, if any, in the property 
in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine described as: 
7.5/289 th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-48 lC, 37· 
483C, 37-577BT, and 37•2630 as identified on the records of the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources and more particularly 
described on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 251h day of June, 2009 
TH C~UrY ESTATES, LLC 
I fu\t,l~ 
I 
By: JI n Scherer, Managing Member 
ST ATE OF IDAHO. ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine. ) 
On this 251h day of June, 2009, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowl d to me that he e:tecuted the 
same on bebaif of sald limited liability company. 
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IDI\HO l)EPAAfflEN'I' OF ilMP. ll£8Cllll!CBS 
RECOM14£111DBO WATr.R RtGIITS ACQUJRBP utroBR STATS l.,AW 
RIGRT NUMBBR, 31-4&1C 
NAM& /!,110 J\llOREBS, SOUTH COW'l"Y RSTATBS l..r..c' 







!i>BRYQI> Ol' USE, 
UTCfflllll It} 13l0 
llla WOOD !UVBR 
J.DH Cl'S 
Ol/0l/Utl2 
TllIBUTAIIY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N IUH SU mlNlf '1111.hin 8Ut.111B Cov;nty 
Weter diverted fro• fteedg•t• t4S deli,,.tt4 throll9fl Dlacrlct CAn&l. 
PlltlPOSI OF DSJli 
Illlu«lAT10k 
IRRIGATJQN in BLAIN£ Couftty 
TOlN Rl9B 506 NBSW 
TOlN ai,s so, Lc>t 'swsw 
TOUI Rl9B SOf SNSB 
TOlN RliB so; SIINl't 
TOlN Rl9B 507 !1!1,111 
TDtN Rl9B 5D7 tlBSB 
DIIDD s:ll:llll 
[14/1$ 10/11 
:a.oo TOlN Jtltl!. SD6 
12.co TOlN 11.l!II! S06 
,.so T!llN llUI! $07 
u.oo TOlll lllH S01 
n.oo TOl!I ltl!I& SD'l 
35.DO TOlN RUC SD7 
289 ACRU TOTiU. 
QWilllI 
J.OH Cl'S 






The right• li•ted below a£e Iiaited to tlle ir£igetion of a ccabin41d. total of 2Bt 
ecree le• ■ingle irriseti..., .... ..,n. Combined IUgbt •o•., l7-6BIR, l7-481C, 
J1-t8lC, 37-S77BT, end 31-2,lO. 
O"nllll l'llOVXSlONS WCB!IS.AIIY FOR Dl&FINIT[OK Oil AllMilll:S'S'aATlON OP Tll~S DTllll lllG)rr, 
Thi• partial decre• 1• •ubject to weh g«i.eral pr<>viaiOlla .... ceaaar:y for 
l:ba daftnit1on of the right• or for the ■ftici•nt admini■traticm of the water 
dghta ...... y b<t ulUNutly dlt!:eno111-.t by t)ia Court at: a pc,t1:1t 1a u. DO 
taler than the ■etr:y of a final wufiad dee,,... Section 41•14121Cl, ldaho 
O>d1>. 
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IDAHO OBPARTHJ!NT 01' WATll'R JUl'SOURCJ!S 
RaCQMMIINDIID HAT!lt RtOHTS ACOUIJU!O UNDER STATZ LAH 
RI<IBT IIUMS&R, 31-577BT 
NAM!! J\NO MDIUISS: SOUTH COUNTY BSTATl!S t.l,C 







PBttlOD OP !Jlil!, 
Pl.JI.Cl! OP USB: 
KBTCHtllo! ID 81340 
BIG MOOD RlV!R 
l. lllO CPS 
C)/;n/1883 
TOZN RlBB SJG !IMNW Hi~hin BLAIHB County 
Hater diverted froio Headgate #ts del1Y«re4 through Oi•t~ict Canal. 
PlJRPOS B Of UM 
tRll.lGATION 
lRRIQltION in BLAIN§ c;guntl': 
TOlN Rl!J.3 so,; til«!lf 
TOlN Rl9B 906 Lot 'SJIISW 
'r!llN Rlgl! S06 SWSB 
TOlN RUB 901 SlmE 
TOUI Rl!B $01 11!1.NW 
TO 1N R1llB BO 7 NBlll!I 
.i!IIRlQll Qf ll~II 
04/15 lO/ll 
21.!)0 TOUI !ll'tS S06 
u.oo Tour it.as so, 
8.50 Tall! lilUS 907 
JB.00 TOlN lt191i SD7 
211.00 'rol!I !UH 907 
35.00 TOlli IU9S S01 
ZSll ACltBB TOTAL 
~ 
2.100 CPS 
l.ot 6 HIISll JJ.00 
SlfSlt 3'.00 - ll.OD SIN& 15.00 
SltNII 5.50 
ln!SB 20.00 
'l'II• right• lteted below are llraitad to th~ irrigation ct a <:offlbined total ot 289 
acres in• eingle irrigation eeaaan. Combined Right Noe., l1-492K, 37-•stC, 
l7•483C, l1-51711T, and l7•26l0. 
OTI!SR PROVISlONS NSC&a!IIUtl POil: DB~INlTION DR WMIN!STRAT!ON OF THIS WATi!ll RIGl!Tt 
Thi• partial decre& la aul>ject to euch 9<1n•r•l provialons nece•••ry lor 
th• <!eflnltion of the right• or tor the efficient &Qlllinietration of the vater 
ri;hta ••maybe ultimately deten11ined by tha Caurt at• point in tiffiil no 
later tb■n the enti;y of a final unified decree, section 42-1412(61, Idaho 
code. 
Basin 37 Part l Director• ■ Report - Reconnendad 
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IDAHO DBPAAfflENT OF WATE:R RBSO!JRCIIJil 
~S'.NDIID IIAT!!R RIG!ITS AOll/IHD UN!)£!!; STATS LAW 
02/20/l007 
R!OHT nuMBRR: )7-.S;tH 
NAM! JUI!') ADDl'!IISS : SOUTII COU!f'l'Y BSTATB!I !.LC 







Plt!IIOO 01" OSE: 
PJ.J\CI! OF 1181!:t 
XETC!IUK ll) SJHO 
BIG WOOD ltlVl!R 
3.012 CFS 
OB/01/lSH 
TRIBUTARY 1 l1AWlll RtVBR 
T0:!N Rl811 SJ6 B'IINW llithin l!t.AlN!I County 
"ater diverted trOlll Readgate 145 ~livered through Dia~rict c.an•l. 
li!llBfQllll Qe !,[Iii! HIUQQ QII: 111111 QIWfilll 
lllRIGATION O~/lS 10/31. 3.0U CFS 
n.B1Wil,l:1Qli ill IILlUH CgWJt:l( 
TOlN RHll SOS Nf!SW 24.00 TOlN IUH SOS t.ot Snff Jl.00 
TOUI lt1911 806 Lot 7 swsw ll ,00 TOU! 11.19!! SOi 811811 H.OD 
'l'Oll! lll9R S!l6 SIISR 8.50 T01li ltln SO, !Ml¥ n.oo 
TDlN IU911 .9D7 Sl!NE ]8,00 TOlll RUii 601 l!lllfE lS.00 
TOlN 1n,11 .901 Nln!W :u.oo TU!I llHll 807 - 5,50 TOlN II.US 907 NSS!i lS.00 TOlll Jl.191 907 NWSH 20.00 
2U JlO!aS TO'fJU. 
Tll• rights lt•ted b•lov are limited to the i.r:rigation of a cOl!lbinlld total of lG9 
acrea in• ■lngle irrigation aeaaon, Cofflbined Right Noa., 3,-talll, l7-481C, 
l7•48JC, l7-$77BT, and 31-2630. 
O'l'liaR i'ROVtS IOllS NBCBS!i'AR't l!'OR. DKFifltTtON OR IUl!tI!Hlrl'AATlOK 01' TllIS '111.TBR tu<lKT, 
Thia partial dec::i,ee is aubject to auch 91lflBr&l proviaion• ""'ceaaary for 
the defJ.niticn of !:.he tight• cu: for the afticiant &dmini&tntion of the water 
riiµ,t■ H omy be ultiffllltely dil'terir:ined by the Coun: at a poinc in ~b,e no 





ID!\l!O DSPAll.'"4!lllT 01' WnT&R RESOUltCES 
R&COH!'IEN'l'IBD WI\TER IIIOHTS I\CQUlRRD UND&R STI\Ta I.AM 
J7-48lC 
02/20/200? 
NAME Mm A!IDR&SS, SOUTH COUNTY l!STA'l'ES LLC 







PBlilOD Of' usa, 
PI.II.C'S 01' US:S, 
l(&TC'lf\11>1 ID 83lt0 
llfG IIOOll RIVER 
l~.QH Cl'S 
08/0l/l,02 
TR!SU'l'AAY, MI\LAD RIVER 
TOlll Rl$£ Sl6 li.llW Within 81.Jltml Co1111ty 
Water diverted t~om Headgate •45 dellv•red through Dietriet CatlJOl. 
:l'IIRPOSi lllt lllUI 2ll!ru!Q QE !!Im llll1iHlll'1 
UIII.IGATION 04/lS l0/31 lS.086 CFS 
1118.t!al,W ill lllollil!i C'Ollll~ll 
TOlN 11196 506 NBSW 2i.OO TDlll IH9E S06 Lot ' !nC$11' lJ .00 
TOlN RU& 806 Lot 7 &WSW 12.DD TOlN RU£ 806 suw J!l.OO 
TO 1N lll9B 6 D& 911SE e.~o TOlN RlH 807 IIIINE n.oo 
Till.If l!US &117 sien;; )8.\)(1 'NU! 11198 807 S5Ml! tS.00 
TUlN RlllB so, - ~a.oo TOlN ln9l! SO? SB1lfl( §.50 TOlN RU!!! 801 N!ISE )5.00 t'OlN Rl~E 507 NH6S 20.00 
289 ACl!l!:S TO'l',',l. 
Th• right• liatad b•low are li~it"4 to th• irrig~ticn ot a cOotbined total of 2&9 
aere• in a airtgla irrigation aea~. eo.bined Right l!Qa., 37•492H, 37-481c, 
37•t&lC, 37-S??BT, and l1-l6"30. 
O'l"llER PROVISIONS ~SAAY l'OR DIPIN!TION OR I\DMINIST!IATION 0~ TIIIS WATRa RIQIIT, 
·T11i• partial dear•• ia a<tbjaet to auch g..,,.ral prov1atcnw nece•••ry for 
th• daLiniticn of tluo right• o~ fort~ aftielant adaini•t~ation of th■ wat.e~ 
right■•• ""'Y be ultimately deter.nine<! by the Court at• point in tilM no 
later than the -..try of a fi1>,al unified deer••· Se,,~lon 4i-1•12{t), Idaho 
Cod•-
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IOl\l!O DE!>ARn!&ITT OP t!A/l'SR !IBSOIJRCKS 
RBCOMHEN!lED WATl!R klC11TS l'CQOlMD \JND.l!R STIITE LA.W 
02/20/ioo? 
RrGIIT rrur,ieER, 37•26l!l 
NIIHE ANO ADDRESS : SOUTH COUNTY EST-'TES L1,C 







PS!UOD Ol' US&, 
PLACE OP US.I!, 





f!ffll!!.lllli aF u.a 
l!UUGi\TION 
HIUQ!l.:UQII in 
TOlN RUE 506 
TOlN RUE SOI 
Tom RUE sos 
TOlN U9E ao1 
TOH! RUE SO? 
TOlll RUE SO? 
Bi.AUi!: !:;sill.ll~ii: 
NllS!il 





Hl.Ullll Qf l!IH 
04/lS 10/ll 
,!LOO TO:Ul Rl!!E S06 
U.00 T01N RUB $06 
a.so TOl!I !1;198 Bil? 
JI.DO TO 1N Rl98 507 
u.oo TOlN :UU: S01 
JS.DO TOW' RU! S07 




Id.: i IIIISW n.oo 
SUN )9.00 - lLO!) Slllll! 15.00 
Se!N s.so 
1111$£ ia.oo 
The right• li•ted be1ow are li~ited to the irrigatiDII of a COlllbined total ot ll~ 
aerea in ■ single ltrlgation ••ason. Coo,l:,ined Right Wo•.: l7-t82H. J7·4&1C, 
37~ ♦8Jc, l7-571BT, and 37-2630. 
OTKkR PltO\llSJONS 1!1£a56Al'IY !'OR OSl'lNITlON OR 11DHINISTAATIDN OF 'l'RIS kA1'1!1! RICK'r, 
Thia partial decr■e l• ■u.hjeet to eueh general p,covt•i=s necaamary for 
the defin.1tio<1 of th• right• or tor t.he dticient adltlinhtr■tion of tll• ... cu 
rights•• -y !>e u1ti-tely d■te,,..inau by t.ht Court •ta point in Lifflfl"" 
later tlUln the entry of a final unified d•eree. Seetlon ll-1412(6), tdllho 
Code. 
BlCPW\NATOllY Ml\tt.R.IAL, !!Mils OF CLAIM - Lie•n•• 
EXH\Brr_ .... A~-
s~s 
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Instrument # 622055 
l1AILI!:Y, BlAINE, IDAH0 
10•2D-2D14 11:32:17 No. of Pa;e11: 5 
Aecnrdlcl lor: HAWLEY TRDXl!U. 
JDLYNNDRAG2 ,ee: 12.00 ,rt_ 
EN-Onklo Recorder Deputy _____ ~---
lnclo lo: Mlle Dl!l!DB 
NON•MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS 
AND NOTICE OF WAIVER OF REDEMPTION RIGHTS 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, JOHN SCHERER, a married man as his sole and separate property, 
and CHARLES HOLT, a married man as his sole and separate property (collectively "Grantor"), do 
hereby grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK or assigns ("Grantee"), 
whose address is 1260 W. Rlverstone Dr., Coeur d'Alene. Idaho 83814, all of the water rights, described 
in Exhibit 1, attached hereto and by this reference incorporated herein, situated In Blalne County, Idaho, 
TOGETHER with any and all claims, permits, licenses, decrees, and appllcatlons to, regarding or 
connected with such water rights, all water, watercourses and ditch rights (Including stock in uti\ltles with 
ditch or irrigation rights), and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, the 
reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, Issues, and profits thereof, and all estate, 
right, title, and interest in and to the water rights, as well in law as In equity (all of which are collectively 
referred to as the "Property"). 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Property unto Grantee, Its successors, assigns, and transferees 
forever and Granter does hereby covenant to and with Grantee and Grantee's successors, assigns and 
transferees that it is the owner In fee simple of the Property and has the right and authority to convey the 
same to Grantee: that Grantee, and Grantee's successors, assigns and transferees shall enjoy the quiet 
and peaceful possession of the Property; that Granter will, on demand of Grantee, or Grantee's 
successors, assigns or transferees, and al the expense of Grantor, execute any document or lnslrument 
necessary for the further assurance of the title to the Property that may be reasonably required; and that 
Granter will warrant and defend the tltle conveyed herein to Grantee, and Grantee's successors, assigns 
and transferees against all lawful claims whatsoever. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Property unto Grantee, its successors, assigns, and transferees 
forever, and Granter does hereby covenant that the Property Is free from all encumbrances and liens, 
except for that certain Mortgage executed by Granter to Grantee, dated June 10, 2009, and recorded on 
June 25, 2009, as Instrument No. 568682, and that certain Acknowledgment of Mortgage executed by 
Waterford Partners Ill, LLC, as "Borrower'', to Grantee dated July 17, 2009, and recorded on July 17, 
2009, as Instrument No. 569399, both in the records of Blaine County, Idaho (collectively, the 
"Mortgage"). 
This Non-Merger Deed In Lieu of Foreclosure with Retention of Deficiency Rights and Notice of 
Waiver of Redemption Rights ("Deed") is absolute In effect and conveys to Grantee full, fee simple title in 
the Property. This Deed does not operate as a mortgage, trust deed, trust conveyance, or security device 
of any kind. Granter acknowledges that the Mortgage is valid and binding and shall remain In fun force 
and effect. This Deed does not effect a merger of the fee ownership and the llen of the Mortgage. The 
fee and the lien shall hereafter remain separate and distinct. Grantee reseives Grantee's rights to 
foreclose the Mortgage at any lime as to any party with any claim, interest, or lien on the Property. 
This Deed is made pursuant to and In accordance with the terms cl the Estoppal Affidavit dated 
effective of even date herewith executed by Borrower, Granter, and John Scherer, individually, and 
Charles Holt, Individually, each as a Guarantor (colleclively, "Guarantors"). The consideration for this 
Deed is valuable and includes Borrower's, Grantor's and Guarantors' desire to decrease the amount of 
the obligations owed by Borrower and Guarantors, pursuant to Iha terms of a Promissory Note dated 
June 10, 2009, as renewed, modified or amended from time to time, initially executed by, and secured 
NON-MEAGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 
NOTICE OF WAIVER OF REDEMPTION RIGHTS · 1 
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agalnsl the Property by the Mortgage, and any other amounts owed by Bofrower, Grantor or Guarantors 
10 Grantee. In execuling thfs Deed, Borrower, Granter and Guarantors expressly acknowledge Iha! this 
Deed is not inlended to and does not discharge lhe indebtedness 1hat is secured by the Mortgage. 
Further, Grantee retains its deficiency rights as set forth in the Estoppal Affidavit. 
The possession of the Property has been or will be promplly surrendered to Grantee. Grantor 
further covenanls with Grantee that Grantee shall enjoy !he same without any loss or disturbance, and 
that Granter and all persons having or acqulrlng any interest in the Property through or for Granter will, on 
demand, execute and deliver \o Grantee any lurther assurances al the same as may be reasonably 
required. 
This Deed is made as a resu!t of the request of Granter and ls made of ils free and voluntary act 
without undue Influence or coercion from Grantee or any other party. At the time of the execution of this 
Deed, Granter believes that the Indebtedness secured by the Mortgage does exceed lhe fair market value 
of the Property. Grantee shall have the aplion and right to defer recording this Dead if lt so elects until 
such lime as ll deems appropriate. 
Granier does heret>y irrevocably waive, surrender, convey, and relinquish any equtty ol 
redemption and statutory rights of redemption whatsoever which Grantor may now or hereafter have In 
and to or concerning the Property, and acknowtedges that this Deed is not executed by virtue ol any 
misrepresentallon of Grantee, !Is agents, attorneys, or any other person. The warranties and 
representaHons made by Granter as herein set forth are for the protection of Grantee and all other parties 
who hereafter acquire an interest in the Property and shall be binding upon the respective heirs, trustees, 
beneficiaries, executors, and assigns of Granter. 
The execution, delivery and performance of this Deed, (i) has been duly authorized and does not 
require the consenl or approval of any governmental body or other regulalol)I authonly or any other 
person or entity, and (ii) is not in contravention of or In conflict with any law or regulation, and (iii) is 
enforceable against Granter, Borrower and Guarantors, in accordance wUh the terms herein. Further, 
John Scherer and Charles Holt represent and warranly that they have sole authority to enter into this 
Deed on behalf ol Borrower and execute the documents In conformance lhereoL 
Granter acknowledges and agrees that the acceptance by Grantee of title to the Property shall 
not create any obligations on the part of Grantee and/or its assigns lo third parties !hat may have cla1ms 
of any kind whatsoever against the Granter. No person not a party to this Deed shall have any ''third 
party beneficiary" status or other rights hereunder. 
DATED effective the£ day of '5~ , 2014. 
man dealing with his sole and separate property 
NON•MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 





ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ~ } 
On thts ~ day of~ 2014, before me, ~~'> 2. la.s IL.\ , a Notary 
Publtc in and for saio state, personally appeared JOHN SCHERER, known or identified lo me to be the 
person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed 
the same. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County ot Blaine J ) 
On thts :]f_ day of ~f 2014, baiore me, ~!> 12,_ \ P..4. L\ , a Notary 
Public in and for said state, personally appeared CHARLES HOLT, known or idenlified lo me to be the 
person whose name is subscribed to Iha foregoing Instrument. and acknowledged 10 me thal he executed 
the same. 
1N WITNESS WHEREOF, l have hereunto se 
year in this certmcate first above written. 
40986.0058.5273742.5 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County o! Blaine ) 
On this~ day ol ~~ 2014, belore me, ~IWS iZ.. ( p..5Ctd , a Notary 
Public in and lor said Stale, personally appeared JOHN SCHERER, known or ldentllied to me to be a 
member o! WATERFORD PARTNERS Ul, LLC, or the person who executed the lnstrument on behalf of 
said limiled liab\llly company and acknowledged lo me that such l\mited liablHly company executed lhe 
same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
year in thls certificate fast above written, 
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
(;_10 
~;Public~~o  Residing al __.,,-=.....,>c.....:.-""F'-"-'~.,,,....-...,,,. ____ _ 
My commissionexi,lre;Z0\1: 
County of Blaine J ) 
On this ~ day of ~ 2014, before me, ~<. ·Q...J . .c-.'b ~ , a Notary 
Public in and !or said Slate, personally appeared CHARLES HOLT, known or Identified to me to be a 
member ol WATERFORD PARTNERS 111, LLC, or the person who executed the Instrument on behalf of 
said limited liab\li\y company and acknowledged to me lhat such Hmitad Habillty company execuled the 
same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, f have hereunto set my h 
year In this certificate first above wril\en. 
NON-MERGER DEED IN UEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 





An undivided 7.5/289ths or 2.595% o! the waler rights appurtenant lo the following described 
lands situate ln Blaine County, Idaho, to wil: 
A\! in Township 1 North, Range 19 East, B.M.: 
In Section 6: NE1/4SW1/4, Government Lot a in the NW1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 7 In the 
SW1/4SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SE1/4 
In Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4NE1/4, SEi/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW114, SE1/4NWi/4, NE1/4SE1/4 
and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water rights are descrioed in five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Reports each entitled "Idaho 
Department ol Water Resources Recommended Water Rights Acquired Under State Law" relating to the 
water rights summarized, in part, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCE OF POINT OF ACRES QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED OF WATER 
NUMBER 
37·481C descrfbed Big Wood SW1/4NW114, Sec. 289 3.014 CFS 
above River 36 T2N, A18E (cubic leet per 
second) 
37•5778T described BigWood (same) (same) 2.200CFS 
above River 
37·482H described Big Wood (same) (same) 3.012CFS 
above River 
, 37-483C described Big Wood (same) {same) 15<086 CFS 
above River 
37-2630 dascrtbed Ground water NW 1 /4NW 1 /4SW 1 /4 (same} 3.750CFS 
above Sec. 6. T1N, R19E 1,011.50 AFY 
l ( acre/feet per year) 
Water Right No, 37-2630 (ground water) iS based on a License. The other lour (4) water nghts 
are based on court Decrees. 
NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 
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Recording Requested By and 
When Recorded Return to: 
First Security Corporation 
401 W. Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Instrument# 622056 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
10-20-211• 11:34:41 No . ..r Pages: 3 
Recorded far: HAWLEY TROXl!LL 14' 
.JOLYNN DRAGE FH: 11.CNI 
&11-0fflclo llecarder D1PUl)'.:::::-----l'"r-''---
1nde11 to; WTYIQCICDRP DEl!D 
SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE ONl Y 
WARRANTY DEED 
This Warranty Deed is made this lo\-½. pay of October, 2014, between IDAHO 
INDEPENDENT BANK, hereinafter called the "Grantor," and FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION, which has a current mailing address of 401 W. Front Street, Boise, 
Idaho 83702, hereinafter called the "Grantee" witnesseth: 
That Granter has granted and does, by these presents, grant, bargain, sell, convey, 
and confirm unto Grantee and Grantee's successor and assigns forever, all of the water 
rights, described in Exhibit 1, attached hereto and by this reference incorporated 
herein, situated in Blaine County, Idaho, TOGETHER with any and all claims, permits, 
licenses, decrees, and applications to, regarding or connected with such water rights, 
all water, watercourses and ditch rights (including stock in utilities with ditch or 
irrigation rights}, and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, 
the reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, issues, and profits 
thereof, and all estate, right, title, and interest in and to the water rights, as well in law 
as in equity (all of which are collectively referred to as the "Property") 
To have and to hold the Property together unto Grantee and Grantee's 
successors and assigns forever. 
Subject to those exceptions made, suffered or done by Grantee, or Grantee's 
successors and assigns; Granter covenants to Grantee, and Grantee's successors and 
assigns: that Grantee, and Grantee's successors and assigns shall enjoy the quiet and 
peaceful possession of the Property; that Granter is lawfully seized of the Property in 
fee simple and has the right and authority to convey the same to Grantee; that Granter 
will, on demand of Grantee, or Grantee's successors or assigns, and at the expense of 
Granter, execute any document or instrument necessary for the further assurance of 
the title to the Property that may be reasonably required; that Grantor's title to the 
Property is merchantable and free from all liens and encumbrances; and that Granter 
will warrant and defend the title conveyed herein to Grantee, and Grantee's successors 
and assigns against all lawful claims whatsoever. 
WARRANTY DEED - 1 
4D986.D058.5937429.1 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor has hereunto set its hand on the day and year 
first above written. 
IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
,,9{~ 
Name: M II igb 
Title: Vice:::: 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
On this 15th day of October, 2014, before me, V, ,..:~; 0 ; 0 1 E (3.,- 1 >K fRI" a 
Notary Public in and for said State, personally appea d Molly Rigby, known or 
identified to me to be a Vice President of IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK, the 
corporation that executed the within instrument or the person who executed the 
instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
NJaZ P~b1tfo~".,,.',s§~fi:w..;'Jt~..._,__,_r4_""_~_,:__"" _ ,_ 
Residing at ~ \ D 
My commission expires 1c,- 2-·2 -1 'i? 





An undivided 7.5l289ths or 2.595% or the water rights appurtenant to the following described 
lands situate in Blaine County, Idaho, to wit 
All in Township 1 North, Range 19 East, B.M.: 
In Section 6: NE114SW1/4, Government Lot 6 in the NW1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 7 in the 
SW114SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SE1/4 
In Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4NE1/4, SE1/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NW114, 
NE1/4SE1/4 and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water rights are described in five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Reports each entitled "Idaho 
Department of Water Resources Recommended Water Rights Acquired Under State Law" relating to the 
water rights summarized, in part, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCE OF POINT OF ACRES QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED OF WATER 
NUMBER 
---
37-4B1C described Big Wood SW1/4NW1/4, Sec. 289 3.014 CFS 
above River 36T2N, R1BE (cubic feet per 
second) 
37-577BT described Big Wood (same) (same) 2.200 CFS 
above River 
37-482H described Big Wood (same) (same) 3.012 CFS 
above River 
37-483C described Big Wood (same) (same) 15.086 CFS 
above River 
37-2630 described Ground water NW1/4NW114SW1/ (same) 3.750CFS 
above 4 Sec. 6, T1N, 1,011.50 AFY 
R19E (acre/feet per 
year) 
Water Right No. 37-2630 (ground water) is based on a License. The other four (4) water rights 
are based on court Decrees. 










State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Water Right 
37-481 C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-483C 
IRRIGATION 
The map depicts the place of use for the water use listed above and point(s) of diversion of these rights as currently 
derived from interpretations of the paper records and is used solely for illustrative purposes. Discrepancies between the 
computer representation and the pemanent document file will be resolved in favor of the actual water right documents in 
the water right file. 
18E 19E 
1~ Point of Diversion 
Place Of Use Boundary 
c:]Townships 
D PLS Sections 
D Quarter Quarters 
Taxlots 


























State of Idaho 




The map depicts the place of use for the water use listed above and pofnt(s) of diversion of this right as currently 
derived from Interpretations of the paper records and fs used solely for illustrative purposes. Discrepancies between the 
computer representation and the pemanent document file will be resolved in favor of the actual water right documents 
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IDWR Southern Regional Office 
650 Addison Ave. W., Ste. 500 
Twin Falls, ID 83301-5858 
October 27, 2014 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 287-0991 
RECEIVED 
OCT 2 8 2014 
DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES 
SOUTHERN REGION 
Re: Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership; Water Right Nos. 37-48JC, 
37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT & 37-2630 
Dear Trish: 
Please find enclosed for processing a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership regarding 
water right nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. Also enclosed is a check 
(#6660) in the amount of $500 for the five (5) water right splits that are a result of the change of 
ownership. 
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Sincerely, 
Chris M. Bromley 
Encl. 
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State of Idaho 
DEPARTl\1ENT OF \VA"fER RESOURCES 
Southrru Region· 650 Addisnn A.H W. Suite 50() • T\>in Fath, Idaho 83301-58:'-8 
Phone: (208) 736-JOJ.\ • F:n: (208) 7J6-303" • Website: 11\\W.ithu.idaho.g1n 
LL •·RI HII" OTTI-R 
{.~ r;..\ :i.~rnor 
January 12. 2015 
FIRST SECURITY CORP 
401 V./ FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE ID 83702 
Uirc.:tur 
Re: Change of Ownership/Split of Water Right 37N481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630 
Split into 37-481C, 37-482H. 37-483C. 37-577BT, 37-2630 ~ Belle Ranch 
37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, 37-22919-First Security Corp. 
Dear Water Right Holder(s): 
The Department acknowledges receipt of correspondence splitting O\\nership of the above referenced 
water rights. The Department has modified its records to reflect the change in m,nership and has 
enclosed a computer-generated report for your records. 
Updating the ownership record for a ,vater right does not reconfirm the validity of the right. When 
processing an ov.;nership change notice, the department does not review the history of water use to 
determine if the right has been forfeited through five years or more of non~use. To read more about 
water right forfeiture, including how to protect a water right from forfeiture, please see Sections 42-
222 and 42-223, Idaho Code. 
Also, please note that Section 42-248, Idaho Code, requires you or the owner of this water right to 
maintain current ownership and address records on file with the department. Forms to file a change of 
ownership of a water right and/or a change in the address of the water right owner are available from 
any department office, or at the department's website at: www.id,n.idaho.gov. 




Technical Records Specialist 
Enclosures 





IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Proof Report 
Water Right 37-22915 
Name and Address 
FIRST SECURITY CORP 
401 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE, ID 83702 
(208)292-1884 
















Source and Polnt(sl of Diversion 
BIG WOOD RIVER L3(NESWNW) Sec. 36, Twp 02N, Rge 18E, BLAINE County 
Place Of Use 
IRRIGATION - h" BLAINE C t Wit in oun:y 
NE NW SW SE 
Twp Rna Sec NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE Totals 
01N 19E 6 39.0 350 14.0 40 0 39 0 167.0 
L6 L7 
01N 19E 7 40.0 39.0 390 28.0 60 40.0 210 213.0 
Conditions of Approval: 
Righi Acre limit. 289.0 
POU Total Acres: 380.0 
1. T08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
2. T07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year 
of the date of this approval. 
3. R05 Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for 
the distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this 
approval, this water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
4. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 
37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 
37-22741, 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27. 71 cfs and the irrigation of 309. 7 acres. 
5. R43 The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a 
type approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable 
control of the diversion{s). 
6. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22915, 37-22916, 
Page 1 of 10 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Proof Report 
1/12/2015 
37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 
289 acres. 
7. T19 Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a 
point in time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
8 R63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 els per 
acre nor more than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of 
use. 
9 206 The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309. 7 acres within 
the 380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The 
specific 309.7 acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape 
file associated with these rights in the geographic information system component of the 
water rights database maintained by the department. Before changing the 309.7 acres 
to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land 
list and representative electronic shape file or map to the Department prior to the 
irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
10. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 




Water Supply Bank: 
N/A 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Proof Report 
Water Right 37-22916 
Name and Address 
FIRST SECURITY CORP 
401 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE, 1D 83702 
(208)292-1884 
















Source and Point(s) of Diversion 
BIG WOOD RIVER L3(NESWNW) Sec. 36, Twp 02N, Rge 18E, BLAINE County 
Place Of Use 
IRRIGAT ON . h BL INE C I Wit tn A ountv 
NE NW SW SE 
Two Rna Sec NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE NE tffl SW SE Totals 
01N 19E 6 39,0 35.0 14.0 40.0 39 0 167.0 
L6 L7 
01N 1BE 7 40.0 390 39.0 28.0 60 40.0 21.0 213.0 
Conditions of Approval: 
Right ACl'e Limit 289.0 
POU Total ACl'eS: 360 0 
1. R63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0 02 cfs per 
acre nor more than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of 
use. 
2. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
3. TO? The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year 
of the date of this approval. 
4. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H. 37-483C, 37-5778T, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 
37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 
37-22741, 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27. 71 cfs and the irrigation of 309. 7 acres. 
5 T08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
6. T19 Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a 
Page 3 of 10 
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Proof Report 
point In time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
111212015 
7. 206 The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within 
the 380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The 
specific 309.7 acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape 
file associated with these rights in the geographic information system component of the 
water rights database maintained by the department. Before changing the 309.7 acres 
to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land 
list and representative electronic shape file or map to the Department prior to the 
irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
8. ROS Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for 
the distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this 
approval, this water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
9. R43 The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a 
type approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable 
control of the diversion(s). 
10. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22915, 37-22916, 
37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 
289 acres. 




Water Supply Bank: 
NIA 
Page 4 of 10 
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Water Right 37-22917 
Name and Address 
FIRST SECURllY CORP 
401 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE, 1D 83702 
(208)292-1884 















Source and Point(s) of Diversion 
BIG WOOD RIVER L3(NESWNW) Sec. 36, Twp 02N, Rge 18E, BLAINE County 
Place Of Use 
IRRIGATION . h' BLA NE C Wit m I ountv 
NE NW SoN SE 
Two Rna Sec NE NW SW SE NE tNv SW SE NE mv SW SE NE NIN SW SE Totals 
01N 19E e 39 0 :)5 0 14 0 40 0 39.0 167.0 
L6 L7 
01N 19E 7 4() 0 39 0 3110 28.0 6.0 400 21.0 2130 
Righi Acre Limit 289 0 
POU Total Acres 380 0 
Conditions of Approval: 
1. T07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year 
of the date of this approvaL 
2. 206 The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309. 7 acres within 
the 380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The 
specific 309.7 acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape 
file associated with these rights in the geographic information system component of the 
water rights database maintained by the department. Before changing the 309. 7 acres 
to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land 
list and representative electronic shape file or map to the Department prior to the 
irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
3. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H. 37-483C, 37-5778T. 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 
37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 
37-22741. 37-22915. 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27. 71 cfs and the irrigation of 309. 7 acres. 
4. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22915, 37-22916, 
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37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shaft not exceed the irrigation of 
289 acres. 
5. ROS Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for 
the distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this 
approval, this water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
6. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
7. T08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
8. T19 Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6J, Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a 
point in time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
9. R43 The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a 
type approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable 
control of the diversion{s). 
10 R63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per 
acre nor more than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the p!ace of 
use. 




Water Supply Bank: 
NIA 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Proof Report 
Waler Right 37-22918 
Name and Address 
FIRST SECURITY CORP 
401 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE, ID 83702 
(208)292-1884 

















Source and Polnt(s} of Diversion 
BIG WOOD RIVER L3(NESWNW) Sec. 36, Twp 02N, Rge 18E, BLAINE County 
Place Of Use 
I T RRIGA ION within B LAINE Countv 
NE NW 
Twp RnQ Sec NE NW SW SE NE NW SW 
01N 19E 8 
01N 19E 7 40.0 390 390 28.0 
Conditions of Approval: 
SW 
SE NE NW SW SE 








SW SE Totals 
39.0 1870 
213.0 
Right Acre Limit 28!1.0 
POU Total Acres 380. O 
1. R43 The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a 
type approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable 
control of the diversion(s). 
2. T07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year 
of the date of this approval. 
3. 206 The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309. 7 acres within 
the 380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The 
specific 309. 7 acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape 
file associated with these rights in the geographic information system component of the 
water rights database maintained by the department. Before changing the 309. 7 acres 
to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land 
list and representative electronic shape file or map to the Department prior to the 
irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
4. R63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per 
acre nor more than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of 
Page 7 of 10 
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5. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37•22915, 37-22916, 
37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 
289 acres. 
6. G05 Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
7. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 
37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 
37-22741, 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37•22919when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27. 71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
8. TOB Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
9. ROS Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for 
the distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this 
approval, this water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
10. T19 Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a 
point in time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 




Water Supply Bank: 
NIA 





IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Proof Report 
Water Right 37-22919 
Name and Address 
FIRST SECURITY CORP 
401 W FRONT ST STE 200 
BOISE, ID 83702 
(208)292-1884 

















Source and Point(s) of Diversion 
GROUND WATER l6(NWNWSW) Sec. 6, Twp O 1 N, Rge 19E, BLAINE County 
Place Of Use 
IRRIGATI 0 N within B LAINEC ountv 
NE NW SW SE 
Twp Rno Sec NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE Totals 
01N 19E 6 390 350 14.0 40.0 390 167 0 
L6 L7 
01N 19E 7 40.0 39 0 39.0 28.0 6.0 40.0 21 0 213,0 
Right Acre Limit 289 0 
POU Total Acres: 380 O 
Conditions of Approval: 
1. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-5778T, 37-2630, 37-22915, 37-22916, 
37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 
289 acres. 
2. X35 Rights 37-2630, 37-22919, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall 
not exceed a total diversion rate of 4.02 cfs, a total annual maximum diversion volume 
of 1053.5 af at the field headgate and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
3. R63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per 
acre nor more than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of 
use. 
4. 01M After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall install a suitable 
measuring device or shall enter into an agreement with the Department to use power 
records to determine the amount of water diverted and shall annually report the 
information to the Department. 
5. X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 
37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37•22735, 37•22737, 37-22739, 














IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Proof Report 
1/12/2015 
37~22741, 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined 
sha1! not exceed a total diversion rate of 27,71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309. 7 acres within 
the 380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The 
specific 309. 7 acres to be irrigated by the right hOlder are shown in the electronic shape 
file associated with these rights in the geographic information system component of the 
water rights database maintained by the department Before changing the 309. 7 acres 
to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land 
list and representative electronic shape file or map to the Department prior to the 
irrigation season in which the change wrn occur, 
lf the surface water rights appurtenant to the place of use is abandoned, forfeited, sold, 
transferred, leased or used on any other place of use, this right to divert ground water 
shall not be used without an approved transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, 
or approval of the Department if a transfer is not required. 
The right holder shaH make fun beneficial use of all surface water rights avaflable to the 
right holder for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right The 
right holder shall limit the diversion of ground water under this right to those times when 
the surface water supply is not available or the surface water supply is not reasonably 
sufficient to irrigate the place of use authorized under this right 
Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year 
of the date of this approval. 
Pursuant to Section 42M1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a 
point in time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 




Water Supply Bank: 
NIA 
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January 13, 2015 
BELLE RANCH 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY ID 83333 
Re: Change of Ownership/Split of Water Right 37-481 C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630 
Split into 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630-Belle Ranch 
37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, 37-22919-First Security Corp. 
Dear Water Right Holder(s): 
The Department received correspondence requesting splitting ownership of the above referenced water 
rights. After review by the Department's legal staff, the water rights were split as requested. The 
Department has modified its records to reflect the change in ownership and has enclosed a computer-
generated report for your records. 
Updating the ownership record for a water right does not reconfirm the validity of the right. When 
processing an ownership change notice, the department does not review the history of water use to 
determine if the right has been forfeited through five years or more of non-use. To read more about 
water right forfeiture, including how to protect a water right from forfeiture, please see Sections 42-
222 and 42-223, Idaho Code. 
Also, please note that Section 42-248, Idaho Code, requires you or the owner of this water right to 
maintain current ownership and address records on file with the department. Forms to file a change of 
ownership of a water right and/or a change in the address of the water right owner are available from 
any department office, or at the department's website at: www.idwr.idaho.gov. 




Technical Records Specialist 
Enclosures 
Cc: Rabo AgriFinance Inc. 
25 EXf"ilGi1 ___ _ 
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&:ott A. Magnuson 
• Lir:ensed In Idaho & Washington 
Trish Fawcett 
Idaho Department of Water Resomces 
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Paul L. Arrington 
pla@idahowaters.com 
March 17, 2016 
195 River VISIB Place, Sule 204 
Twin FallS, Idaho 83301 
(208) 733-0700 telephone 
(208) 735-24-44 facsimle 
1010 West Jeffefson, Suite 102 
PostOffica Bax 2139 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2139 
(208) 336..()700 telephone 
(208) 344-6034 facsinle 
brs@ldahowatM.com 
RECEIVED 
MAR 2 1 2016 
DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES 
SOUTHERN R:GlON 
RE: Change of Ownership/or Water Rights 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 
and 37-22919 
Dear Ms. Fawcett: 
On January 13, 2015, you provided notice to Belle Ranch of the completed change in 
ownership and split of its water rights - changing the ownership of a portion of each right to First 
Security Corp ("FSC"). The water rights are as foUows: 






This change in ownership was in error and should be reversed. Attached is a copy of the Notice 
of Change in Ownership previously provided to the Department evidencing Belle Ranch's 
ownership of the entirety of the above water rights. (AITACBMENT 1). The Department 
previously reviewed this documentation and determined that it adequately confirmed Belle 
Ranch's ownership. 
Notwithstanding these documents, the Department has now determined that a portion of 
the Belle Ranch water rights are actually owned by FSC. This determination is apparently based 
on information provided in a December 22, 2014 letter from Chris Bromley. Based entirely on 
that letter, and without prior notice to Belle Ranch, the Department has split portions of the Belle 
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Mr. Bromley's letter does not support a change in the ownership oftbe Belle Ranch water 
rights. Ownership of those rights was de<:reed in the Snake River Basin Adjudication {"SRBAi 
in 2009. (ATTACHMENT 2). The Department has no authority to go behind those decrees and 
alter the SRBA's ownership determination. ' 
The SRBA is a quiet title action with respect to the water rights being adjudicated. Under 
Idaho Code, the Director submits a report to the SRBA identifying several elements of the 
recommended water rights - including "the name and address of the claimant.,. l C. § 42-
1411 {2)(a). Any challenges to the elements of the water rights- including ownership - must be 
addressed before the Court; which will then decree the water right and its elements. I.C. § 42-
1412. Once issued, "'the decree entered in a general adjudication shall be conclusive as to the 
nature and extent of all water rights in the adjudicated water system." LC. § 42-1420. 
The Belle Ranch water rights were originally recommended in the SRBA under the 
ownership of South County Estates. LLC ("South County").1 (A1TACHMENT J). South County 
is an Idaho Limited Liability Company. For all years on record with the Idaho Secretary of State 
(2004-2010), South County had one identified "Managing Member" - John Scherer. 
(A'ITACBMENT 4). The recommendations for these water rights were entered in the SRBA in 
early 2007. (ATTACHMENT 3). 
In June, 2009. South County apparently attempted to convey a portion of the Belle Ranch 
water rights to "John Scherer and Charles Holt.'' {ATTACHMENTS). This "John Scherer" is the 
same John Scherer identified as the Managing Member of South County. Importantly, neither 
South County, John Scherer nor Charles Holt ever notified the Court or Department of any 
attempted conveyance. See I.C. § 42-1406{6) (" All claimants and purchasers shall provide the 
director written notice of any change in ownership or of any change in mailing address during 
the pendency of a general adjudication"); Id. at§ 42~248(1) (ownership changes must be 
provided to the Department within 120 days of the change). 
On July 9, 20 l O - over a year after the attempted conveyance - Special Master Bilyeu 
entered her Amended Special Master's Report & Recommendation; Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law (the nAmended Recommendation") recommending the entirety of the water 
rights for decree in the name of South County. (Arr ACBMENT 6). Importantly, that Amended 
Recommendation identified the sol~ owner of the Belle Ranch water rights as "South County 
Estates, LLC" and was served on South County. Id. As such, at least South County and John 
Scherer knew of the Special Masterts ownership determination at that time. Yet, neither South 
County, John Scherer nor Charles Holt challenged the Special Master's ownership 
determination. See SRBA AO 1 13 (Parties must submit Motion to Alter or Amend to challenge 
any element recommended by a Special Master for decree). 
1 Belle Ranch is the successor in interest to South County &tates, LLC. {Attachment 1). 
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On August 31, 2010, Judge Wildman issued Partial Decrees for each of the water rights -
following the Special Master's recommendation and decreeing them entirely in the name of 
"South County Estates, LLC." (ATTACHMENT 2). Notice of the partial decrees was served on 
South County. Id. Therefore, at that time, both South County and John Scherer knew of the 
Court's ownership determination. Yet, again, neither South County, John Scherer nor Charles 
Holt took any action to challenge the Court's determination of ownership. See SRBA AO 1 l S(a) 
(allowing for appeals of partial decrees); I.RC.P. 54(b) (allowing for appeals of final 
judgments); I.R.C.P. 60 (allowing for motions to amend judgements). In fact, no action was 
taken on the attempted conveyance until the end of2014- four years after the SRBA had 
determined that South County owned the entirety of the water rights. 
Given his status as both the Managing Member of South County and the recipient of the 
attempted conveyance, John Scherer would have been well aware of the Court's actions and the 
impending adjudication of the water rights in the name of South County. He received a copy of 
the Director's Report, Special Master Recommendation and Partial Decrees and never 
challenged the Court's adjudication of ownership of the water rights. As such, the water rights 
were decreed, in their entirety, in the name of South County. Those Partial Decrees are binding 
on the Department and parties as to the elements determined therein. I.C. § 42-1420 ("The 
decree entered in a general adjudication shall be conclusive as to the nature and eictent of all ' 
water rights in the adjudicated water system"). Accordingly, the ownership of the water rights 
should be corrected to show that Belle Ranch owns the entire water rights. 
To be sure, Belle Ranch does not mean to imply that the ownership of a decreed water 
right cannot be changed. Rather, the issue here is that the attempted conveyance occurred before 
the SRBA decree and no effort was made by either the reputed buyer or seller (who were 
effectively the same person) to alter the ownership records prior to the Court's determination of 
ownership. The Partial Decrees, therefore, quieted title to the water rights, in their entirety, to 
South County. Any interest allegedly acquired by John Scherer and/or Charles Holt prior to the 
issuing of the Partial Decrees, therefore, was voided. 
Mr. Bromley's Jetter points the Department to a number of documents and claims they 
confirm FSC's ownership ofa portion of the Belle Ranch water rights. However, the letter 
ignores the fact that neither South County, John Scherer nor Charles Holt ever notified the 
Department or the SRBA of the attempted conveyance as required by Idaho law. Nor does the 
Jetter recognize that the Partial Decrees effectively quieted title to the water rights in the name of 
South County. Furthermore, all of the documents provided by Mr. Bromley stem from the June, 
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Accordingly, please correct the Department's records of ownership of the above water 
rights to reflect BelJe Ranch's ownership of the entire water rights. If you have any questions, 
please don't hesitate to give me a call at 208•733..0700. 
PLA/jn 
Enclosures 




STA1E OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RICEIVED 
FEB 2 8 2012 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
OEPI', OFWATEA RES0tJRCEs 
S0UTHERt,i REGION 
1. List the numbers of all water rights and/or a4iudication claim records to be changed. If you only acquired a portion of 
the waler right or adjudication claim. check .. Ye.r"' in the .. Split?" column. 
Water llipt/Claim No. Splil'l Water Right/Claim No. Split? Water JUght/Claim No. Split? 
--:i-, - </ r / C Yes □ Yes □ Yes □ 
'11- ~,,,l, Yes 0 Yes □ Yes □ 
.,, -c./YZ H Yes 0 Yes □ Yes □ .,, - -Z..' Jo Yes □ Yes □ Yes □ 
, .., - vr, c. Yes □ Yes □ Yes □ 
2. Previous Owner's Name: C.,fl1..At:.J) -;JA r /J/J; j/,./ {~Plfl,v:.r,rz..) ,,,.,-/II', _./,«.,- ?J;:w/l. 
N1111CofcurrentW11Crri1hU10lderlclaimmil 72t:vr•<i/ - '.1c:-l-tN J/Stlt;.~ 
3. New Owner(s)/Claimant(s): -:J"i:.--r-r~ rJ $'T(tvA,-,..,'f •,../ (S •-r~ ,.,,..,,,.,rvr, ~rrn~) 
'Name of each new owner as Usred 011 the COIIYll)'allm documelll 
ll"itr rr- s-,;z....,.,,,c..,.Jsp.,,....,. 73 f-l.L.~ JZ.1::::,,-.,t r.l. ~~ c 
New owners:anlinui:d Name connedor O and O or Z ad/or 
',l .. .IC' -"1 ? '2. "'t. 
:Z,) 
C-uy State ZIP 
1':I; 
z.or "7f'f'- -i,, t 
Telephone 
--;17:,,sr,,-, -;::=c,,,,,.n .,.,, €!.t-',07'",;,,,?/.)~1., .c .. -~Em-li-=1 ________ ;;;.__;=.;, __ ~--
4. If the water rights and/or adjudication claims wens split, how did the division occur? 
D The waler rights or claims were divided as specifically identified in a deed, contract. or other conveyance document. 
D The water rights or claims wen: divided proportionately based on the portion of their place(s) of use acquired by the 
new owner. 
S. Date you acquired the water rights and/or claims listed above: -,;:,(&- ~ -Z... \ 
6. This fonn must be signed and submitted with the following REQUIRED items: 
• A copy of the conveyance document - warranty deed, quitclaim deed. cowt decnse. contract of sale, etc. The 
conveyance document must include a legal description of the property or description ofdae waler right(s) ifno land is 
conveyed. 
• Plat map, survey map or aerial photograph which clearly shows the place of use and point of diversion for each water 
ri&ht and/or claim listed above (if necessa,y to clarify division of warer rights or complex property descriptions). 
• Filing fee (see instructions for :further explanation): 
o S2S per undivldtd water right. 
o $ I 00 per split water ri&ht. 
• 0 Noti,o~ng~clllims. 
7, S1gnatu~--:.:====--------- Z-2"'2.. -// 
Slpa1un:ornewOW11Cr/clalm• Tille, lfappllcabl9 DIiie 
Signature: 
Sipiatun of new oWIJll"lcllfmlnt Tide, ICapplimble 
For IDWR Offit:t! Us~ On(V: 
Receipledby.a..ib ..... :S__ 
Approvedby -----
Fann 41•141/41-l«lf(&J RIV. 07/10 
Data ;l i ;ll ld()IJ:; 
Processed by ----- SUPPORT DATA 
,.., CII 1:. ~'1 •4.it ~ 
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Filed for record at the Request of 
Blaine C01mty Title 
P0Box3176 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED 
FOR V ALUB RECEIVED. GBCI OT.BERREALESTATE1 LLC. a Montana Limited 
Liability Company ("Grantcr'1 whose address ls 49 Comm.om Loop. Kalispell, MT 59901, docs hereby 
grant, bargain,~ and convey unto Belle Ranch, U..C, u ldtlu) l.JmJt«t Liability COmpaoy 
C'Grantee"), whose address is PO Box 3322 HaiJey. ID 83333 that corlBln real property located in Blaine 
County, Idaho, which is mote parti(:u1ady described on Emihit "A" attached hereto and incorporated 
herein by this reference. 
Cou:veyiq, without Warranty, any ad all water tights apparteunt to tile real property 
described on Euiblt "A"• ind.udlngwi1bout limitation, Water BJght Nos. 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-
48211, 37-2630 and 37-483C. • 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said property. with its appUl'tmlanoes unto the Grantee aod its 
successors and assigns forever. Gnurtor does hereby covenant to and with the aid Gmntec that Grantor 
is the owner in fee simple of said propert;y and thatsoch property is ii'eeftom all encumbtances made or 
.suffca:ed by the Onmtor. 
Tho Grantor expressly lh:nits the covenants of this D=d to those bmdn expressed a.nd excludes 
alt covenants arising or to arise by statutory or other implication, and covenant that Gnmtom will forever 
wmant and defeud title to the property conveyed hemin against all perBODS who lawfblly claim by. 
tlnough. or uncu,r the Gnm:tors, but not otherwise. 
DATED this 20'- day of December. 2011 
OBCI OnmR. REAL ESTATE. I.LC 
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On this. 2rft day ofDeoember. 2011, befim:I me. the undersigned Notary Public in and for 1he 
State ofidaho; personally appeared Rieb DrittabJ., known or ideotified to me to be the SVP Special 
Assc1s Adroinistrator and duly Autbomcd Agent of the corporation 1hat executed this instrument or the 
persoo who executod 1he instrument on behalf of said COlJ)(fflltion and aclcnowledgcd to me tbatsuc.h 
corpomtion execubsd the same. 





Parcel 1 and Pare& 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDMSION, accordmg to the official plat 
thereof, recorded as Instmmout No. 563443. Recotds of Blaine County, [dabo. 
EXCEPTING a portion of said-Parcel 1 mcm, particu!uly dcscn'bcd as follows~ 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marldn11be Norlh ¼ Comer of Sectioa 7 Township 1 Not1b, 
Range 19 East, Boise Meridian. Blaine County, [daho; thence North 89°58'18" West, 1,317.24 
feet eloagthe Nortbedy bouodacy of the E½NWY~ Section 71 to an iron pin marldng the 
Northwest eotner of said EY.i.NWY.., Section 7. said pin also beiag the REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING; 
Thence contmuing North 89°581 l 8" West, 34. 73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
WY.iNWY., Section 7, wan iron pin on the iatenoction of the Northoaatmiy boundmy of the 
Union Pacifi~ Railroad and said Northerly boundary of the W½NW¼. Section 7; 
Thence South 31°10'34" East, 67.81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boUDdary to m:a iton 
pin on the mtmection of said Not1beastrt1y Railroad boundazy and tho Westerly boundazy of 
said EY..NW¼ of Section 7; 
'Ibenee North 0°22' 13" West, 58.00 feet alOJI& said Westerly boundary of the B½NW¼ to tho 
Point of B!!gjnoiog. Cfax Lot 4913) 
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Justin Stevenson 
27 January 2012 by HG1S® 
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QUITCLAIM DEED 
THIS INDENTURE, made this 21st~ ofDccanbet, 2011. betMm 
MDU11111ia WestBaat.aGUNTORIUld 
BelleR.aacb. LLC. m ldaha Limbed~ Company, u GRANTJi:E(S) 
wbase cuareat iidmall is: PO Bax 3322. HaiJBy. m 13333 
WII'NESS, that said Grmlor(a). ibr ID. m comiderlldall In Jawfill mall&IY ofb lhdtaa Stats of 
Amak:I. iahlad paid by tbeOrame, the.receipt wbamfis ha:ly edmolVltdpd. does by 
thac pn:mi5cs 1'CIIDbc, nlCIUO eod tbnwtr QtJITCLIJM. um tbclaicl Orlllfm(s) aad to ill ha&t 
111d atS1JDS .U lbat: Cll:l'llia lat, pazm pmm ofllnd. bouaded adpcdc:ulady dmcribDd II 
JbJlaws, tu wit: 
Afl1 ad all WBB ripn app,rtmant: tu 1h: naJ pn,pcrQ' dmQibed ia Exlibit •A•, mudial 
without limi1ldoa. Waler Riabt Nos. 37-411C, 37-577BT, 37-412H. 37-2fi30 llbd 37-483C. 
TOGE11fER 'Wida all IDd ..-tbe taemeats, Jmdialmeull amt appwbllllnCl:I lbenullD 
belaa&fbl or In mywlsoappa111iam& die monianaodmrcnfam, rmuiadl::rimdiamamdllll, 
lmb,, illllel ad]ll'Ofitstbenot 
TOHAVEAND10HOLD.Allladsillgullrtllellidpraiiaa. ~withdia 
~ uatodia Gtatee ud to b bmra ml msips lilreYcr. 
IN W1TNP.SS WBICRIOI', theplllblf(a) Juia rxecmd Ibis dllldaa lht dalctat 'fbr1hU1GYe. 





On dlls lln day of'Dlclmber, 2011 bclbn, me. du: uadtniped. • No111y Public. to and b lllicl 
Stale, persoaally append IUt.b. Brilma, bowD Cir' identified to Diil lO be dia Senlar V-tce 
Ptelident of'lba ca,pontiDn 1llat CIUGlded t1is 1Dltlmmmtor 1bll pmon 'lfbo e:ni:utal th& 
imtnJmeoton bllialf olllllid cmpcntioo ad ICmDWledpd 1Dme1balaudi carporation ~ 
daeame. 






SEP o \ 20\0 
DePtur™.JWT.~ OF 
WA1"e.R ~n ... --
-- DISTRICT COUFIT-SRBA --, 
Fiflh Judicial 01&\riet 
County of Twin Falls - Stale of 1clahO 
I AUG 3 1 ffll l · · 
I By ______ --1.,,._ri:ii: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE :FIFTBJUDICik:; DlSnuct OF THE ~i-9---" 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
lnReSRBA 





ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES 
Subcase Nos.: 37-00481C, 37-0048211, 
37..Q0483C, 37-00577BT & 37-02630 
(Sooth Country Estates LLC) 
On July 9, 2010, an Amended Special Master's Report and Recommendation was filed 
for the above-captioned water rights. No Challenges were filed to the Amended Special Master's 
Report and Recommendation and the time for filing Challenges has now expired. 
Pursuant to l.R.C.P. 53(e)(2) andSRBAAdmJnistratmOrder 1, Section 13f. this Court 
has reviewed the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law contained in the Amended Special 
Master's Report and Recommendation and wholly adopts them as its own. 
ThereforCt IT IS ORDERED that the above-captioned water rights be decreed as set forth 
in the attached Partial Decrees PursuDJtt to LR.CP. 5.f{b). 
DATED ~ 2/_, Ja/0 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES 
ERIC J. Wll.DMAN 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
Papi 
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wil:h a11l• s1C:til, r.a.c.P., th.t. t!M cRn _., il•1:end.aail 1:h&t tbere i• no :tu■r. r-ao tor il•l•y of tll• aatey of a 
fi.11&1 j1lclgaml.1< ucl t.11.1.t r.:tie eourt b&a IUl4 doe• llereby direct tmt tbe IILllove j1.1dgM1t.t ar orclU all lie • H.n.■l 
j...,,,...t ,apon wb.icb aucuticm •Y , .. ,,. alld • appeal -Y be taken u ptavl.ilecl by ,.!:!iilill~.,llillate Ibale•. 
ltdc J. wl. 
Pre■idiaa au ot ~ 
Sql:e a:1.ver --■IQ Jldjudicatioza 
SDA PAJtT:r:AL D!OB& PlJUUIUff TO 1,J\,C.I', 54(111 
W&t•r Upc l7•D041U Pila Jla■lb■r, 111371 
802 of 2064
1D Re SUA 
ca■■ w111. 3 H7' 
SOORCE, 
QUAlft'ITY t 
,onrr DP l>JVSUim, 
PVUOSB AIIZI 
PERIOD DF ua, 
PLAC:I OP en:, 
IN 'tKE EIISRIC'T conT CF TIIB FlPTB Jlll)Ic:JAL DilmUCf OP ffS 
STAT£ OF tllAKO, %If JIHD IOR flllt c:omrrr OP 'nlUI FALt.S 
PAIITlllL DBCltES PUIISUMrl' fl) 
J.a.c.,. SclbJ 1'011 
watu Ritkt J,-oo,11c. DISTRICT COUAT•SRBA ---, 
Fifth JudicJal District · 
County of Twin Falls• State of Idaho 
:!IOU11I CDmlT1' 1111'1','Ta LLC 
IO BCK lSU 
IC£tal\lK, UI HHO 
15.18' CFS 
11/01/1902 
T02N' all• IH 
111aur d1V11rta4 c- Beadgau HS delivered l:hrouOll Di.Jlt:d.ct 
canal. 
PmtIOD DP VG 
H-11 to 10-31 
AUG 3 1 2010 
In-1t,1tioa Within Ila.IN O:nmtr 
TOUI t19B so, nSN 24;0 
807 






219.D Acrll ~l 





Tbe rlghta listed .bellllV are lilllited l:D tb• 1.niga.tian of • 
cg,dilaltd t111tal or 2H acres 111 • aiagl.a 1rngaUou nuoa. 
ca.lliaed lll9bt Hn,, J7-41U, 37-411C, l7•CIJC, J7•5778T, 11114 
37-2'30, 
THIS PUTlAI, DIICU:E II sua.nicr 'l'O Sllal: mlllJlltAL l'IIOll'ISlCIIIS 
lll:CllSSUY POil "ftfB IIIIFDITIOII OP TU uaars 011. POK fllB En'ICIIIIT 
ADNJNJS"IMTJOII OP 'l'IIB 1'A7Elt RlGBH AS Mn R VLTDIA'l'ELY 
ElffllDft.Nm IIY T8£ comrr AT A IODl7 Ill l'INI JIO LATEll TUii Tm: 
mrraY OF~ J"DIM, UIIJPJED IIIICIID. I.e. ncrmir 42-UlZ(SI, 
IWLB H OJ) CD1'IFlCME 
Wltll r-■pect to tlla 1aauu dau:mDad b:, t:lle above judgsant o:r o.rdar. it h haruy CZKTJF:n:D, a ac:eon:i...c,e 
with lblla Hibl, r ••. c., •• that tlle cwrc baa detanilUA that cbere u ao ;i11R rM■OD for dalay ol! 1:be entry of a 
Unal :j•Gpoent anol Cllet tlle eourt 118■ ...e don Jaerebr llincc: tbllt tba llboYe :jlll!gaDt or order •hall IN a final 
::lw5gmellt upon "b1c:h uec:utJ.o11 Nf iHIHI Ad au appeal lllf be talcell aa pniyided.,l/lf~--.t4;~'/Appe11ate bl••· 
SRIIA PMTI.V. DICUZ l'Ult8UMT TO r .a.c.P. SUbl 




:ta Jl:e nu. 
CaH No.,,.,. 
SOU'RCS, 
tolll'r OF DIVEUlOlh 
1'DUOU .Mn) 
PERIOD OP un:, 
PLACE OP USE• 
IH TBEl DISftlCT COCDl't OP 1'KR nns J11)1C1AI. oisnu.cr OP 'nUI 
STM'E OP DWIO, DI AHD l'Oa 'DIii COllNff or 'l'VDI FALLS 
MffIAL DIC:RE£ PUaSVIUIT 'l'O 
1.a.c.P. 54lb) P0a DISTRICT COURT-SABA -, 
Cou Rfth Judicial District r~::: ~·:Too 
SQU'rll a>Umr UT~Ta LLC 
PO IOll 15JI 
IOZ'1'CIIUN, ID 133 40 
2.20 C:1'.I 
113/24/lHJ. 
roa a111: su 
I By_::------' 
l----
WUhiza BlaJJ,e County 
WatH' di:Vll:rtN f- BHdgaU 145 deUw,z:m tbnup Dl•t:rlc:t 
C.m.l. 
Irrlgadan 
T0111 lUtB 10$ 
LO'J' 7 
90-, 
211,0 Acre• Total 
PERIOD DP UBB 
Ot-15 'M 10-31 
QlWlTITY 
2.2D CFS 













'fl:le rights llat:ed nlw ue liaf.r.tld to t:ba lrripti- o! a 
c:omb:I.De4 COtal of :11, acre• la. a •inal■ lmgatln H&IIOD. 
Cllllllbia■d aight No•-• 3-,_412B, J7•tl1C, l7•48lC, l7-ST78'1:, eJl4 
11-200. 
TIIH Pl\111'1"1. DKIUEE JS sua.111C7 '10 SUCH Gllll:IIAL PROVISIONS 
ac:anu !Oil 'dB Dll'IHITJON OF TR£ Rirm Cit POil 1'1111 EffIClllNT 
AIINmtnu.naar OP 'l'BE Ila.nil &laHTS AS MAY u UE,TIMTELr 
DE1'DMUID ff 'ID COOll A1' A JIODff 1H 'Z'.tM£ 111:1 LMD 'ffUllf 1'U 
ENTRY DI' JI FIJfAL UHUil:a m:tllES, 1.c. acn011 42•1412 (&), 
RULE S4(h) CERTIPJc:a:n: 
Wit.b ni-s-c:t to t.b• bn•• del:aaaia■4 by the abffe judgaeat: or aaler, :lt: l■ lt■raby CBRTIPIIID. la .-:cardaaci, 
v:1.th :Rule 54lbl, J.1..C:.P,. cllat: l:l>e court us detefflilwd tha,: t:here i• - jun - fDY delay of tlai -t:ry of a 
tlDal jlldgiM11,: aa4 tut: tha cwr1: baa and doe■ barer direct r.llat th above :t••--w.. . r ■hall be a flnal 
jvdpe:11,: upon vhtc:b uec:ut:loa NY i.■ue .- an appeal may ba tu:aa u provided o ~lbta aule■• 
SltEIA PMTIAL DZCaD l'UIUIIDlll1' TO I .R.C.P, 5411:ll 
Nater Right l1•D051?11T Fila Hullll:l■r, Dl371 
Eric: It. 114-D 
PrallidiDg ,hdge of tlle 




ln lie SllllA 
CIIH lfO, l95'1' 
OUIUITI'ff• 
PUORI'ff DATE, 
IOJIIT OP DlVER.lllGIII, 
llr nm DISTUa a:IURT OF 1'HB Pr1'TB .rol:IJCUL DUTRlcr OF TBB 
l'l'ATS: DP IDABO. :DI Nil) roa 'l'BE COlllffY OF TlfDI' FAJ.LS 
l'AllTIALEJBCltlZJICUIJll)r,t'TO 
J .•. c.P. 54(bl POil 
Water IUgbt 37-02,30 
DISTRICT COURT-SRBA ~ 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho 
! AUG 3 1 lD10 I SOllnl ctlUNTY EITAffS LLC '° aox uu Ul'C:B114, m U34C 
l. '15 CPS 
1011.sa Art 
02/GZ/U'D 
nur lUSII 8H 
PIIUDIIII or USE 
lrrig&ticm 
In-i.g&tiCII 
TDl• JUH 1106 
BO, 
LOT 7 
PEIUOD 0P 11D 
H-U'l'O:t.D-31 
l J i ay __________ ..,_ __ 
1--













'l'he rigbta 1:1.ated belAV are lilllitecl tn th• irrigation nf • 
c::Olllb1Md. total Of HP ec:n■ ill a aiagle :I.H'ig&ctaQ ■P■oD. 
CQmb1aad. llitllt lloa., 37-41:IB, n-u1c:, n-uJc:, n-nnT, alld 
l1-zno. 
THH PAlrrlAL DECIUIE IS suanc:t T0' 9uc:8 ra:nul, noYJSZDll'S 
IISCUS,UY POil TIii DSfDl!TlON OP ,a 1tlCJBTB oa FOR 'nlE El'FIOEIIT 
ADlllirl&TMT!Ollt OF TIIB WATQ llmtts AS MkT aB UL'l'DIA'l'EloT 
DSTllll'JIIIED 11Y DB COUIT A'l' A PODn' IH TZJIB JIO LATllll TIWf TD: 
!AITRY OF A PDAL, utfIFlBD l:llitCU:B. :c.c. SBCTlOlf ,2-uu 1,1. 
IWLS S4lb) CDTIPICATE 
"1th i-e.-t to the iH\IH dei:e=iit,a,i by 1;.Jle a.boYa :t~c or ordu,. it :I.a uru,y CEllTUJIID, iD ■oc:omaace 
,,u:.l1 Aul.• 54 l:bl. I .a.c:,P., t:bet tJia Oll1'ft llu det.a:nli.aed tllat thff9 1a - ,aat reaaaa ier delay 01 1:he •11.try ol a. 
fln&l judgmeot &Ad t!l,lt the c..ure 11&• and •-• llereby dJ.ract 11:llac ~• uow. j11il99U-t er Di-d.er all&ll be a Unal. ,_ .. --· _ .... -.. _ ... =-_, .. --~ D_ ..... .., .. _ 
Praa:l 
9Daka ti119r ... s.n Mj\ld.icatioll. 
11118A PAil.Tut. IJIIC:IIIS ,UUIJMT to I.R.C.P. 54Cbl 
Nater Ritllt J'1-025JO Fil• .... i-, 0Jl7D 
805 of 2064
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER OF 
PARTIAL DECREES was mailed on August 31, 2010, with sufficient 
first-class postage to the following: 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
Represented by: 
JAMES P . SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
120 EAST AVENUE 
PO BOX 987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
Phone: 208-726-4421 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
ORDER 
Page l 8/31/10 FILE COPY FOR 01370 
806 of 2064
807 of 2064
:?.'17/2016 DIRECTORS REPORT 
SRBA 
DIRECTORS REPORT 37-00481C 
Return to SRBA Home Paae 
Return to SRBA IWATRS Reports 
IWT072 
···•····-·----·---~---- --- ~----·· ,-.. ·--·-·-
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMHEtl>EO WATER RI6HTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
Right Number: 37-00481C 
Name and Address: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 




KETCHUM, IO 83340 
816 WOOD RIVER Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
3,014 CFS 
08-01-1882 
Diversion Point: T02N RlBE S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Purpose and 
Period of Use: 
Place of Use: 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered throogh District 
Canal. 
Purpose of Use 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T01N R19E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289 Acres Total 
Period of Use 
04-15 TO 10-31 
Within Blaine County 
NESW 24 LOT 6 (NWSW)33 











The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483(, 37-577BT, and 
37-2638. 
Other Provisions Necessary for Definition/ Administration of this Water Right: 
Explanatory Material: Basis of Claim - Decreed 
tttp:/J164.165.134.61/03700481CX.HTM 
Return to SRBA IWATR,S REPORTS 
Return to SRBA Home Paae 
111 
808 of 2064
3117/2016 DIRECTORS REPORT 
SRBA 
DIRECTORS REPORT 37-00482H 
Return to SRBA Home Page 
Return to SRBA rw A TRS Rs;ports 
------- .. ~-- ----~---------
IWT072 IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMEM>ED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
Right Number: 37•00482H 
Name and Address: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 




KETCHUM, ID 83348 
BIG WOOD RIVER Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
3.012 CFS 
08-81-1884 
Diversion Point: T02N RlSE S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
canal. 
Purpose and 
Period of Use: 
Place of Use: 
Purpose of use 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T81N Rl9E S96 
S07 
LOT 7 
289 Acres Total 
Period of Use 
04-15 TO 10•31 
Within Blaine County 
NESW 24 LOT 6 (NWSW)33 











The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37•482H, 37-481(, 37·483C, 37•577BT, and 
37-2638. 
Other Provisions Necessary for Definition/ Administration of this Water Risht: 
Explanatory Material: Basis of Claim - Decreed 
----------------'·----------------
Return to SRBA IWA TRS REPORTS 




3117/2016 DIRECTORS REPORT 
SRBA 
DIRECTORS REPORT 37-00483C 
Return to SRBA Home Page 
Return to SRBA TWA TR$ Rworts 
IWT072 IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
-----------------------------------------~-------------------------------------
Right Number: 37-00483( 
Name and Address: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 




KETCl-llM> IO 83348 
BIG WOOD RIVER Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
15.086 CFS 
08-01-1902 
Diversion Point: T02N R18E S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Purpose and 
Period of use: 
Place of Use: 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
Purpose of Use 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T01N R19E S06 
507 
LOT 7 
289 Acres Total 
Period of Use 
04~15 TO 10-31 
Quantity 
15.086 CFS 
Within Blaine County 
NESW 24 LOT 6 (NWSW)33 









The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37•481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
other Provisions Necessary for Definition/ Administration of this Water Right: 
Explanatory Material: Basis of Claim - Decreed 
hltp"Jl164.165.134.61/03700483CX.HTM 
Return to SRBA IW AJRS ;REPORTS 
Return to SRBA Home Page 
111 
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3117f2016 DIRECTORS REPORT 
SRBA 
DIRECTORS REPORT 37-00577BT 
Return to SRBA Home Pa2e 
Return to SRBA TWA TRS Rc;ports 
-----~-----,._ _ _. •►-------·~---~-
·'"-··--·,,..~ ....... --. .. ---~- ______ _. ............ _______ ---
IWT072 IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
Right Number: 37-00577BT 
Name and Address: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 




KETCHUM~ ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
2.20 CFS 
83-24-1883 
Diversion Point~ T02N R18E S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Purpose and 
Period of Use: 
Place of Use: 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
Purpose of Use 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T01N R19E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289 Acres Total 
Period of use 
04-15 TO 10-31 
Within Blaine County 
NESW 24 LOT 6 (NWSW)33 











The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37·481C, 37•483C, 37-57781, and 
37-2630. 
Other Provisions Necessary for Definition/ Administration of this Water Right: 
Explanatory Material: Basis of Claim - Decreed 
~J/164.165.134,61/03700577BT .HTM 
Return to SRBA IWA]RS REPORTS 
Return to SRBA Home Page 
111 
811 of 2064
3117/2018 DIRECTORS REPORT 
SRBA 
DIRECTORS REPORT 37-02630 
Return to SRBA Home Paiie 
Return to SRBA 1W A TR$ Reports 
-----•"'" • •--•-•-•• -• • ----•••-.,••••~ss•-~-•.---,-■ •• ••••••-••~•••• •-••--
IWTB72 IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
REC0"'1ENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
-•-•-•••--•••-••••--------------•----------•-••-••••----•--------------------w• 
Right Number: 37-02630 
Name and Address: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 









Diversion Point: T01N R19E S06 NWNWSW Within Blaine County 
Purpose and 
Period of Use: 
Place of Use: 
Purpose of Use 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T01N R19E 506 
S97 
LOT 7 
289 Acres Total 
Period of Use 




Within Blaine County 
NESW 24 LOT 6 (NWSW)33 
(SWSW)12 SESW 39 
swse 8.s 
NWNE 31 SWNE 38 
SENE 15 NENW 28 
SENW 5 • S NESE 35 
NWSE 28 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481(, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
Other Provisions Necessary for Definition/ Administration of this Water Right: 
Explanatory Material: Basis of Claim - License 
Return to SRBA IWA TRS REPORTS 
Return to SRBA Home Page 




Amal Report b' W 25422 
No. W25422 Due no lats th1111 Aug 31, 2010 2. Registered Agent and Address (NO PO BOX) 
Retum to: 
Annual Report Form 
JOHN SOIERER 
SECRcT'ARY OF STATE 1. Mailing Address: Correct In this box if needed. 124 DEER VPJJ£.V LANE 
700 WEST JEFFERSON SOUTI-1 COUNTY ESTATES, LLC. 
HAILEY ID 83333 
POBOX83no .DHN SOIERER 
BOISE, ID 83720-008D PO BOX2127 
KETOIUM ID 83340 3. • Registered J,gent Signature:• 
NO FIUNG FEE IF USA 
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE 
4. Lmlted Llablty Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of at least one Member or Manager. 
Office Held Name Street or PO Address -~· State Coulltry Postal Code MEMBER. ....... , ... .. . PO B0Xl539 
.• 
DHN SOIERER KETOIUM ID USA 83340 
5. Organized Under the laws of: 6. Annual Report must be signed."' 
ID Signature: John R. Scherer Date: 06/14/2010 
W25422 Name (type or pmt}: John R. Sdlerer Title: Member 
Processed 06/14/2010 * Electronlcaly provided signatures are accepted as original signatures. 
11tp:/twww.sos.klaho..gov/xU?KP"%5C20100614%5CXMIJ29RTS_10166224.xML 111 
814 of 2064
4fZ7/2015 MUii Report tor W 25422 
No. W25422 Due no law than AUg 31, 2009 2. Registered Agent and Address (NO PO BOX) 
Retum to: 
Annual Report Form 
JOHN SOtERER 
SECRETARY OF STATE 1. Mailing Addras: Cc1Tect in this box if needed. 124 DEER VAUEY LANE 
700 WEST JEFFERSON HAILEY IO 83333 SOLITH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC. 
POBOX83720 JOHN SotERER 
BOISE, IO 83720-0080 POBOX2127 
KETOiUM IO 83340 3. Hm Registered Agent Signature:• 
NO FIUNG FEE If USA 
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE 
4. Umlted UabUity Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of at least one Member or Manager. 
Office Held Name Street or PO Address -~ State Coun~ Postal Code . -
MEMBER JOHN SOIERER PO BOX 1539 KETQIUM ID USA 83340 
5. Organized Under the Laws of: 6. Annual Report must be signed.• 
ID Signature: John R. Scherer Date: 07/15/2009 
W25422 Name (type or print): John R. Scherer Title: Managing Member 





I flllulnto: IECAEl'ARY OF STATE , 450 NORTH F0UR1ff STREET • SOUTH COUNTY E8TA1ES. U..C. 
,0 80X a120 JOHN SCHERER 
801SE,f0'37aMOBO =:~ 8.1340 
NONJNGPIEF 
4• Limited Liablfty Companies: Enter Hames and Addrelw of Membefa. 
& ........... 011:aNDPOIOX 
JOHN&aiERER. 
12' DEIR VAW!VlNE 
HAILEV,1011333 
9"11! M !:!la 9'11tatf!.O. WW 5ar 11!1! 
~ ~lt. ~ Po ~)c. •et ·~UA. ,::I) 
M42Meflt. 




Slgnllbn _ _,_r....,.. ______ _ 
Do 200808005508 
816 of 2064
. . . ~ ........ - .. - ., -.. -·•-· ..... ......... ~ ... ----~• ..... ··. -- . ,_ ..... ~ ~ -· _; ... """ .... ..__ ...... -.......... ,. ..... --- ... --- _.... __ ..,. .. __ ~~-
No. W25422 
Aetumto: 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
700 WEST JEFFERSON 
POBOX8S720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0080 
-Due no later than August 31, 2007 
Annual IIMICN'I Fonn 




4• Limited Ltablllty Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of Members. 
Ofllceheld !ml! SlrHlorP.Q.~1888 ~ =~ Jo~'"l le~ °Po 'Box (f>~, f(.~OIUl-l 
Issued 06/01/2007 Do Not Tape or Staple 
2. ReglltndAgenland Offlae NO PO IOX 
JOHH SCHERER . 
588 8 MAIN 9T If! :104 
K&=FGHUM. 219 8aM9 
\';.)4 t)ure V4<..l€""f lAt--l£... 
HAI -...f.'-{ "Ct) 8'-'??'!> 















SECRETARY OF STATE 
700 WEST JEFFERSON 
POBOX83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0080 
NO FILING FEE IF 
CEIVED BY DUE DATE 
Dua no later than August 31. 2008 
Annual Report Form 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LL.C. 
JOHN SCHERER 
POBOX2127 . 
KETCHUM, 1D 83340 
•.---------➔- .. -----
2. Fleglalered Agent and 0fflca NO PO BOX 
OHN SCHERER 
S MAIN ST STE 204 
CHUM, 10 83340 
3.New - ered Agent Signature 
4• Umtted Llablllty Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of Members. 
I , 
I 





Signature ______________ Date _,...~___,;;.....;;....,,___--1 
Do Not Tape or Staple 200808000571 
- -·----- -----------••• •□rn--nllilalll• .... 
818 of 2064
N W25422 o. 
Return 10: 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
700 WEST JEFFERSON 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, 10 83720-0080 
--- -----------• Due no rater than August 31, 2005 Ann1..1al Report Form I l.1iiiliil(J AddrPSS Corrr:ct 111 tt11s bo~ ii ;ippl>c:1hlc 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LL.C. 
JOHN SCHERER 
POBOX2127 
KETCHUM. ID 83340 
I 
2. Regrslerad Agent and Office NO PO BOX 
JOHN SCHERER 
500 S MAIN ST STE 204 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
la. New Registered Agent Signature 
NO FILING FEE IF L' -
.......,B=E...,.C...,.El--::.V--=E=D-=B:;..;V;....D __ U_.E=--D .... A .... T=E--------------~----- __________ __, 




~ S1ree1 or PO. Address 
.X\\"-'·"f.a:~ffl!. l)c: Bo3< tS3 c, 
5. Organized Under the laws of: 6. 
IDAHO 
W 25422 
Signature __ _ 
--·--· 
______ Date ---.__,;:.-....L_=------1 
:).·t 
-.::..;,;;___-=.:.;.-=-_;:__---- Title I >IW 
Issued 06/01/2005 Do Not Tape or Staple 200508000428 
...... --.. ~ ·-· ~ .-, --... - ~ ..... ..-,,,, - ,,,.., ~~ - - -- - - - - .. .... - ..... - -
819 of 2064
No. W 21422 
Ratumto: 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
700 wesr JEFFERSON 
POBOX83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0080 
NO FILING FEE IF 
CEIVEDBYDUEDVE 
Due no later than August 31, 2004 
Annual Report "Form 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C 
JOHN SCHERER 
PO BOX 2127 
KETCHUM. 10 83340 
4 Limited Liability CompanJes: Enter Names and Addresses of Members. 
Offlc. hekl Name Street or PO. Addren ~ 
1".'\~,Ji\ Jn.11r~ ~-~\1'~l ~ ~~J. 1•:i ;-1 ~'t{t.ttl.a,\ 1r ,"zJV\ • •.:a: VT' ., 
6. 'ii __ ........,__ 
2. Registered Agent and Office NO PO BOX 
JOHN SCHERER 
500 5 MAIN ST STE 204 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
3. New Registered Agent Signature 
5. Organized Under lhe Laws or: 
1DAHO 
W25422 
Signature --El .... r__________ Data --==----..~--....... --
. D lwi &di~ r._,11e_D_ 'ft._ 6-_ L_ ~-~ -~~ -~ 




RECORDDfO RBQUSSTED BY 
AND WHBHJlBGC)RDBDRBI'URNTO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, P1l.C 
Poat Office Bo1 3310 
Katch111n, Idaho 83340 
lnstnmlent#l88880 
HM.IV,8LMl!,IDAHO 
N!1-aD1t IM:IM:111 Na.afPlglCI 
._... lbr:IDNIO INlll!P!IID!NT BANK 
JOLYNN DRACIE ,._! 11M 
Ex.otlalltRecanllr -- "''' 
..... wn.-- ------7-,, 
<S.- Abcrfe'llllj U. Far&anWi&j 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, recoipt of which is henby acknowledged. South 
county Estarm, U.C, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, convey& and forever quitclaims to John Schemr, a married man as his sole and separate 
property, whose adchess is PO Box 2127, Ketchum, Idaho 83340 and Charles Holt, a manied 
man u his sole and separate property, whoae address is PO Box 2133, Ketchum. ID 83340, to 
hold as lenants-in-common. alt of its right. tide and inten:st which lt bu, if any, in the property 
in the State of Idaho, County of Blame dacn"bed as: 
7.SflBcJ't portion of Water Ript Nos. 37482H, 37-481C, 37-
483C, 37-S77BT, and 37-2630 as identifiedonthencordsofthe 
Idaho Department of Water Resources and more particularly 
described on Bxbibit A. 
DATED this 25th day of .June, 2009 
STATEOFIDAHO, ) 
) as. 
COunty of Blaine. ) 
On this 15111 day of June, 2009, before me. tho undcrsiped. a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state. pcnon.ally appeared John Scherer, known lo me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of Soulh County Eatates, U.C, and the person 
wbo IIUbscribed bis name to 1hc witbm. instrument. and aclmowl to me that he executed Iha 
same on behalf of said limited liability coqaany. 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 
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brCIBlll XII 833to 
IIll 1IOOD U1llll 
J.014 CH 
H/D1/Ul2 
'r0211 IUII HI Nrlr lfll:Jdft ILlmQI Q:iwd:f 
1J■tar 111.-1:84 ftaa audQ■UI I" daU.v."4 tbrougb flbt:ric:t: caal, 
,......., 
ftlUOD till t:11111 
111811:111 DJ: -
~
l'Llm DI" OSI• DR'LtU..DII ill ■11111 &»sPCZ 
fflltUDIH nn 
'l.'IIJJI' ltl.9S IIGI Lat ,...., 
'l'O:Jlf WQ.H IOI ... 
Ttlllf 1119& tCIT .... 
TGD a19C 107 -•roua auc ,o, -
PIBICP Of PII ODMn:z:x 
H/15 10/U J,OH en 
2,.00 TOlW uaa1H tot ' ... U.DO 
U,DI 'lfllll u,a •M 
1,80 ftU' UM 117 
Jl.01 10U aull 117 
21,GCI 'ffUf UI■ ■a'f 
35.00 'l'tW..,_,. an 












AIIJCO 01 Ullh 
l'LICS or UHr 
1MRO DDUl'1'MIIIIT 0f' 111."nl UIOUIC&II 
IIB<XIMNIOIDl:0 _,.. uoma lCQUlDD mma aTATZ x.u 
BlO II001l anD 
:i.:aoo CJ8 
OJ/2t/1Hl 
TOU' RUil sJ, IIWIM' lllitbia !ILlllllB counc.y 
Oll/20/:1107 
h.tar divu,:ed fn'llll lleadg&te IU delivand. t~ J>11tdat canal, 
MAI !Zmll 
mlm.T:telf 
llUlll:CUII .ii. m.lllllf CRIIISiX 
'l'1n.• 111111 ao, -TDJJJ m.,a Bal Lot ,_ 
TDUI RUI SOC ... 
TOD J.l.91l 801 .... 
TOJll 1191807 -'?Ollf lt1$& 807 -
2PtGP 9l VII "'··inn 
Ot/111 10/31 2,200 en 
H.00 'ru1lf R.UB tot Lot ' .... lJ.DO 
u.oo 'NUI JU.ta SOS 
l,H 'l'01H ltl.!la 1117 
u.oo '1'0111 a1ts acn 
u.oo T1l:ur au• ao, 
3$,00 'tOlJI fl1H 111'7 




.. . ~ . 
~ 
11.talff llllMHlh J'J-1128 







DrClltlll XO IJHO 
BJG IIDOC 1tiftR. 
a.ou en 
01/11/1.ltt 
ftZlf al.U SU lllH1llf 'fitllla IJl'.iU8 camt,y 
GJhD/JOD7 
•t..r cU'IUbld ffla lludQ&ta 145 deU'Vllnld. t:hrclll9b Dutri.ot c.iw.. 
PIIUOH MD 
PDtOD O"f 1111, --·· - l'IUAPPIM PY/llltll uananar M/U 1.0/ll J.012 en 
Jlt.Aea GP UU1 IIIIIIUIIII jg. IJIIDII' PNS'Slt: 
TOUf su.•• so, - H,00 fl111 Rl.fll Hf LillC ti- U.H '1'0111 UH SH t,at: 1 - u.oo mu 11n soil ... 31,01 
TO:UC altl ilOi. - .... 'IOUt .,.,. 11&7 ... ll,DO Hlll ltl.!tl 80'1 - 31,0I 'ftl1II UJa 117 - 11,DO T01JI 111• an - H,00 ma m.n 1111 ... s.so 'rDUI IP.IS Bll't - H,01'1 'l'V:uf IUII 907 IIQB aa.oo 
.... ,., 
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J,t,Ml'B OP llllll 
1DIIHO tal!lilnllfl OF tiaflll. tcm 
IIICXlllaD1iO 1fNl'Ba Uaatl M:OUlUD UIISll ffi.ff a11 
l7•HlC 
l0U'W Qllllltt -.na u.c 
PO BOX J.&ll 




10311 llll IJ' SIMW •lthln 11LUB11 ecna.ty 
~ ll!'ftl'l:.e4 tn.M H,aqato kl deliqi:.-4 ~ nlatriat t:Mal, 
lllUDU IIEml bRIAPOl5111 AfflPTl:X 
llllll014'IOtf M/11 10/lt 11.oas en 
lPUilTXW lD ~ a.,mi,v 
'l'OlH llltl IOI ... at.GO TOUt 11111 80f Lat ,_ Jl,80 
fllJI IUD NI t.ot 7 .... U,01 TOIi' aua aa1 - U,Oa 'l'IIUI WI 1111c nn 1,111 '!GUI 111H 1101 ... 31,D0 
ffllf IUfl 107 ... ;H,00 '!OUl aua 8111 ... U.IIG 
'1'011l UH 801 - H.01 flU.ullM1 .... S,!IG 'tOUI IUJI BG'! ... JS.ID m:ua IIUll 801 ... 20.00 
IHMJIU'ftlUJ. 
'Ille r1QhMi liltlld belGv an 1ial.ted to the irdpticll cl • CQlbiued total ot Ill •t:n:• hi • a.l.Dgle ~-· ~ tighe so.., 11-naa. 11-4uc, 












UIAS DIINm.-r 01' GT& IIIIIIOaRCU 
UCDJU..U wa.TD lllGIII M!QOW 11111111 ftU'B LU 
J7-21JO 
aoimr coanr lll'l'Am r.a.c 
JO llQX lllU 







IIIJIUIQI ta MDI CiimaW 
-rour n• ••• ... 
, 'fOU: ltlft IDli ~ 7-
'llDt.,... '" nn 
TO:US UH H'f ... 
't'OU 111H ID? ... 
'l'V:ul 1111 117 -
J!RRAfm 
01/U 10/n 
H,oa 'l'Ol■ 111111 IOI Lot 
12,0D 'HD &HB Iii 
•••• ,:GUI 1111■ 811 
ll,OD ftlll llltll 811 
:111,0D 'l'OUI 111H 817 
H,DO 'l'OUI ma 10, 









JUL 1-2 2010 
DEPARTM~-'!m 
WATER ACl:IUUnv...,. 
-- ■ ........ ...,...v,,1.....,.1~ 
fWI Judicial Dislrid 
CcanlyafTwi'I Falls-Simi d Idaho 
JUL - 9 2010 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNT)' 0 
InReSRBA 






) ____________ ) 
AMENDED SPECIAL MASTER'S 
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION; 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
WATER RIGHT NOS.: 37-481 C, 37-
482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 
I. FINDINGS OF FACT 
A Special Master's Report and Recommendation was issued on June 28. 2010. The Court 
erroneously attached a copy of a recommendation for water right 37-418C instead of37-48IC. Th.is 
A.mended Special Master Report nnd Recommendatio11 now correctly attaches a recommendation 
for 37-481C. No other changes were made. 
A claim was filed for each of these water rights pursuant to J.C. § 42-1409. The Director of 
the State ofldaho Department of Water Resources examined the water system for this reporting area. 
The Director's Report contained recommendations for the elements of these water rights. 
Objections were filed by Tom O'Gara.. John F. Stevenson, Bill Molyneux, Pete Van Der 
Muclen, Grace Eakin., Rocky Sherbine, Oerald Bashaw, Pepin Corso-Harris, ~reafter"Concemed 
Water Usersj and the Big Wood Canal Company. A Notice of Withdrawal of Objections was filed 
by the Concerned Water Users and the Big Wood Canal Comp~y on January 11, 2008. A hearing 
was held on February 25, 2008. There was no opposition to the withdra~ of these Objections. 
There are no unresolved objections ~maiaing in these subcases. 
II. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Based on the :file and record herein, IT IS RECOMMENDED that these water rights be 
deereed with the elements set forth in the attachedSpedal Master's Recommllndationfor Partial 
Decrees. 
D.o.ra>: Q,Lg q , 2010. 




CUit )lo, lllS1' 
Q\!AlfflTT, 
l'OIMT OF Cill'ERSIOlilo 
PLACE: OP UH, 
OISTF!ICl COURT 
Rflh J~ Olstric:t 
County of lim Falls -Stated Idaho 
Pl ffZ DISTIUCT COUltT Oi' Tffi! l'IFTK JIJ1)1CtAL DI 
S'?ATB Or IDA!ro, tll MD l'OR !ltl1! COUIIM' OP' TWIN 
l'.U.TtJU, IJECUE PUltS!Wl'l 'l'O 
t,ll,C,P, S4{bl rott 
OF ,,... 
i.s 
JUL - 9 ~10 
SV------------.,Cllilt~ 
ll0Utll !Xltln'Y Ell'V.TES I.LC 
?O lll)l( l!JJ 
UfClnll,t, 10 13340 
08/Cl/11182 
1'1>211 UH SH 
lofUltt divett•d fro. lli:u,tigal'.e td d&ltve:ed tbrougll tli,Btrle(: 
canal, 
PEIUOD 01' US!t 
04•15 TO 10•::U. 
RECEIVED 
JUL J 2 2016 
uJ2EPARTMENT OF 
uttTER RESOURCES 
IrrigaU.C1.11 Witb1n Blaine Cow'ltY 
'l'OUf Ulllt 906 
I.OT '7 
507 
28P.o Acraa Total 












T~a rl.fbt• ll1ted below ara lilllited to t~e irri;acion oe a 
eclllb1ned total or :tH ;a~•• in a ai119b tmsatiOA aeaaon. 
C:O~inad Rl9nt wo •. , ,,-,,1a, l7•t81C, 37•••lc, J7•51'1'8T. and 
31•lil0, 
TKJ:111 i'UTt11.t, DiCRa ts Su-a.rsc't TO S11C1 GINB!tAt, nolllSIOJIS 
NECUS-.aY POR na: Dl'P'llltTIOII o, THE llGKTS OR l'OI 1'11£ s:nxcu:m:-
ADKIMXS'l'KATION or nm llATG IUG!tH AS IU.1' 81 tn.'1'1111\ULY 
DS'tUMlNl'D 8'/ Tll8 r::0Uln" lt.t JI. PODIT Uf TtMll MO tJl'rlll 111.\11 TlilB 
Elmlt OP A HNAI:. UNU'lEO l>acAH. l .c. IIIC'ftClf 4:t-UU l&l , 
Ruµt k(bl CU'l'UICP<ff 
°""""cii& 
w1~11 :aape<:t: 1:0 !:lie i■aiu,a ~~~ned. by the above :Judgee:11.t, at o:rd•r. it ia betchr CD'l'lFlEO, in •ll'COrdat>c:• 
vf.th ht• St lb) , f ••• C.P, • thu Che r:Dlll't h.aa detend.1111d that ttt.re :L ■ ao ju•t ruaon for d"lay of the e111:.ry of a 
Unal judp,aat Md t!Wlt; tbe ,;<>1,11:t bu <IJUI •• lloreby dbect tbac th• &tlov'I ::ludp,ent or oner ■ball be • Uml 
jW5pnnt upoa wbicb -.,ion may iHIMt and - •n-1 -v tie Calcml u p-v14e4 l>y tM Jdallo ~ll•t• -atJl••· 
RECOMMENDATION 
JUL O 9 2010 
SPA PARTIAL DBQU::E PURSUM"t TC 1.a.c.p. 54(b) 
~&ter 1lit,llt ;n-OHll1C l'ile ~r, OU'f<I 
Eric J. 1fUdlllan 
tnalding .Judge of. tba 
--.ke Jliver --•in M~lldlcatlcm 
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1'0Uff' OP DIYEUICIII 
VIIUOSE MID 
PSRlOD 01' UH, 
Pr.ACS OP VSB 1 
•· 
DISTRICl COURT-sRBA 
Fib Judicial Dlstrld 
of Twin Felll •Slld8 or Idaho 
UJ 111B Dtsntter COUllT OP THB FIP'tll .ninxctAL DI 
STATE or ZDAHD, nr MD roa 'ZHE COONTY or nmr 
l'All'rIAL DEC:UB l'aR81.INll' TO 
x.R.c ••• S4(b) FOR 
JUL - 9 2010 
Wat•r Right 37·0041211 
ay _________ ,;:01111:=-
100TK aorrr D'l'Ana r.u: 
IO BOX 1531 





JUL 12 20IO 
DEPARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES 
••t•r diYerted. fl'Dlll Huds,at• 145 deliverlld tllftll>gh Dlatri.~t 
Caaal. 
l'URPOBE OP U8.I 
lttigatiDA 
ln-lgatiGA 
PERIOD OP U8B 
H•U 'ID :lD•ll 
QUMl'lff 
l ,DU c;l'l!I 
Vlthtn Bl•i.ne o:nmty 
T0111 RltB SDS HZ9"-Z4.D I.or I·. CIIWSWUJ,O 
988W Ul,O Im 7 (lllillnf)U.O 
50'2 









The ~lgbtl l11tDd below •n 11.J.tod tQ tllD ln:!gat!o4 Df a 
cocnb1118d cotal of 289 aen• 111 11 a1119le irrigadoa •ea■ml. 
CO!llbined Right Boa., l7-412H, 11-,11.c, l7-41lC, 37■5'7'211'r. alld 
37•2'30. 
IMIM!rciiiiit 
DTIIER PRDVIBICll'S KllCaSNIY Ritt DBPDUTION 0ll ADMl■ISTV.TlCIII OF THll NAUR JllGKTt 
urs .NITLV. l>IX:UB u SUBJBC'l' TO war OIINBIIAL HOVISlotrS 
NEICUSMY FOR 1'1111 IIBFI■ITION OF THE azmrra OR l0Jt TU DFJ:CJIIIT 
ADM!lfISTMTION OP TQ IIATD axans aa MAY BB ULTI~TBLY 
DE'ftmNIIIIID BY TBS CDUaT A'J A 1'0Dl'J' IJI TDII: 11D LATER -mNI 'fflB 
DITIU!' OP A FINM. UIUFtllll DIICUE, I.C. SBCTION 42•1412(11. 
Nith r••P~ tg r.be iH11e• ihtHldll8d 'by the llb,;ive j~t Dr ordei:·, 1t t• bueby ClltTIFll!D, lll ,1ccordu.c:. 
wtr.h Jwla 54 lbl , I .a, c.•,, tblt l:IM -t M• der.ualn■d tllar. tlMH"8 U - just: raa-a far delay 0£ tile a,sr.zy a! a 
Uul j\ldg!NAt and tllar. c.118 court baa nd do•• bereby diner. r.h•r. r.Jse 111:Jove j11dpl,nt: ar ordar •hell _, • final 
j~r. upi:m vhicll uacut1on •Y i•aua ad en appeal -r be Uken u provided lly tlle Jdallo Appellate Ru1••• 
RECOMMENDATION 
JUL O 9 2010 
BU,\ tAltT%At DEClll:E PVJtSIWfT TO I ,a .C. I. 54 ll>) 
V,1ter Rl9bt 37-DD482H Pile NIPll:lart 01373 
Brie J. Wildman 
Preeldiag Judfe of tlla 
!IDAke •t-r a.■ 1.n Mjadleat1ml 
831 of 2064
IDReSltllA. 
18 THE DlSftICT CDVltT OF TD FlffH .JUDlctN. DI a 0 
B't'ATE DP l:OMO, llf NID POil 'IBlf CO)Jlln' OP 'ftfl:11 FALL# 
Piun':tAL DBC:aBE ~ "rO 
r.a.c.P. S4lbl eoa 




l'ODff OF DIVERSION, 
l'lllll'OSI MID 
PCIUOII or OSI. 
l'LACB DP U81ih 
IOU'l'II CDalllT BffATBS UC 
PO BOX 1539 
lt£l'CHIJK, ID t3340 
arc IIDIX) RIVER flUBUTMV I MALAD RU/JIil 
i,.DH as 
OI/Dl/1102 
Nat•~ d~veitlld r- aeadgate 141 deliv•m tbco\,gb Diatr1ct 
ea-1. 
RECEIVED 
JUL. I 2 2610 
D~ENTOF 
WATER RESOURCES 
HRtDD Of' US2 




TDllf RHB 80& ••• 
LOI' 7 
so, 














the right• liatttcl below.,,., lim.ltad to the itr:l;att- of a 
ca.mined tKal of 2H acre. :la a alnal• irri9au.on ...... 
COlll!lnad Jli911t. Ho••• l7-412K, J7•411C, 37-413C, l7•5178T, and 
l7•21JO. 
fllIS PAlltlAL Dltl:U:I IS SUILJl!:CT' ,:0 IUCB OIIIIIDAL l'ROVl:SlONII 
NacatlAaY POil nnr DUJll1Tl01f or 'nm 1.lCIITS Oil l'Oll TIii! EPPlClarr 
A&lHINISTMTl0N OF 'nlS IIANII IUGUTS AS MY H IH.'l'lM.\TILY 
DITUlllllaD B't 'fflK CDUICI' AT A fOurr nr TIM£ MO LIi.TEil TBAII rHB 
BICTI.Y Of' A Fnr.a.r. UNlFIIII DICREI!:, l,C, Sl!Cl'IOlf 42•UU Ill. 
Rut.£ 54 lbl CBRTJ:PICATS 
&.iC1111 
IUtll .,..,act ta tbe iaauea me■ninad by tba uove lll4gmant 11r- oder, lt la lwreby aaTJ:fUI), ta accardanca 
.,1th Rill.a Hibl, ,.a.e,• •• th&t u. c:ourt ha■ detanunad £!lat there 1■ :ao :,uu raaa1111 for delay ol the a1u:ry or • 
Unal juelgmeat Nd cue the eciurt )l&a •ad doea h•i:eby direct. that tbe allaYe judg!Mnt or ardar llhall be a l!lna.1 
ju.dgNnt upon which .,..cution Ny b■ue and an appeal may b. taken u PfQVidad by t.be ldaba Appellate Rulea. 
RECOMMENDATION 
JUL O 9 2010 
SRI.\ PARTJAL DtCaEI IURSUMII' 'IO 1.a.c.,. !54 lbl 
Nater Right J?-0041JC Pile lllllllbar-1 01312 
Eric: i1. IIUdaan 
h'HicliDJI ,Judge af Clla 
snua R:lvu Basin AdjwUutioo 
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PODl1' OP OIVER.slON, 
Pt.ACII OF Wllh 
.DI Tlll!. DIIFTIUCT ~,: OF nt.: Fl l'1'R JUl)lCI/t.L DI IC!' 
STATt: or J:OIJ!O, tJI 1.lltl f'OR TtlB C014IT1' OP T!I rAJ. 
'PART:t:M. tlac:ltn li'l,laSUIIJft 'IO 
t.a.c.,. S*lbl F01! 
JUL - 9 2010 
SOUTH OJ1lHTY UTA'l'U t.LC 
li'O »oX 1Ull 
.u.TCIIUM, ID 8ll40 
BIO tlOOO ll:tVIR TIUBUTM't, MAlJl,O llIVD. 
JUL 1 2 2010 
DEPARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES · 
TO:ut IUIE Sl' Mlthin llailUI Couoty 
~•ter diverted t~ Me•dgete i45 deliv■red t:.hrou,wh Di•trict 
Olnlll, 
I rrlgat;ion 
TOUI u,a 14• 
tut 7 
$07 
i'e::RIOD Of' tlSt 
04•15 TC 10•31 





Sll:Nr U ,O 
51:Nlf li.S 
NWSE 20 ,o, 
UlT ' (NlfflfJ )J • I 




Tbe right• li•t•d b1l011 ar~ 11111ited to the ittigatlon of a 
ooinbined total ot 119 acres in a ■inglo iniv-~1- ,uaoa. 
CO!nbued Rigbt Noa,, )1•482H, l1•411C, l1•tSlC, 37-5778?, and 
>1-:uao. 
TIUS PAllTIAL DSCIIU IS SUBJSCT TO lNOI m.:NDAL PJIOVISIONS 
~!11\a.'I nut TU tlll:Ftlll'TlOtl OP THB UGHTS Oil rot TRI EPP'X:CU:ior: 
lU'.ll'IUIUITRA'TIOfJ or 111£ llATIII. 11.IGKTS A$ !CAT 31 tlLTU'IATtl',Y 
tlf.taMllfC IT 11t! CDU'R'l' AT A POINT IN TIMS .110 ti,:t&R 11illN fflE 
ElmtT OP A vtNAL WlF:tltD 0£CU2. I.e. Su:?10111 41•1412 un, 
With &'Aspect co t:.ba iHuH deu~ by the above 'judgment or order, it la bllnby CE!trtPYED, tn ,u::co~ 
with Rt.Ile· 54lbl, i.a.c.~., tbat the court: b.l.■ detenilnad that tti.r• L■ aa j1U1t rea■oo tor delay oC tlu! eotry or• 
t.111&1 jl&dgalnt a.ad that the aoutt Ila• 11114 doe• bereby direct tbAt. the allo•• judpeDt; or oner al!AJ.1 be a Unal 
juilglllUt vpoo .. ll,l.i;h -•o::utlon lllll)' issut aad ea appeal Ny be taken u PRYlded. b)' l:Mt Idimo AppOlUte Rl,alfc■• 
RECOMMENDATION 
JUL O 9 2010 
SUA PAllTUL DECI.IS PURSUIIIIT TO t, ll. <:', P • 54 (l)J 
wner JU11ht. ::n-ournn f'U• 111.ldnn.·, 01n1 
ado J, 1'Ud11111l 
PrRUhlg .Judgt of t:1ut 
Su.kt liver autn Ad:i"41catioa 
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IA Re hllA 
c-■e iro. lts7' 
SOIIB.CB, 
PltlOlUTY DP.TB, 
IOJBT 01' DlWRBJOlh 
l'UUOSB »ID 
HRICD OP USE, 
l'LACB OP USE, 
DISTRICT COURT-SABA 
Fifth Judiclal District 
CollltyofTwin F811s•S&el8 of Idaho 
Ilf THE DISDICT couar OP TU P:Enll o11lDIC:IAL DJ:Sftl ~ 0, !IS 
STATE or IDAJIO. Ill Nm fall -nm CIOlmY OP 'Nlll ALLS 
PMTIA1, DECU& l'UIISVAIIT 10 
I,R,C,P, S4~) POR 
JUL - 9 2010 
BJ---------==01111~ 
sours CDUtffY llnA:rU Lt.C 
PO IIOJC :LSJI 




TOUI RUE so, 
RECEIVED 
~UL ·12 2010 
DEPARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES 
PUUoa or UH 
1irn9at:Lon 
PaIOD Ol" U8B 





'tCIUf R1!1E SH HUW 24.0 
LOT 7 (IWSWIU.O 
Slf.E 8.li 
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RECEIVED 
JUL 1 2 2010 
DEPARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES JUL - 9 2010 
BY'--------~0llll-,-
Dlp.f16.i" 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIALl...e:~Pi6:ei'~F"-"'.IMl!~:=:.!.;:;;;;.,1 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 




) ___________ ) 
NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF, 
Arnwdt:a SPECIAL MASTER I s 
RECOMMENDATION 
Water Right(s}: 37-00481C 
37-00482H 37-00483C 37-00577BT 
37-02630 
On July 09, 2010, Special Master BRIGETTE BILYEU 
issued a SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION for the above subcase(s) 
pursuant to SRBA Administrative Order 1 (AOl )·, Section 13a. ,. .. · 
Pursuant to SRBA Administrative Order l, Section 13a, any party 
to the adjudication including parties to the subcase, may file a Motion 
to Alter or Amend on or before the 28th day of the next month. 
Failure of any party in the adjudication to pursue or participate 
in a Motion to Alter or Amend the SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION 
shall constitute a waiver of the right to challenge it before the 
Presiding Jucige. 
DATED July 09, 2010. 






JUL 1-2 2010 
~TOF 
WATER RESOURCES 
- DISTRICT COURT.SABA 
Fllh Judiclal Dlslrid 
Col.Illy of Twin Falls -SIBie cl Idaho 
JUL - 9 2010 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
case No. 39576 
) 
) 
) ______________ ) 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
Water Right(s): 37-004BlC 
37-00482H 37-00483C 37-00577BT 
37-02630 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
AnteAJDE.D 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the SPECIAL MASTER'S 
REPORT, SPECIAL MASTER Is RECOMMENDATION FOR PARTIAL DBCRS.B. and NOTICE. 
OF ISSUANCE OF SPECIAL MASTER I S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION w_er,e _ ~.iled 
on July 09, 2010, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid to 
the following: 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
Represented by: 
JAMES P. SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
120 EAST AVENUE 
PO BOX 987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
Phone: 208-726-4421 













Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:23 PM 
Paul Arrington; Chris Bromley; Jones, Doug 
Fawcett, Trish; Barker, Albert (IWRB Member) 
RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County 
Estates LLC 
If someone queries information regarding ownership, the Department's database will say "See file." It will not refer to 
South County Estates, LLC. 
Yes, this email discussion will be included in the file. 
Garrick Baxter 
Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
322 East Front Street 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov 
Phone: (208) 287-4811 
Fax: {208) 287-6700 
From: Paul Arrington [mailto:pla@idahowaters.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:33 PM 
To: Baxter, Garrick; Chris Bromley; Jones, Doug 
Cc: Fawcett, Trish; Barker, Albert (IWRB Member) 
subject: RE: Belle Ranch & Rrst Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
Thank you Garrick. 
A few questions for clarity. John's email indicated that the 7.5/289 would be put back in the name of South County 
Estates. Is that still going to happen? 
Also, will you include this email discussion in the file? 
Thanks, 
Paul L. Aninglon 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson. LLP 
208-733-0700 - Office 
208-404-9436 - Cell 
208-735-2444 - fax 
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: l11is c,mall .anti its a11:1chm.:nts :ire conlitknual ~d m3) h.: rrMlcgcd. If you helic:,e 1his e•mnil ha.~ hc\!n sent 111 you in mur. 
plca.'IC notify the: sender imm..-diately and dd,.'il! 1his emaiL Do not dcli,·cr. distribulc orCOfl)' lhis transmission 
From: Baxter, Garrick lmailto:Garrick.Baxter@ldwr.idaho.govj 
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:29 PM 
To: Chris Bromley <cbromley@mchughbromley.com>; Paul Arrington <pla@idahowaters.com>; Jones, Doug 
<OougJones@idwr.idaho.gov> 
Cc: Fawcett, Trish <Trish.Fawcett@idwr.idaho.gov>; Albert Barker <apb@idahowaters.com> 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
Chris and Paul, 
Thank you for your letters and emails. As John indicated in his previous email, the Department does not have 
the authority to determine ownership of water rights. The Department only maintains notices of change of 
ownership submitted to it. The appropriate forum to resolve a dispute over ownership is a district court. Your 
letters and emails make it clear that the ownership of the 7 .5/289th portion the water rights is in dispute. The 
Department takes no position as to this dispute. I have recommended to the Department that it update its files to 
include the recent letters and emails regarding the ownership dispute. I have also recommended that the 
Department's database refer to the files if someone queries information regarding ownership. Should this 
ownership dispute be resolved by a district court, please provide the Department with a copy of the judgment 
and the Department will gladly update the records to reflect the finding of the court. 
Garrick Baxter 
Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
322 East Front Street 
PO Box83720 
Boise, Idaho B3720-0098 
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov 
Phone: (208) 287•4811 
Fax: (208) 287•6700 
From: Chris Bromley fmailto:cbromley@mchyghbromley.comJ 
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:32 AM 
To: 'Paul Arrington'; Baxter, Garrick; Jones, Doug; Homan, John 
Cc: Fawcett, Trish; 'Kurt Gustave!'; Barker, Albert (IWRB Member) 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & Arst Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
All, 
Again, as I stated in my email, its purpose was to clear up factual inaccuracies in a brief manner, which I did. 11B disputes 





From: Paul Arrington f mallto:pla@idahowaters.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 6, 2016 9:24 AM 
To: Chris Bromley <cbromley@mchughbromley.com>; 'Baxter, Garrick' <Garrick.Baxter@idwr.idaho.gov>; 'Jones, Doug' 
<DougJones@idwr.idaho.goV>; 'Homan, John' <John.Homan@idwr.idaho.gov> 
Cc: 'Fawcett, Trish' <Trish.Fawcett@idwr.idaho.gov>; 'Kurt Gustave!' <Kurt.Gustavel@IIBK.NET>; Albert Barker 
<apb@idahowaters.com>; Paul Arrington <pla@idahowaters.com> 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally deaeed as South County Estates LLC 
All just a few comments. 
First, Mr. Bromley misquotes my letter as to the recording status of the 2009 Deed. In that letter, I did not state that 
the deed was "not recorded." Rather, the letter states that the deed was "not recorded so that it appeared in the chain 
a/title/or the appurtenant property." Importantly, Mr. Bromley does not dispute that the 2009 was not recorded in 
the chain of title for the Property. 
Second, although Mr. Bromley underlines some portions of the language from the Partial Release, he does not dispute 
that there is no reference to any conveyance of the water rights to Mr. Scherer in the Release. 
Finally, there is no dispute that the 118 Notice of Security Interest was not included in the water right backfile until 2014. 
Thanks, 
Paul L. Aninglon 
Barker Rosholt & Simpson, LLP 
208-733-0700 - Office 
208-404-9436 - Cell 
208-735-2444 - Fax 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This,: 111aJI ~nd i1s aU.:tthm,:1115 an: ~oolilh:111ial 11nd may t,., privilo:i;..-d. If )llll 11.!li,:v,: 1his ,:-mail h:is Ileen i;ent 10 )'OU in cnor, 
pli:as~ rn,tify the sc11der immediat~ly and dclct~ lhis .:mail Do no1 dcli\'cr. d1s11it,u1e ora,py this transnlission 
From: Chris Bromley [mailto:cbromley@mchughbromley.com) 
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:12 AM 
To: Paul Arrington <pla@idahowaters.com>; 'Baxter, Garrick' <Garrick.Baxter@idwr.idaho.gov>; 'Jones, Daus' 
<Ooug.Jones@idwr.ldaho.goV>; 'Homan, John' <John.Homan@idwr.idaho.gov> 
Cc: 'Fawcett, Trish' <Trish.Fawcett@idwr.ldaho.gov>; 'Kurt Gustave!' <Kurt.Gustavel@IIBK.NET>; Albert Barker 
<a pb@idahowaters.com> 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
All, 
This brief email is intended to clear up some factual inaccuracies in Mr. Arrington's letter of April S, 2015 ("Letter"). 
1. Mr. Arrington claims on page 1 of his Letter that the quitclaim deed included as Exhibit 1 to my December 22, 
2014 Letter {"2009 Quitclaim Deed") was nnot recorded." That is completely inaccurate. The 2009 Quitclaim 
3 
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Deed was clearly recorded in Blaine County as Instrument# 568680, dated 6-25-2009, at 04:04:00. The 
recording stamp is clearly evidenced in the top left hand corner of the deed. 
2. On page 2 of his Letter, Mr. Arrington claims the 6/25/2009 Mountain West Bank Partial Release of lien {"MWB 
Partial Release"J, which was included as Exhibit 2 to my December 22, 2014 Letter, "says nothing about any 
water right conveyance .... " Again, this is Inaccurate. The MWB Partial Release "agrees that the lien of the 
Mortgage be released as it relates to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 7.5 acres of real property identified 
on the legal description attached hereto as Exhibit 'A' and incorporated herein by reference and that the Notice 
of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho Department of Water Resources be waived to the 
limited extent it relates to the Water Rights described above." Emphasis added. 
3. As to Idaho Independent Bank's ("IIBn) Notice of Security Interest ("UB Security Interest"), which was included 
as Exhibit 4 to my December 22, 2014 letter, Mr. Arrington states on page 3 of his Letter, that it was "allegedly 
submitted to the Department in 2009 by JIB." There's nothing alleged about the 116 Security Interest being filed 
with IDWR. Much like ignoring the recording stamp in the top left hand corner of the 2009 Quitclaim Deed, the 
IIB Security Interest was stamped received by IOWR Southern Region on July 24, 2009. 
Thank you, 
Chris M. Bromley 
M=HUGHtBAOMLtY 
380.So~th 41n'street, Suite 103 




Confidcnliulily Notice: The informmion in this e-mail (including attachmcms, ir any) is considered confidential and is intended only 
for 1he recipient(s) listed above. Any review, use, disclosure, dislrihution or copying of this e-mail is prohibited except hy or on behalf 
of1hc intended rccipienl. If you have received 1his email in error, please notify me immediately hy reply email, delete this email, and 
do not disclose its contl!nts 10 anyone. Thank you. 
From: Paul Arrington [mailto:pla@idahowaters.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 5, 2016 4:36 PM 
To: Chris Bromley <cbromley@mchughbromley.com>; 'Baxter, Garrick' <Garrick.Baxter@ldwr.idaho.gov>; 'Jones, Doug' 
<DougJones@idwr.idaho.gov>; 'Homan, John' <John.Homan@idwr.idaho.gov> 
Cc: 'Fawcett, Trish' <Trish.Fawcett@idwr.idaho.1Zov>; 'Kurt Gustave!' <Kurt.Gustavel@IIBK.NET>; Albert Barker 
<apb@idahowaters.com>; Paul Arrington <ela@idahowaters.com> 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
All: 
Please find, attached, a letter in response to Mr. Bromley's March 31, 2016 letter. 
Thanks, 
Paul L. Al'rington 
◄ 
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Barker Rosholt & Simpson, LLP 
208-733-0700 - Office 
208-404-9436 - Cell 
208-735-2444 - Fax 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This c-ncil and il~ tul~chmcnL, arc confi«J,,ntml 1111<1 ni;i> b~ prhik:£~!1. If Jll'U J,-,:lbc !his ~-mail i,3, l,ccn s.:nt 1,1 ~ou in cttor. 
rkasc notify the s.c-mlt:r immt'l.liately and ,.kklc this ,'fllail Oo nol lldi H'r. distribu!C" er copy !hls tr.immmion 
From: Chris Bromley [mallto:cbromley@mchughbromley.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2016 12:32 PM 
To: 'Baxter, Garrick' <Garrick.Baxter@idwr.idaho.gov>; 'Jones, Doug' <DougJones@ldwr.idaho.p:ov>; 'Homan, John' 
<John.Homan@idwr.idaho.gov>; Paul Arrington <1;1la@idahowaters.com> 
Cc: 'Fawcett, Trish' <Trish.Fawcett@idwr.idaho.gov>; 'Kurt Gustave!' <Kurt.Gu~tavel@IIBK.NET> 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
All, 
Please find attached a letter in response to Mr. Arrington's March 17, 2016 letter, Mr. Homan's March 29, 2016 email, 
and Mr. Baxter's March 30, 2016 request for submittal of a written response. 
If there are questions, please let me know. 
Thank you, 
Chris M. Bromley 
l'-fl--1 UGl-l•BAOML~Y 
380. s·o,~th 4th.Street, Suite 103 




Confitlcn1iali1y Notice: The information in this e-mail (including auachmcnls, if any) is considered confidcmiul and is in1cndcd only 
for the rccipicnt(s) listL-<l above. Any review, use, disclosure, dislribution or copyin: of this C•mail is prohihited ei(CCpt hy or on behalf 
of the intcndt--d rc:cipiiml. If you have recch'cd ibis email in error, please notify me immediately by reply email, delete this email, and 
do not disclose its comcnts to anyone. Thank you. 
From: Baxter, Garrick [mailto:Garrick.89xter@idwr.idaho.gov1 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 12:09 PM 
To: Chris Bromley<cbromley@mchughbromley.£Qm>; Jones, Doug <DougiJgn1s@idwr.idaho.gQy>; Homan, John 
<John.Homan@idwr.idaho.gov>; 'Paul Arrington' <pla@idahowaters.com> 
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Cc: Fawcett, Trish <Trish.Fawcett@idwr.ldaho.gov> 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
Doug, 
If you haven't already processed the change please hold off to give Chris the chance to submit a written response on 
beha If of FSC. 
Chris, 
I anticipate your response wlll be prompt. Please include myself and Paul In the response. 
Garrick 
From: Chris Bromley (majlto:cbromley@mchughbromley.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 9:42 AM 
To: Jones, Doug; Homan, John; 'Paul Arrington' 
Cc: Baxter, Garrick; Fawcett, Trish 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
Garrick, 
Since I only received notice of this late yesterday, I must ask the agency to cease changing ownership until FSC is given 
an opportunity to submit a written response to Mr. Arrington's letter. As noted by Mr. Homan, Belle Ranch was given 
more than a year to respond to IDWR's decision, which was based on clear chain of title, to change ownership into FSC. 
As the clear owner, FSC must be given an opportunity to respond, which it will do. 
Thank you, 
Chris M. Bromley 
M5HUGHtBROM.E:Y 
380. So~th 4°'Street, Suite 103 




Conlidcniiality Notice: The information in this e-mail (includin,g attachments, if uny) is considered confidential and is intended only 
for lhc rccipicnl(s) listed above. Any review, use, disclosure, dislribution or copying of 1his c~mail is prohibited except by or on hcha1f 
of the intcm.11.-d recipient. tr you have rccci\1cd this email in error. please notify me immediately hy reply email. dclclc this email, and 
do nm disclose its contents to anyone. Thank you. 
From: Jones, Doug (mailto:DougJones@idwr.idaho.gov) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 4:55 PM 
6 
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To: Chris Bromley <cbromley@mchughbromley.com>; Homan, John <John.Homan@idwr.idaho.gov>; 'Paul Arrington' 
<pla@idahowaters.com> 
Cc: Baxter, Garrick <Garrick.Baxter@idwr.idaho.gov>; Fawcett, Trish <Trish.Fawcett@idwr.idaho.gov> 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
Chris, 
I believe it was Mr Arrington's letter of March 17, 2016 that raised the concern of title. Southern Region office has not 
started the ownership change to South County Estates yet, but plan to soon. You and your Client will receive ownership 
change completion correspondence at that time. 
Thanks for your rapid response. 
Doug 
From: Chris Bromley [mallto:cbromley@mchughbromley.comJ 
sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 4:22 PM 
To: Homan, John; 'Paul Arrington' 
Cc: Baxter, Garrick; Jones, Doug; Fawcett, Trish 
Subject: RE: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
John and Garrick, 
I tried calling just now to both of you, but it went to voicemail. I would be very interested to see the March 17, 2016 
letter you're talking about. I have not sent anything to IDWR about these water rights since early in 2015, when IDWR 
agreed to split the water rights. I have nothing in my records since then. 
If someone could please get back to me, I'd appreciate it. 
Thanks, 
Chris 
From: Homan, John lmailto:John.Homan@idwr.idaho.gov) 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2016 3:44 PM 
To: Paul Arrington <pla@idahowaters.com> 
Cc: Chris Bromley <cbromley@mchughbromley.com>; Baxter, Garrick <Garrick.Baxter@idwr.idaho.gov>; Jones, Doug 
<DougJones@idwr.idaho.gov>; Fawcett, Trish <Trish.Fawcett@idwr.idaho.gov> 
Subject: Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County Estates LLC 
Paul, 
Trish Fawcett forwarded your letter dated March 17, 2016 to the legal staff at the State Office for review 
and reconsideration. I told her I would review the materials you submiued and materials previously submitted 
with the change in ownership in 2015. I have completed my review and have advised Idaho Department of 
Water Resources ("Department" or "IDWR") to change its records for the 7.5/2891h portion of the water rights 
into the name of South County LLC., the name listed on the partial decree dated August 31, 2010. 
7 
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As you are aware IDWR does not possess the legal authority to quiet title in ownership disputes. 
Disputes over title to real property can only be resolved by a quiet title action brought before a district court. 
Idaho Code§ 6-401; see also Rural Kootenai Organization, Inc. v. Board of Com'rs, 133 Idaho 833, 842, 993 
P.2d 596, 605 (l 999)(Kootenai County Board of Commissioners Jacks jurisdiction to determine who owns title 
to submerged lands.); see also Bonner Bldg. Supply, Inc. v. Standard Forest Products, Inc., 106 Idaho 682, 685, 
682 P.2d 635,638 (Ct. App. !984)(A district court has jurisdiction in action to quiet title.). IDWR only 
maintains and updates water right ownership records pursuant to Idaho Code Section 42-248. The Department 
elected to process the First Security Corporation's change in ownership based upon the materials submitted at 
the time with the application. Despite providing notice of the change to Belle Ranch on January 13, 2015, 
IDWR did not receive any communication from you expressing a concern with this change until your March 17, 
2016 letter. Review of earlier materials and consideration of your recent arguments and submitted materials 
indicate there is a dispute over current ownership of the 7 .5/289th portion of these water right~. Because 
ownership is disputed, I have advised IDWR to change its records for the 7.5/289111 portion of the water rights 
into the name of South County LLC consistent with the partial decrees.111 Should you or anyone else disagree 
with the characterization of the ownership in the Department's records, you have the option to quiet title to the 
water right in district court. The Department will then alter its water right ownership records, should it become 
necessary, to comport with the district court judgment. 
111 Regarding the larger 281/289 portion of the water right, IDWR intends to leave that water rights in the 
name of Belle Ranch as there does not appear to be a dispute involving that portion of the water rights at this time. 
8 
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111 Regarding the larger 281/289 portion of the water right, IDWR intends to leave that portion the waters rights in the name of Belle 
Ranch as there does not appear to be a dispute involving that portion of the water rights at this time. 
9 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-481C 
Owner Type Name and Address 
Current Owner BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
(208) 788-3978 
Security Interest RABO AGRIFINANCE lNC 
12443 OLIVE BLVD STE 50 
ST LOUIS, MO 63141 
Priority Date: 08/0 l / 1882 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source I Tributary 
BIG WOOD RIVERjMALAD RJVER 
Beneficial Use From To Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 I 0/31 2.93 CFS 
Total Diversion 2.93 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
BIG WOOD RIVERINESWNW Lt 31sec. 36trownship 02NIRange I 8EIBLAINE County 
lRRlGA TION Use: 
Acre Limit: 281.5 
EXrHBiT _ __.2~£,,,,_..._ 
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Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
Township Ran e Section Lot I!:!£! Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot It!£! Acres Lot It!£! Acres 
0lN 19E 6 NESW 39 6 NWSW35 7 SWSW14 SESW40 
SWSE 39 
7 
Total Acres: 380 








l. x2 7 1:his1 ri~h~ is !imited to the irrigation of 281.5 acres within the authorized place of use in a smg e 1mgataon season. 
2_ x35 R37ig2h2ts93187-48dIC37, 3272-94s192H,h37-483Cb,. 3ed7-57h7B11T, 37-2630d, 3h7-~2:15; 37-2f2298196, 37-22917, - an - w en com m s a not excee t e 1mgat10n o acres. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
,, X3S 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741, 37-
~- 22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of309.7 acres. 
Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the 
4. ROS distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, 
this water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
he right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
5. R43 approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of 
he diversion(s). 
6. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
7_ 206 he~e ri_ghtds bin thhe gdeographic in8fofirmatiohn sy~temhco3m0po9 7nent oftheb w_at~r righd ts ~ha!abahse380 mamtame y t e epartment. e ore c angmg t e . acres to e 1mgate wit m t e 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
8_ R63 his right1wh hen3 c5o~bined with atlhl ot6her1drihghtds shtal~pr~vi_de1~o mofrtehtha1n 0.02fcfs per acre nor more an . a1a per acre at e 1e ea ga e 1or 1rnga 10n o e p ace o use. 
9_ T07 Thhedrig1 ht fhohl?er shall ac1
complish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of 
e a e o t 1s approva . 
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l 0. 08 ailure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
Pursuant to Section 42• l 412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
11 Tl 9 provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
· water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in 
ime no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
Dates: 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/20 lO 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 37 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Combined Acres Limit: 289 
Combined Volume Limit: 
Combined Rate Limit: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
DLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: r·fg
8 
tl°n Plan: False 
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I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-482H 
Owner Type Name and Address 
Current Owner BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
(208) 788-3978 
Original Owner SAWTOOTH TITLE CO INC TRUSTEE 
C/0 G CHAPMAN PETERSEN & ASSOCIATES 
RT 5 SPRINGWOOD LN 
BARRINGTON, IL 60010 
(312)426-4646 
Security Interest RABO AGRIFINANCE INC 
12443 OLIVE BLVD STE 50 
ST LOUIS, MO 63141 
Priority Date: 08/0 l/ l 884 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source j Tributary 
BIG WOOD RIVERjMALAD RIVER 
Beneficial Use From To Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 2.93 CFS 
Total Diversion 2.93 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
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BIG WOOD RIVERINESWNW Lt 3ISec. 36ITownship 02NIRange 18EIBLAINE County 
IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 281.5 
Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
Township an e Section Lot Tract Acres....!!! Tract cres Lot Tract cres Lot I!:!£! Acres 
01N l 9E 6 NESW 39 6 NWSW 35 7 SWSW 14 SES 40 
SWSE 39 
7 
Total Acres: 380 









ri?h~ is !imited to the irrigation of281.5 acres within the authorized place of use in a 
smg e 1rngat10n season. 
2_ x35 R37ig2h2ts93178-48dJc37, 3272-94s192H,h37-483Cb,. 37d-57h7B11T, 37-2630d,t3h7-~2_9I5_, 37-2f2298196, 37-22917, 
- an - w en com me s a not excee e 1rngat1on o acres. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
3 X3S 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741, 37-
. 22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of309.7 acres. 
Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the 
4. ROS distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, 
his water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
5. R43 approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of 
he diversion(s). 
6. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
7. 206 The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
hese rights in the geographic information system component of the water rights database 
maintained by the department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
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shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
8_ R63 This right wh hen3 c5o~bined with alhl ot6her1drihghtds shall/r~v~de ~o mofrehtha1n 0.02fcfs per acre nor more t an . a1a per acre at t e 1e ea gate 1or 1rngat1on o t e pace o use. 
9_ TOJ hhedright fhohl~er shall ac1complish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of t e ate o t 1s approva . 
10 T08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
· Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
11 Tl 9 provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
· water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in 
time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
Dates: 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/201 0 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 37 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Combined Acres Limit: 289 
Combined Volume Limit: 
Combined Rate Limit: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
DLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: 
Mitigation Plan: False 
I Close I 
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I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 3 7-483C 
Owner TJue Name and Address 
Current Owner BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
(208) 788-3978 
Security lnteres RABO AGRlFlNANCE INC 
12443 OLIVE BLVD STE 50 
ST LOUIS, MO 63141 
Priority Date: 08/01/1902 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source I Tributary 
BIG WOOD RIVERjMALAD RIVER 
Beneficial Use From To Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/3 t 14.69 CFS 
Total Diversion 14.69 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
BIG WOOD RIVERjNESWNW Lt 31sec. 36trownship 02N!Range l 8EIBLAINE County 
IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 281.5 
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Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
Township Ran e Section Lot Tract Acres Lot I!!£! Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres 
OIN t9E 6 NESW39 6 NWSW35 7 SWSW14 SESW40 
SWSE 39 
7 
Total Acres: 380 








I. X27 _his1ri~h~ is !imited to the irrigation of28l.5 acres within the authorized place of use in a 
smg e 1rngatton season. 
2. x35 ~7ig2h2ts93187-48dl C37, 3272-941892H,h37-483Cb,_ 37d-57ha7B11 T, 37-2630d, 3h7-~2?15: 37-2f2298J96, 37-22917, ., - an - w en com me s not excee t e 1rngat1on o acres. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
3 X35 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741, 37-
. 22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the 
4. R05 distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, 
this water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
5. R43 approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of 
he diversion(s). 
6. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 
3 80 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309. 7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
7. 206 he~e ri_ghtds bin thhe gdeographic in8fo~atiohn sy~temhco3m0po9 7nent of theb w_at~r rigdhts ~ha!abahse380 mamtame y t e epartment. e1ore c angmg t e . acres to e 1rngate wit m t e 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
8_ R63 This right wh hen3 c5o~bined with athll otfiher1drihghtds shal~pr<:v~de ~o mofrehtha1n 0.02fcfs per acre nor more t an . a1a per acre at e 1e ea gate 1or 1mgatton o t e p ace o use. 
9_ T07 Thhedright fhohl?er shall ac1complish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of t e ate o t 1s approva . 
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1 0. 08 Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
11 T 19 provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
· water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in 
time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
Dates: 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/2010 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 37 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Combined Acres Limit: 289 
Combined Volume Limit: 
Combined Rate Limit: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
DLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: 
IM.fge tlon Plan: False 
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I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-577BT 
Owner Type Name and Address 
Current Owner BELLE RANCH LLC 
POBOX3322 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
(208) 788-3978 
Original Owner W T RILEY 
Original Owner D H CRONE 
Security Interest RABO AGRIFINANCE INC 
12443 OLIVE BLVD STE 50 
ST LOUIS, MO 6314 l 
Priority Date: 03/24/1883 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source I Tributary 
BIG WOOD RIVERjMALAD RIVER 
Beneficial Use From To Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/312.14 CFS 
Total Diversion 2.14 CFS 
Location of Point( s) of Di version: 
BIG WOOD RIVERjNESWNW Lt 3!Sec. 36trownship 02NIRange 18EIBLAINE County 
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IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 281.5 
Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
Township Ran e Section Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres 
0IN 19E 6 NESW 39 6 WSW35 7 SWSW14 SESW40 
SWSE 39 
7 
Total Acres: 380 








I . X27 1:his1 
ri~h~ is !imited to the irrigation of 281.5 acres within the authorized place of use in a 
smg e 1mgat1on season. 
2_ X3S 3R7ig2h2ts93187-48d1C37, 3272-94s192H,h37-483Cb,. 37d-57h7B11T, 37-2630d, 3h7-~2_915: 37-2f2298t96, 37-22917, - an - w en com me s a not excee t e 1mgat1on o acres. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
3 X3S 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741, 37-
. 22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the 
4. ROS distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, 
his water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
5. R43 approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of 
the diversion(s). 
6. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
7_ 206 he~e ri_ghtdsbin thhe gdeographic in8fo!matiohn sy_stemhco3m0p9o7nent oftheb '"'.at~r rigdhts ~ha!abahse380 mamtame y t e epartment. e,ore c angmg t e . acres to e 1mgate wit m t e 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
8_ R63 This right wh hen3 c5o~bined with 1alhl otfiher1drihghtds shtallfipr~v~det~o mofrtehtha1n 0.02fcfs per acre nor more t an . a1a per acre a t e te ea ga e or 1mga mn o e pace o use. 
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9. 07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of 
the date of this approval. 
10 T0S Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
· Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412( 6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
11 Tl 9 provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
· water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in 
ime no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
Dates: 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/2010 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 37 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Combined Acres Limit: 289 
Combined Volume Limit: 
Combined Rate Limit: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
DLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: 
r·fgetf°n Plan: False 
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I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
l0/2l/20l6 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37•2630 
Owner Type Name and Address 
Current Owner BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
(208) 788-3978 
Original Owner CURTIS J BARKER 
PO BOX 125 
BELLEVUE, ID 83313 
(208)788-2846 
Security Interest RABO AGRIFINANCE INC 
12443 OLIVE BL VD STE 50 
ST LOUIS, MO 63141 
Priority Date: 02/02/1960 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source IT rib utan; 
GROUNDWATER 
Beneficial Use From !2 iversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 3.65 CFS 1011.5 AF A 
Total Diversion 3.65 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
GROUND WATERjNWNWSW Lt 6ISec. 061'f ownship O tNIRange l 9EjBLAINE County 
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IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 281.5 
Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
Township Ran e Section Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres 
0lN 19E 6 NESW 39 6 NWSW35 7 SWSW 14 SES 40 
SWSE 39 
7 
Total Acres: 380 









ri~h~ is ~imited to the irrigation of281.5 acres within the authorized place of use in a 
smg e 1mgat1on season. 
2_ x35 R37ig2h2ts93187-48dtc37, 3272-941892H,h37-483Cb,. 37d-57h7B11T, 37-2630d, 3h7-~2_915: 37-2f2298196, 37-22917, - an - w en com me s a not excee t e trngat10n o acres. 
Rights 37-2630, 37-22919, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not 
3. X35 exceed a total diversion rate of 4.02 cfs, a total annual maximum diversion volume of I 053.5 
af at the field headgate and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
4 X35 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741, 37-
. 22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of309.7 acres. 
After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall install a suitable 
5. 01 M medasturin~ devhice or shall efnter intd~ an agdreemd enht w11 ith the11Departmehnt ~o ~se po~er rec11ords to e ermme t e amount o water 1verte an s a annua y report t e m1ormat1on tot e 
Department. 
If the surface water rights appurtenant to the place of use is abandoned, forfeited, sold, 
6_ [04 transferred, leased or used on any other place of use, this right to divert ground water shall 
not be used without an approved transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or 
approval of the Department if a transfer is not required. 
The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the 
right holder for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right 
7. 065 holder shall limit the diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the 
surface water supply is not available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient 
to irrigate the place of use authorized under this right. 
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8. 06 The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309. 7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
hese rights in the geographic information system component of the water rights database 
maintained by the department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
9_ R63 This right wh hen3 c5o~bined with alhl otfiher1drihghtds shal~pr~v~de ~o mofrehtha1n 0.02fcfs per acre nor more t an . a1a per acre at t e 1e ea gate 1or 1rngatton o t e p ace o use. 
10 T07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of 
· the date of this approval. 
11 T0S Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
· Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
12_ Tl 9 provisi~ns necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
water nghts as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in 
time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
Dates: 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/2010 
Permit Proof Due Date: 
Permit Proof Made Date: 
Permit Approved Date: 
Permit Moratorium Expiration Date: 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Combined Acres Limit: 289 
Combined Volume Limit: 
Combined Rate Limit: 
Civil Case Number: 




I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RJGHTNO. 37-22915 
Owner Type Name and Address 
Current Owner SEE FILE 
X 
X, IDO 
Original Owner BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
(208) 788-3978 
Priority Date: 08/01/1882 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source I Tributary 
BIG WOOD RIVERjMALAD RIVER 
Beneficial Use From To Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 I 0/31 0.08 CFS 
Total Diversion 0.08 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
BIG WOOD RIVERINESWNW Lt 31sec. 36ITownship 02NIRange l 8EIBLAINE County 
IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 7.5 
EXHi8iT 
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Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
Township an e Section Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres Lot Tract Acres - - - ............. 1- -1=---1; __ _ 










Total Acres: 380 
Conditions of Approval: 
l. X27 !h_is r~ght is limited to the irrigation of 7.5 acres within the authorized place of use in a single 
1rngat1on season. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
2 X3S 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741, 37-
. 22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres . 
., X35 Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 
-'· 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of289 acres. 
Use of water under this right will be regulated by a waterrnaster with responsibility for the 
4. ROS distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, 
his water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
he right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
5. R43 approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of 
he diversion(s). 
6_ R63 his right wh hen3 c5o~bined with alhl otfiher1drihghtds shallfip~v~de1~o mofrehtha1n 0.02fcfs per acre nor more t an . a1a per acre at t e 1e ea gate or 1rnga 10n o t e p ace o use. 
The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
7 206 hese rights in the geographic information system component of the water rights database 
· maintained by the department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
8 07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of 
· T he date of this approval. 
9. T0S 
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Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412( 6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
10 T 19 provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
· water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in 
time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
I I. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
Dates: 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/20 I 0 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 37 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
DLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: 
IM'fgett°n Plan: False 
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I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22916 
Owner TypejName and Address 
Current Owne SEE FILE 
X 
X,IDO 
Priority Date: 08/01/1884 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source I Tributary 
BIG WOOD RIVER MALAD RIVER 
Beneficial Use From To Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 0.08 CFS 
Total Diversion 0.08 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
BIG WOOD RIVERINESWNW Lt 3jSec. 36jTownship 02NjRange 18EIBLAINE County 
IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 7.5 
Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
864 of 2064
Township Ran e Section Lot Tract Acres 12!, I!!£! Acres!:.!!! I!!£! Acres Lot I!:!£! Acres 
0IN 19E 6 NESW 39 6 NWSW 35 7 SWSW 14 SESW40 
SWSE 39 







Total Acres: 380 
Conditions of Approval: 
l. X27 !h_is r~ght is limited to the irrigation of 7.5 acres within the authorized place of use in a single 
trngatt0n season. 
2. XJS ~7ig2h2ts93187-48dl c37, 3272-948192H,h37-483Cb,. 37d-57h7B11T, 37-2630d, 3h7-~2_915; 37-2f2298t96, 37-22917, ., - an - w en com me s a not excee t e 1rngat1on o acres. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
3 X35 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741, 37-
. 22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of309.7 acres. 
4. 005 Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
5. T07 Thhedright fhohl?er shall ac1 complish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of 
e ate o t 1s approva . 
6_ T08 DF~ilure of the ri~hdt holder to1 cfomhply wi~ the conditions of this transfer is cause for the trector to rescm approva o t e trans1er. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
7. T 19 provisi?nhs necessarybfodr the d~Jinditbion hof tShnake righRt~ or ti8or t~eAeffid_1cdi~nt ~dministration o~ . ater ng ts as may e etermme y t e e 1ver asm uu 1cahon court at a pomt m 
time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
8_ 206 he~e r~ghtdsbin thhe gdeographic in8fo!matiohn sy_stemhco3mp9o7nent oftheb~at~r rigdhts _dha!abase mamtame y t e epartment. e1ore c angmg t e O . acres to e 1rngate wit m the 380 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the 
9. ROS distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, 
his water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
10 R63 This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre 




The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of 
the diversion(s). 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31 /20 l 0 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 37 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
OLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: l"f g e tt°n Plan: False 
866 of 2064
I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22917 
Owner Type Name and Address 
Current Owner SEE FILE 
X 
X, IDO 
Priority Date: 08/01/1902 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source I Tributary 
BIG WOOD RIVER MALAD RIVER 
Beneficial Use From To Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 0.4 CFS 
Total Diversion 0.4 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
BIG WOOD RIVERJNESWNW Lt 3iSec. 36ITownship 02NiRange 18EIBLAINE County 
IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 7 .5 
Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
867 of 2064
Township Ran e Section Lot I!:!£! Acres Lot I!:!£! Acres Lot Tract ~ Lot Tract ~ 









Total Acres: 380 
Conditions of Approval: 
I. X27 !~is r~ght is limited to the irrigation of 7.5 acres within the authorized place of use in a single 
1mgat1on season. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
2 X35 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741, 37-
. 22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
3. X35 3 7ig2h2ts93l 78-48dl c37' 3272•948192H,h3 7-483Cb,. 3 7d-57h7811T, 37-2630d, 3h7-~2_9 I 5: 3 7-2f2298l96, 3 7-22917, - an - w en com me s a not excee t e 1mgat1on o acres. 
he rights in Transfer 778 78 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 3 09. 7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
4_ 206 he~e r~ghtdsbin thhe gdeographic in8fo;matiohn sy~temhco3m0p9o7nent oftheb ~at~r rigdhts _dha!abahse380 mamtame y t e epartment. e1ore c angmg t e . acres to e ungate wit mt e 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
5. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
6_ TOS FD~ilure of the ri~hdt holder to1 cfomthply wit~ the conditions of this transfer is cause for the uector to rescm approva o e trans1er. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
7. T 19 provisi?nhs necessarybfodr the d~finditbion hof t5he rkighRt~ or u8or t~eAefid~cdi~nt ~dministration o~ . water ng ts as may e etermme y t e na e 1ver asm ~u 1catlon court at a pomt m 
ime no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
8_ T07 hhedright fhohl?er shall ac1complish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of e ate o t 1s approva . 
The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
9. R43 approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of 
he diversion(s). 
10 R63 his right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre 





Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the 
distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, 
his water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31 /20 I 0 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 37 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
DLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: If f g e tt°n Plan: False 
869 of 2064
I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22918 
Owner Type Name and Address 
Current Owner SEE FILE 
X 
X, IDO 
Priority Date: 03/24/1883 
Basis: Decreed 
Status: Active 
Source I Tributary 
BIG WOOD RIVERjMALAD RIVER 
Beneficial Use From To iversion Rat Volume 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 0.06 CFS 
Total Diversion 0.06 CFS 
Location of Point( s) of Di version: 
BIG WOOD RIVERINESWNW Lt 3iSec. 36iTownship 02NiRange 1 SEIBLAINE County 
IRRIGATION Use: 
Acre Limit: 7.5 
Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRIGATION BLAINE County 
870 of 2064
Township Rane:e Section Lot I!!£! Acres Lot I!:!£! Acres Lot I!:!£! Acres 1!!! I!:!£! Acres 









Total Acres: 380 
Conditions of Approval: 
1. X27 :~is ri_ght is limited to the irrigation of7.5 acres within the authorized place of use in a single 
1mgat1on season. 
2_ X}S R37ig2h2ts93187-48dlc37, 3272-941892H,h37-483Cb,. 37d-57h7B11 T, 37-2630d, 3h7-~2_915; 37-2f2298t96, 37-22917, - an - w en com me s a not excee t e 1rngat1on o acres. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
3 X}S 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741, 37-
. 22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of 27. 71 cfs and the irrigation of309. 7 acres. 
he rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309. 7 acres within the 
380 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
4_ 206 the~e r~ghtdsbin thhe gdeographic in8fofirmatiohn sy~temhco3m0p9o7nent oftheb ~at~r rigdhts _dha!abahse380 mamtame y t e epartment. e ore c angmg t e . acres to e 1rngate wit m t e 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
S. R63 This right wh hen3 c5o~bined with alhl otfiher1drihghtds shallfipr~vi_de ~o mofrehtha1n 0.02fcfs per acre nor more t an . a1a per acre at t e 1e ea gate or 1mgat1on o t e p ace o use. 
6. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the 
7. ROS distribution of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, 
his water right is within State Water District No. 37. 
The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
8. R43 approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of 
he diversion(s). 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
9_ Tl 9 provisi?nhs necessarybfodr the d~finditbion1hof t8he rkighRit~ or ti8or t?eAefid~cdi:ntt~dminisrttrattion o~ t. water ng ts as may e etermme y e na e ver asm ~u 1ca 10n cou a a pom m 
time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
10 TOS Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 




!The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of 
~he date of this approval. 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/20 l 0 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 37 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
OLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: 
IMif g:t\°n Plan: False 
872 of 2064
I Close I 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water Right Report 
10/21/2016 
WATER RlGHTNO. 37-22919 
Owner Type Name and Address 
Current Owner SEE FILE 
X 
X, IDO 





Beneficial Use From To Diversion Rate Volume 
IRRlGA TION 04/15 10/31 0.1 CFS 
Total Diversion 0.1 CFS 
Location of Point(s) of Diversion: 
GROUND WA TERINWNWSW Lt 61sec. 06ITownship O 1 NI Range 19EIBLAINE County 
IRRlGA TION Use: 
Acre Limit: 289 
Place(s) of use: 
Place of Use Legal Description: IRRlGA TION BLAINE County 
873 of 2064
Township Ran eSection12! Tract Asm12! Tract ~Lot Ir!£! ~Lot I!:!.£!~ 
0lN 19E 6 NESW 39 6 NWSW 35 7 SWSW 14 SESW 40 
SWSE 39 
7 
Total Acres: 380 









ri?h~ is !imited to the irrigation of 7.5 acres within the authorized place of use in a 
smg e 1mgat1on season. 
Rights 37-2630, 37-22919, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not 
2. X35 exceed a total diversion rate of 4.02 cfs, a total annual maximum diversion volume of 1053.5 
af at the field headgate and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
3_ x35 R37ig2hts 387-48d1C3 , 372-941892H,h37-483Cb, 37d-57h7B11T, 37-2630, 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 
- 291 an 7-2 w en com ine s a not exceed the irrigation of289 acres. 
Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 
4· x35 ;~9~~~~~-;~9~!~~;-~~9~;~~i-~~it~7!:d ~~:;;~~~ !~~~2:~~~:~~2s~:ij !:;!;::~d !7t~tal 
diversion rate of 27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 
3 80 acre place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309. 7 
acres to be irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with 
5. 206 these rights in the geographic information system component of the water rights database 
maintained by the department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 
acre place of use, the right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic 
shape file or map to the Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will 
occur. 
After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall install a suitable 
6_ 01 M medasurin~ devhice or shall efnter intd~ an agdreemd en1 t w11 ith the11Departme1nt ~o tiuse po~er rechords to etermme t e amount o water 1verte an s 1a annua y report t 1e m ormatlon to t e 
Department. 
lfthe surface water rights appurtenant to the place of use is abandoned, forfeited, sold, 
7. 104 transferred, leased or used on any other place of use, this right to divert ground water shall 
not be used without an approved transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or 
approval of the Department if a transfer is not required. 
The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the 
right holder for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right 
8. 065 holder shall limit the diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the 
surface water supply is not available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient 
to irrigate the place of use authorized under this right. 
874 of 2064
9. R63 his right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre 
or more than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
10 T0S Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the 
· Director to rescind approval of the transfer. 
11 T07 The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of 
· the date of this approval. 
Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general 
12 Tl 9 provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of 
· water rights as may be determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in 
time no later than the entry of the final unified decree. 
Dates: 
Licensed Date: 
Decreed Date: 08/31/2010 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Accepted: 
Water Supply Bank Enrollment Date Removed: 
Application Received Date: 
Protest Deadline Date: 
Number of Protests: 0 
Other Information: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 
Generic Max Rate per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume per Acre: 
Civil Case Number: 
Old Case Number: 
Decree Plantiff: 
Decree Defendant: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust: 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
OLE Act Number: 
Cary Act Number: 
Mitigation Plan: False 







Albert P. Barker, ISB #4242 
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB #7916 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Telephone: (208) 336-0700 




JUN 16 2017 
JoLynr !);age. cierk District 
Cov11 Blaine Covnt . ldanu 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Case No. CV -16-645 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE 
RANCH, LLC'S FIRST DISCOVERY 
REQUESTS TO RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY 




SOUTH COUNTY ESTA TES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0IEC; PENSCO 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC's FIRST DrsCOVERY REQUESTS 
PAGE1 
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TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0INH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0INV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability Case No. CV-2016-683 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; filSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
Corporation. 
Defendants. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY PROVIDED that Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson, and 
Elizabeth Brett Stevenson ( collectively "Belle Ranch"), served their First Discovery Requests on 
counsel for Richard D. Fosbury by U.S. Mail, addressed as follows: 
James R Laski 
Heather E. O'Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
II 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC's FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
PAGE2 
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DATED this 14th day of June, 2017. 
__ .....,,_uson 
Attorneys or Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin 
Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC's FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
PAGE3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day of June, 2017, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC'S 
FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of 
the following: 
Original: 
Blaine County District Court 
Court Clerk 
206 I st Ave. South 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Copies: 
Chris M. Bromley 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
James R. Laski 
Heather E. O'Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Michael D. Mayfield 
.RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKERP.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x _ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x_ U.S. Mait postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x _ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Ema· 
Scott A. 





Albert P. Barker, ISB #4242 
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB #7916 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Telephone: (208) 336-0700 




JUN 1 6 2017 1 {IJ 
Jolynn Drane Cl . 
Court Bl " · erk District 
ame Coun , Idaho 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE TIDRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Case No. CV -16-645 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE 
RANCH, LLC'S FIRST DISCOVERY 
REQUEST TO FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION 




SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F .B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0IEC; PENSCO 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC'S FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
PAGE 1 
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TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.8.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0lNH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability Case No. CV-2016-683 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
Corporation. 
Defendants. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY PROVIDED that Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson, and 
Elizabeth Brett Stevenson (collectively "Belle Ranch"), served their First Discovery Requests on 
counsel for First Security Corporation by U.S. Mail, addressed. as follows: 
Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
II 
II 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC's FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
PAGE2 
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DATED this 14th dayofJune,2017. 
OLT & SIMPSON LLP 
Albe 
agnuson 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin 
Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC's FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
PAGE3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day of June, 2017, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC'S 
FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of 
the following: 
Original: 
Blaine County District Court 
Court Clerk 
206 1st Ave. South 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Copies: 
Chris M. Bromley 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. I 03 
Boise, ID 83702 
James R. Laski 
Heather E. O'Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Michael D. Mayfield 
RAY QUlNNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x _ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Emai 









Albert P. Barker, ISB #4242 
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB #7916 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Telephone: (208) 336-0700 




JUN 16 20i7 
JoLynn Drage. Clerk 01.~lrict 
Court Blaine Cour;i, ·,1:-;no 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE TffiRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Case No. CV-16-645 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE 
RANCH, LLC'S FIRST DISCOVERY 
REQUESTS TO BIG STICK, LLC 




SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0IEC; PENSCO 




TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0lNH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability Case No. CV-2016-683 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
Corporation. 
Defendants. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY PROVIDED that Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson, and 
Elizabeth Brett Stevenson ( collectively "Belle Ranch"}, served their First Discovery Requests on 
counsel for Big Stick, LLC by U.S. Mail, addressed as follows: 
James R. Laski 
Heather E. O'Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
II 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC's FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
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DATED this 14th day of June, 2017. 
BA OLT & SIMPSON LLP 
uson 
eys o Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin 
Flood evenson, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC's FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day of June, 2017, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC'S 
FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of 
the following: 
Original: 
Blaine County District Court 
Court Clerk 
206 1st Ave. South 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Copies: 
Chris M. Bromley 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
James R. Laski 
Heather E. O'Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Michael D. Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x _ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Emai 









Albert P. Barker, ISB #4242 
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB #7916 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P .0. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Telephone: (208) 336-0700 




GN 16 2017 I~ 
JoLynn ()rage. Cieri<. Distnc:t 
Gour, !Jri:ilne Count , Idaho 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Case No. CV-16-645 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE 
RANCH, LLC'S FIRST DISCOVERY 
REQUESTS TO CHARLES HOLT 




SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COiviPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0IEC; PENSCO 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC's FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
PAGE l 
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TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0lNH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0INV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BAN~ A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability Case No. CV-2016-683 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
Corporation. 
Defendants. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY PROVIDED that Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson, and 
Elizabeth Brett Stevenson ( collectively "Belle Ranch"), served their First Discovery Requests on 
counsel for Charles Holt by U.S. Mail, addressed as follows: 
J runes R. Laski 
Heather E. O'Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 33 IO 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
II 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC's FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
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DA TED this 14th day of June, 2017. 
BA OLT & SIMPSON LLP 
agnuson 
Attorne or Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin 
Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC'S FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day of June. 2017, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC'S 
FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of 
the following: 
Original: 
Blaine County District Court 
Court Clerk 
206 1st Ave. South 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Copies: 
Chris M. Bromley 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
James R. Laski 
Heather E. O'Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Michael D. Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
s 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
tMail 








Albert P. Barker, ISB #4242 
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB #7916 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Telephone: (208) 336-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-6034 
ill2b@idahowaters.co111 
sam;'a;idahowaters.com 
F J LED :·::·---...."'"' 
[JUN I 6 2017 ]/Zf 
-{gLynn Drage, Clerk 01sfrict 
ourt Blame Count.-. iuaho 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORA TlON, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Case No. CV -16-645 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE 
RANCH, LLC'S FIRST DISCOVERY 
REQUESTS TO SOUTH COUNTY 
ESTATES, LLC 




SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company~ BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #FOIEC; PENSCO 




TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0INH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability Case No. CV-2016-683 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
Corporation. 
Defendants. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY PROVIDED that Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson, and 
Elizabeth Brett Stevenson (collectively ••Belle Ranch"), served their First Discovery Requests on 
counsel for South County Estates, LLC by U.S. Mail, addressed as follows: 
James R. Laski 
Heather E. O'Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 






DATED this 14th day of June, 2017. 
uson 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin 
Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC's FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 14th day of June, 2017, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC'S 
FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of 
the following: 
Original: 
Blaine County District Court 
Court Clerk 
206 1st Ave. South 
Hailey, Idaho 83333 
Copies: 
Chris M. Bromley 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
James R. Laski 
Heather E. O'Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Michael D. Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x_U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
NOTICE OF SERVICE OF BELLE RANCH, LLC'S FIRST DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
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FILED ;::•:-..,. ~-
JUN 2 2 2017 
Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 287-0991 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
James R. Laski, ISB # 5429 
Heather E. O'Leary, ISB # 8693 
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Rd., Ste. A 
P .0. Box 33 IO 
(208) 725-0055 
(208) 725-0076 {facsimilie) 
Attorneys for Big Stick UC, Richard D. 
Fosbury and Charles Holt 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURTIY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AORIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 




SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0lEC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING ON FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION'S, BIG STICK, LLC'S, 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES BOLT'S MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT~ 1 11469..002 
896 of 2064
.. 203 725 0076 
•·, 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0INH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DNISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




Case No. CV-2016-683 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING 
ON FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION'S, BIG STICK, 
LLC'S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S 
AND CHARLES HOLT'S MOTIONS 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
TO: BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware corporation and THEIR COUNSEL OF 
RECORD 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that First Security Corporation ("FSC"), Big Stick, LLC ("Big 
Stick"), Richard D. Fosbury ("Fosbury'') and Charles Holt ("Holt"), by and through their coW1Sel 
ofrecord, will bring before the Court for hearing FSC's, Big Stick's, Fosbury's and Holt's 
Motions for Summary Judgment on the 19th day of September, 2017, at the hour of2:00 p.m., or 
as soon thereafter as the matter may be heard in the Law and Motion Department at the Douglas 
D. Kramer Judicial Building in Hailey, Idaho. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING ON FlRST SECURITY CORPORATION'S, BIG STICK, LLC'S, 




26'! 72 5 0076 ,. 
DATED THJ~y of June, 2017. 
16:33:25 06-22-2017 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
,:::::::.;.~' 
CHRISM. BROMLEY 
Attorney for First Security Corporation 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING ON FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION'S, BIG STICK, LLC'S, 




... , r 
16:33:33 06-22-20!7 
CERTIFICATE OF SERIVCE 
I hereby certify that cm thi?Jvf! day of June, 2017, a true and coaect copy of the 
foregoing instrument was seived via email to the following persons: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
POBox45385 




Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4lh St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
cmchugh@mchughbromley.com 
cbrom1ey@mchughbromley.com 
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
POBox2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
apb@idahowaters.com 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
rws@lukins.com 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING ON FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION'S, BIG STICK. LLC'S, 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES HOLT'S MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY ruDGMENT-4 11469-002 
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James R. Laski, ISB # 5429 
Heather E. O'Leary, ISB # 8693 
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Rd., Ste. A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(208) 725-0055 
(208) 725-0076 (facsimilie) 
Attorneys for Big Stick, UC, Richard D. 
Fosbury and Charles Holt 
09: 21 :36 06-28-2017 
FILED~ .. ~-
JUN 2 8 2GW 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 




SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #FOlEC; PENSCO 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
STIPULATION REGARDING BRIEFING SCHEDULE AND STAY FOR DISCOVERY- 1 11469-002 
217 
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208 ..,25 0076 
TRUST COMP ANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0lNH; 
PENS CO TRUST COMP ANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; ruSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




Case No. CV-2016-683 
STIPULATION REGARDING 
BRIEFING SCHEDULE AND STAY 
FOR DISCOVERY 
Come now First Security Corporation ("FSC"), by and through its counsel of record 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC, Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury, and Charles Holt ("Big Stick, et 
al."), by and through their counsel ofrecord Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC and Belle 
Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson ("Belle Ranch, et al."), by 
and through their counsel of record Barker Rosholt & Simpson, LLP, and hereby stipulate and 
agree as follows: 
• Belle Ranch, et al.'s Cross Motion for Summary Judgment ("Belle Ranch's Cross 
Motion") shall be due on or before August 11, 2017. 
STIPULATION REGARDING BRIEFING SCHEDULE AND STAY FOR DISCOVERY- 2 11469-002 
317 
901 of 2064
208 725 0076 09: 21: 59 06-28-2017 
• Belle Ranch, et al.'s Opposition Briefto FSC's and Big Stick, et al.'s Joint Motion for 
Summary Judgment that was filed with the Court on June 9, 2017 ("FSC's/Big Stick's 
Joint Motion") shall be due on or before August 11, 2017. 
• FSC's and Big Stick, et al.'s Opposition Briefto Belle Ranch's Cross Motion shall be 
due on or before September 1, 2017. 
• Belle Ranch, et al.' s Reply Brief for its Cross Motion shall be due on or before 
September 12, 2017. 
• FSC's and Big Stick, et al. 's Reply Brief for their Joint Motion shall be due on or before 
September 12, 2017. 
• Oral argument on FSC's/Big Stick's Joint Motion and Belle Ranch's Cross Motion shall 
be set for September 19, 2017 at 2:00 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard. 
• The discovery requests propounded by Belle Ranch, et al. on FSC and Big Stick, et al. on 
June 14, 2017 shall be stayed until the Court issues an Order on FSC's/Big Stick's Joint 
Motion and Belle Ranch's Cross Motion. The parties shall exchange such responses as 
mutually agreeable to accommodate the pending motions. 
• If the issues in this case are not resolved by FSC's/Big Stick's Joint Motion and Belle 
Ranch's Cross Motion then the trial currently scheduled for December 13th-15th, 2017 
shall be vacated and rescheduled for a later date that is acceptable to all parties. All 
pretrial deadlines in the April 17, 2017 scheduling order shall be adjusted to conform to 
the new trial date. 
STIPULATION REGARDING BRIEFING SCHEDULE AND STAY FOR DISCOVERY- 3 11469-002 
417 
902 of 2064
208 725 0076 
DA TED this Jfl_~ay of June, 2017. 
DATED this ~ay of June, 20 I 7. 
DATED this_ day of June, 2017. 
09:22:11 06-28-2017 5/7 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
By L;::_~~ 
Chris M. Bromley 
Attorney for First Security Corporation 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON, LLP 
By ____________ _ 
Albert P. Barker 
Attorney for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood 
Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
STIPULATION REGARDING BRlEFlNG SCHEDULE AND STAY FOR DISCOVERY- 4- I 1469-002 
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208 725 0076 
DATED this_ day of June, 2017. 
DA TED this _ day of June, 2017. 
./4 
DATED this2J' day ofJune, 2017. 
09:22:20 06-28-2017 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
By ____________ _ 
Chris M. Bromley 
Attorney for First Security Corporation 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
By ____________ _ 
Heather E. O'Leary 
Attorney for Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. 
Fosbury and Charles Holt 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON, LLP 
By~~ 
Albert P. Barker 
Attorney for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood 
Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
STil'ULATION REGARDING BRIEFING SCHEDT.IT.E AND STAY FOR DISCOVERY-~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that on JuneWio17 he/she caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing instrument to be served on the following persons by the means indicated: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 45385 
Albert P. Barker 
BARK.ER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
-4,.L Telecopy (801) 532-7543 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
_j_ Telecopy (208) 344-6034 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
2 Telecopy (208) 287-0864 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
2._ Telecopy (208) 666-4111 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 




SOUTH COUNTY EST ATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0lEC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F .B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0lNH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
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.,. . 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL EST ATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
corporation. 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2016-683 
ORDER REGARDING BRIEFING 
SCHEDULE AND STAY FOR 
DISCOVERY 
Pursuant to the Stipulation Regarding Briefing Schedule and Stay for Discovery, and 
good cause appearing therefore, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows: 
• Belle Ranch, et al. 's Cross Motion for Summary Judgment ("Belle Ranch's Cross 
Motion") shall be due on or before August 11, 2017. 
• Belle Ranch, et al.'s Opposition Brief to FSC's and Big Stick, et al.'s Joint Motion for 
Summary Judgment that was filed with the Court on June 9, 2017 ("FSC's/Big Stick's 
Joint Motion") shall be due on or before August 11, 2017. 
• FSC's and Big Stick, et al.'s Opposition Brief to Belle Ranch's Cross Motion shall be 
due on or before September 1, 2017. 
• Belle Ranch, et al. 's Reply Brief for its Cross Motion shall be due on or before 
September 12, 2017. 
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• FSC''s and Big Stick, etal.'s Rq,ly Brieffortheir Joint Motion shall be due on or before 
'September 12, 2017. 
• Oral argument on FSC's/Big Sticlc~s Joint Motion and Belle Ranch's Cross Motion shall 
be setfor Septc;mber 19~ 2017 at2JJO p.m,, oras soon thereafter as counsel may be beard. 
- ' .. . . 
• The discovery ~uestspropoundedbyBelle Ranch, ,et al. cm FSC and Big Stick, et aLon 
June 14; 20l7$haUbe stayed until theCollrt issuesanOrdetonFSC's/Big Stick's Joint 
M<>tiQn and,'Bell¢ Ranch/ s Ci'<>ssMotiQn. Toe parties shall exchange such responses-as 
mutually•,agreeable,ro,accommodate,thepe.riding motions. 
• If the issues in this case are not resolve<lby FSC's/Big Stick's Joint Motion and J3elle 
RancWs Cross Motion,then the trial cummt{,y sche<iuled for,December 13th~ 15th, 2017 
,shallbe::vaeated~mirescheduledfor,a,~,datethat,isaccq>tabletQallparties;•,All 
. . .. 
pretrial, deadlines in the April 17, 2017 scheduling ord¢rshall be adjusted to confonn t6 
the new trial date. , 
,,. ,' ,',' .... ~ ~J(y,,'' 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that on the _2_ of~Ol 7, he/she caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served on the following persons by the means 
indicated: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 45385 
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
James R. Laski 
Heather E. O'Leary 
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Rd., Ste. A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
_j__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Telecopy (801) 532-7543 
_1_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Telecopy (208) 344-6034 
__ I_ u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Telecopy (208) 287-0864 
_A_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Telecopy (208) 666-4111 
--1,..._ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Telecopy (208) 725-0076 




Albert P. Barker, ISB #4242 
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB #7916 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Telephone: (208) 336-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-6034 
apb@idahowaters.com 
sarn(a),idahowaters.com 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood 
Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
Michael D. Mayfield, ISB #7857 
Michael R. Johnson (Pro Hae Vice) 
James A. Sorenson (Pro Hae Vice) 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 14001'"-_______ _ 
P.O. Box 45385 FILFD ~:~ .. _,..--~-- .. :"· 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-03 r""" .. :.H" · t-: ·. '0 ~-
i:!:':!~1:~: gg:rni~~J~f ~00_1 ~ 2Gi7 !] 
mma field r n.co J0J:nn,f:.~~,ri;.,tf4f!D,:!trict 
mjohnson@rqn.com'--c_.,_.,rt_~_ .. ,_,,n_,,_c..,_"_1''·;;.;.." ....;"'~t.1hc;.;...✓ ___. 
i sorenson@rqn.com 
Attorneys for Rabo AgriFinance LLC, flw 
Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Case No. CV-16-645 
BELLE RANCH, LLC'S AND RADO 
AGRIFINANCE LLC'S JOINT 
CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AND IN OPPOSITION 
TO FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION'S, BIG STICK, 
LLC'S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S 
AND CHARLES HOLT'S MOTIONS 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0lEC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0lNH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability Case No. CV-2016-683 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
Corporation. 
Defendants. 
COME NOW, Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
( collectively "Belle Ranch"), and Rabo AgriFinance LLC, fka Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. ("Rabo"), 
collectively "Defendants" under the consolidated cases, by and through their respective counsels 
ofrecord, Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP, and Ray Quinney & Nebeker P.C., and hereby 
BELLE RANCH, LLC's AND RAao AGRIFINANCE LLC's JOINT CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AND IN OPPOSITION TO FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION'S, BIG STICK, LLC's, RICHARD 
D. FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES HOLT'S MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT PAGE 2 
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submit this Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment, filed pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 56(a) and 56(c). 
Judgment should be entered for Belle Ranch LLC quieting title to the water rights in its 
name and dismissing Plaintiffs' Complaints. 
This Motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion for Summary 
Judgment and Declaration of counsel, Scott A. Magnuson and the attachments thereto, as well as 
the verified complaint and the documents relied upon by Plaintiffs in their motions. 
DATED this 11 th day of August, 2017. 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
t;f:t//i?C_ 
Albert P. Barker 
Scott A. Magnuson 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin 
Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Bret Stevenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKERP.C. 
M~ 
Michael R. Johnson (Pro Hae Vice) 
James A. Sorenson (Pro Hae Vice) 
Attorneys for Rabo AgriFinance LLC, jka 
Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC's AND RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC's JOINT CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AND IN OPPOSITION TO FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION'S, BIG STICK, LLC's, RICHARD 
D. FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES HOLT'S MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT PAGE 3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 11th day of August, 2017, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing BELLE RANCH, LLC'S AND RABO AGRIFINANCE 
LLC'S JOINT CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND IN OPPOSITION 
TO FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION'S, BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES HOLT'S MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the 
method indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
James R. Laski 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Chris Bromley 
MCHUGH BROMLEY ATTORNEYS AT LAW, 
PLLC 
380 S. 4th Street, Suite 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
Michael Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKERP.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
-fJ- Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
__E_ Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
_£__Email 
_x_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
__j,J_ Email 
Albert P. Barker 
BELLE RANCH, LLC's AND RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC's JOINT CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
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Albert P. Barker, ISB #4242 
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB #7916 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Telephone: (208) 336-0700 
Facsimile: (208) 344-6034 
apb@idahowaters.com 
sam@idahowaters.com 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood 
Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
Michael D. Mayfield, ISB #7857 
Michael R. Johnson (Pro Hae Vice) 
James A. Sorenson (Pro Hae Vice) 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-038 
Telephone: (801) 532-1500 
Facsimile: (801) 532-7543 
mma field r n.co 
m· ohnson r n.com 
i sorenson@rqn.com 
Attorneys for Rabo AgriFinance LLC, jka, 
Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Case No. CV-16-645 
BELLE RANCH, LLC'S AND RABO 
AGRIFINANCE LLC'S JOINT 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AND IN OPPOSITION 
TO FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION'S, BIG STICK, 
LLC'S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S 
AND CHARLES HOLT'S MOTIONS 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0IEC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0INH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0INV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability Case No. CV-2016-683 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
Corporation. 
Defendants. 
COME NOW, Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
( collectively "Belle Ranch"), and Rabo AgriFinance LLC, fka Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. ("Rabo"), 
collectively "Defendants" under the consolidated cases, by and through their respective counsels 
of record, Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP, and Ray Quinney & Nebeker P.C., and hereby 
BELLE RANCH, LLC's AND RA.BO AGRIFINANCE LLC's JOINT MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND IN OPPOSITION TO FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION'S, BIG STICK, LLC's, RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES HOLT'S MOTIONS 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT PAGE 2 
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submit this Joint Memorandum in Support of Cross Motion for Summary Judgment and in 
Opposition to the Motion for Summary Judgment filed by First Security Corporation, Big Stick, 
LLC, Richard D. Fosbury and Charles Holt (collectively "Plaintiffs"), in the above-captioned 
consolidated matter. For the reasons set forth below, the Court should deny Plaintiffs' motion for 
summary judgment and grant Defendants' cross-motion for summary judgment. 
INTRODUCTION 
Belle Ranch, LLC ("Belle Ranch) owns 289 acres of real property and appurtenant water 
rights (Water Rights), which have been pledged to Rabo as security for a loan, and Plaintiffs 
wish to sever 15.3/289ths of those water rights. Plaintiffs have no interest in the land, have never 
used any of the claimed water and have never attempted to transfer any portion of the claimed 
water rights. Their claim to these water rights is appurtenant to nothing. The parties can be 
broken down as follows: 
Plaintiffs 
John Scherer ("Scherer"), Richard Fosbury ("Fosbury"), and Charles Holt ("Holt"), 
comprise the driving force in Plaintiffs' case. "Plaintiffs" and related affiliates are as follows: 
1) South County Estates, LLC (Scherer, Fosbury, Holt, members1); 
2) Big Stick, LLC (Scherer, member); 
3) Pensco Trust Company F.B.O Richard D. Fosbury, IRA #F0IEC (Fosbury); 
4) Pensco Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA #H0INH and IRA 
#H0INV (Holt); 
5) First Security Corporation (financing to Scherer and Holt). 
Defendants 
Justin Stevenson and Elizabeth Stevenson ("Stevensons") are owners of Belle Ranch, 
1 Counsel has advised Defendants that all three were members of SCE, but the filings with the Secretary of State 
only show Scherer. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC's AND RA.BO AGRIFINANCE LLC's JOINT MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
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which is financed by Rabo AgriFinance LLC, collectively "Defendants". The underlying real 
property ("Belle Ranch Property") is owned by Belle Ranch and is comprised of 289 acres with 
appurtenant water rights. 
Issue 
Plaintiffs claim that they own a combined 15.3/289th of the water rights, and wish for this 
court to quiet title to that water in their names. Defendants are the owners of the land and 
appurtenant Water Rights and ask the court to quiet title and confirm all the Water Rights to 
them. 
STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS 
1. The Belle Ranch Property, located in Blaine County, Idaho is 289 acres and has 
appurtenant water rights ("Water Rights") to irrigate 289 acres-15.3 acres of which are the 
subject of this dispute. 
2. Belle Ranch owns the Belle Ranch Property and appurtenant water rights. 
3. The entire 289 acres is irrigated farmland. This acreage is currently irrigated by the water 
rights at issue. Before Belle Ranch acquired the Belle Ranch property, the entire property was 
irrigated by these same water rights. 
4. The Water Rights are as follows: 
Water Ri2hts Priority Date Div. Rate Source 
37-481C Aug. 1, 1882 3.014 cfs Big Wood River 
37-482H Aug. 1, 1884 3.012 cfs Big Wood River 
37-483C Aug. 1, 1902 15.086 cfs Big Wood River 
37-577BT Mar. 24, 1883 2.2 cfs Big Wood River 
37-2630 Feb.2, 1960 3.75 cfs Groundwater 
Acquisition and Lawful Transfer of Belle Ranch Propertv and Appurtenant Water Rights (Not 
Inclusive of Void(able) Partial Water Right Transfers (see below) 
BELLE RANCH, LLC's AND RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC's JOINT MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
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5. South County Estates, LLC ("SCE") was formed in 2003 and dissolved in 2011. John 
Scherer ("Scherer") was the "Managing Member" of SCE. See Declaration of Scott A. 
Magnuson in Support of Belle Ranch, LLC's Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment and in 
Opposition to First Security Corporation's, Big Stick, LLC's, Richard D. Fosbury's and Charles 
Holt's Motions for Summary Judgment ("Magnuson Dec."), Exhibit 1. Richard Fosbury 
("Fosbury"), and Charles Holt ("Holt") were also members of SCE. 
6. In 2003, South County Estates, LLC acquired the Belle Ranch Property and appurtenant 
water rights, and a notice of change in Water Right Ownership was filed with the Department in 
the name of SCE along with various quitclaim deeds showing ownership in SCE. Defendant 
First Security Corporation 's Answer to Verified Complaint for Declaratory Relief and to Quiet 
Title to Water Rights, and Cross-Claim, p. 4 ,r,r 14, 16; Belle Ranch Verified Complaint for 
Declaratory Relief and to Quiet Title to Water Rights, p. 4 ,r 16 (Belle Ranch Verified 
Complaint). 
7. In or about October 2005, SCE executed a Mortgage (Instrument #527439) against the 
Belle Ranch Property and appurtenant Water Rights with Mountain West Bank. (MWB). 
Magnuson Dec., Ex. 42; also see Exhibit 1 attached to Affidavit of Chris Bromley in Support of 
FSC's Motion for Summary Judgment ("Bromley Aff."). A Modification of Mortgage was 
subsequently recorded December 01, 2006 (Instrument #542378), which stated the amount 
borrowed-$5,670,000.00. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 3. SCE executed a second mortgage against the 
Belle Ranch Property and appurtenant Water Rights recorded June 13, 2008 (Instrument 
#558904) in the amount of $1,040,000.00. SCE executed a third mortgage recorded October 24, 
2008 (Instrument #562481), in the amount of$249,000.00. Magnuson Dec., Exs. 4 and 5. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC's AND RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC's JOINT MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
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8. Scherer, Fosbury and Holt either executed a guaranty ofliability or personally guaranteed 
the mortgage or note to MWB. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 6 ( estoppel certificate mentions the release 
of guaranty). 
9. SCE defaulted on its obligations to MWB. Instead of facing foreclosure or legal 
proceedings on the notes and Mortgage(s), including the Guaranty Liability of Scherer, Holt and 
Fosbury, SCE instead executed a Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure to MWB, which was recorded on 
June 17, 2010. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 44; see also Exhibit 9 to Bromley Aff. At that time, no 
portion of the Water Rights were severed from the property and the entirety of the Water Rights 
remained in SCE's name. The Deed in Lieu provided that the conveyance to MWB included not 
only the real property but also "all water, water rights, watercourses and ditch rights (including 
stock in utilities with ditch or irrigation rights)." Magnuson Dec., Ex. 44. 
10. In conjunction with the Deed in Lieu, SCE executed an Estoppel Certificate recorded the 
same day (Instrument #578332). Magnuson Dec., Ex. 6. The Estoppel Certificate iterated that the 
conveyance to MWB included "all water, water rights, watercourses and ditch rights (including 
stock in utilities with ditch or irrigation rights." Id. The Estoppel Certificate also included all 
Partial Releases described below. Id. It also confirmed that the Deed in Lieu was an "absolute 
conveyance" of "all water [ and] water rights" to MWB and a release of all obligations under the 
Mortgages and the Guaranty Liability of Scherer, Fosbury and Holt. Id. 
11. Simultaneously with its receipt of title to all of the real property and water rights, on or 
about June 17, 2010, MWB transferred the property to GBCI Other Real Estates, LLC ("GBCI"). 
See Bromley A.ff., Exhibit 10. 
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12. Thereafter, on or about December 20-21, 2011, GBCI executed a Special Warranty 
Deed and MWB executed a Quitclaim Deed to the Belle Ranch Property to Belle Ranch. See 
Magnuson Dec. Exs. 45 and 46; see also Exhibits 15 and 16 to Bromley Aff. The deeds indicated 
that they also conveyed to Belle Ranch "without limitation, Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-
577BT, 37-482H, 37-2630 and 37-483C." At that time, no changes to the water rights had been 
made in the SRBA and none appeared in the IDWR records. 
13. In conjunction with the conveyance of the Belle Ranch Property and Water Rights to 
Belle Ranch, a Title Commitment was issued by Stewart Title Guaranty Company. Magnuson 
Dec., Ex. 7. The Title Commitment includes the results of an exhaustive title search on the 
property and included, in Schedule B, a list of items of note relative to the title of the property. 
Id. Importantly, although the Title Commitment did reference the Releases, the title search did 
not reveal any of the Quit Claim Deeds attempting to convey portions of the water rights. Id. 
(Schedule B, Part I, Item 5). Merely stating that a particular lien was released is not notice that 
any portion of the Water Rights had been conveyed. 
14. Since Belle Ranch acquired the property it has consistently and timely paid all 
assessments due to the water district and to the irrigation district for delivery of the entirety of 
these water rights. Belle Ranch Verified Complaint for Declaratory Relief and to Quiet Title to 
Water Rights (Belle Ranch Verified Complaint), ,r,r 68, 107, 115, 124. Belle Ranch has also 
continuously put the full amount of the water rights to beneficial use on the Belle Ranch property 
from the date of acquisition through the present day. Id. 
15. Water delivery records prepared by the Watermaster of Water District 3 7 show that the 
Water Rights have been delivered to the same headgate, in the same approximate quantity since 
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2003. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 8. These records also show that the water was delivered to "Scherer" 
from 2003 through 2011. Id The records from 2012 forward show that the water delivered to 
that headgate was delivered in the name of Belle Ranch. Id The reports do not show delivery to 
any of the other Plaintiffs. Id 
16. Belle Ranch owns the 289 acres and appurtenant Water Rights, which acreage and 
appurtenant Water Rights were conveyed by Rabo as security for a loan. 
Attempted Void(able) Conveyance of15.3/289ths of the Water Rights to Scherer, Holt, 
Fosbury or Related Affiliates {Quitclaim Deeds and Partial Releases) 
17. Before the SRBA partial decrees were issued, SCE made at least seven attempts, via 
Quitclaim Deeds, to convey fractional portions (totaling 15.3/289ths) of the Water Rights to 
Scherer, Holt, Fosbury and/or their affiliated entities, accounts or holdings. However, SCE never 
attempted to transfer those rights to any other property. 
18. Further, none of the Quitclaim Deeds appeared in the title search. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 7. 
Big Stick, LLC (Scherer, managing Member) Quitclaim Deed and Partial Release 
19. On December 7, 2007, SCE executed a Quitclaim Deed (Instrument #554098) to Big 
Stick, LLC ("Big Stick") for 2.8/289th of the Water Rights. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 9. This 
Quitclaim Deed was recorded on December 14, 2007. Id. Scherer is the managing member of 
Big Stick, LLC and SCE. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 9. 
20. On October 14, 2009, a Partial Release of Lien was executed from MWB to Big Stick 
(Instrument #574996). Magnuson Dec., Ex. 10. However, it was not recorded until February 10, 
2010. Id 
21. No transfer of these portions of the water rights was filed with IDWR and no claim to 
these water rights was filed with the SRBA court. 
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Holt IRA (#HOJNH, #HOJNV) Quitclaim Deed and Partial Release 
22. On April 28, 2008, SCE executed a Quitclaim Deed (Instrument #575488) to Holt IRA 
#H0lNH for 11289th of the Water Rights. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 11. This was not recorded until 
March 1, 2010. Id. A Partial Release of Lien (Instrument #575000) was executed on October 14, 
2009, and subsequently recorded on February 10, 2010. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 38. 
23. On August 8, 2008, SCE executed a Quitclaim Deed to Holt IRA #HOlNV (Instrument 
#575489) for 11289th of the Water Rights. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 12. This was not recorded until 
March 1, 2010. Id. A Partial Release of Lien (Instrument #574999) was executed on October 14, 
2009, and not recorded until February 10, 2010. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 39. 
24. On April 8, 2009, SCE executed a Quitclaim Deed to Holt IRA #H0lNV (Instrument 
#575490) for 11289th of the Water Rights. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 13. This was not recorded until 
March 1, 2010. A Partial Release of Lien (Instrument #575001) was executed on October 14, 
2009 and not recorded until February 10, 2010. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 40. 
25. No transfer of these portions of the water rights was filed with IDWR and no claim to 
these water rights was filed with the SRBA court. 
Fosbury IRA Quitclaim Deed and Partial Release 
26. On March 17, 2008, SCE executed a Quitclaim Deed to Fosbury IRA (Instrument 
#575491) for 11289th of the Water Rights. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 14. This was not recorded until 
March 1, 2010. A Partial Release of Lien (Instrument #574998) was executed on October 14, 
2009 and not recorded until February 10, 2010. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 36. 
27. On September 18, 2008, SCE executed a Quitclaim Deed to Fosbury IRA (Instrument 
#575492) for 11289th of the Water Rights. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 15. This was not recorded until 
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March 1, 2010. A Partial Release of Lien (Instrument #574997) was executed on October 14, 
2009 and recorded on February 10, 2010. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 37. 
28. No transfer of these portions of the water right was filed with IDWR and no claim to 
these water rights was filed with the SRBA court. 
Holt and Scherer Quitclaim Deed and Partial Release And First Security Corp. 's Interest 
29. On June 25, 2009, SCE executed and recorded a Quitclaim Deed to Holt and Scherer 
(Instrument #568680) for 7.5/289th of the Water Rights. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 16. A Partial 
Release of Lien (Instrument #568681) was executed and recorded on June 25, 2009. Magnuson 
Dec., Ex. 48. 
30. Scherer and Holt executed a Mortgage (Instrument #568682) in favor of Idaho 
Independent Bank (IIB) as to the 7.5/289ths interest in the Water Rights-on June 10, 2009. On 
or about September 2, 2014, Scherer and Holt defaulted on their obligation and executed a Non-
Merger Deed (Instrument #622055). Magnuson Dec., Ex. 17. The Non-merger Deed was 
recorded the same day that IIB granted First Security Corporation its alleged interest in the 
7.5/289th of the Water Rights on October 20, 2014. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 47; Bromley A.ff Ex. 22. 
31. Each of the above attempted conveyances of a fractional share of the Water Rights have 
the following in common: 
a. the entirety of the Water Rights have remained at all times appurtenant to the 
Belle Ranch Property; 
b. the owners of the Belle Ranch Property have continually paid assessments for, 
diverted and beneficially used the entirety of the Water Rights; 
c. none of the persons or entities who allegedly acquired any fractional portion of 
the Water Rights have ever diverted or made any attempt to divert and/or 
beneficially use any portion of the Water Rights. 
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d. none of these conveyances were ever the subject of transfers with the IDWR to 
move the water to any other property and no claim to any of this water was filed 
in the SRBA before the partial decree was issued. 
e. at the time of default and execution of Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure and Estoppel 
Certificate, the Water Rights remained in the name of SCE. 
f. the quitclaim deeds purporting to transfer a portion of the Water Rights did not 
show up in any Title Commitment. 
g. the Partial Releases identify only the 2005 Mortgage (Instrument #527439) and 
Modification of Mortgage (Instrument #542378). The releases do not identify any 
other mortgages or encumbrances, including Instrument #558904 or Instrument 
#562481. 
Adiudication in the SRBA and Records Of Ownership with ID WR 
32. In 1988, the predecessor owner of the Belle Ranch Property, G. Chapman Petersen, filed 
notices of claim in the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA") for the Water Rights 
appurtenant to the Belle Ranch Property (i.e., the Water Rights that are described in paragraph 4 
of this Statement of Undisputed Facts). Magnuson Dec., Ex. 18. 
33. In 2003, South County Estates, LLC acquired the Belle Ranch Property and appurtenant 
water rights, and a notice of change in Water Right Ownership was filed with the Department in 
the name of SCE along with various quitclaim deeds showing ownership in SCE. Defendant 
First Security Corporation's Answer to Verified Complaint for Declaratory Relief and to Quiet 
Title to Water Rights, and Cross-Claim, p. 4 ,, 14, 16; Belle Ranch Verified Complaint for 
Declaratory Relief and to Quiet Title to Water Rights, p. 4, 16 (Belle Ranch Verified 
Complaint). 
34. In early 2007, the Director ofIDWR issued recommendations in the SRBA, 
recommending that the Water Rights be decreed to authorize 289 acres of irrigation within the 
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Belle Ranch Property. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 19. South County Estates was listed as the sole 
owner of the Water Rights. Id. 
35. On June 28, 2010, the SRBA Court issued a Special Master's Report and 
Recommendation for each of the Water Rights, recommending (i) that the Water Rights be 
decreed, in their entirety, to South County Estates, and (ii) that the entirety of the Water Rights 
are appurtenant to the Belle Ranch Property. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 20. 
36. On July 9, 2010, the SRBA Court issued an Amended Special Master's Report and 
Recommendation, continuing to recommend that each of the Water Rights be decreed, in their 
entirety, in the name ofto South County Estates. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 21. 
37. At no time were there any challenges to the Special Master's Report, Recommendation, 
or Amended Recommendation to the Water Rights. None of SCE, Scherer, Holt or Fosbury ever 
filed objections to these recommendations seeking to have the rights ( or any portions thereof) 
decreed in their names. 
38. On August 31, 2010, the SRBA entered an Order of Partial Decree for each of the Water 
Rights, decreeing the Water Rights, in their entirety, in the name ofto South County Estates. 
Magnuson Dec., Ex. 22. The Partial Decrees were served on South County Estates and included 
a Rule 54(b) Certification. As with the Special Master Recommendations, there was no challenge 
to the determination that the entirety of the Water Rights was owned by South County Estates. 
The Partial Decrees became final court decisions and were not appealed. 
39. Once MWB acquired the property and Water Rights, it submitted, on July 27, 2011, a 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership with IDWR, seeking to change the Water Rights 
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ownership records to reflect that MWB owned the entirety of the Water Rights. Magnuson Dec., 
Ex. 23. 
40. On September 13, 2011, IDWR notified MWB that the Ownership Change request had 
been completed and that the records for the Water Rights reflected that MWB owned the Water 
Rights, in their entirety. See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 24. 
41. On February 28, 2012, Belle Ranch submitted a Notice of Change in Water Right 
Ownership with IDWR to change the Water Rights ownership records to reflect that Belle Ranch 
owned the entirety of the Water Rights. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 25. On March 7, 2012, IDWR 
notified Belle Ranch that the Ownership Change request had been completed and that the records 
for the Water Rights reflected that Belle Ranch owned the Water Rights, in their entirety. See 
Magnuson Dec., Ex. 26. 
42. On or about April 2012, Belle Ranch, LLC and Justin Stevenson filed an Application for 
Transfer of Water Rights, seeking to amend certain elements of the Water Rights. Magnuson 
Dec., Ex. 27. IDWR published notice of the pending transfer in the Idaho Mountain Express on 
May 16 and 23, 2012. Id The Notice provided that Belle Ranch sought to transfer various water 
rights, including all the Water Rights at issue in this case. Id The Notice further provided that 
"any protest against the approval of this" transfer must be filed with IDWR "on or before June 4, 
2012." Id 
43. No protests were received to challenge Belle Ranch, LLC's authority to transfer the 
entirety of the Water Rights. IDWR reviewed and processed the Transfer, approving the transfer 
and amending the elements of the Water Rights in a July 6, 2012 decision. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 
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28. Following the Transfer, IDWR records continued to reflect that Belle Ranch owned the 
entirety of the Water Rights. 
Plaintiffs' Attempted Void(able) Change of Ownership with IDWR 
44. On or about October 28, 2014, FSC submitted an ownership change regarding the Water 
Rights to IDWR. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 29. FSC submitted the request without providing any 
notice to Belle Ranch-claiming SCE was the previous owner. Id IDWR processed the 
ownership change, splitting the Water Rights and creating the following new water rights: 37-
22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 (the "Split Water Rights). Id 
45. On March 17, 2016, Belle Ranch sent a letter to IDWR challenging the ownership 
change, asserting that the SRBA Decree quieted title in the Water Rights, in their entirety, in 
South County Estates - the prior owner of the Belle Ranch Property - and that Belle Ranch, as 
successor in interest, acquired all of South County Estates' interest in the Water Rights. 
Magnuson Dec., Ex. 30. 
46. On March 29, 2016, IDWR sent an email to Belle Ranch and FSC stating that it would 
change the ownership of the Split Water Rights to "South County LLC" and that the parties 
could "quiet title to the water rights in district court." Magnuson Dec., Ex. 31. 
47. On June 15, 2016, Defendant Fosbury IRA submitted a Notice of Change in Water Rights 
Ownership records on 21289th of the Water Rights allegedly conveyed to Fosbury IRA on March 
17, 2008 and September 18, 2008. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 32. Fosbury IRA submitted the request 
without providing any notice to Belle Ranch-claiming SCE was the previous owner. Id 
48. On June 24, 2016, Big Stick submitted a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership, 
seeking to change the ownership records on 2.8/289th of the Water Rights allegedly conveyed to 
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Big Stick on December 7, 2007. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 33. Big Stick submitted the request without 
providing any notice to Belle Ranch--claiming SCE was the previous owner. Id. 
49. On June 24, 2016, Holt IRA submitted a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership, 
seeking to change the ownership records on 2.8/289th of the Water Rights allegedly conveyed to 
Holt IRA on August 8, 2008 and April 8, 2009. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 34. Holt IRA submitted the 
request without providing any notice to Belle Ranch--claiming SCE was the previous owner. Id. 
50. In an email dated September 6, 2016 to counsel for Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt, IDWR 
notified the Defendants that it would not process the ownership change requests they had 
submitted absent further instruction from a district court following a quiet title action. Magnuson 
Dec., Ex. 35. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Summary judgment is proper when "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and 
that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw." I.R.C.P. 56(c). The party 
moving for summary judgment has the burden of demonstrating the absence of a genuine issue 
of material fact. Farms Bureau Ins. Co. of Idaho v. Kinsey, 149 Idaho 415,418,234 P.3d 739, 
742 (2010). The party moving for summary judgment may satisfy his or her initial burden by 
establishing, either by an affirmative showing with the moving party's own evidence or by 
reviewing the nonmoving party's evidence, that the nonmoving party will be unable to prove an 
element of a claim or defense at trial. McCorkle v. Northwestern Mutual Life Ins. Co. 141 Idaho 
550, 554, 112 P.3d 838, 842 (2005). 
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Once the moving party does so, the nonmoving party must adduce sufficient admissible 
evidence to support a finding by the trier of fact in the nonmoving party's favor on such element 
or to offer a valid justification for the failure to do so under I.R.C.P. 56(±). Id. The nonmoving 
party cannot rest upon mere speculation and must submit more than just conclusory assertions 
that an issue of material fact exists to withstand summary judgment. Cantwell v. City of Boise, 
146 Idaho 127, 133, 191 P.3d 205,211 (2008). A mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt 
as to the facts is not sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact. Finholt v. Cresto, 143 
Idaho 894, 897, 155 P.3d 695,698 (2007). Summary judgment is appropriate where the 
nonmoving party bearing the burden of proof fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the 
existence of an element essential the party's case. Cantwell, 146 Idaho at 133, 191 P.3d at 211. 
The fact that both parties move for summary judgment does not demonstrate there is no disputed 
material issue of fact. Currie v. Walkinshaw, 113 Idaho 586, 746 P.2d 1045 (Ct. App. 1987). 
The burden in this case is on Plaintiffs to prove their claims by clear, satisfactory and 
convincing evidence. Therefore, even if the Court believes that the case could go either way, the 
Court must find for Belle Ranch and Rabo. Idaho law presumes that the holder of title to 
property is the legal owner of that property. Hettinga v. Sybrandy, 126 Idaho 467,469, 886 P.2d 
772, 774 (1994); Russ Ballard & Family Achievement Inst. v. Lava Hot Springs Resort, Inc., 97 
Idaho 572,579,548 P.2d 72, 79 (1976). Accordingly "one who would claim the ownership of 
property of which the legal title stands or record in another ... must establish such claim by 
evidence that is clear, satisfactory and convincing." Russ Ballard & Family Achievement Inst., 
97 Idaho at 579, 548 P.2d at 79. 
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LEGAL ARGUMENT 
I. Plaintiffs' Quiet Title Actions are Barred by the Applicable Statute of 
Limitations. J.C. § 5-224. 
Any and all of Plaintiffs' quiet title claims are barred by application of the four year 
statute oflimitations. LC. § 5-224. Idaho Code§ 6-401 provides, in pertinent part, "[a]n action 
may be brought by any person against another who claims an estate or interest in real or personal 
property adverse to him, for the purpose of determining such adverse claim." Further, section 5-
224, the catchall statute of limitations, provides that "[a]n action for relief not hereinbefore 
provided for must be commenced within four ( 4) years after the cause of action shall have 
accrued." This includes a claim for water right ownership. Brown v. Greenheart, 157 Idaho 156, 
162 (2014). 
In Brown v. Greenheart, 157 Idaho 156,162,335 P.3d 1, 7 (2014), the court addressed 
the statute of limitations as it relates to water rights. The Idaho Supreme Court held that the 
cause of action for quiet title, pursuant to LC. § 5-224 and§ 6-401, accrues where another person 
claims an interest in the property (or water right) "adverse to" another. Id. (emphasis in original). 
In Brown v. Greenheart, Brown had possession and used the water rights, and it was not until 
Greenheart filed a notice with IDWR did the time accrue in which Brown could file a lawsuit-
because Brown was put on notice of the claimed interest adverse to his. Brown v. Greenheart, 
157 Idaho 156, 162, 335 P.3d 1, 7 (2014). 
FSC waited until December 2, 2016, Verified Complaint to Quiet Title, CV-2016-645, 
and Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt waited until December 27, 2016, Verified Complaint to Quiet 
Title CV-2016-683, to file their quiet title action. Plaintiffs were put on notice of an adverse 
claim, many times over, all more than 4-years prior to the quiet title actions. 
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Plaintiffs cannot deny it had ample notice of the adverse claims of ownership in the 
Water Rights. On June 28, 2010, the SRBA Court issued a Recommendation that the Water 
Rights be decreed, in their entirety, to South County Estates. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 20. As 
members of SCE, Scherer, Holt and Fosbury were in privity with SCE. On July 9, 2010, the 
SRBA Court issued an Amended Recommendation, confirming the recommendation that each of 
the Water Rights be decreed, in their entirety, to South County Estates. Magnuson Dec. , Ex. 21. 
Ultimately, on August 31, 2010, the SRBA Court enter Partial Decrees, formally decreeing the 
Water Rights, in their entirety, to South County Estates. Thus, by no later than the summer of 
2010, six and a half years before these cases were filed, judicial rulings of the SRBA Court 
existed which made findings and rulings adverse to the claims that Plaintiffs are attempting to 
make here. 
Once SCE defaulted on its loans to MWB, it transferred all property, including the Water 
Rights, to MWB by executing a Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure in conjunction with an Estoppel 
Certificate. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 44 and 6. As members of SCE, Scherer, Holt and Fosbury, and 
any related or affiliated entities, were on notice of the transfer of the property and appurtenant 
water rights. Furthermore, as the estoppel certificate indicates, the guaranty liability of Scherer, 
Holt and Fosbury was released as part of giving up any and all interest in Belle Ranch and 
appurtenant Water Rights. 
MWB submitted an ownership change request to IDWR on July 27, 2011 (approximately 
five and a half years before the first action from these Plaintiffs was filed), which was processed 
and acknowledged on September 13, 2011 and resulted in the ownership of the entirety of the 
Water Rights being changed from South County Estates, LLC to MWB. Magnuson Dec., Exs. 23 
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and 24. The filing with IDWR served as notice that MWB claimed an interest in the Water 
Rights, adverse to plaintiffs. Brown v. Greenheart, 157 Idaho 156, 162,335 P.3d 1, 7 (2014). 
Defendant, Belle Ranch is the successor in interest to MWB and acquired the Belle 
Ranch Property, including all appurtenances, in December, 2011, five years before the filing of 
the first action from these Plaintiffs. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 27 Belle Ranch submitted an 
ownership change request to IDWR on February 28, 2012. This was processed and 
acknowledged on March 7, 2012 and resulted in the ownership of the entirety of the Water 
Rights being changed from MWB to Belle Ranch. Magnuson Dec., Exs. 25 and 26. 
On March 11, 2012, Belle Ranch filed a transfer application to amend certain elements of 
the Water Rights. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 27. IDWRprovided notice of the transfer, including that 
Belle Ranch sought to change elements of the Water Rights, by publishing notice of the pending 
transfer in the Idaho Mountain Express on May 16 and 23, 2012. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 27. The 
Notice identified Belle Ranch as the applicant of the Water Rights and provided that "any protest 
against the approval of this" transfer must be filed with IDWR "on or before June 4, 2012." Id 
IDWR approved the transfer, entering a final order dated July 6, 2012 and, again, identifying 
Belle Ranch as the owner of the Water Rights. 
All of the foregoing facts and proceedings, most if not all of which Plaintiffs and their 
entities had actual notice of (in addition to record notice), occurred more than four years before 
any of the Plaintiffs filed suit. By the time the Plaintiffs filed suit, the four-year period in which 
Plaintiffs could sue after discovering an adverse claim to their own had already run. 
"[T]he purpose of a statute oflimitations in general is to prevent fraudulent and stale 
claims from arising after a great lapse of time while preserving for a reasonable period the right 
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to pursue a claim." Hawley v. Green, 117 Idaho 498, 501, 788 P.2d 1321, 1324 (I990)(citing 
Owens v. White, 380 F.2d 310 (9th Cir.1967)). Ownership of the Belle Ranch property and 
appurtenant Water Rights are in control of and in the name of Belle Ranch. Any one of the 
aforementioned notices were adequate on their own to give Plaintiffs proper notice of the adverse 
claims to the Water Rights and would have caused the cause of action for quiet title to 
commence accruing-however, Plaintiffs were given multiple notices upon notices of the 
adverse claims to the Water Rights and did not take any action. Plaintiffs had four years to file an 
action to quiet title and failed to do so, and their claims are now barred. As such, the court should 
dismiss Plaintiffs' quiet title actions as barred by the four year statute of limitations, and confirm 
ownership in the name of Belle Ranch LLC. 
II. SCE did not have an "asset" or "Interest in an Asset" at the Time of Execution of 
the Quitclaim Deeds, and Therefore No Transfer Could Have Occurred. 
When SCE executed the Quitclaim Deeds to Plaintiffs, it did not have the Water Rights 
or interest in the Water Rights to transfer, and therefore a transfer could not have occurred as a 
matter of law. A person or entity cannot transfer more than it has and, if SCE had nothing to 
convey to Plaintiffs, then Plaintiffs received nothing from SCE as a matter of law. 
Idaho Code defines real property as land, appurtenances to land, ditch and water rights. 
LC. 55-101. A quitclaim deed is a deed of conveyance operating by way of release. Dunham v. 
Dunham, 128 Idaho 55, 58,910 P.2d 169, 172 (Ct. App. 1994), citing to Black's Law Dictionary 
1251 ( 6th ed. 1990). A quitclaim deed is intended to pass any title, interest, or claim which the 
grantor may have in the premises. Id. A quitclaim deed is a mode of disposing of an asset or an 
interest in an asset. An "asset" is "property of a debtor." However, an "asset" does not include 
property "to the extent it is encumbered by a valid lien" LC. § 55-910(2). A transfer of an 
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interest via quitclaim deed, without an asset or an interest in an asset on the day the quitclaim 
deed is executed, cannot occur as a matter oflaw. Dunham v. Dunham, 128 Idaho 55, 58, 910 
P.2d 169, 172 (Ct. App. 1994). Generally, a quitclaim deed conveys only such interest as the 
grantor possessed at the time that the deed was executed, and the grantor does not affirm or 
warrant that he has any particular interest or estate in the property subject to the deed. 23 
Am.Jur.2d Deeds § 352. "It is well established that the execution of a quitclaim deed, without 
more, does not necessarily import that the grantor possesses any interest at all and if the grantor 
had no interest in the land described at the time of conveyance, the quitclaim conveys nothing to 
the grantee." Miami Holding Corp. v. Matthews, 311 So.2d 802,803 (Fla. 3d DCA 1975). This is 
precisely the case here. SCE did not have any asset or interest to transfer when it executed the 
quitclaim deeds, because that property was encumbered by valid liens. Magnuson Dec., Exs. 3, 
4, 5 and 42. 
The Mortgage executed and recorded on October 14, 2005 (Instrument #527439) states: 
[f]or valuable consideration, Grantor mortgages, grants, bargains, sells and 
conveys to Lender all of Grantor's right, title, and interest in and to the following 
described real property, together with all existing or subsequently erected or 
affixed buildings, improvements and fixtures; all easements, rights of way, and 
appurtenances; all water, water rights, watercourses and ditch rights (including 
stock in utilities with ditch or irrigation rights); and all other rights, royalties, and 
profits relating to the real property, including without limitation all minerals, oil, 
gas, geothermal and similar matters ... 
Magnuson Dec. Ex. 42; Bromley Aff., Ex. 1. 
The Fosbury claim to 2/289 partial water rights were quitclaimed by SCE on March 17, 
2008, and September 18, 2008. Magnuson Dec., Exs. 14 and 15. However, the Partial Releases 
were not executed and recorded until after the quitclaims were executed on February 10, 2010, 
which prompted the later recording of the previously executed quitclaim deeds. Magnuson Dec., 
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Exs. 36 and 37. SCE did not have an "asset" or an interest at the time the quitclaim deeds were 
executed and therefore SCE had no interest that it could transfer, because at the time of the 
quitclaims, the property was encumbered by the Mortgage, Modification of Mortgage, and 
Second Mortgage. Magnuson Dec., Exs. 3, 4 and 42. 
The Holt claim to 3/289 partial water rights were quitclaimed by SCE on April 28, 2008, 
August 8, 2008, and April 8, 2009. Magnuson Dec., Exs. 11, 12, 13. Each Partial Release was 
not executed and recorded until February 10, 2010, which prompted the subsequent recording of 
the previously executed quitclaim deeds. Magnuson Dec., Exs. 38, 39 and 40. SCE did not have 
an asset or an interest at the time the quitclaim deeds were executed and therefore no interest was 
transferred, because the property was encumbered with the Mortgage, Modification of Mortgage, 
and/or Second and Third Mortgage. Magnuson Dec., Exs. 3, 4, 5 and 42. 
The Big Stick claim to 2.8/289 partial water rights were quitclaimed by SCE on 
December 7, 2007 and shortly recorded thereafter. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 9. However, a Partial 
Release of Lien was not executed and recorded until February 10, 2010. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 10. 
SCE did not have an asset or interest at the time the quitclaim deed was executed in 2007, and 
therefore no interest was transferred, because the property was encumbered with the Mortgage 
and Modification of Mortgage. Magnuson Dec., Exs. 42 and 3. 
As to the claims by Fosbury to 2/289ths, Holt to 3/289ths, and Big Stick to 2.8/289ths, at 
the time of execution of the quitclaim deeds, no partial release ofliens had been executed and 
recorded, and therefore SCE did not have any asset or interest to transfer at the time. 
Different from the aforementioned transactions, the 7 .5/289ths that represents Scherer 
and Holt's previous claims actually had a quitclaim deed and partial release all executed on the 
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same day. SCE executed a Quitclaim Deed for 7.5/289th of the Water Rights to Scherer and Holt 
on June 25, 2009. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 16; Bromley A.ff. Ex. 5. On the same day, a partial release 
was executed and recorded. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 48; Bromley A.ff. Ex. 4. The Partial Release of 
Lien identified that Mortgage recorded as Instrument #527439 as modified pursuant to that 
Modification of Mortgage dated November 28, 2006 recorded as Instrument #542378. Id. 
Critically, this Partial Release did not include any other liens, recorded mortgages, notes, deed of 
trust. SCE had a second and third mortgaged lien. Magnuson Dec., Exs. 4 and 5. Therefore, SCE 
did not have an asset or interest at the time the quitclaim deed was executed, and therefore no 
interest was transferred. Dunham v. Dunham, supra. 
FSC's claimed interest stems from Idaho Independent Bank (IIB)(Magnuson Dec., Ex. 47 
Warranty Deed October 15, 2014), which stems from whatever Scherer and Holt's interest was 
on September 2, 2014 when they executed a Non-Merger Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure to IIB. See 
Magnuson Dec., Ex. 17. But, Belle Ranch owned the property at that time, and as previously 
explained, Scherer and Holt did not have any interest to transfer because of the outstanding liens. 
Furthermore, IIB and FSC were on notice that the quitclaim deeds and partial release were 
invalid, based upon the recorded documents with Blaine County and IDWR evidencing MWB's 
liens and security interests. Furthermore, the mortgage executed between Scherer and Holt to IIB 
was dated on June 10, 2009, which was prior to obtaining the quitclaim deed and partial release 
on June 25, 2009. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 43. A mortgage attaches at the time of execution and 
exists whether or not the mortgage is recorded. Estate of Skvorak v. Sec. Union Title Ins. Co., 
140 Idaho 16, 21, 89 P .3d 856, 861 (2004 ). At the time of execution of the mortgage, the 
quitclaim deed and release had not been executed to Scherer and Holt, and therefore the 
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mortgage did not attach to anything. FSC may have a separate cause of action again IIB under its 
warranty deed or against Scherer and Holt through IIB' s deed in lieu of foreclosure, but none of 
them has any interest in Belle Ranch's Water Rights. 
III. The Water Rights have Always Been Appurtenant to the Real Property and 
Transferred through a Valid Chain of Title to Belle Ranch, and Plaintiffs' 
Cannot Present Facts to Meet Their Clear and Convincing Standard. 
Belle Ranch is the current owner of the Belle Ranch Property and its appurtenant Water 
Rights, and has been since 2011. Likewise, the Water Rights have been in the name of Belle 
Ranch with IDWR's record since April 2012. 
The holder of title to property is the presumed legal owner of that property, and if 
someone else claims ownership of such property, he must establish his claim by clear, 
satisfactory, and convincing evidence. Anderson v. Rex Hayes Family Trust, 145 Idaho 741, 185 
P.3d 253 (2008); Hettinga v. Sybrandy, 126 Idaho 467,469,886 P.2d 772, 774 (1994); Russ 
Ballard & Family Achievement Inst. v. Lava Hot Springs Resort, Inc., 97 Idaho 572, 579, 548 
P.2d 72, 79 (1976). "[O]ne who would claim the ownership of property of which the legal title 
stands or record in another ... must establish such claim by evidence that is clear, satisfactory and 
convincing." Russ Ballard & Family Achievement Inst., 97 Idaho at 579,548 P.2d at 79. 
On June 17, 2010, South County Estates conveyed the Belle Ranch Property, with all 
appurtenances, including the Water Rights, to MWB. The Scherer Estoppel Certificate of same 
date confirmed "absolute conveyance". On August 31, 2010, the SRBA Court entered Partial 
Decrees, formally decreeing the Water Rights, in their entirety, to South County Estates. There 
were no challenges to the SRBA determinations. MWB submitted an ownership change request 
to IDWR on July 27 2011, which was processed and acknowledged on September 13, 2011 and 
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resulted in the ownership of the entirety of the Water Rights being changed from South County 
Estates, LLC to MWB. This also was done without objection. 
Belle Ranch then submitted an ownership change request to IDWR on February 28, 2012, 
which was processed and acknowledged on March 7, 2012 and resulted in the ownership of the 
entirety of the Water Rights being changed from MWB to Belle Ranch. Belle Ranch thereafter 
submitted a transfer application seeking to change elements of the Water Rights. 
Notwithstanding the issuance of recommendations and a partial decree in the SRBA, multiple 
ownership changes with IDWR and a transfer filing, there was no challenge to the ownership of 
the Water Rights. Since it acquired the property, Belle Ranch has paid all assessments for the 
Water Rights, the Water Rights have been delivered to the Belle Ranch's headgate and Belle 
Ranch has been the sole beneficial user of the Water Rights. Thus, not only does the public 
record support that Belle Ranch owns the entirety of the Water Rights, but Belle Ranch also has 
continuously exercised all other indicia of ownership. It is the one who has paid for all 
assessments on the entirety of the Water Rights, and it is the one who has actually used the water 
represented by the Water Rights to irrigate its property. Belle Ranch and Rabo, therefore, are 
entitled to a decree quieting title in the entirety of the Water Rights in the name of Belle Ranch, 
subject to Rabo' s perfected lien on those same Water Rights. 
IV. The SRBA Quieted Title and Adjudicated Ownership in the Water Rights and, 
therefore, Plaintiffs' Claims are Barred by Res Judicata and Collateral Estoppel. 
Plaintiffs' action to quiet title amounts to a collateral attack on the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication's (SRBA) Partial Decree as entered August 2010, that decreed Belle Ranch, LLC's 
predecessor in interest, SCE, as the rightful owner of the entirety of the Water Rights. See 
Rangen, Inc. v. Idaho Dep't of Water Res., 159 Idaho 798,367 P.3d 193,200 (2016). Pursuant to 
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I.C. § 10-1201, the court should declare that Belle Ranch, LLC is the rightful owner of the Water 
Rights. 
Plaintiffs cannot overcome the binding nature of the SRBA Decree. Pursuant to I.C. § 42-
1420(1) the Partial Decree is "conclusive as to the nature and extent" of the Water Rights. See 
also State v. Nelson, 131 Idaho 12, 16, 951 P.2d 943, 947 (1998)("Finality in water rights is 
essential."); see also Rangen, Inc. v. Idaho Dep't of Water Res., 159 Idaho 798,367 P.3d 193, 
200 (2016). I.C. § 42-1411(2) and 42-1412(6) provide that a partial decree must list the "name 
and address of the claimant" of the water right(s) being adjudicated. A "claimant" is defined as 
"any person asserting ownership of rights to the use of water within the state ofldaho." I.C. § 
42-1401A(l). The decree unequivocally identified the claimant and decreed ownership of the 
water right. In Mullinix v. Kil/gore's Salmon River Fruit Co., 158 Idaho 269, 277-78, 346 P.Jd 
286, 294-95 (2015), the Idaho Supreme Court stated: 
Killgore's argument contesting the existence of a water right on the Killgore-
Mullinix parcel is foreclosed by virtue of James's Joe Creek water right no. 79-
4001 and the SRBA partial decrees. In a contested water rights case, this Court 
held that a water rights decree was "conclusive proof of diversion of the water, 
and of application of the water to beneficial use, i.e., the decree is res judicata as 
to the water rights at issue herein." Crow, 107 Idaho at 465,690 P.2d at 920. 
Quoting Crow v. Carlson, 107 Idaho 461,465, 690 P.2d 916, 920 (1984), the Idaho Supreme 
Court continued: 
Our holding of the presumption of accuracy of the decree is in keeping with the 
judicial policy of deterring the reopening of judgment long after cases are decided 
and the files are closed. Our holding is also consistent with the ruling of the trial 
judge, in which he stated that a decree affixing water rights and establishing 
priorities is binding on all parties, and that such decree fixes the dates of priority 
and the land to which the water is appropriated. 
Mullinix, supra, 158 Idaho at 277-78, 346 P.3d at 294-95 (20l5)(emphasis in original). 
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In the SRBA Final Unified Decree, the Court order states that all persons are bound. 
Final Unified Decree In Re SRBA Case No. 39576 (August 26, 2014); see also Order Re: 
Proposed Final Unified Decree and Adoption Proposed Procedures and Deadlines, In re SRBA 
Case No. 39576, Subcase No. 00-92099 (Jan. 30, 2012). 
The SRBA District Court had previously entered a partial decree, identifying the claimant 
as South County Estates, LLC in August 2010. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 22.Two months earlier, SCE 
executed a deed in lieu of foreclosure, and an estoppel certificate to MWB conveying all the 
Belle Ranch Property and appurtenant Water Rights to MWB. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 6 and 44. 
Thereafter, MWB utilized the Department's administrative process under Idaho Code§ 42-248 
to change the name of the owner of the decreed Water Rights, appurtenant to the property, into 
MWB's name. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 23. This practice of changing a water right between the date 
of the partial decree and the Final Unified Decree is, as described below, specifically authorized 
by the SRBA Court in the Final Unified Decree. Plaintiffs however have no right to go behind 
the partial decree to argue that actions taking place before that decree are effective to modify the 
decree. Mullinix, supra; Rangen, Inc. v IDWR, 159 Idaho 798,806,367 P.3d 193,201 
(2016)("allowing a party to contest a partial decree outside of the SRBA would undermine any 
certainty or finality of the partial decree.") 
Belle Ranch is the successor in interest to MWB, GCBI, and South County Estates for the 
Belle Ranch property and appurtenant Water Rights. See deeds, Magnuson Dec., Exs. 44, 45 and 
46. The entirety of the Water Rights were adjudicated in the name of SCE. There was no 
challenge/appeal to the partial decree's determination of ownership of the Water Rights, and 
Plaintiffs' claims constitute a collateral attack on the SRBA Partial Decree, and therefore must 
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be dismissed as a matter of law, and the cross-motion filed by Belle Ranch and Rabo must be 
granted. 
V. Belle Ranch's Transfer Proceedings of the Water Rights with IDWR is Res Judicata 
and Binding as to Plaintiffs' Claims. 
Defendants' summary judgment motion is premised upon the fact that these Plaintiffs had 
proper notice and a more than adequate number of opportunities to contest, object, and make a 
claim that these are our water rights-but they simply did not speak up. As such, all of 
Plaintiffs' claims are barred. In addition to the preclusive effect of the partial decree, the 
administrative transfer proceedings before IDWR were also binding and acts as res judicata 
upon Plaintiffs' and their claims. 
The "doctrine of res judicata covers both claim preclusion (true res judicata) and issue 
preclusion (collateral estoppel)." Ticor Title Co. v. Stanion, 144 Idaho 119, 123, 157 P.3d 613, 
617 (2007). 
Res judicata, or claim preclusion, "bars a subsequent action between the same parties 
upon the same claim or upon claims 'relating to the same cause of action."' Id. ( citations 
omitted). Moreover, the doctrine of collateral estoppel exists to prevent the relitigation of an 
issue previously determined when: 
( 1) the party against whom the earlier decision was asserted had a full and fair 
opportunity to litigate the issue decided in the earlier case; (2) the issue decided 
in the prior litigation was identical to the issue presented in the present action; 
(3) the issue sought to be precluded was actually decided in the prior litigation; 
( 4) there was a final judgment on the merits in the prior litigation; and (5) the 
party against whom the issue is asserted was a party or in privity with a party 
to the litigation. 
Rodriguez v. Dep 't of Correction, 136 Idaho 90, 92, 29 P.3d 401,403 (2001). 
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In other words, "[ c ]laim preclusion bars a subsequent action between the same parties 
upon the same claim or upon claims 'related to the same cause of action ... which might have 
been made."' Ticor, 144 Idaho at 123, 157 P.3d at 617. Issue preclusion protects litigants from 
litigating an identical issue with the same party or its privity. Id. (internal citations omitted). 
Fundamentally: (1) it preserves the acceptability of judicial dispute resolution against the 
corrosive disrespect that would follow if the same matter were twice litigated to inconsistent 
results; (2) it serves the public interest in protecting the courts against the burdens of repetitious 
litigation; and (3) it advances the private interest in repose from the harassment of repetitive 
claims. Id. 
A water right transfer is an administrative proceeding, which results in a permanent or 
long-term change to a water right's point of diversion or a change to the place of use, period of 
use, and/or nature of use. See I.C. § 42-222; see also Magnuson Dec., Ex. 27. In order to 
accomplish the transfer, a person has to be entitled to the use of the water right by license, claims 
or decree, and has to make application with IDWR describing the water right, including 
ownership and the requested transfer so the department can hold an administrative proceeding 
and the public has an opportunity to protest the same. Id. 
The United States Supreme Court and the Idaho Supreme Court have held that the 
doctrine of res judicata applies to agency's administrative decisions. Astorie Fed. Sav. & Loan 
Assoc. v. Solimino, 501 U.S. 104, 107-08, 111 S. Ct. 2166, 2169, 2169 (1991)("We have long 
favored application of the common-law doctrines of collateral estoppel (as to issues) and res 
judicata ( as to claims) to those determinations of administrative bodies that have attained 
finality."); University of Tennessee v. Elliott, 478 U.S. 788, 798, 106 S.Ct. 3220, 3225-26 (1986); 
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Magee v. Thompson Creek Mining Co., 152 Idaho 196,268 P.3d 464 (2012); Welch v. Del Monte 
Corp., 128 Idaho 513,915 P.2d 1371 (1976). In Idaho, "the doctrine of resjudicata means that 
'in action between the same parties upon the same claim or demand, the former adjudication 
concludes parties and privities not only as to every matter offered and received to sustain or 
defeat the claim but also every matter which might and should have been litigated in the first 
suit."' Magee, 152 Idaho at 202,268 P.3d at 470 (quoting Farmers Nat'! Bankv. Shirey, 126 
Idaho 63, 70, 87 P.2d 762, 769 (1994). 
Here, all of Plaintiffs' claims stem from the transfer from SCE, where Scherer, Holt and 
Fosbury were all members and in privity with SCE. Each of them, collectively and individually, 
had the independent opportunity to contest the transfer, yet they did nothing. In the instant case, 
once Belle Ranch acquired all the Belle Ranch Property, and appurtenant Water Rights, it filed 
for an administrative transfer of those water rights with IDWR. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 27. Legal 
notice of the application was prepared and published in the Idaho Mountain Express on May 16, 
and 23, 2017. Id The Notice provided that Belle Ranch sought to transfer various water rights, 
including all the Water Rights at issue in this case. Id The Notice further provided that "any 
protest against the approval of this" transfer must be filed with IDWR "on or before June 4, 
2012." Id No protests were received to challenge Belle Ranch, LLC's authority to transfer the 
entirety of the Water Rights. IDWR reviewed and processed the Transfer, approving the transfer 
and amending the elements of the Water Rights in a July 6, 2012 decision. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 
28. 
The transfer proceedings occurred after the Partial Decrees, but prior to the Final Unified 
Decree. The court order approving that decree states that, "the Final Unified Decree does not 
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supersede the results of water right transfers initiated and completed after the entry of a partial 
decree but prior to entry of the Final Unified Decree." Memorandum Decision and Order on 
Challenge in the Matter of the Final Unified Decree, (June 12, 2012) at 17, 
http://srba.idaho.gov/lmages/2012-06/0092099xx00l99.pdf, (accessed 08/11/2017); see also 
Final Unified Decree, In Re SRBA Case No. 39576, at p. 12, ~ 13(1), 
http://srba.idaho.gov/Images/2014-08/0039576XX09020.pdf, (accessed 08/11/2017). The partial 
decree to the Water Rights to SCE is subject to the subsequent change of ownership, and transfer 
proceedings naming Defendants as the owner. 
Lastly, in Hillcrest Irr. Dist. the appellant submitted the equivalent of a transfer 
application to the state engineer (now IDWR), and obtained approval of the same, without 
objection. Hillcrest Irr. Dist. v. Nampa & Meridian Irr. Dist., 57 Idaho 403, 66 P.2d 115 (1937). 
Hillcrest Irr. Dist put the water to beneficial use after obtaining its permit. Id. Years later, Nampa 
& Meridian Irr. Dist. challenged the validity of the permit, and in addressing laches and estoppel 
the court stated: 
Long and continuous knowing acquiescence in another's use and enjoyment of a 
property or privilege may preclude one from subsequently asserting a claim. 
In Ryan v. Woodin, 9 Idaho, 525, 75 P. 261 the just and fair rule is stated as 
follows: "[ c ]ourts of equity do not favor antiquated or stale demands and refuse to 
interfere when there has been gross laches in commencing the proper action, or 
long acquiescence in the assertion of adverse rights." 
Hillcrest Irr. Dist. v. Nampa & Meridian Irr. Dist., 57 Idaho 403, 66 P.2d 115 (1937) (citations 
omitted). 
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Based upon the administrative transfer proceedings, the Plaintiffs' claims are barred by 
res judicata and collateral estoppel. Their motion for summary judgment must be denied, and the 
cross-motion filed by Belle Ranch and Rabo must be granted. 
VI. The Court Should Deny Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment based upon the 
Doctrines of Equitable Estoppel, Quasi Estoppel, and/or Waiver. 
Equitable estoppel arises: 
[w]hen a party makes a false representation or concealment of a material fact with 
actual or constructive knowledge of the truth; it is made with the intent that it be 
relied upon; the party asserting estoppel does not know or could not discover the 
truth; and the party asserting estoppel relies on it to the party's prejudice. 
Allen v. Reynolds, 145 Idaho 807, 812, 186 P.3d 663,668 (2008)(quoting Hecla Min. Co. v. 
Star-Morning Min. Co., 122 Idaho 778,782,839 P.2d 1192, 1196 (1992)). 
The doctrine of quasi-estoppel is distinguishable from equitable estoppel in that "no 
concealment or misrepresentation of existing facts on the one side, nor ignorance or reliance on 
the other, is a necessary ingredient." Schiewe v. Farwell, 125 Idaho 46, 49, 867 P.2d 920, 923 
(1993)(quoting Obray v. Mitchell, 98 Idaho 533, 538, 567 P.2d 1284, 1289 (1977). To prove 
quasi-estoppel, it is not necessary to show detrimental reliance; instead, there must be evidence 
that it would be unconscionable to permit the offending party to assert allegedly contrary 
positions." Atwood v. Smith, 143 Idaho 110, 114, 138 P.3d 310, 314 (2006)(quoting Thomas v. 
Arkoosh Produce, Inc., 137 Idaho at 357, 48 P.3d at 1246). Quasi-estoppel applies when: (1) the 
offending party took a different position than his or her original position, and (2) either (a) the 
offending party gained an advantage or caused a disadvantage to the other party; (b) the other 
party was induced to change positions; or ( c) it would be unconscionable to permit the offending 
party to maintain an inconsistent position from one he or she has already derived a benefit or 
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acquiesced in. C & G, Inc. v. Canyon Highway Dist. No. 4, 139 Idaho 140, 145, 75 P.3d 194, 199 
(2003). 
Waiver is a voluntary, intentional relinquishment of a known right or advantage. Nelson 
v. Hopper, 86 Idaho 115, 383 P.2d 588 (1963); Crouch v. Bischoff, 78 Idaho 364,304 P.2d 646 
(1956). Waiver does not necessarily depend on any new or additional consideration. Hawkins v. 
Smith, 35 Idaho 349,205 P. 188 (1922); Whitmire v. Zolbe, 403 P.2d 445 (Okla.1965). See Idaho 
Bank of Commerce v. Chastain, 86 Idaho 146,383 P.2d 849 (1963) (waiver arising out of 
conduct partakes of the nature of estoppel, and no consideration is necessary). Even though 
consideration is not necessary to establish a waiver, it must appear that the adversary party has 
acted in reliance upon such a waiver and altered his position. Hawkins, supra." Brand S Corp. v. 
King, 639 P.2d 429,432 (Idaho 1981). 
As noted by the Court when discussing implied waiver and estoppel: 
The only distinction that I can observe between an implied waiver such as pleaded 
here and estoppel would seem to be that in the case of an implied waiver there 
must be some conduct on the part of the person waiving from which it may be 
inferred that the person waiving intended to waive; in other words, affirmative 
action on the part of the person waiving indicating an intention to waive some 
benefit or advantage; whereas, in estoppel a barrier is simply set up regardless of 
the parties' intentions which precludes one from asserting a right which he would 
otherwise have but for the matters and things pleaded by the way of estoppel, if 
such matters and things are properly pleaded and proven. In other words, it is 
conceivable that an estoppel might sometimes apply in a case where at the same 
time the evidence would not support the conclusion that some right had been 
impliedly intentionally waived. 
Seaport Citizens Bank v. Dippel, 112 Idaho 736, 739, 735 P.2d 1047, 1050 (Ct. App. 
1987)(quoting Independent Gas & Oil Co. v. TB. Smith Co., 51 Idaho 710, 720, 10 P.2d 317, 
321 (1932)). 
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The undisputed facts in this case support both quasi and equitable estoppel, and a waiver 
of any of Plaintiffs' claims to the Water Rights. John Scherer, the managing member of South 
County Estates, LLC, executed an Estoppel Certificate, recognizing that SCE had delivered and 
deeded the entirety of the Belle Ranch Property and appurtenances, including all water and water 
rights. Magnuson Dec., Exs. 6 and 44. An estoppel certificate is "[a] signed statement by a party 
(such as a tenant or a mortgagee) certifying for another's benefit that certain facts are correct, 
such as that a lease exists, that there are no defaults, and that rent is paid to a certain date. A 
party's delivery of this statement estops that party from later claiming a different state of facts." 
Pocatello Hosp., LLC v. Quail Ridge Med Inv'r, LLC, 156 Idaho 709,716,330 P.3d 1067, 1074 
(2014 )( quoting Black's Law Dictionary 6319 (9th ed.2009) ). 
The Estoppel Certificate further stated that included in the transfer were "Partial Release 
of Water Rights recorded as Instrument Nos. 568681, 574996, 574998, 574999, 575000, 575001, 
records of Blaine County, Idaho." Id. Furthermore, consideration for the transfer was "release of 
the guaranty liability of John Scherer, Richard D. Fosbury, and Charles Holt." Id 
MWB then submitted an ownership change request to IDWR on July 27 2011, which was 
processed and acknowledged on September 13, 2011 and resulted in the ownership of the 
entirety of the Water Rights being changed from South County Estates, LLC to MWB. 
Plaintiffs had multiple opportunities to attempt to change ownership and/or sever the 
Water Rights from the property. However, they failed to do so. There was no challenge to the 
recommendations or Partial Decree nor to the change of ownership or claims by MWB or Belle 
Ranch. Even as Belle Ranch filed a transfer application to change the Water Rights in April, 
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2012, approved on July 6 2012, Plaintiffs sat idly. Belle Ranch has been the sole entity paying 
assessments for, diverting and beneficially using the Water Rights. 
Plaintiffs should be estopped from asserting any rights, and/or has waived the same. 
VII. Alternatively, Even if Plaintiffs Acquired a Water Right they have Abandoned 
and/or Forfeited any Interest in the Water Rights. 
In the alternative, and only if the Court believes there is some question about who owns 
the Water Rights ( and there should not be), Plaintiffs have no interest in any of the Water Rights 
as they have all abandoned and/or forfeited any interest in the Water Rights. The Idaho Supreme 
Court has held: 
[a]bandonment is a common law doctrine involving the occurrence of (1) an 
intent to abandon and (2) an actual relinquishment or surrender of the water right. 
Forfeiture, on the other hand, is predicated upon the statutory declaration that all 
rights to use water are lost where the appropriator fails to make beneficial use of 
the water for a continuous five year period. LC. § 42-222(2). 
Sears v. Berryman, 101 Idaho 843,847,623 P.2d 455,459 (1981). Moreover, LC.§ 42-222(2) 
provides in pertinent part: 
[a] 11 rights to the use of water acquired under this chapter or otherwise shall be 
lost and forfeited by a failure for the term of five (5) years to apply it to the 
beneficial use for which it was appropriated and when any right to the use of 
water shall be lost through nonuse or forfeiture such rights to such water shall 
revert to the state and be again subject to appropriation under this chapter. 
LC. § 42-222(2) ( emphasis added). Under the doctrine of forfeiture mere non-use of 
water for a sufficient period of time is sufficient to bring about a loss of water right. Crow 
v. Carlson, 107 Idaho 461,467,690 P.2d 916,922 (1984). All rights to water are lost 
where the appropriator fails to make "beneficial use" of the water for a continuous five-
year period regardless of intent. See, e.g., Gilbert v. Smith, 97 Idaho 735, 552 P.2d 1220 
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(1976)." McAtee v. Faulkner Land & Livestock, Inc., 744 P.2d 121, 124 (Idaho App. 
1987). 
Big Stick, Fosbury, Holt and Scherer have not made any effort to beneficially use any 
part of the the Water Rights following any attempted quitclaim of the Water Rights to them, and 
they have never attempted to transfer the Water Rights away from the Belle Ranch Property. 
Furthermore, the IDWR water delivery records show that the Water Rights have consistently 
been delivered to, and beneficially used by, Belle Ranch on the Belle Ranch Property. See WD37 
Water Master Reports, Magnuson Dec., Ex. 8. A claimant's failure to use the water for a period 
of five years constitutes forfeiture. LC.§ 42-222(2). Thus, if Plaintiffs ever had an interest in the 
Water Rights, their interest has now been waived and forfeited. 
The facts support a common law abandonment as well. No challenge has been made to 
the multiple ownership determinations made by the SRBA Court and IDWR. The SRBA District 
Court partially decreed the entirety of the Water Rights in the name of South County Estates, 
LLC on August 31, 2010. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 22. The Department changed ownership records 
for the water rights on September 13, 2011 (to MWB) and March 7, 2012 (to Belle Ranch). 
Magnuson Dec., Exs. 23, 24, 25 and 26. Department processed transfer applications - changing 
elements of the Water Rights including the portions attempted to be conveyed to Defendants. 
This coupled with the fact that Plaintiffs had not possessed and/or beneficially used any of the 
Water Rights evidences a common law abandonment. 
The court should find that Plaintiffs have no interest in any of the Water Rights as they 
have all abandoned and/or forfeited any interest in the Water Rights. 
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VIII. The Court Should Deny Plaintiffs' Summary Judgment Motions to Allow For 
Additional Discovery to Allow Defendants' To Explore a Theory of Fraudulent 
Conveyances as a Question of Fact 
In the event the court denies Defendants' motion for summary judgment, the court should 
likewise deny Plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment, and allow Defendants' additional time 
to conduct discovery and depositions. Plaintiffs' claims are based upon a convoluted series of 
transactions that, at first blush, appear to be self-dealing and possibly fraudulent. 
Belle Ranch was a bona fide purchaser of the Belle Ranch Property and all the 
appurtenant Water Rights and has been in control of and using the same since 2011. The claims 
by Plaintiffs' stem from a large number of alleged transfers stemming from 2007 through 2009. 
MWB and GBCI have both filed pleadings with the court disclaiming any interest in the 
underlying Water Rights and the information they may or may not have is not readily available. 
This is primarily because Belle Ranch owns the water rights. Based upon receiving a number of 
the recorded documents there appears to be a possible question of fraudulent conveyances 
surrounding the underlying quitclaim deeds that Defendants would like to explore. 
LC. §§ 55-901, et seq. governs fraudulent conveyances and renders the transfers void. A 
theory of fraudulent conveyance is predicated on facts essential to the underlying transfers, 
including intent, motive, consideration and value. Id.; see also Mohar v. Mclelland Lumber Co., 
95 Idaho 38, 41, 501 P.2d 722, 725 (1972). 
Additionally, SCE, the entity where all Plaintiffs' and Defendants' stem from, executed 
an Estoppel Certificate attesting to particular facts and interests concerning the underlying 
property and Water Rights, and negotiated releases for SCE, Scherer, Holt, Fosbury regarding 
any liability under the Mortgages, notes, guaranty liability etc. Based upon some patent (and 
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latent) statements or misrepresentations on the face of the Estoppel Certificate, there may be 
additional claims for Belle Ranch, either directly or indirectly against Plaintiff(s), or MWB. In 
O'Shea v. High Mark Dev., LLC, 153 Idaho 119,129,280 P.3d 146, 156 (2012), the District 
Court instructed the jury on claims of breach of implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing 
and breach of contract where the Lease Estoppel Certificate did not contain accurate information. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(d), the court can defer, deny, or allow additional time to take 
discovery when a nonmovant can show certain facts essential to justify an opposition are 
unavailable. 
Defendants were in the process of propounding discovery when Plaintiffs' motion for 
summary judgment was filed. The parties agreed to stay the discovery response for summary 
judgment, on the legal issues, agreeing to informally exchange some documents and information. 
Upon review, based upon the claims, the number of quitclaim deeds and relationship and timing 
between the parties, there was an unbridled amount of self-dealing between SCE and its 
members regarding these water rights. The facts behind these transactions remain unrevealed; 
These self-dealing transactions raise an issue or defense concerning fraudulent conveyances, and 
possibly other theories or defenses that may be available to Defendants. Defendants have 
requested, informally, some information from Plaintiffs' counsel, however as ofthis time 
Defendant is not in possession of additional information. Magnuson Dec. 
As such, unless Defendants' motion is granted, there are a number of questions of facts 
outstanding, and discovery is necessary to delve into the intricacies of each and every 
transaction, the timing of the alleged quitclaim deeds, and recording of the same in relation to the 
default of Plaintiffs' and the execution of the deed in lieu of foreclosure, Estoppel Certificate, 
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and the release of the Guaranty of Liability. Many facts are not currently available to 
Defendants, like the underlying transactions, delivery of the quitclaim deeds, consideration etc. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(d), these facts are not available to Defendants and the court should allow 
additional time to conduct discovery. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the aforementioned, the Court should grant Defendants' motion for summary 
judgment affirming ownership of the water rights in Belle Ranch, and deny Plaintiffs' motion for 
summary judgment. 
DA TED this 11 th day of August, 2017. 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
~/KL 
Albert P. Barker 
Scott A. Magnuson 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin 
Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Bret Stevenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
w~ 
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SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0IEC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0INH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0INV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability Case No. CV-2016-683 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
Corporation. 
Defendants. 
I, Scott A. Magnuson, declare as follows: 
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1. I am over the age of 18, am an associate attorney employed by the firm Barker 
Rosholt & Simpson LLP, and have personal knowledge of the information contained herein. If 
called as a witness herein I could and would competently testify to the matters contained herein. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the Articles of 
Organization for South County Estates, LLC ("SCE"). 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the South County 
Estates, LLC's Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Modification of 
Mortgage executed by SCE and Mountain West Bank ("MWB"), recorded December 1, 2006 
(Instrument #542378). 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of a second Mortgage SCE 
executed and recorded June 13, 2008 (Instrument #558904) in the amount of $1,040,000.00. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of a third Mortgage SCE 
executed and recorded October 24, 2008 (Instrument #562481 ). 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of an Estoppel Certificate 
executed and recorded June 17, 2010 in conjunction with the Deed in Lieu (Instrument 
#578332). 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of a Title Commitment 
issued by Stewart Title Guaranty Company in conjunction with the conveyance of the Belle 
Ranch Property and Water Rights to Belle Ranch. 
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9. Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 are true and correct copies of excerpts from public 
water delivery records prepared by the Watermaster and obtained by Water District 37 that 
constitutes the delivery records for the Water Rights from 2003 through 2016. 
10. Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of a Quitclaim Deed 
(Instrument #554098) SCE executed to Big Stick, LLC ("Big Stick") on December 7, 2007, for 
2.8/289th of Water Right 37-481(c), and a copy of an unrecorded Quitclaim Deed attempting to 
transfer the same. 
11. Attached hereto as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of a Partial Release of 
Lien (Instrument #574996) executed from MWB to Big Stick on October 14, 2009, and recorded 
with Blaine County on February 10, 2010. 
12. Attached hereto as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of a Quitclaim Deed 
(Instrument #575488) SCE executed to Holt IRA #H0lNH on April 28, 2008, for I/289th of the 
Water Rights. 
13. Attached hereto as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of a Quitclaim Deed 
(Instrument #575489) SCE executed to Holt IRA #HOlNV on August 8, 2008, for 11289th of the 
Water Rights. 
14. Attached hereto as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of a Quitclaim Deed 
(Instrument #575490) SCE executed to Holt IRA #H0lNV on April 8, 2009, for I/289th of the 
Water Rights. 
15. Attached hereto as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of a Quitclaim Deed 
(Instrument #575491) SCE executed to Fosbury IRA On March 17, 2008, for I/289th of the 
Water Rights. 
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16. Attached hereto as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of a Quitclaim Deed 
(Instrument #575492) SCE executed to Fosbury IRA on September 18, 2008, for 11289th of the 
Water Rights. 
17. Attached hereto as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of a Quitclaim Deed 
(Instrument #568680) SCE executed and recorded to Holt and Scherer on June 25, 2009, for 
7.5/289th of the Water Rights. 
18. Attached hereto as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of a Non-Merger Deed 
(Instrument #622055) Scherer and Holt executed on or about September 2, 2014 because of a 
default on their obligation. 
19. Attached hereto as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of notices of claim filed 
in the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA") for the Water Rights appurtenant to the Belle 
Ranch Property in 1988 by the predecessor owner of the Belle Ranch Property, G. Chapman 
Petersen. 
20. Attached hereto as Exhibit 19 is a true and correct copy of the recommendations 
issued in early 2007 by the Director ofldaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR"). 
21. Attached hereto as Exhibit 20 is a true and correct copy of the June 28, 2010 
Special Master's Report and Recommendation for each of the Water Rights issued by the SRBA 
Court, recommending (i) that the Water Rights be decreed, in their entirety, to South County 
Estates, and (ii) that the entirety of the Water Rights are appurtenant to the Belle Ranch Property. 
22. Attached hereto as Exhibit 21 is a true and correct copy of the July 9, 2010, 
Amended Special Master's Report and Recommendation issued by the SRBA Court and 
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continuing to recommend that each of the Water Rights be decreed, in their entirety, in the name 
ofto South County Estates. 
23. Attached hereto as Exhibit 22 is a true and correct copy of the August 31, 2010, 
Order of Partial Decrees for each of the Water Rights entered by the SRBA Court, decreeing the 
Water Rights, in their entirety, in the name of South County Estates. 
24. Attached hereto as Exhibit 23 is a true and correct copy of a Notice of Change in 
Water Right Ownership submitted by MWB to IDWR on July 27, 2011. 
25. Attached hereto as Exhibit 24 is a true and correct copy of correspondence from 
IDWR dated September 13, 2011 notifying MWB that the Ownership Change request has been 
completed and that the records for the Water Rights reflected that MWB owned the Water 
Rights, in their entirety. 
26. Attached hereto as Exhibit 25 is a true and correct copy of a Notice of Change in 
Water Right Ownership submitted by Belle Ranch to IDWR on February 28, 2012. 
27. Attached hereto as Exhibit 26 is a true and correct copy of correspondence from 
IDWR dated March 7, 2012, notifying Belle Ranch that the Ownership Change request had been 
completed and that the records for the Water Rights reflected that Belle Ranch owned the Water 
Rights, in their entirety. 
28. Attached hereto as Exhibit 27 is a true and correct copy of the Application for 
Transfer of Water Rights filed by Belle Ranch, LLC and Stevenson, and supporting documents. 
29. Attached hereto as Exhibit 28 is a true and correct copy of Transfer of Water 
Right No. 77878. 
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30. Attached hereto as Exhibit 29 is a true and correct copy of Notice of Change in 
Water Right Ownership submitted to IDWR by FSC on or about October 28, 2014. 
31. Attached hereto as Exhibit 30 is a true and correct copy of a letter from Belle 
Ranch dated March 17, 2016 to IDWR challenging the FSC ownership change. 
32. Attached hereto as Exhibit 31 is a true and correct copy of an email sent to Belle 
Ranch and FSC from IDWR on March 29, 2016, stating that it would change the ownership of 
the Split Water Rights to "South County LLC, the name listed on the partial decree dated August 
31, 201 O" and that the parties could "quiet title to the water right in district court." 
33. Attached hereto as Exhibit 32 is a true and correct copy of a Notice of Change in 
Water Right Ownership submitted by Defendant Fosbury IRA on June 15, 2016. 
34. Attached hereto as Exhibit 33 is a true and correct copy of a Notice of Change in 
Water Right Ownership submitted by Big Stick on June 24, 2016. 
35. Attached hereto as Exhibit 34 is a true and correct copy of a Notice of Change in 
Water Right Ownership that Holt IRA submitted on June 24, 2016. 
36. Attached hereto as Exhibit 35 is a true and correct copy of an email dated 
September 6, 2016 to counsel for Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt, wherein IDWR notified the 
Defendants that it would not process the ownership change requests absent further instruction 
from a district court following a quiet title action. 
3 7. Attached hereto as Exhibit 36 is a true and correct copy of a Partial Release of 
Lien (Instrument #574998) executed October 14, 2009 from MWB to Defendant Fosbury IRA. 
38. Attached hereto as Exhibit 37 is a true and correct copy of a Partial Release of 
Lien (Instrument #574997) executed October 14, 2009 from MWB to Defendant Fosbury IRA. 
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39. Attached hereto as Exhibit 38 (Instrument #575000) is a true and correct copy of 
the Partial Release of Lien from MWB to Defendant Holt IRA #H0lNH. 
40. Attached hereto as Exhibit 39 (Instrument #574999), is a true and correct copy of 
the Partial Release of Lien from MWB to Defendant Holt IRA #H0lNV. 
41. Attached hereto as Exhibit 40 (Instrument #575001) is true and correct copy of 
the Partial Release of Lien that was executed October 14, 2009 and recorded February 10, 2010. 
42. Attached hereto as Exhibit 41 is a true and correct copy of a Partial Release of 
Lien (Instrument #574996) that was executed October 14, 2009 and recorded on February 10, 
2010. 
43. Attached hereto as Exhibit 42 is a true and correct copy of a Mortgage 
(Instrument #527439) against the Belle Ranch Property and appurtenant Water Rights with 
MWB. 
44. Attached hereto as Exhibit 43 is a true and correct copy of a Mortgage 
(Instrument #568682) Scherer and Holt executed in favor ofldaho Independent Bank (IIB) on 
June 10, 2009 as to the 7.5/289ths interest in the Water Rights. 
45. Attached hereto as Exhibit 44 is a true and correct copy of a Deed in Lieu of 
Foreclosure (Instrument #578331) executed by SCE to MWB and recorded on June 17, 2010. 
46. Attached hereto as Exhibit 45 is a true and correct copy of the Quitclaim Deed 
(Instrument #593254) between MSB and Belle Ranch recorded on December 22, 2011. 
47. Attached hereto as Exhibit 46 is a true and correct copy of a Special Warranty 
Deed (Instrument #593252) from GBCI Other Real Estate, LLC to Belle Ranch, LLC recorded 
on December 22, 2011. 
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48. Attached hereto as Exhibit 47 is a true and correct copy of a Warranty Deed 
(Instrument #622056) between IIB and FSC and recorded on December 20, 2014. 
49. Attached hereto as Exhibit 48 is a true and correct copy of a Partial Release of 
Lien (Instrument #568681) was executed and recorded on June 25, 2009. 
50. Defendants were in the process of propounding discovery when Plaintiffs' motion 
for summary judgment was filed. The parties agreed to stay the discovery response for summary 
judgment, on the legal issues, agreeing to informally exchange some documents and information. 
Upon review, based upon the claims, the number of quitclaim deeds and relationship and timing 
between the parties, there was an unbridled amount of self-dealing between SCE and its 
members regarding these water rights. The facts behind these transactions remain unrevealed. 
These self-dealing transactions raise an issue or defense concerning fraudulent conveyances, and 
possibly other theories or defenses that may be available to Defendants. 
51. Based upon the estoppel certificate and additional unknown facts to Defendant, 
Belle Ranch may have other causes of actions directly or indirectly against Plaintiff(s) and/or 
MWB as it appears patently there was a breach of good faith and fair dealing, and breach of 
contract regarding the execution of the estoppel certificate. 
52. Defendants have requested, informally, some information from Plaintiffs' 
counsel, however as of this time Defendant is not in possession of additional information. If 
summary judgment is not granted in Defendants' favor, good cause exists to allow additional 
time for discovery to explore the fraudulent claims or misrepresentations. 
I certify under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State ofldaho that the 
foregoing is true and correct. 
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48. Attached hereto as Exhibit 47 is a true and correct copy of a Warranty Deed 
(Instrument #622056) between IIB and FSC and recorded on December 20, 2014. 
49. Attached hereto as Exhibit 48 is a true and correct copy of a Partial Release of 
Lien (Instrument #568681) was executed and recorded on June 25, 2009. 
50. Defendants were in the process of propounding discovery when Plaintiffs' motion 
for summary judgment was filed. The parties agreed to stay the discovery response for summary 
judgment, on the legal issues, agreeing to informally exchange some documents and information. 
Upon review, based upon the claims, the number of quitclaim deeds and relationship and timing 
between the parties, there was an unbridled amount of self-dealing between SCE and its 
members regarding these water rights. The facts behind these transactions remain unrevealed. 
These self-dealing transactions raise an issue or defense concerning fraudulent conveyances, and 
possibly other theories or defenses that may be available to Defendants. 
51. Based upon the estoppel certificate and additional unknown facts to Defendant, 
Belle Ranch may have other causes of actions directly or indirectly against Plaintiff( s) and/or 
MWB as it appears patently there was a breach of good faith and fair dealing, and breach of 
contract regarding the execution of the estoppel certificate. 
52. Defendants have requested, informally, some information from Plaintiffs' 
counsel, however as of this time Defendant is not in possession of additional information. If 
summary judgment is not granted in Defendants' favor, good cause exists to allow additional 
time for discovery to explore the fraudulent claims or misrepresentations. 
I certify under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State ofldaho that the 
foregoing is true and correct. 
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DATED this 11 th day of August, 2017. 
T & SIMPSON LLP 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 11 th day of August, 2017, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
James R. Laski 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Chris Bromley 
MCHUGH BROMLEY ATTORNEYS AT LAW, 
PLLC 
380 S. 4th Street, Suite 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
Michael Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
_lL U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_lL U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x__ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_lL U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
Seo 
DECLARATION OF SCOTT A. MAGNUSON IN SUPPORT OF BELLE RANCH, LLC's AND RABO 
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ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY 
( Instructions on back of application) 
1. The name of the limited liability company is: 
South County Estates, L.L.C. 
2. The street address of the initial registered office is: 
500 South Main St., Suite 204, Ketchum, ID 83340 
and the name of the initial registered agent at the above address is: 
John Scherer 
3. The mailing address for future correspondence is: 
c/o John Scherer, P.O. Box 2127, Ketchum, ID 83340 
4. Management of the limited liability company will be vested in: 
Manager(s) D orMember(s) [!] (plea8echecktneapproprta111box) 
5. If management is to be vested in one or more manager(s ), list the name(s) and 
address(es) or at least one initial manager. If management is to be vested in the 
member(s), list the name(s) and address(es) of at least one initial member. 
Name Addreu 
John §cherer P.O. Box 1539, Ketchum, ID 83340 
6. Signature o at lea t ,n~on responsible for fonning the limited liability company: 
Signature: , }, :it L-------- t secreta,y at state use on1y 
Typed Name: ~~ ....... -¥:,a.._____ I 
Capacity: 1· 
Signature______________ I 
Typed Narine:_________ 1 J 
Capacity: ! j .. 
IIWIO SECRETARY Of STATE 
08/97/2893 95:00 
Cl1 1277 CT: 112455 Ill: f,~119 





STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
NOTICE OF CHANGE IN WATER RIGHT OWNERSHIP 
Please print or !WC- Alladt pases with addilional infonmlian. lnsttuctians are il1'1uded at Ille end oflhis fonn. 
lncomplde forms will be l'CIUffled. 
1 E C t:: .I v t: . 
OCT O 9 2003 
"ll!~ent of Water AO#tl• ..,,.1,.,.., O...,i. 
I. Please list the water right number(s) and/or adjudication claim number(s) (if any) for each water right to be changed. List just the 
lllljudic:ation claim nwnber iflhete is no corresponding water right record on file with the departmenL Indicate, by checking in the 
space provided (under the "split" heading), if the change in ownership is limited to a portion of a water right in which case 













Claim No<s}. Split 




A. The appropriate FILING FEE. See instructions for fee amounts. 
B. A copy of the most recent DEED, TITLE POLICY, CONTRACT OF SALE or other legal document indicating your 
ownership oflhe property and water right(s) or claim(s) in question, WITH A Tr ACHED LEGAL DESCRIPTION. 
C. Either of the following (if necessary to clarify division of water rights or other complex property descriptions): 
PLAT OF PROPERTY or SURVEY MAP clearly showing the location of the poinl(s) of diversion and place of use of 
your water righl(s) and/or adjudication claim(s) (these are usually attached to your deed or on file with the county). 
OR 
If your waler right(s) and/or adjudication claim(s) is for ten or more acres of irrigation. you must submit a USDA Fann 
Service Agency AERIAL PHOTO with the irrigated acres outlined and poinl(s) of diversion clearly marked. The 
AERIAL PHOTO should be submitted in place of the PLAT OF PROPERTY or SURVEY MAP. 
Name and Address of Fonner 
Owner/Claimant(s) 
New Owner/Claimanl(s) 
New Mailing Address 
City, State and ZIP Code 
New Telephone Number 
Date you acquired the property 
G, Chapman Petersen And Assoc1ates-Idabo 
P.O. Box 3844, Durango. CO 81302-3844 
South County Estates, LLC 
Name Conacdor (Check DIIC): : I and, [ ) or, [ I andfor 
Box 1539, Ketchum, ID 83340 
2()8 > 726-8806 
August 18, 2003 
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6. Ir the change in ownership affects the entire water right for each water right or adjudication clailll number Usted In item 
I, THEN SKIP ffllS ITEM AND GO TO ITEM 7. If the change in ownership divides lhe water righl(s) among multiple 
owners, you must descnl>e, in detail, your portion of each water right after the change. Fill in the appropriate spaces in the box(es) 
below to descnbe your water right(s) after the change (one water right per box, you may copy this page as necessa,y). If your 
quantity of water is grealer than a proportionate split, you must attach documentation to show justification for a larger amounL If 
you are not sure how to identify your portion of the original water right or adjudication claim records, please conlact the nearest 
IDWR office for assistance. 
7. 
DESCRIPTION OF YOUR PORTION OF WATER RIGHT 
(If the rigln(s) will not be split, skip this area and proceed to ircm 7) 





Diversion Rate or V olumc 
(cubic feet per 5"0lld or acre-feet per annum) 
Description 
(acn:s, number and type of stock, ho~ etc:) 
Other _____ _ 
Total 
DESCRIPTION OF YOUR PORTION OF WATER RIGHT 
(If the righl(s) will not be spli1, skip this area and proceed to item 7) 
Water Right and/or Adjudi:alion Claim Number _________________ _ 
Water Use Divel'Sion Rale or Vohamc Dcsc:ription 




Other _____ _ 
Total 
Signllhlre of New Owner(s) orClaimant(s) __ A,...-_::~f/A~,.=..-------------------------------~-
(include tide if applicable) 
For Snake River Basin Adjudication Claims: Please attach a Notice of Appearance completed by your attorney, if you wish 
IDWR to correspond with him/her for all matters related to your claims. 
~v-=~f1>½m::: Date lofMr;a 
Receipted by______ Date _____ _ 
Processcdby _____ AI Date _____ _ 




SVTC Order No. 02-18525 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
For Value Received John Scherer, a married man, as his sole and separate property 
Do hereby convey, release, remise and forever quitclaim unto 
South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
Whose current address is Box 1539 
Ketchum, Id 83340 
the following described premises, to-wit: 
All water rights (shown in Exhibit A) appurtenant to said property as described in Exhibit B 
Instrument # 489667 
HAILEY, BLAINE,, IDAHO 
2003-08-18 12:01 :00 No. Df Paoges: 12 
RKonlad for: SUN VALLEY TITLE 
MARSHA RIEMANN FN: 36.00 
=:..~~---------
State of: ~ 
County of: ' 
On this / l/ ~ day of {Zt"f#-.,...c-1,,(hl': 2003, before me, a Notary Public in 
and for said State, personally appeared iScherer lmown or identified to me to be the person whose name 
is subscribed to the within instrument, and aclmowledged to me that he executed the same. 
Notary Public \L.£,;,,~~. ~ ~ 
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EXHIBIT II B" 
Legal Description: 
Parcel I: 
·TOWNSHIP I NORTII1,RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY, 
IDAHO. SECTIONS 6 4' 7: . 
A parcel ofland in the SWl/4 and the SW1/4SEI/4 of said Section 6 and also in the 
EU2NW1/4, NWI/4NEI/4i S1/2NE1/4 and the Nl/2SE1/4 of said Section 7, more 
particularly clescribed as fo lows: 
COMMEN<;ING at an irO.Jl_pir!. mar\g.}!g the Northwest comer of the SWl/4, said Section 
6, which pomt is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
S. 89°51' 45" E., 2,608.44 feet along the Norther!~ boun~ of said SWl/4, Section 6, to 
an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SWI/4, Section 6; thence 
S. 0°35 18" E., 1,306.31 feet along the Easter!Y_l_;,ou.n~ of said SWl/4, Section 6, to an 
iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW1/4SE174, said Section 6; thence 
S. 89°42' 45" E., 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW1/4SEI/4, 
Section 6; to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6; 
thence 
S. 0°25' 10" E., 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW1/4SEI/4, Section 
6, to an iron pin marking the Soutlieast comer of said S'WI/4SE1/4, Section 6; thence 
·S. 0°17' 54" E., 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NW1/4NE1/4, soid 
Section 7, to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NWI/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
thence 
S. 89°47' 36" E.i 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boun!:W'Y of the SE1/4NEI/41 said 
Section 7, to an uon pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
thence 
S. 0° 15' 06" E., 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SEI/4NE1/4:t Section 
7, to a brass cap marking the Soutneast comer of said SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7; mence 
S. 0°45' 30" E., 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NE1/4SE1/4, Section 7, 
to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NE1/4'SE1/4, Section 7; thence 
S. 89°50' 53" W., 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the Nl/2SEI/4, Section 
7, to an iron P.in on the intersection of said Southerly boundary with the Northeasterly 
boun$ry of the Union Pacific Railroad; thence 
N. 31° 10' 34" W., 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin on the intersection of said Railroai::i boundary with the Southerly boundary of the 
SI/2NE1/4, said Section 7; thence -
S. 89° 58' 26" W., 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along said Southerly 
boundary of the Sl/2NEI/4, Section 7, to an iron pin, thence 
N. 31 °1 O' 34" W., 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary ofsnid S1/2NE1/4, 
Section 7; thence 
N. 0°20' 40" W., 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundal)' of the Sl/2NE1/4, Section 7, 
and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin; thence 
N. 31°10' 34" W., 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the NEI/4NW1/4, 
said Section 7; thence 
N. 0°22' 13" W., 58.00 feet along snid Westerly boundary of the NE1/4~W1l1_, Section 7, 
to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of said NE174NW1/4, Secnon 7; mence 
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION, CONTINUED 
N. 89° 58' 18" W .• 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the SWI/4, Section 6, to 
an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary. of the said Union (>acific Railroad; thence 
N. 31° 10' 34" W., 2,353.23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
Westerly boundary of said SWI/4, Section 6; thence 
N. 0°37' OS" W., 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SWI/4, Section 6, to 
the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 





TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, 
BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO. SECTION 7: 
A parcel oflaod in Lot 1 of said Section 7, more particularly · 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the North 1/4 Comer of 
Said Section 7; thence 
N. 89°58' 18" W. 1,317.34 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
El/2NW1/4, Section 7, to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer 
of said El/2NW1/4, Section 7, said pin also being the TRUE POINT 
OF BEGINNING; thence 
continuing N. 89°58' 18" W.1 34.73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the Wl/2NW1/.q., Section 7, to an iron pin on the 
intersection of the Northeasterly bounda!}'. of the Union Pacific 
Railroad and said Northerly boundary ofi:he Wl/2NW1/4, Section 7; 
thence 
S. 31 ° 10' 34" E., 67.81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad 
boundary to an iron pin on the intersection of said Northeasterly 
Railroacfboundary and the Westerly boundary of said El/2NW1/4 of 
Section 7; thence 
N. 0°22' 13" W., 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundnry of the 
El/2NWI/4 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Also !mown as Tax Lot 4913. 
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SVTC Order No. 02-18525 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
For Value Received John Scherer, a married man, as his sole and separate property 
Do hereby convey, release, remise and forever quitclaim unto 
Soutb County Estates, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
Whose current address is Box 1539 
Ketchum, Id 83340 
the following described premises, lo-wit: 
All water rights (shown in Exhibit A) appurtenant to said property as described in Exhibit B 
State of: ~)W 
County of: ~(J1.L-
On this / L/ -dt day of {J;"/#-:.,1,J- 2003, before me, a Notary Public in 
and for said State, personally appeared iScherer known or identified to me to be the person whose name 
is subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
Notary Public 4 ~ :' 
Residing at: __ .._~-----=:;.;-.-0 ... '.fl._. ______ _ 
Comm. Expires: e, - ?-~6 
RECEIVED 
SEP 11 2003 
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.,. • .. • • • Uilt1r use ............................. _ ........... .. 
oa,crfpl I on 
UI • ICl:16.lllllll 
111n Rug Sec 
OlN 19E 6 
OIU 19£ 6 
0111' lff 6 
OIU 19E 6 
OlU 19E 6 
OIN 1\IE 1 
OIU IU 1 
01U 19E 1 
0111 191: 1 
0111 111£ 1 
Ol~ 19E 1 
DIii l9E I 
J>edod frmt Ptrlod To 
0'101 11/01 
• • Place ot 1111 • • • • • 
lratt Lot Acru:1 Code Oner lpt 11111 
IIE SI/ 40.tl 01 IHIUTIIIII 
NU SW 6 38.0 01 IIAIGATIOII 
SU Sll 7 39.0 01 IHICAIIOII 
SE SU (0.0 01 IIRIUTIOII 
SU Sc n.o 01 IIUCATIOII 
1111 IIE 40.0 01 IRIIG.\Hllll 
SU 11£ 40.0 01 IUIGAtlllll 
5E 11£ 11.D 01 IIRIGAIIOII 
11£ IN JQ.D 01 IIRIIIAJIDII 
$E 111/ 7.D 01 IHIGAIIIIII 
HE SE 20.0 01 t•UGATIIIII 
NII Sf 22.0 01 IRAIIIATIOII 
loL•I Acras, ](6.0 
.. lh~t¢r:i.l111,1P. •11c.Jl)i • BIG UX:V RIVER C.IIIAL, OITCII, IIEAllGATE 
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IIIAIIO DEPAITIIENT OF 11,1,UR ~CSMtH 
ADJ\.CIICATlt,il CUIH• PROOF IWIIII IIPOIIJ 
01/12/99 16;56126 
Page 2 
ll~ler riuht n<A.l,cr • 437·004BIC Prefl• Tnn1lallom AOQICUIOH CV.Ill 
- 11c.,-1rriaa1lon Use • 
011,~, Al!)l,u l•r u,,. Uu • J7•0Z&l0, 37·0577AC (Dtl, l7·00UU, JT-00~83 
................ • • • • - • - • • • • • • • • R111arka • • • • • • 
Glll IHIS IIGIII IS POITIOII or TH& RIGHT ORIGIN4llr DECIW TO 
AlldlE I. HILLER, JOIUI D. PACURII, JAIIE I:. TUlll!I, IIILLIAII R. 
IIAYIIAN AMII OLIVE 11An1AN IN THE FIOST DECIE£. 
AllllllllT Cllll11RtlEO IHIIWGH ~TWt-\STEA arcaus. LIIITOOJK TITLE co., 
IUC. IIOI.DS UCOID Hilt TO 181 LAIIGS IDIITIFTD Alffi Al JM! 
PUCE OF USE AICII to TUE UUEl UGHTS AS ll\lSTEE fGI G. CIIAP!111N 
fETEIISEII & ASsor;. • IIIAIID, A GENERA! PARJIIERSNIP. TIIE PAAINEI• 
SHIP IU AUJUOIIUll LIi/TOOTH TIJLE co., INC. to IIGII AIII FILE 
THIS IIOTICE OF cum. 
COHFDRIIED AJTDINEY HAILJNU AlllllESS OHS 
• • • • • • • • 01 d llaur R lsht Nllllbet• • ,. • • · • 
NO Did 1/ater R ighl NLDbtn famd. 
- .. 
- • • COndl Ilana al Appravol • • • • • • • • 
Na Condltians of Approval loud • 
- - ..... - .. - ... - • ♦ 
. Deer•• PIAlnll If .. • • • - llettH Dalaul&nl • • • • ,. • 0•~·· batl! ... • 
80/IXJ/llllllO 
• AuJil f iold:i - IZ/19/811 IIAIRIUGT lll/lll/91 FOSl•5TD Ol/31/95 OSltlTN 
c.,,,n Repon fllin,u 
Objcctian fllad Date 
~••F"""" fllo:1 Pate 
clah• 11c•h-ed Due 
ProDI Duo Due 
li,ensod bote 
• - • " • • • " • • -c-.1s• - . • - • . • - • - • • • • - - - . • 
1U1 ~I< fllllNI 







Field Inspection Hide 
field l11&1"1•tlan fla1 
V1rlf11d llll~ 
Lau Aa1¥1cd Date 
Proof Hade Date 
Receipt llud>er 
PW 01111r1hlp Flag 





• Clllll852 •• • AJll/llR 
Clvl I Calo NUlbor 39576 
Did t••• ....... , 
Old Judicial IH1trlct 
l111P11ruy Rltlht • P 
I/Her Dhtrlct 
Fed4ral,SUt• Indicator • S 
Pra:;uzpt IGII Flaa 











,I lfJ :0 rn C) 





U•••r Rlph< 111.-4,11r • AH ODUlC 
,. • • • • .. .. .. L8&t llmu • 
-au A • .AITORUEW' •a. 
Sl't.CI; 
• .. ~ C .. CUll.EtfT WJEI • • • 
fAlllllulU Till.£ Cll IIIC IIIUsfEE 
1 ~ • Prlailty Datt ~ • 
D'101/1902 
• • .... fiourca .. " 







36 SU lftl 
Dos:rlptlon 
01 • IRlllGAllllll 
IUAIIO DEPHTIIIINI DF "'IER IHOIIIICES 
AO.R.tllCAHDIJ CUIHS UOOI lUIIIMG •EPOII 
Ol/12/ff 16157106 
P191 I 
Prtfl• tunll•t1on1 ADJINIICATIDU CU.Ill Old CD J NUlber • 
• • Flr■t N- • - ♦ 
JAKES P 
• '" • • 11g:ion .. • • • 
ERIDa 111 REGIW 
..... - .... 
... • Adilr111 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
I • llOGUE Sl'EIX & Mll&ITAb 
2 • PO IOX 917 
l. 
C lty- D:lCJtllll Stne· ID Zip· 113140 
Phone • 208•000•0000 
1 • ~ ClllPHAII PETDSEII & AISDC 
2 • C/D ; i:HAl'IWI l'ETlilllil:U 
3 • U 5 IPII NGUalO LAiii 
City• IAIRIUGTDII HILU Stat ■• IL Zip· 60010 
Phone • ll2·4i!6·46'6 
• • .. ... st,ve .. ~ • • • • • • Statue • - • 
D "DEWED 
♦ • • • • • • • • lrlblury • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • + 
MAUii RIVEll 
••• - ••• Polfll DI Diversion ••• 
Lat ■ Fig c ..... rr lllver■ lan u-
Cll! BUINf 
.. ~ ~ .. ., • Vatar U■• 




..... - .. - .. 
Plvar■ ton Val._ 
1,u~al ltiv. lldla ,, ♦ .,. • lOUL Div~ Volua • • ,. - lotll n,v. t.tpllchy • • -t - lCJ\al C:Ml~livsr u •• • t- • • kU ua.,. .. • 
U,111!! tiS.D 
• • Place nf uu • • • • • • • ............ - ..... - ~ + 
h•• L1g Sat lt..act Lot Acr•a Code ue■crlptlan councv 
OlU 19E & HE 511 lO.D DI IIIJG.ITIDII Clll BLAINE 
OIN m ' !RI SIi 6 JD.P &I 111111.\IIDII 1131 ILAIIIE DIR 19E 6 SU SU 7 39.0 DI IIRIG.lllml {I]) IUINE 
01• l9E 6 SE SU lR,O 01 IIIIGAJICU Clll B~INE 
01~ 19£ 6 SU SE IJ.O DI IIRIGAllllll 113) .• tAIIE 
DIN 10& 7 1111 HE lO.O D1 llllliAllllll (13) ILAIIE 
DIN ·~ 7 SUN£ ~0.0 DI IIRIGUIDU Ull BLMffE 0111 IVE 7 Sf UE 17.D 01 IIUGlflDU Clll BLAINE 
0111 19t 7 IIE 1111 30.0 01 IIRIGAllDII 1131 IUIIE 
DIU 19£ 7 SE Ill.I 7.0 Ot IHIGATIIIN Clll IU,IIE 
OIU m 7 NE S1! 20.0 01 IIIIG~TIIIII (ll) BLAINE 
OIH 19E 7 IN SE 2Z.O 01 llllla11DII CIJI ILAl11£ 
taut Acres: 116.D 










"' "' co 
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unu-1 rr-i11ui'-n US11: • 
IIIAUO lllPARTIIEIIT DF IJAlO IEilllllCES 
AIIJtJIIIC4TIOII CLAIHS PlDOf UASIINm IEPOII 
P•aflJ< Jnnllotlmu MIJIIIICATICIII CLAIN 
• otl,or Ki~ht. for s .. ., Uae • AJ7·D05nur, AJ7·DD481C, Al1•0WO, AJ7•00UZA 
Dl/11/'9 16:57116 
,.,. 2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •-k• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ,. 
(ifff THIS llGIIT IS A l'OlltlOII D1 TIIE IIGHT DIIGJIW.Ll 0ECR£Ell 10 
AIIIIIE I. HILlEl, JOHii 0. PACrAID, JAJJE E. 8UIIIQ, lltLLIAH 11. 
IAYIIAN .llll DUVE 11-'lllAII IN THE flOST DEc&U:. SAIITIXIII ,nu co., 
IUC. IIDlDS 1Et0RD TITLE 10 TIIE UIIDS IHllflFIO AIIIVE n fH! 
PUCE OF USE AIII TD TflE IIAIER UIIUIS AS TAIJSlE! fDA G. CIIAPIIAII 
PmlSEW l Assoc.' - IDAIIO, A GilEUL PAATNEHNIP. UIS 
fUJUERSIIIP IIAS AUTIIORlllD UIIIIIOJH TIil£ to., INC. lD SIGN AIIP 
fllE TUIS NOTICI; Of ClAIH • 
• • • - - • - • • • • - • • • • • • • • Oltl uaur Right 11.......,.. • • 
No Old U.tar lllllht ~• flllnl. 
· · • • Candltl°"' of -'All'DVAI • • • 
h Ccr.dll lcna al Apflra\'11 faw>:t. 
.. - .. - .. - ......... .. 
• .... • • L£ntt!i: P~a,n\U# - • .. • 
$ C, fKOGl ET Al, 
• • • • • Dccl'llt Defenclanl • • • ♦ 
ALIUIUS 11.\IER CU. ET AL, 
+ " Deere• Date ... + 
IZ/ll/1909 
. . 
• Audit Fialw • 12/IZ/115 QMHIIIICI 12/19/Ba UAHIIIGJ 03/31/95 POSJ•S111 
. . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • ·Colllent■• • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . 
Qo c ...... i. '°""" 
• . •••• - . Adjudlcat ion Rluhll D&IH and fllf$ .... - •••.••••• 
~wrt lep.>rt rt 11 ng 
Obi<ct 1""1 filed Pote 
aesponsc Iii •d uato 
CLDim R:icdvad llvte 




• 00,00,0000 · ,o, Z&/ 19811 
• Oll/00/0iillO 
• 00,001011110 
field Inspect la, Nut • II0/00/0000 
f ltld ln1poct ion Flag • 
var lfl ■d Oat■ • 1111/00/GOOO 
l .. l Aftndod DIie • 00/00/0000 
Frool llade D1H • 1111/0D/IIGGO 
ue■ lpt u..,.r • coman 
Pllll Dlnerahlp flag • I 
N- Camactor • Ill 
C ivll CaH M.-r 39576 
Old Ca1e ijuar 
Did Jt,dlclel Dlnrlct 
lmparary IIDkl • P 
uour Ol ■crt•t 
fedetal/S11u lndloatar • S 
PtH&afltlon Fl•f 


















1ta1cr R !5h1 ll1Gbor • Al7·00S771r 
• ~ .... • • • - Lust N-.e -
• 11 • A • Arlt,RNEV • .,. 
sn:a: 
•• • C • Clll11Ellf 01.IIU •u 
~.&llfMTII TlflE ~ Inc TIIIISTE.ES 
•" 0 • ORI GUltl 11111.ER u• 
u1er 
C~DUf 
t'tt&1rhr Patt: .. • • 
03/2~/IUlll 
• • Saurc.- • · 
BIG UQa) RIVER 
IDAIIO DEP.IRlllliMt OP IIATEII HSWICES 
ACIJIOICi\TIOII CLAIKS PIOOF Rl:ADIIIG IEPOllf 
DJ/ll/Pll 16,5712\1 
Piao 1 
Prof I• rr ... 1oc1.... ADJLIIICATIOII CUIK Old 1111 ~uar • 




• • • • kc,han • - • ♦ 
J1 SDUIIIEIQ 
i" ••• - .. • Addr11a • • • • • • • • • 




Pllffi• • zoa-000-0001 
1 • G CIIAl'IIAII PETtHDII l AISIIC 
Z • C/D G CIIAl!llll PETUSOII 
3 • ~l 5 ll'lllllll\lXD LAIIP 
St ■te• ID Zip• 13340 
City· IIAltllllAlOH ffllLS SUie· ll Zip· 60010 




City• IOIOICI scau· ID Zip· -




~~~ ~=!!oo.oooo ltate· ID Z:lp· Bll13 
+ .,. • • Slag• • • .. ,. ... Sl&IUI • • • • • 
D • DECIIEEII 
• • • • • trlbuury • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ 
ffAUII 11\lill 





lracl LDI IFlg C0tr1lY Dlveral'"1 -
111£ 51111\1 
D«scri pt i an 
0 I • llRIG~IIOII 
(131 ILAIUE 
• • • • • • ll.lter Ille 
Period fr.. Period To 
~,01 11/01 
................................ ______ . ., 
Dl~•rslon aoc• Plver■ I.., Yoliae 
z.zao 
·' 
• • loul Div. A•I• • • • • 10,ol Div. Val,_ • • • • local Div. tapaclly • t • · lotal c1111,urptlv1 Use • • • • i:u uu;o . + 
2.ZOD a.u.o 
hn Rng Sec ''"" 
0111 19£ 6 NE 511 
0111 ue 6 1111 SIi 
DIN l9E 6 Sil SIi 
0111 19E & SE SIi 
DIii 19E 6 SU SE 
DIii l9E 7 JIii NE 
DIil 19£ 1 Sil NE 
••••• Plac, of UH •••••••••• 
Lot Acres Code DHcrlplian 
40.0 Ill IRtlGUIOII 
6 JII.O DI lltlGATIOII 
7 J\1.0 01 llllGATION 
40,0 DI llllll.lTIQII 
13.0 01 IUIGATIOU 
40.0 DI IIRIOUIM 





























IDAHIJ P&l'AllfllENf Of IIATER IHllURCliS 
All.ltlllUTIGII cums PIIGIJf RIAIIIUO ail'Glr 
Dl/l,!/99 16157119 
P11e 2 
\later right 1~11ber • A37·011SnBr Prlfb Tr1ns;lall•u AII.QIIC.\TIOU ,LAIN 
- - Plac• of u,e • • .... • .. - • • • • • .. • • • • • - • • • • • - · • • 1, 
'"" ling see Tra~ Lot Ac:ru tacit Dai:r 111111111 c...,tr 
DIU 19E 7 SE UE 17.D 
OIN 1VI: 7 Ull11 38,0 
DIii l9E 7 SE NII 7.0 
DIii 19E 1 ME S£ 20.0 
0111 19S 7 1111 SE 2Z.O 
Toni Ac:rea: 3'6.1 
• ai,er•ioo t1•on• • nUIICAlE .,5 A~O DISUICT 45 tl\lML 












• .. • - • • • • - • • • .. • • • 11 ... rlr.a • .. • • • • - • • • • - • .. • - .. .. .. .. • • .. • • • • .. .. • • 
GEIi AIIJUIIT QII/FIRIIE0 TlllUllill IIAl&lllifEll IECORDS. UIITIIIITM 111LE CO,, 
JIit lllllDS RECO:U, TITlE ID tllE LIJIIS IDEIITlfllO AID\IE Q 111£ 
PIAa OF use Allll to THE UtTEl IIGIITS AS llUUl!E FDR G. CNAPIIAN 
PElEIWII l ASSOC. • IPAIIO, A fol:lltlW. P.11111/!ISIIIP. tllE PARIUER• 
1111r HAS AUIHORli!Ell 1/dlllXlrff TITLE CO., INCL 10 SIGN JIii· Fil£ 
nus IIOTICE Of CUI/I 
C011f0Rll£P AJIDll/£T HAILING AlllllU5 DNS 
• • • llld U.l ■r lluht llud>■ta • • • · · · • • • • • • • ••• • •• 
Ho Old U..t•• Righi IIUoliera , ..... 
• • • • C~itlm,a of Al'f)tov•I • • • 
No tandldons ai ~pproval t<Qld. 
• .. Du~rc11: PLaintUf · · .. • 
~.C rROSI E1 AL. 
• .. ... • • Deer•• Ddendant • · .. t 
AUUAUS MAIER CO. ET UI. 
+ • Dat:ret! ht■ ~ • 
00100,0000 
Alt.Iii f , .. 1.i. • 01!03/H NAIIIIHCT Ill /30/95 POSl • HD Dl/ll/95 IISIIITff 
. . - . . • -· . - · · · · · • • · · • • • • - • · · •C-nta· • • · · • • • • • • • · • • • • • · • 
Mo C.....,,h Found 
• • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • Adjudication llaltl• D1tH ■nd Fla91 Ar■■ • • • • • • • • • • • 
Court Report fJ ling 
ot-iccalon rited D•t• 
ReSpan!:• Fllod Dal ■ 
claim Racol•ed Date 








Field lnapectlOII ll&a 
Field Inspection FhD 
Yarll lod Pole 
LostAa,\dcdDuo 
Praat lladt D11t 
Rocelpl 11...,.t 








Civil ca■- 11.-r 39576 
Old Cul M .. r 
Old J..ilclal Dl■crlc:t ,...,.,..,rr Rlllht • , 
llat ■r lhlrlo& • 31 
fodtr11/111n lndlc■tor • s 
Preru,prlon Fl ■1 • D 
U..t Ice of Error Fl■1 























IDAIIO WAITNEUJ Of Ill.JEii ll!SCl!ICl& 
ADJUDIC,\TIO~ Cl,\111$ PIIIClf leAIIII/Q u,oar 
Pr•lla 1r..,.l ■llan1 QJI.VICATIGII CUIH 
03/1!/ff 16:57;55 
Page 1 
Did CD) NIIWOlr • 21411 ll•ur Right Nu,iber • AJ7•D263D 
• • • • • • - • Lt.5t t~-~ .. 
"*" A • AUDRH£r ••• 
. .. + • rlrst u- · · • ♦ .. - - - Acldr••· . .... - - - .... - ... - . - + 
srEc~ 
.. .., C · CUJllEHF OJUEJl ... 
SAl/fG!lfll TltlE CD IIIC UUSTH 
... 0 ORUiUU.l amea ... 
8AH~£JI 
0111 




• • Scurci! - • 
GHlllllDUATER 
s •• lracl 
6 W NII SIi 
Oucription 




- ls9iDII • - · + 
17 SIIUIUEAII 




Ph- • Zllll•OOO·OIIOO 
llltt· ID Zip• m,o 
1 • D ClllPMN PElllRN & ASSDl: 
2 • C/0 ll tJII.PIMU PETERSEN 
l • IT 5 iP•I N&UllOO LAND 
~~!::~ ~Am~:~111.\::~LS lut•· ll Zip- 60010 
I PO lc»c lZS 
2 • 
3. 
~~~ ~£~~~-IIIIGO State• IP Zip· Bll13 
• - - .. Stage • .. • • 
L • LICl!NSE 
• • · Status - - - - + 
.. • • Trlbutlr)' • • • • • • • • • • • ••••• • 
• • Point al lllveralon • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • - • • • - ........ - + 
RFll Cou11y DI worolon N-
(13) llAIIIE 
• - • • • • • vaur Use 
Period Fra hrlood To 
114/01 11/01 
·······--··-·-··-·····-
DlverslGft Ille D iveral1111 VolllM 
..... , Dh •• ,. • • • • IOU\ Div. VOIUIIII • + i • toul Div. C-,aclty • • + • total c ... ,...,uve U.e • + ♦ , Ill Vs1ge • ♦ 
l .750 1165.0 ... 
'"" ana Se., tnc1 
• • • • • • Place of UH • • • • • • • -·~,;..;i-· ........ ♦ Lot Acra Cod• Ducrlp1ton 
om 19£ 6 HE &U 40.0 di llllGATlllll (131 ILAlllli 
0111 1'11! 6 1111 $1/ 
Dill 19£ 6 SIi SIi 
DIii IOI! 6 Ii! 511 
0111 I'll: 6 SIi SE 
cl 311,0 di u11ranoq (llJ ILAIJle 
7 39,0 GI IHIGAUOII 113) ILAINI 
4D.O 01 1111o•T1011 (1]) ILAIII( 
tJ.D DI IUIIIAtllll 113) ILAINl 
OIH 19E 1 NU 11£ 
DIii 19£ '1 SU NE 
0111 19E 7 Gt HE 
11111 191 7 11£ NU 
40.0 01 IIIIG.UIOII (IJ) llAllli 
40.0 DI IIRIIIATIOll (UI ltAIIIE 
17.G DI llllG.\111111 cu, ILAIIE 
lD.O 01 llllllATlllll 11]) au111e 
DIil 19£ 7 SE 11\l 
DIil 19£ 7 RE &E 
DIil l9E 1 !Ill SE 
1.0 01 IIIIGUIOII (13> BLAINE 
20.D DI IUIGAflllll C1J) BLAINE 
































IPAIIO DEPAUJIEIH OF 11,\TER UllllaCl:S 
AIIJIIIICl,111111 ClAIKI PICllf lUDIH6 IEPIIIJ 
Prafb Jr■nal ■<lon1 ADJIDll:AIIOII Cl.Alff 
Dl/1Z/99 16:58:0S 
P.uo 2 
•• • • • • • • 11••• DI UU • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Tract lot Acres Code Daacrlptlan Collntl' 
• Pl~r.iM Noans • Ulill ,, UB• DEEP, 40 IIP PIIIIP ID COIICIU!TE ll'ILLIMY 
u,,,l'lrril!'lrlon uu 
◄ • • OthDr Alshts for hlll UH • l1•~81C,37•00S77AC{9t),]7•0Dl,B2.l,J7•00lDS 
··•··•·······•··1-tks ..•...... ·--······ .... -._-••♦ 
GEN $AUT00TM TlllE CO., IIIC. HOLDS IECIIID TIJLE lO TUE LANDS 
IPEIJTIFIED AIIIVE AS llU! PlACE Of USE A111 to JUE 11,.na RIGHTS 
AS llU!ifEE FCII C. CHAPIWI PElEISEII 1 ASSIIC. • IDAIID, A GEU. 
PAAlllERSfflP, lllE PARTIIEAIHIP IIAS AUINOIIIZED IAVTDIJIU TITLE c:11., 
INC, TD 51GII AIIII FILE TIIIS MOiiet' Of ClAIH. 
COIIFDallm ATTGIUl£Y IIAIUIG AODIESS l!IIS 
• • • • • • • • • · • • Old Uat■r I lght NLD.l,or■ • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • ♦ 
. + 
Ho Old U.l•r Rlaht Uumara foonl. 
• - • Cnndilians ar Approval • • • • ••• • • • • • ••••••••••••••• • 
Ho tondlt 1 '"'' at Appnw■I f Olnl. 
• • • • • Doer■■ D■fcndant • • • • .., • D■cr1• 1a1e • • 
00/00/DODO 
A"-lit fi olds • 12'11'/BII IIAUII/Gl Dl/lD/9, POSl•StD OJ/Sl/95 OS!IITU 
• • • • • • • • • •C-nll• • • • • • • • • 
NOC-nu FCUld 
": ♦ 
• J.d)LllicHIGII llllhn Datu ond rtao• Area ••••• - ••••• . .. 
toorl loport fll lng • 00/DD/IIOOO Fl•ld 1,,.,,ec1 I011 1w1t • 00/00/IIOOII tlvll t•h 1.-, 39516 
Dbhctlon Fllu Dau 00/00/0000 field ll'lll'Ktlan fl•1 . llld ea .. IIU01>1r 
••-• fllod Pat• • 00,00,0000 Verified Date • 1111/DO/DIIOO Did Judlcl1I District : ~· Chl111 Received Dale • \2/1Z/19U LHt lolleRied Dall • 00/IICI/OOOCI ,...,..,.,,. ll9hc 
Proor Du• Date • OD/00/0IIOO Proof - Date - G0/00/(IO(IQ llator District 
l ·iccnnd Date • OD/00/0000 a1c1lpt ~, • COIIJB!Z F-••llltau lndlce1or • s 
PW O...trshlp fl•1 • y ...... ..,, 11111 1119 
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TOWNSHIP 1 NORTII1,RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY 
IDAHO. SECTIONS 6 l5l. 7: ' 
A ~el ofland in the SWl/4 and the SWI/4SE1/4 ofs11id Section 6 and also in the 
E172NW1/4, NW1/4NEJ/4J Sl/2NEI/4 and the Nl/2SE1/4 of said Section 7, more 
particularly described as fa lows: 
COMMENCING at an iro.!]_pin mar!Q~ the Northwest comer of the SWl/4, said Section 
6, which point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
S. 89°51' 45" E., 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SWl/4, Section 6, to 
an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW 1/4, Section 6; thence 
S. 0°35' 18" E., 1,306.31 feet along the Easter!Y_~oundary of said SWl/4, Section 6, to an 
iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SWJl4SEl/4, snid Section 6; 1hence 
S. 89°42' 45" E., 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW1/4SEI/4, 
Section 6; to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW1/4SEI/4, Section 6; 
thence 
S. 0025' 10" E., 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SWI/4SEI/4, Section 
6, to an iron pin marking the Soutlieast comer of said SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6; thence 
S. 0°17' 54" E., 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundmy of the NWJ/4NEI/4, said 
Section 7, to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NWJ/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
thence 
S. 89°47' 36" E., 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boungary of the SE1/4NEI/41 said 
Section 7, to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE1/4NE 1/4, Secnon 7; 
thence 
S. 0° 15' 06" E., 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SEI/4NE1/4, Section 
7, to a brass cap marking the Southeast corner of said SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7; thence 
S. 0°45' 30" E., 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NE1/4SEl/4, Section 7, 
to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NE1/4SEI/4, Section 7; thence 
S. 89°50' 53" W., 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundacy of the NJ/2SEl/4, Section 
7, to an iron pin on the intersection of said Southerly boundary with the Northeasterly 
boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; thence 
N. 31° 10' 34" W., 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary of the 
Sl/2NEl/4, said Section 7; thence 
S. 89° 58' 26" W., 58A2 feet along said Railroad boundary nnd also along said Southerly 
boundary of the SJJ2NE114, Section 7, to an iron pin, thence 
N. 3 IO IO' 34" W., 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said Sl/2NEI/4, 
Section 7; thence 
N. 0°20' .JO" W., 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7, 
and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin; thence 
N. 31°10' 34" W .• 2.570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the NE1/4NWl/4, 
said Section ,; thence 
N. 0°~2' 13~ W.,15~.00 feet along said Westerly b~un!iary oithe NEI/4~l/41 Section 7, 
10 an iron pm marking the Northwest comer ot smd l',!El,4NW1/4, Secnon 1; mence 
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N. 89° 58' 18" W., 93. 19 feet a1ong the Southerly boundary of the SWl/4, Section 6, to 
an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; thence 
N. 31° IO' 34" W., 2,353.23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
Westerly boundary of said SWI/4, Section 6; thence 
N. 0°37' 05" W., 604.70 feet o.Iong said Westerly boundary of the SWl/4, Section 6, to 
the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 





TOWNSHIP I NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, 
BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO. SECTION 7: 
A parcel of land in Lot l of said Section 7, more particularly 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the North 1/4 Comer of 
Said Section 7; thence 
N. 89°58' 18" W. 1,317.34 feet along the Northerly boundary oftbe 
El/2NW1/4, Section 7, to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer 
of said El/2NW1/4, Section 7, said pin also being the TRUE POINT 
OF BEGINNING; thence 
continuing N. 89°58' I 8" W~1 34. 73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the Wl/2NW1/<J, Section 7, to an iron pin on the 
intersection of the Northeasterly boundah'. of the Union Pacific 
Railroad and said Northerly boundary oflhe Wl/2NW1/4, Section 7; 
thence 
S. 31° 10' 34" E., 67.81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad 
boundary to an iron pin on the intersection of said Northeasterly 
RaiJroacfboundary and the Westerly boundary of said El/2NW1/4 of 
Section 7; thence 
N. 0°22' 13" W., 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the 
El/2NW1/4 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Also known as Tax Lot 4913. 
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svrc Onler No. oz-Jis25 
WARRAN1Y DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED 
John Scherer, a married man, as bis sole and separate property 
the granlor(s), do(cs) hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto 
SOUTH COUNTY EST A TES, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
the grantee(s), whose cUJTent address is Box 1539 
Ketchum, Id 83340 
the following described premises, in BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, to wit: 
See Exhibit 'A' 
SUBJECT TO: Taxes, casements, restrictions, reservations, assessments and encumbrances as 
shown of record, if any. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said 
Grantee(s) and their heirs and assigns forever. And the said Grantor(s) do(es) hereby covenant to 
and with the said Grantee(s), that they/he/she/it is the owner in fee simple of said premises; that 
said premises are free from all encumbrances and that they/he/she/it will warrant and defend the 
same from all lawful claims whatsoever. 
Stnteof: ~@ 
County of: /3ft?t?U ' 
On this / 4161--day of a~d . 2003, Before me a Notiry Public in and for said State, 
personally appeared John Scll rknown or identified lo me to be the person whose name is subscribed to 
the within insuument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
Notary Public {I 
Residing at '/k2thq. J,(i 
J 
C E . Q- '? -ri~CJ6 omm. xprn:s-+-1 ___ .L.___.,,,.._~ --·-- ! ... ~ \ C, • 
• Pun'-'' I : ... •• o; 
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TOWNSHIP I NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN BLAINE COUNTY 
IDAHO. SECTIONS 6 & 7: • • 
A parcel of land in the SWl/4 and the SWJ/4SE1f4 of said Section 6 and also in the 
Ell~NWI/4, NWJ14NE1/4! Sli2NEI/4 and the Nl/2SE1/4 of said Section 7, more 
particularly descnbed as fo lows: 
COMMENCING at an irO_!lJ)in markil}g the Northwest comer of the SW:Ji4, said Section 
6, which point is also the REAL POINf OF BEGINNING; thence 
S. 89°51' 45" E., 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SWI/4, Section 6, to 
an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SWl/4, Section 6; thence 
S. 0°35' 18" E., 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SWI/4, Section 6, to an 
iron pin marking the Nonhwest comer of the SW1/4SE1/4, said Section 6; thence 
S. 89°42' 45" E., 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW1/4SE1/4, 
Sectio11 6; to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW1/4SE1i4, Section 6; 
thence 
S. 0°25' 10" E., 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW1/4SEl/4, Section 
6, to an iron pin marking the Soutlieast comer of said SWH4SEJ/4, Section 6; thence 
S. 0"'17' 54" E., 1,3 I 3.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NW1/4NE1/4, said 
Section 7, to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NW1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
thence 
S. 89°47' 36" E., 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boun!;buy of the SEI/4NE1/41 said Section 7, co an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE1/4NE1/4, Secnon 7; 
thence 
S. 00 15' 06" E., 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SE1/4NEJ/4, Section 
7, to a brass c:ip marking the Southeast comer of said SEl/4NE1/4, Section 7; thence 
S. 0°45' 30" E., 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NE1/4SE1/4, Section 7, 
to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NEif4SEV4, Section 7; thence 
S. 89"50' 53" W., 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the Nl/2SE1i4, Section 
7, to an iron pin on the intersection of said Southerly boundary with the Northeasterly 
boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; thence 
N. 31° 10' 34" W., 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin on the intersection of said Railroaa boundal"J with the Southerly boundary of the 
S V2NE I 14, said Section 7; thence 
S. 89" 58' 26" W., 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along said Southerly 
boundary of the Sl/2NE1/4, Section 7, 10 an iron pin, thence 
N.31°101 34" W., 331.:!6 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Rad road boundary with the Westerly boundary of said S li2NE li4, 
Sectton 7; thence 
;,I. 0°20' 40" W., 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of1he Sl/2NEI/4. Section 7, 
and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin: thence . . 
"l. 31 °JO' 34" W .. 2.570.24 teet along said Railroad boundary 10 an 11~m pm on the 
intersection ofsa1d Railroad boundarv wnh ,he Westerly boundill"'J of the NE1,4NW1i4. 
~Jld S!!cllon -: thence · 
\J. 0°2:• !3" \V .. 58.00 teet alom? said Westerlv boundary of:he NEl/4NWli4. Section-. 
ro .i.n iron pm ma1j-:mg the ::--Jorth,vest comer ·}t' snid NEi:4NWl/4, Section~: !hence 
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N. 89~ 58' I 811 W., 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the SWl/4, Section 6, to 
an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; thence 
N. 31° r 0' 34" W., 2,353.23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
Westerly boundary of said SWl/4, Section 6; thence 
N. 0°37' 05" W., 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SWl/4, Section 6, to 
the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 





TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, 
BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO. SECTION 7: 
A parcel ofland in Lot 1 of said Section 7, more particularly · 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the North 1/4 Comer of 
Said Section 7; thence 
N. 89°58' 18" W. 1,317 34 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
El/2NWl/4, Section 7, to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer 
of said El/2NW1/4, Section 7, said pin also being the TRUE POINT 
OF BEGINNING; thence 
continuing N. 89"58' 18" W.1 34.73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the Wl/2NW1/4, Section 7, to an iron pin on the 
intersecnon of the Northeasterly bounWl!)' of the Union Pacific 
Railroad and said Northerly boundary of the Wl/2NWI/4, Section 7; 
thence 
S. 31° JO' 34" E., 67.81 feet along said Northeasterly RaiJroad 
boundary to an iron pin on the intersection of said Northeasterly 
Railroad boundary and the Westerly boundary of said El/2NW1/4 of 
Section 7; thence 
N. 0°22' 13" W., 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the 
El/2NW1/4 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Also known as Tax Lot 4913. 
RSc1:,vED 








For Value Received PATRICIA SCHERER, A MARRIED WOMAN 
Do hereby convey. mlease, remise and forever quitclaim unto 
JOHN SCHERER, HUSBAND OF GRANTOR 
Whose current address is P. 0. Box 1539, Ketchum, Id 83340 
the following described premises., to-wit: 
See Exhibit 'A' 
SEP 11 
~,, ... l'IRR.,..,~ 
8ourfiam 
This deed is being freely given by me in order that John Scherer holds the within property u his sole and 
separa1ees1ate. 
Togelher with their appurtenances. 
X Patricia Scberer 
State o(Jdaho 
County ofBlainc 
On this ~ °'- day of Hi- l. 1. L 2ooi before me. a Notary Publie"in 
and for said State, personally appear Patricia Sch · r known or identified to me to be the person whose 
name is subscribed to the within iJIJ\lmenl, and acknowledged to me that she executed the same. 
Notary Public: 1 1 • , • 
Residing at: 'HCu.Ll.-... 1, d q 
Comm. Expires: S - J -.;2CC> C? r-;»•-'- •v C ............ ·~~ .. ..~". 
/ "OT-4.t,_\ *: .,._ : 
-,.\._:&auG ; *i 
-:1;.;• ....... ~ •••  
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TOWNSHIP I NORTH'l,RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN BLAINE COUNTY 
fDAHO. SECTIONS 6 15!. 7: · ' ' 
A P.arcel of!and in the SWl/4 and the SWl/4SE1/4 of said Section 6 and also in the 
Eli'2NWI/4, NW1/4NEl/41,S1/2NEl/4 and the Nl/2SEf/4 of said Section 7 more panicularly described as fouows: ' 
COfvIMENCING at an iro11_pin marlgf!g the Northwest comer of the SW'l/4, said Section 
6, whicb point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
S. 89°51' 45" E., 2,608.44 feet along the Nonherly boundary of said SWI/4, Section 6 to 
an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SWl/4, Section 6; thence ' 
S. 0°3 5' 18" E., 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundarv of said SWl/4, Section 6, to an 
iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW1/4SE174, said Section 6; thence 
S. 89°42' 45" E., 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boun!:1arY of said SW1/4SE1/4, 
Section 6; to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW1/4SE 1/4, Section 6; 
thence 
S. 0°25' 10" E., 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary ofsaid SW1/4SEl/4, Section 
6, to an iron pin marking the Soutneast comer of said SWI/4SEI/4, Section 6; thence 
S. 0"17' 54" E., 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NWl/4NEl/4, said 
Section 7, to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NW1/4NEI/4, Section 7; 
thence 
S. 89"47' 36" E., 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the SE1/4NE1/41 said 
Section 7, to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE1/4NE1/4, Sectton 7; 
thence 
S. 0° 15' 06" E., 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SE1/4NEl/4, Section 
7, to a brass cap marking the Southeast comer of said SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7; thence 
S. 0°45' 30n E., 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NE1/4SE1/4, Section 7, 
to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NE1/4SEl/4, Section 7; thence 
S. 89"50' 53" W., 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the Nl/2SEl/4, Section 
7, to an iron pin on the intersection of said Southerly boundary with the Northeasterly 
boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; thence 
N. 31 e 10' 34" W., 1,533.07 feet along said Nonheasterly Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin on the intersection of said Railrona boundary with the Southerly boundary of the 
S li2NE 1/4, said Section 7; thence 
S. 89g 58' 26" W., 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along said Southerly 
boundary of the S l/2NE1/4, Section 7, to an iron pin, thence 
N. J IO 1 0' 34" W ., 331.:?.6 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundJuy of sw.d SI /2NE 1/4, 
Secuon 7; thence . . 
N. () 0 20' 40" W., 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of the Sl/2NEl/4. Secnon 7, 
:md also ulomr s01d Railroad boundary roan iron pm: thence 
N. 31 ° 1 0' 34''\V .. 2.570 . .:?4 foet along said Railroad boundary ro an iron pin on the 
111tersecuon ofsa1d Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the NElt4NWl/4, 
said Section 7: thence 
'I. 0°2::!' 13" \V .. 58.00 tect alona said Westerlv boundary of the NE1/4N\V1/4, Section i, 
to un iron pm murkmg the :--So11h,vest comer or' ,aid NE I :4NW I 14. Section 7; thence 
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N. 89° 58' 18" W., 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the SWl/4, Section 6, to 
an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; thence 
N. 31 ° 10' 34" W., 2,353.23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
Westerly boundary of said SWI/4, Section 6; thence 
N. 0°37' 05" W., 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SWI/4, Section 6, to 
the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 





TOWNSHIP l NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOlSE MERIDIAN, 
BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO. SECTION 7: 
A parcel ofland in Lot 1 of said Section 7, more particularly : 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the North 1/4 Comer of 
Said Section 7; thence 
N. 89°58' 18" W. 1,317.34 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
El/2NWI/4, Section 7, to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer 
of said EI/2NWl/4, Section 7, said pin also being the TRUE POlNT 
OF BEGINNING; thence 
continuing N. 89°58' 18" W., 34.73 feet along the Northerly 
boundary of the Wl/2NW114, Section 7, to an iron pin on the 
intersection of the Northeasterly bounciB!Y of the Union Pacific 
Railroad and said Northerly boundary of the Wl/2NW1/4, Section 7; 
thence 
S. 31° lO' 34" E., 67.81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad 
boundarv to an iron pin on the intersection of said Northeasterly 
Railroad boundary and the Westerly boundar'f of said EV2NW1/4 of 
Section 7; thence 
N. 0°22' 13" W., 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the 
EI/2NW1/4 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
AJso known as Tax Lot 4913. 
ASCEIVED 





SVTC Order No. 02-18525 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
For Value Receivcil G. CHAPMAN PETERSEN AND ASSOCIATES-IDAHO A Lll\iflTED 
PARTNERSHIP 
Do hereby convey, release, remisc and forever quitclaim unto 
JOHN SCHERER, a married man 
Whose current address is PO Box 1539, Ketchum, Id 83340 
U1e following described premises, to-wit: 
Sec Exhibit 'A' 
Together with their appurtenances. 
Dated: January 8, 2003 
/4\. e_c!l-~•-uu., r~ .... '" 
State ofldaho 
County of Blaine 
RECEIVE 
SEP 11 2c·~ 
...... ffWatarRuou 
.... Raglo,i 
On this q -tit, day of_-::-1-~~'-'d:~r---.......,.--,- 2003, before me, a Notary Public in 
and for said State, personally appe .,. G. Cllllpm etersen and Elizabeth L. Petersen known or identified to 
me 10 be the general partners ofG. pman Petersen and Associates• Idaho and the general partners who 
subscribed said partnership name lo U1e within instrument, lllld acknowledged to me that they executed the 





TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDrAN, 
BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO. SECTION 7: 
A parcel ofland in Lot 1 of said Section 7, more particularly 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the North 1/4 Comer of 
Said Section 7; thence 
N. 89°58' 18" W. 1,317.34 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
E1/2NWI/4, Section 7, to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer 
of said El/2NWI/4, Section 7, said pin also being the TRUE POINT 
OF BEGINNING; thence 
continuing N. 89"58' 18" W.1 34.73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the WI/2NWl/4, Section 7, to an iron pin on the 
intersecnon of the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific 
Railroad and said Northerly boundary of the Wll2N\¥1/4, Section 7; 
thence 
S. 31° 10' 34" E., 67.81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad 
boundary to an iron pin on the: intersection of said Northeasterly 
Railroad boundary and the Westerly boundary of said El/2NW1/4 of 
Section 7; thence 
N. 0"22' 13" W., 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the 
El/2NWl/4 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Also known as Tax Lot 4913. 
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SVTC Order Na. 02-l~Q 
WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED 
G. CHAPMAN PETERSEN AND ASSOCIATES-IDAHO A LIMITED PARTNERSHIP 
the grantor, does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto 
JOHN SCHERER, A l\·IARRIED MAN 
the grantee, whose current address is p_ 0. Box 1539, Ketchum, Id 83340 
the following descnlled premises, in BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, to wit: 
See Exhibit 'A' 
SUBJECT TO: Taxes, casements established or of record, restrictions and encumbrances of record, 
rights reserved in federal patents, stllte or railroad deeds, building or use restrictions, building and 
zoning regulations and ordinonces of any govemmenlal unit, existing agricultural lcase(s), claims or 
rights arising from encroaching fence Jines, if any. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said Grantee 
and his heirs and assigns forever. And the said Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said 
Grantee, that it is the owner in fee simple of said premises; that said premises are free from all 
encumbrances except as described above and that it will warrant and defend the same from all 
lawful claims whatsoever. 
Stale ofJdabo 
County of Blaine 
On this q day o~ , 2003, Before mo a Nolary Public in and for said s1a1e, 
personally appcan:d G. and Elizabeth L. Petersen known or idcnliti=d to me lo be 
the general partner& ofG. ChapDlllrl PelerScn and Associales - Idaho and the general pannm who 
subscribed Aid parlnmhip name 10 the within instrument, and 11cknowledg=d lo me lhlll they executed the 
same in said partMrship name. 
Comm. Expires 
Notiuy Public l 0 
Residing at #-a+Uy , J d 
c;- 7~ 20~ 
,/c~SSll? 1 .,,t .......... O+ 
l •••• •••.~ ,.,_ • ?tOt.A ._.,, 
i .., : ..,.f' I 
: : ....... 1-: 
:tAl_. • 
~;..\ Cti,LIC J,. ·.,.,, .. .~ 
·.,{to-...·•••• .. .,_o .· 





TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN BLAINE COUNTY 
lDAHO. SECTIONS 6 & 7: - ' ' 
A P,arcel ofland in the SWl/4 and the SWl/4SE114 of said Section 6 and also in the 
Elr~NWl/4, NWli4NE1!4I Sll2NEl/4 and the NI/2SEI!4 of said Section 7, more 
parttculMly descnbed as fa lows: 
COMMENCING at 3ll iro_!l.Pirt markine: the Northwest comer of the SW
0
114, said Section 
6, which point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
S. 89°51' 45" E., 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SWI/4, Section 6 to 
an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SWJ/4, Section 6; thence ' 
S. 0°3?' I 8" E., 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boun4ar}· of said SWI/4, Section 6, to an 
iron ptn marking the Nonhwest comer of the SW1i4SE1i4, said Section 6; thence 
S. 8~0 42' 45" E.,_ 1,308.89 fee~ along the Northerly boun~ of said SW1/4SEI/4, 
Section 6; to an iron pm marking the Nonheast comer of said SW1/4SE 1/4, Section 6; 
thence 
S. 0"25' 10" E., 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW1/4SEI/4, Section 
6, to llD iron pin marking the Soutiieast comer of said SW1/4SEI/4, Section 6; thence 
S. 0"17' 54" E., 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NW1/4NE1/4, said 
Section 7, to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NWI/4NElf4, Section 7; 
thence 
S. 89047' 36" E., 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boun~ of the SE1/4NE1/47 said 
Section 7, to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE l/4NE 1/4, Section 7; 
thence 
S. 0° 15' 06" E., 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SEI/4NE1 /4, Section 
7, to a brass cap marking the Southenst comer of said SEI/4NE1/4, Section 7; thence 
S. 0°45' 30" E., 1,308.60 feet along die Easterly boundary of the NE1/4SE1/4, Section 7, 
to an iron pin marldng the Southeast comer of said NEI/4SEl/4, Section 7; thence . 
S. 89°50' 53" W., 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary oftbe Nl/2SE1/4, Section 
7, to on iron pm on the intersection of said Southerly boundary with the Nonheasterly 
boundary of the Union Pacific Rallroad; thence 
N. 31 a l O' 34" W., 1,533.07 feet along said Northensterly Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary of the 
S1/2NEI/4, said Section 7; thence 
S. 89° 58' 26" W., 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundarJ and also along said Southerly 
boundary of the Sl/2NElf4, Section 7, to an iron pin, thence 
N. 31 °10' 34" W., 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said S l/2NE l14. 
Secnon 7; thence . _ 
>f. 0°20' 40" W., 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of the Sl/2NE1/4, Secnon ', 
and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin: thence 
'\S. 31 °IO' 34" W .. 2.570.24 feet J.long said Railroad boundary to an •~n pin on the 
,ntersecuon of said R::ulroad boundary wnh the Westerly boundar'J ot the NEI14NWJ/4. 
;a10 Secnon -: thence 
,J_ 1)0 ~2' 13" '.V .• 58.00 tee~ ~long Stud 1Vesterlr ~}O!,!~?ary :lf :he,!"'Elt4t-l'Wl;4, St!:ctton -. 
ro J.11 ,ron pm marl,mg rhe ·•.orthwest :omer ,n ,a10 _,El,4NWl:4. Secnon . thence 
1008 of 2064
LEGAL DESCRIPTION, CONTINUED 
AECEIVEL 
SEP 11 2003 
~cf Waler ResolffT"'" 
SaulhamRegiof' 
N. 89° 58' 18" W., 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the SWl/4, Section 6, to 
an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; thence 
N. 31 ° IO' 34" W., 2,353.23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
Westerly boundary of said SWl/4, Section 6; thence 
N. 0°37' 05" W., 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SWl/4, Section 6, to 
the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Also known as Tax Lot 7183. 
1009 of 2064
SVTC Order No. 02-18525 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
For Value Received G. CHAPMAN PETERSEN AND ASSOCIATES-IDAHO A LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP 
Do hereby convey, release, remise and forever quitclaim unto 
JOHN SCHERER, a married man 
Whose current address is PO Box 1539, Ketchum, Id 83340 
the following described premises, to-wit: 
All water rights (shown in Exhibit A) appurtenant to said property as described in Exlul>it B 
Together with their appurtenances. 
Dated: January 8, 2003 




On tltis q-t:1t. day of_-;f_,_......_._..,_.,..,,.c+::,------,,,---2003, before me, a Notary Public in 
and for said State, personally appear etersen and Elizabeth L. Petersen known or identified to I 
me to be lhe general partners ofG. ' pman Peters n and Associates- Idaho and the general partners who 
subscribed said partnership name to the within imtrument, and acknowledged to me that they executed the 
..... in Wd--p ...... I 
Ca,uu e A12:2U+v I 
Notary Public tJ. ·· -
~ TJ M •.•• •·c~ss,e i Residing at: ;.1µ ~ / ............. qi> 
Comm. Expires: / q .. 7-..lOOw . •• • ~ 1·. ht,: H01'"1 •:;,v,. 
i l , .fl.A- t 
\u..i.t. ..... ; ' 
\~' ~auc .i • :I ','!.;._,,,,•... ✓- - . 
'• VO ....... ,Q .~ 
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·]rl>~~W32&%1I1& Rf~iGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY, 
A ~el ofland in the SWl/4 and the SWI/4SEI/4 ofsllid Section 6 and also in the 
EI72NW1/4, NW1/4NE1/4i S112NE1/4 and the Nl/2SE1/4 of said Section 7, more 
particularly descnlled as fa lows: 
COMMENCING at an iIO...!lJJll!. marlg~ the Northwest comer oftbe SWI/4, said Section 
6, which point is also the R..EAL POINT OF BEGINNING; thence 
S. 89°51' 45" E., 2,608.44 feet along the Nonherly boundary of said SWI/4, Section 6, to 
an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SWI/4, Section 6; thence 
S. 0°35' 18" E., 1,306.31 feet along the Easter!Y_~oundary of said SWl/4, Section 6, to an 
iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW1/4SE174, said Section 6; thence 
S. 89°42' 45" E., 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SWI/4SE1/4, 
Section 6; to an iron pin marking the Northenst comer ofsatd SW1/45El/4, Section 6; 
thence 
S. 0°25' IO" E., 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundarv of said SW1/4SE1/4, Section 
6, to an iron pin marlcing the Soutlieast comer of said SW'l/4SE1/4, Section 6; thence 
S. 0°17' 54" E., 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NW1/4NE1/4, said 
Section 7, to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NWI14NEI/4, Section 7; 
thence 
S. 89°47' 36" E., 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boun~ of the SE1/4NE1/41 said 
Sc:ction 7, to an iron pin marking the Nonheast comer ofsa1d SEl/4NEl/4, Secnon 7; 
thence 
S. 0° 15' 06" E., 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SE1/4NE1/4, Section 
7, to a brass cap marking the Southeast comer of said SEI/4NE1/4, Section 7; thence 
S. 0°45' 30" E., 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NE1/4SE1/4, Section 7, 
to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NE1/4SE1/4, Section 7; thence 
S. 89°50' 53" W., 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the Nl/2SE1/4, Section 
7, to an iron J>in on the intersection of said Southerly boundary with the Nonheasterly 
boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; lbence 
N. 31° 10' 34" W., 1,533.07 feet along said Nonheasterly Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin on the imersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary of the 
S1/2NE1/4, said Section 7; thence 
S. 89° 58' 26" W., 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along said Southerly 
boundary of the Sl/2NE1/4, Section 7, to an iron pin, thence 
N. 31°10' 34" W., 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of s111d S l/2NEI/4, 
Section 7; thence 
N. 0"20' 40" W., 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section i, 
and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin; thence 
N. 31 ° 10' 34" W .. 2.570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection ofsa1d Railroad boundary wnh the Wes1erly boundary of"'.he NE1/4NW1/4, 
.:aid Section 7; thence • . 
~- 0°22• 13" W .. 158.00 feet alonl? said '.Vesterlv boundarv or the NE1/4NW1/4, Sectton 7, 
to an iron pm marking the Northwest comer ot' srud NE1o'4NW1 /4, Seen on 7; thence 
RECEIVE() 
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION, CONTINUED 
AICEIVEL 
SEP 1 f 2D03 
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8outhem Region 
N. 89'" 58' 18" W., 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary o'fthe SWI/4, Section 6, to 
an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; thence 
N. 3 IO IO' 34" W., 2,353.23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
Westerly boundacy of said SWI/4, Section 6; thence 
N. 0"37' 05" W., 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SWI/4, Section 6, to 
the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 





TOWNSlflP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, 
BL.AlNE COUNTY, IDAHO. SECTION 7: 
A parcel ofland in Lot 1 of said Section 7, more particularly ' 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the North 1/4 Comer of 
Said Section 7; thence 
N. 89°58' 18" W. 1,317.34 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
El/2NW1/4, Section 7, to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer 
of said El/2NWI/4, Section 7, said pin also being the TRUE POINT 
OF BEGINNING; thence 
continuing N. 89°58' 18" W'.1 34.73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the Wl/2NW1/4, Section 7, to an iron pin on the 
intersecnon of the Northeasterly boundll!Y. of the Union Pacific 
Railroad and said Northerly boundary ofihe Wl/2NW1/4, Section 7; 
thence 
S. 31° 10' 34" E., 67.81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad 
boundarv to an iron pin on the intersection of said Nortb~ly 
Railroadboundary and the Westerly boundary of said El/2NW1/4 of 
Section 7; thence 
N. 0°22' 13" W., 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the 
El/2NW1/4 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Also known as Tax Lot 4913. 
RECEIVEL 





September 10, 2003 
IDWR Southern Region 
1341 Fillmore St., Suite 200 
Twin Falls, ID 83301-3380 
Re: 02-18525 
South County Estates, LLC 
To Whom It May Concern: 
COMPANY 
I am enclosing the following items relating to the above closing: 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
Warranty Deed to John Scherer for Parcel I 
Quitclaim Deed to John Scherer for Parcel II 
Quitclaim Deed to John Scherer/for water rights-attachment 
Quitclaim Deed to John Scherer for Parcels I and Wextinguishing community interest 
Warranty Deed to South County Estates from John Scherer for Parcels I and Ii 
Quitclaim Deed to South County Estates for water rights-attachment 
Please transfer the water rights shown on the attachment to Quitclaim Deeds. If you have any 
questions, please contact me directly. 
Sincerely, 
,.-
(_ LL-.~--J.i { -(_! \ 0 -VL""-
Cassie Jones J 
Manager 
271 1st Ave N PO Box 23~ Ketchum ID 83340 208.726-9341 F:208.726-7495 Toll Free 800.488-9341 
Visit Our Website at: sunvolleytttle.com Email: rnall@sunvalleytltle.com 
1022 of 2064
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IDWR Southern Region 
1341 Fillmore St., Suite 200 
Twin Falls, ID 83301-3380 




OCT O 9 2003 
'lllltment of Water Resn• · 
""~·"'"'"'-0n,,,1 ... 
I am enclosing the State ofldaho Department of Water Resources Notice of Change In Water 
Right Ownership form signed by John Scherer and the recorded Quitclaim Deed for water rights. 
I hope that this takes care of all the paper work. Thanks. 
Sincerely, 
' ( wM }-1 \LL, 
Cassie Jones 
Manager 
271 1st Ave N PO Box 2365 Ketchum ID 83340 208.726-9341 F:208.726·7495 Toll Free 800.488-9341 
Vlsll Our Website at: sunvolleylitle.com Email: mall@sunvolleylit e com 
1023 of 2064
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:f .., I' 1,.1,:, 
I. 
STA TR or mAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WA'Ili:RRESOURCES 
NOTICE OF CHANGE IN WATER RIGHT OWNERSHIP 
"-IIIW•IJll'I ................ liNilial!II---. .....,,_....,...._.,llollld-,ll!lrrami . 
._.. ....... w11 ....... 
PleaR list da: waw richtftllfflllll(I) 111111/0r~cblln IUffllllr(1I (If Ill)') r«'IICh "'ftlof rip III ti. clllnl'd. Li!ll,iud Iba 
~e!MIII..., lflhll'tllno OllrrcspullilllllWlllll'rillha(lleO!d on t1la widrlhc~ ~ bycblddna la the 
spaa: pnmdlld Olnder 1111 "lplll" lladlna), If lhc cJwise ill IIWftmlllp IS ll111lrad 10 a pardon 11f I water ripi kl which cu. 
dlvblon afdle alstfn11 Will' ~or~ claim recard win ba rtqlliMl. 
WAin Altiudillllilln 
R.lprNgCc) CJalmNeC•le Bolit 
Wu,z 
l,jghr Na(t), s,u, 
.Sna,a-ttiia n ...... ed-....w.ea1111 -~- - CJt_ Itemia.ation aa Qti£~elaim Deed rot water-rights 
l. 'The l'ollawfn; RIQUQU:D lntonnalion 11111!11 bllnbmitred. with lids faml; 
~ lb~FIUNO RIC. Sn bulffiladonsl'arfff slffOUIIII. 
l. 
4, 
8. A capy of die BIOIC 11G11r1t DIID, TITI,& POUCY, COl'lffACT OIF SAL& ar lllller lepl dllcllmlnl lndladna YfNt 
OUlll!dp arllspnipcn, IIIIII WIRcl'dllffl(s) arclaimCI) Ill ipstion, WrrH ATl'ACRID L.KGAL ~ISCIUfflON, 
C. 'EidlcrafU.lbllHlnt(lr......,,IOclat&dmdoaaf Mfl:r~ClrllfMl'camplialpllf'III.Y......,): 
rLA T OJ l"ROPIR.TY ar SUKVRY MAP i:ln,ty lllowllg llill locnlml otllil pftll(■) flf dlvemon wnd pl~ of use ar 
'/Olff,,,.. ripl(,) _,.. _.,dlcatiail 1talffl(I) (dmcllR .-U, •aaolwd Ill JQIII' ilNd ar an Rle: wllh die-nlY). 
• OR 
1ryo11rwaie, dpt(t) uul/atld,ludlc:1111111 clailll(I) ii ror1e11 ormarucm ofinfgalilln, you TillAl ~ • USDA Fm11 
S4nb AIIIICY AIJlJAL PROTO wit• 'lhc lrriplelt aera n,dlat:d and point(,> of dfvnan clv.iTb' mar1cd. Thi: 
MIUAL PHOTO alinld Ito mllllllu14 in pip af dlc Pl.AT Of PllDPD.TY ar SUJl.va'f MAP. 
NamulldAddraul'Formcr G. Chapman Petersen and Assoc1ates-Idaho 
~•> 
NewM&l1tql,ddna 
Clcy, S..and ZIP Cade 
Hnr Tchphan,t Niu,11,cr 
O.a: yaa ~ dlG property 
P. O.Box 3844, Duranso, co Sll02 3844 
Sontb Gonn~r:statess TIC 
IWIIClelm:W 1111e1; (lw.l)llf,U._. 
P. 0. Box 1539, Ketchum, ID 83340 
( 20[3 726-8806 
August 1 a, 2003 
RECEIVED 
SEP 11 2003 
~dWltarReaou,v 
8DldtlanReglo,, 
I J···t·. •~·.: 
ti... 
!"" • I "', ~ • 
' 'r ~- . .I.- • ~• 
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State of0abo 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200, 1\vin Falls ID 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 FAX: (208) 736-3037 
SOUTHERN REGION 
October 10, 2003 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
Re: SRBA Claim #37-2630 #37-577BT #37-483C #37-481C 
To whom it may concern: 
DIRK KEMPTHORNE 
Governor 
KARL J. DREHER 
Director 
Pursuant to the change in ownership request that has been submitted to the 
Deparbnent, we have changed the record of current ownerships to you. Please 
find the enclosed copies of the computer records of the claims noting the change 
in claimant. Review these records and if there is an error, or you have any 
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RECORDATION REQUESTED BY: 
flJlountain West Bank 
Southern Idaho Comm'I Loan Center 
802 West Bannock St Suite 1100 
Boise, ID 83702 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
Mountain West Bank 
Southern Idaho Comm'I Loan Center 
802 West Bannock St Suite 1100 
Boise, ID 83702 
SEND TAX NOTICES TO: 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.LC. 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM. ID 83340 
Instrument # 542378 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
2006-12-01 01 :57:00 No. of Pages: 3 
Recorded for: BLAINE COUNTY TITLE 
MARSHA RIEMANN Fee: 9.00 
Ex-Ofllcio Recorder Deputy c?Y1-J2 
Index to: MOOIFICATIONIAMENO DEED OF TRUST 
SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE IS FOR RECORDER'S USE ONLY 
MODIFICATION OF MORTGAGE 
THIS MODIFICATION OF MORTGAGE dated November 28, 2006, is made and executed between SOUTH COUNTY 
ESTATES, L.L.C., AN IDAHO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, whose address is PO BOX 1539, KETCHUM, ID 
83340 (referred to below as "Grantor") and Mountain West Bank, whose address is 802 West Bannock St Suite 
1100, Boise, ID 83702 (referred to below as "Lender"), 
MORTGAGE. Lender and Grantor have entered into a Mortgage dated October 13, 2005 {the "Mortgage") which has been recorded in BLAINE 
CountY, State of Idaho, as follows: 
RECORDED OCTOBER 14, 2005, AS INSTUMENT NO. 527439, RECORDED IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO. 
REAL PROPERTY DESCRIPTION. The Mortgage covers the following described real property located in BLAINE CountY, State of Idaho: 
See EXHIBIT "A", which is attached to this Modification and made a part of this Modification as if fully set forth herein. 
The Real Property or its address is commonly known as 280 ACRES @ GANNETT RD, BELLEVUE, ID 83340. The Real Property tax 
identification number is RP01N19006098CA. 
MODIACATION. Lender and Granto, hereby modify the Mortgage as follows: 
MODIFY THE DEANITION OF THE WORD "PROMISSORY NOTE" AS FOLLOWS: 
NOTE: THE WORD "NOTE" MEANS THE PROMISSORY NOTE DATED NOVEMBER 28, 2006, IN THE ORIGINAL PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF 
$5,670,000.00 FROM GRANTOR TO LENDER, TOGETHER WITH ALL RENEWALS OF, EXTENSIONS OF, MODIFICATIONS OF, 
REFINANCING$ OF, CONSOLIDATIONS OF, AND SUBSTITUTIONS FOR THE PROMISSORY NOTE OR AGREEMENT. NOTICE TO 
GRANTOR: THE NOTE CONTAINS A VARIABLE INTEREST RATE .. 
CONTINUING VALIDITY. Except as expressly modified above, the terms of the original Mortgage shall remain unchanged and in full force and 
effect and are legally valid, binding, and enforceable in accordance with their respective terms. Consent by Lender to this Modification does not 
waive Lender's right to require strict performance of the Mortgage as changed above nor obligate Lender to make any future modifications. 
Nothing in this Modification shall constitute a satisfaction of the promissory note or other credit agreement secured by the Mortgage (the 
"Note"). It is the intention of Lender to retain as liable all parties to the Mortgage and all parties, makers and endorsers to the Note, including 
accommodation parties, unless a party is expressly released by Lender in writing. Any maker or endorser, including accommodation makers, 
shall not be released by virtue of this Modification. If any person who signed the original Mortgage does not sign this Modification, then all 
persons signing below acknowledge that this Modification is given conditionally, based on the representation to Lender that the non-signing 
person consents to the changes and provisions of this Modification or otherwise will not be released by it. This waiver applies not only to any 
initial extension or modification, but also to all such subsequent actions. 
LEGAL DE LEGAL EXHIBIT. An exhibit, titled "EXHIBIT "A"," is attached to this Modification and by this reference is made a part of this 
Modification just as if all the provisions, terms and conditions of the Exhibit had been fully set forth in this Modification. 
GRANTOR ACKNOWLEDGES HAVING READ ALL THE PROVISIONS OF THIS MODIACATION OF MORTGAGE AND GRANTOR AGREES TO ITS 
TERMS. THIS MODIFICATION OF MORTGAGE IS DATED NOVEMBER 28, 2006. 
GRANTOR: 
::"'~ 
JOHN,HERER, MANAGING MEMBER of SOUTH 




This EXHIBIT "A" is attached to and by this reference is made a part of the Modification of Mortgage, dated November 28, 2006, and executed 
in connection with a loan or other financial accommodations between MOUNTAIN WEST BANK and SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C. 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
A parcel ofland in the SW¼ and the SW¼SE¼ of Section 6 and also in the E½NW¼, NW¼NE¼, S½NE¼ and the 
N½SE¼ of Section 7, more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW¼, said Section 6, which point is also the 
REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°51 '45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 to an iron pin 
marking the Northeast comer of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°35'!8" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 to an iron pin 
marking the Northwest comer of the SW¼SE¼, said Section 6; 
Thence South 89°42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6 to an iron 
pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25'10" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6 to an iron pin 
marking the Southeast corner of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°17'54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NW¼NE¼, said Section 7 to an iron 
pin marking the Southeast comer of said NW¼NE ¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the SE¼NE¼, Section 7 to an iron pin 
marking the Northeast comer of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence south 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7 to a brass cap 
marking the Southeast corner of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the NE¼SE¼, Section 7 to an iron pin 
marking the Southeast corner of said NE¼SE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the N½SE¼, Section 7, to an iron pin 
on the intersection of the Southerly boundary with the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary of the S ½NE¼, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89°58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along said Southerly boundary of 
the S 1/,NE¼, Section 7 to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the intersection of said 
Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said S 1/,NE ¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of the S1/,NE¼, Section 7 and also along said 
Railroad boundary to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the intersection of said 
Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 7 to an iron pin 
marking the Northwest comer of said NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58' 18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the Sw¼, Section 6 to an iron pin on the 
Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31 ° 10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the Westerly boundary 
of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW¼, Section 6 to the TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. (TL 7183) 
THIS EXHIBIT "A" IS EXECUTED ON NOVEMBER 28, 2006. 
GRANTOR: 
:,,,9r~ 
JOHN SC,R, MANAGING MEMBER of SOUTH 
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THIS MORTGAGE dated June 13, 2008, is made and executed between SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C., AN 
IDAHO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, whose address is 124 DEER VALLEY LN, HAILEY, ID 83333 (referred to 
below as "Grantor"J and Mountain West Bank, whose address is 802 West Bannock St Suite 1100, Boise, ID 
83702 (referred to below as "Lender"). 
GRANT OF MORTGAGE. For valuable consideration, Granto, mortgages, grants, bargains, sells and conveys to Lender all of Grantor's right, 
title, and interest in and to the following described real property, together with all existing or subsequently erected or affixed buildings, 
improvements and fixtures; all easements, rights of way, and appurtenances; all water, water rights, watercourses and ditch rights (including 
stock in utilities with ditch or irrigation rights); and all other ri9hts, royalties, and profits relatir,g !O the real property, including without limitation 
all minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and similar matters, (the "Real Property") located in BLAINE County, State of Idaho: 
See EXHIBIT A, which is attached to this Mortgage and made a part of this Mortgage as if fully set forth herein. 
The Real Property or its address is commonly known as 280 ACRES@ GANNETT RD, BELLEVUE, ID 83340. The 
Real Property tax identification number is O 1 N 19006098C. 
CROSS-COLLATERAUZATION. In addition to the Note, this Mortgage secures all obligations, debts and liabilities, plus interest thereon, of 
Granto, to Lender, or any one or more of them, as well as all claims by Lender against Granto, or any one or more of them, whether now 
existing or hereafter arising, whether related or unrelated to the purpose of the Note, whether voluntary or otherwise, whether due or not due, 
direct or indirect, determined or undetermined, absolute or contingent, liquidated or unliquidated, whether Grantor may be liable individually or 
jointly with others, whether obligated as guarantor, surety, accommodation party or otherwise, and whether recovery upon such amounts may 
be or hereafter may become barred by any statute of limitations, and whether the obligation to repay such amounts may be or hereafter may 
become otherwise unenforceable. 
Granto, presently assigns to Lender all of Grantor's right, title, and interest in and to all present and future leases of the Property and all Rents 
from the Property. In addition, Granto, grants to Lender a Uniform Commercial Code security interest in the Personal Property and Rents. 
THIS MORTGAGE, INCLUDING THE ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND THE SECURITY INTEREST IN THE RENTS AND PERSONAL PROPERTY, IS 
GIVEN TO SECURE (Al PAYMENT OF THE INDEBTEDNESS AND (Bl PERFORMANCE OF ANY AND ALL OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE NOTE, 
THE RELATED DOCUMENTS, AND THIS MORTGAGE. THIS MORTGAGE IS GIVEN AND ACCEPTED ON THE FOLLOWING TERMS: 
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE. Except as otherwise provided in this Mortgage, Granto, shall pay to Lender all amounts secured by this 
Mortgage as they become due and shall strictly perform all of Grantor's obligations under this Mortgage. 
POSSESSION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE PROPERTY. Grantor agrees that Grantor's possession and use of the Property shall be governed by 
the following provisions: 
Poaaeoslon and Use. Until the occurrence of an Event of Default, Grantor may (1) remain in possession and control of the Property; (2) 
use, operate or manage the Property; and (3) collect the Rents from the Property. The following provisions relate to the use of the 
Property or to other limitations on the Property. 
Duty to Maintain. Grantor shall maintain the Property in tenantable condition and promptly perform all repairs, replacements, and 
maintenance necessary to preserve its value. 
Compliance With Environmental Laws. Grantor represents and warrants to Lender that: (1 l During the period of Grantor's ownership of 
the Property, there has been no use, generatlon, manufacture, storage, treatment, disposal, release or threatened release of any Hazardous 
Substance by any person on, under, about or from the Property; (2) Granter has no knowledge of, or reason to believe that there has 
been, except as previously disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in writing, (a) any breach or violation of any Environmental Laws, 
(bl any use, generation, manufacture, storage, treatment, disposal, release or threatened release of any Hazardous Substance on, under, 
about or from the Property by any prior owners or occupants of the Property, or (cl any actual or threatened litigation or claims of any 
kind by any person relating to such matters; and (31 Except as previously disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in writing, (a) neither 
Grantor nor any tenant, contractor, agent or other authorized user of the Property shall use, generate, manufacture, store, treat, dispose of 
or release any Hazardous Substance on, under, about or from the Property; and (bl any such activity shall be conducted in compliance 
with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations and ordinances, including without limitation all Environmental Laws. Grantor 
authorizes Lender and its agents to enter upon the Property to make such inspections and tests, at Grantor's expense, as Lender may deem 
appropriate to determine compliance of the Property with this section of the Mortgage. Any inspections or tests made by Lender shall be 
for Lender's purposes only and shall not be construed to create any responsibility or liability on the part of Lender to Granto, or to any other 
person. The representations and warranties contained herein are based on Grantor's due diligence in investigating the Property for 
Hazardous Substances. Grantor hereby (1) releases and waives any future claims against Lender for indemnity or contribution in the 
event Grantor becomes liable for cleanup or other costs under any such laws; and (2) agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless 
Lender against any and all claims, losses, liabilities, damages, penalties, and expenses which Lender may directly or indirectly sustain or 
suffer resulting from a breach of this section of the Mortgage or as a consequence of any use, generation, manufacture, storage, disposal, 
release or thraatened release occurring prior to Grantor's ownership or interest in the Property, whether or not the same was or should 
have been known to Grantor. The provisions of this section of the Mortgage, including the obligation to Indemnify and defend, shall survive 
the payment of the Indebtedness and the satisfaction and reconveyance of the lien of this Mortgage and shall not be affected by Lander's 
acquisition of any interest in the Property, whether by foreclosure or otherwise. 
Nui11nce, Weste. Grantor shall not cause, conduct or permit any nuisance nor commit, permit, or suffer any stripping of or waste on or to 
the Property or any portion of the Property, Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Granto, will not remove, or grant to any other 
party the right to remove, any timber, minerals (including oil and gas), coal, clay, scoria, soil, gravel or rock products without Lender's prior 
written consent. 
Removal of Improvements, Grantor shall not demolish or remove any Improvements from the Real Property without Lender's prior written 
consent. As a condition to the removal of any Improvements, Lender may require Granter to make arrangements satisfactory to Lender to 
replace such Improvements with Improvements of at least equal value. 
Lender'• Right to Errter, Lender and Lender's agents and representatives may enter upon the Real Property at all reasonable times to attend 
to Lender's interests and to Inspect the Real Property for purposes of Grantor's compliance with the terms and conditions of this Mortgage. 
Compliance with Governmental Requirements, Grantor shall promptly comply with all laws, ordinance■, and regulations, now or hereafter 
in affect, of all governmental authorities applicable to the use or occupancy of the Property, including without limitation, the Americans 
With Disabilities Act, Granter may contest in good faith any such Jaw, ordinance, or regulation and withhold compliance during any 
proceeding, including appropriate appeals, so long as Grantor has notified Lander in writing prior to doing so and so long as, in Lender's 
sole opinion, Lender's Interests in the Property are not jeopardized. Lender may require Grantor to post adequate security or a surety bond, 
reasonably satisfactory to Lender, to protect Lender's interest. 
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Duty to Protect. Granter agrees neither to abandon or leave unattended the Property. Granter shall do all other acts, in addition to those 
acts set forth above in this section, which from the character and use of the Property are reasonably necessary to protect and preserve the 
Property. 
DUE ON SALE - CONSENT BY LENDER. lender may, at Lender's option, declare immediately due and payable all sums secured by this 
Mortgage upon the sale or transfer, without Lender's prior written consent, of all or any part of the Real Property, or any interest in the Real 
Property. A •sale or transfer" means the conveyance of Real Property or any right, title or interest in the Real Property; whether legal, beneficial 
or equitable; whether voluntary or involuntary; whether by outright sale, deed, installment sale contract, land contract, contract for deed, 
leasehold interest with a term greater than three (31 years, lease-option contract, or by sale, assignment, or transfer of any beneficial interest in 
or to any land trust holding title to the Real Property, or by any other method of conveyance of an interest in the Real Property. If any Granter is 
a corporation, partnership or limited liability company, transfer also includes any change in ownership of more than twenty-five percent (25%1 of 
the voting stock, partnership interests or limited liability company interests, as the case may be, of such Granter. However, this option shall not 
be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by federal law or by Idaho law. 
TAXES AND LIENS. The following provisions relating to the taxes and liens on the Property are part of this Mortgage: 
Payment. Grantor shall pay when due (and in all events prior to delinquency! all taxes, payroll taxes, special taxes, assessments, water 
charges and sewer service charges levied against or on account of the Property, and shall pay when due all claims for work done on or for 
services rendered or material furnished to the Property. Granter shall maintain the Property free of any liens having priority over or equal to 
the interest of Lender under this Mortgage, except for the Existing Indebtedness referred to in this Mortgage or those liens specifically 
agreed to in writing by Lender. and except for the lien of taxes and assessments not due as further specified in the Right to Contest 
paragraph. 
Right to Contest. Granto, may withhold payment of any tax, assessment, or claim in connection with a good faith dispute over the 
obligation to pay, so long as Lender's interest in the Property is not jeopardized. If a lien arises or is filed as a result of nonpayment, 
Granto, shall within fifteen (151 days after the lien arises or, if a lien is filed, within fifteen (151 days after Grantor has notice of the filing, 
secure the discharge of the lien, or if requested by Lender, deposit with Lender cash or a sufficient corporate surety bond or other security 
satisfactory to Lender in an amount sufficient to discharge the lien plus any costs and reasonable attorneys' fees, or other charges that 
could accrue as a result of a foreclosure or sale under the lien. In any contest, Granto, shall defend itself and Lender and shall satisfy any 
adverse judgment before enforcement against the Property. Granter shall name Lender as an additional obligee under any surety bond 
furnished in the contest proceedings. 
Evidence of Payment. Granter shall upon demand furnish to Lender satisfactory evidence of payment of the taxes or assessments and shall 
authorize the appropriate governmental official to deliver to Lender at any time a written statement of the taxes and assessments against 
the Property. 
Notice of Construction. Grantor shall notify lender at least fifteen 1151 days before any work is commenced, any services are furnished, or 
any materials are supplied to the Property, if any mechanic's lien, materialmen's lien, or other lien could be asserted on account of the 
work, services, or materials. Granter will upon request of Lender furnish to Lender advance assurances satisfactory to Lender that Granter 
can and will pay the cost of such improvements. 
PROPERTY DAMAGE INSURANCE. The following provisions relating to insuring the Property are a part of this Mortgage: 
Maintenance of Insurance. Granter shall procure and maintain policies of fire insurance with standard extended coverage endorsements on 
a replacement basis for the full insurable value covering all Improvements on the Real Property in an amount sufficient to avoid application 
of any coinsurance clause, and with a standard mortgagee clause in favor of Lender. Granter shall also procure and maintain 
comprehensive general liability insurance in such coverage amounts as Lender may request with Lender being named as additional insureds 
in such liability insurance policies. Additionally, Granter shall maintain such other insurance, including but not limited to hazard, business 
interruption and boiler insurance as lender may require. Policies shall be written by such insurance companies and in such form as may be 
reasonably acceptable to Lender. Granter shall deliver to Lender certificates of coverage from each insurer containing a stipulation that 
coverage will not be cancelled or diminished without a minimum of thirty 130) days' prior written notice to Lender and not containing any 
disclaimer of the insurer's liability for failure to give such notice. Each insurance policy also shall include an endorsement providing that 
coverage in favor of Lender will not be impaired in any way by any act, omission or default of Granto, or any other person. Should the Real 
Property be located in an area designated by the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency as a special flood hazard area, 
Granter agrees to obtain and maintain Federal Flood Insurance, if available, within 45 days after notice is given by Lender that the Property 
is located in a special flood hazard area, for the full unpaid principal balance of the loan and any prior liens on the property securing the 
loan, up to the maximum policy limits set under the National Flood Insurance Program, or as otherwise required by Lender, and to maintain 
such insurance for the term of the loan. 
Application of Proceeds. Granto, shall promptly notify Lender of any loss or damage to the Property. Lender may make proof of loss if 
Grantor fails to do so within fifteen 1151 days of the casualty, Whether or not Lender's security is impaired, lender may, at Lender's 
election, receive and retain the proceeds of any insurance and apply the proceeds to the reduction of the Indebtedness, payment of any lien 
affecting the Property, or the restoration and repair of the Property. If Lender elects to apply the proceeds to restoration and repair, Granter 
shall repair or replace the damaged or destroyed Improvements in a manner satisfactory to Lender. Lender shall, upon satisfactory proof of 
such expenditure, pay or reimburse Granter from the proceeds for the reasonable cost of repair or restoration if Granter is not in default 
under this Mortgage. Any proceeds which have not been disbursed within 180 days after their receipt and which Lender has not 
committed to the repair or restoration of the Property shall be used first to pay any amount owing to Lender under this Mortgage, then to 
pay accrued interest, and the remainder, if any, shall be applied to the principal balance of the Indebtedness. If Lender holds any proceeds 
after payment in full of the Indebtedness, such proceeds shall be paid to Granter as Grantor's interests may appear. 
Compliance with Existing Indebtedness. During the period in which any Existing Indebtedness described below is in effect, compliance with 
the insurance provisions contained in the instrument evidencing such Existing Indebtedness shall constitute compliance with the insurance 
provisions under this Mortgage, to the extent compliance with the terms of this Mortgage would constitute a duplication of insurance 
requirement. If any proceeds from the insurance become payable on loss, the provisions in this Mortgage for division of proceeds shall 
apply only to that portion of the proceeds not payable to the holder of the Existing Indebtedness. 
Grantor's Report on Insurance. Upon request of Lender, however not more than once a year, Granter shall furnish to Lender a report on 
each existing policy of insurance showing: 111 the name of the insurer; (21 the risks insured; (31 the amount of the policy; 141 the 
property insured, the then current replacement value of such property, and the manner of determining that value; and (51 the expiration 
date of the policy. Granter shall, upon request of Lender, have an independent appraiser satisfactory to lender determine the cash value 
replacement cost of the Property, 
LENDER'S EXPENDITURES. If any action or proceeding is commenced that would materially affect Lender's interest in the Property or if Granter 
fails to comply with any provision of this Mortgage or any Related Documents, including but not limited to Grantor's failure to comply with any 
obligation to maintain Existing Indebtedness in good standing 81 required below, or to discharge or pay when due any amounts Granter is 
required to discharge or pay under this Mortgage or any Related Documents, Lender on Grantor's behalf may (but shall not be obligated to) take 
any action that Lender deems appropriate, including but not limited to discharging or paying all taxes, liens, security interests, encumbrances 
and other claims, at any time levied or placed on the Property and paying all costs for insuring, maintaining and preserving the Property. All 
such expenditures incurred or paid by Lender for such purposes will then bear interest at the rate charged under the Note from the date incurred 
or paid by Lender to the date of repayment by Granter. All such expenses will become a part of the Indebtedness and, at Lender's option, will 
(Al be payable on demand; (Bl be added to the balance of the Note and be apportioned among and be payable with any installment payments 
to become due during either (11 the term of any applicable insurance policy; or (21 the remaining term of the Note; or (Cl be treated 81 a 
balloon payment which will be due and payable at the Note's maturity. The Mortgage also will secure payment of these amounts. Such right 
shall be in addition to all other rights and remedies to which Lender may be entitled upon Default. 
WARRANTY; DEFENSE OF TITLE, The following provisions relating to ownership of the Property are a part of this Mortgage: 
Title, Granter warrants that: (al Grantor holds good and marketable title of record to the Property in fee simple, free and clear of all liens 
and encumbrances other than those set forth in the Real Property description or in the Existing Indebtedness section below or in any title 
insurance policy, title report, or final title opinion issued in favor of, and accepted by, Lender in connection with this Mortgage, and (bl 
Grantor has the full right, power, and authority to execute and deliver this Mortgage to Lender. 
DefenH of Tide. Subject to the exception In the paragraph above, Granter warrants and will forever defend the title to the Property against 
the lawful claims of all persons. In the event any action or proceeding is commenced that questions Grantor's title or the interest of Lender 
under this Mortgage, Granter shall defend the action at Grantor's expense. Granter may be the nominal party in such proceeding, but 
Lender shall be entitled to participate in the proceeding and to be represented in the proceeding by counsel of Lender's own choice, and .. 
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Grantor will deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Lender such instruments as Lender may request from time to time to permit such 
participation. 
Compliance With Laws. Grantor warrants that the Property and Grantor's use of the Property complies with all existing applicable laws. 
ordinances, and regulations of governmental authorities. 
Survival of Repn,1■ntatlons and Warranties. All representations, warranties, and agreements made by Granter in this Mortgage shall 
survive the execution and delivery of this Mortgage, shall be continuing in nature, and shall remain in full force and effect until such time as 
Grantor's Indebtedness shall be paid in full. 
EXISTING INDEBTEDNESS. The following provisions concerning Existing Indebtedness are a part of this Mortgage: 
Exlltlng Lien. The lien of this Mortgage securing the Indebtedness may be secondary and inferior to the lien securing payment of an 
existing obligation to MOUNTAIN WEST BANK. The existing obligation has a current principal balance of approximately $5,669,975.00 
and is in the original principal amount of $5,670,000.00, Granter expressly covenants and agrees to pay, or see to the payment of, the 
Existing Indebtedness and to prevent any default on such indebtedness, any default under the instruments evidencing such indebtedness, or 
any default under any security documents for such indebtedness. 
No Modification. Grantor shall not enter into any agreement with the holder of any mortgage, deed of trust, or other security agreement 
which has priority over this Mortgage by which that agreement is modified, amended, extended, or renewed without the prior written 
consent of Lender. Granto, shall neither request nor accept any future advances under any such security agreement without the prior 
written consent of Lender. 
CONDEMNATION. The following provisions relating to condemnation proceedings are a part of this Mortgage: 
Proceedings. If any proceeding in condemnation is filed, Granter shall promptly notify Lender in writing, and Grantor shall promptly take 
such steps as may be necessary to defend the action and obtain the award. Granter may be the nominal party in such proceeding, but 
Lender shall be entitled to participate in the proceeding and to be represented in the proceeding by counsel of its own choice, and Granter 
will deliver or cause to be delivered to Lender such instruments and documentation as may be requested by Lender from time to time to 
permit such participation. 
Application of Net Procffds. If all or any part of the Property is condemned by eminent domain proceedings or by any proceeding or 
purchase in lieu of condemnation, Lender may at its election require that all or any portion of the net proceeds of the award be applied to 
the Indebtedness or the repair or restoration of the Property. The net proceeds of the award shall mean the award after payment of all 
reasonable costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees incurred by Lender in connection with the condemnation. 
IMPOSITION OF TAXES, FEES AND CHARGES BY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES. The following provisions relating to governmental taxes, 
fees and charges are a part of this Mortgage: 
Current Taxes, Fees and Charges. Upon request by Lender, Grantor shall execute such documents in addition to this Mortgage and take 
whatever other action is requested by Lender to perfect and continue Lender's lien on the Real Property. Grantor shall reimburse Lender for 
all taxes, as described below, together with all expenses incurred in recording, perfecting or continuing this Mortgage, including without 
limitation all taxes, fees, documentary stamps, and other charges for recording or registering this Mortgage. 
Taxes. The following shall constitute taxes to which this section applies: (1) a specific tax upon this type of Mortgage or upon all or any 
part of the Indebtedness secured by this Mortgage; (2) a specific tax on Grantor which Grantor is authorized or required to deduct from 
payments on the Indebtedness secured by this type of Mortgage; (3) a tax on this type of Mortgage chargeable against the Lender or the 
holder of the Note; and (4) a specific tax on all or any portion of the Indebtedness or on payments of principal and interest made by 
Grantor. 
Subsequent Taxes. If any tax to which this section applies is enacted subsequent to the date of this Mortgage, this event shall have the 
same effect as an Event of Default, and Lender may exercise any or all of its available remedies for an Event of Default as provided below 
unless Grantor either (1) pays the tax before it becomes delinquent, or (2) contests the tax as provided above in the Taxes and Liens 
sectK>n and deposits with Lender cash or a sufficient corporate surety bond or other security satisfactory to Lender. 
SECURITY AGREEMENT: FINANCING STATEMENTS. The following provisions relating to this Mortgage as a security agreement are a part of 
this Mortgage: 
Security Agrffment. This instrument shall constitute a Security Agreement to the extent any of the Property constitutes fixtures, and 
Lender shall have all of the rights of a secured party under the Uniform Commercial Code as amended from time to time. 
Security Interest. Upon request by Lender, Granter shall take whatever action is requested by Lender to perfect and continue Lender's 
security interest in the Rents and Personal Property. In addition to recording this Mortgage in the real property records, Lender may, at any 
time and without further authorization from Granto,, file executed counterparts, copies or reproductions of this Mortgage as a financing 
statement. Grantor shall reimburse Lender for all expenses incurred in perfecting or continuing this security interest. Upon default, Granter 
shall not remove, sever or detach the Personal Property from the Property. Upon default, Grantor shall assemble any Personal Property not 
affixed to the Property in a manner and at a place reasonably convenient to Grantor and Lender and make it available to Lender within three 
(3) days after receipt of written demand from Lender to the extent permitted by applicable law. 
Addresses. The mailing addresses of Grantor (debtorl and Lender (secured party) from which information concerning the security interest 
granted by this Mortgage may be obtained (each as required by the Uniform Commercial Code) are as stated on the first page of this 
Mortgage. 
FURTHER ASSURANCES; ATTORNEY-IN-FACT. The following provisions relating to further assurances and attorney-in-fact are a part of this 
Mortgage: 
Further Assurance■ . At any time, and from time to time, upon request of Lender, Grantor will make, execute and deliver, or will cause to 
be made, executed or delivered, to Lender or to Lender's designee, and when requested by Lender, cause to be filed, recorded, refiled, or 
rerecorded, as the case may be, at such times and in such offices and places as Lender may deem appropriate, any and all such mortgages, 
deeds of trust, security deeds, security agreements, financing statements, continuation statements, instruments of further assurance, 
certificates, and other documents as may, in the sole opinion of Lender, be necessary or desirable in order to effectuate, complete, perfect, 
continue, or preserve ( 1 l Grantor's obligations under the Note, this Mortgage, and the Related Documents, and (2) the liens and 
security interests created by this Mortgage on the Property, whether now owned or hereafter acquired by Grantor. Unless prohibited by 
law or Lender agrees to the contrary in writing, Grantor shall reimburse Lender for all costs and expenses incurred in connection with the 
matters referred to in this paragraph. 
Attorney-In-Feet. If Granter fails to do any of the things referred to in the preceding paragraph, Lender may do so for and in the nama of 
Grantor and at Grantor's expense. For such purposes, Granter hereby Irrevocably appoints Lender as Grantor's attorney-in-fact for the 
purpose of making, executing, delivering, filing, recording, and doing all other things aa may be necessary or desirable, in Lender's sole 
opinion, to accomplish the matters referred to in the preceding paragraph. 
PARTIAL RELEASES, Lender shall execute partial releases of the lien of this Mortgage upon the following conditions: 
100% OF NET PROCEEDS FROM SALE OF WATER RIGHTS TO BE APPLIED TO THE LOAN BALANCE. 
FULL PERFORMANCE. If Grantor pays all the Indebtedness when due, and otherwise performs all the obligations imposed upon Grantor under 
this Mortgage, Lender shall execute and deliver to Granto, a suitable satisfaction of this Mortgage and suitable statements of termination of any 
financing statement on file evidencing Lender's security interest in the Rents and the Personal Property. Grantor will pay, if permitted by 
applicable law, any reasonable termination fee as determined by Lender from time to time. 
EVENTS OF DEFAULT, Each of the following, at Lender's option, shall constitute an Event of Default under this Mortgage: 
Payment Default. Granter fails to make any payment when due under the Indebtedness. 
Default on Other Payment1. Failure of Grantor within the time required by this Mortgage to make any payment for taxes or insurance, or 
any other payment necessary to prevent filing of or to effect discharge of any lien. 
Other Defaulta. Granto, fails to comply with or to perform any other term, obligation, covenant or condition contained In this Mortgage or 
in any of the Related Documents or to comply with or to perform any term, obligation, covenant or condition contained in any other 
agreement between Lender and Granter. 
Fal■e Statement■ . Any warranty, representation or statement made or furnished to Lender by Grantor or on Grantor's behalf under this 
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Mortgage or the Related Documents is false or misleading in any material respect, either now or at the time made or furnished or becomes 
false or misleading at any time thereafter. 
Defective Collaterallzation. This Mortgage or any of the Related Documents ceases to be in full force and effect (including failure of any 
collateral document to create a valid and perfected security interest or lien! at any time and for any reason. 
Death or Insolvency. The dissolution of Grantor's (regardless of whether election to continue is made), any member withdraws from the 
limited liability company, or any other termination of Grantor's existence as a going business or the death of any member, the insolvency of 
Granter, the appointment of a receiver for any part of Grantor's property, any assignment for the benefit of creditors, any type of creditor 
workout, or the commencement of any proceeding under any bankruptcy or insolvency laws by or against Grantor. 
Creditor or Forfeiture Proceedings. Commencement of foreclosure or forfeiture proceedings, whether by judicial proceeding, self-help, 
repossession or any other method, by any creditor of Granto, or by any governmental agency against any property securing the 
Indebtedness. This includes a garnishment of any of Grantor's accounts, including deposit accounts, with Lender. However, this Event of 
Default shall not apply if there is a good faith dispute by Granter as to the validity or reasonableness of the claim which is the basis of the 
creditor or forfeiture proceeding and if Grantor gives Lender written notice of the creditor or forfeiture proceeding and deposits with Lender 
monies or a surety bond for the creditor or forfeiture proceeding, in an amount determined by Lender, in its sole discretion, as being en 
adequate reserve or bond for the dispute. 
Existing Indebtedness. The payment of any installment of principal or any interest on the Existing Indebtedness is not made within the time 
required by the promissory note evidencing such indebtedness, or a default occurs under the instrument securing such indebtedness and is 
not cured during any applicable grace period in such instrument, or any suit or other action is commenced to foreclose any existing lien on 
the Property. 
Breach of Other Agreement. Any breach by Granter under the terms of any other agreement between Granter and Lender that is not 
remedied within any grace period provided therein, including without limitation any agreement concerning any indebtedness or other 
obligation of Granto, to Lender, whether existing now or later. 
Events Affecting Guarantor. Any of the preceding events occurs with respect to any Guarantor of any of the Indebtedness or any 
Guarantor dies or becomes incompetent, or revokes or disputes the validity of, or liability under, any Guaranty of the Indebtedness. 
Adverse Change. A material adverse change occurs in Grantor's financial condition, or Lender believes the prospect of payment or 
performance of the Indebtedness is impaired. 
Insecurity. Lender in good faith believes itself insecure. 
RiQht to Cure. If any default, other than a default in payment is curable and if Granter has not been given a notice of a breach of the same 
provision of this Mortgage within the preceding twelve ( 12) months, it may be cured if Granter, after receiving written notice from Lender 
demanding cure of such default: (1) cures the default within ten (10) days; or 12) if the cure requires more than ten (10) days, 
immediately initiates steps which Lender deems in Lender's sole discretion to be sufficient to cure the default and thereafter continues and 
completes all reasonable and necessary steps sufficient to produce compliance as soon as reasonably practical. 
RIGHTS AND REMEDIES ON DEFAULT. Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default and at any time thereafter, Lender, at Lender's option, may 
exercise any one or more of the following rights and remedies, in addition to any other rights or remedies provided by law: 
Accelerate Indebtedness. Lender shall have the right at its option without notice to Granter to declare the entire Indebtedness immediately 
due and payable, including any prepayment penalty that Granter would be required to pay. 
UCC Remedies. With respect to all or any part of the Personal Property, Lender shall have all the rights and remedies of a secured party 
under the Uniform Commercial Code. 
Collect Rents. Lender shall have the right, without notice to Granter, to take possession of the Property and collect the Rents, including 
amounts past due and unpaid, and apply the net proceeds, over and above Lender's costs, against the Indebtedness. In furtherance of this 
right, Lender may require any tenant or other user of the Property to make payments of rent or use fees directly to Lender. If the Rents are 
collected by Lender, then Grantor irrevocably designates Lender as Grantor's attorney-in-fact to endorse instruments received in payment 
thereof in the name of Grantor and to negotiate the same and collect the proceeds. Payments by tenants or other users to Lender in 
response to Lender's demand shall satisfy the obligations for which the payments are made, whether or not any proper grounds for the 
demand existed. Lender may exercise its rights under this subparagraph either in person, by agent, or through a receiver. 
Appoint Receiver. Lender shall have the right to have a receiver appointed to take possession of all or any part of the Property, with the 
power to protect and preserve the Property, to operate the Property preceding foreclosure or sale, and to collect the Rents from the 
Property and apply the proceeds, over and above the cost of the receivership, against the Indebtedness. The receiver may serve without 
bond if permitted by law. Lender's right to the appointment of a receiver shall exist whether or not the apparent value of the Property 
exceeds the Indebtedness by a substantial amount. Employment by Lender shall not disqualify a person from serving as a receiver. 
Judicial Foreclosure. Lender may obtain a judicial decree foreclosing Grantor's interest in all or any part of the Property. 
Nonjudicial Sale. If permitted by applicable law, Lender may foreclose Grantor's interest in all or in any part of the Personal Property or the 
Real Property by non-judicial sale. 
Oeflclency Judgment. If permitted by applicable law, Lender may obtain a judgment for any deficiency remaining in the Indebtedness due 
to Lender after application of all amounts received from the exercise of the rights provided in this section. 
Tenancy at Sufferance. If Granto, remains in possession of the Property after the Property is sold as provided above or Lender otherwise 
becomes entitled to possession of the Property upon default of Granter, Granter shall become a tenant at sufferance of Lender or the 
purchaser of the Property and shall, at Lender's option, either 111 pay a reasonable rental for the use of the Property, or 12) vacate the 
Property immediately upon the demand of Lender. 
Other Remedies. Lender shall have all other rights and remedies provided in this Mortgage or the Note or available at law or in equity. 
Sale of the Property. To the extent permitted by applicable law, Grantor hereby waives any and all right to have the Property marshalled. 
In exercising its rights and remedies, Lender shall be free to sell all or any part of the Property together or separately, in one sale or by 
separate sales. Lender shall be entitled to bid at any public sale on all or any portion of the Property. 
Notice of Sale. Lender shall give Granter reasonable notice of the time and place of any public sale of the Personal Property or of the time 
after which any private sale or other intended disposition oi the Personal Property is to be made. Reasonable notice shall mean notice 
given at least ten (10) days before the time of the sale or disposition. Any sale of the Personal Property may be made in conjunction with 
any sale of the Real Property. 
Election of Remedies. Election by Lender to pursue any remedy shall not exclude pursuit of any other remedy, and an election to make 
expenditures or to take action to perform an obligation of Granter under this Mortgage, after Grantor's failure to perform, shall not affect 
Lander's right to declare a default and exercise its remedies. Nothing under this Mortgage or otherwise shall be construed ao aa to limit or 
restrict the rights and remedies available to Lander following an Event of Default, or in any way to limit or restrict the rights and ability of 
Lender to proceed directly against Granter and/or against any other co-maker, guarantor, surety or endorser and/or to proceed against any 
other collateral directly or indirectly securing the Indebtedness, 
Attorneys' Fee■ : Expan■e■ • If Lender institutes any suit or action to enforce any of the terms of this Mortgage, ~ender shall be entitled to 
recover such sum as the court may adjudge reasonable as attorneys' fees at trial and upon any appeal. Whether or not any court action is 
involved, and to the extent not prohibited by law, all reasonable expenses Lender incurs that in Lender's opinion are necessary at any time 
for the protection of its Interest or the enforcement of its rights shall become a part ot the lndebtedna11 payable on demand and shall bear 
lntereat at the Note rate from the date of the expenditure until repaid. Expenses covered by this paragraph include, without limitation, 
however subject to any limits under applicable law, Lender's reasonable attorneys' faaa end Lander's legal expenses whether or not there is 
a lawsuit, including reasonable attorneys' fees and expanses for bankruptcy proceedings (including efforts to modify or vacate any 
automatic stay or injunction), appeals, and any anticipated post-judgment collection services, the cost of searching records, obtaining title 
reports (including foreclosure reports), surveyors' reports, and appraisal fees and title insurance, to the extent permitted by applicable law. 
Granto, also will pay any court coats, in addition to all other sums provided by law. 
NOTICES. Any notice required to be given under this Mortgage, including without limitation any notice of default and any notice of sale shall be 
given In writing, and shall be effective when actually delivered, when actually received by telefacsimile (unless otherwise required by law), when 
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registered mail postage prepaid, directed to the addresses shown near the beginning of this Mortgage. All copies of notices of foreclosure from 
the holder of any lien which has priority over this Mortgage shall be sent to Lender's address, as shown near the beginning of this Mortgage. 
Any party may change its address for notices under this Mortgage by giving formal written notice to the other parties, specifying that the 
purpose of the notice is to change the party's address. For notice purposes, Granter agrees to keep Lender informed at all times of Grantor's 
current address. Unless otherwise provided or required by law, if there is more than one Granter, any notice given by Lender to any Granter is 
deemed to be notice given to all Grantors. 
EXHIBIT "A". An exhibit, titled "EXHIBIT "A"," is attached to this Mortgage and by this reference is made a part of this Mortgage just as if all 
the provisions, terms and conditions of the Exhibit had been fully set forth in this Mortgage. 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. The following miscellaneous provisions are a part of this Mortgage: 
Amendments. This Mortgage, together with any Related Documents, constitutes the entire understanding and agreement of the parties as 
to the matters set forth in this Mortgage. No alteration of or amendment to this Mortgage shall be effective unless given in writing and 
signed by the party or parties sought to be charged or bound by the alteration or amendment. 
Annual Reports, If the Property is used for purposes other than Grantor's residence, Granter shall furnish to Lender, upon request, a 
certified statement of net operating income received from the Property during Grantor's previous fiscal year in such form and detail as 
Lender shall require. "Net operating income" shall mean all cash receipts from the Property less all cash expenditures made in connection 
with the operation of the Property. 
Caption Headings. Caption headings in this Mortgage are for convenience purposes only and are not to be used to interpret or define the 
provisions of this Mortgage. 
Governing Law. This Mortgage will be governed by federal law appOcable to Lender and, to the extent not preerllflled by federal law, the 
laws of the State of Idaho without regard to Its conflicts of law provisions. This Mortgage has been accepted by Lender in the State of 
Idaho. 
Choice of Venue. If there is a lawsuit. Granter agrees upon Lender's request to submit to the jurisdiction of the courts of ADA County, 
State of Idaho. 
No Waiver by Lender. Lender shall not be deemed to have waived any rights under this Mortgage unless such waiver is given in writing 
and signed by Lender. No delay or omission on the part of Lender in exercising any right shall operate as a waiver of such right or any 
other right. A waiver by Lender of a provision of this Mortgage shall not prejudice or constitute a waiver of Lender's right otherwise to 
demand strict compliance with that provision or any other provision of this Mortgage. No prior waiver by Lender, nor any course of dealing 
between Lender and Granter, shall constitute a waiver of any of Lender's rights or of any of Grantor's obligations as to any future 
transactions. Whenever the consent of Lender is required under this Mortgage, the granting of such consent by Lender in any instance 
shall not constitute continuing consent to subsequent instances where such consent is required and in all cases such consent may be 
granted or withheld in the sole discretion of Lender. 
Severability. If a court of competent jurisdiction finds any provision of this Mortgage to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable as to any 
circumstance, that finding shall not make the offending provision illegal. invalid, or unenforceable as to any other circumstance. If feasibk!, 
the offending provision shall be considered modified so that it becomes legal, valid and enforceable. If the offending provision cannot be so 
modified, it shall be considered deleted from this Mortgage. Unless otherwise required by law, the illegality, invalidity, or unenforceability 
of any provision of this Mortgage shall not affect the legality, validity or enforceability of any other provision of this Mortgage. 
Merger. There shall be no merger of the interest or estate created by this Mortgage with any other interest or estate in the Property at any 
time held by or for the benefit of Lender in any capacity, without the written consent of Lender. 
Successors and Assigns. Subject to any limitations stated in this Mortgage on transfer of Grantor's interest, this Mortgage shall be binding 
upon and inure to the benefit of the parties, their successors and assigns. If ownership of the Property becomes vested in a person other 
than Granter, Lender, without notice to Granter, may deal with Grantor's successors with reference to this Mortgage and the Indebtedness 
by way of forbearance or extension without releasing Granter from the obligations of this Mortgage or liability under the Indebtedness. 
Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence in the performance of this Mortgage. 
Waiver of Homestead Exemption. Granter hereby releases and w~('(eS all rights and benefits of the homestead exemption laws of the State 
of Idaho as to all Indebtedness secured by this Mortgage. . , • · · ' 
DEFINITIONS. The following capitalized words and terms si,af havv.lhe-lqllowi~·g meanings when used in this Mortgage. Unless specifically 
stated to the contrary, all references to dollar amounts shalfme'ar.'limounts in"lewful~oney of the United States of America. Words and terms 
used in the singular shall include the plural, and the plural ~all ir,clijdf the' singular, as·.the context may require. Words and terms not otherwise 
defined in this Mortgage shall have the meanings attributea to s.!Jch terms in the llniform Commercial Code: 
Borrower. The word "Borrower" means SOUTH cotir.TY~STATES,L.L,C. i,,d irj;ludes all co-signers and co-makers signing the Note and 
all their successors and assigns. :, \ , 1 : ,; 
Default. The word "Dafault" means the Default set forth in tlits,Mortga,ll,'"1~ the.;.',,ction titled "Default". 
Environmental Lawa. The words "Environmental Laws"· ~eari •;~y•~ ~1l-.i't.~ate, federal and local statutes, regulations and ordinances 
relating to the protection of human health or the environnient. iP,tl}Nillt:t'Vliithout limitation the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, as amended, 42 U.S.C:."Section 9601, et seq. ("CERCLA"), the Superfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-499 ("SARA"), the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C. Section 1801, et seq., 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 6901, et seq., or other applicable state or federal laws, rules, or 
regulations adopted pursuant thereto. 
Event of Default. The words "Event of Default" mean any of the events of default set forth in this Mortgage in the events of default 
section of this Mortgage, 
Existing Indebtedness. The words "Existing Indebtedness" mean the indebtedness described in the Existing Liens provision of this 
Mortgage. 
Grantor. The word "Granter" means SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C .. 
Guarantor. The word "Guarantor" means any guarantor, surety, or accommodation party of any or all of the Indebtedness. 
Guaranty. The word "Guaranty" means the guaranty from Guarantor to Lender, including without limitation a guaranty of all or part of the 
Note. 
Huardoua Subatances. The words "Hazardous Substances" mean materials that, because of their quantity, concentration or physical, 
chemical or infectious characteristics, may causa or pose a present or potential hazard to human health or the environment when 
improperly used, treated, stored, disposed of, generated, manufactured, transported or otherwise handled. The words "Hazardous 
Substances" are used in their very broadest sense and include without limitation any and all hazardous or to,dc substanc91, materials or 
waste as defined by or listed under the Environmental Laws, The term 'Hazardous Substances" also includes, without limitation, petroleum 
and petroleum by-products or any fraction thereof and asbestos. 
lmprovemenu. The word "Improvements" means all existing and future improvements, buildings, structures, mobile homes affixed on the 
Real Property, facilitlas, additions, replacements and other construction on the Real Property, 
lndebtedneaa. The word "Indebtedness" means all principal, interest, and other amounts, costs and expenses payable under the Note or 
Related Documents, together with all renewals of, extensions of, modifications of, consolidetions of and substitutions for the Note or 
Related Documents and any amounts expended or advanced by Lender to discharge Grantor's obligations or expenses incurred by Lender to 
enforce Grantor's obligations under this Mortgage, together with interest on such amounts as provided In this Mortgage, Specifically, 
without limitation, Indebtedness includes all amounts that may be Indirectly secured by the Crosa-Collaterallzation provision of this 
Mortgage. 
Lender. The word "Lender" means Mountain West Bank, its successors and assigns. 
Mortgage. The word "Mortgage" means this Mortgage between Granter and Lender. 
Note. The word "Note" means the promissory note dated June 13, 2008, in the original prlnclpal amount of $1,040,000.00 
from Granter to Lender, together with all renewals of, extensions of, modifications of, refinancing& of, consolidations of, and substitutions 
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Personal Property. The words "Personal Property" mean all equipment, fixtures, and other articles of personal property now or hereafter 
owned by Granto,. and now or hereafter attached or affixed to the Real Property; together with all accessions, parts, and additions to, all 
replacements of, and all substitutions tor. any of such property; and together with all proceeds (including without limitation all insurance 
proceeds and refunds of premiums) from any sale or other disposition of the Property. 
Property. The word "Property" means collectively the Real Property and the Personal Property. 
Real Property. The words "Real Property" mean the real property, interests and rights, as further described in this Mortgage. 
Related Documents. The words "Related Documents" mean all promissory notes, credit agreements, loan agreements, environmental 
agreements, guaranties, security agreements, mortgages, deeds of trust, security deeds, collateral mortgages, and all other instruments, 
agreements and documents, whether now or hereafter existing, executed in connection with the Indebtedness. 
Rents. The word "Rents" means all present and luture rents, revenues, income, issues, royalties, profits, and other benefits derived from 
the Property. 
GRANTOR ACKNOWLEDGES HAVING READ ALL THE PROVISIONS OF THIS MORTGAGE, AND GRANTOR AGREES TO ITS TERMS. 
GRANTOR: 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
STATEOF_I_J_et_h_c:> ______ _ 
COUNTY OF __ 14_&-1_1'_,..,,c.,, _______ _ 
) ss 
My comm1n· n expire• __ 7_,_1,k~--~~1f?~~'~'~---
LASER PRO Lending, Ver. 5.40.00.003 Copr. Harland Financial Solutions, Inc. 1997, 2008. All Rights Reserved. 
D:\LASERPRO\MWB\CFI\LPL\G03.FC TR-18382 PR-4 
• ID 
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1111■ EXHIBIT "A" is -lied ta 1111d by 1111■ reference Is made ■ part of the Mcirtg11ge, d■tad June 13, 2008, ■nd ■ucut■d In conn■c:don with ■ 
loan or other fin■ncl■ I ■ccommad■don■ betw- MOUNTAIN WEST BANK and SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC. 
. . 
. . ' ... 
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EXHIBIT A 
Order Number: 8015835 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
A parcel ofland in the SW¼ and the SW¼SE¼ of Section 6 and also in the E½NW¼, 
NW¼NE¼, S½NE¼ and the N½SE¼ of Section 7, more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW¼, said Section 6, which 
point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°51 '45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 
6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°35' 18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 
to an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW¼SE¼, said Section 6; 
Thence South 89°42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼SE¼, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25'10" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼SE¼, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said SW ¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0° 17' 54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NW¼NE ¼, said 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said NW¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the SE¼NE¼, 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence south 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SE¼NE¼, 
Section 7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast corner of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the NE¼SE¼, 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said NE¼ SE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the N½SE¼, 
Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Southerly boundary with the Northeasterly 
boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an 
iron pin on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary of the 
S½NE¼, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89°58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along said 
Southerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said S ½NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 
and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31 ° 1 O' 34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
File Number: 801.5835 
Blaine County Title 
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Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of said NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58'18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the Sw¼, Section 6 to 
an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
Westerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°3 7'05" West, 604. 70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW¼, Section 6 
to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. (TL 7183) 
File Number: 8015835 
Blaine Countv Title 
Attached Leg~ Description 
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MORTGAGE 
THIS MORTGAGE dated October 17, 2008, is made and executed between SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C., AN 
IDAHO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY. whose address is 124 DEER VALLEY LN, HAILEY, ID 83333 (referred to 
below as "Grantor"I and Mountain West Bank, whose address is 802 West Bannock St Suite 1100, Boise, ID 
83702 (referred to below as "Lender"). 
GRANT OF MORTGAGE. For valuable consideration, Grantor mortgages, grants, bargains, sells and conveys to Lender all al Grantor's right, 
title, and interest in and to the following described real property, together with all existing or subsequently erected or affixed buildings, 
improvements and fixtures; all easements, rights of way, and appurtenances; all water, water rights, watercourses and ditch rights !including 
stock in utilities with ditch or irrigation rights); and all other rights, royalties, and profits relating to the real property, including without limitation 
all minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and similar matters, (the "Real Property") located in BLAINE County. State of Idaho: 
See _EXHIBIT "A". which is attached to this Mortgage and made a part of this Mortgage as if fully set forth 
herein. 
The Real Property or its address is commonly known as 280 AC @ GANNETT RD, BELLEVUE, ID 83340. The 
Real Property tax identification number is RP01N19006098C. 
CROSS-COLLATERALl2A TION. In addition to the Note, this Mortgage secures all obligations, debts and liabilities. plus interest thereon, of 
Grantor to Lender, or any one or more of them, as well as all claims by Lender against Grantor or any one or more of them, whether now 
existing or hereafter arising, whether related or unrelated to the purpose of the Note, whether voluntary or otherwise, whether due or not due, 
direct or indirect, determined or undetermined, absolute or contingent, liquidated or unliquidated, whether Grantor may be liable individually or 
jointly with others, whether obligated as guarantor, surety, accommodation party or otherwise, and whether recovery upon such amounts may 
be or hereafter may become barred by any statute of limitations, and whether the obligation to repay such amounts may be or hereafter may 
become otherwise unenforceable. 
Granter presently assigns to Lender all of Grantor's right, title, and interest in and to all present and future leases of the Property and all Rents 
from the Property. In addition, Grantor grants to Lender a Uniform Commercial Code security interest in the Personal Property and Rents. 
THIS MORTGAGE, INCLUDING THE ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND THE SECURITY INTEREST IN THE RENTS AND PERSONAL PROPERTY, IS 
GIVEN TO SECURE (Al PAYMENT OF THE INDEBTEDNESS ANO (Bl PERFORMANCE OF ANY AND ALL OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE NOTE. 
THE RELATED DOCUMENTS. AND THIS MORTGAGE. THIS MORTGAGE IS GIVEN AND ACCEPTED ON THE FOLLOWING TERMS: 
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE. Except as otherwise provided in this Mortgage, Grantor shall pay to Lender all amounts secured by this 
Mortgage as they become due and shall strictly perform all of Grantor's obligations under this Mortgage. 
POSSESSION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE PROPERTY. Grantor agrees that Grantor's possession and use of the Property shall be governed by 
the following provisions: 
Possession and Use. Until the. occurrence of an Event of Default, Grantor may (1) remain in possession and control of the Property; (2) 
use, operate or manage the Property; and (3) collect the Rents from the Property. The following provisions relate to the use of the 
Property or to other limitations on the Property. 
Duty to Maintain. Granto, shall maintain the Property in tenantable condition and promptly perform all repairs. replacements, and 
maintenance necessary to preserve its value. 
Compliance With Environmental Laws. Grantor represents and warrants to Lender that: (1) During the period of Grantor's ownership of 
the Property, there has been no use, generation, manufacture, storage, treatment. disposal, release or threatened release of any Hazardous 
Substance by any person on. under, about or from the Property; (2) Grantor has no knowledge of, or reason to believe that there has 
been, except as previously disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in writing, fa) any breach or violation of any Environmental Laws, 
(b) any use, generation, manufacture, storage, treatment, disposal, release or threatened release of any Hazardous Substance on, under, 
about or from the Property by any prior owners or occupants ot the Property, or le) any actual or threatened litigation or claims of any 
kind by any person relating to such matters; and (31 Except as previously disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in writing, (al neither 
Grantor nor any tenant, contractor, agent or other authorized user of the Property shall use, generate, manufacture, store, treat, dispose of 
or release any Hazardous Substance on, under, about or from the Property; and (bl any such activity shall be conducted in compliance 
with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations and ordinances, including without limitation all Environmental Laws. Grantor 
authorizes Lender and its agents to enter upon the Property to make such inspections and tests, at Grantor's expense, as Lender may deem 
appropriate to determine compliance of the Property with this section of the Mortgage. Any inspections or tests made by Lender shall be 
for Lender's purposes only and shall not be construed to create any responsibility or liability on the part of Lender to Grantor or to any other 
person. The representations and warranties contained herein are based on Grantor's due diligence in investigating the Property for 
Hazardous Substances. Grantor hereby (1) releases and waives any future claims against Lender for indemnity or contribution in the 
event Grantor becomes liable for cleanup or other costs under any such laws; and 12) agrees to indemnity, defend, and hold harmless 
Lender against any and all claims, losses, liabilities, damages, penalties, and expenses which Lender may directly or indirectly sustain or 
suffer resulting from a breach of this section of the Mortgage or as a consequence of any use, generation, manufacture, storage, dispos■I, 
release or threatened release occurring prior to Grantor's ownership or Interest In the Property, whether or not the same was or should 
have been known to Grantor. The provisions of this section of the Mortgage, including the obligation to Indemnity and defend, shall survive 
the payment of the lndebtedne8S and the satisfaction and reconveyance of the lien of this Mortgage and shall not be affected by Lender's 
acquisition of any Interest in the Property, whether by foreclosure or otherwise, 
Nuisance, Waste, Grantor shall not cause, conduct or permit any nuisance nor commit, permit, or suffer any stripping of or waste on or to 
the Property or any portion of the Property. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Grantor will not remove, or grant to any other 
party the right to remove, any timber, minerals (including oll and gas), coal, clay, scoria, soil, gravel or rock products without Lender's prior 
written consent, 
Removal of lmprawmenta. Grantor shall not demolish or remove any Improvements from the Reel Property without Lender's prior written 
consent. As e condition to the removal of any Improvements, Lender may require Grantor to make arrangements satisfactory to Lander to 
replace such Improvements with Improvements of at least equal value. 
Lender's Right ta Enter. Lender and Lender's agents and representatives mey enter upon the Real Property at all reasonable times to attend 
to Lender's interests and to inspect the Real Property far purposes of Grantor's compliance with the terms and conditions of this Mortgage. 
Compliance with Governmental Requirement.. Granto, shall promptly comply with all laws, ordinances, and regulations, now or hereafter 
In effect, of all governmental authorities applicable to the use or occupancy of the Property, including without !Imitation, the Americans 
With Disabilities Act, Granter may contest In good faith any such law, ordinance, or regulation and withhold compliance during any 
proceeding, including appropriate appeals, so long as Grantor has notified Lender in writing prior ta doing so and so long 11, in Lender's 
sole opinion, Lender's Interests in the Property are not jeopardized, Lender may require Grantor to past adequate security or a surety band, 
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Duty to Protect. Granter agrees neither to abandon or leave unattended the Property. Granto, shall do all other acts, in addition to those 
acts set forth above in this section, which from the character and use of the Property are reasonably necessary to protect and preserve the 
Property. 
DUE ON SALE - CONSENT BY LENDER. Lender may, at Lender's option, declare immediately due and payable all sums secured by this 
Mortgage upon the sale or transfer, without Lender's prior written consent, of all or any part of the Real Property, or any interest in the Real 
Property. A "sale or transfer" means the conveyance of Real Property or any right, title or interest in the Real Property; whether legal, beneficial 
or equitable; whether voluntary or involuntary; whether by outright sale, deed, installment sale contract, land contract, contract for deed, 
leasehold interest with a term greater than three (3) years, lease-option contract, or by sale, assignment, or transfer of any beneficial interest in 
or to any land trust holding title to the Real Property, or by any other method of conveyance of an interest in the Real Property. If any Granter is 
a corporation, partnership or limited liability company, transfer also includes any change in ownership of more than twenw-five percent (25%) of 
the voting stock, partnership interests or limited liability company interests, as the case may be, of such Granter. However, this option shall not 
be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by federal law or by Idaho law. 
TAXES AND LIENS. The following provisions relating to the taxes and liens on the Property are part of this Mortgage: 
Payment. Granter shall pay when due (and in all events prior to delinquency) all taxes, payroll taxes, special taxes, assessments, water 
charges and sewer service charges levied against or on account of the Property, and shall pay when due all claims for work done on or tor 
services rendered or material furnished to the Property. Granter shall maintain the Property free of any liens having priority over or equal to 
the interest ot Lender under this Mortgage, except for the Existing Indebtedness referred to in this Mortgage or those liens specifically 
agreed to in writing by Lender, and except tor the lien of taxes and assessments not due as further specified in the Right to Contest 
paragraph. 
Right to Contest. Granter may withhold payment of any tax, assessment, or claim in connection with a good faith dispute over the 
obligation to pay, so long as Lender's interest in the Property is not jeopardized. If a lien arises or is filed as a result of nonpayment, 
Granter shall within fifteen (15) days after the lien arises or, if a lien is filed, within fifteen (15) days after Grantor has notice of the filing, 
secure the discharge of the lien, or if requested by Lender, deposit with Lender cash or a sufficient corporate surety bond or other security 
satisfactory to Lender in an amount sufficient to discharge the lien plus any costs and reasonable attorneys' fees, or other charges that 
could accrue as a result of a foreclosure or sale under the lien. In any contest, Grantor shall defend itself and Lender and shall satisfy any 
adverse judgment before enforcement against the Property. Granto, shall name Lender as an additional obligee under any surety bond 
furnished in the contest proceedings. 
Evidence of Payment. Granter shall upon demand furnish to Lender satisfactory evidence of payment of the taxes or assessments and shall 
authorize the appropriate governmental official to deliver to Lender at any time a written statement of the taxes and assessments against 
the Property. 
Notice of Construction. Granter shall notify Lender at least fifteen (15) days before any work is commenced, any services are furnished, or 
any materials are supplied to the Property, if any mechanic's lien, materialmen's lien, or other lien could be asserted on account of the 
work, services, or materials. Granter will upon request of Lender furnish to Lender advance assurances satisfactory to Lender that Granto, 
can and will pay the cost of such improvements. 
PROPERTY DAMAGE INSURANCE. The following provisions relating to insuring the Property are a part of this Mortgage: 
Maintenance of Insurance. Grantor shall procure and maintain policies ct fire Insurance with standard extended coverage endorsements on 
a replacement basis tor the full insurable value covering all Improvements on the Real Property in an amount sufficient to avoid application 
of any coinsurance clause, and with a standard mortgagee clause in favor of Lender. Granter shall also procure and maintain 
comprehensive general liability insurance in such coverage amounts as Lender may request with Lender being named as additional insureds 
in such liability insurance policies. Additionally, Granter shall maintain such other insurance, including but not limited to hazard, business 
interruption and boiler insurance as Lender may require. Policies shall be written by such insurance companies and in such form as may be 
reasonably acceptable to Lender. Granter shall deliver to Lender certificates of coverage from each insurer containing a stipulation that 
coverage will not be cancelled or diminished without a minimum of thirty (30) days' prior written notice to Lender and not containing any 
disclaimer of the insurer's liability tor failure to give such notice. Each insurance policy also shall include an endorsement providing that 
coverage in favor of Lender will not be impaired in any way by any act, omission or default of Granter or any other person. Should the Real 
Property be located in an area designated by the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency as a special flood hazard area, 
Granter agrees to obtain and maintain Federal Flood Insurance, if available, within 45 days after notice is given by Lender that the Property 
is located in a special flood hazard area, for the full unpaid principal balance of the loan and any prior liens on the property securing the 
loan, up to the maximum policy limits set under the National Flood Insurance Program, or as otherwise required by Lender, and to maintain 
such insurance tor the term of the loan. 
Application of Proceeds. Granter shall promptly notify Lender of any loss or damage to the Property. Lender may make proof of loss if 
Granter fails to do so within fifteen (15) days of the casualty. Whether or not Lender's security is impaired, Lender may, at Lender's 
election, receive and retain the proceeds of any insurance and apply the proceeds to the reduction of the Indebtedness, payment of any lien 
affecting the Property, or the restoration and repair of the Property. If Lender elects to apply the proceeds to restoration and repair, Granter 
shall repair or replace the damaged or destroyed Improvements in a manner satisfactory to Lender. Lender shall, upon satisfactory proof of 
such expenditure, pay or reimburse Granter from the proceeds for the reasonable cost of repair or restoration if Granter is not in default 
under this Mortgage. Any proceeds which have not been disbursed within 180 days after their receipt and which Lender has not 
committed to the repair or restoration of the Property shall be used first to pay any amount owing to Lender under this Mortgage, then to 
pay accrued interest, and the remainder, if any, shall be applied to the principal balance of the Indebtedness. If Lender holds any proceeds 
after payment in full of the Indebtedness, such proceeds shall be paid to Granter as Grantor's interests may appear. 
Compliance with Existing Indebtedness. During the period in which any Existing Indebtedness described below is in effect, compliance with 
the insurance provisions contained in the instrument evidencing such Existing Indebtedness shall constitute compliance with the insurance 
provisions under this Mortgage, to the extent compliance with the terms of this Mortgage would constitute a duplication of insurance 
requirement. If any proceeds from the insurance become payable on loss, the provisions in this Mortgage for division of proceeds shall 
apply only to that portion of the proceeds not payable to the holder of the Existing Indebtedness. 
Grantor's Report on Insurance. Upon request of Lender, however not more than once a year, Granter shall furnish to Lender a report on 
each existing policy of insurance showing: (1) the name of the insurer; (2) the risks insured; (3) the amount of the policy; (4) the 
property insured, the then current replacement value of such property, and the manner of determining that value; and 15) the expiration 
date of the policy. Granter shall, upon request of Lender, have an independent appraiser satisfactory to Lender determine the cash value 
replacement cost of the Property. 
LENDER'S EXPENDITURES. If any action or proceeding Is commenced that would materially affect Lender's Interest In the Property or if Granter 
fails to comply with any provision of this Mortgage or any Related Documents, including but not limited to Grantor's failure to comply with any 
obligation to maintain Existing Indebtedness In good standing as required below, or to discharge or pay when due any amounts Granter is 
required to diacharge or pay under this Mortgage or any Related Documents, Lender on Grantor's behalf may (but shall not be obligated to) take 
any action that Lender deems appropriate, including but not limited to discharging or paying all taxes, liens, security interests, encumbrances 
and other claims, at any time levied or placed on the Property and paying all costs for Insuring, maintaining and preserving the Property, All 
such expenditures incurred or paid by Lender for such purposes will then bear Interest at the rate charged under the Note from the date Incurred 
or paid by Lender to the date of repayment by Granter. All such expenses will become a part of the Indebtedness and, at Lender's option, will 
(Al be payable on demand; (Bl be added to the balance of the Note and be apportioned among and be payable with any installment payments 
to become due during either (1 l the term of any applicable Insurance policy; or (2) the remaining term of the Note; or (Cl be treated as a 
balloon payment which will be due and payable at the Note's maturitY. The Mortgage also wlll secure payment of these amounts. Such right 
shall be In addftfon to all other rights and remedies to which Lender may be entitled upon Default. 
WARRANTY; DEFENSE OF TITLE. The following provisions relating to ownership of the Property are a part of this Mortgage: 
Title, Granter warrants that: (al Granter holds good and marketable title of record to the Property In fee simple, free and clear of all liens 
and encumbrances other than those set forth fn the Real Property description or in the Existing Indebtedness section below or in any title 
Insurance policy, title report, or final title opinion issued In favor of, and accepted by, l.ender in connection with this Mortgage, end (bl 
Granter has the full right, power, and authority to execute and deliver this Mortgage to Lender. 
Defense of Title. Subject to the exception In the paragraph above, Granter warrants and will forever defend the title to the Property against 
the lawful claims of all persons. In the event any action or proceeding Is commenced that questions Grantor's title or the interest of Lender 
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under this Mortgage, Granter shall defend the action at Grantor's expense. Granter may be the nominal party in such proceeding, but 
Lender shall be entitled to participate in the proceeding and to be represented in the proceeding by counsel of Lender's own choice, and 
Granter will deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Lender such instruments as Lender may request from time to time to permit such 
participation. 
Compliance With Laws. Granter warrants that the Property and Grantor's use of the Property complies with all existing applicable laws, 
ordinances, and regulations of governmental authorities. 
Survival of Representations and Warranties. All representations, warranties, and agreements made by Granter in this Mortgage shall 
survive the execution and delivery of this Mortgage, shall be continuing in nature, and shall remain in full force and effect until such time as 
Grantor's Indebtedness shall be paid in full. 
EXISTING INDEBTEDNESS. The following provisions concerning Existing Indebtedness are a part of this Mortgage: 
Existing Liens. The lien of this Mortgage securing the Indebtedness may be secondary and inferior to liens securing payment of the 
following existing obligations: 11 I An existing obligation to MOUNTAIN WEST BANK. The existing obligation has a current principal 
balance of approximately $5,670,000.00 and is in the original principal amount of $2,850,000.00.(21 An existing obligation to MOUNTAIN 
WEST BANK. The existing obligation has a current principal balance of approximately $1,011,5g4,52 and is in the original principal 
amount of $1,040,000.00. Granter expressly covenants and agrees to pay, or see to the payment of, the Existing Indebtedness and to 
prevent any default on such indebtedness, any default under the instruments evidencing such indebtedness, or any default under any 
security documents for such indebtedness. 
No Modification. Granter shall not enter into any agreement with the holder of any mortgage, deed of trust, or other security agreement 
which has priority over this Mortgage by which that agreement is modified, amended, extended, or renewed without the prior wrinen 
consent of Lender. Granter shall neither request nor accept any future advances under any such security agreement without the prior 
written consent of Lender. 
CONDEMNATION. The following provisions relating to condemnation proceedings are a part of this Mortgage: 
Proceedings. If any proceeding in condemnation is filed, Granter shall promptly notify Lender in writing, and Granter shall promptly take 
such steps as may be necessary to defend the action and obtain the award. Granter may be the nominal party in such proceeding, but 
Lender shall be entitled to participate in the proceeding and to be represented in the proceeding by counsel of its own choice, and Granter 
will deliver or cause to be delivered to Lender such instruments and documentation as may be requested by Lender from time to time to 
permit such participation. 
Application of Net Proceeds. If all or any part of the Property is condemned by eminent domain proceedings or by any proceeding or 
purchase in lieu of condemnation, Lender may at its election require that all or any portion of the net proceeds of the award be applied to 
the Indebtedness or the repair or restoration of the Property. The net proceeds of the award shall mean the award after payment of all 
reasonable costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees incurred by Lender in connection with the condemnation. 
IMPOSITION OF TAXES, FEES AND CHARGES BY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES. The following provisions relating to governmental taxes, 
fees and charges are a part of this Mortgage: 
Current Taxes, Fees and Charges. Upon request by Lender, Granter shall execute such documents in addition to this Mortgage and take 
whatever other action is requested by Lender to perfect and continue Lender's lien on the Real Property. Granter shall reimburse Lender for 
all taxes, as described below, together with all expenses Incurred in recording, perfecting or continuing this Mortgage, including without 
limitation all taxes, fees, documentary stamps, and other charges for recording or registering this Mortgage. 
Taxes. The following shall constitute taxes to which this section applies: 11) a specific tax upon this type of Mortgage or upon all or any 
part of the Indebtedness secured by this Mortgage; (2) a specific tax on Granter which Granter is authorized or required to deduct from 
payments on the Indebtedness secured by this type of Mortgage; (31 a tax on this type of Mortgage chargeable against the Lender or the 
holder of the Note; and (41 a specific tax on all or any portion of the Indebtedness or on payments of principal and interest made by 
Granter. 
Subsequent Taxes. If any tax to which this section applies is enacted subsequent to the date of this Mortgage, this event shall have the 
same effect as an Event of Default, and Lender may exercise any or all of its available remedies for an Event of Default as provided below 
unless Grantor either 11 I pays the tax before it becomes delinquent, or (2) contests the tax as provided above in the Taxes and Liens 
section and deposits with Lender cash or a sufficient corporate surety bond or other security satisfactory to Lender. 
SECURITY AGREEMENT; FINANCING STATEMENTS. The following provisions relating to this Mortgage as a security agreement are a part of 
this Mortgage: 
Security Agreement. This instrument shall constitute a Security Agreement to the extent any of the Property constitutes fixtures, and 
Lender shall have all of the rights of a secured party under the Uniform Commercial Code as amended from time to time. 
Security Interest. Upon request by Lender, Granter shall take whatever action is requested by Lender to perfect and continue Lender's 
security interest in the Rents and Personal Property. In addition to recording this Mortgage in the real property records, Lender may, at any 
time and without further authorization from Granter, file executed counterparts, copies or reproductions of this Mortgage as a financing 
statement. Granter shall reimburse Lender for all expenses incurred in perfecting or continuing this security interest. Upon default, Granter 
shall not remove. sever or detach the Personal Property from the Property. Upon default, Grantor shall assemble any Personal Property not 
affixed to the Property in a manner and at a place reasonably convenient to Granter and Lender and make it available to Lender within three 
13) days after receipt of wrinen demand from Lender to the extent permined by applicable law. 
Addresses, The mailing addresses of Granter (debtor) and Lender (secured party) from which information concerning the security interest 
granted by this Mortgage may be obtained leach as required by the Uniform Commercial Code) are as stated on the first page of this 
Mortgage. 
FURTHER ASSURANCES; ATTORNEY-IN-FACT. The following provisions relating to further assurances and anorney-in-fact are a part of this 
Mortgage: 
Further Assurances. At any time, and from time to time, upon request of Lender, Granter will make, execute and deliver, or will cause to 
be made, executed or delivered, to Lender or to Lender's designee, and when requested by Lender, cause to be filed, recorded, refiled, or 
rerecorded, as the case may be, at such times and in such offices and places as Lender may deem appropriate, any and all such mortgages, 
deeds of trust, security deeds, security agreements, financing statements, continuation statements, instruments of further assurance, 
certificates, and other documents as may, in the sole opinion of Lender, be necessary or desirable in order to effectuate, complete, perfect, 
continue, or preserve (11 Grantor's obligations under the Note, this Mortgage, and the Related Documents, and (2) the liens and 
security interests created by this Mortgage on the Property, whether now owned or hereafter acquired by Granter. Unless prohibited by 
law or Lender agrees to the contrary in writing, Grantor shall reimburse Lender for all costs and expenses incurred in connection with the 
manars referred to in this paragraph. 
Attorney-In-Feet. If Granter falls to do any of the things referred to In the preceding paragraph, Lender may do so for and in the name of 
Granter and at Grantor's expense. For such purposes, Granter hereby Irrevocably appoints Lender as Grantor's attorney-in-tact for tha 
purpose of making, executing, delivering, tiling, recording, and doing all other things as may be necessary or desirable, In Lender's sole 
opinion, to accomplish the manars referred to in the preceding paragraph. 
FULL PERFORMANCE, If Granter pays all the Indebtedness when due, and otherwise performs all the obligations imposed upon Granter under 
this Mortgage, Lender shall execute and daliver to Granter a suitable aatisfaction of this Mortgage and suitable statements of termination of any 
financing statement on file evidencing Lender's security Interest in the Rants and the Personal Property. Grentor will pay, if permitted by 
applicable law, any reasonable termination fee as determined by Lender from time to time. 
EVENTS OF DEFAULT. Each of the following, at Lender's option, shall constitute an Event of Default under this Mortgage: 
Payment Default, Granter falls to make any payment when due under the Indebtedness, 
Default on Other Paymanta. Failure of Granter within the time required by this Mortgage to make any payment for taxes or insurance, or 
any other payment necessary to prevent filing of or to effect discharge of any lien. 
Othar Defaults, Granter falls to comply with or to perform any other term, obligation, covenant or condition contained in this Mortgage or 
in any of the Related Documents or to comply with or to perform any term, obligation, covenant or condition contained in any other 
agreement between Lender and Granter, 
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False Statamenta. Any wan-anty, representation or statement made or furnished to Lender by Grsntor or on Grantor's behalf under this 
Mortgage or the Related Documents is false or misleading in any material respect, either now or at the time made or furnished or becomes 
false or misleading st any time thereafter. 
Defective Collateraliution. This Mortgage or any of the Related Documents ceases to be in full force and effect (including failure of any 
collateral document to create a valid and perfected security interest or lien) at any time and for any reason. 
Death or Insolvency. The dissolution of Grantor's (regardless of whether election to continue is made), any member withdraws from the 
limited liability company, or any other termination of Grantor's existence as a going business or the death of any member, the insolvency of 
Granter, the appointment of a receiver for any part of Grantor's property, any assignment for the benefit of creditors, any type of creditor 
workout, or the commencement of any proceeding under any bankruptcy or insolvency laws by or against Grantor. 
Creditor or Forfeiture Proceedings. Commencement of foreclosure or forfeiture proceedings, whether by judicial proceeding, self-help, 
repossession or any other method, by any creditor of Grantor or by any governmental agency against any property securing the 
Indebtedness. This includes a garnishment of any of Grantor's accounts, including deposit accounts, with Lender. However, this Event of 
Default shall not apply if there is a good faith dispute by Granter as to the validity or reasonableness of the claim which is the basis of the 
creditor or forfeiture proceeding and if Granter gives Lender written notice of the creditor or forfeiture proceeding and deposits with Lender 
monies or a surety bond for the creditor or forfeiture proceeding, in an amount determined by Lender, in its sole discretion, as being an 
adequate reserve or bond for the dispute. 
Existing Indebtedness. The payment of any installment of principal or any interest on the Existing Indebtedness is not made within the time 
required by the promissory note evidencing such indebtedness, or a default occurs under the instrument securing such indebtedness and is 
not cured during any applicable grace period in such instrument, or any suit or other action is commenced to foreclose any existing lien on 
the Property. 
Breech of Other Agreement. Any breach by Granter under the terms of any other agreement between Granto, and Lender that is not 
remedied within any grace period provided therein, including without limitation any agreement concerning any indebtedness or other 
obligation of Grantor to Lender, whether existing now or later. 
Evenu Affecting Guarantor. Any of the preceding events occurs with respect to any Guarantor of any of the Indebtedness or any 
Guarantor dies or becomes incompetent, or revokes or disputes the validity of, or liability under, any Guaranty of the Indebtedness. 
Adveraa Change. A material adverse change occurs in Grantor's financial condition, or Lender believes the prospect of payment or 
performance of the Indebtedness is impaired. 
Insecurity, Lender in good faith believes itself insecure. 
Right to Cure. If any default, other than a default in payment is curable and if Granto, has not been given a notice of a breach of the same 
provision of this Mortgage within the preceding twelve 1121 months, it may be cured if Granto,, after receiving written notice from Lender 
demanding cure of such default: (1) cures the default within ten 110) days; or (2) if the cure requires more than ten 110) days, 
immediately initiates steps which Lender deems in Lender's sole discretion to be sufficient to cure the default and thereafter continues and 
completes all reasonable and necessary steps sufficient to produce compliance as soon as reasonably practical. 
RIGHTS AND REMEDIES ON DEFAULT. Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default and at any time thereafter, Lender, at Lender's option, may 
exercise any one or more of the following rights and remedies, in addition to any other rights or remedies provided by law: 
Accelerate lndebtednasa. Lender shall have the right at its option without notice to Granter to declare the entire Indebtedness immediately 
due and payable, including any prepayment penalty that Grantor would be required to pay. 
UCC Remedies. With respect to all or any part of the Personal Property, Lender shall have all the rights and remedies of a secured party 
under the Uniform Commercial Code. 
CoUect Renta. Lender shall have the right, without notice to Grantor, to take possession of the Property and collect the Rents, including 
amounts past due and unpaid, and apply the net proceeds, over and above Lender's costs, against the Indebtedness. In furtherance of this 
right, Lender may require any tenant or other user of the Property to make payments of rent or use tees directly to Lender. If the Rents are 
collected by Lender, then Granter irrevocably designates Lender as Grantor's attorney-in-fact to endorse instruments received in payment 
thereof in the name of Granter and to negotiate the same and collect the proceeds. Payments by tenants or other users to Lender in 
response to Lender's demand shall satisfy the obligations for which the payments are made, whether or not any proper grounds for the 
demand existed. Lender may exercise its rights under this subparagraph either in person, by agent, or through a receiver. 
Appoint Receiver. Lender shall have the right to have a receiver appointed to take possession of all or any part of the Property, with the 
power to protect and preserve the Property, to operate the Property preceding foreclosure or sale, and to collect the Rents from the 
Property and apply the proceeds, over and above the cost of the receivership, against the Indebtedness. The receiver may serve without 
bond if permitted by law. Lender's right to the appointment of a receiver shall exist whether or not the apparent value of the Property 
exceeds the Indebtedness by a substantial amount. Employment by Lender shall not disqualify a person from serving as a receiver. 
Jucf,cial Foreclosure. Lender may obtain a judicial decree foreclosing Grantor's interest in all or any part of the Property. 
Nonjudicial Sale. If permitted by applicable law, Lender may foreclose Grantor's interest in all or in any part of the Personal Property or the 
Real Property by non-judicial sale. 
Deficiency Judgment. If permitted by applicable law, Lender may obtain a judgment for any deficiency remaining in the Indebtedness due 
to Lender after application of all amounts received from the exercise of the rights provided in this section. 
Tenancy at Sufferance. If Grantor remains in possession of the Property after the Property is sold as provided above or Lender otherwise 
becomes entitled to possession of the Property upon default of Granto,, Granter shall become a tenant at sufferance of Lender or the 
purchaser of the Property and shall, at Lender's option, either (1) pay a reasonable rental for the use of the Property, or 12) vacate the 
Property immediately upon the demand of Lender. 
Other Remedies. Lender shall have all other rights and remedies provided in this Mortgage or the Note or available at law or in equity, 
Sale of the Property. To the extent permitted by applicable law, Grantor hereby waives any and all right to have the Property marshalled. 
In exercising its rights and remedies, Lender shall be free to sell all or any part of the Property together or separately, in one sale or by 
separate sales. Lender shall be entitled to bid at any public sale on all or any portion of the Property. 
Notice of Sale. Lender shall give Granto, reasonable notice of the time and place of any public sale of the Personal Property or of the time 
after which any private sale or other intended disposition of the Personal Property is to be made. Reasonable notice shall mean notice 
given at least ten 110) days before the time of the sale or disposition. Any sale of the Personal Property may be made in conjunction with 
any sale of the Real Property. 
Election of Remedies. Election by Lender to pursue any remedy shall not exclude pursuit of any other remedy, and an election to make 
expenditures or to take action to perform an obligation of Grantor under this Mortgage, after Grantor's fBilure to perform, shall not affect 
Lender's right to declare a default and exercise Its remedies, Nothing under this Mortgage or otherwise shall be construed so as to limit or 
restrict the rights and remedies available to Lender following an Event of Default, or in any way to limit or restrict the rights and ability of 
Lender to proceed directly against Granter and/or against any other co-maker, guarantor, surety or endorser and/or to proceed against any 
other collateral directly or Indirectly securing the Indebtedness. 
Attorneys' Fees; Expense■ , If Lender Institutes any suit or action to enforce any of the term, of this Mortgage, Lender shall be entitled to 
recover such sum as the court may adjudge reasonable as attorneys' feea at trial and upon any appeal. Whether or not any court action is 
involved, and to the extent not prohibited by law, all reasonable expenses Lender incurs that in Lender's opinion are necessary at any time 
for the protection of ill interest or the enforcement of Its rights ahall become a part of the Indebtedness payable on demand and shall bear 
interest at the Note rate from the date of the expenditure until repaid. Expenses covered by this paragraph include, without llmltetlon, 
however aubject to any limits under applicable law, Lender's reasonable attorneys' fees and Lender's legal expenses whether or not there la 
a lawsuit, including reaaonable attorneys' fees and expenses for bankruptcy proceedings (including efforts to modify or vacate any 
automatic stay or injunction), appeals, and any anticipated post-judgment collection services, the cost of searching records, obtaining title 
reports (Including foreclosure reports), surveyors' reports, and appraisal fees and title Insurance, to the extent permitted by applicable law. 
Grantor also will pay any court costs, in addition to all other sums provided by law. 
NOTICES. Any notice required to be given under this Mortgage, including without limitation any notice of default end any notice of sale shall be 
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deposited with a nationally recognized overnight courier, or, if mailed, when deposited in the United States mail, as first class, certified or 
registered mail postage prepaid, directed to the addresses shown near the beginning of this Mortgage. All copies of notices of foreclosure from 
the holder of any lien which has priority over this Mortgage shall be sent to Lender's address, as shown near the beginning of this Mortgage. 
Any party may change its address for notices under this Mortgage by giving formal written notice to the other parties, specifying that the 
purpose of the notice is to change the party's address. For notice purposes, Granter agrees to keep Lender informed at all times of Grantor's 
current address. Unless otherwise provided or required by law, if there is more than one Granter, any notice given by Lender to any Granter is 
deemed to be notice given to all Granters. 
EXHIBIT "A". An exhibit, titled "EXHIBIT "A",• is attached to this Mortgage and by this reference is made a part of this Mortgage just as if all 
the provisions, terms and conditions of the Exhibit had been fully set forth in this Mortgage. 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. The following miscellaneous provisions are a part of this Mortgage: 
Amendments. This Mortgage, together with any Related Documents, constitutes the entire understanding and agreement of the parties as 
to the matters set forth in this Mortgage. No alteration of or amendment to this Mortgage shall be effective unless given in writing and 
signed by the party or parties sought to be charged or bound by the alteration or amendment. 
Annual Reports. If the Property is used for purposes other than Grantor's residence, Granter shall furnish to Lender, upon request, a 
certified statement of net operating income received from the Property during Grantor's previous fiscal year in such form and detail as 
Lender shall require. "Net operating income" shall mean all cash receipts from the Property less all cash expenditures made in connection 
with the operation of the Property. 
Caption Headings. Caption headings in this Mortgage are for convenience purposes only and are not to be used to interpret or define the 
provisions of this Mortgage. 
Governing Law. This Mortgage will be governed by federal law applicable to Lander and, to the extent not preempted by federal law, the 
laws of the State of Idaho without regard to its conflicts of law provisions. Thia Mortgage has been accepted by Lender in the s- of 
Idaho. 
Choice of Venue. If there is a lawsuit, Granter agrees upon Lender's request to submit to the jurisdiction of the courts of ADA County, 
State of Idaho. 
No Waiver by Lander. Lender shall not be deemed to have waived any rights under this Mortgage unless such waiver is given in writing 
and signed by Lender. No delay or omission on the part of Lender in exercising any right shall operate as a waiver of such right or any 
other right. A waiver by Lender of a provision of this Mortgage shall not prejudice or constitute a waiver of Lender's right otherwise to 
demand strict compliance with that provision or any other provision of this Mortgage. No prior waiver by Lenderr nor any course of dealing 
between Lender and Granter, shall constitute a waiver of any of Lender's rights or of any of Grantor's obligations as to any future 
transactions. Whenever the consent of Lender is required under this Mortgage, the granting of such consent by Lender in any instance 
shall not constitute continuing consent to subsequent instances where such consent is required and in all cases such consent may be 
granted or withheld in the sole discretion of Lender. ••••"""••••-,. 
Sevarability. If a court of competent jurisdiction finds any provision 4/>f• itfi1cfltfa 
circumstance, that finding shall not make the offending provision meg,4f, f111 · 
the offending provision shall be considered modified so that it becori,l,s le , valid an 
modified, it shall be considered deleted from this Mortgage. Unle~ ot i"4'r~ 
of any provision of this Mortgage shall not affect the legality, validiJy or nforceabil,t/~ 
be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable as to any 
ble as to any other circumstance. If feasible, 
able. If the offending provision cannot be so 
the illegality, invalidity, or unenforceability 
r provision of this Mortgage. 
: -· Merger. There shall be no merger of the interest or estate createce:t>y t ·s J,C,g__rtgaaltwith er interest or estate in the Property at any 
time held by or for the benefit of Lender in any capacity, without t~ (5'. en Mil¥. llf de7 
Successors and Assigns. Subject to any limitations stated in this ~~~tl-l!!l!Wlllfli~llf G!#,tor's interest, this Mortgage shall be binding 
upon and inure to the benefit of the parties, their successors and as e Property becomes vested in a person other 
than Granter, Lender, without notice to Granter, may deal with Granter reference to this Mortgage and the Indebtedness 
by way of forbearance or extension without releasing Granter from the oblig '" Mortgage or liability under the Indebtedness. 
Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence in the performance of this Mortgage. 
Waiver of Homestead Exemption. Grantor hereby releases and waives all rights and benefits of the homestead exemption laws of the State 
of Idaho as to all Indebtedness secured by this Mortgage. 
DEFINITIONS. The following capitalized words and terms shall have the following meanings when used in this Mortgage. Unless specifically 
stated to the contrary, all references to dollar amounts shall mean amounts in lawful money of the United States of America. Words and terms 
used in the singular shall include the plural, and the plural shall include the singular, as the context may require. Words and terms not otherwise 
defined in this Mortgage shall have the meanings attributed to such terms in the Uniform Commercial Code: 
Bom,wer. The word "Borrower" means SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C. and includes all co-signers and co-makers signing the Note and 
all their successors and assigns. 
Default. The word "Default" means the Default set forth in this Mortgage in the section titled "Default". 
Environmental Laws. The words "Environmental Laws" mean any and all state, federal and local statutes, regulations and ordinances 
relating to the protection of human health or the environment, including without limitation the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, as amended, 42 U.S.C. Section 9601, et seq. ("CERCLA'I, the Superfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-499 t"SARA"I, the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C. Section 1801, et seq., 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 6901, et seq., or other applicable state or federal laws, rules, or 
regulations adopted pursuant thereto. 
Evant of Default. The words "Event of Default" mean any of the events of default set forth in this Mortgage in the events of default 
section of this Mortgage. 
Existing Indebtedness. The words "Existing Indebtedness• mean the indebtedness described in the Existing Liens provision of this 
Mortgage. 
Granter. The word "Granter" means SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L,C .. 
Guarantor. The word "Guarantor• means any guarantor, surety, or accommodation party of any or all of the Indebtedness. 
Guaranty. The word "Guaranty" means the guaranty from Guarantor to Lender, including without limitation a guaranty of all or part of the 
Note. 
Hazardous Substances. The words "Hazardous Substances" mean materials that, because of their quantity, concentration or physical, 
chemical or infectious characteristics, may cause or pose a present or potential hazard to human health or the environment when 
Improperly used, treated, stored, dispoaed of, generated, manufactured, transported or otherwise handled. The words "Hazardous 
Substances" are used in their very broadest senaa and include without limitation any and all hazardous or toxic substances, materials or 
waste aa defined by or listed under the Environmental Law,. The term "Hazardous Substances" also includes, without limitation, petroleum 
and petroleum by-products or any fraction thereof and asbestos. 
lmprov■ments. The word • Improvements" means all existing and future improvements, buildings, structures, mobile homes affixed on the 
Real Property, facilities, additions, replacements and other construction on the Real Property. 
Indebtedness. Tha word "Indebtedness" means all principal, interest, and other amounts, coats and expanses payable under the Note or 
Related Documents, together with all renewals of, extensions of, modifications of, conaolldationa of and substitutions for the Note or 
Related Documents and any amounts expended or advanced by Lender to discharge Grantor's obligations or expenses incurred by Lender to 
anforce Grantor's obligations under this Mortgage, together with interest on such amounts as provided in this Mortgage. Specifically, 
without limitation, Indebtedness includes all amounts that may be indirectly secured by the Cro88•Collateraliz■tlon provision of this 
Mortgage. 
Lender. The word "Lender" means Mountain Wast Bank, Its successors and assigns. 
Mortgage. The word "Mortgage" means this Mortgage betwean Grantor and Lander. 
Note. The word "Note" means the promissory note dated October 17, 2008, In the orlglnal principal amount of $249,000.00 
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from Granter to Lender, together with all renewals of, extensions of, modifications of, refinancings of, consolidations of, and substitutions 
for the promissory note or agreement. NOTICE TO GRANTOR: THE NOTE CONTAINS A VARIABLE INTEREST RATE. 
Personal Property. The words "Personal Property" mean all equipment, fixtures, and other articles of personal property now or hereafter 
owned by Granter, and now or hereafter attached or affixed to the Real Property; together with all accessions, parts, and additions to, all 
replacements of, and all substitutions for, any of such property; and together with all proceeds (including without limitation all insurance 
proceeds and refunds of premiums) from any sale or other disposition of the Property. 
Property. The word "Property" means collectively the Real Property and the Personal Property. 
Real Property. The words "Real Property" mean the real property, interests and rights, as further described in this Mortgage. 
Related Documents. The words "Related Documents" mean all promissory notes, credit agreements, loan agreements, environmental 
agreements, guaranties, security agreements, mortgages, deeds of trust. security deeds, collateral mortgages, and all other instruments, 
agreements and documents, whether now or hereafter existing, executed in connection with the Indebtedness. 
Rents. The word "Rents" means all present and future rents, revenues, income, issues, royalties, profits, and other benefits derived from 
the Property. 
GRANTOR ACKNOWLEDGES HAVING READ ALL THE PROVISIONS OF THIS MORTGAGE, AND GRANTOR AGREES TO ITS TERMS. 
LASER PRO Lending, Ver. 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
)SS 
l 




Order Number: 8015969 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
A parcel ofland in the SW¼ and the SW¼SE¼ of Section 6 and also in the E½NW¼, 
NW¼NE¼, S½NE¼ and the N½SE¼ of Section 7, more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW¼, said Section 6, which 
point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°51 '45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 
6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°35' 18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 
to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW¼SE¼, said Section 6; 
Thence South 89°42 '45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼SE ¼, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW¼SE ¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25' 1 O" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼SE ¼, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said SW¼SE ¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°17'54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NW¼NE¼, said 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said NW¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the SE¼NE¼, 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence south 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SE¼NE¼, 
Section 7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast corner of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the NE¼SE¼, 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said NE¼SE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the N½SE¼, 
Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Southerly boundary with the Northeasterly 
boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an 
iron pin on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary of the 
S½NE¼, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89°58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along said 
Southerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31°10 '34" West, 3 31.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said S½NE ¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 
and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
File Number: 8015969 
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Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of said NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58' 18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the Sw¼, Section 6 to 
an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
Westerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW¼, Section 6 
to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. (TL 7183) 
File Number: 8015969 
Blaine County Title 
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HAILEY, BLAIN&, IDAHO 
08-17-3010 11:11:28 No. of Pia•: 4 
Rlaanlld for: ILAINE COUNTY TITllE 
JOI. YNN DRAGE Fee: ,12.00 
Ex.CJlllolo Reoonllr Deputy: mpp 
Electronically Reoordeil by Si~lltlle 
John Scherer, certifies under penalty of perjury: That he Is the Member of South 
County Estates, LLC, which Is the Grantor that made, executed, and delivered that certain deed 
to MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, Grantee, conveying the following described property in Blaine 
County, Idaho: 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY, 
IDAHO 
. A parcel of land In the SW1/4 and the SW1/4SE1/4 of Section 6 and also In the 
E1/2NW1/4, NW1/4NE1/4, S1/2NE1/4 and the N1/2SE1/4 of Section 7, more particularly 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW1/4, said Section 
6, which point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°51'4511 East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4, Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°35'18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an Iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW1/4SE1/4, said Section 
6; 
Thence South 89°42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northeny boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW1/4SE1/4, 
Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25'1 O" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an Iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°17'5411 East, 1,313.45 feet $long the Easterly boundary of the 
NW1/4NE1/4, said Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said 
NW1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'38" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SE1/4NE1/4, 
Section 7; 
Thence South 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast comer of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section7; 
Thence South 0°45'3011 East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the 
NE1/4SE1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said NE1/4SE1/4, 
Section 7; 
Thence South 89°50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the 
N1/2SE1/4, Section 7, to an iron pin on the Intersection of the Southerly boundary with 
the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary 
to an Iron pin on the Intersection of.said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary 
of the S1/2NE1/4, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89°58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along 
said Southerly boundary of the S1/2NE1l4, Section 7 to an Iron pin; · 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said 
S1/2NE1/4, Section 7; Thence North 0°20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly 
ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATE: 1 





boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin; 
Thence North 31°10'3411 West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the 
NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; Thence North 0°22'1311 West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly 
boundary of the NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of 
said NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58' 18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the SW1 /4, 
Section 6 to an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the Westerly boundary of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official 
plat thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho; 
excepting that portion formally shown on the Blaine County Assessor rolls as Tax Lot 
4913 Township 1 North, Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; 
Included with the real property conveyed to Grantee: all erected or affixed buildings, 
improvements and fixtures; ail easements, rights of way, and appurtenances; all water, water 
rights, watercourses and ditch rights (including stock in utilities with ditch or irrigation rights), 
and all other rights, royalties, and profits relating to the conveyed real property, including without 
limitation all minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and similar matters, collective; including any after-
acquired title arid any right of redemption. Partial Release of Water Rights recorded as 
Instrument No's 568681, 574996, 574997, 574998, 574999, 575000, 575001, records ofBlalne 
County, Idaho. 
1. The deed is intended as an absolute conveyance, and not as a further mortgage or 
other form of additional security. The Grantor understands It has no further right to redeem or 
reacquire the property, either under the equitable right of redemption or by virtue of state 
statutes or any agreement between the parties. 
2. Granter is not in physical possession of said Propeey and no other parties has any 
claim to possession of the Property; except Gerald Bashaw has an oral lease of the Property as 
lessee. Possession of the real estate will be surrendered to the Grantee. 
3. The consideration for the transfer is the mortgagee's covenant not to sue on the 
Notes described in and secured by the mortgages encumbering the Property, recorded October 
14, 2005 as Blaine County, Idaho, Instrument 527439, modified by instrument recorded 
December 1, 2006 as Blaine County, Idaho, Instrument 542378; mortgage encumbering the 
same property recorded June 13, 2008 as Blaine County, Idaho, Instrument 558904; and 
mortgage recorded October 24, 2008 as Blaine County, Idaho, Instrument 562481 {collectively 
"Mortgages") and the note described in the Deed of Trust recorded 10/22/2008, as Instrument 
No. 562400, records of Blaine County, Idaho, and release of the guaranty liability of John 
Scherer, Richard D. Fosbury1 and Charles Holt. 
4. The Grantor executed the deed as a free and voluntary act, and not under any 
duress, undue influence. 
ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATE: 2 
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5. The Grantor Is satisfied that the value received, in the fonn of the covenant not to sue 
on the debt, is equal to or greater than the value of the real. estate and personal property being 
conveyed to Lender, 
6. The deed is not being given as a preference over any other creditors of Grantor. 
7. There are no mortgages, liens or other encumbrances on the real estate with a 
priority subordinate to the mortgages held by the Grantee. 
8. The Grantee does not hold a position of trust or confidence with respect to the 
Grantor; the Grantor received such legal and financial advice as they may require, and have not 
relied upon the advice of the Grantee or Its agents or attorneys in making the decision to 
execute the deed. 
9. The Granter Intends that th~ deed not cause a merger of the land title with the 
mortgage in the hands of the Grantee. 
10. There are no outstanding contracts, including financing statements, either oral or 
written for the furnishing of any labor or material to the land or the improvements thereon. 
11. That any and all work, labor, material and supplies which have been furnished, used 
or applied upon the said property within the past ninety-one days for which payment Is due and 
owing, have been fully paid for and discharged. That there are no mechanic's, materlalmen's or 
laborer's liens against the above-described property, or any part thereof, and that no contractor, 
subcontractor, laborer or materlalmen, engineer, architect,. landscape architect or land surveyor 
has any lien or right to a lien, for any sums for which payment Is due and owing, against said 
property or any part thereof. 
12. The above real estate ls free and clear of all liens (including Mechanic's, 
Construction Lien), encumbrances and claims of every nature, kind and description whatsoever, 
excepting for those disclosed In the litigation guaranty issued by Stewart Title Guaranty 
Company, Order No.1016761. 
13. There are no unpaid, delinquent or otherwise outstanding taxes, special 
assessments or other liens or charges which are not shown as existing liens by the public 
records. 
14. There ·are no matters pending against Granter that could give rise to a lien that 
would attach to the property prior to the recording of the deed to Mountain West Bank, and 
Grantor has not and will not execute any instrument that would adversely affect the title or 
Interest to be Insured. 
ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATE: 3 
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15. This Certificate is made for the purpose of inducing Mountain West Bank to accept a 
deed in lieu of foreclosure of the Property. 
Date: t, /1 7 / / 0 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
.ss 
County of Blaine ) 
On this ...fl_ day of ..:r Y""' e.. . 2010, before me, the undersigned Notary Public, 
personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or identified to me to be the person who 
executed this instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
ESTOPPEL CERTIFICAIB: 4 




AL TA Commitment (6/17/06) 
AL TA Commitment Form 
COMMITMENT FOR TITLE INSURANCE 
Issued by 
STEWART TITLE GUARANTY COMPANY, a Texas Corporation ("Company"), for a valuable consideration, 
commits to issue its policy or policies of title insurance, as Identified in Schedule A, in favor of the Proposed 
Insured named in Schedule A, as owner or mortgagee of the estate or interest in the land described or 
referred to in Schedule A, upon payment of the premiums and charges and compliance with the Requirements; 
all subject to the provisions of Schedules A and B and to the Conditions of this Commitment. 
This Commitment shall be effective only when the identity of the Proposed Insured and the amount of the 
policy or policies committed for have been inserted in Schedule A by the Company. 
All liability and obligation under this Commitment shall cease and terminate six months after the Effective 
Date or when the policy or policies committed for shall issue, whichever first occurs, provided that the failure 
to issue the policy or policies is not the fault of the Company. 
The Company will provide a sample of the policy form upon request. 
This Commitment shall not be valid or binding until countersigned by a validating officer or authorized signatory. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Stewart Title Guaranty Company has caused its corporate name and seal to be 
affixed by its duly authorized officers on the date shown in Schedule A. 
Blaine County Title Associates 
360 Sun Valley Rd/PO Box 3176 
Ketchum ID 83340 Phone (208) 726-0700 
004-UN ALTA Commitment (6/17/06) 
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CONDITIONS 
1. The term mortgage, when used herein, shall include deed of trust, trust deed, or other security instrument. 
2. If the proposed Insured has or acquires actual knowledge of any defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim or other matter 
affecting the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this Commitment other than those shown in Schedule B 
hereof, and shall fail to disclose such knowledge to the Company in writing, the Company shall be relieved from liability 
for any loss or damage resulting from any act of reliance hereon to the extent the Company is prejudiced by failure to so 
disclose such knowledge. If the proposed Insured shall disclose such knowledge to the Company, or if the Company 
otherwise acquires actual knowledge of any such defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim or other matter, the Company 
at its option may amend Schedule B of this Commitment accordingly, but such amendment shall not relieve the Company 
from liability previously incurred pursuant to paragraph 3 of these Conditions and Stipulations. 
3. Liability of the Company under this Commitment shall be only to the named proposed Insured and such parties included 
under the definition of Insured in the form of policy or policies committed tor and only for actual loss incurred in reliance 
hereon in undertaking in good faith (a) to comply with the requirements hereof, or (b) to eliminate exceptions shown in 
Schedule B, or (c) to acquire or create the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this Commitment. In no event 
shall such liability exceed the amount stated in Schedule A for the policy or policies committed for and such liability is 
subject to the insuring provisions and Conditions and Stipulations and the Exclusions from Coverage of the form of policy 
or poficies committed tor in favor of the proposed Insured which are hereby incorporated by reference and are made a part 
of this Commitment except as expressly modified herein. 
4. This Commitment is a contract to issue one or more title insurance policies and is not an abstract of title or a report of the 
condition of title. Any action or actions or rights of action that the proposed Insured may have or may bring against the 
Company arising out of the status of the title to the estate or interest or the status of the mortgage thereon covered by this 
Commitment must be based on and are subject to the provisions of this Commitment. 
5. The policy to be issued contains an arbitration clause. All arbitrable matters when the Amount of Insurance is $2,000,000 
or less shall be arbitrated at the option of either the Company or the Insured as the exclusive remedy of the parties. You 
may review a copy of the arbitration rules at<http://www.alta.org1>. 
All notices required to be given the Company and any statement in writing required to be 




Order Number: 1117502 
1. Effective Date: December 13, 2011 at 8:00 AM 
2. Policy or Policies to be issued: 
(a) Iii AL TA Owner's Policy - (6/17/06) 
Proposed Insured: Justin Stevenson 
(b) □ ALTA Loan Policy - (6/17/06) 
Proposed Insured: NONE 
Commitment Number: 1117502tw 
Amount of Insurance 
$1,600,000.00 
- 0 -
3. The estate or interest in the land described or referred to in this Commitment is Fee Simple. 
4. Title to the fee simple estate or interest in the land is at the effective date vested in: 
GBCI Other Real Estate, LLC, a Montana limited liability company 
5. The land referred to in this Commitment is described as follows: 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official plat thereof, 
recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
EXCEPTING a portion of said Parcel 1 more particularly described as follows: COMMENCING at an iron 
pin marking the North¼ Corner of Section 7 Township 1 North, Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine 
County, Idaho; thence North 89°58'18" West, 1,317.24 feet along the Northerly boundary of the E½NW¼, 
Section 7, to an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of said E½NW¼, Section 7, said pin also being the 
REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence continuing North 89°58'18" West, 34.73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the W½NW¼, 
Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad and 
said Northerly boundary of the W½NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 31°10'34" East, 67.81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Northeasterly Railroad boundary and the Westerly boundary of said E½NW¼ of 
Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the E½NW¼ to the Point of 
Beginning. (Tax Lot 4913) 
Purported Address: 
105, 183 Gannett Road 
Bellevue, Idaho 83313 
STATEMENT OF CHARGES 




0042 AL TA Commitment (6/17/06) 
$3,980.00 
Page 1 of 1 
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Order Number: 1117502 
I. The following requirements must be met: 
SCHEDULES 
PART I & II 
Commitment Number: 1117502tw 
1. Pay the agreed amounts for the interest in the land and/or the mortgage to be insured. 
2. Pay us the premiums, fees and charges for the policy. 
3. Documents satisfactory to us creating the interest in the land and/or the mortgage to be insured must 
be signed, delivered and recorded. 
4. You must tell us in writing the name of anyone not referred to in this Commitment who will get an 
interest in the land or who will make a loan on the land. We may then make additional requirements or 
exceptions. 
5. Release of Mortgage from South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company to Mountain 
West Bank recorded 10/14/2005 as Instrument No. 527439, securing a note in the original principal 
sum of $2,850,000.00, and other obligations described therein 
Modified by the instrument recorded 12/01/2006 as Instrument No. 542378, records of Blaine County, 
Idaho. 
Partial Release of Lien as to Water Rights recorded as Instrument No's 568681, 574996, 574997, 
574998, 574999, 575000, 575001, records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
6. Release of Mortgage from South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company to Mountain 
West Bank recorded 6/13/08 as Instrument No. 558904, securing a note in the original principal sum of 
$1,040,000.00, and other obligations described therein 
7. Release of Mortgage from South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company to Mountain 
West Bank recorded 10/24/2008 as Instrument No. 562481, securing a note in the original principal 
sum of $1,040,000.00, and other obligations described therein 
a. Delivery to the Company of the Affidavit as to Debts and Liens. Upon acceptance and review of said 
Affidavit, title will be subject to such further matters as appear necessary and appropriate following 
such review. 
9. Pursuant to the State of Idaho Insurance Regulations, a cancellation fee is to be charged on all 
cancelled orders. Unless otherwise advised, orders will be considered cancelled six months after the 
effective date on the Commitment. The amount of the fee assessed shall be in accordance with our 
rate filing with the Idaho Department of Insurance. 
If you should decide to change lenders within six months, this commitment can be transferred to avoid 
a cancellation charge. 
THIS COMMITMENT (substitute preliminary report or binder where appropriate) IS NOT AN 
ABSTRACT, EXAMINATION, REPORT, OR REPRESENTATION OF FACT OR TITLE AND DOES 
NOT CREATE AND SHALL NOT BE THE BASIS OF ANY CLAIM FOR NEGLIGENCE, NEGLIGENT 
MISREPRESENTATION OR OTHER TORT CLAIM OR ACTION. THE SOLE LIABILITY OF 
COMPANY AND ITS TITLE INSURANCE AGENT SHALL ARISE UNDER AND BE GOVERNED BY 
THE CONDITIONS OF THE COMMITMENT. 
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Order Number: 1117502 
SCHEDULE B 
PART I & 11 
Commitment Number: 1117502tw 
11. Schedule B of the policy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions to the following matters unless the 
same are disposed of to the satisfaction of the Company: 
1. Taxes or assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that 
levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the Public Records. Proceedings by a public agency 
which may result in taxes or assessments, or notices of such proceedings, whether or not shown by 
the records of such agency or by Public Records. 
2. Any facts, rights, interests, or claims which are not shown by the Public Records, but which could be 
ascertained by an inspection of the Land or by making inquiry of persons in possession thereof. 
3. Easements, liens, or encumbrances, or claims thereof, which are not shown by the Public Records. 
4. Any encroachment, encumbrance, violation, variation, or adverse circumstance affecting the Title that 
would be disclosed by an accurate and complete land survey of the Land and not shown by the Public 
Records. 
5. (a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the 
issuance thereof; (c) water rights, claims, or title to water, whether or not the matters excepted under 
(a), (b), or (c) are shown by the Public Records. 
6. Any lien or right to a lien for services, labor, or material heretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed by 
law and not shown by the Public Records. 
7. General taxes for the year 2011, a lien in the amount of$ 400.50, of which the first installment is due 
on or before December 20, 2011 and the second installment is due on or before June 20, 2012. 
(Parcel No. RP000450010010) 
8. General taxes for the year 2011, a lien in the amount of $ 200.42, of which the first installment is due 
on or before December 20, 2011 and the second installment is due on or before June 20, 2012. 
(Parcel No. RP000450010020) 
9. Any adverse claim arising from the fact that the Blaine County Assessor may require a survey before 
they will recognize the transfer of the property described herein. 
1 O. Notes, Easements and Restrictions as shown on the plat of Belle Ranch Subdivision, recorded 
December 12, 2008 as Instrument No. 563443, records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
11. Notices of liens if any, in favor of the State Tax Commission, the Department of Labor and Department 
of Health and Welfare of the State of Idaho filed in the office of the Secretary of State pursuant to 
Chapter 19, Title 45, Idaho Code. (The Idaho State Tax Commission electronically files liens with the 
office of the Secretary of State and not with the Blaine County Recorder. Until final review at closing, 
title may be subject to such further matters as appear necessary and appropriate following such 
review.) 
Items 1-4 and 6 may be removed upon issuance of any ALTA Extended Coverage Policy. 
Copies of all recorded documents outlined in this section are available upon request. 
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STG Privacy Notice 2 (Rev 01/26/09) Independent Agencies and Unaffiliated Escrow Agents 
WHAT DOES BLAINE COUNTY TITLE DO WITH YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION? 
Federal and applicable state law and regulations give consumers the right to limit some but not all sharing. Federal and applicable state law 
regulations also require us to tell you how we collect, share, and protect your personal infonnation. Please read this notice carefully to 
understand how we use your personal infonnation. This privacy notice is distributed on behalf of Blaine County Title and its affiliates , 
pursuant to Title V of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA). 
The types of personal information we collect and share depend on the product or service that you have sought through us. This 
infonnation can include social security numbers and driver's license number. 
All financial companies, such as Blaine County Title, need to share customers' personal information to run their everyday 
business-to process transactions and maintain customer accounts. In the section below, we list the reasons that we can share 
customers' oersonal information; the reasons that we choose to share; and whether vou can limit this sharing. 
' " '_'.<:_-.__,f '"- ',J ~' 't__.,.11,,. \/:·1, < .!, _' • 1, i l j (~1 • I 1" ~ ;,' l 1 1 ' : 1 r, 1 ~ ~,, Li I ) I"' ,\ 1~·-tu,;ri"(! 1]111! •lii;L\.~: ;J'.r•.:::-:1 
For our everyday business purposes- to process your transactions and maintain 
your account. This may include running the business and managing customer 
Yes No accounts, such as processing transactions, mailing, and auditing services, and 
responding to court orders and legal investigations. 
For our marketing purposes- to offer our products and services to you. Yes No 
For joint marketing with other financial companies No We don't share 
For our aff"Jliates' everyday business purposes- information about your 
transactions and experiences. Affiliates are companies related by common Yes No 
ownership or control. They can be financial and nonfinancial companies. 
For our affiliates' everyday business purposes- information about your 
No We don't share 
creditworthiness. 
For our affiliates to market to you Yes No 
For nonaffiliates to market to you. Nonaffiliates are companies not related by 
No We don't share 
common ownership or control. They can be financial and nonfinancial companies. 
We may disclose your personal information to our affiliates or to nonaffiliates as permitted by law. If you request a transaction with a 
nonaffiliate, such as a third party insurance company, we will disclose your personal information to that nonaffiliate. [We do not 
control their subsequent use of information, and suggest you refer to their privacy notices.] 
How often does Blaine County Title notify 
me about their practices? 
How does Blaine County Title protect my 
personal infonnation? 
How does Blaine County Title collect my 
personal information? 
What sharing can I limit? 
We must notify you about our sharing practices when you request a transaction. 
To protect your personal infonnation from unauthorized access and use, we use security 
measures that comply with federal and state law. These measures include computer, file, 
and buildin safe ants. 
We collect your personal infonnation, for example, when you 
• request insurance-related services 
• provide such infonnation to us 
We also collect your personal infonnation from others, such as the real estate agent or 
lender involved in transaction, credit · · es, affiliates or other · es. 
Although federal and state law give you the right to limit sharing (e.g., opt out) in certain 
instances, we do not share ur information in those instances. 
ff you have any questions about this privacy notice, please contact us at: Blaine County Title, 360 Sun Valley 
Road, P.O. Box 3176 Ketchum, ID 83340 




WATER DISTRICT 37 
ANNUAL REPORT 
2007 
CFS CFS CFS CFS CFS FIVE YEAR ESTIMATED 
RCD# DIV# NAME 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 AVERAGE SHARE MINIMUM COST 
083 45 KNIGHT, MARY ANN/45 31.66 36.58 34.60 53.00 30.27 37.22 29.43 40.00 40.00 
438 45 LAPHAM, RALPH/45 0.00 0.00 26.67 41.56 24.33 18.51 14.64 40.00 40.00 
151 45 LOGAN, ROBERT/45 48.92 55.80 53.52 0.00 0.00 31.65 25.03 40.00 40.00 
457 45 LUFF, KENDALL/45 o.oo 0.00 0.00 20.29 11.91 6.44 5.09 40.00 40.00 
338 45 MADSEN, PETER/45 98.64 112.51 107.91 0.00 0.00 63.81 50.46 46.98 
302 45 MANNING, DAN/45 50.90 56.02 54.57 89.83 47.98 59.86 47.34 44.07 
451 45 MARKEL, JUDY/ 45 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.33 11.91 6.45 5.10 40.00 40.00 
456 45 MATTSON, CINDY/45 0.00 0.00 0.00 21.23 12.42 6.73 5.32 40.00 40.00 
289 45 MILLER, CARLA & JERRY/ 45 48.82 55.46 38.24 9.49 32.49 36.90 29.18 40.00 40.00 
184 45 MONHEIMER,STEVENSON/45 147.16 167.86 161.97 253.64 152.37 176.60 139.65 130.02 
187 45 MOORE, LLOYD/45 97.06 110.71 106.18 161.77 100.49 115.24 91.13 84.84 
310 45 MYERS, KEITH/45 9.16 10.08 9.82 14.37 8.55 10.40 8.22 40.00 40.00 
175 45 NIEDRICH, DOUGLAS/45 5.02 5.68 6.55 19.16 10.72 9.43 7.45 40.00 40.00 
191 45 NISSON, DON/45 74.05 85.55 80.92 123.97 70.79 87.06 68.84 64.09 
192 45 NISSON, JIM/45 66.91 75.68 78.18 127.76 67.64 83.23 65.82 61.28 
195 45 O'GARA, THOMAS/45 78.85 90.08 95.03 141.84 80.05 97.17 76.84 71.54 
150 45 O'GARA,THOMAS M/45 201.22 229.52 233.05 389.28 210.28 252.67 199.81 186.02 
313 45 O'KEON, DR. MEL/45 98.64 112.51 107.91 0.00 0.00 63.81 50.46 46.98 
009 45 OLMSTEAD, R. DANIEL/45 203.58 224.10 218.27 319.41 190.00 231.07 182.73 170.12 
294 45 OLSON, TOM/45 15.78 18.00 17.75 30.53 16.34 19.68 15.56 40.00 40.00 
380 45 OOSTING, JAMES M./45 7.89 9.00 8.88 15.27 8.17 9.84 7.78 40.00 40.00 
442 45 PITT, ANDREW /45 0.00 0.00 20.73 32.19 18.83 14.35 11.35 40.00 40.00 
443 45 PITT,ANNEVAUGHAN-/45 o.oo 0.00 20.73 32.19 18.83 14.35 11.35 40.00 40.00 
444 45 PORTER, SCOTT/45 0.00 0.00 25.65 39.83 23.31 17.76 14.04 40.00 40.00 
369 45 PURDY, WES/45 58.54 66.71 33.29 52.81 30.19 48.31 38.20 40.00 40.00 
246 45 REDSTONE PARTNERS L.P./45 3800.08 4310.59 4059.64 6102.15 3746.16 4,403.72 3,482.37 3,242.16 
347 45 RICE, JEFFREY/ 45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 40.00 
219 45 RINKER, HARRY/45 314.39 318.49 347.59 528.33 297.29 361.22 285.64 265.94 
202 45 SCHERER. JOHN/45 1068.39 1214.09 1172.00 1754.00 1057.13 1,253.12 990.94 922.59 
445 45 SEWELL, PETER ZACK/45 0.00 0.00 15.84 0.00 14.59 6.09 4.81 40.00 40.00 
373 45 SILVER CREEK FARMS/45 125.46 141.90 146.60 239.56 126.83 156.07 123.42 114.90 
325 45 SMITH, GREG/45 16.73 18.92 19.55 0.00 0.00 11.04 8.73 40.00 40.00 
450 45 SOARES, DAVID/45 0.00 0.00 0.00 32.19 18.83 10.20 8.07 40.00 40.00 
446 45 SORENSEN, STEN/45 0.00 0.00 13.10 21.11 12.34 9.31 7.36 40.00 40.00 
209 45 SOUTHERN STAR ACRES/45 289.59 328.71 352.08 523.27 305.24 359.78 284.51 264.88 
252 45 STEVENSON, JOHN/45 615.80 701.39 681.87 1069.17 619.50 737.55 583.24 543.01 
312 45 STEVENSON, TRIANGLE/45 949.59 1082.01 1070.89 1759.11 980.26 1,168.37 923.92 860.19 
252 45 STEVENSON,JOHN FELL/45 72.20 82.36 79.47 124.46 74.76 86.65 68.52 63.79 
386 45 STILO, ROBERT/45 61.55 70.21 67.34 0.00 31.86 46.19 36.53 40.00 40.00 
120 45 STINSON, LES ESTATE OF/45 16.73 18.92 21.83 31.94 17.86 21.46 16.97 40.00 40.00 
259 45 STRUTHERS, ROBERT/45 180.57 78.52 76.23 124.57 65.95 105.17 83.16 77.43 
172 45 SUPER, JAMES/45 51.75 27.91 28.83 47.11 24.94 36.11 28.55 40.00 40.00 
454 45 SUTTON, ROSS/45 0.00 o.oo 0.00 40.01 23.41 12.68 10.03 40.00 40.00 
309 45 SWANSON, MELVIN/45 120.45 136.22 157.15 229.98 128.59 154.48 122.16 113.73 
250 45 SWENKE, MARK/45 5.86 6.62 6.84 11.18 5.92 7.28 5.76 40.00 40.00 
460 45 TANNER, JOHN/45 0.00 o.oo 0.00 20.33 11.91 6.45 5.10 40.00 40.00 
463 45 TAYLOR, AARON/45 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.33 11.91 6.45 5.10 40.00 40.00 
393 45 TEDESCO, JOHN/45 43.40 49.50 47.48 0.00 0.00 28.08 22.20 40.00 40.00 
022 45 ULRICH, ROBERT/45 23.67 27.00 25.90 0.00 24.51 20.22 15.99 40.00 40.00 
356 45 WALKER, JIM/45 133.71 133.60 145.88 223.79 128.05 153.01 120.99 112.65 
164 45 WALKER, JIMMIE R/45 183.90 183.63 200.58 307.59 176.05 210.35 166.34 154.87 
441 45 WANKIER, WELDON/45 0.00 0.00 13.29 20.62 12.05 9.19 7.27 40.00 40.00 
159 45 WARD, KENNETH/45 75.28 85.14 87.96 143.74 12.05 80.83 63.92 59.51 
459 45 WEBER, ANNETTE/45 o.oo 0.00 0.00 21.11 12.34 6.69 5.29 40.00 40.00 
130 45 WHITAKER III, WM/45 22.88 26.10 25.05 38.14 123.69 47.17 37.30 40.00 40.00 
426 45 WHITE, JAMES AND SHEILA/45 0.00 0.00 16.60 46.67 12.34 15.12 11.96 40.00 40.00 
223 45 WILLIAMS, JARED/45 o.oo 0.00 15.84 24.59 14.38 10.96 8.67 40.00 40.00 
425 45 WILLIAMS,JARED AND CHERYL/45 0.00 0.00 15.84 24.59 14.38 10.96 8.67 40.00 40.00 
452 45 WILSON FAMILYTRUST/45 0.00 0.00 0.00 21.11 12.34 6.69 5.29 40.00 40.00 
127 49 DAVINA, & HOLLY LP/49 13.44 21.78 26.38 53.61 38.34 30.71 24.28 40.00 40.00 
156 49 ERWIN, SHANNON/49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 40.00 
108 49 GLENDALE FARMS PART/49 260.45 419.42 550.74 1019.20 825.39 615.04 486.36 452.81 
116 49 HARDEE, DAN/49 16.11 25.80 36.88 67.19 55.27 40.25 31.83 40.00 40.00 
157 49 MAJORS, JOHN/49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 40.00 
163 49 MANNINO, CHRIS/49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 40.00 40.00 
034 50 BOBBITT, WILLIAM/SO 10.38 16.41 10.28 6.01 9.28 10.47 8.28 40.00 40.00 
046 50 BROWN INC, JOHN /50 1070.11 1836.22 1060.05 673.60 989.19 1,125.83 890.29 828.88 
300 50 BROWN, FREDRICK/SO 49.20 77.82 48.74 28.47 44.01 49.65 39.26 40.00 40.00 
158 50 BRUNETTO, MIKE/SO 24.60 38.91 24.37 14.65 22.00 24.91 19.70 40.00 40.00 
056 50 CAMERON, ED/50 99.17 159.99 98.24 61.98 98.74 103.62 81.94 76.29 
100 50 CARNES, VICKI/SO 19.99 31.61 19.80 13.12 17.88 20.48 16.20 40.00 40.00 
362 50 DII.WORTH, BRYAN & K. ROCKWEI.I./50 20.37 32.22 20.18 13.37 18.22 20.87 16.51 40.00 40.00 
092 50 FARRINGTON, GARY/SO 192.96 305.19 191.14 126.62 172.60 197.70 156.34 145.55 
378 50 GUYRE, MATTHEW /50 24.60 38.91 24.37 14.65 22.00 24.91 19.70 40.00 40.00 
364 50 KACALEK, MARGARET/SO 21.91 34.65 21.70 14.38 19.60 22.45 17.75 40.00 40.00 
141 50 KYES, WILLIAM L/50 20.37 32.22 20.18 11.79 18.22 20.56 16.26 40.00 40.00 
358 50 MARTIN, ROXANNE/SO 19.99 31.61 19.80 13.12 17.88 20.48 16.20 40.00 40.00 
069 50 MURPHY, WILLIAM H/50 24.60 38.91 24.37 14.65 22.00 24.91 19.70 40.00 40.00 
197 50 O'BRIEN, DENNIS/SO 19.99 31.61 19.80 13.12 17.88 20.48 16.20 40.00 40.00 
306 50 PALMER, MARK/SO 20.37 32.22 20.18 11.79 18.22 20.56 16.26 40.00 40.00 
210 50 PERRY, DEE BROWN/SO 20.37 32.22 20.18 11.79 18.22 20.56 16.26 40.00 40.00 
037 50 POVERTY FLATS PROPERTIES/SO 11.53 18.24 11.42 7.57 0.00 9.75 7.71 40.00 40.00 
218 50 REMBER, BETTY /50 o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 40.00 40.00 
363 50 SAMPLE, W K/ SOGW 71.00 71.00 76.00 94.00 89.00 80.20 63.42 59.05 
243 50 SMITH, KENNETH/SO 24.60 38.91 24.37 14.65 22.00 24.91 19.70 40.00 40.00 


































































































73 MCGONIGAL, JOHN/73 
45 SUPER, JAMES/45 
33 MC ILHENNY, JEANETTE/33GW 
22 BLAINE CIT SCHOOL/22 GW 
45 NIEDRICH, DOUGLAS/45 
19 PIONEER MOON, LLC/19 
55 WILSON, DWIGHT /55-C 
45 GREGORY RANCH LLC/45 
30 PALACIO, WILL!AM/0030 
33 JOHNSON, RANDY/33 
17 MITCHELL, ROBERT/17-Cl 
22 MIZER, MARY /22 
55 MOLYNEUX, JOHN/ 55-C 
56 MOLYNEUX, JOHN/56-D 
45 MONHEIMER,STEVENSON/45 
44 WOODS, KATHERINE/44 
22 SUN VALLEY LAND & MNRAL/22A 
45 MOORE, LLOYD/ 45 
55 ZACCARDI, CATHY/ 55-C 
22 NELSON, RICHARD/22 
70 NEWELL, CHUCK/70CW 
45 O'GARA, THOMAS M./45 
45 NISSON,JIM/45 
22 MILEY, JOHN/22 GW 
100 NO SIDE CANAL CO/Y&Z 
45 O'GARA, THOMAS/45 
55 O'GARA, THOMAS/55-C 
76 DAY-BURNETT FAMILY REV. TRUST 
50 O'BRIEN, DENNIS/SO 
35 OSBORN, GARY/35Pl-P3 
22 DUMKE, EDMUND/22 
38 PARKER, JACK/38-P 
41 MURREL, JAYNE D./41-Pl 
45 BELLE RAlfCH LLC c/o.Julltin 911eve, 
29 PIERSON, MARVIN/0029 
24 DEER VALLEY FARMS/24 
45 TURCO, JERRY C./45 
63 INBAR, OFER/63P CW 
22 PULLEN, ROBERT /22 
45 VANDERMEULEN, PETE/45 
45 SOUTHERN STARACRES/45 
50 PERRY, DEE BROWN/SO 
39 RAVENSCROFT HYDR0/39KW 
55 REED, VIRGINA/55-C 
31 ELLIS, MARK & FEOFAAKI/0031 
22 RICE, JEFFERY K/22 
22 RICHMOND, TOM/22 
45 MARTINEZ, BENIT0/45 
22 VERST, DAVID/22 
50 REMBER, BETTY /50 
22 RINKER, HARRY /22 
22 RINKER, HARRY/22 MC CAW 
24 RINKER, HARRY /24 
17 ROTH INVESTMENTS, LLC/0017 
35 RIXON, CARL/35-P6 
25 SABALA, DEAN/0025 
45 WILLIAMS, JARED/45 
38 OPPIO FAMILY LMTD/0038 
22 SAVARIA, PATRICK/22 
19 ROBBINS, RICHARD/ 19 
55 SHERBINE,WM& ROCKY /55-C 
55 DYE, LEWIS WM/55-C 
32 SEVERE, BERTHA/0032 
55 CRIPPA, PAUL AND DEBORA/55-C 
72 JONES CONSTRUCTION/72 
2 BIG WOOD GOLF COURSE %D. SELGREN/P-2 
45 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK/45 
22 KNIGHT, HOWARD/22 
22 MATHIEU, EUZABETH/22 
55 SHERBINE, WILLAIM/55-C 
18 THUNDER MEADOWS/ 18 
22 DRY LOT / 22 
45 JOHNSON, DAVID/45 
6 HELIOS DEVELOPMENT LLC/06 
6 HELIOS DEVELOPMENT LLC/06P 
29 SUMAN SHEEP CO INC/0029 
22 SAMSON, HELEN/22 
50 SMITH, KENNETH/ 50 
3 SORENSON, 4 HANS/0003 
22 CANTRELL, WILUAM/22 GW 
45 REDSTONE PARTNERS L.P./45 
22 THORNTON, ROD/22 OW 
31 SUMAN L & L/0031-P 
22 ST. OF ID. DEPT. OF LANDS/22 
45 SWENKE, MARK/45 
22 PAEN TRUST, MARIAN S./22GW 
45 STEVENSON, JOHN/45 
45 STEVENSON,JOHN FELL/45 
26 DRY CREEK PARTNERS/0026 
21 GOLDEN EAGLE HOA/21-P 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































WATER DISTRICT 37 
ANNUAL REPORT 
2016 
CFS CFS CFS CFS CFS FIVE YEAR ESTIMATED 
RCD # DIV# NAME 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 AVERAGE SHARE MINIMUM COST 
1169 0 FOREMAN TRUST /0-DIP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 60.00 60.00 
1170 45 BARKER, E PATRICK/45 45.27 39.71 31.92 25.95 38.99 36.3686 32.8880 60.00 60.00 
1171 73 MCGONIGAL, JOHN/73 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 60.00 60.00 
1172 45 SUPER, JAMES/45 35.74 29.44 43.01 40.38 27.93 35.2992 31.9210 60.00 60.00 
1173 33 MC ILHENNY, JEANETTE/33G'-' 20.00 15.00 16.00 16.00 38.00 21.0000 18.9903 60.00 60.00 
1174 22 BLAINE CTY SCHOOL/22 GW 110.00 110.00 110.00 110.00 110.00 110.0000 99.4728 85.71 
1175 45 NIEDRICH, DOUGLAS/45 14.78 11.98 18.66 19.37 11.73 15.3040 13.8394 60.00 60.00 
1176 19 PIONEER MOON, LLC/ 19 156.00 160.00 0.00 95.00 225.44 127.2880 115.1063 99.18 
1177 55 WILSON, DWIGHT/55-C 41.14 42.02 36.04 42.29 25.62 37.4223 33.8409 60.00 60.00 
1178 45 GREGORY RANCH LLC/45 266.51 219.57 320.72 301.17 208.26 263.2467 238.0534 205.11 
1179 30 PALACIO, WILLIAM/0030 10.86 20.82 21.96 18.36 8.36 16.0727 14.5345 60.00 60.00 
1180 33 JOHNSON, RANDY /33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.33 1.2656 1.1445 60.00 60.00 
7284.86 1181 17 MITCHELL, ROBERT/17-Cl 159.00 168.00 169.00 131.00 126.00 150.6000 136.1873 117.34 
1182 22 MIZER, MARY /22 11.01 6.47 9.98 8.41 6.33 8.4396 7.6319 60.00 60.00 
1183 55 MOLYNEUX, CE, WL&JOHN/ c 0.00 0.00 385.45 428.94 264.24 215.7258 195.0804 168.08 
1184 45 STEVENSON NO. 5 TRUST (STR 214.01 184.27 129.55 111.14 80.76 143.9451 130.1693 112.15 
1185 44 WOODS, KATHERINE/44 4.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 3.00 2.8000 2.5320 60.00 60.00 
1186 22 SUN VALLEY LAND & MNRAL/D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 60.00 60.00 
1187 45 MOORE, LLOYD/45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 105.05 21.0095 18.9988 60.00 60.00 
1188 55 ZACCARDI, CATHY/55-C 64.78 63.91 56.27 68.43 40.69 58.8151 53.1864 60.00 60.00 
1189 22 NELSON, RICHARD/22 6.61 3.88 5.99 5.05 3.80 5.0654 4.5806 60.00 60.00 
1190 22 WEST OF FIRST LLC/22 8.16 8.16 8.16 8.16 5.17 7.5611 6.8375 60.00 60.00 
1191 45 O'GARA, THOMAS M./45 106.07 85.39 159.60 121.30 87.33 111.9377 101.2250 87.22 
1192 45 NISSON, JIM/45 96.91 79.84 116.63 109.52 75.73 95.7264 86.5652 74.58 
G BLOOMFIELD/22 mitigation ro, 
1193 22 37-8819 GW {WAS MILEY) 3.00 2.00 3.00 0.00 3.00 2.2000 1.9895 60.00 60.00 
1194 100 NO SIDE CANAL CO/Y&Z 42384.00 43059.00 48833.00 52775.00 52775.00 47965.2000 43,374.8272 37,371.84 
1195 45 O'GARA, THOMAS/45 114.62 93.10 157.55 141.35 230.90 147.5041 133.3877 114.93 
1195 55 O'GARA, THOMAS/55-C 904.56 828.10 779.09 1017.34 230.90 751.9981 680.0303 585.92 
1196 24 JAMES LIESENFELD/24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 60.00 60.00 
1197 50 O'BRIEN, DENNIS/SO 0.00 0.00 23.57 24.07 23.54 14.2366 12.8741 60.00 60.00 
1198 35 OSBORN, GARY/35Pl-P3 176.68 131.88 123.42 124.81 130.78 137.5132 124.3529 107.14 
1199 22 DUMKE, EDMUND/22 155.25 91.17 140.77 118.60 89.23 119.0034 107.6145 92.72 
1200 38 PARKER, JACK/38-P 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.00 31.00 10.6000 9.5856 60.00 60.00 
1201 41 MURREL, JAYNE D./41-Pl 15.43 0.17 0.11 5.36 6.95 5.6040 5.0677 60.00 60.00 
1202 45 BBLLE RANCH I.LC c/o Jualin S 1491.83 1306.14 1006.27 793.98 1205.91 1160.8251 1,049.7316 904.45 
1203 29 PIERSON, MARVIN/0029 250.03 170.40 225.14 211.63 266.05 224.6492 203.1498 175.03 
1204 24 MID VALLEY VENTURES LLC 66.83 147.05 139.16 70.00 41.00 92.8080 83.9261 72.31 
1205 45 TURCO, JERRY C./45 21.52 0.00 0.00 24.61 0.00 9.2260 8.3431 60.00 60.00 
1206 45 FIRST SECURITY CORP 26.88 26.88 26.88 21.82 32.98 27.0877 24.4953 60.00 60.00 
1207 22 PULLEN, ROBERT /22 2.52 1.68 2.40 2.70 2.05 2.2695 2.0523 60.00 60.00 
1208 45 BAINBRIDGE, BENJAMIN/45 0.00 0.00 0.00 27.38 18.11 9.0980 8.2273 60.00 60.00 
1209 45 SOUTHERN STARACRES/45 421.51 352.75 401.39 322.78 327.88 365.2622 330.3058 284.59 
1210 50 BROWN, JUBAL/SO 24.22 27.14 24.03 23.24 24.00 24.5251 22.1780 60.00 60.00 
1211 39 RAVENSCROFT HYDRO/39KW 462.26 297.42 391.47 367.57 444.83 392.7100 355.1268 305.98 
1212 55 REED, VIRGINA/55-C 227.85 225.27 197.94 240.65 143.07 206.9566 187.1504 161.25 
1213 31 ELLIS, MARK & FEOFAAKI/003 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.0000 6.3301 60.00 60.00 
1214 22 RICE, JEFFERY K/22 11.05 6.72 9.48 8.60 6.15 8.4006 7.5967 60.00 60.00 
1215 22 RICHMOND, TOM/22 2.20 1.29 2.00 1.68 1.27 1.6871 1.5257 60.00 60.00 
1216 45 MARTINEZ, BENITO/45 0.00 17.78 14.00 24.64 16.30 14.5438 13.1519 60.00 60.00 
1217 22 VERST, DAVID/22 11.64 7.23 9.60 9.17 6.34 8.7957 7.9539 60.00 60.00 
1218 50 REMBER, BETTY /50 253.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 258.48 102.3494 92.5543 79.75 
1219 9 HARRY RINKER/WOOD RIVER I 0.00 111.00 61.00 61.00 59.00 58.4000 52.8110 60.00 60.00 
1219 22 RINKER, HARRY /22 886.94 550.81 726.65 672.12 550.99 677.5025 612.6640 527.87 
1219 24 RINKER, HARRY /24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 60.00 60.00 
1219 25 RINKER, HARRY /25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 60.00 60.00 
1220 17 ROTH INVESTMENTS, LLC/001' 437.00 336.00 313.00 289.00 295.00 334.0000 302.0355 260.23 
1221 35 RIXON, CARL/35-P6 39.00 20.87 29.20 22.21 24.77 27.2099 24.6058 60.00 60.00 




RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
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(Space Above This Linc For Rccmder's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged. South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company whose address is P.O. Box 2127, Ketchum, ID 83340, all of their right, tide and 
interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine described 
as: 
2.8 inches of Water Right 37-48l{c) as identified on the records of 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
DATED this ...:J_ day of December, 2007. 




County of Blaine. ) 
On this "::)~y of December, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in 
and for said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me 
upon satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the 
person who subscn'bed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he 
executed the same on behalf of said limited liabili compan("\ /I 
WITNESS my hand end official seal. lUJ{ 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 
'-J~~-1--------------
~ Public ~Idaho /\_ _ l ~ 
es1dmg at :t6leJw ~ ::f::U 
My Commission expires __ 'fr.w.nf?J ..... l ... "ll'J-\~\----
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON &LASKl,PLLC 
Post Office Box 33 lO 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(Space Above This Line For Rccorda's Use} 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, whose address is P.O. Box 2127, Ketchum, ID 83340, all of their right, title and 
interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine described 
as: 
2.8/289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-
483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources and more particularly 
described on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 7th day of December, 2007 




On this 7th day of December, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and 
for said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
, ........... . 
,.,, n :,•• 
:,,'"' ' l- ~ "'· l '"~ , 't -- .. .,,_ ' 
I '•~'-• ....... I, = * ... 'l • r • 'Ii 
I -•"- I • a . ,~,.., 
.. I.I • . ~ .. .,-,. ' , .. ' - ~ , 
\. ... ., ·•. ... ~ 
' lb ~ . ... '. ~~- t.O .. •• 'Co ,._,1i. ,.ff 
"••• Fll>,.,.,_,•"" .. ,.,,. ....... , 
QUITCLAIM DEED - I 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OP NATBR RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED NATER RIGHTS ACQUDlBD tJRDBR STATB LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-481C 
NJ\MB AND ADDRESS: SOUTH CXJtlNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USB; 
PLACB OP USE: 
1tB'l'CHtJM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
3.014 CPS 
08/01/1882 
T02N R1BB S36 S1mW Within BLJ\lNB County 
TRIBtlTARY I MAI.JU> RIVIR 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District canal. 
PtJBPQSJii 9f JJSE 
IRRIGAT:ION 
l!JllIQD OP YU 
04/15 10/31 
IRRIGATION in BW,.IHB County 
T0lN JU9B SOG NISW 24.00 
T01N Rl9E S06 Lot 7 SWSN 





T0lN Rl9E S07 
T0l.N R19B 507 
T0llf R19B S07 NBSB 35.00 
289 ACRBS TOTAL 
TOlN Rl9B 806 Lot 
TOlN Rl!IE S06 
TOlN R19B S07 
TOlN Rl9B S0'1 
T0lN RUB S07 
TOlN R19B SD7 
OJJAN'l'ITX 
3.014 CPS 






The rights listed below ue limited to the irrigatiClll of a camhined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation aeaaon. Combined Right Noa.: 37-48:ZR, 37-4B1C, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHBR PROVISIOHS NECESSARY POR DBPINJ:TION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATBa RIGHT: 
Tbia partial dacne ia subject to such general proviaiClllB necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adiainiatration of the water 
righta u uy be ult1-tel.y determined hy the Court at a point in time no 
later than t.he entry of a final unified decree. Section 42•1412(61, Idaho 
COde. 
l!XP!.ANATOllY MATBRUIL: BASIS OF CLAIM • Decreed 
auin 37 Part l Director•• Report - Rei:om11111nded Page HD 
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RIGHT NUMBBR: 
IDJ\HO DBPAR'lMBNT OP WATBR. RBSOORCBS 
RECOMMBNDED WATBR RIGHTS ACQUIRED mlDBR S'l'ATB LAW 
J7-517BT 
02/20/2007 
HAMB AND ADDRBSS: 800TH COUNTY BSTATBS LLC 







PBRIOD OP USB: 
PLkCB OP USB: 
KBTaroM ID 833 4 0 
BIG WOOD RIVBR 
2.200 CPS 
03/24/1883 
T02N R18B 836 S10nl Nithin Bi:.AINB County 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVBR 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
PQRPOSB Of JJBB 
IRRIGATION 
IRRI@TIOff in BWNB County 
TOlN Jll!IB 806 NBS1f 
T01N Rl!JB 806 Lot 7 S11SW 
TOlN Rl.9B S06 S1fSB 
'l'OlN R19B S07 SNNB 
TOlN Rl!JB S07 NBNW 
T01N Rl!JB S07 NBSB 
flBJQl! gf UH 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 TOlN Rl9B SO& 
12.00 T01N RUB S06 
a.so TOlH JUH 807 
38.00 TOlH R19B 807 
28.00 TOlB Jll!JB S07 
35.00 TOlN Rl9B S07 
289 ACllBS TOTAL 
omum:u 
2.200 CPS 






Tbe rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of :zag 
acres in a single irrigation season. COlllbined Right Noa.: 37•482H, 3?~481C, 
37-483C, 37·57?BT, and 37•2630. 
OTHBll PROVISIONS HBCBSSNlY POR DBPIHITION OR APMINISTRATION OP THIS NATBR RIGHT: 
Thia partial decree is subject to aucb general provialona necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adnlinistration of the water 
rights aa may be ultimately determined by the COUrt at a poinc in cue no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. section t2•1412(6l, Idaho 
Code. 
BXPLAIIATORY MATBRIAL: BASIS OP CLI\IM • Dt!c:reed 







IDAHO DBPAR'l'MBNT OP WATBJl RBSOD'RCBS 
RBCOMMBNDBO WATBR. RIGHTS ACQtJIRBJ) UNDER STA.TB LAW 
l7·482H 
02/a0/2007 
HAMB AND .IIDDRBSS: SOOTH COtDITY BSTATSS LLC 







PBRIOD OP OSB: 
PLACB OP tlSB: 
ICBTCHtJM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVD 
3.012 CPS 
08/01/1184 
T02N RlBB S36 S1fN1f Within BLAINB County 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVBR 
Water diverted from Bead.gate #45 delivered through District canal. 
PQRPQSI QP QSB 
IRRIGATION 
IRRtGATtON in BIAtNB County 
TOlN R198 S06 NBSW 
TOlN Rl9B S06 Lot 7 S1fSW 
TOlN Rl98 S06 S1fSB 
TOUI R19B 807 SlfNB 
TOlN RUB S07 NBHW 
TOlN RUB S07 NBSB 
PBR,top or JJSE 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 TOlN R19E S06 Lot 
12.00 TOlN Rl9B S06 
a.so T01N Rl9B S07 
38.00 TOlN Rl9B 807 
28.00 TOlN Rl9B 807 
35.00 TOlN Rl98 S07 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
pmufl'ITY 
3.012 CPS 






The riy:ta listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 
acres a single irrigation season. Colllbined Right Noa.: 37-4828, 37•481C, 
37·483C, 37•577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHBR PROVISIONS NBCBSSART POR DIPINI'l'Iotf OR AJJMINJ:STRATION OF THIS WATBR RIGHT: 
Thie paRial decree is subject to auch general provisions neceaaary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights aa may be ultimately determined .by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. section 42~1412(6), Idaho 
COde. 




Basin 37 eart 3 Director•• Report - Recormanded Page 347 
.. 
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IDAHO DBPAR'lllENT OF 'NATER RSSOURCBS 
RECOMMENDED WA'l'BR RIGHTS AC0UIRID tltlDBR STATE LAIi 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBU: 37•483C 
NAME J\ND AIIDRBSS: SOUTR COCNTY BSTATBS LLC 







PBJUOD OP DSB: 
PLACE OP USB: 
DTCHtlM ID 83 34 0 
BIG lf00D RJ:VER 
15.086 CFS 
08/01/1902 
TRISUTARY: MALAD RIVBR 
T02N RlBB S36 SfflfH Within BLI\INB Caunty 
Water diverted from Keadgate 145 delivered through District C&Ml. 
PQRPQSB PE VU 
ItUUOATION 
WtBATIQN in JILAINB County 
Tour Rl9B S06 NB8W 
TOlN R.19B S06 Lot ., swsw 
TOlll Rl9B SO& SNSE 
TOlN RUE S07 8WNB 
TOlH Rl9E 807 NBIIW 
TOUf Rl9B 807 NBSB 
PiBIPP QP P!IB 
04/15 10/Jl 
24.00 T01N R19B SO& Lot 
12.00 TOlN R192 S06 
a.so TOlN Rl9B S07 
38.00 TOlN R.19B S07 
2B,00 TOlN Rl9E 807 
35.00 TOllf Rl9B 807 










The righta liated below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 2B9 
acrea in a single irrigation aeaaoa. Combined Right Noa.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 
37•4B3C, 37·577BT, and 37•2630. 
OTHBR PROVISIOBS HECBSSARY FOR DEFnrITION OR AtlMlNIS'l'RATION OP THIS WATBR RIQHT, 
Thia partial decree is suhjecc to auch general proviaiona nec:eaaary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adllinistration of the -ter 
rights as may be ultiu.tely determined by the Court at a point in t1- no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42~1412(61, Idaho 
COde. 
BXPLMIATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM ~ Decreed 
Basin 37 Part J Director's Report - Recoam,ended Page 352 
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mMto DEPAR'fflENT OP WATBR RESOURCES 
RBCOMMBHDBD WATBR RIGHTS AC011IRJm tJNDBR STAT£ LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBBa: 3?•2630 
H1IME AND N>DRESS: SOU'l'R C0tJNTY ESTATES LLC 







PBRIOD OP USB: 
PLACB OF OSB: 
KETCHtJM ID 83340 
GROUND WATER 
3.750 CFS 
l, 011.50 AFY 
02/02/1960 
TRIBUTARY: 
T0lN RUB S6 NWHWSW Within BLAINB County 
PJJRPQSS Pf UQ 
IRRIGATION 
lBBmM'lPB i.11 
T0lN Rl!IE SO& 
BW.DIB Cs;aYDSix 
NBSW 
. TOllf RUE SO& Lot 7 SWSW 
TOlN Rl.!IE 806 SIISB 
T0Uf Rl!IB S07 SllNB 
TOUI Rl!IB 507 NENW 
TOlN Rl9B 807 HBSE 
PERIOD QP U§E 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 TOlN Rl'JB SOG Lot 
12.00 TOlN R19B SO& 
a.so TOlH Rl9B 807 
38.00 TOlN Rl!IE S07 
28.00 TOlll Rl9B 807 
35.00 TOlN Rl.98 807 











The rigbts listed below are lillited to the irrigatian of• comhined total cf 28!1 
acres in a single irrigatian seaaca. Combined Rigbt Noa., l7-482H, 37·481C, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NBCBSSARY FOR DEPDITION OR ADMIHIS'l'llATIOlf OP 'l'Hl:S lfATSR RIGHT: 
Thia partial decree ia subject to such general provi11icns necea11ary far 
the definition of the right11 or for the efficient adminiatratian oft.he water 
rigbta aa may be ulti-tely determined by the Ccurt at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a fin.l unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OP CLAIM - Licenae 
Basia 37 Part 3 Director• ■ Report• ReCOnllllendad 







HAiLEYi.iLAINE, 10~~!? . 
2-10.2010 02:SQ:~ N!'!, of Pages:~ 
Rec. lif'd!~ f!JI' ~ l;.A·W. SON LA~KI CMf'J< ~OGUE.'. ':;~ .. c· 
JOI., -_YNN ORA.(;~.. .. Faa:9;~0 ~.~ .... 
Ex-Oflk:IO Recorder Qai>l!lY. . • . . 
lndt1tloo PARTIAi. SATISFACllONOF MORTGAG& 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the ''Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 2.8 acres of real property identified on the legal 
description attached hereto ns Exhibit "A" anp incorporated herein by this reference which are 
the subject of a quitclaim deed dated December 7, 2007 to BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights 
described above. 
Dated: October I 4 , 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
By:~~~ 
Its: C3: ,a 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
of O c..:r::> cJCb<!!.. , 2009, before me. 
6~~~~;:,:_.?.~~~t:~'7~::... a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
appeared ~~~;._i'=:i!:~~~z:_, known or identified to me to be the 
Vt'c.ef ✓~~r of OUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this cert' e fJrSt above written. 
~&~~ Notary Public for _,=; "'"'""'u..c 
Residing at a¼z::1/4'):::c ..:z;-tJll!'J 
My commission expires 2-a-f:-/ 0 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
30169.033 Big S1ick 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
BIG STICK, LLC 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07'22" W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 16.36'50" W, 425.66 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24'28" W, 1572.41 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" W, 119.02 FEET; 
THENCE N 30°35'32" W, 10.89 FEET; 
THENCE N 59°24'28" E, 1672.02 FEET; 
THENCE S 31"10'1811 E, 74.85 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 2.8 ACRES, MORE OR LESS. 
•.• A'' aNat ____ _ 
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Clll En_ghee,a & Land SIIM)'MS 
Galena 111 ,...,.. a- NnGt 
E ...a- _,_ M,--D-Ce~ ... , f:::t\fi.: 1D41. 
Inc. CiiS nHra,.. ........ -.................... 






S31 "10'1 B"E 
74.85' 
BIG STICK, LLC 
2.8 ACRES 









RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
'AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 33 I 0 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(Space Above This Unc For Rcconlcr's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Charles 
Holt. IRA#HOINH whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126-6903, all of 
their right, title and interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County 
of Blaine described as: 
11289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly described 
on Exhibit A. 
DA TED this 28th day of April, 2008 
so 




On this 28th day of April, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrumen d acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability compan . 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
~!;~J) ·-."+. . • I,," .. • • , ....... -.. l..\ ~ .. *. ,.,.... . 
I : -•- 1 : 
'~~\~fJBL1c./y* i
..,,.-;_-..... .. • it-0 
'll Op tot--.,, ....... 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 30169- 03 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED tlNOER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-4BlC 
NAME J\NO ADDRESS: SOUTff COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
3.014 CPS 
DB/O1/1882 
T02~J Rl8F. S3G swmi Within SLllINE County 
TRiBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
PURPOSE QF USE 
IRRIGATION 
PBBXQO QE QSB 
04/15 10/ll 
IRRTGATION in BI,AINE County 
TOlN Rl9E S06 HESW 24, OD 
TDlN Rl9E SOG Lat 7 SWSW 
TDlN Rl!IE S06 SWSE 
TOlN Rl!IE S07 SlmE 





TOlH Rl9E SO'l NESE 35.00 
28!1 ACRES TOTAL 
TOlN Rl!IE S06 
TDlN Rl9B SDli 
TDlN R19E S07 
TOlN Rl!IE S07 
TOlN Rl9E S07 










The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a cOlllbined total of 28!1 
acres in a single irrigation seaaon, Combined Right Nas.: J7•4B2K, 3?-481C, 
37•4BlC, 37-S77BT, and 37-2630. 
OTffER PROVISIONS tn:CESSIIRY FOR DBPINITIOff Olt ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provision& necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration cf the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
code. 
£XPLJIHATORY JIIATERIIIL: BASIS OF' CLAIM • Decrl!led 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Report• Reco1111Mnded Page 34D 
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IDAHO DBPARTMENT OF WATBR RESOURCES 
RBCOMMENOBD WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED tlNPBR STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGllT NUMBER: 37-577BT 
NAME AND ADDRESS : SOtl'l'H COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
2.200 CPS 
03/24/1883 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N RlBB S36 SWNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #4S delivered through District Canal. 
PQRPOSB OP USE 
IRRIGATION 
IRRIGATION in Bt,AlNE county 
TOlN IU9E S06 NBSW 
TOlN Rl9E S06 Lot 7 SWSW 
TOlN Rl9B S06 SWSE 
TOlN R19E S07 SWNE 
TOlN Rl9E 607 NBNW 
TDlN R19E 607 NBSE 
HBIOJ;! QP uss 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 TOlN Rl9E 606 Lot 
12.00 TOlN Rl!IE 606 
a.so TOlN Rl9B S07 
JB.00 TOlN RUE S07 
28.00 TOlN RUB S07 
JS.DO TOlN Rl9E 907 
2 B9 ACRES TOTAL 
OUANTt:0:: 
2.200 CFS 






The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos., 37-4B2H, l7-481C, 
37-483C, 37-S77BT, and 37-2630. 
OntBR PROVISIONS NBCBSSARY FOR DBFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree ia subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights aa may be ultimately detel'lllined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OP CLAIM - ~creed 
SCHIBIT ___ A __ _ 
2•~5 
Basin l7 Part 3 Director•s Report - Rec0111111ended Page 425 
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IDAllO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WAT.ER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDSR STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMB.ER: 37-482H 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USB: 
PL,11.CB OF USE: 
lCETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
J.012 CFS 
OB/01/18B4 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N RlBB S36 S1INK Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through Distriet canal. 
mBf'!:ifl QE W!i 2F.JU!:lD Qf l!i5 SlYl!m:lll 
IRRIGATION 04/1S 10/31 3.012 CFS 
lBBIS!!!t~IQH in lllil!.llm tQ1,1Dt~ 
TOlN R19E S06 HBSif 24.00 TOlN Rl9B S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOlN R19E SOG Lot 7 SifSW 12.00 TOlN R19B BOG SBSW 3',00 
TOlN Rl!IE soi; SHSE 8.50 TOlN R19B S07 NWNE 31-00 
TOlN RUB S07 Sl,"NE JB.00 TOlN R19B S07 SENE 15.00 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NBNW 2B.00 TOlN R19E B07 SBNW 5.50 
TOlN Rl9B 807 N:!SE 35.00 TOlN R19B S07 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRBS TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a aingle irrigation season, Ccmbined Right Noa.: 37-4828, 37-481C, 
37•483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NBCBSSARY FOR DBPINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS HATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject co such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately detel[1111ned by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-141216), Idaho 
Code. 
BXPLANI\TORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM • Decreed 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Report• Rocom,ended Page 347 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMEMDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LMI 
02/20/2D07 
RIGHT NUMBER: J7-4B3C 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES Lt.C 







PERIOD OP USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
KETCIRJM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
15. 0B6 CFS 
08/01/1902 
TRIBUTARY: MAuAD RIVER 
T02N RlB& S36 SWNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through Dietriet Canal. 
PURPOSE Qf uss 
IRRIGATION 
IRRIGATION in BLAINB County 
TOlN Rl!IE S06 HBSW 
TOlN P.19E S06 Lot 7 SWSW 
TDlN Ri9E S06 SWSE 
TOlN Rl9E S07 Sffll!: 
TOlN R19E S07 NENil 
TOlN Rl9E 507 NESE 
E61UQl2 QE Yfifl 
D4/15 10/31 
24.0D TOlN RlJIE S06 Lot 
12.00 TDlN RUB S06 
8.50 TDlN Rl!IE S07 
38.00 TOlN RlJIE S07 
28.00 TOlN Rl!IE SD7 
35.00 TOlN RUE S07 
28!1 ACRES TOTAL 
Om.NTJ:fi 
15.086 CFS 






The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres .in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-4BlC, 
37-4B3C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF TRIS HATER RIGHT: 
This partial deeree ia ouliject to such general previsions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adlllinistration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412161, Idaho 
Cocle. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CI.JI.IM , Decreed 
Basin 37 Part J Director's Report - Recommended Page 352 
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IDJ\l!O DEPARTMENT OF WATBR RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGJITS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE Llllf 
02/20/7.007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-2630 
NJ\ME AND ADDRESS: soum COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PiJ\CE OF USE: 
KETCHUM IO 83340 
GROtl?ID WATER 
3.750 CFS 
l, Dll.50 AFY 
02/02/1960 
TP-IBUTARY: 
TOlN Rl9E S6 NWNWSW 'iU thin BLIIINE County 
PJIBPO§E OF USE 
IRRIGATION 
lBBlaM:112!! io 
TDlN Rl9E SOS 
Blll!.ltm t'.!UIDt:l 
NESW 
TOlN Rl9E S06 Lot 7 swsw 
TDlN RUE SOG SWSE 
TOUI Rl9E 507 SNNE 
TOlN Rl!IE S07 NENW 
TOlN Rl!IE S07 NBSE 
PERJQP OF USE 
04/lS 10/Jl 
24,DO TDlN Rl9E SOG Lot 
12.00 TillN Rl9E S06 
a.so TDlN Rl9E S07 
38.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 
28.00 TOlN Rl9E 807 
35.00 TDlN Rl9E S07 










The rights listed below are limited to the irrigati= of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos., 37-4B2R, 37-4B1C, 
37-48JC, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
Thin partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately detennined by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLI\HATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CI.AIM - Licenne 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Report - Recommended 








C'rn Engkleers & Land Surveyors .... -~ ............ 
*-· ,u , ... 
..... ..i-... , ................ . 
PARCEL LOCATION 




SCALE: 1" - 400' 
S31"10'1B"E 
31.94' 
PENSCO lRUST FBO 
CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01NH 
1.00 ACRE 
BXHJBIT MAP or A YATIR RIGR'l' TRAm!FER LEGAL DBSCBIPIJON' FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRMH01NH 




RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
'ANQ WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 33 IO 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(Space Above This Linc For Rc=mcr's Use::) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Charles 
Holt, IRA#H0INV whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126-6903, all of 
their right, title and interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County 
of Blaine described as: 
11289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly described 
on Exhibit A. 
DA TED this 8th day of August, 2008 




On this 8th day of August, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
~iOl 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OP WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED mmsR STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-481C 
N.I\ME AND ADDRESS: SOOTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERlO!l OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE, 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
3.014 CPS 
08/01/1882 
T02N RlBE S36 SWHW Within BLAINE County 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
Water diverted from Headgate ff4S delivered through District Canal. 
PURPOSE Q'f' QSE 
IRRIGATION 
PSB100 Of qsE 
04/15 10/31 
IRJUG!\TIQN in BJ.MME epuptv 
TOlN R19E SOS NESH 24.00 
TOlN R19E SOS Lot 7 SWSW 
TOlN Rl9E S06 SWSE 
TOlN R19E S07 SHNE 





TOlN RUE S07 NESE JS.OD 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
TOlN Rl9E SD& 
TOlN Rl9E S07 
TOlN Rl96 so, 
TOlN Rl.9E S07 










The rights listed below are limited to the irrigatian of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation aaaaon. Caiabined Right Naa., 37-48ZH, 37•481C, 
J7-48JC, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NEC:SSSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ruJMINIS'r!IATION OP THIS KATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general proviaiona neceaaary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adll\iniatration of the water 
right• as 111ay be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLJINATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OP CLAIM - Decraed 





IDAHO DBPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RBCOHMBNDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
37-577BT 
02/20/2007 
NAME AND ADDRBSS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OP USE: 
PLACE OP USB: 
KETCHUM 10 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
2.200 CPS 
Ol/24/1883 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N R18E S36 SHNW Within BLAINE County 
Water div~rted from Readgate #45 delive:i;ed through District canal. 
£1lBP!2:!fi QE !llal i!DIQll 122 ~H OUANTIIX 
IRRIGATION 04/1S 10/31 2.200 CPS 
IBBmllIIQt! in DLallili Cw.m!i~ 
TOlN Rl9B SOG NBS1f 24.00 TOlN Rl9B S06 Lot Ii NlfSW 33.00 
TOlN RUE SO& Lot 7 SWSW 12.00 TOlN Rl!JE 806 SBSW 39.00 
TOlN R198 S06 SWSE 8.50 TOlN Rl9E 80'1 NWNE 31.00 
TOlN R19B SD7 SWNE 38.00 TOlN RHB 807 SBNE 15.00 
TOlN Rl 9E 907 NBNW 28.00 TOlH RUB S07 SBNW s.so 
TOlH R.l.9£ S07 NBSE 35,DD TOllf RUE S07 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
seres in a single irrigation season. COll!bined Right Nos.: 37•482H, J7-481C, 
37•4B3C, l7•S77BT, and 37-2630. 
onum PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DBPINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition ct the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42~1412(61, Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS 01' ct.AIM • Decreed 
ti;XHIBIT._A _ 
2oE!5 
Baein 37 Part 3 Director's Report - RecOIIIIIIE!ndsd Page 425 
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RIGHT NUMBBR: 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCBS 
RBCOMHENDBD WATER RIGHTS ACQUlRBD UNDER STATE LAW 
37-482H 
02/20/2007 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOUTH COIJNTY BSTATES LLC 







PBRIOD OF USE, 
PLACE OP USB: 
KETCHtlM ID B3340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
l .012 CFS 
08/01/1884 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N R18B S36 SIIN\i Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate U4S delivered through District canal. 
PURPOSE OP QSE 
IRRIGATION 
IRRIGATION in BLAIQ s;ounty 
TOlN R19B SD6 NBSW 
TOlN R19E S06 Lot 7 SWSW 
TOlN R19E S06 SWSB 
TOlN R19E SD7 SWNE 
TOlN R19B S07 NSNW 
TOlN R19B S07 NESB 
2i.!U!2l2 !:IE mli 
04/15 10/31 
24,00 T0lN R19B S06 
12.00 T0lN RUE S06 
8.50 TOlN RUE S07 
38.00 TOlN Rl9E 607 
28.00 TOlN Rl9E 807 
JS.OD T0lN R191! S07 
28' ACRES TOTAL 
CUANTID'. 
l.012 CPS 






The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total cf 289 
acrea in a single irrigation season. combined Right Nos.: J7~482H, 37-4B1C, 
37-483C, 37-S77BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NBCBSSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP TRIS WATER RIGHT: 
Thie partial decree is aubject to sudl general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights aa may be ultimately determined by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code, 
EXPLANA'IORY MATERIAL: BASIS OP CLAIM - Decreed 
EXHlBlT.-A __ 
Sof.'5 
Basin 37 Part J Director's Report • Recc111111ended Pase 347 
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IDJ\llO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACOUIREO UNOER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-4B3C 







PERICO OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
PO BOX 1S39 
KETCHUM ID B3340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
1S.086 CFS 
0B/01/1902 
TRIBUTARY, MALAD RIVER 
T02N RlBE S36 Swmf Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted fro,n Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
PYBPQSE QP QSB 
IRRIGATION 
IRRIGATION :In Btl\IHE county 
TOlN JU9B S06 UESW 
TOlN Rl9£ SOS Lot 7 SWSW 
TOlN Ri9£ $06 SWSE 
TDlN R19E S07 SWNE 
TOlN R19£ $07 NENW 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NESE 
i!i.RJ:!ltl Qf l1lili 
04/15 1D/31 
24.00 TOlN Rl9.E S05 
12.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 
B.50 TOlN RUB S07 
]8.00 TOlN R1'E S07 
29.00 TOlN R19E S07 
35.00 TOlN R19E S07 
2 B9 ACRBS TOTAL 
Qll&:II;i;n: 
15.086 CPS 






The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a ~ined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigatiOJI season, COlllbined Right Nos., J7-4B2K, 37·4B1C, 
37-4BJC, 37-S77BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DBFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATBR RIGHT: 
·This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights aa may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPL.MATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OP Ct.AIM ~ Dttcreed 
EXHIBrt __ A __ _ 
4oP5 
Baain 37 Part l Director' ■ Report • Rec011Rended Page 353 
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IDAHO DEPAR'n~ENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS AC:OUIRED UNDER STATE LI\W 
02/20/;!007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-2630 
NJ\ME AND ADDRRSS : SOUTH COUNTY ESTAT£S LLC: 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OP USE: 






TOlN Rl9E S6 NWNWSW Within BLAINE County 
PQBPQSE AP USE 
IRRIGATION 
IBBlaa.:J:I!:11 in ilLB,IIDii 
TOlN R19E SOli 
TOlN Rl9E 806 Lot 7 
TOlN R19E SOil 
TDlN R19B S07 
T01tl Rl9E S07 








PERIOD PE USE 
04/1S 10/31 
24.00 TOlN Rl9B S06 Lot 
12.00 TOlN R19E S06 
e.so TDlN RUB S07 
38.00 TOlN Rl9B S07 
2a.110 TOlN Rl9E S07 
JS.OD TOlN Rl9E S07 











The rights listed below arc lilllited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. combined Right Noa.: 37-482H, J7-481C, 
l7~483C, 37-577BT, and 37•2630. 
OTI!ER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RlGRT: 
Thia partial decree is subject to ouch general provlslona necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later t:han the entry of a final unified decree. section 42-1412(61, Idaho 
COde. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - License 
EXHIBIT A 
5oP5 




SOUTI-1 COUNlY ESTA TES 




SCALE: 1" - 400' 
S31 i 0'1 B"E 
JO.BJ' 
PENSCO TRUST FBO 
CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01NV 
1.00 ACRE 
DHIIIT KAP OP A WATER RIGHT TRAHSnR AL DBSCRIP'l'ION l'OR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IIU&HOlNV 




RECORDING REQUES'fED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 33 IO 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
Instrument # 575490 
HAILEY, BLAINE, l~AHO 
~-1-2010 03:12:47 No. of Pages: 7 
Recorded for: L.AWSON LASKI CLARK POGUE fk_ 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fae: 21.00 
Ex-0fflc:lcfRacorc(er DeplJtY. 
lndertD·WlY/QCICORPDEEO ----. ___,,'+"'--
(Space Above 111is Lim: for Recorder's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an [daho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.0 Charles 
Holt, JRA#H0lNV whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126-6903, all of 
their right, title and interest which they have, if any. in the property in the State of Idaho, County 
of Blaine described as: 
11289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly described 
on Exhibit A. 
DATED this i..!._~ay of April, 2009 




On this ~day of April, 2009, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, lLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
_}\ j I,.. -
fLWJ!:-1>:Y-d 1".Ylt1l _, IJ_(l~ 
Notary Public for_Idaho 
Residing at..-t-blA I~. ;:t:C>A+t-0 
My Commission expirBs _· ..._lZ.--=f-/_.fl'+/wt o ______ _ 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 
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IDAHO DEPARfflENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECO~IMENDEO WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE Ll\W 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT lltlMBER: J7-481C 
NAME MlD 1\DDRESS, SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
ICBTCHtJM ID B3340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
3.014 CPS 
OB/01/1892 
TD2N RlBE 836 SWNW Within BLAINE County 
TRIBUTARY, MAIJ\D RIVER 
Water diverted fro~ Headgate #4S delivered through District Canal. 
PURfOSE OF QSE 
IRRIGATIOH 
PBRIQP OP YSB 
04/15 10/31 
rRR,IGATION in BLAINE County 
T01N R19B 806 NSSW 24,00 
TDlN Rl.9E S06 Lot 7 SNSN 
TOJ..N R19E 806 SlfSE 
T01N Rl9E 807 SWNE 





TDlN Rl9B S07 NESE 35,00 
2B9 ACRES TOTAL 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
'J'OlN Rl..9£ 506 
TOlN R19E S07 
TOlN Rl!IE 807 
TDlH Rl9B 807 










The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos., 37•4B2H, 37-4B1C, 
l7-483C, 37-577BT, and 37~2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS HECBSSARY FOR DEFINITION OR JIDMINISTRATION OP THIS WATBR RIG!n': 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adainistration of the wat•r 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a paint in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. - Section 42-1412(61, Idaho 
COde. 
EXPI.JINATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM • Decreed 





IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER nESOURCES 
RECOMl•IBNI>ED Wll.TBR RIGHTS ACQUIRSD UNDER STATB LAli 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NIDIBER: 37-577BT 
NAMB AND ADDRESS, SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OP USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
KSTCHUM ID 83340 
BIG 1'100D RIVER 
2. 200 CF'S 
03/24/1883 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVBR 
T02N R18B S36 SWNW Within BLAINE county 
Water diverted fro~ Headgate #45 d~livered through District Canal. 
t'QRPQSB QF USE 
IRRIGATION 
IRRIGATION in BLAINS county 
TOlN R19B S06 NBSW 
TDlN Rl9B S06 Lot 7 SWSff 
TOlN Rl9B S06 SWSB 
TOlN Rl9B SD7 SlfflE 
TOlN RlJIB S07 NBNW 
TOlN Rl9E S07 NESS 
2mu2tt 121:: :uH 
H/15 10/31 
24,00 TOlN Rl9B S06 
12.00 TOlN Rl!IB S06 
8.50 T01N R19B 807 
38,00 TOlN Rl9B SD7 
28.DD TOlN Rl9B S07 
35.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 
289 ACR!S TOTAL 
Q!lalllT.tX 
2.200 CPS 






The rights listed below are lilllited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37•2630. 
onmR PROVISIONS Nl!CBSSARY POR D.BPINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATBR RIGHT: 
Thia partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary far 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may he ultimately determined by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree,- Section 42•1412(6), Idaho 
Code, 
BXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BJ\SIS OP CLAIM • Di,creed 
EXHIBIT.--A ____ _ 
z •tJS 
Basin 37 Part l Director•a Report• Reco-nded Page 425 
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IDAHO OEPARTMENT OF WATER R2SOtmCBS 
RECOMMENDED WATBR RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
_______ ,------= 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37•41i2H 
N.I\MB I\ND J\DORESS: SOUTff COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PBRIOO OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
3.012 CPS 
OB/01/1BS4 
TRIBUTARY: M1\LAD RIVER 
T02N R18B S36 SWNW Within BLAINE County 
Watel:' diverted from Headgate 1145 delivered through District canal. 
flmfQl!l! QF g§E PERIOD QF USE QUANT Ill'. 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/ll 3.012 CFS 
lBBI!aAIJ;Qli in B~ll!!il !;;m&ntx 
TDlN R19B S06 NBSW 24.00 'l'OlN Rl9B BD6 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOlN R19B S06 Lot 7 Sl'ISW 12.00 T01N R19B S06 SBSW 39.DO 
TOlN R19E S06 swss a.so TOlN Rl9B SO? NWNE 31.00 
TOlN Rl91:l 807 SKNB JS.OD TDlN R19B S07 SENE 15.00 
TOlN R19B S07 NENW 28.0D TOlN R19B S07 SENW 5.50 
TDlN lU9B 907 NE.SB 35.00 TOlN R19B S07 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total cf 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Noa.: 37-4B2H, 37-481C, 
J7-4B3C, l7·577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHBR PROV.ISIONS NECESSARY POR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS lfATBR RIGffl": 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately deter:mined by the Court et a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree.- Section 42-1412161, Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATBR.IAL: BASIS OF CLAIM • Decreed 
Ba■in l7 Part 3 Director's Report - Recomended 
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IDAllO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
P.ECOMMENOBI) WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: J7-483C 
HAMB AND ADDRESS: SOUTH COl.lNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OP USE: 
PLACE OP USE: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
15.086 CFS 
08/01/1902 
T02N RlBB Sl6 SW]JW Within BLIUNB County 
TRIBUTl\RY: MALAD RIVER 
Water diverted from lleadgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
PURPOSE OF Y§S 
IRRIGATION 
PBRIOD OP USE 
04/15 10/31 
IRRlGATION in ewmm County 
TOlN Rl9E S06 NESW 24.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 Lot 
TOlN Rl9E 806 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN R19B S06 
TOlN Ri9E S06 SWSB e.so TOlN Rl9B S07 
TOlN Rl!IB S07 SWNB 3B.00 TOlH Jtl.91!:. 507 
T01N RUE 607 mmw 28,00 TOlll Rl9E S07 
TOlN Rl!IB S07 IIESE JS.DO TOlN .RUE S07 
289 ACRli:S TOO'AL 
QUANTITX 
15.086 CPS 






The rights listed balow are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Noa.: l7-482H, J7-481C, 
37-4BJC, J7-S77BT, and 37-2630, 
OTHER PROVJ:SIONS NSCESSARY FOR DBPINITION DR ADMINISTRATION OF TllIS WATBR RIGHT, 
'This partial decrea is GUbject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the righte or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as 111ay be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree, Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPtl\NATORY MATERIAL, BASIS OP CI.AIM - l:Jecreed 
!XH1Brr.__...A ___ _ 
4ol!5 
Basin J7 l'art J Director• s Report - Recommended Page 352 
:... 
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IDAHO DEPARTf-!EIIT OP WATBR RBSOURCES 
RECOMMENDED NATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED mro1m STATE LAN 
02/20/2DD7 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-2630 
ltl\MS AND 1\DD!ll!SS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OP USE: 
PLACE OP USB: 






TDlN Rl9B SG NWNWSff Within BLAINE county 
PQBPQSB QF USE 
IRRIGATION 
ll!BI!;iatI!m ill 
TDlN Rl9E SO!i 
TOlN R19B 606 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
TOlN Rl.98 S07 
TOlN RJ.!IE 807 
TDlN R19E S07 
Bl.ra.Dm !;s!llDt:11: 
NESW 





pBRIQD Qf USE 
D4/15 1D/31 
24.DO TDlN Rl96 S06 
12.00 TQlN Rl9E S06 
a.so TOlN Rl9B SD7 
38, DO TOlN Rl9E S07 
28.00 TDlN Rl9E S07 
JS.OD TDlN Rl!IB SD7 











The rights listed below are limited to the irrigatiDII of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Noa., 37-4B2H, 37-481C, 
37-483C, 37~577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NRCESSI\RY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGlfr: 
This partial decree is oubject to such general provisions neceaaary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree._Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Coda. 
EXPIJIHA'l'ORY HATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - License 





ClvD £ngk,eers a: Land S'uMps 
GaleDa •11-•••••-
En11Deering ~Mi 1'111, 1111, 
Ino. liiiJ ---= , ..
-■II ,...e,11_._..,.. • .,_ 
VICJNJTY MAP 





PENSCO lRUST FBO 
CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01 NV 
1.00 ACRE 
ff MAP OP A YATBR RIGHI' TIWl8!'BR AL IJISCJUP'l'ION ftJR 
PENSCO TRUST l'BO CHARLES HOLT IRA&H01NV 




RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
Instrument# 515491 
HAl_i:ev, iuuNe~ ·rDAHo 
~1-2010 ll~:14:19 No.ofPag!5=7 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 33 IO 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
R•.cCll'ded.·_ for·_· : LA.·. WS. ON·LASKJCLAR. K·POGO~. JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: 21.00 . 
Ex-:Offlclo Recorder P•Putv. · 
lndulO:WIYIQCICORPDEED · 
(Space Above This Line For Recorder's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County &tates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Richard 
D. Fosbury, IRA#FOIEC whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126-6903, all 
of their right, title and interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, 
County of Blaine described as: 
I/2891h portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly described 
on Exhibit A. 
DA TED this 17th day of March, 2008 




On this 17th day of March, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 
o .. Publi~o ~~ 
R 1dmg at_~~==-=____:~-~z=;....""'---=----




II>l\HO DEPARTMEl!rl' OF HATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENI>ED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/2D/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-4B1C 
NAME .!\ND ADDRESS t SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
KETCHUM IO 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
3.014 CFS 
OB/01/1882 
T02N RlBE SJ6 SffNW Within BLAINE County 
TRIBUTARY', MAl,AO RIVER 
Water diverted from lleadgate 114S delivered through Disltrii,t Canal. 
fJJRPQSE Of JlSE 
IRRIGATION 




IBRWI\TION in BLAINE County 
TOlN Rl9E S06 NESW 24.D0 








TOlN RlSE $06 Lot 6 NWSW 
TOlN RlSE S06 
TOl.N Rl9B 807 
TOlN Rl9E S07 
TOlN R19B S07 
TOlN Rl!IE S06 
TDlN Rl!IE S07 
TOlN Rl!IE S07 













The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a COW)ined total of 289 
ai,res in a single irrigation season. CCll\bined Right Nos.: 37-48211, 37•48lC, 
J7•48lC, l7•577BT, and 37•2630, 
OTHER PROVISIONS !~SARY FOR DEFINITION OR AilHINISTRATION OF THIS WATU RIGHT: 
This partial dei,ree is aubject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately detemined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42•1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY' MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Report - Recommended Page 340 
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IDAHO DBPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE I.AW 
02/20/2007 
RlGltt tHJMBBR.: 37-577BT 
NAME AND ADDRESS: BOOTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OP US£: 
PLACE OF tlSB: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
2,200 CFS 
03/24/1883 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVBR 
T02N RlSE S36 SHNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
;a!BfQ!il! QI:: UH fERIQD OP USE Q!UWIID'. 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 2.200 CFS 
IB.BI!:iaUQH iD lllil\IHB C211ot1t 
TOlN Rl91! 906 NESW 24.00 TOlN Rl9E 806 Lot 6 NlfSW 33.00 
TOlN JUH S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 SESW 39.00 
TOlN Rl9B 806 SWBE a.so TOUl Rl9E S07 NWNB 31.00 
TOlN IU9B 507 SWNE 38.00 TOlN Rl9B S07 SBSE 15.00 
TOlN 1U9B 907 NENW 28,00 TOl!I Rl9E SD7 Semi 5.50 
TDlN Rl9E S07 NESB 35.00 TOlN RlllE S07 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined !light Nos.: 37-4B2H, 37-481C, 
37-4BJC, 37-577BT, and 37•2630, 
OTifER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEPillITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
Thia partial decree is subject to auch general proviaione necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may he ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412161. Idaho 
Code. 
:exl>LANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 





IDAHO DEPARTMENT OP WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: J7-482H 
NAME AND ADDRESS: scum COUNTY ESTATBS LLC 







PERIOD OP USE: 
PI.ACE OP USE: 
KBTCHUM ID 93340 
BIG WOOD RIVBR 
J.012 CFS 
08/01/1884 
TRIBtrrARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N RlBE S36 SWNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District canal. 
2UBe2H Qt S!tll: egRrQI;! 2e m111 Cllml:ZIX 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 l,012 CPS 
IBiU~tlQt! in BL&Ililii Cm&D!.l: 
TOlN RUB S06 ?IBSW 24.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 Lot 6 NWSif 33.DO 
TOlN RUB 506 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 T0lN Rl9B S06 SESW 39.00 
T0lN Rl9E S06 SWSE a.so TOlN R19B S07 NWNB Jl.00 
TOlN RUE S07 SWNE JS.OD TDlN Rl91!: S07 SENE 15.00 
TOlN Rl9E S07 Nl:!NW 28,00 TOlN Rl!IB 807 S!Ml s.so 
TOlN Rl9E S07 NESS JS.OD TOlN R19B S07 NWSE 20.00 
2Bll ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation. season. co!Dbined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-4BlC, 
l7-4BJC, l7-S77BT, and 37~2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WAT2R RIGHT: 
Thia partial decree is sUbject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. section 42-1412(61, Idaho 
Code. 
EXPI.1\NATORY MATERIAL! BASIS OP cc.AIM - Decreed 
EXH1B1t....-.A __ 
!of:'5 
Basin 37 Part l Diractor's Report - Raco111111ended Paga 347 
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IOJll!O DEPARTMENT OP WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE L.llW 
02/20/2007 
RIG!rr NUMBER, 37 -483C 
NI\ME AND ADDRESS; SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OP USE, 
PLACE OF USE: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
15.086 CFS 
08/01/1902 
TRIBUTARY: Ml\LllD RIVER 
T02N RlBE SJG SWNW Within BL.llI?lE couney 
Water diverted frcm H~adgate ff45 d~livered through District canal. 
em!.l!QSB QE l!SE e1::1u;gg QI:: USS QlZN:11'.M 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 15.086 CPS 
IBBl~Il!m in &Laltm S::01&atl! 
TOlN Rl9E S06 NESW 24.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33 ,OD 
TDlN Rl9E SD6 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlH R19E S06 SESW 39.00 
TOlN Ri9E SD6 SWSE a.so TDlN R19E S07 NW.NE JI.DO 
TOlN R19E 507 SWNE 39.00 TOlN Rl!IE S07 SENE 15.00 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NEml 28.00 TOlN Rl9B 807 s~ s.so 
TOlN R19E S07 NESE JS.OD TOlN R19E S07 NWSE 20,00 
299 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a cOltlblned total of 289 
acres in a aingle irrigation season. Combined Right Noe.: 37-482H, J7-481C, 
37-48JC, 37•S778T, and 37•2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS tlECBSSIIRY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIG!IT: 
This partial decree ia subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. section 42•1412(61, Idaho 
code, 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OP CLAIM - Decreed 
Basin 31 Part 3 Director's Report• Recommended Page 352 
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IDAHO DEPAATMEtlT OP WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE Ll\ll 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37•2630 
NJIME AND ADDRESS: sount COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE, 
PLACE OP USE, 






TOlN Rl9E S6 tlWNWSW Within BLAINE County 
PURPOSE Of USE 
IRRIGATION 
PERIOD QF USE 
04/l.S 10/31 
IBRJQAT!ON in Bl.AINE County 
TOlN Rl9E S06 NESN 24.00 TOlN R19E SD6 
TOlU Rl9E S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN R19E SO6 
TOlN RUE S06 SWSE e.so TOlN Rl9B S07 
TOlN R19E SO7 swm: JB.OO TOlN Rl9B 507 
TOlN R19E S07 NENW 28,00 TOlN Rl9B S07 
TOlN R19E: S07 NBSE JS.DO TOlN Rl9E S07 











The rights listed below are limited to tha irrigation of a combined total of 289 
seres in a single irrigation season. Colllbincd Right Nos.: J7·4B2H, J7-4BlC, 
J7·483C, J7-577BT, and 37•2530. 
OTHl!R PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATER R!G!IT: 
Thia partial decree is subject to such general provisionu necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights aa may be ultiinately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of s final unified decree. Section 42·1412[61, Idaho 
C:odc. 
EXPLIWATORY MATERIAL, BASIS OF CLAIM • License 
EXHIBIT A 
5ofl5 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director• ■ Report - Raco111111anded Page 854 
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PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY 
IRAflF01EC 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 1" - 400' 
EXHIBIT YAP OP A WATER IUOHI' TAANSFBR LEGAL DISCRIP'l'JON FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO RICHARD D. FOSBURY IRA#FOlEC 
1RTHIN S 8, T.lN,, 1Ll9E., B.ll., BLAINE comrrv. IDAHO 
~ 
,. ___ _ 




RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
MID WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: Instrument# 575492 HAl~_EV; BLAINE, IDAHO 
3-1-2010 03:16:17 No. of Pages: 7 
Recoril,d for: LAWSON LASKI-CLARK POGUE 
J0LYNN1>RAGE Fae: 21.00 . 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 ~~fticio)leefQ~ DJl)UtY, ______ a,-----+-=---1ndn lo:wn'IQCICORP D&ED 
(Space Above This Linc For Recorder's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Richard 
D. Fosbury, IRA#FOlEC whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126-6903, all 
of their right, title and interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, 
County of Blaine described as: 
11289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly described 
on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 18th day of September, 2008 




On this 18th day of September, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and 
for said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. ('\ / 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. ') UJ 
_., ....... ...,. \L-
.~:..- R. 1.,, "~'\. ......;:=~Iv.:.-.~;.._ ________ _ 
141 ... ~..._..._.,~ \ ~~ mnPg:~u~~!L~ 'tV) I l~OTAJl~, 'i .ID! --: , : -•-~ * I My Commission expires ~I:: Z,1:z,t,,\ 
\ · >va1.1e /' 
• '• 0 ~ .......... ~ "•  .,; l'e 0 , 19 t,.; ~ .. 41 
., ....... •....... 'i 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 30119-003 
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IDl\!10 DEPAR'IllENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNOBR STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT HUMBER: 37-481C 
NAME ANt> ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LI,C 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLI\CE OF USE: 
KBTCH\IM ID B3340 
BIO WOOD RIVER 
3,014 CFS 
OII/Ol/1882 
'l'RIBt1TARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N RlSB S36 SHNW Within BLAINE county 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
EQBEQliE QI': !lSS EEBI!m QI". USf; m!IWIIl:X 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 3.014 CFS 
lBBI!illllQH .1.n l!LAIUi ,12i.mtl! 
TOlN Rl9E S06 NESW :Z4,00 TDlH Rl!IE S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33,0D 
TOlN Rl!IE SO& Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 SESW 39.00 
TOlN Rl9E SOS SWSE a.so TOlN Rl9B S07 NWNE 31. OD 
TOlN Rl9E S07 SWNE JB, 00 TOlN Rl9E S07 SEN£ 15.DO 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NSNW 28.00 TDlN Rl9B S07 SENW s.so 
TOlN RUE S07 fJESE 35.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 NWSB 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTI\L 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 2B9 
acree in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos., 37-48:ZH, 37-481C, 
37-483C, J7•577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECF.SSAJ!Y FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
'I1tis partial decree in subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient ndllliniatration of the water 
rights as may be ultirllately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(61, Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MA.TERII\.L: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director•• Report • Recommended Page 340 
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IOARO DBPARTMENT OF HATBR RESOURCES 
RECTJMHBNDBD WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNt>BR STATE LAW 
D2/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBBR: J7-577BT 
!JAME ANO ADDRESS: SOUTII COUNTY ESTATES t.LC 







PERIOD OF USB: 
PLACB OF USE: 
KETCHUM IO 8334D 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
2.200 C:l'B 
03/24/1883 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N R18B SJG SWNW Within BLAINE county 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 deli~ered through District Canal. 
2YB.EQlz!5 QP' Ylz!i ~~RlQl2 Qt'. I[IIR QU!WIID 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 2.200 CFS 
IBBlGaimB i!J IUIAJ!m C:'2Wlt:! 
T01N R19B SD6 NESW 24.00 TOlN Rl.9.B S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
T01N R192 S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TDlN Rl9£ S06 SESW 39.00 
T01N Rl9E 606 SlfSE 8.50 TDlN Rl!IE S07 NWNE 31.00 
TOlN R19£ 807 SffNE JS.DO TOlN Rl!IE 807 SRNB 15.00 
TOlN Rl!IB S07 Nl!NW 28.00 TD1N Rl!IB S07 SBNW s.so 
TOlN R19B 807 NBSB JS.DO TOlN R19£ S07 NWSB 20.00 
28 9 ACRBS TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a coml:lined total of 28!1 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos., 37-4B2H, 37-481C, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS Nf!CBSSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights aa may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. section 42-1412(61, Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORlr MATERIAI.: BASIS OP Ct.II.IM - Decreed 





IDAHO DEPAATMBNT OF WATER RESOURCES 
!U?COMJJJENDED WATBR RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STAT£ LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NtlMSBR: 37-482H 
NAME AND ADDRBSS, SOUTH COUNTY BSTATBS LLC 







PERIOD OF DSB: 
PLACB OF USB: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG HOOD RIVER 
3.012 C:FS 
08/01/1884 
TRIBUTARY: Ml\Ll\ll RIVER 
T02N RlBB S36 swmt Within BLAINE cowity 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District canal, 
BlB.11~fi Qt YS~ EmIQll QE: !HIS OIJAN'I'm 
IRRIGATION 04/1S 10/31 l.012 CFS 
mlU!JllIIQH in m..11.IH!ii !:'.'!!,ID!:.~ 
TDlN RUB SOG NBSW 24.00 T01N Rl9B SOG Lot Ii NWSW JJ.00 
TOlN R19B S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN RUB $06 SESW 39.00 
TOlN Rl9B SOG SWSE a.so TOlN RUB 607 NltNE 31.00 
TOlN R19B S07 S'HNE 38.00 TOlN R19E S07 SENB 15,00 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NENlf 28.0D TOlN Rl9B S07 SBNW 5.50 
TOlN Rl9B S07 N2SB 35.00 TOlN RUB S07 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos.: 37•4S2H, 37•481C, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY POR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATBR RIGHT: 
ThiB partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights ae may be ultimately deteJ:111ined by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
code. 
EXPLANATORY MATBRIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM • Decreed 





ID.AHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATSR RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: J?~4BJC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLI\CE OF' USE: 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUti ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
15. 086 CFS 
08/01/1902 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N RlBE SJ& SWNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgatc #45 delivered through District Canal. 
i!UBl!fJSE gi:: mil:: fl:lRIQIJ QE ~£ !Mlalll'.;t:IX 
IRRIGATION D4/15 10/31 15.086 CFS 
IBBiilailQH .in !i!lil\Uili !::2l!,ll!.l:: 
TOlH R19E SOG NESH 24.0D TOlN Rl!IE S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33.DO 
TOlN RUE SOG tot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 SESW 39.00 
TDlN Ri!IE S06 SWSE 8.50 TOlll Rl9E SO? mlNE 31.00 
TOlN RUE SO? SNNE 39.00 TOltl RUE 607 SENE 15.00 
TOlN Rl!IE 607 NENW 28.0D TOlN Rl!IE S07 SENW 5.50 
TDlN RUE S07 NESE 35,00 TOlN Rl9E S07 NWSE 20.00 
20 ACUS TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a cOlllbined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation eeaaon. Combined Right Nos.: 37~482H, 37-481C, 
37-483C, 37-57?BT, and 37·2630. 
OTHBR PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEF'ItrITION OR ADMINISTRATION Of' THIS WATSR RIGHT, 
Thia partial decree in oubject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the righta er for the efficient administration of the water 
righta aa may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. section 42-1412(61, Idaho 
Code, 
EXPLIINA'l'ORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
Basin 3? Part 3 Director's Report - Recommended Page 352 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OP WATER RBSOURC:BS 
RECOMMSNDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STA'l'B LAW 
02/2D/2007 
RIGHT Nm'.BER: 37-2630 
NAME AND 1,J)DRF.SS; soun, COU?ITY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OP USE: 






TOlN Rl9E s, HWNWSW Within BLI\INE County 
PJIBPOSB QE USE 
IRRIGATION 
lBBili&Il!m LD lilLl!iJW:: ~lint~ 
TOlN Rl92 SOl!i N&Sff 
, TOlN Rl9B SD& Lot 7 swsw 
TOlN Rl9E SO& SWSB 
TOlN RllB S07 stlHE 
TOlN Rl9E S07 NENW 
TOlN RlllE S07 N6SE 
PERtop PE VU 
t4/lS 10/31 
24.00 TOlN R19E S06 Lot: 
12.00 TOIH R19E SOli 
a.so TlllN RUB S07 
38.00 TOlN R19B S07 
28.00 TOlN R19E S07 
JS.OD TOlN R1!1B S07 










The right• li■ted below are limited to the irrigation of a co=ined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigati011 oeason, Combined Right Nos.: 37-4B2H, l7-481C:, 
J7•463C:, 37-57781', and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NEC:SSSI\RY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGlrr: 
Thia partial decree ia subject: to a11ch general praviaions ne<:eersary for 
the definition of ther rights or for the efficient admlniatrat:ion of the water 
rights u may be ulti-tely determined by t:ha caurt at a point in tille no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42~1412(6), Idaho 
Coda. 
!XPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OP CLl'\IH - License 






CM fnglneers & land SUM)'llrS 
Galena 111 •••- A, .. ,.. 11m1, 
Engineering ~~~ ~. mui 







PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY 
IRA#F01EC 
1.00 ACRE 
, ..... .._ 
SCALE: 1" - 400' 




RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: Instrument # 568680 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
6°25-2009 04:04:00 No. of Pages: 6 
Record•d for: IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
LAWSON & LASKI, Pl.LC 
Post Office Do:,i; 3310 
Ketchum. Idaho K3340 JOLYNN DRAGE Fae: 18.00 
l~=•~~~~~E~;puty-------,-)'\ rf 
(Space Ahovi: 1l1h Unc For Rccunkr'1 U.c) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to John Scherer, a married man as his sole and separate 
property, whose address is PO Box 2127, Ketchum, Idaho 83340 and Charles Holt, a married 
man as his i.ole and sepnrnte property, whose address is PO Box 2133, Ketchum, ID 83340, lo 
hold as lenants-in•common, all of its right, title and interest which it has, if any, in the property 
in 1he Stale of Idaho, County of Blaine described as: 
7.512891h portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-
483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the 
Idaho Depanmcnl of Water Rc~ources and more particularly 
described on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 251h day of June, 2009 
TH C~U,TY ESTATES, LLC 
.Ltu\fl~ 
By: JI! n Scherer, Managing Member 
STATEOFIDAHO, ) 
) ss. 
CoW1ty of Blaine. ) 
On this 251h day of June, 2009, before me, the undersigned, n Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, nnd the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and ncknowl cd to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited linbility company. 
QUITCLAIM DEED • I 
\ 
\ 
Page 1 ofE 
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IDAHO DErARTNEllT OF 1/l\TER P.E:!!OURCES 
R£alf1MEND~ I/ATER lHGIITS l\t'QUYR!D \JNPER STAT& LAW 
02/lD/2007 
RIGHT 111.IMDER, l7•481C 
111\11£ /IND 1'00RESII I souni COUNTY llSTArllS LLC 







PERIOD OF USB 1 
Pl.AC& OP USE, 
l(ETC11U11 ID 83340 
BIG 1;001) R!VBP. 
l,OU CPS 
08/01/1882 
T02N RlBB S]G Slfflll Wilhin BLAINE County 
TRISlll'ARY I l·ll'wNI RIVER 
W.iter diverted tr0111 lleadgate N4S dd!vered through DUtr kt Canal. 
i'Wl!>QSE PF USE 
JRRIQAT]ON 




IBttt0bTtOl1 in BWNJ;; ceuntv 
TOUf 1\1911 S06 NESW 24,DO 
TGlN Rl,S SD6 Lot 7 SHSH 
TOlll Rl9E SOS SWSE 
TDlll Rl9E S07 SWNE 





TOlN Rl9E SO& Lot 6 HHSlf 
TDlH RUE SG6 
TDlll Rl9E 1107 
TOlN RUB 907 










TDlN RU& 907 N&SE JS.DD TOllf RUE SD7 //I/Sf: 20,00 
2U ACIIES TOTAL 
The rlghta Uated heli,w are llinit"d to the irrigation cf a cGl!bined tot11l of 219 
ac:t-c.11 in a aingle J.r.r-Jgation •e•aon. CollbJned Right rioa~ 1 J7•412K, J7•4.B1C, 
J7,48JC, 37•577BT, and l7-2Gl0. 
0Tll611 PIIOYlStOIIS ZIECBllS/IRY FOR D&FlllTTTOff OR Allt!ItlISTIIATIOII OF THIS WI\TBR RIGHT, 
Thin partla.l decree lo B\lbject ta oui:h general prov1Dion1 neceea11ry for 
the d.eflnJ t.!an oC the r.!9ht• or f<>r the etUclent adininiatration of the watar 
rights a■ NY ho ultl=tdy dateminc,d by the Court ,U a point in ti~ no 
later than the entry oC a find untried d•cree, Section '2•1411161, Idaho 
Code, 
EXPI.NlATORr HATERJAI,, BASIS OP' CLAIII • Dec<eed 
SCHIBIT-A--
' .~ 5 
Page 2 of E 
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ll>AIIO Dl!PARTIIIINT Of' WIITER RESOURCES 
RECOHl4BNtlf:ll WATER RIOIITS ACQUJRBD tlllDER STATE IJ\ff 
02/20/2007 
RtOHT IIUHBt:R: l1·5771!T 
Nl\ME IIND Al!DRBSS I sourn COIIIITY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD 0.1' USE: 
PLACS OP DSB , 
KETClllRI ID SJHO 
BIO tlOmJ R.lVER 
2.200 Cl'S 
03/24/1893 
TRIBIITAAY: HN.r,D RIVER 
T02N Rl8B 536 SWNW Within BLAINE county 
Water diverted frOftl lle•dgato no d<:llvercd through District canal. 
l!!lll.2!251: Ill'. !ml EllBIQI! QE Wlfi mzaw:m 
tRRIOl'.TION D4/15 10/31 2.200 CFS 
IBBlli&'.IIS!II ln liWllllll !:111111,¥ 
TOlN Rl9E 606 IIESff 24,DO TOlN RUE SDG Lot fi IIWSW ll.DD 
TOlN Rl98 SDG Lot SIISW 12.00 TDlN R19R 806 SESW 3'.00 
TDlN Rl9E 506 SIISE a .so TOl!I RUB 607 IIIINB ll.ao 
TOlN Rl9E 607 IIWIIE 38,00 TOlfl R19B S07 Sl!NE 15.00 
TOlN RUB 607 Nl!NW 21,00 TOlN Rl9B 807 SBllW 5.50 
TOlN RUE 807 IIBSE 35,00 TOlN RUE 607 NH!II! 20.0Q 
2 8 9 JICIIES 'rOTAL 
The right■ 11ated bolo~ are limited to tho lttigaclon al a c0fflblned toc;al oC 289 
ncrca 1n a a11151le lrrigotlon aeaaon. Combined Right Noa,, 37•48:ZH, l7•481C. 
J7•48JC, l7-5778T, and J7,26l0, 
OTHER PROVISJOtlS NBCIIGSAAY POR DtPINITION OR ADIIIIIIS"nll\TION DP THIS WATER RJGIIT1 
T11la parclal decree la subject to such general pn:,vbiana naceuuy for 
the definlcian of the rlgbta or for the efficient ndadniatratlon of the water 
rights na INIY be ultl=tely determined by the court at a point in time no 
later than tho entry of a final unified decree. Section tl-1412(61, Idaho 
Cada. 
BXPl,ANATORY MATBRIA~: BASIS OP CIJ\IH - Decreed 
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IDAHO DEPAl!.THENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
REC0:~'4E!IDEO WA.Tl!R RIGHTS M:QUIR!!D UNDER STAT£ LA.ff 
02/20/2007 
RJOHT IMIBl!R: l?-48211 
Nl\l!E ANtl ADDRESS , GOOTII COUNTY ESTATl!S LLC 







PERIOD OF USB, 
PLIICE OF U.;B: 
ICETCHUM JD 8334P 
B 10 WOOD RI Vl::R 
J.012 CPS 
D8/0l/l8U 
TRIBtrrARY: Hl\lJ\D RIVER 
T02N RlBE SJ&-~ Wlthin BLJ\INB County 
Nater diverted frcm Headgate U45 delivered thrcugh District c~nal, 
l!ilB212llll Qf: !llill EBJil g11 SIE 12115 ~ 
IAAIW.TION 04/1S 10/Jl J,DU CFS 
IBBI!JllIUll! 1D IH1lliIHa t:12J.UltX 
TOlN Rl9B GOG uesw 24.00 TOlN Rl9B S06 Lot Ii NI/SIi ll.Oo 
TDlN R19B 906 Lot 7 811511 u.oo TOlN RUil 506 stSM J9.0D 
TOlN RUI! BOG SWSI! 8.50 TOlN R191! S07 NIIMI! 31.00 
TDlN RUii 5D7 SHNl! 38,011 TOlN RUB 507 Slllll! u.oo 
TDlN R19! 807 IIB!iW 28.00 TOlll 1119£ S07 SEtnl 5-50 
TDlN Rl9B 607 NBSB JS.OD TDlll Rl91 907 NWse 20.00 
289 ACRE:$ TOTAL 
The right11 listed below are ltmlted to che lr:rigatlon or a cOGll>lned total o! 28' 
acre■ in a single irrigation aeaenn. Ccmbined Right Noa.: J7•482H, 37·481C, 
37•48lC, l7-S77BT, and l7•26JO. 
OTIIBR PROVISIOUB NECESSARY POR DEFII/ITION OR ADHINI5TRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT: 
Thla partial decree la aubject co auch general provisions neceaaary for 
the definition of the rlghta or for the efficient aclmlnlatration of the water 
rlghta aa Olay ba ultimately determined by the Court at a point in tl.., no 
later than the entry or a final unified decree. Section 42-14121&1, Idaho 
cade. 
£XPlJ\tfllT0RY HATERIJ\L1 BA!IIB OP Ct.lltH · Decreed 
~HlB&t-...A __ 
SoP5 
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YDAHO DEPlutTIIEIIT OP 111\TER Rf!SOUltCl!S 
Rl:C:DMMl!llDBD WATER RIGIITS 11(:'QUIRED tn!OEI! STllTI: I.Ml 
02/20/200, 
RIGIIT NtJHBER: l7-4B)C: 
11/J·IB rum ADDRESS I SOUTII C:Ollll1'l' ESTATl!S LLC 







l'ERl Oil OF USS 1 
PLAC:E OF u:rn I 
KETCHUM ID Bl H 0 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
lS, 086 CFS 
08/01/1902 
TRIBUTI\RY: MALAD RIVER 
TOW Rl&B S]G SWHW Within SLAIIIK r.-@'Jn<y 
llater diverteJ; trom Headgatc 11◄ 5 delivered thr~r;$h Diatrlct C:anal. 
J!UB.tQSB aE 116fi ~llBIQQ QE lliil< ll1IAHUD'. 
IRRIGATION U/15 10/)l 15,0U CFS 
IIIIU!lll:01211 lo DWIJU~ !:lilllll~~ 
TDlN 11196 SDG ms11 24 OD TOlff Rl9E 606 Lat G NIISII ll ,DO 
TDIN RUB 806 Let 7 SWSII u .Ojl' TDlll Rl9£ J,it6 SGSW 39,00 
TOlH RUB 81!-6 SIIS& a.so TOlff k19E St1 IIWNE 31,0D 
TOlll RUE 6D1 01111& JI.DO TJlN RUii! 807 SSH!! 15.00 
TO!U Rl9S SD7 JIBMI 28.00 T0lN U96 1107 S£11W 5,50 
TOlff RUE 807 tlESE 35.00 T!!lN Rl9E S¢7 NWSE 20.00 
28 9 J\CI\Ei TOTAL 
ThD .-ightn l.teted bela>t au lhdted ta the irrigation ct a c:cmbined total ct 219 
acrea in a ain9le irrlgatlon aeaa0n, Combined Right Hoo., 37-4821!, J7-481C, 
]1,HJC, J7--S7711T, and 37-200, 
OTIISR PROVISIOIIS IIECESSI\RY FOR DEPltllTION OR NllllffISTIU'.TION OF '11116 IIATER l!JGHT, 
Thie pax-tlal dncree ia aulljacc co •uch general provlaiona nec-e•••cy far 
the deCinit:ian o! the dghtn or tor the efflc,lent adminiatral:ion of l:.he wucr 
right• a• 11ay he 111 timataly datemlned by the court at a point in ti.., no 
lo.tar than the entry cf A final unlfJed dec:ree. section •2-H 12 !Iii, rdaho 
Code, 
txl'LNIATORY MATER.ll\L, B"5IS OF CLAIH - Decreed 
EXHIBJT.---i..;Aa.....,__ 
'1of!5 
laoin 37 Part l Ill rector• 11 Report • ReC011111111nd1d P•!I• J52 
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IDAHO llEPAR1l◄ENT OP Ul,TER RESOllllCBS 
RECDHHtrlllED WATER RIGIITS llt'QUlRSD U?IDER IT/ITE LAW 
02/aa/20111 
RlGIIT lltll1BER: J7•26JO 
NIIHE Alfll ADDRESS, SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OP USE, 
PLACE OF use' 






TDltl R1!111 H NWUWSW Within IJLAitrE county 
El!Bl:llllfi 12E !!Hi PIBTOD Qf Viii 
lMl(lTITION ~4/U 1e/Jl 
lBBICl!:I:ISJri In al.a!Uff. .CSZWlt:1£ 
TUN R19E so, NESW ;u,oo TOIN IUtl!! SD6 Lot 
TOIN P.IIE 1106 Lot 7 SI/Stl 12.00 T01N RUE soi; 
TOJN RUE SOC S11S£ ■ .so TlllN Ill IB 807 
TOIN RUE SO? S1INE 38.00 TlllN R191 S07 
Tlllll 111111 S07 - 21.oa '1'0111 RL9B So? TDlN 1111 &07 NBS£ .lS,00 TII IH lll9B' S07 










The right1 liated below are limitad ta the irrig•tion cl a combined total of 219 
acraa in• ainglc inig,.t,1on Hi\BOn, Comhinad Right Noa,, 17•48211, l'7·4BlC, 
J7 •·tl3C, l7•57'8T, and l?•21ilO, 
OTHER rROVISIONS NBCUIIAllY 1'011 DEFINITION Oil All!IJIIJSTRATICN CF TIIIS IIATEII R[Glrr, 
Thi■ part.lal deer•• b aubject ta ai&eh generd pravidons neceaau:y tor 
the d11finltion ct th• right• or for the afflciant adllllnintration of the w11t.er 
rl9hta •• "'•r be ultiinatdy d41t.am.ihod by the Collrt at • point in t.lftle no 
later i.han th■ aa~n- of a tlnal w,ifled deeree. llectlGII t2,1t12(6J. ldeho -· 
EXPLIUU.WRY HATERJAL, BASIS OF CLAlk • Ll.,.,nae 
Baain 37 Part J Dluc:tor•• Report • Rec~nded 
EXHIBIT_.....,A,i..ai-_ 
5afl.5 





Instrument # 622055 
lfAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
1a-2a.2014 11:32:17 No. or Pages: 5 
Recorded lor: HAWLEY TROXELL "' 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: 22.00 
ex-omcI0 Recorder Deputy _____ _,_.-~ 
Index ID: MISC Del!DI 
NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS 
AND NOTICE OF WAIVER OF REDEMPTION RIGHTS 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, JOHN SCHERER, a married man as his sole and separate property, 
and CHARLES HOLT, a married man as his sole and separate property (collectively "Grantor"), do 
hereby grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK or assigns ("Grantee"), 
whose address is 1260 W. Alverstone Dr., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814, all of the water rights, described 
In Exhibit 1, attached hereto and by this reference incorporated herein, situated In Blaine County, Idaho, 
TOGETHER with any and all claims, permits, licenses, decrees, and appllcatlons to, regarding or 
connected with such water rights, all waler, watercourses and ditch rights (Including stock in utilities with 
ditch or irrigation rights), and appurtenances thereunto belonging or In anywise appertaining, the 
reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, Issues, and profits thereof, and all estate, 
right, title, and interest In and to the water rights, as well In law as in equity (all of which are collectlvely 
referred to as the "Property"). 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Property unto Grantee, Its successors, assigns, and transferees 
forever and Granter does hereby covenant lo and with Grantee and Grantee's successors, assigns and 
transferees that it is the owner In fee simple of the Property and has the right and authority to convey the 
same to Grantee; that Grantee, and Grantee's successors, assigns and transferees shall enjoy the quiet 
and peaceful possession of the Property; that Grantor will, on demand of Grantee, or Grantee's 
successors, assigns or transferees, and at the expense of Grantor, execute any document or Instrument 
necessary for the further assurance of the title to the Property that may be reasonably required; and that 
Granter will warrant and defend the title conveyed herein to Grantee, and Grantee's successors, assigns 
and transferees against all lawful claims whatsoever. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Property unto Grantee, Its successors, assigns, and transferees 
forever, and Grantor does hereby covenant that the Property Is free from all encumbrances and liens, 
except for that certain Mortgage executed by Grantor to Grantee, dated June 10, 2009, and recorded on 
June 25, 2009, as Instrument No. 568682, and that certain Acknowledgment of Mortgage executed by 
Waterford Partners 111, LLC, as "Borrower", to Grantee dated July 17, 2009, and recorded on July 17, 
2009, as Instrument No. 569399, both in the records of Blaine County, Idaho (collectively, the 
"Mortgage"). 
This Non-Merger Deed In Lieu of Foreclosure with Retention of Deficiency Rights and Notice of 
Waiver of Redemption Rights ("Deed") is absolute In effect and conveys to Grantee full, fee slmple title in 
the Property. This Deed does not operate as a mortgage, trust deed, trust conveyance, or security device 
of any kind, Granter acknowledges that the Mortgage is valid and binding and shall remain In full force 
and effect. This Deed does not effect a merger of the fee ownership and the lien of the Mortgage. The 
fee and the lien shall hereafter remain separate and distinct. Grantee reserves Grantee's rights lo 
foreclose the Mortgage at any lime as to any party with any claim, interest, or lien on the Property. 
This Deed Is made pursuant to and In accordance with the terms of the Estoppal Affidavit dated 
effective of even date herewith executed by Borrower, Grantor, and John Scherer, lndiVidually, and 
Charles Holt, Individually, each as a Guarantor (collectively, "Guarantors"). The consideration for this 
Deed is valuable and includes Borrower's, Grantor's and Guarantors' desire to decrease the amount of 
the obligations owed by Borrower and Guarantors, pursuant to the terms ot a Promissory Note dated 
June 10, 2009, as renewed, modified or amended from time to time, initially executed by, and secured 
NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 
NOTICE OF WAIVER OF REDEMPTION RIGHTS · 1 
40986.0058.,273742.5 
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agalnsl the Property by the Mortgage, and any other amounts owed by Borrower, Grantor or Guarantors 
to Grantee. In executing thfs Deed, Borrower, Grantor and Guarantors expressly acknowledge that this 
Deed is not intended to and does not discharge the indebtedness that is secured by the Mortgage. 
Further, Grantee retains its deficiency rights as set forth In the Estoppel Aflidavit. 
The possession of the Property has been or wlfl be promptly surrendered to Grantee. Grantor 
further covenants wilh Grantee that Grantee shall enjoy the same without any loss or disturbance, and 
that Granlor and all persons having or acquiring any interest In the Property through or for Grantor will, on 
demand, execute and deliver to Grantee any further assurances of the same as may be reasonably 
required. 
This Deed Is made as a result al the request of Grantor and Is made of its free and voluntary act 
without undue influence or coercion from Grantee or any other party. At the time ol the execution ol this 
Deed, Granter believes that the Indebtedness secured by the Mortgage does exceed the lair market value 
of the Property. Grantee shall have the option and right lo defer recording this Deed if ii so elects until 
such lime as ll deems appropriate. 
Grantor does hereby Irrevocably waive, surrender, convey, and relinquish any equity of 
redemption and statutory rights of redemption whatsoever which Grantor may now or hereafter have in 
and to or concerning the Property, and acknowledges that this Deed is not executed by virtue of any 
misrepresentation of Grantee, its agents, attorneys, or any other person. The warranties and 
representatlons made by Granier as herein set forth are for the protection of Grantee and all other parties 
who hereafter acquire an Interest in the Property and shall be binding upon the respective heirs, trustees, 
beneflcfarles, executors, and assigns of Grantor. 
The execution, delivery and perfom,ance of this Deed, (i) has been duly authorized and does not 
require the consent or approval of any governmental body or other regulatory authority or any other 
person or entity, and (ii) Is not in contravention of or in confllct with any law or regulation, and (Iii) Is 
enforceable against Grantor, Borrower and Guarantors, in accordance with the terms herein. Further, 
John Scherer and Charles Hoit represent and warranty that they have sole authority to enter into this 
Deed on behalf of Borrower and execute the documents In conformance thereof. 
Grantor acknowledges and agrees that the acceptance by Grantee of title to the Property shall 
not create any obligations on the part of Grantee and/or Its assigns to third parties that may have claims 
of any kind whatsoever against the Grantor. No person not a party to this Deed shall have any "third 
party beneficiary" status or other rights hereunder. 
DATED effectlve the4_ day of '5"f/17L , 2014. 
NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 





ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine vJ.. ) 
On this£ day of~ 2014, before me, ~w,JJ. '> ~ la.s lL\ a Notary 
Public In and for said state, personally appeared JOHN SCHERER, known or Identified to me to be the 
person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing Instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed 
the same. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 55. 
County of Blaine 6 ) 
On this 2:.. day of ~s):";014, before me, ~5 Q__ \ fa.~ l, , a Nolary 
Public in and for said state, personally appeared CHARLES HOLT, known or Identified to me to be the 
person whose name Is subscribed to the foregoing Instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed 
the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto se 
year in this certificate first above written. 
,,., ...... ,,,, 
,,,'-' \,ASl(J ,,,.,, .. 
~~ ~ '1-·.-•····· ·"• 
l~i,'~~~y '·,·', .., • !:,.o ~ • ! •...-,. v•oi 
'I \ ..., .... :tJ: .. 
\ ... p\)11 /..,_j •••• •••••~I 
NON-~G&j~~-cleu OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 
NOTICEcf,,,j/JJ~~l= REDEMPTION RIGHTS • 3 
40986.0058.5273742.5 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ~ ) 
Onthts21!:_dayof~~2014,beforeme, ~,WS iZ.. LA4 ,aNotary 
Public In and for said State, personally appeared JOHN SCHERER, known or Identified to me to be a 
member of WATERFORD PARTNERS Ill, LLC, or the person who executed the Instrument on behalf or 
said limited liabllity company and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company executed the 
same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seat the day and 
year in this certificate first above written. 
CJ.- I~ ~~~,-~~ 
My commission explresZ0\1:: 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine J ) 
On this L._ day of~ 2014, before me, ~<. L~~ l.\ , a Notary 
Public in and for said State, personalty appeared CHARLES HOLT, known or Identified to me to be a 
member of WATERFORD PARTNERS Ill, LLC, or the person who executed the Instrument on behalf of 
said limited liability company and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company executed the 
same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my h 
year In this certificate first above written. 
NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 





An undivided 7.5/289ths or 2.595% or the water rights appurtenant lo the following described 
lands situate in Blaine County, Idaho, 10 wit: 
All in Township 1 North, Range 19 East, B.M.: 
In Section 6: NE1/4SW1/4, Government Loi 6 in the NW1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 7 In the 
SW1/4SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SE1/4 
In Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4NE1/4, SE1/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NW1/4, NE1/4SE1/4 
and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water rights are described in five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Reports each entitled "Idaho 
Department of Water Resources Recommended Water Rights Acquired Under State Law" relating 10 the 
water rights summarized, in part, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCE OF POINT OF ACRES QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED OF WATER 
NUMBER 
37-481C described Big Wood SW1/4NW1/4, Sec. 289 3.014CFS 
above River 36T2N, R18E (cubic feet per 
second) 
37-577BT described Big Wood (same) (same) 2.200 CFS 
above River 
37-482H described Big Wood {same) {same) 3.012CFS 
above River 
37·483C described Big Wood (same) (same) 15.086 CFS 
above River 
37-2630 described Ground water NW1/4NW1/4SW1/4 {same) 3.750 CFS 
above Sec.6,T1N,A19E 1,011.50 AFY 
(acre/feet per 
year} 
Waler Right No. 37-2630 (ground waler) Is based on a License. The other lour (4) water rights 
are based on court Decrees. 
NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS AND 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION CIVIL CASE NUMBER: 39576 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 





NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT 
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
1. Name of Claimant(s) 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
2. Date of Priority: 08/01/1902 
3. Source: BIG WOOD RIVER Trib. to: MALAD RIVER 
4. Point of Diversion: 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4 Lot 
02N lBE 36 SW NW 
5. Description of diverting works: 
HEADGATE #45 AND DISTRICT 45 CANAL 





From To C.F.S. 
7. Total Quantity Appropriated is: 
15.086 C.F.S. 
a. Total consumptive use: 
9, Non-irrigation uses: 
10. Place of use: 
31~483C 









Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 Lot Use Acres 
OlN 19E 6 NE SW IRRIGATION 40 
NW SW 6 IRRIGATION 38 
SW SW 7 IRRIGATION 39 
SE SW IRRIGATION 40 
SW SE IRRIGATION 13 
Section Acres 170 
OlN 19£ 7 NW NE IRRIGATION 40 
SW NE IRRIGATION 40 
SE NE IRRIGATION 17 
NE NW IRRIGATION 30 
SE NW IRRIGATION 7 
NE SE IRRIGATION 20 
NW SE IRRIGATION 22 
Section Acres 176 
Total Acres 346 
11. Place of use in counties: BLAINE 
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? Yes 
13. Other Water Rights Used: 
14. Remarks: 
THIS RIGHT IS A PORTION OF THE RIGHT ORIGINALLY DECREED TO ANNIE I. MILLER, 
JOHN Q. PACKARD, JANEE. BURNER, WILLIAM M. 
WAYMAN AND OLIVE WAYMAN IN THE FROST DECREE. SAWTOOTH TITLE CO., INC. HOLDS RECORD 
TITLE TO THE LANDS IDENTIFIED ABOVE AS THE PLACE OF USE AND TO THE WATER RIGHTS AS 
TRUSTEE FOR G. CHAPMAN PETERSEN & ASSOC., - IDAHO, A GENERAL PARTNERSHIP. THIS 
PARTNERSHIP HAS AUTHORIZED SAWTOOTH TITLE CO., INC, TO SIGN AND FILE THIS NOTICE OF 
CLAIM. 
15. Basis of Claim: Decreed 
10/10/2003 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION CIVIL CASE NUMBER: 39576 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 





NOTICE OF CLAIM TO A WATER RIGHT 
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
1. Name of Claimant(s) 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
2. Date of Priority: 03/24/1883 
3. Source: BIG WOOD RIVER Trib. to: MALAD RIVER 
4. Point of Diversion: 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4 Lot County 
02N 18E 36 SW NW BLAINE 
5. Description of diverting works: 
HEADGATE #45 AND DISTRICT 45 CANAL 
6. Water is used for the following purposes: 
Purpose 
IRRIGATION 
7. Total Quantity Appropriated is: 
2.2 C.F.S. 
8. Total consumptive use: 
9. Non-irrigation uses: 
10. Place of use: 
37-577BT 
From To C.F.S. 








Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 Lot Use Acres 
01N 19E 6 NE SW IRRIGATION 40 
NW SW 6 IRRIGATION 38 
SW SW 7 IRRIGATION 39 
SE SW IRRIGATION 40 
SW SE IRRIGATION 13 
Section Acres 170 
OlN 19E i NW NE IRRIGATION 40 
SW NE IRRIGATION 40 
SE NE IRRIGATION 17 
NE NW IRRIGATION 30 
SE NW IRRIGATION 7 
NE SE IRRIGATION 20 
NW SE IRRIGATION 22 
Section Acres 176 
Total Acres 346 
11. Place of use in counties: BLAINE 
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? Yes 
13. Other Water Rights Used: 
14. Remarks: 
AMOUNT CONFIRMED THROUGH WATERMASTER RECORDS. SAWTOOTH TITLE CO., INC. HOLDS 
RECORD TITLE TO THE LANDS IDENTIFIED ABOVE AS THE PLACE OF USE AND TO THE WATER 
RIGHTS AS TRUSTEE FOR G. CHAPMAN PETERSON & ASSOC. - IDAHO, A GENERAL PARTNERSHIP. 
THE PARTNER- SHIP HAS AUTHORIZED SAWTOOTH TITLE CO., INCL TO SIGN AND FILE THIS 
NOTICE OF CLAIM CONFORMED ATTORNEY MAILING ADDRESS OMS 
15. Basis of Claim: Decreed 
37-577BT 10/10/2003 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION CIVIL CASE NUMBER: 39576 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 





NO'l'ICE OF CLAIM 1'0 A WATER RIGHT 
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
1. Name of Clairnant(s) 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC Phone: (208)726-8806 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
2. Date of Priority: 08/01/1884 
3. Source: BIG WOOD RIVER Trib. to: MALAD RIVER 
4. Point of Diversion: 
Township Range Section 1/4 cf 1/4 of 1/4 lot County 
02N lBE 36 SW NW BLAINE 
5. Description cf diverting works: 
HEADGATE #45 AND DISTRICT 45 CANAL 
6. Water is used for the following purposes: 
Purpose 
IRRIGATION 
From To C.F.S. 
7. Total Quantity Appropriated is: 
3.012 C.F.S. 
B. Total consumptive use: 
9. Non-irrigation uses: 
37-4B2H 









10. Place of use: 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 Lot Use Acres 
OlN 19E 6 SW SW 7 IRRIGATION 39 
SE SW IRRIGATION 40 ~ 
SW SE IRRIGATION ~J~ NE SW IRRIGATION 
NW SW 6 IRRIGATION 38 \) 
Section Acres 170 
OlN 19E 7 NW NE IRRIGATION 40 
SW NE IRRIGATION 40 
SE NE IRRIGATION 17 
NE NW IRRIGATION 30 
SE NW IRRIGATION 7 
NE SE IRRIGATION 20 
NW SE IRRIGATION 22 
Section Acres 176 
Total Acres 346 
11. Place of use in counties: BLAINE 
12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? Yes 
13. Other Water Rights Used: 
:4. Remarks: 
THIS RIGHT IS A PORTION OF THE RIGHT ORIGINALLY DECREED TO ANNIE I. MILLER, 
JOHN Q. PACKARD, JANEE. TORNER, WILLIAM M. WAYMAN AND OLIVE WAYMAN IN THE FROST 
DECREE. SAWTOOTH TITLE CO., INC. HOLDS RECORD TITLE TO THE LANDS IDENTIFIED ABOVE AS 
THE PLACE OF USE AND TO THE WATER RIGHTS AS TRUSTEE FOR G. CHAPMAN PETERSEN & ASSOC. 
- IDAHO, A GENERAL PARTNERSHIP. THE PARTNERSHIP HAS AUTHORIZED SAWTOOTH TITLE CO., 
INC. TO SIGN AND FILE THIS NOTICE OF CLAIM. 
CONFORMED ATTORNEY MAILING ADDRESS DMS 
15. Basis of Claim: Decreed 
37-482H 10/05/2005 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
IN RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION CIVIL CASE NUMBER: 39576 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 





NOUCE OF CLAIM 'l'O A WATER RIGHT 
ACQUIRED UNDER STA'l'E LAW 
1. Name of Claimant(s) 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
2. Date of Priority: 08/01/1882 
3. Source: BIG WOOD RIVER Trib. to: MALAD RIVER 
4. Point of Diversion: 
Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 of 1/4 Lot 
02N 18E 36 SW NW 
5. Description of diverting works: 
BIG WOOD RIVER CANAL, DITCH, HEA:•GATE 





From To C.F.S. 
7. Total Quantity Appropriated is: 
3.014 C.F.S. 
B. Tctal consumptive use: 
9. Non-irrigation uses: 
10. Place of use: 









Township Range Section 1/4 of 1/4 Lot Use Acres 
OlN 19E 6 NE SW IRRIGATION 40 
NW SW 6 IRRIGATION 38 
SW SW 7 IRRIGATION 39 
SE SW IRRIGATION 40 'Lot pt °i) 
cfw SE IRRIGATION l~~c,L p6L\. 
Section Acres 170 
OlN 19E j NW NE IRRIGATION 40 
SW NE IRRIGATION 40 
SE NE IRRIGATION 17 
NE NW IRRIGATION 30 
SE NW IRRIGATION 7 
NE SE IRRIGATION 20 
NW SE IRRIGATION 22 
Section Acres 176 
Total Acres 346 
11. Place of use in counties: BLAINE 
12. Do you own the property listed above as place cf use? Yes 
13. Other Water Rights Used: 
14. Remarks: 
THIS RIGHT IS PORTION OF THE RIGHT ORIGINALLY DECREED TO ANNIE I. MILLER, JOHN 
Q. PACKARD, JANEE. TURNER, WILLIAM M. 
WAYMAN AND OLIVE WAYMAN IN THE FROST DECREE. 
AMOUNT CONFIRMED THROUGH WATERMASTER RECORDS. SAWTOOTH TITLE CO., INC. HOLDS RECORD 
TITLE TO THE LANDS IDENTIFIED ABOVE AS THE PLACE OF USE AND TO THE WATER RIGHTS AS 
TRUSTEE FOR G. CHAPMAN PETERSEN & ASSOC. - IDAHO, A GENERAL PARTNERSHIP. THE 
PARTNER- SHIP HAS AUTHORIZED SAWTOOTH TITLE CO., INC. TO SIGN AND FILE THIS NOTICE OF 
CLAIM. 
CONFORMED ATTORNEY MAILING ADDRESS OMS 
1~. Basis of Claim: Decreed 
3i•48lC 10/10/2003 
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DJ THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, DJ AHD FOR THE COUNTY OF 'l'WDJ FALLS 
IR RE THE GENERAL ADJUDICATION 
OF RIGHTS TO THE USE OF WATER FROM 
THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN WATER SYSTEM 
CIVIL CASE NUMBER: 39356 
Ident Humber f\ "2,1 - rY2 lP ?:,o 
Date Received 10!2:tel,-.;'i_ 
Receipt Number QpQ 3 '6 ~ 
NOTICE OF CLAD( 
TO A 
WATER RIGHT 
ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 





D£~Y~: -=·:t ;}; • . '.,- :~~-~rn~ces 
Sr'.1th Jr1 t -;_j:~t--~ 
1. Name of Claimant(s): Sawtooth Title co., Inc., as trustee for 
G. Chapman Petersen & Associates - Idaho 
Phone: (312) 426-4646 
Mailing Address: c/o G. Chapman Petersen 
Rt. 5, Springwood Lane 
Barrington Hills, IL 60010 
2. Date of Priority: February 2, 1960 
3. Source of water supply (a) Groundwater 
which is tributary to (b) 
4. a. Location of point of diversion is: 
Township Range section % % 
lN 19E 6 NW NW 
\ 
SW 
Additional points of diversion if any: None. 
b. If instream flow, beginning point: 
Township Range Sec:tiQll % % ~ 
Ending point: 
Township Range section 
s. Description of existing diversion works: 118 






6. Water is claimed for following purposes: 
Purpose 
Irrigation April 1 November 1 
7. Total Quantity Claimed: 3.75 cfs 
Amount 
3.75 cfs 
8. Total consumptive use claimed is 865 acre feet per annum. 
9. Non-irrigation uses: None. 







































NE SW I 
NW SW(LOt 6)I 
SW SW(LOt 7)I 
SE SW I 
SW SE I 
NW NE I 
SW NE I 
SE NE I 
NE NW I 
SE NW I 
NE SE I 
NW SE I 
Total number of irrigated acres: 346 














12. Do you own the property listed above as place of use? Yes. 
13. Describe any other water rights used at the same place and for the 
same purposes as described above? 37-0481, 37-0577AC, 37-0482A, 37-0483. 
14. Remarks: Sawtooth Title Co., Inc. holds record title to the lands 
identified above as the place of use and to the water rights as trustee 
for G. Chapman Petersen & Associates - Idaho, a general partnership. 
The partnership has authorized Sawtooth Title co., Inc. to sign and file 
this Notice of Claim (see attachment). 
Last Name: Sawtooth Title Ident No. 
1140 of 2064
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15. Basis of Claim: License 




Plaintiff v. Defendant: 
16. Signature(s) 
(a) By signing below, I/We acknowledge that I/We have received, 
read and understand the form entitled "How you will receive notice 
in the Snake River Basin Adjudication." (b) I/We do not wish to 
receive and pay a small annual fee for monthly copies of the docket 
sheet. Number of attachments - 1. 
(For Organizat:i;on~] I do solemnly swear or affirm that I am f,-e$,.,/Mr 
of &<:t1:t-±~-r.t 7~-lh/!,z.,1,.,,., that I have signed the foregoing document in the 
space below as Pres1cfc,.,-r of S 4 «,-fr,i/. r,lle Co f 0 c and that 
the statements contained in the foregoing document are.true and correct. 
/-i ,~/ / 
Signature of Authorized Agent / ,f7,1.,[ r;/_ :Y;f; 4,~J 
- .,··1 
Title of organization 
State of Tbltlltl 




Subscribed and sworn before 
17. Notice of Appearance: 
~ Cl w .J. lji .f{ T, Ill /li,' _, 
Notice is hereby given that I, James P. Speck, will be 
acting as attorney at law of the claimant signing above, and that all 
notices required by law to be mailed by the director to the claimant 
signing above should be mai d tote address listed below. 
signature:_...l,.a~il!!~~::t-~~~::..._ __ 
Ja 
Ho e, Speck & 
P.O. Box 987 
Ketchum/ ID 83340 
Date: /"'1 pt/,tt: 






3/17/2016 DIRECTORS REPORT 
SRBA 
DIRECTORS REPORT 37-00481C 
Return to SRBA Home Page 
Return to SRBA JW ATRS Reports 
IWT072 IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Right Number: 37-00481( 
Name and Address: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 




KETCHUM, ID 83348 
BIG WOOD RIVER Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
3,014 CFS 
08-81-1882 
Diversion Point: T02N R18E S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Purpose and 
Period of Use: 
Place of Use: 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
Purpose of Use 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T01N R19E S06 
507 
LOT 7 
289 Acres Total 
Period of Use 
04-15 TO 10-31 
Within Blaine County 
NESW 24 LOT 6 (NWSW)33 











The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481(, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
Other Provisions Necessary for Definition/ Administration of this Water Right: 
Explanatory Material: Basis of Claim - Decreed 
htlp'J/164.165.134.61/03700481CX.HTM 
Return to SRBA IWATRS REPORTS 
Return to SRBA Home Pye 
1/1 
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3/17/2016 DIRECTORS REPORT 
SRBA 
DIRECTORS REPORT 37-00482H 
Return to SRBA Home Page 
Return to SRBA IWATRS Reports 
IWT072 IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
~~•-w~~-•---------------------------------------•--------------~------•-------• 
Right Number: 37-00482H 
Name and Address: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LL( 




KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
3.012 CFS 
08-01-1884 
Diversion Point: T02N R18E S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
Purpose and 
Period of use: 
Place of Use: 
Purpose of Use 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T01N R19E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289 Acres Total 
Period of Use 
04-15 TO 10-31 
Within Blaine County 
NESW 24 LOT 6 (NWSW)33 











The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-S77BT, and 
37-2630. 
Other Provisions Necessary for Definition/ Administration of this Water Right: 
Explanatory Material: Basis of Claim - Decreed 
---··----······-·-.•,-··--------------- ------ ---------·- - ------
Return to SRBA IWATRS REPORTS 
Return to SRBA Home Pase 
-·-----·-·---··--···-···-···- - ·-··------- -------~ 
"-:11164, 165.134.81/03700482HX.HTM 111 
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3117/2016 DIRECTORS REPORT 
SRBA 
DIRECTORS REPORT 37-00483C 
Return to SRBA Home Pa,ge 
Return to SRBA TWA TRS Reports 
IWT072 IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMEM>ED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
---------------------------------------------~---------------------------------
Right Number: 37-00483( 
Name and Address: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 




KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
15,086 CFS 
08-01-1902 
Diversion Point: T02N RlBE S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Purpose and 
Period of Use: 
Place of Use: 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
Purpose of Use 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T01N R19E 506 
S07 
LOT 7 
289 Acres Total 
Period of Use 
04-15 TO 18-31 
Quantity 
15.086 CFS 
Within Blaine County 
NESW 24 LOT 6 (NWSW)33 









The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483(, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
other Provisions Necessary for Definition/ Administration of this Water Right: 
Explanatory Material: Basis of Claim - Decreed 
Return to SRBA 1W ATRS REPORTS 
Return to SRBA Home Pa,ie 




311712018 DIRECTORS REPORT 
SRBA 
DIRECTORS REPORT 37-00577BT 
Return to SRBA Home Page 
Return to SRBA IW A TRS Reports 
IWT072 
Right Nl.lllber: 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMEftllED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
37-885778T 
Name and Address: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 




KETCHUM, ID 83348 
BIG WOOD RIVER Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
2.20 CFS 
93-24-1883 
Diversion Point: T92N RlBE S36 SWNW Within Blaine county 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
Purpose and 
Period of Use: 
Place of Use: 
Purpose of Use 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T81N R19E S06 
S87 
LOT 7 
289 Acres Total 
Period of use 
84-15 TO 18-31 
Within Blaine County 
NESW 24 LOT 6 (NWSW)33 











The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C~ 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
Other Provisions Necessary for Definition/ Administration of this Water Right: 
Explanatory Material: Basis of Claim - Decreed 
111p-J/164.165.134.61/03700577BT.HTM 
Return to SRBA IWA TRS REPORTS 
Retum to SRBA Home Page 
111 
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3117J2016 DIRECTORS REPORT 
SRBA 
DIRECTORS REPORT 37-02630 
Return to SRBA Home Page 
Return to SRBA IW A TRS Reports 
IWT072 
--- ------~~ ----~-~-~----
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Right Number: 37-02630 
Name and Address: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
Source: GROUND WATER 
Quantity: 3. 75 CFS 
1011.50 AFY 
Priority Date: 02-02-1960 
Diversion Point: T01N R19E S06 NWNWSW Within Blaine County 
Purpose and 
Period of Use: 
Place of Use: 
Purpose of Use 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T01N R19E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289 Acres Total 
Period of Use 




Within Blaine County 
NESW 24 LOT 6 (NWSW)33 









The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos,: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
Other Provisions Necessary for Definition/ Administration of this Water Right: 
Explanatory Material: Basis of Claim - License 
111p"J/164.165.134.81/037D21530XX,HTM 
Return to SRBA IWA TRS REPORTS 
Return to SRBA Home Page 





Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho 
JUN 2 8 2010 
ey _________ ";:;:Cledl::;:' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 





) ______________ ) 
SPECIAL MASTER'S REPORT AND 
RECOMMENDATION; FINDINGS OF 
FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
WATER RIGHT NOS.: 37-48I C, 37-
482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 
I. FINDINGS OF FACT 
A claim was filed for each of these water rights pursuant to LC.§ 42-1409. The Director of 
the State ofldaho Department of Water Resources examined the water system for this reporting area. 
The Director's Report contained recommendations for the elements of these water rights. 
Objections were filed by Tom O'Gara, John F. Stevenson, Bill Molyneux, Pete Van Der 
Muelen, Grace Eakin, Rocky Sherbine, Gerald Bashaw, Pepin Corso-Harris, (hereafter "Concerned 
Water Users") and the Big Wood Canal Company. A Notice of Withdrawal of Objections was filed 
by the Concerned Water Users and the Big Wood Canal Company on January 11, 2008. A hearing 
was held on February 25, 2008. There was no opposition to the withdrawal of these Objections. 
There are no unresolved objections remaining in these subcases. 
II. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Based on the file and record herein, IT IS RECOMMENDED that these water rights be 
decreed with the elements set forth in the attached Special Master's Recommendation/or Partial 
Decrees. 0::::: 
DATED: ~
SPECIAL MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 








In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRI 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
DISTRICl COURT-SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 
Cotrnty of Twin Falls - State d lclahO 
OF T~E 
LLS 
JUN 2 8 2010 
Water Right 37-00418C 
By __________ _ 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE, ID 83313 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
0.88 CFS 
06/23/1888 
T02N Rl8E S36 LOT 3 (NESWNW) Within Blaine County 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
TOlN Rl9E S19 LOT 4 
S30 
159.0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 
QUANTITY 
0.88 CFS 
Within Blaine County 
SESW 40.0 (SWSW) 40. 0 
NENW 40.0 LOT 1 (NWNW)39.0 
Right Nos. 37-418C, 37-419C, and 37-2656 are limited to the 
irrigation of a combined total of 159 acres in a single 
irrigation season. 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 1171 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-115G, 37-117, 37-lSBD, 37-418C, 
37-419C, 37-501D, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-6648, 37-6651, 37-666G, 
37-666H, 37-667L, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2656, 37-7645, 37-7658B, 
and 37-7856. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED. in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
RECOMMENDATION 
I JUN 2 8 2010 
--~ 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 37-00418C File Number, 01801 
Eric J. Wildman 
Presiding Judge of the 





In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRI 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
DISTRICT COURT -SABA 
Fifth Jurlicial District 
~ of Twin Falls - State of Idaho OFTit , ;t-:._ ___ _;_ _ _:__;__:_ _ _, 
LS 
JUN 2 8 2010 
Water Right 37-00482H By _________ ~ 
O,n 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
3.012 CFS 
08/01/1884 
T02N RlBE S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289. 0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 









Within Blaine County 





The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
RECOMMENDATION 
JUN 2 8 2010 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO l.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 37-00482H File Number: 01373 
Eric J. Wildman 
Presiding Judge of the 




In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTR CT 
DISTAICl COURT-SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 
0 p,M!J1Y of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
PA."<TIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
JUN 2 8 2010 
Water Right 37-00483C 
By============:=~~ 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
15.086 CFS 
08/01/1902 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N Rl8E S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289.0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 
NESW 24.0 LOT 6 














The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-48lC, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.c.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
RECOMMENDATION 
I JUN 2 8 2010 l 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 37-00483C File Number: 01372 
Eric J. Wildman 
Presiding Judge of the 





Fifth Judicial District 
Coumy of Twin Falls - State af Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRI OF TH~ 
In Re SRBA 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN F LLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54{b) FOR 
JUN 2 2 2010 
Case No. 39576 
Water Right 37-00577BT 
By _________ _ 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
2 .20 CFS 
03/24/1883 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N Rl8E S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
TOlN R19E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289.0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 
NESW 24.0 LOT 6 
(SWSW)l2.0 
SWSE 8. 5 












The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54{b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the· above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
RECOMMENDATION 
I JUN 2 8 20!0 ] 
$~~% 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 37-00577BT File Number: 01371 
Eric J. Wildman 
Presiding Judge of the 





In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRI 
DISTRICl COURT-SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 
Coonty of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
OF HE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN ALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
JUN 2 8 2010 
Water Right 37-02630 BY-----------:::--:--Cleli< 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
GROUND WATER 
3.75 CFS 
1011. 50 AFY 
02/02/1960 
TOlN Rl9E S06 NWNWSW Within Blaine County 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289.0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 
















The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
RECOMMENDATION 
[ JUN 2 8 20!0 
-M6~ 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I,R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 37-02630 File Number: 01370 
Eric J. Wildman 
Presiding Judge of the 





Fifth Ju,1iciaJ District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
JUN 2 8 2010 
Clat< 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICI~r-1'!~:'ft'j"e'l:"-E~~~~°""""'~cr..t.~ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 







NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF 
SPECIAL MASTER'S 
RECOMMENDATION 
Water Right(s): 37-00481C 
37-00482H 37-00483C 37-00577BT 
37-02630 
On June 28, 2010, Special Master BRIGETTE BILYEU 
issued a SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION for the above subcase(s) 
pursuant to SRBA Administrative Order 1 (AOl), Section 13a. 
Pursuant to SRBA Administrative Order 1, Section 13a, any party 
to the adjudication including parties to the subcase, may file a Motion 
to Alter or Amend on or before the 28th day of the next month. 
Failure of any party in the adjudication to pursue or participate 
in a Motion to Alter or Amend the SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION 
shall constitute a waiver of the right to challenge it before the 
Presiding Judge. 
DATED June 28, 2010. 
NOTICE OF ISSUANCE 







Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
JUN 2 8 2010 
By _________ .,,,..,.. 
Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
) 
) 
) _____________ ) 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
Water Right(s): 37-00481C 
37-00482H 37-00483C 37-00577BT 
37-02630 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the SPECIAL MASTER'S 
REPORT, SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION FOR PARTIAL DECREE and NOTICE 
OF ISSUANCE OF SPECIAL MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION were mailed 
on June 28, 2010, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid to 
the following: 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
Represented by: 
JAMES P. SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
120 EAST AVENUE 
PO BOX 987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
Phone: 208-726-4421 







Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
JUL - 9 2010 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL 
Clede 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OM'Wl'1\'"1~~~--.:~=.°""=., 
In Re SRBA 






) _____________ ) 
AMENDED SPECIAL MASTER'S 
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION; 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
WATER RIGHT NOS.: 37-481C, 37-
482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 
I. FINDINGS OF FACT 
A Special Master's Report and Recommendation was issued on June 28, 2010. The Court 
erroneously attached a copy of a recommendation for water right 37-418C instead of37-481C. This 
Amended Special Master Report and Recommendation now correctly attaches a recommendation 
for 37-481C. No other changes were made. 
A claim was filed for each of these water rights pursuant to LC.§ 42-1409. The Director of 
the State ofldaho Department of Water Resources examined the water system for this reporting area 
The Director's Report contained recommendations for the elements of these water rights. 
Objections were filed by Tom O'Gara, John F. Stevenson, Bill Molyneux, Pete Van Der 
Muelen, Grace Eakin, Rocky Sherbine, Gerald Bashaw, Pepin Corso-Harris, (hereafter "Concerned 
Water Users") and the Big Wood Canal Company. A Notice of Withdrawal of Objections was filed 
by the Concerned Water Users and the Big Wood Canal Company on January 11, 2008. A hearing 
was held on February 25, 2008. There was no opposition to the withdrawal of these Objections. 
There are no unresolved objections remaining in these subcases. 
II. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Based on the file and record herein, IT IS RECOMMENDED that these water rights be 
decreed with the elements set forth in the attached Special Master's Recommendation/or Partial 
Decrees. Q 
DATED:~+¼ q , 2010. 
AMENDED SPECIAL MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 
S:/BASIN FOLDERS/37MRR/48 lC.etal. WTHDRWOBJ.AMENDED.SMRR 
7n/lO Page I 
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In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
OISTRICl COURT-SABA 
Fifth Jt v1:cial District 
(',ounty of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTR OF HE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN ALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
JUL - 9 2010 
Water Right 37-00481C 
By __________ _ 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
3.014 CFS 
08/01/1882 
T02N Rl8E S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289.0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 
NESW 24.0 LOT 6 














The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RU.LE 54 (b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate ·Rules. 
RECOMMENDATION 
l JUL O 9 2010 l 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 37-00481C File Number: 01374 
Eric J. Wildman 
Presiding Judge of the 




In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 




E'OINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
OISTRICl COURT-SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTR 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN 
Cou~ of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
T OF 'II-. .. _.!...----------, 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
ALLS 
JUL - 9 2010 
Water Right 37-00482H By ___________ Oeflc=-:-
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
3.012 CFS 
08/01/1884 
T02N RlBE S36 SWNW Within Blaine county 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
E'URPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289.0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 















The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
DeDUty Clerk 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
RECOMMENDATION 
I JUL O 9 2010 
s~$~ 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C,P, 54(b) 
Water Right 37-00482H File Number: 01373 
Eric J. Wildman 
Presiding Judge of the 




In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTR 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
Water Right 37-00483C 
DIS I RICl COURT-SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 
CT 0 ~oi,IDW of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
FALLS 








POINT OF DIVERSION, 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE, 
PLACE OF USE, 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY, MALAD RIVER 
15.086 CFS 
08/01/1902 
T02N Rl8E S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
TOlN R19E S06 
SO? 
LOT 7 
289.0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 
NESW 24.0 LOT 6 
(SWSW)l2.0 
SWSE 8.5 






Within Blaine County 





The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos., 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
RECOMMENDATION 
JUL O 9 2010 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(bl 
Water Right 37-00483C File Number, 01372 
Eric J. Wildman 
Presiding Judge of the 




In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DIS 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TW 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
DISTRICl COURT-SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
ICT Of-''!'Hli;----------, 
FALL~ 
JUL - 9 2010 
Water Right 37-00577BT By ___________ ~ 
Cle,1c 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
2.20 CFS 
03/24/1883 
T02N Rl8E S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
SO? 
LOT 7 
289.0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 









Within Blaine County 





The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54(bl CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
RECOMMENDATION 
j JUL O 9 2010 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 37-00577BT File Number: 01371 
Eric J. Wildman 
Presiding Judge of the 





Fifth Judicial District 
County ofTwin Falls - State of Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRI T OF ~E 
In Re SRBA 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN ALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
JUL - 9 2010 
Case No. 39576 
Water Right 37-02630 
By ___________ _ 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 





TOlN Rl9E S06 NWNWSW Within Blaine County 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289.0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 
NESW 24.0 LOT 6 









Within Blaine County 





The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
RECOMMENDATION 
I JUL O 9 20!0 
r.;i;~Jtri. 
s1>sfutMA°s,t~ 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 37-02630 File Number: 01370 
Eric J. Wildman 
Presiding Judge of the 





Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State ci Idaho 
JUL - 9 2010 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL,"--f:I-Hll-'ff"Tf'""f'-""l"Tfiii'--"f"'Hfi'.'-~~~Clai1<;;;:;;.J 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 




) _____________ ) 
NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF 
Am~~dea SPECIAL MASTER'S 
RECOMMENDATION 
Water Right(s): 37-00481C 
37-00482H 37-00483C 37-00577BT 
37-02630 
On July 09, 2010, Special Master BRIGETTE BILYEU 
issued a SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION for the above subcase{s) 
pursuant to SRBA Administrative Order 1 (AOl), Section 13a. 
Pursuant to SRBA Administrative Order 1, Section 13a, any party 
to the adjudication including parties to the subcase, may file a Motion 
to Alter or Amend on or before the 28th day of the next month. 
Failure of any party in the adjudication to pursue or participate 
in a Motion to Alter or Amend the SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION 
shall constitute a waiver of the right to challenge it before the 
Presiding Judge. 
DATED July 09, 2010. 







Filth Ju11icial District 
County of Twin Fa!ls - State of Idaho 
JUL - 9 2010 
By _________ ;:::0enc::::-
0eputy0en< 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 






CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
Water Right(s): 37-00481C 
37-00482H 37-00483C 37-00577BT 
37-02630 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
/, ('(I e_ AJ D£. D 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the SPECIAL MASTER'S 
REPORT, SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION FOR PARTIAL DECRE.E and NOTICE 
OF ISSUANCE OF SPECIAL MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION were mailed 
on July 09, 2010, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid to 
the following: 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
Represented by: 
JAMES P. SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
120 EAST AVENUE 
PO BOX 987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
Phone: 208-726-4421 







SEP O 1 2010 
DEPARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES 
DISTRICT COURT-SRBA -~ 
Fifth Judicial District 
County otTwin Falls - State of Idaho 
I AUG 3 1 2lllll I · · 
l BY--------f7r-;:;;;;;;i; 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICJi; DIS I IDCT OF THE -1--¥-.. +,::4--___. 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
InReSRBA 





ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES 
Subcase Nos.: 37-00481C, 37-00482H, 
37-00483C, 37-00577BT & 37-02630 
(South Country Estates LLq 
On July 9, 2010, an Amended Special Master's Report and Recommendation was filed 
for the above-captioned water rights. No Challenges were filed to the Amended Special Master's 
Report and Recommendation and the time for filing Challenges has now expired. 
Pursuant to I.RC.P. 53(e)(2) and SRBA Administrative Order 1, Section 13f, this Court 
has reviewed the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law contained in the Amended Special 
Master's Report and Recommendation and wholly adopts them as its own. 
Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that the above-captioned water rights be decreed as set forth 
in the attached Partial Decrees Pursuant to LR.CP. 54(b). 
DATED lr11J41 2/, Ja (0 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES 
ERIC J. WILDMAN 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
Page I 
1168 of 2064
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OP USE: 
PLACE OF USE, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN J\ND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSWINT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
Water Right 37-00481C 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
3.014 CFS 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
OB/01/18B2 
T02N !USE $36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
PUR.POSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
$07 
LOT 7 
289.0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 
QUANTITY 








Within Blaine County 





The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos., 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR I\DMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER TlL'\N THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412 (6) • 
RULE 54.(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(bl, I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that tile court has and does herel:iy direct that the al;,ove judgment der shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provid ho Appellate Rules. 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUl\NT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 




In Re SRBA 
case No. 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSt.il\NT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54{b) FOR 
DISTRICT COURT-SABA --i 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
Water Right 37-00482H 
AUG 3 1 2010 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 




T02N ltlBE S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Water diverted from Headgate 145 delivered through District 
Canal. 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289.0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF OSE 
04-15 TO 10-31 















The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 2B9 acres in a single irrigation season. 




OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER. RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412[6). 
RULE 54 (bl CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the cQ\lrt h&a and does hereby direct that the above judgment all be a final 
judgment upon wltich execution may inu• and an appeal may be taken as provided by 
Eric J. Wil 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. S4(b) 




In Re SRBA 
Ca,;e No. 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
l'ERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
Water Right 37-00483C DIS:RICT COURT-SABA. --, 
Fifth Judicial District · 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
15.0B6 CFS 
08/01/1902 
T02N Rl8E S36 Within Blaine county 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 
QUANTITY 
15.086 CFS 
AUG 3 1 2010 
Irrigation Within Blaine County 
TOlN lU9E S06 
LOT 7 
S07 













The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, l7-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6]. 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon vhich execution may issue and an aweal may be taken as provided,J,if-t!1!9-.i4~1f¥' 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R,C.P. S4(b] 






In Re SRBA 
case No. 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN ANO FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
Water Right 37-00577BT 
DISTRICT COURT-SRBA-
Fifth Judicial District 
Cou~y of Twin Falls • State of Idaho 
I AUG 3 1 2010 y1 SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
By 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER L -- 7 /I ------~ I C 2.20 CFS 03/24/1883 
T02N Rl8E S36 Within Blaine County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289.0 Acres Total 
PERIOD OF USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 
QUANTITY 
2.20 CFS 













The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 2B9 acres in a single irrigation season. 
COrobined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37·4BlC, 37•483C, 37•577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NEC2SSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule S4(bl, I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry ot a 
final judgment and that the court has and does heral:>y direct that the above ju~-•.iai:c..Jl~er shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided o Appellate Rules. 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 54(b) 
Water Right 37-00577BT File Number: 01371 
Eric J. 
Presiding Judge of the 




In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PURPOSE AND 
PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PtJRStDINT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
Water Right 37-02630 
DISTRICT COURT-SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1S39 





TOUT Rl9E S06 NWNWSW Within Blaine County 
I I j AUG 3 1 1010 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
PERIOD OF USE 





TOlN Rl!IE S06 
LOT 7 
S07 








Within Blaine County 





The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos., 37-482H, 37-4BlC, 37-4B3C, 37•577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT ro· SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY 
DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL.UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE S4(b} CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(bl, I.R.C.P., that the court has determined that there is no j\1St reason for delay of the entry of a. 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appesl may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO I .R. C.P. $4 (bl 






CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER OF 
PARTIAL DECREES was mailed on August 31, 2010, with sufficient 
first-class postage to the following: 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
Represented by: 
JAMES P. SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
120 EAST AVENUE 
PO BOX 987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
Phone: 208-726-4421 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
ORDER 







STATE OF IDAHO 
.· AESQURCES 
DEPt~~ION 
DEPARTMENT OF WATBR RESOURCES 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
I. List the numbers of all water rights and/or adjudication claim records to be changed. If you only acquired a portion of 
the water right or acljudlcatlon claim, check "Yes" In the "Split?" column. 
Water Right/clalrn No. Spilt? Water Rlght/Clalm No. Split? Water Right/Claim No. Split? 
37-481C Yes 0 37-482H Yes □ 37-483C Yes □ 
37-577'BT Y~ □ 37-2830 Yes 0 Yes □ 
Yes 0 Yes □ Yes D 
Yes □ Yes 0 Yes D 
Yes 0 Yes □ Yes □ 
2, Previous Owner's Name: SOUth County Estates, LLC 
Name oreunenl water right holder/claimant 
3. New Owner{s)/Clalmant{s): ~Mo:--unta~l_n ~W_e_st_B_an_k--:-~,---.,----~-------------
Name of each new owner I\S listed on the conveyance document 












4. If the water rights and/or adjudicatJon claims were split, how did the division ocour? 
□ The water rights or claims were divided as specifically Identified In a deed, contract, or other conveyance document. 
□ The water rights or claims were divided proportionately based on the portion of their placc(s) of use acquired by the 
new owner. 
5. Date you acquired the water rights and/or claims listed above: ..;.J_une~1_7:..., 2_0..;..10 ______ _ 
6. This ronn must be signed and submitted with the following REQUIRED Items: 
• A copy of the conveyance document - warranty deed, quitclaim deed, court decree, contract of sale, etc. The 
conveyance document must include a legal description of the property or description of the water rlght(s) ifno land is 
conveyed. 
• Plat map, survey map or aerial photograph which clearly shows the place of use and point of diversion for each water 
right and/or claim listed above (if necessary to clarify division of water rights or complex property descriptions). 
• Filing fee (see Instructions for further explanation): 
o $25 per undMded water right. 
o $100 per split water right. 
o No fee is required for pending adjudication claims. 
7, Signature: ___________ _ 
Signature of new O\\ner/claimant 
Signature: ___________ _ 
Signature of new owner/claimant 
For IDWR Office Use Only: 
Receipted by -~,111,, ----
Approved by -----
Fomi 42•248/42-1409{6) R~. 07/10 
VP, Speclal Credits Officer 
Tltlc. lf11ppllcable 
Titlo, If applicable 
Receipt No. 5 0 3;2 0 l. 1 
Date 
Date 
Receipt Amt. E/.J S: ITJ 
SUPPORT OAfA 
7:,7- Y81C. 
iN FILE f-~~- -
1176 of 2064
STATBOFIDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECEIVED 
JUL 2 8 2011 
DEPT. OF WATER RESOURCES 
SOUTHERN REGION 
• 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
1. List the numbers of all water rlghts l\lld/or adjudication claim records to ho changed. If you only acquired a portion of 
lho water rl~hl or adjudlcallon claim, check "Yes" tn the ''Split?" column. 
Wat~. RlgWClaim Ji9, ~pllt? Water Righi/Claim,~. Spilt? Waler Rlght/<;lalm No. Split? 
37-481C ~ Yes O 37-482H lt!7 Yes O 37-483C Uc. Y~s D 
37-577B're.... Vei 0 3Nlq30 t,<. Yes d Ves 0 
Yes □ Yes 0 Yes O 
Yos □ Yes 0 Yes 0 
Yes 0 Yes 0 Ye$ 0 
2. Previous Owner's Narne: South County Estates, LLC 
N;:;:,1111::::--;10-:or-=c"'.'.'111R-:-:-;nt':":w-:-:a1-:cr-;rlg-.h~l h:-:-o-;-:ld-cr~-;-;clc:al-n1an--:-t -------...... -------
3, New Owner(sVClalmenl(s): :-:M_o_u __ nl:-al_n,..W_e_st_B_a_nk_.,.,........,---.,..---------~-'--------
Narne or each ne1v 011,icr liS listed on die c:onv~y1111ce c!0¢1lmcnt 
Ne11• 01111cr continued 
PO 8ox1059 
N11mo connector D ahd Dor O and/or 
Mall_l113 edd~ 
Copur d'Alene ID 83816 
Cil.y Stalo ZIP 
(2Q8) 884-6802 krobertson@fl_\Qunl~lnwestbank.com 
'fclepbono Email 
4. If thc_i water righti Md/or 11dJ11dlcatlon claims were split, how did tho division occur? 
d 'fhe water rights or claims were divided es specifi~lly Identified In a deed, c-0ntract, or other conveyal)CC document, 
D Tho water rights or claims were divided proportionately b.ised on the portion of their pl~ce(s) of use n~ulred by the 
new owner. 
5. Dato you acquired the wator rights and/or claims listed above: _Ju_n_e_1_7;...., 2_0_1_0 _______ , 
6. TI1is fohn must be signed Md submitted with ll1e followhtg REQUIRED Items: 
• A copy of the conveyance document - warranty deed, quitclaim deed, court decreo, contract of sale, etc, 1110 
conveyance document must Include n legal description of the property or description of t~o water rlghJ(s) If no land Is 
conveyed. 
• Plat map, survey map or aerial photograph which clearly shows the ptace of use itnd point of diversion for each w11ter 
right and/or claim listed above (ift\ecessnry to clarify division of waler rlihts or complex property descriptions). 
• f'illn_g fee (see lnslntctlons for further explanation): 
o $lS per 1111tlMded Wllt~r rlghl, 
o $100 per spill water right, 
o No fee Is required ro pending adjudication claims. 
7, Signature: 
Slgna1urc: ----......;;.---------
s1.an111un, or ~w 01"1cilclal111111u 
For IDWR 0/)ic, Vse Onty: 
Rclllllplcdby ____ _ l>llto ____ _ 
VP, Spedal Credits Officer 
Title, treppllcable 
Tille, 1r11pj1licabl11 
Appr9v¢ by __ ......,.......__ 









t,SSIGNMENT AND DE~D 
Instrument# 578330 
~EY,UNI, IDAHO 
· 111-11-2010 1114$:28 No. of Palles: a 
Rlcorded for: BLAIN& C0UHTY ML"l =~~-i~ 
THIS ASSIGNMENT Is made on the _Q_ day of June 2010, by and between South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited Rablttty ~~pany, PO Box 1639, Ketchum, ID 83340 
(hereinafter "As•lgnor"), 11nd MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, an Idaho state banking corporation, 
P.O. Box 1058, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83818 (hereinafter "Assignee"). 
For good and valuable consideration received, Assignor hereby grants, conveys, 
transfers, and assigns unto Assignee the sell~a Interest In the foll<>Wlng contracts, Including 
tl)ose water rights appurtenant to the P~rty designated as Water Rights Nos. 37-481 C, 37• 
' . . 
482H, 37•483C, 37-577BT, aod 37-2630, flied In the Snake River Basin AdjudlcaUan, Afth 
Jl,ldlclal Dl~t. In the SJate of Idaho, County 9f Twin Fall$, Case No. 39576, to the foHowlng 
dl3slgnated vendetta: 
Date of Conbact Vendeersl Water Rlaht Nos, 
10/3/08 Peter B, Breck and Antonia Hunter 
Breck, Trustees of the Breck 
FamDy 1998 Revocable Trust· 
Dated J1,1ne 12, 1998, Amenclctd 
37-482H, 37-4810, 37-4830, 37-




June 18. 2001 · · 
Paul Brainerd 
Robert L. Baker, Trustee of the ~,t. _L. ~!!~ei'_ Revocable TMt 
37~2H. 37-481Q, 37-4830, 37. -
677BT, and 31-2630 (1.5 acre.a 
[1/6/289)-Wf,lter rights] 
37-482H, 37-4810, 37-48301 37. 
577BT, and 37-~30 [7 acres [7/289) 
water rights] 
6/10/08 Ed Sinnott_ s.nd Carol Sinnott -· 37-482H, 37-4810, 87-4830, S7• 
677BT, and 37-2830 (Not more than 
2.acres (<2/289) of water rtghtsl 
Water Rights Nos, 37•_4810, 37-482H, 37~830, 37-577BT, and 37·2~30 are appurtenant~o the 
foHowlng described real property In_ Blaine County, Idaho, Whloh ls conveyed to Assignee: 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RA~(31; 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY, 
IDAHO · · 
A ~I of land In the SW1/4 and the SW1/4SE1/4 of Section e and also In the 
E1/2NW1/4, NW1/4NE1-,4, S1/2NE1/4 and the N1/2SE1/4 of Section 7, more parUcularty 
described as foDows; . . . 
COMMENCING et an Iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW1/4, said Section 
6, whl<:h point le &!SO the REAL POINT OF BE~INNING; 
AS~IG~T AND DBBD-1 
L:~OUNTAI005S78\00497\MWBSOCOUNrYASG.oe1s10.oocx t/16110 1,:2a 
. . 
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Thence South 89°61 146• East. 2,808.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4, Section 8 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW1/4, Section Si 
Thence South 0•35•1a• East. 1,308.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an Iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW1/4SE1/4, said Section 
6i 
Thence South 89°42'46• East, 1,308.89 feet_ along '18 Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Sacllon 8 to an Iron pin markfnO the ~ comer of ,aid SW1/"8E1/4, 
Section 6; . . _ 
Thence Soultl _0025'10" _East, 1,309.70 feet along the Eaaterly bol.lldary of said 
SW1/4SE~/4, Section 8 fo en ln>n pin marking the Southeast comer of satci 
SW1/4SE1/4, Saotlon e: 
Thence Soulh 0•17•54• East, 1,313.46 feet along the Easterly boundary of the 
NW1/4NE1/4, said Secdon 7 to an Iron pin marking the 801,itheast comer of said 
NW1/4NE1/4, Section 7; · 
Thence South 89°47'38". East, 1,~3.96 feet alol'IG the Northerly boundary of the 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE1/4NE1/4, 
Section 7i · 
Thence South 0•1&106" East, 1.308,14 feet along·the Eastedy boundary of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Secllon 7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast corner of~ 
SE1/4NE1/4, Secllon 7; 
Thence So~th 0046'S0• East. 1,308.60 feet alorv the ~ _Boundary of the 
Nl::1./4SE1/4, Saallon 7 to an ln>n pk, marking the Soulhaaat comer of said NE1/4SE1/4, 
Section 7; · 
Thence Soulh 88°60'63• West, 1.801.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of 1he 
N1/2SE114. 8ectlon 7, to an Iron pin on the lnteraeollon of the Southerly boundary With 
· ths Northeaaterty boundery of the Union Pacific Railroad: 
Thence North 31•10934• Wast, 1,633.07 feat along 181d Northeasterly Ranrqad bo1,1ndary 
to_ an ln>I'\ pin on the lntersaQUon of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary 
~the S1/2NE1/4, .-Id Section 7: , 
Th~l1CEI South 8Q-68~• West, 68,42 feet.along $$Id Railroad boundary and also along 
seld Southerly bomdary of 1tie S1/2NE1/4, Section 7_ to an Iron pin: . . . 
Thence North ,1•10"34• West, 331.28 feet along Bald Rallroad boundary to an Iron pin 
on the lnteraaclfon;of Bald RaUroad boundary with 1ha Weaterty boundary Of said 
S1f.zNE1/41 Secllon 7i Thence North 0020'40" Waat. 87 .68 feet along said Westerly 
boundary of the 81/2NE1/4, Section 7 and also along said Ralroad boundary to an Iron 
pin; . 
Thence North 31•10•34• West. 2,570.24 feet along said ~ll~d boundary to an Iron pin 
on the Intersection of aald Railroad boundary with the Woaterly boundary of the 
NE1/4NW1/4, Sectlon 7; Thence North 0°22'13" West, 68.00 feet along said Westerly 
bound•ry of the NE1/4NW1/4, Seotlon 7 to an Iron pin marking the Northwest comer of 
said NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°68' 18" West. 93, 19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an ln>n Plr! on the Northaaste!'fY boundary of 1he sa~ Unl<>n Pacific Ralhadi 
Thence North 11•10'34• West. 2.353.23 feet along said Ralroad boundary to an Iron pin 
on the W"'8rly boundary of said SW1/4, S..,Uon e: 
Therice Nor1h o•37'05" West, 804.7Qfeet along said Westerly boundery of the SW1/4, 
Se<:llon 8 to the TRUE POINT OF BEG1Nt41NG, 
Parcel 1 ar,d Parcel 2, Blook 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official 
plat thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 683443, Records ofBlalna County, Idaho: 
ASSIONMBNT AND DBBD-2 





excepting that portion formaRy shown on the Blalna County Assessor rolls as Tax Lot 
4913 Township 1 North, Range 19 East, Boise Meridian. Blalne County, Idaho, 
TRANSFER BY ASSIGNEE: No consent by Aaatgnor ahall be required for any. 
aaalgnment or reaaslgnmant of all or a portion of the rig• of Aaslg"" arfslng under or by 
virtue of this Assignment. All raferences to Assignee hereunder ahan be deemed to Include Iha 
aaalgns of Aselgnee, 




County of Blaine ) 
On this _J::J_ day of .:CY-"-' -e.. , 2010, befo~ me, the undersigned Notary Publlo, 
personally appeared John Scharer, known to me or fdenUfted to .me to be the Me~of South 
County Estates, LLC, that executed this Instrument or the person who 6xecuted the Instrument on 
behalf of said Corporation and aoknowledged to me that such Corporation executed the aame. 
WITNESS my hand and offlolal seal heratQ affixed the day and year flist above written. 
IJll!v· 
ASSIGNMBNT AND DBBD - 3 
L-IM\MOUNTAI00557ftl0497\MWBSOCOUNTYASG-o81310.DOOX 8116110 1B:28 
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DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE 
Instrument# 678331 
HAILEY, II.AINI, IIWIO 
Ol-17•2010 11:I0:28 No. Of Plats: a 
Rtoordt4 for: BLAINE COUHTY TITL'I 
JO&,YNN DRAGS Ftt: St.OD 
Ex.Qfflolo Recorder Dll"!IYI ~ 
Eltctronloally Recordeif by 8l1111Ht1l1 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, South CounW Estates, LLO, an Idaho Pmlted lablllty company 
("Grentor"), PO Box 153~, Ketchum, ID 83340, hereby conveys, releases, ramlses, and forever 
quttclalms to MOUNTAIN WEST BANK ("Grantee"), whose address Is P. o. Box 1059, Coeur 
d'Alene, ID 83816; that certain real property, together with all appurtenances, located In Blaine 
County, Idaho: 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUN1Y, 
IDAHO 
A paiwl of land In the SW1/4 and the SW1/4SE1/4 of Section 6 and also In the 
E1/2NW1/4, NW1/4NE1/4, 81/2NE1/4 and the N1/2SE1/4 of Section 7, more particularly 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an Iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW1/4, said Section 
6, which point Is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°61'45'' East, 2,808.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4, Section 6 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0•35•1a11 East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW1/4, 
Section 6 Jo an Iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW1/4SE1/4, said Section 
6; . 
Then_ce South 89°42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW1/4SE1/4, 
S~Qtlon6; 
Thence South 0~5'10" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an Iron pin marldng the Southeast comer of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section Bi 
Thence South 0•1n54• East, 1,313.46 feet along the EmJterly boundary of the 
NW1/4NE1/4, said Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said 
NW1/4Nt;1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36• East. 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundaiy of the 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE1/4NE1/4, 
Sectlon7i 
Thence South 0•16108• East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easte,ly boundary of 881d 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast comer of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 0•45•3011 East, 1,308.60 feet alo.ng the Easterly Boundary of the 
Ni;1/4SE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Southeast comer of eald NE1/4SE1/4, . 
Section 7; · . 
Thence South 89°60'63• West, 1,601,23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the 
N1/2SS1/4, Section 7, to an Iron pin on the lnteraeotlon of the Southerly boundary with 
the Northeasterty boundary of the Union Paclflo Rallroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34"Weat, 1,533.07 feetatong said Northeaster1y RaDroad boundary 
to an Iron pin on Iha Intersection of said RaUroad boundary with the Southerly boundary 
of the S1/2NE1/4, said Section 7; 
Thence South a9•5s•2e" West, 68.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along 
aald Southerly boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin: 
Thence North 31•10'34" West, 331,28 feet -.rong eald Railroad bQundary to an Iron pin on the ·1ntetse0Uon Of said Railroad boundary with the Weeterl)t boundary of said 
S1/2NE1/4, Section 7; Thence Nor1h· 0•20140" West, 87,66 feet along said Westerly 




boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 and also along said RaUroad boundary to an Iron 
pin; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Ralll'()ad boundary to an Iron pin 
on the Intersection of said Rallroad bo111dary with the Westerly boundary of the 
NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7i Thence North 0"22'13" West, 68.00 feet along said Westerly 
boundary of the NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Nor1hwest comet of 
said NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58' 18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an Iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Uolori Paclffc Rallroadi 
Thence North 31°10"34• West, 2,353,23 feet along said RallrQad boundary to an Iron pin 
on the Westerly boundary of said SW1/~, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary c,f the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BE~LERANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official 
plat thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho; 
excepflna that portion formally shown on the Blaine County Asse$sor rolls as Tax Lot 
4913 Township 1 North, Range 19 East, Boise M~Hkllan, Blaine County, Idaho; . 
locJuded wHh the real property conyeved to Grantee: an erected or affbced butldlngs, 
Improvements and fixtures; all easements, rights of way, and appurtenances; all water, water 
rights, watercc,urses and ditch rights Oncludlng stock In utllltles with ditch or lrrfgatlon rights), 
and all other rights, royaftles, and profits retaflng to the conveyed real property, Including without 
llmltatlon all minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and similar matters, collectlvei Including any after-
~ulred title and any right of redempOonj 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the.said property, Wtth 11$ appurtenances unto the Grantee and Its 
successors and assigns forever. Grantor hereby covenant to and wifh the 8afd Grantee that 
Grantor ts the owner In fee slmple Of said proper{Y. and that such property Is fref from ap 
encumbrances other than encumbrances of recorcl as of this date and that Grantor warrants the 
same from aD lawful claims whatsoever, My merger of title Is at the option of the Grantee. 
Dated: 
D)3BD IN LlBU OP PORBCLOSURB: :2 





County of Blalne ) 
On this _rz_ day of J:y ,-.e,. • 201 o, before me, the undersigned N~ry Public, 
personally appeared John Schel'$r, known to me or Identified to me to be the Member of South 
County Estates, LLC, that executed this Instrument or the person who executed the Instrument on 
behalf of aald Corporation and acknowledged to me that such Corporation executed the same. 
WITNESS my hand and offfdal seal hereto affixed the day and ~\~;l.iJt:~tten, 
~~~, ............ .,,.~"-
' 11,~ ~OTA/l ;•1~' 
~ i* -·- *i 
i . ~ ~\c I 
- ac::::'f-1,,1.6.Cl~IIG:::::Lli _____ ___:;a:.s,;lf'.~;e... .. .s ~ ...... ,.._v,--
. '#1,,/'IJ OP\~~,,,~ :r,;,,. .. ,, ... ~ 





State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Southern Region, 1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200 • Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 • Fax: (208) 736-3037 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov 
September 13, 2011 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
PO BOX 1059 
COEUR D'ALENE ID 83816 




RE: Change of Ownership for Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-557BT, 37-482H, 37-2630, 37-483C 
Dear Water Right Holder: 
The department acknowledges receipt of correspondence changing ownership of the above referenced 
water rights to you. The department has modified its records to reflect the change in ownership and has 
enclosed computer-generated reports for your records. 
Updating the ownership record for a water right does not reconfirm the validity of the right. When 
processing an ownership change notice, the department does not review the history of water use to 
determine if the right has been forfeited through five years or more of non-use. To read more about 
water right forfeiture, including how to protect a water right from forfeiture, please see Sections 42-
222 and 42-223, Idaho Code. 
Also, please note that Section 42-248, Idaho Code, requires you or the owner of this water right to 
maintain current ownership and address records on file with the department. Forms to file a change of 
ownership of a water right and/or a change in the address of the water right owner are available from 
any department office, or at the department's website at: www.idwr.idaho.gov. 








STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
RECEIVED 
FEB 2 8 2012 
DEPT. OF WATER RESOURCES 
S0UT1-IERN REGION 
1. List the numbers of all water rights and/or adjudication claim records to be changed. If you only acquired a portion of 
the water right or adjudication claim, check "Yes'' in the "Split?" column. 
Water Right/Claim No. Split? Water Right/Claim No. Split? Water Right/Claim No. Split? 
:r, - {/?/ C Yes □ Yes 0 Yes 0 
--~- ·~ -
1,- '5'7701 Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes 0 
""31 -L/Yl H Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes 0 
---
""31 - -z_, Jo Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes 0 
"17 - <.../tf'J (_ Yes □ Yes 0 Yes 0 
2. Previous Owner's Name: 9?TlAL;J ~A f /.lilv-/ {,:;,v4-zp-r-t?n...) ,,,-4,r/✓. ~~.,- 73P/\/IL 
Name of current water right holder/claimant '?lz._t!-v1 ~., J - 7c;. #-IN $ /:fl f.. fl/-lL. 
3. New Owner(s)/Claimant(s): -Y,:..,s- r, rJ 5"77--✓h---// 0 ,-../ {s -,~nJ c.,,,..,,.rvry ;:rrnff,c,) 
Name of each new owner as listed on the conveyance document 
,s 'ic.-f- n- S TtZ✓ ,,_,,.Jr~,-/ 73 ~ '- L ~ 72.~ ,._,e f.L Lt c 
New owner continued 




Name connector D and D or ,0" and/or 
1>) 
State 
~ S-r,,-J -;:::~,:;,on 
Email 
4. If the water rights and/or adjudication claims were split, how did the division occur? 
D The water rights or claims were divided as specifically identified in a deed, contract, or other conveyance document. 
D The water rights or claims were divided proportionately based on the portion of their place(s) of use acquired by the 
new owner. 
-z_c:;, 1 I 
S. Date you acquired the water rights and/or claims listed above: ~-p---'-~---(.._---z.... __ , ____ _ 
6. This form must be signed and submitted with the following REQUIRED items: 
7. 
• A copy of the conveyance document - warranty deed, quitclaim deed, court decree, contract of sale, etc. The 
conveyance document must include a legal description of the property or description of the water right(s) ifno land is 
conveyed. 
• Plat map, survey map or aerial photograph which clearly shows the place of use and point of diversion for each water 
right and/or claim listed above (if necessary to clarify division of water rights or complex property descriptions). 
• Filing fee (see instructions for further explanation): 
o $25 per undivided water right 
o $100 per split water right. 
o No fee is:: _. ~oo cl&ms. 
-------------
2 --Z"Z... - I) 
Title, if applicable Date 
Signature: 
Signature of new owner/claimant Title, if applicable Date 
For IDWR Office Use Only: 
Date ~ 1 ~ t ld-01,:).. Receipt No. c';)oJ.2.311 q Receipt Amt. ,ila'S -
SUPPORT DATA 
.... cu c:: a ?>1 ·41:1 C... 
Receipted by .. O..w~.,.__ _ 
Approved by 
Form 42-248/42-1409(6) Rev. 07/10 
Processed by Date 
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Filed for record at the Request of: 
Blaine County Title 
POBox3176 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Instrument # 593252 
HAILEY, BLAJNE, IDAHO 
12-22-2011 4:09:00 PM No. of Pages: 3 
Recorded for. BlAINE COUNTY TITLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: $16.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy: mpp 
Bectronicaly Reccrded by Slmprrlile 
SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE, LLC, a Montana Limited 
Liability Company ("Grantor"), whose address is 49 Commons Loop, Kalispell, Mr 59901, does hereby 
grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
(''Grantee''), whose address is PO Box 3322 Hailey, ID 83333 that certain real property located in Blaine 
County, Idaho, which is more particularly described on Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated 
herein by this reference. 
Conveying, without Warranty, any and all water rights appurtenant to the real property 
described on Exhibit "A", including without limitation, Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-
482H, 37-2630 and 37-483C. · 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said property, with its appurtenances unto the Grantee and its 
successors and assigns forever. Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee that Grantor 
is the owner in fee simple of said property and that such property is free from all encumbrances made or 
suffered by the Grantor. 
The Grantor expressly limits the covenants of this Deed to those herein expressed and excludes 
all covenants arising or to arise by statutory or other implication, and covenant that Grantors will forever 
warrant and defend title to the property conveyed herein against all persons who lawfully claim by, 
through, or wider the Grantors, but not otherwise. 
DATED this 20th day ofDecember, 2011 
GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE, LLC 
By: l!.----'--,t---,:::_ _____ _ 
Rich Britta" SVP Special Assets Administrator 
Its: Authorized Agent 
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On this 20th day of December. 2011. before me. the undersigned Notary Public in and for the 
State of Idaho, personally appeared Rich Brittain, known or identified to me to be the SVP Special 
Assets Administrator and duly Authorized Agent of the corporation that executed this instrument or the 
person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
WTINESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
~ -d&-12.,.1 
Notary Public for 1CUUU: \\ 
Residing at C'e,, u IL-.,.Q ' & Q e,,.,,.J, ... 
Commission expires: "1 / /'J:...,· """I l_k __ _ -v-- I 
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SCHEDULEA 
Order Number: 1117502 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
Parcel I and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDMSION, according to the official plat 
thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
EXCEPTING a portion of said Parcel 1 more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the North¼ Comer of Section 7 Township 1 No$, 
Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; thence North 89°58'18" West, 1,317.24 
feet along the Northerly boundary of the E½NW¼, Section 7, to an iron pin marking the 
Northwest comer of said E½NW1/4> Section 7, said pin also being the REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING; 
Thence continuing North 89°58'18" West, 34.73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
W½NW1/4> Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Northeasterly boundary of the 
Union Pacific Railroad and said Northerly boundary of the W½NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 31°10'34" East, 67 .81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin on the intersection of said Northeasterly Railroad boundary and the Westerly boundary of 
said E½NW¼ of Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the E½NW¼ to the 
Point of Beginning. (Tax Lot 4913) 
P1le Namller: 1117502 
Blaine County Title 
Attached Lepl Description 
Page 1 afl 
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27 January 2012 by HGIS® 
The S rinkler Sho 
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12-22-2011 4:00:00 PM No. of Pages: 2 
Recorded fer. BLAINE COlJN1Y TITI..E 
JOI. YNN DRAGE Fee: $13.00 
Be-Officio Recorder Deputy: mpp 
Bectronically Recorded by Simplifde 
QU1TCLAIM DEED 
THIS INDENTURE, made this 21st day ofDec:ember, 2011, between 
Mountain West. Bank. as GRANTOR and 
Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Compsny, as GRANTEE{S) 
whose cum:nt address is: PO Box 3322, Hailey, ID 83333 
WITNESS, that said Gnmtor(s), for an in consideration in lawful money of the United States of 
America. in hand paid by the Grantee, the receipt whereof is hcrcby acknowledged. does by 
these prcmjses re.misc. release and forever QUITa..AJM, unto the said Grantec(s) and to its heirs 
and assigns all that certain lot, piece or parcel ofland,, bounded and particularly described as 
follows, to wit: 
Any and all water rights appurtenant to the real property dcscn'bed in Exhibit "A", including 
without limitation. Water Right Nos. 37-481C. 37-577BT, 37-482.H. 37-2630 and 37-483C. 
TOGETHER with all and singular the tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances thereunto 
belonging or in anywise appertaining. the JeVersion and reversiom, remainder and remainders, 
rents. i5sucs and profits thereof. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD, All and singulll' the said premises. together with the 
appurtenances, unto the Grantee and to its heirs and assigns forever. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the grantor(s) has executed this deed on the date set forth above. 




WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL. 
~dA., ti.~ 
Notary Public /J,./ i...l. 1 
NotaryResides:F,UT'T"Utu,,JW, 7/') 
My commission expires: "d-/ ;,.cJ {UJ/lp 
BlameCaola!Jllllll ID■ Number: lll7502 






State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Southern Region, 1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200 • Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 • Fax: (208) 736-3037 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov 
March 7, 2012 
BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY ID 83333 




RE: Change of Ownership for Water Right No(s). 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-2630, 37-483C 
Dear Water Right Holder(s): 
The department acknowledges receipt of correspondence changing ownership of the above referenced 
water rights. The department has modified its records to reflect the change in ownership and has 
enclosed computer-generated reports for your records. 
Updating the ownership record for a water right does not reconfirm the validity of the right. When 
processing an ownership change notice, the department does not review the history of water use to 
determine if the right has been forfeited through five years or more of non-use. To read more about 
water right forfeiture, including how to protect a water right from forfeiture, please see Sections 42-
222 and 42-223, Idaho Code. 
Also, please note that Section 42-248, Idaho Code, requires you or the owner of this water right to 
maintain current ownership and address records on file with the department. Forms to file a change of 
ownership of a water right and/or a change in the address of the water right owner are available from 
any department office, or at the department's website at: www.idwr.idaho.gov. 
Please feel free to contact this office if you have any questions regarding this matter. 
Sincerely, 
Tnsh Fawcett 
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STAT.BOil IDAHO TrwferNo. 7 7 Q 7&: 
DEPARTMENT Ol'WATBRRESOOR.CIS 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST R l:C E 1 VE D 
TO BE SUBMITTED WITH APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER APR 2 0 2012 
An application 1br traasfar must be pnpmcl in accordance 1fith the minimum rcqmren:uudB listed below to be accc"1allD tt~ 
Departmeut. Inoomplele applications will be retarned. 'lbe inslrucdom, fee schedule, Part 2A reports and additional Part 
available :liom any Doj&bnent \tffi.ce or on the Department's website at bUJrJ/www,idwr idghrurpy/ . 
CJae_ck wlaetlaer eadl blln below is lftlac/ll4 (Yes) or not llpJIIJeabl6 (N/A) for tile propmed tnalfer. 
Y• NIA • Means the item is ND.YI reqgired and mlllt be included with the application. 
ltJ • Compleled Applicalion mr'l'nmsfer ofW• Right 1brm, Part 1. 
ltJ • Sigmdure of applicam(s) or applicant•s amborimt repn,aemative cm Application fir 'Irmllmr Part 1. Include evidence of 
authority labeled Affadnnent #3 (see below) if signed by represemadve. _ 
IZI • Application fi>r Transfer Part 2A. Attach a Part 2A report describing each water right in the transfer as eurrendy recorded. 
IZI [] Comph,te and atllcb. 811 Applicadon 1br Transfar Part.28 fur wb ,,_ ri@llt fur which only apgrtion is proposed to be changed 
through this transilr application. 
IZI • Application ibr 'Imsfer Part 3A is always i'equired (see Auacbment tna below); Paris 3B and 3C must be compJcled fi:,r tnmsfer 
applications proposing to change the natum of use of the water :tigba(s) or proposing dumgea to aupplememal rigld(s). 
m • Qmect fee 8llbmiUed with trans&r application fi>rm. (fee Kfwdnh ~ Oil website and instructions fir appJicmon fur transfer.) 
AtDdnaeaa to Appllatloa- Label each fbihtpegt with the com;spondjng nurpher shown below as A1tJlclnnent #1-9. 
□ la #1 If the applicant ia a business, partnanhip, cqanization, « l880Ciatioa, and gcummtly mgida~ ill the State ofldaho as a 
business entity, altaCI, dociuncataticm identifying ofliocn authormd to sign or act on behalf of right holder. (See Part 1.) 
[] 121 #Ja Wat« Ript ownmbip dommaeadadon ifl)ept. records do not show 1he transfer applicant as 1be cmrcnt water right owner. 
Adcfidonal fee(s) required tbr waler right ownmhip changes; see fee scbcclule. 
□ 121 #2b Jfthc owmnbip oftbe water right will cbange II a result oftbe proposed 1rallsferto anew placo of.-, atladt chu,nentatinn 
showing land and water right ownasmp at the new place of UBO. Include dommmtation tbr all afreclal.Jand and owna(s). 
AdditionaJ fee(s) required fbr water right ownenbip changes; -a, fee schedo1o. 
IZI □ a Docmumdatioo of IIDlbority to make the change.if the apptbnt is not t1ae water right owner. 
□ IZI #4 Power of Atlnmey or do01nentalbt providing authori1J fD sign or act on the applicaafs beilal£ (See Part 1,) 
□ IZI #5 Iftbe transfer applicadoa proposes to cbaagetho p,int of diwnion fur a water right affecting the a--n s'8P Plain.Aquifa' 
(BSPA), ■aach the resulta of an BSPA analysis and a delailed mitigaticui plan to offset any deplelions to hydraulically 
COlllleCt8d n,aches of the Snab Riwr. BSPA transfer spreadsheet and model grid labeled cells are available on the 
Depm1mmt's website at bi&p;llwww,idwr}f!ebg.goy/WlfflPNf"8&001m,tJWfWR,ipts/WatsrRirb(I'mlfintmegmpp htm. 
□ Iii #6 Notari2lOd 8l8ll"rnmt ~ .-neot or a statement on ofBciaJ lettediead ,iped by a autborimi 1epaililCldatiw from each lien 
bolder mother entity with financial intlnst in the water right(s) or land atl'ecll,d by the p-opoaecl transfer. (See Part 1.S.c.) . 
IZI • #7a Atlach a map idmtifying the proposed point(•) of divenion, place(s} ofuse, and water diversion IDl dislnDUtion systan cldails 
• deacribed Oil the application. Include legal description labels. If only a portion of the right is proposed to be c:hanged. 
idmtiiY tho cummt location of the part of the existing right(s) proposed 1D be cbangocl (Seo Part 3A.) 
IZI [] #7b Iftlao 1rllls&r appllcadon 1J10PON1 to c1lanp tho place or purpose of use of an irriptlon rlpi alllcb a Gqraphic Jntbrmadoa 
Syatem (<BS) sbape (De, or 811 .rta1 plloto or olhs imlp c1nrly c1eUJwtina tho 1ocatlOJl and extent of existina lClll8 and 
.... to tho place ofUBO. 
□ Ill #Ill If tho transfer applicadon propo11111 to oltanp the-ofUIO orpmiocl ofUIO tbr one or lllOfll riglds. pamdo documentltion 
delcribJq tu mdmt ofhlsaio beaalicial U80 fbr the WD' riabD propoNd to be traaaferrecl and clocmmt bow enJarpmont 
wDl be avoided. (Seo Part 3B.) Addftfonal fee n,quhed fir pmpo,ecl chanps to nature ofuse; see file schedale. 
C C #lb If tho tnmlfsapplicadon pmpo-■ to cbqetho p)aao of UN ofa aapp1emeata1 irrlptionriabt, provide docmnlldltion 
ropnUngthehistoriousoofthosupplameatalriabt(s)andavalJabflftyorrolfabilftyoftheprimaryright(s)bofqsapplemmmd. 
both belbro and .... the propoaed cbqe. (Seo Part JC,) 
□ Ill #9 Odlfl'. ~ describe: AgrNment To Trannr Place or uae of water Rights 
1197 of 2064
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STATE OF IDAHO Transfer No. __ 7,,__7_.R...__7_.8'.',.___ 
RECE 1 VE D DEPARTMENTOFWATERRESOURCES 
APR 2 3 2012 APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART1 
DEPT. OF WATER RESOURCES 
Name of ~~_Ran_ch__,__LL_C ________________ Phone 208-788-3978 
Mailing address P.O. Box 3322, Hailey, ID 8333,3' Email justinflood75@hotmail.com 
□ If applicant is not an individual and not registered to do business in the State ofldaho, attach documentation identifying officers 
authomed to sign or act on behalf of the applicant. Label it Attachment #1. 
□ Attach water right ownership documentation ifDepartment records do not show the transfer applicant as the current water right owner. 
Label it Attachment #2a. 
□ If the ownership of the water right will change as a result of the proposed transfer to a new place of use, attach documentation 
showing land and water. right ownership at the new place of use. Include documentation for all affected land and owner(s). Label it 
Attachment #2b. 
□ Attach documentation of authority to make the proposed change if the applicant is not the water right owner. Label it Attachment #3. 
Provide contact information below if a consultant, attorney, or any other penon is representing the applicant in this transfer process. 
□ No Representative 
Name ofR.cpresentative'--'Al"-'-bert"""---_P __ . Ba=rke~r ________________ Phone 208-336-0700 
Mailing address P.O. Box 2139, Boise, ID 83701-2139 Email apb@idahowaters.com 
□ Send all correspondence for this application to the representative and not to the applicant. 
OR 
IZI Send original correspondence to the applicant and copies to the representative. 
□ The representative may submit infonnation for the applicant but is not authoriz.ed to sign for the applicant 
OR 
□ The representative is authorized to sign for the applicant Attach a Power of Attorney or other documentation providing authority to 
sign for the applicant and label it Attachment #4. 
I hereby assert that no one wiD be injured by the proposed changes and that the proposed changes do not constitute an 
enlargement in use of the original rigbt(s). The Information contained In this application is trne to the best ofmy knowledge. I 
undentand that any willful misrepresentations made In this application may result in rejection of the application or cancellation 
of an approvaL 
w,r?;,,,/ ~~rfWf~/ 1/ I 9..- /2-
Date 
Signature of Applicant or Authorized Representative 
A. PURPOSE OF TRANSFER 
1. □ Change point of diversion 
□ Change nature of use 
□ Add diversion point(s) 
C Change period of use 
Print Name and T'rtle if applicable 
Print Name and Title if applicable Date 
IZI Change place of use 
□ Other ______________ _ 
2. Descn'be your proposal in narrative fonn, including a detailed description of non-irrigation uses to justify amounts transferred (i.e. 
number of stock, etc.), and provide additional explanation of any other items on the application. Attach additional pages if necessary and 
label it Part lA.2.Appllcant desires to create a permiaaibla place of use far the 380-acre parcel, known as Bella Ranch for 
the Irrigation of 310 acres within that PPU. 
1198 of 2064
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STATI OI' IDAHO 
DKPARTMENT 01'\VATER USOtJRCKS 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART 1 Continued 
B. DESCRIPTION OF RIGHTS 6EDB THE REQUESTED CHANGES. IF THE RIGHTS ARE BEING SPLIT, DESCRl3E 
PORTIONS TO BE CHANGED AS THEY WOULD APPEAR6EJIB THE REQUESTED CHANGES. 
1. lillllNmnba: Amount Ne!JunnfQse Perlod'1fl!a Source & Tribubly 
(cfs/112::D) 
Allor Part 
□ IZI 37-117 0.128cfa lrriaation 4/15 1D 10/31 . Bia Wood RlverJMalad River 
□ IZI 37-418C 0.038cfa n • 1D • n 
□ IZI 37-419C o.02cra " • to II " 
□ IZI 37-601D 0.016 cf8 II n 1D " • 
□ IZI 37-6648 0.005cfB " n 1D • n 
□ IZI 37-8651 0.03cfs • II 1D II n 
□ IZI 37-688(3 0.04cfa II " 1D II " 
□ IZI ·37~ o.oecra n • 1D R II 
□ IZI 37-7391 0.118 cfa " 4/1 to 11/1 Groundwaler (Contd Exh A) 
Total autborimd under rigldB 59.022 ds and/or ____ ao-ft 
2. Total 8lllOl1III: of water proposed 1D be trmmed or changed 9.154 cubic feet per second IJJl1/or ___ acn,-feet par ammm. 
3. Point(s) ofDiversion: 
□ No cbaoges 1D poim(s) of diwrsion arc proposed-die tbllowing chart is there:lbre not completed. (Proceod to #4.) 
□ Abdi Eastern Snake Plain Aquimr analysis if this tralisfer proposes 1D change a point of clivssioo affecting the BSP A. 
Label it AUadmlmt #5. 
New Lot ¼ ¼ ¼ Sac Twp Rae County Source Local- or tag I ? 
No SW NW 38 2N 18E BLAINE BIG WOOD RIVER 
No NW NW SN 6 1N 19E BLAINE GROUND WATER 
4. Place of use: (If inigation. identity with number of acn,s irrigated per ¼ ¼ tract.) 
D No changes 1D place of use are proposed-the tbllowing chart is tberefon not completed. (Proceed 1D #5.) 
NE¼ NW¼ SW¼ SEY, Acre 
Twp Rge Sac 
NE NW - SE NE NW - 8E NE NW 8W - NE NW -8E Totals 1N 19E · 8 39 35 14 40 39 187 
1N 19E 7 40 39 39 28 8 40. 21 213 
Total Aons (for bripticm use) __ .=.;380:;.::.._ _ 
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Page 3 of __ 17 __ 
STATE Ol'IDARO 
DEPARTMENT Ol'WATEK RESOURCJ:S 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER Of WATER RIGHT 
PART 1 Continued 
S.Generallnfbnnation: 
L Describe the complete divenlon system, including bow you will accommodate a measuring devlco 111d lockable contmlling1'0l'b 
should they be required now or in the mture:'-----------------------
Blg Wood River rights 818 delivered via the Dlatrict 45 Canal to the part of dlve1'8ion. Groundwater rights diverted from 
wall localad at NWNWSW Section 8, T.1N, R. 19E. 
b. Who OWDS1beproperty attbe poin1(1)ofdmnion?.;;..;Applcant=='------------------'--
If other than the applicant. describe the arrangement enabling the applicant to access the property for the diversion system: 
c. Are the lands tiom wbich you propose to tnnlfer tho water right ■ubject to any 1ieDa, deeds oftra■t, mortpgm, or cootracts'l 
u,-, [] Attlcb a DObaized stalebacd ti.om the bolder of the lien, deed of trust, mortgage or contract agreeing to the proposed 
changes on official 1eUahead signed by an autboriad ,ep,:e■entad•e. Label it Atladlmaat "'· List the wie oftbe entity and~• of 
---------------------------------
It is the applicant's reaponst"bility to provide aodce to lien holder, 1rusflle, Dl0ltp80f, or coldnlct holder of tho pn,pmed cbqes that 
may inqa:t at change the wive oftbe water ripu or affected real property. Any IIUIICflieMIOlalim nflepl mcambnmce Oil this 
application may l'CIUlt in rejection of the applicatiao or omcellation of an approval. 
d. Describe 1be effect m the land now irrigmd if the place or purpose of use is changed pmSUBDt lo this tnmmr: 
20.7 acres in Sections 30 and 31, T.1N, R 19E, wBI be dried up underthoae rights being spit. TherawiH be no ownership 
change in the righls being apll. See allached Agreement to Tnnfar Place of Use of Walar Rights. 
e. De■an.1Jetbeuse ofaoy otherwaterrigh(s)ibrtheaame purpose or land, mthe same diversionsyllflm II rigid(■) pruposed to be 
tnmaferred at both tho existing and proposed point(s) of dmnion md place(■) UN: 
37-1150; 37-577AP; 37-688H; 37-867M; 37-2658; 37-7845 
f. To your knowledge, ball/is any portion of the 'Wlter richt(s) pmpo■ed tot. changed· 
Y• No 
C] m undergone. pmiod of five ormon, aomecudve years ofnon-u■e, 
C] EJ currendy 1ea■ed to thew• Supply Bimk, 
Cl m em1mtly used in I mitipdoD plm Umitlngtbe ,_ of water under the right. or 
C] EJ aurnatly enrolled in aPedeial M4lide propm Umftfng the use of'Wlter under the risbts7 
lfJ11,deacribe:, ____________________________ _ 
1200 of 2064
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STA'l'BOFIDARO 
DUARTMENT 011' WATER :USOUR.CES 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART 1 Continued 
s. General lnfbrmation: 
L Describe the complete divenkm S)'llllm. inehuting how you will accommodate a measuring device and lockable controlling 'W01'ks 
should theyberequin,dnoworinthetbtme:. _____________________ _ 
Big Wood River rights are deliveled via the District 45 Canal to the paint of diversion. Groundwater rights diverted from 
well located at~ Secticn 8, T.1Nz R. 19E. 
b. Who owns the property at the point(s) of diversion?"'-'Applca"'-==nt~ _______________ ___,__ 
If other than tbe applicant, describe the ammgement enabling the applicant to access the property for the diversion system: 
c. Are the lands tiom which you propose to transfer the water right subject to any liens, deeds of trust, mm1gages, or COD1racCs? 
u,-, C Auadt a DOCadzed --- from the bolder of the lien, deed of trust, mortgage or rmtract agreeing to the proposed 
changes on official leUelhead signed by an authorized rep.aolative. Label it Attaeluuat #6. Lilt the name of the entity and type of 
-----.------------------------------
It is the applicant's nsponsibi1ity to provide notice to lien holder, trustee, mortpgor, or comrac:t holder of the proposed cbpps dull 
may impact ar change the value of the water rights or affected real property. Any miaaeprwl■tian of legal mcumlnnce on this 
application may result in rejection of the application or canceUation of an approval. 
d. Describe the effect on the land now irrigated if the placo or purpose of use is changed pursuant to this transfer: 
20.7 8Cl1IS In Sections 30 and 31, T.1N, R.19E, wll be dried up underthoee rights being spit. lberewil be no ownership 
change in the rights being spit. See allached Agreement to Transfer Place of Use of W&lar Righi&. 
e. Descn"be the use of MDY other waterrigb1(s) fbr1he same purpose or land, or the same clivmion ByBtem. • rigbt(s) proposed to be 
tnmsfened at both the existing and proposed point(s) of diversion tmd place(s) use: 
37-115G; 37-577AP; 37-688H; 37-667M; 37-2858; 37-7645 
£ To your knowledge, bas/is any portion of the water right(s) proposed to 1,e changed: 
Yes Ne 
[J m undargone a pedod of &ve or mon, consecutive y .. of non-use, 
[J IZJ currently leased to the W• Supply Bank, 
[J m cmrmtly WIid in amitfplkm plan lim.itiqthe uaeofwaterunderthe right, or 
□ l2J currentf,y carolled in a PecleraJ -.uJde proarmn Umit1ng the use of water under the rip18? u.,..deacribe:. ____________________________ _ 
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f 
srAn OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT Ol'WAUll USOURCBS 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART3 
A. PLAT MAP (SN Part 3A of lnatruc:tlona for appllcatlon for transfarfor camplata raqulramenta.) 
El Atlach a 1J18P of the diversion, measurmncmt, control, and distribution synmn. Label it 4ttarh•NDt #fTa, 
El Jf tbe tnmafer application proposos 10 cbange the place or purpose of use of an irrigation rlgbt at1lcb a Geographic IDtbmudlon System 
(GIS) shape file, or an .-ial pholD or other image clearly delineating the location and extent of existing acres and changes to the placo 
of UIC. Label it Attaclullent #7b. If the pJace of use currently ClODSists of a permissible place of use, then the aftacbmmt is not 
requin,cl if tho application contains a cbr slatcmeDt 1hattbe boundaries tbrthe placo of UN are not proposed 1o be clatged by the 
transfer and die tolBJ mnnber of irrigated acres within the place of use hebe and after the tnmsfm- is cl.ty stated. 
B. CHANGES IN NATURE OF USE (Walar Balance) 
C If you propose 1D change the nature of use or period of use of an or part of the rights(•) listed in tbis applicalion, attach documen1ation 
describing 1be atmt of~ beoc6cial vse of the portion oftbe rigb1(s) propoaed lo be cbanged. Also auach documentation 
showing that the pm1ion of the right(s) 1D be changed will not be enlarged in ratm, wlmne, orCODIUlllptiw use through 1be propoaed 
change. Label it AU9cbm-#8a. 
C. PLACE OF USE CHANGES TO SUPPLEMENTAL IRRIGATION RIGHTS 
121 If you propose to cJiange the place of use of a mipplen,e,ql hription right. amwer below 1111d aftach supporting dommentatioo. 
LaW it 4Uad!mat#lb. 
Describe haw tho supp1ementa1 water rights have been 1IIOd hislork:ally in CODjunodon with otberwab:r rigbts at 1be alma& place of 
USO.. Describe tho time during,dle iniption ll0880ll dust the supplameJdal rights have bem WlOd. Include inmrmadon about the 
availability or reliability of the primary rigbt(s) being ~ both bdn and after the dlanp. Jfthe applicant is~ 1o 
change a supplrmmaal inigadon right 1o a primary right, provide the imbrmatioa n,qairecl on Part 3B above.: 
Water rights 37-78588 and 37-7858 are aupplerta1tal gR>Undwaler rvhls aubjact to the following condliona: "The rights 
lllled below are linilad to atalal combined dlverafon rate of 11.96 era. Combined right Nos.:37-2658, 37-7845, 37-78588 
and 37-7858. If the aurface water rights appurtenant to the place of uae n sold, tral llfanad, leased or used on any other 
place of uae, this rigtt to divert gf0ll'ld water ahal not be used without a, approvad transfer pursuant 10 Section 42-222, 
Idaho Code, or approval of the Daparlment, If a fran8fer la not required. The ,W,t holder shall make full beneficial use d all 
surface water rights available 10 the right holder for irrigallon of the landa authorized to be lnigalad under this right. The 
right holder llhaR l1mlt the dlveralon of ground water under this right to thoae times when the surface water supply is not 
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably aulllcient to Irrigate the place of UN aulhorlzad under this right." 
FOR DEPARTMENT USE ONLY =-=-~ 17 =~~L-:::.by-~~=----Date ~.bl,,.. 
PeePaid ..,.w.,.=-o-.-DD--Date .,_ Rlceiptedby * Reoeiptiifi~:;.; = 




Part lB-1 {Cont'd.} 
Water Ript Am.o-t Use From To Source 
37-7658B 0.134 cfs " " " " 
37-7856 0.02 cfs " 4/1 · 11/1 Groundwater 
37-481C 3.014cfs " 4/15 10/31 Big Wood River 
37-482H 3.012cfs " " " " 
37-483C IS.086cfs " " " " 
37-577BT 2.20cfs " " " " 
37-2630 3.75 cfs " " " Groundwater 
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STATE 01' IDAHO 
DEPJ\ll'l'Ml:NTOII WATDl DSOlJRCES 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
F ONLY A PORTION OF THE RIGHT 18 PROP08ED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE THE PORTION BEING CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
Ill Comp1ea, and attach one copy of Part 2B b: wb right fur which only a pOrtion ia proposed 1o be cbangecl. 
Right Number: 37-117 
1. amount 0.12§ d's (cfs/ac-ft) mr lrrlaatlon pmposea fiom 4115 1o 10/31 
amount fur purposes from 1o 
aDOIDlt ibr purposes from 1o 
amount fur pmposes from to 
amount ibr pmposes iiom 1o 
amouot :ibr purposes iiom 1o 
amouot ibr purposes fiom 1o 
amount tbr pmposes iiom 1o 
2. Lands irripted or place of use: (If irrigation, identijy with number of acres irrigated per ¼ ¼ tract.) 
1wp Rae Sac 
NE¼ NW¼ SW¼ SE¼ Arn 
tE NW aw SE NE NW aw SE NE -aw 8E IE NW SIi 81! Totals 1N 19E 30 4 3 1 8 
1N 19E 31 1 5.7 6.7 
Total Acres (:lbr irrigation ase) __ .;..;14:.:.:..7 __ 
1204 of 2064
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STATE or IDAHO 
DEPARTMBNTOP WATl:R U:SOURCES 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
F ONLY A PORTION OF THE RIGHT IS PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRBE ntE PORTION BBNG CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFQRE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
Ill Complete and at1acb one copy of Part 2B 1br mb riaht for which only a pc,:tion is proposed to be ohaDged. 
Right Number. 37-418C 
1. mnount 0.Qa8cl's (cfil/ac-ft) ibr lniaatlon purposes from 4115 to 10/31 
amount ibr pmposes from to 
amount ibr puq,oses from to 
amount ibr purposes from 1D 
amount tbr purposes from 1D 
amount ibr mpoaesfrom 1D 
amount for purposes from 1D 
amount for purposes from 1D 
2. Landa irrigated or place of use: (ff irrigation. identify with number of acres irrigated per ¼ ¼ tract.) 
Twp Rge Sec 
NE% NW¼. SW% SEY.. Acre 
NE NW 8W IE NE - SW SE NE NW aw IE tE NW 8W IE Totals 1N 19E 30 4 3 . 7 
Total Acres (for frripdon use) __ ...:7:..,_..___,;._ 
1205 of 2064
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STATE OI' IDAHO 
DEPAin'MENTOF WATD.DSOURCES 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY A PORTION OF THE RIGHT 18 PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE THE PORTION BEING CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
121 Complete and attach one copy of Part 2B tbr m right tbr which only a portion is proposed to be cbmgod. 
RigbtNumbar: 37-419C 
I. amount Q,02~ (cfil/ac-ft) mr lnfaatlon purposes :ftom 4/15 to 10/31 
amount :tbr mposes ftom. to 
amount :tbr pmposesmm to 
amount :tbr pmpoaes ftom. to 
amount i,r purposes :ftom to 
IDIOUDt i,r pmposes :ftom to 
amount fir purposes fi:rm to 
amount tbr mposes fiom to 
2. Lands irriga,d or place of111e: (If irrigation. identity with number of 8CJeS irrigated par¼ ¼ tract.) 
Twp Rge Sec 
NE¼ NW¼ SW¼ SE¼ Acre 
IE NW - 8E -NW 8W 8E NE NW aw 8E NE NW 8W SE Totals 1N 19E 30 4 3 7 
Total Acres (tbrirripdon uae) __ ~7:,._ __ 
1206 of 2064
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STAT& OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENTOl'WATER DSOlJRCES 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY A PORTION OF THE RIGHT IS PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED. DESCRIBE TtE PORTION BEING CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE.REQUESTED CHANGES 
121 Complete and atmch one copy of Part 2B for poh rimt for which only a portion is proposed to 1Mi changed. 
Right Number: 37-501 P 
1. IIIII01lllt 0.016 cf8 (cJi/ac-ft) tbr iniaatlon purposes fi:om 4/1§ to 10/31 
amount 1br purposes iiom to 
amount KIi' purposes ftom to 
amount tbr purpoae8 :&om to 
amount tbr )Hilposesftom to 
amount 1br purposesftom to 
amount 1br purposes ftom 1o 
amount fur purposes iiom to 
2. Lands irrigated or place of use: (If hription, identify with number of acn,s irrigated per ¼ ¼ traet.) 
Twp Rge Sec 
NE¼ NW¼ 8WY• SE¼ Acre 
NE NW 9W 8E NE NW SW BE NE NW SW IE IE NW SW iE Totals 
1N 19E 30 4 3 f 8 
1N 19E 31 1 5.7 6.7 
. 
' ' 
Total Acres (tbr irriptlon uso) __ ..:..14=.7 __ 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENTOFWATER RESOURCES 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY A PORTION OF THE RIGHT 18 PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE THE PORTION BEING CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE ~UE8TED CHANGES 
la Complete and ataach one copy of Part 2B fur each right fbr which on1}i a portion is proposed to bo changed. 
Right Nwnbor: 37-684B 
1. amount 0.005 ml (cfil/ac-ft) tbr ln1aatlon purposes fi:om 411§ to 10/31 
amOUDt tbr purposes ftom 1o 
amount tbr purposes ftom to 
amount :lbr purposesftom to 
amount :lbr urposes ftom 1o 
amount :lbr purposes fi:om 1o 
amount fi,r purposes fi:om 1o 
amOUDt 1br purposes fi:om 1o 
2. Lands irrigated or pm of me: (If irrigation. identHy with number of acres irrigated per ¼ ¼ tract.) 
Twp Rge Sec 
NE¼ NW¼ SW¼ SE% Acre 
NE NW aw IE NE NW SW SE NE NW SW SE tE NW SW SE Totals 
1N 19E 30 4 3 1 8 
1N 19E 31 1 5.7 6.7 
Total Acres (lbr irrigation use) __ .:.;14::.:.7 __ 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
DJ&PARTMENTOF·WATERUSOURCIS 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY A PORTION OF THE RIGHT IS PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE THE PORTION BEING CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
121 Complete and attach one copy of Part 2B fiv: mwb right for which only a portion is proposed 1D be cbangcd. 
Right Number: 37-8651 
1. amount o.oa era ( cii/ac-:ft) fbr l!Ifgatfon purposes from §115 1D 10(31 
amount 1br purposes fiom 1D 
amount fbr purposes from 1D 
amount fbr purposes from 1D 
amount fbr purposes from 1D 
mnount fbr purposes tiom to 
amount tbr purposes from 1D 
amount i,r purposes from 1D 
2. Lands irripted or place of use: (If inigation, identify with number of acres irrigated per ¼ ¼ traat.) 
Twp Rga Sec 
NE¼ NW¼ SW% SE¼ Acre 
IE - aw IE IE NW -SE NE NW aw SE • NW 8W SE Totals 1N 19E 30 4 3 1 8 
1N 19E 31 1 5.7 6.7 
Total Acres (ibr irription use) __ 1~4~.7 __ 
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STATE Ol'IDAHO 
DEPARTMENTOJWATERRESOURCI.S 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY A PORTION OF THE RIGHT IS PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE 11-IE PORTION BEING CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
121 Complelc and afCac:h one copy of Part 2B fur each right ibr which only a portion is proposed to be changed, 
RisbtNmnber: 37-666G 
1. amount O.Q:4cfs (cfs/ac-ft) tbr lrri91.t!on purposas fiom 4115 to 10/31 
amount tbr pmpose1 ftom to 
amount ibr purposes fiom to 
amount :1br pmposcs fiom 1D 
amount tbr purposes fiom . to 
amount tbr purposes fiom to 
amount ibr pmposesfiom to 
amount tbr pmposes fi'om 1D 
2. Lands irrigated or place of me: {If irrigation, identity with number of actes irrigated per ¼ ¼ tract.) 
Twp Rge Sac 
NE¼ NWY, SW¼ SE¼ Acnt 
NE NW 8W SE NE NW SW SE NE NW 8W SE NE NW 8W SE Totals 
1N 19E 30 4 3 1 8 
1N 19E 31 1 5.7 6.7 
TotalAana(forimpdon use) __ ...:.;;:14:.:..:..7 __ 
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STATE 01' IDAHO 
DEPAR'IMENTOI' WATERRESOtJRCJ:S 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY A PORTION Of THE RIGHT IS PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE THE PORTION BEING CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
121 Complete and attadi one copy of Part 2B mreaqh right :fbrwbich only a portion is proposal Co be chmged. 
Right Number: 37-667l. 
1. amouot O.Qicl's ( cJ!tlac-ft) tbr IITigdon purposes ftom 4115 1D 10l31 
8ID01mt :fbr purposes :&:om 1D 
amount tbr putpuSeS :&:om 1D 
amount tbr purposes :&:om 1D 
amount :fbr purposes :&:om 1D 
amount :fbr purposes fi:om 1D 
amount ibr purposes :&:om 1D 
amount tbr purposes :&:om 1D 
2. Lands irripted or placo of use: (If irrigation, identity with number of acres irrigated per ¼ ¼ traa.) 
1wp Rge Sec 
NE¼ NW¼ M¼ SE¼ Acre 
NE NW -8E IE NW 8W SE NE NW 8W SE rm ~ 8W SE Totals 1N 19E 30 4 3 1 8 
1N 19E 31 1 5.7 6.7 
Total Acres (for irription use) __ 1.:,.::4::,:.,7 __ 
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STAT& OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENTOF WATER RESOURCES 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
F ONLY A PORTION Of THE RIGHT IS PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE THE PORTION BEING CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
121 Complete and attach one oopy of Part 2B fbr asb right mr which on1y a portion is proposed 1o be changed. 
Right Number: 37-7391 
1. amount 0.11a crs (cfs/ac-ft) for Irrigation purposes from 4/15 1D 10/31 
amount mr pmposesfiom 1D 
amount for purposes iiom 1D 
amount mr purposesfiom 1D 
amount for purposes fiom 1D 
amount i>r pmposes fiom 1D 
amount tbr purposes from 1D 
amount tbr purposes from 1D 
2. Lands irrigated or plaee of use: (If inigation, identify with IIDlllber of acres irrigated per ¼ ¼ tract.) 
Twp Rga Sec 
NE¼ NW¼ SW¼ SE¼ Acn 
NE -fM 8E NE NW -IE NE NW aw 8E NE NW 8W 8E Totals 1N 19E 30 6.0 6.0 
Total Acres (for irriptlon UIO) ____ e.=o __ 
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STAB OF IDABO 
DUAllTMENTOFWATER.RESOURCES 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY A P0R110N OF TtE RIGHT IS PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE THE PORTION BBNG CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
121 Complete and atlacb one copy of Part 2B h m ripht tbr which only a portion is proposed to be cbaoged. 
RigbtNumber: 37-78588 
1. amount 0.134 !:fl (cfir/ag..ft) fur lrrlaation purposes from ~1 to 11/1 
amount ibr purposes ftom to 
amount fur purposes fi:mn to 
amount fur purposes &om to 
amount ibr purposes from to 
amount fur purposes &om to 
lllllOUllt fur pmpoaes from to 
amount fur purposes &om to 
2. Lands irrigated or place of use: (If irrigatioo, identify with nmnbor of acn,s irrigated per ¼ ¼ tract.) 
Twp Rge Sac 
NE¼ NW¼ SW¼ SE¼ Acre 
NE NW aw IE NE NW 8W 8E NI! NW ,,,, SE NE tM SW SE Totals 
1N 19E 31 1 5.7 6.7 
Total Acres (for irrigation use) ____ 6. __ 7 _ 
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Sl'ATE 011' IDAHO 
Dl:PARTMENTOll'WATER RBSOlJllCES 
APPLICATION FOR TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
PART2B 
IF ONLY A PORTION OF THE RIGHT IS PROPOSED TO BE CHANGED, DESCRIBE THE PORTION BBNG CHANGED AS IT 
APPEARS BEFORE THE REQUESTED CHANGES 
IZI Complete md 8Uacb one oopy of Part 2B fur R9b right tbr which only a portion is proposed to be cbaoged. 
RightNumber: 37-7856 
1. amount o.02crs (efslao.tl:) mr !mgalion J>UIPO&ell fiom 4/1 1o 11/1 
amount tbr purpoaes fiom 1D 
amount tbr purposes fiom to 
mount 1br purposes fiom 1D 
amount :tbr purposes fiom to 
amount ibr purposes fiom to 
amount tbr purposes fiom to 
amount ibr pmposes fiom 1D 
2. Lands irrigated or place ofuse: (lfinigation, idend1ywidl number of acres inigEd per¼¼ tract.) 
1wp Rga Sec 
NE% NWV.. SWY, SE% Acr8 
IE NW aw IE NE NW aw IE NE NW aw 81! IE NW SW SE Totals 
1N 19E 30 1 1 




AGREEMENT TO TRANSFER PLACE OF USE OF WATER RIGHTS 
This Agreement is made and entered into thi&"'/h,-day of April, 2012 by and between 
John Fell Stevenson and Belle Ranch LLC, an Idaho LLC. 
WHEREAS, John Fell Stevenson ("Stevenson'') is the owner of water rights listed on 
Exhibit A hereto ("Water Rights''). 
WHEREAS, the Water Rights are appurtenant to certain land in Blaine County, Idaho, 
and source of the water is either the Big Wood River or groundwater. 
WHEREAS, Belle Ranch LLC has purchased certain property in Blaine County, Idaho, 
descn'bed as Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, block 1 of Belle Ranch Subdivision, Instrmnent No. 563443, 
which covers 380 acres, more or less. 
WHEREAS, the property purchased by Belle Ranch has its own separate water rights 
covering the place of use of289 acres. 
WHEREAS, Belle Ranch desires to increase the land under irrigation within the Belle 
Ranch place of use to approximately 310 acres. 
WHEREAS, Stevenson has additional water available under bis Water Rights which are 
available to be transferred to the Belle Ranch place of use. 
NOW, TIIEREFORE, for consideration of One Dollar ($1.00) and other good and 
valuable consideration, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, it is hereby agreed between 
Stevenson and Belle Ranch that those portions of the Water Rights described on Exln1>it B hereto 
AGREEMENT TO TRANSFER PLACE OF USE OF WATER RIOIITS 1 
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( 
may be transferred under a transfer proceeding before the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
from the current place of use to a place of use on the Belle Ranch property. 
Upon approval of the transfer by the Department of Water Resources, Belle Ranch shall 
be responstble for paying water assessments to Water District No. 37 and to Wood River Valley 
Irrigation District No. 45 for those portions of the Water Right that are put to use on the Belle 
Ranch property. 
The parties further agree that the portion of the Wat.er Rights described in Exhibit B shall 
remain titled in the name of John Fell Stevenson and that John Fell Stevenson retains the right to 
seek approval of the Department of Water Resources for a subsequent transfer of these Exhibit B 
Water Rights at the discretion of John Fell Stevenson. 
Dated this /-/bday of April, 2012. 
:C::-------
Justin Stevenson, Managing Member 
AGREEMENT TO TRANSFER PLACE OF USE OF WATER RIGHTS 2 
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EXIDBITA 
AGREEMENT TO TRANSFER PLACE OF USE OF WATER RIGHTS 
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State ef 1,aho 
•EPAitTMENT eF WATElt ltESeURCES 
Southern Region, 1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200 • Twin Falls, Idaho 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 • Fax: (208) 736-3037 • Web Site: www.idwr.idaho.gov 
May 11, 2012 
BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY, ID 83333 
RE: Transfer No. 77878 




Water Right No(s). 37-7391, 37-115G, 37-117, 37-158D, 37-418C, 37-419C, 
37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-501 D, 37-577AP, 37-5778T, 37-597A, 37-6648, 
37-6651, 37-666G, 37-666H, 37-667L, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2630, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-7658B, 37-7856 
Dear Applicant(s): 
The Department of Water Resources has received your water right transfer application. Please 
refer to the transfer number referenced above in all future correspondence regarding this 
transfer. 
A legal notice of the application has been prepared and is scheduled for publication in the 
IDAHO MOUNTAIN EXPRESS on 5/16/2012 and 5/23/2012. Protests to this application may 
be submitted for a period ending ten (10) days after the second publication (June 4, 2012). 
If the application is protested, you will be sent a copy of each protest. All protests must be 
resolved before the application can be considered for approval. If the protest(s) cannot be 
resolved voluntarily, the Department will conduct a conference and/or hearing on the matter. 
If the application is not protested, the Department will process your application and notify you of 
any action taken on the application. If your application is approved, the Department will send 
you a copy of the approval document. 






BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
A TIN ALBERT BARKER 
1010 W JEFFERSON STE 102 
PO BOX 2139 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
TRANSFER NO. 77878 
This is to certify that: BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX3322 
HAILEY ID 83333 
(208) 788-3978 
has requested a change to the water right(s) listed below. This change in water right(s) is authorized 
pursuant to the provisions of Section 42-222, Idaho Code. A summary of the changes is also listed 
below. The authorized change for each affected water right, including conditions of approval, is shown 
on the following pages of this document. 
SummaDf of Water Rights Before the Proeosed Change 
Right OriqialBasis Priority Rate. Volume Acre Limit Total Acres Source 
37-7391 WR/Decreed 10/2811974 3 cfs 456af 152.0 GROUNDWATER 
37-117 WR/Decreed 0510111902 6 cfs NIA 698.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-418C WR/Decreed 06/2311888 0.88 cfs NIA 159.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-419C WR/Decreed 08/02/1889 0.46 cfs NIA 159.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-481C WR/Decreed 0810111882 3.014 cfs NIA 289.0 289.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-482H WR/Decreed 0810111884 3.012 cfs NIA 289.0 289.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-483C WR/Decreed 0810111902 15.086 cfs NIA 289.0 289.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-501D WR/Decreed 0510111886 0.8 cfs NIA 698.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-577BT WR/Decreed 0312411883 2.2 cfs NIA 289.0 289.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-6648 WR/Decreed 0711011884 0.4 cfs NIA 1,171.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-6651 WR/Decreed 1011511884 2.4 cfs NIA 1,171.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-666G WR/Decreed 06112/1886 3.2 cfs NIA 1,171.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-667L WR/Decreed 0611511891 7.2 cfs NIA 1,171.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-2630 WR/Decreed 02/02/1960 3.75 cfs 1011.5af 289.0 289.0 GROUND WATER 
37-76588 WR/Decreed 09/2011977 6.04 cfs 906af 302.0 GROUND WATER 
37-7856 WR/Decreed 1011811980 1.58 cfs 237 af 79.0 GROUND WATER 
Associated Water Rights Also Included in Transfer Aeeroval (Conditions Uedated/Acres Reduced} 
37-8117 WR/License 0610211983 1.24 cfs NIA 77.0 GROUND WATER 
37-115G WR/Decreed 06112/1886 8.8 cfs NIA 480.0 933.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-158D WR/Decreed 0710111881 1 cfs NIA 40.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-577AP WR/Decreed 03/2411883 1.53 cfs NIA 31.1 698.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
37-597A WR/Decreed 0510111886 1.6 cfs NIA 77.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
t--- 37-666H WR/Decreed 06112/1886 0.79 cfs NIA 560.0 1,171.0 BIG WOOD RIVER ~ .._ 
i,:t- 37-667M WR/Decreed 0611511891 1.59 cfs NIA 1,171.0 BIG WOOD RIVER e~ 37-886D WR/Decreed 06/0111884 0.12 cfs NIA 3.0 40.0 BIG WOOD RIVER 
~~ 
37-2656 WR/Decreed 04/2711961 3.02 cfs 453af 151.0 159.0 GROUND WATER t . 
i ~ 37-7645 WR/Decreed 08108/1977 3 cfs 474af 158.0 GROUND WATER 
it 37-8196 WR/Decreed 1012911984 1.83 cfs 532af 152.0 GROUND WATER 
~ 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
TRANSFER NO. 77878 
Pureose of Transfer (Changes Proeosed} 
~urmnt Nymber ~ POD .eQY Add POD Period of Use NatymQf!.!1~ 
37-7391 YES NO YES NO NO NO 
37-117 YES NO YES NO NO NO 
37-418C YES NO YES NO NO NO 
37-419C YES NO YES NO NO NO 
37-481C NO NO YES NO NO NO 
37-482H NO NO YES NO NO NO 
37-483C NO NO YES NO NO NO 
37-5010 YES NO YES NO NO NO 
37-577BT NO NO YES NO NO NO 
37-664B YES NO YES NO NO NO 
37-6651 YES NO YES NO NO NO 
37-666G YES NO YES NO NO NO 
37-667L YES NO YES NO NO NO 
37-2630 NO NO YES NO NO NO 
37-7658B YES NO YES NO NO NO 
37-7856 YES NO YES NO NO NO 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
TRANSFER OF WATER RIGHT 
TRANSFER NO. 77878 
Summary of Water Rights After the Approved Change 
Existing New No. Transfer Transfer Acre Total New No. Remaining Remaining Remaining Remaining 
Right (changed Rate Volume Limit Acres (remaining Rate Volume Acre Limit Total Acres 
portion) portion) 
37-7391 37-22737 0.12 cfs 18 af 6.0 380.0 37-22736 2.88 cfs 
37-117 37-22721 0.13 cfs NIA 14.7 380.0 37-22720 5.87 cfs 
37-418C 37-22723 0.04 cfs NIA 7.0 380.0 37-22722 0.84 cfs 
37-419C 37-22725 0.02 cfs NIA 7.0 380.0 37-22724 0.44 cfs 
37-481C 37-481C 3.01cfs NIA 289.0 380.0 NIA 
37-482H 37-482H 3.01cfs NIA 289.0 380.0 NIA 
37-483C 37-483C 15.09 cfs NIA 289.0 380.0 NIA 
37-5010 37-22727 0.02 cfs NIA 14.7 380.0 37-22726 0.78 cfs 
37-577BT37-577BT 2.2 cfs NIA 289.0 380.0 NIA 
37-664B 37-22729 0.01 cfs NIA 14.7 380.0 37-22728 0.39 cfs 
37-6651 37-22731 0.03 cfs NIA 14.7 380.0 37-22730 2.37 cfs 
37-666G 37-22733 0.04 cfs NIA 14.7 380.0 37-22732 3.16 cfs 
37-667L 37-22735 0.09 cfs NIA 14.7 380.0 37-22734 7.11 cfs 
37-2630 37-2630 3.75cfs 1011.5af289.0 380.0 NIA 
37-7658B 37-22739 0.13 cfs 
37-7856 37-22741 0.02 cfs 
COMBINED 
TOTALS 27.71 cfs 
21 af 
3af 
6.7 380.0 37-22738 5.91 cfs 
1.0 380.0 37-22740 1.56 cfs 
309.7 380 NIA 
Detailed Water Right Description(s) attached 














885 af 295.3 
234 af 78.0 
NIA NIA 
Dated this (o J.: day of_~J;__~-~-+-"'~1---_-. _ _,, 20 l 2-
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22720 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22720 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: May 01, 1902 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
fr2m To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
l~l~lmlgl~lNWl~lgl~lNWlmlfflNEl~lmlglTomls 
01N 19E 19 I I I 40.0 40.0I I 80.0 
I 1 I L4 1 I 
01N 19E 30 I 136.0 36.0 39.0 39.0l 40.0 39.0 39.0 40.01 I 308.0 
l l L 1 L2 1 L3 L4 l I 
01N 19E 31 1 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0140.0 39.0 32.3 40.0l I 1 295.3 
1 1 L 1 L2 1 I I 
Total Acres: 683.3 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-115G, 37-158D, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-227 40 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156.3 acres. 
2. This right is a split from former right 37-117. 
3. Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to Section 42-1425, Idaho Code. 
4. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this f, t'.- day cl .J.., I y ~ '2... 
Southern Region Manager 
1227 of 2064
Pages of63 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22721 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22721 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: May 01, 1902 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
1NElNWlSW1El~lNWUW1SE1~1NW1BlSE1ElMWUW1Bl!mill 
01N 19E 6 I I 139.0 35.0 14.0 40.01 39.0 I 167.0 
I I I L6 L 7 I I 
01 N 19E 7 I 40.0 39.0 39.0 I 28.0 6.0 I l 40.0 21.0 I 213.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 380 
1228 of 2064
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22721 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 
37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 14.7 acres. 
2. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 
37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27. 71 cfs and the irrigation of 309. 7 acres. 
3. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution 
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is 
within State Water District No. 37. 
4. The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the 
diversion( s ). 
5. Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
6. The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309. 7 acres within the 380 acre 
place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 acres to be 
irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with these rights in the 
geographic information system component of the water rights database maintained by the 
department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the 
right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic shape file or map to the 
Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
7. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
8. This right is a split from former right 37-117. 
9. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date 
of this approval. 
10. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
11. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
~._ I 
Dated this b - day of_..._u_,,___ ____ ~-• 20 1 '2... 
1229 of 2064
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22722 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22722 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: June 23, 1888 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
lNEl~lmlSEl~ltm'.l~lgl~Url!lmlglNElJ«llmlSElTomls 
01N 19E 19 I I I 40.0 40.01 I ao.o 
I I I L4 I I 
01N 19E 30 I I 36.0 36.0 I I I 12.0 
I I L 1 I I I 
Total Acres: 152 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-22722, 37-22724, and 27-2656 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 152 
acres. 
2. Rights 37-115G, 37-1580, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-8860, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-227 40 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156.3 acres. 
3. Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to Section 42-1425, Idaho Code. 
4. This right is a split from former right 37-418C. 
5. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated thO! b /::::- day of Jc.. I y ~
Southern Region Manager 
1230 of 2064
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22723 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22723 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: June 23, 1888 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
lNElNWl~1sEtNElNWl~1g1Ne1NW1m1g1NetNw1~1se1!2mJ! 
01N 19E 6 I I 139.0 35.0 14.0 40.01 39.0 I 167.0 
I I I L6 L 7 I I 
01N 19E 7 t 40.0 39.0 39.0 I 28.0 6.0 I l 40.0 21.0 I 213.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 380 
1231 of 2064
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22723 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Right Nos. 37-22723 and 37-22725 are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 7 acres in a 
single irrigation season. 
2. Rights 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 
37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 14.7 acres. 
3. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 
37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
4. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution 
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is 
within State Water District No. 37. 
5. The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the 
diversion(s). 
6. Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
7. The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 380 acre 
place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 acres to be 
irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with these rights in the 
geographic information system component of the water rights database maintained by the 
department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the 
right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic shape file or map to the 
Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
8. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
9. This right is a split from former right37-418C. 
10. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date 
of this approval. 
11. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
12. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this __ {,_,t.. __ day of---■11J<~~_,;,....,l ){11■----~-~.__, 20~ 
Southern Region Manager 
1232 of 2064
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22724 
As Modified by Transfer No. TT878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22724 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: August 02, 1889 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
l~l~lmllilNElNWl~lSEl~l~lmllll~l~lmlSElim!§ 
01N 19E 19 I I I 40.0 40.0I I ao.o 
I I I L4 I I 
01N 19E 30 I !36.0 36.0 I I I 12.0 
I I L 1 I I I 
Total Acres: 152 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-22722, 37-22724, and 27-2656 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 152 
acres. 
2. Rights 37-115G, 37-1580, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-8860, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-22740 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156.3 acres. 
3. Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to Section 42-1425, Idaho Code. 
4. This right is a split from former right 37-419C. 
5. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Datedthis G, t:, dayof I"-ly ~
Southern Region Manager 
1233 of 2064
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22725 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22725 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: August 02, 1889 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW} Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
lNElliWl~lSElNElNWl~llilNElNWlml~lNElNWlmlSE!Tomls 
01N 19E 6 I I I 39.0 35.0 14.0 40.0I 39.0 I 167.0 
I I I L6 L 7 I I 
01N 19E 7 1 40.0 39.0 39.0128.0 6.0 I 140.0 21.0 I 213.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 380 
1234 of 2064
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22725 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Right Nos. 37-22723 and 37-22725 are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 7 acres in a 
single irrigation season. 
2. Rights 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 
37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 14.7 acres. 
3. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 
37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
4. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution 
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is 
within State Water District No. 37. 
5. The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the 
diversion(s). 
6. Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
7. The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 380 acre 
place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309. 7 acres to be 
irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with these rights in the 
geographic information system component of the water rights database maintained by the 
department Before changing the 309. 7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the 
right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic shape file or map to the 
Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
8. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
9. This right is a split from former right 37-419C. 
10. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date 
of this approval. 
11. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
12. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
c 
Dated this __ b ___ day of _--1iJ,,_'-'..........,_I Y>#----~-___,,,,_,__, 20~ 
Southern Region Manager 
1235 of 2064
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22726 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22726 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: May 01, 1886 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From I2 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
TwpRgeSect NE I NW I SW I SE I 
1~1~1m1g1~1~UYHSEl~lNWlmlHlEl.tmUYil&ll21111 
01N 19E 19 I I I 40.0 40.0I I ao.o 
I I I L4 I I 
01N 19E 30 I 136.0 36.0 39.0 39.01 40.0 39.0 39.0 40.01 I 308.0 
I I L 1 L2 I L3 L4 I I 
01N 19E 31 I 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.01 40.0 39.0 32.3 40.0I I I 295.3 
I I L 1 L2 I I I 
Total Acres: 683.3 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-115G, 37-158D, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-22740 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156.3 acres. 
2. Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to Section 42-1425, Idaho Code. 
3. This right is a split from former right 37-501 D. 
4. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this f? J:::= day of ;r ... , y ;;r;;;;__ 
Southern Region Manager 
1236 of 2064
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22727 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22727 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: May 01, 1886 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
fr2!!l To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
TwpRgeSect NE I NW I SW I SE I 
l~UMUW1~1UlNW11Wlgl~lNWlmlgl~ltMl§WlH1~ 
01N 19E 6 I I 139.0 35.0 14.0 40.0I 39.0 I 167.0 
I I I L6 L 7 I I 
01N 19E 7 I 40.0 39.0 39.0128.0 6.0 I 140.0 21.0 I 213.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 380 
1237 of 2064
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22727 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 
37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 14.7 acres. 
2. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 
37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27. 71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
3. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution 
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is 
within State Water District No. 37. 
4. The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the 
diversion(s}. 
5. Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
6. The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 380 acre 
place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309. 7 acres to be 
irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with these rights in the 
geographic information system component of the water rights database maintained by the 
department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the 
right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic shape file or map to the 
Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
7. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
8. This right is a split from former right 37-501 D. 
9. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date 
of this approval. 
1 0. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
11. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right Is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Datedthls 1,,-f= dayaf JZ,.ly ~
Southern Region Manager 
1238 of 2064
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22728 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22728 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: July 10, 1884 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
f!2!!! To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW} Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
l~l.r:Ml~lg}NElf:Ml~llilNElmYlffilgl~l.r:Ml~lSElT~ls 
01N 19E 19 I I I 40.0 40.01 I 80.0 
I I I L4 I I 
01N 19E 30 I 136.0 36.0 39.0 39.01 40.0 39.0 39.0 40.0I I 308.0 
I I L1 L2 I L1 L3 L4 I I 
01N 19E 31 I 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.01 40.0 39.0 32.3 40.0I I I 295.3 
I I L 1 L2 I I I 
01N 19E 32 I 38.0 40.0 40.0 40.01 40.0 39.0 39.0 40.01 I 40.0 40.0 38.0 39.01 473.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 1156.3 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-115G, 37-158D, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-227 40 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156.3 acres. 
2. Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to Section 42-1425, Idaho Code. 
3. This right is a split from former right 37-664B. 
4. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6}, Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Datedlhls bi: dayol r--.ly ~
Southern Region Manager 
1239 of 2064
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22729 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22729 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: July 10, 1884 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
lNElNWlmlSElNElfilYlmlSEl~lNWlMlglNElNWl~lSElTomls 
01N 19E 6 I I 139.0 35.0 14.0 40.0I 39.0 I 167.o 
I I I L6 L7 I I 
01N 19E 7 I 40.0 39.0 39.0I 28.0 6.0 I 140.0 21.0 I 213.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 380 
1240 of 2064
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22729 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 
37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 14.7 acres. 
2. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 
37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
3. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution 
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is 
within State Water District No. 37. 
4. The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the 
diversion( s ). 
5. Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
6. The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 380 acre 
place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 acres to be 
irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with these rights in the 
geographic information system component of the water rights database maintained by the 
department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the 
right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic shape file or map to the 
Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
7. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
8. This right is a split from former right 37-664B. 
9. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date 
of this approval. 
10. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
11. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this b ~ ctay at J .... ly ~
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22730 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22730 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: October 15, 1884 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From I2 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
lNEl~1~1sElNElHWlmllilNEl~1m1sElNElHW1m1sE1!2!i!i 
01N 19E 19 I I I 40.0 40.01 I 80.0 
I I I L4 I I 
01N 19E 30 I 136.0 36.0 39.0 39.0I 40.0 39.0 39.0 40.0I I 308.o 
I I L1 L2 I L1 L3 L4 I I 
01N 19E 31 136.0 36.0 36.0 36.0I 40.0 39.0 32.3 40.0I I I 295.3 
I I L 1 L2 I I I 
01N 19E 32 I 38.0 40.0 40.0 40.0I 40.0 39.0 39.0 40.01 140.0 40.0 38.0 39.01 473.o 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 1156.3 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-115G, 37-158D, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37 -227 40 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156. 3 acres. 
2. Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to Section 42-1425, Idaho Code. 
3. This right is a split from former right 37-6651. 
4. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Daledthls I,,!..'- dayol j1..ly ~
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22731 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22731 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: October 15, 1884 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW} Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 1 BE BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
lNElt!Wlffil~l~lt!Wlffil~lNElt!Wl~l~lNElt!WlffilSEl!2li!! 
01N 19E 6 I I !39.0 35.0 14.0 40.01 39.0 I 167.0 
I I I L6 L 7 I I 
01N 19E 7 I 40.0 39.0 39.0I 28.0 6.0 I )40.0 21.0 I 213.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 380 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22731 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 
37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 14.7 acres. 
2. Rights 37-481 C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 
37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
3. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution 
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is 
within State Water District No. 37. 
4. The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the 
diversion(s). 
5. Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
6. The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 380 acre 
place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 acres to be 
irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with these rights in the 
geographic information system component of the water rights database maintained by the 
department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the 
right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic shape file or map to the 
Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
7. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
8. This right is a split from former right 37-6651. 
9. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date 
of this approval. 
10. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
11. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
I:!:- rr--
Dated th 1 s & dayol ,)..ly ~'2... 
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22732 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22732 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: June 12, 1886 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From I2 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
l~l!OYl~lSEl~lMWl~lSElNEl~lmlglNElHrll~lglTomls 
01N 19E 19 I I I 40.0 40.0I I 80.o 
I I I L4 I I 
01N 19E 30 I 136,0 36.0 39.0 39.01 40.0 39.0 39.0 40.01 I 308.0 
I I L1 L2 IL1 L3 L4 I I 
01N 19E 31 I 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0I 40.0 39.0 32.3 40.0I I I 295.3 
I I L 1 L2 I I I 
01N 19E 32 I 38.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 I 40.0 39.0 39.0 40.01 I 40.0 40.0 38.o 39.01 473.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 1156.3 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-115G, 37-1580, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-8860, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-227 40 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156. 3 acres. 
2. Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to Section 42-1425, Idaho Code. 
3. This right is a split from former right 37-666G. 
4. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6}, Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated thhl 6 C day cl },.I y ~ ~ 20 I t. 
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22733 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22733 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: June 12, 1886 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW} Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
lNElNWl~llilNElNWlffil~lNElt:rlll~llllNElNWlffilSElTomls 
01N 19E 6 I I I 39.0 35.o 14.0 40.01 39.0 I 167.0 
I I I L6 L 7 I I 
01N 19E 7 I 40.0 39.0 39.0 I 28.0 6.0 I l 40.0 21.0 I 213.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 380 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22733 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 
37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 14.7 acres. 
2. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 
37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741-when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
3. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution 
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is 
within State Water District No. 37. 
4. The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the 
diversion(s). 
5. Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
6. The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 380 acre 
place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 acres to be 
irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with these rights in the 
geographic information system component of the water rights database maintained by the 
department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the 
right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic shape file or map to the 
Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
7. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
8. This right is a split from former right 37-666G. 
9. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date 
of this approval. 
10. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
11. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this b I:: day of J.. ry ~a~ 
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22734 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22734 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: June 15, 1891 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
fmm To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
l~lNWl~l~lNEl~lmlglNElNWl~lglNElNWl~lSElT*ls 
01N 19E 19 I I I 40.0 40.01 I 80.0 
I I I L4 I I 
01N 19E 30 I 136.0 36.0 39.0 39.0I 40.0 39.0 39.0 40.0I I 308.0 
I I L1 L2 I L1 L3 L4 I I 
01N 19E 31 I 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0I 40.0 39.0 32.3 40.01 I I 295.3 
I I L 1 L2 I I I 
01 N 19E 32 I 38.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 I 40.0 39.0 39.0 40.0l 140.0 40.o 38.0 39.01 473.o 
I I I I I 
TotalAcres: 1156.3 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-115G, 37-158D, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-22740 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156.3 acres. 
2. Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to Section 42-1425, Idaho Code. 
3. This right is a split from former right 37-667L. 
4. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6}, Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this /p of= day of ,Jc.. f )C ~
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22735 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22735 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: June 15, 1891 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW} Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
lNElt!Wlml~lNEl~lm1g1~l!ffilffilSEl~lNWlffilgl!2!!§ 
01N 19E 6 I I 139.0 35.0 14.0 40.0l 39.0 I 167.0 
I I I L6 L 7 I I 
01N 19E 7 I 40.0 39.0 39.0128.0 6.0 I 140.0 21.0 I 213.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 380 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22735 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 
37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 14.7 acres. 
2. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 
37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
3. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution 
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is 
within State Water District No. 37. 
4. The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the 
diversion(s). 
5. Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
6. The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 380 acre 
place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 acres to be 
irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with these rights in the 
geographic information system component of the water rights database maintained by the 
department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the 
right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic shape file or map to the 
Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
7. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
8. This right is a split from former right 37-667L. 
9. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date 
of this approval. 
10. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
11. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Da!edthis b~ dayof Jc.,fy ~
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22736 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22736 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: October 28, 1974 




04/01 to 11/01 







GROUND WATER NENENE Sec. 30 Twp 01 N Rge 19E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
1NE1mYl~lg1NE1r«t1~1SEl~ltm!l~1g1~1tm'.l~lSE!Tomls 
01N 19E 30 I 38.0 38.0 38.0 32.01 I I I 146.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 146 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-8117, 37-8196, and 37-22736 when combined, from the same point of diversion, shall not 
exceed a total diversion rate of 4. 78 cfs. 
2. This right is a split from former right 37-7391. 
3. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
h - r 
Dated this _ ____.,f,...,_- _ day of _..._._._)'-\ ____ y~--~-~1-~-• 
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22737 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22737 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: October 28, 197 4 




04/01 to 11/01 







GROUND WATER L6 (NWNWSW} Sec. 6 Twp 01 N Rge 19E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
l~l!ftll~lgl~ltflllmlsElNEltflllml~l~ltri!'.l~lSEl!2!!!! 
01N 19E 6 I I I 39.0 35.0 14.0 40.01 39.0 I 167.0 
I I I L6 L 7 I I 
01N 19E 7 I 40.0 39.0 39.01 28.0 6.0 I 140.0 21.0 I 213.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 380 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. This right is limited to the irrigation of 6 acres within the authorized place of use in a single irrigation 
season. 
2. Rights 37-2630, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of 4.02 cfs, a total annual maximum diversion volume of 1053.5 af at the field 
headgate and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
3. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 
37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
4. After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall install a suitable measuring 
device or shall enter into an agreement with the Department to use power records to determine the 
amount of water diverted and shall annually report the information to the Department. 
5. If the surface water rights appurtenant to the place of use is abandoned, forfeited, sold, transferred, 
leased or used on any other place of use, this right to divert ground water shall not be used without 
an approved transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a 
transfer is not required. 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22737 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
6. The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 380 acre 
place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309. 7 acres to be 
irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with these rights in the 
geographic information system component of the water rights database maintained by the 
department. Before changing the 309. 7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the 
right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic shape file or map to the 
Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
7. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder 
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the 
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not 
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use 
authorized under this right. 
8. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
9. This right is a split from former right 37-7391. 
10. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date 
of this approval. 
11. Failure of the rig ht holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
12. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
b~ dayof J-.ly ~ 
Southern Region Manager 
Dated this 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22738 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22738 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: September 20, 1977 
Source: GROUND WATER 
From To BENEFICIAL USE 







LOCATION OF POINT($) OF DIVERSION: 
GROUND WATER L4 (NESWSW) Sec. 19 Twp 01 N Rge 19E BLAINE County 
GROUND WATER SWSESW Sec. 19 Twp 01 N Rge 19E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
l NE l NW l SW l SE l NE I NW l SW l SE l NE l NW l SW l SE 1 NE I NW I SW 1 SE l Totals 
01 N 19E 31 I 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 I 40.0 39.0 32.3 40.0I I I 295.3 
I I L 1 L2 I I I 
Total Acres: 295.3 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22738 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-2656, 37-7645, 37-22738, and 37-22740 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of 11.81 cfs. 
2. Rights 37-115G, 37-158D, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-22740 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156.3 acres .. 
3. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder 
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the 
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not 
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use 
authorized under this right. 
4. If the surface water rights appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred, leased or used on any 
other place of use, this right to divert ground water shall not be used without an approved transfer 
pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not required. 
5. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than .02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.0 afa per acre for irrigation of the lands above. 
6. This right is a split from former right 37-7658B. 
7. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this bf!: day of J:"-( y ~
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22739 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22739 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: September 20, 1977 




04/01 to 11/01 







GROUND WATER L6 (NWNWSW) Sec. 6 Twp 01N Rge 19E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
l~l!Ml~lglNElt:ftll§WllllNElNWlmlgl~lHWlmlSElT~ls 
01N 19E 6 I I I 39.0 35.0 14.0 40.01 39.0 I 167.0 
I I I L6 L7 I I 
01N 19E 7 I 40.0 39.0 39.0I 28.0 6.0 I 140.0 21.0 I 213.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 380 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. This right is limited to the irrigation of 6.7 acres within the authorized place of use in a single 
irrigation season. 
2. Rights 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 
37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 14.7 acres. 
3. Rights 37-2630, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of 4.02 cfs, a total annual maximum diversion volume of 1053.5 af at the field 
headgate and the irrigation of 309. 7 acres. 
4. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 
37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
5. After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall install a suitable measuring 
device or shall enter into an agreement with the Department to use power records to determine the 
amount of water diverted and shall annually report the information to the Department. 
6. If the surface water rights appurtenant to the place of use is abandoned, forfeited, sold, transferred, 
leased or used on any other place of use, this right to divert ground water shall not be used without 
an approved transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a 
transfer is not required. 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22739 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
7. The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 380 acre 
place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 acres to be 
irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with these rights in the 
geographic information system component of the water rights database maintained by the 
department. Before changing the 309. 7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the 
right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic shape file or map to the 
Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
8. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder 
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the 
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not 
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use 
authorized under this right 
9. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
10. This right is a split from former right 37-76588. 
11. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date 
of this approval. 
12. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
13. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this 6 ./c day of J:--.1 y ~ a~ 
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22740 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22740 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: October 18, 1980 
Source: GROUND WATER 
From To BENEFICIAL USE 







LOCATION OF POINT{S) OF DIVERSION: 
GROUND WATER L4 (NESWSW) Sec. 19 Twp 01 N Rge 19E BLAINE County 
GROUND WATER SWSESW Sec. 19Twp 01N Rge 19E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Total Acres: 78 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22740 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-2656, 377645, 37-22738, and 37-227 40 when combined shall not exceed a total diversion 
rate of 11.81 cfs. 
2. Rights 37-115G, 37-1580, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-8860, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-227 40 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156. 3 acres. 
3. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder 
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the 
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not 
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use 
authorized under this right. 
4. If the surface water rights appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred, leased or used on any 
other place of use, this right to divert ground water shall not be used without an approved transfer 
pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not required. 
5. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than .02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.0 afa per acre for irrigation of the lands above. 
6. This right is a split from former right 37-7856. 
7. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this {i :b day of J., ly ~ 
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22741 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-22741 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: October 18, 1980 




04/01 to 11/01 







GROUND WATER LS (NWNWSW) Sec. 6 Twp 01N Rge 19E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
l~lNWl~lSElNElf:Mlm1g1~lNWlmllilNEUM'.l~lSElTomls 
01N 19E 6 I I 139.0 35.0 14.0 40.01 39.o I 167.0 
I I I L6 L 7 I I 
01N 19E 7 I 40.0 39.0 39.0128.0 6.0 I l40.0 21.0 I 213.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 380 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. This right is limited to the irrigation of 1.0 acre within the authorized place of use in a single irrigation 
season. 
2. Rights 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 
37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 14.7 acres. 
3. Rights 37-2630, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of 4.02 cfs, a total annual maximum diversion volume of 1053.5 af at the field 
headgate and the irrigation of 309. 7 acres. 
4. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 
37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
5. After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall install a suitable measuring 
device or shall enter into an agreement with the Department to use power records to determine the 
amount of water diverted and shall annually report the information to the Department. 
6. If the surface water rights appurtenant to the place of use is abandoned, forfeited, sold, transferred, 
leased or used on any other place of use, this right to divert ground water shall not be used without 
an approved transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a 
transfer is not required. 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-22741 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
7. The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 380 acre 
place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309. 7 acres to be 
irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with these rights in the 
geographic information system component of the water rights database maintained by the 
department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the 
right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic shape file or map to the 
Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
8. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder 
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the 
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not 
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use 
authorized under this right. 
9. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
10. This right is a split from former right 37-7856. 
11. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date 
of this approval. 
12. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
13. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Datedthis '2 ,I± dayof 1._dy ~
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-481C 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-481C is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX3322 
HAILEY ID 83333 
Priority Date: August 01, 1882 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
lNElfil!lm1sElNElNWl~1sE1~1~1~1n1NElNWlm1~11~m 
01N 19E 6 I I I 39.0 35.0 14.0 40.01 39.0 I 167.o 
I I I L6 L 7 I I 
01N 19E 7 I 40.0 39.0 39.0I 28.0 s.o I 140.0 21.0 I 213.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 380 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-481C 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 when combined shall not exceed the 
irrigation of 289 acres. 
2. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 
37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
3. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution 
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is 
within State Water District No. 37. 
4. The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the 
diversion(s). 
5. Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
6. The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 380 acre 
place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309. 7 acres to be 
irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with these rights in the 
geographic information system component of the water rights database maintained by the 
department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the 
right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic shape file or map to the 
Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
7. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
8. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date 
of this approval. 
9. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
10. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Datedlhis (,~ dayof J:"-1y ~
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-482H 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-482H is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX3322 
HAILEY ID 83333 
Priority Date: August 01, 1884 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
lNElNWl!rilg1~u~w1~1g1~1m1m1g1NElm1m1g1T$1s 
01N 19E 6 I I I39.0 35.0 14.0 40.01 39.0 I 167.0 
I I I L6 L 7 I I 
01N 19E 7 I 40.0 39.0 39.0I 28.0 e.o I I40.0 21.0 I 213.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 380 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-482H 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-418C, 37-482C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 when combined shall not exceed the 
irrigation of 289 acres. 
2. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 
37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27. 71 cfs and the irrigation of 309. 7 acres. 
3. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution 
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is 
within State Water District No. 37. 
4. The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the 
diversion(s). 
5. Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
6. The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 380 acre 
place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309. 7 acres to be 
irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with these rights in the 
geographic information system component of the water rights database maintained by the 
department. Before changing the 309. 7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the 
right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic shape file or map to the 
Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
7. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
8. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date 
of this approval. 
9. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
10. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this 6~ dayof J.ly ~ 
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-483C 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-483C is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX3322 
HAILEY ID 83333 
Priority Date: August 01, 1902 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
1 NE 1 NW l §W l §s l NE l NW l SW l SE l NE l NW l sw .1 SE l NE l NW I SW I SE 1 Totals 
01N 19E 6 I I I39.0 35.o 14.0 40.01 39.0 I 167.0 
I I I L6 L 7 I I 
01N 19E 7 I 40.0 39.0 39.0I 28.0 6.0 I I40.o 21.0 I 213.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 380 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-483C 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-418C, 37-482C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 when combined shall not exceed the 
irrigation of 289 acres. 
2. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 
37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309. 7 acres. 
3. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution 
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is 
within State Water District No. 37. 
4. The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the 
diversion( s }. 
5. Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
6. The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 380 acre 
place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309. 7 acres to be 
irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with these rights in the 
geographic information system component of the water rights database maintained by the 
department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the 
right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic shape file or map to the 
Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
7. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3. 5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
8. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date 
of this approval. 
9. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
10. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this 6 I:!. day of J .. f y ~
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-577BT 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-577BT is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY ID 83333 
Priority Date: March 24, 1883 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
l~ltm'.l§WlSElNEl!fftl§Wlgl~ltm'.l~lgl~ltm'.l§WlSElTomls 
01N 19E 6 I I I 39.o 35.0 14.0 40.0I 39.o I 167.0 
I I I L6 L7 I I 
01N 19E 7 I 40.0 39.0 39.0 I 28.0 6.0 I 140.0 21.0 I 213.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 380 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-577BT 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 when combined shall not exceed the 
irrigation of 289 acres. 
2. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 
37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27. 71 cfs and the irrigation of 309. 7 acres. 
3. Use of water under this right will be regulated by a watermaster with responsibility for the distribution 
of water among appropriators within a water district. At the time of this approval, this water right is 
within State Water District No. 37. 
4. The right holder shall maintain a measuring device and lockable controlling works of a type 
approved by the Department in a manner that will provide the watermaster suitable control of the 
diversion(s). 
5. Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
6. The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 380 acre 
place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 acres to be 
irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with these rights in the 
geographic information system component of the water rights database maintained by the 
department. Before changing the 309.7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the 
right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic shape file or map to the 
Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
7. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
8. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date 
of this approval. 
9. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
10. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this 6 .£!,,. day of I"'' y ~
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-2630 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-2630 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: BELLE RANCH LLC 
PO BOX 3322 
HAILEY ID 83333 
Priority Date: February 02, 1960 




04/15 to 10/31 







GROUND WATER L6 (NWNWSW) Sec. 6 Twp 01N Rge 19E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
l NE l NW l sw l SE l NE l NW l sw 1 SE 1 NE l NW l sw l SE l NE l NW l sw l SE l Totals 
01N 19E 6 I I I39.0 35.0 14.0 40.0I 39.0 I 167.0 
I I I L6 L 7 I I 
01 N 19E 7 I 40.0 39.0 39.0 I 28.0 6.0 I I 40.0 21.0 I 213.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 380 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-2630 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 when combined shall not exceed the 
irrigation of 289 acres. 
2. Rights 37-2630, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of 4.02 cfs, a total annual maximum diversion volume of 1053.5 af at the field 
headgate and the irrigation of 309. 7 acres. 
3. Rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630, 37-22721, 37-22723, 37-22725, 37-22727, 
37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735, 37-22737, 37-22739, and 37-22741 when combined 
shall not exceed a total diversion rate of 27.71 cfs and the irrigation of 309.7 acres. 
4. After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall install a suitable measuring 
device or shall enter into an agreement with the Department to use power records to determine the 
amount of water diverted and shall annually report the information to the Department. 
5. If the surface water rights appurtenant to the place of use is abandoned, forfeited, sold, transferred, 
leased or used on any other place of use, this right to divert ground water shall not be used without 
an approved transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a 
transfer is not required. 
6. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder 
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right The right holder shall limit the 
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not 
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use 
authorized under this right. 
7. The rights in Transfer 77878 are limited to the irrigation of a specific 309.7 acres within the 380 acre 
place of use authorized by this right in a single irrigation season. The specific 309.7 acres to be 
irrigated by the right holder are shown in the electronic shape file associated with these rights in the 
geographic information system component of the water rights database maintained by the 
department. Before changing the 309. 7 acres to be irrigated within the 380 acre place of use, the 
right holder shall submit a new land list and representative electronic shape file or map to the 
Department prior to the irrigation season in which the change will occur. 
8. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.5 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
9. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one year of the date 
of this approval. 
10. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
11. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Daled this b ~ day cl Ji.. I y ~ 
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-666H 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-666H is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: WILLIAM BOZZUTO TRUSTEE 
C/O JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: June 12, 1886 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
lNEltMl~l~l~l~l~lSEl~ltrlllml~lNEl~lmlSE!Twls 
01N 19E 19 I I I 40.0 40.01 I so.o 
I I I L4 I I 
01N 19E 30 I 136.0 36.0 39.0 39.01 40.o 39.o 39.0 40.0I I 308.0 
I I L1 L2 I L1 L3 L4 I I 
01N 19E 31 I 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 I 40.0 39.0 32.3 40.01 I I 295.3 
I I L 1 L2 I I I 
01N 19E 32 I 38.0 40.0 40.0 40.0I 40.0 39.0 39.0 40.01 I 40.0 40.0 38.0 39.01 473.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 1156.3 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Right Nos. 37-666H and 37-667M are limited to the irrigation of 560 acres within the place of use 
described above in a single irrigation season. 
2. Rights 37-115G, 37-158D, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-22740 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156.3 acres. 
3. This right is a split from former right 37-666A. 
4. Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to Section 42-1425, Idaho Code. 
5. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this "i!:, day of Jc.., I y ~
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-115G 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-11 SG is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: WILLIAM BOZZUTO TRUSTEE 
C/O JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: June 12, 1886 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
1NE1NW1SW!SE!NE1.tffi1mlSElNE1NW1SWlSE1NE1NW1m1ll1T~ls 
01 N 19E 30 I I 140.0 39.0 39.0 40.0I I 158.0 
I I I L3 L4 I I 
01N 19E 31 I 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0140.0 39.0 32.3 40.0I I I 295.3 
I I L 1 L2 I I I 
01N 19E 32 I 38.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 I 40.0 39.0 39.0 40.01 l 40.0 40.0 38.o 39.01 473.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 926.3 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. This right is limited to the irrigation of 480 acres within the place of use described above in a single 
irrigation season. 
2. Rights 37-115G, 37-1580, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-8860, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-22740 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156.3 acres. 
3. This right is a combination of old Right Nos. 37-115G and 37-115H. 
4. Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to Section 42-1425, Idaho Code. 
5. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Datedthis '1-1:;- dayol I"-'Y d~ 
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-577AP 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-577AP is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: March 24, 1883 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
MITIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
IRRIGATION 
.E!2m To 
04/15 to 10/31 
04/15 to 10/31 





BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
l~lNWlm1glNElf:IWl~lglNElNWlm1g1NElNWlmlSElTomls 
01N 19E 19 I I I 40.0 40.01 I 80.0 
I I I L4 I I 
01N 19E 30 I I 36.0 36.0 39.0 39.01 40.0 39.o 39.0 40.01 I 308.0 
I I L1 L2 I L3 L4 I I 
01N 19E 31 I 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.01 40.0 39.0 32.3 40.01 I I 295.3 
I I L 1 L2 I I I 
Total Acres: 683.3 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. This right is limited to the irrigation of 31.1 acres within the place of use described above in a single 
irrigation season. 
2. Rights 37-115G, 37-158D, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-22740 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156.3 acres. 
3. Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to Section 42-1425, Idaho Code. 
4. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Oaledtl11s ',/:::: dB\'Of J-./y ~
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-2656 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-2656 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: April 27, 1961 
Source: GROUND WATER 
From To BENEFICIAL USE 







LOCATION OF POINT($) OF DIVERSION: 
GROUND WATER L4 (NESWSW} Sec. 19 Twp 01 N Rge 19E BLAINE County 
GROUNDWATER SWSESW Sec. 19 Twp 01 N Rge 19E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
l~lNWl~lSEl~lNWl~lSEl~l.tfl!ll~llllNElNWlmllllTomls 
01N 19E 19 I I I 40.0 40.0J I so.o 
I I I L4 I I 
01N 19E 30 I 136.0 36.0 I I I 72.0 
I I L 1 I I I 
Total Acres: 152 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-2656 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. This right is limited to the irrigation of 151 acres within the place of use described above in a single 
irrigation season. 
2. Rights 37-115G, 37-158D, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-22740 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156.3 acres. 
3. Rights 37-22722, 37-22724, and 27-2656 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 152 
acres. 
4. Rights 37-2656, 37-7645, 37-22738, and 37-22740 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of 11.81 cfs. 
5. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder 
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the 
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not 
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use 
authorized under this right. 
6. If the surface water rights appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred, leased or used on any 
other place of use, this right to divert ground water shall not be used without an approved transfer 
pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not required. 
7. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable ru,t_of the Department of Water Resources. 
Datedthis G - dayof I'-'Y ~ 
/4~ 
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-667M 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-667M is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: WILLIAM BOZZUTO TRUSTEE 
C/O JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: June 15, 1891 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
f!2m To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW} Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
l~lNWl~l~l~l.tffil~lSElNElfil!l~lSEl~l.tffilmlglT~ls 
01N 19E 19 I I I 40.0 40.0I I 80.0 
I I I L4 I I 
01N 19E 30 I I 36.0 36.0 39.0 39.0I 40.0 39.0 39.0 40.01 I 308.0 
I I L1 L2 I L1 L3 L4 I I 
01N 19E 31 I 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0I40.0 39.0 32.3 40.01 I I 295.3 
I I L 1 L2 I I I 
01 N 19E 32 I 38.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 I 40.0 39.0 39.0 40.01 I 40.0 40.0 38.0 39.01 473.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 1156.3 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Right Nos. 37-666H and 37-667M are limited to the irrigation of 560 acres within the place of use 
described above in a single irrigation season. 
2. Rights 37-115G, 37-158D, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-22740 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156.3 acres. 
3. This right is a split from former right 37-667E. 
4. Right includes accomplished change in place of use pursuant to Section 42-1425, Idaho Code. 
5. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this (p ./c day of ); l y ~
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-8860 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-886D is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: June 01, 1884 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
f!2!!! To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Total Acres: 40 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. This right is limited to the irrigation of 3 acres within the place of use described above in a single 
irrigation season. 
2. Rights 37-115G, 37-158D, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-227 40 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156. 3 acres. 
3. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6}, Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this , t=- day of __ J_~_l_y ___ a._.....,~--• 20~ 
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-597A 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-597A is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: WILLIAM BOZZUTO TRUSTEE 
C/O JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: May 01, 1886 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
.E!2m To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
l~lNWl§Wl~lNElfilYlffllElNElNWlffllSElNElNWlffllSElTomls 01N 19E 32 I I I I 38.0 39.0I 77.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 77 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-115G, 37-1580, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-8860, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-227 40 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156.3 acres. 
2. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this 6 ~ day of _~•YJ..'-_l-#-y'-----a---,,i,;;..~-,.-· 20 ' ~
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-158D 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-1580 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: July 01, 1881 
Source: BIG WOOD RIVER 
BENEFICIAL USE 
IRRIGATION 
Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 




BIG WOOD RIVER L3 (NESWNW) Sec. 36 Twp 02N Rge 18E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
1 NE 1 NW 1 §W 1 SE 1 NE 1 NW 1 SW 1 SE 1 NE 1 NW 1 SW 1 SE 1 NE 1 NW 1 SW l SE 1 Totals 
01N 19E 30 I I I40.0 I I 40.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 40 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. The portion of Right 37-1580 used for conveyance losses is 0.06 cfs. 
2. Rights 37-115G, 37-158D, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-8860, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-227 40 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156. 3 acres. 
3. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this /g ./;; day cl J""-1 Y ~
Southern Region Manager 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-7645 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-7645 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
From To 
Priority Date: August 08, 1977 
Source: GROUND WATER 
BENEFICIAL USE 







LOCATION OF POINT(S) OF DIVERSION: 
GROUND WATER L4 (NESWSW) Sec. 19 Twp 01 N Rge 19E BLAINE County 
GROUNDWATER SWSESW Sec. 19Twp 01N Rge 19E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
lNElfilYUWllllNElNWl~lSElNElNWl~lSElNElNWlmlSElTomls 
01N 19E 30 I I 140.0 39.0 39.0 40.01 I 158.0 
I I I L3 L4 I I 
Total Acres: 158 
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WATER RIGHT NO. 37-7645 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-2656, 37-7645, 37-22738, and 37-22740 when combined shall not exceed a total 
diversion rate of 11.81 cfs. 
2. Rights 37-115G, 37-158D, 37-577AP, 37-597A, 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-886D, 37-2656, 37-7645, 
37-22720, 37-22722, 37-22724, 37-22726, 37-22728, 37-22730, 37-22732, 37-22734, 37-22738, 
and 37-227 40 when combined shall not exceed the irrigation of 1156.3 acres. 
3. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder 
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the 
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not 
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use 
authorized under this right. 
4. If the surface water rights appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred, leased or used on any 
other place of use, this right to divert ground water shall not be used without an approved transfer 
pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not required. 
5. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than .02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 3.0 afa per acre for irrigation of the lands above. 
6. This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or 
for the efficient administration of the water rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a 
point in time no later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this lo /:::: day of __ ,:}._(..._, Y-------' 20 I '2.. 
a~ 
Southern Region Manager 
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Page 60of 63 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-8117 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-8117 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: June 02, 1983 




04/15 to 10/15 




GROUND WATER NENE Sec. 30Twp 01N Rge 19E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
1~1!:Ml§WlSElNElf:Ml§Wl~l~lr:Mlml~l~ltrtllffilSEl!2ti!! 
01N 19E 19 I I I I 39.0 38.0I 77.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 77 
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Page 61 of 63 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-8117 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-8117, 37-8196, and 37-22736 use the same well and when combined shall not exceed a 
total diversion rate of 4. 78 cfs. 
2. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder 
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the 
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not 
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use 
authorized under this right. 
3. If the surface water rights appurtenant to the place of use is abandoned, forfeited, sold, transferred, 
leased or used on any other place of use, this right to divert ground water shall not be used without 
an approved transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a 
transfer is not required. 
4. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor 
exceed an annual diversion volume of 269.5 af for the lands above. 
5. This right is for the use of trust water and is subject to review 20 years after the issuance of the 
permit to determine availability of water and to re-evaluate the public interest. 
6. Diversion and use of water under this right is subject to an annual use fee if rules are subsequently 
promulgated which provide for the submittal of the fee. 
7. The Director retains jurisdiction of the right and may change, add, or remove any requirement as 
determined to be appropriate. 
8. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Daled this (;, ~ day of J: ... I y ~
Southern Region Manager 
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Page62of63 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-8196 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
In accordance with the approval of Transfer No. 77878, Water Right No. 37-8196 is now described as 
follows. 
Right Holder: JOHN F STEVENSON 
36 HILLSIDE RANCH RD 
BELLEVUE ID 83313 
Priority Date: October 29, 1984 




04/15 to 10/15 







GROUND WATER NENENE Sec. 30 Twp 01 N Rge 19E BLAINE County 
PLACE OF USE: IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
lNElt!Wlirllg1•1t!W1m1~1•um1m1Bl~lm!lSWlUl!mll 01N 19E 30 I I I l 32.0 38.0 38.0 38.01 146.0 
I I I I I 
01N 19E 31 I s.o t I I I 6.0 
I I I I I 
Total Acres: 152 
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Page 63 of 63 
WATER RIGHT NO. 37-8196 
As Modified by Transfer No. 77878 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
1. Rights 37-833F and 37-8196 when combined shal I not exceed the irrigation of 152 acres. 
2. This right when combined with 37-22736 and 37-8117, from the same point of diversion, is limited to 
a total combined diversion rate of 4. 78 cfs. 
3. The right holder shall make full beneficial use of all surface water rights available to the right holder 
for irrigation of the lands authorized to be irrigated under this right. The right holder shall limit the 
diversion of ground water under this right to those times when the surface water supply is not 
available or the surface water supply is not reasonably sufficient to irrigate the place of use 
authorized under this right. 
4. If the surface water right(s) appurtenant to the place of use is sold, transferred, leased or used on 
any other place of use, this right to divert ground water shall not be used without an approved 
transfer pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, or approval of the Department if a transfer is not 
required. 
5. After specific notification by the Department, the right holder shall install a suitable measuring 
device or shall enter into an agreement with the Department to use power records to determine the 
amount of water diverted and shall annually report the information to the Department. 
6. The right holder shall record the quantity of water diverted and annually report diversions of water 
and/or other pertinent hydrologic and system information as required by Section 42-701, Idaho 
Code. 
7. This right when combined with all other rights shall provide no more than 0.02 cfs per acre nor more 
than 4.0 afa per acre at the field headgate for irrigation of the place of use. 
8. The period of use for the irrigation described in this approval may be extended to an ending date of 
10/31 provided that beneficial use of the water can be shown and other elements of the right are not 
exceeded. The use of water after 10/15 is subordinate to all water rights having no subordinated 
late irrigation use and a priority date earlier than 6/15/201 0, the date of the SRBA partial decree 
date. 
9. The right holder shall accomplish the change authorized by this transfer within one years of the date 
of this approval. 
1 o. Failure of the right holder to comply with the conditions of this transfer is cause for the Director to 
rescind approval of the transfer. 
11. Pursuant to Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code, this water right is subject to such general provisions 
necessary for the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of water rights as may be 
determined by the Snake River Basin Adjudication court at a point in time no later than the entry of 
the final unified decree. 
This water right is subject to all prior water rights and shall be administered in accordance with Idaho 
law and applicable rules of the Department of Water Resources. 
Dated this __ , __ -L_c... _ day of __ -=J;;...."'_1 "'-Y--~-.....,.i---'' 20-:1= 
Southern Region Manager 
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State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Attachment To Transfer Of Water Right 
Transfer No. 77878 
Rights: 37-2630, 37-22737, 37-22739, 37-22741 
This map depicts the IRRIGATION place of use boundary for this water right at the time 
of this approval and is attached to the approval document solely for illustrative purposes. 








Place Of Use Boundary 
c::Jrownships 6 
D PLS Sections N 
D Quarter Quarters 
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R18E 
State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Attachment To Transfer Of Water Right 
Transfer No. na1a 
Rights: 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-22721, 37-22723 
37-22725, 37-22727, 37-22729, 37-22731, 37-22733, 37-22735 
This map depicts the IRRIGATION place of use boundary for this water right at the time 








0 Point of Diversion 
I Place Of Use Boundary 
CJ Townships ~ 
D PLS Sections N 
D Quarter Quarters 
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State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Attachment To Transfer Of Water Right 
Transfer No. na1a 
Rights: 37-22722, 37-22724 
This map depicts the IRRIGATION place of use boundary for this water right at the time 
of this approval and is attached to the approval document solely for illustrative purposes. 
R18E 
R18E 
0 Point of Diversion 
Place Of Use Boundary 
c::JTownships 
D PLS Sections 












State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Attachment To Transfer Of Water Right 
Transfer No. nB78 
Rights: 37-2656 
This map depicts the IRRIGATION place of use boundary for this water right at the time 
of this approval and is attached to the approval document solely for illustrative purposes. 
0 Point of Diversion 
Place Of Use Boundary 
c:]Townships 
D PLS Sections 




















State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Attachment To Transfer Of Water Right 
Transfer No. na1a 
Rights: 37-577AP, 37-22720, 37-22726 
This map depicts the IRRIGATION place of use boundary for this water right at the time 









0 Point of Diversion 
Place Of Use Boundary 
c::JTownshlps 6 
D PLS Sections N 
D Quarter Quarters 
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State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Attachment To Transfer Of Water Right 
Transfer No. na1a 
Rights: 37-666H, 37-667M, 37-22728, 37·22730, 37-22732, 37-22734 
This map depicts the IRRIGATION place of use boundary for this water right at the time 
of this approval and is attached to the approval document solely for illustrative purposes. 
R18E 
R18E 
~: Point of Diversion 
Place Of Use Boundary 
c:Jrownships 
D PLS Sections 












State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Attachment To Transfer Of Water Right 
Transfer No. 77878 
Rights: 37-7645 
This map depicts the IRRIGATION place of use boundary for this water right at the time 
of this approval and is attached to the approval document solely for illustrative purposes. 
0 Point of Diversion 
Place Of Use Boundary 
c=Jrownships 
D PLS Sections 
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State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Attachment To Transfer Of Water Right 
Transfer No. 77878 
Rights: 37 ·8117 
This map depicts the IRRIGATION place of use boundary for this water right at the time 
of this approval and is attached to the approval document solely for illustrative purposes. 
i 11; ; 
~~ ~-- __ : I 
0 Point of Diversion 
Place Of Use Boundary 
CJ Townships 
D PLS Sections 























State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Attachment To Transfer Of Water Right 
Transfer No. 77878 
Rights: 37-597 A 
This map depicts the IRRIGATION place of use boundary for this water right at the time 
















Place Of Use Bc>undary 
(:JTownshlps 6 
D PLS Sections N 





OCT 2 8 2014 
DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES 
SOUTHERN REGION 
Fonn 42-248/42-1409(6) Rev. 08/14 
STATE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
l. List the numbers of all water rights and/or adjudication claim records to be changed. If you only acquired a portion of the water right 
or adjudication claim, check "Yes" in the "Split?" column. If the water right is leased to the Water Supply Bank. check "Yes". If you 
are not sure if the water right is leased to the Water Supply Bank. see #6 of the instructions. 
'> "5P\ ,t" ~ 







Water Right/Claim No. 
-'f/S 37-481C 
l'l/.8 37-577BT 
q /(,,, 37-482H 
4 ,-, 37-483C 
fl'i 37-2630 
Split? 
Leased to Water 
Water Right/Claim No. Split? 
Leased to Water 
Saaaly Bank? Sunnlv Baak? 
Yes 181 Yes D Yes D Yes D 
Yes 181 Yes □ Yes 0 Yes □ 
Yes i8I Yes D Yes O Yei; 0 
Yes 181 Yes 0 Y.es 0 Yes □ 
Yes 181 ! Yes 0 Yes D Yes □ 
2. Previous Owner's Name: South County Estates, LLC 
Name of current water right holder/claimant 
3. New Owner(s)/Claimant(s): _F_lrst_S_e_c_u_rity..:....C_o_rp.:...o_rat_io_n ____________ .,____ - ____ _ 
New owncr(s) as listed on the conveyance document Name connector D aad D or D and/or 
401 W. Front Street, Suite 200 Boise ID 83702 -----------Mailing address City State ZIP 
(208) 292-1884 Dawn.Smith@iibk.net -----=:.......-----------------Telephone Email ,, 
4. Iftbe water rights and/or adjudication claims were split, how did the division occur? 
181 The water rights or claims were divided as specifically identified in a deed, contract, or other conveyance document. 
D The water rights or claims were divided proportionately based on the portion of their place(s) of use acquired by the new owner. 
5. Date you acquired the water rights and/or claims listed above: _O_ct_o_be_r_2_0_, 2_0_1_4 _________ . 
6. If the water right is leased to the Water Supply Bank changing ownership of a water right will reassign to the new owner any Water 
Supply Bank leases associated with the water right. Payment of revenue generated from any rental of a leased water right requires a 
completed IRS form W-9 for payment to be issued to an owner. A new owner for a water right under lease shall supply a W-9. Water 
rights with multiple owners must specify a designated lessor, using a completed Lessor Desigpatj911 form. Beginning in the calendar . 
year following an acknowledged change in water right ownership, compensation for any rental will go to the new owner(s). 
7. Tnis form must be signed and submitted with th~ ioilowing REQUIRED items: 
181 A copy of the conveyance document - warranty deed, quitclaim deed, court decree, contract of sale, etc. The conveyance 
document must include a legal description of the property or description ofthc water right(s) ifno land is conveyed. 
181 Plat map, survey map or aerial photograph which clearly shows the place of use and point of diversion for each water right 
and/or claim listed above (if necessary to clarify division of water rights or complex property descriptions). S C 11 
181 Filing fee (see instructions for further explanation): ~ N N E D 
o $2S per undivided water right J . , . 
o $100 persp/it water right 1-i/V 1 6 2Gf5 
o No fee is required for pending adjudication claims. I, 
0 If water right(s) are leased to the Water Supply Bank AND there are multiple owners, a Lessor Designation form is required. 
D If wai.er right(s) are leased to the Water Supply Bank. the individual owner or designated lessor must complete, sign and submit an 
IRSFormW-2 
s. Signature: r;fJ__,,;..~.L.,,~::::/,'IL...<::..,'----------- V;t II ttirs icli n+ best 5.«i 1,µk.{'o,o_. __,1....:.0...:.;, lol"'""1..l....+J} I._(.-{_ 
Tnlc, if applicable V \ Date s1gn of ew owner/claimant 
( 
Signature: 
Signature of new owner/claimant 
For IDWR Office~ 
Rcceiplcd by__..~ .... , ___...... __ 
Active in the Water Supply Banlt? Yes D No D 
Name on W-9 __________ _ 
Title, if applicable 
If yes, forward to the State Office for processing 
Approved by____ Processed by ___ _ 
Date 
R.eceiptAmt. ts"ro-
W-9 recei.Yff O~ No D 
0~PPu -------31- '-fYll: .. 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: Instrument # 568880 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
6-25-2009 04:04:00 No. of Pages: 6 
Recorded for : IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: 18.00 
Ex-Olllclo Recorder Deputy _______ 7_.," r' lrlde•ID:WTYIQCICORPDEED I\ 
(Space Above This Une For Recorder's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to John Scherer, a married man as his sole and separate 
property, whose address is PO Box 2127, Ketchum, Idaho 83340 and Charles Holt, a married 
man as his sole and separate property, whose address is PO Box 2133, Ketchum, ID 83340, to 
hold as tenant,;-in-common, all of its right, title and interest which it has, if any, in the property 
in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine described as: 
7.512891h portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-
483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources and more particularly 
described on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 25th day of June, 2009 
TH c1ury ESTATES, LLC 
lfu~l~ 
By: I\ Scherer, Managing Member 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine. ) 
On this 25th day of June, 2009, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowl ed to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 301119-033 
\ 
Page 1 of 
09123/2014 3:14 P 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF HATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED HATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-4B1C 
NAME AND ADDRESS : SOUTH COUNTY BSTATBS ttC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OP USE: 
KBTCHUM ID B3340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
3.014 CFS 
DB/Ol/18B2 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
TD2N RlBB S36 SWNW Within Bt.AINB County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
fUR.POil m'. mil UBlW2 QI!: JJH gJ,!Mll:12:I 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 3.014 CPS 
lBBl~tlQB in BLAINE CountJI: 
TOlN R19E S06 NBSW 24.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 tot 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOlJf Rl9B S06 tot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 SBSW 39.00 
TOlN R19B S06 SWSB a.so TOlN Rl9B S07 NWNB 31.00 
TOlN R19B S07 SWNB 3B,00 TOlN Rl9B S07 SBNB 15. 00 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NENW 28.00 TOlN Rl92 S07 SBNW 5.50 
TOlJf Rl9B S07 NBSB 35.00 TOlN Rl9E 807 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a caabined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Noa.: 37-4B2R, 37-481C, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY POR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATBR RIGHT: 
Thia partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412 (6). Idaho 
Code. 
BXPLANAT0RY MATDIAt, BASIS OP Cc.AIM - Decreed 
Saain 37 Part 3 Oirector•a Report - Recommended Page 340 
Page 2 of I 
091U/11114 3:14 P 
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RIGHT NUMBBR, 
IDAHO DBPARTMBNT OF WATER RBSOURCBS 
RSCOMMBNDEO WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED llNDBR STATE LAW 
37·577BT 
02/20/2007 
NAME AND ADDRBSS : SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USB: 
PLACB OF USB: 
KBTCHOM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
2 .200 CFS 
D3/.!4/1883 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
TD2N RlBB 536 SWNW Within BLAINB County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
PURPOH Of mill 211!.IQD Of !l!llli OOJUl'rm 
IRRIGATION D4/1S 10/31 2.200 CPS 
ll!.l!..t!iA:cum in ~.im c121m,x 
TDlH Rl9B SD6 NBSW 24.DD TOlN R19B SD6 Lot 6 NWSW 33.DD 
TOlN Rl9B S06 Lot 7 SWSW 12.DD TOlN R19B S06 SBSlf 39.00 
TDlN Rl98 SD6 SlfSE a.so TOlN Rl9B S07 NWHB 31.0D 
TDlN RUB SD? SWNB 38.00 TDlN R19B SD? SBNB 15.DD 
TDlN Rl9B SD? NBNW 28.DD TOlN Rl9B SO? SBNW s.so 
TOlN Rl9B 807 NBBB JS.DO TOlN R19E 807 NWSB 20.00 
289 ACRBS TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a coml:lined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos., J7-482H, 37-4BlC, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHBR PROVISIONS NBCBSSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATBR RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the court at a point in time no 
later tban the entry of a final unified decree. section 42-1412(61, Idaho 
Code. 
BXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
EXH191T_A __ _ 
2 o4l.S 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director•• Report - Recommended Page 425 
Page 3 oft 
09123121114 3:14 Pl 
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IDAHO DBPARTMBNT OF WATER RBSOURCBS 
RBCOMMBNDED WATBR RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NIJMBBR: 37-482H 
NAME AND ADDRBSS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PBRIOD OF OSE: 
PLACB OF 088: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
3.012 CFS 
08/01/1884 
TRIBtn'ARY: MALAD RIVER 
TD2N Rl8B S36 BWNW Within BLAINB County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
EllBEQH QI! YH EW!:m Qi: 11111 otmrr;i,:a 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 3.013 CFS 
IBBl~tl!DI 1D il.!AIHB cmiatx 
TD1N RUB S06 NBSW 24.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 Lot 6 NW81f 33,00 
TOlN Rl9B B06 Lot 7 swsw 12,0D TOlN Rl9B S06 SBSW 39.0D 
TOlN Rl9B S06 8119B a.so TOlN Rl!IB 907 NIINI!! 31.00 
TOlN RUB SD? SlfNB 38.0D TDllf Rl!IB SO? SBNB 15.00 
TOlN RUB 807 NBNII 28,00 TDlN Rl!IB 807 SBJIW 5,50 
TOlN Rl!IB 807 HBSB 35.00 TOlN Rl!IB 907 NWSB 20.00 
28!1 ACRBS TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Rigbt Nos.: 37-482H, 37-tBlC, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS IIECBSSAR.Y POR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATBR RIGHT: 
Thia partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adllliniatration of the water 
rigbta aa may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final wiified decree. section 42-1412(61, Idaho 
Code. 
BXPLAJIATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director•• Report - Recommended Page 347 
Page 4 of• 





















IDAHO DBPARTM'&NT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNOER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-483C 
NAMB AND ADDRBSS: SOUTH COUNTr BSTATBS LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USB: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
15,086 CFS 
08/01/1902 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N Rl8B S36 SIINW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
PQRPQSB QF YSS 
IRRIGATION 
IRRIGATION in BLAINB County 
TOlN Rl9B S06 NBSW 
TOlN Rl9B S06 Lot 7 SWSW 
TOlN Ri9B S06 SNSE 
TOlN Rl9B 807 SWNE 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NlDIW 
TOlN Rl9B 807 NBSB 
PBR:IQJ;! PE !Dill 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 TDlN Rl9B S06 
12 .oo TOlN R19E S06 
8,50 T01N Rl9E 807 
38.00 T01N Rl9E S07 
28.00 TOlN Rl9B S07 
35,00 TDlN Rl9B S07 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
OUANTJ:tl( 
15.D86 CFS 






The rights listed below are limited ta the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation eeaeon. Combined Right Noe.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630, 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATBll RIGHT: 
'This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in ti- no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(61, Idaho 
Code. 
BXPLl'.NATORY MATBRD.L: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
EXHIBrr.--A __ _ 
4~5 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director'a Report - Reco111111ended Page 352 
Page 5 oft 





















IDAHO DEPARTMENT OP WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-2630 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OP USB: 
PLACE OF use: 






TDlN Rl9B S6 NWNWSW Within BLAINE County 
PURPOSE OF USE PERIOD OP USE 
IRRIGATION D4/15 10/31 
lRRI!.iAilm! in 111.aUfE Countli!: 
TOlN Rl9E S06 NBSW 24.00 TOlN R.19E S06 
TOlN Rl9E S06 Lot 7 swsw 12 .oo TOlN Rl9E S06 
TOlN Rl9E 806 SWSB a.so TOlN R.198 S07 
TOlN Rl9E S07 SWNE 38.00 TDIN Rl9B S07 
TOlN Rl9E S07 NSNlf 28,00 TDlN Rl9E S07 
TOlN RJ.9E 807 NBSB JS.OD TOlN Rl9E S07 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
OUANTITY 
3. 750 CFS 
1,011.so AFY 






The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Noa.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 
37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630, 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATBR RIGHT: 
Thia partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately dete:tmined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPI.J\NATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - License 
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Recorded for : HAWLEY TROXELL 
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NON-MERGER DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WITH RETENTION OF DEFICIENCY RIGHTS 
AND NOTICE OF WAIVER OF REDEMPTION RIGHTS 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, JOHN SCHERER, a married man as his sole and separate property, 
and CHARLES HOLT, a married man as his sole and separate property (collectively "Grantor"), do 
hereby grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK or assigns ("Grantee"), 
whose address is 1260 W. Rlverstone Dr., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814, all of the water rights, described 
in Exhibit 1, attached hereto and by this reference incorporated herein, situated In Blaine County, Idaho, 
TOGETHER with any and all claims, permits, licenses, decrees, and applications to, regarding or 
connected with such water rights, all water, watercourses and ditch rights (Including stock in utllltles with 
ditch or irrigation rights), and appurtenances thereunto belonging or In anywise appertaining, the 
reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, issues, and profits thereof, and all estate, 
right, title, and interest in and to the water rights, as well in law as in equity (all of which are collectively 
referred to as the "Property''). 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Property unto Grantee, Its successors, assigns, and transferees 
forever and Granter does hereby covenant to and with Grantee and Grantee's successors, assigns and 
transferees that it is the owner In fee simple of the Property and has the right and authority to convey the 
same to Grantee; that Grantee, and Grantee's successors, assigns and transferees shall enjoy the quiet 
and peaceful possession of the Property; that Granter will, on demand of Grantee, or Grantee's 
successors, assigns or transferees, and at the expense of Granter, execute any document or instrument 
necessary for the further assurance of the title to the Property that may be reasonably required; and that 
Granter will warrant and defend the tltle conveyed herein to Grantee, and Grantee's successors, assigns 
and transferees against all lawful claims whatsoever. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the Property unto Grantee, its successors, assigns, and transferees 
forever, and Granter does hereby covenant that the Property Is free from all encumbrances and liens, 
except for that certain Mortgage executed by Granter to Grantee, dated June 10, 2009, and recorded on 
June 25, 2009, as Instrument No. 568682, and that certain Acknowledgment of Mortgage executed by 
Waterford Partners 111, LLC, as "Borrower'', to Grantee dated July 17, 2009, and recorded on July 17, 
2009, as Instrument No. 569399, both in the records of Blaine County, Idaho (collectively, the 
"Mortgage"). 
This Non-Merger Deed In Lieu of Foreclosure with Retention of Deficiency Rights and Notice of 
Waiver of Redemption Rights ("Deed") is absolute In effect and conveys to Grantee full, fee simple title in 
the Property. This Deed does not operate as a mortgage, trust deed, trust conveyance, or security device 
of any kind. Granter acknowledges that the Mortgage is valid and binding and shall remain In full force 
and effect. This Deed does not effect a merger of the fee ownership and the lien of the Mortgage. The 
fee and the lien shall hereafter remain separate and distinct. Grantee reserves Grantee's rights to 
foreclose the Mortgage at any time as to any party with any claim, interest, or lien on the Property. 
This Deed is made pursuant to and in accordance with the terms of the Estoppal Affidavit dated 
effective of even date herewith executed by Borrower, Granter, and John Scherer, individually, and 
Charles Holt, Individually, each as a Guarantor (collectively, "Guarantors"). The consideration for this 
Deed is valuable and includes Borrower's, Grantor's and Guarantors' desire to decrease the amount of 
the obligations owed by Borrower and Guarantors, pursuant to the terms of a Promissory Note dated 
June 10, 2009, as renewed, modified or amended from time to time, initially executed by, and secured 
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against the Property by the Mortgage, and any other amounts owed by Borrower, Grantor or Guarantors 
to Grantee. In executing this Deed, Borrower, Grantor and Guarantors expressly acknowledge that this 
Deed is not intended to and does not discharge the indebtedness that is secured by the Mortgage. 
Further, Grantee retains its deficiency rights as set forth in the Estoppal Affidavit. 
The possession of the Property has been or will be promptly surrendered to Grantee. Grantor 
further covenants with Grantee that Grantee shall enjoy the same without any loss or disturbance, and 
that Grantor and all persons having or acquiring any interest in the Property through or for Grantor will, on 
demand, execute and deliver to Grantee any further assurances of the same as may be reasonably 
required. 
This Deed Is made as a result of the request of Grantor and is made of its free and voluntary act 
without undue influence or coercion from Grantee or any other party. At the time of the execution of this 
Deed, Granter believes that the indebtedness secured by the Mortgage does exceed the fair market value 
of the Property. Grantee shall have the option and right to defer recording this Deed if It so elects until 
such time as it deems appropriate. 
Grantor does hereby irrevocably waive, surrender, convey, and relinquish any equity of 
redemption and statutory rights of redemption whatsoever which Granter may now or hereafter have in 
and to or concerning the Property, and acknowledges that this Deed is not executed by virtue of any 
misrepresentation of Grantee, Its agents, attorneys, or any other person. The warranties and 
representations made by Grantor as herein set forth are for the protection of Grantee and all other parties 
who hereafter acquire an Interest in the Property and shall be binding upon the respective heirs, trustees, 
beneficiaries, executors, and assigns of Grantor. 
The execution, delivery and performance of this Deed, (i) has been duly authorized and does not 
require the consent or approval of any governmental body or other regulatory authority or any other 
person or entity, and (ii) is not in contravention of or in conflict with any law or regulation, and (iii) Is 
enforceable against Grantor, Borrower and Guarantors, In accordance with the terms herein. Further, 
John Scherer and Charles Holt represent and warranty that they have sole authority to enter into this 
Deed on behalf of Borrower and execute the documents in conformance thereof. 
Granter acknowledges and agrees that the acceptance by Grantee of title to the Property shall 
not create any obligations on the part of Grantee and/or its assigns to third parties that may have claims 
of any kind whatsoever against the Granter. No person not a party to this Deed shall have any ''third 
party beneficiary'' status or other rights hereunder. 
DATED effective the~ day of 6'j«?T , 2014. 
man dealing with his sole and separate property 
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County of Blaine J ) 
On this _:2:!::.. day of~ 2014, before me, ~\I\.J.e.. 2. ~~ ~\ a Notary 
Public in and for said state, personally appeared JOHN SCHERER, known or identified to me to be the 
person whose name Is subscribed to the foregoing iRstrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed 
the same. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine J ) 
On this 21}_ day of ~s~014, before me, ~~ Q__ V4' l, , a Notary 
Public in and for said state, personally appeared CHARLES HOLT, known or Identified to me to be the 
person whose name Is subscribed to the foregoing Instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed 
the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto se 
year in this certificate first above written. 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this~ day of ~~ 2014, before me, ~JM.f',, iZ,_ ~<£t..J , a Notary 
Public in and for said State, personally appeared JOHN SCHERER, known or identified to me to be a 
member of WATERFORD PARTNERS Ill, LLC, or the person who executed the Instrument on behalf of 
said limited liability company and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company executed the 
same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
~•r M th~ ~::~~::~.:rMen. Q~ )~ 
:~, ~~ \ ~ ----...:.ra=""'--~:::;.:=;;..:..;;.;...;;,,=-~-=--,----
/" <1.-:,-..-•••~ ..... ~ #~1' ~esi~1nPgua~lic .f~  
E ~ ,• ~ , CJ , o: My commission expiresZ0\"1: 
=<1 • ,...., :::c= =-·.~, "V •"'('= • <!;> • .. 
' \ ~ • q.: 
\ V •••....,.: .. .. ~ .: 
'l!~••••••••O"'"' 
~ cl "''" ~ •• ~ ST A. 1. V ·••"' ,,,, ......... . 
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine J ) 
On this~ day of~ 2014, before me, ~<. LL~ t-l , a Notary 
Public in and for said State, personally appeared CHARLES HOLT, known or identified to me to be a 
member of WATERFORD PARTNERS Ill, LLC, or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of 
said limited liability company and acknowledged to me that such limited liability company executed the 
same. 
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An undivided 7.5/289ths or 2.595% of the water rights appurtenant to the following described 
lands situate in Blaine County, Idaho, to wit: 
All in Township 1 North, Range 19 East, B.M.: 
In Section 6: NE1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 6 in the NW1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 7 In the 
SW1/4SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SE1/4 
In Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4NE1/4, SE1/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NW1/4, NE1/4SE1/4 
and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water rights are described in five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Reports each entitled "Idaho 
Department of Water Resources Recommended Water Rights Acquired Under State Law" relating to the 
water rights summarized, in part, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCE OF POINT OF ACRES QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED OFWATER 
NUMBER 
37-481C described Big Wood SW1/4NW1/4, Sec. 289 3.014 CFS 
above River 36T2N, R18E (cubic feet per 
second) 
37-577BT described Big Wood (same) (same) 2.200CFS 
above River 
37-482H described Big Wood (same) (same) 3.012CFS 
above River 
37-483C described Big Wood (same) (same) 15.086 CFS 
above River 
37-2630 described Ground water NW1/4NW1/4SW1/4 (same) 3.750CFS 
above Sec. 6, T1N, R19E 1 ,011.50 AFY 
(acre/feet per 
year) 
Water Right No. 37-2630 (ground water) is based on a License. The other four (4) water rights 
are based on court Decrees. 
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Recording Requested By and 
When Recorded Return to: 
First Security Corporation 
401 W. Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Instrument# 622056 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IOAHO 
10-211-2014 11:34:46 No. or Pages: 3 
Recorded for: HAWLEY TROXl!LL 
JOL VNN DRAGE Fee: 16.00 1JCf 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy 
Index to: WTY/QC/CORP DEE=D,-----1'.,-'---
SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE ONLY 
WARRANTY DEED 
This Warranty Deed is made this l'P\·h, day of October, 2014, between IDAHO 
INDEPENDENT BANK, hereinafter called the "Grantor," and FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION, which has a current mailing address of 401 W. Front Street, Boise, 
Idaho 83702, hereinafter called the "Grantee" witnesseth: 
That Granter has granted and does, by these presents, grant, bargain, sell, convey, 
and confirm unto Grantee and Grantee's successor and assigns forever, all of the water 
rights, described in Exhibit 1, attached hereto and by this reference incorporated 
herein, situated in Blaine County, Idaho, TOGETHER with any and all claims, permits, 
licenses, decrees, and applications to, regarding or connected with such water rights, 
all water, watercourses and ditch rights (including stock in utilities with ditch or 
irrigation rights), and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, 
the reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, issues, and profits 
thereof, and all estate, right, title, and interest in and to the water rights, as well in law 
as in equity (all of which are collectively referred to as the "Property") 
To have and to hold the Property together unto Grantee and Grantee's 
successors and assigns forever. 
Subject to those exceptions made, suffered or done by Grantee, or Grantee's 
successors and assigns; Granter covenants to Grantee, and Grantee's successors and 
assigns: that Grantee, and Grantee's successors and assigns shall enjoy the quiet and 
peaceful possession of the Property; that Grantor is lawfully seized of the Property in 
fee simple and has the right and authority to convey the same to Grantee; that Grantor 
will, on demand of Grantee, or Grantee's successors or assigns, and at the expense of 
Grantor, execute any document or instrument necessary for the further assurance of 
the title to the Property that may be reasonably required; that Grantor's title to the 
Property is merchantable and free from all liens and encumbrances; and that Grantor 
will warrant and defend the title conveyed herein to Grantee, and Grantee's successors 
and assigns against all lawful claims whatsoever. 
WARRANTY DEED - 1 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Granter has hereunto set its hand on the day and year 
first above written. 
IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
On this 15th day of October, 2014, before me, v,· r-'.~; 0 ; .... I E G>i:'->Hfio<I a 
Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeaed Molly Rigby, known or 
identified to me to be a Vice President of IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK, the 
corporation that executed the within instrument or the person who executed the 
instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
N~z f'~~ta7'~[£.',w+' 
Residing at ~'- \ D 
My commission expires t c, - 2-·") -, ~ 





An undivided 7.5/289ths or 2.595% of the water rights appurtenant to the following described 
lands situate in Blaine County, Idaho, to wit: 
All in Township 1 North, Range 19 East, B.M.: 
In Section 6: NE1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 6 in the NW1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 7 in the 
SW1/4SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SE1/4 
In Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4NE1/4, SE1/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NW1/4, 
NE1/4SE1/4 and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water rights are described in five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Reports each entitled "Idaho 
Department of Water Resources Recommended Water Rights Acquired Under State Law" relating to the 
water rights summarized, in part, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCE OF POINT OF ACRES QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED OF WATER 
NUMBER 
37-481C described Big Wood SW1/4NW1/4, Sec. 289 3.014 CFS 
above River 36 T2N, R18E (cubic feet per 
second) 
37-577BT described Big Wood (same) (same) 2.200 CFS 
above River 
37-482H described Big Wood (same) (same) 3.012 CFS 
above River 
37-483C described Big Wood (same) (same) 15.086 CFS 
above River 
37-2630 described Ground water NW1 /4NW1/4SW1 / (same) 3.750 CFS 
above 4 Sec. 6, T1N, 1,011.50 AFY 
R19E (acre/feet per 
year) 
Water Right No. 37-2630 (ground water) is based on a License. The other four (4) water rights 
are based on court Decrees. 
EXHIBIT "A" -1 
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State of Idaho 
Department of Water Resources 
Water Right 
37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-483C 
IRRIGATION 
The map depicts the place of use for the water use listed above and point(s) of diversion of these rights as currently 
derived from interpretations of the paper records and is used solely for illustrative purposes. Discrepancies between the 
computer representation and the pemanent document file will be resolved in favor of the actual water right documents in 
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IDWR Southern Regional Office 
650 Addison Ave. W., Ste. 500 
Twin Falls, ID 83301-5858 
October 27, 2014 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 287-0991 
RECEIVED 
OCT 2 8 2014 
DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES 
SOUTHERN REGION 
Re: Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership; Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 
37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT & 37-2630 
Dear Trish: 
Please find enclosed for processing a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership regarding 
water right nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. Also enclosed is a check 
(#6660) in the amount of $500 for the five (5) water right splits that are a result of the change of 
ownership. 
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Sincerely, 





Albert P. Barker 
John A. Rosholt 
john K Simpson 
11'avis L Thompson 
S11e//ey M Davis 
Paul L Arrington* 
S::Ott A. Magnuson 
* Licensed In Idaho & Wnhlngton 
Trish Fawcett 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
650 Addison Ave. W., Suite 500 








Paul L. Anington 
pla@idahowaters.com 
March 17, 2016 
195 River VISta Place, Suite 204 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 
(208) 733-0700 telephone 
(208) 735-2444 facsimile 
1010 West Jefferson, Suite 102 
Post Office Box 2139 
Boise, Idaho 83701-2139 
(208) 336-0700 telephone 
(208) 344-6034 facsimile 
brs@idahowaters.com 
RE: Change of Ownership for Water Rights 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 
and 37-22919 
Dear Ms. Fawcett: 
On January 13, 2015, you provided notice to Belle Ranch of the completed change in 
ownership and split of its water rights - changing the ownership of a portion of each right to First 
Security Corp ("FSC"). The water rights are as follows: 






This change in ownership was in error and should be reversed. Attached is a copy of the Notice 
of Change in Ownership previously provided to the Department evidencing Belle Ranch's 
ownership of the entirety of the above water rights. (ATIACHMENT 1). The Department 
previously reviewed this documentation and determined that it adequately confirmed Belle 
Ranch's ownership. 
Notwithstanding these documents, the Department has now determined that a portion of 
the Belle Ranch water rights are actually owned by FSC. This determination is apparently based 
on information provided in a December 22, 2014 letter from Chris Bromley. Based entirely on 
that letter, and without prior notice to Belle Ranch, the Department has split portions of the Belle 
Ranch water rights and given them to FSC. 
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Mr. Bromley's letter does not support a change in the ownership of the Belle Ranch water 
rights. Ownership of those rights was decreed in the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA") 
in 2009. (AITACHMENT 2). The Department has no authority to go behind those decrees and 
alter the SRBA' s ownership determination. ' 
The SRBA is a quiet title action with respect to the water rights being adjudicated. Under 
Idaho Code, the Director submits a report to the SRBA identifying several elements of the 
recommended water rights - including "the name and address of the claimant" I.C. § 42-
1411 (2)(a). Any challenges to the elements of the water rights-including ownership- must be 
addressed before the Court, which will then decree the water right and its elements. I.C. § 42-
1412. Once issued, ''the decree entered in a general 1adjudication shall be conclusive as to the 
nature and extent of ~l water rights in the adjudicated water system." I.C. § 42-1420. 
The Belle Ranch water rights were originally recommended in the SRBA under the 
ownership of South County Estates, LLC ("South Countyj.1 (AITACHMENT 3). South County 
is an Idaho Limited Liability Company. For all years on record with the Idaho Secretary of State 
(2004-2010), South County had one identified "Managing Member'' - John Scherer. 
(ATTACHMENT 4). The recommendations for these water rights were entered in the SRBA in 
early 2007. (AITACHMENT 3). 
In June, 2009, South County apparently attempted to convey a portion of the Belle Ranch 
water rights to "John Scherer and Charles Holt." (AITACBMENT S). This "John Scherer" is the 
same John Scherer identified· as the Managing Member of South County. Importantly, neither 
South County, John Scherer nor Charles Holt ever notified the Court or Department of any 
attempted conveyance. See I.C. § 42-1406(6) ("All claimants and purchasers !lhall provide the 
director written notice of any change in ownership or of any change in maiUng flddress during 
the pendency of a general adjudication''); Id. at § 42-248(1) ( ownership changes must be 
provided to the Department within 120 days of the change). 
On July 9, 2010 - over a year after the attempted conveyance - Special Master Bilyeu 
entered her Amended Special Master's Report & Recommendation; Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law (the "Amended Recommendation'') recommending the entirety of the water 
rights for decree in the name of South County. (ATTACHMENT 6). Importantly, that Am.ended 
Recommendation identified the sole owner of the Belle Ranch water rights as "South County 
Estates, LLC" and was served on South County. Id. As such, at least South County and John 
Scherer knew of the Special Master's ownership determination at that time. Yet, neither South 
County, John Scherer nor Charles Holt challenged the Special Master's ownership 
determination. See SRBA AOI 13 (Parties must submit Motion to Alter or Amend to challenge 
any element recommended by a Special Master for decree). 
1 Belle Ranch is the successor in interest to South County Estates. LLC. (Attaehaent 1). 
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On August 31, 2010, Judge Wildman issued Partial Decrees for each of the water rights -
following the ·special Master's recommendation and decreeing them entirely in the name of 
"South County Estates, LLC." (ATIACHMENT 2). Notice of the partial decrees was served on 
South County. Id. Therefore, at that time, both South County and John Scherer knew of the 
Court's ownership determination. Yet, again, neither South County, John Scherer nor Charles 
Holt took any action to challenge the Court's determination of ownership. See SRBA AOl 15(a) 
(allowing for appeals of partial decrees); I.RC.P. 54(b) (allowing for appeals of final 
judgments); I.RC.P. 60 (allowing for motions to amend judgements). In fact, no action was 
taken on the attempted conveyance until the end of2014 - four years after the SRBA had 
determined that South County owned the entirety of the water rights. 
Given his status as both the Managing Member of South County and the recipient of the 
attempted conveyance, John Scherer would have been well aware of the Court's actions and the 
impending adjudication of the water rights in the name of South County. He received a copy of 
the Director's Report, Special Master Recommendation and Partial Decrees and never 
challenged the Court's adjudication of ownership of the water rights. As such, the water rights 
were decreed, in their entirety, in the name of South County. Those Partial Decrees are binding 
on the Department and parties as to the elements determined therein. I.C. § 42-1420 ("The 
decree entered in a general adjudication shall be conclusive as to the nature and extent of all ' 
water rights in the adjudicated water system"). Accordingly, the ownership of the water rights 
should be corrected to show that Belle Ranch owns the entire water rights. 
To be sure, Belle Ranch does not mean to imply that the ownership of a decreed water 
right cannot be changed. Rather, the issue here is that the attempted conveyance occurred before 
the SRBA decree and no effort was made by either the reputed b~yer or seller (who were 
effectively the same person) to alter the ownership records prior to the Court's determination of 
ownership. The Partial Decrees, therefore, quieted title to the water rights, in their entirety, to 
South County. Any interest allegedly acquired by John Scherer and/or Charles Holt prior to the 
issuing of the Partial Decrees, therefore, was voided. 
Mr. Bromley's letter points the Department to a number of documents and claims they 
confirm FSC' s ownership of a portion of the Belle Ranch water rights. However, the letter 
ignores the fact that neither South County, John Scherer nor Charles Holt ever notified the 
Deparbnent or the SRBA of the attempted conveyance as required by Idaho law. Nor does the 
letter recognize that the Partial Decrees effectively quieted title to the water rights in the name of 
South County. Furthermore, all of the documents provided by Mr. Bromley stem from the June, 
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Accordingly, please correct the Department's records of ownership of the above water 
rights to reflect Belle Ranch's ownership of the entire water rights. If you have any questions, 
please don't hesitate to give me a call at 208-733-0700. 
PLA/jn 
Enclosures 






STA TE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECEIVED 
FEB 2 8 2012 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
DEPt OF WATER RESOURCES 
SOUTHERN REGION 
1. List the numbers of all water rights and/or adjudication claim records to be changed. If you only acquired a portion of 
the water right or adjudication claim, check "Yes'' in the "Split?" column. 
Water Right/Claim No. Split? Water Right/Claim No. Split? Water Right/Claim No. Split? 
-;r1 - '/T/ C Yes 0 Yes □ Yes □ 
,_,,, ..... ..,. 
1, - ,;"it'i!:, ;- Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes 0 
""11 - £/Y 2 H. Yes 0 Yes □ Yes □ -"'3, - -Z.' ., "' Yes 0 Yes □ Yes □ --
>' - t.(J'"J l. Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes 0 
2. PreviousOwner'sName: f t-TlALiJ -;JA S" /./)j.t,A/ {c,.P4'ZJ::,-rt?n- ~-r/✓• ,.,,,//4.,- 7.JP;l/K-
Name of current water right holder/claimant ?,z..t:-v, _,.,J - '1e- 1-J JV ~/lf--lL 
3. NewOwner(s)/Claimant(s): _,,..-;:,,,rr, ,J 5°77-v'M"-"'/ 0 ,./ {,;., ... r,J Ct1>..,.,vry 1:rrn~) 
Name of each new owner as listed on the conveyance document 
9E 1l.-f- rr- S TiZ✓ /!-,',./r or/ 73 f-- C (_ ~ 
New owner continued Name connector D and Dor £l' ud/or 
Jlo.)(' -g-, '2. "'l.. 
:Z.,) 
City State ZIP 
p: 
z.oe -?f'f- 7-,7 t ~ Sr,,._; -;:::~,;,on ,~ €!_1-'o?"~/.>,11.. .t:o----. 
telephone Email 
4. If the water rights and/or adjudication claims were split, how did the division occur? 
D The water rights or claims were divided as specifically identified in a deed, contract, or other conveyance document. 
D The water rights or claims were divided proportionately based on the portion of their place(s) of use acquired by the 
new owner. 
-Z,.&:;>/ I 
S. Date you acquired the water rights and/or claims listed above: --:.-,;:;>_;,,t&-__...:'-::;.__-z... _ \____ _ 
6. This fonn must be signed and submitted with the following REQUIRED items: 
• A copy of the conveyance document - warranty deed, quitclaim deed, court decree, contract of sale, etc. The 
conveyance document must include a legal description of the property or description of the water right{s) if no land is 
conveyed. 
• Plat map, survey map or aerial photograph which clearly shows the place of use and point of diversion for each water 
right and/or claim listed above (if necessary to clarify division of water rights or co~lex property descriptions). 
• Filing fee (see instructions for further explanation): 
o $25 per undivided water right 
o S 100 per split water right 
o No fee Is required ._ ondlna ~. ·on claims. 
7. Signature:;,.: .-:::. ~~====~~~=::::~-;;z.== --,----,---------
Signature of new owner/claimant Title, if applicable 
Z -2"2.. -1/ 
Date 
Signature: 
Signature of now owner/claimant Title, if applicable 
For IDWR Office Use Only: 
Receipted by ... bB~· __ _ 
Approved by ____ _ 
Form 42·248/42-1409(6) Rev, 07/10 
Date c';2 l~f,aal;). Recei~~- ~p3£3.11q --
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Filed for record at the Request of: 
Blaine County Title 
POBox3176 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Instrument# 593252 
HAILEY, BLAJNE, IDAHO 
12-22-2011 4:09:00 PM ND. d Pages: 3 
ReDOldedb: BLAINE<XUITYTITLE 
JOLVNN~GE Fee: $16.00 
&Ollclo RecoRler Depwy: """' 
Beclronk:ally RecaRled by Sbtipllile 
SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, GBCI OTHER.REAL ESTATE, LLC, a Montana Limited 
Liability Company ("Orantor''), whose address is 49 Commons Loop, Kalispell, MT 59901, does hereby 
grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
("Grantee"), whose address is PO Box 3322 Hailey, ID 83333 that certain real property located in Blaine 
County, Idaho, which is more particularly described on Exhibit "A" attached heret.o and incorporated 
herein by this reference. 
Conveying, without Warranty, any and all water rights appurtenant t'o the real property 
described on Exhibit "A", ineludingwithout limitation, Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-577Jff, 37-
482H, 37-2630 and 37-483C. . 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said property, with its appurtenances unt.o the Grantee and its 
successors and assigns forever. Gnmtor does hereby covenant t.o and with the said Grantee that Grant.or 
is the owner in fee simple of said property and that such property is free from all encumbrances made or 
suffered by the Grantor. 
The Orantor expressly limits the covenant& of this Deed to those herein expressed and .excludes 
all covenants arising or to arise by statutory or other implication, and covenant that Grantors will forever 
wmant and defend title to the property conveyed herein against all persons who lawfully claim by, 
through, or m1<fer the Grantors, but not otherwise. · 
DATED this 20• day ofDecember, 2011 
GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE, LLC 
' 
By·~l .. 
Ri~h i--swspecial Assets Administrator 
Its: Authorized Agent 
1322 of 2064





On 1his 2oti. day of December. 2011, before me. the undersigned Notary Public in and for the 
State ofldaho, personally appeared Rich Brittain, known or identified to me to be the SVP Special 
Assets Administrator and duly Authomcd Agent of the c01poration that executed this instrument or the 
person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation and acknowledged to me th.at such 
corporation executed the same. · 
WTINBSS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
~-dS.-t2.,q 
Nolm:y Public fur Idaho~ 
Res~~ f'e:,cu . _'°tit::! --






Parcel I and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official plat 
thereof, recorded as Instrument No. S63443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
EXCEPTING a portion of said"Parcel 1 more particularly descn'bed as follows: 
COMMBNCING at an iron pin marking the North¼ Comer of Section 7 Township 1 No~ 
Range 19 East,BoiseMeridian, Blaine County,Idaho;tb.ence North 89°58'18" West, 1,317.24 
feet along the Northerly boundary of the B½NW¼, Section 7, to an iron pin marking the 
Northwest comer of said B½NW1/4, Section 7, said pin also being the REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING; 
Thence continuing North 89°58'18" West, 34.73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
W¼NWY.., Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Northeasterly boundary of the 
Union Pacific Railroad and said Northerly boundary of the W½NW1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 31 °10'34'" East, 67.81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin on the intersection of said Northeasterly Railroad boundary and the Westerly botmdary of 
said E½NW¼ of Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22' 13" West, S8.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the B½NW¼ to the 
Point ofB~ghming. (Tax Lot 4913) 
1324 of 2064
Justin Stevenson 
27 January 2012 by HGIS® 
The S rinkler Sho 
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RANDALL I<, FRENCH, P .L.S. 9561 
WlEtlll 
Praparty LIiie 
---------- Prop...i lot I.In• 
Slcllan Line 
-,w--- Rl91t•af•way Una 
--·--·--•--•-•·- Clnlorlho Canal 
AdJolnon Lot Uno 
------- 25lS Slope Una 
----151 Slape u,. 
Rid ,. ... anclle I.mo 
___ _,,.,_ ___ Blua ... valll1clle Uno 
___ _, ____ Conlorllno Faolh■ TtaD 
- ··---- Drainage Courie 
0 F- Aluminum Cap 
II\ Found- Cap 
0 Faund 5/B" Rebar 
0 Faand 1• Iron Ploo 
0 Sol D/ff' -
IIELU!: RANCH SUBllllllSION 
OM.ENA !J1G111EER1NG. INC. 
KtltHUII, IOAHO 
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l'Y'IILCI, 0U11111;, ll.#V'IV 
1N2-201 f 4:atOO PM No. d Pap&: 2 
Recorded b: B1.At1E COUNTY TITLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: S13.00 
Elc.otllclo Recorder Deputy; mpp 
Bectronically Reconled t,,j Slniplfllle 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
THIS INDENTURE, made this 21st~ ofDec:ember. 2011, between 
Mountain West Bank. as GRANl'OR and 
Belle Ranch. LLC, an Idaho Limned Liability Company, as GRANTli:E{S) 
whose cum:ntaddresll is: PO Box 3322, Hailey, JD 83333 
WITNESS, fhatsaid Gmntor(s). for an in conslderadon in lawful money of'Che United States of 
.Amadca, In hand paid by the Grantee, the receipt whereof is hol'cby acknowledged,. does by 
these pn:mjsell ~ release and forever QUlTCLAJM. UDto the said Clrantec(s) and to its heirs 
and asmgm all that c:ertain lot, piece or parcel of land, bounded and patticularly described as 
fbllows. to wit 
Any and all water rights appurtenant 10 1he raal propcr'1 deaoribed in Exhibit "A"• including 
without HmJtation, Wat.ttr R.ightNos. 37-481C. 37-517BT, 37-482H. 37-2630 and 37-483C. 
TOGETHER with all and siDplar the tencmonts, hereclitaments andappummances tben,unto 
beloDglDg or in ID1J'Willo appertaining, the reversion and rcvmstons. mnaincler and :romaiDdors, 
rmts. issues and profits thereat: 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD, All and slngu]Br the said premises, togelher with tho 
appurtmancea, unto die Granlee and to its heir.I and assigns imevcr. 
IN wrrNF.sS WHEREOF, 1he grantor(s) has executed this deed on 1he date sat tbrth above. 






OD this 21st day ofDeoember, 2.0t 1 bofurcme, the undc:nigned, a Notary Public; in and for said 
Slate, personally appeared Rich Brittain, known or idemffied to me to be the ~or Vice 
President of die corporation that cx.ooutcd this instruma or the person who r.xecuted 1be 
Instrument on behalf of said corporation BDd acknowledged to me that auch corporation axeeutcd 
the same. 
WiTNESSMYHAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL. 
1$,tt.~ 
Notary Resides:~nMf,'J, 7J'.! 







SEP O 1 2010 
oEPARTMEMT OF 
WATER RESOURCES 
.....-- DISTRICT COURT-SRBA. ---, 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
I I AUG 3 1 20D 
i BY-------t?r~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICJi; DIS'i'RICT OF THE ~,:,---
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
InReSRBA 





ORDER OF PARTIAL· DECREES 
Subcase Nos.: 37-00481C, 37-00482H, 
37-00483C, 37-00577BT & 37-02630 
(South Country Estates LLC) 
On July 9, 2010, an.Amended Special Maste,,s Report and Recommendation was filed 
for the above-captioned water rights. No Challenges were filed to the Amended Special Master's 
Report and Recommendation and the time for filing Challenges has now expired. 
~t to I.RC.P. 53(e)(2) and SRBA Administrative Order 1, Section 13f, this Court 
has reviewed the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law contained in the Amended Special 
Master's Report and Recommendation and wholly adopts them as its own. 
Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that the above-captioned water rights be decreed as set forth 
in the attached Partial Decrees Pursuant to LR.CP. 54(b). 
DATED H11f1 ?/.. Jato 
ORDER OF PARTIAL DECREES 
ERIC J. WILDMAN 
Presiding Judge 
Snake River Basin Adjudication 
Page I 
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In Re SREIA 
case No. 39576 




POINT OF J>IVBRSION, 
PURPOSE ARD 
PERIOD OF USE, 
PLACE OJI' USS• 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THB PIPTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TBB 
STA'l'E OP IDAHO, IN AND POll THB COUNTY OF TWIN PALLS 
PARTIAL D1K:RD P'DRSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR 
Water Right 37-00481C 
DISTRICT COURT-SRBA -, 
Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
r AUS 3 , 2010 1 SOUTH C00IITY BSTATBS LI,C li'O BOX 1539 KBTaroM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY, HAlJII) RIVER 
3.014 CFS 
08/01/1882 
T02N RlBB S36 Within Blaine County 
Water diverted from Headgate 145 delivered thr011gh District 
canal, 
PURPOSE OP USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T01N RUB 806 
807 
LOT 7 
289.0 Acres Total 
PBRIOII OF USE 
04-15 'l'O 10-31 
QUANTITY 
3.014 CFS 
Within Blaine County 
:NESII 24.0 
ISNSW) 12. D 
S11SB B.5 
morzu.0 
LOT 6 (NWSW) 33. 0 







The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos., 37-4B2X, 37-481C:, 37•483C, 37·577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHBR. .PROVISIONS lfBCBSSARY POll DBFDUTION OR Al>MlNISTRATIOl!I" OF THIS WATER RIG!l'l', 
TBIS PARTIAL DBCRBS IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GBNBRAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY POR THE DBFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THS BPFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THB WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BB ULTXMATBLY 
DETERMINED BY THB COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER TJfAN TRB 
EIITRY OP A FINAL UNXPISO DECREE. I.C. SECTIOl!I" 42-1412(61. 
RtlLB 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to tha iaeuu determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rula 54Cb), I.R,C,P., tbat the court baa determined that there is no just reason tor delay of the entry of a 
final ;judgment and that the court has .nd doee hereby direct that tha ilbove judgment or der shall be a final 
judgment upon wich edCution may lane and an appeal may ba taken a1 p:rovid bo Appellate Rules. 
SRBA PARTIAL DBCRBB .PURSUANT TO :t.:R.C,P. 54(1:1) 




In Re SRBA 




POINT OF DXVBRSI0lh 
PURl'OSB AND 
PERIOD OF USE, 
PLACE OF USE, 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OP THE FlFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OP THE 
STATE OP lJ>AHO, IN AND FOR THB COUDl'1'Y OF TNIN PALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
I.R,C.P. 54(b) FOR 
DISTRICT COURT-SABA ----, 
Fifth Judicial District · 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
Water Right 37-00482H 
SOUl'B COIJ1IITY BSTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
XE'l'CHOM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBU'l'AllYs MALAI> RIVER 
3,012 CFS 
08/01/1884 
T02N RUE S36 Within Blaine Co!mty 
Water diverted from Haadgate tcs delivered through Di&trict 
C&nal. 
,UUOSB OP USB 
Irrigation 
PERIOI> OP 'USB 
04-15 TO 10-31 
QUANTITY 
3.012 CPS 
AUG 3 1 20n 
Irrigation lfithin Blaine Comity 
TOl.N R19E SOS 
LOT 7 
807 













The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acre. in a single i=igation season. 
combined Right Nos., 37-482H, 37-481C, l7-48JC, 37•577BT, 9nd 
37•2630. 
OTHBR PROVISIONS HBCBSSARY l'01l DBFtNITIOtl OR ADMlNISTaATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT, 
THIS PARTIAL DECUE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NBCBSSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIOHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
JliDMINISTRA'l'ION OP THE lfA'l'BR RIGll'l'S AS MAY BE ULTIMATBLY 
I>BTBRMnrm> BY THB COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OP A FINAL UNIFIED DBCREE. I.C. SECTION 42•141216), 
RULE SC (bl CER'l'IPICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the al::love judgment or order, tt is hereby CBRTXPIED, in accordance 
_,, with Rule SC(bl, I.R.C.P., that the court bas determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final ~u.dgmea.t and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order all be a final 
j\ldplellt upon wbicl:I uacut.ion may iHue and an appeal may be talc121 as provided by ICIC~~Ai'allate R\llea. 
SJtBA PARTIAL DBCRBB l'tlJISIJAH'l TO I,a.c.P. 54(bl 
Water Right 37•00482H Pile lilwnber, 01373 
Bric J, Wil 
l'r-■iding Ju e ol the 




ID Jte SRBA 
casa No. 3 9576 




POXNT OP DIVERSION, 
l?tml'OSB AND 
PBRIOD OP tJSB: 
PLACE OP tJSB I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIP1'H JUDICIAL »ISTRICT OF THB 
STATE OF II>JIHO, IN AND POR THE COUNTY OP TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECRBE PURSUANT TO 
I,R.C,P, 54(b) POR 
Water Right 37-00483C DlS!AICT COUAT-SRBA. ----, 
Fifth Judicial District · 
County of Twin Falfs - State of Idaho 
S0U'l'H CDtlNTY BSTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
J.CETC:SUM, m B3340 
BIG lf000 RIVER TRlStn'AJIY, MALA1> RIVBR 
1S,0B6 CPS 
OB/01/1902 
T02N RlBB 836 Within Blaine County 
water divertlld. fr0111 Headgate 145 delivered through District 
canal. 
PIJRl'OSB OP USB 
Irrigation 
PBRIOD O.P USE 
04-15 TO 10-31 
QUARTI'?Y 
15.0B6 CPS 
AUG 3 1 2010 
Irrigation Within Blaiue County 
TOlR RUB 806 nsw 24,0 
807 
LOT 7 (SWSW}12,D 
SWSE 8,5 




289,0 Acres Total 





The rights liated :below are limited to the irrigation of a 
c~ined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Noa., 37-482H, 37-481C, 37•483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NSCESSIIRY ,OR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATIO>I OP THIS NATBR RIGBTt 
THIS PARTIAL DBCRBB IS SUBJECT TO SUCI GBllBRAL PROVISIOJIS 
llll!lCESSARY FOR THB DBFDIITION OP THE RIGHTS OR POR THE EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE 19ATBll RIGHTS AS MAY BB ULTIMATELY 
DSTERMINED BY TBB COURT AT A POINT IN TIMB NO LATER THAN THE 
BNTRY OP A FINIIL UNIFIED DBCRU,. X,C, SECTION 42-1412(6), 
RULB St Cb) CBR.TIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CBRTIFIED, in accord&Jige 
with Rule S4(bl, I.R.C,P., that the court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgl'IIBnt or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal -Y be taken as provided J;IJ""el'191"1Q-;fAppallate llulsa. 
SRBA PllTIAL DECREE PURSIJMtT TO r.R..c.P. 54(bl 





tn Re SRBA 
case No. 39S7' 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
PIJRPOSBJIIID 
PERI® OF USE, 
· PLACB OP USE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT 01' '1'Hlil FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN ARD POR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUAllT TO 
1.R.C.P. 54(b) FOR DISTRICT COURT-SABA 7 -
C Fifth Judicial District ~~:::~-:~,-Water Right 37-00S77BT 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
ICBTCHtlM, ID 83340 





T02N !UBE 83G Within Blaine Coullty 
Water diverted frota Head.gate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
l'URPOSE OF USE 
lrrigati011 
PERIOD OF USB 




TOlN Rl9B SO& NBSW 24.0 
907 






289.0 Acree Total 
Within Blaine County 





Tbe right& listed below are limited to the i:n-igation of a 
combined total of 289 acree in a single irrigation season. 
COClbined Right No,., 37-4B2H, 37-481C, 37•483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
0THBR PRO'nSIONS NBCSSSARY POR DEFINITION OR .IIDMlHISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL tlBCREB IS SUDJBCT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
RECBSSARY FOR TBS DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE BFPICIBNT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER RIGH'l'S AS MAY BB ULTIMATELY 
DBTBRMINBD BY '1'Hlil COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATR THAN THE 
ENTRY OP A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I,C. SECTION 42•1412(6). 
RULE S4 (b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the :l.eeue• determi.ned by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CBRTIPIED, in accordance 
with Rule S4(b), I.R.C.P., that thl! court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final. ;judgment and that tile court b&s and does hereby direct that the above ju·!Jlil-"""'V-~~P•r shall be a final 
jla4gment upon which execu.t:l.on may :l.a■ue and an appeal may h• taken as provided o Appellate Rules, 
SRBA :PAll'l'IAL DBCRD PUKSUAlf'l' 'rO :t ,R.C,P. 54 lb) 
water Right 37-00S77BT Pile Number, 01371 
Bric {J. 
Presiding .Judge of the 




In Re SRBA 




POINT OF DIVERSION, 
PURPOSE AllJ? 
PERIOD OF DBB: 
PU.CS OF USE: 
IN l'llB DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFffl JUJ:JlCIAL DISTRICT OF THB 
S'l'A'l'B OF IDAHO, IN AND POil THE COUJl'l'Y OF TWIN FALLS 
PARTIAL DECREE PURSUANT TO 
X,R,C,P, S4(b) POil 
Water Right 37-02630 
DISTRICT COURT-SABA 
SOtml C0UN'l'Y ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1.539 
KETCBIJM, ID 83340 
GROtnm WATER 
Fifth Judicial District · 





TOW Rl!ilB 906 
PURPOSE OF USS 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
NWNWSN Within Blaine COllnty 
PERIOD OF USE 
H-15 TO 10-31 





With:ua Blain• county 
T0lll Rl9B 806 NBSW 24,0 LOT 6 !nSW) 33 .o 
SBSW 39,0 
807 










The rights liated below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combinad total of 289 acres in a aingle irrigation aeason. 
Combined Right. 1'0s., 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-57'TST, and 
37-2630, 
OTHER PROVISIONS JIECBSSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJBCT TO' SUCH GEIIIElU\L PROVISIONS 
JISCBSSARY FOR THE DEFINITION OP THE RIOBTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT 
ADHilfISTRATION OF THB WAT& RXGIITS AS MAY BB tJLTIMII.TELY 
DBTSRMINBD BY THB COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER 'l'JWil THE 
BNTRY OF A FINAL.UNIFIED DBCRSB, I,C, SECTION 42-1412(61. 
RULE 541b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by tbe above judgment or order, it is hereby CBRTIPIBD, in accordance 
with Rule 54(bl, 1.R.C,P., that the court baa determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a. 
fine.l judgment and that the court has and doe• hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a fina1 
judgment upon which exeC\ltiOl'l ,..y issue and u. appeal ma.y be taken as provided by the IdahQ Appellate Rules. 
IIRBA P.lltTIAL DBCUI PUR8UMIT TO l,R.C,P. 54lbl 






CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that a true and correct copy of the ORDER OF 
PARTIAL DECREES was mailed on August 31, 2010, with sufficient 
first-class postage to the following: 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
Represented by: 
JAMES P. SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
120 EAST AVENUE 
PO BOX 987 
KETCHUM, ID 8334·0 
Phone: 208-726-4421 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
ORDER 





3/17/2016 DIRECTORS REPORT 
SRBA 
DIRE~TORS REPORT 37-00481C 
Return to SRBA Home Page 
Return to SRBA !WATRS R(Worts 
IWT072 IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
--------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------
Right Number: 37-00481C 
Name and Address: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 




KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
3.014 CFS 
08-01-1882 
Diversion Point: T02N R18E S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Purpose and 
Period of Use: 
Place of Use: 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
Purpose of Use 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T01N R19E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289 Acres Total 
Period of Use 
04-15 TO 10-31 
Quantity 
3.014 CFS 
Within Blaine County 
NESW 24 LOT 6 (NWSW}33 









The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
Other Provisions Necessary for Definition/ Administration of this Water Right: 
Explanatory Material: Basis of Claim - Decreed 
http://164.165.134.61/D3700481CX.HTM 
Return to SRBA IWA1RS REPORTS 
Return to SRBA Home Page 
1/1 
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3.117/2016 DIRECTORS REPORT 
SRBA 
DIRECTORS REPORT 37-00482H 
Return to SRBA Home Page 
Return to SRBA IWATRS Reports 
IWT072 IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Right Number: 37-00482H 
Name and Address: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 




KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
3.012 CFS 
08-01-1884 
Diversion Point: T02N R18E S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Purpose and 
Period of Use: 
Place of Use: 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
Purpose of Use 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T01N R19E S06 
S07 
_LOT 7 
289 Acres Total 
Period of Use 
04-15 TO 10-31 
Within Blaine County 
NESW 24 LOT 6 (NWSW)33 











The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
Other Provisions Necessary for Definition/ Administration of this Water Right: 
Explanatory Material: Basis of Claim - Decreed 
http:l/164.185.134.61/D3700482HX.HTM 
Return to SRBA IWA 1RS REPORTS 
Return to SRBA Home Paae 
1/1 
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3/17/2016 DIRECTORS REPORT 
SRBA 
DIRECTORS REPORT 37-00483C 
Return to SRBA Home Page 
Return to SRBA IWATR,S Reports 
IWT072 IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
Right Number: 37-00483C 
Name and Address: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 




KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
15.086 CFS 
08-01-1902 
Diversion Point: T02N R18E S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Purpose and 
Period of Use: 
Place of Use: 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
Purpose of Use 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T01N R19E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289 Acres Total 
Period of Use 
04-15 TO 10-31 
Quantity 
15.086 CFS 
Within Blaine County 
NESW 24 LOT 6 (NWSW)33 









The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
Other Provisions Necessary for Definition/ Administration of this Water Right: 
Explanatory Material: Basis of Claim - Decreed 
http:l/164.165.134.61/D3700483CX.HTM 
Return to SRBA IWA1RS REPORTS 
Return to SRBA Home PQie 
1/1 
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3117/2016 DIRECTORS REPORT 
SRBA 
DIRECTORS REPORT 37-00577BT 
Return to SRBA Home Page 
Return to SRBA !WATRS Reports 
IWT072 IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Right Number: 37-00577BT 
Name and Address: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 




KETCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER Tributary: MALAD RIVER 
2.20 CFS 
03-24-1883 
Diversion Point: T02N R18E S36 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Purpose and 
Period of Use: 
Place of Use: 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
Canal. 
Purpose of Use 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T01N R19E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289 Acres Total 
Period of Use 
04-15 TO 10-31 
Within Blaine County 
NESW 24 LOT 6 (NWSW)33 











The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation 'season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
Other Provisions Necessary for Definition/ Administration of this Water Right: 
Explanatory Material: Basis of Claim - Decreed 
http://164.165.134.61/D37005nBT.HTM 
Return to SRBA IWA'IRS REPORTS 
Return to SRBA Home Paae 
1/1 
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3/17/2016 DIRECTORS REPORT 
SRBA 
DIRECTORS REPORT 37-02630 
Return to SRBA Home Page 
Return to SRBA IWATRS Reports 
IWT072 IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Right Number: 37-02630 
Name and Address: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, . ID 83340 
Source: GROUND WATER 
Quantity: 3.75 CFS 
1011.50 AFY 
Priority Date: 02-02-1960 
Diversion Point: T01N R19E S06 
Purpose and 
Period of Use: 
Place of Use: 
Purpose of Use 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
T01N R19E S06 
S07 
LOT 7 
289 Acres Total 
NWNWSW Within Blaine County 
Period of Use 




Within Blaine County 
NESW 24 LOT 6 (NWSW)33 









The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
Other Provisions Necessary for Definition/ Administration of this Water Right: 
Explanatory Material: Basis of Claim - License 
http://164.165.134.61/D3702630XX.HTM 
Return to SRBA IW A1RS REPORTS 






"flLf/.aJIQ /"IIUIUtll n.q.JU!llUI VV .a,,+,u. 
No. W25422 Due no later than Aug 31, 2010 
Annual Report Form 
2. Registered Agent and Address 
(NO PO BOX) 
Return to: 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
700 WEST JEFFERSON 
PO BOX83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0080 
1. Mailing Address: Correct in this box if needed. 




124 DEER VAllEY LANE 
HAILEY ID 83333 
KETCHUM ID 83340 3. New Registered Agent Signature:* 
NO FILING FEE IF 
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE 
USA 
4. Limited Uabllity Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of at least one Member or Manager. 
.. Office. Held .......................... -Name ............................................................... Street. or .PO. Address .............................. Qty .......................... -~!~.!~_ ...... Country 
MEMBER JOHN SCHERER PO BOX 1539 KETCHUM ID USA 
5. Organized Under the Laws of: 6. Annual Report must be signed.* 
ID Signature: John R. Scherer 
W 25422 Name (type or print): John R. Scherer 









'fU.//4flO 1-Vllllllfl ruipur l 1ur vv ~ 
No. W25422 Due no later than Aug 31, 2009 2. Registered Agent and Address (NO PO BOX) 
Return to: 
Annual Report Form 
JOHN SCHERER 
SECRETARY OF STATE 1. Mailing Address: Correct in this box if needed. 124 DEER VALLEY LANE 
700 WEST JEFFERSON SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C. 
HAIL.fY ID 83333 
PO BOX~3720 JOHN SOfERER 
BOISE, IP 83720-0080 PO BOX2127 
KEfOfUM ID 83340 3. New Registered Agent Signature:* 
NO FIUNG FEE IF USA 
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE 
4. Limited Liability Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of at least one Member or Manager . 
.. offlce.Held ........................... Name ............................................................... Street.or.PO_Address .............................. ~·-··········--····State ...... Country ... Postal.Code ... 
MEMBER JOHN SCHERER PO BOX 1539 KETCHUM ID USA 83340 
5. Organized Under the Laws of: 6. Annual Report must be signed.* 
ID Signature: John R. Scherer Date: 07/15/2009 
W25422 Name (type or print): John R. Scherer Title: Managing Member 
Processed 07/15/2009 * Electronicaly provided signatures are accepted as original signatures. 
'rntp://www.sos.idahO.gov/xt/?>Cp-%5C20090715%5CXMLPORTS_09196031.XML 1/1 
1344 of 2064
. ·::,· ;_, ••• ·.>.·· 
r No. _W 21422 ,· · · Doe ,no•• than August 31, 2008 I·! t---------i'/ Annual Fann Relumto: SEOReTARV OF STATE . 
-450 NORTH FOURTH STREE1 ·, 80UTH COUNTY ESTATES, LL.C. 
I PO IIOX 8S720 . · JOHN SCHERER BOISE, 10 83720-0080 PO BOX 2127 
KETCHUM.ID 83340 
NO FILING PEE F 
•·. . Limited llablllty Companies= Enter Names and Addresses of Memb$'8, 
Olftoe llfld tJm!!! bJt or P.O. AddM at 
2. ,_,.,_J,gentendOllcl fllO,OIOX 
JOHN SCHERER 
124 DEER VN..IJ:.Y LANE 
HAILEY, ID '83333 
~ ~lt. mat Po en)',~ -~LM 
·MtM-e~ 




Signature_......,,-.... ________ Date --'+---+-~~--4 




• • • • • I • • .... ..... . .... ..... ..,. -·--·· ...................... ~--:"~tlll ~.-· ... :.-c, ... _ .... __ ~ -- ;. --· .... --.· ........ - ....... ~,. ""._ -·..-- - .,.,_ --· -~--"C'C ... ,~ .... ,... ...... ~~' 
NO FILING FEE IF 
RE El D Y ED~ 
•· , Limited Liablllty Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of Members. --
QfflCe held Name Street or p.Q. Address ~ 
~tN½ Jo\.-'.\H'ic.S:ivut 'Po&x {63ct KQrcucn--t 
~r¥i,Nf~.R. -





Slgnatu~ _ _,_.,_ _______ _ 
Do Not Tape or Staple 
-.,,- _ ...._ nun u r r rernarr_.,,rt,_, r ,,_,, :n:1•.-r:• •~ ••P• au •-••-= - -=-- 200708005596 
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..- ... - ..,. ,,,. .... .... .. ~ - .,, !. . .. -
No. W25422 
Aeun to: 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
700 WEST JEFFERSON 
POBOX83720 
BOISE.1083720-0080 
NO FILING FEE IF 
CEIVED BY DUE DATE 
Due no later than August 31., 2008 
Annual Report Form 




.. -- ... • • ,_. - - - - - - - .... Mlil - - -- _. 
2. Registered Agent and Office NO PO BOX 
OHN SCHERER 
S MAIN ST STE 204 
CHUM, ID 83340 
3. New Re -
4· Limited LlabiHty Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of Members. 






Signature ___ ....... ________ Date---..~-------#----
Name =gr ....... J<_O __ _,..__k_{ _ .. _s_~-------------- Title l'!:l~~Lu~~~ 
Do Not Tape or Staple 200608000571 
- -------- -------------· ---··------
1347 of 2064
N W25422 0. 
Return to: 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
700 WEST JEFFERSON 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0080 
NO FILING FEE IF 
RECEIVED BY DUE DATE 
Due no later than August 31, 2005 
Annual Report Form 
1 Mailrng Address Conect 111 H1Is box 11 npphcable 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C. 
JOHN SCHERER 
PO BOX2127 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
4. Limited Liability Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of Members. 
Office held Name Street or P.O. Address 
"'C.. . "i> n , BDX ~ "'l c ....DHf-l. L.-a~\--\'e~ yC,, .. L::J . .> t 




Signature ____ ___ 
Do Not Tape or Staple 
-- --~~ .... ~. ~lo JIii!',- .......... - .-. ....... ~ ...................... --.. ... ·- - ..- - .... ... ..... -·•· - .~.. ,.. •••• •• • ••••• - -
' 
2. Registered Agent and Office NO PO BOX 
JOHN SCHERER 
500 S MAIN ST STE 204 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 




SECRETARY OF STATE 
700 WEST JEFFERSON 
POBOX83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0080 
NO FILING FEE IF 
RECEIVED BY DUE DRE 
Due no later than August 31, 2004 
Annual Report "Form 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C. 
JOHN SCHERER 
PO BOX2127 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
2. Registered Agent and Office NO PO Ba< 
JOHN SCHERER 
500 S MAIN ST STE 204 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
3. New Registered Agent Signature 
4. Umited Liability Companies: Enter Names and Addresses of Members. 
Office held Name Street or PO. Address ' .Qty 
5. Organized Under the Laws of: 
IOAHO 
W25422 
Issue:"' ~6/01 /2004 
6. 
11/ ~-__ 1_,1 ___________ Date ______ __....._ __ ....J------i 
't>&vvi Title 





~ . .\, . ...~ " ; 
•• l J e 
RECORDING REQlJBSTBD BY 
AND WHBN RBGQRDBD RBl'URN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PU.C 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
Instrument# 688680 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
M5-2089 1111:04:00 No. of Pages: B 
Recorded fur: IDAHO IIDEPE!NDENT BANK 
JOLYNN DRAGE! Fee: 18.00 
Ex-0fflclo Reconler DepulY, " 0 f lndtxto:Wl'YIQCICORPDEEO _____ ....,,..,.., \ I 
(Space Above Thia Line Por R.ecol'der'a Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC1 an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to John Scherer, a married man as his sole and separate 
property, whose address is PO Box 2127, Ketchum, Idaho 83340 and Charles Holt, a married 
man as his sole and separate property, whose address is PO Box 2133, Ketchum, ID 83340, to 
hold as tenants-in-common, all of its right, title and interest which it has, if any, in the property 
in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine descnoed as: 
7.5/289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-
483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630- as identified on the records of the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources and more particularly 
described on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 25th day of June, 2009 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 88, 
County of Blaine. ) 
On this 25th day of June, 2009, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, U..C, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowl to ine that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
QUITCLAIM DBED - 1 
y Public for Idaho 
idin&at B'(d\c,""-' ~~ 
Commission expires A"J= I 
1351 of 2064
t., t- • I . 
•·' 
:tDAHD DBPAM'MIDl'l' OP NATD. IIJIBOURCBB 
RBCOMMBNDBO IIATBR llIOIITS ACQTJXDD 'IJNDBll STA'l'B W.W 
37-lllC 
02/20/2007 
HAMB MD ADDRESS! sotl'l'H COtlll'l'!' BSTATBS LLC 






PLACB OJI' USB, 
DTCBUM ID 83340 
am WOOD RIVBR. 
J,D14 CPS 
DB/01/1892 
'1'RIB11TARY I MALlllJ RlVB!t 
T02H RlBB 836 SNIIW Within BLAIIII County 
Water diverted f&'OIII Haadgata H& delivered through Diatr.1.at canal. 
IJJRllOSI 91 YU 
IUlGATIOIJ 
lPWITJ<lt ;lg NeNP c;pun.ty 
'1'0Ul R191!1 806 RBSW 
'l'OUl R19B 806 Lat 7 swsw 
TOlll Ill.II 806 awn 
'fOlllJ R1911 807 81111B 
TO:IJI R19B 807 t.m1W 
T011f JU.Ill 807 11188B 
PRtOO 91 UBI 
H/15 10/31 
24,011 T01N' ll19B SO& LOc: 
u.oo TOUT RUB SOS 
a.so TOUT ll19B 807 
38,00 TOllf 1.198 807 
28,DO TOllf RUB 807 
31,00 TOUI lU.91 BG7 
289 ACRB8 'l.'0l'AL 
wanmx 
3.0H Cl'S 




IJBl1II 5.50 -- 20.00 
'ftlB dgtit:a Uatecl Wow an lilllited to l:ba irdsatton ot a CClllbillad total of 289 
_.. 111 a ebagle hngat:lan aea■o11. cambined Right Roa., 3'1•<&828, 37•'81C, 
37-483C, 37-B7'1BT, «rid 37•2630, 
OTIIBlt novuwrra IIIICBSSARY ,ca DBPDII'l'JOII Oil ADM'DIISTRATXOlr OP 'ratS IIA'rBR. twnrr, 
'J.'bJ,a partial daaree i■ aubjact ta auah ganan.l provilliolla aeaeaaary for 
the dafiJdticm. of the right■ or for the efficient lldad.niatratlon of the water 
righta a■ -Y be ultimately dtlten1:l.ned by the Court at a potnt .l.n t~a no 
later than tbe entry of a Unal un1fiad deane, section 42-1"12(6), :tdllbo 
O:,de. 
BX!lLlmA'l'OlilY MATU.Ulu BUIS OP Ct.MM - Daoread 




. . .. ,., 
RIGJl'l IIIUMBBR.1 







PBRJOD OJ' USlh 
l'LACII OP 11881 
DWl0 DBl'Aa'l'MDIT OP lfA'l"BR RBSouacBS 
:RBCOMMmlDJID WATER RIGHTS A<lQOI1UIIJ UNIJBR STATE LAW 
3'1-5778!1' 
S0U'l'K C:OIIR'l'Y BSTATJl8 LLc: 
PO BOX 1539 . 
D1'ClltlN m 83HD 
02/20/20D7 




TlllBUTARY1 MJILllD RtVBR 
., 
'1'0211 RllB 836 8NHW WLthin BLAINE cowity 
water d~:vert:ed t:tom Helldgate #45 dellvm:ad through Diatrict canal. 
PORDDSI gf JIii PIIQD 9l VSI otDUGTID; 
JRRmld'lON 04/15 10/31 :a.:aoo era 
lBlldl'l'T- in 8TAPffl C!mm~ 
TOl.11 R19B 806 NBSlf 24.DO 'rOUf R19B 80& Lot 61111811 33.DO 
TOUI' R19B 806 Lot 7.8118K 12,00 TOlJI R19B 806 Sl8lf 39.00 
T011f R19B 806 SWIIB a.so 'l'OlJI R19B 807 ll1blB 31,00 
'1'01lf 1U.9Jil 807 SWIIB 311,00 T01N R198 807 SltlB 1&,00 
'1'01K R.19B 80'1 11811W 38,00 'l'OUf R19B 807 SlRI 5,&0 
TOD RUB 80'1 IIIB8B 35,DO 'l'OUI R19B 80'1 llll8B 20.00 
H9ACRBSTOTJIL 
The riaht:11 li■tad l:lalov an limited to the lrrigati- of a CIOlllblned total of 289 
aar• In a ■lngla irrigation aeuon. combined Rigbt 1'01.1 3"1•482H, 37•C81C, 
37•483C, 37•5'17BT, IIDd 3'1•2630, 
OT88R 1'ROVXSIOD IIBCBSSAllY l'OR DBPJHITICII OR JIDMIIIIll'l'RMION OP '1'11?8 WATBR RIGH'l't 
Thia partial decree is subjeat to such gene:i:al provl■iona neoeasuy for 
the dilflnitlon of the ll:'lgbl:a or for the eUloLut adnwdatration of the water 
rig'hl:8 as my be ultimately datexmided by tbe Court: at a point ill time no 
later tban the entry of a final unified decree. Beotlon 42•1113(&). lcSaho 
eode. 
BXPLIUIA'l'ORl! NATBIUAL I BASIS o, CLP.IM - Decreed 














l'BRIOD 01' USB, 
PJ.,¥:11 OIi' USBa 
e 
tDl\llO DIIPJIR~ OJ' IIATBR RISOURClilS 
RBCOMNm>BD WATD. R:tml'l'S ACQUIRBD ONDBR STA'l'B U.W 
:n-H2B 
SOtJm COUN'l'Y BSTA'l'BS LLC 
1'0 BOX 3.539 
DTCIWM ID 833CO 
BIG WOOD RIVBR 
3.012 era 
D8/01/18H 
TO::nt R181f 835 SIUl19 lfitllill BLAINB county 
T.RIBU'l'ARY1 MALIID RIVBR 
02/20/20D7 
water diverted fl:'Clffl Kaad!Jate #45 delive.rad tlu:ough Diatr:ict Canal. 
RPPPII Of PBB 
IlUlmA.'nOl!T 
XBBXutlPB ;ln BLAIQ Cpynty 
'l'DlW Rl.91 SO& BB8W 
'1'0111 Rl.9B II06 :Lot 781181f 
TOU Rl91 SOfi Slf8B 
T011t R19B ·so'7 -TOlll R19B 807 IDIIW 
TOUI R19B 807 IU8B 
PII\XPP or ug 
ot/15 10/31 
24,00 'l'lllN R19B 80& Lot 
12.00 TOUT R19B SO& 
8,50 TOlN R19B 807 
38.00 'l'OUJ Rl9B 807 
28,00 'J!01JI R19B 807 
35,00 TOUf Rl9B 807 
289 ACllS8 'tQ'l'AL 
ouvrnn 
3,0l2 C,S 






'l.'ha r1attta liatad below are limited to tba irrigation of a cauinad total of .289 
acrea h • aill&'l• irrigation. saaaon, Combiaed llight Roa. 1 37•'8211, 37-HlC, 
l7•"83C, 37•S77BT, and 37-2630, 
OTRBR. p~_IOIIS DCISSAllY 10R DIWINITION OR JIDMIHISTRATIOB or THIS lfAftR lUGllT: 
Thia partial decree 1• allb3ect to auah general proviaions nac:easm:y for 
the deflnition of tbe righi:a or for the efficient admiai■tration of the water 
11.ghta aa iay be ultiQlllt■ly detand.ud by thll Court at a point in t:im no 
latex than the entxy of a final unified decree. Saotion -l2·1412(&1, Idaho 
CacSe. 
BXl'LIU'IATORY MATBRIAL I BASIS OF CLAIM - Daaread 
auia 3 7 li'&rt 3 Dbaotor' • Report - Racallllllllllded 
.,, 
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mAHO DBPU.TMSlll'l' OP IIA'l.'BR usouaeas 
RBCOIIMBRDBD WATER RIOKTB ACQUllBD 1JNDBR STATIII LllW 
37-'83C 
02/2D/20D'7 
QMII M1D ~ • IIOU'1'll CODRTY ESTATES U.C: 







l'IUOP OP U8B1 
PLACE OP tlBB1 
D'rClltlM ID 83340 
BIO WOOD RIVIISl 
U.085 ,crs 
08/D1/1902 
T.RIBl:J'l'ARY I MALIID RIVBR 
TOD RlBB 836 StlllW Within 8LAtt1B C:OUnty 
Water divu:te4 from lleadgate 149 del:l.vend through D:1.att'iat c:an.i. 
--· QI: Jilli 
RIBXAP 91 VU lllll\lfn'1'Y 
lllllJCJATim 0,/15 1D/31 15,086 Cl'8 
1111a~m in nm E:almb 
TOllf ltl.9B 806 NBSW 34,00 'l'OUI R19B SD& s.ot. 
,_ 
33,00 
TOlN R19B S06 Lot 7 BWBW 12,00 TOJ.IJ R19B S0fi saw 39,00 
'!Olli JU.9B 806 818B a.so 'flllll R19B 807 1111D 31,00 
TOUI' Rl.98 807 Blllll1l 38,00 T011l R1'B 807 SBU 15,00 
TOUt R19B 807 NBn 28,00 'flllll R19B 807 - 5.50 T0UI' R19B 807 HBSB 39.00 '1'0111 R19B 807 - 20,00 281 ACRBS 'rO'l'AL 
'l'he rights listed below are lilllited to the .lrriP.tlon of a CIOllbiued total of 289 
acre• ln • •J.nale irrigation -· C!cmbinad tight Jlaa. , 37-t82H, 37•481C!, 
31.,a3c, 37•57?BT, IIDd 37•2630. 
G'l'llS1l l'ROVISIDRS 111BCB88UY P0a OBrnln'IO!f OR N»tlNUl'fllATXON OP 'rill& WA'fla R!Gln', 
• 'fll1II partial dacxu ls. llllbj ■at to auah s-al pro-rialcma nec■asuy for 
!:he dafinitf.Oll of the rights aa: ~ tha df.laient adld.aiat:rat.lan of the wa.tu 
right■ u •Y be ultl..t:ely detemned by the court at a po.f.Dt in tia ao 




Ba■ia 3'7 Part 3 Diraotor'a Report • 'lleCICl111119114ed Page 352 
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PBRlXID OF IJ881 
PLACBOPUSB, 
g 
IDAHO DBPAR'l'lolBNT or WAT8Jl USOURCSS 
RBCCMMBlffJBD lfATBR RIOJml ACQUtRID UNDBJl STATE LAW 
3'1-2630 
sotml C0Ulffl! BBTATSS LLC 
PO BOX 153' 





'1'011r IU91 H NIIRWSW Within BLlINB County 
PIJRl!OU Ill llll PJRIQD Pl llll 
IUIGATXON 04/15 10/31 
DBllilZIDI in 1111111 ~tv 
TO:ur ~,a 80& - 2,.00 TOllf lll.9B 806 Lot . '1'0111 tl19B SO& Lot: 7 SWSW 12.00 TOUT nn 80& 
T01N-ll9B 805 BWS1l 8,110 TOllf Rl!IB 807 
TOllf RUB 807 8111G 38,0D TOllT R198 807 
TOU R191 807 lfBNW 28,00 TOlJI 1.198 801 
TDlll' R19B 80'1 JfBSE 35.DD •rour 1198 so, 






8Ulf 39.00 - 31.00 SBIII 15,00 
SIMI 5,110 
NW8B 20,DO 
'1'be right.1 U.11te4 below an limited to the irrigal::j,an of a alllllllined tot:al of 289 
acn:u in a ■lngJ.a irrigat:lon ■ea801l, COtabilled Right Noa,, 3'1-48:IH, 37•481C, 
37•483C, 37•&7?8T, IIJld 37-2638, 
OTHD. PaovuJIOll'S RBCSSSAJ.Y JOR DBP'DlffXON 011. AllMDII8TRAflOS OP TJIIB WA'l'lll JlIGJl'f 1 
Thi■ partial cleone ia 11\1.bjaat to IIU0h gen■ral prov.1.■ion■ neaeasuy for 
cha defillit:l.all of the right■ or for the ■ffiai1111t: administration of t:he water 
right:■ u -.y be ultiinatal.y del:etlWUld by the CouJ:t at: a point in time no 
l■ts than t:he ell.try of a lin■l ualflld dearee, Seation 42•1412(&1, Idalia 
COde, 
BXPLAllA'l'ORY IIA'l'IRIALI BASIS Of CLAIM • LiClllll■a 
Buh 37 Part J Dli:ect:or• I -.,:t: • ~ 
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County of Twin Falls· Slate of Idaho 
JUL - 9 2010 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNT)' 0 
InReSRBA 






) _____________ ) 
AMENDED SPECIAL MASTER'S 
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION; 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
WATER RIGHT NOS.: 37-481C,37-
482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 
I. FINDINGS OF FACT 
A Special Master's Report and Recommendation was issued on June 28, 2010. The Court 
erroneously attached a copy of a recommendation for water right 3 7 -418C instead of 37--481C. This 
Amended Special.Master Report and Recommendation now correctly attaches a recommendation 
for 37-481C. No other changes were made. 
A claim was filed for each of these water rights pursuant to LC. § 42-1409. The Director of 
the State ofldaho Departmen~ of Water Resources examined the water system for this reporting area. 
The Director's Report contained recommendations for the elements of these water rights. 
Objections were filed by Tom O'Gara, John F. Stevenson, Bill Molyneux, Pete Van Der 
Muelen, Grace Eakin, Rocky Sherbine, Gerald Bashaw, Pepin Corso-Harris, ~reafter "Concerned 
Water Users'') and the Big Wood Canal Company. A Notice o/Withdrawal of Objections was filed 
by the Concerned Water Users and the Big Wood Canal Comp~y on January 11, 2008. A hearing 
was held on February 25, 2008. There was no opposition to the withdra~ of these Objections. 
There are no unresolved objections remaining in these subcases. 
ll. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Based on the file and record herein, IT IS RECOMMENDED that these water rights be 
decreed with the elements set forth in the attached Special Master's Recommendation/or Partial 
Decrees. Q 
DATED: '-tf'~ .q ,2010. 








Fifth Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
IN 'l'HB DISTP.Icr COURT OP THB FIF'l'K .JUDICIAia DIS'l'R OP fAlli 
STATE OP IDllHO, IN 1\110 FOJl ~HE COUNTY OP TWIN JU.LS 
PARTIAL DECRSE l'tlRSUMIT TO 
I.R.C,1'. S4(bl POil 
JUL - 9 2010 
In Re SRBA 
case No. 39576 
Water Right 37-00481C 
By ___________ _ 




POINT OP DIVERSION: 
l'UR5'0S:S Affl> 
l'ERlOD OF USE, 
l'LACE OP USS, 
SOUTH COtJN'1'Y SS'l'A'l'ES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
ICSTCHUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVBR '.t'aIBU'l'ARY: MALAD RlVBR 
3.014 Cl'S 
08/01/1883 
T02N R18B S36 SWNN Within Blaine County 
Water diverted from Headgate #4S delivered through Diatrict 
canal. 
PURPOSE OF USS 
Irrigation 
PDIOD 01' USS 




.JUL I 2 2010 
DEPARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES 
Irrigation Within Blaine County 
TOlN RUB 806 
LO'l'., 
807 
289.0 Aorea Total 
NBSW 24,0 











'l'he righta listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season, 
Combined Right Noa.: l7·482H, 37•481C, 37·483C, 37-5778'1', and 
37-2630. 
O'l'HBR PROVISIONS NBCBSSUY FOR DEFINITION OR ~MINISTRATION OF 'l'KtS WATER RIGHT, 
THIS PAllTIAI. DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GBNIIRAL PROVISIONS 
NECESSARY l'OR THE DBPIN:tTlON OP 'l'KE RIGKTS OR FOR TU Bl'l'ICIEIIT 
ADMINISTRATION OF THB WATEII. RIGHTS AS MAY BB UL'l'lMA'.l'SLY 
DBTBRMINED BY THB COUR'l' AT A POINT ltr 'l'tMB NO LATU TlUW 'l'HB 
ENTRY OP' A FINAL UNlflBJ) DSCRBB, I .C. SECTION 4.2•1412161. 
lltJ.l,S 54. (bl CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issue■ determined by the abOVe judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIPIBD, in accordance 
with Rule 54.(bl, t.R.C.P., that the CQUrt has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and that the cov.rt haa and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon wbich execucion may iaaue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate 'Rl!,lea. 
RECOMMENDATION 
JUL O 9 2010 
SRBA PARTIAL J)BCR.l!:B PURSONIT TO t.R.C.P, S4(bl 
Water Right 37-004BlC File NUmber: 01374 
Bric J. Wildman 
tre.iding .Judge of the 






In Re SRBA 




POINT OF DIVERSION: 
l?tlJUIOSB AND 
PBRlOD OP USE, 
PLACB OP USB: 
DISTRICl COURT-SRBA 
Fifth Judicial District 
IN TllE DISTRICT COURT OP '1'HB FIPTS JUDICIAL DISTR o~ of Twin Falls - stet& of ldal\O 
STATE OF !DAHO, 1111 AND POR THE COUll1TY OP TWIN ALLS 
PARTIAL DSCllBB PURSUJINT TO 
I.R,C,P. 54(b) POR 
JUL - 9 2010 
water Right 37-004B2H ey __________ Cladl~ 
SOUTH C0tJIITY BSTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
lOlTCIIUM, ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER TRIBUTARY, MALAD RIVBR 
3.012 CPS 
RECEIVE.D 
JUL 1-2 2010 
WDEPARTMENT OF J\TeR RESOURCES 
OB/Ol/lB84 
T02N RlBB 936 SWNW Within Blaine County 
Water diverted fro111 Headgate #45 deliverad threugh District 
C.aal. 
PURPOSE 01" USE 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
TOllf RUE S06 
807 
LOT 7 
289,0 Acree Total 
PBRIOD OP USE 
















The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
combined total of 289 acrea in a single h-rigation season. 
COlllbined Right Noa., 37-482H, 37•481C, 37-483C, 37•577BT, 1111d 
37•2630, 
~Clallc 
OTHER PROVISIONS NBCBSSARY FOR DEl'INITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF TH:tS WATER RIGHT, 
'?HIS PARTIAL DECREB IS sue.n:cr TO SUCK GENBRAL PROVISIONS 
NBCSSSARY FOR 'l'HB DBFINlTION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR 'l'HE Bl!'i'lpmtT 
ADMINIS'l'AATlON OP THE WATER lUGH'l:S AS MAY BB ULTIMATBLY 
DETBRMINBD BY '1'lm COURT AT A l'OOIT IN TIME 1110 LATER TRAN TJlS 
ENTRY OF A FXNAl.. UNIFIBD DSCR2E. I,C. SBCTION 42-1412(61, 
RUI,B 54(b) CBll.TIFlCATB 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is hereby CBRTIFIBD, in accordance 
with R\Ll.e 54(bl, I.R,C,P., that the court haa determined that there ill no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
Hnat j\ldpent and that th■ court has and doH hereby direct that the above judgment: or ordes- •hall be • final 
judg11191lt upon which execution my isaua and an appeal may be taken aa provided by the Idaho ~•llat■ Rule•. 
RECOMMENDATION 
JUL O 9 2010 
8'RBA PARTIAL DICRBI PURBUAIIT TO 1.R.C.P. 541b) 
Water'Right 3?•00482H Fil•. -~■r, 01373 
Bric iJ. Wildman 
Pre■:Ldiag Judge of the 




In Re SRJ3A 
case No. 39576 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIB FIFTH JU])ICIAL DI CT O 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND POR THB C'OJJNTY OF TNilil FALlrS 
PARTIAL DBCRBE PURSUANT TO 
I.R.C.P. 54(hl li'OR 
Water Right 31-00483C By 
DISTRICl COURT-SABA 
Fifth Judicial District 
of lwln Falls - State of Idaho 
JUL - 9 2010 
Clede 
~Cladc 




POINT OP DIVBRSION, 
PURPOSE MID 
PERIOD OP tJSlh 
PLACE OF USB, 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 1539 
ICB'l'CIIUM, ID 83340 
BIG IIOOD llIVEJt TRIBUTARY, MALAD RIVER 
15.086 CFS 
08/01/1902 
T02N RUB S36 Within Bl.aine County 
Water diverted from Headgate 845 delivered through District 
Canal. 
PURPOSE Oli' IJSB 
Irrigation 
PERIOD 01' tJSE 




JUL 1-2 2010 
DEPARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES 
Irrigation Within Bld.ne County 
TOUI' Rl9B S06 ••• 
LOT 7 
807 













The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
colllbined tot.al of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
COCllbined Right lil08.1 37-482K, 37•4BlC, 37-483C, l7-577BT, and 
37-2630. 
OTHl!ll PROVISIONS NBCBSSARY FOR DEFINITION OR. ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT, 
TRIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NlilCSSSAl!.Y FOR THB DEFINITION OP THE RIGHTS OR FOR TRB EFFICIENT 
ADMINISTRATIOlil OP THB WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BB ULTIMATELY 
OSTUMINBD BY 'l:HB COURT AT A POINT lN TIMS NO I.ATER THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAlr'·tJNIFIBD DECREE. I ."c. SECTION 42-1412 (6) . 
RtJLB 54(bl C8aTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it is llereby CERTIFIED, in accordance 
with Rule 54(bl, I.R.C.P., that the court has datermined tbat there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final j11dgmant and that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall.baa final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and &.11. appeal may be taken aa provided hy ~ Idaho Appellate Rules. 
RECOMMENDATION 
JUL O 9 2010 
SRBA l'AA'l'IAlr DIEC:RBB PURSUAH'r 'l'O I • R, C. P, 94 lb) 
Water Right 37-0049JC Pila Nl.llnber, 01372 
Bric J. Wildman 
Pre■iding .:Judge of the 





In Re SRBA 
case No. 39576 




PODIT OF DIVBRSION1 
PURl'OSB AND 
PERIOD OP USE, 
PLAC8 OF USB, 
DISTRICl COURT'-SRBA 
Fifth Ju<fciel Disttict 
IN THB DISTRICT COURT OF THB FIFTH JUDICIAL DI 
STATE OF IDAHO, XN AlW FOtl TRB COUNTY OF '1'W 
Cou of Twin Falls- State of Idaho 
ICT 0,--IJ'Ra----------, 
PARTIAL DBCRBB· PURSUART TO 
I,R,C,P. S4(bl FOR 
Nater Right 37-oos,,wr 
SOUTH CX>Ull'rY ESTATES LLC 
PO BOX 153!1 
JCS'l'CRUM, ID 83340 
BIG 11000 RIVBR TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVBR 
2,20 CFS 
03/24/1883 
T02H RlBB S36 
FALL 
Kater cU,verted from Headgate #45 delivered through District 
C&ne.l, 
PURPOSE OF USE 
Irrigation 
PERIOD OP USB 
04·15 TO 10•31 
QUANTITY 
2.20 cirs 
JUL - 9 2010 
JUL f-2 2010 
DEPARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES · 
Irrigation Mithitl Blaiae County 
TOlH Rl9B 806 
LOT 7 
907 
289.0 Acres Total 
trESN 24,,0 
(S11S11)12.0 




NWSB 20 .a., 





The rights listed below are limited to the irrig4tion of a 
combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season:. 
Colllbiasd Right Nos., 37•482H, 37•481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 
37-2&30. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NBCBSSARY FOR DBPINITIOll OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS NATER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUllJBCT TO SUCH GEIIBRAL li'ROVISIOHS 
ll'BCBSSARY FOR TBB DBFIIIITION OP TJIS RIGHTS OR POR THE BFFICYENT 
ADMINISTRATIOll OF THE WATER RIGHTS AS MAY BB ULTIMATELY 
DBTBRMIIIIBD BY Tim COUllT AT A POINT IN TIMB 110 LI\.TBR THAN TllB 
EIIITRY OP A PXNAX. UNXPIBD DECREE. I.e. SECTION 42•1412(6). 
RULE 541b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, it ia b&raby cintTIPIED, in accordance 
with Rule' S4[b), I.R,C.P., that the court has claterminad that there is na just reason for delay of the entry of a 
final j\idgrunt alld that the court ha■ and doe■ hereby direct tbat the el,gve j\Ld9Mnt or order 1hall be a final 
judgmant upon which -cut:l.on may iHue and an appeal may be taken u provided by the Idaba Appellate Rule■• 
RECOMMENDATION 
JUL O 9 2010 
SIUIA PARTIAL DBCRSB PURSUANT TO t.R,C.P, 54(bl 
Water Right 37-00577BT Pila IIUmber, 01371 
Bric J, WildmaA 
Pre■:1.d:l.:ng Judge of the 




In Re SRBA 
case No. 39576 




POINT OP DIVERSION: 
PUUOS2 AND 
PERIOD OF USB 1 
PLACB 01' USE, 
DISTRICT COURT-SABA 
Rfth Judlclal District 
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho 
IN THB DISTRICT COURT OF THB l'IPTH JUDICIAL DISTat ~ OP , 11£ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COIJHTY OF TWIN ACrt.8 
PARTIAL DBCRBB PURSUANT TO 
I,R,C,P, 54(b) FOR 
JUL - 9 2010 
water Right 37-02630 
By _________ ~Clmlc"'!"' 
SOU'rll COUNTY BSTATBS LLC 
JilO BOX 1539 






~UL l 2 2010 
DEPARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES 
'l'Ol.N RUB S06 mmwsw Within Blaine County 
PURl'OSB OF USE 
I.rrigaticn 
Irrigation 
'l'OlN Rl.98 806 
so, 
LO'l' 7 
289.0 Acres 'l'Otal 
PmUOD OF USE 












LOT 6 (IIWSWJ33.0 
SBSll 39.o· 
SWHE3B.O 
NSNW 2B.O ' 
NBSB 35.0 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a 
cOllbined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation season. 
COmbined Right Nos.: 37-4B2K, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577ST, and 
37-2630. 
Depu)YClarlc 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECBSSARY l'OR DBFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WA~ER RIGHT: 
THIS PARTIAL DBCREB IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS 
NBCESSAR.Y POR THE DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR 1'IIB BFPICIBN'l' 
ADMINISTRATION OF THB WATBR RIGHTS AS MAY SB ULTIMATBt.Y 
DETERMINED BY THB COURT AT A POINT IN TIME HO LATU. THAN THE 
ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. I.C. SECTION 42-1412(6). 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
Wii::h respect to the issues determined by tbe above judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordll.su:e 
with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the couri:: has determined that there.is no just ceason for delay of the entry of a 
final judgment and chat the court baa and does hereby direct that the above judgmsot or order shall be a final 
judgment upon wh:Lch axecutiori m&y iasue and an appeal ma.y bl t.ic111 •• provided by the J:daho J\ppellat• Rule■, 
RECOMMENDATION 
JUL O 9 2010 
8RBA PARTIA~ DRCRBB PURSUANT TO t.a.c.p. S4(b) 
Mater Right 37-02630 1ile Number, 013?0 
Bric J. Wildman 
Preliding dudgl of the 









Fifth Judlclal District 
County of Twin Falls • State of Idaho 
JUL - 9 2010 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIALL.ff::i:-RJPR-=l'-e'i~)ii'--"'l"Ff~~°"""";:;;;;:.;Cterk:;:;;;.,J 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN'rY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 




) ____________ } 
NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF. 
Am01d~ SPECIAL MASTER' s 
RECOMMENDATION 
Water Right(s): 37-00481C 
37-00482H 37-00483C 37-00577BT 
37-02630 
. On July 09, 2010, Special Master BRIGETTE BILYEU 
issued a SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION for the above su.bcase(s} 
pursuant ·to SRBA Administrative Order 1 .(AOll, Section 13a. ,, .. : _ 
Pursuant to SRBA Administrative Order 1, Section 13a, any party 
to the adjudication including parties to the subcase, may file a Motion 
to Alter or Amend on or before the 28th day of the next month. 
Failure of any party in the adjudication to pursue or participate 
in a Motion to Alter or Amend the SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION 
shall constitute a waiver of the right to challenge it before the 
Presiding Judge. 
DATED July 09, 2010. 
NOTICE OP ISSUANCE 






JUL. 1-2 2010 
DJ:PARTMENT OF 
WATER RESOURCES 
...-- DISTRICl COURT-SABA 
- FIith Judicial District 
County of Twin Falls - State of Idaho 
JUL - 9 2010 
8Y--------~Clllk;:-
~Oak 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS 
In Re SRBA 
Case No. 39576 
) 
) 
) ___________ ) 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
Water Right(s): 37-004B1C 
37-00482H 37-00483C 37-00577BT 
37-02630 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
/t f'lt c..AJ DE. 0 
I certify that a true and co~rect copy of the SPECIAL MASTER'S 
REPORT, SPECIAL MASTER'S RECOMMENDATION FOR PARTIAL DECREE. and NOTICE. 
OF ISSUANCE OF SPECIAL MASTER'S REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION ~e~e.mc~.j~ed 
on July 09, 2010, with sufficient first-class postage prepaid to 
the following: 
DIRECTOR OF IDWR 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0098 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 
Represented by: 
JAMES P. SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
120 EAST AVENUE 
J?O BOX 987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
Phone: 208-726-4421 















Tuesday, March 29, 2016 3:44 PM 
Paul Arrington 
Chris Bromley; Baxter, Garrick; Jones, Doug; Fawcett, Trish 
Belle Ranch & First Security Corporation Water Rights originally decreed as South County 
Estates LLC 
Trish Fawcett forwarded your letter dated March 17, 2016 to the legal staff at the State Office for review 
and reconsideration. I told her I would review the materials you submitted and materials previously submitted 
with the change in ownership in 2015. I have completed my review and have advised Idaho Department of 
Water Resources ("Department" or "IDWR") to change its records for the 7 .5/289th portion of the water rights 
into the name of South County LLC., the name listed on the partial decree dated August 31, 2010. 
As you are aware IDWR does not possess the legal authority to quiet title in ownership disputes. 
Disputes over title to real property can only be resolved by a quiet title action brought before a district court. 
Idaho Code § 6-401; see also Rural Kootenai Organization, Inc. v. Board of Com 'rs, 133 Idaho 833, 842, 993 
P.2d 596,605 (1999)(Kootenai County Board of Commissioners lacks jurisdiction to determine who owns title 
to submerged lands.); see also Bonner Bldg. Supply, Inc. v. Standard Forest Products, Inc., 106 Idaho 682,685, 
682 P.2d 635, 638 (Ct. App. 1984)(A district court has jurisdiction in action to quiet title.). IDWR only 
maintains and updates water right ownership records pursuant to Idaho Code Section 42-248. The Department 
elected to process the First Security Corporation's change in ownership based upon the materials submitted at 
the time with the application. Despite providing notice of the change to Belle Ranch on January 13, 2015, 
IDWR did not receive any communication from you expressing a concern with this change until your March 17, 
2016 letter. Review of earlier materials and consideration of your recent arguments and submitted materials 
indicate there is a dispute over current ownership of the 7.512891h portion of these water rights. Because 
ownership is disputed, I have advised IDWR to change its records for the 7 .5/289th portion of the water rights 
into the name of South County LLC consistent with the partial decrees.111 Should you or anyone else disagree 
with the characterization of the ownership in the Department's records, you have the option to quiet title to the 
water right in district court. The Department will then alter its water right ownership records, should it become 
necessary, to comport with the district court judgment. 
111 Regarding the larger 281/289 portion of the water right, IDWR intends to leave that water rights in the 
name of Belle Ranch as there does not appear to be a dispute involving that portion of the water rights at this time. 
1 
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111 Regarding the larger 281/289 portion of the water right, IDWR intends to leave that portion the waters rights in the name of Belle 





-:J t~ft'l.eyQ_ fft(S 
Fenn 42-248/42-1409(6) Rev I/IS 
RECEIVED 
JUN 1 5 20\6 Notice of Change in Water Right Ownershi 
DEPT OF WATER AESOURCES 
SOUTHEINR&IBhbers ofnJI water rights and/or odjudicolion claim records to be changed. If you only acquired a portion oflhe water right 
or adjudication claim, check "Yes'' in the "Split? .. column. If the water right is leased lo the Water Supply Bank, check "Yes". If you 
are not sure if the water right is leased to the \Voter Supply Bonk. sec #6 of the insln1ctions. 
Water Ril(hl/Clalm No. Split? 
Leased to Water 
Water llighl/Clalm No. Splil? Lc1m:d tu Water Supply Bank'! Sunnlv Bnnk? 
37-481C Yes l2:SI Yes 0 Yes □ Yes 0 
37-482H Yes i2!'J Yes 0 Yes □ Yes 0 
37-483C Yes l2!'J Yes D Yes 0 Yes 0 
37-STTBT Yes l2:SI Yes 0 Yes D Yes 0 
37-2630 Yes~ Yl!S 0 Yes D Yes □ 
2. Previous Owner's Name: South County Estates, LLC 
Nwne of cum:nt willer right hokkr/clllinwnt 
J. New Owncr(s)/Claimanl(s): PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Richard D. Fosbury, IRA#F01EC 
New owncr(s) as listi:d on the conveyance document Name connector O und O or O 1md/11r 
P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco CA 94126-6903 
Mailing address City S1a1e ZIP 
felephone Emuil 
4. Jfthe water rights and/or adjudication claims were split, how did lhe division occur? 
~ The water rights or claims were divided as specifically identified in a deed, contract, or other conveyance documenL 
O The W11ter rights or claims were divided proportionately based on the portion of their placc{s) of use acquired by the new owner. 
S. Date you acquired the water rights and/or claims listed above: _2_0_0_7-_2_0_0_8 __________ _ 
6. If the water right is lensed to the Water Supply Bank changing ownership ofa waler right will reassign to the new owner any Water 
Supply Bonk leases nssociatcd with the water righL Payment of revenue generated from any rental of a leased water right requires a 
completed IRS Form W-9 for payment to be issued to an owner. A new owner fur a water right under lease shaU supply a W-9. Water 
rights with multiple owners must specify a designated lessor, using a completed Lessor Designation form. Beginning in the calendar 
year following an acknowledged change in water right ownership, compensation for any rental will go to the new owner(s). 
7. This form must be signed and submitted with the following REQUIRED items: 
181 A copy of the conveyance document - warranty deed, quitclaim deed, court decree, contract of sale, etc. The conveyance 
document must include a legal description of the property or description of the wuter right(s) if no land is conveyed. 
181 Plat map, survey map or aerial photogrnph which clearly shows the piece of use and point of diversion for each water right 
nnd/or claim listed above (if necessary to clarify division of water rights or complex property descriptions). 
~ Filing fee (see instructions for further explanation): 
o $25 per undivided water right. 
o SI 00 per split water right 
□ No fee is required for pending adjudication claims. 
0 If water right(s) arc lensed to the Water Supply Bank AND there are multiple owners, o Lessor Designation form is required. 
0 If water rigbt(as) are I · sed lo the W~ply Bank, the indivj~Jljll owner o.r desi~ated lessor must complete, sign and submit nn 
IRS F ,,, 9 . L / .~ PEl\:SC.:O Trust l:Ompany 
8. Signature:
0
rm ,v-. L.- - ' c~- r~:~~=~:Slgnatory 0S-QLf-(6 
Sig11a1ure of new owner/clDimant Title, if applicable Dal&: 
Signature: 
Si1,'lllllim: or new ow11er/1:lahnw1t Title, if applicable 
For IDWR Office Use Only: 
Receiptccl by llk'L: 0111e."2-1~--.ao1'4, RCCL-iptNo. ~Q3$JS 
Active in lhe Water Sl'J'ply Dnnk? Y~ 0 No 0 If yes, fol'Wlll'd to the State Office for processing 
Date 
Receipt Ami. 4E_6ro -
W-9 n.uiv1.'<1? Yes O Nu 0 
Name on W-9 __________ _ Approved by____ Processed by ___ _ Dute _______ _ 
- - . ----. SUPPORT DATA 
IN FILE , '}, 1 - '1 g l C.. 
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lnstn.iment # 67~98 
H~EY{BlAINE,J,MHO. 
Z"'.1~01.0 02:~tfj~ .t,ti,.of~s: 3 •-=ftLLC 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13. 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage"). hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 1 acre of real property identified on the legal description 
attached he1-eto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated March 17. 2008 to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO Richard D. 
Fosbury IRA#FOIEC and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water 
Rights described above. 
Da~ October .1!/.. 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this / Y day of ocn::,dl'S< . , 2009, before me, 
~ E: .c?:4-1,..~ .' a Notary Public i? an.d for said State, personally 
appeared ,,4,tt/£ «~~ . known or identified to me to be the 
V'rcc;R: .,O,.a@"l.::1~UUNT AIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
30169-0JJ FOSBURY IRA#I 
1371 of 2064
A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY IRA#F01EC 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00"07'22" W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINE S 11"24'48" W, 465.89 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59"24'28• W, 1483.51 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" W, 53.82 FEET; 
THENCE N 59"24'28" E, 1528.61 FEET: 
THENCE S 31"10'18" E, 28.92 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 1.00 ACRE, MORE OR LESS. 
'A'' 








PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY 
IRAf/F01EC 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 1.. - 400' 
EXHIBIT MAP OF A WATER RKHtt TRANSFER LEGAL DBSCRJPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO RICHARD D. FOSBURY IRAflFOlEC 
WlTHIN S B, T.lN., R.19&, B.M., IILAINB COUNTY, IDAHO 
FOR SO ---l'l~ll8\11N ....... ~._...~ 10/I0/2111111 1a,u,13 Ml IIDT SBT_l_OF....L 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(Space Above This Linc For Recorder's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Richard 
D. Fosbury, IRA#FOIEC whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126-6903, all 
of their right. title and interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, 
County of Blaine described as: 
11289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-4828, 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly described 
on Exhibit A 
DATED this 17th day of March, 2008 




On this 17th day of March, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
QUITCLAIM DEED - l 
o. _ Publi~o ~ 
R 1dmg at_~~~:;,__-,.:,,~K;;::,::~~---=----




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMBNDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-481C 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OP USE: 
lCBTCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
J.014 CFS 
08/01/1882 
TRISUl'ARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N Rl8E S36 SWNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
Pl!Rf.>:QSS Qf: !l:if: l!t:Bl!X! Qf USE: QUWID'. 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 3.014 CFS 
l:BB:l:!ia:l'.lOM iD IH1Allm CS!I.IDtl! 
TOlN Rl9B S06 NBSW 24,00 TOlN Rl9E S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOlN Rl9E S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlH Rl9E SO!i SESW 39.00 
TOlN Rl9E S06 SffSE a.so T01H IU9E S07 N'lfNB 31.00 
TOlN Rl91!! S07 S'HNE 38.00 TOlN Rl!IE SD7 SEN'E 15.00 
TOlN Rl9E S07 NRH1f 28.00 TOlN R19E S07 SBNW s.so 
TOlN IU!IE S07 NESE 35.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 NWSB 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below ere limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos,: l7-482H, l7-481C, 
37-48JC, J7-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS N'ECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT1 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions nscessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42wl412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Report~ Recommended Page 340 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF NATER RESOURCRS 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RlGRT NUMBER: 37-S77BT 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY BSTATeS LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OP OSB: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
2,200 CFS 
03/24/1883 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVBR 
T02N Rl8B $36 SWNW Within BLAINE county 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District canal. 
2!ml:!!2H Qf llH 2DIQl2 QE: mil: gmurr1:c:: 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 2.200 CPS 
IBBI!iAil!m io lltraU:iB Cizll.lltl! 
TOlN Rl9B 906 NB9W 24.00 T0:W RlH 806 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOlN Rl9B S06 Lot 7 SWSN 12.00 TOlN Rl9B 806 SBSW 39.00 
TOlN Rl9B 906 SWBE a.so TOlN Rl.9B 907 NWNB 31.00 
TOlN Rl9B 907 SWNB 38.00 TOlN Rl9B S07 SBNB 15.00 
TOlN Rl9B 907 NBNtf 28.00 TOlN Rl9B S07 SBNW s.so 
TOlN Rl9B S07 NBSB JS.DO TOlN Rl9E 907 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRBS TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos.: 37•482H, l7-481C, 
l7-483C, 37-S77BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHBR PROVISIONS NECBSSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(61, Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
SXHIBIT__,_A ____ _ 
2 o(l,5 
Basin 37 Part 3 Directer•• Report • Recommended Page 425 
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IDAHO DEPARTMBN'.r OP WATBR RESOURCBS 
RECOMMENDED WATBR RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-482H 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY .BSTATBS LLC 







PERIOD OP USE, 
PLACE OF DSB: 
KBTCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVBR 
J.012 CFS 
OB/01/1884 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N R18B 936 SWNW Within BLAINE county 
Water divertl!!d from Headgate #4S delivered through District Canal. 
fIZBEQH QI.! llSB Ei!UQI! Qf Ut&B CllaliIIII 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 3,012 CFS 
IBBI!:ml'.IQH 111 EILa.It!I !:Ql.111!.Y: 
TOlN Rl9B 606 NBSW 24.00 TOlN Rl9B 806 Lot 6 NNSW 33.00 
TOlN Rl9B S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN R1!!E S06 SESW 39,00 
TOlN Rl9B S06 SWSE a.so T01N R19E 907 NWNE 31,00 
TOlN R19E S07 SlfflB 38.00 TDlN Rl.!IB 907 SENE 15.00 
TOlN Rl9E 807 NENW 2B.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 SENW s.so 
TOlN RUB S07 NBSB JS.OD TOlN R19E 807 NWSB 20.00 
289 ACRBS TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos.: J7-4B2H, l7-481C, 
37-483C, J7~577BT, and 37,2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS HATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OP CLAIM - Decreed 
Ba•in 37 Part J Director's Report • Reco11111ended 




IDAHO DKPARTMENT OP WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE IAW 
02/2D/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-48JC 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES I.LC 







PERIOD OP USE: 
PL.ACE OP USE: 
KETCHUM IO 83340 
BIG llOOO RIVER 
15,086 CPS 
OB/01/1902 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N RlBE S36 SWW Within BI.AINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
~llBms:B OE YH Ef.:B.I!2D OE YSS OUANTJ:I.I: 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 15,086 CFS 
IBBlSi~'llON in DLe.Xtm Cs!Wlkll: 
TOlN Rl9B SD6 NBSW 24.00 TOlN Rl!IE S06 Loe 6 NWSW Jl.00 
TOlN R19E S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN Rl9E 606 SESW 3!1.00 
TOlN Ri9E S06 SWSB a.so TOlN Rl.!IE S07 NWNE Jl.00 
TOlN Rl!IE S07 SWNE Ja.oo TOlN Rl!IE S07 SENE 15.00 
TOlN R1!1B S07 NEID! :.ia.oo TOlN Rl!IE S07 SENlf s.so 
TOW Rl9E S07 NBSE JS.OD TOlN Rl9E S07 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to che irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. COlllbined Right Nos., l7-482H, J7-481C, 
l7-48JC, J7-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NSCESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF TliIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provieions neceseary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient aclministration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the court at a point in cime no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM · Decreed 
EXHIBrt--A.___ 
'loP-5 
Basin 37 Part l Director's Report - Re~cmmended Page 352 
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IDAHO DEPARfflENT OP WATBR RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED 'HATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-263D 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOOTH COUNTY BSTATES LLC 







PERIOD OP USE: 
PLACE OP USE, 






TOlN Rl!IE S6 mmwsw Within BLAINE County 
PURPQSB OP USE 
IRRIGATION 
lBBliml:lW in 
TOlN Rl!IE S06 
TOlN Rl!IE S06 
TOlN Rl!IE S06 
TOlN Rl9E S07 
TOlN Rl!IE S07 
TOlN Rl!IE S07 
BLAIHB !;;QlWt~ 
NESW 





P§BIOP Pf USE 
04/15 10/31 
24,00 TOlN R19E S06 
12.00 TOlN Rl9B S06 
a.so TOlN Rl!IB S07 
38,00 TOlN Rl9B S07 
28.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 
35.00 TOlN Rl!IE 607 











The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos.: J7-482H, 37-481C, 
J7-48JC, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHBR PROVUIIONS NECESSARY FOR DEPINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGltT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the court at a point in time no 
later than the entcy of a final Wlified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM • Ucense 
Baein 37 Part J Director's Report - Reco111111Snded 







Chi! Engineers &: land SuM)'n 
ffl. t-:-J•- ... 
~auo . .... ,. 






PENSCO TRUST FBO -
RICHARD D. FOSBURY 
IRAIJF01EC 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 1" - 400' 
NBB-05'01 "W 
53.82' 
BXHIBIT KAP OF A WATER BIOHI' TIWISPBR I.IOAL DESCRIPTJON FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO RICHARD D. FOSBURY IRA#FOlEC 
Wffll!N S B, T,lN., B.lH., B,H., ELAINB COUNTY, JDAHO --1'1~\!IMIII\IIIIJnr................ 1o/lO/IOOI 10IIIID Mt IIDT 
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PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005. recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 1 acre of real property identified on the legaJ description 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated September 18, 2008 to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO Richard 
D. Fosbury IRA#F0IEC and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water 
Rights described above. 
Dated: October .M,_, 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
~:~~ 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this l,Y day of oic~ , 2009, before me, 
~-J.I ,t: . .......,~~, a Notary Public in and for said Stale, personally 
appeared ~ c,,ih-µ~ , known or identified to me to be the 
//ic(S:F ~1.t:Je::-.,,v-r of~ OUNf AIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
~ecuted the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
F, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
st above written. 
30169-033 FOSBURY IRA 12 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY IRA#F01EC 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/B• PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07'22" W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINE S 13°56'01" W, 445.03 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24'28" W, 1528.61 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" W, 52.27 FEET; 
THENCE N 59°24'28" E, 1572.41 FEET; 
THENCE S 31°10'18" E, 28.10 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 










PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY 
IRAIJF01EC 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 111 - 400' 
N88"05'01 "W 
52.27' 
EXH1Brr HAP OF A WATER RIGHT TRANSFER LEG.AL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO RICHARD D. FOSBURY IRAfJFOlEC 
WITHIN S e, T.1N., R.19E., B.H., BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO 
R ·---l':\IDIICl'IIO,l\l""'9\f:alllllta\5111--wlw~~ 10/ID/JllOII 111:1~:tl NA tlD1' SHT...LOF_L 
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I-
RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
Af.,JD WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
. (Space Above nis Linc Far Recorder's llie} 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O Richard 
D. Fosbury, IRA#FOlEC whose address is P.O. Box 26903 San Francisco, CA, 94126-6903, all 
of their right, title and interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, 
County of Blaine described as: 
11289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-4828, 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources and more particularly described 
on Exhibit A 
DATED this 18th day of September, 2008 




On this 18th day of September, 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and 
for said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. OJ 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. ~ 
~--.... ¥,-, ,~~d &. L..f •~, --==~l'v~----------17;::::4~ \ =o d~~li~~½ 1:\1) 
: , ~ ___ * I My Commission expires ~I:: 'b,:Z,U,\ 
' .-,,.'"\e I -. 
•~" .'•--..-~ ♦OJ' ~.,,;,f.e OP \~~ .... ,.,i .,,, __ _.., 
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 30191-003 
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IDNlO DEPARTMENT OF WATBR RBSOORCES 
RBCOMM£Nl>ED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED tlNDBR STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-481C 
NAME AND ADDRESS, SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
JCBTCHUH ID 83340 
BIO WOOD RIVER 
J.014 CPS 
08/01/lBB'l 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N Rl8B S36 SHNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
E!lmEtl:il:i tll:'. lmE HBIQI:! Ql ~r. ml&ain:: 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 3.014 CFS 
IBBlGA'.l'.IQI! ;l.n Bt.allii CQ1,1ot:I! 
TDlN Rl9E SDG NESW 24.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 Lot 6 NWSW JJ.DO 
TOlN Rl9B 806 Lot 7 SffSW 12.00 TDlN Rl9B S06 SESW 39.00 
TDlN Rl9B 506 SWSE e.so TDlN Rl9B S07 lfWNE 31.00 
TDlN IU9E 507 SWNB JO.DD TDlN Rl9E S07 BENE 15.00 
TOlN RUB S07 N£Ntl 28.00 TOlN R19B Sf)7 Sl!NW 5.50 
TOlN R19E S07 NESE JS.OD TOlN Rl9E S07 NWSE 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos., 37-482H, J7-481C, 
37·48JC, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NBCESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42~1412{6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIJ\L: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
Basin 37 Part J Director's Report - Recommended Page 340 
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IDAHO DBPARTMBNT OP WATBR RESOURCES 
REC:OHMBNDBD WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDBR STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBBR: 37-577BT 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOOTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OP USB: 
PLACB OP USE: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
2,200 CPS 
0J/24/1883 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N RlSB SJ6 SWNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
E!lBEQH QF IZH EBBI2'1 Ql YH QIIANTil:I 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 2.200 CPS 
IBBI'3A:U:Qrf in DLliIWI C!:!Wllili!: 
TOlN RUB S06 NBSW 24.00 T0lN R19B S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
T0lN Rl9B S06 Lot 7 BWSW 12.00 TDlN Rl9B S06 SBSW 39.00 
T0lN Rl98 S06 SWSE 8.50 T0lN Rl9E S07 NWNE 31.00 
TOJ.N Rl9B SD7 SffNB JS.DO T0lN Rl9B S07 S!NE 15.00 
T0lN IU98 S07 NBNW 28.00 T0lli R198 S07 SBNW 5.50 
TDl.N R19B S07 HBSB 35.00 TDlN Rl9B S07 NWSB 20.00 
289 AC:RBS TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37·481C, 
37·483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately dete:i;mined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL, BASIS OP CLAIH - Decreed 





IDAHO DBPARTMBNT OP WATBR RESOURCES 
RBCCIMMENDED WATBR RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBBR: 37-4B2H 
MAME AND ADDRBSS: SOOTH COUNTY BSTATBS LLC 







PBRIOD OP OSB: 
PLACE OP DSB: 
JC!TCHOH ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVBR 
J.Ol.2 CPS 
OB/01/1884 
TRIBOTARY: HALAD RIVER 
T02N RlBB S36 SWNW Within BLAINB County 
water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District canal. 
a!Bl!!.!fiilii Q[ :lmlii PERrop Of use 001.N'l'lII 
IRRIGATlOH 04/l.S 10/31 3.012 CPS 
IBB:UJal:IQH i.D DI.Ailffi S::Q~Dtl:'. 
TOlN Rl9B S06 NBSW 24.00 TOlN R19B S06 Lot 6 NWSW 33.00 
TOl.N R19B S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 TOlN Rl9B S06 SESW 39.00 
TOlN R19B S06 SWSE 8.50 TOlN R19B S07 NWNB 31..0D 
TOlN R19B S07 SWNE 3B.00 TOlN Rl.9E S07 SBHB 15.00 
TOlN Rl.9B S07 NBNW 28.00 TOlN 1!.19B S07 SBNW 5.50 
TOlN Rl.9B S07 NBSE 35,00 TOlN Rl9B S07 NWSE 20.00 
2B9 ACRBS TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos.: 37-4B2H, J7-4B1C, 
37-483C, 3'7-57'7BT, and 37-263D, 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY POR DBPINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS HATBR RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately deterinined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412[6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATBRIAL; BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 





IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATBR RBSOORCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 3?-483C 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES I,I,C 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OF USE: 
KETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVBR 
is.oar; CFS 
OB/01/1902 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
T02N RlBE 636 SIINW Within BI.AINI! county 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
2UB£Qfifi !2E I!H EE.R[!2tl !21:: U&E W!YI;J;IX 
IRRIGATION 04/15 10/31 15 .086 CPS 
IB.IU:Glil'.,21:f in £!Lalim ~imtl! 
TOlN Rl9E $06 NESW 24.00 TOlN Rl9E S06 Let 6 NWSW 33 .oo 
TOlN Rl9E 606 I.ct 7 swsw 12.DD TDlN Rl9E 506 SESW 39.00 
TOlN R19E S06 SWSE a.so TDlN Rl9E SO? NWNE 31.00 
T01N Rl9E SO? SffNE 38.00 TDlN Rl9E S07 SENE lS.00 
T01N R19E 807 NBNW 28.0D T01N Rl9E 807 SENW 5.50 
TDlN Rl9£ S07 NESE JS.DO TOlN Rl9E 507 NWSE 20.00 
28!1 ACRBS TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation cf a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. COmbined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 
37-48JC, J7-577BT, and 37-2630, 
OTHBR PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF 'IilIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to wch general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in ti111e no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42~1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
BXPLANATORY HATERillt: BASIS OF CI.AIM - Decreed 
EXHIB£t_A __ 
4oP5 
Basin J7 Part 3 Director's Report - Recommended Page 3S2 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-2630 
NAME AND ADDRESS, SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LtC 







PERIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OP USE: 






TOlN Rl!IE S6 NWNWSW Within BLAINE County 
PURPOSE QF USE 
IRRIGATION 
IBBmaIJ:QH ill 
TOlN Rl9B S06 
TOlN Rl!IE S06 
TOlN Rl!IE S06 
TDlN R19E S07 
TOlN R19E S07 










PERiop Of USE 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 TOlN RlSIE S06 
la.OD TOlN Rl9E SD6 
a.so TOlN Rl9E 507 
JS.OD TOlN R19E 507 
28.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 
JS.OD TDlN Rl!IB S07 











The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37·481C, 
37-48JC, J7-S77BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATER RIGlfr: 
Thio partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the court at a point in tin,e no 
later them the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OP CLAIM - License 
EXHIBIT A. 
5oPS 





Cllf Engineers I: Lond Suneyars ......... ,-,11..a. ,.a. ..... er-....,••uo .,. .. ,,.. 






PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY 
IRA#f01EC 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 1" - 400' 
EXHJBff MAP OF A YATER IUGHl' TIWfSl'BR LEGAL DISCRIP'l'JON FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO RICHARD D. FOSBURY 1RA#F01EC 
wrrHIN S 11. UH., llllE., aw., SLAlNI COUNTY. JDAHO --l's~~ ..... -""'~ ID/10/Dll 1111,aa M NDI' SHT_l_OF-1-
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LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
MEMORANDUM 
Date: 06/3/16 
File No.: 11469-002 
To: Idaho Department of Water Resources, Southern Region 
From: Jennifer Cherry, Assistant to James R. Laski 
Re: Notice of Change of Ownership 
Comment: 
Enclosed are: 
675 SUH VALLEY ROAD, SlfTE A 
PoST OFFICE Box 3310 





JUN 1 5 2016 
DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES 
SOUTHERN REGION 
• Notice of Change of Water Right for Pensco Trust Company Custodian F.B.O 
Richard D. Fosbury, IRA# F01 EC 
• Deeds and Releases Relating to the water rights 
• Our firms check in the amount of $500.00, representing $100.00 for each split 
requested 
Thank you in advance for your assistance and please feel free to contact Jim Laski 






Fonn 42-24&'42-1409(6) Rev. 1115 
STA TE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECEIVED 
JUN 2 ~ 2016 
DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership SOUTHERNREotoN 
I. List the numbers of all water rights and/or adjudication claim records to be changed. If you only acquired a portion of the water right 
or adjudication claim, check "Yes" in the "Split?" column. If the water right is leased to the Water Supply Bank, check ''Yes". If you 
are not sure if the water right is leased to the Water Supply Bank, see #6 of the instructions. 
Water Right/Claim No, Split? 
Lensed to Water 
Water Right/Claim No. Spilt? Lensed to Water Supply Bnnk? SunnlY Bank? 
37-481C Yes l&I Yes 0 
37-482H Yes lgJ Yes D 
37~483C Yes l&I Yes D 
37-577BT Yes~ Yes □ 
37-2630 Yes I&! Yes 0 
2. Previous Owner's Name: South County Estates, LLC 
Name of current water right holderfclaimant 
3. New Owner(s)/Claimant(s): Big Stick LLC c/o: Richard Fosbury 








4. If the water rights and1or adjudication claims were split, how did the division occur? 
Yes 0 Yes D 
Yes □ Yes D 
Yes D Yes 0 
Yes □ Yes 0 
Yes 0 Yes □ 
Name connector D and D or D and/or 
ID 83340 --------
St ate ZIP 
l&I The water rights or claims were divided as specifically identified in a deed, contract, or other conveyance document. 
D The water rights or claims were divided proportionately based on the portion of their place(s) of use acquired by the new owner. 
5. Dale you acquired the water rights and/or claims listed above: _2_0_0_7-_2_0_0_8 ___________ . 
6. If the water right is leased to the Waler Supply Bank changing ownership of a water right will reassign to the new owner any Water 
Supply Bank leases associated with the water right. Payment of revenue generated from any rental of a leased water right requires a 
completed IRS Form W-9 for payment to be issued to an owner. A new owner for a water right under lease shall supply a W-9. Water 
rights with multiple owners must specify a designated lessor, using a completed lL'>SOrJlesignation form. Beginning in the calendar 
year following an acknowledged change in water right ownership, compensation for any rental will go to the new owner(s). 
7. This form must be signed and submitted with the following REQUIRED items: 
181 A copy of the conveyance document - warranty deed, quitclaim deed, court decree, contract of sale, etc. The conveyance 
document must include a legal description of the property or description of the water right(s) ifno land is conveyed. 
l8l Plat map, survey map or aerial photograph which clearly shows the place of use and point of diversion for each water right 
and/or claim listed above (if necessary to clarify division of water rights or complex property descriptions). 
l&I Filing fee (see instructions for further explanation): 
o $25 per 1111divided water right. 
o $100 per split water right. 
o No fee is required for pending adjudication claims. 
D If water right(s arc leased to the Water Su ly Bank AND there are multiple owners, a Lessor Designation form is required. 
D If water righ s) to c Water p ly k, the individual owner or designated lessor must complete, sign and submit an 




Signature of new owner/claimant Title, irapplicable Date 
Far IDWR Office Use Only: 1 l ..,k::, 6i 
Receiptcdby ~-·.__ Date~:::«':f..,~O(y, ReceiptNo. Sp355t{f, RcceiptAmt Ht< co-
Active in the Water Supply Bank? Yes D No D If yes, forward to the State Office for processing W-9 received? Yes D No D 




PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage .. ). hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 2.8 acres of real property identified on the legal 
description attached hereto as Exhibit "A" anp incorporated herein by this reference which are 
the subject of a quitclaim deed dated December 7, 2007 to BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights 
described above. 
Dated: October / 4. 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
By:~,~ 
its: c=.. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this / Y day of O c.:ro ~ , 2009, before me, 
~~ a Notary Public In and for said State, personally 
~ , known or identified to me to be the 
l(Lcd: ~/4ie-2i:ofouNTAIN WEST BANK. the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this · te first above written. 
~~· Notary Public for 
Residing Bl ~.4. 
My commission expires 9-.,...,..-/ 0 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
30169.033 Big Stick 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
BIG STICK, LLC 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates1 LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E. B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 518" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1116 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07'22" W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINE S 16°36'50" W, 425.66 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24'28" W, 1572.41 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" W, 119.02 FEET: 
THENCE N 30°35'32" W, 10.89 FEET; 
THENCE N 59°24'28" E, 1672.02 FEET; 
THENCE S 31°10'18" E, 74.85 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 2.8 ACRES, MORE OR LESS. 





SOUTI-f COUNTY ESTAlES 







BIG STICK, LLC 
2.8 ACRES 





EXHIBIT IIAP OP A TATIR RIGHl' TRANSFER LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
BIG STICl(, LLC 
WITHIN S Cl, T,1N., B.111., B.11., BlJJNB COUNTY, IDAHO 
P:~..,...~..,._............. ID/I0/2IIIII 11111.11» NA WT SBT_L.OF...L 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
ANQ WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, Pl.LC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
Instrument# 554098 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
200M2-14 03:48:17 No, of P~ages: 1 
Recorded for: AMERmTLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE fee: 3.00 
Ex-Officio Recorder peputy, ___ __,~--
1nc1t1 bl. wrYl0CICORP DEED 
(Space Above 1bis Linc For Recorder's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged. South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company whose address is P.O. Box 2127, Ketchum, ID 83340, all of their right, title and 
interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine described 
as: 
2.8 inches of Water Right 3748l(c) as identified on the records of 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
DATED this....:]_ day of December, 2007. 




County of Blaine. ) 
On this ~~y of December, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in 
and for said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me 
upon satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the 
person who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he 
executed the same on behalf of said limited liabili compan("\ /J 
WITNESS my band and official seal. l'MI { 
'\,,-,~~--1--------------
tary Public filttldaho -,() 
esiding at Jf;leJ,"=" ~ ':l::::V 
My Commission expires __ gJLl..t'!,J,,J\'""1"'"'""'~----
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 33 IO 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(Space Above This Line For Recorder's Use:) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, whose address is P.O. Box 2127, Ketchum, ID 83340, all of their right, title and 
interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine described 
as: 
2.8/289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-
483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources and more particularly 
described on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 7th day of December, 2007 
COUNTY ESTATES, LLC 
U------




On this 7th day of December, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and 
for said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal . ........... ,. 
111 ~D 11'1,: ,.,, ' . , ... ~. l. ,, ... 
4!>,fi ,r -••• -1 '\ 
l' ••~~ 
• •,.""' I E* ·.,.. .. , i 
: .... "'. I • . ,...._: 
i ~ ' I ll'r I 
I .,;Ii . -- · • ~ tf I 
,: ., l •~~. ,,,••• II>~ 
~~ ".ft .•...• \~o ,.,• 
~,,, OF ll> ~ ,,, .. ,., ........... .. 
QUITCLAIM DEED - I 
R iding at hlAW} N Publi,J¥ior~ 
My Commis~piresl1,17P t\ 
30119-0113 
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IDAHD DBPARTMBNT OP WATBR RBSOURCBS 
RBC<HIDIDID NATER RIGHTS ACQUIRBD UllDBR STATB LAN 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: J7-4B1C 
NJ\MB ARD ADDRESS: SOVTH a:lllN'l'Y ES'l'ATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USB, 
PLACE: OP USE: 
KETCHtlM ID B3340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
3.0H CPS 
08/01/1112 
T02N RlBB 83& S1ilPf Within BLAIRB COunty 
TRIBU'l'ARY: MAlJ\D RIVER 
Water diverted fraa Headgate Its delivend through District Canal. 
PIIRP01S QF PSS 
IRRIGATION 
PIBXAP Pf' YSS 
04/15 10/31 
IRRlQJ\TIQN in BJei\JD County 
TDlN R19E SO& NBSW 24.DO 




TOUI R19B 80& 
TOlH R19B 807 
TOJ.N R19B 807 





289 ACRES TOTAL 
TOlN R19E S06 Lot 
TOlN Rl9E S06 
TOlN Rl9E SO? 
T01N Rl9E 907 
T01H R19B SD7 
TOlN Rl9E S07 
PUNf'l'ID 
3.014 CPS 






The right• Hated below are limited to the irrig11,tion of a cambined t.otaJ. of 289 
acres la a single irrigation season. Combined Right Noa., J7-482H1 37-481C, 
J7-48JC, 37-5778'1', llJld l?-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECESSAllY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRJ\TION OP THIS WATBR RIGHT1 
Thia partial decree is subject to aucll general provilliona necesaary for 
the deflnitian af the rights or for the efficient adlllinistration of the water 
rights aa aay :ba ultimately dete~d by the COurt at a point in time DD 
later tban the entry of a final unified decree. Sactlon 42-1412(&), IdaJlo 
Code, 
EXPLANA'l'ORY MATER.IAL: BASIS or c::t.AIM - IJec:i:eed 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director•• Report - RecomMllded Page 340 
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RIGHT NUMBBR: 
IDAHO OBPARTMlfflT OF WATBR RESOORCBS 
RECONMBND!D NATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
37-S77ST 
02/20/2007 
NAME AND ADORBSS: SOUTH COUNTY BSTATBS Ll,C 







PERIOD OP DSB: 
PLACE OP USB: 
!l:BTCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
2.20D CFS 
03/24/18B3 
T02N RlBB S36 SNNW Within BLAINE County 
TRIB'CJTAR.Y: MALAD RlVBR 
Water diverted from Headgate 145 delivered through District canal. 
PQRPOSB Of USE 
IRRIGATION 




IRRIGATION in BLAINE County 
TOlN RUB SOS NBSW 24. 00 
TOlN RUE 806 Lot 7 SWSW 
TOlN R19E S06 SWSE 
TOlN Rl9B S07 SWNE 





TOlN R19B S06 Lot 6 NWSW 
TOlN R19E S06 
TOlN Rl9B S07 
TOlN R19B S07 
TOlN R19E S07 













The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 21!1 
acres in a single irrigation season. caiwined Right Nos.: 37-4829, J7-4BlC, 
37-4B3C, 37-S778T, and 37-263D. 
OTHBR PROVISIONS NECBSSARY FOR DBPINlTION OR AIIHINISTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is B\l.bject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
BXPLANATORY MATBRIAL: BASIS OP CLAIM - D~creed 
EXHIBIT.__._A __ 
2 o(J,6 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director•• Report - Reconneaded Page 425 
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IDAHO DBPAATHENT OP WATER RESOtJRCBS 
RRCOMMENDBD WATBR RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37•482H 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOOTH COUNTr BSTATES LLC 







PERIOD OF USB: 
PLACE OP USB: 
KETCfftJM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVBR 
3.012 CPS 
08/01/1884 
TRIBUTARY: MALl\tl RIVER 
T02N R18B S36 SWfflf Within BLAINE county 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
l!llBE!lH Qt 29 m1mi oi mn; otOOm::C: 
IRRIGATION D4/15 10/31 3,012 CFS 
J:BBI~&:tlQtl !D iliaJ WI !;;m&D!.JC 
TOlN RUB S06 NBSW 24.00 TOlN RUE S0G Lot 6 fflfSW 33.00 
T01N R19B S06 Lot 7 swsw 12.00 T01N R19B S06 SESW 39.00 
T01N R19E S06 SWSB a.so TD1N R19B S07 1Ml2 31.00 
TDlN R19B S07 SWNE 38,00 TOlN R1'B S07 SBNB 1s.00 
TOlN R19B 807 NBNW 28.00 TOlN R19B 907 SENW s.so 
TOlN RUB S07 NBSB JS.OD TOlN R19B 907 HWSB 20.00 
289 ACRBS TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a cOllbined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37•4B1C, 
37-48JC, l7•S77BT, and 37-263D. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NBCBSSARY P0R DBPlNITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF fflIS WATBR RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adiainistration of the water 
rights as 111ay be ultimately determined by the court at a point in time no 
later than the ent:r;y of a final unified decree, Section 42-141216), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATBRIAL: BASIS OP CLAIM • Decreed 
Basin 37 Part l Director• a Report • ReCOffl18nded Page 347 
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IDAHO DBPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED tlND£R STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-483C 
NAME .AND ADDRBSS: SOUTK COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OP USE : 
PUI.CE OP USE: 
XETCRUM m 83340 
BIG MOOD RIVER 
1s.oe, cFs 
08/01/1902 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RIVER 
TO:zff Rl8E S36 SWffil Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted fr0111 Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
PQRPQSB Pf USE 
IRJUOATIOH 
tRR!QATIQN in BLADfl Cgunty 
TOJ.N Rl9E S06 NBSW 
T0lN Rl9E S06 Lot 7 SWSW 
TOJ.N Rl.98 506 SWSE 
TOlN RUE S07 S1fflE 
TDlN Rl!IB 807 NBNW 
TOlN Rl9E S07 NESB 
EBBXQ.D Qi'. Wlfi 
04/15 10/31 
24,0D TOlN Rl!IB S06 
12.00 TDlN Rl9B S06 
a.so TOlN R19B 807 
38.00 TOlN RUE 807 
28.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 
JS.DO TOlN Rl!>E S07 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
IJ.UANTIIX 
15.0B6 CFS 






The righta Listed below are limited ta the irrigation af a eolllbined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation aeasan. COmbined Right Naa.: 37-482H, 37•481C, 
37•483C, l7·577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS N'ECBSSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATBR RIGHT, 
·Thia partial dec!ree ia subject ta such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adldaiatratian of the water 
rights as may be ultiaiately determined by the Court at a point in ti- no 
later than the entry af a final unified decree, Section 42~1412161, Idaho 
Code, 
EXPLANA'l'ORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
SOIBJT_A __ 
4o(!5 
Basin 31 Part 3 Director•, Report• Reconnended P~ 352 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OP lf1>.TER RESOURCES 
RECONMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRBO UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37•2630 
NAME ANll J\DDRESS: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERlOD OP USB; 
PLACE OF USE: 
KETCHtJM ID 83340 
GROUND WAT&R 




TOlN R19E S6 Nt/NWSW Within Bt.AINE County 
PURPOSJ! QF USE 
IRRIGATION 
lBBl!JAtIQH iD l!La:Dm ~!i!Yllli:k'. 
TOlN RUB S06 NESW 
TOlN Rl!IE S06 Lot 7 swsw 
TOlN Rl!IE 606 SWSB 
TOlN Rl!IB S07 SWNE 
TOlN RUB 607 NENW 
TOlN Rl!IB S07 NBSE 
PERton Qf USE 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 TOlN Rl9B S06 Lot 
12.00 TOlN Rl!IB SO& 
a.so TOlN Rl!IE S07 
38.00 TOlN Rl!IB S07 
28.00 TOlN R19B S07 
35.00 TOlN Rl!IE 807 










The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a aombined total of 28!1 
acres in a single irrigation season. Ccmbined Right Nos.: l7•482H, 37·481C, 
37•483C, 37-S77BT, and 37-2630. 
O"l1fER PROVISIONS NECESSARY POR DEFINITION OR ADHlNlSTRATION OP THIS WATER RIGHT: 
Thie partial decree is sllbject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final Wlified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM • License 
EXHIBIT ____ A __ 
5cG5 
Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Report - Recommended Page 854 
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LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
MEMORANDUM 
Date: 06/3/16 
File No.: 11469-002 
To: Idaho Department of Water Resources, Southern Region 
From: Jennifer Cherry, Assistant to James R. Laski 
Re: Notice of Change of Ownership 
Comment: 
Enclosed are: 
• Notice of Change of Water Right for Big Stick, LLC 
• Deeds and Releases Relating to the water rights 
RECEIVED 
JUN 2 ~ 2016 
DEPT OF WATER RESOURCEf: 
SOUTHERN REGION 
675 SUN VALLEY ROAD, SUITE A 
POST OFFICE Box 3310 




• Our firms check in the amount of $500.00, representing $100.00 for each split 
requested 
Thank you in advance for your assistance and please feel free to contact Jim Laski 






Fonn 42-24&'42-1409(6) Rev. l/15 
STA TE OF IDAHO 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
RECEIVED 
JUN 2 \ 2016 
DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership SOUTHEANREorol'J 
I. List the numbers of all water rights and/or adjudication claim records to be changed. If you only acquired a portion of the water right 
or adjudication claim, check 'Tes" in the "Split?" column. If the water right is leased to the Water Supply Bank, check "Yes''. If you 
are not sure if the water right is leased to the Water Supply Bank, sec #6 of the instructions. 
Wnter Right/Claim No. Split? 
Ll?llsed to Wnter 
W1tter Right/Claim No. Spilt? Lensed to Water Supply Bank? Supply Bank? 
37-481C Yes lgj Yes □ 
37-482H Yes l2SI Yes D 
37~483C Yes l2SI Yes D 
37-577BT Yes l2S) Yes D 
37-2630 Yes lgj Yes 0 
2. Previous Owner's Name: South County Estates, LLC 
Name of current water right hoklcriclaimant 
3. New Owner(s)/Claimant(s): Big Stick LLC c/o: Richard Fosbury 








4. If the water rights and!or adjudication claims were split, how did the division occur? 
Yes □ Yes 0 
Yes D Yes D 
Yes D Yes 0 
Yes 0 Yes 0 
Yes 0 Yes 0 
Name connector O and D or O and/or 
ID 83340 ---------St ate ZIP 
I&) The water rights or claims were divided as specifically identified in a deed, contract, or other conveyance document. 
D The waler rights or claims were divided proportionately based on the portion of their place(s) of use acquired by the new owner. 
5. Date you acquired the water rights and/or claims listed above: _2_0_0_7_-2_0_0_8 ___________ . 
6. If the water right is leased to the Water Supply Bank changing ownership of a water right will reassign to the new owner any Water 
Supply Bank leases associated with the water right. Payment of revenue generated from any rental of a leased water right requires a 
completed IRS Form W-9 for payment to be issued to an owner. A new owner for a water right under lease shall supply a W-9. Water 
rights with multiple owners must specify a designated lessor, using a completed Le~Oesignation form. Beginning in the calendar 
year following an acknowledged change in water right ownership, compensation for any rental will go to the new owner(s). 
7. This form must be signed and submitted with the following REQUIRED items: 
181 A copy of the conveyance document - warranty deed, quitclaim deed, court decree, contract of sale, etc. The conveyance 
document must include a legal description of the property or description of the water right(s) ifno land is conveyed. 
l8j Plat map, survey map or aerial photograph which clearly shows the place of use and point of diversion for each water right 
and/or claim listed above (if necessary to clarify division of water rights or complex property descriptions). 
l2SI Filing fee (see instructions for further explanation): 
o $25 per 1111dfrided water right. 
o $100 per split water right. 
o No fee is required for pending adjudication claims. 
0 If water right(s are leased to the Water Su ly Bank AND there are multiple owners, a Lessor Designation form is required. 
D If water righ (s) to e Water p ly B k, the individual owner or designated lessor must complete, sign and submit an 
IRS Fonn -9, 
8. Signature: 
Title; if applicable 
Signature: 
Signature of new owner/claimant Title, if applicable Date 
For IDWR Office Use Only: 
Receipted by . ~ Datef.,~atJ..-a.o((p ReceiptNo. SQ3S5~S___ Receipt Arnt. cf/5-m-
Active in the Water Supply Bank? Yes O No 0 lfyes, forward to the State Office for processing W-9 received? Yes D No 0 
Name on W-9 ___________ _ Approved by____ Processed by____ Date _______ _ 
SUPPORT DATA 
?-. 7-U ~It 
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PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that cenain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 2.8 acres of real property identified on the legal 
description attached hereto as Exhibit "A" anp incorporated herein by this reference which are 
the subject of a quitclaim deed dated December 7, 2007 to BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights 
described above. 
Dated: October 14, 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
By:~,~ 
Its: c=.. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
of O c..ro~ 2009, before me, 
a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
appeared . . . • known or identified to me to be the 
t//;::& ~/t0e-.P'7 of OUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this · te first above written. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
Notary Public for 
Residing at d?tTV.di/)r::e ~~ 
My commission expires 9-it"f:-/ 0 
30169-033 Bl& Stitk 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
BIG STICK, LLC 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates1 LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LANO LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07122• W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 16°36150" W, 425.66 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24128" W, 1572.41 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" w, 119.02 FEET; 
THENCE N 30"35'32" W, 10.89 FEET; 
THENCE N 59°24'28" E, 1672.02 FEET; 
THENCE S 31°10'18" E, 74.85 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 2.8 ACRES, MORE OR LESS. 





,. __  
sourn COUNTY ESTATES 
GANETT-
VICINITY~ 











EXHIBIT II.AP OP A YATER mam TRANSFER LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
BIG STICJ(, I.LC 
WlTHIN S a, T.lN,, B.111E., B.11., BLA1NB COUNTY, JD.AHO 
l'l~\IIM~....,..,,_...,..... 1D/IOl2DIII iai,au 1M IIDT 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AN~ WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PILC 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
Instrument# 554098 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IOAHO 
2001;12.14 03:48:17 No. of Pagftes: 1 
Recorded for : AMERITITLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE fee: 3.00 
Ex-0fflclo Recorder peputy-----,~--
1nc1e1t1t. wrYIOCICORPDEED 
(Space Above 1bis Linc For Reconler's Use} 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged. South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company whose address is P.O. Box 2127, Ketchum, ID 83340, all of their right. title and 
interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine described 
as: 
2.8 inches of Water Right 37-48l(c) as identified on the records of 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
DATED this J_.. day of December, 2007. 




County of Blaine. ) 
On this :J~y of December, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in 
and for said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me 
upon satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the 
person who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he 
executed the same on behalf of said limited Iiabili compan(\ // 
WITNESS my band and official seal l'M/{ 
~~~-l--------------
tary Public ~Idaho ,_,("\ 
esiding at ]f>kJ,65 ~ ':l:::l/ 
My Commission expires __ <{......,.l';~\.,...V, ....\-"1:\----
QUITCLAIM DEED - 1 301111MJ03 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
LAWSON & LASKI, PLLC 
Post Office Box 33 IO 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
(Space Above This Line For Recorder's Use) 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, South 
County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, whose address is P.O. Box 2127, Ketchum, ID 83340, all of their right, title and 
interest which they have, if any, in the property in the State of Idaho, County of Blaine described 
as: 
2.8/289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-
483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources and more particularly 
described on Exhibit A. 
DATED this 7th day of December, 2007 
COUNTY ESTATES, LLC 
LL------




On this 7th day of December, 2007, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and 
for said county and state, personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or proved to me upon 
satisfactory evidence to be the managing member of South County Estates, LLC, and the person 
who subscribed his name to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same on behalf of said limited liability company. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
1 ........... ,
.,,, "0 :,,. 
t#'' . '•· .> ·~ I. ,,.41 
,4/l ,, . ·-. "f_ "" 
11"' '• ~" , ....... " 
•J(- ', \ ·1 = r' • = ....... : • 
• t..t..l i ' ,,.., 
'Iv~ ·- .... - I' I '-~., .... ••• I 
~~ le •··· ... • ~o •" 
~,,, OF ll>~~ ,,,•" ,.,, .......... ~ 
QUITCLAIM DEED - I 
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RIGHT NUMBER: 
ID.!\HO DEPARnmtn' OP WATBR RESOURCES 
RECOMMENI>ED WATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
37-4B1C 
02/20/2007 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOOTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOI) OF USE: 
PLACE OP USE: 
:kETCHUM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
3.014 CPS 
OB/01/1882 
T02N RlBE S36 SHNlf With:tn Bl.JUNE County 
TRIBll'l'ARY: MALAD R:t\lER 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
PURPOSE OF USE 
IRRIGATION 
PEI\IQD Pf USE 
04/15 10/31 
JRRJGATIQN in BLAINE County 
TDlN Rl.9E S06 NBSW 24.00 




TDlN Rl9E S06 
T01N R19£ S07 
TOlN Rl9B S07 





289 ACRES TOTAL 
TOlN R19E S06 
TD1N Rl!IE S06 
T01N Rl9E S07 
TD1N R19E S07 
TOlN Rl.!IE S07 










The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a c0111bined total of 289 
acres :tn a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos., 3'1-482H, 37-481C, 
37-483C, 37-577.B"l', imd 37•2630. 
OTHBR PROVJ:SIONS N2C£SSARY FOR DEFINITION OR ADMINISTRATION OP 'l'HlS WATER RIGln': 
Thia putial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adalinistration of Che water 
rights as lllllY be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later tban the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-141216), Ida.ho 
Ccxle. 
EXPLP.NATDRY MATERIAL: BASIS OF Ct.AIM - Decreed 
Ballin 37 Part 3 Director• ■ Report - Recommended Page 340 
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IDAHO DBPARTM!NT OF WATBR RESOORCBS 
RBCOMMBNDED tlATER RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAW 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NOMBBR: 37-S77ST 
NAMB AND ADDRBSS: SOunf COUNTY BSTATBS LLC 







PBRIOO OP tJSB: 
PLACE OF USB: 
.11:BTCHtJM ID 8334 o 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
2.200 CFS 
Ol/24/1883 
TRIBUTARY: MALAD RI VER 
T02N Rl8B S36 SHNW Within BLAINE County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District canal. 
PQR.POSg Of USE 
IRRIGATION 
IRRIGATION in BLAINE Cpunty 
TOlN Rl9B S06 NESW 
TOlN RUB S06 Lot 7 swsw 
TOlN R19B S06 SWSE 
TOlN R.19B S07 SNNE 
TOlN RUB S07 NBNW 
TOlN R19B S07 NBSB 
PERIQP OP USB 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 TOlN R19B SOS 
12,00 TOlN R19B S06 
a.so TOlN RUE S07 
38.00 TOlN Rl9B 807 
28.00 TOlN R19E S07 
JS.OD TOlff Rl9E 507 










The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right NOB.: 37-482H, J7-481C, 
37-48JC, J7-S77BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHBR PROVISIONS NBCBSSARY FOR DEFINITION OR AIIHIHISTAATION OF THIS WATER RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree. section 42-1412(61, Idahc 
Code. 
BXPLJINATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OP CLAIM - ~creed 
auin 37 Part 3 Directer• ■ Report• Recommended Page 425 
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IDAHO DBPAR'J'MENT OP WATER RESOtJRCBS 
RBCOMMENIJBD WATBR RIGHTS ACQUIRED UNDER STATE LAlf 
02/20/2007 
RIGHT NUMBER: 37-4B2H 
NAME AND ADDRESS: SOOTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC 







PBRIOD OF USE: 
PLACE OP USB: 
IC£TCHVM ID 83340 
BIG WOOD RIVBR 
3.012 CPS 
08/01/1814 
TRIBDTARY: 1'11\LAD RIVER 
T02N RlBB 836 SWNW Within BLAINB County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal, 
~DBf?QH QI!: Sl5 l!B.B,lQQ Of: llS& OUANTI3:I 
IRRIGATION D4/15 10/31 3.012 CFS 
lBBl~A:tlQI 1n §LalHB ~mmtx 
TDlN R19B S06 NBSlf 24.DD TOlN R19E SD6 Lot 6 fflfSW 33.0D 
TDlN R19B SD6 Lot 7 SlfSff 12.00 TOlN Rl9B SD6 SBSW 39.00 
T01N Rl9E S06 SWSB 8.50 TOlN Rl9B S07 NlfNB 31.00 
TOlN Rl9B S07 SWNE 38.0D TOlN Rl9B S07 SBNE 15,00 
TOlN RUB 807 NENW 28.00 TOlN Rl9B S07 SENN s.so 
TOlN Rl!IB S07 NBSB 35.00 TOlN RUB S07 HWSB 20.00 
289 ACRES TOTAL 
The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a cOllbined total of 289 
acres in a single irrigation season. Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-4B1C, 
37-483C, 37•577BT, and 37-2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NBCBSSARY P0R DEFINITION OR Al>HINISTRATION' OF TRIS KATBR RIGHT: 
This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient adrainiatration of the water 
rights as 111ay be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in tille no 
later than the entry of a final unified decree, section 42-1412(6), Idaho 
Code. 
EXPLANATORY MATSRIJIL: BASIS OP CLAIM • Decreed 
Basin 37 Put 3 Director• a Report • Recom.nded Page 347 
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RIGHT NUMBER: 
IDAHO DBPARTMENT OF WATER RESOIJRCBS 
RECOMMENDED WATER RIGHTS ACQIJIRED tJNDER STATE LAN 
37-483C 
02/20/2007 
NAME AND AI>DRBSS: SOUTH COO!fTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OP USE: 
Pl.ACE OP USE: 
XETCHUM :m 83340 
BIil HOOD RIVER 
15.08&: CFS 
08/01/1!102 
TRIBUTARY: KIILNJ RIVER 
T02N RlBB S36 SliNW Within Bt.AINB County 
Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District canal. 
PQRPOSB OF usg 
IRRIGATION 
IRRXQATIQN in BLAINE County 
TOlN Rl!IE S06 N2SW 
TOlN R19£ S06 Lot 7 SWSW 
TOlN R19B S06 SWSE 
TOlN RUE S07 SWNE 
TOlN Rl!IB 507 NBNW 
TOlN R19E S07 NESB 
EBB.XQl.l QE UIS 
04/1S 10/31 
24.00 TOlN Rl.9B 806 
12.00 TOlN R19B SOG 
a.so TOlN Rl!IB S07 
38.00 TOlN Rl9E S07 
28,00 TOlN Rl!IE S07 
35.00 TOlN Rl!IE S07 
28!1 ACRES TOTAL 
OW\tll'ITJ 
1S.086 CFS 






The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a c:0111bined total of 28!1 
acres in a single irrigation season. COmhined Right Noa,: 37-482H, 37•481C, 
37•483C, l7-S77BT, and 37•2630. 
OTHER PROVISIONS NECBSSARY FOR DEFilflTION OR ADMINISTRATION OF THIS WATBR RIGRT1 
·'l'hJ.a partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for 
the definition of the rights or for the efficient administration of the water 
rights as may he ultimately determined by the Court at a point in time no 
later thlln the entry of a final unified decreti. Section 42~14121,1, Idaho 
eode. 
EXPLANATOILY MATERIAL: PASIS OF CLAIM - Decreed 
EXHIBrr._A __ 
4,P5 
Basin 3? Part 3 Director's Report• Rei:onnended Page 352 
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RIGHT NUMEIER: 
IDAHO DBPARTMBNT OP WATER RBSOURCBS 
RBCXlMMUDID 11ATBR RIGHTS ACQO'IRBD UNDBR STATE LAN 
02./30/200'1 
NAMB AND ADDRF:SS: SOUTH COUUTY ESTATES LLC 







PERIOD OP' USS: 
PLACE: OF USE, 






TOlN Rl9B s, lftfRWSlf Within au.rm: Count:y 
PURPOSJ! PF U§B 
IRRIGATION 
IBBIGATrON 111 DLalD ~QYD!;i,: 
TOlK R19£ SOS NESW 
• TOlN Rl!II SOf Lat: '1 SWSH 
TOlN R19B SO& SWSB 
TOUf Rl9B S07 Slllfll 
TOUf R19B SO? NENW 
TOlK Rl9B 807 HESS 
UBJQP OP U§I 
04/15 10/31 
24.00 TDlN Rl!JE SD6 Lot 
12.00 TOlN Rl9B SOfi 
a.so 'l'Ollf R19B SD7 
38.00 TOlH Rl!JB S07 
28.00 TOlll Rl!JE S07 
35.00 '1'011f Rl9B S07 










The right■ liatecl below are limited to the irrigaticn of a combined total of 289 
acres in a ai.agle irrigation season, Combined Right Kos.: l7•412H, 37•481C, 
l7•483C, 37-577BT, and 37•2630. 
OTHn PROVISIONS NECESSUY POR DBPINITION OR AOMINISTRATIOK OP THIS WATSR RIGHT: 
This partial decree la subject 1:0 suah general provisions necea .. ry for 
the definition of the right.a or for the efficient adini.nlatrat:icm of the water 
right■ u -y be ultimately determined by the Court at a point. in ti- no 
later than the-~ of a final unified dear••• Section 42-1412(&), Idaho 
COde. 
EXPLANATORY MATERIAL: BASIS OF CLAIM • License 
EXHIBIT ____ A __ 
6aP5 
Basin 37 Part 3 Direi;tor•a Report• Recommended Page 854 
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LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
MEMORANDUM 
Date: 06/3/16 
File No.: 11469-002 
To: Idaho Department of Water Resources, Southern Region 
From: Jennifer Cherry, Assistant to James R. Laski 
Re: Notice of Change of Ownership 
Comment: 
Enclosed are: 
• Notice of Change of Water Right for Big Stick, LLC 
• Deeds and Releases Relating to the water rights 
RECEIVED 
JUN 2 4 2016 
DEPT OF WATER RESOURCE~ 
SOUTHERN REGIO,.J 
675 SUN VALLEY ROAD, SUITE A 
POST Ornce Box 3310 




• Our firms check in the amount of $500.00, representing $100.00 for each split 
requested 
Thank you in advance for your assistance and please feel free to contact Jim Laski 







From: Baxter, Garrick 
Sent: 
To: 
Tuesday, September 06, 2016 5:24 PM 
Jim Laski 
Cc: Jones, Doug 
Subiect: Notice of Change of Ownership Forms for Water Right Nos. 37-481C. 37-482H, 37-483C, 
37-5TTBT, and 37-2630 
Jim, 
The Idaho Department of Water Resources ("Department'') is in receipt of several Notice of Change of Ownersh;p forms 
which you filed with the Department related to water right nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
Your cover letter accompanying the forms makes clear you are aware of the ownership dispute between First Security 
Corporation and Belle Ranch, LLC. ("Belle Ranch"), related to these water rights. As reflected in the Department's files 
related to these water rights, Belle Ranch claims ownership of these water rights. To the best of the Department's 
knowledge, the ownership of these water rights continues to be contested. The Department does not have the legal 
authority to determine ownership of a water right when a dispute arises. Disputes over title to real property can only be 
resolved by a quiet title actlon brought before a district court. Idaho Code § 6-401; see also Rural Kootenai 
Organization, Inc. v. Board of Com'rs, 133 Idaho 833, 842, 993 P.2d 596, 605 (1999)(Kootenai County Board of 
Commissioners lacks jurisdiction to determine who owns title to submerged lands.); see also Bonner Bldg. Supply, Inc. v. 
Standard Forest Products, Inc., 106 Idaho 682, 685, 682 P .2d 635, 638 (Ct. App. 1984)(A district court has jurisdiction in 
action to quiet title.). IDWR only maintains water right ownership records pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-248. 
Accordingly, I have recommended to the Department that it update its files to include the Notice of Change of 
Ownership forms and letters you submitted. I have also recommended that the Department continue to have its 
database refer anyone searching for ownership information related to these water rights to "see file." This will ensure 
that anyone searching for ownership information can review the information that has been submitted to the 
Department. Should the ownership issue be resolved by a district court, please forward documentation to the 




Deputy Attomey General 
Idaho Department of Water Resources 
322 East Front Street 
PO Box83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0098 
garrick.baxter@idwr.idaho.gov 
Phone: (208) 287-4811 





PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 1 acre of real property identified on the legal description 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated March 17, 2008 to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO Richard D. 
Fosbury IRA#FOlEC and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water 
Rights described above. 
Dated: October J1., 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this / Y day of QC:7Z?~ , 2009, before me, 
~ .~ ~~~>':: • a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
appeared ,MJ'4!!: c:::-..i&.2~ . known or identified to me to be the 
Vrc:Q': .r'A@(..c:7~0UNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
~~~~y 
Notary Public for  
Residing at ,aM?1/4!i;X,c ;4tl 
My commission expires ,r-;c-,,P--/' 0 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
30169.0ll FOSBURY IRA#I 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY IRA#F01 EC 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07'22" W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 11°24'48" W, 465.89 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24'2811 W, 1483.51 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" W, 53.82 FEET; 
THENCE N 59°24'28• E, 1528.61 FEET; 
THENCE S 31°1011811 E, 28.92 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 1.00 ACRE, MORE OR LESS. 








PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. F'OSBURY 
IRAifF01EC 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 1" - 400' 
N88'05'01 11W 
53.82' 
EXHIBIT KAP OP A "l'ATER RIGHl' T1WISFER LEGAL DBSCmP'ftON FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO RICHARD D. FOSBURY lRA#FOlEC 
1flTHIN S S, T.lN., R.181l., B.W., BLAINB COtJNTY, JDAHO 






HA!~!;Y, !:tLAIN~ IQftH~ 
2~11).2010 02:~:l:55 t!c). of Pages: 3 
ftacor~dfor : ~WSON L~Kl CLARK POGUE; PLLC ;.~:G!~~,r ~ Fee: 9;00 1'~ R--~ PARTW. 8Al11FAC110NOFMORrO,t,c;e · · · 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the .. Mortgage''), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 1 acre of real property identified on the legal description 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated September 18, 2008 to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO Richard 
D. Fosbury IRA#FOlEC and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the 
Idaho Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water 
Rights described above. 
Dated: October _M_, 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
~:f,frg~ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this /y" day of cic:z:p~ , 2009, before me, 
~ c- /Z~~ . a Notary Public in and for said State. personally 
appeared e'.ef"f c;:.::t?hµ~ , known or identified to me to be the 
//ict!F ~d~.,.crr of~OUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
=,,~v,F, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
st above written. 
~-<&..UC: ?f' ~ 
Notary Public for ..:;z-~ 
Residing at ffe:f/.49"'r at! 
My commission expires %:::1hf:-/ o 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
30109,033 FOSBURY IRA f2 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY IRA#F01EC 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 71 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07'22" W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 13°56'01" W, 445.03 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59a24'28" W, 1528.61 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" W, 52.27 FEET; 
THENCE N 59a24•2a11 E, 1572.41 FEET; 
THENCE S 31°10'18" E, 28.10 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 1.00 ACRE, MORE OR LESS. 











PENSCO TRUST FBO 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY 
IRAllf01EC 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 1 " - 400' 
N86"05'01"W 
52.27' 
EXHIBIT HAP OF A YATER RIGHT TRANSFER LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO RICHARD D. FOSBURY IRA#FOlEC 
mH1N S 6, T.lN., R.19B., B.H., BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO 
PREP FOR , ..... .....,. .. 
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R!l_coi:ij_e',t f~f : ~WSPN LASKI CJ,A1'f( PC>qUe, PU.C 
f!J':f~~~~ar.· DeptflY, . ~••~ ~~ .. #M 
lnclea ta: PARTIAL S~~ACllON OF~· r-= 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 20051 recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the officiaJ records of Blaine County, Idaho 
( collectively the "Mortgageu), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 1 acre of real property identified on the legal description 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated April 28, 2008 to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO Charles Holt 
IRA#HOlNH and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights 
described above. 
Dated: October J!/_, 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this / Y" day of qc.zp,d'@<_ , 2009, before me, 
~J.) e- L"79..JJ'!hL>:, a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
appeared LUrk-' ~t:fY 1 known or identified to me to be the 
Vicer:- l#@tc:;c;:-,,vr of MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
~~ Notary Public for------------~-----
Residing at ffez:iZ;P' .-#¥' 
My commission expires 2::tt::r:o 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
30169•033 HOLT IRA ti 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENS CO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01 NH 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1 N, RANGE 19E, B.M. 1 IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07'2211 W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 04°43'18" W, 537.73 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24'28" W, 1339.16 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05101" W, 59.42 FEET; 
THENCE N 59°24'28" E, 1388.94 FEET; 
THENCE S 31°10118• E, 31.94 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 1.00 ACRE, MORE OR LESS. 






SOUTH COUNlY ESTATES 









PENSCO TRUST FBO 
CHARLES HOLT IRA#f-101NH 
1.00 ACRE 
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Recorded for : LAWSeN LASKI Cl:ARK POGUE, PLieC 
~~~.&:!~Qr.DepulY. Fee:9;00 . --~ 
lndflt lo: !rARllAC SA119FACT10N OF MOR'fflAGE -
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively die "Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the l acre of real property identified on the legal description 
attached hereto as Exhibit .. A" and incorporated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated August 8, 2008 to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO Charles 
Holt IRA#H0lNV and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights 
described above. 
Dated: October--¥ 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
~Jc'~~ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
On this /Y day of c:>cro~ , 2009. before me, 
~~~✓ . a Notary Public in and for said State. personally 
apJJeared '3, ~ -~ ery , known or identified to me to be the 
V/c;<!F; /'.A.6Sf,ars-pr of tifOUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
~,!:~~ 
Notary Public for ,.;z:-..o:df. 
Residing at b'z?z:LG'°,7' .. _z:-.L) 
My commission expires ?--a:e--/ o 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
30169,033 HOLT IRA #2 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01 NV 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00"07'22" W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 06"48'59u W, 512.20 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24'28" W, 1388.94 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" W, 57.36 FEET; 
THENCE N 59"24'28" E, 1437.01 FEET; 
THENCE S 31°10'18" E, 30.83 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 1.00 ACRE, MORE OR LESS. 
,' II 
EXHIBIT. . A 
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PENSCO TRUST FBO 
CHARLES HOLT IRA#f-101NV 
1.00 ACRE 
£XHJB1T KAP or A WATER RIGHI' TIWl8PBR LEGAL DBSCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRA&HOlNV 




PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13. 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage.,), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 1 acre of real property identified on the legal description 
attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this reference which are the subject of 
a quitclaim deed dated April 8, 2009 to PENSCO Trust Company Custodian FBO Charles Holt 
m.A#HOINV and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Depmtment of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights 
described above. 
Dated: October ..J.{/:, 2009 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine } 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
By:~:.::::.:~-1.C~-MIIUQ,,,lloil!l.l!:f----
Its:...v,-H,,,,-....---1!'H~-,..---11----
On this / Y: day of c,c..:ro4~ , 2009, before me, 
~).) £:_ .~~)': , a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
ap~ared ..O~ ~to/ , known or identified to me to be the wee- /l265r'acs.ur of MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certifi first above written. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OP LIEN 
30169°033 HOLT IRA.#3 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01 NV 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07'22" W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINES 09°02•37• W, 488.28 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24'28u W, 1437.01 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01• W, 55.51 FEET; 
THENCE N 59°24'28" E, 1483.51 FEET; 
THENCE S 31 °10'18" E, 29,83 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 





i;:1\1 Engiiln a: lad lneyn Galena __ '"-..., 






PENSCO TRUST FBO 
CHARLES HOLT IRA#H01NV 
1.00 ACRE 
SCALE: 1" - 400' 
BXIDB1T MAP OF A 'lf'ATER RIGHT TRAHSnll LIIIAJ. DBSCRIP'ftON PDB 
PENSCO TRUST FBO CHARLES BOLT IlUIHOl.NV 
1llTHIN s a. T.nt. 1.11E., a.11., BLADfl comrrr.-mAilci 




Instrument# 57 A!it98 
HAfLEYieLAiNE. IDAtlP -
2·10.201ff 02:$(1::µ, N.!.>, e>f F'ages: ~ 
Rec_-_--Q!'-d~---J!c>!'_ : --~---Aws_ ON _LA_·_ ~KICµutJ( ~OGU~ JOlYNN DRAGE; Fae: 9:qo : · 
ex:ofllclo Recorder Qal)l!tY. - _ -
lndti ID: PARTIAi. S~TISFACTION OF MORTUAGE 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that cerlain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 2.8 acres of real property identified on the legal 
description attached hereto as Exhibit "A" an~ incorporated herein by this reference which a.re 
the subject of a quitclaim deed dated December 7, 2007 to BIG STICK. LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights 
described above. 
Dated: October l 4 , 2009 MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
of Oc.rodt::Pt!!... , 2009, before me, 
,6~~~~~?~~'4t!~~~~. a Notary Public in and for said State, personally 
appeared £d~~~~~~2;z::__, known or identified to me to be the 
1//t::t;f': ~1~.Pr of OUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who ex.ecuted the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this cert' e first above written. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
Notary Public for ~ .,..~..,_ 
Residing at ~€):::c ..:z:,,d 
My commission expires 9-.,...,..-/ 0 
30169.033 Bi& Slick 
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A WATER RIGHT LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR 
BIG STICK, LLC 
(Belle Ranch Subdivision, South County Estates, LLC) 
A LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN SECTION 7, 
TOWNSHIP 1N, RANGE 19E, B.M., IN BLAINE COUNlY, IDAHO, AND MORE 
PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A 5/8" PIN WITH NO CAP MARKING THE NORTH 1/16 
CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE ALONG THE SECTION LINE COMMON 
TO SECTION 7 AND SECTION 8 S 00°07'22" W, 1311.44 FEET TO A 
BRASS CAP MARKING THE EAST 1/4 CORNER OF SECTION 7; THENCE 
LEAVING SAID SECTION LINE S 15•35•50" W, 425.66 FEET TO THE TRUE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
THENCE S 59°24'28" W, 1572.41 FEET; 
THENCE N 88°05'01" W, 119.02 FEET; 
THENCE N 30.35'32" W, 10.89 FEET; 
THENCE N 59°2412811 E, 1672.02 FEET; 
THENCE S 31°10'18" E, 74.85 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 2.8 ACRES, MORE OR LESS. 
•.• A'' GXHIJIT. ___ _ 
1442 of 2064
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SOUlH COUNlY ESTA TES 
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SCALE: 1 " = 4001 
S16"36'50"W --
425.66' 






EXHIBIT MAP 01' A YATER RIGHT TRANSFER LEGAL DISCIUP'n0N FOR 
BIG STICJC, LLC 
'Wl'lHJN S I, T.1H., B.1111., 8.11., BLA1NB COtJNTY, IDAHO 




RECORDATION REQUESTED BY: 
Mountain Wost Bank 
,Southam Idaho Comm'I Loan Center 
2950 MAGIC VIEW DRIVE SUITE 150 
MERIDIAN, ID 83642 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
Mountain West Bank 
Southern Idaho Camm'I Loan Center 
2950 MAGIC VIEW DRIVE SUITE 150 
MERIDIAN. ID 83642 
SEND TAX NOTICES TO: 
Mountain Wast Bank 
Southern Idaho Comm'I Loan Center 
2950 MAGIC VIEW DRIVE SUITE 150 
MERIDIAN. ID 83642 
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MORTGAGE 
Instrument# 527 439 
RECEIVED 
JUN 13 200B 
~AJ°srER RESOURCES 
EANl'lEGION 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
200S.iD-i'1 12."14:00 No. of Pages· 9 
Racordad for: BLAINE COUNTY TITLE -
MARSHA RIEMANN Fea: ZT.OO 
Ex-Officio Recorder Dapwy ~ 
.,._, t.,· DEED CFlRUST-SECDNOcee>Rn'TAIJni;;;;STIMTC;;;;;;;<-~~..!.!...:...;:::.._ 
SPACE ABOVE THIS UNE IS FOR RECORDER'S USE ONLY 
THIS MORTGAGE dated October 13, 2005, is made and executed between SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C., AN 
IDAHO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, whose address is PO BOX 1539, KETCHUM, ID 83340 (referred to below 
as "Grantor") and Mountain West Bank, whose address is 2950 MAGIC VIEW DRIVE SUITE 150, MERIDIAN, ID 
83642 (referred to below as "Lender~). 
GRANT OF MORTGAGE. Far valuable consideration, Grantar mortgages, grants, bargains, sells and conveys to Lender all of Grantor's right, 
title, and interest In end to the following described real property, together with all e><istlng or subsequently erected or affl><ed buildings, 
improvements and fixtures: all easements, rights of way, and appurtenances; all water, wetat rights, watercourses and ditch rights {including 
stock in utnities with ditch or irrigation rights!; and all other r.!!lhts, royalties, and profits relatl!:'9 !o the real property, including without limitation 
all minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and sirm1ar matters, (the HReal Property") located in BLAINE County, State of Idaho: 
See EXHIBIT A, which is attached to this Mortgage and made a part of this Mortgage as if fully set forth herein. 
The Real Property or its address is commonly known as 2B0 ACRES @ GANNETT RD, BELLEVUE, ID 83340. The 
Real Property tax Identification number is 01N19006098CA. 
CROSS-COLLATERAU2ATION, In addition to the Note, this Mortgage secures all obligations, debts and liabifities, plus Interest thereon, of 
Granto, to Lender, or any one or more of them, as wall as all claims by Lender against Grantor or any ona or mare of them, whether now 
existing or hereafter arising, whether related or unrelated to the purpose of the Note, whether voluntary or otherwise, whether due or not due. 
direct or indirect, determined or undeterrilinad, absolute or contingent, liquidated or unllquidated whether Granter may be liable individually or 
jointly with others, whether obligated as guarantor, aurety, accommodation party or otherwise, and whether recovery upon such amounts may 
be or hereafter may become barred by any statute of llmltatlons, and whether the obUgation to repay such amounts may be or hereafter may 
becoma otherwise unenforceable. 
Grantor presently assigns to Lender ell of Granter's right, tltla, and Interest in and to all present and future leases of the Property and an Rents 
from the Property. In addition, Grantor grants to Lender a Uniform Commercial Code security interest in the Personal Property and Rents. 
THIS MORTGAGE, INCLUDING THE ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND THE SECURITY INTEREST IN THE RENTS AND PERSONAL PROPERTY, IS 
GIVEN TO SECURE IA) PAYMENT OF THE INDEBTEDNESS ANO (Bl PERFORMANCE OF ANY AND ALL OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE NOTE. 
THE RELATED DOCUMENTS, AND THIS MORTGAGE. THIS MORTGAGE IS GIVEN AND ACCEPTED ON THE FOLLOWING TERMS: 
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE. Except es otherwise provided In this Mortgage, Grantar shall pay tc Lender all amounts secured by this 
Mortgage as they become due and shaQ strictly perform all of Grantor's obffgations under this Mortgage. 
POSSESSION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE PROPERTY. Grentor agrees that Grentor's possession and use of the Property shall be governed by 
tha following provisions: 
Possession and Use. Until the occurrence of an Event of Default, Grantor may (11 remain In possession and control of the Propeny: 121 
use, operate or manage the Property; and (31 collect the Rents from the Property. The following provisions relate to the use of the 
Property or to other limitations on the Property, 
Duty to Maintain. Grantor shall maintain the Property in tenantable condition and promptly perform all repairs, replacements, and 
maintenance necessary to preserve Its value. 
Compliance With Environmental Laws. Grantor represents and warrants to Lender that: 111 During the period of Grantor's ownership of 
the Property, there has been no use, generation, manufacture, storage, treatment, disposal, release or threatened release of any Hazardous 
Substance by any person on, undar, abcut or from the Property; (21 Granto, has no knowledge of, or reason to believe that there has 
been, except as previously disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in writing, (al any breach or violation of any Environmental Laws, 
(bl any use, generation, manufacture, storage, treatment, disposal, release or threatened release of any Hazardous Substance on, under, 
about or from the Property by any prior owners or occupants of the Property, or (cl any actual or threatened litigation or claims of any 
kind by any parson relating to such matters; and (31 E><cept as previously disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in writing, (al neither 
Granto, nor any tenant, contractor, agent or other authorized user Of the Property shall use, generate, manufacture, store, treat, dispose of 
or release any Hazardous Substance an, under, about or from the Property; and (bl any such activity shall be conducted in compliance 
with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations and ordinances, including without limitation all Environmental Laws. Grantor 
authorizes Lender and its agents to enter upon the Property to make such Inspections and tests, at Grantor's expense, as Lender may deem 
appropriate to determine compuance of the Property with this section of the Mortgage. Any Inspections or tests made by Lender shaU be 
for Lender's purposes only and shall not be construed to create any responsibility or fiebility on the part of Lender to Grantar or to any other 
person. The representations and warranties contained herein are based on Grantor's due diligence in investlgatlng the Property for 
Hazardous Substances. Grantor hereby 111 releases and waives eny future claims against Lender for indemnity or cootrlbuticn In the 
avant Granter becomes liable for cleanup or other costs under any such laws; and 121 agree& to Indemnify and hold harmless Lender 
against any and all claims, losses, liabilities, damages, penalties, and expen1es which Lender may directly or indirectiy sustain or suffer 
resulting from a breach of this section al the Mortgage or aa e consequence of any use, ganeratlon, manufacture, storage, dlsposal, relaase 
or threatened release occurring prior to Grantor's ownership or interest In the Propany, whether or not the same was or should have been 
known tc Grantor. The provisions of this section of the Mortgaga, lncludln!J the ollllgatlon to Indemnify, 1hal! aurvl•,e the payment of the 
Indebtedness and the satisfaction end raconvayanca of the Uen of this Mortgage and shall not be affected by Lender'■ acquisition of any 
Interest In Iha Property, whether by foreclosure or ot11erwise. 
Nul1ance, Waste. Granto, shall not cau11, conduct or permit any nuisance nor commit, permit, or suffer any stripping of or waste on or to 
the Property or any portion of the Property, Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Grantor will not remove, or ;rant to any other 
party th■ right to remove, any timber, minerals (including oil and gas), coal, clay, acorla, son, gravel or rock producta without Lender's prior 
written consent. 
Removal of Improvements, Granto, ahall not demolish or remove any Improvements from the Real PropertY without Lender's prior written 
consent. As a condition 10 the removal of any Improvements, Lender may raquira Grantor 10 make arran;emants satisfactory to Lender to 
replace such Improvements with Improvements of et least equal value. 
Lender's Right to Enter. Lender and Lender's egenta end raprasantatlv19 may enter upon the Raal Property at all reasonable times to attend 
to Lender's interests and to Inspect the Real Property for purposas of Grantor's compllanca with the terms and conditions of this Mortgage. 
CompUance with Governmontal Requlr■ments. Grantor shall promptly comply with en laws, ordinances, and regulations, now or heraafter 
in affect, of all governmental autharltlas applicable to the use or occupancy of the PropertY, including without !imitation, the Americans 
With Disabilities Act. Grantor may contest In goad faith any such law, ordinance, or ragulation and withhold compliance during any 
proceeding, Including appropriate appeals, 10 long as Grantor h■a notified Lander In writing prior to doing so and so long as, in Lender's 
sale opinion, Lender's intereats in the Property are not jeopardized. Lender may require Grantor to post adequate sacurlty or a aurety bond, 
EXHIBIT-=1:..-----
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Duty to Protec:t. Granter agrees neither to abandon or leave unatblnded the Property. Granter shall do all other acts, In addition to those 
acts set forth above in this section, which from the character and use of the Propeny are reasonably necessary to protect and preserve the 
Property. 
DUE ON SALE - CONSENT BY LENDER. Lender may, at Lander's option, declare Immediately due and payable all sums secured by this 
Mortgage upon the sale or transfer, without Lender's prior written consent, of all or any pan of the Real Property, or any Interest in the Real 
Property. A "sale or transfer" means the conveyance of Real Property or any right, title or interest in the Real Property; whether legal, beneflclal 
or equitable; whathar voluntary or involuntary; whether by outright sale, deed, installment sale contract, land contract, contract for deed, 
leasehold Interest with a term greater than three (31 years, lease-option contract, or by sale, assignment, or transfer of any beneficial interest In 
or to any land trust holding tide to the Real Property, or by any other method of conveyance of an interest in the Real Propeny. If any Granter Is 
a corporation, partnership or &mited liabiNty company, transfer also includes any change In ownership of more than twenty-five percent (25'!&1 of 
the voting stock, partnership interests or limlted liability company Interests, as the case may be, of &uch Granter. However, this option shalt not 
be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by federal law or by Idaho law. 
TAXES AND LIENS. The following provisions relating to the taxes and liens on the Property are part of this Mortgage: 
Payment. Granter shall pay when due (and in all events prior ta delinquencyJ all taxes, payroll taxes, spacial ta;;es, as3essment~. water 
charges and sewer service charges levied against or on account of the Property, and shall pay when due an claims for work done on or for 
services rendered or material furnished to the Property. Grontor shall maintain the Property free of any liens having priority over or equal to 
the interest of Lender under this Mortgage, except for those liens specifically agreed to In writing by Lender, and except far !ha lien of taxes 
and assessments not due as lunhar specified in the Right ta Contest paragraph. 
Right to Contest. Granter may withhold payment of any tax, assessment, or claim In connection with a good faith displJ!e over the 
obligation ta pay, so long as Lender's Interest In the Property is not Jeopardized. If a lien arises or is filed as e result of nonpayment, 
Granter shall within fifteen 1151 days after !ha lien arisas or, if a lien is filed, within fifteen (15) days after Granter has notice al the fifing, 
secure the discharge of the lien. or if requested by Lender, deposit with Lender cash or a sufficient carporata surety bond or other security 
satisfactory to Lender in an amount sufficient ta discharge the lien plus any costs and reasonable attamevs· fees, or other charges that 
could accrue as a result of a foreclosure or sate under the Hen. In any contest, Granter shall defend itself end Lender and shall satisfy any 
adverse judgment before enforcement against the Property. Granter shall name Lender as an eddltlonal obligee under any surety bond 
furnished in the contest proceedings. 
Evidence of Payment. Grantor shall upon demand furnish ta Lender satisfaetory evidence or payment of the truces or assessments and shall 
authorize the appropriate governmental official to deliver ta Lender at any time a written statement of the taxss and assessments against 
th• Property. 
Notice of Construction. Granter shall notify Lender at least fifteen (15) days before any work Is commenced, any servicas ere furnlshed, or 
any materials are supplied to the Property, If any mechanlc's lien, materialmen's Hen, or other llen could be asserted an account of the 
work, services, or materials. Grentor will upon request of Lender furnish to lender advance assurances satisfactory to lender that Granter 
can and wDI pay the cost of such Improvements. 
PROPERTY DAMAGE INSURANCE. Tho fallowing provisions relating to insuring the Property are a part of this Mortgage: 
Maintenance of Insurance. Granter shall procure and maintain policies of fire lnsuranca with standard extended covaraga endorsements on 
a replacement basis far the full Insurable value covering all Improvements on the Real Property In an amount sufficient to avoid application 
of eny coinsurance clause, and with a standard mortgagee clause in favor al Lender. Granter shall also procure and maintain 
comprehensive general liability insurance in such coverage amounts as Lender may request with Lender being named as additional insureds 
In such llabllity insurance policies. Additlonally, Grantor shell maintain such other Insurance, including but not limited to hazard, business 
interruption and boiler Insurance as Lander may require. Pallcles shall be written by such insurance companies and in such form as may be 
reasonably acceptable to Lander. Granter shall deliver to Lender certificates of coverage from each insurer containing e stipulation that 
coverage will not be cancelled or diminished without a minimum of thirty 130) days' prior written notice to Lender end not containing any 
disclaimer of the Insurer's llabillty for failure ta give such notlca. Each Insurance pollcy also shall Include en andorsement providing that 
coverage In favor of Lender will not be impaired In any way by any act, omission or default al Grentor or any other person. Should the Real 
Prapeny be located in en area designated by the Director of the Federal Emergancy Management Agency as a special flood hazard araa, 
Grantor agrees to obtain and maintain Federal Rood Insurance, If available, within 46 days after notice Is given by Lender that the Property 
Is located in a special flood hazard area, for the full unpaid principal balance of the loan and any prior liens on the property securing the 
loan, up to the maximum policy limits set under the National Aood Insurance Program, or as otherwise required by Lender, and ta maintain 
such insurance for the term of the loan. 
Application of Proceeds. Grantor shall prompdy notify Lender of any loss or damage to the Property. Lender may make proof of loss if 
Granter fails to do so within fi~een (151 days of the casualty. Whether or not Lender's security Is Impaired, Lender may, at Lender's 
election, receive and retain the proceeds of any insurance and apply the proceeds to the reduction of the Indebtedness, payment of any lien 
affecting !ha Propeny, or the rastoration and repair of the Property, If Lender elects to apply the proceeds to restoration and repair, Granter 
shall repair or replace the damaged or destroyed Improvements In a manner satisfactory to lender. lender shall, upan satisfactory proof of 
such expenditure, pay or reimburse Granter from the proceeds far the raasoneble cast of repair or restoration if Granter is not In default 
under this Mortgage. Any proceeds which have not been disbursed within 1 BO days after their receipt and which Lender has not 
committed to the repair or restoration of the Property shall be used first to pay any amount owing ta Lender under this Mortgage, then to 
pay accrued interest, end the remainder, If any, shall be applied to the principal balance of the Indebtedness. If Lender holds any proceeds 
attar payment in full of the Indebtedness, such proceeds shall be paid to Granter as Grantor's interests may appear. 
Grantor's Report on lmurance. Upon request of Lender, however not more than once a year, Granter shall furnish to Lender a report on 
each existing policy of insurance showing: ( 1 l the name of the insurer; (21 the risks insured; (3l the amount of the policy; 141 the 
property insured, the then current replacement value of such property, end the manner of determining that value; and (5) the expiration 
date of the policy. Grentor shall, upon request of Lender, have an independent appraiser satisfactory to Lender determine the cash value 
replacement cost of the Property. 
LENDER'S EXPENDITURES. If any action or proceeding is commenced that would materially affect Lender's interest In the Propeny or ff Granter 
fails to comply with any provision al this Mortgage or any Related Oocuments, including but not limited to Grantor's failura ta discharge or pay 
when due any amounts Granter Is required to discharge or pay under this Mortgage or any Related Documents, Lender on Grantor's behalf may 
(but shall not be obligated tol take any action that Lender deems appropriate, Including but not limited to cf1Scharging or paying all taxes, liens, 
security interests, encumbrances and other claims, at any time levied or placed on the Property end paying all costs far Insuring, maintaining and 
preserving the Proparty. All such expenditures Incurred or paid by Lander far such purposes win then bear interest at tha rate charged under the 
Nata from the data incurred or paid by Lender to the date of repayment by Granter. All such expensas wlll become a part of the lndebtlldne11 
and, et Lender's option, will (Al be payable on damend; (Bl ba added to the balance of the Note and be apportioned among and be payable 
with any in1tallment payments to become due during elthar (11 the term of any applicable Insurance policy; or 121 the ramalning term of the 
Note; or (Cl be treated as a balloon payment which will be due encl payable at the Note's maturity. The Mortgage also will secure payment of 
these amounts. Such right shall be In addition to all other rights and remadl■, to which lender may be entitled upon Default. 
WARRANTY: DEFENSE OF mLE. The foflowlng provisions relating to ownership of the Property are a part of this Mortgage: 
Till■• Grantor warrant• that: lal Granter holds good and marketable title of record to the Property in 111 simple, fr■e and clear of all liens 
and encumbrances other than those 111 forth In the Real Property d■scriplfon or In any title Insurance policy, title report, or flnal title opinion 
Issued in favor of, end acceptad by, Lender In connection with this Mortgage, and (bl Granter hes the full right, power, and authority to 
execute and deliver this Mortgage to Lander, 
D■lensa of Tltla. Subject to the oxcaption In the paragraph above, Grantor warrants and w!II foraver defend the title to the Property against 
the lawful claims of all persons, In the event any action or proceeding Is commenced that questions Grantor's title or the Interest of Lender 
undar this Mortgage, Grantar shall defend tha action at Grantor's expense. Grantor may be the nominal party in such proceeding, but 
Lender shall be entitled to participate in the proceeding and to be represented in the proceeding by counsel of Lender's awn choice, and 
Granter wnl deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Lender such instruments as Lander may request from time to time to permit such 
participation. 
Compllanca With Laws. Granter warrants that the Property and Grantor's usa of tha Property complies with all axistlng applicable laws, 
ordlnaroces, and regulatlona of governmental authorities. 
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~urviva the execution and delivery of this Mongage, shaD be continuing tn nature, and shall remain in full force and affect until such tima as 
Grantor's Indebtedness shall be paid in full. 
CONDEMNATION. Tha following provisions relating to condemnation proceedings ara a pert of this Mortgage: 
Proceedings. If any proceeding in condemnation ls filed, Grantor shafl promptly notify Lender In writing, and Grantor shall promptly take 
such steps as may be necessary to defend the action and obtain the award. Grantor may be the nominal party in such proceeding, but 
Lender shall be entitled to participate in the proceeding and to be represented in the proceeding by counsel of its own choice, and Grantor 
will deliver or cause to be delivered to Lender such instruments and documentation as may be requested by Lander from time to time to 
permit such participation. 
Application of Nat Proceeds. If all or any part of the Property is condemned by eminent domain proceedings or by any proceeding or 
purchase in lieu of condemnation, Lander may at its election require that all or any portion of the net proceeds of the award be applied to 
the Indebtedness or the repair or restoration of the Property. The net proceeds of the award shall mean the award after payment of all 
reasonable costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees incurred by Lender In connection with the condemnation. 
IMPOSITION OF TAXES, FEES AND CHARGES BY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES. The following provisions relating to governmental taxes, 
fees and charges are a part of this Mongage: 
Cunant Tax■s, Feos and Charges. Upon request by Lander, Grantor shell execute such documents in addition to this Mortgage and take 
whatever other action Is requested by Lander to perfact and continue Lander's Hen on the Real Property. Grentor shall reimburse Lander for 
ail taxes, as described below, together with all expenses Incurred in recording, perfecting or continuing this Mortgage, including without 
limitation all taxes, fees, documentary stamps, and othar charges for recording or registering this Mortgage. 
Texas. The following shall constitute taxes to which this section applies: (11 a specific tax upon this type of Mortgage or upon ail or any 
part of the Indebtedness secured by this Mongege; 121 a specific tax on Granter which Gramo, is authorized or required to deduct from 
payments on the Indebtedness sacurad by this type of Mortgage; (3) a lax on this type of Mortgage chargeable against the Lender or the 
holder of the Note; and (41 a specific tax on ail or any portion of the Indebtedness or on payments of principal end interest made by 
Orantor. 
Subsequent Taxas. If any tax to which this section appiias is enacted subsequent to the date of this Mortgage, this event shall have the 
sama effect as an Event of Default, and Lander may exercise any or ail of Its available remedies for an Event of Default as provided below 
unless Granter either ( 1) pays the tax before it becomes delinquent, or 121 contests the tax as provided above in the Taxes and Liens 
section and deposits with Lender cash or a sufficient corporate surety bond or other security satisfactory to lender. 
SECURITY AGREEMENT; ANANCING STATEMENTS. The following provisions relating to this Mongage as a security agreement are a pan of 
this Mortgage: 
Security Agreemant. This instrument shall constitute a Security Agreement to the extent any of the Property constitutes fixtures, and 
Lender shall have all 01 the rights of a secured party under the Uniform Commercial Code as amended from time to time. 
Security Interest. Upon request by Lender. Grantor shaQ take whatever action Is requested by Lender to perfect and continue Lender's 
security interest in tha Rents and Personal Property. In addition to recording this Mortgage in the real property records, Lender may, at any 
time and without further authorization from Grantor, file executed counterparts, copies or reproductions of this Mortgage as a financing 
statement. Granter shall reimburse Lender for all expenses incurred in perfecting or continuing this security Interest. Upon default, Grantor 
shall not remove, sever or detach the Personal Propeny from the Property. Upon default, Grantor shall assemble any Personal Property not 
affixed to the Property In a manner and at a place reasonably convanfent to Granter and Lender and make it available to lender within three 
(31 days after receipt of written demand from Lender to the extent permitted by applicable law. 
Addresses, The mailing addresses of Grantor (dabtorl and Lender !secured partyl from which information concerning the security interest 
granted by this Mortgage may be obtained (each as required by the Uniform Commercial Code! are as stated on the firH page of this 
Mortgage. 
FURTHER ASSURANCES: ATTORNEY-IN-FACT. The following provisions relating to further assurances and attorney-In-fact are a pan of this 
Mortgage: 
Further Auurancas. At any time, and from time to time, upon request of Lender, Gramor will make, exacute and deliver, or wm cause to 
be made, exacuted or delivered, to Lander or to Lander's deslgnee, and when requested by Lender, cause to be filed, recorded, refiled, or 
rerecorded, as the case may be, at such times and in such offices and places as Lender may deem appropriate, any and all such mortgages, 
deeds of trust, security deeds, security agreements, financing statements, continuation statements, Instruments of further assurance, 
certificates, and other documents as may, In the sole opinion of Lender, be necessary or desirable in ordar to effectuate, complete, perfect, 
continue, or preseNa 111 Grantor's obligations under the Note, this Mortgage, and the Related Documents, and 121 the liens and 
security interests created by this Mortgage as first and prior liens on the Property, whether now ownad or hereafter acquired by Grantor. 
Unless prohibited by law or Lander agrees to the contrary in writing, Granto, ahah reimburse Lender for all costs and expenses Incurred In 
connection with the matters referred to In this paragraph. 
Attorney-In-Fact. If Granto, fails to do any of the things referred to in Iha preceding paragraph, Lender may do so for and In the name of 
Granter and at Grantor's expense. For such purposes, Grantor hereby Irrevocably appoints Lander as Grantor's anornay-in-fact for the 
purpose of making, executing, denvering, fffing, record",ng, and doing all other things as may be necessary or desirable, in Lender's sole 
opinion, to accomplish the matters referred to in the preceding paragraph. 
FULL PERFORMANCE. If Grantor pays all the Indebtedness when due, and otherwise performs all the obligations imposed upon Granter under 
this Mortgage, Lender shall execute and deliver to Grentor a suitable satisfaction of this Mortgage and suitable statements of termination of any 
financing statement on file evidencing Lander's security interest in the Rents and the Personal· Property. Granter wlfl pay, If permined by 
applicable law, any roasonable termination fee as determined by Lender from time to time. 
EVENTS OF DEFAULT. Each of the following, at Lender's option, shall constitute an Event of Default under this Mortgage: 
Payment Default, Grantor fails to make any payment when due undar the Indebtedness. 
Default on Othor Payments. Failure of Grantor within the time required by this Mortgage to make any payment for taxes or insurance, or 
any other payment necessary to prevent flllng of or to ettect discharge of any lien. 
Other Defaults. Grantor fait,, to comply with or to perform any other term, obligation, covenant or condition contained In this Mortgage or 
in any of the Related Documents or to comply with or to perform any term, obligation, covenant or condition contained in any other 
agreement between Lender and Grantor, 
F■IH Statements. Any warranty, reptBSantstian or statement made or furnished to Lander by Granter or on Grantor's behalf under this 
Martgege or the R■letod Documents ls fal■e or mlalaading in any material respect, either now or at the time made or furnished or becomes 
false or misleading at any time thereafter. 
Defective CollateraBzatlon. This Mortgage or any of the Related Documents ceases to be In lull force and effect (including failure of any 
collateral document to craat1r a valid and perf11c1ed security ir,tareat or llanl at any time and for any raason. 
Death or lnsalvancy, The dissolution of Grantor's (regardless of whether election to continue la madal, eny member withdraws from the 
llmltad llablllty company, or any other termination of Grantor's existence as a going business or tha death of any member, the ln1alv1ncy of 
Granter, the appointment of a raceiver far any part of Grantor's propeny, any assignment for the benefit of creditors, any type of creditor 
workout, or the commancamant of any proceeding undar any bankruptcy or Insolvency laws by or against Gramor. 
Creditor or Forfeiture ProcHdlngs. Commencement of foreclosure or forfaiture procaedlngs, whether by judlclal proceeding, self-help, 
repouassion or any other method, by any creditor of Granter or by any governmental agency against any proparty sacurlng the 
Indebtedness. This lnclud11 a gamlshmant of any of Granter'• accounts, including deposit accounts, with Lander. However, this Evant of 
Default shall not apply If there is a goad faith dispute by Grantor as to the validity or reasonableness of the claim which Is the basis of the 
creditor or forfeiture proceeding and ff Grantor gives Lender written notice !)f the creditor or forfeiture proceeding and deposits with Lander 
monies or a surety bond far the creditor or forfeiture proceeding, In-an amount determined by Lender, in Its sole discretion, as being an 
adequate reserve or bond for the dispute. 
Breach of Other Agraement. Any breach by Grentor under the tarma of any other agreement between Granto, and Lender that Is not 
remedlad within any grace period provided therein, including without limitation any agreement concerning anv lndebtedntu or other 
obligation of Grantor 10 Lender. whether existing now or later. 
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Evenu Affecting Guarantor. Any of the preceding events occurs with respect to eny Guarantor of any of the Indebtedness or any 
Guarantor dies or bacomas incompetent, or revokes or disputes the validity of, or liability under, any Guaranty of the Indebtedness. In the 
event of a death, Lander, at Its option, may, but shall not be required 10, permit the Gueramor's estate to assume unconditionally the 
obligations arising under the guaranty In a manner satisfactory to Lender, and, in doing ao, cure any Evant of Default. 
Adverse Change. A material adverse change occurs In Grantor's financial condition, or Lander believes the prospect of payment or 
performance of the Indebtedness is Impaired. 
Insecurity, Lender in goad faith believes itself insecure. 
Right to Cure. If any default, other lhan a default In payment ls curable and if Granter has not been given a notice of a breach of the same 
provision al this Mortgage within Iha preceding twelva (12) months, it may be cured if Granter, after receiving written notice from Lender 
demanding cura of such default: {1) cures the default within ten l 10) days; or (2) if the cure requires more than tan (1 Ol days, 
immediately initiates steps which Lender deems In Lender's sole discretion to be sufficient to cure the default and thereafter continues and 
completes all reasonable and necessary steps sufficient to produce compfianca as soon as reasonably practical. 
RIGHTS AND REMEDIES DN DEFAULT. Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default end at any time thereafter, Lender, at Lender's option, may 
exercise any one or more of the following rights and remedies, in addition to any other rights ~r ramedies provided by law: 
Accelerate Indebtedness. Lender shall have the right at its option without notice to Granter to declare the entire Indebtedness immediately 
due and payable, including any prepaymant penaltY which Granter would be required ta pay. 
UCC Romedles. With respect to all or any part of the Personal Property, Lender shall have all the rights and remedies of a secured party 
under the Uniform Commercial Cade. 
Collect Rents. Lender shall have !he right, without notice to Granter, 10 take possession of the Property and collect the Rants, including 
amounts past due and unpaid, and apply the net procaeds, over and above Lender's casts, against tho Indebtedness. In furtherance of this 
right, Lander mey require eny tenant or other user of the Property to make payments of rant or use fees diractly ta Lender. If the Rents are 
collected by Lender, then Granter irrevocably designates Lender as Grantor's attorney-in-fact to endorse Instruments received in payment 
thereof In the name al Grantor and to negotiate the same and collect the proceeds. Payments by tenants or other users ta Lender In 
response to Lender"s demand shall satisfy the abllgatlons for which the puymema are made, whether or not any proper grounds for the 
demand existed. Lender may exercise Its rights under this subparagraph either in parson, by agent, or through a receiver. 
Appoint Receiver. Lender shall have the right ta have a receiver appointed ta take possession of all or any pen of the Property, with the 
power to protect and preserve the Property, ta operate the Property preceding foreclosure or sale, and to collect the Rents from the 
Property and apply the proceeds, over and above the cost of the receivership, against the Indebtedness. The receiver may serve without 
bond If permitted by law. Lender's right to the appointment of a receiver shall exist whether or not the apparent value of the Property 
exceeds the Indebtedness by a substantial amount. Employment by Lender shall not disquallfy a person from serving as a receiver. 
Judlclal Foreclosure. Lender may obtain a judicial decree foreclosing Grantor's interest In all or any part of the Property. 
Nonjudicial Sale. If permitted by applicable law, Lender may foreclose Grantor's interest In all or In any part of the Personal Property or the 
Real Property by nan-judicial sale. 
De(IClency Judgment. If permitted by applicable law, Lender mav obtain a judgment for any deficiency remaining In the Indebtedness due 
to Lender after application of all amounts received from the exercise al the rights provided in this section. 
Tenancy at Suffarance. If Granter remains In possession al the Property after the Property Is said as provided above or Lender otherwise 
becomes entitled to possession of the Property upon default al Grentor, Granter shall become a tenant at sutleranc• of Lander or the 
purchaser of the Prape,ty and shall, at Lender's option. either 111 pay a reasonable rental for the use of the Property, or 12) vacate the 
Property Immediately upon the demand of Lender. 
Other Remedies. Lender shaff have all other rights and remedies provided In this Mortgage or the Note or available at law or in equity. 
Sale of th• Property. Ta the extent permitted by applicable law, Granter hereby waives any and all right to have the Property marshalled. 
In exercising Its rights and remedies, Lender shall ba free ta sell all or any part of the Property together or separately, In one sale or by 
separate sales. Lender shall be entitled to bid at any public sale an all or any portion of the Property. 
Notice of Sale. Lender shall give Granter reasonable notice of the time and place of any public sale of the Personal Property or of the time 
after which any private sale or other Intended disposition of the Personal Property Is to be made. Reasonable notice shall mean notice 
given at least ten (10) days before the time of the sale or disposition. Any sale al the Parsanal Property may be made in conjunction with 
any sale of the Real Property. 
Election of Remedies. Election by Lender to pursua any remedy shall not exclude pursuit of any other remedy, and an election to make 
expenditures or to take action to perform an obligation of Granter under this Mortgage, after Grantor's failure ta perform, shall not affect 
Lender's right to daclare a default and exercise its remedies. Nothing under this Mortgage or otherwise shall be construed so as to limit or 
restrict the rights and remedi9'1 available to Lender following an Evant of Default, or in any way ta limit or restrict the rights and ebtli!Y of 
Lender ta proceed directly against Granter and/or against any other co-maker, guarantor, surety or endorser and/or to proceed against any 
other collateral directly or indirectly securing the Indebtedness. 
Attorneys' Fees; Expenses. If Lender Institutes eny suit or action ta enforce any of the terms of this Mortgage, Lander shall be entitled ta 
recover such sum as the coon may adjudge reasonable as attorneys• fees at trial and upon any appeal. Whether or not any court action Is 
Involved, and ta the extent not prohibited by law, all reasonable expenses Lender incurs that In Lender's opinion are necessary at any time 
tar the protection of iu interest or the enforcement of Its rights shall became a part of the Indebtedness payeble an demand and shall boar 
interest at the Nate rate from the date of the expenditure until repaid. Expenses covered by this paragraph Include, without limitation, 
however subject to any limits under applicable law, Lender's reasonable attorneys' fees and Lender's legal expenses whether or 110t there is 
a lawsuit, including reasonable attorneys' lees and expenses tar bankruptcy proceedings (including efforts ta modify or vacate any 
automatic stay or Injunction), eppeals, and any anticipated past-judgment collection services, the cost of searching records, obtaining title 
reports (including foreclosure reports), surveyors' reports, and appraisal fees and title Insurance, to the extent permitted by applicable law. 
Granter also will pay any court casts, in addition ta all other sums provided by law. 
NOTICES. Any notice required ta be given under this Mortgage, including without limitation any notice of default and any notice of sale shaU be 
given in writing, and shall be affective when actually delivered, when actually received by telefacsimile (unless otherwise required by law), when 
deposited with a nationally recognized overnight courier, or, If malled, when deposited In the United States mail, as first class, cenlfied or 
registered mail pa&tage prepaid, directed to the addres&es shown near the beginning of this Mortgage, All copies of notices of foreclosure from 
the holder of any lien which hat priority over this Mortgage shall be sent to Lender's address, as shown near the beginning of thi1 Mortgage. 
Any perty may changa its address for natlcaa under this Mortgage by giving formal written notice to the other panles, &pacifying that the 
purpose of the notlca Is to change the party's address. For notice purpo11s, Grentor agrus to keep Lender Informed at all tim■1 of Grantor"s 
current addross, Unless otherwise provided or required by law, If there Is more than one Grantor, any notice given by Lender to any Grantor Is 
deemed to be notice given to all Gr■ntor■, 
LEGAL DE LEGAL EXHIBIT, An exhibit, titled "EXHIBIT "A"," is attached to this Mortgag~ and by this reference Is made a part of this 
Mortgage just as if all the provisions, terms and conditions of the Exhibit had bean fully Ht forth In this Mortgage. 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. The following mlscellan■ous provisions are a part of this Mortgage: 
Amendments. This Mortgaga, together with any Related Documents, constitutas the entire understanding and agreement of the parties u 
to the matters set forth In this Mortgage. No alteration of or amendment to this Mortgage shall be effective unless given In writing and 
signed by the party or parties sought 10 be charged or bound by the ■Iteration or amendment. 
Annual Roporta. If the Property is used for purposas alher than Granto•'• r11idence, Grantor shall fwnish to Lender, upon request, • 
canlfied statement of net operating Income received from the Property during Grantor's previous fiscel year In such form and de111n IS 
Lender shall require. "Net operating Income• shall mean all cash receipts from the Property leH all cuh expenditures made in connection 
with the operation ol the Property, 
Caption Headings. Caption heading■ In this Mortgage are for convenience purpoaas only and are not to be used to Interpret or define the 
provisions of this Mortgage. 
Gov■mlng Law. This Mortgaga wiU be governed by federal law applicable to Lender and, to the extent not preempted by federal law, the 
laws of th• Stata of Idaho without regard to Its canlllcts of law provisions. This Mortgage has bean accapted by Lender In the State of 
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Choice af Venue. If there is a lawsuit, Granter agrees upon Lender's request to submit to the Jurisdiction of the couns of ADA County, 
State of Idaho. 
No Waiver by Lender. Lander shall not be deemed to have waived any rights under this Mongage unless such waiver is given in writing 
and signed by Lender. No delay or omission on the pan of Lender in exercising any right shell operata as a walvar of such right or any 
other right. A waiver by Lender of a provision of this Mongage shall not prejudice or constitute a waiver of Lender's right otherwise to 
demand strict compliance with that provision or any other provision of this Mongage. No prior waiver by Lender, nor any course of dealing 
between Lender and Granter, shell constitute a waiver of any of Lender's rights or of any of Grantor's obligations as to any future 
transactions. Whenever the consent of Lender is required under this Mongage, the granting of such consent by Lender In any instance 
shall not constitute continuing consent to subsequent instances where such consent is required and in all cases such consent may be 
granted or withheld in the sole discretion of Lender, 
SeverablUty. If e coun of competent Jurisdiction finds any provision of this Mongage to be iDegal, invalid, or unenforceable as to anv 
circumstance, that finding shan not make the offending provision illegal, Invalid, or unenforceable as to anv other circumstance. If feasible, 
the offending provision shall ba considered modified so that It becomes legal, valid and enforceable. if the offending provision cannot be so 
modified, It shall be considered deleted from this Mongage. Unless otherwise required by law, the illegality, invalidity, or unanforceability 
of any provision of this Mortgage shall not affect the legality, validity or enforceabihty of anv other provision of this Mongage. 
Merger. There shall be no merger of the interest or estate created by this Mongage with any other interest or estate in the Property at any 
time held by or for the benefit of Lender In eny capacity, without the written consent of Lander. 
Successors and Assigns. Subject to any limitations stated in this Mongage on transfer of Grantor's interest, this Mongege shall be binding 
upon and Inure to the benefit of the parties, their successors and assigns. If ownership of the Propeny becomes vested In a person other 
than Granter, Lender, without notice to Granter, may deal with Grantor's successors with reference to this Mongage and the Indebtedness 
by way of forbearance or extension without releasing Granter from the obligations of this Mongage or liability under the Indebtedness. 
llrna is of the Essence. Time is of the essence In the performance of this Mortgage. 
Waiver of Homestead Exemption. Granter hereby releases and waives all rights and benefits of the homestead exemption Jaws of the State 
of Idaho as to all Indebtedness secured by this Mongage. 
DERNITIONS. The following capitalized words and terms shall hava the following maanlngs when usad in this Mongage. Unless specifically 
stated to the contrary, all references to dollar amounts shall mean amoums in lawful money of the United States of America. Words and terms 
used In the singular shall include the plural, and the plural shall include the singular, as the context mav require. Words and terms not otherwise 
defined in this Mortgage shall have the meanings attributed to such terms In the Uniform Commercial Code: 
Bonower. The word "Borrower• means SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C. and includes ell co-signers and co-makers signing the Note and 
all their successors and assigns. 
Default. The word "Default" means the Default set fonh in this Mortgage In the section titled "Default". 
Environmental Laws. The words "Environmental Laws" meen any end all state, federal and local statutes, regulations and ordinances 
relating to the protection of human health or the environment, Including without limitation the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and LiabOity Act of 1980, as emended, 42 U.S.C. Section 9601, et seq. ("CERCLA "I, the Superfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act of 19B6, Pub. L. No. 99-499 ("SARA"I, the Hazardous Materials Transponation Act, 49 U.S.C. Section 1801, et seq .. 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 6901, et seq., or other applicable state or federal laws, rules, or 
regulations adopted pursuant thereto. 
Event of Default. The words "Event of Default" mean any of the events of default set forth In this Mortgage In the events of default 
section of this Mongage. 
Grantor. The word "Grantor" means SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C •• 
Guarantor. The word "Guarantor" means any guarantor, surety, or accommodation party of eny or an of the Indebtedness. 
Guaranty. The word "Guaranty• means the guaranty from Guarantor to Lender, Including without limitation a guaranty of all or pan of the 
Note. 
Hazardous Substances. The words "Hazardous Substances• mean materials that, because of their quantity, concentration or physical, 
chemical or infectious characteristics, may cause or pose a present or potential hazard to human health or the environment when 
Improperly used, treated, stored, disposed of, generated, manufactured, transported or otherwise handled. The words •Hazardous 
Substances" are used in their very broadest sense end Include without limitation any and ell hazardous or toxic subatances, materials or 
waste as defined by or listed under the Environmental Laws. The term "Hazardous Substances" also includes, without limitation. petroleum 
and petroleum by-products or any fraction thereof and asbestos. 
lmprovemonts. The word "Improvements" means all existing and future improvements, buildings, structures, mobile homes affixed on the 
Real Propeny, facilities, additions, replacements and other construction on the Real Propeny, 
Indebtedness. The word "Indebtedness• means all principal, interast, and other amounts, costs end expenses payable under the Nota or 
Related Documents, together with all renewals- of, ext~nalons of, modifications of, consolidations of and substiMions for the Note or 
Related Documents encl any amounts expended or advanced by Lender to aJScharge Grantor's obligations or expenses Incurred by Lender to 
enforce Grantor"s obligations under this Mongage, together with interest on such amounts as provided In this Mortgage. Specifically, 
without limitation, Indebtedness includes all amounts that,,,mav''li,e 1rycilre~dy secured by •the Cro5:1•C0Dateralization provision of this 
Mongage. ,,· • ; ' · , ·,, 
., ....... ~ _............ ---. 
Lender. The word "Lender" means Mountain Wast Banki'~.s_\lCcessors arntasslgn,s. 
Mongage. The word "Mongage• means this Mongaga..:1.etwaen\Grantor and\end~j'. 
Note •• , The word "Note" means the promissory{ notJ dated• -Ootober ; 13, :2005, in the original principal amount of 
_,IL llf,M' ,,om Granto, to ~nder, together jvith /ill r~ll!!wals,o_!..ef-n•ions pf, ·modifications of, refinancings of, consofidations 
of, and substltutkins for the promissory note or agree~m. NOTICE TO G""N I OR;,THE NOTE CONTAINS A VARIABLE INTEREST RATE. 
Personal Propeny. The words "Personal Propeny• mean all ~4\liPJtl.!'.IU•.fi"'es/and other articles of personal propeny now or hereaher 
owned bV Gl1mtor, al'ld nciw or hereeher anached or affixed to the Real ,Properly: together with all accessions, pans, and additions ta, all 
replacements of, and all substitutions for, any of such property, and to,9etl1er with all procaads Uncludlng without limitation all insurance 
praceedp and refunds of pre,niumal from any sale or other disposltion'd# the Property. . ,, 
Property. The word "Propeny• mo■na coUectlvely the Real Property ■nd the Personal Propeny. 
Rial Propeny. The words "Real Property" m111n tM real property, intarasta and rights, u funl,er described in this Mongage. 
Ralat■d Documents, Tha words "Related Documanta• mean aU promissory now, crealt agreementa, loan 1greementa, environmental 
agreements, guaranties, security agreementa, mortgages, daeda of trust, security deeds, collateral mortgages, and all other instruments, 
agreements and docum1111ta, whether now or haraah■r existing, executed In connection With the Indebtedness. 
Rants. The word "R1nt1• maans an present and future rants, revanuea, Income, Issues, royalties, profita, end othar benefits derived from 
the Propeny. 
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GRANTOR ACKNOWLEDGES HAVING READ ALL THE PROVISIONS OF THIS MORTGAGE, ANO GRANTOR AGREES TO ITS TERMS. 
SOUTH 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
STATE OF / Je;t{,,.o 
COUNTY OF __ ~:ci--""'"--',i...e,-_______ _ 
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THIS MORTGAGE dated June 10, 2009, Is made and executed between JOHN SCHERER, whose address ls P.O. 
BOX 1539, KETCHUM, ID 83340 and CHARLES HOLT, whose address is 100 SILVERWEED, SUN VALLEY, ID 
83353, collectively ·(referred to below as "Grantor"I and IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK:, whose address Is' 491 N 
MAIN ST, KETCHUM, ID 83340 !referred to below as "Lender"). 
GRANT OF MORTGA«,;E. Far valuable consldorotlon. Grantor mortgages. grants, bargains, s,alls and conveys to Leoder an of Grantor's rl$ht, 
tide, and lntar■at In and to tha followlng deacrlbed real property, togather vJllh all existing or 1u\>9equent1y erected or aff"!9d bqlldlngs, 
Improvements and fixtures; all easement■• rights ot way. and appurtenances: all water. w■tar rights, watercourns and ditch rights (including 
stack In utllill•s with ditch ar Irrigation rlghtal; and aft other rights, royallies, and profits relat111911> the real propIrtY, lnaludlns wllhoU'I llmltatfon 
all mlnerals, ell, gH, geothermal and similar mattara. (the "Real Property") located In BLAINE County, State of Idaho: 
An undivided 7.512891hs er 2.595% o1 Iha water rights appurtenaol ID the for.owing described lands situate In B!aine County. 
Idaho, ta wit 
AR In Township 1 Narlh, Range 19 Easl B.M.: 
In Section 6: NE1/4SW1/4, Gavemmenl Lal 6 In the NW1/4SWl/4, Govemmenl Lot 7 In th• SW1/4SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and 
5W1/4SE1/4 
tn Section 7: NW114NE1/4, SW1/4NE1/4, SE1/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW1/4. SE1/4NW1/4, NE1/4SE1/4 and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water rights are desaibed In five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Dlrectafs Reports each enlllled "Idaho Dopartmenl of Waler Resources 
Racommetlded Water Rights Acquired Under Stale Law" relating lo Iha waler righls summarized, In part, u follows-
WATER RIGHT PLACES OF USE SOURCE OF POINTOF ACRES . QUANTITY OF 
NUMBER WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED WATER 
37--481C described above Big Wood River SW1/4NW1/4. Sec. 289 3.014 CFS (cubic 
3ST2N, R1BE feet per 1econd) 
37•577BT dascrlbed abOve Big Woad River (same) (same) 2.20DCFS 
37--482H descnbed above Big Wood River (same) (same) 3.012CFS 
37--483C described above Big Wood River (same) (same) 15.u86CFS 
37~- ducnbad aaove Ground waler NW1/4NW1/4SWl/4 (same) 3.7SOCFB 
Sec. II, T1 N, R19E 1,011,SOAFY 
(acre/f■et par ye■t) 
water Righi No. 37•2630 (ground waler) Is oased on I Ucan1■. , ne other four (4) waler righls are b888d on court IIIICl'NS, 
EXHIBIT _ _.(p;....-_ 
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CROSS-COLLATERALIZATION. In addition to the Note, this M011gage oecuras all obll~allons, debts and llabllitlas, plus Interest tharaon, of either 
Grantor or Borrower ta Lender, or any one or more of them. as wed as all clalms by Lander against Borrower and Grantor or any one or more of 
them, whethar now exlsdng or heraalter arising, whathar rolatad or unrelated ID the purpoGe al tho Note, whether voluntary or othorwlse, 
wh11har duo ar nat dua, direct or Indirect, determined or undeterm1nad. absolute or contingent, liquidat■d or unliquldatad, whather Borrower or 
Granter may ba liable Individually or Jolntlv with others, whither obligated as guarantor, surety, ■ccommodallon party or othanvlsa, and whether 
recovery upon auch amounts may be or hereafter may became barrad by any statuto of limltatlans, and whether the obllgallon to repay such 
amounts may be or hereafter may become otharwlaa unanforce■bla. 
Granter prasenlly esslgns to Lender au ol Grantor's right, tltle, and lntere■t In and ta all presant and future laaaes al the Praparty and all Rants 
from tha Property, In addition, Grantor grants ta Lender a Uniform Commercial Code security Interest In the Personal Property and Ranta. 
THIS MORTGAGE, INCLUDING THE ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND THE SECURITY INTEREST IN THE RENTS AND PERSONAL PROPERTY, IS 
GIVEN TO SECURE CAI PAYMENT DF THE INDEBTEDNESS AND CBI PERFORMANCE OF ANY AND ALL OBUGATfONS UNDER THE NOTE, 
THE RELATED DOCUMENTS. ANO THIS MORTGAGE. THIS MORTGAGE IS GIVEN AND ACCEPTED ON THE FOLLOWING TERMB: 
GRANTOR'S WAIVERS. Granter walvos all rights or delonses arising by reason 01 any "ana acUon" or •anU-daficlency• law, or any other law 
which may pravam Lander from bringing any acllon against Grantor, Including a claim for daficioncy ta the e>.tant Lender Is otherwise endUed to 
a claim for deQclency, belara or after Land•r's commencement or completl0n 01 eny foraclasuro actlon, althar Judlclally or by exercise of a 
power of 1ale. 
GRANTOR'S REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, Grant0r warrants that: Cal this M0ngaga Is exacU11d at Barr0war'1 request and not at 
the roquest of Londar: lbl Grantor has ~• lull powor, right, and authority ta ontar Into this Mongaga and to hypathacato the Proporty; fcl tho 
provisions of this Mortgage do not confhct with, or result In a default undor any agraement or other lnstrumant binding upon tlrantor and do not 
result fn • vlolatfon of any law. regulation, court decree or order appllcahla to Granter; ldl Grantor has established edequata means of obtaining 
from Borrower an a comlnulng basis Information about Boffower's financial concfj'tion; end leJ Lender hes mada no representadon to Grantor 
about Borrower (Including w11hout limitation the creditworthiness af Barrowar), 
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANce. Except as otherwisa provided In this Mortgage, Borrower and Granter shall pay ta Lander all Indebtedness 
sacured by this Mortgage as It bocames due, and Borrower and Grantar shall striclly parfom, all Borrowar's and Grantor's abllgaUons undar this 
Mortgage. 
POSSESSION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE PROPERTY. Borrower and Granter agree that Borrower's end Grantor's passasslon and use of the 
Property shall be govamed by the foHowlng provisions: 
PosaaHlon and Usa. Until the occurrence of an Event of Default, Grantor mav Ill remain In possession and control of tha Property: 121 
use, operate or managa tha Propany; and 131 · collect th• Rants from the Property. The following provisions relata to the use of the 
Property or to other llmltaUons an the Property. 
Duty to MaintalR, Grantor shall maintain the Property In tanantablo condition and promptly perform all repairs, replacements, and 
maintenance nocessary to preserve Its value. 
Compllanc• Wrth Envlronmontal Laws. Grantar represents and warrants ta Lender that: I 11 During the period of Gran tor' a ownership of 
tha Property, there has been no use, generation, manufacture, storage., treatment, disposal, release or dveatenod release af ■ny Hazardous 
Substance by any parson an, under, about ar from 1he Property: (2) Grantor hes no knowledge af, or reason to blllleva that thare ha& 
been, except as previously disclosed ta and acknowledged by Lendor In writing, Cal any broach or vloladan of any Enviranmantal Laws, 
lb) any use. generation, rnanuf■cturo, storage, treatment. disposal, release or threatenad release of any Hazardous Substance on, undar, 
about or from the Praparty by any prior owners or occupanta al the Proparty, or Cc) any actual or threatanerl lltlgdtion or claims of any 
kind by any peraon relating to auch mattera; end 131 Excapt as pravioualy dfscloaad ID and acknowledged by Lendar In writing, lal na:thar 
Grantor nar any tenant. contractor, agent or otho! authorlz1d user of tha Property shall usu, genera ta, manufacture. stare, treat. dispose of 
or rolease eny Hazardous Substance on, under, about or from the Property; and Cbl any such acllvfty shall be conducted In compliance 
with au applicable federal, 1tata, and local lawa, regulation• and ordinances, Including without limltallan all Environmental Laws. Grantor 
authorizes Lender and Its agants ta anter upon tha Property to make such lnspecdons and teat.s, at Grantor's expanse, es Lender may deam 
appropriate ta datermine compliance al Iha Property with this section al the Mortgage. Any Inspections or Wits made by Lendor shall be 
for Lender'• purpo""• only and 1haU not be construed ID create any responslblllty or liablHI\I an the part of Lender ta Grantor or ta any other 
per■on. The reprusentatlona and warranties contalnad horeln are baaed on Granto,'■ due dlUgance In Investigating th• Property for 
Hazardous SUbstancas. Grantor hereby 111 refHses and walvas any futun, claims ■gainst Lender for Indemnity or contribution In Iha 
avant Grantor becomes Hable for cleanup or othl!r cost, undar any such laws; and 121 agrees to Indemnify, defend, and hold hermless 
Lender against any and all claims, losses, HabiUtles, damages, penalties, and expansos which Lender mey rllracdy or lndlrectJv sustain or 
1uffer resulting from a breach of this section of the Martgaga or as • consaquance of any usu, ganeratlan, manufacture, storage, disposal, 
ralease or threatanad raloaso occurring prior to Grantor's ownership or intere■t In the Property, whither or not the same wu or should 
have been known ta Grantar, The provlalans of this 11ctlon of th• Mortgage, Including the obligation to lr'ldemnlly and defand, shell survive 
the peymem of the Indebtedness and tha aatlsfactlan and raconveyence of the Oen al this Mortgage and ahall not be affected by Lander's 
acquisition of any Interest In the Property, whether by loraclosura or otherwise. 
Nuisance, Waste. Grantor shaU not cause, conduct or permit any nuisance nor commlt, permit, or suffer any stripping of or wasta an or ta 
the Pro party or any porllon of tha Property. Without lirnltlng the ganarallty of the loragalng, Gron tar wllf not remove, or grant ID any other 
party the right to remove, any timber, nllnerals Clncludlng all and gas!, coal, clay, ac0rla, soil, gravel or rack products without Lander's prior 
written cons■nt. 
Removal of lmprovamants. Grantar shall not damalilh or romova any lmpravomanta from tha Real Praparty without Lendar's prior wrlttan 
consent. As a condition 10 the removal of any Improvements, Lender may raquint Grantar to make arrangements satisfactory to Lender to 
replace such lmpravaments with lmpravaments al at l■asl equal value. 
Lender's Right to Enter. Lender and Lender'• agents and raprasentatlvas may anter upon the Real Property at all roasonabla times ta anend 
to Lender's Interests and to Inspect tha Raal Properly lar purpoHI al Grantor's compliance with the terms and condillons of this Mortgage. 
Compliance with Gavornmantal Raqulnm■nts. Granto, shaff promptly comply with all laws, ordinances, and regulalions. now or horoaftar 
In affect, of all governmental autharitle1 eppllcable to the usa or occupancy al the Property, Including without llmltadon, the Americans 
With Olsabffi6es Act. Grantar may contest In good faith any such law, ordinance, or ragulatlan and withhold compUance during any 
proceeding, Including 1pproprt111 appaala, 10 long ■1 Granto, has noUlled Lender In writing prior ta doing ■o and 10 long ea, In Lend■r'• 
solo opinion, Lender's Interests In the Property are not Jeopardized. Lander may require Granter ta post adequate 11curlty or • suraty bond, 
reasonably 11dafactory ta Lender, to protact Lender's lntarest. 
Duty to Protect. Granter agroes neither ta abandon er laava unanended the Property. Grantar shall do all other acts, In addition to those 
acts ■at forth ■bave fn this section, whlch from the character and use of th• Property ar■ reucnably necuaary to protect and pr11erv1 the 
Property. 
DUE ON SALE • CONSENT BY LENDER, Lender mav, at Lendor'• option, declare Immediately due and payable all aums aacured by this 
Mortgage upon the sale or transfer, without Lender's prior written cona■nt. of all or any part of tha Real Property, or any intarest In Iha Raal 
Property. A "aale or transfer" maans the conveyance of Real Property or any right. tltla or Interest fn Iha Real Property; whethar legal, benaficial 
or equitable: whether voluntary or Involuntary; whether by outright sale, dead, Installment sale contract, Jand contract, contract for deed. 
laaaahald Interest with a term greatar than three 13) yeara, laase-opdon contract, or by 1ala, as■lgnment, or transfer of any beneficlal lntereat In 
or to any land truat holding title ta the Real Property, or by any othar mathod of conveyance al an lnteraat In the Real Property. Hawevar, this 
apllan a hall not be axerclaad by Lender If such exercise la prahibitad by federal law or by Idaho law, 
TAXES ANO LIENS. The following pravlslans relating to the tllXtla and Hans an the Property are part of this Mortgage: 
Payment. Grantar 1hail pay when due land In all events prior ta dellnquancyl 18 tues, payroll t.,,.s, 1p1cl1I tax .. , aueasmenta, water 
chergaa and sewer 18flllce chargu laviad against or on occount of the Property, and ahall pay when due all clalma for work dona an or far 
aaflllces rendered or material furnished ID the Prapany. Grantar aha ff maintain the Property free of any Hens having priority over or equal 10 
the lntarast of Lender under this Mortgage, except for thosa liens apeclflcally agreed ta In writing by Lendar, and except for the Ren of taxas 
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Right to Contest. Granto, may withhold payment of any tax, assessment. or claim In ccnnectian with a good faith dispute over the 
obllgadon to pay, ao long as lender's Interest In the Property 11 not jeopardized. If a lien arises or Is filed as a result of nonpayment. 
Grsntar ahaU within flheen 115) days aher the lien arises or, If • Dan Is filed, within fihaon (l 5) day1 aflar Grantar has notice of the IIDng, 
seC\Jra the discharge af the Hen, or If requested by lender, deposit with Lender cash ar a sufOclent corporate surety bond or other security 
satisfactory ta Lender In an 1maun1 sufficient to discharge tho lien pJus anv costs and rea,onabla attorneys' tees, er other charges that 
could accrue as a result of a foreclosure or &alo under the lien. In any contest, Granto, sheU defend kself and Lender and 1hall sadsfy any 
lldverse Judgment bafar■ enforcement against the Property. Grantor shall name Lender as an eddltianal obHgee under any surety bond 
turnished In the contest proceedings. 
Evfdance at Paymant. Granror shall upon demand furnish to Landar sat'sfactory evldenc• of pavmenl of the ta:ices or 111essmants and shaU 
authorize the appropriate governmantal official to deliver to lender at any time a wrlnen statement of the taxes and assessments against 
the Property, 
Nodca al Consuuction. Granto, shall notify Lender at laast fifteen 11 SI days before any work Is commenced, any services are fumlahed, or 
any materials are supplied to tho Property, If any mochanic1s lien, materlalmen·■ lien, or other lien could ba asserted an account of the 
VIDrk, services, or matarlala. Grantor w111 upon request of Lender furnish to Lender advance assuranccs sadsfactory to Lender that Granter 
can and wlll pay the cost of such Improvements. 
PROPERTY DAMAGE INSURANCE. Tha foDowing provisions relatlng 10 Insuring the Property are e part of this Mongage: 
MeJntan■nce af lnsurence. Grantar shall procure ind maintain policies of lira fnsuranca with standard e:ictendod cavarage andon.aments an 
a replacement basis for the full fnturabla value covering all lmpravamenta on the Real Property In an amount sufficient ta ■void application 
of any coinsurance clause. and with a standard mortgagee clause In favor of Lendor. Grantar shall also pracure and maintain 
comprehensive general liabiRty ln&urance In such coverage amounts es Lender may request with Lender being named as addilianal Insureds 
In such liability Insurance pallclas. Additionally, Grantor 1haD maintain such other Insurance, Including but not limited to hazard, business 
Interruption nnd boiler Insurance ■s Lender may require. Pollcles sh1U ba written by such Insurance companies and ln such form as may be 
reasonably acceptablo to Lender, Grantor shall deliver ID Lander cerdflcates ol coverage from aach Insurer containing a adpulatlon that 
coverage will not be cancoDad or diminished without a minimum of ten (10) days• prior v,rinen notice to Lender and not containing any 
di•clalmer of the lnsurar'a liability for laHura to give such notice, Each Insurance policy also shaD Include an endorsement providing Iha! 
coverage in favor of Lender v,ill not be Impaired In any 'llay by any acl. omission or dnfault of Granto, or lfly other parson. Should the Real 
Property be locatad In an area d■slgnatad by the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency as a special flood hazard area, 
Grantor agrees to obtain and maintain Federal Flood Insurance, If available, within 45 days after notica Is given by Lender that the Property 
Is located In a spacial flood hazard area, for tha full unpaid prlnclpal balance ol the loan end any prior Ions on the property securing the 
laan, up to the maximum policy Hmlu set under the Nadonal Flood Insurance Program, or a:, oth■rwlse required by Lender, and ta maintain 
wch Insurance far the term of Iha loan. 
Appl"oaadon of Proc■ods, Grantor shaD promplly nodfy Lander of eny loss or damaga ta tho Property. Lender may make proof of lau If 
Grantar fails to do 10 within fihaen 1151 days ol the casualty. Whether or not Lander's sacurlty Is Impaired, Lender may, at Lender's 
election, recalve and rallln the procHds of any lnsuranca and apply the proceeds ID the raducdon of the Indebtedness, payment or any n,n 
effecdng the Property, or the rutoratlon and relJ"lr of the Propeny. If Lander elects to apply Iha procaeds to restoration end repair, Grantar 
shall repair 0r replace tha damagod ar dastrayed Improvements In a manner 11ti1f1ctary to Lender. Lender shaff, upon satlafactory proof of 
such expenditure. pay or reimburse Grantor from the proceeds for the reasonable cast of repair or restoration If Granlor ls not In default 
under this Mortgage. Any procaads which have not been disbursed ,~ithin 1 BD days alter their receipt and which lender has not 
committed ta the repair or restoration cl the Property shall be usad first to pay any amount owing to Lender under this Mongage, then to 
pay accrued Interest, end the remalndar, If any, shall be applied to Iha principal bolance of the lndebtldness. If Lander holds any proceeds 
•ftar payment In full al the Indebtedness, ouch proceeds shall be paid to Grantar as Grantor's lntarests may appaar. 
LENDER'S EXPENDITURES. If any action or procaeding Is commenced that would materially allect Lender's Interest in the Property or If Granto, 
fails to comply with any provision of this Mortgage or any Related Documenu, Including but not llmltad to Grantor's failure to discharge or pay 
when dua any amounts Granter Is required to discharge or pay under this Mortgage ar any Related Documents, Lender on Gr■ntor•s behalf may 
Cbut shaft not be obllgated to) take any action that Lander deems appropriate, Including but not llmlted ID discharging or paying all ta""5, 6ana, 
security Interests, encumbrances and other claims, at any time levied or placed on the Propany and paying all costs for Insuring, maintaining and 
preserving the Property. AH 1uch expenditures lncunad or paid by Lendor for auch purposes will then bear lntarast at the ma charged under the 
Nota from Iha date Incurred or paid by Lender to the dote of repayment by Granto,. All auch expenses will become a pan of the lndebtednHs 
and, at Lender's opdon, YIIII (Al be payable on demand; (Bl be added to Iha balance of the Note and be apportioned among and ba payable 
with any lnstaQment payments to become due du,lng either 11) the term of any eppllcabla insurance poDcy: or 12) Iha remaining term of Iha 
Note; or IC) be treated as e balloon payment which wlU be due and peyablo at Iha Nata's maturity. The Mortgage also wm secure payment of 
those amounts, Such right shall be In addition lo all olhar rights and remedies ID which Lender may be entitled upon Default. 
WARRANTY: DEFENSE OF mlE. Tha followlng provision& relating 10 ownership of tha Proparty ere a port of this Martgaga: 
Tide, Gruntor werrant1 that Cal Granto, holds good and marketoble title of record 10 the Property In fee 11,nple, freo and clear of all liens 
and encumbrances other than those oet forth In the Real Property dueription or In any dtle Insurance policy, dlla report, or final dlle opinion 
Issued In favor of, and accepted by, lender In comeclion with this Mortgage, and lb) Grentor has tho full right, powar, and authority to 
execute and deRver this Mongage to Lender. 
Def■ns• of Tido, SubJoct to the axcepdon In the paragraph above. Grantar warrants and will forevar defend the tide ID the Prapany against 
tha lawful claims of all persons. In the event any action or proceeding ls commenced that quastions Grantor'1 titla or the inlarest of Linder 
under this Mongage, Grantor ahall defend the acllan at Gran1Dr'1 expense. Grantar may be the nominal party In 1uch pracaeding, but 
Lender shall ba ontlded to pardclpata In the pracaeding and to bt raprasentad In the proceeding by counsel of Lender's own cholca, and 
Granter wUI deUver, or cause ta be delivered. to Lender such Instruments as Lender may request f1'am lime to time ta permit such 
participalion. 
Compliance Wath Laws. Grnntor warrants that the Propenv and Grantor's usa of the Property complies with an existing appDcable laws, 
ordinances, and r11gulatlons af governmantal authorities. 
Survival of R■pres■ntatians and Warrentlas. AH representations. warranties. and agreements made by Granter (n this Mortgage shall 
survive the ••ecudon and delivery al this Mortgage, shaU be continuing In nature, end shall remain in full farca and effect until such dme as 
Borrower'• lndebtednu, shall be paid in full. 
CONDEMNATION. The following provisions relatlng 10 condemnation proceeding& are a pan of this Mortgaga: 
Praca■dings. If any proceeding In condemnation Is mad, Grantor shaU promptly notify Lender in writing, and Grantot shall pramptfy take 
such steps as may be necMsary to defend the action and obtain the award. Gr■ntor may be the nominal party in such proceeding, but 
Lender shall be entltlad to pardclpata In the proceeding end to be represented In the procaeding by counsa( al Its own choice, end Grantar 
wlll deliver or cause to be delivered to lender such Instruments and documentation II may be requested by lender from Uma to time ID 
permit auch partlclpatlon, 
AppPcatlon of N■t Pr.,.,.■ds, If all or any p1rt af the Property Is cond1mn1d by amlnant domain proceedings or by eny proceeding or 
pu,chaH In Hau al condemnat'-on, Lander may et Its election requir■ thlt 111 ar any portion of th■ net prac■ed1 ol the award be 1ppl11d ID 
tha lndlbtednus or the rapalr ar rastoratlan of tho Property, Tho nat proceada al th■ ■ward shill maan Iha ■ward alt■r payment al all 
ra11on1ble co111, ,_,, ... , and attorneys' fau Incurred by Lander In connecdon with th• condemnation, 
IMPCBmDN OF TAXES, FEES AND CHARGES BY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES, The lollowlng pravl■lans relating lo gov1rnm■n1al laxer, 
fau and charg11 ara a pan: al 1h11 Mort;1ga: 
Curr■nl T11u, Feu ■nd Chargo1, Upon r■quaat by Lander, Gr1n1or ■hal exacull 1uch daauman11 In addition lo this Mon;1191 ■nd tak■ 
Wha1av1r other action la raqua1tad by L1nd1r to perfect ond eon1lnu1 Landar'a Han on Iha 11111 Property. Gr1n1or 1h18 ralmbur11 Lendor far 
all 11x11, as ducrlbed below, together with 111 ••pen111 Incurred In raconling, parfactlng or continuing thf• Mar,gage, Including without 
llmltadon aa tax11, lou, dacumentery stamp■, 1nd athor ch1rg■1 for recording ar registering this Martg1g■• 
Tua■• The followlng 1h1II CIINlilUII wu ta whfoh 1h11 11odan 1ppllu: 11 l a ■poclfic tax upon this type al Mongaga or upon ■II or ■ny 
p1rt or tha lnd1btedn111 HCUl'lld by this Mortgage; 12) a 1p1clflc ta• an Borrow■r which Barrawar 11 1uthorlzed or requlrad to d■duct 
lram paymonts an the lndebtednus ■-cured by 1h11 type of Mort;ag■: (31 a tax an 1h11 typo of Mortgage chargeable 1galnst tho Lendsr or 
the holder of th■ Not■: and 14) a •pacific ta• on all ar any ponlon af Iha lndab11dn111 or on p■yrnants of prlnclpal and fntar■st mada by 
Borrawar, 
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Subsequant Taxas. If any tax to which this section applies Is enacted subsequent ta the date of this Mortgage. this event shan hava th ■ 
same affect as an Event of Default, and Lender may e>eerclsa any or all of its available remedies far an Evont of Default u provided below 
unless Grantor either (1) pays the tax before It becomes delinquent, or (21 con1ests the tax. 111 provided above In the Taxes and Liens 
section and deposits with Lender cash or a autr,clent corporate surety bond or other security satisfactory to Lander. 
SECURITY AGREEMENT: FINANCING STATEMENTS. The following provisions relaling to this Mortgage as a security agreement are I porl of 
this Mortgage: 
Security Agracment, This Instrument shall constitute a Security Agreemen:: to the extant any of the Property constitutes fixtures, and 
Lender shall have all of the rights of a ■ecwed party under the Uniform Ccmmerciul Code as arnandod from tJm1 to time. 
Security fntarast. Upon request by Lender. Granter shall take whatever action is requested by Lendar to perfect and continua Lender's 
security lntoroat In the Rents and Personal Property. In addition to recording this Mortgage in tho real property records, Landar may, at any 
time and without further authorizarion (ram Grantor, filo executed counterpans, copias or reproductions of this Mangage as a financing 
statement, Grantar shall ralmburae lender fer alt expenses Incurred In perfecting ar candnulng this security lnterast. Upon d■fautt. Grantor 
shall not remove, sever or detach the Personal Property from the Propeny. Upon default, Granter shall assemble any Personal Properry nor 
affixed to the Property in a 1t1anner and at a place reasonably convenient to Granto, and Ltndar and maka It available ta Lender within three 
13) days after receipt of written demand from Lender to tho oxtonl permitted by applicable law. 
Addresses. The malllng addresses of Grantor (dabtorl and Landar (secured party) lrom which Information concerning th• security Interest 
granted by this Mortgage may be obtained (each •• required by the Uniform Comm■ rcial Code) are ■s &lated on th• first page of lhls 
Mortgage. 
FURTHER ASSURANCES: ATTORNEY-IN-FACT. The lollowlng provisions relating ta further assurancos and euomey-in-fact are a part of this 
Mortgage: 
Funhor AHurancas. At any time, and from tlma to time, upon requ11st of Lender, Grantor will mako, exocute and deliver. or wJIJ cause ta 
be made. executed or delivered. to Lender or ta Lander's deaignae, and when requested by Lendar, cause ta be filei:J, recorded. refilad, or 
raracordod, as tha case may ba, DI ■uch rfmu and in such offices and places es Lender may daem appropriate. any and all such mortgagas, 
deeds of trust, security d■eds, security agreements, financing statements, conUnuatian statements, in,;truments of further assurance, 
certlficatu, and other documents as may, In tho sole opinion of Lender, be necessary or deslrable In order to effectuate, complete, perfect, 
continue, or pruarva (1) Bomwer's and Grantor's obUgatlons under the Nate, this Mortgage, and the Related Documents, and 12J tho 
liens and security intarosu created by this Mortgage on the Property. whathar now ownad or hereaher acquired by Granter. Unless 
prohibited by law or Lendar agrees to the contrary in writing. Grantor shaU reimburse Lender for all casts and e~penses Jncurrl!ld in 
connection with the manan refarrcd ta in thls paragraph. 
Anomay.fn..Fact. If Granlor fails ta da any of the things ralarred ta In tho procodlng paragraph, lander may do so for and 1n tha name of 
Grantor and at Grantor's expanse. For such purposas, Granto, hereby Irrevocably appoints Lander as Grantor's attorney-in-feet far the 
purpose of making, executing. delivering, filing. recording, and doing all othar things as may bo nl!cessary or desirable, fn Lender's ■ale 
opinion, to accomplish tho mat1er& referred to In the preceding paragraph. 
F\.IU PERFORMANCE. If Borrower and Granto, pay all tha Indebtedness when due, end Granto, omerwls■ p■rforms all ma obligaUons Imposed 
upon Grantar under this Mortgage, Lender shall execute and deliver ta Granter a suitable satisfaction of this Mortgage and suitable atataments 
of termination of any financing •tatement on file ■vldoncfng Lender's security Interest In the Rents and tho Personal Property. Grantor will pay, 
If permitted by applicable law. any reasonable termination foa as determined by Lender from time to tfme. 
EVENTS OF OEFAULT. Each of Iha Jollowlng, •I Lender's option, shall constitute an Evant ol Default under this Mongage: 
Paym1nt Default. Borrowar fails to maka any payment when due under the lndabtadnass. 
O■fault an Other Payments. Failure ol Gronior v,ithln the time required by thfs Mortgage to make any payment for taxes or Insurance, or 
any other payment necessary to prevenr filing of or to affect discharge of uny Han. 
Other Defaults. Borrower ar Grantor fails to comply with or to perform any other term, obligation. covenant or condition contained in this 
Mor1gage or In any of tho Related Oocumenta or re comply with ar to perform any term, obligation, covanant ar condition containad In any 
other agreement between Lande, and Baffower or Grantar. 
Dafault in Favor of Third Parties. Should Borrower or any GrAl\tor default under any loan, extension of credit. security agraament. purchase 
or sales agraamant, or any other agreement. In favor of any other creditor or person that may materlally affect any of Borrower's or any 
Grantor's property or Borrower's abilfty to repay the lndabtodnoH or Borrower's or Grantor's ablllty ta perform thair respective abligati~ 
under this Mortgage or any of the Related Documents. 
Falso Stat11ments. Any warranty, tapresentatlan or sratoment made or furnished to Lender by Borrower or Grantor or on Borrower's or 
Grantor's behalf under this Mortgage or tho Related Documents is falso or misleading tn any material respect, eithll!r now or at lhe time 
made or fumlshed or becomes false or misleading at any time thereafter. 
D■factiva Collatara6zatlon. This Mortgage or any of the Rolatad Oocumonu ceases ta be in full force and effect fir,cluding failure of any 
collateral docurnant ta create a valid and porlccted security lntarest or lian) at any time end for any reason. 
Death or Insolvency. The dt11olutlon or Grantor•s Cregardless of whether election ta continue Is made). any member withdraws from the 
limited llablllty company, ar any other termlnat'.on of Borrower's or Grantor's existence as a going business or tho death of any member, the 
insolvency of Borrower or Grantar, the appointment of I receiver for any pan of Borrower's or Grantor's prapony. any a11lgnment for the 
benefit of creditors, any typo of croditar workout, or th ■ commancamcnt of any proceeding under any bankruptcy or Insolvency laws by or 
against Boffawer or Grantor. 
Creditor ar Farf1iture Proceeding■• Commencement or foreclosure or forfeiture proceedings. whether by judicial procaadlng, self-help, 
repoa■DSSion ar any other method, by ■ny creditor ol Borrowar or Grantor or by any governmental agency against any property securing the 
lndabtodnuG. This includeJ a garnishmont of any of Borrower'• or Grantor's accounts. Including dopa1it accounts. with lender. However, 
this Event of Default 11hall not apply If there Is a good faith dispull by Borrower or Granter as ta the validity or reasonableness of the claim 
which ls the ba■I■ of tha creditor or forfeiture procoedlng and If Borrowar or Granter givu Lender written notice or the cradltor or forfeiture 
proceeding and deposits with lender monies or a surety bond for the creditor or forfeiture pruc:eading, In an amount determined by Lender, 
In Its sole discretion. as being an adequate reserve or band for the dispute. 
Breach of Other Agraament. Any breach by Borrower or Grantor under the carm& of any other agreement between Sorrower or Grantor and 
Lander that ls not remedied within any grace parlod provided therein, Including without llmltation any agreement concerning any 
lndebtednns or other obllgation of Borrowor or Grantor to Lender. whether existing now or later. 
Evants Affecting Guarantor. Any of the preceding events occurs with respect to any Guarantor of any of the lndebtedne■s or any 
Guarantor dies or becomes Incompetent. or revokes or dlsputlUi the validity of, or liabfflty under. any Guaranty of th11 lndebtadnas:.. 
AdvorH Change, A material 1dv1rsa chang■ occur■ In Granto,·, financial condition, or Landor beliava1 the proSJ)ICI al paymanl or 
p■rfarmanca of the lndebtednos■ Is .lmpalrad. 
ln11eurity, Lond■r In good 111th ballevo1 lt1oll ln1■cur■. 
RIGHT& AND REMEDl!S ON DEFAULT, Upon tho acourr■nc■ of ■n Event of Dahult and at any tima thetBDft■r, Lender, 11 Llndar'1 option, may 
•••rel■- any an• or mora of cha fallawlng righta and r■medlu, In additlan ta any other rights or ramadio■ pravldad by law: 
Aaaelerata lnd1btadn111. Landor ■hall h■v■ Iha right at Ila option wlthaut notice to Borrow■, or Granto, to daeiaro the antlr■ lndabt1dnu1 
lmm■dletely du■ and p1yabl1, Including ■ny pr1p1ym1n1 p■nal,v that Borraw■r would be raqulted ID p■y. 
UCC R1rnet1111. With ra■pact ID 111 or any pan al the P■raonal Prop■ny, Land■r "1all h11111 all the rights and ramadlH al • ■acurad p■ny 
und■r Iha Unllarrn Commt1rclal Coda. 
Callat:t Rania, Lander ■hall h1v1 tho rlghl, without notice ID Borrow■r or Grantor, to t■k■ pa-■alon of the Property 1nd con■ci the A1n11, 
Including ■moun" pa■t due and unpaid, and opply tile nat procude, av■r and abava Lander'■ co111, agalntt me lnd1b11dna11. In 
lurlh11anc1 al this right, Lend■r may n,quir■ any t■nant ar othlt u111 of Ille Property to rnaka payments of rant c,r u11 faaa dlraaUy to 
L■nd■r, II the R1n1t an, collected by Lender, than GranlDr Irrevocably dulgnata1 Lllnd■r II Gr1n10r'1 attom1y-ln-f1ct to endor11 
lnstrumonts received In payment tharaol In the n■m■ of Granlor and to nagotl1ta the 11m1 and collect the proeoed■, P1yman11 by tenants 
or other u■■rs to Lander In respan■a ID Land1r'1 damand 1hell 1■t11fy tha obllg1do1111 for which the p1ym■nt1 ara made, wh■lh■r or not any 
proper ground■ for tho d1mand ■xistad Lendor rn■y ex1rcl11 Its rights und■r thla 1ubparagraph ellh■r In parson, by agent, or through 1 
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Appoint Racelvor. Lender shall have the right to have a reca:var appointed ta take po11U111on of an or any part of the Property, with the 
power to proteet and preseNe the Property, to operate the Property preceding foreclosure or s■la, and ta collect the Rents from the 
Property ond apply the proceeds, aver end above the cast ol the receivership, against tho Indebtedness. The receiver may serve without 
band If permitted by law. Lender's right ta the appointment of a receiver shall exist whether or not the apparent value of the Property 
■xcaeds the Indebtedness by a substantial amount. Emplo\'rnent by Lender shall not disquallfy a person from aorvlng as a receivar, 
Judicial Foreclosure. Lender may obtain a Judlctal decree foreclosing Grantor"s Interest In all or any part of the Propeny. 
Nan)udlclal Sala. 1f permitted by applicable law. Lender may foreclose Grantor"& interest in all or In any part of the Parson11I Property or the 
Real Property by nan-judiclal sale. 
Doficloncy Judgment. If permitted by appUcablo law, Landor may obtain a Judgment lor any deficloncv remaining In the Indebtedness due 
to Lender after appllcatlan of ell amounts received from the exercise of the rights provided In this section. 
Tananay at Sufferanco. If Gran10r remains In posseaalon of the Prapartv •~•• tho Property Is aold as provided above or Lender otherwise 
b&Gomes entitled to possession of lhe Property upon default of Borrower or Gran tor, Granter shall become I tan ant at sufferance of Lendar 
or the purchaser of Iha Property and shall, at Lender's option, either 111 pay a reasonable rental for the uso of th• Property, or 121 vacate 
the Property Immediately upan the demand ol Lender. 
Other Remodias. Lendor shall have all athar rights and remedies providad In this Mortgage or the Nata or available at law or in equity 
Sale of the Property. To the extent permitllld by applicable law, Borrower and Grantar hereby waive any and all right to have the Property 
marshallod. In axerclslng Its right• and remedies, Lendar shall be lree ta sell all or any part ol the Property together or 1eparately, In one 
1111 or by separate aulas. lender shall be entitled to bid at any public sale an all or any portion of the Property, 
Notice of Safa, Lendor shall give Grantar reasonable natlc:e of tha time and place of any publlc sala of tho Personal Property or gf tha time 
1her which any prlv3te sale or other lntanded disposition of the Personal Property ls to bu made, Reasonable notice shall mean notice 
given at feast ten 110) days before the time of the sale or disposition. Any sale of tho Personal Prapeny may ba made In conjunction with 
ony sale al the Roal Property. 
Election of Remodfos. Election by Lender to pursue any remedy shall not exclude pursuit of any other tm!m■dy, and an elcctlon ta make 
a,cpendltures or to take action to perform an abligatlan of Granter under this Mortgage. aher Grantor's failure ta perform, shall not affect 
Lander's righl to declare a default and exercise Its remedies. Nothing under this Mortgage or otherwise shall be construed so as to limit or 
restrict the rights and remedies available to Lender fallowing an Event of Dufault, or In •nv v,ay ta limit or restrict the rights end obility of 
lander to proceed dlre,;tJy against Gr■ntor and/or Borrower andiar against any other co~makar, guarantor, surety or endorser ■nd/ar ta 
proceed against any other collateral directly or Indirectly securing the fndabtedness. 
Attorneys' Faes: Expensas. If lender Institutes any suit or action ta anfarco any al the tarms of this Mortgage, Lender shull be entitled ID 
recover such 51JITI u the court may adjudge reasonable as ■ttorneys' fees at trial and upon any appeal, Whether or not any court action ls 
Involved, end 10 the extant not prohibited by law. all reasonable e,cponses Lander Incurs that In Lender's opinion are necessary at any time 
for the protection of Its lntmust or the anloteoment al Its rights shall became a part al tho Indebtedness payable on demand and shah bear 
lnterut at the Noto rate from the date ol the expenditura until repaid. Expensaa covered by this paragraph Include, without Umitatian, 
however subject to any llmJts under applicable law, Lender's reasonable attorneys' fees and lender's legal expenses whether or not there is 
■ lawsuit, Including raosoneble atlarneys• fees and expenses for bankruptcy proceedings (including efforts ta modify or vacate any 
automatic stay or injunctionl, appeals, and any anticipated pest-judgment collection 1ervlc1a, the cost of searching records. obtaining title 
reports Uncludlng for■claaure reportsl, surveyar1· raparts. and appraisal fees and title Insurance. ta the extent parmined by applicable law. 
Grantor also win pay any coun casts, In addition ta an other sums provided by law. 
NOTICES. Any natica required lo be given undar this Martgaga, Including without Hmitatlon any notice of dolault end any notice of sale &haR be 
given In writing, and shall bu offoctiva when actually delivered, when actually received by tolelacslmila (unless athorwise required by lawl, when 
deposited with I natianally recognized overnight courier. or, JI m.ailod, when deposited In lha United Statoc m.ail, as first clus, certified or 
raglstarad mall pastaga prepaid, d,rected ta the addresses shown near the beginning ol this Mortgage. All copies al notices al farecloaure from 
the holder of eny lien which has priority aver this Mortgage shall be sent ta Lender's address, as shown near tho beginning ot this Mortgage. 
Any party may change Its address for notices under this Mortgage by giving formal written notice ta the other parties, specifying that the 
purpasa of the notice Is to change the party's address. Far notice purposes, Grentor agrees to kaep Lendor lnfarmad at alt tlmos of Grantor's 
current address. Unlasa otherwisa provided or required by law, ii there is mare than one Granter, any notice given by Lender to any Grantar Is 
deemed to be notice given to all GranlDrs-
ADDITIONAL PROVISION. Hypothecatian Mortgage • Agreomen1 of Borrower. Borrawar, and oach al them if mar• than ana, bV Its oxocution ol 
this Mortgage, agrees that it shall be subject ID, bound by, and personally obligated lo pay, obs■rve end perform, jointly and severally with 
Grantar, aach and ■very of the iarms, covenants. and conditions of this MortQage as if Borrower had executed this Mortgage as Grantar; 
provided that any limitation of lllliH1i1y on the part of or applicabla ta Grantor aholl not ba applicable to or far th• benefit of Borrower. It being 
under■taod that Borrower's abliglltians to Lender under thio Mortgage or the Related Documents or otherwise ere without limit ta nebllity except 
as may be expressly and specifically set forth In a separate written agreement signed by lender. 
-Sitt ~BEN:r ~uiciu J. Scnorer, i'lll& al J~lili Scl.e,.,, Pad I ¥D 5 tlal11 1t•lle el Ehu11U!i Hall, julii l11 this 11•FIBil:~-;;~.~~: 
~ •• ,, k111d bi IIJtUFB IA ;:;:nne:1100 wtth th9 lndebtednns:; ,enrr:d er ~B l:J15 SCCUil!d 1,c,cb1z ~ 
GRANTOR'S REPORT ON INSURANCE. Upon request al Lender, however not more than once a year, Grantor fur~lsh n a raport on 
each existing policy al Insurance showing: Ill the name al the lnsurar; 121 the risks Insured: 131 the amount of th1 policy: 141 tho property 
Insured, the then current rapta.cement value of si.Jch propeny~ and the manner of determining that value; and 151 the expfratlon data or the policy. 
GranlOt' shall upon request of lender, have an Independent appralsar satisfactory to Lendar determine the cash value replacement coat of the 
Proparty. 
MISCELlANEOUS PROVISIONS. Tho followlng mlscenaneous provisions ere a pan al thlc Mortgage: 
Amendments. This Mortgage, together with any Related Documents, constitutes the anUra understanding and agreement of the parties as 
ta the matters 111 forth in this Mortgage. No altaraUon of or amendment ta this Mortgage shall bo aflactive unless given In writing end 
signed by tho party or parliea sought ta be charged or bound by the altaration or amendment. 
Annual Reports. If tha Propertv Is used for purposes other than Grantor"s residence, Grantor ahall tuml9h to Lendor, upon request. a 
certlf",ed statemant of net operating Income raceeved from the Property during Granter'• previous Hscel year In such form and datail •• 
Lender shall require. •Net operating lncoma• shall mean ■ll cash receipts from the Property less ell cash expendlturas mada In connection 
with th■ oparatian al the Property. 
Caption Headings. Caption headings In this Mortgage are for convenience purposes only and ara not to be usad to int11rpret or daftna the 
provisions of this Mortgage. 
Governing Law, This Mmtgag■ will bt gav■mad by laderol law applcabfe to Ll'1der end, ta the .. 1anl not preampted by federal law, th• 
luw1 of 1h• State of Idaho without r■gard to hs conflicts of law provisions. This Mortgage hu been accepted by Lendar In tho Stale ol 
Idaho. 
Choice af Venue. If there Is a lawsuit, Grantor agrees upcn Lender's request to submit to tho Jurl1dlction of me courts of BLAINE County, 
Stata of Idaho. 
Joint and Several Liability. All obligations al Borrawar and Grantar under thla Mortgage shall ba joint and aeverel, end 111 references to 
Grantor ■hall maan each and every Grnntor, and all references ta Barrower ShBn mean each and ■very Borrower. This means that 11th 
Granter signing below Is reaponsibla far aU abllgotlona In this Mortgage. 
No Waiver by Lendor. Landor 1hall not be daemad ta have waived any rights under this Mortgage unless such waiver is given In writing 
and signed by Lender. Na delay or oml1r.on on the part at Lendor In exercising any right shall operate ea a waiver ol such right or any 
other right. A waiver by Lender al a provision al lhl• Mortgage shall not prejudice or constitute a waiver ol Lender's right otharwlse lo 
demand strict compliance with that provision or any other provision of this Mortgage. No prior waiver by lender, nor any course of deallng 
between lender and Grantor, ahah constitute a waiwt of any of Lander'■ rights or of any of Grantor'• obligalicns as to any future 
transactions- Whenever the consent of Lander Is required under this Mortgage, the granUng of such conaent by Lander In any Instance 
shel not constitute continuing consent to subsaquent Instances where such consent is raqulred and In all cases auch consent may be 
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Savarabtlity. If a court of competent jurisdiction finds ■ny provision of this Mortgago ta be Illegal, Invalid, er unenforceable as to any person 
or circumstance, that finding shall not make tho offending provision Olagaf, Invalid, or unonforceabla II to any other person or 
circumstance. If feasible, the offending provision shall be considered modified so that It boc:omos legal, valid and enforceable. If the 
offending pro~slon caMoL be so modified, It shall be considered deleted from th1s Mortgage. Un!ess otherwise required by law, tha 
m1111allty, lnvalldllV, ar unenlorceablUw or any provision of thlJ Mortgage shell not affect tho logar,ty, validity or enforceability of any othar 
provision of this Mortgage. 
Margur. There shaU be no merger of the interest or estate created by this Mortgage "•.rith any athar in1arost or estate In the Property at any 
time held by or far the benefit of Lender in any capacity, without the written corisent of Lender, 
Succasliars and Assigns. Subje.:t to any limitations stated In this Mangaga on transfer of Grantor"s intere5t, lhls Mortgage sh:111 be binding 
upon and Inure to the benefit of the panles1 their successors and assigns. If owner1hip of the Propeny becomes vested In a person other 
than Graotor, Landor, without notJcc ta Grantor, may deal with Grantor's sutcessors with reference to this Mortgage and the Indebtedness 
by way of forbearance or extension without releasing Granter from the obligations ol this Mongage or Uabllity under the lndebtedMSS, 
Tlma b of the Essence. Tlrne is of the aasance In the performance of this Mongage. 
Waive Jury. AD parties ta this Mortgage horoby waive Iha right to ■ny lury trial In any action, praceoding, Dr cauntorclalm brought by any 
party agair1st any other party. 
Wa1v■r of Homestead Exemption. Granter hereby rel-aasas and waives all rlghtJ end benenu of the homestead exemption laws of the State 
ef Idaho as to all Indebtedness secured by th:s Mongage. 
DEFINITIONS. Tho following caplta!lzed words Dnd terms &hat, havo tho following meanings when usad In th's Mortgage. Unless speclfically 
stated to tho contrary, all references to dollar amounts shall mean amounts in lawful money of the United Statl:S of America. Words and terms 
used In the singular shall indude the plural, and the plural shall include tho singular, as tho context may require. Words and terrna not otherwise 
denned In this Mortgage shall have the meanings 1tlributed to such terms In the Uniform Commercial Code~ 
Barrownr. The word •eorrowar• means WATERFORD PARTNERS m. LLC and inclu!:les 11II co,signara and co makers signing the Note and 
an their &uccessars and assign&. 
Dalault. The word "Default" means the Default cat forth 1n this Mortgage In tha sectiDn t;tled "Do fault". 
Envlranmantal Laws. The words •environmental Laws" mean anv and all state. fadar■I and local stalute■• regulations and ordinances 
relating to the prat■ction of human health er the envlronmant. Including without !Imitation the Cnmprehansiva Environmental f;etponso, 
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, as amandod, 42 U.S.C. Section 9601, et seq. C"CERClA"l, the Superfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act al 1986, Pub. L Na. 99-499 l"SARA"I. the Hazardous Materiols Transportation Act. 49 U.5.C. Secbon 1801. et Hq., 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery At.t, 42 U.S.C. Section 6901, et seq., or othar applicable atate or federal laws, rules, or 
rogu!atians adoptad pursunnt tharota. 
Ennt of D■faulL The words ·Event of Defaua• mean any of the events of default sat fanh ln 11-i~ Mortgage In Iha events of default 
section of this Mortgago. 
Grantor. The word "Grantor" means JOHN SCHERER and CHARLES HOLT. 
Guarantor. The word *Guurantar" means any guaranlor, surety, or acc0mm0dat10n party of any or all of the lndatnednass. 
Guaranty. The word •Guarilnty• means the guaranty from Guarantor to Lendor. Including without limitation a guaranty of aJI m part of the 
Noto. 
Hazardous Sub!itancas. The words "Hazardous Subst!lnces'" mean materials that, because of their qyantity, concentration or physlcef. 
chemical or inrectious characterlsdcs, may cause or pose a present or potential hazard to human haalth or the environment when 
improperly used. treated, stored. di:aposed ol, genoratnd, manufactwad. transported or otherV'lise handled. The words ""Hazardous 
Substances• are wr.ed in their very broadest sense and include without llmitalian any and all hazardous or toxic subHances, materials or 
waste as defined by or listed under the Environmental Laws. The term •Hazardous Substances• also includes. without RmJtatlon, petroleum 
and petroleum bv•products or"any fraction thereof and asbestos. 
lmp,avemants. The word "lmproVDfflenls" means all existing end future Improvements. buildings, &tructures, mobile homes affrxed on the 
Real Property, facilities, additions, replacements and other construction en tha Real Propony. 
lndabtadness. The word "indebtedness• means all principal, interest. and other amounts, costs and expenses payable under the Nore or 
Relaled Dacumanta, together with all renewals or, extensions of. mod1ficatfons of, con101idatians of anrf aubstituUans for the Note or 
Related Documents and any amounts expanded or advanced by Lender to discharge Grantor's obligations or expenses Incurred by Lender to 
onforce Grantor"s obligatlons ender th1s Mortgage, lDgethar with Interest on such amounts as provided In this Mortgage. Spaclflcally, 
without llm=tat1on, lndtbtad.,ess Includes all amounts that may be indirectly securod by lhe Cross-CollateralizaUcn provision of this 
Mortgage. 
Londo,. The ward "Lander" mean• IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK. its successors and assigns. 
Mortgag■, The word •Mortgage• means this Mortgage between Grantor end Lender. 
Neta. Tha ward "Note· mean• the promissory noto dated June 1D, 2009. In the original principal amount of $107 ,000,00 frorn 
Borrower to lender~ together with an renewals of, extensions of, modifications of, ,efinanclngs of, consolidations al, and substitutions for 
tho promissory note or agreement. NOTICE TD GRANTOR: THE NOTE CONTAINS A VARIABLE INTEREST RATE. 
Parsanat Property. The wards •Personal Propeny• mean all equipment, fixtW••• and othor arth.:las of personal property nov.1 or hereaher 
owned by Grantar, and now or hereaher attached or allixad to tho Real Property: togothar with all accessions, parts. and additions to, all 
replacements cf, and au substitutions for, any of such prapeny; and together with all proceeds (including without Hmlt11tion all Insurance 
proceads and refunds al premiums! Iron, any sale or other d11po11tl0n al the Property, 
Prop■rty~ The word •propany" maans calfectivaly the Roal Property and tha Parsorull Property. 
Real Property. The words •Reul Property• mean the real propeny, lnlarasts and rights, as further described In this Mortgage. 
R•latad Dacumants, Tho words •Related Oocumants• mean all promiaaory notas, credit agreaments, loan egraemams, environmental 
agreements, guaranties, Hcurity agreements, mortgages, daad1 of trust. security deeds, collateral mortgages, and all other lrunruments, 
agreements and documents, whathu new or hereafter existing+ exaeut■d In connection with the lndabtedness. 
Rents. The word •Rants" means u!I present and future tents, revenues, Income, l&1ues, royalties, profits, and other benelits derived frcm 
the Property. 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
county or 
On lhls --,------, day al 




lore me. Iha unden;lgned notary public In and far said stale, nally .!Ei. YN s. 
ame (1) ls/ans subscribed to Iha within lnstrumen~ and ackn dged to ma he/shellhey 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY NOTARY ~ ~ti! 
STATE OF IDAHO u 
~u~! 0_f ___ day or re 1111, Iha undassfgned notary publlc In and for Hid ■t~te, p■rson■liy app■al'lcl 
SCHERER , known or Iden ma to ba Iha member(s) In Iha Llmll1d UabUity Company of WATERFORD PARTNIRS Ill, 
LLC th• Lnlited UablHty Company Iha tad Iha wilhln Instrument or n who executed Iha 11ma on behalf of ■aid Umlled Uabmty eon.>any, 
and acknawflldgad to me lhal s Llabllly Company ■xeculad Iha 11me. 
OF, I have hnunto HI my hand and s■■l lhe day and year 




LIMITED LlABILITY COMPA.'IIN NOTARY 
STATEOFittO 
County of · • \\/\JI , ) 
On this ? day of ~~1.)/\ .. t., , before me, the undersigned notary public in and for 
said state, personally appeae JOHN SCHERER • knovm or idclllified to me to be the 
managing mcmber(s) in the Limited Liability Company of WATERFORD PARNTERS ID, and 
acknowledged to me that said Limited Liability Company executed the same. 
written. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first above 
otary Public for Idaho 
Residing at t\rA\ \iv\ 





-~.- . ') 
------·-·· 
DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE 
Instrument# 578331 
· HAILEY, BLAINE, I.DAHO 
08-174111D 11:111:28 No. of Paaes: 8 
RlaardlCI for: 11LA1NE COUNTY TITLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE FM: $1.1111 
Ex-Ollialo RllGanllr Deputy: mpp 
EleonnloaltyRaacmfeil by Slmpllflle 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited DabDity company 
("Grantor"), PO Box 1539, Ketchum, ID 83340, hereby conveys, releases, remises, and forever 
quitcla1rns to MOUNTAIN WEST BANK ("Grantee•), whose address Is P. 0. Box 1059, Coeur 
d'Alene, ID 83818; that certain real property, together with all appurtenances, located In Blaine 
County, Idaho: 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY, 
IDAHO 
A parcel of land in the SW1/4 and the SW1/4SE1/4 of Section 6 and also in the 
E1/2NW1/4, NW1/4NE1/4, S1/2NE1/4 and the N1/2SE1/4 of Section 7, more particularly 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an Iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW1/4, said Section 
6, which point Is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°51 '45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerty boundary of said 
SW1/4, Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0"35'1 a- East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW1/4SE1/4, said Section 
6; 
Thence South 89"42'45" East. 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW1/4SE1/4, 
Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25'10" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section e to an Iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section e; 
Thence South 0°1rs-t.• East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the . 
NW1/4NE1/4, said Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said 
NW1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE1/4NE1/4, 
Section 7; 
Thence South 0"15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast comer of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the 
NE1/4SE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NE1/4SE1/4, 
Section 7; · 
Thence South 89°50'53" West, 1,801.23 feet along the Souther1y boundary of the 
N1/2SE1/4, Section 7, to an iron pin on the Intersection of the Southerly boundary with 
the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacfflc Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'3411 West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary 
to an iron pin on the Intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary 
of the S1/2NE1/4, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89°58'2611 West, 58.42 feet along •kl Railroad boundary and also along 
said Southerly boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 331.28 feet along said RaUroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the Intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said 
S1/2.NE1 /4, Secllon 7; Thence North· 0°20'40• West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly 




bounday of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 and aJeo along said RaDroad boundary to an Iron . 
pin; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with 1he Westerly boundary of the 
NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7: Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly 
boundary of the NE1/4NW1 /4, Section 7 to an Iron pin marking the Northwest comer of 
said NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58' 18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an Iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union PacHic Rallraad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an Iron pin 
on the Westerly boundary of said SW1/4, $ectron 6; 
Thence North 0°3T05" West. 604.70 feet along said VVester1y boundary 9f the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the official 
plat thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 583-443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho; 
excepting that portion formally shown on the Blalne County Assessor rolls as Tax Lot 
4913 Township 1 North, Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; · 
Included with the real prpparly gpmmyad to Grantee: all nctad or affixed buldlngs. 
improvements and flxlu191; all easements. rights Df wtl/, and appurtenances; all water, water 
rights, watercourses and ditch rights f mdudlng stock In utlllttes with ditch or frr'1ation rights), 
and al Olher rights, royaltlea, and pro1b relat1ng to the conv9'f8d real property, lncludlng without 
Urnllatlon all minerals, on, gas, geothermal and similar rnattera, co11ectlve; lncludlng any after-
acquired title and any right of redemption; 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said property, with lta appurtenances unto the Grantee and Its 
successors and assigns forever. Grantor hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee that 
Grantor is the owner In fee simple of said property and that such property is free fmm all 
encumbrances other than encumbrances of racori:l as Of this date and 1hat GranlDr wm1an18 the 
same fmm al lawful clalma Whataoever. Any merger of title Is at the option of 1he Grantee. 
Dated: 
DBBD INLIBU OF FORBCLOSURJJ: 2 
L.-\M\MDUNTAm05:SfflD04~1210JX)CXll'IWl0/7:01AM 
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Instrument # 593254 
HAILEY, !!LAINE, IDAHO 
12-22-2011 4 09:00 PM No d Pages· 2 
Recorded for. BLAINE COUNTY TITLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: S13 00 
Ex-Officio Recorder O!lllllv" mpp 
Electronically Recorded by Slniplifile 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
THIS INDENTURE, made this 21st day ofDccember, 2011, between 
Mountain West Bank, as GRANTOR and 
Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, as GRANTEE(S) 
whose CWTent addn:s!I is: PO Box 3322, Halley, ID 83333 
WITNESS, that said Gnmtor(s), for an in consideration in lawful money of the United States of 
America, in hand paid by the Grantee, the receipt whereof is hereby aclmowledged, does by 
these premises rcmise, release and forever QUITCLAIM, unto the said Grantcc(s) and to its heirs 
and assigns all that certain lot, piece or parcel of land, bounded and particularly described as 
follows, to wit 
Any and all water rights appurtenant to lhe real property dcscn'bed in Exhibit "A", including 
without limitation, Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-2630 and37-483C. 
TOGETiiER. with all and singular the tenements, hercditameots and appurtenances thereunto 
belonging or in anywise appertainmg, lhe reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, 
rents, issues and profits thereof. 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD, All and singular the said premises, together with the 
appurtenances, unto the Grantee and to its heirs and assigns forever. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the grantor(s) has executed this deed on the date set forth above. 




WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL. ,~.,1-1.~ 
Notary ublic 1 ~, LJ.,., - , 1 
Notary Resides: f..uN"U,~• TP. 
My commission expires: ~/ 'J.l./ /~/fp 
I • 
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Order No.: 21117502 
Parcel I and Parcell, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDMSION, acconlin1 to the official plat thereof, recorded 
as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
EXCEPTING a portion of said Parcel I more particularly descn"bed as follDWS: COMMENCING at an iron pin 
marking the North ¼ Comer of Section 7 Tow:1Shlp I North, Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; 
thence North 89°51'18" West, 1,317.24 feet along the Northerly boundary of the E½NWV., Scclion 7, to 111 Iran pin 
marking the Northwest c:amer of Aid E½NW¼, Section 7, said pin also being the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence continuing North 89°58' 18" West, 34. 73 feet aJona the Northerly boundary of the W½NWV., Seclion 7, to 
on iron pin on the in1ersec1ion of the Northl!ISlerly bounduy oflhe Union Pacific Railroad and said Northerly 
boundary of the W½NWV-. Section 7; 
Thence South 31 °10'34" East, 67 .81 feet along &aid Northeasterly Railroad boundary to 111 hon pin on the 
inlersection of said Northeasterly Railroad boundary and lhe Westerly boundmy of said E½NW¼ of Section 7; 
Thence North 0"22'13" West, 58.00 feet alon1 said Westerly boundmy of the E½NW¼ to the Point of Beginning. 
(TaxLot4913) 
llliaoCIUlllyTltle '111111 .. bm 11175m 
QuilClllmDlld-o-rlo 
PaJahf2 
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Filed for record at the Request of: 
Blaine County Title 
POBox3176 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Instrument # 593252 
HAILEY, BI.AJNE, IDAHO 
12-22-2011 4:09:00 PM No. of Pages: 3 
Recorded fill: BI.AJNE COUNTY TITLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee· S16.00 
EX-Officio Recorder Deputy: mpp 
Electronlcaly Recorded by Simplifile 
SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, GBCI OTHER RE.AL ESTATE, LLC, a Montana Limited 
Liability Company ("Grantor"), whose address is 49 Commons Loop, Kalispell, MT 59901, does hereby 
grant, bargain. sell, and convey unto Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
(''Grantee"), whose address is PO Box 3322 Hailey, ID 83333 that certain real property located in Blaine 
County, Idaho, which is more particularly descnbed on Exhibit" A" attached hereto and incorporated 
herein by this reference. 
Conveying, without Warranty, any and all water rights appurtenant to the real property 
described on Exhibit "A", including without limitation, Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-
482H, 37-2630 and 37-483C. · 
TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the said property, with its appurtenances unto the Grantee and its 
successors and assigns forever. Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee that Grantor 
is the owner in fee simple of said property and that such property is free from all encumbrances made or 
suffered by the Granter. 
The Granter expressly limits the covenants of this Deed to those herein expressed and excludes 
all covenants arising or to arise by statutory or other implication, and covenant that Grantors will forever 
warrant and defend title to the property conveyed herein against all persons who lawfully claim by, 
through, or under the Grantors, but not otherwise. 
DATED this 20th day ofDecember, 2011 
GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE, LLC 
By:::.._--,,,:.-r.....:::....-------:--
Rich Bri • SVP Special Assets Administrator 
Its: Authonzed Agent 
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On this 20th day of December, 2011, before me, the undersigned Notary Public in and for the 
State of!daho, personally appeared Rich Brittain, known or identified to me to be the SVP Special 
Assets Administrator and duly Authorized Agent of the corporation that executed this instrument or the 
person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
WTINESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
~ ,d/1c,-..,O..A 
Notary Public for Idaho \l 
Resid~g ~t <'e_,c s, .,_,. ,q' NJ~ • .. 




Order Number: 1117502 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDMSION, according to the official plat 
thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County. Idaho. 
EXCEPTING a portion of said Parcel 1 more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the North ¼ Comer of Section 7 Townshlp 1 No~h, 
Range 19 East. Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; thence North 89°58' 18" West, 1,317.24 
feet along the Northerly boundary of the E½NW¼, Section 7, to an iron pin marking the 
Northwest corner of said E½NWY., Section 7, said pin also being the REAL POINT OF 
BEGINNING; 
Thence continuing North 89°58'18" West, 34.73 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
W½NWY., Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Northeasterly boundary of the 
Union Pacific Railroad and said Northerly boundary of the W1/:zNW¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 31 °10'34" East, 67.81 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin on the intersection of said Northeasterly Railroad boundary and the Westerly boundary of 
said E½NW¼ of Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22' 13" West, S8.00 feet along said Westerly boundm:y of the E½NW¼ to the 
Point of Beginning. (Tax Lot 4913) 
llUe Number: Jll7502 
Blaine Coun1¥ Title 
Alllcbed Lepl Description 
Peplofl 
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r"'W\R..CI • DU'\11'11:. IUNl"lV 
1:Z.ZZ-2011 4:08.00 PM No. or Pages: 2 
Reaan:led for. BLAINE C:OUNlY TITLE 
Ja.YNN DRAGE Fee: S13.m 
Er.Qlllclo Recolder Deputy: mpp 
EleclronicalyRecaRled by stq,lllile 
QIDTCLAIM DEED 
TillS INDENTURE, made this 21st day ofDec:ember.2011, between 
Mountain West Baak, as GRANTOR end 
Belle Ranch. LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company, as GRANTEE(S) 
whose cwmit addrcs!I is: PO Box 3322, Hailey, ID 83333 
WITNESS, that Hid Gmnlar(s). for an in consideradon in lawfil1 money of the Uoited States of 
America, in hand paid by the Graotee, the rccc:ipt whca:ofis h011lby adcnowledged. does by 
these pnmd5cs nmusa_ releue and furever QUITCLAIM. unto the said Orantee(s) SDd to its heirs 
and assigas all lbat certain Jot, piece or parm of land, boundc:d and particulady dc.aibed as 
fbllows, to wit: 
Any and all water rights appurtenant to the real propc:rty dcsc;nocd in Exhl"bit •A", including 
without limitation. Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 31-S11BT, 37-482H. 37-2630 and 37-483C. 
TOGETHER with all and singular the tenements, heredhaments and appurtenances thereunto 
belooging or in a:oywisc appertaining, the revmlon and reversions, ICDlllindcr IIDd re:maizxlcrs. 
rems. mucs and profits thereof. 
TO HA VE AND TO BOLD, All and singular the &aid prmlilcs. togedu:r with the 
appmtmances, UDto the Grantee and to its heirs and lJ!l&ips fbmcr. 
IN WITNFSs WHEREOF, the gramor(a) has execmd this mid oo 1hc date set forth above. 





WITNESS MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL. 
.~ollu, I.J.~ 
Notary Public IJ.,..l l...l. 
Notary Resides: f'J,.('t"TU'ru,,,w, W 
My commimlon expires: -;;J./ ;J.c/ /:J/)/(p 







Recording Requested By and 
When Recorded Return to: 
First Security Corporation 
401 W. Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
Instrument# 622056 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
10-20-2014 11 :34:4& Na. or Pages: 3 
Recorded for: HAWLEY TROXl!LL 14 JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: 16.00 Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy=-__ _,_.,,,_ __ 
Index to: WTYIQC/CORP DEED 
SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER'S USE ONLY 
WARRANTY DEED 
This Warranty Deed is made this l:6\-h day of October, 2014, between IDAHO 
INDEPENDENT BANK, hereinafter called the "Granter," and FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION, which has a current mailing address of 401 W. Front Street, Boise, 
Idaho 83702, hereinafter called the "Grantee" witnesseth: 
That Granter has granted and does, by these presents, grant, bargain, sell, convey, 
and confirm unto Grantee and Grantee's successor and assigns forever, all of the water 
rights, described in Exhibit 1, attached hereto and by this reference incorporated 
herein, situated in Blaine County, Idaho, TOGETHER with any and all claims, permits, 
licenses, decrees, and applications to, regarding or connected with such water rights, 
all water, watercourses and ditch rights (including stock in utilities with ditch or 
irrigation rights), and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anywise appertaining, 
the reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, issues, and profits 
thereof, and all estate, right, title, and interest in and to the water rights, as well in law 
as in equity (all of which are collectively referred to as the "Property") 
To have and to hold the Property together unto Grantee and Grantee's 
successors and assigns forever. 
Subject to those exceptions made, suffered or done by Grantee, or Grantee's 
successors and assigns; Granter covenants to Grantee, and Grantee's successors and 
assigns: that Grantee, and Grantee's successors and assigns shall enjoy the quiet and 
peaceful possession of the Property; that Granter is lawfully seized of the Property in 
fee simple and has the right and authority to convey the same to Grantee; that Granter 
will, on demand of Grantee, or Grantee's successors or assigns, and at the expense of 
Granter, execute any document or instrument necessary for the further assurance of 
the title to the Property that may be reasonably required; that Grantor's title to the 
Property is merchantable and free from all liens and encumbrances; and that Granter 
will warrant and defend the title conveyed herein to Grantee, and Grantee's successors 





IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Granter has hereunto set its hand on the day and year 
first above written. 
IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
STATE OF IDAHO } 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
On this 15th day of October, 2014, before me, V;~~:o : .. , E l3:(':,>Jr>4et a 
Notary Public in and for said State, personally appea d Molly Rigby, kno or 
identified to me to be a Vice President of IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK, the 
corporation that executed the within instrument or the person who executed the 
instrument on behalf of said corporation, and acknowledged to me that such 
corporation executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
(2?,~~~,,_ ~A.iv•~• 
Notary Pub~ for )-) 
Residing at \ D 
My commission expires \ e;, - 2--"') -, ~ 





An undivided 7.5/289ths or 2.595% of the water rights appurtenant to the following described 
lands situate in Blaine County, Idaho, to wit: 
All in Township 1 North, Range 19 East, B.M.: 
In SecUon 6: NE1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 6 in the NW1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 7 in the 
SW1/4SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SE1/4 
In Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4NE1/4, SE1/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NW1/4, 
NE1/4SE1/4 and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water rights are described in five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Director's Reports each entitled "Idaho 
Department of Water Resources Recommended Water Rights Acquired Under State Law· relating to the 
water rights summarized, in part, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCE OF POINT OF ACRES QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED OF WATER 
NUMBER 
37-481C described Big Wood SW1/4NW1/4, Sec. 289 3.014 CFS 
above River 36 T2N, R18E (cubic feet per 
second) 
37-577BT described Big Wood (same) (same) 2.200 CFS 
above River 
37-482H described Big Wood (same) (same) 3.012 CFS 
above River 
37-483C described Big Wood (same) (same) 15.086 CFS 
above River 
37-2630 described Ground water NW1/4NW1/4SW1/ (same) 3.750 CFS 
above 4 Sec. 6, T1N, 1,011.S0AFY 
R19E (acre/feet per 
year) 
Water Right No. 37-2630 (ground water) is based on a License. The other four (4) water rights 
are based on court Decrees. 






HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
6-25-2009 04:05:00 No. of Pages: 2 
Recorded far: IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
JOL Ytltl DRAGE Foe: 6.0D 
Ex-Officio Recorder 0epU!y 
Ind, x lo: PARTIAl t:ATISFACTIOII OF MORTGAGE 
PARTIAL RELEASE Oli" LIEN 
The undersigned beneficiary under that certain Mortgage October 13, 2005, recorded as 
Instrument No. 527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the official records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(collectively the "Mortgage"), hereby agrees that the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates 
to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 7.5 acres of real property identified on the legal 
description attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and inco1poratcd herein by this reference and that the 
Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with the Idaho Department of Water Resources 
be waived to the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights described above. 
Dated: 6- 25-Qf _a __ MOUNTAIN WEST BANK 
By:1¥-1~ 
]Ls: \f1l5 ~ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
} ss. 
County of Blaine } 
On this c2.'5tk day of tf LU1.-e,,., , 2009, before me, 
Vebloia.. r:Yf:m l.)._11,h , a Notary Public m and for said State, personally 
appeared :00 le Cba..n~ , known or identified to me to be the 
Vice B-e.~1&1e,r,.± of OUNTAIN WEST BANK, the banking association that 
executed the within instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said 
association and acknowledged to me that such association executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF LIEN 
Notary Public for :za;J,o 
Residing at :::tfz:t!/ ~ , ~ 
My commission expir; '/ q_Ao 
30169•033 
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An undivided 7 5/289ths or 2 595% of (he water 1ights appw!enanl to the following desc1ibed 
lands situate in Blaine County, Idaho, to wit: 
All in Township 1 North, Range 19 East, BM.: 
In Section 6: NEJ/4SW1/4, Government Lot 6 in the NWI/4SWl/4, Government Lot 7 in the 
SW1/4SW1/4, SB1/4SW1/4 and SWI/4SE1/4 
fn Section 7: NW1/4NB1/4, SWI/4NEJ/4, SE1/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NWI/4, 
NEI/4SE1/4 and NW1/4SEl/4 
Said water tights are described in five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Ditector's Reports each entitled 
"Idaho Department of Water Resources Recommended Waler Rights Acquired Under Stale Law" 
relating 10 the water tights summarized, in part, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCE OF POINT OF AClIBS QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED OF WATER 
NUMBER 
37-481C described Big Wood S\Vl/4NWI/4, Sec. 289 3.014 CFS 
above River 3612N, RISE (cubic feet 
per second} 
37-577BT described Big Wood (same) (same) 2.200CFS 
above Rive1 
37-4828 dcsciibed Big Wood (same) (same) 3012CFS 
above River 
37-483C described Big Wood (same) (same} 15.086CFS 
above River 
37-2630 described Gtound water NW1/4NWJ/4SWI/4 (same) 3.750CFS 





Water Right No. 37-2630 (ground water) 1s based on a License" The other four(4)water rights 
are based on court Decrees 
"I088B 0D51 1l50711S41 
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Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 287-0991 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
FILED~.~ d1t· 
!SEP - 1 20177 . 
L"·•···-······--•----:J Jolynn Drage, Cieri<: District 
Court Blaine Countv, Idaho ' -----"'"'"'"'""' ___ _ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 








SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
Consolidated Case No. CV-2016-645 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISM. BROMLEY 
IN SUPPORT OF FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION'S, RESPONSE TO 
BELLE RANCH, LLC'S AND RABO 
AGRIFINANCE LLC'S JOINT 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley in Support of FSC's Response 
to Belle Ranch, LLC's and Rabo Agrifinance LLC's Joint 
Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment 1 
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TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0lNH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMP ANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; ruSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
corporation. 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2016-683 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am an attorney representing Plaintiff, First Security Corporation ("FSC"). I am 
over the age of 18 and state the following based upon my own personal knowledge. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the July 24, 2009 letter 
sent by the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") to Idaho Independent Bank ("IIB") 
Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley in Support of FSC's Response 
to Belle Ranch, LLC's and Rabo Agrifinance LLC's Joint 
Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment 2 
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acknowledging IIB' s July 24, 2009 Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right, including the 
IDWR water right reports. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the July 26, 2009 UCC 
Financing Statement filed by IIB with the Idaho Secretary of State. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Stewart Title 
Guaranty Company litigation guarantee, Order No. 1016761. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of June 25, 2009 letter 
agreement between Mountain West Bank and IIB. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of the November 17, 2016 
Affidavit of Shelley W Keen, Water Rights Section Manager at IDWR. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 are true and correct copy of the relevant pages of the 
December 21, 2009 Administrator's Memorandum, Transfer Processing No. 24. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of the January 24, 1986 
Administrator's Memorandum, Transfer Processing No. 10. 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 are true and correct copies of the relevant bate-
stamped pages of the record on appeal in Brown v. Greenheart, 157 Idaho 156,335 P.3d 1 
(2014). 
I II I 
I II I 
I II I 
Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley in Support of FSC's Response 
to Belle Ranch, LLC's and Rabo Agrifinance LLC's Joint 
Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment 3 
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Further your Affiant sayeth naught. 
DATED this __ day of September, 2017. 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
CHRISM. BROMLEY 
Attorney for First Security Corporation 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME this day of September, 2017. 
NOTARY PU3LIC for Idaho 
Residing at: &7\ D.A: 11 blaJ'\_D 
My Commission Expires: s72-}Jk r I 
Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley in Support of FSC's Response 
to Belle Ranch, LLC's and Rabo Agrifinance LLC's Joint 




State ot Idr ~ o 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
1341 Fillmore Street, Suite 200; Twin Falls ID 83301-3380 
Phone: (208) 736-3033 FAX: (208) 736-3037 www.idwr.idaho.gov 
IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
491 N MAIN ST 
KETCHUM ID 83340 




RE: SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES LLC #37-481C, 37-577BT, 
37-482H, 37-483C, 37-2630 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
Pursuant to a Notice of Security Interest in a Water 
Right that was submitted to the Department, we have 
added security interests to the above water right 
claims. Please find the · enclosed copies of the proof 
reports of the water rights noting the addition of the 
security interest. Review these records and if there 











IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 




Name and Addre!.i§ 
~Jl~liEMO.~K 
PO BOX2047 . 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
(208) 726-2147 
"4QJ.!bi:r.AfN-WSSife&ANK 
PO BOX 1059 
COEUR DALENE, ID 83816 
Previous Owner SAWTOOTH TITLE CO INC TRUSTE~--------------
C/O G CHAPMAN PETERSEN & ASSOCIATES 
Attorney 
RT 5 SPRINGWOOD LN 
BARRINGTON HILLS, IL 60010 
(312)426-4646 
JAMES P SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
PO BOX987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
{208)7264421 
~-•ltmt-!!llll 




BIG WOOD RIVER 
Beneficial Use 
IRRIGATION 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
(208)728-7111 
From To 
04/15 to 10/31 
Total Diversion: 
Location of Polnt(s) of Diversion 
BIG WOOD RIVER SW1/4NW1/4 
BLAINE County 






Sec. 36, Twp 02N, Rge 18E, B.M. 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SIN I SE I 
l~l~l§Wl~l~l~l~lSElNElNWJ~l~lNEl~J~l~l!Qlu 
01 N 1 SE 6 I I l 24.0 33.0 12.0 39.0I 8.5 I 116.5 
I I I L6 L 7 I I 
01N 19E 7 I 
I 









Total Acres: 289 
Conditions of Approval: 
.~--
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Adjudication Recommendation Report 37-481C V1 
1. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
07/24/2009 
2. E56 The rights listed below are limited to the Irrigation of a combined total of 289 acres in a single Irrigation 
season. Combined Rfght Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
3. C18 Th'is partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for 
the efficient administration of the water rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in 
time no later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code. 
4. SPLIT RIGHT: SEE RIGHT NOS. 37-22339 and 37-22340 and 37-22341. 
Remarks: 
Comments: 
Dates and Other Information: 
Decreed Date: 
Enlargement Use Priority Date: 
Enlargement Statute Priority Date: 
Defendant: 
Plaintiff: 
Civil Case Number: 
Judicial District: 
Notice of Error Flag: 
State or Federal: S 
Owner Name Connector: 
Water District Number: 
Generic Max Rate Per Acre: 
Generic Max Volume Per Acre: 
Swan Falls Trust or Nontrust 
Swan Falls Dismissed: 
OLE Act Number: 
carey Act Number: 
Mitigation Plan: False 
Combined Use Limits: 
Rate Volume Acres 
289 




SubCase Number: 37-481C 
Class: 1 
SF5 Filed Date: 
IOAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Adjudication Recommendation Report 37-481C V1 
Special Master Recom Signed Date: 
Attorney Assignee!: 
Adjudication Agent nerlckson 
Basis of Clalm: Decreed 
Date Filed: 12/28/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Flied: 1/4/2008 Objection Status: Active 
Date Flied: 11/14/2007 Objection Status:Actlve 
Date Flied: 11/14/2007 Objection status: Active 
Date Flied: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Flied: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Flied: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Flied: 12/21/2007 Objection status: Active 
Date Filed: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11/14/2007 Objection status: Active 
Water Supply Bank: 
07/24/2009 
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· IDAHO DEPARTMENTOFWATER RESOURCES 





Name and Address 
teAfltcffNDEPENDEf•fi'ifJ.NK 
POBOX2047 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
(208) 726-2147 
qtJi©l)NTJ(1tfwiistil11:Nk""'"'"*· 
PO BOX 1059 
COEUR DALENE, ID 83816 
WT RILEY 
, ID 
Attomey JAMES P SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
POBOX987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
(208)726-4421 
Previous Dwner SAWTOOTH Tlll.E CO INC TRUSTEE 
C/0 G CHAPMAN PETERSEN & ASSOCIATES 
RT5 SPRINGWOOD LN 
BARRINGTON HILLS, IL 60010 
~r?l~lfi73T~~1B•~1~•· 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
(208)726-7111 
Original Owner D H CRONE 
GANNETT, ID 83313 













Total Diversion: 2.200CFS 
Annual Volume 
Location of Pointes) of Diversion 
BIG WOOD RIVER SW1/4NW1/4 Sec. 36, Twp 02N, Rge 18E, B.M. 
BLAINE County 
P/ace of Use 
IRRIGATION 






IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
01N 19E 6 
01N 19E 7 
Adjudication Recommendation Report 37-577BT V1 
JNElfil'tl~lSEJNElNWl~lSEJNEl~l~l~l~JNWJ~l~limom 
I I 124.o 33.0 12.0 39.0I 8.5 I 11e.s 
I I I L6 L 7 I I 
31.o 38.0 1s.o I 28.o 5.5 I 135.o 20.0 I 172.5 
I I I I 
Total Acres: 289 
Conditions of Approval: 
1. GOS Water diverted from, Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
2. SPLIT RIGHT: SEE RIGHT NOS. 37-223,42 and 37-22343 and 37-22344. 
3. E56 The rights listed below are fimited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation 
season. Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 




the efficient administration of the water rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point In 
time no later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code. 
SubCase Number: .37-677BT 
Class: 1 
SF5 Filed Date: 
Special Master Recom Signed Date: 
Attorney Assigned: 
Adjudication Agent nerlckson 
Basis of Claim: Decreed 
Date Flied: 12/28/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Dale Filed: 12121/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Flied: 1/4/2008 Objection Status: Active 
Date Flied: 11114/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11114/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11114/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Flied: 11114/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 1111412007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11114/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11114/2007 Objection status: Active 
Date Flied: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
.]s!'f~HrfNfiMBERffff!ifl:lffif'~;~Jin Recommendation Report 37-482H V1 
Attorney 
Original Owner 
Name and Address 
~1,,~~Ef{fiff~fi~tJ 




COEUR DALENE, ID 83816 
JAMES P SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
POBOX987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
(208)726-4421 
SAWTOOTH TITLE CO INC TRUSTEE 
C/O G CHAPMAN PETERSEN & ASSOCIATES 
RT 5 SPRINGWOOD LN 
BARRINGTON HILLS, IL 60010 
~~~111~1tllt~1i~Gw€s'rA#f~g!'fftiw 






BIG WOOD RIVER 
Beneficial Use 
IRRIGATION 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
(208)726-7111 
From To 





Total Diversjon: 3.012 CFS 
Annual Volume 
kocatlon of Pointls) of D.iversion 
BIG WOOD RIVER SW1/4NW1/4 Sec. 36, Twp 02N, Rge 18E, B.M. 
BLAINE County 
Place of Use 
IRRIGATION 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NvV I SW I SE I 
l~l~l~l~l~lMb!l~l~l~lMb!lSWl~lNEltM!l~l~l~ 
01N 19E 6 I I . 124.o 33.0 12.0 39.0I B.5 I 116.5 
I I I L6 L7 I I 
01N 19E 7 I 
I 









Total Aaes: 289 
Condijions of Approval: 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Adjudication Recommendation Report 37-482H V1 
1. C16 This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for the definition of the rights orfor 
the efficient administration of the water rights as may be ultimately determined by the Court at a point in 
time no later than the entry ofa final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code. 
2. SPLIT RIGHT: SEE RIGHT NOS, 37-22345 and 37-22346 and 37-22347. 
3. E56 The lights listed below are limited to the Irrigation of a combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation 
season. Combined Right Nos.: 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
4. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
Remarks: 
Comments: 
1. nerlckson 11/24/2006 Claim Comments 
Comment THIS RIGHT IS A PORTION OF THE RIGHT ORIGINALLY DECREED TO ANNIE I. MILLER, JOHN Q. 
PACKARD, JANEE. TURNER, WILLIAM M. WAYMAN AND OLNE WAYMAN IN THE FROST DECREE. SAWTOOTH 
TITLE CO., INC. HOLDS RECORD TITLE TO THE LANDS IDENTIFIED ABOVE AS THE PLACE OF USE AND TO THE 
WATER RIGHTS AS TRUSTEE FOR G. CHAPMAN PETERSEN &ASSOC. - IDAHO, A GENERAL PARTNERSHIP. 
THE PARTNERSHIP HAS AUTHORIZED SAWTOOTH mLE CO .. INC. TO SIGN AND FILE THIS NOTICE OF CLAIM. 
SubCase: 
SubCase Number: 37-482H 
Class: 1 · 
SFS Flied Date: 
Special Master Recom Signed Date: 
Attorney Assigned: 
Adjudication Agent: nerickson 
Basis of Claim: Decreed 
Date Filed: 12/28/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 1/4/2008 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Dale Flied; 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Flied: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Aclive 
Date Filed: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 12/21/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 





IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Adjudication Recommendation Report 37-482H V1 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Adjudication Recommendation Report 37-483C V1 
~~~-~~83~-
Owner Tyge Name and Address 
~t.y,.fnte~~~~e'l!P~~· 
PO BOX 2047 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
{208) 726-2147 
~nt~~1/l~AN~ 
PO BOX 1059 
COEUR DALENE, ID 83816 
Previous Owner SAWTOOTH TITLE CO INC TRU~~--------------~---'-c----
C/O G CHAPMAN PETERSEN & ASSOCIATES 
RT 5 SPRINGWOOD LN 
BARRINGTON HILLS, IL 60010 
(312)426-4646 
Attorney JAMES P SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
PO BOX987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
~11t{:h:~{:,;1~i1Kfli·~'if.kfe~ltc1a 






BIG WOOD RIVER 
Beneficial Use 
IRRIGATION 
PO BOX 1539 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
(208)726-7111 
From To 






Total Diversion: 15.086 CFS 
Location of Point(§) of Diversion 
BIG WOOD RIVER 
BLAINE County 
Place of Use 
IRRIGATION 
SW1/4NW1/4 Sec. 36, Twp 02N, Rge 18E, B.M. 
-~ 
Twp Rge Sec I NE I NW I SW I SE I 
lNEl~l~!SElNElt£!!Ylml~l~lfilYlmlSEl~UIWlSWlSE119.!ill 
01N 19E 6 I I I24.0 33.0 12.0 39.0I 8.5 I 116.5 
I I I L6 L 7 I I 
Ci1N 19E 7 31.0 38.0 15.01 28.0 5,5 I I 35.0 20.0 I 172.5 
I I I I 
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TotalAcrl!l!: 289 
Conditions of Approval: 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Adjudication Recommendation Report 37-483C V1 
1. GOS Water diverted from Headgate #45 delivered through District Canal. 
2. C18 This partial decree is subject to such general provisions necessary for the definition of thE! rights or for 
the efficient administration of the water rights as may be ultlmately determined by the Court at a point In 
time no later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code. 
3. SPLIT RIGHT: SEE RIGHT NOS. 37-22348 and 37-22349 and 37-22350. 
4. E56 The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 acres in a single irrigation 




SubCase Number: 37-483C 
Class: 1 
SF5 Flied Date: 
Special Master Recom Signed Date: 
Attorney Assigned: 
Adjudication Agent: nerickson 
Basis of Claim: Decreed 
Date Filed: 12/26/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 1/4/2008 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11/14/2007 Objectlan Status: Active 
Date Flied: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date FRed: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Dale Flied: 12/21/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Flied: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Flied: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Water Supply Ban~; 
1496 of 2064
Page 1 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Adjudication Recommendation Report 37-2630 V1 
cdtt'~liirJ~J;JJ1Jij~~v1 
Name and Address Owner Type 
.Previous Owner SAWTOOTH TITLE CO INC TRUSTEE 
C/0 G CHAPMAN PETERSEN & ASSOCIATES 
RT 5 SPRINGWOOD LN 
Attorney 
Original Owner 
BARRINGTON HILLS, IL 60010 
(312)426-4646 
JAMES P SPECK 
SPECK & AANESTAD 
PO BOX987 
KETCHUM, ID 83340 
(208)726-4421 
CURTIS J BARKER 
PO BOX 125 
BELLEVUE, ID 83313 
(208 788-
PO BOX 1539 




KETCHUM, ID 83340 
(208) 726-2147 
~~m\~w;t;w~~(ef~~~~ 
PO BOX 1059 









COEUR DALENE, ID 83816 
From To 








Location of Point(s) of Dlverslon 
GROUNDWATER NW1/4NW1/4SW1/4 Sec . .6, Twp 01N, Rge 19E, B.M. 
BLAINE County 
Place of Use 
IRRIGATION 




01N 19E 6 I 
I 
01N 19E 7 I 
I 
Total Acres: 289 
,---. 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
AdjudlcaUon Recommendation Report 37-2630 V1 
I I 24.0 33.0 12.0 39.0J 
I I L6 L 7 I 




J 35.0 20.0 
I 
Conditions of Approval: 
8.5 116.5 
172.5 
1. C18 This partial decree Is subject to such general provisions necessary for the definition of the rights or for 
the efficient administration of the water rights as may be ultimately detem,ined by the Court at a point in 
time no later than the entry of a final unified decree. Section 42-1412(6), Idaho Code. 
2. SPLIT RIGHT: SEE RIGHT NOS. 37-22351 and 37-22352 and 37-22353. 
3. E56 The rights listed below are limited to the irrigation of a combined total of 289 acres In a single irrigation 




SubCase Number: 37-2630 
Class: 1 
SF5 Flied Date: 
Special Master Recom Signed Date: 
Attorney Assigned: 
Adjudication Agent nerickson 
Basis of Claim: License 
Date Flied: 12/28/2007 Objection Status: Active 
. Date Flied: 12121/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Flied: 1/4/2008 Objection Status: Active 
Data Flied: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Flied: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Flied: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 1,114/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Flied: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Filed: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Date Flied: 11/14/2007 Objection Status: Active 
Water Supply Bank: 
1498 of 2064
----···,. ,----.. 
Idaho Department of Water Resources Receipt 
Receipt ID: S031012 
Payment Amount $125.00 Date Received 7/24/0910:49 Region SOUTHERN 
Payment Type Check Check Number 3626 
Payer IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK 
Comments security Interest WR#37-481 C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-2630 
Fee Details 
Amount Description 
$125.00 OWNERSHIP CHANGES/SECURITY INTERESTS 
Fund 
0229 
Signature Line (Department Representative) 
Fund 
Detail PCA Subobject 




UCC FINANCING STATEMENT 
09 JU:~ 26 PH '-4: 20 
FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS f!ronl and back I CAREFULLY 
I:· . ,. STATE A. NAME & PHONE OF CONTACT AT FILER [opllonal) 
1----=--=---,--,,--.___ _______________ ..,;1 ~· ·-·, I:_ ; \ ·.,'/-.HO 
B. SEND ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO; (Name and Address) 
' 
L 
Idaho Independent Bank 
401 W. Front Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
7 
_J 
IDAHO SECRETARY OF STATE 
06/26/2009 04:20 
CK: CASH CT: 1177 BH: 117668• 
1 ~ 6.00 = 6,88 OCC1 FILE N 2 
Filini Nu■ber: 
B 2009- 066378-6 
SEEATT 
THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY 
1. DEBTOR'S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME - insert only lllll dobtornamo (1• or 1b). do not ebbrovialo °' conibln• name• 
1 a. OR~NIZATION'S NAME 
OR 1b. lNOIVIDUAL'S LAST MAME FtRSTN"-ME MIDDLE N"-ME SUFFIX 
Scherer John Rogers 
1 c. MAILING IIOORESS CITY STA TE rOST Al CODE COLNTHY 
PO Box 1539 Ketchum ID 83340 USA 
1d. TAX ID#' SSN OR EIN I IIOO'L INFO RE I' •. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 11. JURISDICTION OF ORG"-NIZA TION 1~ ORGANIZATIONAL ID#, I any 
ORGANIZATION nNONE DEBTOR I I I 
2. ADDITIONAL DEBTOR'S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME -inwt only l!lllO ool>lot name f2a o, 2bJ •dO na abbroviale orcoml>no nam,,, 
2a. OR_,.IZATtoN'S NAME 
OR 2b. lNOIVIOUAL'5 LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIOOLENAME SUFFIX 
Holt Charles William 
2c. MAIi.iNG ADDRESS CITY STATE IPOSTALCODE COUNTRY 
100 Silverwood Sun Valley ID 83353 USA 
2d, TAX ID#; SSN OR Ell>! I IIDO'L INFO i<E 12• TYPE OF OROANIZA TION 2f.JURISDICTIONOFORGANIZATION 2g ORGANIZATIONAL 10 #,~any 
ORGANIZATION 
nNONE . DEBTOR I I I 
3. SECURED PARTY'S NAME (at NAME of TOTAL ASSIGNEE of ASSIGNOR SIP) - lnoert onlY OllS ,erurod party nema (Ja er Jb) 
Ja. ORGANIZATION'S NAME 
Idaho Independent Bank 
OR 
Jb. INOIVIDUAJ.'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX 
3c MAILING AIJORESS crry STATE raSlALCOOE COUNTRY 
401 W. Front Street Boise ID 3702 USA 
4. This FINANCING STATEMENT c:ov,,ns Iha follow'ng a,Galelal: 
See Exhibit A, attached. 




4. This FINANCING STATEMENT covers the following collateral: 
An undivided 7.S/289tbs or 2.595% of the water rights appurtenant to the following described 
lands situate in Blaine County, Idaho, to wit: 
All in Township I North, Range 19 East, B.M.: 
In Section 6: NEI/4SW1/4, Government Lot 6 in the NW1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 7 in the 
SW1/4SW1/4, SEI/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SEI/4 
In Section 7: NWI/4NEl/4, SWI/4NEI/4, SE1/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NW1/4, 
NE1/4SE1/4 and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water rights are described in five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Direclor's Reports each entitled 
"Idaho Department of Water Resources Recommended Water Rights Acquired Under State Law" 
relating to the water rights summarized, in part, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCE OF POINT OF ACRES QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED OF WATER 
NUMBER 
37-481C described Big Wood SW1/4NWI/4, Sec. 289 3.014 CFS 
above River 36 T2N, Rl8E (cubic feet 
per second) 
37-577BT described Big Wood (same) {same) 2.200CFS 
above River 
37-482H described Big Wood (same) (same) 3.012 CFS 
above River 
37-483C described Big Wood (same) (same) 15.086 CFS 
above River 
37-2630 described Ground water NWI/4NW1/4SW1/4 (same) 3.750CFS 




Water Right No. 37-2630 (ground water) is based on a License. The other four (4) water rights 






Litigation Guarantee Rev. 12-16-92 
LITIGATION GUARANTEE 
Order No. 1016761 LIABILITY $2,800,000.00 FEE: $6,380.00 
SUBJECT TO THE LIMITATIONS CONTAINED HEREIN, THE EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE, THE LIMITS OF 
LIABILITY AND THE OTHER PROVISIONS OF THE CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS HERETO ANNEXED AND 
MADE A PART OF THIS GUARANTEE. 
ISSUED BY 
stewart 
"---------title guaranty company 
a corporation, herein called the Company, 
GUARANTEES 
the Assured named in Schedule A against loss not exceeding the liability amount stated in Schedule A which the Assured shall sustain 
by reason of any incorrectness in the assurance which the Company hereby gives that, according to the public records, as of Date of 
Guarantee shown in Schedule A: 
1. The title to the herein described estate or interest is vested in the vestee named in Schedule A. 
2. Except for the matters shown in Schedule B, there are no defects, liens, encumbrances or other matters affecting title to the estate 
or interest in the land shown in Schedule A, which matters are not necessarily shown in the order of their priority. 
3. a) The current interest holders claiming some right, title or interest by reason of the matters shown in Part II of Schedule B are 
as shown therein. The vestee named in Schedule A and parties claiming to have some right, title or interest by reason of the 
matters shown in Part II of Schedule B may be necessary parties defendant in an action, the nature of which is referred to in 
Schedule A. 
b) The current interest holders claiming some right, title or interest by reason of the matters shown in Part I of Schedule B may 
also be necessary parties defendant in an action, the nature of which is referred to in Schedule A. However, no assurance is 
given hereby as to those current interest holders. 
4. The return addresses for mailing after recording, if any, as shown on each and every document referred to in Part II of Schedule 
B by specific recording information, and as shown on the document(s) vesting title as shown in Schedule A are as shown in 
Schedule C. 
THIS LITIGATION GUARANTEE IS FURNISHED SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSE OF FACILITATING THE FILING OF THE 
ACTION REFERRED TO IN SCHEDULE A. IT SHALL NOT BE USED OR RELIED UPON FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE. 
Countersigned: 
Authorized Countersignature 
Blaine County Title 
360 Sun Valley Road P.O. Box 3176 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
r-
stewart 
"' title Quaranty con;pany 
Serial No. LG-2226-20425 
Page 1 of 3 - LITIGATION GUARANTEE 12-16-92 
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GUARANTEE CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS 
1. Definition of Terms -The following terms when used in this Guarantee mean: 
(a) "the Assured": the party or parties named as the Assured in this Guarantee, or on a supplemental writing executed by the Company. 
(b) "land": the land described or referred to in Schedule (A)(C) or in Part 2, and improvements affixed thereto which by law constitute real property. The term 
"land" does not include any property beyond the lines of the area described or referred to in Schedule (A)(C) or in Part 2, nor any right, title, interest, estate 
or easement in abutting streets, roads, avenues, alleys, lanes, ways or waterways. 
(c) "mortgage": mortgage, deed of trust, trust deed, or other security instrument. 
( d) "public records": records established under state statutes at Date of Guarantee for the purpose of imparting constructive notice of matters relating to real 
property to purchasers for value and without knowledge. 
(e) "date": the effective date; 
2. Exclusions from Coverage of this Guarantee- The Company assumes no liability for loss or damage by reason of the following: 
(a) Taxes or assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the 
public records. 
(b) (I) Unpatented mining claims; (2) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance thereof; (3) water rights, claims or title to water: 
whether or not the matters excluded by (I), (2) or (3) are shown by the public records. 
(c) Assurances to title to any property beyond the lines of the land expressly described in the description set forth in Schedule (A)(C) or in Part 2 of this 
Guarantee, or title to streets, roads, avenues, lanes, ways or waterways on which such land abuts, or the right to maintain therein vaults, tunnels, ramps or any 
other structure or improvement; or any rights or easements therein unless such property, rights or easements are expressly and specifically set forth in said 
description. 
(d) (I) Defects, liens, encumbrances, or adverse claims against the title, if assurances are provided as to such title, and as limited by such assurances. (2) 
Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or other matters (a) whether or not shown by the public records, and which are created, suffered, assumed or 
agreed to by one or more of the Assureds; (b) which result in no loss to the Assured; or (c) which do not result in the invalidity or potential invalidity of any 
judicial or non-judicial proceeding which is within the scope and purpose of assurances provided. 
3. Notice of Claims to be Given by Assured Claimant - An Assured shall notify the Company promptly in writing in case knowledge shall come to an Assured 
hereunder of any claim of title or interest which is adverse to the title to the estate or interest, as stated herein, and which might cause loss or damage for which the 
Company may be liable by virtue of this Guarantee. If prompt notice shall not be given to the Company, then all liability of the Company shall terminate with 
regard to the matter or matters for which prompt notice is required, provided, however, that failure to notify the Company shall in no case prejudice the rights of 
any Assured under this Guarantee unless the Company shall be prejudiced by the failure and then only to the extent of the prejudice. 
4. No Duty to Defend or Prosecute - The Company shall have no duty to defend or prosecute any action or proceeding to which the Assured is a party, 
notwithstanding the nature of any allegation in such action or proceeding. 
5. Company's Option to Defend or Prosecute Actions; Duty of Assured Claimant to Cooperate - Even though the Company has no duty to defend or prosecute 
as set forth in Paragraph 4 above: 
(a) The Company shall have the right, at its sole option and cost, to institute and prosecute any action or proceeding, interpose a defense, as limited in (b), or to 
do any other act which in its opinion may be necessary or desirable to establish the title to the estate or interest as stated herein, or to establish the lien rights 
of the Assured, or to prevent or reduce loss or damage to the Assured. The Company may take any appropriate action under the terms of this Guarantee, 
whether or not it shall be liable hereunder, and shall not thereby concede liability or waive any provision of this Guarantee. If the Company shall exercise its 
rights under this paragraph, it shall do so diligently. 
(b) If the Company elects to exercise its option as stated in Paragraph 5(a) the Company shall have the right to select counsel of its choice (subject to the right of 
such Assured to object for reasonable cause) to represent the Assured and shall not be liable for and will not pay the fees of any other counsel, nor will the 
Company pay any fees, costs or expenses incurred by an Assured in the defense of those causes of action which allege matters not covered by this Guarantee. 
(c) Whenever the Company shall have brought an action or interposed a defense as permitted by the provisions of this Guarantee, the Company may pursue any 
litigation to final determination by a court of competent jurisdiction and expressly reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to appeal from an adverse 
judgment or order. 
(d) In all cases where this Guarantee permits the Company to prosecute or provide for the defense of any action or proceeding, an Assured shall secure to the 
Company the right to so prosecute or provide for the defense of any action or proceeding, and all appeals therein, and permit the Company to use, at its 
option, the name of such Assured for this purpose. Whenever requested by the Company, an Assured, at the Company's expense, shall give the Company all 
reasonable aid in any action or proceeding, securing evidence, obtaining witnesses, prosecuting or defending the action or lawful act which in the opinion of 
the Company may be necessary or desirable to establish the title to the estate or interest as stated herein, or to establish the lien rights of the Assured. If the 
Company is prejudiced by the failure of the Assured to furnish the required cooperation, the Company's obligations to the Assured under the Guarantee shall 
terminate. 
6. Proof of Loss or Damage - In addition to and after the notices required under Section 3 of these Conditions and Stipulations have been provided to the Company, 
a proof of loss or damage signed and sworn to by the Assured shall be furnished to the Company within ninety (90) days after the Assured shall ascertain the facts 
giving rise to the loss or damage. The proof of loss or damage shall describe the matters covered by this Guarantee which constitute the basis of loss or damage 
and shall state, to the extent possible, the basis of calculating the amount of the loss or damage. If the Company is prejudiced by the failure of the Assured to 
provide the required proof of loss or damage, the Company's obligation to such Assured under the Guarantee shall terminate. In addition, the Assured may 
reasonably be required to submit to examination under oath by any authorized representative of the Company and shall produce for examination, inspection and 
copying, at such reasonable times and places as may be designated by any authorized representative of the Company, all records, books, ledgers, checks, 
correspondence and memoranda, whether bearing a date before or after Date of Guarantee, which reasonably pertain to the loss or damage. Further, if requested 
by any authorized representative of the Company, the Assured shall grant permission, in writing, for any authorized representative of the Company to examine, 
inspect and copy all records, books, ledgers, checks, correspondence and memoranda in the custody or control of a third party, which reasonably pertain to the loss 
or damage. All information designated as confidential by the Assured provided to the Company pursuant to this Section shall not be disclosed to others unless, in 
the reasonable judgment of the Company, it is necessary in the administration of the claim. Failure of the Assured to submit for examination under oath, produce 
other reasonably requested information or grant permission to secure reasonably necessary information from third parties as required in the above paragraph, 
unless prohibited by law or governmental regulation, shall terminate any liability of the Company under this Guarantee to the Assured for that claim. 
7. Options to Pay or Otherwise Settle Claims; Termination of Liability - In case of a claim under this Guarantee, the Company shall have the following 
additional options: 
(a) To Pay or Tender Payment of the Amount of Liability or to Purchase the Indebtedness. 
II 
Serial No. LG-2226-20425 
Page 2 of3 - LITIGATION GUARANTEE 12-16-92 
The Company shall have the option to pay or settle or compromise for or in the name of the Assured any claim which could result in loss to the Assured within the 
coverage of this Guarantee, or to pay the full amount of this Guarantee or, if this Guarantee is issued for the benefit of a holder of a mortgage or a lienholder, the 
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Company shall have the option to purchase the indebtedness secured by said mortgage or said lien for the amount owing thereon, together with any costs, 
reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by the Assured claimant which were authorized by the Company up to the time of purchase. 
Such Purchase, payment or tender of payment of the full amount of the Guarantee shall terminate all liability of the Company hereunder. In the event after 
notice of claim has been given to the Company by the Assured the Company offers to purchase said indebtedness, the owner of the indebtedness shall transfer and 
assign said indebtedness, together with any collateral security, to the Company upon payment of the purchase price. 
Upon the exercise by the Company of the option provided for in Paragraph (a) the Company's obligation to the Assured under this Guarantee for the claimed 
loss or damage, other than to make the payment required in that paragraph, shall terminate, including any obligation to continue the defense or prosecution of any 
litigation for which the Company has exercised its option under Paragraph 5, and the Guarantee shall be surrendered to the Company for cancellation. 
(a) To Pay or Otherwise Settle With Parties Other Than the Assured or With the Assured Claimant. 
To Pay or otherwise settle with other parties for or in the name of an Assured claimant any claim assured against under this Guarantee, together with any 
costs, attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by the Assured claimant which were authorized by the Company up to the time of payment and which the Company is 
obligated to pay. 
Upon the exercise by the Company of the option provided for in Paragraph (b) the Company's obligation to the Assured under this Guarantee for the claimed 
loss or damage, other than to make the payment required in that paragraph, shall terminate, including any obligation to continue the defense or prosecution of any 
litigation for which the Company has exercised its options under Paragraph 5. 
8. Determination and Extent of Liability - This Guarantee is a contract of Indemnity against actual monetary loss or damage sustained or incurred by the Assured 
claimant who has suffered Joss or damage by reason of reliance upon the assurances set forth in this Guarantee and only to the extent herein described, and subject 
to the exclusions stated in Paragraph 2. 
The liability of the Company under this Guarantee to the Assured shall not exceed the least of: 
(a) the amount of liability stated in Schedule A; 
(b) the amount of the unpaid principal indebtedness secured by the mortgage of an Assured mortgagee, as limited or provided under Section 7 of these 
Conditions and Stipulations or as reduced under Section JO of these Conditions and Stipulations, at the time the loss or damage assured against by this 
Guarantee occurs, together with interest thereon; or 
(c) the difference between the value of the estate or interest covered hereby as sated herein and the value of the estate or interest subject to any defect, lien or 
encumbrance assured against by this Guarantee. 
9. Limitation of Liability --
(a) If the Company establishes the title or removes the alleged defect, lien or encumbrance, or cures any other matter assured against by this Guarantee in a 
reasonably diligent manner by any method, including litigation and the completion of any appeals therefrom, it shall have fully performed its obligations 
with respect to that matter and shall not be liable for any Joss or damage caused thereby. 
(b) In the event of any litigation by the Company or with the Company's consent, the Company shall have no liability for loss or damage until there has been a 
fmal determination by a court of competent jurisdiction, and disposition of all appeals therefrom, adverse to the title, as stated herein. 
(c) The Company shall not be liable for loss or damage to any Assured for liability voluntarily assumed by the Assured in settling any claim or suit without the 
prior written consent of the Company. 
10. Reduction of Liability or Termination of Liability - All payments under this Guarantee, except payments made for costs, attorneys' fees and expenses pursuant 
to paragraph 5 shall reduce the amount of liability pro tanto. 
11. Payment of Loss -
(a) No payment shall be made without producing this Guarantee for endorsement of the payment unless the Guarantee has been Jost or destroyed, in which case 
proof ofloss or destruction shall be furnished to the satisfaction of the Company. 
(b) When liability and the extent of loss or damage has been definitely fixed in accordance with these Conditions and Stipulations, the Joss or damage shall be 
payable within thirty (30) days thereafter. 
12. Subrogation Upon Payment or Settlement - Whenever the Company shall have settled and paid a claim under this Guarantee, all right of subrogation shall vest 
in the Company unaffected by any act of the Assured claimant. 
The Company shall be subrogated to and be entitled to all rights and remedies which the Assured would have had against any person or property in respect to 
the claim had this Guarantee not been issued. If requested by the Company, the Assured shall transfer to the Company all rights and remedies against any person or 
property necessary in order to perfect this right of subrogation. The Assured shall permit the Company to sue, compromise or settle in the name of the Assured and to 
use the name of the assured in any transaction or litigation involving these rights or remedies. 
If a payment on account of a claim does not fully cover the loss of the Assured the Company shall be subrogated to all rights and remedies of the Assured 
after the Assured shall have recovered its principal, interest and costs of collection. 
13. Arbitration - Unless prohibited by applicable law, either the Company or the Assured may demand arbitration pursuant to the Title Insurance Arbitration Rules of 
the American Arbitration Association. Arbitrable matters may include, but are not limited to, any controversy or claim between the Company and the Assured 
arising out of or relating to this Guarantee, any service of the Company in connection with its issuance or the breach of a Guarantee provisions or other 
obligation. All arbitrable matters when the Amount of Liability is $1,000,000 or less shall be arbitrated at the option of either the Company or the Assured. All 
arbitrable matters when the amount of liability is in excess of $1,000,000 shall be arbitrated only when agreed to by both the Company and the Assured. The 
Rules in effect at Date of Guarantee shall be binding upon the parties. The award may include attorneys' fees only if the laws of the state in which the land is 
located permits a court to award attorneys' fees to a prevailing party. Judgement upon the award rendered by the Arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having 
jurisdiction thereof. The Jaw of the situs of the land shall apply to an aribitration under the Title Insurance Arbitration Rules. A copy of the Rules may be 
obtained from the Company upon request. 
14. Liability Limited to This Guarantee; Guarantee Entire Contract -
(a) This Guarantee together with all endorsements, if any, attached hereto by the Company is the entire Guarantee and contract between the Assured and the 
Company. In interpreting any provision of this Guarantee, this Guarantee shall be construed as a whole. 
(b) Any claim of loss or damage, whether or not based on negligence, or any action asserting such claim, shall be restricted to this Guarantee. 
(c) No amendment of or endorsement to this Guarantee can be made except by a writing endorsed hereon or attached hereto signed by either the President, a 
Vice President, the Secretary, an Assistant Secretary, or validating officer or authorized signatory of the Company. 
15. Notices, Where Sent - All notices required to be given the Company and any statement in writing required to be furnished the Company shall include the number 
of this Guarantee and shall be addressed to the Company at P.O. Box 2029, Houston, Texas 77252-2029. 
II 
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Order Number: 1016761 
Liability: $2,800,000.00 
Guarantee No.: G-2226-20425 
Fee: $6,380.00 
1. Name of Assured: 
Mountain West Bank 
2. Date of Guarantee: 
May 3, 2010 at 8:00 AM 
3. This Litigation Guarantee is furnished solely for the purpose of facilitating the filing 
of an action to: 
To Foreclose a Mortgage 
4. The estate or interest in the land which is covered by this Guarantee is: 
Fee Simple 
5. Title to the estate or interest in the Land is vested in: 
South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
6. The Land referred to in this Guarantee is described as follows: 
See Attached Legal Description 
stewart 
• title guaranty cornpany 
Blaine County Title 




TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
A parcel ofland in the SW¼ and the SW¼SE¼ of Section 6 and also in the E½NW¼, NW¼NE¼, 
S½NE¼ and the N½SE¼ of Section 7, more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW¼, said Section 6, which 
point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°51 '45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 
to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°35' 18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 to 
an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW¼SE¼, said Section 6; 
Thence South 89°42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼SE¼, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25' 10" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼SE¼, Section 
6 to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°17'54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NW¼NE¼, said 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NW¼NE ¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the SE¼NE¼, 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence south 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SE¼NE¼, Section 
7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast comer of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the NE¼SE¼, Section 
7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NE¼SE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the N½SE¼, 
Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Southerly boundary with the Northeasterly 
boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an 
iron pin on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary of the 
S½NE¼, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89°58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along said 
Southerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said S ½NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 
and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22' 13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 
7 to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of said NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58' 18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the Sw¼, Section 6 to 
an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
Westerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW¼, Section 6 to 
the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
stewart 
-,. title guararity company 
Blaine County Title 
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LITIGATION GUARANTEE 
Now Described as: 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the 
official plat thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, 
Idaho. 
Excepting that portion formally shown on the Blaine County Assessor rolls as Tax Lot 
4913 Township 1 North, Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho. 
stewart 
• title guaranty company 
Blaine County Title 




Order Number: 1016761 Guarantee No: G-2226-20425 
Defects, liens, encumbrances or other matters affecting title: 
PART I 
1. General taxes for the year 2010, a lien due, but not yet payable. 
Note: General taxes for the year 2009, a lien in the amount of $316.86, which are paid in full. 
(Parcel No. RP000450010010) 
Note: General taxes for the year 2009, a lien in the amount of $158.54, which are paid in full. 
(Parcel No. RP000450010020) 
2. Mortgage from South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company to Mountain 
West Bank recorded 10/14/2005 as Instrument No. 527439, securing a note in the original 
principal sum of $2,850,000.00, and other obligations described therein 
Modified by the instrument recorded 12/01/2006 as Instrument No. 542378, records of Blaine 
County, Idaho. 
Partial Release of Lien as to Water Rights recorded as Instrument No's 568681, 574996, 574997, 
574998, 574999, 575000, 575001, records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
3. Mortgage from South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company to Mountain 
West Bank recorded 6/13/08 as Instrument No. 558904, securing a note in the original principal 
sum of $1,040,000.00, and other obligations described therein 
4. Mortgage from South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company to Mountain 
West Bank recorded 10/24/2008 as Instrument No. 562481, securing a note in the original 
principal sum of $1,040,000.00, and other obligations described therein 
5. Notes, Easements and Restrictions as shown on the plat of Belle Ranch Subdivision, recorded 
December 12, 2008 as Instrument No. 563443, records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
Consent of Lien Holder, executed by Mountain West Bank, recorded December 10, 2008 as 
Instrument No. 563383, records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
stewart 
• title guaranty cornf:>eny 
Blaine County Title 
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LITIGATION GUARANTEE 
Order Number: 1016761 
SCHEDULEB 
PART II 
Guarantee No: G-2226-20425 
1. South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
stewart 
• tltJo guaranty cornpany 
Blaine County Title 




Order Number: 1016761 Guarantee No: 2226-20425 
ADDRESSES 
South County Estates, LLC, PO Box 1539, Ketchum ID 83340 
South County Estates, LLC, 105 Gannett Rd, Bellevue ID 83313 
South County Estates, LLC, 183 Gannett Rd, Bellevue ID 83313 
John Scherer, Registered Agent, 124 Deer Valley Ln, Hailey ID 83333 
South County Estates, LLC, John Scherer, PO Box 2127, Ketchum ID 83340 
stewart 
• title guarar,ty company 
Blaine County Title 




IDAHO 1INDEPENDENT BANK® 
June 25, 2009 
Via Hand Delivery 
Dale Chaney, 
Mountain West Bank 
331 N LE1advllle Ave 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
Re: \!;fi!2_8'9"':ol2:5g5%'C>f;WaierRlgtits Nos. 37-481C; 37.:.mBT, 37-4821-1, :il .. 483C and 37-2630, 
-Blaine County, Idaho/collectively owned by John Scherer and Charles Holt (collectively, the 
-Water Rights") 
Dear Mr. Chaney: 
This Letter Agreement sets forth the agreement between Idaho Independent Bank ("11B") an~ Mountain 
West Bank ("MWB") regarding the Water Rights, more particularly described on:,Bchiblt;A,!!lttached hereto and 
Incorporated_ herein. ·· · 
CuFrently;<;MWB•holds·a,flrst•1posltion•securtty:1nterest'irHh~Water;Rights: and. the'. real property-to-which. 
"the>Water, Rights: arecappurtenantr MWB1agrees, to,release,its:securlty:;lnt~r1:1Jt .inJ.l:tl:! \N~!!r ~igh~ _a,n~ .• agree~• 
to:.recor~tJn~tne~111J1p.rgper.tyJ~ords,,otBlaioe:CQunty,.,.,ldahe>,_anv:.and•,albdocuments.11~ssary_\c,JtYitjen~ 
such releaset FOrther?MWB,agrees.to,.flle with the Idaho Secretary'.of State and/or the tdaho:,Departmeotof 
Water Resources CIDWR"} any .documentation necessary regarding the same. 11B agrees. to provide any 
reasonable assistance requested by MWB to facllltate the release of the securjty interest in theWater Rights. 
MWB acknowledges and agrees that 11B may record a Mortgage in the real property records of Blaine 
County, Idaho and may file a UCC-1 Financing Statement with the Idaho Secretary of State to evidence Its first 
position security Interest In the Water Rights. Additionally, MWB acknowleqges and agrees that 11B may file with 
IDWR a Notice of Security Interest In a Water Right as to the water Rights. 
In the event that Waterford Partners 111, LLC ("Waterford"), John Scherer and/or Charles Holt are in 
default In the terms/conditions of its loan(s) (and any subsequent renewals) with 11B, and 11B proceeds to 
foreclose upon the Water Rights, MWB agrees to cooperate with 11B in any foreclosure proceedings and agrees 
to cooperate with 118 and/or any subsequent purchaser of the Water Rights In any application, including but not 
limited to a transfer application, submitted to IDWR or other applicable governmental entity regarding the Water 
Rights. Further, MWB andUB agree that the 7.5 acres to which the Water Rights are appurtenantisJhe 7.5 
acres legally described on';Ex.hibjhlkattached hereto and incorporated herein, and depicted on,,Exhibit-,C, 
attached hereto and incorporated herein. In the event that Waterford, John Scherer and/or Charles Holt are in 
default In the terms/condition of its loan(s) {and any subsequent renewals} with MVVB, 11B agrees to cooperate 
with MWB in any foreclosure proceedings. 
This Letter Agreement Is the final expression of MWB's and 11B's agreements regarding the issues set 
forth herein, and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous negoti;ulons, understandings, and agreements 
between MWB and 11B, whether oral or written. Any prior oral promises, representations, waivers, and courses 
of conduct are not relied upon and are of no further effect. This Letter Agreement may not be altered or 
amended In any manner except by a writing signed by MWB and 11B. 
40/ Wu& Froa1 StrNI, 10111, ldal,o Ui02-60iS 




Mountain West Bank 
June 25, 2009 
Page2 
f--
This Letter Agreement may be executed In counterparts and such counterparts shall constitute one 
agreement binding on the parties hereto. Facsimile transmission of any signed original of this Letter Agreement, 
and retransmission of any signed facsimile transmission, shall be the same as delivery of an original and shall 
be binding upon the parties. 
MWB and 11B represent and warrant to each other that each has full power, authority and legal right and 
has obtained all approvals and consents necessary, to execute, deliver and perform all actions required under 
this Letter Agreement. This Letter Agreement shall be binding upon MWB and 11B and their respective 
successors and assigns. 
Please sign this Letter Agreement as Indicated below and return your signature to me at the address 
abov~ by ___ _, June u~009. 
If you have any questions, please give me a call. Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
Idaho Independent Bank 
Acknowledged and Agreed: 
Mountain West Bank 
By~~ .N~me:~  
Title: - e. 
4DHU0H.11i705415.2 
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An undivided 7.S/289tbs or 2.595% of the water rights appurtenant to the following dCSCiibed 
lands situate in Blaine County, Idaho, to wit: 
All in Township 1 North, Range 19 But, BM.: 
In Section 6: NE1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 6 in the NW1/4SW1/4, Government Lot 7 in the 
SW1/4SW1/4, SE1/4SW1/4 and SW1/4SE1/4 
In Section 7: NW1/4NE1/4, SW1/4NE1/4, SB1/4NE1/4, NE1/4NW1/4, SE1/4NWl/4, 
NE1/4SE1/4 and NW1/4SE1/4 
Said water Iigbts are described in five (5) Basin 37 Part 3 Dil'ector's Reports each entitled 
"Idaho DepaI'tment of Water Resomces Recommended Water Rights Acquired Undor State Law" 
relating to the water rights summarized. in part, as follows: 
WATER PLACES OF SOURCE OF PONI'OF ACRES QUANTITY 
RIGHT USE WATER DIVERSION IRRIGATED OF WATER 
NUMBER 
37-481C desctibed Big Wood SW1/4NW1/4, Sec. 289 3.014 CFS 
above River 36 'I2N, Rl SE (cubic feet 
per second) 
37-577BT described Big Wood (same) (same) 2 .. 200 CFS 
above River 
37-482H described Big Wood (same) {same) 3 012 CFS 
above River 
37-483C descn"bed Big Wood (same) (same) 15.086CFS 
above River 
37-2630 desetibed Orowid water NW1/4NW1/4SW1/4 (same) 3.750 CFS 





Water Right No. 37-2630 (ground water) 1s based on a License. The other four ( 4) water nghts 
are basod on cowt Decreos. 
40918 00& 19871941 
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L L-. 
7.5-ACRES OF LAND TO BE NON-IRRIGATED 
{IDAHO INDEPENDENT BANK PARCELS #1 - #3) 
South County Estates, L.L.C. 
A legal description for three (3) parcels of land located In Section 6, Township 1N, 
Range 19E, B.M., in BJaine County, Idaho, and more particularly described as follows: 
11B #1 
Beginning at the center-south 1/16 comer of Section 6, thence 
N 00°01'35" W, 1300.02 feet along the¼ section llne of said section to a 5/8" pin 
marking the center¼ of said section, thence N 89°11 '54" W, 914.46 feet to the 
TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Thence S 30°53'04n E, 8 66 feet 
Thence, 718.90 feet along a curve to the right with a radius of 983.94 feet, a 
central angle of41°51'45", and a chord which bears S 53°16'55" E, 703.02 feet; 
Thence N 58"49'12" E, 32.58 feet; 
Thence S 30°49'03n E, 170.60 feet; 
Thence S 04°28'14" W, 103.65 feet; 
Thence s 10°55'46" E, 157.37 feet; 
Thence S 43°24'58" E, 9.91 feet; 
Thence, 375.09 feet along a curve to the right with a radius of 983.94 feet, a 
central angle of 21•50•30•, and a chord which bears S 03•13'19" W, 372.82 feet; 
Thence N 31°10'48" W, 1396.92 feet: 
Thence S 89°11 '54" E, 32.36 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING, 
Said parcel contains 6.63 acres, more or less, lying In the NE¼ of the SW/4 of 





Beginning at a 5/8" pin marking the center ¼ of Section 8, thence 
S 00°01'35" E, 1300 02 feet along the¼ section line of said section to a 5/8" pin 
marking the of the center-south 1/16 comer of said section, thence s 62°02'58" W, 
1334.24 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Thence, 188.81 feet along a curve to the left with a radius of 983.94 feet, a 
central angle of 10°59'41", and a chord which bears N 84°31'33" E, 188.52 feet; 
Thence, 147.88 feet along a curve to the left with a radius of 1005.54 feet, a 
central angle of 8°25'35", and a chord which bears S 39°31'25" W, 147.75 feet; 
Thence, 245.28 feet along a ai rve to the right with a radius of 1083.94 feet, a 
central angle of 12°57'55", and a chord which bears N 88°27'07" W, 244. 76 feet; 
Thence N 59°23'09" E, 175.49 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Said parcel contains 0.50 acres, more or less, lying In the SE¼ of the SW'/4 of 
Section 6, Township 1N, Range 19E, B.M. 
11B#3 
Beginning at a 5/8" pin marking the center¼ of Section 6, thence 
S 00°01 '35" E, 1300.02 feet along the ¼ section line of said section to a 5/8" pin 
marking the of the center-south 1/16 comer of said section, thence S 59°23'09" W, 
240.30 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Thence, 207.43 feet along a curve to the right with a radius of 1083.94 feet, a 
central angle of 10°57'52", and a chord which bears S 31°49'19"W, 207.11 feet; 
Thence, 147.88 feet along a curve to the left with a radius of 1005.54feet, a 
central angle of 8°25'35•, and a chord which bears S 82°50'45" W, 147.75 feet, 
Thence, 112.03 feet along a curve to the left with a radius of 983.94 feet, a 
central angle of 6°31 '24", and a chord which bears N 40°04'46" E, 111.97 feet 
Thence N 59°23'09" E, 213.47 feet to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING-
Said parcel contains 0.37 acres, more or less, lying In the SE¼ of the SW'/4 of 
Section 6, Township 1N, Range 19E, B.M. 
The total acreage of II B #1, #2, and #3 is 7 .60 acres, more or less 
Page2 Of2 
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Chris M. Bromley, £SB# 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 287-0991 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys jcJr First Security Corporation 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, Case No. ! 1 
Plaintiff~ 
V. AFI<'lDA VlT OF SHELLEY W. KEEN 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC. 
Defendants. 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
SHELLEY W. KEEN, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
I. I am over the age of 18 and state the following based upon my own personal 
knowledge. 
2. I am the Water Rights Section Manager] at the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources ("IDWR"). I have been employed by JDWR for 26years. 
Affidavit of Shelley W. Keen 
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3. There is a standard form on file with IDWR called a Notice <>f Change i11 Water 
Right Ownership (''Notice") that is used to report a change in ownership of a water right. 
4. IDWR maintains and updates water right ownership records pursuant to Idaho 
Code§ 42-248. 
5. When a Notice is filed, IDWR verifies that the form has been filled out correctly, 
that the appropriate filing fee has been paid, and that the conveyance document(s) accompanying 
the Notice appears proper. Based on the information submitted, IDWR then decides whether to 
"process" the Notice, to request additional information from the filer of the Notice, or to return 
the Notice because it is incomplete or the supporting documentation is inadequate. If a Notice is 
processed, IDWR updates the water right records to reflect the new owner. 
6. Aside from the conveyance document(s) submitted with the Notice, IDWR does 
not routinely perform an independent examination of other deeds or conveyance documents 
recorded with the county in which the water right is located. When it has reason to question the 
deed or other conveyance document provided with a Notice, IDWR sometimes reviews deeds 
and other conveyance documents available on the Internet from county or title company 
websites. IDWR also sometimes calls county assessors to request copies of deeds or other 
conveyance documents. 
7. Sometimes a Notice is filed to divide a water right between the owner of record 
on file with IDWR and a new owner. This is referred to as a "split" of a water right. 
8. When IDWR processes a Notice splitting a water right between the owner of 
record on file with IDWR and a new owner, IDWR notifies the owner of record of the action. 
9. In some instances, the owner of record on file with TDWR disputes the change of 
ownership and splitting of the water right. 
Affidavit of Shelley W. Keen 2 
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I 0. In the event of disputed ownership, JDWR directs the parties to quiet title in a 
district court because IDWR does not have the legal authority to determine ownership of a water 
right. 
Further your Affiant sayeth naught. 
DATED this day of November, 2016. 




SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME this 11 ~ day of November, 2016. 
NOTARY PUBLIC for rdaho 
Residing at: 81 k'\A.vr-e 6 .. , l.,(f\h.J 
My Commission Expires: 1- 2,2.::.1:1 









Water Management Division Staff 
Jeff Peppersack W 
Transfer Processing No. 24 
TRANSFER PROCESSING POLICIES & PROCEDURES 
December 21, 2009 
This memorandum supersedes Transfer Processing Memorandum No. 24 dated 
January 21, 2009. 
The purpose of this memorandum is to provide policy guidance for processing 
applications for transfers of water rights pursuant to Section 42-222, Idaho Code, and 
other applicable law. The revisions to the October 30, 2002 memorandum are provided 
to recognize statewide application of this memorandum, to clarify the guidance based 
on updates to statutes and Department policy, and to streamline transfer processing to 
reduce application processing time and existing application backlogs. These policies 
and procedures are to be followed until rescinded or amended, or superseded by 
statute or rule or court decision, to assure that applications are processed efficiently and 
with consistency. 
Regardless of whether or not an application for transfer is protested, Section 42-222, 
Idaho Code, requires that the department evaluate whether there would be injury to 
other water rights, there would be an enlargement in use of the original right, the 
proposed use would be a beneficial use, the proposed use would be in the local public 
interest, the proposed use would be consistent with the conservation of water resources 
within the State of Idaho, and whether the proposed change would impact the 
agricultural base of the local area. In the case where the place of use is outside of the 
watershed or local area where the source of water originates, the department must also 
evaluate whether the change would adversely impact the local economy of the 
watershed or local area. The department must also evaluate the validity of the right (or 
part thereof) being changed and must assure that the applicant owns the right or 
otherwise has the authority to apply for the transfer. 
Rev. 8.3 1 
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partnership, joint venture, association, or other business entity, 
department staff must verify that the organization is a viable and legally 
recognizable entity. Department staff will conduct a Business Entity 
Search at the Idaho Secretary of State's website: 
http://www.sos.idaho.gov/. If the Business Entity Search does not 
confirm that the corporation, partnership, joint venture, association, or 
other business entity is properly registered in the State of Idaho, 
department staff will request further clarification from the applicant. The 
intent of this search is to ensure that the organization is properly 
identified, including identification of individuals with signature authority 
and responsibility to conduct the organization's activity. Department 
staff may utilize other available resources to obtain the necessary 
information. 
(7) Approval of Irrigation Entity or Legislature. Section 42-108, Idaho 
Code, requires that if the right{s), diversion works, or irrigation system is 
represented by shares in a corporation, or owned by an irrigation 
district, no change can be made without the consent of such corporation 
or irrigation district. This includes the use of such right{s), diversion 
works, or irrigation system for mitigation purposes related to a proposed 
transfer. Any permanent or temporary change in period of use or 
nature of use, in or out-of-state, involving a quantity of water greater 
than fifty (50) cfs or a storage volume greater than five thousand (5,000) 
acre-feet must also be approved by the legislature if approved by the 
department, except that any temporary change within the State of Idaho 
for a period of less than three (3) years does not require legislative 
approval. 
(8) Liens, Mortgages, or Contract Restrictions. The department is required 
to provide notice to the holder of a security interest in any water right(s) 
proposed to be changed if the security interest holder has filed a 
request for notice pursuant to Section 42-248(6), Idaho Code. If the 
transfer proposes a change that might impact the value of the land such 
as moving the place of use or diversion facility to other land or changing 
the nature of use and the land from which the water right is proposed to 
be transferred is subject to liens, mortgages, or other contract 
restrictions affecting the right to transfer the water, a notarized 
statement or a statement on official letterhead signed by an authorized 
representative of a mortgage company or similar entity is required from 
the holder of each such lien, mortgage, or contract (see Transfer 
Processing Memorandum No. 10). 
(9) Municipal Provider. If an application for transfer proposes to change 
the nature of use of a water right to municipal purposes in the name of a 
municipal provider for reasonably anticipated future needs, the 
applicant must provide documentation to establish its qualifications as a 
municipal provider as defined in Section 42-2028, Idaho Code. 






State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
JOHN V. EVAN!I 
A. KENNETH DUNN 
Oirecror 
STATE OFFICE, 450 W. State Street, Boise, Idaho 
ADMINISTRATOR 1S MEMORANDUM 
Mailing oddreSS: 
Statehouse 
Boise, Idaho 83 720 
(208) 334-4440 
Transfer Processing No. 10 
TO: Regiona1 Offices and Water Al1ocation Section 
FROM: Norman C. Young jU ~ 
DATE: January 24, 1986 
RE: Transfer of Water Rights from Encumbered Lands 
• 
Increasing scarcity of water supp1ies has resu1ted in an increase 
in the number of Applications for Transfer proposing to move water 
rights from one location to another. A previous memorandum described 
the importance of insuring that a transfer wil1 not allow an expansion 
of a water right. An additional concern regards encumbrances on 1and 
from which a water right is proposed to be removed. -
Item C(3){a) of the Application for Transfer reads as fo11ows: 
Are the lands from which you propose to transfer the water 
right subject to any liens, deeds of trust, mortgages or 
contracts? _,...,. __ YES ,__-,-_NO. 
If yes, provide a notarized statement from the holder of the 
lien, deed of trust, mortgage or contract agreeing to the 
proposed change. 
This question must be answered on every Application for Transfer, 
even when the app1icant is the same as the origina1 right holder, 
before the application is forwarded to the state office. If the 
answer is no, then no resulting action need be taken by the 
Department. If the answer is yes, then the regional office personnel 
must require the applicant to provide the notarized statement from the 
holder of the 1 i en, deed of trust, mortgage or contract to the 
regional office before the Application for Transfer 1s forwarded to 
the state off1 ce. The format of the notarized statement is not 





Transfer Processing No. 10 
Page 2 
The requirement for the notarized statement is important in that 
it is the only practical means of insuring that the encumbrance holder 
wi11 be notified of the pending removal of water rights. In the case 
where an incorrect response by the applicant to question C(3)(a) 
injures an encumbrance holder, the Transfer can be voided if the 




IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
JAY BROWN and CHRISTINE HOPSON- ) 
BROWN, husband and wife, ) 
Plaintiff-Respondents, 
v. 












SUPREME COURT NO. 41189 
Appeal from the Fourth Judicial District, Elmore County, Idaho 
HONORABLE LYNN G. NORTON, presiding, 
Thomas Dvorak, Givens Pursley, LLP, P.O. Box 2720, Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
Victor Villegas, Borton Lakey Law Offices, 141 E. Carlton Avenue, Meridian, Idaho 83642 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 




AUGUSTA SA YOKO MIMOTO GREENHEART, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
\JDLJ lfY\F I. 
Appeal from the Fourth Judicial District, Elmore 
County, Idaho 
HONORABLE LYNN G. NORTON, presiding, 
Victor Villegas, Borton Lakey Law Offices 141 E. 
Carlton Avenue, Meridian, Idaho 83642 
Thomas Dvorak, Givens Pursley, LLP, P.O. Box 
2720, Boise, Idaho 83701-2720 
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State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
332 &Ht l'roat ltrttt • P.O. 801 H'JZO • Belu. ldall• 13'12l•lltl 
Plae■11 (201) 217-4110 • •••= (201) 217-6101 • Web Sites www.ldwr.ld1lao.1ov 
March 23, 2012 
JAYBBROWN 
6379 SW DIVISION 
MOUNTAIN HOME ID 83647 
C. L. "IVl'CIPOTl'lll 
0..-W 
GAllY S,ACICMAN ................ 
RE: Corrected Change of Ownership for Water Rlghta 61-2188 and 61-7151 
Dear Water Right Holder. 
In reaponae to the Notice of Change of OWnershlp the department received from 
Auguata Greenheart on February 17, 2012, the department has modified lta records and 
enclosed the updated computer-generated reports for your records, 
As of July 20, 2008, a portion of water rights 61-2188 and 61-7151 are leased to the 
Water Supply Bank (bank), and remain In the bank. In accordance with the bank lease 
acceptance, the lessor or current right hokier (right holder) may nm uae the rights while 
they are In the bank, even H the rtghta are not rented from the bank. These portions will 
remain In the bank Indefinitely, unle11 the rights are released earlier by the Idaho 
Water Resouroe Board or upon request by the right holder. To reduce the term of the 
lease, the right holder must submit a written request to the department. The department 
wiU verify If the rights are rented or available for release, and notify the right holder of 
the release date. 
Updating the ownership record for a water right does not reconfirm the validity of the 
right. When proceulng an ownership change notice, the department does not review 
the history of water use to determine If the right has been forfeited through five years or 
more of non-use. To read more about water right forfeiture, Including how to proted a 
water right from forfeiture, please see Sections 42·222 and 42-223, Idaho Code. 
Changes to the ownership of water rights In the department's database are based on 
information provided In the Notice of Change of Ownership by the person submitting the 
form. The department Includes the Information provided In ita database, but doea not 
determine legal ownership. 
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Aleo, please note that Section 42•248, Idaho Code, requires you or the owner of thla 
water right to maintain current ownerahlp and addreu records on ffle with the 
department. Fonna to file a change of ownership of a water right and/or a change In the 
address of the water right owner are available from any department office, or at the 
department's website at: www.ldwr.ldaho.gov. 




Danni M. Smith 
Technical Speclallat 2 
cc Michael O Creamer, Givens Pursley 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
WattrAW!l ~ 11•21M 
WATER RIGHT NUMBER: 81·2188 
Priortty Oate: OW17/10M 
8ufl: OeonMd 
JAVBIAOWN 
9379 WI DIVISION 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 83847 
(208)890-1744 














Lq;atlqn 91 Pglnt(•) of 01Y111Joo 





048 OGE 24 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 i ll40,0 40.0 10.0 10., 280.0 
TOillAorw:280 
CgndtttQQI at ADPrmt 
1, USI OF THIS RIGHT WITH RIGHT NO. 61•07161 IS LIMITED TO A TOTAL COMBINED DIVERSION 
RATE OF 2.88 CFS. 
2.. THIS RIGHT IS UMITEO TO THE IRRIGATION OF 133.2 ACRES WmtlN THE PLACE OF USE 
DSSCRISEO ABOVI IN A SINGLI IRRIGATION SEASON. USE OP THIS RIGHT Wmt RIGHT NO. 
81-G'11151 II UMITID TO TH& IRRIGATION OP A COMBINl!DTOTALOFna.2 ACRES IN A 
SINGL.I IARlGATION SIASON. 
S. C18 THIS PARTIAL DECREE 18 SUBJICT TO $U0H GENERAL PROVISIONS NICU$AAY FOR THE 
DIP1NmON Ofl THI RIGHTS OR FOR THI IPl'ICIINT AOMINl8TRATION OF THE WATER 
RtGHT8 AS MAY Bl! UL TlMATl!L V DIT&flMINl!D BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER 
THAN THI ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECAi&. SICTION ,q..1•12tt), IOAHO CODI. 
... RIGHT NOS. 81.()7151, e1-1aan AND 81-12213 NII! ALSO OIVSAT&D THROUGH POINT OF 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RISOURC&S 
W. AW'dAlpoftl1•11M 
5. C15 THE FOU.OWlNG WATER RIGHTS FROM THI FOLLOWING SOURCea OF WATER IN BASIN 11 
SHALL BE ADMINISTEAEO SIPARAT&LY FROM ALL OTHIR WATER RIGHT8 IN BASIN 11: 
WATER RIGHT NO, 80\JRC& NONI NONE THI! FOi.LOWiNG WATER RIGHTS FROM 
THI FOLLOWING SOUACIS OF WATER IN BASIN 81 SHAU. B& AOMINIBTIYIE!D 81PARATIL V 
ALl OTHER WATER RIGHTS IN THI SNAKI RIVER BASIN: WATIA RIGHT NO, 
SOURCE NON! NONI ALl WATER RIGHTS WITHIN BASIN 91 ARI! FROM CONNECT&D 




1. S80CK 11/411881 COPIED FAOM REMARKS 
Commtnt: AO, IAA.•tSS.I. CAP LANO 
2. AJU1o-J8 11121/1988 AJU10 CONDm0N UPDATE! 
Commtnt: CONDITl0N CX>DE(S) 015 ADOE0 IF NO'I' Al.READY PART OF Al!CORD THAU AJU10. 
a. ..,,.,..,.. wt12001 w• auppey an 
Commtnt: Upon euc:ullon of thl rtntll qNMlfflerlta for SunYllw Dairy and Jay Biown. the poltlont NNNlnlnO In the Bank 
and avalllblt for rent In 2009 under rtgt,w 01 •2188 and 11-71&1 ant u fallowa: 
81•1188: 0.04 oft $.1 fl 1.8 IO 
81-7111: 0,02ofa 4.8al 1.ho 
TOTAL: 0.04 oft 12.9 af 3.0 IO 
4. dlmlth 31912()12 0Mngt of Owneflhlp 
Comment: Thie WA e1,21ea spat porUof\ to e1-1ma per a.,,g. o1 awn.flhlp 
&. dlmlth :W1t/201211:34:12 AM POU 
comment Updated Shape 
EJ, d8mllh 3/2t/2011 Split comtcUon 
Comment Comlotlon to tpllt elementa per par1la1 deonat. 
OJtn and Olblc lnfgrmatkm; 
UctnNd Date: 
Dened Date: 10la'2000 
En11,vement U1e Priority D•te: 
Entargem1nt Statute Priority Date: 
state or Federal: s 
Owner Na,M~tor. 
Water Olalllct Ntmber: 
Generic Mo Rate Per Acre: 
Generic Mex Volume Per Ac:re: 
DecMDlfendant. 
DecrtePlafntlff: 
OMI C... Number: 39&71 
Juclolll Dlltltal! FIFTH 
Swan FIIII TRIil or Nontnllt: 
SWtn FIiia DflrnltNed: 
DLlldNumNr. 
0.,.., Act Number. 





IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
W,_F!Wlt AlpcM'f 11•2188 
ComblMdWaw Alghlt: 11•2188 , e1-11s1 
Water Supply Bank; 
LluorName: 
















IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Wit« Right Report 81•7151 
WATER AIGHTNUMBl!R: 81-7151 
CbYot<IYRI 
cumm10wner 
Priority Date: OW9119'73 
Balla: Decreed 
tflmt and AddJW 
JAVBBAOWN 
8379 SW DIVISION 
MOUNTAIN HOME, 10 8$847 
(208)890-1744 














J.pcat!Qo of Polnt(I) Rf P.IYIJIIOQ 




Twp Rgtt SIC I t& 1 tiW)'. 1 E I NE l rm.NY/. m l n I till 1 tiYt f 1Yt 1 Bi I Hi 1 tlW. tiw l e l I.mall 
048 ose 24 40.o 40.o 40.o 40.o ~ . i40.o 40.o 10.0 10., no.o 
Total AMN: 280 
QondlJIPml of APorm.l. 
1. C18 THIS PARTIAL DECREE IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR THE 
DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOA THE EFFICIENT ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER 
RIGHTS AS MAY B& ULTIMATELY DETERMINED BY THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER 
THAN THE ENTRY OF A FINAL UNIFIED 0ECRli&, SECTION 42-1412(1), IOAHO COOi. 
2, use OF THIS RIGHT WITH RIGHT NO. 8Ml2188 IS LIMITED TO A TOTAL COMBINIU> DIVIASlON 
RATI 01' 2.89 CFS, 
3. THI USE OP WATER FOR IRRIGATION UNDER THIS RIGHT MAY BEGIN AS EARLY AS MARCH 
1& AND MAV CONTINUE TO AS I.ATE AS NOVSMBIA 15, PROVIDED OTHER ILIMINTS OF THE 
RIGHT ARI! NOT EXCEEDED. THE USI! Ofll WATIA BEFORE APRIL 1 ANO AFTER OOT08EA 31 
UNOIA ntts A&MAFH< IS SUBORDINATE TO ALL WATIR RIGHTS HAVING NO SUBORDINATED 
EARLY OR LATE IRRIGATION use AND A PRIORITY DATE EARLIER THAN THE DATE A PARTIAL 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OP WAT&A RUOURCES 
W• Right Rtpofl 11•7111 
4, C15 THE! FOU.OWINQ WATl!R RIGHTS FROM THI FOLLOWING SOURCES OF WATER IN BASIN 81 
SHALL 8& AOMINt8TERED SEP~TILY PROM ALL OTI-IEFl WATER FllOHTS IN BASIN 61: 
WAT!R RIGHT NO, SOURCI NONI NONI THI FOU.OWING WATER RIGHTS FROM 
THI FOLLOWING 80UROE8 OF WATER IN BASIN 81 SHALL BR ADMINIITIAID SEPARATELY 
ALL OT'Hlfl WATIII FllGHT8 IN THI 8NAKI fllVIR 8A9IN: WATER RIGHT NO. 
SOUACI NONli NONIAU. WATIR AIGHTIIWmtlN BASIN 11 AM FROM CONNECTED 
SOURCaOl'WATEA IN THl&NAKa IWIR IAIIN ANO SHAU. BIADMINl8T&fl&O 
CONJUNCTIVELY. 
lHII RIGHT 18 UMIT&O TO THI IRRIGATION OF 100.0 ACRES WITHIN THE Pl.AC& OF USE 
DESCRIIIO AIOVI IN A SINGLE IRRIGATION SEA80N. USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH RIGHT NO. 
81-o218818 UMITED TO THI IRRIGATION OP A COMBINED TOTAL OF 2N.2 AOAli8 IN A 
SINGLE IRRIGATION SEASON. 
e. RIGHT NOS, 81.()2188, 01-12212 AND 1Mn73 Af:11 ALSO DIV&FITSO THROUGH POINT OF 
DIV&R810N DE8CAl8&0 ASOV&. 
1. B80CK 11/4111111 COPIED FROM REMARKS 
Comment CAP I.ANO 
2. AJU1o-J9 1111111"8 AJU10CONDITION UPDATS 
Comrnent: CONDITION CODE(S) CUI ADOID IF NOT ALRIAOY PART OF RECORD THAU AJU10, 
a. ctemllh 3N2012 Chlncit of Ownttlhlp 8fillt 
Comm1n1! A portion of 81-7111 hu bttn 11)111 IO 11-12272 dut lO CMn11 of ownellhlp 
4. dlml1h 3'9/20121:11:23 PM POU 
commtnl: Updattd Shipe 
5. demllh 3'Zll2012 .. ..... 
Comment Comlofon ol clvefllOn ...... partlal diem. 
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Combfntd VH Umltai 
BIii 
IOAHO OIPARTMINT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Wat•Rtohl Atp(lft81-7151 
2.91 9118.7 233.2 









State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
322 E11t l're■ I Street• P.O. Bu 1372t • Boin, ldallo 83721•00H 




AUGUSTA SAYOKO D MIMOTO GREENHEART 
8708 WILLOW CABIN ST 
LAS VEGAS NV 89131 
RE: Corrected Change of Ownership for Water Rights 61·12272 & 81-12273 
Dear Water Right Holder. 
....... Dlreeter 
In response to the Notice of Change of Ownership the department received from you on 
February 17, 2012, the Department Incorrectly calculated some of the elements for the 
water right splits for 81-12272 & 61-12273. The department has modified its records 
and enclosed the updated and corrected computer-generated reports for your records. 
As of July 20, 2006, a portion of water rights 61-12272 and 61-12273 are leased to the 
Water Supply Bank (bank), and remain In the bank as of today. In accordance with the 
bank lease acceptance, the lessor or current right holder (right holder) may nm use the 
rights while they are In the bank. even if the rights are not rented from the bank. These 
portions will remain In the bank Indefinitely, unless the rights are released eartler by 
the Idaho Water Resource Board or upon request by the right holder. To reduce the 
term of the lease, the right holder must submit a written request to the department. The 
department will verify if the rights are rented or available for release, and notify the right 
holder of the release date. 
Updating the ownership record for a water right does not reconfirm the validity of the 
right. When processing an ownership change notice, the department does not review 
the history of water use to determine If the right has been forfeited through five years or 
more of non-use. To read more about water right forfeiture, including how to protect a 
water right from forfeiture, please see Secttons 42-222 and 42-223, Idaho Code. 
Changes to the ownership of water rights In the department's database are based on 
Information provided In the Notice of Change of OWnershlp by the person submitting the 
form. The department Includes the Information provided In Its database, but does not 
determine legal ownership. 
'155 
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Also, please note that Section 42-248, Idaho Code, requires you or the owner of this 
water right to maintain current ownership and address records on file with the 
department. Forms to file a change of ownership of a water right and/or a change In the 
address of the water rtght owner are available from any department office, or at the 
department's website at: www.ldwr.ldaho.gov. 
Please feel free to contact this office if you have any questions regarding this matter. 
Slncemly, 
~)n~L 
Danni M. Smith 
Technical Specialist 2 
Encl: 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
W_, Right RIPOl181-12272 
WATERRIGHTNUMSER: 81-12272 








AUGUSTA SAYOKO D MIMOTO GREENHEART 
8708 WILLOW CABIN ST 
LAS VEGAS, NV 89131 
(702) 83M1t7 
JAVB8ROWN 
8379 ffN DIVISION 
MOUNTAIN HOME, ID 83847 
(208}1580-1744 
From D2 
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~lt£«UYL1ll ~lN'«liYtlll ~ltitilmln ~lN'«liYtlU Imlll Twp Roe s.c I NE l NW \ SW \ SE ~ 
048 me 24 1 30.o 30. ao.o 




IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATEFI RESOURCES 
WatllttRlfllAlportl1•11l171 
CgnclppnagfMlllml; 
1, THE U8E OFWAT&R FOR IRAIGATION UND&A 1Hl8 RIGHT MAY B&BIN M IWILY Al MARCH 
11 ANO MAY CONTINI.JI 10 A8 LAT& Al NOVIMIIIR 11. PROVIDED OTHER l!LEl!ilENT8 OF THE 
RIOHT ARI NOT exc&ED&D. THE U8E OFWATIA 8EFOM APRIL 1 ANO AFTER OCTOBER 31 
UNDEA THII FUDMRIC 18 8U80RDINATE 10 ALL WATER RIGHTS HAVING NO 8U80RDINATED 
EARLY OR LATE lRAICMTION USE ANO A PAIOFU1Y DATE EARLIER THAN THE DATE A PARTIAL 
Dl!CA&& II ENTERED FOR THIS RIGHT. 
2. C16 THE FOU.OWING WATER RIGHTS FROM THE FOU.OWING SOURCES OF WATER IN BASIN 81 
SHALL 8& ADMINISTERED SIPARAT!LY FROM ALL OTHER WATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 11: 
WATER RIGHT NO. SOUACI NONI NON& THE flOLLOWING WATEFt RIGHTS FROM 
THI FOLLOWING 80URCE8 OF WATER IN 1A81M 11 SHALL BIi ADMINISTERED SIPAAATELY 
FROM ALL OTHER WATER RIGHTS IN THI SNAKI AIVIR 8A81N: WATER RIGHT NO. 
SOUACI NONI , NONE AU. WATER AtGHrl WITHIN BASIN 11 ARI flAOM OONNECTED 
SOURCU OF WATER IN THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN AND SHALL BE ADMINISTIAID 
CONJUNCfflVBLV, 
3. C18 THIS PARTIAL DICFIII IS SUBJECT TO SUCH GENIRAL PROVISIONS NECE88AFIV FOR THE 
DEFINfflON OF THB RIGKT8 OA FOR THE IPPICIENT ADMINl&TAATION OP THI! WATER 
RfGHT8 NJ MAY II UL TIMATELV DET&AMINID aYTHI COURT AT A POINT IN TIM& NO LATER 
THAN TH& ENTAV OP A FINAL UNIFIED DICAIE. SECTION 42-1412(1), IOAHO CODE. 
4. THIS RIGHT 18 LIMITED TO THE IRRIGATION OP 23.0 ACRES WffHIN THE Pl.ACE OF USE 
DE8CRIBID A80VI IN A SINGLE IRAIGATION 8IA80N. U8E OF Tfil8 RIGHT wrrH RIGHT NO. 
81-1227118 LIMITIO TO THE IRRIGATION OP A COMBINED TOTAL OF 53.8 ACRES IN A SINGLE 
IRRIGATION SEASON. 
S. RIGHT NOS. 11-01181, 81-07181 AND81-12273ARE ALSODIVERTEDTfiFIOUGH POINT OF 
DIVERSION DESCRIBED ABOVE. 
8, USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH RIGHT NO. 81-1227318 LIMITED TO A TOTAL COMBINED DIVERSION 
RAT& OF ,B2 CFS. 
Cpnupaata; 
1, 8BOCK 111411118 COPIEDFAOMAEMAFUCS 
Commllnt CAP LAND 
2. AJU1o-JS 111.l1/t191 AJU10 CONDmON UPDATE 
Comment CONDITION OOOE(S) 011 ADO!D IF NOT AL.READV PART OF REOORD THAU AJU10. 
a. ~ 3/9l201110:IO:HAM Alrn.mberWRl1+12272 
Comment Thll hu been l'lnl.fflblrld fNlm 81-7111 
4. dlmllh 3N'l012 awn.nlllll' 
CommM1t: WR NO. 81-7111 HAI BEEN SPLIT BY OWNERSHIP CHANGE INTO WR N0. 81-12272 
I. dlmlln :w/201211:15:0I AM POU 





IOAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
w,,- Right Rllf)Olt 11•12a12 
153.8 





IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Water~ AIP(llt 11-12271 
WATER RIGHT NUMBER: 81-12273 
. Pravioua OWnar 







AUGUSTA SAYOKO O MIMOTO GAEENHEART 
8708 WlU.OW CABIN ST 
LAS VEGAS, NV 89131 
(702) 839-9191 
JAYBBAOWN 
G379 f:M DIVISlON 













!.®gJfon o1 PolotC•l Qf 121vemfo0 
GROUND WATER SW1/4NE1/4 Sao. 24, Twp 048. Age 06E, B.M. 
ELMORE County 
PlllCf Qf Ylt 
IRRIGATION 
Twp~S.C, NE \ NW \ SW \ SE 1 ~lM'«Uvtl& ~ltltlUYLl& ~1HW1M1K ~l~lmlE !.mall 
04S 05E 24 30.0 30. 60,0 
I I I 
Total AcnNI: 60 
(\60 
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Condttkg QI AppffMI; 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
WMRlgtllRlpoftOM2273 
03'22f.l012 
1. THIB AIGHT IS LIMITED 'TO THE IRRIGATION OF 30.8 ACRES WITHIN THE Pt.AO& OF USE 
DE8CRIBeD ABOVE IN A SINGLE IRRIGATION SEASON. USE OF THIS RIGHT WITH RIGHT NO. 
8M227218 UMIT!O TO THE IRRIGATION OF A COMBINED TOTAL OF 83.8 ACRES IN A SINGLE 
IRRIGATION S&ASON, 
2.. RIGHT N09. li.Ql181. t1-oT111 AND 81-12272 ARE ALSO DIVERTED THAOUGH POINT OF 
DIVERSION DESCRIBED ABOVE. 
3. USE OF THIS FIOO Wmt RIGHT NO. 81-12272 IS LIMITED TO A TOTAL COMBINED DIVERSION 
RATE OF .82 CFS. 
4. c1a THE FOLLOWING WATER RIOHTS FROM THE FOLLOWING SOURCES OF WATER IN BASIN 81 
SHALL BE ADMlNISTEFIED SEPARATELY FROM ALL OTHER WATER RIGHTS IN BASIN 81: 
WATER RIGHT NO. SOURCE NONE NONE THE FOLLOWING WATER RIGHTS 
FROM 
THE FOLI.OWING SOURCES OF WATER IN BASIN 81 SHALL BE AOMINISTER&O SEPARATELY 
FROM ALL.OTHER WATER RIGHTS IN THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN: WATER RIGHT NO. 
SOURCE NONE NONE ALL WATER RIGHTS WITHIN BASIN 81 ARE FROM CONNECTED 
SOURCES OF WATER IN THE SNAKE RIVER BASIN ANO SHALL BE ADMINISTERED 
CONJUNCTIVELY. 
8. C18 THI& PARTIAL DECREE 18 SUBJECT TO SUCH GENERAL PROVISIONS NECESSARY FOR THE 
DEFINITION OF THE RIGHTS OR FOR THE EFFICIENT ADMINISTRATION OF THE WATER 
RIGHTS AS MAY BE ULTIMATELY OETERMINEO BV THE COURT AT A POINT IN TIME NO LATER 
THAN THE ENTAV OF A FINAL UNIFIED DECREE. SECTION 42•1412(8), IDAHO cooe. 
QpmllJIOll; 
1. SBOCK 11/411991 COPIEDFROUAEMAAKS 
comment AC. IRA.•161.8. CAP LAND 
2. AJU10.J8 11121/1991 AJU10 CONDmON UPDATE 
Comment: OONOm0N CODE(S) C1S ADDED IF NOT ALREADY PART OF RECORD THRU AJU10. 
3. amllnlhll l5l2MOOI W* Supply Bink 
~ Upon execution ottl1 rentll ~ far 8l.l'Mff o.lry and Jay Blown, lhl po,tlcn remelnlnQ In tht Blnlc 
and....,. for nlrll In 2(l(ll Ul'ldar lfghtl 11-2188 and 81-7151 111'1 u fdloM: 
61•1188: 0.04cfl 1.1 at 1.lao 
61-7151: 0.02 eta 4,ht 1.2ac 
TOTAL! 0.04cfs 12.laf 3.0ac 
4. Atmumbtr 3/lll2012 2:07:ce PM Rem.mberWR 61-12273 
COmment: Thia hU been l1ll'Unbered from 61•2188 
5. dsmlth 3.1912012 a.ng. of Ownmhlp 
comment: WR No. 61-2188 hU been apllt by ownenihlp change Into WA No. 61-12273 
6, dlmllh 3'1"201211;44:40 AM POU 
Commlnt IJpdnlct Shapa 




Pltu I04 Qbtt ldmznltlom 
~Date: 
IOAHO DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
Wat.erAlghtAtpo,t81-12273 
DecMd Datt: 10/2fll2000 
EnllrsJtmtnt UN Ptlority Date: 
Enlllgement Statute Prtol1ly Date: 
SbdeorFildnt S 
Owner Name COMector. 
Water Dlltttcl Number. 
GeMrio Mu R• Per Acre: 
Gelltrio Mu Volume Per Acre: 
ONIHD8Adant 
0.CIW Plalrdf: 
OMI c ... Number. 39571 
Judicial Dlltrlct FIFTH 
8wan Falla Tl'UII or Nontruat: 
Swen Fallt Dllm1INd: 
OLE Act Number. 
CMy Nit Number. 
Mitigation Plan: FalN 
CofltilUYMLlmlta; 
f:1ltl ~ &2ru 
0.62 229,3 63.8 
Combined Walar Rlgttta: 6MW2 , 61-12273 
03m/2012 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERIVCE 
I hereby certify that on this 1st day of September, 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served to the following: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 




James R. Laski 
Heather E. O'Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE 
675 Sun Valley Rd., Ste. A 
PO Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
jrl@lawsonlaski.com 
heo(a)lawsonlaski.com 
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
apb@idahowaters.com 
pla@idahowaters.com 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
rws@lukins.com 
c::_.:..~ 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley in Support of FSC's Response 
to Belle Ranch, LLC's and Rabo Agrifinance LLC's Joint 
Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment 
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Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
(208) 287-0991 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
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Case No. CV-2016-683 
COMES NOW Plaintiff, First Security Corporation ("FSC"), by and through its attorneys 
of record, McHugh Bromley, PLLC, and hereby responds to Belle Ranch, LLC's ("Belle 
Ranch") and Rabo Agrifinance, Inc.' s ("Rabo") Joint Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment and 
in Opposition to First Security Corporation 's, Big Stick, LLC 's, Richard D. F osbury 's, and 
Charles Holt's Motions for Summary Judgment ("MSJ"), supported by the Joint Memorandum in 
Support of Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment and in Opposition to First Security 
Corporation's, Big Stick, LLC 's, Richard D. Fosbury 's, and Charles Holt's Motions for 
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Summary Judgment ("MSJ Memo") and the Declaration of Scott A. Magnuson in Support of 
Belle Ranch, LLC 's and Rabo Agrifinance LLC 's Joint Memorandum in Support of Cross-
Motion for Summary Judgment and in Opposition to First Security Corporation's, Big Stick, 
LLC 's, Richard D. Fosbury 's, and Charles Holt's Motions for Summary Judgment ("Magnuson 
Dec."). 1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In its MSJ Memo, which is styled both as a "Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment" and 
an "Opposition to ... Motions for Summary Judgment," Belle Ranch and Rabo ( collectively 
Belle Ranch and Rabo will be referred to herein as "Belle Ranch") identify a single issue upon 
which the Court should rule: 
Plaintiffs claim that they own a combined 15.3/289th of the water rights, and wish 
for this court to quiet title to that water in their names. Defendants are the owners 
of the land and appurtenant Water Rights and ask the court to quiet title and confirm 
all Water Rights to them. 
MSJ Memo at 4. 
Later in the body of the brief, Belle Ranch identifies a number of legal issues to support 
its contention that all of the South County Estates, LLC ("South County") Water Rights2 are 
1 It should be noted that the Stipulation Regarding Briefing Schedule and Stay for Discovery filed by the parties with 
the Court on June 28, 2017, authorized Belle Ranch and Rabo to file a cross-motion for summary judgment as well 
as a brief in response to FSC's June 9, 2017 Motion for Summary Judgment. FSC is authorized to then file a 
response to Belle Ranch and Rabo's MSJ on or before September 1, 2017, with a reply brief to Belle Ranch and 
Rabo's opposition to FSC's Motion for Summary Judgment ("FSC MSJ") due on or before September 12, 2017. 
The fact that Belle Ranch filed a single brief in support of their MSJ, as well as in response to the FSC MSJ, is 
awkward at best and requires FSC's response here to be more complicated. Belle Ranch made no attempt in its MSJ 
Memo to separate responsive arguments to the FSC MSJ from Belle Ranch's opening arguments to support its MSJ. 
In correspondence with counsel for Belle Ranch, no agreement could be reached on which sections of the MSJ 
Memo applied in response to the FSC MSJ or in support of Belle Ranch's MSJ. In an abundance of caution, so as to 
avoid any argument of waiver, FSC is forced to address all arguments raised by Belle Ranch in this response brief. 
FSC still reserves its right to file a reply brief before hearing. 
2 The South County Water Rights are 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-483C, and 37-2630 (collectively the "South 
County Water Rights"). The South County Water Rights allowed the irrigation of 289 acres. The interests that are 
discussed herein relate to the amount of water deeded to various parties, including Belle Ranch, in proportion to 
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owned by Belle Ranch, including the 7.5/289th of the South County Water Rights that were 
deeded to FSC and its predecessors (this water will be referred to as the "7.5/289th"). As will be 
explained, the fact that Belle Ranch is the owner of the underlying land - a fact uncontested by 
FSC - does not legally determine ownership of any water rights, let alone the 7.5/289th because 
Idaho law expressly specifies that water rights may be conveyed separately from land. Fed. 
Land Bank of Spokane v. Union Cent. Life Ins. Co., 54 Idaho 161, _, 29 P.2d 1009, 1011 
(1934). Furthermore, the deeds ofrecord in Blaine County, of which Belle Ranch was on notice, 
unequivocally conveyed the 7.5/289th to FSC's predecessors-in-interest. The result is Belle 
Ranch's MSJ must be denied as to ownership of the 7.5/289th. 
II. UNDISPUTED FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
FSC disagrees with a number of factual and procedural statements asserted by Belle 
Ranch in its MSJ Memo. For purposes of convenience and economy, FSC directs the Court to 
pages 4-17 of its June 9, 2017, Joint Memorandum in Support of FSC 's, Big Stick, LLC 's, 
Richard D. Fosbury 'sand Charles Holt's Motion for Summary Judgment (the "FSC Joint MSJ 
Memo") for FSC's undisputed factual and procedural background that are particular to the 
7.5/289th. Again, for purposes of convenience and economy, FSC directs the Court to the June 9, 
2017, Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley in Support of FSC 's Motion for Summary Judgment, which 
contains the documents referenced in pages 4-17 of the FSC Joint MSJ Memo that are particular 
to the 7.5/289th. 
acres. Therefore, consistent with the deeds of record in Blaine County, FSC's ownership in the South County Water 
Rights is 7.5/289th • 
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III. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Under I.R.C.P. 56(a), a party may move for a summary judgment as to all or any part of 
the claim asserted against it. Judgment on the issue must be granted when the pleadings, 
depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no 
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter 
oflaw. I.R.C.P. 56(a) and (c). In determining whether summary judgment is appropriate, the 
Court will liberally construe the record in the light most favorable to the party opposing the 
motion and shall draw all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor. Elliott v. 
Darwin Neibaur Farms, 138 Idaho 774, 778, 69 P.3d 1035, 1039 (2003). Thus, the trial court is 
entitled to arrive at the most probable inferences based upon the undisputed evidence before it 
and grant the summary judgment. Davis v. Peacock, 133 Idaho 637,640,991 P.2d 362, 365 
(1999). 
"In a suit to quiet title, it is incumbent on plaintiff to establish that he has a title to be 
quieted. He has the affirmative of the issue and must prove his title by a preponderance of 
evidence." Cell v. Drake, 61 Idaho 299, 311-12, 100 P.2d 949,954 (1940) (emphasis added) 
(internal citations omitted). 3 In a quiet title action, "Idaho Code section 6-401 provides that an 
"'action may be brought by any person against another who claims an estate or interest in real or 
personal property adverse to him, for the purpose of determining such adverse claim.' LC. § 6-
401. Although a quiet title action challenges the defendant's interest, the plaintiff necessarily 
3 In its standard of review, Belle Ranch cites to two cases for the proposition that "Idaho law presumes that the 
holder oftitle to the property is the legal owner of the property ... [and] one who would claim the ownership of 
property of which the legal title stands or record in another ... must establish such claim by evidence that is clear, 
satisfactory and convincing." MSJ Memo at 16. The case, Hettinga v. Sybrandy, involved ownership through a 
trust. The case, Russ Ballard & Family Achievement Inst. v. Lava Hot Springs Resort, Inc., involved ownership in a 
foreclosure proceeding. Neither case cited by Belle Ranch establishes any legal principle to be followed in this 
matter, which is a proceeding to quiet title. 
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asserts his or her own property interest in bringing a quiet title action. Thus a plaintiff seeking to 
quiet title against another must succeed on the strength of his or her own interest and may not 
rely merely upon the weakness of his or her adversary's interest." Eagle Equity Fund, LLC v. 
TitleOne Corp.,_ Idaho_,_, 386 P.3d 496,503 (2016) (emphasis added) (internal 
citations omitted). 
As will be explained, and inconsistent with the holding in Eagle Equity, Belle Ranch does 
not rely on the strength of its deeds; but rather, tries to point to its perceived or alleged 
weaknesses in the deeds of FSC and its predecessors. As a matter oflaw, Belle Ranch cannot 
prevail, and its MSJ should be denied as to the 7.5/289th. 
IV. ARGUMENT 
FSC supports and incorporates herein all of the arguments set forth in the Big Stick et 
al.'s brief in opposition to the Belle Ranch's MSJ, which is also being filed with the Court on 
September 1, 2017. Additionally, all general arguments that apply to Big Stick et al. 's 7.8/289th 
also apply to FSC's 7.5/289th-
A. Water Rights May Be Lawfully Conveyed Separately From Land 
In its issue statement, Belle Ranch appears to argue that ownership of land is 
determinative of water right ownership: "Defendants are the owners of the land and appurtenant 
Water Rights and ask the court to quiet title and confirm all Water Rights to them." MSJ Memo 
at 4. Belle Ranch goes on to state, "the holder of title to property is the legal owner of that 
property" which would necessarily include water rights. MSJ Memo at 16, 24. Contrary to any 
inference Belle Ranch may be attempting to argue, Idaho law unequivocally allows water rights 
to be conveyed separately from land. Fed. Land Bank of Spokane at_, 29 P.2d at 1011. 
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As a matter of fact and law, there is no dispute that the South County Water Rights could 
be conveyed as real property. See Idaho Code§ 55-101 (real property consists of"water 
rights"); Paddock v. Clark, 22 Idaho 498, _, 126 P. 1053, 1054 (1912) ("this court has 
universally held that a water right is real property, and that it is an appurtenance to the land"). 
As real property, the South County Water Rights, like any other water rights, were subject to 
conveyance, with the general rule being water remains with the land unless the right to water is 
expressly reserved: 
Unless they are expressly reserved in the deed or it is clearly shown that the parties 
intended that the grantor would reserve them, appurtenant water rights pass with 
the land even though they are not mentioned in the deed and the deed does not 
mention "appurtenances." Thus, the inquiry is not whether there is evidence 
indicating that the grantor intended to convey the water rights with the land. Rather, 
the inquiry is whether the water rights were expressly reserved in the deed 
conveying the land or whether there is clear evidence that the parties intended that 
the grantor would reserve them. 
Joyce Livestock Co. v. United States, 144 Idaho 1, 14, 156 P.3d 502, 515 (2007) (internal 
citations omitted) (emphasis added). 
Water rights "may be bought and sold and transferred separately from the land upon 
which it has been used, the same as any other real property." Fed. Land Bank of Spokane at_, 
29 P.2d at 1011 (emphasis added). 
Therefore, as a matter of law, the South County Water Rights could be conveyed 
separately from the land. Here, Belle Ranch cannot quiet title to the 7.5/289th because title was 
expressly reserved through the deeds of record in Blaine County to FSC and its predecessors. 
B. Belle Ranch Cannot Ignore And Conflate The Deeds Of Record In Blaine County 
That Expressly Conveyed Ownership Of The 7.5/289th To FSC And Its Predecessors 
The deeds of record in Blaine County expressly conveyed the 7.5/289th to FSC and its 
predecessors, thereby putting any and all persons on notice of the same. 
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1. Recorded Documents are Notice 
A conveyance of an interest in real property may be made by an instrument in writing 
signed by the grantor which includes the name and mailing address of the grantee. Idaho Code § 
55-601. Once a conveyance is made, the grantee must record his interest to protect him from 
other claimants. Sun Valley Land and Minerals, Inc. v. Burt, 123 Idaho 862, 866, 853 P.2d 607, 
611 (Ct. App. 1993). "An instrument is deemed to be recorded when, being duly acknowledged, 
or proved and certified, it is deposited in the recorder's office with the proper officer for record." 
Idaho Code§ 55-809. 
Since Idaho is a race-notice jurisdiction, recorded interests in real property are effective 
against unrecorded interests "when the recorded interest is taken for valuable consideration and 
in good [sic] faith, i.e., without knowledge, either actual or constructive." Idaho Code§ 55-812; 
Langroise v. Becker, 96 Idaho 218,220,526 P.2d 178, 180 (1974). The Idaho Supreme Court 
holds a party does not take property in good faith when it "purchases or encumbrances with 
notice of inconsistent claims" or "fails to investigate [an] open or obvious inconsistent claim." 
Id. Significantly, even if a person does not have actual notice of the existence of a recorded 
instrument, Idaho Code§ 55-811 provides that once a grantee's interest is recorded, subsequent 
purchasers and mortgagees are deemed to have "constructive notice" of the contents of the 
recorded instrument. Griffeth v. Utah Power & Light Co., 226 F.2d 661 (9th Cir. 1955) 
(landowner, as a subsequent purchaser, was bound by a recorded easement granted by his 
predecessors to a power company for flooding even though he was unaware of the easement and 
was thereby precluded from claiming damages for both present and future overflow). 
The primary purpose of the recording statutes is to give notice to others that an interest is 
claimed in real property, and thereby "give protection against bona fide third parties who may be 
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dealing in the same property." Matheson v. Harris, 98 Idaho 758, 761, 572 P.2d 861, 864 
(1977). Thus, "a purchaser is charged with every fact shown by the records and is presumed to 
know every other fact which an examination suggested by the records would have disclosed." 
Kalange v. Rencher, 136 Idaho 192, 196--97, 30 P.3d 970, 973-74 (2001). Additionally: 
Id. 
One claiming title to lands is chargeable with notice of every matter affecting the 
estate, which appears on the face of any recorded deed forming an essential link in 
his chain of title, and also with notice of such matters as might be learned by inquiry 
which the recitals in such instruments made it a duty to pursue. 
Even if a purchaser fails to make a good faith search of the record, Idaho Code § 55-
811 's "constructive notice" prevents "subsequent purchasers from claiming an interest in the 
property adverse to the recorded interests." Raynor v. Alexander, 2005 WL 1663264 at *4 
(Idaho Dist. Ct. June 10, 2005). Consequently, constructive notice works against a purchaser 
who does not search the records by imparting such notice on him or her when a reasonable 
search would have resulted in actual notice. Id. 
2. The Recorded Documents put Belle Ranch on Notice of the Conveyance of the 
7.5/289th 
Here, Belle Ranch and its predecessors could not have acquired any interest in the 
7.5/289th because Belle Ranch had notice of the following: 
• The October 13, 2005 Mortgage from South County to Mountain West Bank 
("Mountain West"), 4 which was secured by real property, including the South 
County Water Rights, recorded in Blaine County as Instrument No. 527439 (the 
4 Mountain West is a named defendant and cross-defendant in these consolidated proceedings, yet filed a disclaimer 
of"any interest in the water rights that are the subject of this action .... " MWB and GBCI Disclaimer, CV-2016-
671 at 2. 
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"2005 MWB Mortgage"). Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley filed in Support of Joint 
Motion for Summary Judgment, ("June 9 Bromley Aff."), Ex. 1. 
• The June 13, 2008 Mortgage from South County to Mountain West (the "June 
2008 MWB Mortgage"), which was secured by real property, including the South 
County Water Rights, recorded in Blaine County as Instrument No. 558904. 
Magnuson Dec., Ex. 4. 
• The June 13, 2008 Mountain West Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right 
(the "MWB Security Interest") acknowledged by the Idaho Department of Water 
Resources ("IDWR") and contained in IDWR's public record. June 9 Bromley 
A.ff, Ex. 3. The 2005 MWB Mortgage and modification thereto were included 
with the MWB Security Interest. 
• The October 24, 2008 Mortgage from South County to Mountain West (the 
"October 2008 MWB Mortgage"), which was secured by real property, including 
the South County Water Rights, recorded in Blaine County as Instrument No. 
562481. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 5. 
• The June 25, 2009 Partial Release of Lien recorded in Blaine County as 
Instrument No. 568681, wherein Mountain West specifically released the lien of 
the 2005 MWB Mortgage and modification thereto to the 7.5/289th (the "7.5/289th 
MWB Partial Release"). June 9 Bromley A.ff, Ex. 4. 
• The June 25, 2009 Quitclaim Deed from South County to John Scherer and 
Charles Holt ("Scherer and Holt"), recorded in Blaine County on June 25, 2009 as 
Instrument No. 568680, wherein Scherer and Holt obtained title to the 7.5/289th 
(the "2009 South County Quitclaim Deed"). June Bromley A.ff, Ex. 5. Scherer 
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and Holt are predecessors-in-interest to FSC. FSC Joint MSJ Memo at 30 ("The 
record chain ohitle plainly shows FSC took its ownership in the 7.5/289th of the 
South County Water Rights from IIB, Scherer and Holt, and South County, and is 
the only party in interest to which title in the 7.5/289th may be quieted.") 
• The June 25, 2009 Mortgage from Scherer and Holt to Idaho Independent Bank 
("IIB"), recorded in Blaine County on June 25, 2009 as Instrument No. 568682 
(the "2009 IIB Mortgage"), wherein the "7.5/289th" owned by Scherer and Holt 
was encumbered by the 2009 IIB Mortgage. June 9 Bromley A.ff, Ex. 6. 
• The July 24, 2009 Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed by IIB with 
IDWR regarding IIB's security interest in the 7.5/289th (the "IIB Security 
Interest"), which attached the 2009 IIB Mortgage as proof of IIB' s secured 
interest. June 9 Bromley A.ff, Ex. 7. The IIB Security Interest was acknowledged 
by IDWR on July 24, 2009 and contained in IDWR's public record. Id., Ex. 8. 
When IDWR acknowledged the IIB Security Interest, IDWR added IIB's security 
interest directly onto the face of the South County Water Rights. Affidavit of 
Chris M. Bromley in Support of FSC 's Response to Belle Ranch, LLC 's and Rabo 
Agrifinance LLC's Joint Memorandum in Support ofCross-Motionfor Summary 
Judgment ("September 1 Bromley Aff."), Ex. 1. The IIB Security Interest was 
not recorded in Blaine County because it is not required. It was properly filed in 
accordance with Idaho Code§ 42-248 ("Any person having a security interest in a 
water right and desiring to be notified by the department regarding the filing of a 
change in ownership of that water right or of any proposed or final action to 
amend, transfer or otherwise modify that water right shall make the request upon 
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a form provided by the department .... "). The filing of the IIB Security Interest 
was stamped received by IDWR and placed in IDWR's file concerning the South 
County Water Rights. Any review by Belle Ranch of IDWR' s file would have 
turned up the IIB Security Interest. 
• The July 26, 2009 UCC Financing Statement filed by IIB with the Idaho 
Secretary of State concerning its secured interest in the 7.5/289th (the "2009 UCC 
Financing Statement"). September I Bromley A.ff., Ex. 2. The 2009 UCC 
Financing Statement was not recorded in Blaine County because it is not required. 
It was properly filed and of record with the Idaho Secretary of State, perfected 
IIB's interest in the 7.5/289th owned by Scherer and Holt, and put others on notice 
of the same. 
• The June 17, 2010 Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure from South County to Mountain 
West, recorded in Blaine County on June 17, 2010 as Instrument No. 578331 (the 
"2010 MWB Deed in Lieu"), wherein South County "quitclaim[ed]" any interest 
it had remaining in the South County Water Rights to Mountain West. June 9 
Bromley A.ff., Ex. 9 at 1. The 2010 MWB Deed in Lieu specifically stated "such 
property is free from all encumbrances other than encumbrances of record as of 
this date .... " Id. at 2 (emphasis added). Because the 2010 MWB Deed in Lieu 
was recorded on June 17, 2010, it was subject to all documents previously 
recorded in Blaine County, including but not limited to the 7.5/289th MWB Partial 
Release, the 2009 South County Quitclaim Deed, and the 2009 IIB Mortgage, 
which expressly demonstrate title to the 7.5/289th was no longer South County's 
to convey, and could not have been obtained by Mountain West. 
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• The June 17, 2010 Estoppel Certificate executed by John Scherer to Mountain 
West, recorded in Blaine County on June 17, 2010 as Instrument No. 578332 (the 
"2010 Estoppel Certificate"), wherein the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release was 
specifically referenced ("Partial Release of Water Right[] ... Instrument No[.] 
568681 "). Magnuson Dec., Ex. 6 at 2. The 2010 Estoppel Certificate then 
described the property was "free and clear of all ... encumbrances and claims of 
every nature, kind and description whatsoever, excepting for those disclosed in 
the litigation guarantee issued by Stewart Title Guaranty Company, Order No. 
1016761." Id. at 3 (emphasis added). 
• The Stewart Title Guaranty Company litigation guarantee, Order No. 1016761 
(the "2010 Stewart Title Guaranty"), expressly referenced in the 2010 Estoppel 
Certificate, applied only to "land" and excepted from coverage any guaranty 
concerning "water rights, claims or title to water whether or not the matters 
excluded by ( 1 ), (2) or (3) or shown by the public records." September 1 Bromley 
A.ff, Ex. 3 at 2, ,i l(b), ,i 2(b)(3). The date of the guaranty was May 3, 2010. Id. 
at 4, ,i 2. The 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release was then specifically listed under, 
"Defects, liens, encumbrances or other matters affecting title." Id. at 7 (emphasis 
added). 5 
5 In the Magnuson Declaration, a 2011 Stewart Title Commitment for Title Insurance was attached (the "2011 
Stewart Title Commitment"). Magnuson Dec., Ex. 7. Belle Ranch argues this "title search did not reveal any of the 
Quit Claim Deeds attempting to convey portions of the water rights. Merely stating that a particular lien was 
released is not notice that any portion of the Water Rights had been conveyed." MSJ Memo at 7 (internal references 
omitted). The argument is baseless. The 2011 Stewart Title Commitment was ordered at the request Justin 
Stevenson, a principle of Belle Ranch. Id. at Schedule A, ,i 2. The effective date of the document was December 
13, 2011. Id. at Schedule A, ,i 1. Like the 2010 Stewart Title Guaranty, the 2011 Stewart Title Commitment only 
applied to "land." Id. Also, as in the 2010 Stewart Title Guaranty, the 2011 Stewart Title Commitment, in Schedule 
B, Part I, identified the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release, Id., Schedule BI, ,i 5, as a "defect, lien, encumbrance, 
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• The June 17, 2010 Deed from Mountain West to GBCI Other Real Estates, LLC 
("GBCI")6, recorded in Blaine County as Instrument No. 578364 (the "2010 
MWB/GBCI Deed"), wherein Mountain West deeded what it obtained in the 2010 
MWB Deed in Lieu to GBCI, which could not have included the 7.5/289th. June 
9 Bromley Aff., Ex. 10. There can be no doubt of this, since the 2010 
MWB/GBCI Deed made specific reference to the 7.5/289th MWB "Partial 
Release," which was recorded in Blaine County as Instrument No. "568681 ". Id. 
at 2. 
• The December 12, 2011 Special Warranty Deed from GBCI to Belle Ranch, 
recorded in Blaine County as Instrument No. 593252 (the "2011 GBCI Special 
Warranty Deed"), wherein GBCI deeded land and water rights to Belle Ranch. 
June 9 Bromley Aff., Ex. 14. While GBCI may have warranted conveyance of the 
land, GBCI specifically conditioned the conveyance of the "water rights ... 
without Warranty." Id. (emphasis added). Because Mountain West had no 
interest in the 7.5/289th, GBCI had no ownership interest in the same to convey to 
Belle Ranch, which explains why GBCI specifically conveyed what water rights it 
had without warranty. 
adverse claim or other matter affecting the estate or interest or mortgage thereon .... " Id. at 1, 'I] 2. The 2011 
Stewart Title Commitment "is not an abstract, examination, report, or representation of any fact or title .... " Id., 
Schedule B. Excepted from the 2011 Stewart Title Commitment were "water rights, claims, or title to water, 
whether or not the matters ... are shown by the Public Records." Id., Schedule B II (emphasis added). By its own 
request, Belle Ranch was affirmatively on notice of the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release and that no commitment was 
being made by Stewart Title as to water rights. Had Belle Ranch done any review of the records of Blaine County, 
IDWR, and the Idaho Secretary of State, it would have seen the 2009 South County Quitclaim Deed, the TIB 
Security Interest, and the 2009 UCC Financing Statement. That Belle Ranch failed to do its due diligence cannot 
operate to support its claim to quiet title, or to defeat FSC's MSJ as to the 7.5/289th • 
6 GBCI is a named defendant and cross-defendant in these consolidated proceedings yet filed a disclaimer of "any 
interest in the water rights that are the subject of this action .... " MWB and GBCI Disclaimer, CV-2016-671 at 2. 
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• The December 12, 2011 Quitclaim Deed from Mountain West to Belle Ranch, 
recorded in Blaine County as Instrument No. 593254 (the "2011 MWB Quitclaim 
Deed"). Again, because Mountain West had no title in FSC's 7.5/289th ownership 
of the South County Water Rights, there was no ownership interest in the same to 
convey to Belle Ranch. 
Based on the foregoing, when Belle Ranch acquired ownership of the South County land 
and some portion of the South County Water Rights on December 12, 2011, any search of the 
record with Blaine County would have shown the 7.5/289th had been: (1) released by Mountain 
West to South County by means of the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release; (2) conveyed from South 
County to Scherer and Holt by means of the 2009 South County Quitclaim Deed; and (3) 
mortgaged by Scherer and Holt to IIB by means of the 2009 IIB Mortgage. Any search of the 
public records of IDWR would have shown the IIB Security Interest which attached the 2009 IIB 
Mortgage executed by Scherer and Holt on behalf of IIB, as proof of IIB' s secured interest and 
that Scherer and Holt owned the 7.5/289th . Any search of the public records of the Idaho 
Secretary of State would have shown the 2009 UCC Financing Statement, demonstrating the 
7.5/289th was subject to IIB's secured interest. Any review of the 2010 Stewart Title Guaranty 
and 2011 Stewart Title Commitment would have shown the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release. 
Even if Belle Ranch failed to make an actual inquiry of the recordings in Blaine County, 
it was deemed, at the very least, to have constructive notice of each of the foregoing recorded 
conveyances. Idaho Code § 55-811. That Belle Ranch apparently failed to make an inquiry of 
the public records of IDWR and/or the Idaho Secretary of State was done at its own peril, as the 
2011 Stewart Title Commitment specifically directed Belle Ranch to review the "Public 
Records" for "water rights, claims, or title to water .... " Magnuson Dec., Ex. 7, Schedule B II. 
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Belle Ranch cannot use its lack of due diligence and constructive notice to prevail in quiet title, 
or to defeat FSC's ownership of the 7.5/289th. 
C. Belle Ranch's Attempt To Manufacture Doubt In The 7.5/289th Is Ineffective 
Despite the above, Belle Ranch argues, "When SCE executed the Quitclaim Deeds to 
Plaintiffs, it did not have Water Rights or interest in the Water Rights to transfer, and therefore a 
transfer could not have occurred as a matter of law." MSJ Memo at 20. To support its position -
and rather than relying on the strength of its case as required under Idaho precedent found in 
Eagle Equity - Belle Ranch points to perceived problems with particular conveyances of the 
7.5/289th . FSC will now address Belle Ranch's arguments concerning the particular documents, 
which will show Belle Ranch cannot quiet title to the 7.5/289th. 
1. MWB Mortgages and Modification 
Belle Ranch first attempts to manufacture doubt that South County/Scherer and Holt/IIB 
were capable of conveying the 7.5/289th to FSC by pointing to the various mortgages and 
mortgage modification executed by South County on behalf of Mountain West. See Magnuson 
Dec., Ex. 42 (October 14, 2005 Mortgage); Ex. 3 (December 12, 2006 Mortgage Modification); 
Ex. 4 (June 13, 2008 Mortgage); and, Ex. 5 (October 24, 2008 Mortgage). Belle Ranch is 
correct that a quitclaim deed may convey anything the grantor has title to. MSJ Memo at 20. "A 
grantor can convey nothing more than he or she owns, and ordinarily a grantee acquires nothing 
more than the grantor owns and can convey. A quitclaim deed conveys whatever interest the 
grantors possess at the time of the conveyance." Luce v. Marble, 142 Idaho 264, 270, 127 P.3d 
167, 173 (2005). 
Belle Ranch then goes on to argue, due to the mortgages and modification, that South 
County did not have an "asset" to transfer because its water rights were "encumbered by valid 
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liens." MSJ Memo at 20-21. Belle Ranch supports this theory by citation to the Uniform 
Fraudulent Transfer Act, Idaho Code§§ 50-910 et seq., and Dunham v. Dunham, 128 Idaho 55, 
910 P.2d 169 (Ct. App. 1994). Because Belle Ranch is not a creditor, neither the Uniform 
Fraudulent Transfer Act nor Dunham have any applicability in this proceeding to quiet title. 
In Dunham, the Court of Appeals was asked to review whether a quitclaim deed between 
spouses was valid in the presence of a creditor: "Carl filed a complaint against Roger and 
Belinda alleging that Roger made a transfer of real property to Belinda through the quitclaim 
deed with the actual intent to hinder, delay, and defraud him as a creditor . . . . Carl requested 
that the court declare the transfer fraudulent and, thus, void so Roger's interest in the property 
would be subject to Carl's foreign judgment lien." Dunham at 57, 910 P.2d at 171 (emphasis 
added). The Court of Appeals held that the deed quitclaiming property from one spouse to the 
other was void because no "transfer" of an "asset" could occur in the presence of a valid claim 
by the creditor: "We agree with the trial court that the statutory analysis for the issue raised 
before this Court is set forth in the Idaho Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act. LC. §§ 55-913 and 
55-914 address the ability of present and future creditors to have a transfer deemed fraudulent." 
Id. at 57-58, 910 P.2d 171-72 (emphasis added). 
Here, there is no allegation by Belle Ranch that it is somehow a "creditor" of South 
County, or that Belle Ranch somehow has a "claim" against South County under the Uniform 
Fraudulent Transfer Act. Therefore, Dunham and the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act do 
nothing to impact the mortgages or modification entered into by South County with Mountain 
West. 7 
7 Mountain West and GBCI have specifically disclaimed any interest in these proceedings. MWB and GBCI 
Disclaimer, CV-2016-671 at 2. 
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2. The 2009 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release and the 2009 MWB/IIB Letter Agreement 
Second, Belle Ranch attempts to create doubt as to the effectiveness of the 7.5/289th 
MWB Partial Release: 
The Partial Release of Lien identified that Mortgage recorded as Instrument 
#527439 as modified pursuant to that Modification of Mortgage dated November 
28, 2006 recorded as Instrument #542378. Id. Critically, this Partial Release did 
not include any other liens, recorded mortgages, notes, deeds of trust. SCE had a 
second and third mortgaged lien. Magnuson Dec., Exs. 4 and 5. Therefore, SCE 
did not have an asset or interest at the time the quitclaim deed was executed, and 
therefore no interest was transferred. Dunham v. Dunham, supra. 
MSJ Memo at 23 (emphasis in original). 
Belle Ranch is correct that the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release does not reference 
Mountain West's second and third mortgage. This is because the second and third mortgages of 
Mountain West were "inferior to the lien securing payment of an existing obligation to Mountain 
West Bank" and recited the existing indebtedness of $5,670,000. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 4 at 3; Ex. 
5 at 3 (emphasis added). The indebtedness of $5,670.000 was the subject of the 2005 MWB 
Mortgage and modification thereto. Furthermore, the second and third mortgages of Mountain 
West specifically stated, "Grantor shall not enter into any agreement with the holder of any 
mortgage, deed of trust, or other security agreement which has priority over this Mortgage by 
which that agreement is modified, amended, extended, or renewed without the prior written 
consent of Lender." Id., Ex. 4 at 3; Ex. 5 at 3 (emphasis added). 
The 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release was the necessary consent, with Mountain West 
giving up any and all claims it had to the 7.5/289th, with specific reference to waiving the 
security interest it had on file with IDWR: 
The undersigned beneficiary [Mountain West Bank] ... hereby agrees that the lien 
of Mortgage be released as it relates to the Water Rights appurtenant to the 7.5 acres 
of real property identified on the legal description attached hereto as Exhibit "A" 
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and incorporated herein by this reference and that the Notice of Security Interest in 
a Water Right filed with the Idaho Department of Water Resources be waived to 
the limited extent it relates to the Water Rights described above. 
7.5/289th MWB Partial Release (emphasis added). 
If the language of the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release was somehow unclear, a June 25, 
2009 letter agreement between Mountain West and IIB plainly demonstrates what occurred-
that Mountain West was giving up any interest it had in the 7.5/289th (the "2009 MWB/IIB Letter 
Agreement"). September 1 Bromley Aff., Ex. 4. The subject of the 2009 MWB/IIB Letter 
Agreement was the "7.5/289th or 2.595% of Water Right Nos. 37-481C, 37-577BT, 37-482H, 37-
483C and 37-2630 ... (collectively the 'Water Rights')." Id. at 1. There, Mountain West: 
[A]gree[d] to release its security interest in the Water Rights and agree[d] to record 
in the real property records of Blaine County, Idaho any and all documents 
necessary to evidence such release. 
MWB acknowledges and agrees that IIB may record a Mortgage in the real property 
records of Blaine County, Idaho and may file a UCC-1 Financing Statement with 
the Idaho Secretary of States to evidence its first position security interest in the 
Water Rights. Additionally, MWB acknowledges and agrees that IIB may file with 
IDWR a Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right as to the Water Rights. 
MWB agrees to cooperate with IIB in any foreclosure proceedings and agrees to 
cooperate with IIB and/or any subsequent purchaser of the Water Rights in any 
application, including but not limited to a transfer application, submitted to IDWR 
or other applicable governmental entity regarding the Water Rights. 
This Letter Agreement is the final expression of MWB' s and IIB' s agreements 
regarding the issues set forth herein, and supersedes all prior or contemporaneous 
negotiations, understandings, and agreements between MWB and IIB, whether oral 
or written. Any prior oral promises, representations, waivers, and courses of 
conduct are not relied upon and are of no further effect. This Letter Agreement 
may not be altered or amended in any manner except by a writing signed by MWB 
and IIB. 
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MWB and IIB represent and warrant to each other that each has full power, 
authority and legal right and has obtained all approvals and consents necessary, to 
execute, deliver and perform all actions required under this Letter Agreement. This 
Letter Agreement shall be binding upon MWB and IIB and their respective 
successors and assigns. 
2009 MWBIIIB Letter Agreement at 1-2 (emphasis added). 
As a successor-in-interest to Mountain West, Belle Ranch is bound by the terms of the 
2009 MWB/IIB Letter Agreement. By moving this Court to quiet title to Belle Ranch against 
IIB in the 7.5/2891\ Belle Ranch is taking a position that it is precluded from making against 
IIB's successor, Mountain West. To the extent any manufactured ambiguity in the deeds of 
record remained, the 2009 MWB/IIB Letter Agreement makes it abundantly clear that the 
7.5/289th could never have been conveyed by Mountain West and/or GBCI to Belle Ranch. 
3. The 2009 IIB Mortgage 
Third, Belle Ranch argues the 2009 IIB Mortgage was ineffective because it was 
"executed between Scherer and Holt to IIB ... on June 10, 2009, which was prior to obtaining 
the quitclaim deed and partial release of June 25, 2009." MSJ Memo at 23 (emphasis added). 
This argument is without foundation and an apparent attempt to distract the Court from when the 
2009 IIB Mortgage was actually executed. The reference to "June 10, 2009" is the type written 
date on the first line of the form. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 43 at 1. However, the 2009 IIB Mortgage 
was notarized, clearly demonstrating the document was executed by Scherer and Holt on June 
25, 2009, and then recorded in Blaine County the same day. Id. at 1, 7-8. 
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4. The 2010 Estoppel Certificate, the 2010 MWB Deed in Lieu, and the 2010 
MWB/GBCI Deed 
Belle Ranch attempts to use the 2010 Estoppel Certificate to somehow show title to the 
7.5/289th could not have been conveyed to anyone other than Belle Ranch. MSJ Memo at 34. 
The 2010 Estoppel Certificate was executed by John Scherer to Mountain West the same day the 
2010 MWB Deed in Lieu and the 2010 MWB/GBCI Deed were executed. Those documents 
were executed and recorded approximately a year after the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release and 
the 2009 South County Quitclaim Deed. Therefore, Mountain West could only acquire what 
interest South County had in the South County Water Rights, which no longer included the 
7.5/289th. Luce at 270, 127 P.3d at 173 ("grantor can convey nothing more than he or she 
owns"). 
Rather than supporting Belle Ranch, the 2010 Estoppel Certificate further confirms that 
the 7.5/289th was not conveyed by South County to Mountain West. Generally, estoppel 
certificates are executed by tenants or mortgagees. 31 C.J.S. Estoppel and Waiver§ 16. The 
purpose of executing this type of document is simply to certify- for another's benefit - that 
certain facts are correct, such as "that a lease exists, that there are no defaults, and that rent is 
paid to a certain date" and to also prevent the signing party "from later claiming a different set of 
facts." Id. 
Here, the Estoppel Certificate specifically acknowledged the 7.5/289th was not conveyed 
to Mountain West. The first acknowledgement is its reference to the "Partial Release of Water 
Right[] recorded as Instrument No[] 568681 .... " Magnuson Dec., Ex. 6 at 2. As stated 
previously, "Instrument No[] 568681" pertains specifically to the 7.5/289th . One year before 
execution of the Estoppel Certificate, Mountain West confirmed this fact through the 2009 
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MWB/IIB Letter Agreement. The second acknowledgement is the Estoppel Certificate's express 
reference of the 2010 Stewart Title Guaranty: 
The above real estate is free and clear of all liens (including Mechanic's 
Construction Lien), encumbrances and claims of every nature, kind and description 
whatsoever, excepting for those disclosed in the litigation guaranty issued by 
Stewart Title Guaranty Company, Order No. 1016761. 
Magnuson Dec., Ex. 6 at 3 (emphasis added). 
The 2010 Stewart Title Guaranty Company, Order No. 1016761, expressly identifies each 
of the partial releases in its Schedule B - Defects, liens, encumbrances or other matters affecting 
title. Id., Ex. B. When reading the Estoppel Certificate as a whole, including the documents 
expressly referenced therein, it is clear that the insertion of the language regarding the partial 
releases of the South County Water Rights were not included in the conveyance to Mountain 
West. Clearly, South County's transfer to Mountain West did not include the 7.5/289th. 
D. The 2010 SRBA Partial Decrees Did Not Quiet Title To Belle Ranch In the 7.5/289th 
In briefing, Belle Ranch appears to make two arguments concerning the SRBA, which it 
believes prevent this Court from quieting title of the 7.5/289th to anyone other than Belle Ranch. 
1. This Proceeding is not a Collateral Attack as to the South County SRBA Partial 
Decrees 
The first argument advanced by Belle Ranch is the "SRBA quieted title and adjudicated 
ownership in the Water Rights" with FSC's attempt to quiet title in this proceeding "amount[ing] 
to a collateral attack on the Snake River Basin Adjudication's (SRBA) Partial Decree as entered 
August 2010, that decreed Belle Ranch, LLC's predecessor in interest, SCE, as the rightful 
owner of the entirety of the Water Rights." MSJ Memo at 25. As stated above, the deeds of 
record conclusively show Belle Ranch is not in South County's chain of title and is not a 
predecessor-in-interest to South County. See also FSC Joint MSJ Memo at 30. 
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Arguing that this Court is prevented from quieting title to the 7.5/289th is wholly 
inconsistent with Idaho law. Idaho Code's quiet title statute establishes how quiet title actions 
proceed: 
An action may be brought by any person against another who claims an estate or 
interest in real or personal property adverse to him, for the purpose of determining 
such adverse claim, provided that all actions to adjudicate water rights and obtain 
a decree as to water source, quantity, point of diversion, place of use, nature of use, 
period of use, and priority against other water users shall be brought under the 
provisions of chapter 14, title 42, Idaho Code. 
Idaho Code§ 6-401 (emphasis added). 
The plain language of Idaho Code § 6-401 omits any semblance or mention of 
"ownership" in describing the quiet title role of a water adjudication court. "A cardinal rule of 
statutory construction is that where a statute is plain, clear and unambiguous, courts are 
constrained to follow that plain meaning, and neither add to the statute nor take away by judicial 
construction." Kemmer v. Newman,_ Idaho_,_, 387 P.3d 131, 135-36 (2016). 
The omission of ownership from the quieting title powers of the adjudication court is 
wholly consistent with the adjudication statutes. Idaho Code§ 42-1411(2) describes the water 
right elements that are to be addressed by IDWR and examined by the SRBA Court: (1) name 
and address of the claimant; (2) source of water; (3) quantity of water; (4) date of priority; (5) 
point of diversion; (6) purpose of use; (7) period of use; and (8) place of use. The "name and 
address" of the claimant was examined to ensure that the claim was filed by someone with an 
interest in the water right. This is explained in IDWR's Adjudication Rules. IDAPA 37.03.01. 
Particular to "name and address" contained in Idaho Code§ 42-1411, IDWR's own rules state it 
only examined whether the SRBA claim listed a "Name, Address, and Phone Number of 
Claimant .... " IDAPA 37.03.01.060.02.a. If a claim did not contain that information, it did not 
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meet the "Minimum Requirements" and would not be reviewed. IDAPA 37.03.01.060.02. The 
Adjudication Rules on the subject of "name and address" of the claimant is consistent with Idaho 
Code§ 42-1401A(l) (identifying the "claimant" as "any person asserting ownership ofrights to 
the use of water within the State ofldaho"). IDWR's interpretation of its governing statutes and 
administrative rules are entitled to deference. Mason v. Donnelly Club, 135 Idaho 581, 21 P.3d 
903 (2001); JR. Simplot Co., Inc. v. Idaho State Tax Comm 'n, 120 Idaho 849, 854, 820 P.2d 
1206, 1211 (1991). In addition, while "IDWR maintains and updates water right ownership 
records pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-248[,] IDWR does not have the legal ability to determine 
ownership of a water right." September 1 Bromley A.ff., Ex. 5 at 1, 3. See also June 9 Bromley 
A.ff., Ex. 27 (IDWR explaining the same). The understanding of IDWR is consistent with Idaho 
law. 
Here, there is no question that SRBA claims were filed with IDWR in 1988, listing the 
name and address of the claimant as G. Chapman Petersen and Associates. [Belle Ranch} 
Verified Complaint for Declaratory Relief and to Quiet Title to Water Rights, CV-16-671, p. 3 
(December 21, 2016). South County later acquired the Water Rights and filed "a notice of 
change in Water Right Ownership ... with the Department .... " MSJ Memo at 5. The SRBA 
claims met IDWR's minimum requirements, IDAPA 37.03.01.060.02, and were recommended 
by IDWR to the SRBA, with identification of the "name and address" of South County as the 
"claimant." Idaho Code§§ 42-1401A(l), 42-1411. The SRBA Partial Decrees were then issued 
in the name of South County. 8 
8 South County is a named defendant and cross-defendant by the parties to this proceeding, and has filed answers to 
the various complaints stating Belle Ranch cannot own the 7.5/289th because it was previously deeded to FSC's 
predecessors. See Defendant South County Estates, LLC's Answer to [Belle Ranch] Verified Complaint for 
Declaratory Relief and to Quiet Title to Water Rights at 6, 22 (February 15, 2017) ("South County admits it 
conveyed 7.5/289th of the Water Rights to John Scherer and Charlie Holt" and Belle Ranch is not entitled to quiet 
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Therefore, this Court's jurisdiction, as provided by the Legislature in Idaho Code § 6-
401, specifically allows the Court to determine ownership of the 7.5/289th, and does not work as 
a collateral attack against the SRBA Partial Decrees. If, however, the SRBA Partial Decrees are 
somehow definitive as to ownership (which they are not), then it is undeniable that South County 
is the owner of 2891289th of the Water Rights because South County is the owner listed on the 
SRBA Partial Decrees. 
2. The SRBA Order Re: Proposed Final Unified Decree and Adoption Proposed 
Procedures and Deadlines (Jan. 30, 2012) does not Sanction a Change Ownership 
from South County to Mountain West 
Recognizing that the last word in the SRBA as to the name and address of the South 
County Water Rights does not include anyone other than South County- and thus Belle Ranch's 
prior argument of the binding nature of the SRBA decree as to ownership is not in its interest -
Belle Ranch directs the Court to examine the SRBA's "Order Re: Proposed Final Unified 
Decree and Adoption Proposed Procedures and Deadlines, In re SRBA Case No. 39576, 
Subcase No. 00-92099 (Jan. 30, 2012)" (the "January 2012 SRBA Order"), for the proposition 
that Mountain West is the owner of the 7.5/289th. MSJ Memo at 27. The reason for this, as Belle 
Ranch explains, is as follows: 
The SRBA District Court had previously entered a partial decree, identifying the 
claimant as South County Estates, LLC in August 2010. Two months earlier, SCE 
executed a deed in lieu of foreclosure, and an estoppel certificate to MWB 
conveying all the Belle Ranch Property and appurtenant Water Rights to MWB. 
Thereafter, MWB utilized the Department's administrative process under Idaho 
Code § 42-248 to change the name of the owner and the decreed Water Rights, 
appurtenant to the property, into MWB's name. This practice of changing a water 
right between the date of the partial decree and the Final Unified Decree is, as 
title to more than 273.7/289th of the South County Water Rights); Defendant/Cross-Defendant South County Estates, 
LLC's Answer to Defendant/Cross-Claimant First Security Corporation's Cross-Claim at 3, (February 28, 2017) 
("South County admits on June 25, 2009 it conveyed 7.5/289th of the Water Rights to John Scherer and Charles Holt 
by quitclaim deed"). 
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described below, specifically authorized by the SRBA Court in the Final Unified 
Decree. 
MSJ Memo at 27 (emphasis in original) (internal references omitted). 
Setting aside Belle Ranch's incorrect interpretation of the documents ofrecord, the Court 
should note Belle Ranch provides no specific citation to any sentence or paragraph in the January 
2012 SRBA Order to support its position. Belle Ranch uses the January 2012 SRBA Order to 
support its theory that IDWR's acknowledgment to change ownership from South County to 
Mountain West on September 13, 2011, Magnuson Dec., Ex. 24,9 was somehow affirmatively 
acknowledged by the SRBA as valid and effective. FSC asks Belle Ranch to point to any 
language in the January 2012 SRBA Order to support its theory. Belle Ranch has not done so in 
this brief because there is no language to support its position. 10 
E. The 2012 IDWR Transfer Is Void And/Or Cannot Quiet Title To Belle Ranch In 
FSC's 7.5/289th Ownership Of The South County Water Rights 
According to Belle Ranch, the fact that it obtained a 2012 approval from IDWR (the 
"2012 Transfer") to alter its irrigated area, somehow operates to quiet title to the 7.5/289th as 
against FSC: "[T]he administrative transfer proceedings before IDWR were ... binding acts as 
resjudicata upon Plaintiffs' and their claims." MSJ Memo at 28. Belle Ranch's argument fails 
9 As stated previously, and despite having a security interest on file with IDWR, the letter acknowledging the change 
of ownership from South County to Mountain West was not copied to IIB. As will be discussed below in Section E, 
the failure to notify security interests of record with IDWR renders changes voidable. 
10 Indeed, in a later section of its brief, Belle Ranch cites to express wording in a subsequent SRBA order that 
recognizes that "transfers initiated and completed after the entry of a partial decree but prior to the entry of the Final 
Unified Decree" are authorized for changing the decreed elements ofa water right. MSJ Memo at 31 (citing 
"Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge in the Matter of the Final Unified Decree, (June 12, 2012) at 17") 
(emphasis added) (the "June 2012 SRBA Order"). On page 27 of its brief, Belle Ranch does not cite the June 2012 
SRBA Order because the language in that decision limits its approval only to water right "transfers" initiated under 
Idaho Code § 42-222, which Belle Ranch knows are different from IDWR processing of changes of ownership 
initiated under Idaho Code § 42-248. FSC addresses this issue in Section F of its brief. 
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as a matter oflaw for two reasons: (1) notice was not provided to secured interests on file with 
IDWR rendering the 2012 Transfer void; and (2) by law, ownership could not be determined in 
the 2012 Transfer. As a result, res judicata and/or collateral estoppel do not operate to quiet title 
in the 7.5/289th to Belle Ranch or prevent the quieting of title to FSC in the same. 
1. The 2012 Transfer is Void 
According to Idaho law, a "transfer" must be filed with IDWR ifthere is alteration to a 
water right license or decree only as to the following: "point of diversion, place of use, period of 
use or nature of use .... " Idaho Code § 42-222(1 ). 11 If a transfer is filed, "notice" must be 
given so as to advise "anyone who desires to protest the proposed change" to the point of 
diversion, place of use, period of use, or nature of use. Id. (emphasis added). Specifically as to 
holders of security interests, notice of the "security interest" must be filed with IDWR in order to 
receive notice of any proposed change to the water right, including a "transfer." Idaho Code § 
42-248(6). Both the IIB Security Interest and the MWB Security Interest were on file with 
IDWR. June 9 Bromley A.ff., Exs. 3, 8. 
In the "Minimum Requirements Checklist" associated with the 2012 Transfer, Belle 
Ranch was required to provide IDWR with a "Notarized statement of agreement ... from each 
lien holder or other financial interest in the water right(s) or land affected by the proposed 
transfer." Magnuson Dec., Ex. 27 at 1. Despite the IIB Security Interest and MWB Security 
Interest on file with IDWR, Belle Ranch intentionally checked the "NI A" box to state no notice 
11 Belle Ranch cites to Hillcrest Irr. Dist. v. Nampa & Meridian Irr. Dist., 57 Idaho 403, 66 P.2d 115 (1937) for the 
proposition that FSC has waited too long to claim ownership of the 7.5/289th• Hillcrest is not applicable. First, as 
Belle Ranch acknowledges, Idaho Code § 42-222 was not at issue in the case. MSJ Memo at 31 ("the appellant 
submitted the eguivalent of a transfer application to the state engineer") (emphasis added). Second, the 
establishment in Hillcrest of "long and continuous knowing acquiescence in another's use and enjoyment of a 
property" that is relied upon by Belle Ranch was achieved over a period of"more than twenty years." Hillcrest at 
410-11. The passage of "more than twenty years" is simply not present in this proceeding. 
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was given. According to IDWR, if notice is not given to holders of security interests, "the 
Transfer can be voided if the original filing information is found to be fraudulent or faulty." 
September 1 Bromley A.ff., Ex. 6 and Ex. 7 ( emphasis added). See supra Donnelly Club and J.R. 
Simplot Co. ( deference to agency interpretation). 
Here, when Belle Ranch failed to check the security interest box on the 2012 Transfer, it 
affirmatively acknowledged it provided no notice to secured interests of record with IDWR. The 
complete 2012 Transfer record on file with IDWR shows actual notice was given to the 
Watermaster of Water District No. 37, the Wood River Valley Irrigation District #45, and the 
Baseline Canal Co. June 9 Bromley A.ff., Ex. 21 at 27-30. No notice was given to IIB and 
MWB. By not providing the required notice, and with Belle Ranch now using of the 2012 
Transfer to claim ownership - something Idaho Code§ 42-222 does not authorize - the 2012 
Transfer is void and cannot be used to quiet title to the 7.5/289th. 
2. Alternatively, the Most the 2012 Transfer Could Accomplish was a Change to 
the Place of Use 
Alternatively, if the 2012 Transfer is not void, the most it could accomplish was an 
alteration to the "place of use" associated with the South County Water Rights. By law, a 
transfer filed with IDWR may only alter a water right license or decree as to the following water 
right elements: "point of diversion, place of use, period of use or nature of use .... " Idaho Code 
§ 42-222(1). As with other provisions of Idaho Code already discussed above- Idaho Code§§ 
6-401, 42-1401 A, and 42-1411 - there is no semblance of any wording that a water right transfer 
can affect ownership. Newman, 387 P.3d at 135-36 (statute must be given its plain meaning). 
Here, the stated purpose of the 2012 Transfer was "to create a permissible place of use 
for the 380-acre parcel, known as Belle Ranch for the irrigation of210 acres within that PPU." 
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Magnuson Dec., Ex. 27 at 2. Therefore, the 2012 Transfer asked IDWR to allow a change to the 
"place of use" which is consistent with Idaho Code§ 42-222(1). The legal notice given in the 
Idaho Mountain Express, which is the notice given to third parties, stated the simple intention to 
change the "place of use." June 9 Bromley A.ff, Ex. 21 at 32. Nowhere in the 2012 Transfer or 
published notice is there any indication that Belle Ranch was attempting to perfect ownership in 
the 7.5/289th. See also MSJ Memo at 29 (Belle Ranch agreeing a transfer can only change "a 
water right's point of diversion or a change to the place of use, period of use, and/or nature of 
use."). Moreover, Belle Ranch could not ask for such a result, as the plain language of Idaho 
Code does not allow IDWR to determine water right "ownership" through a transfer. Idaho 
Code§ 42-222(1). All the 2012 Transfer did was alter the "place of use" description in the 
South County Water Rights. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 27 at 2; June 9 Bromley A.ff, Ex. 21, at 32. 
Under the doctrine of res judicata, a "subsequent action between the same parties upon 
the same claim or upon claims 'relating to the same cause of action"' is precluded. MSJ Memo 
at 28 (citing Ticor Title Co. v. Stanion, 144 Idaho 119, 123, 157 P.3d 613,617 (2007)). 
Moreover, the doctrine of collateral estoppel exists to prevent the relitigation of an 
issue previously determined when: 
(1) the party against whom the earlier decision was asserted had a full and fair 
opportunity to litigate the issue decided in the earlier case; (2) the issue decided in 
the prior litigation was identical to the issue presented in the present action; (3) the 
issue sought to be precluded was actually decided in the prior litigation; (4) there 
was a final judgment on the merits in the prior litigation; and (5) the party against 
whom the issue is asserted was a party or in privity with a party to the litigation. 
MSJ Memo at 28 (citing Rodriguez v. Dep 't of Correction, 136 Idaho 90, 92, 29 P.3d 401,403 
(2001)). 
As demonstrated, both as a matter oflaw - Idaho Code§ 42-222 - and a matter offact-
stated purpose of the 2012 Transfer application and Idaho Mountain Express publication- the 
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2012 Transfer did not, and could not have determined ownership. Therefore, there is no "cause 
of action" to relate back to through res judicata, nor are there the presence of any of the 
articulated principles associated with collateral estoppel. Because the 2012 Transfer is limited to 
what it desired to accomplish - a change to the place of use - the doctrines of res judicata and 
collateral estoppel cannot serve to now bar the quieting of title in the 7.5/289th to FSC, or 
establish quiet title to Belle Ranch. 
F. The SRBA Final Unified Decree and Order Re: Proposed Final Unified Decree and 
Adoption of Proposed Procedures and Deadlines (the July 2012 SRBA Order) Only 
Recognize Valid IDWR Water Right Transfers 
As stated, above, in Section D.2, Belle Ranch attempts to conflate two decisions of the 
SRBA to support its differing theories as to changes of ownership and transfers. The January 
2012 SRBA Order, cited by Belle Ranch on page 27 of its MSJ Memo, contains no language 
regarding changes of ownership or transfers that occurred after entry of SRBA partial decrees yet 
before entry of the SRBA Final Unified Decree. What Belle Ranch fails to tell the Court is 
shortly after issuance of the January 2012 SRBA Order, there were questions by some ofldaho's 
water users as to whether "the forthcoming Final Unified Decree can or should be used to 
supersede valid administrative water right modifications (e.g., water right transfers under Idaho 
Code Section 42-222) duly initiated and completed after the issuance of a partial decree but 
before the filing of the Court's Final Unified Decree." Opening Brief on Challenge, Subcase No. 
00-92099 (April 3, 2012) (emphasis added). 
Acknowledging the question, on June 12, 2012, the SRBA framed the issue as follows: 
Issue 4. Whether the Final Unified Decree should include language 
clarifying that the results of water right transfers initiated and completed after the 
entry of a partial decree but prior to entry of the Final Unified Decree are not 
superseded by the Final Unified Decree? 
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June 2012 SRBA Order at 5 ( emphasis added) ( the June 2012 SRBA Order is referenced by Belle 
Ranch on page 31 ). 
After framing the issue, the SRBA identified it as "Unopposed" holding as follows: 
In regards to Issue 4, the Court informed the parties that it would draft proposed 
language to be included in the Final Unified Decree clarifying that the Final Unified 
Decree does not supersede the results of water right transfers initiated and 
completed after the entry of a partial decree but prior to entry of the Final Unified 
Decree. The Court proposes the following paragraph to be inserted in the Order of 
the Final Unified Decree as Paragraph 13 and that the subsequent paragraphs be 
renumbered in sequence accordingly. 
13. This Final Unified Decree shall not be construed to 
supersede or affect otherwise the following: 1) Any administrative 
changes to the elements of a water right completed after the entry of 
a partial decree but prior to the entry of this Final Unified Decree, 
or; 2) Elements of a water right defined by a license, where in 
accordance with Idaho Code§ 42-1421(3) (2003), a partial decree 
was issued based on a permit prior to the issuance of the license. 
Id. at 7 ( emphasis added). 
Issue 4, framed by the SRBA and addressed in Paragraph 13, was not challenged was and 
later incorporated into the SRBA Final Unified Decree. SRBA Final Unified Decree at 12 (the 
Final Unified Decree is referenced by Belle Ranch on page 31 of its MSJ Memo). 
Belle Ranch's attempt to use the January 2012 SRBA Order to bolster its theory 
regarding IDWR acknowledgments of ownership changes filed pursuant to Idaho Code § 42-248, 
MSJ Memo at 27, is in direct contravention to the SRBA's final word that valid administrative 
transfers processed by IDWR consistent with Idaho Code§ 42-222 before entry of the Final 
Unified Decree would not be superseded. See also SRBA Final Unified Decree at 13 ("Nothing 
in this Final Unified Decree shall be interpreted or construed as exempting the holder of a 
decreed water right based on state law from exercising or changing such right in compliance with 
Idaho law.") Since the 2012 Transfer is void, it cannot be recognized to supersede anything in 
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the SRBA Partial Decrees. Even if the 2012 Transfer is somehow valid, Idaho Code§ 42-222 
provides no authority to IDWR to determine ownership of a water right. 
G. Belle Ranch Is Not Entitled To Quiet Title In The 7.5/289th Based Upon The 
Doctrines Of Equitable Estoppel, Quasi Estoppel, And/Or Waiver 
Belle Ranch argues "quasi estoppel and equitable estoppel, and a waiver" prevent the 
quieting of title in the 7.5/289th to FSC. MSJ Memo at 34. Belle Ranch rests this argument on 
the presence of a June 17, 2010 Estoppel Certificate executed by John Scherer in favor of 
Mountain West (the "2010 Estoppel Certificate"), Magnuson Dec. Ex. 6, which was executed the 
same day as the 2010 MWB Deed in Lieu, Magnuson Dec., Ex. 44. 
According to the Court, "Waiver is a voluntary, intentional relinquishment of a known 
right or advantage. The doctrine of quasi-estoppel precludes a party from asserting to another's 
disadvantage a right inconsistent with a position previously taken by him or her." Wernecke v. 
St. Maries Joint School Dist. No. 401, 147 Idaho 277,287,207 P.3d 1008, 1018 (2009) (internal 
citations omitted). See also Herrmann v. Woodell, 107 Idaho 916,922,693 P.2d 1118, 1124 (Ct. 
App. 1985) ("For equitable estoppel to apply, the Herrmanns must have made a false 
representation or concealment of a material fact with actual or constructive knowledge of the 
truth. For quasi-estoppel to be applicable, the Herrmanns must have previously taken an 
inconsistent position, with knowledge of the facts and their rights, to the detriment of the 
Woodells. Finally, for waiver to apply the Herrmanns must have voluntarily and intentionally 
relinquished their title to the disputed property and the Woodells must have acted in reliance 
upon such a waiver and altered their position.") (internal citations omitted). "Quasi-estoppel is 
essentially a last-gasp theory under which a defendant who can point to no specific detrimental 
reliance due to plaintiffs' conduct may still assert that plaintiffs are estopped from asserting 
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allegedly contrary positions where it would be unconscionable for them to do so." Schoonover v. 
Bonner County, 113 Idaho 916, 919, 750 P.2d 95, 99 (1988)) (emphasis added). 
Here, as previously stated in Section C.4, the 2010 Estoppel Certificate further confirms 
that the 7.5/289th was not conveyed by South County to Mountain West. In two places, the 2010 
Estoppel Certificate specifically acknowledges the 7.5/289th was not conveyed to Mountain 
West. The first acknowledgement is its reference to the "Partial Release of Water Right[] 
recorded as Instrument No[] 568681 .... " Magnuson Dec., Ex. 6 at 2. As stated previously, 
"Instrument No[] 568681" pertains specifically to the 7.5/289th. One year before execution of 
the 2010 Estoppel Certificate, Mountain West confirmed this fact through the 2009 MWB/IIB 
Letter Agreement. The second acknowledgement is the Estoppel Certificate's express reference 
of the 2010 Stewart Title Guaranty: 
The above real estate is free and clear of all liens (including Mechanic's 
Construction Lien), encumbrances and claims of every nature, kind and description 
whatsoever, excepting for those disclosed in the litigation guaranty issued by 
Stewart Title Guaranty Company, Order No. 1016761. 
Magnuson Dec., Ex. 6 at 3 ( emphasis added). 
The 2010 Stewart Title Guaranty Company, Order No. 1016761 expressly identifies each 
of the partial releases in its Schedule B - Defects, liens, encumbrances or other matters affecting 
title. Id., Ex. B. When reading the 2010 Estoppel Certificate as a whole, including the 
documents expressly referenced therein, it is clear that the insertion of the language regarding the 
partial releases of the South County Water Rights were not included in the conveyance to 
Mountain West. Clearly, South County's transfer to Mountain West did not include the 
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7.5/289th. Because Belle Ranch acquired no interest in the 7.5/289th, FSC cannot be barred by 
quasi estoppel, equitable estoppel, and/or waiver. 12 
H. FSC Has Not Forfeited Or Abandoned Its Ownership In The 7.5/289th And Belle 
Ranch Cannot Adversely Possess The Same 
Belle Ranch argues if FSC owned the 7.5/289th, it has forfeited and/or abandoned any 
interest it may have had: "In the alternative, and only if the Court believes there is some question 
about who owns the Water Rights ( and there should not be), Plaintiffs have no interest in any of 
the Water Rights as they have abandoned and/or forfeited any interest in the Water Rights." MSJ 
Memo at 35 (emphasis added). Belle Ranch then goes on to describe the legal tests necessary to 
establish a finding of forfeiture/abandonment. Id. at 35-36. Belle Ranch does not go on to say 
what would happen to the 7.5/289th, other than to presume it wants the Court to quiet title in the 
7.5/289th to Belle Ranch by operation of the asserted forfeiture/abandonment. 
Belle Ranch refers to the payment of Watermaster assessments, MSJ Memo at 25 ("Belle 
Ranch has paid all assessments"), then attaches records from the Watermaster of Water District 
No. 37, to show some amount of water has been diverted by someone, somewhere. Id. at 36 
(referencing "WD37 Water Master Reports, Magnuson Dec., Ex. 8"). By statute, the 
Watermaster Reports show nothing more than the fact that water was delivered to the water users 
for purposes of assessments. Idaho Code§§ 42-602 et seq. The Watermaster Reports do not 
show whether water was beneficially used. Id. Belle Ranch has not explained which delivery 
records apply to the Belle Ranch land. It appears Belle Ranch may be suggesting that "RCD# 
202" is associated with the Watermaster Reports to show delivery of some amount of water. 
12 Similar to the equitable arguments presented by Belle Ranch, the fact that it did not receive title to the 7.5/289th 
shows it did not pay for the same. Any relief to Belle Ranch would constitute an unjust enrichment and cannot be 
tolerated. Teton Peaks Inv. Co., LLC v. Ohme, 146 Idaho 394,398, 195 P.3d 1027, 1211 (2008). 
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Magnuson Dec., Ex. 8. Why Belle Ranch only attaches Watermaster Reports from 2007, 2012, 
and 2016 presents unanswered questions. Id. 
While not said, the real thrust of Belle Ranch's forfeiture/abandonment argument appears 
to be Belle Ranch's attempt to have the Court determine if someone other than Belle Ranch has 
not "used" the water, then Belle Ranch has adversely possessed the 7.5/289 th. See Kennedy v. 
Schneider, 151 Idaho 440, 442, 259 P.3d 586, 588 (2011) (reciting the elements of adverse 
possession, including the payment of "all taxes"). 13 Of course, Belle Ranch cannot make this 
argument, because by virtue of being in a "water district" - in this case Water District No. 37 -
the law specifically prevents the 7.5/289th from being "adversely possessed .... " Idaho Code§ 
42-607 ( emphasis added). 
I. Because Mountain West Had No Interest In The 7.5/289th, The Court's Decision In 
Brown Does Not Apply; If, However, The Statute Of Limitations Referred To In 
Brown Does Apply, It Did Not Begin To Accrue Until It Was Learned That Belle 
Ranch Was Adverse 
Citing Brown v. Greenheart, 157 Idaho 156, 335 P.3d 1 (2014), Belle Ranch argues a 
four-year statute oflimitations in Idaho Code§ 5-224 applies: "Any and all of Plaintiffs' quiet 
title claims are barred by application of the four year statute oflimitations." MSJ Memo at 17. 14 
As will be explained: (I) the Court's decision in Brown does not apply in this case where 
Mountain West and GBCI could not convey the 7.5/289th to Belle Ranch; or, (2) if, however, the 
statute of limitations referred to in Brown does apply, it did not begin to accrue until it was 
learned that Belle Ranch was adverse. 
13 Belle Ranch may allege it has "has paid all assessments," MSJ Memo at 25, in order to somehow equate the 
payment of assessments with the necessary payment of taxes to establish adverse possession. 
14 This argument, specifically framed to defeat FSC's MSJ, is precisely an argument in response to FSC's MSJ. In 
an abundance of caution, FSC will address the argument in its response brief to this MSJ. FSC reserves the right to 
reply to any and all arguments that are in response to FSC 's MSJ. 
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1. The Court's Decision in Brown does not Apply in this Proceeding where Mountain 
West and GBCI had no Title in the 7.5/289th to Deed to Belle Ranch 
The Court's decision in Brown does not apply to this case where Mountain West and 
GBCI never had title in the 7.5/289th to deed to Belle Ranch. There, Jay and Christine Brown 
( collectively "the Browns") owned the entirety of their water rights, with no question that if the 
Browns intended to convey some portion of the water to Augusta Greenheart ("Greenheart"), 
they were entitled to do so. Knowing the Browns had actual legal title to convey, the Court 
examined the intent of the parties to determine if the deed conveyed some portion of the Browns' 
water rights to Greenheart along with dry ground. "The district court found that no water rights 
were intended to be transferred with the property, that the non-transfer of the water rights was 
material to the bargain, and that the misconception was so substantial and fundamental as to 
defeat the object of the parties, which was the sale of dry-grazing land." Id. at 163,335 P.3d at 
8. Determining the deed was ambiguous, and that no portion of the Browns' water rights were 
intended to be conveyed with the dry ground, the Court ruled Greenheart received no water. 
Here, Mountain West, by operation of the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release gave up on the 
ability to convey the same to Belle Ranch. This is further evidenced by the 2009 MWB/IIB 
Letter Agreement, the 2011 GBCI Special Warranty Deed conveying water to Belle Ranch 
"without Warranty," and the 2011 MWB Quitclaim Deed conveying any interest Mountain West 
may have owned, which was none. To hold the four-year statute oflimitations applies in this 
case necessarily requires a finding that Mountain West and GBCI owned the 7.5/289th so as to 
convey the 7.5/289th to Belle Ranch. Because Mountain West and GBCI had no title, the Court's 
decision in Brown does not apply. 
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2. If the Statute of Limitations Referred to in Brown does Apply, it did not begin to 
Accrue until March 17, 2016, when it was Learned that Belle Ranch was Adverse to 
the 7.5/289th 
If the four-year statute of limitations in Idaho Code § 5-224 is found to apply, the facts in 
Brown are critical in understanding when it began to accrue in this case. There, on January 29, 
2007, the Browns deeded 60 acres of their property that was not covered by the Brown Water 
Rights to Greenheart, with the deed recorded in Elmore County. Id. at 160,335 P.3d at 4. On 
February 17, 2012, Greenheart, without notice to the Browns, filed a notice of change of water 
right ownership with IDWR as to water for 60 acres. 15 Id. at 160, 335 P.3d at 5. On March 22, 
2012, IDWR processed Greenheart's filing, thereby revising its records that Greenheart was the 
current owner of a portion of the Browns' water rights. Id. On March 23, 2012, actual notice of 
the change of ownership splitting the water rights between the Browns and Greenheart was sent 
to the Browns, as well as Greenheart. September 1 Bromley Ajf., Ex. 8 at bate-stamped pages 47-
48 and 55-56 (relevant pages of the bate-stamped record on appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court 
in Brown). On April 5, 2012, with actual notice that Greenheart was adverse, the Browns filed a 
quiet title complaint with the district court, asserting Greenheart only purchased 60 dry acres. Id. 
at 160, 335 P.3d at 5. Greenheart subsequently answered the quiet title complaint "with 
affirmative defenses, including the statute of limitations, laches, merger, waiver, estoppel, parol 
evidence, and unclean hands. The Browns moved for summary judgment ... maintaining that 
the water rights were not appurtenant to the property conveyed. Greenheart also sought 
summary judgment on the grounds that the Browns' claims were barred by one or more statutes 
of limitations and that the deeds unambiguously conveyed water rights .... " Id. 
15 Changes of ownership filed with IDWR in accordance with Idaho Code § 42-248 are not published. 
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On appeal, Greenheart argued the four-year statute of limitations began to accrue on 
January 29, 2007, the date when the deed between Greenheart and the Browns was recorded in 
Elmore County. The Supreme Court disagreed: 
Idaho Code section 6-401 provides in pertinent part that ' [ a ]n action may be brought 
by any person against another who claims an estate or interest in real or personal 
property adverse to him, for the purpose of determining such adverse claim .... ' 
(emphasis added). Under Idaho's catchall statute of limitations, "[a]n action for 
relief not hereinbefore provided must be commenced within four (4) years after the 
cause of action shall have accrued." LC. § 5-224. 
Id. at 162, 335 P.3d at 7 (emphasis added). 
Turning to the question of when the "adverse" claim began to accrue, the Court looked at 
the chain of events, determining accrual of the claim began when the Browns "learned" of 
Greenheart's action: 
It was not until the Browns learned from an attorney that there might be a mistake 
in the deed, and only after Greenheart apparently perceived an opportunity to take 
advantage of the Browns, that for the first time Greenheart claimed an interest in 
the Browns' water rights by filing a notice with the IDWR. At no time before 2012 
was there any action by Greenheart adverse to the Browns' water rights. 
Id. at 161-62, 335 P.3d at 6-7 (emphasis added) (internal citations omitted). 
Therefore, the test from Brown for the Court to apply in this case as to the accrual of the 
four-year statute of limitations is when did anyone "learn[]" - like the Browns as to Greenheart -
of Belle Ranch's adverse interest? 
Here, the earliest date anyone could have "learned" of Belle Ranch's adverse interest was 
March 17, 2016. This is the date Belle Ranch informed IDWR, by means of letter, that IDWR's 
"January 13, 2015" decision to process an ownership change as to the 7.5/289th "should be 
reversed" with "correct[ion] of the Department's records of ownership ... to reflect Belle 
Ranch's ownership of the entire water rights." Magnuson Dec., Ex. 30 at 1, 4 (emphasis added). 
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The January 13, 2015 letter referenced by Belle Ranch was IDWR's letter acknowledging 
ownership in FSC as to the 7.5/289th, which was specifically copied to Belle Ranch and Rabo. 
June 9 Bromley A.ff., Ex. 25. As a result, for 15 months after IDWR recognized FSC was the 
owner of the 7.5/2891\ Belle Ranch and Rabo took no action to inform anyone that their interests 
were adverse to the 7.5/289th . 16 It was only through Belle Ranch's March 17, 2016 letter that 
anyone could have learned Belle Ranch had an adverse interest in the 7.5/2891h• On December 2, 
2016, FSC filed its MSJ. Consequently, FSC's action to quiet title, which was brought 10 
months after anyone could have learned Belle Ranch had an adverse interest in the 7.5/289th, is 
not barred by operation of the four-year statute of limitations in Idaho Code § 5-224. 
FSC will now tum to Belle Ranch's accusations of other adverse interests that should 
cause the four-year statute oflimitations to have run. 
a. 2010 and South County 
Belle Ranch argues someone should have learned of an adverse interest as to the 7.5/289th 
in 2010 when the SRBA Partial Decrees were issued in the name of South County. FSC Joint 
MSJ Memo at 5. This was not possible. South County definitively obtained the MWB Partial 
Release and deeded the 7.5/289th to Scherer and Holt. South County has already admitted in this 
proceeding that it conveyed the 7.5/289th to Scherer and Holt, which necessarily flowed to IIB 
and FSC. Defendant South County Estates, LLC 's Answer to [Belle Ranch} Verified Complaint 
for Declaratory Relief and to Quiet Title to Water Rights at 6, 22 (February 15, 2017) ("South 
County admits it conveyed 7.5/289th of the Water Rights to John Scherer and Charlie Holt" and 
16 This raises a significant issue as to whether Belle Ranch and Rabo intentionally chose to sit on their position for 
15 months in order to bolster their claim that the four-year statute of limitations had run. By sitting on its argument 
for 15 months it allows Belle Ranch to argue the four-year statute of limitations ran prior to Belle Ranch taking 
action with IDWR in 2012 to process its change in ownership and transfer. 
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Belle Ranch is not entitled to quiet title to more than 273.7/289th of the South County Water 
Rights); Defendant/Cross-Defendant South County Estates, LLC's Answer to Defendant/Cross-
Claimant First Security Corporation's Cross-Claim at 3, (February 28, 2017) ("South County 
admits on June 25, 2009 it conveyed 7.5/289th of the Water Rights to John Scherer and Charles 
Holt by quitclaim deed"). Thus, when the SRBA Partial Decrees were issued on August 31, 
20 I 0, reflecting the name and address of South County, there was no adverse claim to be learned 
of as to the 7.5/289th. 
b. 2011 and Mountain West Bank 
Belle Ranch next argues IDWR's September 13, 2011 decision to change it records 
concerning ownership of the SRBA Partial Decrees from South County to Mountain West Bank 
was "adverse to" the 7.5/289th. MSJ Memo at 19. This is not possible. As clearly shown in the 
2009 MWB/IIB Letter Agreement, MWB expressly agreed it had no interest in the 7.5/289th and 
could take no action contrary thereto. September 1 Bromley Ajf., Ex. I. The fact that IDWR 
changed its records of the South County Water Rights to reflect ownership by Mountain West 
did nothing adverse. 
c. 2012 and Belle Ranch 
Belle Ranch next turns to IDWR's March 7, 2012 decision to change its records to reflect 
ownership in the name of Belle Ranch and to approve the 2012 Transfer was adverse to the 
7.5/289th . MSJ Memo at 19. This is not possible. Consistent with the 2009 MWB/IIB Letter 
Agreement, Belle Ranch, as a successor-in-interest to Mountain West, was bound by the 
requirement that it could take no adverse action as to the 7.5/289th. Furthermore, even with the 
IIB and Mountain West security interests in IDWR' s file, no notice was provided as to either the 
ownership change or 2012 Transfer. This stands in stark contrast with IDWR's handling of the 
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competing interests in the water rights in Brown when the Browns received actual notice of 
IDWR's decision to process Greenheart's change in ownership. September J Bromley A.ff., Ex. 8 
at bate-stamped pages 47-48. It was only with actual notice from IDWR that the Browns learned 
of Greenheart's attempt to change water right ownership. It is therefore factually incorrect for 
Belle Ranch to assert "Plaintiffs and their entities had actual notice" of anything. MSJ Memo at 
19. 
In summary, it was impossible to have learned of any interest adverse to the 7.5/289th 
until March 17, 2016, the date when Belle Ranch wrote IDWR, and copied FSC, disputing the 
change of ownership to FSC: "Accordingly, please correct the Department's records of 
ownership of the above rights to reflect Belle Ranch's ownership of the entire water rights." 
Magnuson Dec., Ex. 30 at 4 ( emphasis added). If the four-year statute of limitations in Brown 
does apply, it cannot accrue until Belle Ranch's adverse interest in the 7.5/289th was learned, 
which at the absolute earliest was March 17, 2016. With the December 2, 2016 filing of the FSC 
MSJ, the four-year statute oflimitations is satisfied. 
J. Whether The Court Should Allow Additional Discovery Cannot Be Answered Now 
The final argument advanced by Belle Ranch is, "In the event the court denies 
Defendants' motion for summary judgment, the court should likewise deny Plaintiffs' motion for 
summary judgment and allow Defendants' additional time to conduct discovery and depositions. 
Plaintiffs' claims are based on a convoluted series of transactions that, at first blush, appear to be 
self-dealing and possibly fraudulent." MSJ Memo at 37. Since both the FSC MSJ and the Belle 
Ranch/Rabo MSJ ask for quiet title, it is not possible to respond and/or reply to this argument 
without a decision from the Court. Moreover, Belle Ranch and Rabo specifically pled its MSJ 
on I.R.C.P. 56(a) and (c). Based on its statements in this section of its MSJ Memo, Belle Ranch 
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and Rabo appear to be arguing for relief found in I.R.C.P. 56(f). To the extent Belle Ranch 
and/or Rabo is asserting something beyond I.R.C.P. 56(a) and (c), it has not been pled. FSC 
therefore reserves all rights to address this argument if it arises; including but not limited to the 
ability for the Court to quiet title consistent with the deeds of record, then later address Belle 
Ranch's accusations of "self-dealing and possibly fraudulent" conduct. 
V. CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, FSC respectfully requests that the Court deny Belle 
Ranch/Rabo's MSJ as to the 7.5/289th , and grant FSC's MSJ in the same. 
DA TED this 1st day of September, 2017. 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
Attorney for First Security Corporation 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERIVCE 
I hereby certify that on this 1st day of September, 2017, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was served to the following: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 




James R. Laski 
Heather E. O'Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE 
675 Sun Valley Rd., Ste. A 
PO Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
jrl(ll{lawsonlaski.com 
heo@lawsonlaski.com 
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 WestJefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
apb(d1idahowaters.com 
pla(w,idahowaters.com 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
rws(a),lukins.com 
c::_.::..~ 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION'S RESPONSE TO BELLE RANCH, LLC'S 
AND RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC'S JOINT MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 




James R. Laski, ISB # 5429 
Heather E. O'Leary, ISB # 8693 
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Telephone 208. 725.0055 
Facsimile 208.725.0076 
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Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine County, Idaho 
Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury and Charles Holt 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 




SOUTH COUNTY EST ATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0lEC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN SCHERER- 1 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
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CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0lNH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
corporation. 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2016-683 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN SCHERER IN 
SUPPORT OF BIG STICK, LLC'S, 
RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S AND 
CHARLES HOLT'S OPPOSITION 
TO BELLE RANCH, LLC'S AND 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, LLC'S 
JOINT CROSS-MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
I, John Scherer, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
1. I was the managing member of South County Estates, LLC ("South County"), 
who is one of the Defendants in this case, from 2003 until it was administratively dissolved in 
2011. 
2. On June 17, 2010, Mountain West Bank ("MWB") requested that I execute an 
estoppel certificate ("Estoppel Certificate") relating to MWB' s acceptance of a deed in lieu of 
foreclosure ("Deed in Lieu") on certain real property owned by South County. Attached hereto 
as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the Estoppel Certificate. 
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3. I executed the Estoppel Certificate as an individual, although my membership in 
South County is referenced. 
4. The Estoppel Certificate was prepared by MWB. When I requested clarification 
that South County's water rights released from the MWB mortgages be referenced as excluded 
from the Deed in Lieu, MWB incorporated the following phrase into the Estoppel Certificate, 
"Partial Release of Water Rights recorded as Instrument Nos. 568681, 574996, 574997, 574998, 
574999, 575000 and 575001, records of Blaine County, Idaho" (the "Partial Releases.") 
5. The reference to the Partial Releases in the Estoppel Certificate were included to 
clarify that MWB no longer had any interest in those portions of South County's water rights. 
6. The Estoppel Certificate also references a litigation guaranty issued by Stewart 
Title Guaranty Company, Order No. 1016761 ("Litigation Guaranty") which specifically 
identifies the Partial Releases as an encumbrance on the title to the property being conveyed to 
MWB via the Deed in Lieu. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the 
Litigation Guaranty. 
7. In addition, as part of the transaction, MWB, South County, Charles Holt, and I 
executed a Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure Agreement ("Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure Agreement"). 
In order to clarify that the water rights were not included in the conveyance to MWB, MWB 
added an Addendum to the Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure Agreement ("Addendum") which 
expressly recognized the Partial Releases. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct 
copy of the Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure Agreement and the Addendum. 
8. The Second Mortgage executed between South County and MWB, which was 
recorded on June 13, 2008 as Instrument No. 558904, records of Blaine County, Idaho ("Second 
Mortgage"), specifically stated that MWB "Shall execute partial releases of the lien of this 
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Mortgage upon the following conditions: 100% of NET PROCEEDS FROM SALE OF WATER 
RIGHTS TO BE APPLIED TO THE LOAN BALANCE." Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a 
true and correct copy of the Second Mortgage. 
9. Myself, Richard Fosbury and Charlie Holt made certain payments to MWB which 
allowed MWB to execute the Partial Releases of its lien, as provided for in the Second Mortgage. 
10. I never received any notice of either MWB's or Belle Ranch, LLC's changes of 
ownership of any portion of South County's water rights. To my knowledge there are no IDWR 
records indicating that either I or South County would have received notice of either MWB's or 
Belle Ranch's changes of ownership of the South County water rights. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
John Scherer 
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this -3!-!day.of ~, 2017 . 
........... ,,,, 
,,• t-: 0 'l ,,, 
,,, <1 V• /2 ,, 
..... ~.~ •••····· ~~ ,,.. ,: ,Y •• •• ·r J.,. , 
$ ~.••• O~~RY ••• \ =~: ~ \ ; : = : •"" . =· : .• ""' : : • ~ •o --:. • ~v • • • •• p u' ., • .-..:: --:. • '.u p'""' ••· "'. ~ ,.. ... .. ~ .. . 
,, J>l'. •••••••• ,~ .... . ',,,, ;.:i rs o\l ,,, .. ,,,,, ........... ,,. 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN SCHERER-4 
a e: ---L.~14-'-A.,L...J,<;..;,.J"-"'~~,r-+---------
Notary Pub i 
Residing at ..µ~"-""~..µ:::..,~-+--+--=--------
My commission expires -u.-:c+=--'-'"-..__ ______ _ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
·9 
The undersigned hereby certifies that on September L, 2017 he/she caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be served on the following persons by the means 
indicated: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 45385 
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN SCHERER- 5 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
_Jiand Delivered 
_iLTelecopy (801) 532-7543 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
_ .!:]and Delivered 
_v'_T, elecopy (208) 344-6034 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
_)fond Delivered 
_/_ T, elecopy (208) 287-0864 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
_)land Delivered 
_L Telecopy (208) 666-4111 
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HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
Ol-17-2010 11:61:28 No. of Paaea: • 
Reoordtd for: BLAINE COUNTY TITL"! 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: $12.00 
Ex.()fflolo Reoonler Deputy: ~p 
Elaotronioally Recorded by Simplillle 
John Scherer, certifies under penalty of perjury: That he Is the Member of South 
County Estates, LLC, which Is the Granter that made, executed, and delivered that certain deed 
to MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, Grantee, conveying the following described property in Blaine 
County, Idaho: 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY, 
IDAHO 
. A parcel of land in the SW1/4 and the SW1/4SE1/4 of Section 6 and also In the 
E1/2NW1/4, NW1/4NE1/4, S1/2NE1/4 and the N1/2SE1/4 of Section 7, more particularly 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW1/4, said Section 
6, which point is also the REAL POINTOF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°51 '45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4, Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°35'18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an Iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW1/4SE1/4, said Section 
6; 
Thence South 89"42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an Iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW1/4SE1/4, 
Sectlon.6; 
Thence $outh 0°25'10" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an Iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°17'54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the 
NW1/4NE1/4, said Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said 
NW1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 89"47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SE1/4NE1/4, 
Section 7; 
Thence South 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast comer of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the 
NE1/4SE114, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said NE1/4SE1/4, 
Section 7; 
Thence South 89°50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the 
N1/2SE1/4, Section 7, to an iron pin on the Intersection of the Southerly boundary with 
the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31 "10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary 
to an Iron pin on the Intersection of.said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary 
of the S1/2NE1/4, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89"58'2611 West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along 
said Southerly boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 to an Iron pin; · 
Thence North 31"10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to.an Iron pin 
on the Intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said 
S1/2NE1/4, Section 7; Thence North 0'20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly 
ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATE: 1 
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boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron 
pin; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the 
NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly 
boundary of the NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of 
said NE1/4NW1/4, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58' 18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to an Iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin 
on the Westerly boundary of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°37'05" West, 604. 70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW1/4, 
Section 6 to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to"the official 
plat thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, Idaho; 
excepting that portion formally shown on the Blaine County Assessor rolls as Tax Lot 
4913 Township 1 North, Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho; 
Included with the real property conveyed to Grantee: all erected or affixed buildings, 
improvements and fixtures; all easements, rights of way, and appurtenances; all water, water 
rights, watercourses and ditch rights {Including stock In utlllties with ditch or irrigation rights), 
and all other rights, royalties, and profits relating to the conveyed real property, Including without 
limitation all minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and similar matters, collective; Including any after-
acquired title arid any right of redemption. Partial Release of Water Rights recorded as 
Instrument No's 568681, 574996, 574997, 574998, 574999, 575000, 575001, records of Blaine 
County, Idaho. 
1. The deed is inten~ed as an absolute conveyance, and not as a further mortgage or 
other form of additional security. The Grantor understands lt has no further right to redeem or 
reacquire the property, either under the equitable right of redemption or by virtue of state 
statutes or any agreement between the parties. 
2. Granter is not in physical possession of said Propecy and no other parties has any 
claim to possession of the Property; except Gerald Bashaw has an oral lease of the Property as 
lessee. Possession of the real estate will be surrendered to the Grantee. 
3. The consideration for the transfer Is the mortgagee's covenant not to sue on the 
Notes described in and secured by the mortgages encumbering the Property, recorded October 
14, 2005 as Blaine County, Idaho, Instrument 527439, modified by instrument recorded 
December 1, 2006 as Blaine County, Idaho, Instrument 542378; mortgage encumbering the 
same property recorded June 13, 2008 as Blaine County, Idaho, Instrument 558904; and 
mortgage recorded October 24, 2008 as Blaine County, Idaho, Instrument 562481 {collectively 
"Mortgages; and the note described in the Deed of Trust recorded 10/22/2008, as Instrument 
No. 562400, records of Blaine County, Idaho, and release of the guaranty liability of John 
Scherer, Richard D. Fosbury, and Charles Holt 
4. The Grantor executed the deed as a free and voluntary act, and not under any 
duress, undue influence. 
ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATE: 2 
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5. The Grantor is satisfied that the value received, in the form of the covenant not to sue 
on the debt, is equal to or greater than the value of the real estate and personal property being 
conveyed to Lender. 
6. The deed is not being given as a preference over any other creditors of Grantor. 
7. There are no mortgages, liens or other encumbrances on the real estate with a 
priority subordinate to the mortgages held by the Grantee. 
8. The Grantee does not hold a position of trust or confidence with respect to the 
Granter; the Granter received such legal and financial advice as they may require, and have not 
relied upon the advice of the Grantee or its agents or attorneys in making the decision to 
execute the deed. 
9. The Grantor Intends that th!:' deed not cause a merger of the land title with the 
mortgage in the hands of the Grantee. 
10. There are no outstanding contracts, including financing statements, either oral or 
written for the furnishing of any labor or material to the land or the improvements thereon. 
11. That any and all work, labor, material and supplies which have been furnished, used 
or applied upon the said property within the past ninety-one days for which payment ls due and 
owing, have been fully paid for and discharged. That there are no mechanic's, materialmen's or 
laborer's liens against the above-described property, or any part thereof, and that no contractor, 
subcontractor, laborer or materlalmen, engineer, architect,. landscape architect or land surveyor 
has any llen or right to a llen, for any sums for which payment Is due and owing, against said 
property or any part thereof. 
12. The above real estate is free and clear of all liens (including Mechanic's, 
Construction Lien), encumbrances and claims of every nature, kind and description whatsoever, 
excepting for those disclosed In the litigation guaranty issued by Stewart Title Guaranty 
Company, Order No. 1016761. 
13. There are no unpaid, delinquent or otherwise outstanding taxes, special 
assessments or other liens or charges which are not shown as existing liens by the public 
records. 
14. There ·are no matters pending against Grantor that could give rise to a lien that 
would attach to the property prior to the recording of the deed to Mountain West Bank, and 
Grantor has not and will not execute any Instrument that would adversely affect the title or 
Interest to be Insured. 
ESTOPPEL CERTIFICATE: 3 
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.,~ . . 
15. This Certificate is made for the purpose of inducing Mountain West Bank to accept a 
deed in lieu of foreclosure of the Property. 
Date: t,/17 /;o 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
.ss 
County of Blaine ) 
On this_[]_ day of ..:r Y""" e.. , 2010, before me, the undersigned Notary Public, 
personally appeared John Scherer, known to me or identified to me to be the person who 
executed thls·lnstrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
BSTOPPBL CERTIFIC~TE: 4 
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Litigation Guarantee Rev. 12-16-92 
LITIGATION GUARANTEE 
Order No. 1016761 LIABILITY $2,800,000.00 FEE: $6,380.00 
SUBJECT TO THE LIMITATIONS CONTAINED HEREIN, THE EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE, THE LIMITS OF 
LIABILITY AND THE OTHER PROVISIONS OF THE CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS HERETO ANNEXED AND 
MADE A PART OF THIS GUARANTEE. 
ISSUED BY 
I ~!~~~rant 
a corporation, herein called the Company, 
GUARANTEES 
the Assured named in Schedule A against loss not exceeding the liability amount stated in Schedule A which the Assured shall sustain 
by reason of any incorrectness in the assurance which the Company hereby gives that, according to the public records, as of Date of 
Guarantee shown in Schedule A: 
1. The title to the herein described estate or interest is vested in the vestee named in Schedule A. 
2. Except for the matters shown in Schedule B, there are no defects, liens, encumbrances or other matters affecting title to the estate 
or interest in the land shown in Schedule A, which matters are not necessarily shown in the order of their priority. 
3. a) The current interest holders claiming some right, title or interest by reason of the matters shown in Part II of Schedule B are 
as shown therein. The vestee named in Schedule A and parties claiming to have some right, title or interest by reason of the 
matters shown in Part II of Schedule B may be necessary parties defendant in an action, the nature of which is referred to in 
Schedule A. 
b) The current interest holders claiming some right, title or interest by reason of the matters shown in Part I of Schedule B may 
also be necessary parties defendant in an action, the nature of which is referred to in Schedule A. However, no assurance is 
given hereby as to those current interest holders. 
4. The return addresses for mailing after recording, if any, as shown on each and every document referred to in Part II of Schedule 
B by specific recording information, and as shown on the document(s) vesting title as shown in Schedule A are as shown in 
Schedule C. 
THIS LITIGATION GUARANTEE IS FURNISHED SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSE OF FACILITATING THE FILING OF THE 
ACTION REFERRED TO IN SCHEDULE A. IT SHALL NOT BE USED OR RELIED UPON FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE. 
Countersigned: 
Authorized Countersignature 
Blaine County Title 
360 Sun Valley Road P.O. Box 3176 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
r-
stewart 
• title guaranty company 
E){H~BiT-'-. _13 __ _ 
Serial No. LG-2226-20425 
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GUARANTEE CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS 
I. Definition of Terms- The following terms when used in this Guarantee mean: 
(a) "the Assured": the party or parties named as the Assured in this Guarantee, or on a supplemental writing executed by the Company. 
(b) "land": the land described or referred to in Schedule (A)(C) or in Part 2, and improvements affixed thereto which by law constitute real property. The term 
"land" does not include any property beyond the lines of the area described or referred to in Schedule (A)(C) or in Part 2, nor any right, title, interest, estate 
or easement in abutting streets, roads, avenues, alleys, lanes, ways or waterways. 
(c) "mortgage": mortgage, deed of trust, trust deed, or other security instrument. 
(d) "public records": records established under state statutes at Date of Guarantee for the purpose of imparting constructive notice of matters relating to real 
property to purchasers for value and without knowledge. 
(e) "date": the effective date; 
2. Exclusions from Coverage of this Guarantee - The Company assumes no liability for loss or damage by reason of the following: 
(a) Taxes or assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority that levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the 
public records. 
(b) (I) Unpatented mining claims; (2) reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance thereof; (3) water rights, claims or title to water: 
whether or not the matters excluded by (I), (2) or (3) are shown by the public records. 
(c) Assurances to title to any property beyond the lines of the land expressly described in the description set forth in Schedule (A)(C) or in Part 2 of this 
Guarantee, or title to streets, roads, avenues, lanes, ways or waterways on which such land abuts, or the right to maintain therein vaults, tunnels, ramps or any 
other structure or improvement; or any rights or easements therein unless such property, rights or easements are expressly and specifically set forth in said 
description. 
(d) (I) Defects, liens, encumbrances, or adverse claims against the title, if assurances are provided as to such title, and as limited by such assurances. (2) 
Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or other matters (a) whether or not shown by the public records, and which are created, suffered, assumed or 
agreed to by one or more of the Assureds; (b) which result in no loss to the Assured; or ( c) which do not result in the invalidity or potential invalidity of any 
judicial or non-judicial proceeding which is within the scope and purpose of assurances provided. 
3. Notice of Claims to be Given by Assured Claimant - An Assured shall notify the Company promptly in writing in case knowledge shall come to an Assured 
hereunder of any claim of title or interest which is adverse to the title to the estate or interest, as stated herein, and which might cause loss or damage for which the 
Company may be liable by virtue of this Guarantee. If prompt notice shall not be given to the Company, then all liability of the Company shall terminate with 
regard to the matter or matters for which prompt notice is required, provided, however, that failure to notify the Company shall in no case prejudice the rights of 
any Assured under this Guarantee unless the Company shall be prejudiced by the failure and then only to the extent of the prejudice. 
4. No Duty to Defend or Prosecute - The Company shall have no duty to defend or prosecute any action or proceeding to which the Assured is a party, 
notwithstanding the nature of any allegation in such action or proceeding. 
5. Company's Option to Defend or Prosecute Actions; Duty of Assured Claimant to Cooperate - Even though the Company has no duty to defend or prosecute 
as set forth in Paragraph 4 above: 
(a) The Company shall have the right, at its sole option and cost, to institute and prosecute any action or proceeding, interpose a defense, as limited in (b), or to 
do any other act which in its opinion may be necessary or desirable to establish the title to the estate or interest as stated herein, or to establish the lien rights 
of the Assured, or to prevent or reduce loss or damage to the Assured. The Company may take any appropriate action under the terms of this Guarantee, 
whether or not it shall be liable hereunder, and shall not thereby concede liability or waive any provision of this Guarantee. If the Company shall exercise its 
rights under this paragraph, it shall do so diligently. 
(b) If the Company elects to exercise its option as stated in Paragraph 5(a) the Company shall have the right to select counsel of its choice (subject to the right of 
such Assured to object for reasonable cause) to represent the Assured and shall not be liable for and will not pay the fees of any other counsel, nor will the 
Company pay any fees, costs or expenses incurred by an Assured in the defense of those causes of action which allege matters not covered by this Guarantee. 
(c) Whenever the Company shall have brought an action or interposed a defense as permitted by the provisions of this Guarantee, the Company may pursue any 
litigation to final determination by a court of competent jurisdiction and expressly reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to appeal from an adverse 
judgment or order. 
(d) In all cases where this Guarantee permits the Company to prosecute or provide for the defense of any action or proceeding, an Assured shall secure to the 
Company the right to so prosecute or provide for the defense of any action or proceeding, and all appeals therein, and permit the Company to use, at its 
option, the name of such Assured for this purpose. Whenever requested by the Company, an Assured, at the Company's expense, shall give the Company all 
reasonable aid in any action or proceeding, securing evidence, obtaining witnesses, prosecuting or defending the action or lawful act which in the opinion of 
the Company may be necessary or desirable to establish the title to the estate or interest as stated herein, or to establish the lien rights of the Assured. If the 
Company is prejudiced by the failure of the Assured to furnish the required cooperation, the Company's obligations to the Assured under the Guarantee shall 
terminate. 
6. Proof of Loss or Damage - In addition to and after the notices required under Section 3 of these Conditions and Stipulations have been provided to the Company, 
a proof of loss or damage signed and sworn to by the Assured shall be furnished to the Company within ninety (90) days after the Assured shall ascertain the facts 
giving rise to the loss or damage. The proof of loss or damage shall describe the matters covered by this Guarantee which constitute the basis of loss or damage 
and shall state, to the extent possible, the basis of calculating the amount of the loss or damage. If the Company is prejudiced by the failure of the Assured to 
provide the required proof of loss or damage, the Company's obligation to such Assured under the Guarantee shall terminate. In addition, the Assured may 
reasonably be required to submit to examination under oath by any authorized representative of the Company and shall produce for examination, inspection and 
copying, at such reasonable times and places as may be designated by any authorized representative of the Company, all records, books, ledgers, checks, 
correspondence and memoranda, whether bearing a date before or after Date of Guarantee, which reasonably pertain to the loss or damage. Further, if requested 
by any authorized representative of the Company, the Assured shall grant permission, in writing, for any authorized representative of the Company to examine, 
inspect and copy all records, books, ledgers, checks, correspondence and memoranda in the custody or control of a third party, which reasonably pertain to the loss 
or damage. All information designated as confidential by the Assured provided to the Company pursuant to this Section shall not be disclosed to others unless, m 
the reasonable judgment of the Company, it is necessary in the administration of the claim. Failure of the Assured to submit for examination under oath, produce 
other reasonably requested information or grant permission to secure reasonably necessary information from third parties as required in the above paragraph, 
unless prohibited by law or governmental regulation, shall terminate any liability of the Company under this Guarantee to the Assured for that claim. 
7. Options to Pay or Otherwise Settle Claims; Termination of Liability - In case of a claim under this Guarantee, the Company shall have the following 
additional options: 
(a) To Pay or Tender Payment of the Amount of Liability or to Purchase the Indebtedness. 
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Company shall have the option to purchase the indebtedness secured by said mortgage or said lien for the amount owing thereon, together with any costs, 
reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by the Assured claimant which were authorized by the Company up to the time of purchase. 
Such Purchase, payment or tender of payment of the full amount of the Guarantee shall terminate all liability of the Company hereunder. In the event after 
notice of claim has been given to the Company by the Assured the Company offers to purchase said indebtedness, the owner of the indebtedness shall transfer and 
assign said indebtedness, together with any collateral security, to the Company upon payment of the purchase price. 
Upon the exercise by the Company of the option provided for in Paragraph (a) the Company's obligation to the Assured under this Guarantee for the claimed 
loss or damage, other than to make the payment required in that paragraph, shall terminate, including any obligation to continue the defense or prosecution of any 
litigation for which the Company has exercised its option under Paragraph 5, and the Guarantee shall be surrendered to the Company for cancellation. 
(a) To Pay or Otherwise Settle With Parties Other Than the Assured or With the Assured Claimant. 
To Pay or otherwise settle with other parties for or in the name of an Assured claimant any claim assured against under this Guarantee, together with any 
costs, attorneys' fees and expenses incurred by the Assured claimant which were authorized by the Company up to the time of payment and which the Company is 
obligated to pay. 
Upon the exercise by the Company of the option provided for in Paragraph (b) the Company's obligation to the Assured under this Guarantee for the claimed 
loss or damage, other than to make the payment required in that paragraph, shall terminate, including any obligation to continue the defense or prosecution of any 
litigation for which the Company has exercised its options under Paragraph 5. 
8. Determination and Extent of Liability - This Guarantee is a contract of Indemnity against actual monetary loss or damage sustained or incurred by the Assured 
claimant who has suffered loss or damage by reason of reliance upon the assurances set forth in this Guarantee and only to the extent herein described, and subject 
to the exclusions stated in Paragraph 2. 
The liability of the Company under this Guarantee to the Assured shall not exceed the least of: 
(a) the amount of liability stated in Schedule A; 
(b) the amount of the unpaid principal indebtedness secured by the mortgage of an Assured mortgagee, as limited or provided under Section 7 of these 
Conditions and Stipulations or as reduced under Section 10 of these Conditions and Stipulations, at the time the loss or damage assured against by this 
Guarantee occurs, together with interest thereon; or 
( c) the difference between the value of the estate or interest covered hereby as sated herein and the value of the estate or interest subject to any defect, lien or 
encumbrance assured against by this Guarantee. 
9. Limitation of Liability --
(a) If the Company establishes the title or removes the alleged defect, lien or encumbrance, or cures any other matter assured against by this Guarantee in a 
reasonably diligent manner by any method, including litigation and the completion of any appeals therefrom, it shall have fully performed its obligations 
with respect to that matter and shall not be liable for any loss or damage caused thereby. 
(b) In the event of any litigation by the Company or with the Company's consent, the Company shall have no liability for loss or damage until there has been a 
fmal determination by a court of competent jurisdiction, and disposition of all appeals therefrom, adverse to the title, as stated herein. 
( c) The Company shall not be liable for loss or damage to any Assured for liability voluntarily assumed by the Assured in settling any claim or suit without the 
prior written consent of the Company. 
10. Reduction of Liability or Termination of Liability- All payments under this Guarantee, except payments made for costs, attorneys' fees and expenses pursuant 
to paragraph 5 shall reduce the amount ofliability pro tanto. 
I 1. Payment ofLoss-
(a) No payment shall be made without producing this Guarantee for endorsement of the payment unless the Guarantee has been lost or destroyed, in which case 
proof of loss or destruction shall be furnished to the satisfaction of the Company. 
(b) When liability and the extent ofloss or damage has been definitely fixed in accordance with these Conditions and Stipulations, the loss or damage shall be 
payable within thirty (30) days thereafter. 
12. Subrogation Upon Payment or Settlement - Whenever the Company shall have settled and paid a claim under this Guarantee, all right of subrogation shall vest 
in the Company unaffected by any act of the Assured claimant. 
The Company shall be subrogated to and be entitled to all rights and remedies which the Assured would have had against any person or property in respect to 
the claim had this Guarantee not been issued. If requested by the Company, the Assured shall transfer to the Company all rights and remedies against any person or 
property necessary in order to perfect this right of subrogation. The Assured shall permit the Company to sue, compromise or settle in the name of the Assured and to 
use the name of the assured in any transaction or litigation involving these rights or remedies. 
If a payment on account of a claim does not fully cover the loss of the Assured the Company shall be subrogated to all rights and remedies of the Assured 
after the Assured shall have recovered its principal, interest and costs of collection. 
13. Arbitration - Unless prohibited by applicable law, either the Company or the Assured may demand arbitration pursuant to the Title Insurance Arbitration Rules of 
the American Arbitration Association. Arbitrable matters may include, but are not limited to, any controversy or claim between the Company and the Assured 
arising out of or relating to this Guarantee, any service of the Company in connection with its issuance or the breach of a Guarantee provisions or other 
obligation. All arbitrable matters when the Amount of Liability is $1,000,000 or less shall be arbitrated at the option of either the Company or the Assured. All 
arbitrable matters when the amount of liability is in excess of$ 1,000,000 shall be arbitrated only when agreed to by both the Company and the Assured. The 
Rules in effect at Date of Guarantee shall be binding upon the parties. The award may include attorneys' fees only if the laws of the state in which the land is 
located permits a court to award attorneys' fees to a prevailing party. Judgement upon the award rendered by the Arbitrator(s) may be entered in any court having 
jurisdiction thereof. The law of the situs of the land shall apply to an aribitration under the Title Insurance Arbitration Rules. A copy of the Rules may be 
obtained from the Company upon request. 
14. Liability Limited to This Guarantee; Guarantee Entire Contract -
(a) This Guarantee together with all endorsements, if any, attached hereto by the Company is the entire Guarantee and contract between the Assured and the 
Company. In interpreting any provision of this Guarantee, this Guarantee shall be construed as a whole. 
(b) Any claim of loss or damage, whether or not based on negligence, or any action asserting such claim, shall be restricted to this Guarantee. 
(c) No amendment of or endorsement to this Guarantee can be made except by a writing endorsed hereon or attached hereto signed by either the President, a 
Vice President, the Secretary, an Assistant Secretary, or validating officer or authorized signatory of the Company. 
15, Notices, Where Sent - All notices required to be given the Company and any statement in writing required to be furnished the Company shall include the number 
ofthis Guarantee and shall be addressed to the Company at P.O. Box 2029, Houston, Texas 77252-2029. 
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Order Number: 1016761 
Liability: $2,800,000.00 
Guarantee No.: G-2226-20425 
Fee: $6,380.00 
1. Name of Assured: 
Mountain West Bank 
2. Date of Guarantee: 
May 3, 2010 at 8:00 AM 
3. This Litigation Guarantee is furnished solely for the purpose of facilitating the filing 
of an action to: 
To Foreclose a Mortgage 
4. The estate or interest in the land which is covered by this Guarantee is: 
Fee Simple 
5. Title to the estate or interest in the Land is vested in: 
South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
6. The Land referred to in this Guarantee is described as follows: 
See Attached Legal Description 
stewart 
,. - guaranty company 
Blaine County Title 




TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
A parcel ofland in the SW¼ and the SW¼SE¼ of Section 6 and also in the E½NW¼, NW¼NE¼, 
S½NE¼ and the N½SE¼ of Section 7, more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW¼, said Section 6, which 
point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°51 '45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 
to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°35' 18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 to 
an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW¼SE¼, said Section 6; 
Thence South 89°42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼SE¼, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25' 10" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼SE¼, Section 
6 to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°17'54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NW¼NE¼, said 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NW¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the SE¼NE¼, 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northeast comer of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence south 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SE¼NE¼, Section 
7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast comer of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the NE¼SE¼, Section 
7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NE¼SE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the N½SE¼, 
Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Southerly boundary with the Northeasterly 
boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an 
iron pin on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary of the 
S½NE¼, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89°58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along said 
Southerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said S½NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 
and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°22' 13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 
7 to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of said NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58' 18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the Sw¼, Section 6 to 
an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
Westerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW¼, Section 6 to 
the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
·stewart 
- ~---- --• title guaranty company 
Blaine County Title 
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LITIGATION GUARANTEE 
Now Described as: 
Parcel 1 and Parcel 2, Block 1 of BELLE RANCH SUBDIVISION, according to the 
official plat thereof, recorded as Instrument No. 563443, Records of Blaine County, 
Idaho. 
Excepting that portion formally shown on the Blaine County Assessor rolls as Tax Lot 
4913 Township 1 North, Range 19 East, Boise Meridian, Blaine County, Idaho. 
·stewart 
- .. title guaranty company 
Blaine County Title 




Order Number: 1016761 Guarantee No: G-2226-20425 
Defects, liens, encumbrances or other matters affecting title: 
PART I 
1. General taxes for the year 2010, a lien due, but not yet payable. 
Note: General taxes for the year 2009, a lien in the amount of $316.86, which are paid in full. 
(Parcel No. RP000450010010) 
Note: General taxes for the year 2009, a lien in the amount of $158.54, which are paid in full. 
(Parcel No. RP000450010020) 
2. Mortgage from South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company to Mountain 
West Bank recorded 10/14/2005 as Instrument No. 527439, securing a note in the original 
principal sum of $2,850,000.00, and other obligations described therein 
Modified by the instrument recorded 12/01/2006 as Instrument No. 542378, records of Blaine 
County, Idaho. 
Partial Release of Lien as to Water Rights recorded as Instrument No's 568681, 574996, 574997, 
574998, 574999, 575000, 575001, records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
3. Mortgage from South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company to Mountain 
West Bank recorded 6/13/08 as Instrument No. 558904, securing a note in the original principal 
sum of $1,040,000.00, and other obligations described therein 
4. Mortgage from South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company to Mountain 
West Bank recorded 10/24/2008 as Instrument No. 562481, securing a note in the original 
principal sum of $1,040,000.00, and other obligations described therein 
5. Notes, Easements and Restrictions as shown on the plat of Belle Ranch Subdivision, recorded 
December 12, 2008 as Instrument No. 563443, records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
Consent of Lien Holder, executed by Mountain West Bank, recorded December 10, 2008 as 
Instrument No. 563383, records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
-stewart 
-·-guaranty company Blaine County Title 
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LITIGATION GUARANTEE 
Order Number: l 016761 
SCHEDULEB 
PART II 
Guarantee No: G-2226-20425 
1. South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
stewart 
- ---•- guaranty company 
Blaine County Title 




Order Number: 1016761 Guarantee No: 2226-20425 
ADDRESSES 
South County Estates, LLC, PO Box 1539, Ketchum ID 83340 
South County Estates, LLC, 105 Gannett Rd, Bellevue ID 83313 
South County Estates, LLC, 183 Gannett Rd, Bellevue ID 83313 
John Scherer, Registered Agent, 124 Deer Valley Ln, Hailey ID 83333 
South County Estates, LLC, John Scherer, PO Box 2127, Ketchum ID 83340 
··stewart 
. -· ..... title guaranty company 
Blaine County Title 





DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE AGREEMENT 
This Agreement is made on J.l June 2010 by and between South County Estates, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company ("Owner"), Charles Holt and John Scherer 
("Guarantors"), and Mountain West Bank, an Idaho corporation ("Lender") agree as follows: 
A. Owner is the fee simple title owner of certain real property particularly described as: 
In Blaine County, Idaho, 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY, 
IDAHO 
A parcel of land in the SW1/4 and the SW1/4SE1/4 of Section 6 and also in the 
E1/2NW1/4, NW1/4NE1/4, S1/2NE1/4 and the N1/2SE1/4 of Section 7, more particularly 
described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW1/4, said Section 
6, which point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°51 '45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4, Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°35'18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW1 /4, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW1/4SE1/4, said Section 
6; 
Thence South 89°42'45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW1/4SE1/4, 
Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25'1 O" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said 
SW1/4SE1/4, Section 6; 
Thence South 0° 17'54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the 
NW1/4NE1/4, said Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said 
NW1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SE1/4NE1/4, 
Section 7; 
Thence South 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast corner of said 
SE1/4NE1/4, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the 
NE1/4SE1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said NE1/4SE1/4, 
Section 7; 
Thence South 89°50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the 
N1/2SE1/4, Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Southerly boundary with 
the Northeasterly boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary 
to an iron pin on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary 
of the S1/2NE1/4, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89°58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along 
said Southerly boundary of the S1/2NE1/4, Section 7 to an iron pin; 
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' . 
6/10/08 Ed Sinnott and Carol Sinnott 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 37-
5778T, and 37-2630 [Not more than 
2 acres [ <2/289] of water riahts] 
The Contract of Sale between Owner as seller and Harry S. Rinker, individually and as trustee 
for the Harry S. Rinker and Diane J. Rinker Revocable Trust, dated May 10, 1996 as Amended 
and Restated as buyer[s] and the subject of an action in the District Court of the Fifth Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, Blaine County Case No. CV-2009-514 has been cancelled and 
said action dismissed. 
B. To evidence and secure that certain loan made by Lender to Owner, Owner has executed 
and delivered to Lender the following documents: 
Lender is the owner and record holder of a certain loan to the Owner in the original 
principal sum of $1,040,000.00, Lender Loan No. 817304207 ("Loan 4207"), which Loan 4207 is 
evidenced by and payable to Lender pursuant to the terms of a certain Promissory Note issued 
by Owner to Lender March 13, 2008 in the principal amount of $1,040,000.00 and payable 
according to the terms thereof; a certain loan to the Owner in the original principal sum of 
$5,670,000.00, Lender Loan No. 817301542 ("Loan 1542"), which Loan 1542 is evidenced by 
and payable to Lender pursuant to the terms of a certain Promissory Note issued by Owner to 
Lender November 28, 2006 in the principal amount of $5,670,000.00 and payable according to 
the terms thereof; a certain loan to the Owner in the original principal sum of $249,000.00, 
Lender Loan No. 817304454 ("Loan 4454"), which Loan 4454 is evidenced by and payable to 
Lender pursuant to the terms of a certain Promissory Note issued by Owner to Lender October 
17, 2008 in the principal amount of $253,702.93 and payable according to the terms thereof; 
and a certain loan to the Owner in the original principal sum of $249,000.00, Lender Loan No. 
817005609 ("Loan 5609"), which Loan 5609 is evidenced by and payable to Lender pursuant to 
the terms of a certain Promissory Note issued by Owner to Lender October 17, 2008 in the 
principal amount of $253,702.93 and payable according to the terms thereof (collectively 
"Notes"). Guarantors issued their Guaranties of the performance of Owner to Lender. 
C. Payment of the Notes is secured by certain mortgages encumbering the Property, 
recorded October 14, 2005 as Blaine County, Idaho, Instrument 527439, modified by instrument 
recorded December 1, 2006 as Blaine County, Idaho, Instrument 542378; mortgage 
encumbering the same property recorded June 13, 2008 as Blaine County, Idaho, Instrument 
558904; and mortgage recorded October 24, 2008 as Blaine County, Idaho, Instrument 562481 
(collectively "Mortgages") ("Notes," "Guaranties," and "Mortgages" are collectively "Loan 
Documents"). Partial Release of Lien as to Water Rights recorded as Instrument No's 568681, 
574996, 574997, 574998,574999,575000,575001, records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
C. The Mortgage recorded as Instrument 527439, as modified, created a first lien and 
security interest in the Property. 
D. Owner acknowledges and represents to Lender, on which representations Lender has 
relied in entering into and performing this Agreement, there has been a material default under 
the Loan Documents for failure of the Owner to make monthly payments since November 2009. 
Specifically, 
(i) As of 1 June 2010, the outstanding balance owing on the Notes secured by the 
Mortgages is $7,569,085.18. Additional interest accrues at the rate $957.83/day from that date 
plus unpaid real estate taxes, which sums, together with all other costs, charges, and fees, 
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including attorney fees, are secured by the Mortgages, and are referred to in this Agreement 
collectively as the "Mortgage Debt;" 
(ii) The Mortgage Debt is justly due, owing, and delinquent, and there is no offset, defense, 
or counterclaim that Owner could interpose in connection with it; 
(iii) Lender has demanded that Owner pay the Mortgage Debt, but Owner has failed to do 
so; 
(iv) Lender has the immediate right to pursue all of its remedies under the Notes and 
Mortgages, and to foreclose the Mortgages on the Property; and 
(v) The fair market value of the property is less than the Mortgage Debt. 
E. Owner has requested that, in view of the lack of equity in the Property, and to avoid time-
consuming, expensive, and needless costs, Lender accept a settlement under which the 
Property would be transferred to Lender by Owner, and Owner and Guarantors would be 
released from any personal liability for a money judgment or a deficiency judgment on the Notes 
and Mortgages. Lender is willing to accept such a settlement, with full reservation of rights that it 
has under any other agreement with Owner and Guarantors on the terms and conditions set 
forth in this Agreement. 
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing recitals, and for other good and 
valuable consideration, including Lender's release of Owner and Guarantors from personal 
liability for a money judgment or a deficiency judgment on the Notes and Mortgages as provided 
in this Agreement, the receipt and adequacy of which are mutually acknowledged, the parties do 
covenant and agree as follows: 
1. Conveyance 
A. Simultaneously with the execution of this Agreement, and in consideration of the 
respective promises, covenants, and undertakings under this Agreement, Owner has executed 
and will deliver to Lender on the Closing Date a Deed in recordable form, conveying the 
Property, and such other documents as may be necessary to effect the transfer of the Property, 
including but not limited to Owner's interest in the above described contracts for sale of water 
rights, designated as Water Rights Nos. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630. 
Richard D. Fosbury granted a Deed of Trust of the following described real property in Blaine 
County, Idaho, to secure payment of the Notes: 
Deed of Trust to secure an indebtedness in the amount shown below, and any other 
obligations secured thereby: 
Amount: $249,000.00 
Dated: 10/17/2008 
Granter: Richard Fosbury, a single man 
Trustee: Blaine County Title Associates 
Beneficiary: Mountain West Bank 
Recorded: 10/22/2008, as Instrument No. 562400, records of Blaine County, Idaho; 
Describing the following property in Blaine County, Idaho: 
Lot 37A, Block 4 of GRIFFIN RANCH P.U.D. SUBDIVISION PHASE 1 BLOCK 4: 
LOTS 35A, 37 A, 42A 43A & 44A, according to the official plat thereof, recorded as 
Instrument No. 531178, Records of Blaine County, Idaho ("Fosbury Property"). 
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Owner shall cause Fosbury to deliver to Lender on the Closing Date a Deed covering the 
Fosbury Property in recordable form, conveying the Property, and such other documents as 
may be necessary to effect the transfer of the Fosbury Property. The foregoing Deeds, together 
with this Agreement and Estoppel Certificate are referred to in this Agreement collectively as 
the "Transfer Documents." 
B. The Transfer Documents are intended to be and are acknowledged by Owner to effect an 
absolute conveyance and an unconditional transfer of the Property, and all rights, title, interest, 
income, rents, royalties, and profits in connection with the Property, as of the closing date of this 
transaction, and are not given as security. The title to the Property transferred to Lender shall 
remain subject to the Mortgages to the full extent of the Mortgage Debt. In the event, contrary to 
the foregoing, it is, at any time, determined that Owner has any equitable or statutory rights of 
redemption in the Property, then, for the considerations set forth in this Agreement, Owner, by 
and through this Agreement, sells, transfers, and conveys to Lender and waives for itself any 
and all equitable and statutory rights of redemption with respect to the Property. 
C. The delivery, acceptance, and recording of the Transfer Documents shall not, in any way 
or manner whatsoever, result in a merger of the interest of Lender as lender and the interest of 
Lender as fee holder of the Property. The acceptance of the Transfer Documents shall not be 
deemed a waiver by Lender of its claim of priority under the Mortgages over any other liens, 
Mortgage, security interests, or encumbrances of any kind or nature now existing or to be 
placed on the Property or any part of the Property. The delivery, acceptance, and recording of 
the Transfer Documents shall not affect or prejudice, in any way, the right of Lender to foreclose 
the Mortgages by judicial proceedings or otherwise. Nor does this Agreement or Lender's 
acceptance of the Transfer Documents affect any other obligation Owner has to Lender under 
this or any other agreement not expressly specified in this Agreement. Owner expressly 
acknowledges that its liabilities on other promissory notes executed and issued to Lender are 
unaffected by this Agreement. The Notes and Mortgages and the lien imposed by the 
Mortgages shall, in all respects, survive the recording of the Transfer Documents, and, except 
only as the same may be otherwise expressly modified in this Agreement, Owner ratifies and 
confirms the Notes, Mortgages, and any other agreement executed by Owner for Lender in all 
respects. Lender also retains the right to file an action to specifically enforce Owner's 
obligations under this Agreement or cancel it in the event of Owner's default hereunder. 
D. Owner warrants and represents to Lender, on which warranties and representations 
Lender has relied and will continue to rely, that: 
(i) Owner is the owner in fee simple of the Property; 
(ii) Owner has the power, capacity, and authority to execute and deliver the Transfer 
Documents to Lender, and has done so freely and voluntarily, with full knowledge and without 
duress; 
(iii) Owner has not transferred, by sale, assignment, or otherwise, to any person, 
partnership, corporation, or other entity, all or any part of any right, title, or interest which it may 
have in and to the Property prior to date of this Agreement; 
(iv) To the best of Owner's knowledge, the Transfer Documents convey to Lender good and 
marketable title to the Property, free and clear of all liens, security interests, encumbrances, 
agreements, encroachments, overlaps, special assessments, claims, leases, tenancies, 
adverse interests, federal or state taxes, and defects, except: (a) the Mortgage; (b) easements 
and restrictions of record as disclosed by the litigation guaranty issued by Stewart Title 
Guaranty Company, Order No. 1016761 and deemed acceptable by Lender; and (c) unpaid real 
estate taxes. 
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(v) All water rights appurtenant and personal property affixed to the Property are conveyed 
to Lender as of the date of the Deed. 
(vi) There are no contracts for deed, land contracts, or other executory agreements 
whatsoever for the sale or transfer of any part of the Property, except for the contracts for sale 
of water rights described above, which contracts are assigned to Lender and an oral lease of 
the real property described above to Gerald Bashaw as lessee; 
(vii) There are no management, service, maintenance, employment, or brokerage contracts 
or agreements or obligations, commitments, or arrangements, written or oral, with respect to the 
Property; 
(viii) Owner has not received any notice with respect to, and to the best of its knowledge, 
information and belief, there are no violations of, any past or present governmental regulations, 
zoning or other ordinances, statutes, codes or orders of any type, formal or informal, with 
respect to the Property which may affect the operation, development, or use of the Property, 
including without limitation, all federal, state, and local statutes, regulations, codes or orders 
regarding environmental, health, and safety matters; 
(ix) There are no underground storage tanks, PCB's, asbestos or hazardous wastes or 
substances located on the Property, and no on-site storage, treatment, or disposal of hazardous 
waste has been made; 
(x) Owner is not a "foreign person" as that term is defined in Section l 44t:itf) ot u,,, ! i~k:1 °,ai 
Revenue Code and the Regulations, as amended, or any successor to same; and 
(xi) No materials have been delivered to the Property and no labor has been performed on 
the Property for 120 days prior to the date of this Agreement. No supplier or laborer or any other 
person has the right to place or maintain, or has placed or maintained, a lien against the 
Property; except a lien in the Property recorded by Galena Engineering, Inc., Blaine County Inst. 
578068 and a lien recorded by Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC, Blaine County Inst. 578164. 
Owner shall cause these liens to be removed or discharged prior to closing. There are no 
choate or inchoate liens outstanding against the Property. Owner agrees to execute any 
certificates, waivers, documents, or sworn statements that may be required by Lender, or by the 
title insurance company insuring Lender's title to the Property, to evidence Owner's 
representations and warranties contained in this subparagraph. 
2. Property and Obligations 
A. Owner further warrants and represents to Lender, on which warranties and 
representations Lender has relied and will continue to rely, that 
(i) There are no leases or any oral or written agreements in effect or in existence with 
respect to the Property. 
(ii) There is no actual or threatened litigation involving or affecting the Property. Owner 
agrees to and shall defend, indemnify, and hold Lender harmless from any and all liability, 
costs, and expenses, including reasonable attorney fees, arising from any litigation or 
threatened litigation as of the date of this Agreement, and as of the closing date set forth 
involving or affecting the Property. 
B. Owner shall pay and be responsible for and shall defend, indemnify, and hold Lender 
harmless from and against any and all claims for salaries, fees, compensation, costs, expenses, 
charges of any type, and all liabilities and obligations of any kind and nature, whether due now, 
accrued, or arising in connection with any of the obligations incurred or contracted for by Owner 
relative to or concerning the Property. Anything contained in this Agreement to the contrary 
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notwithstanding, no employee of Owner shall now or in the future be deemed an employee of 
Lender. 
3. Possession and Indemnity 
A. Simultaneously with the delivery of the fully executed Transfer Documents, including this 
Agreement, on the closing date set forth in this Agreement, Owner shall deliver possession and 
enjoyment of the Property to Lender. Lender shall then have the immediate right to manage, 
operate, use, possess, sell, and transfer the Property or any part of the Property for its own 
account to the total exclusion of Owner. 
B. Owner covenants and agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold Lender harmless from and 
against: 
(i) Any and all liabilities or obligations of every kind and nature incurred or accrued prior to 
the closing date of this transaction with respect to the Property, whether arising from acts or 
omissions of Owner, its agents or employees, or otherwise, including, but not limited to, all 
liabilities and obligations for which Owner would have been, or will be, liable had Owner not 
transferred title to the property to Lender pursuant to this Agreement; and 
(ii) Any and all liabilities and obligations including, but not limited to, any federal, state, 
county, or city taxes or tax liens and assessments (other than real estate taxes and special 
assessments) which have attached or may at any time attach to the Property as a result of any 
act or omission of Owner, its agents or employees, occurring before the closing date of this 
transaction; and 
(iii) Any and all liabilities and obligations arising from any breach of the warranties, 
representations, covenants, and agreements of Owner contained in this Agreement. 
C. Lender shall have no obligation and disclaims all liability for any act or neglect by Owner 
prior to the closing date of this transaction. Lender is not a successor to any such business, and 
has no liability for the debts, acts, or omissions of Owner, or any employees or agents of Owner. 
4. Release of Personal Liability 
Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, including all indemnity provisions contained in it, 
Lender agree not to sue Owner and Guarantors for any money judgment or deficiency judgment 
on the Loan Documents. Owner and Guarantors release Lender from all liabilities and 
obligations (if any) in connection with the Property, on the Loan Documents, and arising out of 
any agreement between Owner or Guarantors, and Lender. Anything contained in this 
Agreement to the contrary notwithstanding, including the foregoing release of liability by Lender, 
Owner shall not be deemed to be released, in any way, from its continuing obligations under the 
terms of this Agreement and on any other agreement with Lender. The release from personal 
liability of Lender as described in this Paragraph shall not be deemed to, and does not, release, 
discharge, or affect, in any way, the Mortgage Debt, or the security and lien of the Mortgages or 
Owner's liability to Lender on any other promissory note or agreement issued by Owner to 
Lender. Lender's covenant not to sue Owner or Guarantors for a money judgment or deficiency 
judgment is limited to the Notes and is merely intended to protect the Owner from any suit by 
Lender based on liabilities under the Notes only. Lender shall retain all other rights and 
remedies against the Owner and the Property on any other agreement, including this 
Agreement, with Owner as provided by law. Under this Agreement, Lender retains the right to 
foreclose the Mortgages by court action or as otherwise permitted by law, and realize on its 
security, seek specific performance of Owner's obligations, and retains all other rights it has 
against Owner pursuant to any other loan agreement or transaction. The provisions of this 
Paragraph shall survive the closing of this transaction. Guarantors consent to the release by 
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Lender of Richard D. Fosbury's guaranty of the performance of Owner to Lender by separate 
agreement between Fosbury and Lender. 
5. Additional Covenants, Warranties, and Representations 
A. Owner and Guarantors covenant that they will not interfere with or oppose Lender in any 
foreclosure proceedings, by court action or otherwise. Owner and Guarantors further covenant 
that they will not interfere with or oppose Lender in any action to quiet title which may be 
brought by Lender to perfect its right, title, and interest in the Property. Owner and Guarantors 
waive the right to a hearing in connection with any foreclosure proceeding or other suit, and 
further waive the right to require the sale of the Property in any such suit to be made in parcels. 
If Owner or Guarantors contest Lender's right to proceed in any suit, in addition to Owner and 
Guarantors being liable to Lender for all damages which Lender may suffer as a result of the 
same, Owner and Guarantors acknowledge and agree that they shall be liable to Lender for all 
reasonable attorney fees and court costs incurred by Lender in any such suit. 
B. Owner warrants and represents to Lender, on which warranty and representation Lender 
has relied and will continue to rely, that it is currently solvent and able to meet and pay Owner's 
obligations as they mature. 
C. Owner will execute all documents and take all steps deemed necessary by Lender to give 
effect to the terms and conditions of this Agreement including but not limited to transfer and 
conveyance of water rights, licenses, and permits appurtenant to the Property. Owner will also 
provide assistance and documents to Lender regarding any water rights proceeding affecting 
the Property. 
D. On the closing date of this transaction, Owner will assign and deliver to Lender all of 
Owner's books, records, plans, and specifications, and other pertinent documents, if any, 
relating to the Property. 
E. Lender represents and warrants to Owner that it is the holder of the Notes and is the 
Lender under the Mortgages and has full power and authority to enter into this Agreement and 
execute the documents being delivered pursuant to the Agreement. 
F. Owner shall pay any and all costs and expenses incurred by Lender in enforcing its rights 
and remedies against Owner with respect to any title defect in the Property not covered by title 
insurance, including reasonable attorney fees incurred by Lender in connection with any such 
proceedings, or otherwise incurred in enforcing any of Lender's rights or remedies against 
Owner under this Agreement, provided Lender is successful in any such proceedings, or in 
defending itself from any action or litigation with respect to any liabilities or obligations for which 
Lender is to be indemnified and held harmless by Owner under this Agreement. 
G. Owner warrants and represents that it has not conveyed, and will not convey, nor permit 
to be conveyed or removed from the Property, except only as may otherwise be expressly 
provided for in this Agreement, any personal property owned by Owner and affixed to the 
Property. 
H. Lender may be required under Section 6015J of the Internal Revenue Code to submit to 
the Internal Revenue Service Owner's taxpayer identification number in connection with the 
acquisition of the Property by Lender. 
I. Owner and Guarantors release and forever discharge Lender, its agents, servants, 
employees, directors, officers, attorneys, branches, affiliates, subsidiaries, successors, and 
assigns, and all persons, firms, corporations, and organizations on its behalf from all damage, 
loss, claims, demands, liabilities, obligations, actions, and causes of action whatsoever, which 
Owner may now have or claim to have against Lender as of the effective date of this 
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Agreement, whether presently known or unknown, and of every nature and extent whatsoever, 
on account of or in any way affecting, concerning, arising out of, or founded on any agreement it 
has with Lender including, but not limited to, all such loss or damage of any kind sustained or 
that might arise as a consequence of the dealings between the parties up to and including the 
effective date of this Agreement. This agreement and covenant on the part of Owner is 
contractual and not a mere recital. As to this Agreement, the parties acknowledge and agree 
that no liability whatsoever is admitted on the part of any party, except Owner's indebtedness to 
Lender under the Note, the Mortgage, and Loan Documents. 
J. As of the date of this Agreement and on the closing date of this transaction, all covenants, 
representations, warranties, documents, acknowledgements, and agreements made by and 
between the parties are and shall be true and accurate and shall continue to be so, and shall 
survive the closing of this transaction. 
6. Conditions to Closing 
A. Lender shall not be required to close the transaction provided for under this Agreement or 
to execute and deliver any of the Transfer Documents, including this Agreement, unless and 
until each and every one of the following conditions has been fulfilled: 
(i) Owner has delivered to Lender any and all documents and instruments to be delivered in 
connection with this Agreement and the Transfer Documents; 
(ii) Lender has received a commitment for an AL TA Form B owner's title insurance policy 
issued by a title company acceptable to Lender in the amount of the outstanding amount of 
principal and interest owed to Lender, showing Lender, or its designee or nominee, to be the 
owner of the Property and all improvements, free and clear of all liens and encumbrances, 
except those acceptable to Lender, and in form and substance satisfactory to Lender, insuring 
over any bankruptcy or related matters. 
(iii) Owner has delivered to Lender all of the information and documentation required by this 
Agreement. Owner has satisfied and complied with all of its covenants and agreements 
contained in this Agreement; 
(iv) All of the representations and warranties of Owner contained in this Agreement are true 
and correct. 
7. Provisions with Respect to Closing 
A. Subject to the fulfillment of all conditions precedent in this Agreement, the closing shall 
take place on or before 17 June 2010. If, for any reason, except Lender's breach, the closing 
does not take place on or before that date, Lender, at its sole option may, by written notice to 
Owner, either terminate this Agreement without any cost, obligation, or liability whatsoever on its 
part, or extend the closing date to a date up to fifteen (15) days beyond the closing date set 
forth above. 
B. All escrow closing costs, if any, all costs of recording, and any other reasonable costs 
incidental to the closing shall be paid by Lender at the time of closing. 
C. At the closing, Owner shall deliver to Lender the following, all in form and substance 
reasonably satisfactory to Lender: 
(i) A Deed and Estoppel Certificate duly executed and acknowledged by Owner conveying 
to Lender, or its designee or nominee, fee simple title to the Property and all improvements on 
the property and appurtenances and all fixtures located on the Property, in proper form for 
recording and subject only to the conditions of title permitted by this Agreement. 
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(ii) All such further conveyances, assignments, confirmations, satisfactions, releases, 
instruments, or further assurances, approvals, consents, and any and all such further 
instruments and documents as may be reasonably necessary, appropriate, expedient, or proper 
in the opinion of Lender to effectuate and complete any and all conveyances, transfers, sales, 
and assignments provided for in this Agreement. 
(iii) If Owner is not a "foreign person," as defined in Section 1445(f) of the Internal Revenu1::, 
Code (the "Code") and the regulations issued under the Code, as amended, then if requested 
by Lender at the closing Owner shall execute and deliver to Lender, under penalty of perjury, a 
certificate so stating to comply with Code Section 1445(b)(2) and the regulations issued under 
same, as amended. If Owner is a "foreign person" or if Owner fails to deliver the required 
certificate at the closing (and if no other full or partial exemption from the withholding provisions 
of Section 1445 of the Code, as amended, applies and is properly documented and delivered to 
Lender), then in such event there will be an adjustment at the closing to the extent required to 
comply with the withholding provisions of Section 1445 of the Code, as amended. The amount 
to be withheld will be retained by the title company for delivery to the Internal Revenue Service 
together with the appropriate Federal tax law forwarding forms required by Section 1445 of the 
Code, as amended (and with copies being provided both to Owner and to Lender). 
D. On compliance with all of the conditions of the closing, Owner shall deliver all of the 
deposits and documents required of it to Lender. Lender shall deliver all of the documents 
required of Lender to Owner as provided in this Agreement. 
8. Absolute Conveyance 
Owner acknowledges and agrees that the conveyance of the Property to Lender in 
accordance with the terms of this Agreement is an absolute conveyance of all of its right, title, 
and interest in and to the Property in fact, as well as form, and was not and is not now intended 
as a Mortgage, trust conveyance, Mortgage, or a security instrument of any kind; that the 
consideration for the conveyance is exactly as recited in this Agreement and that Owner has no 
further interest (including rights of possession, repurchase, cure, or redemption, except only as 
may be otherwise expressly set forth in this Agreement) or claims in and to the Property or to 
the proceeds and profits, if any, which may be derived from the Property, during the period of 
ownership of or on subsequent resale or conveyance by Lender, of any kind whatsoever. 
9. No Merger of Interest 
The parties acknowledge and agree that the release of a money judgment or deficiency 
judgment against Owner under or related to the Notes as contemplated by this Agreement shall 
not affect the status of the Notes and Mortgages which evidence or secure such indebtedness. 
The Notes and Mortgages shall remain in full force and effect after the transaction contemplated 
by this Agreement has been consummated. The parties further acknowledge and agree that the 
interest of Lender in the shall not merge with the interest of Lender in the property under the 
Notes and Mortgages. It is the express intention of each of the parties that such interest of 
Lender in the Property shall not merge, but shall be and remain at all times separate and 
distinct, notwithstanding any union of the interest in Lender now or at any time subsequent by 
purchase, termination, or otherwise, and that the lien of Lender on the Property created by the 
Notes and Mortgages shall be and shall remain at all times a valid and continuous lien on the 
Property until and unless the lien is released of record by Lender. 
10. Notice 
Any notice which is or may be given to any of the parties shall be deemed served if sent by 
certified mail, return receipt requested, as follows: 
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A. As to Owner: PO Box 1539, Ketchum, ID 83340 
B. As to Lender: PO Box 1059, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816. 
11. Miscellaneous 
A. The recitals set forth at the beginning of this Agreement are deemed incorporated in this 
Agreement, and the parties represent that they are true and correct. The representations, 
warranties, covenants, acknowledgements, agreements, and indemnities contained in this 
Agreement, or in any of the documents or agreements executed, delivered, or exchanged 
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, shall survive the closing of this transaction and the 
delivery and recording, where applicable, of the Transfer Documents. 
B. Anything contained in this Agreement notwithstanding, by accepting the Transfer 
Documents, Lender does not, and does not intend to, assume any obligations of Owner in 
connection with the Property or otherwise, or any other obligation or liability other than as 
provided in this Agreement. Lender is not and shall not be deemed to be the business 
successor of Owner, and is not continuing the business of Owner. Owner shall not be liable for 
any debts, contracts, obligations, or liabilities of Lender from and after the date of this 
Agreement. 
C. This Agreement is made in the state of Idaho and shall be construed in accordance with 
the laws of Idaho. If any provision of this Agreement is in conflict with any statute or rule of law 
of the State of Idaho or is otherwise unenforceable, the provision shall be deemed null and void 
only to the extent of such conflict or unenforceability, and shall be deemed separate from and 
shall not invalidate any other provision of this Agreement. 
D. It is understood and agreed that this Agreement may be executed in several 
counterparts, each of which shall, for all purposes, be deemed an original. All of the 
counterparts, taken together, shall constitute one and the same Agreement, even though all of 
the parties may not have executed the same counterpart of this Agreement. 
E. This Agreement may not be amended or modified except in writing executed by all the 
parties to this Agreement. 
F. Owner and Guarantors acknowledge that they thoroughly read and reviewed the terms 
and provisions of this Agreement. Owner and Guarantors are familiar with the terms of this 
Agreement. The terms and provisions contained in this Agreement have been thoroughly read 
by Owner and Guarantors and are clearly understood. Owner and Guarantors fully and 
unconditionally consented to by them, and has had the full benefit and advice of counsel of their 
own selection, or the opportunity to obtain the benefit and advice of counsel of their own 
selection, in regard to understanding the terms, meaning, and effectiveness of this Agreement. 
Owner and Guarantors further acknowledge that execution of this Agreement and the Transfer 
Documents is done freely, voluntarily, with full knowledge, and without duress, and that in 
executing this Agreement Owner and Guarantors are not relying on any other representations, 
written or oral, express or implied, made to it by any other party. The consideration received by 
Owner and Guarantors under this Agreement has been actual and adequate. 
G. Lender, Owner and Guarantors each acknowledge that there are no other agreements or 
representations, either oral or written, express or implied, that are not embodied in this 
Agreement. This Agreement, the attached Exhibits, and the Transfer Documents represent a 
complete integration of all of the prior and contemporaneous agreements and understanding of 
the parties as to the Notes and Mortgages. All such agreements, understanding, and 
documents, regarding the Notes, Mortgages, and Loan Documents, are superseded by this 
Agreement. 
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H. This Agreement shall be binding on and inure to the benefit of the parties, their respective 
heirs, executors, administrators, personal representatives, successors and assigns. No other 
party shall be a beneficiary under the Agreement. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the 
date first above written. 
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ADDENDUM TO DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE AGREEMENT 
[Disclosures] 
This Addendum is made to the Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure Agreement made on -12-
June 2010 by and between South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company 
("Owner"), Charles Holt and John Scherer ("Guarantors"), and Mountain West Bank, an Idaho 
corporation ("Lender") agree as follows: 
Owner has disclosed to Lender the terms of an oral lease of the Property whereby 
Owner is Lessor and Gerald Bashaw is Lessee. Gerald Bashaw also has a pivot and other 
irrigation equipment on the Property. 
Lender is aware of the partial releases of water rights recorded as Instrument No's 
568681, 574996, 574997, 574998,574999,575000,575001, records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
Owner has disclosed to Lender the 118 mortgage recorded as Instrument 568682, 
records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the 
date first above written. 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK OWNER 
SoutKCd'ynty ~st~tes, LLC 
, . /. I 
1/!/11 i,-, / / (1, '•"' I By: I V "·., --
Guarantors, Member 
I 
Richard D. Fosb'ury, Guarantor-' 
I / / 
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RECORDATION REQUESTED BY: 
Mountain West Bank 
Southern Idaho Comm'I Loan Center 
B02 West Bannock St Suite 1100 
Boise, ID B3702 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
Mountain West Bank 
Southern Idaho Comm'I Loan Center 
802 West Bannock St Suite 1100 
Boise, ID 83702 
SEND TAX NOTICES TO: 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C. 
PO SOX 1539 
KETCHUM. ID 83340 
MORTGAGE 
Instrument # 558904 
HAILEY, BLAINE, IDAHO 
6-13-2008 11:47:00 No.ofPages:9 
Recorded for: BLAINE COUNTY fflLE 
JOLYNN DRAGE Fee: 27.00 f 
::.=::=.s~oe=ED=TRUST==IIIT=G::-----.,,-.nr,11-f,-~ 
SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE IS FOR RECORDER'S USE ONLY 
THIS MORTGAGE dated June 13, 2008, is made and executed between SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C., AN 
IDAHO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, whose address is 124 DEER VALLEY LN, HAILEY, ID 83333 (referred to 
below as "Grantor") and Mountain West Bank, whose address is 802 West Bannock St Suite 1100, Boise, ID 
83702 (referred to below as "Lender"), 
GRANT OF MORTGAGE, For valuable consideration, Grantor mortgages, grants, bargains, sells and conveys to Lender all of Grantor's right, 
title, and interest in and to the following described real property, together with all existing or subsequently erected or affixed buildings, 
improvements and fixtures; all easements, rights of way, and appurtenances; all water, water rights, watercourses and ditch rights (including 
stock in utilities with ditch or irrigation rights); and all other rights, royalties, and profits relatin9 to the real property, including without limitation 
all minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and similar matters, (the "Real Property") located in BLAINE County, State of Idaho: 
See EXHIBIT A, which is attached to this Mortgage and made a part of this Mortgage as if fully set forth herein. 
The Real Property or its address ls commonly known as 280 ACRES @ GANNETT RD, BELLEVUE, ID 83340. The 
Real Property tax identification number is 01N19006098C. 
CROSS·COLLATERALIZATION. In addition to the Note, this Mortgage secures all obligations, debts and liabilities, plus interest thereon, of 
Grantor to Lender, or any one or more of them, as well as all claims by Lender against Grantor or any one or more of them. whether now 
existing or hereafter arising, whether related or unrelated to the purpose of the Note, whether voluntary or otherwise, whether due or not due, 
direct or indirect, determined or undetermined, absolute or contingent, liquidated or unliquidated, whether Granter may be liable individually or 
jointly with others, whether obligated as guarantor, surety, accommodation party or otherwise, and whether recovery upon such amounts may 
be or hereafter may become barred by any statute of limitations, and whether the obligation to repay such amounts may be or hereafter may 
become otherwise unenforceable. 
Granto, presently assigns to Lender all of Grantor's right, title, and interest in and to all present and future leases of the Property and all Rents 
from the Property. In addition, Granter grants to Lender a Uniform Commercial Code security interest in the Personal Property and Rents. 
THIS MORTGAGE. INCLUDING THE ASSIGNMENT OF RENTS AND THE SECURITY INTEREST IN THE RENTS AND PERSONAL PROPERTY, IS 
GIVEN TO SECURE (Al PAYMENT OF THE INDEBTEDNESS AND (Bl PERFORMANCE OF ANY AND ALL OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE NOTE, 
THE RELATED DOCUMENTS. AND THIS MORTGAGE. THIS MORTGAGE IS GIVEN AND ACCEPTED ON THE FOLLOWING TERMS: 
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE. Except as otherwise provided in this Mortgage, Granter shall pay to Lender all amounts secured by this 
Mortgage as they become due and shall strictly perform all of Grantor's obligations under this Mortgage. 
POSSESSION AND MAINTENANCE OF THE PROPERTY. Granter agrees that Grantor's possession and use of the Property shall be governed by 
the following provisions: 
Possession and Use. Until the occurrence of an Event of Default, Granter may (1) remain in possession and control of the Property; (21 
use, operate or manage the Property; and (31 collect the Rents from the Property. The following provisions relate to the use of the 
Property or to other limitations on the Property. 
Duty to Maintain. Granter shall maintain the Property in tenantable condition and promptly perform all repairs, replacements, and 
maintenance necessary to preserve its value. 
Compliance Wrth Environmental Laws. Granto, represents and warrants to Lender that: ( 1 J During the period of Grantor's ownership of 
the Property, there has been no use, generation, manufacture, storage, treatment, disposal, release or threatened release of any Hazardous 
Substance by any person on, under, about or from the Property; (2} Granter has no knowledge of, or reason to believe that there has 
been, except as previously disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in writing, (al any breach or violation of any Environmental Laws, 
(b) any use, generation, manufacture, storage, treatment, disposal, release or threatened release of any Hazardous Substance on, under, 
about or from the Property by any prior owners or occupants of the Property, or (c) any actual or threatened litigation or claims of any 
kind by any person relating to such matters; and (3) Except as previously disclosed to and acknowledged by Lender in writing, (a) neither 
Granter nor any tenant, contractor, agent or other authorized user of the Property shall use, generate, manufacture, store, treat, dispose of 
or release any Hazardous Substance on, under, about or from the Property; and (bl any such activity shall be conducted in compliance 
with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations and ordinances, including without limitation all Environmental Laws. Granter 
authorizes Lender and its agents to enter upon the Property to make such inspections and tests, at Grantor's expense, as Lender may deem 
appropriate to determine compliance of the Property with this section of the Mortgage. Any inspections or tests made by Lender shall be 
for Lender's purposes only and shall not be construed to create any responsibility or liability on the part of Lender to Granto, or to any other 
person. The representations and warranties contained herein are based on Grantor's due diligence in investigating the Property for 
Hazardous Substances. Granter hereby (1) releases and waives any future claims against Lender for indemnity or contribution in the 
event Grantor becomes liable for cleanup or other costs under any such laws; and (2) agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless 
Lender against any and all claims, losses, liabilities, damages, penalties, and expenses which Lender may directly or indirectly sustain or 
suffer resulting from a breach of this section of the Mortgage or as a consequence of any use, generation, manufacture, storage, disposal, 
release or threatened release occurring prior to Grantor's ownership or interest in the Property, whether or not the same was or should 
have been known to Granter. The provisions of this section of the Mortgage, Including the obligation to Indemnify and defend, shall aurvive 
the payment of the Indebtedness and the satisfaction and reconveyance of the lien of this Mortgage and shall not be affected by Lender's 
acquisition of any interest In the Property, whether by foreclosure or otherwise. 
Nuisance, W11t1. Granter shall not cause, conduct or permit any nuisance nor commit, permit, or suffer any stripping of or waste on or to 
the Property or any portion of the Property. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Grantor will not remove, or grant to any other 
party the right to remove, any timber, minerals (including oil and gas), coal, clay, scoria, soil, gravel or rock products without Lender's prior 
written consent. 
Removal of Improvements. Granter shall not demolish or remove any Improvements from the Real Property without Lender's prior written 
consent. As a condition to the removal of any Improvements, Lender may require Granter to make arrangements satisfactory to Lender to 
replace such Improvements with Improvements of at least equal value. 
Lender's Right to Enter. Lender and Lender's agents and representatives may enter upon the Real Property at all reasonable times to attend 
to Lender's Interests and to inspect the Real Property for purposes of Grantor's compliance with the terms and conditions of this Mortgage. 
Compllance whh Governmental Requirements. Granter shall promptly comply with all laws, ordinancas, and regulations, now or hereafter 
in effect, of all governmental authorities applicable to the use or occupancy of the Property, including without limitation, the Americans 
With Disabilities Act. Granto, may contest In good faith any such law, ordinance, or regulation and withhold compliance during any 
proceeding, Including appropriate appeals, so long as Granter has notified Lender in writing prior to doing so and so long as, in Lender's 
sole opinion, Lender's interests in the Property are not jeopardized. Lender may require Grantor to post adequate security or a surety bond, 
reasonably satisfactory to Lender, to protect Lender's interest. 
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Duty to Protect. Granter agrees neither to abandon or leave unattended the Property. Granter shall do all other acts, in addition to those 
acts set forth above in this section, which from the character and use of the Property are reasonably necessary to protect and preserve the 
Property. 
DUE ON SALE - CONSENT BY LENDER. Lender may, at Lender's option, declare immediately due and payable all sums secured by this 
Mortgage upon the sale or transfer, without Lender's prior written consent, of all or any part of the Real Property, or any interest in the Real 
Property. A "sale or transfer" means the conveyance of Real Property or any right, title or interest in the Real Property; whether legal, beneficial 
or equitable; whether voluntary or involuntary; whether by outright sale, deed, installment sale contract, land contract, contract for deed, 
leasehold interest with a term greater than three 131 years, lease-option contract, or by sale, assignment, or transfer of any beneficial interest in 
or to any land trust holding title to the Real Property, or by any other method of conveyance of an interest in the Real Property. If any Granter is 
a corporation, partnership or limited liability company, transfer also includes any change in ownership of more than twenty-five percent (25%) of 
the voting stock, partnership interests or limited liability company interests, as the case may be, of such Granter. However, this option shall not 
be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by federal law or by Idaho law. 
TAXES AND LIENS. The following provisions relating to the taxes and liens on the Property are part of this Mortgage: 
Payment. Granter shall pay when due land in all events prior to delinquency) all taxes, payroll taxes, special taxes, assessments, water 
charges and sewer service charges levied against or on account of the Property, and shall pay when due all claims for work done on or tor 
services rendered or material furnished to the Property. Granter shall maintain the Property free of any liens having priority over or equal to 
the interest of Lender under this Mortgage, except for the Existing Indebtedness referred to in this Mortgage or those liens specifically 
agreed to in writing by Lender, and except for the lien of taxes and assessments not due as further specified in the Right to Contest 
paragraph. 
Right to Contest. Granter may withhold payment of any tax, assessment, or claim in connection with a good faith dispute over the 
obligation to pay, so long as Lender's interest in the Property is not jeopardized. If a lien arises or is filed as a result of nonpayment, 
Granter shall within fifteen 115) days after the lien arises or, if a lien is filed, within fifteen (15) days after Granter has notice of the filing, 
secure the discharge of the lien, or if requested by Lender, deposit with Lender cash or a sufficient corporate surety bond or other security 
satisfactory to Lender in an amount sufficient to discharge the lien plus any costs and reasonable attorneys' fees, or other charges that 
could accrue as a result of a foreclosure or sale under the lien. In any contest, Granter shall defend itself and Lender and shall satisfy any 
adverse judgment before enforcement against the Property. Granter shall name Lender as an additional obligee under any surety bond 
furnished in the contest proceedings. 
Evidence of Payment. Granter shall upon demand furnish to Lender satisfactory evidence of payment of the taxes or assessments and shall 
authorize the appropriate governmental official to deliver to Lender at any time a written statement of the taxes and assessments against 
the Property. 
Notice of Construction. Granter shall notify Lender at least fifteen (15) days before any work is commenced, any services are furnished, or 
any materials are supplied to the Property, if any mechanic's lien, materialmen's lien, or other lien could be asserted on account of the 
work, services, or materials. Granter will upon request of Lender furnish to Lender advance assurances satisfactory to Lender that Granter 
can and will pay the cost of such improvements. 
PROPERTY DAMAGE INSURANCE. The following provisions relating to insuring the Property are a part of this Mortgage: 
Maintenance of Insurance. Granter shall procure and maintain policies of fire insurance with standard extended coverage endorsements on 
a replacement basis for the full insurable value covering all Improvements on the Real Property in an amount sufficient to avoid application 
of any coinsurance clause, and with a standard mortgagee clause in favor of Lender. Granter shall also procure and maintain 
comprehensive general liability insurance in such coverage amounts as Lender may request with Lender being named as additional insureds 
in such liability insurance policies. Additionally, Grantor shall maintain such other insurance, including but not limited to hazard, business 
interruption and boiler insurance as Lender may require. Policies shall be written by such insurance companies and in such form as may be 
reasonably acceptable to Lender. Granter shall deliver to Lender certificates of coverage from each insurer containing a stipulation that 
coverage will not be cancelled or diminished without a minimum of thirty (30) days' prior written notice to Lender and not containing any 
disclaimer of the insurer's liability for failure to give such notice. Each insurance policy also shall include an endorsement providing that 
coverage in favor of Lender will not be impaired in any way by any act, omission or default of Grantor or any other person. Should the Real 
Property be located in an area designated by the Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency as a special flood hazard area, 
Granter agrees to obtain and maintain Federal Flood Insurance, if available, within 45 days after notice is given by Lender that the Property 
is located in a special flood hazard area, for the full unpaid principal balance of the loan and any prior liens on the property securing the 
loan, up to the maximum policy limits set under the National Flood Insurance Program, or as otherwise required by Lender, and to maintain 
such insurance for the term of the loan. 
Application of Proceeds. Granter shall promptly notify Lender of any loss or damage to the Property. Lender may make proof of loss if 
Granter fails to do so within fifteen (15) days of the casualty. Whether or not Lender's security is impaired, Lender may, at Lender's 
election, receive and retain the proceeds of any insurance and apply the proceeds to the reduction of the Indebtedness, payment of any lien 
affecting the Property, or the restoration and repair of the Property. If Lender elects to apply the proceeds to restoration and repair, Granter 
shall repair or replace the damaged or destroyed Improvements in a manner satisfactory to Lender. Lender shall, upon satisfactory proof of 
such expenditure, pay or reimburse Granter from the proceeds for the reasonable cost of repair or restoration if Grantor is not in default 
under this Mortgage. Any proceeds which have not been disbursed within 180 days after their receipt and which Lender has not 
committed to the repair or restoration of the Property shall be used first to pay any amount owing to Lender under this Mortgage, then to 
pay accrued interest, and the remainder, if any, shall be applied to the principal balance of the Indebtedness. If Lender holds any proceeds 
after payment in full of the Indebtedness, such proceeds shall be paid to Granter as Grantor's interests may appear. 
Compliance with Existing Indebtedness. During the period in which any Existing Indebtedness described below is in effect, compliance with 
the insurance provisions contained in the instrument evidencing such Existing Indebtedness shall constitute compliance with the insurance 
provisions under this Mortgage, to the extent compliance with the terms of this Mortgage would constitute a duplication of insurance 
requirement. If any proceeds from the insurance become payable on loss, the provisions in this Mortgage for division of proceeds shall 
apply only to that portion of the proceeds not payable to the holder of the Existing Indebtedness. 
Grantor's Report on Insurance. Upon request of Lender, however not more than once a year, Granter shall furnish to Lender a report on 
each existing policy of insurance showing: (1 I the name of the insurer; (2) the risks insured; (31 the amount of the policy; !41 the 
property insured, the then current replacement value of such property, and the manner of determining that value; and (5) the expiration 
date of the policy. Granter shall, upon request of Lender, have an independent appraiser satisfactory to Lender determine the cash value 
replacement cost of the Property. 
LENDER'S EXPENDITURES. If any action or proceeding is commenced that would materially affect Lender's Interest In the Property or if Granter 
fails to comply with any provision of this Mortgage or any Related Documents, including but not limited to Grantor's failure to comply with any 
obligation to maintain Existing Indebtedness in good standing as required below, or to discharge or pay when due any amounts Granter is 
required to discharge or pay under this Mortgage or any Related Documents, Lender on Grantor's behalf may (but shall not be obligated to) take 
any action that Lender deems appropriate, including but not limited to discharging or paying all taxes, liens, security interests, encumbrances 
and other claims, at any time levied or placed on the Property and paying all costs for insuring, maintaining and preserving the Property. All 
such expenditures incurred or paid by Lender for such purposes will then bear interest at the rate charged under the Note from the date incurred 
or paid by Lender to the date of repayment by Granter. All such expenses will become a part of the Indebtedness and, at Lender's option, will 
(A) be payable on demand; (Bl be added to the balance of the Note and be apportioned among and be payable with any installment payments 
to become due during either (1) the term of any applicable insurance policy; or (2) the remaining term of the Note; or (Cl ba treated as a 
balloon payment which will be due and payable at the Note's maturity. The Mortgage also will secure payment of these amounts. Such right 
shall be In addition to all other rights and remedies to which Lender may be entitled upon Default. 
WARRANTY: DEFENSE OF TITLE, The following provisions relating to ownership of the Property are a part of this Mortgage: 
TIiie. Granter warrants that: (a) Granter holds good and marketable title of record to the Property in fee simple, free and clear of all liens 
and encumbrances other than those set forth in the Real Property description or in the Existing Indebtedness section below or in any title 
insurance policy, title report, or final title opinion Issued in favor of, and accepted by, Lender in connection with this Mortgage, and (b) 
Granter has the full right, power, and authority to execute and deliver this Mortgage to Lender. 
Defanse of Tltla. Subject to the exception in the paragraph above, Granter warrants and will forever defend the title to the Property against 
the lawful claims of all persons. In the event any action or proceeding is commenced that questions Grantor's title or the interest of Lender 
under this Mortgage, Granter shall defend the action at Grantor's expense. Granter may be the nominal party in such proceeding, but 
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Grantor will deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Lender such instruments as Lender may request from time to time to permit such 
participation. 
Compliance With Laws. Granto, warrants that the Property and Grantor's use of the Property complies with all existing applicable laws, 
ordinances, and regulations of governmental authorities. 
Survival of Representations and Warranties. All representations, warranties, and agreements made by Grantor in this Mortgage shall 
survive the execution and delivery of this Mortgage, shall be continuing in nature, and shall remain in full force and effect until such time as 
Grantor's Indebtedness shall be paid in full. 
EXISTING INDEBTEDNESS. The following provisions concerning Existing Indebtedness are a part of this Mortgage: 
Existing Lien. The lien of this Mortgage securing the Indebtedness may be secondary and inferior to the lien securing payment of an 
existing obligation to MOUNTAIN WEST BANK. The existing obligation has a current principal balance of approximately $5,669,975.00 
and is in the original principal amount of $5,670,000.00. Grantor expressly covenants and agrees to pay, or see to the payment of, the 
Existing Indebtedness and to prevent any default on such indebtedness, any default under the instruments evidencing such indebtedness, or 
any default under any security documents for such indebtedness. 
No Modification. Granter shall not enter into any agreement with the holder of any mortgage, deed of trust, or other security agreement 
which has priority over this Mortgage by which that agreement is modified, amended, extended, or renewed without the prior written 
consent of Lender. Granter shall neither request nor accept any future advances under any such security agreement without the prior 
written consent of Lender. 
CONDEMNATION. The following provisions relating to condemnation proceedings are a part of this Mortgage: 
Proceedings. If any proceeding in condemnation is filed, Granter shall promptly notify Lender in writing, and Grantor shall promptly take 
such steps as may be necessary to defend the action and obtain the award. Granter may be the nominal party in such proceeding, but 
Lender shall be entitled to participate in the proceeding and to be represented in the proceeding by counsel of its own choice, and Grantor 
will deliver or cause to be delivered to Lender such instruments and documentation as may be requested by Lender from time to time to 
permit such participation. 
Application of Net Proceeds. If all or any part of the Property is condemned by eminent domain proceedings or by any proceeding or 
purchase in lieu of condemnation, Lender may at its election require that all or any portion of the net proceeds of the award be applied to 
the Indebtedness or the repair or restoration of the Property. The net proceeds of the award shall mean the award alter payment of all 
reasonable costs, expenses, and attorneys' fees incurred by Lender in connection with the condemnation. 
IMPOSITION OF TAXES, FEES ANO CHARGES BY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITIES. The following provisions relating to governmental taxes, 
fees and charges are a part of this Mortgage: 
Current Taxes, Fees and Charges. Upon request by Lender, Grantor shall execute such documents in addition to this Mortgage and take 
whatever other action is requested by Lender to perfect and continue Lender's lien on the Real Property. Granter shall reimburse Lender for 
all taxes, as described below, together with all expenses incurred in recording, perfecting or continuing this Mortgage, including without 
limitation all taxes, fees, documentary stamps, and other charges for recording or registering this Mortgage. 
Taxes. The following shall constitute taxes to which this section applies: (11 a specific tax upon this type of Mortgage or upon all or any 
part of the Indebtedness secured by this Mortgage; (2) a specific tax on Granter which Granter is authorized or required to deduct from 
payments on the Indebtedness secured by this type of Mortgage; (3) a tax on this type of Mortgage chargeable against the Lender or the 
holder of the Note; and (41 a specific tax on all or any portion of the Indebtedness or on payments of principal and interest made by 
Granter. 
Subsequent Taxes. If any tax to which this section applies is enacted subsequent to the date of this Mortgage, this event shall have the 
same effect as an Event of Default, and Lender may exercise any or all of its available remedies for an Event of Default as provided below 
unless Granter either (1) pays the tax before it becomes delinquent, or (2) contests the tax as provided above in the Taxes and Liens 
section and deposits with Lender cash or a sufficient corporate surety bond or other security satisfactory to Lender, 
SECURITY AGREEMENT; FINANCING STATEMENTS. The following provisions relating to this Mortgage as a security agreement are a part of 
this Mortgage: 
Security Agreement. This instrument shall constitute a Security Agreement to the extent any of the Property constitutes fixtures, and 
Lender shall have all of the rights of a secured party under the Uniform Commercial Code as amended from time to time. 
Security Interest. Upon request by Lender, Granter shall take whatever action is requested by Lender to perfect and continue Lender's 
security interest in the Rents and Personal Property. In addition to recording this Mortgage in the real property records, Lender may, at any 
time and without further authorization from Granter, file executed counterparts, copies or reproductions of this Mortgage as a financing 
statement. Granter shall reimburse Lender for all expenses incurred in perfecting or continuing this security interest. Upon default, Granter 
shall not remove, sever or detach the Personal Property from the Property. Upon default, Granter shall assemble any Personal Property not 
affixed to the Property in a manner and at a place reasonably convenient to Granter and Lender and make it available to Lender within three 
(31 days alter receipt of written demand from Lender to the extent permitted by applicable law. 
Addresses. The mailing addresses of Granter (debtor) and Lender (secured party) from which information concerning the security interest 
granted by this Mortgage may be obtained (each as required by the Uniform Commercial Code) are as stated on the first page of this 
Mortgage. 
FURTHER ASSURANCES: ATTORNEY-IN-FACT. The following provisions relating to further assurances and attorney-in-fact are a part of this 
Mortgage: 
Further Assurances. At any time, and from time to time, upon request of Lender, Granter will make, execute and deliver, or will cause to 
be made, executed or delivered, to Lender or to Lender's designee, and when requested by Lender, cause to be filed, recorded, refiled, or 
rerecorded, as the case may be, at such times and in such offices and places as Lender may deem appropriate, any and all such mortgages, 
deeds of trust, security deeds, security agreements, financing statements, continuation statements, instruments of further assurance, 
certificates, and other documents as may, in the sole opinion of Lender, be necessary or desirable in order to effectuate, complete, perfect, 
continue, or preserve (1 I Grantor's obligations under the Note, this Mortgage, and the Related Documents, and (21 the liens and 
security interests created by this Mortgage on the Property, whether now owned or hereafter acquired by Granter. Unless prohibited by 
law or Lender agrees to the contrary in writing, Granter shall reimburse Lender for all costs and expenses incurred in connection with the 
matters referred to in this paragraph. 
Attorney-In-Fact, If Granter fails to do any of the things referred to in the preceding paragraph, Lender may do so for and in the name of 
Granter and at Grantor's expense. For such purposes, Grantor hereby irrevocably appoints Lender as Grantor's attorney-in-fact for the 
purpose of making, executing, delivering, filing, ·recording, and doing all other things as may be necessary or desirable, in Lender's sole 
opinion, to accomplish the matters referred to in the preceding paragraph. 
PARTIAL RELEASES. Lender shall execute partial releases of the lien of this Mortgage upon the following conditions: 
100% OF NET PROCEEDS FROM SALE OF WATER RIGHTS TO BE APPLIED TO THE LOAN BALANCE. 
FULL PERFORMANCE. If Granter pays all the Indebtedness when due, and otherwise performs all the obligations imposed upon Grantor under 
this Mortgage, Lender shall execute and deliver to Granto, a suitable satisfaction of this Mortgage and suitable statements of termination of any 
financing statement on file evidencing Lender's security interest in the Rents and the Personal Property. Granter will pay, if permitted by 
applicable law, any reasonable termination fee as determined by Lender from time to time. 
EVENTS OF DEFAULT. Each of the following, at Lender's option, shall constitute an Event of Default under this Mortgage: 
Payment Default. Granter fails to make any payment when due under the Indebtedness. 
Default on Other Payments. Failure of Granter within the time required by this Mortgage to make any payment for taxes or insurance, or 
any other payment necessary to prevent filing of or to effect discharge of any lien. 
Otller Default■. Grantor falls to comply with or to perform any other term, obligation, covenant or condition contained in this Mortgage or 
in any of the Related Documents or to comply with or to perform any term, obligation, covenant or condition contained in any other 
agreement between Lender and Granter. 
False Statements, Any warranty, representation or statement made or furnished to Lender by Granter or on Grantor's behalf under this 
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Mortgage or the Related Documents is false or misleading in any material respect, either now or at the time made or furnished or becomes 
false or misleading at any time thereafter. 
Defective Collateralization. This Mortgage or any at the Related Documents ceases to be in full force and effect (including failure of any 
collateral document to create a valid and perfected security interest or lien) at any time and for any reason. 
Death or Insolvency. The dissolution of Grantor's (regardless of whether election to continue is made), any member withdraws from the 
limited liability company, or any other termination of Grantor's existence as a going business or the death of any member, the insolvency of 
Granter, the appointment of a receiver for any part of Grantor's property, any assignment for the benefit of creditors, any type of creditor 
workout, or the commencement of any proceeding under any bankruptcy or insolvency laws by or against Granter. 
Creditor or Forfeiture Proceedings. Commencement of foreclosure or forfeiture proceedings, whether by judicial proceeding, self-help, 
repossession or any other method, by any creditor of Granter or by any governmental agency against any property securing the 
Indebtedness. This includes a garnishment of any of Grantor's accounts, including deposit accounts, with Lender. However, this Event of 
Default shall not apply if there is a good faith dispute by Granter as to the validity or reasonableness of the claim which is the basis of the 
creditor or forfeiture proceeding and if Granter gives Lender written notice of the creditor or forfeiture proceeding and deposits with Lender 
monies or a surety bond for the creditor or forfeiture proceeding, in an amount determined by lender, in its sole discretion, as being an 
adequate reserve or bond for the dispute. 
Existing Indebtedness. The payment of any installment of principal or any interest on the Existing Indebtedness is not made within the time 
required by the promissory note evidencing such indebtedness, or a default occurs under the instrument securing such indebtedness and is 
not cured during any applicable grace period in such instrument, or any suit or other action is commenced to foreclose any existing lien on 
the Property. 
Breach of Other Agreement. Any breach by Granter under the terms at any other agreement between Granter and Lender that is not 
remedied within any grace period provided therein, including without limitation any agreement concerning any indebtedness or other 
obligation of Granter to Lender, whether existing now or later. 
Events Affecting Guarantor. Any of the preceding events occurs with respect to any Guarantor of any of the Indebtedness or any 
Guarantor dies or becomes incompetent, or revokes or disputes the validity of, or liability under, any Guaranty of the Indebtedness. 
Adverse Change. A material adverse change occurs in Grantor's financial condition, or Lender believes the prospect of payment or 
performance of the Indebtedness is impaired. 
Insecurity. Lender in good faith believes itself insecure. 
Right to Cure. If any default, other than a default in payment is curable and if Grantor has not been given a notice of a breach of the same 
provision of this Mortgage within the preceding twelve (12) months, it may be cured if Granter, after receiving written notice from Lender 
demanding cure of such default: (1) cures the default within ten (10) days; or (2) if the cure requires more than ten (10) days, 
immediately initiates steps which Lender deems in Lender's sole discretion to be sufficient to cure the default and thereafter continues and 
completes all reasonable and necessary steps sufficient to produce compliance as soon as reasonably practical. 
RIGHTS AND REMEDIES ON DEFAULT. Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default and at any time thereafter, Lender, at Lender's option, may 
exercise any one or more of the following rights and remedies, in addition to any other rights or remedies provided by law: 
Accelerate Indebtedness. Lender shall have the right at its option without notice to Granter to declare the entire Indebtedness immediately 
due and payable, including any prepayment penalty that Granter would be required to pay. 
UCC Remedies. With respect to all or any part of the Personal Property, Lender shall have all the rights and remedies of a secured party 
under the Uniform Commercial Code. 
Collect Rents. Lender shall have the right, without notice to Granter, to take possession at the Property and collect the Rents, including 
amounts past due and unpaid, and apply the net proceeds, over and above Lender's costs, against the Indebtedness. In furtherance of this 
right, Lender may require any tenant or other user of the Property to make payments al rent or use lees directly to Lender. If the Rents are 
collected by Lender, then Granter irrevocably designates Lender as Grantor's attorney-in-fact to endorse instruments received in payment 
thereof in the name of Granter and to negotiate the same and collect the proceeds. Payments by tenants or other users to Lender in 
response to Lender's demand shall satisfy the obligations for which the payments are made, whether or not any proper grounds for the 
demand existed. Lender may exercise its rights under this subparagraph either in person, by agent, or through a receiver. 
Appoint Receiver. Lender shall have the right to have a receiver appointed to take possession of all or any part of the Property, with the 
power to protect and preserve the Property, to operate the Property preceding foreclosure or sale, and to collect the Rents from the 
Property and apply the proceeds, over and above the cost of the receivership, against the Indebtedness. The receiver may serve without 
bond if permitted by law. Lender's right to the appointment of a receiver shall exist whether or not the apparent value of the Property 
exceeds the Indebtedness by a substantial amount. Employment by Lender shall not disqualify a person from serving as a receiver. 
Judicial Foreclosure. lender may obtain a judicial decree foreclosing Grantor's interest in all or any part of the Property. 
Nonjudicial Sale. If permitted by applicable law, Lender may foreclose Grantor's interest in all or in any part of the Personal Property or the 
Real Property by non-judicial sale. 
Oeflc\encv Judgment. If permitted by applicable law, lender may obtain a judgment for any deficiency remaining in the Indebtedness due 
to Lender after application of all amounts received from the exercise of the rights provided in this section. 
Tenancy at Sufferance. It Granter remains in possession at the Property after the Property is sold as provided above or Lender otherwise 
becomes entitled to possession of the Property upon default of Granter, Granter shall become a tenant at sufferance of Lender or the 
purchaser of the Property and shall, at Lender's option, either (1) pay a reasonable rental for the use of the Property, or (2) vacate the 
Property immediately upon the demand of Lender. 
Other Remedies. Lender shall have all other rights and remedies provided in this Mortgage or the Note or available at law or in equity. 
Sale of the Property. To the extant permitted by applicable law, Granter hereby waives any and all right to have the Property marshalled. 
In exercising its rights and remedies, Lender shall be free to sell all or any part of the Property together or separately, in one sale or by 
separate sales. Lender shall be entitled to bid at any public sale on all or any portion of the Property. 
Notice of Sale. Lender shall give Grantor reasonable notice of the time and place of any public sale of the Personal Property or of the time 
after which any private sale or other intended disposition of the Personal Property is to be made. Reasonable notice shall mean notice 
given at least ten ( 101 days before the time of the sale or disposition. Any sale at the Personal Property may be made in conjunction with 
any sale of the Real Property. 
Election of Remedies. Election by Lender to pursue any remedy shall not exclude pursuit of any other remedy, and an election to make 
expenditures or to take action to perform an obligation of Grantor under this Mortgage, after Grantor's failure to perform, shall not affect 
Lender's right to declare a default and exercise its remedies. Nothing under this Mortgage or otherwise shall be construed so as to limit or 
restrict the rights and remedies available to Lender following an Evant of Default, or in any way to limit or restrict the rights and ability of 
Lender to proceed directly against Granter and/or against any other co-maker, guarantor, surety or endorser and/or to proceed against any 
other collateral directly or indirectly securing the Indebtedness. 
Attorneys' Fe11; Expenses. If Lender institutes any suit or action to enforce any of the terms of this Mortgage, Lender shall be entitled to 
recover such sum as the court may adjudge reasonable as attorneys' fees at trial and upon any appeal. Whether or not any court action is 
involved, and to the extent not prohibited by law, all reasonable expenses Lender incurs that in Lender's opinion are necessary at any time 
for the protection of its Interest or the enforcement of its rights shall become a part of the Indebtedness payable on demand and shall bear 
interest at the Note rate from the date of the expenditure until repaid. Expenses covered by this paragraph include, without limitation, 
however subject to any limits under applicable Jew, Lender's reasonable attorneys' fees and Lender's legal expenses whether or not there is 
a lawsuit, including reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses for bankruptcy proceedings (including efforts to modify or vacate any 
automatic stay or Injunction), appeals, and eny anticipated post-judgment collection services, the cost of searching records, obtaining title 
reports (including foreclosure reports), surveyors' reports, and appraisal fees and title insurance, to the extent permitted by applicable law. 
Granter also will pay any court costs, in addition to all other sums provided by law. 
NOTICES. Any notice required to be given under this Mortgsga, Including without limitation any notice of default and any notice of sale shall be 
given in writing, end shall be effective when actually delivered, when actually received by telefacsimile (unless otherwise required by law), when 
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registered mail postage prepaid, directed to the addresses shown near the beginning of this Mortgage. All copies of notices of foreclosure from 
the holder of any lien which has priority over this Mortgage shall be sent to Lender's address, as shown near the beginning of this Mortgage. 
Any party may change its address for notices under this Mortgage by giving formal written notice to the other parties, specifying that the 
purpose of the notice is to change the party's address. For notice purposes, Grantor agrees to keep Lender informed at all times of Grantor's 
current address. Unless otherwise provided or required by law, if there is more than one Granter, any notice given by Lender to any Granter is 
deemed to be notice given to ell Granters. 
EXHIBIT "A". An exhibit, titled "EXHIBIT "A"." is attached to this Mortgage and by this reference is made a part of this Mortgage just as if all 
the provisions, terms and conditions of the Exhibit had been fully set forth in this Mortgage. 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. The following miscellaneous provisions are a part of this Mortgage: 
Amendments. This Mortgage, together with any Related Documents, constitutes the entire understanding and agreement of the parties as 
to the matters set forth in this Mortgage. No alteration of or amendment to this Mortgage shall be effective unless given in writing and 
signed by the party or parties sought to be charged or bound by the alteration or amendment. 
Annual Reports. If the Property is used for purposes other than Grantor's residence, Grantor shall furnish to lender, upon request, a 
certified statement of net operating income received from the Property during Grantor's previous fiscal year in such form and detail as 
Lender shall require. "Net operating income" shall mean all cash receipts from the Property less all cash expenditures made in connection 
with the operation of the Property. 
Caption Headings. Caption headings in this Mortgage are for convenience purposes only and are not to be used to interpret or define the 
provisions of this Mortgage. 
Governing Law. This Mortgage will be governed by federal law applicable to Lender and, to the extent not preempted by federal law, the 
laws of the Stata of Idaho without regard to its conflicts of law provisions. This Mortgage has been accepted by Lender in the State of 
Idaho. 
Choice of Venue. If there is a lawsuit, Granto, agrees upon Lender·• request to submit to the jurisdiction of the courts of AOA County, 
State of Idaho. 
No Waiver by Lender. Lender shall not be deemed to have waived any rights under this Mortgage unless such waiver is given in writing 
and signed by lender. No delay or omission on the part of Lender in exercising any right shall operate as a waiver of such right or any 
other right. A waiver by Lender of a provision of this Mortgage shall not prejudice or constitute a waiver of Lender's right otherwise to 
demand strict compliance with that provision or any other provision of this Mortgage. No prior waiver by Lender, nor any course of dealing 
between Lender and Grantor, shall constitute a waiver of any of Lender's rights or of any of Grantor's obligations as to any future 
transactions. Whenever the consent of Lender is required under this Mortgage, the granting of such consent by Lender in any instance 
shall not constitute continuing consent to subsequent instances where such consent is required and in all cases such consent may be 
granted or withheld in the sole discretion of lender. 
Savarability. If a court of competent jurisdiction finds any provision of this Mortgage to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable as to any 
circumstance, that finding shall not make the offending provision illegal. invalid, or unenforceable as to any other circumstance. If feasible, 
the offending provision shall be considered modified so that it becomes legal, valid and enforceable. If the offending provision cannot be so 
modified, it shall be considered deleted from this Mortgage. Unless otherwise required by law, the illegality, invalidity, or unenforceability 
of any provision of this Mortgage shall not affect the legality, validity or enforceability of any other provision of this Mortgage. 
Margar. There shall be no merger of the interest or estate created by this Mortgage with any other interest or estate in the Property at any 
time held by or for the benefit of lender in any capacity, without the written consent of lender. 
Successors and Assigns. Subject to any limitations stated in this Mortgage on transfer of Grantor's interest, this Mortgage shall be binding 
upon and inure to the benefit of the parties, their successors and assigns. If ownership of the Property becomes vested in a person other 
than Grantor, Lender, without notice to Granter, may deal with Grantor's successors with reference to this Mortgage and the Indebtedness 
by way of forbearance or extension without releasing Granter from the obligations of this Mortgage or liability under the Indebtedness. 
Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence in the performance of this Mortgage. 
Waiver of Homestead Exemption. Grantor hereby releases and wa\~es all rights and benefits of the homestead exemption laws of the State 
of Idaho as to all Indebtedness secured by this Mortgage. . , ' ' 
DEFINITIONS. The following capitalized words and terms st,aii' hav~ ,~e-lqllowi~g meanings when used in this Mortgage. Unless specifically 
stated to the contrary, all references to dollar amounts shalfmeilr\'amounts irhawful·money of the United States of America. Words and terms 
used in the singular shall include the plural, and the plural ~all ir,clud, the· singular, as·.the context may require. Words and terms not otherwise 
defined in this Mortgage shall have the meanings attributed to sLJch terms in the l/niform Commercial Code: 
Borrower. The word "Borrower" means SOUTH CO~TYiSTATES,l.L,C. ind i,i:ludes all co-signers and co-makers signing the Note and 
all their successors and assigns. : \ · . . ·. , : ~ 
Dafault. The word "Default" means the Default set forth in tlit. Mortga~1~ the.lection titled "Default". 
Environmental Laws. The words "Environmental Laws"· ~ean· •;~y•;nd ~1l~'li~te, federal and local statutes, regulations and ordinances 
relating to the protection of human health or the environnient. ij,_c1yq~Qg"1ithout limitation the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and liability Act of 1980, as amended, 42 U.S.C.' Section 9601, et seq. ("CERCLA"). the Superfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act of 19B6, Pub. L. No. 99-499 ("SARA"), the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C. Section 1801, et seq., 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 6901, et seq., or other applicable state or federal laws, rules, or 
regulations adopted pursuant thereto. 
Evant of Dafault. The words "Event of Default"' mean any of the events of default set forth in this Mortgage in the events of default 
section of this Mortgage. 
Existing Indebtedness. The words "Existing Indebtedness" mean the indebtedness described in the Existing liens provision of this 
Mortgage. 
Grantor. The word "Granter" means SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C .. 
Guarantor. The word "Guarantor" means any guarantor, surety, or accommodation party of any or all of the Indebtedness. 
Guaranty. The word "Guaranty" means the guaranty from Guarantor to Lender, including without limitation a guaranty of all or part of the 
Note. 
Hazardous Substances. The words "Hazardous Substances" mean materials that, because of their quantity, concentration or physical, 
chamical or infectious characteristics, may cause or pose a present or potential hazard to human health or the environmant when 
improperly used, traated, stored, disposed of, ganerated, manufactured, transported or otharwisa handled. Tha words "Hazardous 
Substances" are used in their very broadest sense and include without limitation any and all hazardous or toxic substances, matarials or 
waste as dafined by or listad under the Environmental Laws. The tarm "Hazardous Substances" also includas, without limitation, petrolaum 
and petroleum by-products or any fraction thereof and asbestos. 
Improvements. The word "Improvements" maans all existing and futura improvements, buildings, structures, mobile homas affixad on the 
Raal Property, facilities, additions, replacements and other construct/on on the Real Property. 
lndebtedneu. The word "Indebtedness" means all principal, intarest, and other amounts, costs and expenses payable under the Note or 
Related Documents, together with all renewals of, extensions of, modifications of, consolidations of and substitutions for the Note or 
Related Documents and any amounts expended or edvancad by Lander to discharge Grantor's obligations or expensas incurred by lender to 
enforce Grantor's obligations under this Mortgaga, together with interest on such amounts as provided in this Mortgage. Specifically, 
without limitation, Indebtedness Includes all amounts that may be Indirectly secured by the Cross-Collateralization provision of this 
Mortgage. 
Lender. The word "Lender" maans Mountain West Bank, its successors and assigns. 
Mortgage. Tha word "Mortgage" means this Mortgage betwaen Grantor and Lendor. 
Note. The word "Note" means the promissory note dated June 13, 2008, in the original principal amount of $1,040,000.00 
from Granter to Landor, togethar with all renewals of, extensions of, modifications of, refinancings of, consolidations of, and substitutions 
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Personal Property. The words "Personal Property" mean all equipment, fixtures, and other articles of personal property now or hereafter 
owned by Grantor, and now or hereafter attached or affixed to the Real Property; together with all accessions, parts, and additions to, all 
replacements of, and all substitutions for, any of such property; and together with all proceeds (including without limitation all insurance 
proceeds and refunds of premiums) from any sale or other disposition of the Property. 
Property. The word "Property" means collectively the Real Property and the Personal Property. 
Real Property. The words "Real Property" mean the real property, interests and rights, as further described in this Mortgage. 
Related Documents. The words "Related Documents" mean all promissory notes, credit agreements, loan agreements, environmental 
agreements, guaranties, security agreements, mortgages, deeds of trust, security deeds, collateral mortgages, and all other instruments, 
agreements and documents, whether now or hereafter existing, executed in connection with the Indebtedness. 
Rents. The word "Rents" means all present and future rents, revenues, income, issues, royalties, profits, and other benefits derived from 
the Property. 
GRANTOR ACKNOWLEDGES HAVING READ ALL THE PROVISIONS OF THIS MORTGAGE, AND GRANTOR AGREES TO ITS TERMS. 
GRANTOR: 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
STATEOF_I_J_ei_l-i_,;;, ______ _ 
LASER PRO Lending, Ver. 5.40.00.003 Copr. Harland Financial Solutions, Inc. 1997, 2008. All Rights Reserved. 
D:\LASERPRO\MWB\CFI\LPL\G03.FC TR-18382 PR-4 
- ID 
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This EXHIBIT "A" is attached to and by this reference Is made a part of the Mortgage, dated June 13, 200B, and executed In connection with a 
loan or other financial accommodations between MOUNTAIN WEST BANK and SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, L.L.C. 
Attach Exhibit Here 
' ... 
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EXHIBIT A 
Order Number: 8015835 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
TOWNSHIP 1 NORTH, RANGE 19 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
A parcel ofland in the SW¼ and the SW¼SE¼ of Section 6 and also in the E½NW¼, 
NW¼NE¼, S½NE¼ and the N½SE¼ of Section 7, more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING at an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of the SW¼, said Section 6, which 
point is also the REAL POINT OF BEGINNING; 
Thence South 89°51 '45" East, 2,608.44 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 
6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°35' 18" East, 1,306.31 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6 
to an iron pin marking the Northwest corner of the SW¼SE¼, said Section 6; 
Thence South 89°42 '45" East, 1,308.89 feet along the Northerly boundary of said SW¼SE ¼, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SW¼SE ¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°25'10" East, 1,309.70 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SW¼SE¼, 
Section 6 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said SW¼SE¼, Section 6; 
Thence South 0°17'54" East, 1,313.45 feet along the Easterly boundary of the NW¼NE¼, said 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast corner of said NW¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°47'36" East, 1,303.96 feet along the Northerly boundary of the SE¼NE¼, 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northeast corner of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence south 0°15'06" East, 1,308.14 feet along the Easterly boundary of said SE¼NE¼, 
Section 7 to a brass cap marking the Southeast corner of said SE¼NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 0°45'30" East, 1,308.60 feet along the Easterly Boundary of the NE¼SE¼, 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Southeast comer of said NE¼SE¼, Section 7; 
Thence South 89°50'53" West, 1,601.23 feet along the Southerly boundary of the N½SE¼, 
Section 7, to an iron pin on the intersection of the Southerly boundary with the Northeasterly 
boundary of the Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 1,533.07 feet along said Northeasterly Railroad boundary to an 
iron pin on the intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Southerly boundary of the 
S½NE¼, said Section 7; 
Thence South 89°58'26" West, 58.42 feet along said Railroad boundary and also along said 
Southerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 331.26 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of said S½NE¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 0°20'40" West, 97.56 feet along said Westerly boundary of the S½NE¼, Section 7 
and also along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin; 
Thence North 31 °10'34" West, 2,570.24 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
intersection of said Railroad boundary with the Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
FileNumber: 8015835 
Blaine County Title 
Attached Legal Description 
Page I of2 
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Thence North 0°22'13" West, 58.00 feet along said Westerly boundary of the NE¼NW¼, 
Section 7 to an iron pin marking the Northwest comer of said NE¼NW¼, Section 7; 
Thence North 89°58' 18" West, 93.19 feet along the Southerly boundary of the Sw¼, Section 6 to 
an iron pin on the Northeasterly boundary of the said Union Pacific Railroad; 
Thence North 31°10'34" West, 2,353,23 feet along said Railroad boundary to an iron pin on the 
Westerly boundary of said SW¼, Section 6; 
Thence North 0°37'05" West, 604.70 feet along said Westerly boundary of the SW¼, Section 6 
to the TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. (TL 7183) 
File Number: 8015835 
Blaine County Title 
Attached Legal Description 
Page 2 of2 
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James R. Laski, ISB # 5429 
i i\.i I 1 ~ ·£~ 
Heather E. O'Leary, ISB # 8693 
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 
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Ketchum, ID 83340 
Telephone 208.725.0055 Jolynn ClurK Oisuict 
Facsimile 208.725.0076 Courl Biaine 1clatw 
Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury and Charles Holt 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 




SOUTH COUNTY ESTA TES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0lEC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES HOLT'S OPPOSITION TO BELLE RANCH, LLC'S 
AND RABO AGRIFINANCE, LLC'S JOINT CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT0- 1 11469-002 
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CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0INH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0INV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
corporation. 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2016-683 
BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES 
HOLT'S OPPOSITION TO BELLE 
RANCH, LLC'S, AND RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, LLC'S JOINT 
CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, Big Stick, LLC ("Big Stick"), Richard D. Fosbury ("Fosbury") and 
Charles Holt ("Holt", collectively "Big Stick, et al."), by and through their counsel of record 
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC, and respond to Belle Ranch, LLC's ("Belle Ranch") and 
Rabo Agrifinance, LLC's ("Rabo", together with Belle Ranch, "Belle Ranch") as follows: 1 
1 Given the fact that Belle Ranch and Rabo combined their brief for their Cross Motion for Summary Judgment with 
their brief for their Opposition to Big Stick, et al.'s and FSC's Joint Motion for Summary Judgment, it was virtually 
impossible for Big Stick, et al. to determine what arguments it should address in its "opposition brief' which, 
according to the Court's July 3, 2017 Order is due on September 1, 2017 and what arguments it should address in its 
"reply brief," which is due on September 12, 2017 - the same day that Belle Ranch's reply to this brief is due. 
Therefore, Big Stick, et al. is addressing all of the arguments raised in Belle Ranch's brief filed on August 11, 2017 
but reserves the right to file a sur reply before the hearing on September 19, 2017. 
BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES HOLT'S OPPOSITION TO BELLE RANCH, LLC'S 
AND RABO AGRIFINANCE, LLC'S JOINT CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT0- 2 11469-002 
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INTRODUCTION 
The South County water rights at issue in this case allow irrigation of 289 acres ("South 
County Water Rights"). Although Belle Ranch purchased certain real property to which the 
South County Water Rights were previously appurtenant, its purchase did not include all of the 
South County Water Rights because at least 7.8/289th of those rights ("7.8/289th Interest") had 
been previously severed and conveyed to Big Stick, et al. Nevertheless, Belle Ranch is adamant 
that its purchase included the entire corpus of the South County Water Rights and now seeks to 
quiet title in the 7.8/289th Interest. 
Instead of providing the Court with a valid chain of title to establish ownership of the 
disputed 7.8.289th Interest, Belle Ranch simply attempts to poke holes at South County's 
conveyances of the 7.8/289th Interest to Big Stick, et al. As set forth herein, however, this 
strategy will not grant Belle Ranch title to the disputed water rights. At best, Belle Ranch's 
strategy will only accomplish a finding that South County retained title to the 7.8/289th Interest, 
which it can still convey to Big Stick, et al. 
STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS 
Big Stick, et al. incorporates as if fully set forth herein Section II: Undisputed Factual 
and Procedural Background in pages four through seventeen of the Joint Memorandum in 
Support of First Security Corporation's ("FSC"), Big Stick, LLC's, Richard D. Fosbury's and 
Charles Holt's Motion for Summary Judgment which was filed with the Court on June 9, 2017 
("Joint Memorandum").2 Additional relevant facts that were not incorporated in the Joint 
Memorandum are set forth as follows: 
On June 17, 2010, John Scherer ("Scherer") executed an Estoppel Certificate, which was 
2 All of the defined terms set forth in the Joint Memorandum shall have the same definition and meaning when used 
in this brief. 
BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES HOLT'S OPPOSITION TO BELLE RANCH, LLC'S 
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the same day that he executed the Deed in Lieu. Affidavit of John Scherer ("Scherer Aff "), Ex. 
A. The Estoppel Certificate was executed upon MWB' s request to clarify the terms surrounding 
MWB's acceptance of the Deed in Lieu. It specifically references MWB's release of its lien as 
to FSC's 7.5/289th interest in the South County Water Rights as well as MWB's six partial 
releases of its lien as to the 7.8/289th Interest of the South County Water Rights which were 
recorded as Instrument Nos. 574996, 574997, 574998, 574999, 575000 and 575001 (the 
"7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases"). Id. This clarifies that the 7.8/289th Interest was not 
incorporated in the portion of the South County Water Rights that were transferred to MWB via 
the Deed in Lieu. Id. The Estoppel Certificate further evidences the fact that the 7.8/289th 
Interest in the South County Water Rights was not conveyed to MWB by its reference to the 
litigation guaranty issued by Stewart Title Guaranty Company, Order No. 1016761 ("Litigation 
Guaranty"). Id., Ex. B. Notably, Schedule B of the Litigation Guaranty, which is titled 
"Defects, liens, encumbrances or other matters affecting title," specifically identifies the 
7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases as an encumbrance on the title to property being conveyed to 
MWB via the Deed in Lieu. Id. 
As part of the transaction, MWB, South County, Holt and Scherer executed a Deed in 
Lieu of Foreclosure Agreement. Id., Ex. C. In order to clarify that the 7.8/289th Interest in the 
South County Water Rights was not included in the conveyance to MWB, MWB added an 
Addendum to the Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure Agreement ("Addendum") which expressly 
recognized the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases. Id. For the reasons set forth herein, Big Stick, 
et al. requests that its motion be granted and Belle Ranch's and Rabo's Cross Motion for 
Summary Judgment ("Belle Ranch's Cross Motion") be denied. 
BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES HOLT'S OPPOSITION TO BELLE RANCH, LLC'S 
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STANDARD OF REVIEW 
A. Standard of Review. 
Under I.R.C.P. 56(a), a party may move for a summary judgment as to all or any part of 
the claim asserted against it. Judgment on the issue must be granted when the pleadings, 
depositions, and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is "no 
genuine dispute as to any material fact and that the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of 
law." I.R.C.P. 56(a). In determining whether summary judgment is appropriate, the Court will 
liberally construe the record in the light most favorable to the party opposing the motion and 
shall draw all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor. Elliott v. Darwin 
Neibaur Farms, 138 Idaho 774, 778, 69 P.3d 1035, 1039 (2003). The party moving for summary 
judgment always has the burden of proving the absence of a material fact. This burden may be 
met by circumstantial evidence. McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Idaho 765, 769, 820 P.2d 360,364 (1991). 
ARGUMENT 
Big Stick, et al. supports and incorporates herein all of the arguments set forth in FSC's 
brief in opposition to Belle Ranch's Cross Motion, which is also being filed with the Court on 
September 1, 2017. Additionally, all general arguments that apply to FSC's 7.5/289th interest in 
the South County Water Rights also apply to Big Stick, et al.'s 7.8/289th Interest. 
I. THE SOUTH COUNTY WATER RIGHTS ARE REAL PROPERTY THAT 
WAS VALIDLY CONVEYED TO BIG STICK, FOSBURY AND HOLT 
SEP ARA TE AND APART FROM THE LAND. 
Big Stick, et al. acknowledges that a water right is real property and becomes appurtenant 
to the land upon which it is applied to a beneficial use. Koon v. Empey, 40 Idaho 6, 231 P. 1097, 
1099 (1924). And, generally, when said land is conveyed by a deed that describes the land and 
includes the expression "together with the appurtenances," the deed not only conveys the land 
BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S AND CHARLES HOLT'S OPPOSITION TO BELLE RANCH, LLC'S 
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but also the appurtenant water rights unless there is a specific reservation of the water rights. Id. 
However, a water right may be "sold and transferred separately from the land upon which it has 
been used, the same as any other real property." Federal Land Bank of Spokane v. Union Cent. 
Life Ins. Co., 54 Idaho 161, 29 P.2d 1009, 1011 (1934) (quoting In re Rice, 50 Idaho 660,299 P. 
664 (1931)). 
In construing whether a reservation of water rights is effective, the plain language of the 
deeds govern: 
It is an elementary rule for the construction of deeds, the language of which is plain 
and unambiguous, that, in the absence of fraud or mistake, the intention of the 
parties must be ascertained from the instrument itself. Parol evidence is not 
admissible for such a purpose. It is where the language of the deed is ambiguous 
that the intent of the parties may be ascertained from the surrounding 
circumstances. . . . . [I]n the absence of any reservation to the contrary, a deed to 
land effects a transfer of such water and water rights as are appurtenant to the land 
when the conveyance is made, where the deed contains the usual appurtenance 
clause. 
Koon v. Empey, 40 Idaho 6, 10-11, 231 P. 1097, 1098-99 ( 1924) (internal quotation marks 
omitted) ( emphasis added). 
In this case, the plain language of recorded deeds includes express reservations that 
clearly precluded Belle Ranch from obtaining ownership as to the 7 .8/289th Interest of the South 
County Water Rights. 
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1. The Plain Language of the Recorded Mortgages and Partial Releases 
Unambiguously Show that the 7.8/289th Interest of the South County Water 
Rights Were Transferred Separately from the Land. 3 
a. The 2005 Mountain West Mortgage 
In 2005, and in order to obtain a loan, South County mortgaged its real property, 
including the South County Water Rights, to Mountain West: 
For valuable consideration, [South County] mortgages, grants, bargains, sells and 
conveys to [Mountain West] all of [South County's] right, title, and interest in and 
to the following described real property, together with ... all water rights, 
watercourses and ditch rights .... 
Affidavit of Chris M Bromley filed with the Court on June 9, 2017 ("Bromley Aff ''), Ex. 1 
(emphasis added).4 
The plain language of the document makes it clear that the South County Water Rights 
were encumbered by the 2005 MWB Mortgage, along with the real property. 
b. The 2008 Mountain West Notice of Security Interest 
In 2008, and during the pendency of the SRBA, Mountain West notified IDWR of 
Mountain West's security interest in the South County Water Rights, as evidenced by the 2005 
MWB Mortgage and the December 12, 2006 modification. Id., Ex. 2. IDWR acknowledged 
receipt of the filing with return letter, "add[ ing] security interest[ s] to the [South County Water 
Rights] .... " Id., Ex. 3. 
c. The 7. 81289th MWB Partial Releases 
On October 14, 2009, Mountain West released its lien as to the 7.8/289th Interest of the 
South County Water Rights by executing and recording Instrument Nos. 574996, 574997, 
3 These documents also apply to FSC's interests in the South County Water Rights. 
4 The MWB Mortgage was modified on December 12, 2006 to modify the word "promissory note." Bromley Aff., 
Ex 2 at p. 9. The encumbrance of the South County Water Rights was unchanged by the modification. The 
modification was recorded in Blaine County as Instrument No. 542378. 
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574998, 574999, 575000 and 575001 - the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases which released 
MWB's interest as to the 7.8/289th Interest of the South County Water Rights. The 7.8/289th 
MWB Partial Releases state: 
[T]hat the lien of the Mortgage be released as it relates to the Water Rights 
appurtenant to the [ ] acres of real property identified on the legal 
description attached hereto as Exhibit 'A' and incorporated herein by this 
reference which are the subject of a quitclaim deed dated [ date of deed] to 
[Grantee] and that the Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right filed with 
the Idaho Department of Water Resources be waived to the limited extent it 
relates to the Water Rights described above. 
Affidavit of Heather E. 0 'Leary filed with the Court on June 9, 2017 ("O'Leary Aff "), Ex. 1. 
Thus, the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases specifically released Mountain West's lien on the 
7.8/289th Interest of the South County Water Rights. Id.; Bromley A.ff., Ex. 4. 
By the plain language of the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases, any interest Mountain 
West had in the 7.8/289th portion of the South County Water Rights through the 2005 MWB 
Mortgage and modification thereto ceased to exist upon execution of the partial releases. 5 With 
the recording of the 7 .8/289th MWB Partial Releases, all subsequent purchasers were on notice 
that the 7.8/289th of the South County Water Rights were unencumbered. Indeed, once Mountain 
West executed and recorded the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases, it no longer had any interest in 
the 7.8/289th Interest of the South County Water Rights and thereby, could not convey any of the 
7.8/289th Interest to a subsequent purchaser or mortgagee. 59 C.J.S Mortgages§ 628 Generally 
( effect of release or satisfaction of a mortgage is to extinguish the debt that the mortgage was 
given to secure). Consequently, it was impossible for MWB to transfer any of the 7.8/289th 
5 Section 111(1), infra, addresses the fact that the 7.8/289 th MWB Partial Releases also released any interest that 
MWB had in the 7.8/289th Interest through its Second and Third Mortgages. 
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Interest to GBCI via the 2010 MWB/GBCI Deed or to Belle Ranch via the 2011 MWB 
Quitclaim Deed. 
d. 2010 Mountain West Deed in Lieu/Estoppel Certificate 
After executing the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases, South County conveyed its 
remaining interest in the South County Water Rights on June 17, 2010 to MWB, by a deed in 
lieu of foreclosure ("Deed in Lieu"). The Deed in Lieu was expressly subject to any and all 
existing encumbrances6 of record, including but not limited to the 7.8/289th MWB Partial 
Releases: 
For value received, South County ... hereby conveys, releases, remises, 
and forever quitclaims to Mountain West ... that certain real property, 
together with all appurtenances, located in Blaine County, Idaho . . . . 
Included with the real property conveyed to [Mountain West] ... all water, 
water rights, watercourses and ditch rights . . . . To have and to hold the 
said property, with its appurtenances unto [Mountain West] that [South 
County] is the owner in fee simple of said property and that such property 
is free from all encumbrances other than encumbrances of record as of this 
date and that [South County] warrants the same from all unlawful claims 
whatsoever. 
Bromley Ajf., Ex. 9 at p. 1-2 (emphasis added). 
Given the foregoing, MWB could only acquire what interest South County had in the 
South County Water Rights, which did not include ownership of 7.8/289th of the South County 
Water Rights because South County had previously conveyed that portion of the South County 
Water Rights to others. Thus, it could not convey the 7.8/289th Interest to MWB. Luce v. 
Marble, 142 Idaho 264,270, 127 P.3d 167, 173 (2005) ("grantor can convey nothing more than 
he or she owns"). 
6 Black's Law Dictionary defines "encumbrance" as "A claim or liability that is attached to property or some other 
right and that may lessen its value, such as a lien or mortgage; any property right that is not an ownership interest." 
Black's Law Dictionary (10th ed. 2014) (emphasis added). 
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The fact that South County's conveyance did not include the 7.8/289th Interest of the 
South County Water Rights is further evidenced by the Estoppel Certificate which was recorded 
as Instrument No. 578332, records of Blaine County, Idaho as well as the Addendum to the Deed 
in Lieu of Foreclosure Agreement. Scherer A.ff, Exs. A, C. Generally, estoppel certificates are 
executed by tenants or mortgagees. 31 C.JS. Estoppel and Waiver§ 16. The purpose of 
executing this type of document is simply to certify- for another's benefit - that certain facts are 
correct such as "that a lease exists, that there are no defaults, and that rent is paid to a certain 
date" and to also prevent the signing party "from later claiming a different set of facts." Id. 
In this case, the Estoppel Certificate twice acknowledges that the 7.8/289th Interest was 
not conveyed to MWB via the Deed in Lieu. Its first acknowledgement is its reference to the 
Partial Releases of Water Rights recorded as Instrument No's 568681, 574996, 574997, 574998, 
574999, 575000, 575001, records of Blaine County, Idaho." Scherer A.ff, Ex. A. The partial 
release of the South County Water Rights recorded as Instrument No. 568681 pertains to the 
7.5/289th interest of the South County Water Rights that was assigned to Idaho Independent Bank 
("IIB"). Significantly, the Estoppel Certificate references the 7.5/289th interest that was assigned 
to IIB in the same manner as it references the 7.8/289th Interest that was conveyed to Big Stick, 
et al. Id. As attached to the Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley filed with the Court on September 1, 
2017, IIB and MWB acknowledged in a letter dated June 25, 2009 - one year prior to the 
execution of the Estoppel Certificate- that 7.5/289 of the South County Water Rights were 
assigned to IIB and that MWB no longer had any claim to that portion of the South County 
Water Rights. When reading the Estoppel Certificate as a whole, including the documents 
expressly referenced therein, it is clear that the insertion of the language regarding the partial 
releases of the South County Water Rights were not included in the conveyance to MWB. 
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Therefore, although this reference is unartfully included in the paragraph titled "Included with 
the real property conveyed to Grantee," the water rights subject to the cited partial releases were 
not included in the conveyance to MWB. 
Any interpretation to the contrary would be illogical. This is confirmed by the Affidavit 
of John Scherer. See Id. This is further supported by the fact that the partial releases are listed 
on the Litigation Guaranty which is expressly excluded in paragraph 12 of the Estoppel 
Certificate. Specifically, the Estoppel Certificate states: 
The above real estate is free and clear of all liens (including Mechanic's 
Construction Lien), encumbrances and claims of every nature, kind and 
description whatsoever, excepting for those disclosed in the litigation 
guaranty issued by Stewart Title Guaranty Company, Order No. 1016761. 
Id. (emphasis added). The Stewart Title Guaranty Company, Order No. 1016761 expressly 
identifies each of the partial releases in its Schedule B - Defects, liens, encumbrances or other 
matters affecting title. Id., Ex. B. 
Moreover, the Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure Agreement and Addendum thereto confirm 
MWB's acknowledgement that the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases were not included in the 
conveyance pursuant to the Deed in Lieu. Id., Ex. C. Clearly, South County's transfer to MWB 
did not include the 7.8/289th ownership of the South County Water Rights. Instead, as set forth 
below, the 7.8/289th ownership interest was conveyed to Big Stick, et al. 
II. THE QUITCLAIM DEEDS FROM SOUTH COUNTY TO BIG STICK, 
FOSBURY AND HOLT VALIDLY TRANSFERRED 7.8/289TH OF THE 
SOUTH COUNTY WATER RIGHTS. 
A conveyance of an estate in real property made by an instrument in writing is a 
recognized method of conveying a party's interests in real property. IDAHO CODE § 55-601. 
When a conveyance is made by a quitclaim deed, the deed conveys "whatever interest legal or 
equitable, which the grantors possess at the time of the conveyance, including rights inchoate 
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which later may ripen into a vested estate." Scogings v. Andreason, 91 Idaho 176,180,418 P.2d 
273,277 (1966) (emphasis added) citing Soares v. Steidtmann, 130 Cal.App.2d 401 (1955), 
Smith v. Long, 76 Idaho 265 (1955), 26 C.J.S. Deeds§ 118, 73 C.J.S. Public Lands§ 227. 
For instance, in the Scogings case, a party conveyed certain real property via a quitclaim 
deed even though the title to the land was vested in the government's name and the grantor 
would not obtain title to the land until it showed sufficient proof of entry onto the land, as 
required by the federal desert entry laws. Id. Despite the fact that the grantor did not have actual 
vested title to the land, the Idaho Supreme Court held that the grantor had an inchoate right to the 
land that could be conveyed via quitclaim deed since the grantor's right would vest upon 
showing sufficient proof of entry. Id. 
In this case, South County first quitclaimed its title in 2.8/289th of the South County 
Water Rights to Big Stick on December 7, 2007. Thereafter, South County made the following 
conveyances also via quitclaim deeds: 
• 1/289 of the Water Rights to the Fosbury IRA on March 17, 2008; 
• 11289th of the Water Rights to the Holt IRA #HOlNH on April 28, 2008; 
• 11289th of the Water Rights to the Holt IRA #HOlNV on August 8, 2008; 
• 11289th of the Water Rights to the F osbury IRA on September 18, 2008; and 
• 11289th of the Water Rights to the Holt IRA #HOlNV on April 8, 2009.7 
7 On November 7, 2016, the Fosbury IRA conveyed its 21289th interest in the South County Water Rights to Fosbury 
via two quitclaim deeds that were recorded in Blaine County on November 14, 2016, as Instrument Nos. 639647 and 
639648. O'Leary Ajf., Ex. 10. Accordingly, Fosbury now has a 21289th interest in the South County Water Rights. 
Similarly, on November 28, 2016, the Holt IRA #H0lNH conveyed its 11289th interest in the South County Water 
Rights to Holt via a quitclaim deed that was recorded in Blaine County on December 1, 2016, as Instrument No. 
640059. Id., Ex. 11. That same day, the Holt IRA #H0lNV conveyed its 21289th interest in the South County Water 
Rights to Holt via two quitclaim deeds that were recorded in Blaine County on December 1, 2016, as Instrument No. 
640058 and December 2, 2016 as Instrument No. 640107. Id., Ex. 12. Accordingly, Holt now has a 31289th interest 
in the South County Water Rights. 
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Each of the quitclaim deeds from South County were recorded in Blaine County and specifically 
stated on the face of the instrument: 
For valuable consideration ... South County ... hereby bargains, sells, remises, 
releases, conveys and forever quitclaims to ... [Grantee] ... all [their/its] right, 
title and interest which [they/it] [have/has], if any, in the property in the State of 
Idaho, County of Blaine described as: 
[ ]/289th portion of Water Right Nos. 37-482H, 37-481C, 37-483C, 
37-577BT, and 37-2630 as identified on the records of the Idaho 
Department of Water Resources ... 
Bromley A.ff, Ex. 5; 0 'Leary A.ff, Exs. 2-7 (emphasis added). 
Although South County's interest in the 7.8/289th of the South County Water Rights was 
used as collateral for its mortgages with MWB at the time that it made the foregoing 
conveyances, it had an inchoate interest in the 7.8/289th of the South County Water Rights that 
would ripen upon MWB's execution of the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases. Since the Idaho 
Supreme Court has expressly recognized a party's right to quitclaim an inchoate interest, South 
County could validly execute the foregoing quitclaim deeds prior to the execution of the 
7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases. 
Notably, Defendants' reliance on Dunham v. Dunham, 128 Idaho 55 (1994) for the 
proposition that South County's quitclaim deeds to Big Stick, et al. were invalid simply because 
the Property was encumbered by a "lien" is completely misplaced because it mischaracterizes the 
law set forth in that case. The Dunham case was a creditors' rights case in relation to debtors 
that centered on a husband's attempt to fraudulently convey real property to defraud a creditor 
even though the husband had absolutely no interest in the real property that he was attempting to 
convey. Id. Specifically, the husband had no interest in the real property because it was 
purchased by the wife's separate money, the title of the property was solely in her name, and she 
was the only party to sign the promissory note and deed of trust. Id. at 172. Given the 
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foregoing, the Court held that the husband did not have any interest in an asset that could be 
transferred. Id. 
1. The Recorded Quitclaim Deeds to Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt Put Belle Ranch 
on Notice. 
Recorded interests in real property are effective against unrecorded interests "when the 
recorded interest is taken for valuable consideration and in good [sic] faith, i.e., without 
knowledge, either actual or constructive." IDAHO CODE§ 55-812; Langroise v. Becker, 96 Idaho 
218,220,526 P.2d 178, 180 (1974). The Idaho Supreme Court has held that a party does not 
take property in good faith when it "purchases or encumbrances with notice of inconsistent 
claims" or "fails to investigate [an] open or obvious inconsistent claim." Id. Significantly, even 
if a person does not have actual notice of the existence of a recorded instrument, Idaho Code § 
55-811 provides that once a grantee's interest is recorded, subsequent purchasers and mortgagees 
are deemed to have "constructive notice" of the contents of the recorded instrument. Griffeth v. 
Utah Power & Light Co., 226 F .2d 661 (9th Cir. 1955) (landowner, as a subsequent purchaser, 
was bound by a recorded easement granted by his predecessors to a power company for flooding 
even though he was unaware of the easement and was thereby precluded from claiming damages 
for both present and future overflow). 
The primary purpose of the recording statutes is to give notice to others that an interest is 
claimed in real property, and thereby "give protection against bona fide third parties who may be 
dealing in the same property." Matheson v. Harris, 98 Idaho 758, 761, 572 P.2d 861, 864 
(1977). Thus, "a purchaser is charged with every fact shown by the records and is presumed to 
know every other fact which an examination suggested by the records would have disclosed." 
Kalange v. Rencher, 136 Idaho 192, 196-97, 30 P.3d 970, 973-74 (2001). Additionally: 
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One claiming title to lands is chargeable with notice of every matter affecting the 
estate, which appears on the face of any recorded deed forming an essential link in 
his chain of title, and also with notice of such matters as might be learned by inquiry 
which the recitals in such instruments made it a duty to pursue. 
Id. Even if a purchaser fails to make a good faith search of the record, Idaho Code § 55-811 's 
"constructive notice" prevents "subsequent purchasers from claiming an interest in the property 
adverse to the recorded interests." Raynor v. Alexander, 2005 WL 1663264 at *4 (Idaho Dist. 
Ct. June 10, 2005). Consequently, constructive notice works against a purchaser who does not 
search the records by imparting such notice on him or her when a reasonable search would have 
resulted in actual notice. Id. 
Here, neither GBCI nor Belle Ranch could have acquired an interest in the 7.8/289th 
ownership currently held by Big Stick, et al. because GBCI and Belle Ranch had actual notice or, 
at the very least, constructive notice of the following previously recorded conveyances of 
7.8/289th of the South County Water Rights: 
• 2005 MWB Mortgage which was recorded on November 28, 2006; 
• Bigstick Quitclaim Deed which was recorded on December 14, 2007; 
• 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases which were recorded on October 14, 2009; 
• Fosbury IRA Quitclaim Deed which was recorded on March 1, 2010; 
• Second Fosbury Quitclaim Deed which was recorded on March 1, 2010; 
• Holt IRA #H0lNH Quitclaim Deed which was recorded on March 1, 2010; 
• Holt IRA #H0lNV Quitclaim Deed which was recorded on March 1, 2010; 
• Second Holt IRA #H0lNV Quitclaim Deed which was recorded on March 1, 
2010; 
• 2010 MWB Deed in Lieu which was recorded on June 17, 2010; and 
• 2010 MWB/GBCI Deed which was recorded on June 17, 2010. 
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When GBCI and Belle Ranch acquired their interest in 2011 - and when Belle Ranch 
entered into the mortgage with Rabo - any inquiry of the record with the Blaine County 
recorder's office would have shown that the 7.8/289th Interest had been conveyed. Even if 
GBCI, Belle Ranch, or Rabo failed to make such an inquiry, all subsequent purchasers and 
mortgagees, as a matter oflaw, were deemed to have constructive notice of each of the foregoing 
recorded conveyances. IDAHO CODE § 5 5-811. Thus, Belle Ranch's argument that it did not 
have "notice" of South County's quitclaim deeds to Big Stick, et al. because the title 
commitment ("Title Commitment") that it received only referenced the 7.8/289th MWB Partial 
Releases and not the quitclaim deeds does not change the fact that it was deemed to at least have 
constructive notice of the recorded deeds. See Belle Ranch MSJ Memo, pg. 7. This is further 
proven by the fact that the Title Commitment states that it does not insure water rights. See 
Declaration of Scott Magnuson in Support of Belle Ranch, LLC 's and Rabo Agrifinance, LLC 's 
Joint Memorandum ("Magnuson A(("), Ex. 7. In fact, Schedule B of the Title Commitment 
specifically states that it contains exceptions to "(a) Unpatented mining claims; (b) reservations 
or exceptions in patents or in Acts authorizing the issuance thereof; (c) water rights, claims, or 
title to water, whether or not the matters excepted under (a), (b), or (c) are shown by the 
Public Records." Id. (emphasis added). 
III. BELLE RANCH'S MEAGER ATTEMPTS TO CREATE DOUBT IN SOUTH 
COUNTY'S CONVEYANCE OF THE 7.8/289TH INTEREST TO BIG STICK, 
ET AL. DO NOT ENTITLE IT TO TITLE. 
"In a suit to quiet title, it is incumbent on plaintiff to establish that he has a title to be 
quieted. He has the affirmative of the issue and must prove his title by a preponderance of 
evidence." Cell v. Drake, 61 Idaho 299, 311-12, 100 P.2d 949,954 (1940) (emphasis added) 
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(internal citations omitted).8 In a quiet title action, Idaho Code§ 6-401 provides that an "'action 
may be brought by any person against another who claims an estate or interest in real or personal 
property adverse to him, for the purpose of determining such adverse claim." IDAHO CODE§ 6-
401. 
Although a quiet title action challenges the defendant's interest, the plaintiff 
necessarily asserts his or her own property interest in bringing a quiet title 
action. Thus a plaintiff seeking to quiet title against another must succeed 
on the strength of his or her own interest and may not rely merely upon the 
weakness of his or her adversary's interest. 
Eagle Equity Fund, LLC v. TitleOne Corp., 161 Idaho 355, 362, 386 P.3d 496, 503 (2016) 
(emphasis added) (internal citations omitted). 
Here, Belle Ranch is not attempting to succeed on the strength of its alleged interest. 
Instead, it is simply attempting to create weaknesses in Big Stick, et al.'s ownership interest as to 
the 7.8/289th Interest of the South County Water Rights. This attempt, however, will not be 
successful because South County validly conveyed the 7.8/289th Interest to Big Stick, et al. 
1. The 7 .8/289th MWB Partial Releases 
Belle Ranch appears to take issue with the fact that the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases 
do not reference the Second Mortgage recorded in the records of Blaine County, Idaho as 
Instrument No. 558904 ("Second Mortgage") and the Third Mortgage recorded in the records of 
Blaine County, Idaho as Instrument No 562481 ("Third Mortgage"). Magnuson A.ff., Exs. 4, 5. 
While Big Stick, et al. acknowledges that the partial releases do not reference either of these 
8 In its standard ofreview, Belle Ranch cites to two cases for the proposition that "Idaho law presumes that the 
holder of title to the property is the legal owner of the property ... [and] one who would claim the ownership of 
property of which the legal title stands or record in another ... must establish such claim by evidence that is clear, 
satisfactory and convincing." Belle Ranch MSJ Memo, pg. 16. The case, Hettinga v. Sybrandy, involved ownership 
through a trust. The case Russ Ballard & Family Achievement Inst. v. Lava Hot Springs Resort, Inc., involved 
ownership in a foreclosure proceeding. Neither case cited by Belle Ranch establishes any legal principle to be 
followed in this matter, which is a proceeding to quiet title. 
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mortgages, it is of no consequence for several reasons. First, MWB did not actually foreclose on 
any of the mortgages executed by South County, including the Second or Third Mortgage. 
Instead, it accepted the Deed in Lieu which, as set forth above, expressly excepted the 7 .8/289th 
MWB Partial Releases from South County's conveyance to MWB. Bromley Ajf., Ex. 9. Since 
MWB was the only secured party it had the ability to release any interests in the South County 
Water Rights that it chose. Moreover, as set forth in the Estoppel Certificate, MWB released 
their claims in all of the mortgages executed by South County, as specifically stated in paragraph 
3 as follows: 
The consideration for the transfer is the mortgagee's covenant not to sue on 
the Notes described in and secured by the mortgages encumbering the 
Property, recorded October 14, 2005 as Blaine County, Idaho, Instrument 
527439, modified by instrument recorded December 1, 2006 as Blaine 
County, Idaho, Instrument 542378; mortgage encumbering the same 
property recorded June 13, 2008 as Blaine County, Idaho, Instrument 
558904; and mortgage recorded October 24, 2008 as Blaine County, Idaho, 
Instrument 562481 ( collectively "Mortgages"). 
Thus, the fact that the 7 .8/289th MWB Partial Releases do not specifically reference either 
the Second or Third Mortgage has no effect on the partial releases' validity or ownership of the 
7.8/289th Interest in the South County Water Rights. 
2. The Estoppel Certificate 
Belle Ranch attempts to obtain title to the 7.8/289th Interest in the South County Water 
Rights by also alleging that the Estoppel Certificate proves that the Deed in Lieu was an 
"absolute conveyance" of all of the South County Water Rights, including the 7 .8/289th Interest, 
to MWB. This assertion, however, goes against the express terms of the Estoppel Certificate 
when read as a whole, especially when taking into consideration the Partial Decrees and the 
Addendum to the Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure Agreement. As set forth above, although the 
Estoppel Certificate's reference to the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases was unartfully drafted to 
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be included in the same paragraph that acknowledged the real property conveyed to MWB, the 
partial releases were not conveyed to MWB nor were they ever intended to be conveyed. See 
Scherer AJJ. This is confirmed by paragraph 12 in the Estoppel Certificate that specifically states 
that the conveyance to MWB did not include the items identified as encumbrances in the 
Litigation Guaranty- which identified the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases. Moreover, and 
perhaps more importantly, the Partial Decrees that were issued approximately two months after 
the Estoppel Certificate was executed listed South County in the "Name and Address" element 
for the entire corpus of the South County Water Rights, not MWB. Bromley Ajf., Ex. 11. 
3. South County's Quitclaim Deeds to Big Stick, et al. 
Belle Ranch's attempt to create doubt about the validity of the transfers from South 
County to Big Stick, et al. is yet another attempt to induce the Court into declaring that it has title 
to the 7.8/289th Interest. However, as set forth above, the fact that South County executed the 
quitclaim deeds to Big Stick, et al. prior to the execution of the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases 
has no effect on the validity of those transfers because the Idaho Supreme Court allows transfers 
of inchoate interests via quitclaim deeds. See Scogings v. Andreason, 91 Idaho 176. Notably, 
Belle Ranch has not alleged that the quitclaims were not properly recorded. Nevertheless, even 
if the South County quitclaim deeds to Big Stick, et al. were somehow invalid, Belle Ranch still 
would not have title to the 7.8/289th Interest. Instead, title would remain in South County's 
name. 
4. Belle Ranch's Beneficial Use of the South County Water Rights and Payment of 
Assessments to IDWR 
Belle Ranch also attempts to create an entitlement to ownership of the 7.8/289th Interest 
of the South County Water Rights based on its beneficial use of the South County Water Rights 
and payment of all of the assessments to IDWR since it acquired the 289 acres ofreal property 
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(the "Property"). But, the only chance that Belle Ranch would have to create ownership based 
on its use and payments would be through the theory of adverse possession. Although Belle 
Ranch may have used the water and paid assessments, that cannot equate to ownership of the 
7.8/289th Interest because the Idaho Code specifically prevents a party from acquiring ownership 
of a water right within a water district through adverse possession. IDAHO CODE § 42-607 ("no 
water user within such water district can adversely possess the right of any other water user").9 
Since acquisition through adverse possession is not allowed for any portion of the South County 
Water Rights, Belle Ranch's use and payments are inconsequential and have no bearing on title. 
IV. THE PARTIAL DECREES DID NOT QUIET TITLE TO ANY OF THE 
SOUTH COUNTY WATER RIGHTS_ TO BELLE RANCH. 
Belle Ranch's argument that Big Stick, et al. 's claims are a collateral attack on the Partial 
Decrees and, thereby, should be barred is completely misguided because Big Stick, et al. is not 
attacking the Partial Decrees. Instead, Big Stick, et al. acknowledges that the SBRA Partial 
Decrees identify South County as the owner of all the South County Water Rights. Bromley A.ff., 
Ex. 11. And, even if, as Belle Ranch asserts in its Memorandum, the Partial Decrees are binding 
and cannot be overcome then Belle Ranch is still not entitled to the 7.8/289th Interest of the South 
County Water Rights because, as set forth in full above, no portion of the 7.8/289th Interest was 
ever conveyed to MWB. Consequently, no portion thereof could have been conveyed to Belle 
Ranch either before or after the Partial Decrees were issued. Instead, the 7.8/289th Interest of the 
South County Water Rights would remain in South County's name. Notably, as set forth in the 
Final Unified Decree, the holder of a decreed water right is not exempt "from exercising or 
changing such right in compliance with applicable Idaho law." Final Unified Decree In Re 
9 Belle Ranch has admitted that the South County Water Rights are in an organized water district and thus, subject to 
Idaho Code§ 42-607, as evidenced by its reliance upon the Water District 37 Watermaster Water Delivery Records. 
Belle Ranch MSJ Memo, pgs. 7-8; Magnuson Aff., Ex. 8. 
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SRBA Case No. 39576 (August 26, 2014), pg. 13. Thus, South County would still have the 
ability to convey the 7.8/289th Interest of the South County Water Rights to Big Stick, et al. if the 
Court finds that title to the 7.8/289th Interest is not already vested in Big Stick, et al. 
V. THE 2012 BELLE RANCH TRANSFER IS VOID AND/OR CANNOT BE 
USED TO QUIET TITLE. 
As argued by FSC in its brief filed with the Court on September 1, 2017, Belle Ranch's 
2012 transfer is void not only to the water rights held by FSC, but it is void with respect to all of 
the water rights included in the Application for Transfer. See Magnuson Ajf., Ex. 27. While Big 
Stick, et al. would not object to an Application for Transfer for the portion of the South County 
Water Rights that Belle Ranch actually received, Belle Ranch had no basis to include the 
portions of the South County Water Rights that were expressly released: the 7.8/289th Interest. 
VI. BIG STICK'S, FOSBURY'S AND HOLT'S CLAIMS ARE NOT BARRED BY 
THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS. 
Big Stick, et al. acknowledges that a quiet title action must be commenced within four (4) 
years after the cause of action has accrued. Brown v. Greenheart, 157 Idaho 156, 162, 335 P.3d 
1, 7 (2014). A cause of action only accrues when "another person claims an interest in property 
'adverse to' another." Id. For instance, in the Brown case, the Idaho Supreme Court held that an 
adverse claim did not occur and, thus, a cause of action to quiet title to water rights did not 
accrue until the claiming party asserted an interest in the disputed water rights by filing a notice 
of change of ownership with the IDWR. Id. 
In this case, however, the four ( 4) year statute oflimitations does not even apply because, 
as set forth above, MWB never received an interest in the 7 .8/289th of the South County Water 
Rights, as evidenced by the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases, the Deed in Lieu and the Estoppel 
Certificate. As a result, MWB never had any interest in the 7.8/289th to convey to GBCI and/or 
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Belle Ranch. Since MWB, GBCI nor Belle Ranch ever had a claim to any part of the 7.8/289th 
Interest, Belle Ranch never obtained a "claim" adverse, or otherwise, to that portion of the South 
County Water Rights. Hence, the statute oflimitations has not run and will not do so. 
Even assuming, arguendo, that Belle Ranch somehow obtained a right to the 7.8/289th 
Interest of the South County Water Rights, the statute of limitations still has not run because the 
earliest that Belle Ranch's "adverse" claim could have accrued would have been in 2016. As 
explained above, Big Stick, et al. does not dispute that the Partial Decrees identify South County 
as the owner of the South County Water Rights. Thus, no adverse claim arose upon the issuance 
of the Partial Decrees in 2010. Although both MWB and Belle Ranch filed notices of change of 
ownership with IDWR in 2011, neither South County nor Big Stick, et al. were provided notice 
of those requests. See Magnuson A.ff., Exs. 24, 26; Scherer A.ff. at ,r 10. 
A party has no way of knowing about any changes to a water right unless IDWR gives 
notice. As set forth in Idaho Code § 42-248, notice is only deemed to have been provided 
"concerning any action by the director affecting a water right or claim if a notice of the action is 
mailed to the address and owner of the water right shown in the records of the department of 
water resources at the time of mailing the notice." IDAHO CODE§ 42-248 (emphasis added). 
Even though Big Stick, et al. was most likely not entitled to notice of MWB's or Belle Ranch's 
2011 requests to change ownership, South County was undoubtedly entitled to notice since it 
was named as the owner of the South County Water Rights in the IDWR records. Despite this 
entitlement, South County never received any notice of either MWB's or Belle Ranch's request 
to change ownership, as evidenced by the fact that South County was not listed as a recipient on 
either IDWR's September 13, 2011 letter to MWB or on its March 7, 2012 letter to Belle Ranch 
which notified MWB and Belle Ranch that IDWR "modified its records to reflect the change in 
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ownership." See Magnuson Affe., Exs. 24, 26. Additionally, IDWR never published notice of 
either MWB's or Belle Ranch's changes of ownership in any newspaper publication. See Belle 
Ranch MSJ Memo, pgs. 18-19. 
Notably, Belle Ranch's reliance upon the fact that notice of its Application for Transfer 
of the Water Right was published in the Idaho Mountain Express is misplaced because that 
notice only provided notice of a change in "place of use," not ownership. See Magnuson A.ff., 
Ex. 27. Moreover, an Application for Transfer is statutorily limited to changing/adding a point 
of diversion, nature of use, period of use or place or use - it does not have the ability to change 
ownership of a water right. IDAHO CODE § 42-222(1 ). This is an important distinction since 
Belle Ranch's purchase of the Property included some portion, but not all, of the South County 
Water Rights so it was appropriate for Belle Ranch to seek the transfer of the portion of the 
South County Water Rights that were included in its purchase. However, pursuant to the 
statutory limitation, that transfer could not include a change in ownership. 
IDWR admits that it is not the "keeper" of water rights because it does not possess the 
legal authority to determine title to water rights; therefore, its records are not definitive as to 
ownership. Bromley A.ff., Ex. 27. Accordingly, without notice of the changes in ownership it 
was virtually impossible for South County and Big Stick, et al. to become aware of the issues 
regarding title to the 7.8/289th Interest of the South County Water Rights. 
In fact, Big Stick, et al. only became aware of Belle Ranch's adverse claim to the 
7.8/289th Interest sometime after Belle Ranch's March 17, 2016 letter to IDWR claiming that it 
made an error in changing a portion of the ownership of the South County Water Rights to FSC 
and before June 3, 2016 when Big Stick, et al. requested a split in the South County Water 
Rights to rectify the incorrect ownership changes. Magnuson A.ff., Ex. 30; 0 'Leary A.ff., Ex. 8. 
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As a result, even if the statute oflimitations applies, it does not bar Big Stick, et al.'s claims 
since Belle Ranch's adverse claim did not occur until at least 2016. 
VII. THE DOCTRINES OF ESTOPPEL AND WAIVER DO NOT QUIET TITLE 
IN BELLE RANCH'S NAME. 
In this case, instead of attempting to overcome the fact that MWB never had any interest 
in the 7.8/289th Interest of the South County Water Rights to convey to GBCI and/or Belle 
Ranch, Belle Ranch alleges it should be entitled to ownership of the 7 .8/289th based on the 
equitable theories of: (1) equitable estoppel; (2) quasi-estoppel; and/or (3) waiver. These 
equitable doctrines, however, are not favored and are only applied rarely and from necessity. 28 
Am.Jur.2d Estoppel and Waiver §3. For the reasons set forth herein, these theories for recovery 
are not appropriate in this case. 
1. Belle Ranch Cannot Establish an Equitable Estoppel Defense 
To prevail under the doctrine of equitable estoppel Belle Ranch must prove: 
(1) a false representation or concealment of a material fact with actual or 
constructive knowledge of the truth; (2) that the party asserting estoppel did 
not know or could not discover the truth; (3) that the false representation or 
concealment was made with the intent that it be relied upon; and ( 4) that the 
person to whom the representation was made, or from whom the facts were 
concealed, relied and acted upon the representation or concealment to his 
prejudice. 
JR. Simplot Co. v. Chemetics Intern, Inc., 126 Idaho 532, 534, 887 P.2d 1039 (1994). This 
doctrine is only applied in exceptional circumstances as it is not favored "and will only be 
sustained by clear and convincing evidence." 28 Am.Jur.2d Estoppel and Waiver§ 29. 
Here, Belle Ranch is not only unable to provide clear and convincing evidence to prevail 
under this doctrine but it cannot even satisfy the first element of the doctrine because it has failed 
to identify what alleged false representation was made with "actual or constructive knowledge." 
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Big Stick, et al. has always maintained that it owns the 7.8/289th Interest of the South County 
Water Rights and has never made any representation to the contrary. See Joint Memorandum. 
2. Belle Ranch Cannot Establish a Quasi Estoppel Defense 
Belle Ranch also claims that Big Stick, et al. should be estopped from asserting its rights 
to the 7.8/289th Interest because it "sat idly." Not only is this claim unfounded and should be 
discarded but it does not achieve Belle Ranch's goal of quieting title to the 7.8/289th Interest in 
its name. 
"Quasi-estoppel prevents a party from successfully asserting a position inconsistent with 
a previously-taken position, with knowledge of the facts and of its rights, to the detriment of the 
person seeking to invoke it." Birdwood Subdivision Homeowners' Assoc., Inc. v. Bulotti Const., 
145 Idaho 17, 22 (2007), quoting Christensen v. City of Pocatello, 142 Idaho 132, 139 (2005). 
As the Supreme Court stated in Schoonover v. Bonner County, 113 Idaho 916,919 (1988): 
Quasi estoppel is essentially a last-gasp theory under which a defendant who 
can point to no specific detrimental reliance due to plaintiffs conduct may 
still assert that plaintiffs are estopped from asserting allegedly contrary 
positions where it would be unconscionable for them to do so. 
Thus, the party seeking the estoppel must prove both a change in position and that allowing the 
other party to maintain an inconsistent position would be unconscionable. Birdwood, 145 Idaho 
at 22. Therefore, a party is only prevented from taking an inconsistent position that it itself took 
earlier, and only if that change in position creates an unconscionable result. In this case, Belle 
Ranch cannot establish either element of quasi-estoppel. 
First, Big Stick, et al. never changed its position regarding its ownership of the 7 .8/289th 
Interest of the South County Water Rights. Instead, Big Stick, et al. has always maintained that 
it has a 7.8/289th Interest of the South County Water Rights by virtue of the 7.8/289th MWB 
Partial Releases and quitclaim deeds from South County. This ownership interest is further 
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evidenced by the Estoppel Certificate which expressly references the 7.8/289th MWB Partial 
Releases and the Litigation Guaranty. Scherer Ajf., Ex. A. Although Belle Ranch attempts to 
twist the language in the Estoppel Certificate to "include" instead of "exclude" the 7.8/289th 
Interest, this argument is nonsensical. 
Big Stick, et al. acknowledges that the reference to the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases 
were included in the paragraph titled "Included with the real property conveyed to Grantee." Id. 
However, the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases were not included in the extensive list of 
conveyed items. Instead, they were simply referenced in a separate sentence at the end of the 
paragraph. If Big Stick, et al. had intended for the conveyance to include its 7.8/289th Interest 
then it would have executed quitclaim deeds conveying said interest to MWB. However, it did 
no such thing. The fact that the 7 .8/289th MWB Partial Releases were not included as a 
conveyance to MWB is further evidenced by paragraph 12 of the Estoppel Certificate which 
states that the Property is "free and clear of all liens ... encumbrances and claims" except those 
in the Litigation Guaranty which specifically identified the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases as a 
"defect[ ], lien[ ], encumbrance[ ] or other matter[ ] affecting title to the Property. Scherer Aff., 
Exs. A, B. 
Second, there can be no finding of quasi-estoppel in this case because there is no 
unconscionable result arising out of any purported change in position. There is no 
unconscionable result because MWB never had any interest in the 7.8/289th of the South County 
Water Rights to transfer to GBCI and/or Belle Ranch. Therefore, Belle Ranch has never been 
entitled to that portion of the South County Water Rights. 
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3. Belle Ranch Cannot Establish a Waiver Defense 
It is well settled in Idaho that waiver '"is a voluntary, intentional relinquishment of a 
known right or advantage."' Frontier Fed. Sav. and Loan Ass 'n. v. Douglass, 123 Idaho 808, 
812,853 P.2d 553, 557 (1992) (emphasis added) (citing Tiffany v. City of Payette, 121 Idaho 
396,403,825 P.2d 493,500 (1992), quoting Brand S. Corp. v. King, 102 Idaho 731,734,639 
P.2d 429,432 (1981)). It is a question of intent which will not be inferred but instead requires 
the party asserting waiver to show "a clear and unequivocal act manifesting an intent to waive." 
Knipe Land Co. v. Robertson, 151 Idaho 449,457,259 P .. 3d 595, 603 (2011). Notably, silence 
is not sufficient to establish waiver. Id. at 604. Additionally, the party asserting waiver must 
"show that he acted in reasonable reliance upon [the waiver] and that he thereby has altered his 
position to his detriment." Id. at 603. 
Here, Big Stick, et al. never intended to relinquish any portion of its right to the 7 .8/289th 
Interest of the South County Water Rights. As set forth above, Belle Ranch's reliance on the 
reference to the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases in the Estoppel Certificate is simply an attempt 
to create confusion which falls short when the Estoppel Certificate is read as a whole, especially 
when considering the facts and circumstances regarding the execution of the Estoppel Certificate 
as set forth in Mr. Scherer' s Affidavit. See Scherer Aff. Even if Belle Ranch could somehow 
establish equitable estoppel, quasi-estoppel or waiver, it still would not receive title to any 
portion of the 7.8/289th Interest of the South County Water Rights. Instead, title would remain 
with South County pursuant to the Partial Decrees. 
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VIII. THE 7.8/289Tu INTEREST OF THE SOUTH COUNTY WATER RIGHTS 
WAS NOT ABANDONED OR FORFEITED BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN 
CONTINUOUSLY USED BY BELLE RANCH. 
Big Stick, et al. acknowledges that a water right may be lost by abandonment or 
forfeiture but, as set forth herein, neither of these doctrines is applicable to this case. First, the 
party seeking to establish abandonment or forfeiture has the burden of providing clear and 
convincing evidence. Jenkins v. State, Dept. of Water Res., 103 Idaho 384, 387-88, 647 P.2d 
1256, 1259-60 (1982). Abandonment is a common law doctrine that requires both an actual 
intent to abandon and an actual relinquishment of the water right. Sears v. Berryman, 101 Idaho 
843, 847, 623 P.2d 455,459 (1981). Forfeiture, on the other hand, "is a statutory concept well 
distinguished from the common law concept of abandonment." State v. Hagerman Water Right 
Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho 727, 732, 947 P.2d 400,405 (1997). The applicable statute is Idaho 
Code § 42-222(2) which does not provide for forfeiture unless a water right has not been applied 
to a beneficial use, by anyone, for a period of at least five ( 5) years. 
Here, neither abandonment nor forfeiture has occurred because it is undisputed that Belle 
Ranch has continuously used the Water Rights since its acquisition of the Property. 
Consequently, even if the Court could somehow find that the 7.8/289th Interest of the South 
County Water Rights was abandoned or forfeited then that interest would not be transferred to 
Belle Ranch but it would instead revert to the State ofldaho. Jenkins, 103 Idaho at 387-88. 
IX. GRANTING TITLE IN THE 7.8/289Tu INTEREST OF THE SOUTH COUNTY 
WATER RIGHTS TO BELLE RANCH WOULD BE AN UNJUST 
ENRICHMENT. 
Granting title in the 7.8/289th Interest of the South County Water Rights to Belle Ranch 
would constitute an unjust enrichment because Belle Ranch did not pay for that portion of the 
South County Water Rights. Unjust enrichment occurs when (1) a benefit is conferred on a 
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party; (2) that party appreciates the benefit; and (3) it would be inequitable for that party to 
accept the benefit without payment of the value of the benefit. Teton Peaks Inv. Co., LLC v. 
Ohme, 146 Idaho 394, 398, 195 P.3d 1027, 1211 (2008). Since MWB never received the 
7.8/289th Interest of the South County Water Rights, its conveyances to GBCI and Belle Ranch 
could not have included the entire corpus of the South County Water Rights. As a result, the 
purchase price that Belle Ranch paid for the Property did not include the value attributable to the 
7.8/289th Interest of the South County Water Rights. Allowing Belle Ranch to now obtain title to 
that portion of the South County Water Rights would be giving it something that it did not pay 
for, which would clearly be unjust. 
X. BELLE RANCH'S REQUEST TO ALLOW ADDITIONAL DISCOVERY IS 
UNNECESSARY. 
Belle Ranch's request for additional time to conduct discovery is unnecessary because the 
parties already agreed to stay discovery until after the Court has heard and ruled upon Big Stick, 
et al.'s and FSC's Joint Motion for Summary Judgment and Belle Ranch's Cross Motion. In 
fact, this Court's Order issued on July 3, 2017, specifically acknowledges the parties' intent to 
pursue discovery should the issues in this case not be resolved on summary judgment. 
Any arguments regarding possible fraudulent transactions and the statements made in the 
Estoppel Certificate are simply a red herring because the Second Mortgage specifically states 
that MWB would only execute the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases upon receiving payments 
from Scherer, Holt and Fosbury- which it did. Scherer Ajf. at i19, Ex. D. Therefore, as agreed 
by the parties, if the issues in this case are not resolved on summary judgment, Big Stick, et al. 
will engage in discovery with Belle Ranch without the need for the court to rule on said issue. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth above, Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt respectfully request that the 
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Court deny Belle Ranch's Cross Motion. 
\CJ--
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STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
Corporation. 
Defendants. 
COME NOW, Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
(collectively "Belle Ranch"), and Rabo AgriFinance LLC, fka Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. ("Rabo"), 
collectively "Defendants" under the consolidated cases, by and through their respective counsels 
ofrecord, Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP, and Ray Quinney & Nebeker P.C., and hereby 
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submit this Reply Brief for Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment, filed pursuant to Idaho Rule 
of Civil Procedure 56(a) and 56(c). 
INTRODUCTION 
The number of documents executed and recorded in Blaine County regarding this case is 
staggering. To assist the court, Belle Ranch has compiled a table of the various documents 
recorded with Blaine County, attached as Exhibit 1 to the Second Declaration of Scott A. 
Magnuson. Belle Ranch, LLC ("Belle Ranch) owns 289 acres of real property and appurtenant 
water rights (Water Rights), which have been pledged to Rabo as security for a loan. Plaintiffs 
collectively wish to sever 15.3/289ths of those water rights. First Security Corporation ("FSC") 
claims 7.5/289ths interest whereas Big Stick, LLC, Fosbury, and Holt "Big Stick, et al.") claim 
7.8/289ths interest in Belle Ranch's water rights. Plaintiffs have no interest in the land, have 
never used any of the claimed water and have never attempted to transfer any portion of the 
claimed water rights. Their claim to these water rights is appurtenant to nothing. The parties can 
be broken down as follows: 
Plaintiffs 
John Scherer ("Scherer"), Richard Fosbury ("Fosbury"), and Charles Holt ("Holt"), 
comprise the driving force in Plaintiffs' case. "Plaintiffs" and related affiliates are as follows: 
1) South County Estates, LLC (Scherer, Fosbury, Holt, members[l1); 
2) Big Stick, LLC (Scherer, member); 
3) Pensco Trust Company F.B.O Richard D. Fosbury, IRA #F0IEC (Fosbury); 
4) Pensco Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA #H0INH and IRA 
#H0lNV (Holt); 
5) First Security Corporation (financing to Scherer and Holt). 
[I] Counsel has advised Defendants that all three were members ofSCE, but the filings with the Secretary of State 
only show Scherer. 
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Defendants 
Justin Stevenson and Elizabeth Stevenson ("Stevensons") are owners of Belle Ranch, 
which is financed by Rabo AgriFinance LLC, collectively "Defendants". The underlying real 
property ("Belle Ranch Property") is owned by Belle Ranch and is comprised of 289 acres with 
appurtenant water rights. 
Plaintiffs claim that they own a combined 15.3/289th of the water rights, and wish for this 
court to quiet title to that water in their names. Defendants are the owners of the land and 
appurtenant Water Rights and ask the court to quiet title and confirm all the Water Rights to 
them. 
UNDISPUTED FACTS 
1. For purposes of judicial economy and convenience, Defendants incorporate their 
previous Joint Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment and in 
Opposition to First Security Corporation's, Big Stick, LLC's, Richard D. Fosbury's and Charles 
Holt's Motions for Summary Judgment, as though set forth herein. 
2. The documents recorded with Blaine County, as attached to the Magnuson Declaration, 
are unambiguous and speak for themselves. FSC, Big Stick, LLC et al. (collectively, 
"Plaintiffs"), are attempting to create ambiguity within the plain language of the Deed in Lieu of 
Foreclosure, Estoppel Certificate, partial releases of the first mortgage, and the Stewart Title 
Guaranty, but no such ambiguity exists. 
3. FSC attempts to use parol evidence of a prior or contemporaneous agreement to create 
ambiguity with the plain language of the recorded documentation by introducing for the first 
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time an unrecorded 2009 Letter Agreement between Mountain West and IIB. See 2nd Bromley 
A.ff., Ex. 4. Belle Ranch did not have notice of this unrecorded document. 
4. Likewise, Big Stick, et al., attempts to use parol evidence of a prior or contemporaneous 
agreement to create ambiguity with the plain language of the recorded documentation by 
introducing for the first time a nonnotarized and unrecorded Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure 
Agreement and Addendum. See Affidavit of John Scherer in Support of Big Stick, et al.' s 
Opposition to Joint Cross Motion for Summary Judgment ("Scherer A.ff."), Ex. C. Belle Ranch 
did not have notice of this unrecorded document. 
5. The first mortgage partial release of the 7.5/289th water rights, claimed by FSC, was 
recorded June 25, 2009 on the same day as the quitclaim deed from SCE to Big Stick. See 
Declaration of Scott Magnuson in Support of Belle Ranch, LLC's and Rabo Agrifinance LLC's 
Joint Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment ("Magnuson Dec."), Ex. 
48. There was never a release of the second and third mortgage. 
6. The first mortgage partial releases for the 7 .8/289ths water rights, claimed by Big Stick, 
et al., were executed October 14, 2009 1• There was never any release of the second and third 
mortgages. 
7. SCE committed a material breach of its obligation to MWB a few weeks later in 
November 2009; as of June 1, 2010 the amount due and outstanding was $7,569,085.18, and the 
fair market value of the property was less than the totality of the debt. Scherer A.ff., Ex. C. 
8. In conjunction with the conveyance of the Belle Ranch Property and Water Rights to 
Belle Ranch, a Title Commitment was issued by Stewart Title Guaranty Company. Magnuson 
1 The court should take note of the timing of the various documents between when they were executed versus 
subsequently recorded. 
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Dec., Ex. 7. The Title Commitment includes the results of an exhaustive title search on the 
property and included, in Schedule B, a list of items of note relative to the title of the property. 
Id. Importantly, although the Title Commitment did reference the partial releases of that first 
mortgage as to the water rights, the second and third mortgages remained unaffected and the title 
search did not reveal any of the purported quitclaim deeds attempting to convey portions of the 
water rights. Id. (Schedule B, Part I, Item 5). Merely stating that a particular lien was released is 
not notice that any portion of the Water Rights had been conveyed. 
9. Since Belle Ranch acquired the property it has consistently and timely paid all 
assessments due to the water district and to the irrigation district for delivery of the entirety of 
these water rights. Belle Ranch Verified Complaint for Declaratory Relief and to Quiet Title to 
Water Rights (Belle Ranch Verified Complaint), ,i,i 68, 107, 115, 124. Belle Ranch has also 
continuously put the full amount of the water rights to beneficial use on the Belle Ranch property 
from the date of acquisition through the present day. Id. 
10. When the Belle Ranch Property and water rights were conveyed to Belle Ranch from 
MWB, and GBCI, counsel for MWB searched IDWR records and confirmed that MWB owned 
all 289 acres of water rights. See Second Declaration of Scott A. Magnuson ("2nd Magnuson 
Dec."), Ex. 7. 
11. Belle Ranch owns, and has beneficially used, the 289 acres and all 289 acres of the 
appurtenant water rights. See Belle Ranch Verified Complaint, ,i,i 64, 68. The Belle Ranch Water 
Rights and water rights were conveyed to Rabo as security for a loan. 
ST AND ARD OF REVIEW 
As a matter of judicial economy and convenience, please refer to Plaintiffs' previous 
Standard of Review as though set forth fully herein. The burden in this case is on Plaintiffs to 
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prove their claims by clear, satisfactory and convincing evidence. Therefore, if the court believes 
that the case could go either way, the court must find for Belle Ranch and Rabo. Idaho law 
presumes that the holder oftitle to property is the legal owner of that property. Hettinga v. 
Sybrandy, 126 Idaho 467,469, 886 P.2d 772, 774 (1994); Russ Ballard & Family Achievement 
Inst. v. Lava Hot Springs Resort, Inc., 97 Idaho 572,579,548 P.2d 72, 79 (1976). Accordingly 
"one who would claim the ownership of property of which the legal title stands or record in 
another ... must establish such claim by evidence that is clear, satisfactory and convincing." Russ 
Ballard & Family Achievement Inst., 97 Idaho at 579, 548 P.2d at 79. 
LEGAL ARGUMENT 
I. MWB was Transferred All of the Belle Ranch Property, Together With 
Appurtenances, Including all Water Rights, as Evidenced by the Deed In Lieu of 
Foreclosure and Estoppel Certificate. 
Plaintiffs argue that the quitclaim deeds and partial releases transferred the 7.5/289ths 
and 7 .8/289ths water right interests, and that Belle Ranch had notice thereof. However this was 
not the case. SCE took out three (3) mortgages on the Belle Ranch property and appurtenances 
between 2005 and 2008-but the partial releases only identify the first mortgage. There is no 
release of the second or third mortgages, partial or otherwise. This is undeniable. In November 
2009, SCE defaulted on its obligations. Instead of facing litigation on the mortgages, notes, and 
guaranty of Scherer, Holt, and Fosbury, SCE transferred any and all of its interests to the Belle 
Ranch Property together with all appurtenances, and water rights to MWB via a Deed in Lieu of 
Foreclosure, and also executed an Estoppel Certificate. The Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, which 
substantially benefitted not only SCE but also Scherer, Holt and Fosbury as well, does not 
reserve any interests to SCE. The Estoppel Certificate plainly states that the partial releases 
were included with the transfer. 
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Subsequently, MWB (and GBCI) transferred its interest to Belle Ranch, a bona fide 
purchaser, and Belle Ranch then pledged its interest to Rabo, also a bona fide purchaser. 
A. The Partial Releases did not Release the Second and Third Mortgages as to the 
Water Rights and Did Not Put Belle Ranch on Notice. 
SCE executed three mortgages against the property, and the partial releases only released 
claims to a portion of the water rights under the first mortgage, as modified-leaving the entirety 
of the Second and Third mortgages unaffected. SCE took out a mortgage on the property in 2005 
(modified in 2006); a second mortgage on the same property on June 13, 2008 (Instrument 
#558904); and a third mortgage on the same property October 24, 2008 (Instrument #562481). 
The partial releases only mention and acknowledge releasing MWB's lien as to the first (as 
amended) mortgage. These releases are silent as to MWB' s two other separate liens. 
The 2nd and 3rd Mortgages contain the same broad language that conveys "all of Grantor's 
right, title, and interest in and to the following described real property ... all water, water 
rights .... " Magnuson Dec. Exs. 4, 5. By these mortgages SCE had already conveyed "all" of its 
interest in the water rights to MWB. Because of the second and third mortgages, SCE as grantor, 
did not have any interest to quitclaim at the time of execution. Plaintiffs do not dispute that 
conclusion, but argue instead that these quitclaims were inchoate rights that vested once MWB 
executed the partial releases. Therefore, they contend MWB acquired no interest in the water 
rights to convey to Belle Ranch. See Big Stick, LLC's, Richard D. Fosbury's and Charles Holt's 
Opposition to Belle Ranch, LLC's and Rabo Agrifinance, LLC's Joint Cross-Motion for 
Summary Judgment, pp. 8, 11-13. FSC further argues Belle Ranch had notice that the 7.5/289ths 
water rights had been released via the partial releases and conveyed via quitclaim deed. See First 
Security Corporations Response to Belle Ranch, LLC's and Rabo Agrifinance LLC's Joint 
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Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment ("FSC Response"), p. 15. 
Yet, the Second and Third Mortgages are unambiguous and they were never released. SCE did 
not have any rights to transfer. Even if the quitclaim deeds were inchoate, they never vested, 
because there was no release of the second and third mortgage. These liens continued to exist. 
Plaintiffs acknowledge that the partial releases do not include or reference the Second and Third 
mortgage. See Big Stick, LLC's, Richard D. Fosbury's and Charles Holt's Opposition to Belle 
Ranch, LLC's and Rabo Agrifinance, LLC's Joint Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 17-
18. Therefore, even under Plaintiffs' reasoning, the conveyances were at most still inchoate and 
subject to the second and third mortgages. An inchoate interest is not anything, except a possible 
promise oftitle. See Maynard v. Hill, 125 U.S. 190, 214-15, 8 S. Ct. 723, 731, 31 L. Ed. 654 
( 1888). In the instant case, this promise of an inchoate interest never vested because SCE 
defaulted. 
FSC tries to create ambiguity and argue against the plain language of the partial releases 
by including a prior or contemporaneous agreement entered into by MWB and IIB and by 
offering a purported unrecorded letter agreement that Belle Ranch would not have notice of and 
was just presented with. 2nd Bromley Aff., Ex. 4. As explained in Jolley v. Idaho Sec., Inc., the 
general rule is that a deed "is considered as a merger of the agreements of an antecedent contract 
into the terms of the deed, and any claim for relief must be based on the covenants or agreements 
contained in the deed, not the covenants or agreements as contained in the prior agreement," 90 
Idaho 373, 383-84, 414 P.2d 879, 885 (1966). So, FSC cannot rely on this purported letter 
agreement for anything since, even if the letter is genuine, the law of merger rendered it a nullity. 
FSC further attempts to discredit Belle Ranch's plain language arguments concerning the 
2009 IIB Mortgage by stating that Scherer and Holt executed the Mortgage on June 25, 2009. 
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FSC Response, p. 20. The document is clear and unambiguous. It states: "THIS MORTGAGE 
dated June 10, 2009 is made and executed ... ". Magnuson Dec., Ex. 43. Belle Ranch concedes 
that it may have been acknowledged and notarized on June 25, 2009-however that is not when 
the plain language indicates it was "made and executed." Id 
The execution and recording of these documents describe an interesting narrative. Belle 
Ranch's interest and notice stems from the unambiguous recorded documents and the Deed in 
Lieu of Foreclosure to MWB, all of which are matters of record and which conveyed all 
property, appurtenances, water rights and interests. Plaintiffs were all on notice of MWB' s 
recorded mortgages and liens as to the Belle Ranch Property and appurtenances. They knew the 
liens arising from the second and third mortgages were not released. They had control of the 
documents and are bound by those documents. 
B. The Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure Transferred all of SCE Interests. 
Plaintiffs next attempt to create ambiguity in the language of the Deed in Lieu of 
Foreclosure and Estoppel Certificate in an attempt to argue that MWB did not acquire any and 
all interests in the property, together with all appurtenances. However, the documents are 
unambiguous and convey all rights to MWB, which in turn transferred them to Belle Ranch. 
The recorded Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure states that SCE transfers the Belle Ranch 
Property and all interest "together with appurtenances" to MWB. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 44. In 
case that was not enough, the recorded deed further states: 
Included with the real property conveyed to Grantee: all erected or affixed 
buildings, improvements and fixtures; all easements, rights of way, and 
appurtenances; all water, water rights, watercourses and ditch rights 
(including stock in utilities with ditch or Irrigation rights}, and all other rights, 
royalties, and profits relating to the conveyed real property, including without 
limitation all minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and similar matters, collective; 
including any after-acquired title to any right of redemption; 
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Id. (emphasis supplied). As the court can see, the 7.5/289ths and 7.8/289ths in the water rights 
were not severed from the Deed as Plaintiffs claim. See Big Stick, LLC's, Richard D. Fosbury's 
and Charles Holt's Opposition to Belle Ranch, LLC's and Rabo Agrifinance, LLC's Joint Cross-
Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 18. The Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure is straight forward and 
unambiguous, and it should be read and construed as written. 
C. The Estoppel Certificate is Unambiguous and Unilaterally Sets Forth the Facts and 
Representations as to John Scherer and SCE. 
The Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure does not mention anything about the partial releases or 
the quitclaimed interests in the water rights. The Partial Release of Water Rights is mentioned in 
the Estoppel Certificate. This binding documents was executed by John Scherer as a member of 
and on behalf of SCE, for the purpose of inducing MWB to accept the Deed In Lieu of 
Foreclosure. Magnuson Dec. Ex. 6. This does not create acknowledgment of anything on the part 
of MWB, and certainly is not evidence of a transfer of interests. Plaintiffs want to create 
ambiguity and argue that the Estoppel Certificate evidences that the 7.8/289ths and 7.5/289ths 
interests in the water rights were not included in the Deed In Lieu of Foreclosure. See Big Stick, 
LLC's, Richard D. Fosbury's and Charles Holt's Opposition to Belle Ranch, LLC's and Rabo 
Agrifinance, LLC's Joint Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 10-11. This is not the case, 
and the plain language is clear and unambiguous. It states: 
Included with the real property conveyed to Grantee: all erected or affixed 
buildings, improvements and fixtures; all easements, rights of way, and 
appurtenances; all water, water rights, watercourses and ditch rights (including 
stock in utilities with ditch or irrigation rights), and all other rights, royalties and 
profits relating to the conveyed real property, including without limitation all 
minerals, oil, gas, geothermal and similar matters, collective; including any after-
acquired title and any right of redemption. Partial Release of Water Rights 
recorded as Instrument. No's 568681, 574997, 574998, 574999, 575000, 
575001, records of blaine County, Idaho. 
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Magnuson Dec., Ex. 6 ( emphasis added). 
The Estoppel Certificate says that the partial releases are being conveyed back to MWB 
in the Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure. Interestingly, Plaintiffs are now attempting to essentially 
modify the plain language of the Estoppel Certificate and change the facts contained therein. The 
purpose of the Estoppel Certificate is to assure one or both parties are aware of the facts, and to 
prevent the assertion of different facts at a later date. Lawyers Title Ins. Corp. v. Honolulu Fed. 
Sav. & LoanAss'n, 900 F.2d 159, 163 (9th Cir. 1990) (citing Black's Law Dictionary, 5th Ed. 
(1979). 
Plaintiffs secured a partial release as to the first mortgage as to the 7 .5/289ths and 
7.8/289ths interest to the water rights within four (4) and one (1) months, respectively, of 
defaulting on its obligation that was over seven (7) million dollars. Plaintiffs are arguing that 
instead of obtaining all interests to the property, appurtenances and water rights from Scherer, 
Fosbury, and Holt, in exchange for not litigating on the notes and personal guarantees, that 
MWB simply allowed the self-dealing of the water rights-which goes against the plain 
language of the Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure and Estoppel Certificate. 
The other language of the Estoppel Certificate is likewise unambiguous. Notably: 
1. The deed is intended as an absolute conveyance ... 
2. Grantor is not in physical possession of said Property and no other parties has any 
claim to possession of the Property; except Gerald Bashaw has an oral lease of the 
Property as lessee. Possession of the real estate will be surrendered to the Grantee. 
Magnuson Dec., Ex. G. The Water rights are part of the real property to be "surrendered to 
MWB". 
Plaintiffs want to create ambiguity regarding paragraph 12 of the Estoppel Certificate, 
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referencing the Stewart Title Guaranty Company, Order No. 1016761, as proof that the water 
rights had been severed. See Big Stick, LLC's, Richard D. Fosbury's and Charles Holt's 
Opposition to Belle Ranch, LLC's and Rabo Agrifinance, LLC's Joint Cross-Motion for 
Summary Judgment, pp. 10-11. This simply is not the case, and no ambiguity exists. Paragraph 
12 states: 
The above real estate is free and clear of all liens (including Mechanic's 
Construction Lien), encumbrances and claims of every nature, kind and 
description whatsoever, excepting for those disclosed in the litigation guaranty 
issued by Stewart Title Guaranty Company, Order No. 1016761. 
Id A review of the Stewart Title Guaranty clearly lists the first mortgage and partial 
releases recorded, and then immediately thereafter, separately numbered, it sequentially 
lists the other encumbrances held by MWB-which are the second and third mortgages. 
Magnuson Dec., Ex. 7. The second and third mortgages fall in sequential order, and are 
not released. Id The Stewart Title Guaranty also is silent as to any other interests or 
quitclaim deeds. The Stewart Title Guaranty is straight forward and unambiguous, 
however, if Plaintiffs want to argue ambiguity and bring in parol evidence concerning 
interpretation, Belle Ranch's position is confirmed by the water rights research and email 
exchange between MWB, Stewart Title Company, and counsel that concluded that all 
289 acres of the water rights, as of December 2011, were appurtenant to the Belle Ranch 
Property and acquired by MWB. 2nd Magnuson Dec., Ex. 2. 
The Estoppel Certificate and Stewart Title Guaranty are unambiguous and support Belle 
Ranch's position that MWB obtained all 289 acres and appurtenant water rights. 
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II. Plaintiffs' Quiet Title Actions are Barred by the Applicable Statute of Limitations. 
I.C. 5-224. 
Belle Ranch and Rabo have demonstrated that the statute of limitations bars Plaintiffs' 
claims, and that there is no conflicting evidence creating a question of fact. Plaintiffs only 
attempt to raise questions of fact as to when the cause of action accrued. As such, based upon 
this argument, the court can either find in favor of Belle Ranch, or find there is a question of 
material fact regarding the accrual of the claims that would trigger the quiet title claims-thus 
denying Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Any and all of Plaintiffs' quiet title claims are barred by application of the four year (4) 
statute of limitations. LC. § 5-224, § 6-401. This includes a claim for water right ownership. 
Brown v. Greenheart, 157 Idaho 156, 162 (2014). 
In Brown v. Greenheart, 157 Idaho 156, 162, 335 P.3d 1, 7 (2014), the court addressed 
the statute of limitations as it relates to water rights. The Idaho Supreme Court held that a cause 
of action for quiet title, pursuant to LC. § 5-224 and§ 6-401, accrues where another person 
claims an interest in the property (or water right) "adverse to" another. Id. (emphasis in original). 
The issue is when did the cause of action begin to accrue. "[W]here discovery of a cause of 
action commences the statute of limitations the date of discovery is a fact question for the jury 
unless there is no evidence creating a question of fact." Id. (quoting McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Idaho 
765, 773, 820 P.2d 360,368 (1991)). 
FSC waited until December 2, 2016, Verified Complaint to Quiet Title, CV-2016-645, 
and Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt waited until December 27, 2016, Verified Complaint to Quiet 
Title CV-2016-683, to file their quiet title actions. Yet, the undisputed facts make clear that 
Plaintiffs were put on notice of an adverse claim, many times over, all more than 4-years prior to 
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the quiet title actions. Thus, Plaintiffs' claims are time-barred. 
Plaintiffs, FSC, Big Stick (Scherer), Fosbury, and Holt are not SCE-they are technically 
separate entities. Plaintiffs argue that because the 2010 Partial Decrees identified South County 
Estates as the owner of the water rights, there was no adverse claim. See Big Stick, LLC's, 
Richard D. Fosbury's and Charles Holt's Opposition to Belle Ranch, LLC's and Rabo 
Agrifinance, LLC's Joint Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 22. If Plaintiffs are claiming 
they own the water rights, it is unclear how the issuance of a decree in the name of another entity 
is not adverse. Plaintiffs argue that the partial releases had the effect of perfecting their inchoate 
right in the water rights. The partial releases were all executed by October 2009, and all recorded 
by February 2010. Magnuson Dec., Exs. 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 48. 
On June 28, 2010, or after the execution and recordation of the documents Plaintiffs rely 
on for their claims, the SRBA Court issued a Recommendation that the Water Rights be decreed, 
in their entirety, to South County Estates. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 20. On July 9, 2010, the SRBA 
Court issued an Amended Recommendation, confirming the recommendation that each of the 
Water Rights be decreed, in their entirety, to South County Estates. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 21. 
Ultimately, on August 31, 2010, the SRBA Court entered Partial Decrees, formally decreeing the 
Water Rights, in their entirety, to South County Estates. The place of use is on the 289 acres 
transferred to MWB and now owned by Belle Ranch. Based upon the foregoing, it is 
indisputable that no later than the summer of 2010, six and a half years before these cases were 
filed, judicial rulings of the SRBA Court existed which made findings and rulings adverse to the 
claims that Plaintiffs are attempting to make here. 
The other clearly adverse claim to Plaintiffs is the appurtenance and continued possession 
and use of the water rights by someone other than Plaintiffs-which occurred by Belle Ranch as 
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early as when it submitted its ownership and transfer application with IDWR in 2011/2012. In 
Brown v. Greenheart, Brown had possession and used the water rights-therefore it was not until 
Greenheart filed a notice with IDWR that the time in which Brown could file a lawsuit began to 
run. In this case, in addition to all the facts surrounding the paper transactions, Belle Ranch 
actually had possession, paid the taxes and assessments, and used the water rights-not 
Plaintiffs. These are all acts adverse to Plaintiffs' claims of title and ownership. Plaintiffs knew 
these facts. Plaintiffs knew they were not using the water. They were not billed by the Water 
District, even though SCE would have been billed when it owned and used the water. Plaintiffs 
were put on notice of the adverse claim by use, and possession. This coupled with the 
aforementioned notice that the water rights were decreed in the name of some other entity put 
Plaintiffs on clear notice. 
"[T]he purpose of a statute of limitations in general is to prevent fraudulent and stale 
claims from arising after a great lapse of time while preserving for a reasonable period the right 
to pursue a claim." Hawley v. Green, 117 Idaho 498,501, 788 P.2d 1321, 1324 (1990)(citing 
Owens v. White, 380 F.2d 310 (9th Cir.1967)). Ownership of the Belle Ranch property and 
appurtenant water rights are in control of and in the name of Belle Ranch. Any one of the 
aforementioned notices were adequate on their own to give Plaintiffs proper notice of the adverse 
claims to the water rights and would have caused the cause of action for quiet title to commence 
accruing-however, Plaintiffs were given multiple notices of the adverse claims to the water 
rights and did not take any action. Plaintiffs had four years to file an action to quiet title and 
failed to do so, and their claims are now barred. 
Plaintiffs attempt to create ambiguity regarding the ownership change to MWB and 
subsequently to Belle Ranch through the self-serving declaration of Scherer. MWB and Belle 
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Ranch separately submitted ownership change requests through IDWR, which were processed 
and acknowledged at least five year prior to filing these claims. Additionally, Belle Ranch filed 
an application for transfer. IDWR provided notice of the transfer, including that Belle Ranch 
sought to change elements of the Water Rights, by publishing notice of the pending transfer in 
the Idaho Mountain Express on May 16 and 23, 2012. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 27. These filings 
served as additional notice that MWB and Belle Ranch claimed an interest adverse to Plaintiffs 
in the Water Rights. See Brown v. Greenheart, 157 Idaho 156, 162,335 P.3d 1, 7 (2014). 
As such, the court should dismiss Plaintiffs' quiet title actions as barred by the four year 
statute of limitations, and confirm ownership in the name of Belle Ranch LLC. 
III. Plaintiffs' Claims to the Water Rights are Precluded because They are 
Impermissible Collateral Attacks on the SRBA Decree. 
In 2010, the SRBA Court entered a partial decree for all the water rights at issue in this 
case (including the portion of the rights held by Belle Ranch, which are not challenged by 
Plaintiffs) in the name of South County Estates. The rights are decreed as appurtenant to the land 
held today by Belle Ranch. During the SRBA in 2003, South County submitted notice to IDWR 
that it acquired ownership of this same land and water. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 2. Plaintiffs all were 
members of South County Estates when the partial decree was entered by the court or are 
successors in interest to members of South County Estates. Plaintiffs' claims to the water rights 
all arise from self-dealing transactions between SCE and its members that occurred prior to the 
entry of the partial decree in 2010. Plaintiffs did not notify the SRBA Court or IDWR that they 
claimed to be owners of any portions of the water rights they purportedly received from South 
County Estates before the decrees were entered in the name of SCE. Plaintiffs are on notice of 
and charged with all notice to SCE of the actions of the SRBA Court in decreeing the right in the 
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name of SCE. They do not claim they or SCE did not receive notice of the partial decree. The 
water rights, to this day, are appurtenant to land owned by Belle Ranch. Plaintiffs have no legal 
right to set foot on Belle Ranch property. They have no easement or agreement. None of the 
Plaintiffs have ever sought to transfer the water rights to property they own. 
Plaintiffs do not dispute that they cannot collaterally attack the SRBA partial decree. 
Rangen, Inc. v. IDWR, 159 Idaho 789,376 P.3d 193 (2016). Yet, they would have this court 
ignore the fact that the 2010 decree does not recognize any of their pre-decree claims to the 
water rights. 
By law, the SRBA partial decree must list the name and address of the claimant or the 
holder of the water right. Idaho Code§ 42-1411(2)(a) requires the name of the claimant to be 
identified. The district court's decree must adjudicate each element of a water right that is 
contained in Idaho Code§ 42-1411(2). Idaho Code§ 42-1412(6). This expressly includes the 
claimant. Idaho Code§ 42-1401A(l) defines claimant as "any person asserting ownership of 
rights to the use of water." (emphasis added.) 
Today, Plaintiffs assert that they have ownership of the right to use water, and thus, are 
"claimants" under the adjudication statutes. According to their motion, Plaintiffs assert that their 
status of "claimants" existed before the partial decree was entered. Yet, they did not move to 
alter or amend the decree or otherwise have the court recognize their interests. Contrast that 
failure with the irrigation entities' request that the SRBA Court recognize their ownership 
interests in the water rights held in the name of the Bureau of Reclamation. US. v. Pioneer Irr. 
Dist., 144 Idaho 106, 157 P.3d 600 (2007). 
Faced with this hurdle, Plaintiffs argue that the SRBA Court's decree of the rights in the 
name of South County Estates is irrelevant. They argue that in handling claims the Department 
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of Water Resources merely requires some evidence of any random name, address and phone 
number. They claim that the Department cannot determine ownership of a water right. The 
Plaintiffs then leap from there to the conclusion that the SRBA Court's partial decree identifying 
the holder of the water right as South County Estates is irrelevant. They claim that the SRBA 
Court had no authority to determine ownership of the water right during the SRBA proceedings. 
The Director and Department merely makes recommendations to the Court. Idaho Code§ 42-
1411(2). The Court issues the decrees. Idaho Code§ 42-1412. 
Plaintiffs are wrong about the court's authority. Riley v. Rowan, 131 Idaho 831, 965 P.2d 
191 (1998), was an appeal from a decision of the SRBA Court. The sole issue on appeal was who 
was the owner of the water right that had been issued in the name of two decedents? The court 
upheld the SRBA Court's determination that the parties were entitled to one-half interest in the 
water rights. The court also upheld the SRBA Court's interpretation of the deed passing 
ownership of the property, including the water rights. 
Mullinix v. Kilgore Salmon River Fruit Company, 158 Idaho 269,346 P.3d 286 (2015), is 
another case where the Supreme Court confirmed the right of the SRBA Court to adjudicate 
ownership, stating "due to the binding nature of these decrees, Mullinix's SRBA partial decree is 
conclusive proof of his right to a portion of the water from James Joe Creek right no. 79-401 and 
the application of that water for beneficial use." (Emphasis added.) US. v. Pioneer Irr. Dist., 
supra, is another case where the Supreme Court adjudicated ownership of these water rights, 
stating: 
The SRBA Court specifically stated that 'ownership of this water right is derived 
from law and is not based exclusively on the contracts between the Bureau of 
Reclamation and the irrigation organizations.' This Court has affirmed that ruling. 
Id. at 116, 157 P. 3d at 610 (emphasis added). 
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Plaintiffs do not respond to any of these holdings. Instead, they incorrectly argue that 
Idaho Code § 6-401 deprived the SRBA Court of authority to adjudicate ownership without 
reconciling that statute with the holdings. Contrary to this argument, the statute expressly states 
that the adjudication court can "adjudicate water rights ... against other water users." That is 
exactly what the SRBA Court did when it adjudicated the water right to South County, and 
hence, against all other claimants, including Plaintiffs. "[I]f a court has the general power to 
adjudicate the issues in the class of suits to which the case belongs its interim orders and final 
judgments, whether right or wrong, are not subject to collateral attack, so far as jurisdiction over 
the subject matter is concerned." Gordon v. Gordon, 118 Idaho 804, 807, 800 P.2d 1018, 1021 
(1990). The SRBA Court had the statutory authority and jurisdiction to adjudicate water rights 
"against other water users," and the SRBA did exactly that, finding that the water right belonged 
to South County and to no one else. Whether right or wrong, the SRBA Court's determination 
may not be challenged now. 
Moreover, after ownership of the water rights were adjudicated to SCE, MWB and Belle 
Ranch did exactly what they were required to do by IDWR procedures. Belle Ranch and 
Mountain West both filed Notices of Change of Ownership under Idaho Code§ 42-428. 
Magnuson Dec., Exs. 23, 25. Thereafter, they filed a transfer application under Idaho Code§ 42-
222, asserting ownership of all 289 acres of the water rights in the name of Belle Ranch 
appurtenant to the property held by Belle Ranch. Magnuson Dec., Exs. 27, 28. 
Plaintiffs misconstrue or misunderstand Belle Ranch's discussion of the Final Unified 
Decree. Belle Ranch pointed to the Final Unified Decree language as recognizing the fact that 
between the issuance of a partial decree and a unified final decree, a party is free to follow 
IDWR procedures in transferring water rights, including the transfers filed by Belle Ranch here. 
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Such subsequent transactions are within the jurisdiction of the Department. But prior claims, 
such as those by Plaintiffs here, are not preserved and are wiped out by the decree. The decree is 
"conclusive" of the nature or extent of the water rights. Idaho Code§ 42-1420. The statute 
contains enumerated exceptions, but ownership is not one of them. Plaintiffs cannot now 
resurrect claims to these water rights. Thus, Belle Ranch and Rabo are entitled to summary 
judgment in this case, and Plaintiffs' cross-motion for summary judgment must be denied. 
IV. The Transfer Proceeding Filed by Belle Ranch is Res Judicata as to All Elements of 
the Water Rights, Including Ownership, and Binding on Plaintiffs. 
There is no dispute of fact at all, let alone one that would be material. The transfer 
proceeding filed by Belle Ranch for these water rights included all 289 acres of water 
appurtenant to the property held by Belle Ranch, including those portions that Plaintiffs seek to 
now sever from the property. The transfer order affirmed that Belle Ranch was "the holder" of 
all 289 acres of the water rights and described exactly where on Belle Ranch's property, the 
water would be put to beneficial use. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 28. Yet Plaintiffs' claim today that 
they were the holders of the rights in 2012, contrary to the face of the transfer order. 
There is no dispute of fact that notice of the 2012 transfer proceedings was provided, as 
required by law, by publishing legal notice in the Blaine County newspaper of local circulation 
for legal advertisements, the Mountain Express. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 27. There is no dispute of 
fact that Plaintiffs were legally on notice by virtue of publication of the proceeding. Plaintiffs 
make two arguments to try and defeat these undisputed facts and the legal result that must follow 
from these undisputed facts. Plaintiffs' efforts fail. First, they claim they did not know that Belle 
Ranch claimed ownership of all the water rights. This is nonsense. The Application (Magnuson 
Dec., Ex. 27) makes it clear that Belle Ranch claims the ability to move all the water to its land. 
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Plaintiffs also assert (without citation to any authority) that they were not given proper notice of 
the proceeding. In fact, Idaho Code § 42-222(1) specifically provides that notice is to be made in 
the manner required by Idaho Code§ 42-203(a). Under Idaho Code§ 42-203(a), notice by 
publication in a paper of general circulation in the county is adequate notice. 
The transfer statute goes on to provide the mechanism for any person who may be 
aggrieved by the Department's decision. Idaho Code§ 42-222(5). It allows any protestant to file 
an appeal with the district court. It is undisputed that none of the Plaintiffs filed either a protest 
or an appeal with any court. No petition for review was filed with respect to this final agency 
action. Plaintiffs do not dispute, nor can they, that the doctrine of res judicata applies to 
administrative agencies. McGee v. Thompson Creek Mining Co., 152 Idaho 196, 264 P .3d 464 
(2012). Of course, res judicata includes preclusion not only of the issues and claims that were 
actually raised but also the issues and claims that could have been litigated in the first matter. Id. 
If Plaintiffs believed that Belle Ranch was not the owner of the entirety of the water right and 
had no right to change the place of use of a portion of that water right without their consent, it 
was incumbent on them to have raised that issue in the administrative proceeding. Plaintiffs did 
not, and they are bound by the transfer proceeding results. They did not exhaust their 
administrative remedies. IC. 67-5271. The time to do so has long since passed. I.C. 67-5273. 
Those proceedings confirm Belle Ranch as the "water right holder." Magnuson Dec., Ex. 28. 
Plaintiffs claim that IDWR internal procedures, which are not codified by any rules or 
any statute, allow a transfer proceeding to be set aside if the transfer proceeding is fraudulent or 
faulty. Plaintiffs do not explain how IDWR's procedural manuals can override the Administrative 
Procedures Act or the principles of res judicata. In any event, the only defect they claim of is 
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that they had no notice. This claim is simply not true as a matter of law. They received all 
adequate notice required by Idaho Code § 42-222 and 42-203(a). 
Plaintiffs vaguely raise a claim of fraud in the transfer proceedings. Fraud is not properly 
pled in this case as required by I.R.C.P. 9. It is not described with particularity. All Plaintiffs 
point to, is the failure to describe MWB's security interest, but MWB does not claim any injury, 
and MWB conveyed the property to Belle Ranch free and clear ofliens. Magnuson Dec., Exs. 
45, 46. They also claim that Belle Ranch should have described IIB's security interest, but that 
interest did not show up in the records ofIDWR at the time. 2nd Magnuson Dec., Ex. 2. Belle 
Ranch was not aware of any claim until the 2014 letter from the bank's counsel. 2nd Magnuson 
Dec., Ex. 3. Moreover, Plaintiffs did not, and have not, moved to set aside the transfer as 
fraudulent nor would they do so now. See I.R.C.P. 60(b); Suitts v. Nix, 141 Idaho 706, 709, 117 
P.3d 120, 123 (2005)(requiring a showing of tampering with the administration of justice and a 
wrong against the institution). This speculative claim lacks merit. 
IDWR's administrative proceedings on transfers results in a final order approving (or 
denying) the transfer. "Judicial review of a final decision of IDWR is governed by IDAP A, Title 
67, Chapter 52 of the Idaho Code. I.C. § 42-1701A(4)." In re WD 170, 148 Idaho 200,205,220 
P.3d 318, 323 (Idaho, 2009); Idaho Code§ 42-1701A(4). IDAPAjudicial review applies to 
transfer applications, Chisholm v. IDWR, 142 Idaho 159, 125 P.3d 515 (2015); applications for 
permits, City of Eagle v. ID WR, 150 Idaho 449, 24 7 P .3d 103 7 (2011 ); licensing proceedings, 
Idaho Power Co. v. IDWR, 151 Idaho 266,255 P.3d 1152 (2011); and a host of other 
administrative proceedings, Rangen v. IDWR, 160 Idaho 251,371 P.3d 305 (2016) (delivery 
call). 
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In the Facility Volume Case, the SRBA Court explained that elements of water rights 
established in administrative proceedings were not subject to challenge in Court. Order on 
Challenge of "Facility Volume" Issue, In re SRBA Case No. 39576, Subcase No. 36-0708 et al. 
Rather, the parties' remedy if aggrieved by an administrative decision, is to appeal that decision 
under the IDAP A. Id., p. 16. Any attempt to appeal the license in a subsequent judicial 
proceeding is an impermissible collateral attack. Id. Transfers involve the same legal principles. 
They are administrative proceedings resulting in a final order, appealable only under the IDAP A. 
Notice is given to the public of these proceedings exactly "in the same manner as applications" 
under Idaho Code § 42-203A. 
Belle Ranch's transfer proceedings occurred after the partial decree was entered but 
before the Final Unified Decree. Hence, the Final Unified Decree does not upset Belle Ranch's 
water right transfer. Plaintiffs waited until after the partial decree, after the transfer and after the 
final decree to bring these claims. Between the SRBA partial decree, the Final Unified Decree 
and the transfer proceedings, Plaintiffs are triply barred by the doctrine of res judicata and 
cannot collaterally attack either the SRBA decrees or the transfer proceedings as they are doing 
by claiming ownership of the water rights. 
V. The Court Should Deny Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment based upon the 
Doctrines of Equitable Estoppel, Quasi Estoppel, and/or Waiver. 
Belle Ranch is the current owner of the Belle Ranch Property and its appurtenant Water 
Rights, and has been since 2011. Likewise, the Water Rights have been in the name of Belle 
Ranch with IDWR's record since April 2012. It is irrefutable that Plaintiffs have never attempted 
to transfer any interest and have never beneficially used the water on any property. 
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The holder of title to property is the presumed legal owner of that property, and if 
someone else claims ownership of such property, he must establish his claim by clear, 
satisfactory, and convincing evidence. Anderson v. Rex Hayes Family Trust, 145 Idaho 741, 185 
P.3d 253 (2008); Hettinga v. Sybrandy, 126 Idaho 467,469,886 P.2d 772, 774 (1994); Russ 
Ballard & Family Achievement Inst. v. Lava Hot Springs Resort, Inc., 97 Idaho 572, 579, 548 
P .2d 72, 79 (1976). "[O]ne who would claim the ownership of property of which the legal title 
stands or record in another ... must establish such claim by evidence that is clear, satisfactory and 
convincing." Russ Ballard & Family Achievement Inst., 97 Idaho at 579,548 P.2d at 79. 
On June 17, 2010, South County Estates conveyed the Belle Ranch Property, with all 
appurtenances, including the Water Rights, to MWB. The Scherer Estoppel Certificate of same 
date confirmed "absolute conveyance". On August 31, 2010, the SRBA Court entered Partial 
Decrees, formally decreeing the Water Rights, in their entirety, to South County Estates. There 
were no challenges to the SRBA determinations. MWB submitted an ownership change request 
to IDWR on July 27 2011, which was processed and acknowledged on September 13, 2011 and 
resulted in the ownership of the entirety of the Water Rights being changed from South County 
Estates, LLC to MWB. This also was done without objection. 
Belle Ranch then submitted an ownership change request to IDWR on February 28, 2012, 
which was processed and acknowledged on March 7, 2012 and resulted in the ownership of the 
entirety of the Water Rights being changed from MWB to Belle Ranch. Belle Ranch thereafter 
submitted a transfer application seeking to change elements of the Water Rights. 
Notwithstanding the issuance of recommendations and a partial decree in the SRBA, multiple 
ownership changes with IDWR and a transfer filing, there was no challenge to the ownership of 
the Water Rights. Since it acquired the property, Belle Ranch has paid all assessments for the 
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Water Rights, the Water Rights have been delivered to the Belle Ranch's headgate and Belle 
Ranch has been the sole beneficial user of the Water Rights. Thus, not only does the public 
record support that Belle Ranch owns the entirety of the Water Rights, but Belle Ranch also has 
continuously exercised all other indicia of ownership. It is the one who has paid for all 
assessments on the entirety of the Water Rights, and it is the one who has actually used the water 
represented by the Water Rights to irrigate its property. Belle Ranch and Rabo, therefore, are 
entitled to a decree quieting title in the entirety of the Water Rights in the name of Belle Ranch, 
subject to Rabo's perfected lien on those same Water Rights. 
Belle Ranch previously demonstrated that Plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment 
should be denied based upon the doctrines of equitable estoppel, quasi-estoppel, and/or waiver. 
In response, FSC and Big Stick, et al. both argue against the plain language of the recorded 
documents, and argue ambiguity. Either way, at best, this supports Belle Ranch's claim that 
summary judgment cannot be granted in favor of Plaintiffs. 
FSC argued that the Estoppel Certificate provided that the 7.5/289ths interest was not 
conveyed to MWB, and that the letter agreement confirmed it. At p. 33. The letter agreement is 
hearsay and inadmissible evidence, was unrecorded in Blaine County, and Belle Ranch has not 
previously seen the alleged document. In any event it does not change the unambiguous language 
of the Estoppel Certificate. FSC further argues for ambiguity in the interpretation of the 2010 
Stewart Title Guaranty Company, Order No. 1016761. Id. Big Stick, LLC et al, argue that the 
Estoppel Certificate means "excluded" instead of "included" with the conveyance of the 
property-although it clearly states, "Included with the real property". Magnuson Dec., Ex. 6. 
These arguments all contradict the plain language of the Estoppel Certificate, Deed In 
Lieu of Foreclosure, and the Stewart title report-and if anything, support Belle Ranch's 
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argument that summary judgment cannot be ordered in favor of FSC, Big Stick, et al. 
Plaintiffs improperly attempt to insert the unspoken intent of Plaintiffs or intent behind 
the plain language of the documents, in contradiction to the unambiguous recorded documents. 
The parol evidence rule prevents exactly this, as does the rule that unambiguous documents 
speak for themselves and cannot be modified by a party's belief or intent about the document. In 
any event, Plaintiffs are at a minimum admitting that there is an issue of fact regarding whether 
or not they should be estopped from asserting any rights, and/or has waived the same. 
VI. Even if Plaintiffs Acquired a Water Right they have Abandoned and/or Forfeited 
any Interest in the Water Rights. 
Finally, even if the Plaintiffs had an interest in the water rights after their acquisition by 
Belle Ranch (and they did not), they currently have no interest in any of the Water Rights, as 
they have all abandoned and/or forfeited any such interest in the Water Rights. Plaintiffs cannot 
dispute their lack of use and possession, and lack of payment of any assessments. The use of 
Watermaster Reports 2007, 2012, and 2016 was because each report also includes the previous 
four years. As the Court can clearly see, in all years accounted for, Plaintiffs' names do not 
appear anywhere, evidencing lack of diversion and beneficial use for a period in excess of five 
years-meaning Plaintiffs have abandoned and forfeited their rights, to the extent they had them 
in the first place. This does not mean Belle Ranch acquired the right by default, it merely 
evidences that even if Plaintiffs had a right at one time, they have since abandoned and forfeited 
their right by failing to put the water to beneficial use, and therefore Plaintiffs do not have an 
interest herein. 
If Plaintiffs can even establish they had a partial water rights interest, Belle Ranch is not 
claiming that it adversely possessed the water rights-it is stating that Plaintiffs clearly have not 
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possessed the water rights or put them to beneficial use. The Idaho Supreme Court has held: 
[a]bandonment is a common law doctrine involving the occurrence of (1) an 
intent to abandon and (2) an actual relinquishment or surrender of the water right. 
Forfeiture, on the other hand, is predicated upon the statutory declaration that all 
rights to use water are lost where the appropriator fails to make beneficial use of 
the water for a continuous five year period. LC. § 42-222(2). 
Sears v. Berryman, 101 Idaho 843,847,623 P.2d 455,459 (1981). Forfeiture, LC.§ 42-222(2) 
provides in pertinent part: 
[a]ll rights to the use of water acquired under this chapter or otherwise shall be 
lost and forfeited by a failure for the term of five (5) years to apply it to the 
beneficial use for which it was appropriated and when any right to the use of 
water shall be lost through nonuse or forfeiture such rights to such water shall 
revert to the state and be again subject to appropriation under this chapter. 
LC. § 42-222(2) (emphasis added). Under the doctrine of forfeiture mere non-use of 
water for a sufficient period of time is sufficient to bring about a loss of water right. Crow 
v. Carlson, 107 Idaho 461,467,690 P.2d 916, 922 (1984). All rights to water are lost 
where the appropriator fails to make "beneficial use" of the water for a continuous five-
year period regardless of intent. See, e.g., Gilbert v. Smith, 97 Idaho 735,552 P.2d 1220 
(1976)." McAtee v. Faulkner Land & Livestock, Inc., 744 P.2d 121, 124 (Idaho App. 
1987). 
Big Stick, Fosbury, Holt and Scherer have not made any effort to beneficially use any 
part of the Water Rights following any attempted quitclaim of the Water Rights to them, and 
they have never attempted to transfer the Water Rights away from the Belle Ranch Property. 
Furthermore, the IDWR water delivery records show that the Water Rights have consistently 
been delivered to, and beneficially used by, exclusively by Belle Ranch on the Belle Ranch 
Property. See WD37 Water Master Reports, Magnuson Dec., Ex. 8. A claimant's failure to use 
the water for a period of five years constitutes forfeiture. LC. § 42-222(2). Thus, even if 
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Plaintiffs had an interest in the Water Rights at one time (which is denied), their interest has now 
been waived and forfeited. 
The facts support a common law abandonment as well. No challenge has been made to 
the multiple ownership determinations made by the SRBA Court and IDWR. The SRBA District 
Court partially decreed the entirety of the Water Rights in the name of South County Estates, 
LLC on August 31, 2010. Magnuson Dec., Ex. 22. The Department changed ownership records 
for the water rights on September 13, 2011 (to MWB) and March 7, 2012 (to Belle Ranch). 
Magnuson Dec., Exs. 23, 24, 25 and 26. The Department also processed transfer applications-
changing elements of the Water Rights including the portions that Plaintiffs claim an interest in. 
This coupled with the fact that Plaintiffs had not possessed and/or beneficially used any of the 
Water Rights evidences a common law abandonment. 
The Court should find that Plaintiffs have no interest in any of the Water Rights as they 
have all abandoned and/or forfeited any interest in the Water Rights. 
VII. If the Court Does not Grant Summary Judgment for Belle Ranch, It Should Deny 
Plaintiffs' Summary Judgment Motions and Allow For Additional Discovery. 
In the event the Court denies Defendants' motion for summary judgment, the Court 
should likewise deny Plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment, and allow Defendants' additional 
time to conduct discovery and depositions. Plaintiffs' claims are based upon a convoluted series 
of transactions that, at first blush, appear to be self-dealing and possibly fraudulent. Additionally, 
Plaintiffs arguments in opposition to granting summary judgment to Belle Ranch attack the 
unambiguous nature of the recorded documents and amount to prior and contemporaneous parol 
evidence. Plaintiffs' opposition indirectly admits that it cannot succeed on the strength of its 
alleged title and quitclaim deeds. 
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the factual and legal basis upon which Plaintiffs are basing their claims in this case and, at a 
minimum, Defendants are entitled to conduct discovery. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the aforementioned, the Court should grant Defendants' motion for summary 
judgment affirming ownership of the water rights in Belle Ranch, and deny Plaintiffs' motion for 
summary judgment. 
DATED this 12th day of September, 2017. 
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Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Case No. CV-16-645 
SECOND DECLARATION OF 
SCOTT A. MAGNUSON IN 
SUPPORT OF BELLE RANCH, 
LLC'S AND RADO AGRIFINANCE 
LLC'S JOINT REPLY BRIEF FOR 
CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 




SOUTH COUNTY EST ATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 





administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0lEC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0lNH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability Case No. CV-2016-683 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
Corporation. 
Defendants. 
I, Scott A. Magnuson, declare as follows: 
1. I am over the age of 18, am an associate attorney employed by the firm Barker 
Rosholt & Simpson LLP, and have personal knowledge of the information contained herein. If 
called as a witness herein I could and would competently testify to the matters contained herein. 
SECOND DECLARATION OF SCOTT A. MAGNUSON IN SUPPORT OF BELLE RANCH, LLC's AND RA.BO 
AGRIFINANCE LLC's JOINT REPLY BRIEF FOR CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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2. In order to assist the court with reviewing and conceptualizing this case and the 
various documents on record with Blaine County, especially between the timing, execution and 
recording of the various documents, I have attached as Exhibit 1 a table prepared by my office 
detailing the same. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of email correspondence 
dated December 21, 2011, between Mountain West Bank employees, its attorney, and Stewart 
Title Company concerning title to the 289 acres of appurtenant water rights. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of correspondence dated 
February 7, 2014, from counsel for Idaho Independent Bank to Belle Ranch and Rabo 
Agrifinance, Inc. 
I certify under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho that the 
foregoing is true and correct. 
DATED this 12th day of September, 2017. 
1£7>..J' n .1.11-.u.<1,S 
Att ney or Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin 
evenson, Elizabeth Bret Stevenson 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 12th day of September, 2017, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of 
the following: 
James R. Laski 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Chris Bromley 
MCHUGH BROMLEY ATTORNEYS AT LAW, 
PLLC 
380 S. 4th Street, Suite 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
Michael Mayfield 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
_x__ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x__ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x__ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
_x__ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
SECOND DECLARATION OF SCOTT A. MAGNUSON IN SUPPORT OF BELLE RANCH, LLC's AND RABO 






First Security Corporation v. Belle Ranch, LLC, et al. 
Fosbury IRA= PENSCO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Richard D. Fosbury, IRA #F0l EC 
Holt IRA #H0INH = PENSO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA #H0INH 
Holt IRA #HO INV= PENSO Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA #HO INV 
SCE = South County Estates, LLC (J. Scherer) 
MWB = Mountain West Bank 
IIB = Idaho Independent Bank 
Big Stick= Big Stick, LLC (J. Scherer) 
GBCI = GBCI Other Real Estate 
1,,,,1,,,, ,I ,11 1,,,11, 111,, 1111 111111 1,,,, '111,11 1,11,111,,,i1,I, 1111, 1 I 1,1111 11111 111, ,1111 111111111,11 11111,1!,,11"1 11, 1,Jil l1l11,111111!1,l11,ll1,l,1111111, 1,11111 1 ,11,,,l,1 11•11 1 ' 1,1,1, 1l1l,1JJ1, ,111111l1l1ll111•ll1ll1,, 1 111111,11111lll1lh,11 l1,i,l1•III 111111,11 l,1,11 1,,1,,1,,1111111,1111111" 1ll11,,il,l•1,11,1l1111,•1l1lll11111l11,11111ll1111,,1111,, 111111111,i 111IIJ1IIPlll1,1,l,11l111 1•111:111111'1, 
10/14/2005 10/14/2005 First Mortgage SCEtoMWB 527439 Ex. 42 
12/01/2006 11/28/2006 Modification of SCEandMWB 542378 Ex.3 
Mortgage 
12/14/2007 12/07/2007 Quitclaim Deed ~.8/289th SCE to Big Stick 554098 Ex.9 
06/13/2008 06/13/2008 Second Mortgage SCEandMWB 558904 Ex.4 
10/24/2008 10/17/2008 Third Mortgage SCEandMWB 562481 [Ex. 5 
06/25/2009 06/10/2009 Mortgage 7.5/289th Scherer and Holt to IIB 568682 Ex.43 
06/25/2009 06/25/2009 Quitclaim Deed 7.5/289th SCE to Scherer and Holt 568680 Ex. 16 
06/25/2009 06/25/2009 Partial Release of 7.5/289th MWBto SCE 568681 Ex.48 
Lien (1 st Mortgage) 
02/10/2010 10/14/2009 Partial Release of 2.8/289th MWB to Big Stick 574996 [Ex. 10 
Lien (1 st Mortgage) Ex. 41 
02/10/2010 10/14/2009 Partial Release of 1/289th MWB to Fosbury IRA 574997 Ex. 37 
Lien (1 st Mortgage) 
02/10/2010 10/14/2009 Partial Release of 1/289th MWB to Fosbury IRA 574998 Ex.36 
Lien (1 st Mortgage) 
02/10/2010 10/14/2009 Partial Release of 1/289th MWB to Holt IRA 574999 IEx. 39 
Lien (1 st Mortgage) 
02/10/2010 10/14/2009 Partial Release of 1/289th MWB to Holt IRA 575000 Ex.38 
Lien (1 st Mortgage) #H0lNH 
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Recorded Documents 
First Security Corporation v. Belle Ranch, LLC, et al. 
Partial Releases of MWB to Holt IRA 
Lien (1 st Mortgage) #H0lNV 
03/01/2010 03/17/2008 Quitclaim Deed 11289th SCE to Fosbury IRA 575491 
03/01/2010 04/28/2008 Quitclaim Deed 1/289th SCE to Holt IRA #HO 1 NH 575488 
03/01/2010 08/08/2008 Quitclaim Deed 1/289th SCE to Holt IRA #HO 1 NV 575489 
03/01/2010 09/18/2008 Second Quitclaim 1/289th SCE to Fosbury IRA 575492 
Deed 
03/01/2010 04/08/2009 Second Quitclaim 1/289th SCE to Holt IRA #HO 1 NV 575490 
Deed 
06/17/2010 06/17/2010 Deed in Lieu of SCEtoMWB 578331 
Foreclosure 
06/17/2010 06/17/2010 Estoppel Certificate Scherer, SCE to MWB 578332 
12/22/2011 12/20/2011 Special Warranty GBCI to Belle Ranch 593292 
Deed 
12/22/2011 12/20/2011 Special Warranty GBCI to Belle Ranch 593252 
Deed 
12/22/2011 12/21/2011 Quitclaim Deed MWB and Belle Ranch 593254 
10/20/2014 06/02/2014 Non-Merger Deed 7.5/289th Scherer and Holt to IIB 622055 
12/20/2014 10/15/2014 Warranty Deed 7.5/289th IIB and FSC 622056 Ex.47 
11/14/2016 11/07/2016 Quitclaim Deed 1/289th Fosbury IRA to Fosbury 639647 O'Leary Aff. Ex. 10 
11/14/2016 11/07/2016 Quitclaim Deed 1/289th Fosbury IRA to Fosbury 639648 O'Leary Aff. Ex. 10 
12/01/2016 11/28/2016 Quitclaim Deed 1/289th Holt IRA #HO 1 NV to Holt 640058 O'Leary Aff. Ex. 12 
12/01/2016 11/28/2016 Quitclaim Deed 11289th Holt IRA #HO 1 NH to Holt 640059 O'Leary Aff. Ex. 11 










Daryl Fauth [DaFauth@stewart.com] 
Wednesday, December 21, 2011 9:31 AM 
Doro Schinella 
FW: Gannett Road Water Rights 
Page 1 of3 
Attachments: Belle Ranch Subdivision platpdf; WR Layout 37-577BT et al.pdf; WR Layout 37-2630.pdf; WR 
Layout (property line).pdf; IDWR WR Report 37-481C (20111220).pdf; IDWR WR Report37-
482H (20111220).pdf; IDWR WR Report 37-483C {20111220).pdf; IDWR WR Report 37-577BT 
(20111220).pdf; IDWR WR Report 37-2630 (20111220).pdf; South County Deed lnfo.pdf 
From Kirby Robertson at MWB 
Daryl Fauth 
President/Partner 
Blaine County TIiie 
360 Sun Valley Road 
POBox.3176 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Office (Main):, 208.726.0700 




l»Pfease consider the environment befot9 printing this ems,1 
From: T. J. Budge [mailto:tjb@racinelaw.netJ 
Sent: Tuesday, December 20, 2011 5:44 PM 
To: Betty Tranclem; Kirby Robertson 
Cc: Dan Green 
SUbject: RE: Gannett Road Water Rights 
Kirby, 
Per your request, I looked into the water rights appurtenant to the Belle Ranch Subdivision (as shown 
on the attached plat}. There are five appurtenant water rights (water right numbers 37-2630, 37-481C, 
37-577BT, 37-482H and 37-483C). Attached are current Idaho Department of,Water Resources (IDWR) 
Water Right Reports for each water right. As shown on the Reports, these water rights allow the 
irrigation of up to 289 acres. Also attached are three maps (WR Layouts) showing the place of use for 
12/21/2011 __ .. ___ .. ____ ·---
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these water rights. Note that the place of use shown on the maps corresponds with the plat for Belle Ranch. 
As you know, Mountain West Bank acquired these water rights in 2010 from South County Estates, LLC, by a 
Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure as well as an Assignment and Deed (copies of which are attached). The Assignment 
specifically conveys the water right numbers described above. The Deed in Lieu specifically conveys "all 
appurtenances" including "all water, water rights, watercourses and ditch rights." Assuming that the legal 
description in those instruments encompasses all of the Belle Ranch Subdivision, then Mountain West Bank 
acquired all of the water rights described above. 
Lastly, you raised a question as to whether there is sufficient water to irrigate the full 289 acres with these 
water rights. If all 289 acres have been irrigated in years past, then presumably the water rights are sufficient 
to irrigate the full 289 acres. Attached is an aerial photo titled "IDWR Aerial (20111220}" which I believe was 
taken in 2009 that indicates that all of the property is irrigated that year. In addition, the diversion rates of the 
water rights indicate that there is sufficient water to irrigate the full 289 acres. Thus, there does appear to be 
sufficient water under these water rights to irrigate the full 289 acres 
Let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
T.J. BUDGE 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
201 East Center Street 
Post Office Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204 
(208) 232-6101- phone 
(208) 232-6109 - fax 
www.raclnelaw.net 
tjb@racinelaw.net 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE-Thisemaff and Its attachments may contain tnformatiOn that iS confidential, privileged, or ottlerwlse protected from 
disclosure. If you beDeve this email may have been sent to you in error, please notify me immediately and delete th.is email 
From: Betty Trandem [mailto:BTrandem@mountainwestbank.CX>1T1] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 20, 2011 4:17 PM 
To: Dan Green; T. J. Budge 
Cc: Kirby Robertson 
Subject: Gannett Road warer Rights 
Dan &TI, 
Kirby requested that I forward the attached information to your attention. We are In the process of finalizing a 
sale of the property and there is some question whether there was an additional split of one of the water rights 
from the full South County Estates parcel directly to John Scherer & Richard Fosbury individually. WIii you 
please review and contact Kirby Robertson directly with your findings (208) 859-5699. 






Special Assets Assistant 
Mountain West Bank 
(208) 884-6837 Phone 
(208) 855-9107 Fax 
This email message Is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) 
and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If 
you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 
email and delete the original message. 
12/21/2011 




I-Jr wley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP ST/ Mahi. Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Sox 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
208.344.6000 
www.hawleytroxell.com __ , __ , .................... ---· ....... ........ -~ 
February 7, 2014 
VIA u .s . .l,Y,U':a& .... 
VIA CER D MAIL, 
RETURN RE IPr REQUESTED 
Article # 7012 0002 07fi8 5171 
Belle Ranch. 
c/o Justin F. S enson, Registered Agent 
117 E. Galena tteet 
Hailey, ID 833 3 
VIA U.S. MAIL 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL, 
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
Article# 7012 3460 •2 0768 5133 
RABO AORIFINANCE, INC. 
c/o The Corporation Trust Company, 
Registered Agent 
Corporation Trust Center 
1209 Orange Street 
Wilmington, DE 19801 
VIA U.S. MAIL ONLY 
RADO AGRJFINANCE, INC. 
12443 Olive Blvd., Suite 50 
St. Louis, MO 63141 
Re: elle Ranch, Hailey, Idaho - Idaho Department of Water Resources Water Right 
01. 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 
This represents Idaho Independent Bank ("IIB") with regard to its first priority 
\ .~tiq~-f~ interesq in a portion of the water rights as more particularly described in this 
letter and as re -:·ceira"bove. 
To s obligations owed by Waterford Partnen 111, LLC (''Waterfonln) to 11B under a 
promissory no , Iobn Scherer, individually ("Scherer") and Charles Holt, individually ("Holt") 
(collectively, " cherer/Bolt"), gran~. a fillt~~y position security inteiest to DB through 
that certain M e dated June 10, 2~ and recorded' on June 25, 2009, u Instrument No. 
S68682, RCOl:dl of Blaine County, Idaho ( .. Water Rights Mortpp"), encumbering 7 .5/289ths 
or 2.595~ of I Department of Water Resources ( .. IDWR") Water Right No.. 37-481C, 37• 
482H, 37-483 , 37-577BT. and 37-2630 collectively (the "Scherer/Holt Water Rights"). 
Scherer/Holt the principals of Waterford. 
€00/LOO'd SOLi# 
40986,00,8,6379016.2 
~9ZL88L80Z s;:eL ~LOZ/SZ/io 
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February 7, 201 
Page2 
Prior to e recording of the Water Rights Mortgage, South County conveyed its interest 
in the Sch olt Water Rights to Scherer/Holt by Quitclaim Deed recorded June 25, 2009, as 
Instrument No. 568680, records of Blaine County, Idaho ("Quitclaim Deed"). In connection 
with the Wate Rights Mortgage, Mountain West Bank ("MWB") reconveyed its security 
interest in the cherer/Holt Water Rights through that certain Partial Release of Lien recorded 
June 25, 2009, Insttument No. S68681, records of Blaine County, Idaho ("MWB Release of 
Lien"). Additi ly, on June 26, 2009, llB caused to be filed with the Idaho Secretary of State 
UCC Financin Statement B 2009-1066378-6, regarding IIB's security interest in the 
Scherer/Holt W ter Rights. As of the date of this letter, IIB has not released its security interest, 










website database indicates that subsequent to the recording of the DB Water 
, on or about December 2011, MWB and its affiliate, GBCI Other Real Estate, 
eir interest in certain real property, which property is commonly known as the 
erty" and appurtenant water rights, described as IDWR Water Right Nos. 37-
37-483C, 37-577B1, and 37-2630 (collectively, the "Water Rights") to Belle 
e Rueb''), by that certain Quitclaim Deed recorded December 22, 2011, as 
93254, and that certain Special Wmanty Deed tecorded December 22, 2011, as 
593252, records of Blaine County, Idaho (collectively, the "Belle Ranch 
On Feb 28, 2012, Belle Ranch, filed with IDWR a Notice of Change in Water 
Rights · p, to reflect the purported change in ownership of the Water Rights from MWB 
to Belle Ranch "Belle Ranch Notice"). Further, Belle Ranch granted a security interest in favor 
of RABO Agri mance, Jnc. (''RADO Agrifinance") through that certain Mortgage, Assignment 
of Rents and S ·ty Agreement (Blaine County, Idaho), encwnbering the Belle Ranch Property 
and other pro specifically including the Water Rights, which was recorded on May 2, 2012, 
as Instrument o. 597154, records of Blaine County, Idaho (the uRABO Mortgage''). On 
August 31, 20 2, RABO Agrifinance filed a Notice of Security Interest in 0-.Water Right w.itb .. 
JDWR, to retl its security interest in the Water Rights (the "RABO Notice"). Despite the 
recording of th Water Rights Mortgage, the Scherer/Holt Water Rights were not excluded from 
the Belle ~-1-1- Deeds, the Belle Ranch Notice, the RABO Mortgage and the RABO Notice. 
Prior to the recording of the Belle Ranch Deeds and the RABO Mortgage, based upon 
documents fo on lDWR' s website database, as part of what appears to be a deed-in-lieu of 
foreclosure action. South County Estates, L.L.C. conveyed its interest to MWB, by that 
certain Assimnient and Deed, m:orded on June 17, 2010, u Instrument No. 578330, records of 
Blaine County Idaho, in certain contracts, including for the Water Rights, and in certain 
contracts wh in South County agreed to sell portions of the Water Rights to various parties 
(the "MWB sipmcnt and Deed"), Additionally, on June 17, 2010, South County conveyed 
and quitcl · to MWB the Belle Ranch Property, together with all appurtenances and all water 
and water righ by a Deed in Lieu of Porecloaure m:ordcd on June 17, 2010, u Jnstrwnent No. 
€00/ZOO"d BOLZ# 
40986,0058.6379016.2 
~SZLBBLBOZ ss:eL ~LOZ/SZ/ZO 
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578331, reomlS of Blaine County, Idaho (the "MWB Deed-in-Lieu"). Significantly, this 
conveyance w after South County conveyed its interest in the Scherer/Holt Water Rights. 
Due to recording of the Water Rights Mortgage on June 25, 2009, llB maintains a 
first priority po ition security interest in the Scherer/Holt Water Rights superior to any and all 
interests of B e Ranch and RABO Agrifmance. Waterford and Scherer/Holt are in default 
under their obli ations owed to DB and secured by the Water Rights Mortgage, and accordingly, 
DB is pursuing collection of its collateral, including but not limited to the Scherer/Holt Water 
Rights. 
As the elle Ranch Deeds, the Belle Ranch Notice, the RASO Mortgage and the RABO 
Notice do not pressly exclude the Scherer/Holt Water Rights, it is necessary for 11B to file a 
judicial forecl ure on the Scherer/Holt Water Rights and name Belle Ranch and RABO 
Agrifinance, as defendants. Before DB took that action, we wanted to reach out to you to 
determine whe er there is any dispute as to 11B' s priority rights in those water rights and if so. 
the basis for dispute. If no dispute, which would be consistent with the recorded documents 
and state law, then we could provide a disclaimer of interest to Belle Ranch and RADO 
Agrlfinance, avoid unnecessary fees and costs for all parties that is the result of a judicial 
foreclosure. If this is acceptable, please let me know and I will draft such documents for your 
review, and u approval, recording in the records of Blaine County, Idaho, and filing with 
IDWR. 
If you d advise as to your respective positions by February 28, 2014, we would 
appreciate it, DB needs to move forward with the filing of the lawsuit if this matter cannot be 
resolved. If yo have any questions or would like to discuss this matter in further detail, please 
give me a call t (208) 388-4928. ]f you have an attorney, please have your attorney give me a 
call. 
Sincerely, 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HA WI.EY llP 
~!-~ 
SRS:sc 
cc: Molly igby, Idaho Independent Bank 
Sames . Laski, counsel for Waterford, South County, John Scherer and Charles Holt 
EOO/EOO'd BOLZ# 
40986.0058.6379016,2 
P82:L88LBOZ 69:EL PLOZ/SZ/ZO 
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James R. Laski, ISB # 5429 
Heather E. O'Leary, ISB # 8693 
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Telephone 208.725.0055 
Facsimile 208.725.0076 
Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, 
Richard D. Fosbury and Charles Holt 
Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Suite 103 
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Jotynn Drage, C/arK District 
Court 8/aine County, Ida/Jo 
·-~-~-·"""-· ----' =~-SC ,,...,_.,..,.-
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 




SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liabilit com an ; PENSCO TRUST 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S, CHARLES HOLT'S, AND FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION'S JOINT REPLY TO 
BELLE RANCH, LLC'S, AND RABO AGRJFINANCE, LLC'S JOINT REPLY BRIEF FOR CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT- 1 11469-002 
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COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0lEC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0lNH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
corporation. 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-2016-683 
BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY'S,CHARLES HOLT'S, 
AND FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION'S REPLY TO 
BELLE RANCH, LLC'S, AND RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, LLC'S JOINT 
REPLY BRIEF FOR CROSS-
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, Big Stick, LLC ("Big Stick"), Richard D. Fosbury ("Fosbury") and 
Charles Holt ("Holt", collectively "Big Stick, et al."), by and through their counsel ofrecord 
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC, and First Security Corporation ("FSC"), by and through its 
counsel of record McHugh Bromley, PLLC, and reply to Belle Ranch, LLC's ("Belle Ranch") 
and Rabo Agrifinance, LLC's ("Rabo", together with Belle Ranch, "Belle Ranch") Reply Brief 
for Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment ("Reply Brief')as follows: 1 
1 As set forth in Big Stick, et al.'s and FSC's Opposition Brief filed with the Court on September 1, 2017, because 
Belle Ranch and Rabo combined their brief for their Cross Motion for Summary Judgment with their brief for their 
BIG STICK, LLC'S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY'S, CHARLES HOLT'S, AND FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION'S JOINT REPLY TO 
BELLE RANCH, LLC'S, AND RABO AGRIFINANCE, LLC'S JOINT REPLY BRIEF FOR CROSS-MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT- 2 11469-002 
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ARGUMENT 
Although most of the arguments raised by Belle Ranch in its Reply Brief have already 
been addressed by Big Stick, et al. and FSC in their Opposition Briefs, which were filed with the 
Court on September 1, 2017, Big Stick, et al. and FSC would like to address a few points, as set 
forth herein. 
I. THE 7.5/289TH AND THE 7.8/289TH INTEREST IN THE SOUTH COUNTY 
WATER RIGHTS WAS SEVERED FROM THE REAL PROPERTY AND 
CONVEYED TO FSC AND BIG STICK, ET AL. 
In its Reply Brief, Belle Ranch relies heavily on the fact that the second mortgage 
recorded as Instrument No. 558904 ("Second Mortgage") and the third mortgage recorded as 
Instrument No. 562481 ("Third Mortgage") were not identified in the six partial releases that 
Mountain West Bank ("MWB") executed on October 14, 2009 ("7.8/289th MWB Partial 
Releases") and recorded in the records of Blaine County, Idaho on February 10, 2010 as 
Instrument Nos. 574996, 574997, 574998, 574999, 575000 and 575001, as support for its claim 
that it received all 289/289th of the South County Water Rights. However, as set forth in Big 
Stick, et al. 's and FSC's opposition briefs filed with the Court on September 1, 2017 
("Opposition Brief'), the fact that the Second and Third Mortgages were not mentioned in the 
releases is irrelevant for several reasons. 
First, water rights may be transferred separately and apart from the land upon which they 
have previously been used. Federal Land Bank of Spokane v. Union Cent. Life Ins. Co., 54 
Idaho 161, 29 P.2d 1009, 1011 (1934). Belle Ranch has not disputed this point oflaw. In this 
Opposition to Big Stick, et al. 'sand FSC's Joint Motion for Summary Judgment, it was virtually impossible for Big 
Stick, et al. and FSC to determine what arguments it should address in its "opposition brief' that was filed with the 
Court on September 1, 2017 and what arguments it should address in its "reply brief' which, according to the 
Stipulation Regarding Briefing Schedule and Stay for Discovery, was due on September 12, 2017. Therefore, Big 
Stick, et al. and FSC reserved the right to file this sur reply before the hearing on September 19, 2017. 
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case, the quitclaim deeds from South County to Big Stick, et al. did just that: they separated 
7.5/289th of the South County Water Rights ("the 7.5/289th") to FSC's predecessors, and 
7.8/289th in the South County Water Rights ("the 7.8/289th") from the 289 acres ofreal property 
that is currently owned by Belle Ranch (the "Property"). Significantly, the conveyances from 
South County to FSC and Big Stick, et al. were executed and recorded prior to the June 17, 2010 
Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure ("Deed in Lieu") that South County executed in favor MWB. 
Affidavit of Heather E. O'Leary filed with the Court on June 9, 2017 ("O'Leary Aff."), Exs. 2-7; 
Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley filed with the Court on June 9, 2017 ("Bromley Aff."), Exs. 5, 10. 
MWB's execution and recording of the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release and the 7.8/289th MWB 
Partial Releases also occurred prior to the execution of the Deed in Lieu. Since the conveyances 
to FSC and Big Stick, et al., along with the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release and the 7.8/289th 
MWB Partial Releases were executed and recorded prior to the Deed in Lieu, the 
"appurtenances," "water" and "water rights" referenced in the Deed in Lieu could not include the 
7.5/289th and the 7.8/289th. 
Notably, the portion of the South County Water Rights that were conveyed to MWB were 
conveyed via the Deed in Lieu, not by a foreclosure action. Because the conveyance to MWB 
was through the Deed in Lieu and because the Deed in Lieu was subsequent to the conveyances 
of the 7.5/289th and the 7.8/289th, the existence of the Second and Third Mortgages - even if not 
referenced in the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release and the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases - does 
not matter. Likewise, the Deed in Lieu does not state that it is limited to the first mortgage 
recorded as Instrument No. 527439 in the records of Blaine County, Idaho (the "First Mortgage") 
and its modification recorded as Instrument No. 542378 in the records of Blaine County, Idaho 
(the "Modification"). See Bromley Aff., Ex. 9. This is because the Deed in Lieu applied to all 
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of the MWB Mortgages, as evidenced by paragraph 3 of the Estoppel Certificate which 
references the First Mortgage, the Modification and the Second and Third Mortgages. See 
Affidavit of John Scherer filed with the Court on September 1, 2017 ("Scherer Aff."), Ex. A. 
The Estoppel Certificate, which certified the facts surrounding the Deed in Lieu, 
specifically references the 7 .5/289th MWB Partial Release and the 7 .8/289th MWB Partial 
Releases as not being included several times. Id. For instance, the first sentence in the third 
paragraph of the second page of the Estoppel Certificate provides a list of the items that are 
being "included" in the conveyance to MWB with each item being separated by a comma. Id. 
The second sentence in that paragraph identifies the "released" 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release 
and the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases. Id. Additionally, paragraph 12 of the Estoppel 
Certificate states that the real estate being conveyed to MWB is "free and clear of all liens 
(including Mechanic's Construction Lien), encumbrances and claims of every nature, kind and 
description whatsoever" except those on Schedule B of the litigation guaranty, which 
specifically identified the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release and the 7.8/289th MWB Partial 
Releases as being excluded from the conveyance to MWB. Id., Exs. A, B. Finally, the 
Addendum to the Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure Agreement ("Addendum") specifically states that 
MWB is "aware of' the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Releases and the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases 
as being excluded from the conveyance to MWB. Id., Ex. C. Even if, as Belle Ranch alleges, 
the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases were actually being conveyed back to MWB, then Big Stick, 
et al. would need to have executed deeds conveying the 7.8/289th Interest to MWB -which it 
never did nor was it ever requested to do so. 
Since the "release" of the Second and Third Mortgages is inconsequential, Belle Ranch's 
assertion that FSC's and Big Stick, et al. 's inchoate interest in the quitclaims deeds from South 
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County "never vested because there was no release of the second and third mortgage" fails and, 
instead, the rights vested upon execution of the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release and the 7.8/289th 
MWB Partial Releases. Belle Ranch Reply Brief, p. 9; Scogins v. Andreason, 91 Idaho 176, 418, 
P .2d 273 (1966). 
II. THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS DOES NOT APPLY TO THIS CASE. 
Belle Ranch's argument regarding the statute oflimitations should be disregarded 
because the statute oflimitations for commencing a quiet title action does not apply to this case 
since MWB never received any interest in the 7.5/289th and the 7.8/289th of the South County 
Water Rights. As set forth above and in Big Stick, et al.'s and FSC's Opposition Briefs, MWB 
never received any of the 7.5/289th and the 7.8/289th because MWB released any interest it had 
via the 7.5/289th MWB Partial Release and the 7.8/289th MWB Partial Releases. Since MWB 
released its interest in the 7.5/289th and the 7.8/289th prior to Belle Ranch's acquisition of the 
Property, Belle Ranch never obtained any interest in that portion of the South County Water 
Rights. Consequently, Belle Ranch never acquired a claim "adverse" to Big Stick, et al. 
Nevertheless, even if the statute oflimitations does somehow apply, there is still no basis 
where Belle Ranch would be entitled to the 7.5/289th and the 7.8/289th because, as set forth in 
Big Stick, et al. 's and FSC's Opposition Briefs, that interest would either be forfeited, abandoned 
or vested in South County's name. 2 
2 It is unclear why Belle Ranch included a February 7, 2014 letter from Idaho Independent Bank's counsel to Belle 
Ranch and Rabo ("February 7 Letter"). Reply Brief at 23; September 12, 2017 Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 3. To 
provide context to the February 7 Letter, three letters responding to the same are included as exhibits to the Affidavit 
of Chris M Bromley, filed with the Court on September 15, 2017. In Exhibit A, counsel for Rabo agrees with the 
February 7 Letter's conclusion that Belle Ranch does not own the 7.5/289 th• In Exhibit B, counsel for Belle Ranch 
disagrees with the February 7 Letter's conclusion that Belle Ranch does not own the 7.5/289th• In Exhibit C, counsel 
for Rabo changes his position and sides with Belle Ranch. Thus, until the changes of ownership were filed by FSC 
on October 28, 2014 with the Idaho Department of Water Resources ("IDWR") as to the 7.5/289 th, which was 
agreed to by IDWR on January 12, 2015, and specifically copied to Belle Ranch and Rabo, there was no way of 
knowing Belle Ranch and Rabo' s position. In fact, it took until March 21, 2016 - more than a year after IDWR 
recognized the 7.5/289th in FSC's name - that Belle Ranch and Rabo took any position as to the 7.5/289th• 
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III. BELLE RANCH MISCONSTRUES THE ARGUMENT CONCERNING THE 
SRBA PARTIAL DECREES 
While Belle Ranch acknowledges neither FSC nor Big Stick et al. are attempting to 
"collaterally attack" the SRBA Partial Decrees, Reply Brief at 18, Belle Ranch fails to understand 
what is at issue with the SRBA Partial Decrees. 3 All parties in this proceeding agree that South 
County did not own the South County Water Rights on August 31, 2010, when the SRBA Court 
issued the Partial Decrees. This was due to the execution of the 7.5/289th Partial Release, the 
7.8/289th Partial Releases, the quitclaim deeds that flowed therefrom, and the MWB Deed in 
Lieu. Prior to August 31, 2010, the 7 .5/289th was owned by Scherer and Holt, the 7 .8/289th was 
owned by Big Stick et al., and the remaining 273.7/2889th that Belle Ranch later obtained was 
owned by MWB. See September 12 Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 1 (showing conveyances pre-
dating August 31, 2010). 
It is FSC's contention that title should be quieted to it as to the 7.5/289th. It is Big Stick 
et al.'s contention that title should be quieted to it as to the 7.8/289th. It is Belle Ranch's 
contention that title should be quieted to it as to the entire 2891289th, so as to defeat any 
ownership in the names ofFSC and Big Stick et al. Under any theory, every predecessor-in-
3 Cases cited by Belle Ranch on page 18-19 of it Reply Brief do not address what happens when an SRBA partial 
decree is issued listing the name and address of someone who did not own the water rights when they were decreed. 
In Riley v. Rowan, 131 Idaho 831, 965 P.2d 191 (1998), the SRBA district court, reviewing a declaratory judgment 
proceeding under Idaho's declaratory judgment statutes, determined competing ownership claims to a single water 
right, and was affirmed by the Supreme Court. In United States v. Pioneer Irrigation District, 144 Idaho 106, 157 
P.3d 600 (2007), the SRBA district court was affirmed by the Supreme Court in its assessment that a multitude of 
claims filed by irrigators holding storage contracts with the United States Bureau of Reclamation ("BOR") should be 
disallowed in favor of the claims by BOR. The decision that the irrigators had an interest in the water rights listed in 
the name ofBOR was affirmed on the basis of interpretation of the Reclamation Act and federal law interpreting the 
same. In Mullinix v. Kilgore Salmon River Fruit Company, 158 Idaho 269, 346 P.3d 286 (2015), the Second 
Judicial District Court was affirmed in its holding that, in the presence of a settlement agreement, it was permissible 
for a water user to tap into his neighbor's pipeline, and that the water right decreed by the SRBA district court was 
not then invalid by virtue of using the pipeline. None of these cases deal with the question before this Court: what 
happens when the SRBA district court issued a water right partial decree in the name of someone who no longer 
owned the water right? 
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interest to the parties before this Court obtained their ownership to the South County Water 
Rights before the SRBA Partial Decrees were issued. 
Since it is undisputed that South County did not own the South County Water Rights 
when they were decreed in its name by the SRBA district court, there are two questions for the 
Court to consider: 
(1) Are the SRBA Partial Decrees in the name of South County the last word? 
(2) Since South County did not own the South County Water Rights when they 
were decreed by the SRBA district court, is there a remedy for the owners of 
record to obtain title? 
If the answer to the first question is affirmative,4 then the Court must deny all of the 
motions for summary judgment as collateral attacks and confirm that, consistent with the SRBA 
Partial Decrees, South County is the owner of the South County Water Rights. 
If the answer to the first question is negative, then as to the second question, the remedy 
that exists is quiet title consistent with Idaho Code § 6-401. 5 The Court should then follow the 
chain of title and rule, resulting in title as follows: (1) the 7.5/289th to FSC; (2) the 7.8/289th to 
Big Stick et al.; and (3) the 273.7/2889th to Belle Ranch. 
4 As stated previously in response by FSC and Big Stick et al., and agreed to in the Affidavit of Shelley W. Keen 
(employee of the Idaho Department of Water Resources), the Department has no legal authority to determine 
disputed ownership. See September 1, 2017 Affidavit of Chris M Bromley, Ex. 5. 
5 Critically, no party is asking the Court to quiet title as to anything other than ownership of the South County Water 
Rights. The parties would be foreclosed, and the Court would be prohibited to act, if the parties moved this Court to 
quiet title as to "water source, quantity, point of diversion, place of use, nature of use." Idaho Code§ 6-401. 
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CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth above, Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt respectfully request that the 
Court deny Belle Ranch's Cross Motion. 
DATED: September 15, 2017 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
Chris M. Bromley 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
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Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 287-0991 
(208) 287-0864 (facsimile) 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
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Jolynn Vrage, Clerk District 
_ Court Blaine County, Idaho __ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 




SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA#F0lEC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
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CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0lNH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMP ANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
corporation. 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV-2016-683 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRIS M. 
BROMLEY 
CHRISM. BROMLEY, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am an attorney representing Plaintiff, First Security Corporation ("FSC"). I am 
over the age of 18 and state the following based upon my own personal knowledge. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of a letter, dated April 23, 
2014, from counsel for Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. ("Rabo"). 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of a letter, dated April 23, 
2014, from counsel for Belle Ranch, LLC. 
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4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of a letter, dated April 29, 
2014, from counsel for Rabo. 
Further your Affiant sayeth naught. 
,t"'· 
DATED this~ day of September. 2017. 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
Attorney for First Security Corporation 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME this _LS-1ffay of September, 2017. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
St ~ Ji, j_J o t< ~L/ 
NOTARY PUBLIC for I<jaho 
Residing at: 6 o 01-d.. 
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James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
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PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 45385 
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRIS M. BROMLEY 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
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_lL_ Telecopy (801) 532-7543 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
___x_ Telecopy (208) 344-6034 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__.lL Telecopy (208) 287-0864 





Michael R. Johnson 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
84145-0385 
36 South State Street 
Suite 1400 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
84111 
801 532-1500 FIRM 
801 323-3363 DIRECT 
801 532-7543 FAX 
mjohnson@rqn.com 
www.rqn.com 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
April 23, 2014 
VIA EMAIL (kbiorkman@hawleytroxell.com) 
AND REGULAR MAIL 
Kristin Bjorkman, Esq. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
PO Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701·1617 
Re: Belle Ranch, Hailey, Idaho-Idaho Department of 
Water Resources Water Rights Nos. 37·481 C, 37-
482H, 37·483C, 37·577BT, and 37·2630 
(collectively, the "Water Rights'') 
Dear Kristin: 
As you know, our firm represents Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. 
("RAF') with respect to the above·referenced matter. I appreciate 
your and your client's continuing patience and willingness to 
allow us and RAF to analyze Sheila Schwager's February 7, 2014 
letter, wherein Ms. Schwager, on behalf ofidaho Independent 
Bank ("IIB"), takes the position that IIB has the senior perfected 
interest in some or all of the above·referenced Water Rights. 
Having analyzed Ms. Schwager's letter, the documents 
enclosed therewith, and information concerning the Water Rights 
contained in the public record, we believe the proper legal 
conclusion is as follows: 
1. Belle Ranch, LLC owns 281.5/289ths or 97.405% of 
the Water Rights sufficient to irrigate 281.5 acres of ground, and 
RAF has a first priority security interest in the portion of the 
Water Rights owned by Belle Ranch, LLC; 
2. John Scherer and Charles Holt (collectively "Scherer 
& Holt") own 7.5/289ths or 2.595% of the Water Rights sufficient 
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to irrigate 7.5 acres of ground, and IIB has a first priority security 
interest in the portion of the Water Rights owned by Scherer & 
Holt; and 
3. The portion of the Water Rights owned by Scherer & 
Holt, and upon which IIB has a lien, may only be used to irrigate 
the 7.5 acres of real property that is identified in the legal 
description contained on the June 25, 2009 Partial Lien Release 
executed by Mountain West Bank, which is Instrument 568681, 
records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
Based upon the foregoing, if IIB is asking RAF to 
acknowledge that IIB has the senior secured interest in all of the 
Water Rights, RAF cannot agree to that request. At most, RAF 
would only agree that Belle Ranch, LLC may not own 7.5/289ths 
or 2.595% of the Water Rights, and that RAF's lien only attaches 
to that portion of the Water Rights actually owned by Belle 
Ranch, LLC. Further, if IIB wants RAF to sign a document 
acknowledging the foregoing, RAF would expect IIB to likewise 
acknowledge in writing that Scherer and Holt only own 
7.5/289ths or 2.595% of the Water Rights sufficient to irrigate 7.5 
acres of ground, and that IIB's lien only attaches to that portion 
of the Water Rights actually owned by Scherer & Holt. 
Please let me know if you would like to discuss the 
foregoing further. 
Very truly yours, 
RAY QUINN~ & NEBEKER 
Michael R. Johnson 
MRJ:db 





ALBERT P. BARKER 
JOHN A ROSHOLT 
JOHN K. SIMPSON 
TRAVIS L. THOMPSON 
SHELLEY M DAVIS 
PAULL. A.RR.INGTON 
SCOTT A. MAGNUSON 
Kristin E. Bjorkman 
Hawley Troxell 
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000 
Boise, ID 83702 








Albert P. Barker 
apb@idahowaters.com 
April 23, 2014 
1010W. Jefferson, Suite 102 
Post Office Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
(208) 336-0700 telephone 
(208) 344-6034 facsimile 
brs@idahowaters.com 
195 River Vista Place, Suite 204 
Twin Falis, ID 83301-3029 
(208) 733-0700 telephone 
(208) 735-2444 facsimile 
jar@ldahowaters.com 
Water Rights 37-481C, "37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT & 37-2630 
Kristin, 
Thank you for your firm's letter of February 7, 2014 and for providing additional 
information in your email transmissions of February 27, 2014 and April 7, 2014. 
We represent Belle Ranch LLC, the owner of the property and Water Rights 37-481C, 
37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, and 37-2630 (Water Rights). Your letter correctly notes that 
Belle Ranch LLC purchased the real property including the Water Rights from Mountain West 
Bank in December 2011. Belle Ranch LLC then notified the Department of Water Resources of 
the change in ownership of these Water Rights. RABO Agrifinance does hold a mortgage on the 
property, including the Water Rights. 
Mountain West Bank acquired the property and Water Rights by a deed in lieu of 
foreclosure from South County Estates. That deed is dated June 17, 2010 and was recorded the 
same day. Instr #578331. The deed included all appurtenances and Water Rights. On the same 
day, South County Estates assigned and deeded to Mountain West Bank all South County's 
interests in the Water Rights and in the contracts that South County Estates had previously 
entered in to sell a portion of the Water Rights. Instr #578330. 
As that Assignment and Deed describes South County had entered into a series of 
agreements to transfer some portion of the Water Rights to other buyers. Those potential 
purchasers attempted to transfer those portions of the Water Rights and make those portions 
appurtenant to other real property upstream. Those transfers were protested, and ultimately all 
the transfer applications were withdrawn. The title to the Water Rights subject to the transfers 
vested into South County and those potential transfers asserted no interest in the Water Rights. 
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In,the SRBAproceedings,on June 9, 2010, the Special Master recommended that ti_tle.to 
the Water Rights be decreed to South County Estates. No objections were .filed to. that 
recommendation by, Idaho. Independent .Bank by John Scherer or .by Charles Holt> Under the law 
of the case in the SRBA the Special Masters' recommendation is notice to the wortcL On August 
31, 2010, the SRBA Court ii:;sued its Order of J:>artial Decree decreeing title to the entirety of the 
W~er Rights to South County Estates. 
The SRBAis in a quiet title action with respectto the title to Water Rights. The Director 
is required to recommend and the Court is required to decree all elements of a water right 
including ownership. Idaho Code§§ 34-1411 and 43-1412(6). Ownership is an element of the 
water right. Hence, ownership is preclusively determined in the SRBA proceedings as against 
the world. Thili!, the Court decreed title to the entire Water Rights to South County Estates and 
did not recognize a split to Scherer or Holt. 
On July 27, 2011, Mountain West Bank filed a notice of change of ownership from South 
County Estates to Mountain West Bank with the Department of Water Resources. 
As we understand the claims ofIIB, it asserts a lien on a portion of the Water Rights 
based upon the claim that South County Estates quitclaimed a portion of the Water Rights 
(7.5/289ths) to Mr. Scherer and Mr. Holt on June 25, 2009. In essence, IIB's interest is 
derivative of the claims of Scherer and Holt .. IlB also asserts that Scherer and Holt provided a 
mortgage to IIB on June 10, 2009 covering 7.5/289ths of tlie water rights before the quit claim 
was purportedly made. In addition, IIB asserts that Waterford Partners acknowledged the 
mortgage on July 17, 2009. 
IIB does not assert that the purported transfer of Water Rights to Scherer and Holt were 
accompanied by a transfer of any land; nor does IIB assert that this 7 .5/289ths interest were ever 
made appurtenant to any land of any kind or location. In other words, IIB asserts that the 
transfer created a water right unrestricted as to place of use. 
IIB also reliei, on a partial release of lien filed by Mountain West Bank onJune 25, 2009. 
Instr . .No. 56868 L This partial release relates to "the Water Rights appurtenant to the 7 .5 acres 
of real property identified on the legal description attached hereto as Exhibit "A". Exhibit A 
attached to this partial release does not identify 7 .5 acres of real property. Instead, it lists the 
water rights. At best the release is vague; at worst ineffective. The records of the Department of 
Water Resources contain an email communication from the Department to you and Tom Miller 
on June 11, 2009 regarding an inquiry into the Place of Use of the Water Rights. •tfhe 
J;>epartmentadvised you ,that the 7 6 acres ,on the Deed ofTrustwere not included in the .. PQUfol' 
the-'Water Ri{tlita':"'''lt is ·hot entirely clear .. from the Department's email whatparcel,or Dee<:l .9f 
TN$ti§ n~fei:rec:lto,, .. butitis clear .. thatthe referenced 1,5 acres is not witl:lbt the PQU of$e Waler 
Rigl;l,!tAA4 that UB was on notice of thatfact. 
IIB then relies on a notice of security interest in 7.5/289th of the Water Rights sent to the 
Department of Water Resources in July of2009 by IIB. We were puzzled by this claim since 
when we searched the Department's water right files for these Water Rights, the records 
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contained a number of documents from the 2008-2010 time period, particularly related to the 
aborted transfer applications. However, there was no record of a claim to a security interest by 
IIB ora transfer of ownership of any portion of the rights to Scherer or Holt. We checked again 
with the Department who confirmed that the Water Right online back file contained no record of 
any claim of Security Interest by IlB and no record of any change of ownership of 7.5/289th of 
the Water Rights by Scherer or Holt. 
Later, Department personnel contacted our office to advise that someone had found the 
Notice of Security Interest you referred to (but not any change of ownership) in a paper 
adjudication file. The Department has since unilaterally posted this Notice to the water right 
back file on April 15~ 2014, but acknowledges that it did not do so in July 2009. 
Once a partial decree is entered for a water right, the adjudication file is no longer 
accessible by searching the Department's water right back file records. The reason is simple. 
The court has decreed the elements of the right at that point. The adjudication file is no longer 
relevant. 
In 2011, when Belle Ranch was looking into purchasing the property from Mountain 
West Bank, a search of the Water Rights file and the partial decree demonstrated that South 
County and then Mountain West Bank owned the entirety of the Water Rights. No claim of 
Scherer and Holt or JIB was ever apparent. 
Taking this inquiry one step further, because Belle Ranch was concerned about the status 
of the potential upstream transfer, it made further inquiry of Mountain West Bank. Both the 
brokerlisting the property and counsel for the Bank inspected the IDWR files and spoke with 
IDWR personnel. The title to the Water Rights was clean according to the partial decree~ IDWR 
personnel confirmed to the broker that the Water Rights were whole and that the proposed splits 
of the Water Rights had never been completea. No mention was made of any other claim to a 
security interest by any other person or entity. The Bank's counsel consulted the records and 
detennined that Mountain West Bank had acquired all of the Water Rights and they were 
appurtenant to the Belle Ranch property. 
Under these circumstances, we do not believe that either Scherer and Holt or IlB has any 
legal interest in the Water Rights or any right to foreclose on the Water Rights. fiB~sasse,ryo~ 
to the contrary could amount to a cloud on the title if not withdrawn! ·· It would also appear that~.· 
IIB's remedies are more properly directed against its borrowers, Messrs. Scherer and Holt and 
Waterford Partners IIl LLC. 
Moreover, given the fact that others tried and failed to transfer these Water Rights in the 
past, IlB should consider whether the benefit of attempting to foreclose on these rights is worth 
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the effort, even if it were able to foreclose on a water right completely separate and apart from 
any lands. 
APB/se 
cc: Belle Ranch LLC 
Mountain West Bank c/o T.J. Budge 
RABO Agrifinance, Inc. 





Michael R. Johnson 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
PO Box 453B5 
Salt Lal<e City, Utah 
B4145-0385 
36 South State Street 
Suite 1400 
Salt Lalle City, Utah 
B4111 
B01 532-1500 FIRM 
801 323-3363 DIRECT 
801 532-7543 FAX 
mjohnson@rqn.com 
www.rqn.com 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
April 29, 2014 
VIA EMAIL (kbjorkman@hawleytroxell.com) AND REGULAR 
MAIL 
Kristin Bjorkman, Esq. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
PO Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Re: Belle Ranch, Hailey, Idaho-Idaho Department of 
Water Resources-Water Rights Nos. 87-4810, 37-
482H, 37-4830, 87-577BT, and 87-2680 
(collectively, the 'Water Rights'1 
Dear Kristin: 
On April 23, 2014, I sent you a letter in response to Sheila 
Schwager's February 7, 2014 letter, wherein Ms. Schwager, on 
behalf of Idaho Independent Bank ("IIB"), took the position that 
IIB has the senior perfected security interest in some or all of the 
above-referenced Water Rights. In my April 23 letter, I informed 
you that, based upon the information included with Ms. 
Schwager's letter and our review of the documents enclosed 
therewith, we believed the following was the proper legal 
analysis: 
1. Belle Ranch, LLC owns 281.5/289ths or 97.405% of 
the Water Rights sufficient to irrigate 281.5 acres of ground, and 
RAF has a first priority security interest in the portion of the 
Water Rights owned by Belle Ranch, LLC; 
2. John Scherer and Charles Holt (collectively "Scherer 
& Holt") own 7.5/289ths or 2.595% of the Water Rights sufficient 
to irrigate 7 .5 acres of ground, and IIB has a fust priority security 
interest in the portion of the Water Rights owned by Scherer & 
Holt; and· 
A PROFESSt0NAL CORPORATION 
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3. The portion of the Water Rights owned by Scherer & 
Holt, and upon which IIB has a lien, may only be used to irrigate 
the 7.5 acres of real property that is identified in the legal 
description contained on the June 25, 2009 Partial Lien Release 
executed by Mountain West Bank, which is Instrument 568681, 
records of Blaine County, Idaho. 
Today I was provided with a copy of a letter from Albert P. 
Barker, counsel for Belle Ranch, LLC, to· you, which letter also is 
dated April 23, 2014, and which letter also addresses the 
contentions of Ms. Schwager's February 7 letter. Mr. Barker's 
letter contains critical information which was not included in Ms. 
Schwager's letter and which, if accurate, entirely changes the 
analysis set forth in my April 23 letter. 
Specifically, Mr. Barker notes that the Water Rights are or 
were the subject of the Snake River Basin Adjudication ("SRBA''), 
that "on June 9, 2010, the Special Master recommended that title 
to the Water Rights be decreed to South County Estates," and 
that "[o]n August 31, 2010, the SRBA Court issued its Order of 
Partial Decree decreeing title to the entirety of the Water Rights 
to South County Estates." (Emphasis supplied). Mr. Barker's 
letter further states that ownership of the Water Rights has been 
"determined in the SRBA proceedings as against the world," and 
that "the Court decreed title to the entire Water Rights to South 
County Estates and did not recognize the split to Scherer & Holt." 
(Emphasis supplied). Finally, I note that the SRBA Name Index 
found at http://www.srba.state.id.us/NAM320.HTM appears to 
support these statements as South Mountain Estates was listed 
as the owner of the entirety of the Water Rights, with a "PD," or 
partial decree, issued in the SRBA. 
As everyone appears to acknowledge, South Mountain 
Estates transferred the Water Rights to Mountain West Bank in 
2010, Mountain West Bank thereafter transferred the Water 
Rights to Belle Ranch, LLC, and Belle Ranch, LLC then pledged 
the Water Rights to my client, Rabo Agrifinance, Inc., to partially 
secure a real estate loan. 
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Based upon the our updated review of the information and 
documents we have been provided concerning the Water Rights, 
and in particular based upon the additional information about the 
SRBA that is set forth in Mr. Barker's April 23, 2014 letter, we 
now believe the following is the correct analysis concerning the 
Water Rights: 
1. Belle Ranch, LLC owns 100% of the Water Rights, 
and our client, Rabo Agrifinance, Inc., has a first priority security 
interest in.the Water Rights; and 
2. John Scherer and Charles Holt (collectively "Scherer 
& Holt") own no portion of the Water Rights and, as a result, IIB 
does not have a valid lien on any portion of the Water Rights. 
My review of the website from Mr. Barker's firm suggests 
that Mr. Barker is an experienced water lawyer. Please let me 
know whether, in light of the information provided in Mr. 
Barker's April 23, 2014 letter, IIB continues to claim that it has a 
valid lien on all or any portion of the Water Rights. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Very truly yours, 
Michael R. Johnson 
MRJ:db 
cc: Linda Kobliska, Esq. (via email only) 
Albert P. Barker, Esq. (via email only; apb@idahowaters.com) 
1281548 
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Michael D. Mayfield, ISB #7857 
Michael R. Johnson (Pro Hae Vice) 
J runes A. Sorenson (Pro Hae Vice) 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P .C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O, Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 
Telephone: (801) 532-1500 




Attorneys for Rabo AgriFinance LLC, flea 
Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. 
FI LED~--~--_.__~~ I SEP 1 5 2017 I 
JoLynn Drage, Clerk District 
Court Blaine Coun , Idaho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH .nJDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
'V, 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RA.BO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Case No. CV-16-645 
EX PARTE MOTION TO ALLOW 
RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC'S 
COUNSEL TO APPEAR AND 
ARGUE TELEPHONICALLY AT 
THE SEPTEMBER 19, 2017 
HEARING ON THE PARTIES' 
CROSS-MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 




SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
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liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0lEC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O, 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H0lNH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H0lNV; FIRST SECURITY CORP,; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited Case No. CV-2016-683 
liability company; RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, an individual; and CHARLES 
HOLT, an individual, 
Plaintiffs, 
V, 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; 
ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON, an 
individual; and RABO AGRIFINANCE, 
r.N'C., a Delaware Corporation. 
Defendants. 
NO. 3007 P. 3 
Rabo AgriFinance LLC, fka Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. (''Re.ho"), through counsel, hereby 
moves for an Order, substantially in the fonn submitted herewith, allowing its counsel, Michael 
R. Johnson and/or James A. Sorenson of Ray Quinney & Nebeker P.C., to appear and argue 
telephonically at the hearing scheduled for September 19, 2017 at 2:00 p.m. in this case (the 
EX PARTE MOTION TO ALLOW RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC' S CrnJNSEL TO APPEAR AND ARGUE 
TELEPHONICALL Y AT THB SEPTEMBER 19, 2017 HEARING ON THE PAR TIES' CROSS MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT PAGE 2 
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"Hearing''), and at any continued hearing on the matters to be addressed at the Hearing, and in 
support thereof and respectfully states! 
1. Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
( collectively "Belle Ranch''), and Rabo, collectively "Defendants," have filed a joint opposition 
to Plaintiffs First Security Corporation1s ("FSC") and Big Stick, LLC's ("Big Stick,!) Motions 
for Summary Judgment, have filed a joint motion for summary judgment, and have filed a joint 
reply memorandum in further support of their cross-motion for summary judgment. 
2. Defendants' interests are aligned and Belle Ranch's counsel will be present in 
person to argue the motions at the hearing. 
3. Any argument or response by Rabo' s counsel will be limited and only as a 
supplement to Belle Ranch's counsel's argument. 
4. Mr. Johnson and Mr. Sorenson reside and work in Salt Lake City, Utah. It would 
be unduly burdensome for them to travel to Idaho to attend the Hearing in person, given the fact 
that the main argument made on the motions and oppositions which were filed jointly, will be 
done by Belle Ranch's counsel. 
5. At the Hearing, Mr. Johnson or Mr. Sorenson will not rely on any additional 
documents other than those previously filed with this Court. Further, counsel for Belle Ranch 
will be at the hearing in person. 
WHEREFORE, based upon the foregoing, Rabo respectfully requests that the Court enter 
an Order, in the form submitted herewith, allowing its counsel, Michael R. Johnson and/or James 
A. Sorenson of Ray Quinney & Nebeker P.C., to appear and argue at the Hearing. 
EX PARTE MOTION TO ALLOW RA.BO AORIFINANCE LLC' S COUNSEL TO APPEAR AND ARGUE 
TELEPHONICALLY AT THE SEPTEMBER 19, 2017 HEARING ON THE PARTIES' CROSS MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT PAGE3 
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DATED this 14th day of September, 2017, 
1427361 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
Mf2~-el_d_~......___ 
Michael R. Johnson (Pro Hae Vice) 
James A Sorenson (Pro Hae Vice) 
Attorneys for Rabo AgriFinance LLC, fka 
Rabo Agriflnance, Inc. 
EXP ARTE MOTION TO ALLOW RA.BO AGRIFINANCE LLC' S COUNSEL TO APPEAR AND ARGUE 
TELEPI-IONICALLY AT THE SEPTEMBER 19, 2017 HEARING ON THE PARTIES' CROSS MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT PAGE 4 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIBY that on this 14th day of September, 2017, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing EX PARTE MOTION TO ALLOW RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC'S 
COUNSEL TO APPEAR AND ARGUE TELEPHONICALLY AT THE SEPTEMBER 19, 2017 
HEARING ON THE PARTIES' CROSS-MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT by the method 
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following; 
Original to: 
Blaine County Clerk 
Blaine County Courthouse 
201 2nd Ave. S, Ste. 106 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Copies to; 
James R. Laski 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O.Box3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Chris Bromley 
MCHUGH BROMLEY ATTORNEYS AT LAW, PLLC 
3 80 S. 4th Street, Suite l 03 
Boise, ID 83 702 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
Albert P. Barker 
Scott A Magnuson 
BARKER ROSHOL 1 & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
__ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
_ Hand Delivery 
_x._ Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
Email 
__ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
_ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Ovemight Mail 
_LEmail 
~-U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
..JL.Email 
__ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
_ Hand Delivery 
~Facsimile 
__ Overnight Mail 
..JLEmail 
_ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
_Facsimile 
_ Overnight Mail 
_x_Email 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 le~--~-
Ex PARTE MOTION TO ALLOW RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC'S COUNSEL TO APPEAR AND ARGUE 
TELEPHONTCALL YA T THE SEPTEMBER 19, 2017 HEARING ON THE PARTIES' CROSS MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT PAGE 5 
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MichaelD, ?vhlyfield. tSil #7857 
Michael R.Johnson (ProHtU!·Yice) 
James A •. Sprenson. (Pro Hae Vice) 
RAY Q~1LY & NIBEKF.a P.C. 
36 South State Stree4 Suite 1400 
.p;o.Box45S85 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-03-85 
Telephone; (801) 532;,1500 




.4.natt,eysfer Rizlw A.griFintmct LLC, jfr:a 
Kabo Airllm<PJce; Inc. 
I FILEtH~i~ 
1 SEP 1 5 2:;7 ' t 
, ~,..,. Ptwot,, ~ District II 
·· · OtJrt 8ktlrii:'I ~ rn!l, Idaho . 
INTBE DISTIUCT COIJRJ; Of TQ.FIFOI JUJ)ICJAL DISTRICT 
· OF THE Sr.A.TE OF mAllO, IN .AND ,FOR$ COUNTY OF BLAINI 
. . 
FIRST SECutUTY coaro.·· . .• RATION; . . 
'V, 
Consolidated Caw No. CV-1~4S 
·. 0Rl>ER'AO'lll01UZING RABQ . 
.AGIUFIN.\NC'E 1.LC'S COUNSEL 
TO APPEAR.AND ARGUE·· 
TELEPHON'.lCALL'Y AT THE · . 
BEL1.E RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited SEPTEMBER lt,20t7HEARJNG ON 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 'UlE PAilTIES' CROSS.MOTIONS 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH :BUTT . FOR SUMMARY 1VDGMENT 
STEVENSON; ·and RA.BO 
AORIFlNANCBt, INC;~ 
. Defe11dants. 
Bst.I.;E · RANCH LLC an ldaho limited . Case•.No. CV-2016-671 . . . ... . . . . ' . ' . . . . . 
· liability company, 
v. 
·soU'l'I:! COt)NTY ~TATSS •.. Ll;.C, an 
~¢ly 'dissolvdd .~ limited · 
' ' ' • :·,, ;:: '' .. ,.l., "" ,.," f. ' 
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liability coinpany; BIO STICK, LLC, $1 
admimstxatively diasolyecl. Idaho• linlited 
.liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F0lEC; PBNSC0 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOL.T, LAA #H0lNH; 
PENSCO TRUST CO:MPANY 
CU$TODIAN F.B.O .•. OIAllLES. IIOLT~ 
IRA #H0lNV~ l"IRST SECUIUTY COJU>.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK,ADMSION 
OF.· OLAC$R BANI(.; GBCI Om'.ER 
· REAL. ESTATE, LLC~ and DOES 1 .. s. 
unknown persons . who may claim :an 
interest in the;;subj.eet water rightsf 
. . .·. . 
BIO STICK. LLC. an Idaho limited Cue No. CV~2016.;(i83 
]iability company; RICHARD · D. 
FOSBURY •·an individual••and. CHARLES . . , . . . ,. -- . . ...
H0LT,.an individual, 
v. 
· BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability comp~y; .. ,JUSTIN · f'L00D 
STEVBNSON;,. . .... an individual; 
EUZABETH. BRET! . STEVENSON, an 
individual; and RABO. AGlUFINA.NCE. 
INC., a De~Coiporation, . . . . . . 
.. Defendants. 
110 ~"0' 1, ,. JIJ I P. 8 
Th.is lnatteris before the Court on. tb,¢ e.xparte motion (tb,e 'JEx Pa,te Motion") o(Rabo 
AgrlPin•e LLC, fka•·~ ~finance, Ine; ('1:Ro.o'' f.or entry. of an Order authorizing Rabo,s .. 
counsot MJ;bael i )ohnson,and/or l•;A .. S~o11; to·~•-~· telc,pbonically at tho, 
b~: sohedul.,,lfOf Sqrtwbcr l 9, 20·17 at ~{00 p;m. inth@ c~ (the ~H~, .. 
. . . 
OlU)Bi AUTHORJZING RAIO AGlUPl'NANCS LLC•s CoUNSBl.. TO:A.MAR. ANDA,aat:$·. 
TEL$1HONIC'$.,t.)' ATtHl'S~Bi\19i2017HBAlUNO,ONMl-Alfms' CttossMQTIONSJOJ. .· 
.. SUMMARY JtiDqM'ENT . . . . .. . . . . .PAOB2 
.......................... --
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Based upon the ExParte Motio~ and good cause appearing therefore, ITJS HEREBY 
ORDIREOu.follows; 
l. TheExParteMotfon shall be, and it hereby m •• grmted; 
2. Rabo1s counsel, ,Michael R, Johnson and/orJames A. Sorenson of Ray Quirtney & 
Nebeker PCt may appear by telt:phQne at the Heating ancl at any continued hearing on the 
matters to be addressed at the Hearing, 
DATED trus/ rdayof September, 2017. 
1411368 
o~ AuntO;R.IZINO RASO Acm.n1lNANCELLC1s:CoONS!L TO NPBAR. A'NIJ:MOUI · . 
T~ON!CALL YAf ffm SSPTEMBR 19~ 20i7 H.BA!UNO Olif THllPAllm:&1 ClloSS MoriONS POl 
SoMMAttY ~ · · · · · · PAGl:3 · · 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
COURT MINUTES 
CV-2016-0000671 
Belle Ranch, LLC vs. South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho LLC, etal. 
CV-2016-683 
Big Stick, et al v. Belle Ranch, et al 
CV-2016-645 
First Security v. Belle Ranch, et al 
Hearing type: Motion for Summary Judgment 
Hearing date: 9/19/2017 
Time: 2:25 pm 
Judge: Jonathan P. Brody 
Courtroom: District Courtroom 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Big Stick, LLC, Attorney: Heather O'Leary 
Party: First Security Corporation, an Idaho corporation, Attorney: Chris Bromley 
Party: Justin Stevenson, Attorney: Albert Barker 
Party: Rabo Agrifinance, Inc., Attorney: Michael Johnson 
Counter# 
2:25 p.m. Court prematters 
Michael Johnson on telephone (may proceed without Mayfield) 
2:27 pm Court - preliminary matters, cross Mtn S/J, Opposition, How do attorneys wish 
to proceed 
Chris Bromley to Court - Ms. O'Leary for First Security and Big Stick 
2:29 pm O'Leary present Mtn S/J on behalf of FSC and Big Stick to Court 
Court - Clarify 
O'Leary continues 
2:43 pm O'Leary continues 
Court - question atty 
O'Leary responds 
2:48 pm Albert Barker addresses Court Exhibits attached to Affd. 
3:02 pm Barker cont'd 
3:08 pm Barker cont'd 
3:12 pm Barker cont'd 
3:20 pm Barker cont'd 
Court - clarifies 
COURT MINUTES 1 
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3:25 pm Barker cont'd 
3:30 pm Johnson ( on phone) responds 
3:30 pm Bromley to Court 
3:41 pm Bromley cont'd 
3:49 pm Bromley cont'd 
3:54 pm O'Leary.responds/further 
4:03 pm Court - recess - break 
4:12 pm Reconvene 
O'Leary cont'd 
4:18 pm Court questions O'Leary 
O'Leary responds 
4:21 pm Barker response - further argument 
4:34 pm O'Leary responds 




4:44pm Baker nothing 
4:45 pm Court - matter under advisement 
COURT MINUTES 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 











CASE NO. CV-2016-645 
Consolidated Cases: CV16-671 
CV16-683 
ORDER OF RECUSAL 
Comes now Ned C. Williamson, District Judge in the above-entitled Court, 
having recused himself from hearing the above-entitled case, requests the Trial Court 
Administrator appoint another District Judge to hear the above-entitled case. 
1'4-
Dated this CS: day of ~H-A , 2017. 
~---
Ned C. Williamson, District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that on the .<ot()Jr~ '2017, he/she caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing instrument to be serve~ the following persons by the means 
indicated: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 45385 
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
James R. Laski 
Heather E. O'Leary 
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Rd., Ste. A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
_j__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Telecopy (801) 532-7543 
_j_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Telecopy (208) 344-6034 
__ X_ u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Telecopy (208) 287-0864 
_A_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Telecopy (208) 666-4111 
-l- U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ Telecopy (208) 725-0076 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
) 






BELLE RANCH, LLC, etal., ) 
) 
Respondent. ) ____________ ) 
Case No. CV-2016-645 
Consolidated Cases: CV-2016-671 
CV-2016-683 
Order of Assignment by 
Administrative District Judge 
The above-entitled is assigned to the Honorable Jonathan P. Brody, District Judge, 
for all further proceedings. 
Dated: October 6, 2017 
ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT 
ERIC J. WILDMAN 
Administrative District Judge 
Fifth Judicial District 
1 
Signed: 10/30/2017 09:06 AM
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STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FlRST SECURITY CORPORATION 
Plaintiff> 
v. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
















Case No. CV-16-645 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
ON CROSS-MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY .HJDGMEN'I' 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 
First Security Corporation (FSC) filed this action to quiet title to land claimed by Belle 
Ranch~ LLC CBelle Ranch'\ Rabo Agrifinancc; LLC (RABO), Justin Flood Stevenson, and 
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Elizabeth Brett Stevenson. RABO counterclaimed, and cross claimed as a third party against 
Belle Ranch, Justin Flood Stevenson, E.lizabcth Brett Stevenson, FSC, Big Stick, LLC, Richard 
Fosbury and Charles Holt. 
In Blaine County Case Number CV-2016-671, Belle Ranch filed an action to quiet title 
against South County Estates, LLC. (South County); Big Stick, LLC; PENS CO Trust Company 
F.B.O. Ricll(II'd D, Fosbury, IRA #flll EC (Fosbury IRA); PENSCO Trust Company Custodian 
F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA #IIO!NlI (llolt IRA #1101 NH); PENSCO Trust Company Custodian 
F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA #!-IO l NV (Holt IRA #I-IO 1 NY); FSC; Mountain West Bank (MWB); 
GBCI Other Real Estute, LLC (GBCl), und Does 1-5. FSC then Cross-Claimed against South 
County, MWB, GBCL Big Stick, LLC also cross-claimed against MWB and GBCL 1-lowcver, 
MWB and GBCI have disclaimed their interests in order to gain protection under Idaho Code§ 
6-402. 
In Blaine County Case Number CV-2016-683, Big Stick, LLC, Richard Fosbury, and 
Chnrles lfolt filed an action to quiet title against Belle Ranch, Justin Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth 
Brett Stevenson, and RABO. RABO counterclaimed, and cross claimed as a third party to quiet 
title against Belle Ranch, Justin Flood Stevenson, E]iZ(lbeth Brett Stevenson, Big Stick, LLC, 
Richard Fosbury, Charles Ho.It, and FSC. 
The cases were consolidated on May 23, 2017 as Blaine County Case Number CV-2016-
645, Thereafter, the parties filed cross-motions frir summary judgment. The Court heard oral 
argument on September 19,2017, and the case was taken under advisement the same day. 
The factual background of this case is too extensive to list in foll, though the relevant 
portions are discussed below. Originally, the subject property was owned by South County, 
which later mortgaged and quitclaimed portions of the prope1ty at different times. The parties 
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benefitting from the mortgages and quitclaims recorded at different times. Because the times 
between granting and filing differed, confosion was created regarding who actually owned the 
subject property. 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
The issue before the Court on cross•rnotions for summary judgment is the ownership of 
water rights divided into 289 parts; specifically ownership of the 15.3 shares is at issue. The 
15.3 shares were transferred to diflerent parties at different times. For the frillowing reasons, 
Belle Ranch, LLC is the owner of286.2/289ths, and while Big Stick, LLC appears to be the 
owner of2.8/289tbs, thi1t issue is reserved for trial. 
Summary judgment is proper "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, 
together with the affidnvits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and 
that the moving party is entitled to judgment (lS a matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c); Sc(ma, Inc. v. 
Green Willow T)'usr, 133 Idaho 283,286,985 P.2d 1145, l 148 (1999). The court must liberally 
construe all disputed facts in favor of the non-moving party, and draw all reasonable inforenccs 
and conclusions supported by the record in favor of the party opposing the motion. Wiemer v. 
Rankin, 117 Idaho 566, 570, 790 P.2d 347, 351 (I 990). If conflicting inforenccs are possible, 
summary judgment should be denied. Only if there is no genuine issue of material fact after the 
affidavits, pleadings, and depositions have been construed in the light most favorable to the non-
moving party should summary _judgment be awarded. Loomis v. City of 1-Jailey. 119 Idaho 434, 
437, 807 P.2d 1272, 1275 ( 1991 ). However, "[i]fthe case is to be tried by the court without a 
jury, where cross•motions for summary judgment are t11ed, based upon the same cvidentiary 
fac.ts and upon the same theories and issues, the parties effectively have stipulated that no 
genuine issues of material foct exist Zollinger v. Carrol, 137 Idaho 397,399 (2002) (citing 
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Riverside Developmem Co. v. Ritchie, 103Idaho515) 518 n. l (1982)). Broader discretion is 
granted to the Court. when resolving cross-motions for summary judgment because the Cou1i will 
be responsible for resolving conflict between competing inferences. id. 
''An instrument is deemed to be recorded when, being duly acknowledged, or proved and 
certified, it is deposited in the tecorder's office with the proper officer tor record.'' Idaho Code§ 
55-809. "Every conveyance ofreal prope1ty other than a lease fbr a term not exceeding one (I) 
year; is void as against any subsequent purchaser or mortgagee of the smne property, or any part 
thereat~ in good faith and for a valuable consideration, whose conveyance is first duly recorded." 
Idaho Code § 55-8 I 2. "The purpose of the recording act in a race-not.ice jurisdiction ... is to 
allow recorded interests to be effective against unrecorded interests when the recorded interest is 
taken for a valuable consi.deration and .in good faith, i. e., without knowledge, either actual or 
constructive; that unrecorded interests exist. Langroise v. Becker, 96 Idaho 218, 220 (1974) 
(citing Froman v. Madden, 13 Idaho 138 (1907)). 
The Court concludes that this is not a collateral attack on the 20 l 0 SR.BA adjudication. 
That adjudication merely confirmed that 2891289th had been awarded to South County. It is 
with the assumption that South County owned and was able to convey ull 289/289th with which 
the Court begins its analysis. 
I. Whether Big Stick has a Right to the Claimed 2.8/289ths 
On October l 3~ 2005, South County granted a security interest to MWB as part of a 
mortgage executed in favor of MWB. This mm1gage was recorded, on October 14, 2005; as 
Blaine County Instrument Number 5274391; the water rights were pa1t of the security on the 
mortgage and appurtenant t:o the land. A modification tc> this loan was recorded on Novembet 
1 Affidiivit of Chris M. Bmmley, Ex. 3 
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28, 2006 as Blaine County Instrument Number 5423782• On December 14, 2007, Big Stick, 
LLC recorded its quitclaim from South County as Blaine County lnstrument Number 5540983. 
Two additional mortgages were recorded subsequent to the filing of Instrument 554098'1• 
Finally; on June 25, 2009~ MWB released the lien on the land transferred to Big Stick, LLC in 
Blaine County Instrument Number 568681 5. 
Even though subsequent mortgages were filed, which encumbered the land, the evidence 
presented does not indicate that Big Stick, LLC was on notice, either constructively or actually. 
Therefore, when South County ussigned its interest in the land and executed a Deed in Lieu of 
Foreclosure in favor of MWB (Blaine County Instrument Numbers 5783306 and 578331 7• 
respectively) it transferred only those rights which had been conveyed after the second and third 
mortgages were executed (Blaine County Instrument Numbers 5589048 and 562481 9, 
respectively). Big Stick's interest originated when only the first mortgage and the modification 
encumbered the land (Bluinc County Instrument Numbers 527439 10 and 542378 11 ; respectively). 
Big Stick, LLC took without the requisite notice of the subsequent encumbrances and maintains 
ownership of the property. Therel'bre it appears that Big Stick, LLC maintains its 2.8/289ths. 
However, as was noted at the hearing on this matter, Big Stick, LLC was owned by the 
same person who owned South County at the tinH~ of its transactions. The Court has insufficient 
evidence to determine whether the transfer from South County to Big Stick, LLC was self-
2 Declaration ol'Scotl A Magnuson in Support of Belle Ranch, LLC's and RABO Agrifinance, LLC's Joint 
Memorandum (Magnuson Declaration), Ex. 3 
·' Mugn~1son Declaratio11, Ex. 9 
•1 SccMd Mortgage was rcco1·ded (in .h111e 13, 2008 as Blaine County lnsttunient Numbe1· 558904 (Magnuson 
Declan1tion, E~x. 4); the Third Mortgag~ was recorded on October 24, 2008 as Blaine County Instrument Number 
562481 (Magnusmi Dcclanition, Ex. 5). 
5 Mag11uson Declarati(m, Ex. 48 
b M~1gnuson Dcclaratior1, Ex. 23 
7 M,,gnrnmn Dl.lclaratfon, Ex. 44 
8 Magnuson Dech,ration, Ex. 4 
9 Magnuson Declaration, Ex .. 5 
10 Affitfrlvit of Chris M. Bromley, l~x. 3 
11 Mugnuson Dech1rntion, Ex. 3 
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dealing or fraudulent, and neither party has sufficiently addressed the matter. Moreover, there 
appears to be a potential issue with the statute of limitations. Under Brown v. Greenheart, 157 
Idaho 156, 161 (2014), when the statute oflimitations accrues is a matter for ajury. There 
appears to be a genuine issue of material fact, although some facts suggest that the statute of 
limitations has run. Therefore, the Court declines to quiet title to the 2.8/289th claimed by Big 
Stick, LLC in any party. 
II. Whether the Holt IRA #HOlNH has a Right to the Claimed 11289th 
The reasoning of the Court is similar to that noted in Section I, though with a different 
outcome. 11289th was transferred to the Holt IRA #HO 1 NH prior to the execution of the second 
and third mortgages. However, that conveyance was not recorded until March I, 2010~after the 
second and third mortgages were executed. Therefore, the Holt IRA #HOINH (Blaine County 
Instrnment Number 575488) would have had constructive notice of subsequent mortgages and 
would not have taken in full when South County executed the June 25, 2009 release (Blaine 
County Instrument Number 568681 12). 
When South County executed an Assignment and Deed, a Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, 
and an Estoppel Certificate on June 17, 2010, MWB would have been on notice of the prior 
recordings when accepting the Assignment and Deed, Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, and Estoppel 
Certificate. However, because the second and third mortgages would have been granted without 
the knowledge of the quitclaim to the Holt IRA #HOlNH, it would violate the purpose of Idaho 
Code§ 55-812 to allow the Holt IRA #HOINH to take when its interest was not recorded until 
after the mortgages were granted. 
The same cannot be said for the Assignment, Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, and Estoppel 
Certificate. Certainly, the Holt IRA #HOINH would not have been on notice of the Assignment 
" Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 48 
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and Deed, and etc., but it had constructive notice of the mortgages at the time it recorded its 
instrument and therefore was on notice that such document could be executed. Therefore, the 
l/289th interest claimed by the Holt IRA #H0lNl-I was properly transforred to MWB because of 
the Assignment and Deed, Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, and Estoppcl Certificate executed in 
favor of M WB on June 17. 20 l 0. Therefore the H.olt IRA #HO 1 NH does not have any right to 
the disputed property. 
Ill. Whether the Foshm1' IRA has a Right to the Claimed 2/289ths 
The reasoning of the Court is simi.lar to that noted in section IJ. South County conveyed 
11289th to the Fosbury IRA via quitclaim on March 17, 2008. South County transferred an 
additional 11289th to the Fosbury IRA via quitclaim on September 18, 2008. The Fosbury IRA 
recorded both transactions on March I, 2010 as Blaine County Instrument Numbers 575491 13 
and 575492 14 , respectively. Both tmnsfors were made afler the first 1nortgage in favor of MWB 
was recorded on October 13, 2005. In addition, the second transfer occun:ed alt.er South County 
had executed the second and third mortgages in favor of MWB. As both transfors were recorded 
af-ler the mortgages, MWB did not have notice of the Fosbury IRA transfers, but the Fosbury 
IR.A had constructive notice of the additional encumbrances. Therefore, the Assignment and 
Deed, Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, and Estoppel Certificate filed and recorded on June 17, 20 l 0 
transferred the 21289th interest to MWB (Blaine County Instrument Numbers 578330 15, 
578331 16, and 578332' 7, respectively), along with the 11189th interest claimed by Holt IRA 
#HOINI-1. 
----------------
l:l Magnuson Declaration, Ex, 14 
14 Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 15 
i:1 Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 23 
Iii Magnuson Declarntion, Ex. 44 
17 Magnuson Declamtion, Ex. 6 
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On June l 7i 20 I 0, MWB conveyed its rights to GBCI and recorded the transfer as Blaine 
County Instrument Number 578364 11\ On December 22, 2011, GBCI conveyed its interest to 
Belle Ranch. That instrument was recorded the same day as Instnnnent Number 593252 19 • In 
addition, MWB quitclaimed its interest to Belle Ranch and recorded its interest the same day as 
Blaine County Instrument Number 59325420 • 
IV. Whether any other Claims to the Property are Valid 
The Coui-t finds that no other claims are valid. On June 25, 2009, South County executed 
a quitclaim purporting to convey 7.5/289th to Mr. John Schet'er and Mr. Charles Holt (Scherer 
and Holt). This was the same day lhat MWB executed its release of the 7.5/289th of the water 
rights in the partial release of lien. Scherer and Holt recorded the quitclaim the sarnc days as 
Blaine County Instrument Nu1.nber 568681 21 • Also the same dny, Scherer and Holt executed a 
mortgage in favor of IIB~ which was recorded as Blaine County Instrument Number 56868222. 
On September 2, 2014, Scherer and Holt executed a Non-Merger Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure; 
which purported to convey the 7.5/289th to lll3. IIB recorded the September 2, 2014 transfer on 
October 20; 2014 as Blaine County Instrument Number 62205523 . 11B then executed a Warrnnty 
Deed conveying the 7.5/289th to FSC, which was recorded the same day as Blaine County 
Instrument Number 622056:i.4• 
IIB's claims nre derivative of the transfers to Scherer and Holt The language in the 
partial release of lien released only the first mortgage. The second and third mortgages were of 
rec()rd before the IIB mortgage. Thus, when the second and third mortgnges were foreclosed, the 
18 Affidavit ol'Chris M. Brnmley, Ex. 10 
l'J Magnuson Declaration, [~x. 46 
20 Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 45 
21 Mag11uson Decl.m1tion, Ex. 48 
22 M~1g1H1s<m l,)ccl.u·(ttion, Ex. 43 
i:l Mag11UM)ll Dcch1ration, Ex. l 7 
2'1 Mag11Usm1 Declnr,tticm, Ex. 47 
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7.5/289th, which were security for the MWB second and third mortgages, were fbreclosed. 
Therefore, II.B's claims and FSC's claims as their successor in interest cannot be valid. 
Moreover, FSC would have had at least constructive notice of other claims because of the other 
recordings. l 1B never had title to convey the property, and FSC had notice of other recm·dings 
that take priority over FSC's claim. Therefore! FSC has no claim to the 7.5/289th oft:he water 
right. 
In like manner, the tlolt IRA #I--IOlNV, the Holt IRA #HOINH, and the Fosbury IRA 
have no c.laim and any claim derivative to those claims is also invalid. On March 17, 2008, 
South County executed a document purporting to quitclaim 11289th to the Fosbury IRA. On 
April 28, 2008, South County executed a document purposing to t1uitclaim 11289th to the Holt 
IRA #HO I NH. On August 8~ 2008~ South County executed a document purporting to convey 
l/289th to H.olt lRA #HO 1 NV. On September 18, 2008~ South County executed a document 
purporting to quitclaim an additional 11289th to the Fosbury IRA. And, ()t\ April 8, 2009, South 
County executed a document purporting to quitclaim l/289th. Cu.mulat.ively, South County 
pmported to convey 51289th to these parties. However, those deeds or quitclaims were not 
recorded until March 11 2010 with the following Blaine County instrument numbers, 
respectively: 575491 25, 57548826, 57548927, 57549221\ and 575490:w. As these were all recorded 
after the June I 3, 2008 mortgage, they are lower in priority than the mortgage that. South County 
executed in fovm- ofMWB. Thercfi)re; the Fosbury IRA and the two Holt IRAs have no interest 
in the 51289th of the property that they claim. 
i~ Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 14 
u, Magnuson Declaration, Ex. I I 
27 Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 12 
~8 Mognuson Declaration, Ex. 15 
2'> Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 13 
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Finally, the Court has also considered Belle Ranch's claims regarding adverse 
possession, statute oflimitation, and abandonment of the remaining 2.8/289th claimed by Big 
Stick, LLC. The Court has insufficient evidence to determine these issues on summary judgment 
and therefore summary judgment is denied as to these issues so that the parties may conduct 
additional discovery and present their arguments at trial. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth above, the Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED in part 
and DENIED in part. Summary Judgment is GRANTED regarding title to 286.2/289th, which is 
quieted in Belle Ranch. Summary Judgment is DENIED with regard to the remaining 2.8/289th. 
The decision does not affect any security interest owned by RABO. 












Signed: 10/30/2017 09:29 AM
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COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
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Defendants. 
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company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
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 Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
 
BIG STICK, LLC’S, RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY’S AND CHARLES 
HOLT’S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION   
 
 
COMES NOW, Big Stick, LLC (“Big Stick”), Richard D. Fosbury (“Fosbury”) and 
Charles Holt (“Holt”), by and through their counsel of record Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, 
PLLC, and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11.2(b), make this motion for 
reconsideration of the Court’s October 30, 2017 Memorandum Decision on Cross-Motions for 
Summary Judgment (“Memorandum Decision”).  This Motion is based on this Motion, the 
accompanying Memorandum in Support of the Motion, argument herein and all papers and 
records on file in this action (including the summary judgment pleadings and affidavits). 
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DATED: November 13th, 2017  LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC  
     
_______/s/_Heather E. O’Leary________________ 
              Heather E. O’Leary 
Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury 
and Charles Holt 
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OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




 Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
 
BIG STICK, LLC’S, RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY’S AND CHARLES 
HOLT’S MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION   
 
 
COMES NOW, Big Stick, LLC (“Big Stick”), Richard D. Fosbury (“Fosbury”)1 and 
Charles Holt (“Holt”)2, by and through their counsel of record Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, 
1 On November 7, 2016, the Fosbury IRA conveyed its 2/289th interest in the Water Rights to Fosbury via two 
quitclaim deeds that were recorded in Blaine County on November 14, 2016, as Instrument Nos. 639647 and 639648.  
Affidavit of Heather E. O’Leary filed with the Court on June 9, 2017, Ex. 10.  Accordingly, all references to “Fosbury” 
incorporate the Fosbury IRA’s previous 2/289th interest in the Water Rights.   
2 Similarly, on November 28, 2016, the Holt IRA #H01NH conveyed its 1/289th interest in the Water Rights to Holt 
via a quitclaim deed that was recorded in Blaine County on December 1, 2016, as Instrument No. 640059.  Id., Ex. 
11.  That same day, the Holt IRA #H01NV conveyed its 2/289th interest in the Water Rights to Holt via two quitclaim 
deeds that were recorded in Blaine County on December 1, 2016, as Instrument No. 640058 and December 2, 2016 
as Instrument No. 640107.  Id., Ex. 12.  Accordingly, all references to “Holt” incorporate the Holt IRAs’ previous 
3/289th interest in the Water Rights. 
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PLLC, and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11.2(b), hereby submit this Memorandum 
in Support of their Motion for Reconsideration of the Court’s October 30, 2017 Memorandum 
Decision (“Memorandum Decision”).  
LEGAL STANDARD 
 Under Rule 11.2(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, a party can seek 
reconsideration of any order of the trial court entered before final judgment at any time “prior to 
or within 14 days after the entry of a final judgment.”  “The decision to grant or deny a request 
for reconsideration generally rests in the sound discretion of the trial court.”  Jordan v. Beeks, 
135 Idaho 586, 592, 21 P.3d 908, 914 (2001).   
ARGUMENT 
 The Court’s October 30, 2017 Memorandum Decision was issued upon the parties’ cross-
motions for summary judgment.  Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt request reconsideration of the 
Court’s order for two reasons: (1) the Memorandum Decision construes the mortgages executed 
in favor of Mountain West Bank (“MWB”) the same as a deed; and (2) the Court bases its 
decision, in part, on there being a foreclosure when, in fact, there was a deed in lieu of 
foreclosure.  Since a mortgage does not have the same legal effect as a deed, and since a 
foreclosure did not occur, the Court’s conclusion that Fosbury is not entitled to 2/289th and Holt 
is not entitled to 3/289th of the Water Rights should be reconsidered.3  
 
 
3 In its Memorandum Decision, the Court states that “it appears that Big Stick, LLC maintains its 2.8/289ths” of the 
Water Rights but it declined to quiet title in Big Stick’s name because of possible issues with self-dealing and/or the 
statute of limitations.  Even though the Court’s analysis regarding Fosbury and Holt’s combined 5/289th interest does 
not impact Big Stick’s 2.8/289th interest because Big Stick’s interest was transferred prior to the second and third 
mortgages, Big Stick still joins in Fosbury and Holt’s Motion for Reconsideration.  Additionally, Big Stick, Fosbury 
and Holt support and incorporate herein all of the arguments set forth in First Security Corporation’s (“FSC”) Motion 
for Reconsideration regarding FSC’s ownership of 7.5/289th of the Water Rights. 
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I. A MORTGAGE DOES NOT CONVEY REAL PROPERTY. 
 
At the hearing on this matter, the Court put great emphasis on the fact that South County 
Estates, LLC (“South County”) executed three mortgages in favor of MWB.  It also put great 
emphasis on the timing of the conveyances from South County to Fosbury and Holt, namely the 
fact that none of South County’s conveyances to Fosbury and Holt were recorded until after 
MWB’s first mortgage and some not until after MWB’s second and third mortgages.  
Specifically, the Court stated in the Memorandum Decision that “[t]he parties benefit[ed] from 
the mortgages and quitclaims recorded at different times.  Because the times between granting 
and filing differed, confusion was created regarding who actually owned the subject property.”  
Memorandum Decision, pg. 2-3.  However, as set forth herein, a mortgage is simply an 
encumbrance on title and cannot convey real property.     
A “[m]ortgage is a contract excepting a trust deed or transfer in trust by which specific 
property is hypothecated for the performance of an act without the necessity of a change of 
possession.”  IDAHO CODE 45-901.  “A mortgage does not pass title to the mortgaged property.”  
John Hancock Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Girard, 57 Idaho 198, 64 P.2d 254 (1936).  Instead, a 
mortgage merely “creates a lien and encumbrance on the mortgaged property, and affords both a 
contractual and statutory basis on which absolute title may be acquired by the mortgagee.”  Id.; 
IDAHO CODE § 45-906.  The enforcement of any right which is secured by a mortgage upon real 
property must be executed in accordance with Title 6 Chapter 1 of the Idaho Code, Foreclosure 
of Mortgages and Other Liens.  That Chapter sets forth the judicial foreclosure proceedings 
wherein a court directs the sale of the encumbered property.  Significantly, Idaho Code § 6-104 
provides that a mortgage is not “deemed a conveyance, whatever its terms, so as to enable the 
owner of the mortgage to recover possession of the real property without a foreclosure sale.”  
. 
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Thus, a mortgage is not a deed and it does not transfer title to property.  Instead, it is simply an 
encumbrance which allows a lender to recover the property which is secured by the mortgage if 
the lender forecloses on the mortgage in accordance with the statutory provision governing 
foreclosure of mortgages.    
Additionally, it is important to recognize that: 
There is a critical distinction between one who purchases property and 
agrees to assume an existing debt and one who merely purchases property 
‘subject to’ an existing encumbrance.  The mere conveyance of mortgaged 
property ‘subject to’ an existing encumbrance granted to secure an existing 
mortgage does not constitute an assumption of personal liability by the 
purchaser.  This distinction is well recognized in Idaho.  The purchaser is 
not personally liable to pay an obligation secured by an existing 
encumbrance unless the assumption is proved by clear and convincing 
evidence.  
 
Adams v. George, 119 Idaho 973, 976-77, 812 P.2d 280, 283-84 (1990).  
In this case, there is no dispute that South County conveyed 5/289th of the Water Rights 
to Fosbury and Holt.  Although the Court focused on the timing of the three MWB mortgages in 
relation to the recording dates of the quitclaim deeds to Fosbury and Holt, the recording dates 
only effected the priority of the secured creditors, they did not defeat Fosbury and Holt’s title to 
the 5/289th interest.  Significantly, even if MWB’s execution of the partial releases of its lien on 
Fosbury and Holt’s 5/289th interest did not release MWB’s liens under the second and third 
mortgages, the conveyance of 5/289th of the Water Rights to Fosbury and Holt still passed title to 
them, subject to the respective priorities of, MWB’s recorded mortgages, which were not 
released.   
Despite having the clear ability to do so, MWB did not foreclose on any of South 
County’s three mortgages after South County defaulted on its loans.  Instead, MWB accepted a 
deed in lieu of foreclosure in exchange for releasing South County from its obligation to pay off 
.  i l
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any of the three defaulted loans which, as set forth below, is entirely different than foreclosing on 
any of the three mortgages. 
II. A DEED IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE DOES NOT EQUAL A 
FORECLOSURE.  
 
In its Memorandum Decision, the Court seems to have found a foreclosure of Holt and 
Fosbury’s 5/289th interest in the Water Rights, which led to it concluding that Holt and Fosbury 
“have no claim and any claim derivative to those claims is also invalid.”  Memorandum 
Decision, pg. 9.  The undisputed facts, however, establish that no foreclosure of any of MWB’s 
mortgages occurred.  Instead of foreclosing on any of the mortgages, MWB accepted a deed in 
lieu of foreclosure (“Deed in Lieu”) from South County, which was executed and recorded on 
June 17, 2010 in the records of Blaine County, Idaho as Instrument No. 578331.  A copy of the 
Deed in Lieu is attached as Exhibit 9 to Chris M. Bromley’s Affidavit which was filed with the 
Court on June 9, 2017.  The Deed in Lieu did not convey the same rights to MWB that it would 
have received had it foreclosed on any of the three mortgages.  In fact, the Deed in Lieu of 
Foreclosure Agreement (“Deed in Lieu Agreement”) states that South County only agreed to 
deliver a deed to MWB which conveyed the real property secured by the mortgage and South 
County’s “interest” in the South County Water Rights.  A copy of the Deed in Lieu Agreement 
and its Addendum is attached as Exhibit C to John Scherer’s Affidavit which was filed with the 
Court on September 1, 2017.   
This is significant because as of June 17, 2010, South County had already conveyed 
5/289th of the Water Rights to Fosbury and Holt and each of the deeds conveying the 5/289 
interest to them were recorded prior to that date.  Since water rights may be bought, sold and 
transferred separately from land and since Idaho is a race-notice jurisdiction, the conveyance by 
the subsequent June 17, 2010 Deed in Lieu could not encompass the 5/289th interest which was 
f f l ti l
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previously severed from the underlying real property and conveyed to Holt and Fosbury.  Fed. 
Land Bank of Spokane v. Union Cent. Life Ins. Co., 54 Idaho 161, 29 P.2d 1009, 1011 (1934); 
Kalange v. Rencher, 136 Idaho 192, 196-97, 30 P.3d 970, 973-74 (2001). 
Additionally, as of June 17, 2010, MWB had released its lien to that same 5/289th interest 
by executing the partial releases which were recorded on February 10, 2010 in the records of 
Blaine County, Idaho as Instrument Nos. 574997, 574998, 574999, 575000 and 575001.  MWB 
was aware that the Deed in Lieu from South County would not convey Fosbury and Holt’s 
5/289th interest in the Water Rights, as evidenced by the Addendum to the Deed in Lieu 
Agreement which states that “Lender is aware of the partial releases of water rights recorded as 
Instrument No’s 568681, 574996, 574997, 574998, 574999, 575000, 575001, records of Blaine 
County, Idaho.”  Id.  Both the Deed in Lieu Agreement and the Addendum were signed by a 
representative of MWB as well as South County’s guarantors.  Id. 
Furthermore, the Deed in Lieu that South County provided to MWB stated that South 
County “quitclaims” its interest to MWB.  As the Court is aware, a quitclaim “is a deed of 
conveyance operating by way of release” and it is only intended to pass any title, interest or 
claim that “the grantor may have in the premises.”  Dunham v. Dunham, 128 Idaho 55, 58, 910 
P.2d 169 (Idaho Ct. App. 1994) (emphasis added).  Because South County had previously 
quitclaimed its interest in the 5/289th of the Water Rights, those rights could not have been 
included in the subsequent Deed in Lieu quitclaim to MWB.  Even if Fosbury and Holt’s 5/289th 
of the Water Rights remained subject to the second and third mortgages, if MWB had wanted to 
retain the water rights previously transferred, it would have had to either: (1) foreclose on one or 
both of the MWB mortgages not referenced in the partial releases though the judicial process 
required by law; or (2) receive title to those water rights from the record owner of those water 
l rl  . 
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rights by deed or other lawful conveyance.  MWB did not follow either of those processes, but 
instead accepted the Deed in Lieu from South County, which only transferred those rights which 
had not previously been transferred to others.  Therefore, MWB could not have received Fosbury 
and Holt’s 5/289th interest in the Water Rights because that interest was conveyed to them prior 
to South County’s execution of the Deed in Lieu.   
III. IDAHO CODE § 55-812 DOES NOT CONTROL BECAUSE MWB HAD 
ACTUAL NOTICE OF QUITCLAIM DEEDS.  
 
The Court’s decision is based on Idaho Code § 55-812 which provides that an unrecorded 
conveyance is void against a subsequent mortgagee of the same property, in good faith and for 
valuable consideration, whose conveyance is first duly recorded.  This conclusion, however, 
requires a finding that MWB did NOT have actual notice of the quitclaim deeds conveying water 
rights to Fosbury and Holt at the time the second and third mortgages were recorded.  See Farm 
Bureau Fin. Co., Inc. v. Carney, 100 Idaho 745, 605 P.2d 509 (1980) (when subsequent 
encumbrancer or purchaser has actual knowledge of prior interest, it makes no difference 
whether prior interest was properly acknowledged or recorded).   
In the present matter, this issue was not expressly briefed or argued; however, the record 
is not clear that MWB had no notice of those quitclaim deeds at the time the second and third 
mortgages were entered into and recorded.  Indeed, taking all inferences in favor of Fosbury and 
Holt, the fact that the Addendum to the Deed in Lieu Agreement expressly references the partial 
releases demonstrates the fact that MWB had knowledge of the prior deeds to Fosbury and Holt 
at the time that the second and third mortgages were executed otherwise reference to the partial 
releases at the time of the Deed in Lieu and Deed in Lieu Agreement would be irrelevant.4  See 
4 Indeed, the proceeds obtained from the sale of water rights were used to pay down the loans secured by the 
mortgages.  
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e.g. Deed in Lieu Agreement and the Addendum thereto which are attached as Exhibit C to John 
Scherer’s Affidavit which was filed with the Court on September 1, 2017.  Because MWB had 
actual knowledge to the conveyances, Idaho Code § 55-812 does not control and summary 
judgment was not appropriate.  
CONCLUSION 
For these reasons, Fosbury and Holt respectfully request that the Court reconsider its 
previous ruling in the October 30, 2017 Memorandum Decision.  Title to 5/289th of the Water 
Rights was conveyed to Fosbury and Holt separate and apart from the underlying real property 
prior to MWB’s acceptance of the deed in lieu of foreclosure.  Since that interest was conveyed 
to Fosbury and Holt prior to the deed in lieu, South County’s conveyance to MWB could not 
include the previously severed 5/289th interest.   
DATED: November 13th, 2017  LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC  
     
_______/s/_Heather E. O’Leary________________ 
              Heather E. O’Leary 
Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury 
and Charles Holt 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 The undersigned hereby certifies that on November 13th, 2017 he/she caused a true and 




Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT  45385 
 
  
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID  83701-2139 
 
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 
          Telecopy  (801) 532-7543 







          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 
          Telecopy  (208) 344-6034 




Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
 
  
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID  83814-5155 
 
   
               U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
               Hand Delivered 
               Telecopy  (208) 287-0864 
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Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908  
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Suite 103 









IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
 
 STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
 




BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC.,  
 
Defendants. 







   
 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 






SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
    










Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
By: April Pina, Deputy Clerk
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By: 5* I
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




 Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION’S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
 
COMES NOW, First Security Corporation (“FSC”), by and through its counsel of record 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC, and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11.2(b), moves the 
Court to reconsider its October 30, 2017 Memorandum Decision on Cross-Motions for Summary 
Judgment.  This Motion is supported by FSC’s Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Reconsideration, filed contemporaneously herewith. 
DATED this 13th day of November, 2017 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
 
   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                  
Chris M. Bromley 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 The undersigned hereby certifies that on November 13, 2017 he/she caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to be served on the following persons by the means 
indicated: 
 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT  45385 
 
  
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID  83701-2139 
 
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 







          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 





James R. Laski 
Heather O’Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID  83340 
  
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID  83814-5155 
 
   
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 
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IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
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Defendants. 
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BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




 Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION’S 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
 
COMES NOW, First Security Corporation (“FSC”), by and through its counsel of record 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC, and pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11.2(b), files this 
Memorandum in support of its Motion for Reconsideration of this Court’s October 30, 2017 
Memorandum Decision on Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment (“Memorandum Decision”). 
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
FSC’s reason for seeking reconsideration is two-fold: (1) the Memorandum Decision 
appears to construe the legal effect of a mortgage the same as a deed; and (2) the Memorandum 
Decision appears to assume there was a foreclosure when in fact there was a deed in lieu of 
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occur, and a deed in lieu of foreclosure is not a foreclosure, the conclusion from the 
Memorandum Decision – that title in the 7.5/289th should be quieted to Belle Ranch, LLC 
(“Belle Ranch”) – should be reconsidered.1  “The decision to grant or deny a request for 
reconsideration generally rests in the sound discretion of the trial court.”  Liberty Bankers Life 
Ins. Co. v. Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S., 159 Idaho 679, ___, 365 P.3d 1033, 
1040 (2016). 
ARGUMENT 
I. ONLY A DEED CAN CONVEY REAL PROPERTY, WITH A MORTGAGE 
ONLY CONSTITUTING AN ENCUMBRANCE ON TITLE 
 
At oral argument, the Court was concerned with the presence of three mortgages (the 
“MWB 1st Mortgage”, the “MWB 2nd Mortgage” and the “MWB 3rd Mortgage”) (collectively the 
“MWB Mortgages”) executed by South County Estates, LLC (“South County”) in favor of 
Mountain West Bank (“Mountain West”), and how they affected title to the 7.5/289th.  That 
concern carried into the Memorandum Decision wherein the Court concluded the timing of the 
MWB Mortgages defeated FSC’s title to the 7.5/289th, quieting title instead to Belle Ranch.  
“The parties benefit[ed] from the mortgages and quitclaims recorded at different times.  Because 
the times between granting and filing differed, confusion was created regarding who actually 
owned the subject property.”  Memorandum Decision at 2-3.  As will be explained, mortgages 
are simply encumbrances on title establishing relative secured priorities in the event of default; 
therefore, the Court’s conclusion is in error and should be reconsidered. 
The timing of the undisputed facts in the record is as follows: 
A. October 14, 2005 – the MWB 1st Mortgage was recorded in Blaine County, 
and subsequently modified on November 28, 2006.  Memorandum Decision at 
4-5. 
 
1 The “7.5/289th” refers to FSC’s deeded ownership in the water rights at issue. 
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B. June 13, 2008 – the MWB 2nd Mortgage was recorded in Blaine County, Id. at 
5, fn. 4, specifically contemplating the partial release of liens as related to the 
sale of water rights: 
 
Partial Releases.  Lender shall execute partial releases of the lien of 
this Mortgage upon the following conditions: 100% OF NET 
PROCEEDS FROM SALE OF WATER RIGHTS TO BE APPLIED 
TO THE LOAN BALANCE. 
 
Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 4, p. 3 (capitalization in original). 
 
C. October 24, 2008 – the MWB 3rd Mortgage was recorded in Blaine County.  
Memorandum Decision at 5. 
 
D. June 25, 2009 – Mountain West executed a Partial Release of Lien, recorded 
in Blaine County, wherein Mountain West released its lien as to the 7.5/289th.  
June 9 Bromley Aff., Ex. 4. 
 
E. June 25, 2009 – South County conveyed by Quitclaim Deed to John Scherer 
and Charles Holt (“Scherer and Holt”) the 7.5/289th, recorded in Blaine 
County (the “2009 Scherer and Holt Quitclaim Deed”), thereby severing the 
7.5/289th from the dirt.  Id., Ex. 5. 
 
F. June 25, 2009 – Scherer and Holt executed a Mortgage in favor of Idaho 
Independent Bank (the “IIB Mortgage”) as to the 7.5/289th, secured by title 
evidenced in the 2009 Scherer and Holt Quitclaim Deed, and recorded in 
Blaine County.  Id., Ex. 6. 
 
G. June 25, 2009 – Mountain West executed a Letter Agreement with IIB setting 
forth Mountain West’s agreement to release its: 
 
[F]irst position security interest in the [7.5/289th] and the real property 
to which the [7.5/289th] are appurtenant.  . . . .  MWB acknowledges 
and agrees that IIB may record a Mortgage in the real property records 
of Blaine County, Idaho and may file a UCC-1 Financing Statement 
with the Idaho Secretary of State to evidence its first position security 
interest in the Water Rights.   
 
 . . . . 
 
This Letter Agreement shall be binding upon MWB and IIB and their 
respective successors and assigns. 
 
September 1 Bromley Aff., Ex. 1 (emphasis added).2 
2 Mountain West has disclaimed any interest in this litigation, therefore, the contents of the Letter Agreement are 
unrebutted.  The Letter Agreement is binding on Mountain West and its successor/assign Belle Ranch. 
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H. July 26, 2009 – IIB filed a UCC-1 Financing Statement with the Idaho 
Secretary of State evidencing its first position security interest.  Id., Ex. 2.3 
 
In its Memorandum Decision, the Court reviewed the recording dates of the MWB 1st 
Mortgage, the MWB 2nd Mortgage, and the MWB 3rd Mortgage in relation to the Scherer and 
Holt Quitclaim Deed: 
IIB’s claims are derivative of the transfers to Scherer and Holt.  The language in 
the partial release of lien released only the first mortgage.  The second and third 
mortgages were recorded before the IIB mortgage. 
 
Memorandum Decision at 8 (emphasis added). 
The timing of the MWB Mortgages in relation to deeds were dispositive to the Court.  In 
the Memorandum Decision, the Court quieted title to Belle Ranch as to the 7.5/289th, but refused 
to quiet title to Belle Ranch in Big Stick, LLC’s (“Big Stick”) 2.8/289th, instead keeping title of 
the 2.8/289th in Big Stick: 
On December 14, 2007, Big Stick, LLC recorded its quitclaim from South County 
as Blaine County Instrument Number 554098.  Two additional mortgages were 
recorded subsequent to the filing of Instrument 554098. 
 
Even though subsequent mortgages were filed, which encumbered the land, the 
evidence presented does not indicate that Big Stick, LLC was on notice, either 
constructively or actually.  Therefore, when South County assigned its interest in 
the land and executed a Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure in favor of MWB . . . it 
transferred only those rights which had been conveyed after the second and third 
mortgages were executed . . . .  Big Stick’s interest originated when only the first 
mortgage and the modification encumbered the land . . . .  Big Stick, LLC took 
without the requisite notice of the subsequent encumbrances and maintains 
ownership of the property.  Therefore it appears that Big Stick, LLK maintains its 
2.8/289ths. 
 
Id. at 5 (emphasis added). 
3 The filing of the UCC-1 Financing Statement perfected IIB’s security interest.  Witherspoon at ___, 365 P.3d at 
1037. 
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 Idaho Code states that a mortgage places “a lien upon everything that would pass by a 
grant or conveyance of the property.”  Idaho Code § 45-906 (emphasis added).  “This court has 
uniformly held, and still holds, that a mortgage does not pass title to the mortgaged property.  . . . 
.  If duly recorded, [a mortgage] creates a lien and incumbrance on the property, so as to impair 
the mortgagor’s title to the extent of the mortgage indebtedness.”  In Re: On Rehearing, 57 Idaho 
213, 217, ___ P. ___, ___ (1937) (emphasis added); see also John Hancock Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. 
Girard, 57 Idaho 198, 217, 64 P.2d 254, ___ (1936) (“a mortgage does not pass title to the 
mortgaged property.”) (emphasis added). 
 The relevance of the mortgages is they encumber South County’s real property (dirt and 
water), and any conveyance of the dirt and/or water would be subject to the mortgages of record 
in Blaine County to purchasers with actual or record knowledge of the mortgages.  Adams v. 
George, 119 Idaho 973, 976-77, 812 P.2d 280, 283-84 (1991) (“The purchaser is not personally 
liable to pay an obligation secured by an existing encumbrance unless the assumption is proved 
by clear and convincing evidence.”).  While the Court found that the timing of the MWB 
Mortgages were determinative as to title, the dates of recording only go to the relative priority of 
the secured creditors, and do not operate to defeat title.  “According to Idaho’s recording statutes, 
a mortgage recorded first in time has priority against all other subsequent mortgagees.”  U.S. 
Bank N.A. v. CitiMortgage, Inc., 157 Idaho 446, 452, 337 P.3d 605, 611 (2014). 
The evidence before the Court shows that when Mountain West affirmatively released the 
MWB 1st Mortgage in favor of IIB’s first position security interest, Mountain West may have 
retained the MWB 2nd Mortgage and MWB 3rd Mortgage.  Therefore, South County passed title 
to the 7.5/289th by execution of the 2009 Scherer and Holt Quitclaim Deed, subject to the 
priorities of the mortgages of record in Blaine County.  Based on the record, there can be no 
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dispute that the 7.5/289th was conveyed from South County to Scherer and Holt on June 25, 
2009, encumbered by the relative priorities of the secured interests of record. 
II. DEEDS IN LIEU OF FORECLOSURE WERE EXECUTED BY SOUTH COUNTY 
AND SCHERER AND HOLT, WITH NO FORECLOSURE TAKING PLACE  
 
In the Memorandum Decision, the Court found a foreclosure of the 7.5/289th: 
The language in the partial release of lien released only the first mortgage.  The 
second and third mortgages were of record before the IIB mortgage.  Thus, when 
the second and third mortgages were foreclosed, the 7.5/289th, which were security 
for the MWB second and third mortgages, were foreclosed.  Therefore, IIB’s claims 
and FSC’s claims as their successors in interest cannot be valid.  Moreover, FSC 
would have had at least constructive notice of other claims because of the other 
recordings.  IIB never had title to convey the property, and FSC had notice of other 
recordings that take priority over FSC’s claim.  Therefore, FSC has no claim to the 
7.5/289th of the water right. 
Memorandum Decision at 8-9 (emphasis added). 
The finding of foreclosure led the Court to conclude the conveyance of the 7.5/289th from 
Scherer and Holt to IIB (by a deed in lieu of foreclosure) and later FSC “cannot be valid.”  Id. at 
9.  Following South County’s June 25, 2009 execution of the Scherer and Holt Quitclaim Deed, 
which severed the 7.5/289th water right from the dirt, the undisputed facts in the record are as 
follows, none of which establish that any dirt or water rights were “foreclosed”: 
A. June 17, 2010 – Scherer as a member of South County executed an Estoppel 
Certificate, recorded in Blaine County, “conveying” to Mountain West any 
title South County had remaining in the dirt and water.  Magnuson 
Declaration, Ex. 6 at 1.  “The consideration for the transfer is [Mountain 
West]’s covenant not to sue on the Notes described in and secured by the 
[MWB 1st Mortgage, the MWB 2nd Mortgage, and the MWB 3rd Mortgage] 
encumbering the Property . . . .”  Id. at 2 (emphasis added).  “This Certificate 
is made for the purpose of inducing Mountain West Bank to accept a deed in 
lieu of foreclosure of the Property.”  Id. at 3 (emphasis added). 
 
B. June 17, 2010 – South County executed a Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure (“2010 
MWB Deed in Lieu”) recorded in Blaine County, “quitclaim[ing]” any right 
South County owned in the dirt and water rights in favor of Mountain West: 
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FOR VALUE RECEIVED, South County Estates, LLC . . . hereby 
conveys, releases, remises, and forever quitclaims to MOUNTAIN 
WEST BANK . . . that certain real property, together with all 
appurtenances, located in Blaine County, Idaho: 
 
 [metes and bounds description of dirt] 
 
Included with the real property . . . all water, water rights, 
watercourses and ditch rights (including stock in utilities with ditch or 
irrigation rights) . . . . 
 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said property, with its appurtenances 
unto [Mountain West] and its successors and assigns forever.  [South 
County] hereby covenant to and with the [Mountain West] that [South 
County] is the owner in fee simple of said property and that said 
property is free from all encumbrances other than the encumbrances 
of record as of this date and that [South County] warrants the same 
from all lawful claims whatsoever.  Any merger of title is at the option 
of [South County]. 
  
 June 9 Bromley Aff., Ex. 9 (emphasis added).  
 
C. June 17, 2010 – Mountain West executed a Deed (“2010 MWB/GBCI Deed”) 
recorded in Blaine County, in favor of GBCI Other Real Estates, LLC 
(“GBCI”), conveying the dirt and water Mountain West received from South 
County through the 2010 MWB Deed in Lieu.  Id., Ex. 10. 
 
D. December 22, 2011 – GBCI executed a Special Warranty Deed, recorded in 
Blaine County, in favor of Belle Ranch, conveying “without Warranty” the 
dirt and water GBCI received from Mountain West through the 2010 
MWB/GBCI Deed.  Id., Ex. 14. 
 
E. December 22, 2011 – Mountain West executed a Quitclaim Deed, recorded in 
Blaine County, in favor of Belle Ranch, conveying whatever title it may have 
had left in the dirt and water.  Id., Ex. 15. 
 
F. September 2, 2014 – Scherer and Holt executed a Non-Merger Deed in Lieu of 
Foreclosure with Retention of Deficiency Rights and Notice of Waiver of 
Redemption Rights (“2014 IIB Deed in Lieu”), recorded in Blaine County, 
conveying the 7.5/289th in favor of IIB: 
 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, JOHN SCHERER . . . AND CHARLES 
HOLT . . . do hereby grant, bargain, sell, and convey unto IDAHO 
INDEPDENENT BANK . . . .all of the water rights, described in 
I . . . 
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Exhibit 1 . . . with any and all claims, permits, licenses, decrees, and 
applications to, regarding or connected with such water rights . . . . 
 
 . . . . 
 
The consideration for this Deed is valuable and includes [Scherer and 
Holt’s] desire to decrease the amount of the obligations owned . . . and 
secured against the Property by the [IIB] Mortgage . . . .  In executing 
this Deed, [Scherer and Holt] expressly acknowledge that this Deed is 
not intended to and does not discharge the indebtedness that is secured 
by the [IIB] Mortgage. 
 
 Id., Ex. 20 (emphasis added). 
 
G. September 2, 2014 – IIB executed a Warranty Deed, recorded in Blaine 
County, conveying the 7.5/289th in favor of FSC (“2014 FSC Warranty 
Deed”).  Id., Ex. 22. 
 
For recorded documents, Idaho is a race-notice jurisdiction.  Idaho Code §§ 55-809, 55-
811, 55-812; Miller v. Simonson, 140 Idaho 287, 92 P.3d 537 (2004); Kalange v. Rencher, 136 
Idaho 192, 196-97, 30 P.3d 970, 973-74 (2001); Matheson v. Harris, 98 Idaho 758, 761, 572 
P.2d 861, 864 (1977); Langroise v. Becker, 96 Idaho 218, 220, 526 P.2d 178, 180 (1974); Sun 
Valley Land and Minerals, Inc. v. Burt, 123 Idaho 862, 866, 853 P.2d 607, 611 (Ct. App. 1993).  
“Every conveyance of real property . . . recorded as prescribed by law . . . is constructive notice . 
. . from the time such latter conveyance is filed with the recorder for record, constructive notice 
of the contents thereof to subsequent purchasers and mortgagees.”  Idaho Code § 55-811 
(emphasis added). 
Here, the Court found South County owned the entire 289/289th of the water rights, 
Memorandum Decision at 4; therefore, the entire corpus of the water rights was subject to 
conveyance by South County.  As a matter of law, water rights “may be bought and sold and 
transferred separately from land.”  Fed. Land Bank of Spokane v. Union Cent. Life Ins. Co., 54 
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Idaho 161, ___, 29 P.2d 1009, 1011 (1934).  On June 29, 2009, and as recorded in Blaine 
County, the 7.5/289th was severed from the dirt through the Scherer and Holt Quitclaim Deed, 
subject to the priorities of the secured creditors.  On June 17, 2010, approximately one-year after 
the Scherer and Holt Quitclaim Deed was recorded, South County executed the 2010 MWB 
Deed in Lieu.  Because the 2009 Scherer and Holt Quitclaim Deed was a prior recording, all 
subsequent purchasers – in this case, Mountain West and Belle Ranch – were on constructive 
notice of its presence and contents.  Idaho Code § 55-811.   
Moreover, the 2010 MWB Deed in Lieu, by its plain terms, was a “quitclaim” deed.  
2010 MWB Deed in Lieu at 1.  A quitclaim “is a deed of conveyance operating by way of 
release” and it is only intended to pass any title, interest or claim that “the grantor may have in 
the premises.”  Dunham v. Dunham, 128 Idaho 55, 58, 910 P.2d 169 (Ct. App. 1994) (emphasis 
added).  As a quitclaim deed, South County was limited to conveying what ownership remained 
in the dirt and water, with Mountain West limited to receive only the title South County could 
convey.  Due to the previously recorded 2009 Scherer and Holt Quitclaim Deed, Mountain West 
and its successor-in-interest, Belle Ranch, could not receive title to the 7.5/289th. 
Following execution and recording of the 2009 Scherer and Holt Quitclaim Deed, 
ownership of the 7.5/289th was chained to IIB through the 2014 IIB Deed in Lieu, and finally to 
FSC through the 2014 FSC Warranty Deed.  In accordance with the undisputed facts, title to the 
7.5/289th cannot be quieted to Belle Ranch and must instead be quieted to FSC. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, FSC respectfully moves this Court to reconsider its decision 
quieting title in the 7.5/289th to Belle Ranch.  Title to the 7.5/289th was severed from the dirt by 
the duly recorded 2009 Scherer and Holt Quitclaim Deed, with FSC taking title as a successor-
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in-interest.  Belle Ranch, as a successor-in-interest to Mountain West, could not acquire more 
than Scherer and Holt had the right to convey, which, as a matter of law, could not include the 
previously severed 7.5/289th.  Accordingly, the record establishes title to the 7.5/289th must be 
quieted to FSC. 
DATED this 13th day of November, 2017. 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
 
   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                              
 Chris M. Bromley 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 The undersigned hereby certifies that on November 13, 2017 he/she caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to be served on the following persons by the means 
indicated: 
 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT  45385 
 
  
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID  83701-2139 
 
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 







          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 





James R. Laski 
Heather O’Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID  83340 
  
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID  83814-5155 
 
   
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 





          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 






   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                  
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STIPULATION REGARDING BRIEFING SCHEDULE ON MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 1 
Albert P. Barker, ISB #4242 
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB #7916  
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Telephone: (208) 336-0700 
Facsimile:  (208) 344-6034 
 apb@idahowaters.com 
 sam@idahowaters.com  
 
Attorney for Defendants, Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett 
Stevenson 
 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION,  





BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 






Case No. CV-2016-645 
 
STIPULATION REGARDING 




RABO AGRIFINANCE, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
 
Counterclaim, Cross-Claim and 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual, 
ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON, an 
individual, FIRST SECURITY 




Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
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STIPULATION REGARDING BRIEFING SCHEDULE ON MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 2 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, an individual, and 
CHARLES HOLT, an individual 
 
Counterclaim, Cross-Claim and 




COME NOW, the Parties to the above action, by and through their attorneys of record, 
and hereby stipulate to and agree as follows: 
1) Belle Ranch, et al.’s Opposition or Responsive Brief to FSC’s and Big Stick, et al.’s 
Motions for Reconsideration previously calendared for December 15, 2017, shall be served on or 
before December 5, 2017. 
2) FSC’s and Big Stick, et al.’s Reply Brief previously calendared for January 25, 2017 
shall be served on or before January 5, 2017.  
3) The Parties agree to serve the responses and replies by electronic means. 
4) The Parties agree that the court may decide the Motions for Reconsideration on the 
briefing, unless the court so desires to notice the matter for hearing.  
 
DATED this 4th day of December, 2017 BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
 
 
_/s/ Scott A. Magnuson__________________ 
Scott A. Magnuson 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood 
Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
 
DATED this 28th day of November, 2017 McHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
 
 
__/c/ Chris M. Bromley__________________ 
Chris M. Bromley 
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__/s/ James R. Laski____________________ 
James R. Laski 
Heather E. O’Leary 
Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, et al. 
 
DATED this 4th day of December, 2017  
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER, P.C. 
 
 
____/s/ Michael Johnson_________________ 
Michael Johnson 
Attorneys for Rabo Agrifinance, LLC 
 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
  
 I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4th day of December, 2017, I caused to be served a 




      /s/ Scott A. Magnuson    
      Scott A. Magnuson  
James R. Laski 
Heather O’Leary 
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
  x    iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
jrl@lawsonlaski.com   
heo@lawsonlaski.com  
Chris Bromley 
McHugh Bromley Attorneys at Law, PLLC 
380 S. 4th Street, Suite 103 
Boise, ID  83702 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  





Ray Quinney & Nebeker P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
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Albert P. Barker, ISB #4242  
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB #7916 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
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liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants.  
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
COME NOW, Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
(collectively “Belle Ranch”), and Rabo AgriFinance LLC, fka Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. (“Rabo”), 
collectively “Defendants” under the consolidated cases, by and through their respective counsels 
of record, Barker Rosholt & Simpson LLP, and Ray Quinney & Nebeker P.C., and hereby 
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for Reconsideration.  
I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
1. For purposes of judicial economy and convenience, Defendants incorporate by 
reference the previous statements of facts as previously set forth in their joint filings in the cross-
motions for summary judgement, as though they are set forth herein. These facts are not 
disputed.  
Holt and Fosbury Water Rights 
2. The water right interests were purportedly transferred via quitclaim deed to Holt 
and Fosbury before the Second and Third MWB Mortgages were executed and recorded. 
3. The Second and Third MWB Mortgages were recorded before the Holt and 
Fosbury quitclaim deeds were recorded and, therefore, the Second and Third MWB Mortgages 
have priority over the previously signed, but subsequently recorded, quitclaim deed to Holt and 
Fosbury.  
4. Holt and Fosbury, as members of SCE, would have had both actual and 
constructive notice of the Second and Third MWB Mortgages prior to the recordation of the 
quitclaim deeds, and could not take any interest when South County executed the release of the 
First MWB Mortgage. The Second and Third MWB Mortgages were not released when the First 
MWB Mortgage was released.   
5. Holt and Fosbury had an inchoate right that never materialized, because of SCE’s 
inability to meet its contingent obligation.  
FSC’s Interest 
6. Similar to MWB’s Deed in Lieu of foreclosure, FSC’s interest stems from a non-
merger Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure executed by Scherer and Holt to IIB on or about September 
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2, 2014. See Declaration of Scott A. Magnuson in Support of Belle Ranch, LLC’s and Rabo 
Agrifinance LLC’s Joint Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment and 
in Opposition to First Security Corporation’s, Big Stick, LLC’s, Richard Fosbury’s and Charles 
Holt’s Motions for Summary Judgment (“Magnuson Declaration”), Ex. 17. 
7. Plaintiffs have not offered any new evidence and continue to attempt to create 
ambiguity within the plain language of the Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, Estoppel Certificate, 
partial releases of the first mortgage, and the Stewart Title Guaranty—although no such 
ambiguity exists.  
8. FSC attempts to use parol evidence of a prior or contemporaneous agreement to 
create ambiguity with the plain language of the recorded documentation by introducing for the 
first time an unrecorded 2009 Letter Agreement between Mountain West and IIB. See 2nd 
Bromley Aff., Ex. 4. Belle Ranch still did not have notice of this unrecorded document.  
9. Likewise, Big Stick, et al., attempt to use parol evidence of a prior or 
contemporaneous agreement to create ambiguity with the plain language of the recorded 
documentation by introducing for the first time a nonnotarized and unrecorded Deed in Lieu of 
Foreclosure Agreement and Addendum. See Affidavit of John Scherer in Support of Big Stick, et 
al.’s Opposition to Joint Cross Motion for Summary Judgment (“Scherer Aff.”), Ex. C. Belle 
Ranch did not have notice of this unrecorded document.  
Title Search 
10.  In conjunction with the conveyance of the Belle Ranch Property and Water 
Rights to Belle Ranch, a Title Commitment was issued by Stewart Title Guaranty Company. 
Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 7. The Title Commitment includes the results of an exhaustive title 
search on the property and included, in Schedule B, a list of items of note relative to the title of 
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the property. Id. Importantly, although the Title Commitment did reference the partial releases of 
that first mortgage as to the water rights, the second and third mortgages remained unaffected 
and the title search did not reveal any of the purported quitclaim deeds attempting to convey 
portions of the water rights. Id. (Schedule B, Part I, Item 5). Merely stating that a particular lien 
was released is not notice that any portion of the Water Rights had been conveyed. 
Current Ownership 
11. Belle Ranch owns, and has beneficially used, the 289 acres of irrigated real 
property, and all 289 acres of the appurtenant water rights on that irrigated property. See Belle 
Ranch Verified Complaint, ¶¶ 64, 68. Further, all 289 acres of real property and all 289 acre feet 
of water rights were conveyed to Rabo as security for a loan which remains unpaid. 
12. Plaintiffs have never even attempted to separate the water rights or used the water 
rights away from the appurtenant lands owned by Belle Ranch.  
II. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11(a)(2)(B) provides the procedure under which a district 
court may reconsider a prior, interlocutory order. When a proper motion to reconsider is filed, 
the district court must consider any new admissible evidence or authority bearing on the 
correctness of the prior interlocutory order. See PHH Mortg. Servs. Corp. v. Perreira, 146 Idaho 
631, 635, 200 P.3d 1180, 1184 (2009) (citing Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat'l Bank of N. 
Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, 823, 800 P.2d 1026, 1037 (1990)) (the burden is on moving party to bring 
new facts to the trial court’s attention. When deciding the motion for reconsideration, the district 
court must apply the same standard of review that the court applied when deciding the original 
order that is being reconsidered). A motion for reconsideration is committed to the sound 
discretion of the district court. Arregui v. Gallegos-Main, 153 Idaho 801, 808, 291 P.3d 1000, 
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1007 (2012). A motion for reconsideration should not be granted, absent highly unusual 
circumstances, unless the district court is presented with new evidence, committed clear error, or 
there is an intervening change of law. Orange Street Partners v. Arnold, 179 F.3d 656, 665 (9th 
Cir. 1999).  
As shown below, none of these circumstances exist here. In fact, this Court’s prior ruling 
granting summary judgment to Defendants was clearly correct. Thus, Plaintiffs’ motions to 
reconsider should be denied. 
III. LEGAL ARGUMENT 
 
1. The Quitclaim Deeds to Plaintiffs are Void as to Enforcement Against MWB and 
Belle Ranch.  
 
Belle Ranch is the current record owner of the Belle Ranch Property and the 289/289ths 
interest in the appurtenant water rights. Plaintiffs’ claims to the contrary must be rejected 
because Plaintiffs cannot reconcile their interests with I.C. §	55-812, which states in pertinent 
part:  
[e]very conveyance of real property… is void as against any subsequent purchaser or 
mortgagee of the same property, or any part thereof, in good faith and for a valuable 
consideration, whose conveyance is first duly recorded.  
 
(emphasis added).  
Based upon the timing of execution and recording of the Holt, Fosbury, and Scherer and 
Holt quitclaim deeds, I.C. §		55-812 renders their purported quitclaim deeds from SCE void as 
against the subsequent purchaser or mortgagee, MWB and its successor, Belle Ranch. Under I.C. 
§ 55-813 a conveyance “embraces every instrument in writing by which any estate or interest in 
real property is created, alienated, mortgaged or encumbered, or by which the title to any real 
property may be affected,” which includes deeds to water.  
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The use of void versus voidable has legal consequence. “A void thing is as no thing,” 
whereas something that is voidable can be ratified and although can be declared void, is not void 
in itself. Yvanova v. New Century Mortg. Corp., 62 Cal. 4th 919, 929–30, 365 P.3d 845, 852 
(2016); see also Rogers v. Household Life Ins. Co., 150 Idaho 735, 738, 250 P.3d 786, 789 
(2011) (discussing the difference between void and voidable contract for incapacitated persons). 
Indeed, in Rogers, the court held that it was bound by the Legislature’s use of the word “void” in 
Idaho Code § 32-108. “Void contracts are deemed to have never existed in the eyes of the law.” 
Syringa Networks LLC v. Idaho Department of Administration, 159 Idaho 813, 827, 367 P.3d 
208, 222 (2016); see also Drug Testing Compliance Grp., LLC v. DOT Compliance Serv., 161 
Idaho 93, 100-01, 383 P.3d 1263, 1270-71 (2016) (a void contract “is not a promise at all; it is 
the promise of something that is void of legal effect”). 
SCE’s purported quit claim conveyances to Holt, Fosbury, and Scherer and Holt were not 
merely voidable, but were void as against the mortgagee (MWB) and its predecessors in title 
(Belle Ranch). The court was correct when it held that the Holt IRA could not take any interest 
and would violate the purpose and language of Idaho Code § 55-812. Memorandum Decision on 
Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment at p. 6.   
Plaintiffs’ argument also ignores the underlying language of the Mortgage contract. That 
language states: “For valuable consideration, Grantor mortgages, grants, bargains, sells and 
conveys to Lender all of Grantor’s right, title, and interest” in the property. See Magnuson 
Declaration, Ex. 4. Plaintiffs were on notice that until SCE satisfied any and all conditions, it did 
not have anything more than a possessory right to the property.     
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2. The Fosbury, Holt, Sherer/Holt Contingent Interests Never Vested or Materialized. 
 
Belle Ranch is currently the record holder of title to the Belle Ranch Property and all of 
the appurtenant water rights. Idaho law presumes that the record holder of title to property is the 
legal owner of that property. Luce v. Marble, 142 Idaho 264, 270, 127 P.3d 167, 173 (2005) 
(citing Hettinga v. Sybrandy, 126 Idaho 467, 469, 886 P.2d 772, 774 (1994); Russ Ballard & 
Family Achievement Inst. v. Lava Hot Springs Resort, Inc., 97 Idaho 572, 579, 548 P.2d 72, 79 
(1976)). “[O]ne who would claim the ownership of property of which the legal title stands of 
record in another ... must establish such claim by evidence that is clear, satisfactory and 
convincing.” Id. (quoting Russ Ballard & Family Achievement Inst., 97 Idaho at 579, 548 P.2d at 
79). 
Plaintiffs have fallen woefully short of showing by “clear, satisfactory and convincing” 
evidence that they own any of the appurtenant water rights. At best, Fosbury, Holt and 
Scherer/Holt (7.5/289ths) had an inchoate interest that could possibly materialize in the future. In 
fact, Plaintiffs acknowledged this in their pleadings— “[a]lthough South County’s interest in the 
7.8/289th of the South County Water Rights was used as collateral for its mortgages with MWB 
at the time that it made the foregoing conveyances, it had an inchoate interest…that would ripen 
upon MWB’s execution…of the Partial Releases.” See Big Stick, LLC et al.’s Joint Cross-
Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 13. Plaintiffs further argue the Idaho Supreme Court 
recognizes the right to quitclaim an inchoate interest. Id. SCE’s interest was not fee simple, and 
only would become such upon the satisfaction of its obligations under the First, Second and 
Third Mortgages, which were never satisfied. There is no dispute. There was no release of the 
Second and Third Mortgages as this Court correctly determined. Hence, the admittedly inchoate 
interests never ripened into title to the water rights.    
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A grantor can convey nothing more than he or she owns, and ordinarily a grantee 
acquires nothing more than the grantor owns and can convey. Luce v. Marble, 142 Idaho 264, 
270, 127 P.3d 167, 173 (2005)(referencing Gardner v. Fliegel, 92 Idaho 767, 770, 450 P.2d 990, 
993 (1969)). A quitclaim deed conveys whatever interest the grantors possess at the time of the 
conveyance (if any interest at all), and a quitclaim deed does not transfer after-acquired title. 
Scogings v. Andreason, 91 Idaho 176, 180, 418 P.2d 273, 277 (1966). Here, SCE had at most, an 
inchoate right to acquire title in fee simple, but it defaulted on its obligations and forfeited its 
inchoate rights. An inchoate right is “[a] right that has not fully developed, matured, or vested.” 
Schoorl v. Lankford, 161 Idaho 628, 631, 389 P.3d 173, 176 (2017) (quoting Black's Law 
Dictionary 765 (7th ed. 1999)). Plaintiffs admit that the quitclaim deed gave them merely and 
inchoate interest.   
Plaintiffs’ motions to reconsider are not well-taken, and they should be denied. It is 
undisputed that the over seven million dollars due under the MWB mortgage was never paid, 
thus the inchoate interests never ripened or materialized.  
3. Even Assuming Plaintiffs’ Argument is Correct, the Legal Result is the Same.  
 
Plaintiffs’ motions do not accomplish anything other than to further cause delay and 
unnecessarily increase costs. Plaintiffs are now arguing that a judicial foreclosure did not take 
place, while acknowledging that the Second and Third Mortgages were valid and not 
extinguished by the release of interest under the First Mortgage. Plaintiffs’ best scenario, as 
argued, would then mean that the water right property is still in the possession of Belle Ranch, 
and that it is encumbered by the Second and Third Mortgages and the IIB Mortgage; which 
means Belle Ranch would then request this Court to judicially foreclose all interests to grant 
Belle Ranch clear title. IIB’s interest stemmed from a deed in lieu of foreclosure similar to that 
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of MWB. At the time of SCE’s default, the mortgage and interest on the property was over seven 
million dollars. It cannot be disputed that IIB’s interest was junior to the MWB Second and 
Third Mortgages, and therefore any interest that IIB would have through its junior mortgage 
would be extinguished, through foreclosing on the Second and Third MWB Mortgages.  
The result is exactly the same. Idaho recording law provides that “every conveyance of 
real property ... recorded as prescribed by law, from the time it is filed with the recorder for 
record, is constructive notice of the contents thereof to subsequent purchasers and mortgag(e)es.” 
Idaho Code § 55–811. Idaho Code § 55–812 provides that every conveyance is void as against 
any subsequent mortgagee of the same property who takes for value and in good faith and whose 
mortgage is first duly recorded. Estate of Skvorak v. Sec. Union Title Ins. Co., 140 Idaho 16, 22–
23, 89 P.3d 856, 862–63 (2004)(citing Sun Valley Land and Minerals, Inc. v. Burt, 123 Idaho 
862, 866, 853 P.2d 607, 611 (Ct. App. 1993)). Idaho Code § 55–606 states every mortgage is 
conclusive against everyone subsequently claiming under the grantor, except a good faith 
encumbrancer who gives value and records first. Id. Based upon this law, Belle Ranch’s (from 
MWB) First, Second and Third Mortgages had (and still have) priority over all other subsequent 
mortgagees and all the later recorded quitclaim deeds.  
Plaintiffs have not argued that the Mortgages have all been satisfied or extinguished 
through merger. Even if Plaintiffs make this claim they are incorrect. In Idaho there is a 
presumption that the mortgage(s) do not merge into the title of the property (or deed in lieu of 
foreclosure in the instant case), because a merger would extinguish the mortgage. See Estate of 
Skvorak v. Sec. Union Title Ins. Co., 140 Idaho 16, 20, 89 P.3d 856, 860 (2004). Additionally, 
there is undisputed evidence in the record before the court that a merger did not occur. The  
express language of the Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure from SCE to MWB, Instrument 578331, 
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makes clear that “[a]ny merger of title is at the option of the Grantee,” or MWB. Magnuson 
Declaration, Ex. 44; see also Estoppel Certification attached as Exhibit 6 to the Magnuson 
Declaration (“Grantor intends that the deed not cause a merger of the land title with the 
mortgage in the hand of Grantee.”). There also is no record evidence that MWB took any action 
to merge title.  
In short, even assuming that Plaintiffs’ arguments are correct, that means that Belle 
Ranch is the holder of record title to all the land and all of the water rights, and it also is the legal 
owner of un-merged mortgages against that property. Any title or encumbrances junior to those 
un-merged mortgages (such as the conveyances Plaintiffs assert allowed them to acquire title) 
would be eliminated through foreclosure of the mortgages that Belle Ranch holds. Therefore, 
Plaintiffs accomplish nothing by the arguments as set forth in their motion for reconsideration.  
4. The Ownership of the Water Rights can be Upheld on Alternative Grounds. 
As the Court is aware, the SRBA court decreed the entirety of the water rights in the 
name of SCE in 2010. See Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 22. FSC argued that the SRBA court does 
not adjudicate ownership. See Big Stick, LLC et al.’s Opposition to Joint Cross-Motion for 
Summary Judgment, p. 20; FSC’s Response to Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 22-31. 
That contention is not correct. Judge Wildman, sitting as a district judge in Camas County, 
recently held that the SRBA court did decree all elements of a water right, including ownership. 
Order Granting Respondents Motion for Reconsideration, p. 4, Cash v. Cash, CV-2016-02 
(October 13, 2017) (attached hereto as Exhibit A). 
The Final Unified Decree declares that the Partial Decrees are binding, except as to 
administrative changes made between the entry of the Partial Decree and the Final Decree. 
Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge in the Matter of the Final Unified Decree, (June 
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12, 2012) at 17, http://srba.idaho.gov/images/2012-06/0092099xx00199.pdf, (accessed 12/5/17); 
see also Final Unified Decree, In Re SRBA Case No. 39576, at p. 12, ¶ 13(1), 
http://srba.idaho.gov/images/2014-08/0039576XX09020.pdf, (accessed 12/5/17). It is undisputed 
that Belle Ranch followed the proper administrative procedures to change the ownership from 
SCE to Belle Ranch before the entry of the Final Unified Decree. See Magnuson Declaration, 
Exs. 26, 27 and 28. No other person or entity attempted to do so, even though all parties 
opposing Belle Ranch’s interest here are affiliated with or purport to derive their interests from 
SCE, were on notice of the general adjudication, and allegedly had a quitclaimed interest that 
vested title in them. As in Cash v. Cash, all these SCE affiliated parties are barred by the 
principles of collateral estoppel from challenging Belle Ranch’s ownership having failed to do so 
in the SRBA proceedings prior to the entry of the Final Unified Decree.  
IV. PARTIAL JUDGMENT PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. RULE 54(b) 
 If the court denies the motion for reconsideration, the court should enter a certificate of 
partial judgment pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 54(b) as to all matters, claims and parties—excepting 
Big Stick, which the court stated presented an issue of material fact requiring either further 
motion practice or a trial to resolve.  
V. CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing reasons, this Court should deny Plaintiffs’ Motions for 
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DATED this 5th day of December, 2017. 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
  
       __/s/ Scott A. Magnuson________________ 
       Albert P. Barker 
        Scott A. Magnuson  
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin 
Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Bret Stevenson  
 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C.  
 
  
       __/s/ Michael R. Johnson_______________ 
       Michael D. Mayfield  
Michael R. Johnson (Pro Hac Vice) 
James A. Sorenson (Pro Hac Vice) 
Attorneys for Rabo AgriFinance LLC, fka 
Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
  
 I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 5th day of December, 2017, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing BELLE RANCH, LLC’S AND RABO 
AGRIFINANCE LLC’S JOINT OPPOSITION TO FSC AND BIG STICK, ET AL.’S 
MOTIONS FOR RECONSIDERATION by the method indicated below, and addressed to 




       /s/ Scott A. Magnuson    
      Scott A. Magnuson  
Blaine County Clerk 
Blaine County Courthouse 
201 2nd Ave. S, Ste. 106 
Hailey, ID 83333 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
  x    iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
James R. Laski 
Heather O’Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  







MCHUGH BROMLEY ATTORNEYS AT LAW, 
PLLC 
380 S. 4th Street, Suite 103 
Boise, ID  83702 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
  x    iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
cbromley@mchughbromley.com 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID 83814-5155 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  





Michael R. Johnson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CAJv1AS 
JUDY CASH, an unmarried woman, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
PHILIP CASH and DEBRA CASH, 
husband and wife, and Does 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim 
interest, 
Respondents. 
) Case No: CV-2016-02 
) 
) ORDER GRA.t~TING RESPONDENTS' 













1. On January 26, 2017, Judge Elgee entered Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
Law in this matter. The facts set forth in the Findings of Fact are incorporated herein by 
reference and will not be repeated. Among other things, Judge Elgee quieted title to all or 
portions of water right numbers 37-444, 37-2541, and 37-7636, in the Petitioner. 1 
2. Then, on August 17, 2017, the case was reassigned to this Court following Judge 
Elgee's retirement. 
3. On September 1, 2017, the Respondents filed a 1\/otion asking the Court to 
reconsider Judge Elgee's determination regarding ownership of the water rights. The Petitioner 
opposes the Motion. A hearing on the Motion was held before the Court on September 29, 2017. 
1 On May 23,2017, Judge Elgee entered Amended Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law Re: Ownership ofTwin 
Lakes Reservoir & Irrigation Company Shares. The Amended Findings do not change or address his decision with 
respect to water right numbers 37-444, 37-2541, and 37-7636. 
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II. 
ANALYSIS 
This proceeding involves a dispute over the ownership of water right numbers 37-444, 
37-2541, and 37-7636. These water rights were previously decreed in the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication ("SRBA") to Respondent Philip Cash. Notwithstanding, Judge Elgee subsequently 
quieted title in the rights to the Petitioner based on pre-decree considerations. In doing so, Judge 
Elgee offended principles of res judicata by failing to place appropriate weight on the SRBA 
proceeding and the water right decrees entered as a result of that proceeding. 
A. SRBA proceeding. 
The SRBA was a general adjudication commenced on November 19, 1987. All water 
users within the adjudication boundaries were required to file claims for existing water uses in 
the adjudication. In 1989, Philip Cash filed notices of claim for the three water rights at issue in 
the SRBA. He identified himself as the sole claimant of the rights in his claims. On December 
5, 2006, the Director of the Idaho Department of Water Resources issued his recommendations 
for the claims. He recommended the claims be decreed in the name of Philip Cash as sole 
owner. The Petitioner did not object to the Director's recommendations, and the time for doing 
so has expired. 
On September 24, 2010, the SRBA District Court entered Partial Decrees for the water 
rights consistent with the Director's recommendations. The Partial Decrees vest ownership of 
the water rights in Philip Cash as sole owner, and were Rule 54(b) certified as final judgments 
subject to appeal. The Petitioner did not appeal the issuance of the Partial Decrees and the time 
for doing so has passed. Additionally, the Petitioner has not sought relief from the Partial 
Decrees before the SRBA District Court at any time. On August 26,2014, the Court entered the 
SRBA Final Unified Decree which, save certain exceptions not applicable here, completed the 
adjudication. Again the Petitioner has neither appealed, nor sought relief from, the Final Unified 
Decree. 
ORDER GRANTING RESPONDENTS' MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
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B. Principles of res judicata preclude the Petitioner from asserting she is the owner of 
the water rights in this proceeding. 
The doctrine of res judicata covers both claim preclusion and issue preclusion. 
Hindmarsh v. Mock, 138 Idaho 92, 94, 57 P.3d 803, 805 (2002). Claim preclusion bars a 
subsequent action between the same parties upon the same claim or upon claims "relating to the 
same cause of action ... which might have been made." !d. Issue preclusion protects litigants 
from litigating an identical issue with the same party or its privy. Rodriguez v. Dep't. ofCorr., 
136 Idaho 90, 92, 29 P.3d 401,403 (2001). 
For claim preclusion to bar a subsequent action there are three requirements: (1) same 
parties; (2) same claim; and (3) final judgment. Ticor Title Co. v. Stanton, 144 Idaho 119, 124, 
157 P.3d 613,618 (2007). For issue preclusion to barthe relitigation of an issue determined in a 
prior proceeding there are five requirements: (1) the party against whom the earlier decision was 
asserted had a full and fair opportunity to litigate the issue decided in the earlier case; (2) the 
issue decided in the prior litigation was identical to the issue presented in the present action; (3) 
the issue sought to be precluded was actually decided in the prior litigation; ( 4) there was a final 
judgment on the merits in the prior litigation; and (5) the party against whom the issue is asserted 
was a party or in privity with a party to the litigation. !d. Whether res judicata bars the 
relitigation of issues adjudicated in prior litigation between the same parties is a question of law 
over which the Court exercises free review. Lohman v. Flynn, 139 Idaho 312, 319, 78 P.3d 379, 
386 (2003). The Court finds the requirements res judicata to be met here. 
i. Parties. 
Philip Cash and Judy Cash were both parties to the SRBA. In a general adjudication, a 
party is defined as "any person who is a claimant or any person who is served or joined." I.C. § 
42-1401A(6). Philip Cash claimed and was decreed the water rights at issue here in the SRBA. 
Water right numbers 37-21701,37-1692,37-21683,37-21674, and 37-2166 were claimed by and 
decreed to Judy Cash in the SRBA. Thus, both individuals filed water right claims in, and were 
decreed water rights as a result of, the adjudication. 
ORDER GRANTING RESPONDENTS' MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
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ii. Claims, issues and rmal judgment. 
This proceeding and the SRBA involve the same claims and issues. When the SRBA was 
commenced, the SRBA District Court obtained the exclusive jurisdiction "to resolve all of the 
water right claims within the scope ofthe general adjudication." Walker v. Big Lost River Jrr. 
Dist., 124 Idaho 78, 81, 856 P.2d 868, 871 (1993). The water rights at issue here are located in 
Basin 37, which is part of the Snake River Basin water system. As a result, they fell within the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the SRBA District Court. The water rights were claimed, adjudicated, 
and decreed in the SRBA. This is undisputed. The Partial Decrees issued for the rights were 
certified as final judgments in 2010, and the SRBA proceeding itself was completed upon entry 
of the Final Unified Decree in 2014. Thus, both the subcases involving these individual water 
rights and the main adjudication proceeding were finalized prior to the commencement of the 
instant action. 
Notwithstanding, it is the Petitioner's position that the SRBA District Court did not 
address or adjudicate the issue of ownership of the many water rights claimed in the 
adjudication. The Court disagrees. Under Idaho law, water rights are defined by elements. City 
ofBlaclifoot v. Spackman, 162 Idaho 302, 397, 396 P.3d 1184, 1189 (2017). The name and 
address ofthe owner is one of those defining elements. I.C. §§ 42-1411(2)(a) & 42-1412(6). 
The legislature directed that a decree issued in the SRBA "shall contain or incorporate a 
statement of each element of a water right . ... " I. C. § 42-1412 (emphasis added). This would 
of course include the owner of the right. The legislature has further directed that a decree 
entered in a general adjudication "shall be conclusive as to the nature and extent of all water 
rights in the adjudicated water system .... " I.C. § 42-1420(1). 
Here, the precise question of ownership of these water rights was finally resolved in the 
SRBA. The water rights were claimed by Philip Cash as sole owner. The rights were then 
investigated by the Department, after which the Director recommended that the claims be 
decreed to Philip Cash as sole owner. Then, in 2010, the SRBA District Court entered a Partial 
Decree for each right identifying Philip Cash as sole owner. If the Petitioner believed she 
acquired ownership of these water rights in 2002, she failed to timely assert her alleged 
ownership interest as required by law. Idaho Code§ 42-248(1) directs in part as follows: 
All persons owning or claiming ownership of a right to use the water of this state, 
whether the right is represented by decree of the court, by claim to a water right 
filed with the department of water resources or by permit or license issued by the 
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director of the department of water resources, shall provide notice to the 
department of water resources of any change in ownership of any part ofthe water 
right or of any change in the owner's mailing address, either of which occurs after 
June 30, 2000. Notice shall be provided within one hundred twenty (120) days of 
any change using forms acceptable to the director. 
Likewise, with respect to ownership changes taking place during a general adjudication, Idaho 
Code§ 42-1409(6) directs: 
Each purchaser of a water right from the water system shall inquire of the director 
whether a notice of claim has been filed, and if not, shall file a notice of claim in 
accordance with this section. All claimants and purchasers shall provide the 
director written notice of any change in ownership or of any change in mailing 
address during the pendency of a general adjudication. All purchasers shall 
submit some evidence of ownership along \vith the notice of change of ownership. 
These statutes are mandatory. Paolini v. Albertson's Inc., 143 Idaho 547, 549, 149 P.3d 822, 824 
(2006). 
Here, the Petitioner asserts she acquired the subject water rights via quit claim deed in 
2002. Yet, at no time prior to commencing this action in 2016 did she assert ownership via the 
filing of a notice of change of ownership with the Department as required by Idaho Code § 42-
248. Nor did she inquire of the Director whether notices of claim for these right had been filed 
in the SRBA, or otherwise comply with the requirements ofidaho Code§ 42-1409(6) despite 
acquiring the rights during the pendency of the SRBA. Had the Petitioner timely taken either of 
these statutorily-required actions, the Director would have taken her ownership assertions into 
account when making his recommendation for these rights in the SRBA. 
Further, it cannot be said that the Petitioner did not have the full and fair opportunity to 
raise the issue of ownership of these water rights in the SRBA. It must be noted that despite 
being a party to the SRBA, the Petitioner did not object to the Director's recommendations for 
these claims in 2006, when he recommended that they be decreed to Philip Cash as sole owner. 
If the Petitioner believed she was the rightful owner of the water rights at that time, she was 
required to file objections to the recommendations with the SRBA District Court "within the 
time specified in the notice of filing of the director's report." I.C. § 42-1412(1). She did not 
despite having the full and fair opportunity to do so. Nor did she seek reconsideration of, or 
appeal from, the Court's issuance ofthe Partial Decrees for these rights in 2010, though they 
identified Philip Cash as sole owner. Had the Petitioner timely taken any of these actions, the 
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issue of ownership would have been addressed in a timely manner and on a fresh record in the 
SRBA. 
Instead, the Petitioner sat on her rights for approximately 15 years without action. 
During that time the pertinent record grew stale and the delay worked to the detriment of Philip 
Cash who properly asserted his ownership interests in the SRBA. It wa~ not until 2016 that the 
Petitioner asserted her ownership interests by initiating this proceeding. However, by that time 
the rights had been decreed to Philip Cash in the SRBA. Her attempt to dispute the propriety of 
the Partial Decrees in this proceeding constitutes an impermissible collateral attack on the 
Partial Decrees.
2 
See e.g., Cuevas v. Barraza, 152 Idaho 890, 894, 277 P.3d 337, 341 (2012) 
(stating generally, that "final judgments, whether right or wrong, are not subject to collateral 
attack"). The Court holds that the Petitioner sat on her rights for too long and failed to timely 
assert her ownership interests in the proper forum -the SRBA. As a result, principles of res 
judicata preclude the Petition .from asserting she is the owner of the water rights in this 
proceeding based on pre-decree considerations. 
iii. Judge Elgee's decision and the Petitioner's attempt to relitigate ownership of 
the water rights offend the fundamental purposes of the doctrine of res 
judicata. 
In his decision, Judge Elgee recognized that the water rights placed at issue in this 
proceeding were adjudicated in the SRBA. Findings of Fact and Conclusion of Law, p.l7. He 
also acknowledged that the rights were decreed to Philip Cash in that proceeding. !d. 
Notwithstanding, he placed no weight or significance on the Partial Decrees issued in the SRBA 
or on the SRBA proceeding itself. To the contrary, he allowed the parties to relitigate the issue 
of ownership based on pre-decree considerations. Such a result cannot stand. 
Res judicata serves three fundamental purposes: ( 1) it preserves the acceptability of 
judicial dispute resolution against the corrosive disrespect that would follow if the same matter 
were twice litigated to inconsistent results; (2) it serves the public interest in protecting the courts 
against the burdens of repetitious litigation; and (3) it advances the private interest in repose 
from the harassment of repetitive claims. Ticor Title Co., 144 Idaho at 124, 157 P.3d at 618. 
Here all the policy rationales behind res judicata have been thwarted. Ownership of these water 
2 At no time did the Petitioner attempt to seek relief from the Partial Decrees in the SRBA District Court under 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 60. 
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rights has now been litigated twice in two separate forums resulting in the unnecessary 
expenditure of resources by both the parties and the judiciary. The two litigations have resulted 
in inconsistent decisions, with the SRBA District Court decreeing the rights to Philip Cash, and a 
separate district court quieting title to the same rights in Judy Cash. Allowing Judge Elgee's 
decision to stand would set a dangerous precedent, whereby parties to the SRBA may simply go 
to an outside forum to relitigate basic elements of water rights decreed in the adjudication. Such 
a precedent would make the Partial Decrees entered in the SRBA, as well as the adjudication 
proceeding itself, worthless. 3 Therefore, based on the foregoing, the Court will grant the 
Respondents' Motion for Reconsideration and find that the principles of res judicata preclude the 
Petition from asserting she is the owner of the water right numbers 37-444, 37-2541, and 37-
7636. 
C. Idaho Code§ 42-1402. 
Judge Elgee relied upon Idaho Code§ 42-1402 in making his determination that the 
Petitioner is the owner of the subject water rights. That statute provides that a water right 
confirmed by a decree "shall be appurtenant to and shall become part of the land on which the 
water is used, and such right will pass with the conveyance of such land, and such decree shall 
describe the land to which such water shall become so appurtenant." I.C. § 42-1402. The Court 
holds that the proper time for the Petitioner to have presented her Idaho Code § 42-1402 
argument was during the SRBA, not this proceeding. When the Director recommended that the 
subject water rights be decreed to Philip Cash as sole owner in the SRBA, the Petitioner was 
required to file a timely objection if she disagreed with the recornrnendations.4 I. C. § 42-
1412(1). To support her objections, she could have properly cited Idaho Code§ 42-1402 in 
support of her ownership claims at that time. However, the Petitioner sat on her rights, failed to 
object, and did not assert any ownership interest in the subject water rights until 2016. For the 
3 The Court notes that changes to the elements of water rights adjudicated in the SRBA based on post-decree factors 
and considerations are properly processed through the Idaho Department of Water Resources under statutes that 
include but are not limited to Idaho Code§§ 42-248(1) and 42-222. 
4 It must be remembered that had the Petitioner complied with the requirements of either Idaho Code §§ 42-248(1) 
and/or § 42-1409(6) when she acquired the subject property in 2002, it is likely the Director would have 
reconunended the subject water rights in her name in the SRBA as opposed to Philip Cash, and this whole problem 
would have been avoided. But the Petitioner did not comply with those statutes when she acquired the property. 
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reasons stated above, principles of res judicata preclude her from now asserting O\\-'!lership 
interests that were required to be previously raised and asserted in the SRBA. 
The Court further notes that while the appurtenance of a water right to a particular piece 
of land may be relevant to determining the ownership of that water right in some circumstances, 
it is not in and of itself dispositive of the issue of ownership in all circumstances. It is true that 
very often the owner of a piece of land is also the O\\-'!ler of the water rights appurtenant to that 
land. However, it can be equally true that the owner of a piece of land is not the owner of the 
water rights appurtenant to that land. Indeed, it has long been held that "water may be 
appropriated for beneficial use on land not owned by the appropriator, and this water right 
becomes the property of the appropriator." First Security Bank of Blaclifoot v. State, 49 Idaho 
740,291 P. 1064 (1930). Thus, Idaho law recognizes there may be a bifurcation between 
ownership ofthe land and of the water right used on the land. Id. It follows that the term 
"appurtenance" signifies that the use of a water right is tied to a particular piece of land (i.e., 
place of use), and may not be used on another piece ofland without first obtaining a transfer to 
do so. It does not signify, as argued by the Petitioner, that the o\\-'!ler of piece of land served by a 
water right is by operation of law the owner of that water right in all circumstances. Reading the 
term "appurtenance" in this fashion is contrary to Idaho's long recognition that there may be a 
bifurcation between o\\-'!lership of the land and of the water right used on the land. Accordingly, 
the proper time to raise this issue was in the SRBA proceeding. 
D. The Court need not reach the alternate legal theories advanced by the Respondents. 
In addition to res judicata, the Respondents raise alternate theories of laches and statute 
of limitations in their Motion. Because the Court finds the Petitioner is clearly precluded from 
asserting o\\-'!lership of water right numbers 37-444, 37-2541, and 37-7636 in this proceeding 
under principles of res judicata, it does not reach the alternate theories raised by the 
Respondents. 
ORDER GRANTING RESPONDENTS' MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
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III. 
ORDER 
Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that the Respondents' Motion for Reconsideration is hereby 
granted. 
IT IF FURTHER ORDERED that the Petitioner's claims asserting ownership of water 
right numbers 37-444, 37-2541, and 37-7636 are hereby dismissed with prejudice. 
Dated Oc.4olw... 1'!> 1 20l7 ~ _ 
CJ. WIDMAN 
District Judge 
ORDER GRANTING RESPONDENTS' MOTION FOR RECONSIDERA l'ION 
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Certificate of Service 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 13th day of October , 2017, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING RESPONDENTS' MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION was delivered to: 
Travis L. Thompson 
Baker Rosholt & Simpson 
P.O. Box63 
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0063 
Daniel R. Beck 
Fuller & Beck Law Offices 
P.O. Box 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405-0935 
_U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
_ Overnight Mail 
y_ Telecopy e- ''Y)a.; I 
_U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
_ Overnight Mail • 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
 First Security Corporation, an Idaho 
corporation  
 vs. 
 Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood 
Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, 
Rabo Agrifinance, Inc., Big Stick, LLC, 




Case No. CV-2016-645 
Notice of Motion for Reconsideration 
Event Code: NOTH 
 
 NOTICE IS GIVEN That the above-entitled case is set for: 
Hearing Type Date Time Judge 
Motion for Reconsideration January 16, 2018 2:00 PM Jonathan P. Brody 
 
at the:  Blaine County Courthouse 201 2nd Avenue South, Suite 106  Hailey ID  83333 
 
 
  JOLYNN DRAGE 
 Clerk of the Court 
 
 
Dated: December 11, 2017 By:   Crystal Rigby             
     Deputy Clerk 
 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 I certify that on this date I served a copy of the attached to: 
 
 
Candice Michelle McHugh 
 
cmchugh@mchughbromley.com [X] By email 
Christopher Michael Bromley 
 
cbromley@mchughbromley.com [X] By email 
Albert Penick Barker 
 
apb@idahowaters.com [X] By email 
Michael D. Mayfield 
 
mmayfield@rqn.com [X] By email 
James R. Laski 
 
jrl@lawsonlaski.com [X] By email 
Heather Elizabeth O'Leary 
 
heo@lawsonlaski.com [X] By email 
Paul LaMar Arrington 
 
paul@iwua.org [X] By email 
Richard Sweney rsweney@lukins.com [X] By email 
 
Dated: December 11, 2017    By: Crystal Rigby             
                           Deputy Clerk 
 
Filed: December 11, 2017 at 4:07 PM. 
Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County 
JoLynn Drage, Clerk of the Court 
By: Crystal Rigby   Deputy Clerk 
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Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908  
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Suite 103 





Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
 
  
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
 
 STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
 




BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC.,  
 
Defendants. 







   
 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 






SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
    










Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
By: Andrea Logan, Deputy Clerk
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PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




 Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING 
 
COMES NOW, First Security Corporation (“FSC”), by and through its counsel of record 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC, and files this Amended Notice of Hearing, to hear argument on FSC’s 
and Big Stick et al.’s Motion for Reconsideration.  The hearing will now be held on February 6, 
2017, 1:30 p.m., at the Blaine County Courthouse, 201 2nd Avenue South, Suite 106, Hailey, 
Idaho.  Counsel for FSC has communited with counsel for the other parties.  There is no 
objection to holding the hearing on February 6, 2017 at 1:30 p.m. 
DATED this 15th day of December, 2017 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                  
Chris M. Bromley 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 The undersigned hereby certifies that on December 15, 2017 he/she caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to be served on the following persons by the means 
indicated: 
 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT  45385 
 
  
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID  83701-2139 
 
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 







          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 





James R. Laski 
Heather O’Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID  83340 
  
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID  83814-5155 
 
   
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 





          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 






   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                  
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
Case No. CV-2016-645
Notice of Motion for Reconsideration- RESET 
per Judge Request
 First Security Corporation, an Idaho 
corporation 
 vs.
 Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood 
Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, 
Rabo Agrifinance, Inc., Big Stick, LLC, 
Richard D Fosbury, Charles W Holt
Event Code: NOTH
NOTICE IS GIVEN That the above-entitled case is set for:
Hearing Type Date Time Judge
Motion for Reconsideration February 06, 2018 1:30 PM Jonathan P. Brody
at the:  Blaine County Courthouse 201 2nd Avenue South, Suite 106  Hailey ID  83333
JOLYNN DRAGE
Clerk of the Court
Dated: January 04, 2018 By:  Crystal Rigby           
Deputy Clerk
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on this date I served a copy of the attached to:
Candice Michelle McHugh cmchugh@mchughbromley.com [X] By email
Christopher Michael 
Bromley
cbromley@mchughbromley.com [X] By email
Albert Penick Barker apb@idahowaters.com [X] By email
Michael D. Mayfield mmayfield@rqn.com [X] By email
James R. Laski jrl@lawsonlaski.com [X] By email
Heather Elizabeth O'Leary heo@lawsonlaski.com [X] By email
Paul LaMar Arrington paul@iwua.org [X] By email
Richard Sweney rsweney@lukins.com [X] By email
Dated: January 04, 2018 By: Crystal Rigby           
                        Deputy Clerk
Filed: January 04, 2018 at 3:03 PM.
Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
JoLynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
By: Crystal Rigby   Deputy Clerk
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Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908  
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Suite 103 









IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
 
 STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
 




BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC.,  
 
Defendants. 







   
 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 






SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
    










Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
By: Andrea Logan, Deputy Clerk
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CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




 Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION’S 
REPLY ON RECONSIDERATION 
 
COMES NOW, First Security Corporation (“FSC”), by and through its counsel of record 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC, and hereby files this Reply in support of its November 14, 2017 
Motion for Reconsideration of this Court’s October 30, 2017 Memorandum Decision on Cross-
Motions for Summary Judgment (“Memorandum Decision”). 
ARGUMENT 
1. The South County Quitclaim Deeds To FSC’s Predecessors Are Not Void As To 
Enforcement Against Mountain West And Belle Ranch 
 
 Citing Idaho Code § 55-812, Belle Ranch, LLC (“Belle Ranch”) makes an unsupported 
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predecessors-in-interest are void as to enforcement against Mountain West Bank (“Mountain 
West”) and Belle Ranch: “Based upon the timing of execution and recording of the Holt, 
Fosbury, and Scherer and Holt quitclaim deeds, I.C. § 55-812 renders their purported quitclaim 
deeds from SCE void as against the subsequent purchaser or mortgagee, MWB and its successor, 
Belle Ranch.”  Response at 6 (emphasis added, italics in original).  Unsupported is what “timing” 
Belle Ranch is referring to.  This is a critical omission.  As to the recording of mortgages and 
deeds, timing matters. 
If Belle Ranch is arguing the “timing” of Mountain West’s recorded mortgages defeat 
FSC’s deeded title in the 7.5/289th, that argument cannot be sustained.  As addressed in FSC’s 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration, a mortgage is an encumbrance on real 
property and does not defeat a later conveyance of title.  See FSC Memo in Support of Motion for 
Reconsideration at 6 citing Idaho Code § 45-906; In Re: On Rehearing, 57 Idaho 213, 217, ___ 
P. ___, ___ (1937); John Hancock Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Girard, 57 Idaho 198, 217, 64 P.2d 254, 
___ (1936).  Mountain West affirmatively released its mortgage in favor of Idaho Independent 
Bank’s (“IIB”) first position security interest evidenced by IIB’s mortgage.  FSC Memo in 
Support of Motion for Reconsideration at 3-6.  The recording of the mortgages and the language 
in the mortgages speak for themselves, but cannot, as a matter of law, defeat recorded deeds.  
FSC Memo in Support of Motion for Reconsideration at 6 
 If Belle Ranch is arguing that the “timing” of its chain of title operates to defeat FSC’s 
deeded ownership, that argument is also incorrect.  FSC’s Memorandum in Support of Motion for 
Reconsideration sets forth the undisputed timing of events in this case, establishing that FSC’s 
deeded ownership in the 7.5/289th was recorded in Blaine County on June 25, 2009.  FSC Memo 
in Support of Motion for Reconsideration at 3-4.  FSC’s deeded ownership flowed from the June 
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25, 2009 recording.  Id. at 4, 8-9.  The first deed in Belle Ranch’s chain of title was recorded in 
Blaine County on June 17, 2010.  Id. at 7.  Belle Ranch’s deeded ownership to what remained of 
the 289/289th flowed from the June 17, 2010 recording.  Id. at 7-8.  As a race-notice jurisdiction, 
FSC’s previously recorded chain of title takes priority over Belle Ranch’s subsequently recorded 
chain of title.  FSC Memo in Support of Motion for Reconsideration at 9. 
2. There Is Nothing Inchoate About FSC’s Deeded Ownership 
Belle Ranch later argues Mountain West, by not releasing its mortgages, prevented 
conveyance of title to FSC and its predecessors, stating that interest is merely “inchoate.”  BR 
Response at 8.  There is nothing inchoate about FSC’s deeded ownership in the 7.5/289th.  Again, 
on June 25, 2009, Mountain West recorded a Partial Release of Lien in Blaine County, granting 
IIB a first position security interest in the 7.5/289th.  June 9 Bromley Aff., Ex. 4.  Moreover, by 
the June 25, 2009 Letter Agreement, Mountain West stated its intention of releasing its secured 
interest in favor of IIB.  September 1 Bromley Aff., Ex. 1 (“MWB agrees to release its security 
interest in the Water Rights”) (emphasis added).  If Mountain West retained any secured interest 
following the June 25, 2009 Partial Release of Lien and Letter Agreement, it must be seriously 
questioned in light of Mountain West’s disclaimer to this Court of “any interest in the water 
rights that are the subject of this action . . . .”  MWB and GBCI Disclaimer, CV-2016-671 at 2 
(emphasis added). 
3. FSC Has Never Advanced An Argument Concerning Foreclosure, Judicial Or 
Otherwise 
 
 If there are secured interests remaining, Belle Ranch next claims, “Plaintiffs are now 
arguing that a judicial foreclosure did not take place, while acknowledging that the Second and 
Third Mortgages were valid and not extinguished by the release of interest under the First 
Mortgage.”  BR Response at 9 (italics in original).  This statement is confusing.  FSC has never 
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advanced an argument concerning foreclosure, judicial or otherwise.  The closest anyone has 
come to asserting foreclosure in this proceeding is the mention of deeds in lieu of foreclosure, 
which are decidedly different from actual foreclosures.  FSC Memo in Support of Motion for 
Reconsideration at 7-10.  Actual foreclosure requires compliance with Idaho law, which has 
never been raised, much less satisfied in this case.  Lastly, FSC has never argued that “a merger” 
did or did not occur.  BR Response at 10.  The mortgages on record with the Court speak for 
themselves.  Whether a merger occurred, or did not occur, may be discerned from the documents 
themselves, and if not, would be an issue of fact to be determined at trial. 
4. The Court’s Decision Cannot Be Upheld Based On “Alternative Grounds” 
 
On reconsideration, FSC asked the Court to address two issues that appeared dispositive 
in reaching its conclusion: “(1) the Memorandum Decision appears to construe the legal effect of 
a mortgage the same as a deed; and (2) the Memorandum Decision appears to assume there was 
a foreclosure when in fact there was a deed in lieu of foreclosure.”  First Security Corporation’s 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Reconsideration at 2.  Belle Ranch now asks this Court 
to affirm its prior ruling based on “alternative grounds.”  BR Response at 11.  In support, Belle 
Ranch attaches a recent decision issued by Judge Wildman on reconsideration in Camas County, 
Cash v. Cash, CV-2017-002 (“Cash Reconsideration Order”).  If Belle Ranch is entitled to 
expand the scope of reconsideration, see Eagle Water Co., Inc. v. Idaho Pub. Util. Com’n, 130 
Idaho 314, 316, 940 P.2d 1133, 1135 (1997) (scope of cross-petition for reconsideration limited 
to issues raised in petition for reconsideration), then the plain reading of Cash directs this Court 
to confirm title in the 289/289th to South County, consistent with the SRBA partial decrees. 
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In the Cash Reconsideration Order, Judge Wildman plainly holds that the name and 
address of the claimant1 listed on the face of an SRBA partial decree determines ownership of 
the water right: “These water rights were previously decreed in the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication (“SRBA”) to Respondent Philip Cash.  Notwithstanding, Judge Elgee subsequently 
quieted title in the rights to the Petitioner based on pre-decree considerations.  In doing so, Judge 
Elgee offended principles of res judicata by failing to place appropriate weight on the SRBA 
proceeding and the water right decrees entered as a result of that proceeding.”  Cash 
Reconsideration Order at 2.  If the plain reading is correct, then the only outcome this Court can 
follow is that the SRBA was the last word on ownership; meaning, South County continues to 
own the entire 289/289th. 
Belle Ranch attempts to distinguish the plain reading of Cash by directing the Court to an 
exception identified in the SRBA Final Unified Decree (“FUD”), arguing the South County 
SRBA partial decrees are binding, “except as to administrative changes made between entry of 
the Partial Decree and the Final Unified Decree.”  BR Response at 11 (emphasis added).  “Belle 
Ranch followed the proper administrative procedures to change the ownership from SCE to Belle 
Ranch before entry of the Final Unified Decree.”  Id. at 12 (emphasis in original).2  As 
previously addressed by FSC in briefing and at argument, the exception raised by Belle Ranch – 
1 All parties have previously agreed South County was the “claimant” in the SRBA, as that term is defined by Idaho 
Code § 42-1401A.  At the time the SRBA partial decrees were issued, all parties agree South County no longer 
owned title, yet the 289/289th were conclusively decreed in South County’s name. 
 
2 Under Belle Ranch’s reasoning, there can be no post-FUD conveyance of property without ownership of the water 
right remaining in the name of the holder of the SRBA partial decree as it existed when the FUD was signed in 
2014.  Belle Ranch’s argument would mean when a parcel of land with water rights sells, the land would be deeded 
in the name of the new owner, while the water rights would forever remain in the name of the SRBA partial decree 
holder.  That ownership of water rights remain in stasis as of 2014 is a ridiculous result that should not be 
considered by the Court. 
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identified as “Issue 4” in the FUD3 – does not apply to changes of ownership filed with IDWR in 
accordance with Idaho Code § 42-248.  First Security Corporation’s Response to Belle Ranch, 
LLC’s and Rabo Agrifinance LLC’s Joint Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion for 
Summary Judgment at 25, 30-32.4  Issue 4 in the FUD only applies to water right transfers filed 
with IDWR in accordance with Idaho Code § 42-222.  Id.  IDWR is statutorily prohibited by 
Idaho Code § 42-2225 from changing ownership; therefore, Issue 4 to the FUD does nothing to 
countenance a claim of ownership contrary to who is listed in the name and address section of 
the SRBA partial decree.  Id.  The result is South County is forever the owner of the 289/289th. 
If Cash can be read more broadly, it must be understood in the context of what was 
before Judge Wildman.  The first paragraph to the Cash Reconsideration Order directs the reader 
to Judge Elgee’s January 26, 2017 “Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law in this matter.  The 
facts set forth in the Findings of Fact are incorporated herein by reference and will not be 
repeated.”  Cash Reconsideration Order at 1.  Belle Ranch did not attach Judge Elgee’s Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law to its response brief.  The Court may take judicial notice of 
Judge Elgee’s findings of fact, which of record in the Fifth Judicial District.  Findings of Fact 
3 Issue 4, as framed by the SRBA court, asked: “Whether the Final Unified Decree should include language 
clarifying that the results of water right transfers initiated and completed after entry of a partial decree but prior to 
entry of the Final Unified Decree are not superseded by the Final Unified Decree.”  First Security Corporation’s 
Response to Belle Ranch, LLC’s and Rabo Agrifinance LLC’s Joint Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion for 
Summary Judgment at 30 (emphasis added).  That Issue 4 was expressly limited to “water right transfers,” which are 
defined by Idaho Code § 42-222, is critically important in understanding the blatantly incorrect argument Belle 
Ranch is advancing as to ownership. 
 
4 Indeed, as IDWR has previously stated through the Affidavit of Shelley W. Keen, filed with this Court on December 
2, 2016, IDWR does not have the legal authority to determine ownership, only this Court in quiet title may do so.  
“In the event of disputed ownership, IDWR directs the parties to quiet title in a district court because IDWR does 
not have the legal authority to determine ownership of a water right.”  Affidavit of Shelley W. Keen at 3. 
 
5 Idaho Code § 42-222 allows IDWR to change four elements of a water right: “point of diversion, place of use, 
period of use, or nature of use . . . .”  The statute allows for nothing further, with no semblance of ownership 
included.  The plain meaning of the statute controls.  State v. Owens, 158 Idaho 1, 3, 343 P.3d 30, 32 (2015). 
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and Conclusions of Law, CV-2016-02, Camas County, Fifth Jud. Dist. (Jan. 26, 2017) (“Findings 
of Fact”). 
There, Judy and Philip Cash were married for some time, eventually divorcing in October 
1998, yet remaining friendly for many years thereafter.  Findings of Fact at 3.  Shortly after the 
divorce, Judy, who was a real estate agent, brokered the sale of approximately 580 acres of land 
in Camas County in Phil’s name.  Id.  As part of an unrelated mining venture, Judy loaned 
money to Phil.  Id. at 3-4.  The mining venture was unsuccessful and lost money.  Id.  The lack 
of success led Judy to ask Phil to execute a quitclaim deed as collateral for the loan.  Id. at 5-7.  
There were questions at trial as to whether Phil actually signed the quitclaim deed, or if his 
signature was forged.  Id.  With the aid of forensic evidence, Judge Elgee eventually found the 
quitclaim was signed by Phil.  Id. at 10.  The quitclaim deed was recorded in Camas County in 
2002.  Id. at 7.  SRBA partial decrees for the water rights associated with the property were 
issued in Phil’s name in 2010.  Id. at 10.  In a 2015 email, Judy made an “attempt to enforce the 
property rights given to her by the contested quitclaim deed . . . .”  Id. at 8.  Judy brought the 
action against Phil to have title quieted to the property that was represented by the 2002 
quitclaim deed.  Id. 
In ruling that Judy was barred from quieting title, Judge Wildman made a number of 
factual and legal determinations, none of which are in the case before this Court.  There, Judge 
Wildman held: 
If [Judy] believed she acquired ownership of these water rights in 2002, she failed 
to timely assert her alleged ownership interest as required by law.  Idaho Code § 
42-248(1) directs in part: 
 
All persons owning or claiming ownership of a water right to use 
the water of this state . . . shall provide notice to the department of 
water resources of any change in ownership of any part of the water 
right or any change in the owner’s mailing address, either of which 
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occurs after June 30, 2000.  Notice shall be provided within one 
hundred twenty (120) days of any change using forms acceptable to 
the director. 
 
 . . . .  
 
Here, [Judy] asserts she acquired the subject water rights via quitclaim deed in 
2002.  Yet, at no time prior to commencing this action in 2016 did she assert 
ownership via the filing of a notice of change of ownership with the Department as 
required by Idaho Code § 42-248.  Nor did she inquire of the Director whether 
notices of claim for these rights had been filed in the SRBA, or otherwise comply 
with the requirements of Idaho Code § 42-1409(6) despite acquiring the rights 
during the pendency of the SRBA.  Had [Judy] timely taken either of these 
statutorily-required actions, the Director would have taken her ownership assertions 
into account when making his recommendation for these rights in the SRBA. 
 
 . . . .   
 
Instead, [Judy] sat on her rights for approximately 15 years without action.  During 
that time the pertinent record grew stale and the delay worked to the detriment of 
Philip Cash who properly asserted his ownership interests in the SRBA. 
 
Cash Reconsideration Order at 4-6 (emphasis added). 
 While Judy appears to have “sat on her rights for approximately 15 years,” the same 
cannot be said in this case.  Here, timely, affirmative steps were taken by FSC’s predecessors 
during the pendency of the SRBA, as well as timely steps taken by FSC after the FUD was 
issued.  These steps availed FSC and its predecessors of Idaho Code § 42-248, which was relied 
upon by Judge Wildman in finding that Judy did not act soon enough to assert her rights. 
It is undisputed that, on August 31, 2010, the entire 289/289th were partially decreed by 
the SRBA in the name of South County, despite the fact that South County owned nothing at the 
time.  Memorandum Decision at 4.  In Cash, there was no question that at least some of the rights 
were owned by Phil, who was listed as the SRBA claimant. 
As to the 7.5/289th at issue before this Court, and on June 25, 2009, Mountain West 
released its interest in the water, June 9 Bromley Aff., Ex. 4, with Scherer and Holt obtaining the 
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same from South County by quitclaim deed that day, Id., Ex. 5.  On July 25, 2009, a first-priority 
mortgage was executed in favor of IIB by Scherer and Holt, Id., Ex. 6; September 1 Bromley Aff., 
Ex. 1,6 as evidenced by the July 26, 2009 UCC Financing Statement in the records of the Idaho 
Secretary of State, September 1 Bromley Aff., Ex. 2. 
On July 24, 2009, and as directed by Idaho Code § 42-248(6), IIB took the affirmative 
step of filing a Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right with IDWR during the pendency of 
the SRBA.  June 9 Bromley Aff., Ex. 7.  In Cash, no Idaho Code § 42-248 documents were filed 
with IDWR.  This document should have resulted in notification to IIB if any action was taken as 
to the water rights at issue, as well as to provide notice to third parties of IIB’s security interest.  
Idaho Code § 42-248(6) (“Any person having a security interest in a water right and desiring to 
be notified by the department regarding the filing of a change in ownership . . . shall make the 
request upon a form provided by the department . . . .”). 
On July 22, 2011, approximately one-year after issuance of the SRBA partial decrees in 
South County’s name, Mountain West filed a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership with 
IDWR.  June 9 Bromley Aff., Ex. 12.  Mountain West acquired its ownership in what remained of 
the 289/289th on June 17, 2010.  Id., Ex. 9.  Therefore, Mountain West filed the ownership 
change with IDWR well in excess of the “120” day requirement established in Idaho Code § 42-
248(1).  Cash Reconsideration Order at 5 (the statute is “mandatory”).  Moreover, Mountain 
6 Belle Ranch continues to complain about the 2009 MWB/IIB Letter Agreement, yet there is no doubt as to its 
contents, which released Mountain West’s “security interest in the Water Rights . . . .  IIB may record a Mortgage in 
the real property records of Blaine County, Idaho and may file a UCC-1 Financing Statement . . . .  MWB 
acknowledges and agrees that IIB may file with IDWR a Notice of Security Interest in a Water Right as to the Water 
Rights.  MWB agrees to cooperate with IIB in any foreclosure proceedings and agrees to cooperate with IIB and/or 
any subsequent purchaser of the Water Rights in any application . . . submitted to IDWR . . . .  This Letter 
Agreement shall be binding upon MWB and IIB and their respective successors and assigns.”  Sept. 1 Bromley Aff., 
Ex. 1 at 1-2.  Mountain West has disclaimed any interest in this litigation; therefore, the terms of the Letter 
Agreement cannot be rebutted and operate against Belle Ranch as a successor to Mountain West. 
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West owned nothing at the time it requested the ownership change with IDWR.7  This is true 
because Mountain West already deeded its ownership to GBCI Other Real Estate, LLC 
(“GBCI”) on June 17, 2010.  Id., Ex. 10.  Therefore, Mountain West had no legal ability to ask 
IDWR to change ownership because it was not a “person[] owning or claiming ownership of a 
right to use the water of this state . . . .”  Idaho Code § 42-248(1).  No notice of IDWR’s decision 
was provided to IIB as the secured party of record.  Idaho Code § 42-248(6). 
On September 2, 2014, when Scherer and Holt defaulted on the terms of their mortgage 
with IIB, a deed in lieu of foreclosure was executed in favor of IIB.  Id., Ex. 20.  That same day, 
IIB executed a warranty deed in favor of FSC.  Id., Ex. 22.  On October 28, 2014 – well within 
the “mandatory” 120-day requirement of Idaho Code § 42-248(1) and unlike Mountain West – 
FSC filed a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership with IDWR as to the 7.5/289th.  Id., Ex. 
23.  On January 12, 2015, IDWR split the 7.5/289th into their own water rights, numbered 37-
22915, -22916, -22917, -22918, and -22919.  Id., Ex. 24.  On January 13, 2015, IDWR sent 
actual notice to Belle Ranch, copying Rabo Agrifinance, of the split in ownership as to the 
7.5/289th to FSC.  Id., Ex. 25. 
On March 16, 2016 – more than a year after ownership of the 7.5/289th was affirmatively 
changed by IDWR to FSC – IDWR received a letter from Belle Ranch’s attorney, demanding 
IDWR undo the administrative action, and restore ownership of the entire 289/289th to Belle 
Ranch.  Id., Ex. 26.  After a series of letters, the parties were directed, by IDWR, to quiet title in 
district court.  Id., Ex. 27; see also Affidavit of Shelley W. Keen.  This is why the parties are here.   
7 Judge Wildman cites Idaho Code § 42-248(1) for the requirement that a notice of change in ownership must be 
filed “within one hundred twenty (120) days of any change using forms acceptable to the director.”  Cash 
Reconsideration Order at 5.  From a procedural standpoint, the change of ownership filed by Mountain West came 
nowhere near the requirement of filing the document within 120 days of acquisition.  From a substantive standpoint, 
the change of ownership was clearly defective because Mountain West owned nothing when the form was filed, as 
GBCI was the deeded owner. 
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 As explained above, the holding of Cash – that “[Judy] sat on her rights for too long and 
failed to timely assert her ownership interest”, Cash Reconsideration Order at 6 – is simply not 
present in this case.  Unlike Cash, and consistent with Idaho Code § 42-248(6), FSC’s 
predecessor, IIB, availed itself of the law by filing with IDWR the Notice of Security Interest in 
a Water Right during the pendency of the adjudication.  The Notice of Security Interest in a 
Water Right was filed within one-month of IIB securing its interest, with no notice provided to 
IIB of subsequent changes.  Unlike in Cash, and consistent with Idaho Code § 42-248(1), FSC 
filed a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership with IDWR.  The Notice of Change in Water 
Right Ownership was filed well within the 120-day time period established in Idaho Code § 42-
248(1).  IDWR then issued water right numbers representing the 7.5/289th in FSC’s name, only 
to have Belle Ranch, more than one-year later, contest the outcome, with IDWR directing the 
parties to this Court for relief.  By timely filing documents consistently with Idaho Code § 42-
248(1) and Idaho Code § 42-248(6), FSC and its predecessors took the necessary steps to 
preserve their right to move this Court for quiet title. 
 Lastly, Judge Wildman’s decision in Cash anticipates the case before this Court: 
The Court further notes that while the appurtenance of a water right to a particular 
piece of land may be relevant to determining ownership of that water right in some 
circumstances, it is not in and of itself dispositive of the issue of ownership in all 
circumstances.  It is true that very often the owner of a piece of land is also the 
owner of the water rights appurtenant to that land.  However, it can be equally true 
that the owner of a piece of land is not the owner of the water rights appurtenant to 
that land.  Indeed, is has long been held that “water may be appropriated for 
beneficial use on land not owned by the appropriator, and this water right becomes 
the property of the appropriator.”  First Security Bank of Blackfoot v. State, 49 
Idaho 740, 291 P. 1064 (1930).  Thus, Idaho law recognizes there may be a 
bifurcation between ownership of the land and of the water right used on the land.  
Id.  It follows that the term “appurtenance” signifies that the use of a water right is 
tied to a particular piece of land (i.e., the place of use), and may not be used on 
another piece of land without first obtaining a transfer to do so.  It does not signify, 
as argued by [Judy], that the owner of a piece of land served by a water right is by 
operation of law the owner of that water right in all circumstances.  Reading the 
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term “appurtenance” in this fashion is contrary to Idaho’s long recognition that 
there may be a bifurcation between ownership of the land and of the water right 
used on the land. 
 
Cash at 8. 
 This is the type of case foreshadowed by Judge Wildman, with split ownership between 
land and water.  FSC agrees an administrative action is required with IDWR if it seeks to move 
the 7.5/289th.  That said, the requirement of a future administrative action with IDWR does not 
prevent this Court from quieting title to FSC consistent with its deeded ownership in the 
7.5/289th. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, FSC respectfully moves this Court to reconsider its decision 
quieting title in the 7.5/289th to Belle Ranch.  Title to the 7.5/289th was deeded and recorded in 
Blaine County on June 25, 2009, with FSC taking title as a successor-in-interest.  Mountain West 
was deeded nothing until June 17, 2010, as evidenced by the records of Blaine County, with 
Belle Ranch taking what Mountain West acquired as a successor-in-interest.  As a race-notice 
jurisdiction, title to the 7.5/289th must be quieted to FSC. 
DATED this 5th day of January, 2018. 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
 
   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                              
 Chris M. Bromley 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 The undersigned hereby certifies that on January 5, 2018 he/she caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be served on the following persons by the means indicated: 
 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT  45385 
 
  
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID  83701-2139 
 
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 







          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 





James R. Laski 
Heather O’Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID  83340 
  
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID  83814-5155 
 
   
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 





          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 






   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                  
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James R. Laski, ISB # 5429 
Heather E. O’Leary, ISB # 8693 
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 
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COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
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 Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
 
BIG STICK, LLC’S, RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY’S AND CHARLES 
HOLT’S REPLY BRIEF IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION   
 
 
COMES NOW, Big Stick, LLC (“Big Stick”), Richard D. Fosbury (“Fosbury”) and 
Charles Holt (“Holt”), by and through their counsel of record Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, 
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ARGUMENT 
Fosbury and Holt support and incorporate herein all the arguments set forth in First 
Security Corporation’s (“FSC”) reply brief in support of its Motion for Reconsideration, which is 
also being filed with the Court on January 5, 2018.  Additionally, all general arguments that 
apply to FSC’s 7.5/289th interest in the South County Water Rights (“Water Rights”) also apply 
to Fosbury and Holt’s combined 5/289th interest.  
I. THE QUITCLAIM DEEDS TO FOSBURY AND HOLT ARE ENFORCEABLE 
AGAINST MOUNTAIN WEST BANK AND BELLE RANCH.  
 
Belle Ranch’s argument that the quitclaim deeds to Fosbury and Holt are void “[b]ased 
on the timing of execution and recording” should be disregarded for several reasons.  First, Belle 
Ranch fails to provide any Idaho case law that applies Idaho Code § 55-812.  Instead, Belle 
Ranch merely sets forth several cases which differentiate between “void1” and “voidable” 
contracts, none of which interpret Idaho Code § 55-812.   
Second, if Belle Ranch is referring to the timing of the recorded mortgages, its argument 
fails because a mortgage is not a conveyance of real property.  In fact, the Idaho Supreme Court 
“has uniformly held, and still holds, that a mortgage does not pass title to the mortgaged 
property.”  John Hancock Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Girard, 57 Idaho 198, 64 P.2d 254, 262 (1936).  
Instead, “‘[a] mortgage, or any contract in the nature of a mortgage, merely creates a lien, and 
leaves the legal title in the mortgagor or grantor, which can only be passed out of him by judicial 
sale, in a proper action under the statute.’”  Id.  In this case, it is undisputed that no judicial sale 
occurred.  Instead of foreclosing on any of South County’s three mortgages, Mountain West 
1 Belle Ranch’s assertion that the Court in the Rogers v. Household Life Ins. Co., 150 Idaho 735, 738, 250 P.3d 786, 
789 (2011) case “held that it was bound by the Legislature’s use of the word ‘void’ in Idaho Code § 32-108” is 
disingenuous because that statute does not include the word “void.”  Belle Ranch Opposition Brief, p. 7. 
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Bank (“MWB”) accepted a deed in lieu (“Deed in Lieu”) of foreclosure, which did not convey 
the same rights that would have been received under a foreclosure.      
Moreover, Belle Ranch’s assertion that Fosbury and Holt “ignore[ ] the underlying 
language of the Mortgage contract” is misplaced because Idaho Code § 6-104 provides that a 
mortgage is not “deemed a conveyance, whatever its terms, so as to enable the owner of the 
mortgage to recover possession of the real property without a foreclosure sale.”  (emphasis 
added).  Given the foregoing, the timing of the mortgages in this case is not determinative of 
title.  At best, the mortgages merely evidence the priority of the secured creditors.    
Even if Belle Ranch is resting its argument upon the timing of the chain of title of the 
Water Rights to Fosbury and Holt, its argument still fails because it has not provided any 
evidence to show that it did not have actual notice of the quitclaim deeds to Fosbury and Holt at 
the time that the second and third mortgages were recorded.  As set forth in Fosbury and Holt’s 
Motion for Reconsideration (“Motion”), upholding the Court’s decision based on Idaho Code § 
55-812 would require finding that MWB did NOT have actual notice of the quitclaim deeds.  See 
Farm Bureau Fin. Co., Inc. v. Carney, 100 Idaho 745, 605 P.2d 509 (1980) (when subsequent 
encumbrancer or purchaser has actual knowledge of prior interest, it makes no difference 
whether prior interest was properly acknowledged or recorded).   
 Despite the fact that Fosbury and Holt raised the notice issue in their Motion, Belle 
Ranch has wholly failed to address it and, incredibly, has not even made the slightest assertion 
that MWB did not have notice of the quitclaim deeds.  Given Belle Ranch’s failure to provide 
any evidence to the contrary, it can only be assumed that MWB did, in fact, have actual notice of 
the quitclaim deeds to Fosbury and Holt prior to the execution and recording of the second and 
third mortgages.  
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II. FOSBURY AND HOLT HAVE A COMBINED 5/289TH INTEREST IN THE 
WATER RIGHTS.  
 
Belle Ranch next argues that it is the record holder of title “to the Belle Ranch Property 
and all of the appurtenant water rights.”  Belle Ranch, LLC’s and Rabo Agrifinance, LLC’s Joint 
Opposition to FSC and Big Stick, et al.’s Motions for Reconsideration (“Belle Ranch Opp. 
Brief”), p. 8.  To support its position, Belle Ranch claims that Fosbury and Holt’s interests in the 
Water Rights never ripened because there was no release of the second and third mortgages.  Id.  
However, it is undisputed that MWB released its lien to Fosbury and Holt’s combined 
5/289th interest in the Water Rights by executing the partial releases which were recorded on 
February 10, 2010 in the records of Blaine County, Idaho as Instrument Nos. 574997, 574998, 
574999, 575000 and 575001.  Furthermore, MWB was aware that the Deed in Lieu that it 
accepted from South County in exchange for releasing South County from its obligation to pay 
off any of the three defaulted loans would not convey Fosbury and Holt’s combined 5/289th 
interest in the Water Rights.  This is evidenced by the Addendum to the Deed in Lieu Agreement 
which states that “Lender is aware of the partial releases of water rights recorded as Instrument 
No’s 568681, 574996, 574997, 574998, 574999, 575000, 575001, records of Blaine County, 
Idaho.”  A copy of the Deed in Lieu Agreement and its Addendum is attached as Exhibit C to 
John Scherer’s Affidavit which was filed with the Court on September 1, 2017 (“Scherer Aff.”).  
Both the Deed in Lieu Agreement and the Addendum were signed by a representative of MWB 
as well as South County’s guarantors.  Id.   
To now assert that MWB received the entire corpus of the Water Rights is not only 
illogical, but it ignores the facts in this case.  Indeed, as set forth in Section I, supra, a mortgage 
does not convey title.  Thus, if MWB intended to seize all of the Water Rights, it needed to 
foreclose on the defaulted loans, which it had the clear ability to do.  However, instead of doing 
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so, it accepted the Deed in Lieu which only conveyed South County’s “interest” in the Water 
Rights as of June 17, 2010, which was after Fosbury and Holt received and recorded their 
combined 5/289th interest.    
III. BELLE RANCH’S ARGUMENTS REGARDING FORECLOSURE AND 
MERGER ARE IRRELEVANT AND SHOULD BE DISREGARDED.  
 
Next, Belle Ranch alleges that Fosbury and Holt are trying to “further cause delay and 
unnecessarily increase costs” by “now arguing that a judicial foreclosure did not take place.”  
Belle Ranch Opp. Brief, p. 9.  Belle Ranch’s assertion is not well-taken since it is undisputed that 
no foreclosure, judicial or otherwise, ever took place.  Instead, as set forth in Fosbury and Holt’s 
Motion, MWB accepted the Deed in Lieu of foreclosure.  Moreover, as set forth in Section I, 
supra, mortgages do not convey title; they only evidence the priority of the secured creditors.  
Thus, if MWB intended to obtain the entire corpus of the Water Rights, it needed to initiate the 
foreclosure process, which it did not do.  
In addition, Belle Ranch’s argument regarding “merger” is not only irrelevant but it 
should not be considered because it exceeds the scope of Fosbury and Holt’s Motion.2  Indeed, 
Idaho courts have held that a party opposing a motion for reconsideration cannot raise new issues 
or expand the scope of the moving party’s motion, which is exactly what Belle Ranch is 
attempting to do in this case.  See Eagle Water Co., Inc. v. Idaho Pub. Util. Com’n, 130 Idaho 
314, 316, 940 P.2d 1133 (1997) (scope of cross-petition for reconsideration is limited to issues 
raised in petition for reconsideration).  At no time during the pendency of this case have Fosbury 
and Holt raised the issue of merger.  Although Fosbury and Holt believe that the mortgage 
2 Notably, Belle Ranch even acknowledges that “Plaintiffs have not argued that the Mortgages have all been 
satisfied or extinguished through merger.”  Belle Ranch Opp. Brief, p. 10.  
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documents speak for themselves, if the Court disagrees, then the issue of merger is a question of 
fact to be reserved for the trial in this matter.  
IV. BELLE RANCH’S ASSERTION THAT OWNERSHIP OF THE WATER 
RIGHTS CAN BE UPHELD ON ALTERNATIVE GROUNDS SHOULD BE 
DISREGARDED BECAUSE IT EXCEEDS THE SCOPE OF FOSBURY AND 
HOLT’S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION.  
  
Belle Ranch’s assertion that this Court can uphold the ownership of the South County 
Water Rights on “alternative grounds” must be discarded because doing so would require this 
Court to look at issues beyond the scope of Fosbury and Holt’s Motion.  Fosbury and Holt’s 
Motion only seeks reconsideration on two issues in the Court’s October 30, 2017 Order 
(“Memorandum Decision”): (1) the Memorandum Decision construing the mortgages executed 
in favor of MWB the same as a deed; and (2) the Court basing its decision, in part, on there being 
a foreclosure when, in fact, there was a Deed in Lieu of foreclosure.   
As set forth in Section III, supra, even though Belle Ranch cannot raise new issues or 
expand the scope of Fosbury and Holt’s Motion, it is attempting to do in this case.  See Eagle 
Water Co., Inc. v. Idaho Pub. Util. Com’n, 130 Idaho 314, 316, 940 P.2d 1133 (1997) (scope of 
cross-petition for reconsideration is limited to issues raised in petition for reconsideration).  
Specifically, Belle Ranch’s attempt to have this Court analyze whether the SRBA adjudicates 
ownership of water rights cannot be allowed not only because it exceeds the scope of the Motion 
but because it is an attempt to distract this Court from making a ruling on the two issues that 
Fosbury and Holt have properly asked this Court to reconsider.           
Even if this Court takes into consideration Belle Ranch’s “alternative grounds” argument, 
it still fails because the Cash v. Cash case that Belle Ranch relies upon is inapplicable to the case 
at hand for several reasons.  First, the water rights in that case were owned by Philip Cash during 
the pendency of the SRBA and were decreed in his name.  Belle Ranch Opp. Brief, Ex. A. at p. 4.  
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In contrast, in this case, all of the parties agree that South County did not own the South County 
Water Rights on August 31, 2010, when the SRBA Court issued the Partial Decrees.  This was 
due to the execution of the 7.5/289th Partial Release, the 7.8/289th Partial Releases, the quitclaim 
deeds that flowed therefrom, and the MWB Deed in Lieu.  Prior to August 31, 2010, the 
7.5/289th was owned by Scherer and Holt, the 7.8/289th was owned by Big Stick, Fosbury and 
Holt, and the remaining 273.7/289th that Belle Ranch later obtained was owned by MWB.  See 
Second Declaration of Scott A. Magnuson dated September 12, 2017 (“Second Magnuson 
Dec.”), Ex. 1 (showing conveyances pre-dating August 31, 2010).   
Second, in the Cash v. Cash case, the petitioner “sat on her rights for approximately 15 
years without action” before asserting ownership of the disputed water rights.  Belle Ranch Opp. 
Brief, Ex. A. at p. 6.  Here, although both MWB and Belle Ranch filed notices of change of 
ownership with IDWR in 2011, South County, Fosbury and Holt were not provided notice of 
those requests.  See Declaration of Scott A. Magnuson dated August 11, 2017 (“Magnuson 
Dec.”), Exs. 24, 26; Scherer Aff. at ¶ 10.  A party has no way of knowing about any changes to a 
water right unless IDWR gives notice.  As set forth in Idaho Code § 42-248, notice is only 
deemed to have been provided “concerning any action by the director affecting a water right or 
claim if a notice of the action is mailed to the address and owner of the water right shown in the 
records of the department of water resources at the time of mailing the notice.”  IDAHO CODE § 
42-248 (emphasis added).   
Even if Fosbury and Holt were not entitled to notice of MWB’s or Belle Ranch’s 2011 
requests to change ownership, South County was undoubtedly entitled to notice since it was 
named as the owner of the South County Water Rights in the IDWR records.  Despite this 
entitlement, South County never received any notice of either MWB’s or Belle Ranch’s request 
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to change ownership, as evidenced by the fact that South County was not listed as a recipient on 
either IDWR’s September 13, 2011 letter to MWB or on its March 7, 2012 letter to Belle Ranch 
which notified MWB and Belle Ranch that IDWR “modified its records to reflect the change in 
ownership.”  See Magnuson Dec., Exs. 24, 26.  Additionally, IDWR never published notice of 
either MWB’s or Belle Ranch’s changes of ownership in any newspaper publication.  See Belle 
Ranch Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment, pgs. 18-19.  Without 
notice of the changes in ownership it was virtually impossible for South County, Fosbury and 
Holt to become aware of the issues regarding title to their interests in the South County Water 
Rights.  Nevertheless, when Fosbury and Holt did become aware of Belle Ranch’s adverse claim 
after Belle Ranch’s March 17, 2016 letter to IDWR claiming that it made an error in changing a 
portion of the ownership of the South County Water Rights to FSC, they immediately requested 
a split in the South County Water Rights to rectify the incorrect ownership changes.  Magnuson 
Dec., Ex. 30; Affidavit of Heather E. O’Leary dated June 9, 2017 (“O’Leary Aff.”), Ex. 8.  Given 
the foregoing, it is completely unreasonable for Belle Ranch to assert that Fosbury and Holt sat 
on their hands like the petitioner in the Cash v. Cash case.  
Additionally, it is significant to point out that the Court in the Cash v. Cash case noted 
that: 
[W]hile the appurtenance of a water right to a particular piece of land may 
be relevant to determining the ownership of that water right in some 
circumstances, it is not in and of itself dispositive of the issue of ownership 
in all circumstances.  It is true that very often the owner of a piece of land 
is also the owner of the water rights appurtenant to the land.  However, it 
can be equally true that the owner of a piece of land is not the owner of the 
water rights appurtenant to that land.  
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Belle Ranch Opp. Brief, Ex. A at p. 8.  The Court’s foregoing observation is directly applicable 
to the case at hand and should be recognized in this case where there has been a split of the 
ownership of the water rights and the land.  
CONCLUSION 
For these reasons, Fosbury and Holt respectfully request that the Court reconsider its 
previous ruling in the October 30, 2017 Memorandum Decision.  Title to 5/289th of the Water 
Rights was conveyed to Fosbury and Holt separate and apart from the underlying real property 
prior to MWB’s acceptance of the Deed in Lieu of foreclosure.  Since that interest was conveyed 
to Fosbury and Holt prior to the Deed in Lieu, South County’s conveyance to MWB could not 
include the previously severed 5/289th interest.   
DATED: January 5, 2018   LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC  
     
_______/s/_Heather E. O’Leary________________ 
              Heather E. O’Leary 
Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury 
and Charles Holt 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 The undersigned hereby certifies that on January 5, 2018 he/she caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing instrument to be served on the following persons by the means indicated: 
 
 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT  45385 
 
  
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID  83701-2139 
 
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 
          Telecopy  (801) 532-7543 







          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 
          Telecopy  (208) 344-6034 




Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID 83702 
 
  
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID  83814-5155 
 
   
               U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
               Hand Delivered 
               Telecopy  (208) 287-0864 





          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 
          Telecopy  (208) 666-4111 
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Michael D. Mayfield, ISB #7857  
Michael R. Johnson (Pro Hac Vice) 
James A. Sorenson (Pro Hac Vice) 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah  84145-0385 
Telephone:  (801) 532-1500 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
 
 OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION,  





BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 




Consolidated Case No. CV-16-645 
 
EX PARTE MOTION TO ALLOW 
RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC’S 
COUNSEL TO APPEAR AND 
ARGUE TELEPHONICALLY AT 
THE FEBRUARY 6, 2018 HEARING 
ON PENDING MOTIONS FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 






SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
Electronically Filed
1/17/2018 3:53 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
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liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants.  
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, an individual; and CHARLES 






BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; 
ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON, an 
individual; and RABO AGRIFINANCE, 
INC., a Delaware Corporation.  
 
Defendants.  
Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
Rabo AgriFinance LLC, fka Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. (“Rabo”), through counsel, hereby 
moves for an Order, substantially in the form submitted herewith, allowing its counsel, Michael 
R. Johnson and/or James A. Sorenson of Ray Quinney & Nebeker P.C., to appear and argue 
telephonically at the hearing scheduled for February 6, 2018, at 1:30 p.m., in this case 
il  
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concerning the Motions for Reconsideration filed by various parties (the “Hearing”), and at any 
continued hearing on the matters to be addressed at the Hearing, and in support thereof and 
respectfully states: 
1. Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson and Rabo 
(collectively, “Defendants”) have filed joint oppositions to the separate Motions for 
Reconsideration (the “Motions”) filed by First Security Corporation, Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. 
Fosbury and Charles Holt.   
2. The Motions, and Defendants’ responses to same, will be considered at the 
Hearing. 
3. Defendants’ positions concerning the Motions are aligned, and counsel for Belle 
Ranch and the Stevensons will be present in person at the Hearing to argue Defendants’ positions 
concerning the Motions.  The arguments and responses by Rabo’s counsel will be limited, and 
will be supplemental to the arguments of counsel for Belle Ranch and the Stevensons.  
4. Mr. Johnson and Mr. Sorenson both work in Salt Lake City, Utah.  It would be 
uneconomical for them to travel to Idaho to attend the Hearing in person, given that counsel for 
Belle Ranch and the Stevensons will be present at the Hearing and will take the lead in 
presenting Defendants’ arguments and positions. 
5. At the Hearing, Mr. Johnson or Mr. Sorenson will not rely on any additional 
documents other than those previously filed with this Court.  Further, as noted above, counsel for 
Belle Ranch and the Stevensons will be at the Hearing in person, and will take the lead on 
presenting Defendants’ arguments and positions. 
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WHEREFORE, based upon the foregoing, Rabo respectfully requests that the Court enter 
an Order, in the form submitted herewith, allowing its counsel, Michael R. Johnson and/or James 
A. Sorenson of Ray Quinney & Nebeker P.C., to appear and argue at the Hearing telephonically. 
DATED:  January 17, 2018 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C.  
 
  
       /s/  Michael D. Mayfield 
       Michael D. Mayfield  
Michael R. Johnson (Pro Hac Vice) 
James A. Sorenson (Pro Hac Vice) 
Attorneys for Rabo AgriFinance LLC, fka 
Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
  
 I HEREBY CERTIFY that on January 17, 2018, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing EX PARTE MOTION TO ALLOW RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC’S COUNSEL TO 
APPEAR AND ARGUE TELEPHONICALLY AT THE FEBRUARY 6, 2018 HEARING ON 
PENDING  MOTIONS FOR RECONSIDERATION by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
each of the following: 
 
 
       
 
      /s/ Dianne Burton 
        
James R. Laski 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
 X  iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
Chris Bromley 
MCHUGH BROMLEY ATTORNEYS AT LAW, PLLC 
380 S. 4th Street, Suite 103 
Boise, ID  83702 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
 X  iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID 83814-5155 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
 X  iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
Albert P. Barker  
Scott A. Magnuson 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
 X  iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
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Michael D. Mayfield, ISB #7857  
Michael R. Johnson (Pro Hac Vice) 
James A. Sorenson (Pro Hac Vice) 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah  84145-0385 
Telephone:  (801) 532-1500 





Attorneys for Rabo AgriFinance LLC, fka 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
 
 OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
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BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 




Consolidated Case No. CV-16-645 
 
ORDER AUTHORIZING RABO 
AGRIFINANCE LLC’S COUNSEL 
TO APPEAR AND ARGUE 
TELEPHONICALLY AT THE 
FEBRUARY 6, 2018 HEARING ON 
PENDING MOTIONS FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
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liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants.  
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, an individual; and CHARLES 






BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; 
ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON, an 
individual; and RABO AGRIFINANCE, 
INC., a Delaware Corporation.  
 
Defendants.  
Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
This matter is before the Court on the ex parte motion (the “Ex Parte Motion”) of Rabo 
AgriFinance LLC, fka Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. (“Rabo”) for entry of an Order authorizing Rabo’s 
counsel, Michael R. Johnson and/or James A. Sorenson of Ray Quinney & Nebeker PC, to 
appear and argue telephonically at the hearing scheduled for February 6, 2018 at 1:30 p.m. in this 
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case (the “Hearing”) on the pending Motions for Reconsideration filed by filed by First Security 
Corporation, Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury and Charles Holt.   
Based upon the Ex Parte Motion, and good cause appearing therefore, IT IS HEREBY 
ORDERED as follows: 
1. The Ex Parte Motion shall be, and it hereby is, granted. 
2. Rabo’s counsel, Michael R. Johnson and/or James A. Sorenson of Ray Quinney & 
Nebeker PC, may appear by telephone at the Hearing and at any continued hearing on the 
pending Motions for Reconsideration and any other matters to be addressed at the Hearing. 
DATED:  ___________________ 
 
  
       ________________________________ 
       Jonathan P. Brody, District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
  
 I HEREBY CERTIFY that on January 17, 2018, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing ORDER AUTHORIZING RABO AGRIFINANCE LLC’S COUNSEL 
TO APPEAR AND ARGUE TELEPHONICALLY AT THE FEBRUARY 6, 2018 
HEARING ON PENDING MOTIONS FOR RECONSIDERATION by the method indicated 




       /s/ Dianne Burton  
James R. Laski 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
 X  iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
Chris Bromley 
MCHUGH BROMLEY ATTORNEYS AT LAW, 
PLLC 
380 S. 4th Street, Suite 103 
Boise, ID  83702 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
 X  iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID 83814-5155 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
 X  iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
 
Albert P. Barker  
Scott A. Magnuson 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
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 IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
Case No. CV-2016-645
Court Minutes
First Security Corporation, an Idaho 
corporation 
 vs.
 Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson, 
Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, Rabo Agrifinance, 
Inc., Big Stick, LLC, Richard D Fosbury, 
Charles W Holt
JUDGE: Brody, Jonathan P. DATE: February 06, 2018
CLERK: Crystal Rigby LOCATION: District Courtroom 1
HEARING TYPE: Motion for Reconsideration COURT REPORTER: Maureen Newton 
INTERPRETER: 
Parties Present: 
Barker, Albert Penick Attorney of Record
Bromley, Christopher Michael Attorney of Record
O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth Attorney of Record
Michael R. Johnson Attorney of Record
Hearing Start Time: 2:08 PM
Journal Entries: 
2.08 Ms. O’Leary, Mr. Bromley, and Mr. Barker present.  Mr. Johnson present by phone.
Court inquires about Camas Co. case re res judicata 
Mr. Barker and Mr. Bromley responds.
2.12 Ms. O’Leary addresses the motion to reconsider.
2.23 Mr. Bromley addresses water right transfers.
2.32 Court inquires.
Mr. Bromley responds about water right ownership.
2.45 Mr. Barker responds, addresses the water rights issue, and the mortgage issue.
3.05 Mr. Johnson joins on argument made by Belle Ranch.
3.06 Ms. O’Leary responds.
3.10 Mr. Bromley responds.
3.14 Court inquires about effect of the filings.
Mr. Bromley responds.
3.18 Court inquires about final decree undoing the transfer.
Mr. Bromley responds.
Filed: February 6, 2018 at 4:00 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
By: Crystal Rigby  Deputy Clerk
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3.28 Mr. Barker responds
3.33 Mr. Bromley responds.
3.39 Court takes the matter under advisement and will issue a written decision.
Recess
Hearing End Time: 03:39 PM
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Albert P. Barker, ISB #4242  
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB #7916 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Telephone: (208) 336-0700 
Facsimile:  (208) 344-6034 
        apb@idahowaters.com  
        sam@idahowaters.com  
 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
 
 OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION,  





BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 




Consolidated Case No. CV-16-645 
 
SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF IN 
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 






SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
Electronically Filed
2/15/2018 12:10 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
By: Angie Ovard, Deputy Clerk
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liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants.  
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
COME NOW, Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
(collectively, “Belle Ranch”), by and through their counsel of record, Barker Rosholt & 
Simpson LLP, hereby requests leave of the court to file this Supplemental Brief to respond to the 
documents provided to the court at oral argument that were not provided to Belle Ranch’s 
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PROCEDURAL FACTS 
 The parties appeared at a hearing on the motions for reconsideration on February 6, 2018. 
At the hearing, counsel for First Security Corporation (“FSC Counsel”) presented the Court with 
three (3) documents, and argued from these documents, but did not supply the documents to 
counsel for Belle Ranch until after the hearing. After review of the documents presented to the 
Court, Belle Ranch has the following responses. This response is not intended to deal with all the 
issues raised at the hearing, but focuses on the issues associated with the documents provided to 
the court during the hearing and to counsel after the hearing.  
ARGUMENT 
1. Document 1: Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge in the Matter of the 
Final Unified Decree (Selected Excerpts).  
 
The Court’s Memorandum Decision and Order is a public document with the SRBA 
court and can be judicially noticed. However, it was not referenced in FSC’s briefing on the 
Motion for Reconsideration. Rather, FSC Counsel provided this excerpted document to the 
Court, and was arguing from the document, but had not provided Belle Ranch with the 
opportunity to review the document so that a response could be provided during the hearing.  
A. Final Unified Decree Preserved Any Administrative Changes. 
FSC argued that the Final Unified Decree only preserved transfers, which was referred to 
as “Capital T-Transfer,” citing an excerpt from the document. However, the Court’s 
memorandum decision on its face states, “This Final Unified Decree shall not be construed to 
supersede or affect any administrative changes to the elements of a water right after entry of a 
partial decree, but prior to the entry of this Final Unified Decree” (emphasis added). Doc. #1, 
Memorandum Decision, pp. 7 and 18. So, any administrative proceedings after the partial decree 
and before the final decree are preserved. The Final Unified Decree is also clear that the term 
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“administrative changes” is intentionally broader than just “Capital T-Transfers.” This 
construction is further supported by the publicly filed SRBA briefs on this very issue showing 
that the SRBA court broadened “transfer” to “any administrative changes.” See Sinclair Oil 
Corporation’s Notice of Challenge (filed February 16, 2012) and Opening Brief in Support of 
Notice of Challenge (filed April 3, 2012), SRBA Subcase No. 00-92099. In these briefs, 
“transfers” was given as one example of an administrative proceeding. These briefs clearly show 
that the issue was broader than transfers and as the Court determined involved “any 
administrative changes.” The participating parties did not object to the court’s decision to 
preserve “any administrative changes” post partial decree, and none filed a motion to reconsider. 
See State of Idaho’s Memorandum in Response to Briefs in Support of Notices of Challenge to 
Order re: Proposed Final Unified Decree and Adopting Proposed Procedures and Deadlines, 
pp. 4-5 (lodged May 9, 2012); Ground Water Districts’ Rebuttal Brief on Notice of Challenge, at 
p. 2 (lodged May 9, 2012); Pocatello’s Rebuttal Brief on Challenge, at p. 2, (lodged May 9, 
2012) – all are publicly available under SRBA Subcase No. 00-92099, at: 
http://www.srba.state.id.us/SREPT.HTM 
B. Belle Ranch Filed a Notice of Change of Ownership and a Transfer Before the Final 
Unified Decree, and Both Acts were Administrative Proceedings within the Meaning 
of the Final Unified Decree.  
 
FSC Counsel then argued that Idaho Code § 42-1409(6) only applies to Notices of Claim 
and is irrelevant to Notices of Change of Ownership. Not so. Idaho Code § 42-1409(6) 
specifically requires “all claimants and purchasers shall provide the director written notice of any 
change in ownership or change in address during the pendency of a general adjudication.” 
(emphasis added.). Furthermore, the transfer statute, Idaho Code § 42-248(4), specifically refers 
to compliance with Idaho Code § 42-1409(6) as compliance with Idaho Code § 42-248. That 
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section also expressly provides that filing a transfer under Idaho Code § 42-222 complies with 
Idaho Code § 42-248 requirement for notice of change of ownership. Here, Belle Ranch filed 
both during the adjudication which was pending until the Final Unified Decree was entered. Both 
of these acts are “administrative proceedings” within the meaning of paragraph 13 of the Final 
Unified Decree. 
2. Document 2: Flow Chart. 
FSC Counsel also provided its flow chart to the Court at the hearing. Counsel for Belle 
Ranch was not aware of what had been provided until after the hearing. This document does not 
evidence the multiple mortgages encumbering the property and the water rights. The flow chart 
also omits the fact that the partial release only released and referenced one mortgage, not all 
three. 
FSC Counsel claimed, based on this document, that a 2009 purported unrecorded 
agreement was enough to put Mountain West Bank (“MWB”) on notice of an interest claimed by 
Idaho Independent Bank (“IIB”) at the time the mortgages were recorded. Assuming, for 
argument’s sake, this agreement occurred when FSC says it did, it could not provide notice prior 
to 2008 and had nothing to do with the execution and recording of the second and third 
mortgages in 2008. Anything that purports to transfer ownership prior to 2008 that was not 
recorded is void under Idaho Code § 55-812 as to MWB. Post recordation notice is irrelevant. 
3. Belle Ranch Timely Filed for Change of Ownership. 
FSC Counsel then misstates Judge Wildman’s decision in the Cash case regarding the 
120-day time period for filing a Notice of Change of Ownership under Idaho Code § 42-248. 
Counsel claimed that Judge Wildman held that filing the Notice within 120 days was 
“mandatory” and failure to meet the deadline meant that the transfer was of no effect. In Cash, 
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the petitioner alleged she owned the water rights but waited fifteen (15) years before she made a 
claim to the water rights and never filed an Idaho Code § 42-248 Notice of Change of 
Ownership. Contrary to FSC’s argument, Judge Wildman cited Idaho Code § 42-248 as 
providing for Notices of Change of Ownership but made no comment about the 120-day 
timeline.  
In this case, Belle Ranch acquired the property and water rights December 22, 2011 
(Magnuson Dec. Ex. 46), and filed a Notice of Change of Ownership on February 28, 2012 
(Magnuson Dec. Ex. 25), as required by Idaho Code § 42-1409(6) and within the 120-day time 
period of Idaho Code § 42-248.  
So FSC’s 120- day argument is irrelevant as to Belle Ranch. Belle Ranch is owner of all 
the water rights. 
4. Document 3: Portion of Idaho Code § 42-222. 
No additional comments on this statutory excerpt are necessary. 
DATED this 15th day of February, 2018. 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
  
        
/s/ Albert P. Barker 
Albert P. Barker 
Scott A. Magnuson 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
  
 I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 15th day of February, 2018, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF by the method indicated 




       /s/ Albert P. Barker    
      Albert P. Barker  
Blaine County Clerk 
Blaine County Courthouse 
201 2nd Ave. S, Ste. 106 
Hailey, ID 83333 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
  x    iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
James R. Laski 
Heather O’Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  







MCHUGH BROMLEY ATTORNEYS AT LAW, 
PLLC 
380 S. 4th Street, Suite 103 
Boise, ID  83702 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
  x    iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
cbromley@mchughbromley.com 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID 83814-5155 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  





Michael R. Johnson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
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Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908  
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Suite 103 
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BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
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Defendants. 







   
 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 






SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
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CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




 Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION’S 
MOTION TO STRIKE 
 
COMES NOW, First Security Corporation (“FSC”), by and through its counsel of record 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC, and in accordance with I.R.C.P. 12(f), moves to strike Belle Ranch, 
LLC’s (“Belle Ranch”) Supplemental Brief, filed with the Court on February 15, 2018.1 
ARGUMENT 
On November 13, 2017, FSC and Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury, and Charles Holt 
(“Big Stick et al.”) separately moved this Court for reconsideration of its Memorandum Decision 
1 FSC received the Supplemental Brief through the Court’s electronic filing service by means of a February 15, 2018 
email notification.  In opening and saving the Supplemental Brief, it does not bear an electronic stamp from the 
Court.  As we all work our way through the new electronic filing service, FSC simply notes the lack of an electronic 
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on Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment.  A briefing schedule ensued with a response brief 
filed by Belle Ranch, and reply briefs filed by FSC and Big Stick et al.  Argument was heard on 
February 6, 2018 in Hailey, Idaho.  At the conclusion of the nearly two-hour argument, no 
additional briefing was requested by counsel, nor was additional briefing requested by the Court. 
 On February 15, 2018, nine (9) days after argument was completed, Belle Ranch filed a 
Supplemental Brief to address “three (3) documents” that counsel for FSC provided the Court 
during argument, “but did not supply the documents to counsel for Belle Ranch until after the 
hearing.  After review of the documents presented to the Court, Belle Ranch has the following 
responses.”  Supplemental Brief at 3 (emphasis in original). 
 As the Court is aware, counsel for FSC provided the Court with documents to aid in oral 
argument.  Counsel’s recollection is the first document was initially handed directly to the Court, 
then the bailiff provided his assistance in handing the other documents to the Court.  Counsel for 
FSC had copies of the documents for each of the attorneys with him at argument, yet through 
unintentional inadvertence, did not hand those documents to opposing counsel.  Following 
argument, and when approached by counsel for Belle Ranch regarding the referenced documents, 
counsel for FSC explained the unintentional inadvertence and handed the documents to counsel 
for Belle Ranch.  Unfortunately, at no time during the approximately two-hour argument did 
counsel for Belle Ranch ask counsel for FSC to provide copies of the referenced documents.  
The reason counsel for FSC was able to immediately provide copies of the documents to counsel 
for Belle Ranch, is counsel for FSC had copies at counsel table and would have gladly provided 
the same to counsel for Belle Ranch at any time. 
 To be clear, the documents provided to the Court have been relied upon previously by 
FSC, and should have come as no surprise to Belle Ranch.  What Belle Ranch refers to as 
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“Document 1” is an excerpt of the Snake River Basin Adjudication (“SRBA”) District Court’s 
Memorandum Decision and Order on Challenge in the Matter of the Final Unified Decree (June 
28, 2012) (“SRBA Memo Dec”) as it pertained to “Issue 4.”  Issue 4 in the SRBA Memo Dec 
has been discussed at length by FSC and put squarely before Belle Ranch and the Court since 
September 1, 2017.  First Security Corporation’s Response to Belle Ranch, LLC’s and Rabo 
Agrifinance LLC’s Joint Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment at 25, 
30-32 (September 1, 2017) (emphasis added).  Belle Ranch had ample opportunity to brief the 
SRBA Memo Dec, and could have done so in reply, as well as at argument on summary 
judgment, and at the argument on reconsideration.  The SRBA Memo Dec became an issue when 
characterization of the SRBA Final Unified Decree was raised by Belle Ranch in its Joint 
Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment and in Opposition to First 
Security Corporation’s, Big Stick, LLC’s, Richard D. Fosbury’s, and Charles Holt’s Motions for 
Summary Judgment at 27 (August 11, 2017).  That Belle Ranch now believes it failed to 
adequately brief and argue the SRBA Memo Dec should not allow the filing of a brief after the 
close of argument on reconsideration.2 
2 Sub-issues A and B, addressed by Belle Ranch in the Supplemental Brief, pages 3-5, have also been heavily 
addressed.  As stated by counsel for FSC at argument, the Affidavit of Shelley W. Keen was filed with the Court in 
FSC’s original complaint, dated December 2, 2016.  Mr. Keen is a senior employee of the Idaho Department of 
Water Resources (“IDWR”), the agency that administers water rights in the State of Idaho.  The Affidavit of Shelley 
W. Keen states IDWR does not have the legal authority to change ownership of water rights.  This is distinctly 
different from the administrative changes IDWR can make to water rights in accordance with Idaho Code § 42-222.  
The “administrative changes” referenced in the SRBA Memo Dec are those listed in Idaho Code § 42-222, and are 
limited to “change[s] [to] point of diversion, place of use, period of use or nature of use of all or part of the water, 
under the right shall first make application to the department of water resources for approval of such change.”  Idaho 
Code § 42-222 (emphasis added).  Counsel’s use of the phrase “Capital T-Transfers,” Supplemental Brief at 3, was 
as a point of emphasis.  The word “transfer” is a term commonly used amongst Idaho’s water bar, IDWR, and water 
users to explain the four types of changes to a water right that can be made by IDWR consistent with Idaho Code § 
42-222 (“point of diversion, place of use, period of use or nature of use”).  Because the statute does not refer to 
changes to “point of diversion, place of use, period of use or nature of use” as transfers, but the word “transfer” is 
commonly used in the water law field, the SRBA Memo Dec correctly uses the phrase “administrative changes” 
when referring to the four changes that IDWR is allowed to make to water rights consistent with Idaho Code § 42-
222.  Compare SRBA Memo Dec at 5 (“Whether the Final Unified Decree should include language clarifying that 
the results of water right transfers . . . are not superseded by the Final Unified Decree”) (emphasis added) with SRBA 
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 What Belle Ranch refers to as “Document 2,” Supplemental Brief at 5, is an illustrative 
exhibit provided to the Court and opposing counsel at the September 19, 2017 oral argument on 
summary judgment, and was provided again to the Court for purposes of convenience. 
 What Belle Ranch refers to as “Document 3,” Supplemental Brief at 6, is a copy of Idaho 
Code § 42-222 that Belle Ranch does not take issue with. 
 Lastly, Belle Ranch provides new argument concerning a recent decision from Judge 
Wildman in Cash v. Cash.  Supplemental Brief at 5-6.  The discussion on pages 5-6 to the 
Supplemental Brief does not concern the three “documents” discussed above.  See Supplemental 
Brief at 2 (“Belle Ranch . . . hereby requests leave of the court to file this Supplemental Brief to 
respond to the documents provided to the court at oral argument that were not provided to Belle 
Ranch’s counsel until after the hearing.”) (emphasis added).  Plenty of discussion was had at 
argument concerning the Cash decision and Idaho Code § 42-248.  This is argument that was 
open for Belle Ranch to address at the argument on reconsideration, and if Belle Ranch now does 
not now think it was adequately addressed then, it cannot be addressed through an untimely 
brief.  Therefore, even if the Court denies FSC’s Motion to Strike as to the “documents” it must 
grant the Motion to Strike as to the new argument advanced by Belle Ranch on pages 5-6. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, FSC respectfully moves this Court to strike Belle Ranch’s 
Supplemental Brief as untimely.  Prior to the close of argument, Belle Ranch should have asked 
the Court to allow additional briefing.  Belle Ranch did not, and should not be allowed to file an 
untimely brief, nor should it be allowed to advance new arguments that could have been raised at 
the hearing. 
Memo Dec at 7 (“This Final Unified Decree shall not be construed to supersede or affect . . . [a]ny administrative 
changes to the elements of a water right . . . .”) (emphasis added). 
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DATED this 16th day of February, 2018. 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
 
   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                              
 Chris M. Bromley 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 The undersigned hereby certifies that on February 16, 2018 he/she caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to be served on the following persons by the means 
indicated: 
 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT  45385 
 
  
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID  83701-2139 
 
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 







          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 





James R. Laski 
Heather O’Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID  83340 
  
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID  83814-5155 
 
   
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 





          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 






   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                  
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Albert P. Barker, ISB #4242
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB #7916
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP







Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood 
Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
Consolidated Case No. CV-2016-645FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION,
Plaintiff, BELLE RANCH, LLC’S RESPONSE 
TO FIRST SECURITY 
CORPORATION’S MOTION TO 
STRIKE
v.
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 










SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an
BELLE RANCH, LLC’S RESPONSE TO FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION’S 
MOTION TO STRIKE Pag e  1
Electronically Filed
2/22/2018 1:45 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
By: April Pina, Deputy Clerk
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administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
TRUST COMPANYPENSCO
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights,
Defendants.
Case No. CV-2016-683BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
Corporation.
Defendants.
COME NOW, Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson
(collectively, “Belle Ranch”), by and through their counsel of record, Barker Rosholt & Simpson
LLP, hereby submit Belle Ranch, LLC’s Response to First Security Corporation’s Motion to
Strike.
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First Security Corporation (“FSC”) has moved to strike the Supplemental Brief filed by
Belle Ranch after the oral argument. FSC concedes that it provided the Court with documents
from which to argue its case during the hearing, and that it had copies of those documents at the
hearing, but neglected to provide those documents to opposing counsel. FSC would place the
burden on opposing counsel to ask for the documents FSC submitted to the Court. Yet to avoid
“ex parte” contact, an attorney must provide copies of writing provided to the court to opposing
counsel. Malmin v. Engler, 124 Idaho 733, 737 n. 1, 864 P.2d 179, 183 n. 1 (Ct. App. 1993) (not
condoning ex parte letter to the court from counsel); see Soria v. Sierra Pacific Airlines, Inc.,
111 Idaho 594, 623, 726 P.2d 706, 755 (1986) (Bakes, J. dissenting) (describing ex parte
communications). FSC seeks to excuse its “ex parte” submissions by claiming inadvertence and
that opposing counsel should have known what was submitted. Neither is an excuse for not
providing the documents so that counsel had the same opportunity as FSC, and the Court that is,
to review the documents contemporaneously with the argument. This is particularly important
because, as noted in the Supplemental Brief, both the portions of the SRBA Court’s
Memorandum Decision, handed ex parte to the Court, and the Final Unified Decree conclude,
“The Final Unified Decree shall not be construed to supersede or affect otherwise 1) any
administrative changes to the elements of a water right...” The Court did not limit its Order to
Capital T-Transfers as FSC argued. See also Cash decision referring to Idaho Code § 42-1409(6)
as a “statutorily required” action. Notably, FSC does not argue that it was proper to submit
materials to the Court and not provide them to opposing counsel.
FSC feigns surprise at Belle Ranch’s Supplemental Brief. FSC should not be surprised
because immediately following the hearing Belle Ranch’s counsel advised FSC counsel that a
post-hearing response would be filed.
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If the Court believes that some of the Supplemental Brief reaches too far, the Court can
consider those portions that it finds to be pertinent, but it should not countenance the ex parte
submissions by granting FSC’s Motion to Strike. If the Court grants the Motion to Strike, then in
fairness, the Court should disregard the arguments that FSC counsel made at the hearing
referring to the undisclosed documents.
DATED this 22nd day of February, 2018.
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP
/s/ Albert P. Barker
Albert P. Barker 
Scott A. Magnuson
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin 
Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett 
Stevenson
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 22nd day of February, 2018,1 caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing BELLE RANCH, LLC’S RESPONSE TO FIRST 
SECURITY CORPORATION’S MOTION TO STRIKE by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the following:
Blaine County Clerk 
Blaine County Courthouse 
201 2nd Ave. S, Ste. 106 
Hailey, ID 83333
__U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
__Hand Delivery
x iCourt E-File Electronic Service
James R. Laski 
Heather O’Leary
Lawso n  Laski  Clark  & Pogu e , PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340
__U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
__Hand Delivery




Mc Hugh  Bromley  Attorn eys  at  Law , 
PLLC
380 S. 4th Street, Suite 103 
Boise, ID 83702
__U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
__Hand Delivery
x iCourt E-File Electronic Service
cbromley@mchughbromley.com
R. Wayne Sweney 
Lukin s  & Annis , PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID 83814-5155
__U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
__Hand Delivery
x iCourt E-File Electronic Service
Ersweney@lukins.com
Michael Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
Ray  Quinn ey  & Nebeker  P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
__U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
__Hand Delivery
x iCourt E-File Electronic Service
mmayfield@rqn.com
mjohnson@rqn.com
/s/ Albert P. Barker
Albert P. Barker
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FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
 




BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
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CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




 Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION’S 
REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
TO STRIKE 
 
COMES NOW, First Security Corporation (“FSC”), by and through its counsel of record 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC, and replies to Belle Ranch, LLC’s (“Belle Ranch”) Response to FSC’s 
Motion to Strike (“Response”), filed with the Court on February 22, 2018. 
In its Response, Belle Ranch argues that FSC’s use, in open Court of “the SRBA Court’s 
Memorandum Decision . . . and the Final Unified Decree” with Belle Ranch present constituted 
ex parte communication.  Response at 3.  In support, Belle Ranch cites Malmin v. Engler, 124 
Idaho 733, 864 P.2d 179 (Ct. App. 1993) and Soria v. Sierra Pacific Airlines, Inc., 111 Idaho 
594, 726 P.2d 706 (1986).  In Malmin, the ex parte communication cited by Belle Ranch was a 
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copying opposing counsel or informing her that the letter had been mailed.  124 Idaho at 735-37, 
864 P.2d at 181-183.  In Soria, the portion cited by Belle Ranch involved Justice Bakes’ dissent, 
discussing what effectively amounted to ex parte communications when the trial judge decided 
to hold an “in camera hearing from which the non-settling defendants were barred constituted, in 
effect, an ex parte communication initiated by plaintiffs’ counsel.”  111 Idaho at 621, 726 P.2d at 
733. 
Here, unlike the mailed letter in Malmin and the closed-door, in camera hearing in Soria, 
everything complained of by Belle Ranch took place in open Court with Belle Ranch present and 
fully aware of what was being discussed.  The use of the SRBA Court’s Memorandum Decision 
and the Final Unified Decree were relied upon by FSC in briefing, see FSC Motion to Strike at 4, 
then discussed at length at argument. 
The Supplemental Brief, which is the subject of the Motion to Strike, was filed untimely 
by Belle Ranch.  Therefore, FSC moves this Court to strike the Supplemental Brief. 
 
DATED this 27th day of February, 2018. 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
 
   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                              
 Chris M. Bromley 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 The undersigned hereby certifies that on February 27, 2018 he/she caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to be served on the following persons by the means 
indicated: 
 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT  45385 
 
  
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID  83701-2139 
 
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 







          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 





James R. Laski 
Heather O’Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID  83340 
  
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID  83814-5155 
 
   
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 





          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 






   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                  
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COURT MINUTES 
BLAINE COUNTY CASE# CV·2016·645 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION 
Plaintiff 
Vs. 
BEllE RANCH, llC, an Idaho limited Liability Company, 
JUSTIN FlOOD STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON; 











Status Conference re: Motion to Reconsider 
March 7, 2018 
li ; 3 ';::) il'''"l 
Jonathan P. Brody 




Defendant/Plaintiff Bell Ranch Counsel: Albert Barker 
Defendant Stevenson Counsel: Albert Barker 
Defendant RABO Agrifinance Counsel: Michael Mayfield 
Defendant Big Stick LLC counsel: Heather O'Leary 
Defendants Richard Fosbury & Charles Holt counsel: Heather O'Leary 
Court calls case, cites to recent Supreme Court decision in Eden V State an Idaho case involving Water 
Rights within SRBA, have looked at decision, inquires if counsels have seen and if have any impact and 
do parties want time to address decision? 
Mr. Barker addresses court, suggest since Court is interested or concerned that counsel ought to have 
chance to file simultaneous briefing re: Eden case, suggest allow 5 days 
Mr. Bromley agrees with simultaneous briefing 
Ms. O'Leary concurs 
Mr. Mayfield concurs 
1 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
Case No. CV-2016-645
Notice of Status Conference
 First Security Corporation, an Idaho 
corporation 
 vs.
 Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood 
Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, 
Rabo Agrifinance, Inc., Big Stick, LLC, 
Richard D Fosbury, Charles W Holt
Event Code: NOTH
NOTICE IS GIVEN That the above-entitled case is set for:
Hearing Type Date Time Judge
Status Conference March 07, 2018 4:30 PM Jonathan P. Brody
Please coordinate a conference call and call the Court in Minidoka County  at 
(208)436-9041
JOLYNN DRAGE
Clerk of the Court
Dated: March 07, 2018 By:  Crystal Rigby           
Deputy Clerk
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on this date I served a copy of the attached to:
Christopher Michael 
Bromley
cbromley@mchughbromley.com [X] By email
Candice Michelle McHugh cmchugh@mchughbromley.com [X] By email
Albert Penick Barker apb@idahowaters.com [X] By email
Michael Johnson mjohnson@rqn.com [X] By email
Heather Elizabeth O'Leary efiling@lawsonlaski.com [X] By email
Albert Penick Barker apb@idahowaters.com [X] By email
Paul LaMar Arrington paul@iwua.org [X] By email
Dated: March 07, 2018 By: Crystal Rigby           
                        Deputy Clerk
Filed: March 07, 2018 at 2:29 PM.
Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
JoLynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
By: Crystal Rigby   Deputy Clerk
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BIG STICK, LLC’S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY’S AND CHARLES HOLT’S JOINDER IN AND SUPPORT OF 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION’S BRIEFING REGARDING EDEN V. STATE- 1 11469-002 
James R. Laski, ISB No. 5429 
Heather E. O’Leary, ISB No. 8693 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC  
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
Post Office Box 3310 






Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury, 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
 
 STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
 




BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC.,  
 
Defendants. 







   
 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 






SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
    










Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
By: Andrea Logan, Deputy Clerk
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BIG STICK, LLC’S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY’S AND CHARLES HOLT’S JOINDER IN AND SUPPORT OF 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION’S BRIEFING REGARDING EDEN V. STATE- 2 11469-002 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




 Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
 
BIG STICK, LLC’S, RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY’S AND CHARLES HOLT’S 
JOINDER IN AND SUPPORT OF 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION’S 
BRIEFING REGARDING EDEN V. 
STATE 
 
COMES NOW Plaintiffs/Counterdefendants Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury and 
Charles Holt (collectively, “Big Stick, et al.”) and Defendant South County Estates, LLC (“South 
County”), by and through their attorney of record, Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC and 
hereby join in First Security Corporation’s Brief Regarding Eden v. State.  
In addition to the arguments set forth in First Security Corporation’s brief, Big Stick, et. 
al. states that if the Court concludes that South County’s pre-adjudicated conveyances are 
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BIG STICK, LLC’S, RICHARD D. FOSBURY’S AND CHARLES HOLT’S JOINDER IN AND SUPPORT OF 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION’S BRIEFING REGARDING EDEN V. STATE- 3 11469-002 
previously made by virtue of the quitclaim deeds and deed in lieu of foreclosure.  Those 
conveyances are as follows: 
• 2.8/289th to Big Stick, LLC via the quitclaim deed recorded on December 14, 
2007 as Instrument No. 554098; 
• 1/289th to Fosbury IRA F01EC via the quitclaim deed recorded on March 1, 2010 
as Instrument No. 575491; 
• 1/289th to Holt IRA H01NH via the quitclaim deed recorded on March 1, 2010 as 
Instrument No. 575488; 
• 1/289th to Holt IRA H01NV via the quitclaim deed recorded on March 1, 2010 as 
Instrument No. 575489; 
• 1/289th to Fosbury IRA F01EC via the quitclaim deed recorded on March 1, 2010 
as Instrument No. 575492; 
• 1/289th to Holt IRA H01NV via the quitclaim deed recorded on March 1, 2010 as 
Instrument No. 575490; 
• 7.5/289th to John Scherer and Charles Holt via quitclaim deed recorded on March 
1, 2010 as Instrument No. 568680; and  
• 273.7/289th to Mountain West Bank via deed in lieu of foreclosure recorded on 
June 17, 2010 as Instrument No. 578331. 
 
DATED this 19th day of March, 2018. 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
 
 
   /s/ James. R. Laski                              
 James R. Laski 
Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury 
and Charles Holt 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 The undersigned hereby certifies that on March 19, 2018 he/she caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be served on the following persons by the means indicated: 
 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT  45385 
 
  
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID  83701-2139 
 
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 







          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 





Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID  83702 
  
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID  83814-5155 
 
   
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 





          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 






   /s/ James R. Laski                 
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Albert P. Barker, ISB #4242  
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB #7916 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Telephone: (208) 336-0700 
Facsimile:  (208) 344-6034 
        apb@idahowaters.com  
        sam@idahowaters.com  
 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood 
Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
 
Michael D. Mayfield, ISB #7857  
Michael R. Johnson (Pro Hac Vice) 
James A. Sorenson (Pro Hac Vice) 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah  84145-0385 
Telephone:  (801) 532-1500 





Attorneys for Rabo AgriFinance LLC, fka 
Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. 
 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION,  





BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC.,  
 
Defendants.  
Consolidated Case No. CV-2016-645 
 
BELLE RANCH’S AND RABO 
AGRIFINANCE’S JOINT 
SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF  
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 






SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
Electronically Filed
3/19/2018 5:20 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
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COMPANY F.B.O RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants.  
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
COME NOW, Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson 
(collectively, “Belle Ranch”), by and through their counsel of record, and Rabo Agrifinance 
LLC, fka Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. (“Rabo”), by and through its counsel of record, and pursuant to 
the Court’s request during the telephonic status conference held on March 7, 2018, hereby file 
this Joint Supplemental Brief regarding the impact of the Idaho State Supreme Court’s recent 
opinion In Re SRBA Case No. 39576, Subcase No. 37-00864 (Eden v. State of Idaho), Docket 
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THE EDEN DECISION 
Eden involved an appeal from an SRBA decision. The SRBA decreed a water right as 
disallowed as part of the SRBA adjudication process. Long after the SRBA Final Unified 
Decree, the Edens brought a motion to file a late claim and to set aside the Final Unified Decree, 
as to their water right claim, arguing that they were not bound by the SRBA Final Unified 
Decree and Closure Order because they allegedly received inadequate notice of the SRBA 
proceedings. They also sought relief from the final judgment under I.R.C.P. 60(b). Both the 
SRBA court and Supreme Court rejected those arguments and held that the Edens were bound by 
the SRBA procedures and the Final Unified Decree. Important to the court’s decision was its 
explanation of the preclusive nature of the SRBA’s Final Unified Decree. Specifically, the court 
held that Eden’s claims to the water rights were impermissible collateral attacks on the Final 
Unified Decree. 
The Eden decision supports Belle Ranch’s and Rabo’s position here; i.e., that Belle 
Ranch is the owner of all the water rights, and that Plaintiffs’ arguments are impermissible 
collateral attacks on the SRBA Decree, the Final Unified Decree and IDWR administrative 
procedures under the Administrative Procedures Act. Eden forbids Plaintiffs’ effort to override 
the SRBA Partial Decree and the Final Unified Decree.  
Moreover, nothing in Eden or the other SRBA cases affects this Court’s analysis of the 
Plaintiffs’ claims under Idaho Code § 55-812. Memorandum Decision, p. 4 (October 27, 2017). 
The Court should dismiss all of Plaintiffs’ claims and reaffirm ownership and title to all 
of the water rights in Belle Ranch. This decision also affects the “remarrying 28/289th claim” for 
which summary judgment was denied. Memorandum Decision, pp. 5-6, 10 (October 27, 2017). 
For purposes of analyzing the impact of the SRBA Decree, the following facts are not in 
dispute. 
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UNDISPUTED FACTS 
1. Belle Ranch owns the Belle Ranch Property, located in Blaine County, Idaho, 
which is 289 acres and has appurtenant water rights (“Water Rights”) to irrigate 289 acres—15.3 
acres of which are the subject of Plaintiffs’ claims. The Water Rights are as follows:   
Water Rights Priority Date Div. Rate Source 
37-481C Aug. 1, 1882 3.014 cfs Big Wood River 
37-482H Aug. 1, 1884 3.012 cfs Big Wood River 
37-483C Aug. 1, 1902 15.086 cfs Big Wood River 
37-577BT Mar. 24, 1883 2.2 cfs Big Wood River 
37-2630 Feb. 2, 1960 3.75 cfs Groundwater 
Adjudication in the SRBA and Records of Ownership with IDWR 
2. In 1988, the predecessor owner of the Belle Ranch Property, G. Chapman 
Petersen, filed notices of claim in the SRBA for the Water Rights appurtenant to the Belle Ranch 
Property. See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 18. 
3. In 2003, South County Estates, LLC, (“South County”) acquired the Belle Ranch 
Property and appurtenant water rights, and filed a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
with the Idaho Department of Water Resources (“IDWR”) in the name of South County. See 
Defendant First Security Corporation’s Answer to Verified Complaint for Declaratory Relief and 
to Quiet Title to Water Rights, and Cross-Claim, p. 4, ¶¶ 14, 16; Belle Ranch Verified Complaint 
for Declaratory Relief and to Quiet Title to Water Rights, p. 4, ¶ 16 (“Belle Ranch Verified 
Complaint”).  
4. In 2007, the Director recommended that the Water Rights be decreed to South 
County, authorizing 289 acres of irrigation within the Belle Ranch Property. See Magnuson Dec., 
Ex. 19.  
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5. On June 28, 2010, the Special Master’s Report and Recommendation provided the 
Water Rights be decreed to South County as appurtenant to the Belle Ranch Property. See 
Magnuson Dec., Ex. 20. 
6. On July 9, 2010, the Amended Special Master’s Report and Recommendation 
provided that the Water Rights be decreed to South County. See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 21.  
7. No challenges were filed to the Special Master’s Report and Recommendation or 
Amended Special Master’s Report and Recommendation to the Water Rights. Even though 
Plaintiffs’ claims to the Water Rights purportedly arose before the Recommendations, Scherer, 
Holt and Fosbury filed no objections to the Recommendations asserting any interest in the rights.  
8. On August 31, 2010, the SRBA court entered a Partial Decree, decreeing the 
Water Rights in the name of South County. See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 22. The Partial Decrees 
were served on South County and included a Rule 54(b) Certification. There was no challenge to 
the judgment that the Water Rights were owned by South County. The Partial Decrees became 
final court decisions and were not appealed. 
9. Mountain West Bank acquired the property and Water Rights through assignment 
and Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure. It submitted, on July 27, 2011, a Notice of Change in Water 
Right Ownership with IDWR, to change IDWR’s ownership records to reflect that Mountain 
West Bank owned the entirety of the Water Rights. See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 23. 
10. On September 13, 2011, IDWR notified Mountain West Bank that the ownership 
change request had been accepted, and that IDWR’s records reflected that Mountain West Bank 
owned the Water Rights. See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 24. 
11. On February 28, 2012, Belle Ranch submitted a Notice of Change in Water Right 
Ownership to IDWR to reflect that Belle Ranch owned the entirety of the Water Rights. See 
Magnuson Dec., Ex. 25. This submission occurred about two months after the Deed was 
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delivered to Belle Ranch and recorded, well within the 120-day time period of Idaho Code § 42-
248(1). On March 7, 2012, IDWR notified Belle Ranch that the ownership change had been 
completed and that the records for the Water Rights reflected that Belle Ranch owned the Water 
Rights. See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 26. 
12. On or about April 2012, Belle Ranch, LLC, and Justin Stevenson filed an 
Application for Transfer of Water Rights to transfer the same Water Rights. See Magnuson Dec., 
Ex. 27. IDWR published notice of the pending transfer in the Idaho Mountain Express on May 
16 and 23, 2012. Id. The Notice provided that Belle Ranch sought to transfer various water 
rights, including all the Water Rights at issue in this case. Id. The Notice further provided that 
“any protest against the approval of this” transfer must be filed with IDWR “on or before June 4, 
2012.” Id.  
13. No protests were filed to challenge the transfer of the Water Rights by June 4, 
2012. Accordingly, IDWR reviewed and processed the Transfer, approving the Transfer and 
amending the elements of the Water Rights in a July 6, 2012 decision. See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 
28. Both the Transfer Application and the IDWR Order unambiguously showed Belle Ranch as 
the owner of the Water Rights. Following the Transfer, IDWR records continued to reflect that 
Belle Ranch owned the entirety of the Water Rights. 
14. The Final Unified Decree was entered on August 26, 2014, after twenty-seven 
(27) years of work. Eden, p. 3. 
15. Months after the Final Unified Decree was entered, on or about October 28, 2014, 
First Security Corporation (“FSC”) submitted an ownership change regarding the Water Rights 
to IDWR, asserting an interest that allegedly arose before the entry of the Partial Decree (2009 
Quitclaim Deed from South County to Scherer and Hoff). See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 29. IDWR 
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processed the ownership change, splitting the Water Rights and creating the following new water 
rights: 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918 and 37-22919 (“Split Water Rights”). Id.  
16. Belle Ranch sent a letter to IDWR challenging the ownership change, asserting 
that the SRBA Decree quieted title of the Water Rights, in their entirety, in the name of South 
County, the prior owner of the Belle Ranch Property, and that Belle Ranch, as successor in 
interest, acquired all of South County’s interest in the Water Rights. See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 30. 
17. On March 29, 2016, IDWR sent an email to counsel for Belle Ranch and FSC 
stating that it would change the ownership of the Split Water Rights to “South County LLC” and 
that the parties could “quiet title to the water right[s] in district court.” See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 
31. 
18. On June 15, 2016, Defendant Fosbury IRA submitted a Notice of Change in 
Water Rights Ownership records on 2/289th of the Water Rights allegedly conveyed to Fosbury 
IRA on March 17, 2008, and September 18, 2008 (both well before entry of the Partial Decree). 
See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 32. Fosbury IRA submitted the request without providing any notice to 
Belle Ranch, claiming South County was the previous owner. Id. 
19. On June 24, 2016, Big Stick submitted a Notice of Change in Water Right 
Ownership seeking to change the ownership records on 2.8/289th of the Water Rights allegedly 
conveyed to Big Stick on December 7, 2007 (also well before entry of the Partial Decree). See 
Magnuson Dec., Ex. 33. Big Stick submitted the request without providing any notice to Belle 
Ranch, claiming South County was the previous owner. Id. 
20. On June 24, 2016, Holt IRA submitted a Notice of Change in Water Right 
Ownership seeking to change the ownership records on 2.8/289th of the Water Rights allegedly 
conveyed to Holt IRA on August 8, 2008, and April 8, 2009 (also before entry of the Partial 
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Decree). See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 34. Holt IRA submitted the request without providing any 
notice to Belle Ranch, claiming South County was the previous owner. Id. 
21. In an email dated September 6, 2016, to counsel for Big Stick, Fosbury and Holt, 
IDWR notified them that it would not process the ownership change requests they had submitted 
absent further instruction from a district court following a quiet title action. See Magnuson Dec., 
Ex. 35. 
ARGUMENT 
I. Plaintiffs’ Claims to the Decreed Water Rights are Impermissible Collateral Attacks 
on the SRBA Decree. 
 
In 2010, the SRBA court entered a Partial Decree for all the Water Rights at issue in this 
case (including the portion of the rights held by Belle Ranch which are not challenged by 
Plaintiffs) in the name of South County. In 2011 and 2012, prior to the 2014 Final Unified 
Decree, Mountain West Bank and Belle Ranch both took appropriate procedural administrative 
steps to change the water right ownership of these rights into their respective names. Belle Ranch 
also filed an administrative transfer proceeding unambiguously asserting ownership to the Water 
Rights in the name of Belle Ranch. Before the Final Unified Decree, none of the Plaintiffs made 
any claim of ownership to IDWR or the SRBA court.   
Plaintiffs assert that their status as “claimants” to these Water Rights pre-dated the 2010 
Partial Decree. However, they did not move to alter or amend the notice of claims or the Partial 
Decree to have the SRBA court recognize their interests, even though Idaho Code § 42-
1409A(2) expressly authorizes amendment of the name of the claimant prior to the second round 
of notice. As Eden held, that deadline was January 13, 2013. Eden, p. 3. Plaintiffs did nothing. 
Furthermore, Idaho Code § 42-1409(6) requires that each purchaser of a water right shall inquire 
of the director whether a notice of claim has been filed, and if not, shall file a notice of claim, 
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shall provide a written notice of change in ownership and submit evidence of ownership during 
the pendency of a general adjudication. Plaintiffs did not follow the SRBA procedures. FSC 
argues that Idaho Code § 42-1409A only applies to the original “claimants.” This argument is not 
true. The statute unambiguously applies to both “[a]ll claimants and purchasers.” (Emphasis 
added.)    
As in Eden, Plaintiffs assert a claim to a previously decreed water right and essentially 
seek to set-aside the Partial Decree and the Final Unified Decree. It is too late for that. As stated 
by the Idaho Supreme Court in Eden, “[o]n August 26, 2014 the SRBA court culminated its 27-
year effort and issued the Final Unified Decree for the SRBA.” Eden p. 3. “With very limited 
exceptions, this decree is ‘conclusive as to the nature and extent of all water rights within the 
Snake River Basin within the State of Idaho with a priority date prior to November 19, 1987’” 
and is “binding against all persons.” Id. (quoting Final Unified Decree (August 26, 2014); Idaho 
Code § 42-1420(1)). “All persons” includes FSC and the other Plaintiffs. 
Plaintiffs seemingly argue that the adjudication procedures do not apply to them, and they 
are free to assert ownership of decreed water rights, based on pre-decree transactions, at any 
time. Eden makes it clear that all claimants are bound by the SRBA statutory procedures. A post 
Eden Supreme Court opinion likewise requires the parties to follow the established adjudication 
procedures or forfeit their claims. Holden v. Werce, Docket No. 44944 (March 7, 2015), Slip Op. 
at pp. 4-5. Thus, “the notice requirements specific to the SRBA are set forth by statute.” Eden, p. 
9. The SRBA notice provisions satisfy Due Process. Eden, p. 10; citing LU Ranching Co., 138 
Idaho at 608-10, 67 P.3d at 87-89. Unlike the Edens, South County does not contend it did not 
receive the second round notice. Eden, pp. 10-11. 
The Supreme Court “has long accepted that water rights adjudications present unique 
circumstances often requiring a departure from established rules of procedure.” Eden, p. 3. So, 
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Eden requires an examination of the adjudication procedures. Idaho Code § 42-1409A authorizes 
a claimant to amend its notice of a claim. Under Idaho Code § 42-1401A(1), a “claimant” is “any 
person asserting ownership of rights to the use of water…” Obviously that definition includes 
FSC and the other Plaintiffs. Idaho Code § 42-1409 establishes a procedure for filing claims in 
the SRBA. Thus, “any person asserting ownership of rights use of water” must provide a notice 
of claim with the Director. Idaho Code § 42-1409(1)(a).  
FSC asserts that the initial notice of claim ends all subsequent claimant obligations. It 
does not. Idaho Code § 42-1409(6) adds additional obligations. First, any purchaser of a water 
right must ask if a notice of claim has been filed, and, if not, file one. FSC asserts that the 
purchaser’s obligation ends there, and as long as an initial claim is filed the purchaser need do 
nothing. FSC is wrong. Idaho Code § 42-1409A then expressly requires that all “purchasers shall 
provide the director written notice of any change in ownership or any change in address during 
the pendency of a general adjudication.” (Emphasis added.) The word “shall” imposes a 
mandatory duty on the purchaser. Simpson v. Louisiana Pacific Corp., 134 Idaho 209, 212, 998 
P.2d 1122, 1125 (2000); Roesch v. Klemann, 155 Idaho 175, 178, 307 P.3d 192, 195 (2013); 
Henry v. Ysursa, 148 Idaho 913, 916, 231 P.3d 1010, 1013 (2008).  Idaho Code § 42-248 also 
imposes a mandatory duty to provide notice of change of ownership. 
Plaintiffs argue that they can ignore the statutory notice provisions of the adjudication 
statutes by not filing any notice of change of ownership during the SRBA, as Idaho Code § 42-
1409(6) requires, asserting that the SRBA does not determine ownership. Yet Eden holds that the 
SRBA is “conclusive” as to the nature of the water rights. Eden, p. 16. The court’s holding in 
Eden makes it clear that this “conclusive” decision applies to claims of ownership of water 
rights. Moreover, Judge Wildman, in the Cash case, has made it clear that the Final Unified 
Decree is conclusive as to the nature and extent of all water rights in the SRBA and “[t]his 
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includes all the defining elements of a water right, including the key defining element of 
ownership.” Cash v. Cash, Order Denying Petitioners Second Motion for Reconsideration, pp. 6-
7 (January 12, 2018), previously attached as Exhibit A to Belle Ranch and Rabo’s Joint 
Opposition to FSC and Big Stick, Et Al.’s Motions for Reconsideration.  
When the SRBA court adjudicated the Water Rights to South County, it adjudicated the 
Water Rights against all other claimants who could have asserted competing claims at the time, 
including Plaintiffs. “[I]f a court has the general power to adjudicate the issues in the class of 
suits to which the case belongs its interim orders and final judgments, whether right or wrong, 
are not subject to collateral attack, so far as jurisdiction over the subject matter is concerned.” 
(Emphasis added). Gordon v. Gordon, 118 Idaho 804, 807, 800 P.2d 1018, 1021 (1990). The 
SRBA court had the statutory authority and jurisdiction to adjudicate water rights “against other 
water users,” and did exactly that, finding that the Water Right belonged to South County. As 
stated in Eden, “[t]his Court has long accepted that water rights adjudications present unique 
circumstances, often requiring a departure from established rules of procedure.” Eden, p. 13 
(quoting Basin-Wide Issue 3, 128 Idaho at 254, 912 P.2d at 622). The SRBA court’s 
determination may not be challenged now. 
After ownership of the Water Rights was adjudicated to South County, both Mountain 
West Bank and Belle Ranch did exactly what they were required to do by the statutory 
adjudication procedures in order to document the subsequent transfer of ownership of the Water 
Rights. Belle Ranch and Mountain West Bank both filed Notices of Change of Ownership. Idaho 
Code §§ 42-428, 42-1409(6). See Magnuson Dec., Exs. 23 and 25. Thereafter, Belle Ranch filed 
a Transfer Application under Idaho Code § 42-222, asserting ownership of all 289 acres of the 
Water Rights in the name of Belle Ranch appurtenant to the Property held by Belle Ranch. See 
Magnuson Dec., Exs. 27 and 28. Plaintiffs did nothing during the adjudication. 
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Simply put, any claims that could have been asserted prior to the Final Unified Decree of 
the SRBA, such as those asserted by Plaintiffs here, are not preserved and are wiped out by the 
Decree. Eden, p. 16 (“All prior rights that were required to be claimed in the SRBA were 
superseded by the Final Unified Decree.”) The decree is “conclusive” of the nature or extent of 
the water rights. Idaho Code § 42-1420. Plaintiffs cannot now resurrect claims to these Water 
Rights. Thus, Belle Ranch and Rabo are entitled to summary judgment in this case and Plaintiffs’ 
cross-motion for summary judgment must be denied, along with Plaintiffs’ motions for 
reconsideration.  
II. Likewise, the Transfer Proceeding cannot be Appealed or Challenged by Plaintiffs 
and is Res Judicata as to All Elements of the Water Rights, Including Ownership, 
and Binding on Plaintiffs. 
 
The Final Unified Decree expressly recognized the fact that between the issuance of a 
partial decree in 2010, and the Final Unified Decree in 2014, a party could follow IDWR 
procedures making administrative changes to water rights and in transferring water rights, 
including the changes and transfers filed by Belle Ranch. Paragraph 13 of the Final Unified 
Decree states, “[t]his Final Unified Decree shall not be construed to supersede or affect…any 
administrative changes to the elements of a water right completed after the entry of a partial 
decree but prior to the entry of this Final Unified Decree.” (Emphasis added.) Such subsequent 
transactions are within the jurisdiction of the Department. 
Mountain West Bank submitted an ownership change to IDWR on July 27, 2011, after 
the Partial Decree but before the Final Unified Decree, which was processed and acknowledged 
on September 13, 2011, resulting in ownership of the Water Rights being changed from South 
County to Mountain West Bank. See Magnuson Dec., Exs. 23 and 24. On March 11, 2012, Belle 
Ranch filed a Transfer Application to amend certain elements of the Water Rights. See 
Magnuson Dec., Ex. 27. IDWR provided notice of the transfer, including that Belle Ranch 
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sought to change elements of the Water Rights, by publishing notice of the pending transfer in 
the Idaho Mountain Express on May 16 and 23, 2012. See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 27. The notice 
identified Belle Ranch as the claimant of the Water Rights and provided that “any protest against 
the approval of this” transfer must be filed with IDWR “on or before June 4, 2012.” Id. Plaintiffs 
did not protest. IDWR approved the transfer, entering a Final Order dated July 6, 2012, 
identifying Belle Ranch as the owner of the Water Rights.  
The transfer proceeding filed by Belle Ranch for these Water Rights included all 289 
acres of water appurtenant to the property held by Belle Ranch, including those portions that 
Plaintiffs seek to now sever from the property. The transfer order affirmed that Belle Ranch was 
“the holder” of all 289 acres of the Water Rights and described exactly where on Belle Ranch’s 
Property the water would be put to beneficial use. See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 28.  
There is no dispute of fact that notice of the 2012 transfer proceedings was provided, as 
required by law, by publishing legal notice in the Blaine County newspaper of local circulation 
for legal advertisements, the Mountain Express. See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 27. There also is no 
dispute of fact that Plaintiffs were legally on notice by virtue of publication of the proceeding. 
Idaho Code § 42-222(1) specifically provides that notice is to be made in the manner required by 
Idaho Code § 42-203(a). Under Idaho Code § 42-203(a), notice by publication in a paper of 
general circulation in the county is adequate notice. Eden recognizes the unique nature of notice 
under the adjudication statutes comply with Due Process. Eden, p. 13. 
The transfer statute goes on to provide the mechanism for any person who may be 
aggrieved by IDWR’s decision. Idaho Code § 42-222(5). It allows any protestant to file an 
appeal with the district court. It is undisputed that none of the Plaintiffs filed either a protest or 
an appeal with any court within the time period permitted by law. No petition for review was 
filed with respect to this final agency action. Plaintiffs do not dispute, nor can they, that the 
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doctrine of res judicata applies to administrative agencies. McGee v. Thompson Creek Mining 
Co., 152 Idaho 196, 264 P.3d 464 (2012). Of course, res judicata includes preclusion not only of 
the issues and claims that were actually raised but also the issues and claims that could have been 
litigated in the first matter. Id. If Plaintiffs believed that Belle Ranch was not the owner of the 
entirety of the Water Right and had no right to change the place of use of a portion of those 
rights without their consent, it was incumbent on them to have raised that issue in the 
administrative proceeding. Plaintiffs did not and they are bound by the transfer proceeding 
results. They did not exhaust their administrative remedies. Idaho Code § 67-5271. The time to 
do so has long since passed. Idaho Code § 67-5273. Those proceedings confirm Belle Ranch as 
the “water right holder.” See Magnuson Dec., Ex. 28. Moreover, Plaintiffs did not, and have not, 
moved to set aside the transfer nor could they do so now. See I.R.C.P. 60(b); Suitts v. Nix, 141 
Idaho 706, 709, 117 P.3d 120, 123 (2005) (requiring a showing of tampering with the 
administration of justice and a wrong against the institution).  
IDWR’s administrative proceedings on transfers results in a final order approving (or 
denying) the transfer. “Judicial review of a final decision of IDWR is governed by IDAPA, Title 
67, Chapter 52 of the Idaho Code. I.C. § 42-1701A(4).” In re WD 170, 148 Idaho 200, 205, 220 
P.3d 318, 323 (Idaho 2009); Idaho Code § 42-1701A(4). IDAPA judicial review applies to 
transfer applications, Chisholm v. IDWR, 142 Idaho 159, 125 P.3d 515 (2015); applications for 
permits, City of Eagle v. IDWR, 150 Idaho 449, 247 P.3d 1037 (2011); licensing proceedings, 
Idaho Power Co. v. IDWR, 151 Idaho 266, 255 P.3d 1152 (2011); and a host of other 
administrative proceedings, Rangen v. IDWR, 160 Idaho 251, 371 P.3d 305 (2016) (delivery 
call). The parties’ remedy, if aggrieved by an administrative decision, is to appeal that decision 
under the IDAPA. Id., p. 16. Any attempt to appeal the license in a subsequent judicial 
proceeding is an impermissible collateral attack. Id. Transfers involve the same legal principles. 
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They are administrative proceedings resulting in a final order, appealable only under the IDAPA. 
Notice is given to the public of these proceedings exactly “in the same manner as applications” 
under Idaho Code § 42-203A. 
Belle Ranch’s transfer proceedings occurred after the Partial Decree was entered but 
before the Final Unified Decree. Prior rights that are not included in an administrative process 
are superseded. Eden, p. 16. Hence, the Final Unified Decree does not upset, but rather confirms, 
Belle Ranch’s water right transfer. Eden, p. 16. Plaintiffs waited until after the Partial Decree, 
after the transfer and after the Final Unified Decree, to assert their claims. Eden makes it clear 
that they cannot collaterally attack either the SRBA Decrees or the transfer proceedings as they 
are doing by claiming ownership of the Water Rights. 
III. Belle Ranch’s Ownership was Preserved under the Final Unified Decree as an 
Administrative Change. 
 
Plaintiffs argue that the Partial Decree was in the name of South County, and hence 
Belle Ranch’s ownership suffers the same fate as their own. Not true. The SRBA court’s 
Memorandum states: “This Final Unified Decree shall not be construed to supersede or affect 
any administrative changes to the elements of a water right after entry of a partial decree, but 
prior to the entry of this Final Unified Decree” (emphasis added). Doc. #1, Memorandum 
Decision, pp. 7, 18. Thus, any administrative proceedings after the Partial Decree and before the 
Final Decree are preserved.  
The Final Unified Decree is also clear that the term “administrative changes” is 
intentionally broad. If there is ambiguity on this, the breadth is supported by the SRBA briefs on 
this very issue showing that the SRBA court broadened “transfer” to include “any administrative 
changes.” See Sinclair Oil Corporation’s Notice of Challenge (filed February 16, 2012) and 
Opening Brief in Support of Notice of Challenge (filed April 3, 2012), SRBA Subcase No. 00-
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92099. In these briefs, “transfers” was given as one example of an administrative proceeding. 
The participating parties did not object to the SRBA court’s decision to preserve “any 
administrative changes” post partial decree as opposed simply to transfers. See State of Idaho’s 
Memorandum in Response to Briefs in Support of Notices of Challenge to Order re: Proposed 
Final Unified Decree and Adopting Proposed Procedures and Deadlines, pp. 4-5 (lodged May 9, 
2012); Ground Water Districts’ Rebuttal Brief on Notice of Challenge, at p. 2 (lodged May 9, 
2012); Pocatello’s Rebuttal Brief on Challenge, at p. 2, (lodged May 9, 2012) – all are publicly 
available under SRBA Subcase No. 00-92099, at: http://www.srba.state.id.us/SREPT.HTM 
Finally, there is a fundamental difference between Plaintiffs’ claims to ownership and 
Belle Ranch’s claims to ownership. Plaintiffs all base their claims to ownership on facts and 
transactions that allegedly occurred prior to the entry of the Partial Decree and Final Unified 
Decree, and did not take any further substantive steps that Plantiffs were required to take. 
Plaintiffs admit this. Belle Ranch, on the other hand, bases its claims of ownership on facts, 
transactions and appropriate administrative procedural steps that occurred not only prior to the 
Partial Decree, but through to the Final Unified Decree and Closure Order. This was how the 
SRBA was designed to function, and Belle Ranch’s ownership is documented through IDWR’s 
administrative proceedings, and Belle Ranch properly traces its title to the title granted to South 
County in the Partial Decree.   
CONCLUSION 
 Belle Ranch’s claims are preserved by virtue of its participation in the administrative 
proceedings that occurred prior to the Final Unified Decree, and by the fact that it bases its 
ownership claim on South County’s title, and South County was the entity that was decreed the 
owner of the Water Rights in the Partial Decree. Plaintiffs did nothing prior to the Final Unified 
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Decree. Those claims are impermissible collateral attacks on the Final Unified Decree and thus 
cannot stand in the face of Eden and the adjudication statutes. 
The Court should dismiss or deny all of Plaintiffs’ claims and confirm ownership of all 
289ths of the Water Rights in the name of Belle Ranch, thus denying Plaintiffs’ pending motions 
for reconsideration.  
DATED this 19th day of March, 2018. 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
       
/s/ Scott A. Magnuson 
Albert P. Barker 
Scott A. Magnuson 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin 





RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C.  
 
  
       __/s/ Michael R. Johnson_______________ 
       Michael D. Mayfield  
Michael R. Johnson (Pro Hac Vice) 
James A. Sorenson (Pro Hac Vice) 
Attorneys for Rabo AgriFinance LLC, fka 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
 
 STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
 




BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC.,  
 
Defendants. 







   
 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 






SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
    










Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
By: Angie Ovard, Deputy Clerk
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CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




 Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION’S 
BRIEFING REGARDING EDEN V. 
STATE 
 
COMES NOW, First Security Corporation (“FSC”), by and through its counsel of record 
McHugh Bromley, PLLC, and files this brief in response to the Honorable Jonathan P. Brody’s 
March 7, 2018 request for briefing regarding the effect, if any, of the Idaho Supreme Court’s 
very recent decision in Eden v. State, 2018 Opinion No. 17 (March 2, 2018).  This brief is 
responsive to the Court’s question. 
In Eden, the Idaho Supreme Court was asked to review the Snake River Basin 
Adjudication (“SRBA”) district court’s decision to deny Gary and Glenda Eden’s request to set 
aside a 2013 SRBA partial decree disallowing a water right to which the Edens believed they 
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decision denying their right to water was deficient as to notice, thereby violating due process.  
The Supreme Court affirmed the SRBA court, holding notice was sufficient and due process was 
satisfied.  These are not issues before this Court. 
Here, all parties to this proceeding agree the SRBA partial decrees were issued in the 
name of South County Estates, LLC (“South County”) on August 31, 2010.  Furthermore, all 
parties agree that at the time the SRBA partial decrees were issued, and due to a series of “pre-
decree” conveyances, Cash v. Cash, infra, South County no longer owned any of the water 
rights.  Under FSC’s and Big Stick et al.’s1 theory of the case, ownership of the 289/289th is as 
follows: 
7.5/289th owned by FSC;  
7.8/289th owned by Big Stick et al.; and  
273.7/289th owned by Belle Ranch. 
 
Under Belle Ranch, LLC’s (“Belle Ranch”) theory of the case, all 289/289th of the South County 
water rights are owned completely by Belle Ranch. 
With the Supreme Court’s recent decision in Eden, there is now a real legal question as to 
whether pre-decree conveyances can be recognized in a complaint for quiet title.  Before the 
Court’s decision in Eden, FSC argued, in the alternative, that if title cannot be quieted after 
issuance of the SRBA partial decrees in the name of South County based on pre-decree 
conveyances, then this Court must deny all motions for summary judgment, and confirm 
ownership of the water rights in the name of South County.  If this Court believes it can quiet 
title consistent with Idaho Code § 6-401, there is no reason to consider Eden as the precise 
question of quiet title was not addressed.  The Court can then trace ownership that pre-dates the 
1 “Big Stick et al.” is made up of Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury, and Charles Holt. 
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SRBA partial decrees in the name of South County – subject to the encumbrances of record, if 
any – and enter a ruling. 
To the best of FSC’s knowledge, only the Honorable Eric J. Wildman, in Cash v. Cash, 
CV-2016-02 (Fifth Jud. Dist., Camas County) has examined the applicability of Idaho Code § 6-
401 following issuance of SRBA partial decrees.  In Cash, Judge Wildman was sitting in his 
capacity as a district judge in Camas County, not in his capacity as presiding judge of the SRBA.  
While not binding precedent, Judge Wildman clearly held the name and address listed on the 
face of an SRBA partial decree determines ownership in the face of “pre-decree” conveyances:  
These water rights were previously decreed in the Snake River Basin Adjudication 
(“SRBA”) to Respondent Philip Cash.  Notwithstanding, Judge Elgee subsequently 
quieted title in the rights to the Petitioner based on pre-decree considerations.  In 
doing so, Judge Elgee offended principles of res judicata by failing to place 
appropriate weight on the SRBA proceeding and the water right decrees entered as 
a result of that proceeding.  
 
 . . . .  
 
Here, the precise question of ownership of these water rights was finally resolved 
in the SRBA.  The water rights were claimed by Philip Cash as sole owner.  The 
rights were then investigated by the Department, after which the Director 
recommended that the claims be decreed to Philip Cash as sole owner.  Then, in 
2010, the SRBA District Court entered a Partial Decree for each right identifying 
Philip Cash as sole owner.  If the Petitioner believed she acquired ownership of 
these water rights in 2002, she failed to timely assert her alleged ownership interest 
as required by law.  
 
Order Granting Motion for Reconsideration at 2, 4 (October 13, 2017) (emphasis added).   
 
Clearly, Judge Wildman was concerned with making a decision that would upset the binding 
nature of decisions made in the SRBA. 
While Eden only examined if a water right that was disallowed in the SRBA could be 
reasserted, an underlying premise in Cash – that the SRBA is binding as to events that took place 
during its pendency – is fully consistent with Eden.  In Eden, the Court held: “[T]he Final 
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Unified Decree is ‘conclusive as to the nature and extent of all water rights with the Snake River 
Basin within the State of Idaho with a priority date prior to November 19, 1987.’; I.C. § 42-
1420(1).  All prior rights that were required to be claimed in the SRBA were superseded by the 
Final Unified Decree.  The Closure Order and the Final Unified Decree conclusively ruled that 
Water Right No. 37-864 no longer exists.”  Eden at 16 (emphasis added).  The Court’s holding in 
Eden, that the SRBA is conclusive and binding as to “pre-decree” considerations, is indicative of 
a trend in Idaho Supreme Court decisions following completion of the SRBA.  See Black Canyon 
Irr. Dist. v. State, 2018 Opinion 1 at 13-14 (January 2, 2018) (inquired of by this Court at the 
February 6, 2018 oral argument on reconsideration, and bearing the same premise as Eden that 
the SRBA was binding and conclusive as to matters decided during its pendency); City of 
Blackfoot v. Spackman, 162 Idaho 302, ___, 396 P.3d 1184, 1190 (2017) (“decree[s] entered in a 
general adjudication shall be conclusive as to the nature and extent of all water rights in the 
adjudicated water system”); Rangen v. Idaho Dep’t of Water Res., 159 Idaho 798, 805, 367 P.3d 
193, 200 (2016) (“if Rangen disagreed with how its water rights were recommended and 
ultimately decreed, it had ample opportunity and responsibility to voice its concerns in the 
appropriate forum – the SRBA”).2 
Based on Eden and the few cases before it that post-date entry of the Final Unified 
Decree, the growing body of law holds that decisions made in the SRBA are binding and 
conclusive.  Only if an SRBA partial decree is ambiguous is it subject to interpretation: “When 
2 As discussed previously by FSC in summary judgment and on reconsideration, and as will undoubtedly be argued 
to the contrary by Belle Ranch, Issue 4 to the SRBA’s Final Unified Decree does not create an exception to the 
binding nature of the SRBA partial decrees listing South County as the owner of the water rights at issue.  FSC 
Response to Belle Ranch, LLC’s and Rabo Agrifinance LLC’s Joint Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion for 
Summary Judgment at 25, 30-32 (September 1, 2017); FSC Reply on Reconsideration at 6-7 (January 5, 2018).  By 
its plain language, Idaho Code § 42-222, which was the subject of Issue 4 to the Final Unified Decree, does not 
authorize IDWR to make any changes to water right ownership.  See City of Blackfoot at ___, 396 P.3d at 1190 
(discussing water right “transfers” and the legal requirements of Idaho Code § 42-222 to administratively change a 
water right through the Idaho Department of Water Resources). 
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interpreting a water decree this Court utilizes the same rules of interpretation applicable to 
contracts.  If a decree’s terms are ambiguous, this Court will determine the meaning and legal 
effect of the decree from the plain and ordinary meaning of its words.  A decree is ambiguous if 
it is reasonably subject to conflicting interpretations.  Whether ambiguity exists in a decree is a 
question of law, over which this Court exercises free review.”  City of Blackfoot at ___, 396 P.3d 
at 1188 (internal citations and quotations removed). 
Here, the SRBA partial decrees clearly list South County as the owner of the water rights.  
The SRBA partial decrees were entered on August 31, 2010, and certified in accordance with 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(b): “With respect to the issues determined by the above 
judgment or order, it is hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the 
court has determined that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a final judgment and 
that the court has and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final 
judgment upon which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho 
Appellate Rules.”  Affidavit of Chris M. Bromley, Ex. 11 (December 2, 2016).  With no appeal 
taken to the Idaho Supreme Court as to the August 31, 2010 partial decrees, I.A.R. 14(a) (appeal 
must be taken within 42 days), no motion filed in the SRBA to “set aside” the partial decrees, 
Eden at 1, and if this Court believes Eden is applicable and its rationale persuasive, then South 
County is the unambiguous owner of the water rights at issue before this Court. 
DATED this 19th day of March, 2018. 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
 
   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                              
 Chris M. Bromley 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 The undersigned hereby certifies that on March 19, 2018 he/she caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be served on the following persons by the means indicated: 
 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT  45385 
 
  
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID  83701-2139 
 
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 







          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 





James R. Laski 
Heather O’Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID  83340 
  
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID  83814-5155 
 
   
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 





          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 






   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                  
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DIS'I'RIC'I" OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
Case N04 (TV-2016645 
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) 
SOUTH COUNT'Y ES'fA'T'ES, LLC, an ) 
administrutively dissolved Idaho limited liability ) 
company; BIG STICK, LLC, nn administratively ) 
dissolved Idaho limited liability comJXl!lY; ) 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY F.B.O. RICIIARD ) 
D. FOSBUR Y, IRA #FOI EC; PENSCO TRUST ) 
COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES ) 
liOL.T, IRA #HOI NI-l; PENS CO TRUSr ) 
COMPANY CUSTODIAN FJH). CHARLES ) 
Hm;r, IRA IIIIOINV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; ) 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION OF ) 
Gl...ACIER BANK; GBCI OTHE.R REAL ESTA'f'E,) 
L.LC, and DOES I "5, unknown persons who may ) 




-------------------------------------------------------------- -----·····-·····--···· ----·····--······· -,,,,.J 
) 
BIG STICK, LLC, nn Idaho limited Ibbility ) 
Company; RICHARD D .. FOSBURY, an indivi(hwl;) 
and CHARLES l-IOLT. an individual. ) 
Plninti ITs, 
v. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
COI11]XIIl)'; JUSTIN FLOOD STEVENSON, an 
individual; ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON, 
an individual: and RABO AGRIFINANCF·:, INC, 
















First Security Corporation ("FSC") filed this action to quiet title to land claimed by Belle 
Ranch, LLC: (''Belle Ranch"), Rabo Agriflnance, LLC ("RABO"), Justin Flood Stevenson, and 
Elizabeth Brett Stevenson (collectively Bcll.c Ranch, et al.) .. RABO counterclaimed, and cross 
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claimed as a third party against Belle Ranch, Justin Flood Stevenson, Eli:wbt::th Brett Stevenson, 
FSC, Big Stick, LLC ("Big Stick"), Richard Fosbury, and Charles Holt 
In Blaine County case number CV ·20 I 6-6 7 I, Belle Rnnch llled an action to quiet title 
agninst South County Estates, LLC ("South County"); Big Stick: PENSCO ln!St company F.B.O. 
Richard D. l''osbury, IRA #FO l EC ("Fosbury IRA"); PENSCO trust company custodian F.B.O. 
Charles !-lolL IRA #IIO!Nll ("llolt IRA IIIIOlNH"); PENSCO trust compnny custodian F.B.O. 
Charles llolt, IRA #HOlNV ("'Holt IRA #I-!OINV"); .FSC: Mountain West Bank ("MWB"); 
GBCI Other Real Estate, LL.C ("GBCI"): and Does I ·5, FSC then cross-claim.ed against South 
County, MWB, and GBCI. Big Stick also cross claimed against MWB and GBCI. Both MWB 
and GBCI huvc discl<limed any interest in the property in order to gain protection under Idaho 
Code § 6-402. 
In Blaine County case number CV-2016-683, Big Stick, Richard l''osbury, and Charles 
Holt tiled an action to quiet title against Belle Ranch, Justin Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett 
Stevenson, and RABO. RABO counterclaimed and cross claimed as a third party to quiet title 
against Belle Ranch, Justin Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, Big Stick, Richard 
Fosbury, Charles 1-Iolt, and FSC. 
The cuses were consolidated on May 23,2017 as Blaine County case munber CV-2016-
645. Thereafter, the parties tiled cross-motions for summary judgment. The Court heard oral 
mgumcnt on September I9, 20I7 and issued its decision on October 27,2017. Summary 
Judgment was granted in part and denied in part Big Stick, Richard Fosbury, and Charles !·Jolt 
Oled a motion I(Jr reconsideration on November 13, 2017. FSC .tiled a separate motion for 
reconsideration on the same day. ·rhe case wt1S mken under <ldvisemenl on February 6, 20 I 8, but 
the Supreme Court issued additional opinions bearing on the outcome of this case between the 
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time that the case was taken under advisement and the time it was to issue. The Cotni had a 
status conference with the parties and additional time was alloned l(Jr briefing on the new cases. 
The case was again taken under advisement on March 22, 2018 af\er the suppkment<ll briet1ng 
was submitted. 
The (lliginal decision .is correct as tar as .it goes and the reasoning therein .is incorporated 
here as additional support I(Jr summary judgment. However, that decision biled to address res 
judicata and did not go far enough. Because this action seeks to modify adjudicated water rights 
based on pre-decree considerations, res judicata bars the action and summary judgment must be 
entered fiJr Bdlc Ranch and RABO to quiet title in all 289 shares of water. 
HACKGROlJND 
Bel.le Ranch owns the Belle Ranch property located in Blaine County, Idaho, which is 
289 acres and has appurtenant water rights to irrigatt' 289 acres--15.3 shares of which arc itt 
issue here. 'fhc water rights are as fbllows: 
Water Rights Priority Date ·-·· ·-orv:·R:ute --- Source 
~~~,~~··~,~-~~,~~·~~~ 
37-481C Aug. l, 1882 3.014 cfs Big Wood River 
37-4821-1 Aug. l, 1884 3 .6T2"CT~----~-·-----·- Big Wood River 
·~ .. ~~·-.-~~~""M~·~ 
37-483C Aug. l, 1902 15.086 d's Big Wood River 
~~·~·~~-M~~ - -- ·~·M•o.~.-~~~·~M~om•o~ 
37-577BT Mar. 24, 1883 2.2 Big Wood River 
--:·-·-··,-·-·----··--·····-····-----· ~•mm••~~""""'"'~,.~~-~~-• 
37-2630 Feb. 2, 1960 3.75 Groundwater 
~·~~-.-·~·· .. ··~~~·~ 
In 1988, the predecessor in interest of the Belle Ranch Property, CL Chapman Petersen, 
filed notices of claim in the SRBA for the Water Rights appurtenant to the Belle Ranch property. 
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South County was hrmcd in 2003 and dissolved in 20 II with John Scherer (Scherer) as 
mannging member and Richard Fosbury (Fosbury) and Charles H.olt (Holt) as members. In 
2003, South County acqliired what is now the Bc.llc Ranch property with the appurtenant water 
rights, and filed a notice of change in water right ownership with the ldaho Department of Water 
Resources (IDWR) in the name of South County. 
In 2010, the water rights were decreed in the name of South County in the SRBA partial 
decree. At that time, South County had conveyed to MWB via <t deed in lieu of foreclosure. 
MWB submitted a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership on July 27, 2011, which IDWR 
accepted. MWB then conveyed tlw property to GBCI who conveyed it to Belle Ranch on the 
same d<ty. On February 28, 2012, about two months afler the property was conveyed to Belle 
Ranch, Belle Ranch submitted a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership with IDWR. This 
was within 120 clays of the conveyance. 
In April 2012, Belle Ranch and Justin Stevenson filed an Application for Tnmsfer Water 
Right to change the place of use of the water rights. IDWR published notice of the 
ndministrative proceeding in the Idaho Mountain Express on May 16, and 13, 2012. The Notice 
provided that Belle Ranch SOLtght to change the place the water rights would be used and 
inlhrmed the other parties to this litigation that "any protest against the approval of this" transfer 
must be filed with IDWR by June 4, 2012. No protests were 11lcd and IDWR approved the 
application and amended the elements of the water rights in a July 6, 2012 decision which 
rdlectcd Belle Ranch's ownership of the water rights. 
The SRBA Final Unified Decree was entered on August26, 2014. On October 28,2014, 
FSC submitted a change in ownership, which IDWR accepted. !DWR then listed the water 
rights as split the water right and notiJied Belle Ranch of the change. In the process, IDWR 
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created the fi.1llowing new watcrrights: 37-22915,37-22916,37-22917,37-22918, and 37-
22919. Belle Ranch challenged ownership with fDWR, who changed the Sl<ltC of the water 
rights to "Split Water Rights" adjudicated to South County in March of2016. 
On June 15, 2015, Fosbury IRA submitted notice of Change in Water Rights Ownership 
on the 2/289ths of the water rights allegedly conveyed to the Fosbury IRA on March 17, 2008 
and September 18, 2008. Both of these alleged transfers occutTcd well befr1re the partial decree. 
Fosbury IRA did not inl\m11 Belle Ranch of the request. 
On June 24,2016 Big Sti<.:k submitted a Change in Water Right Ownership seeking to 
change the ownership records on 2.8/289ths of the water rights, which were allcgcd.ly conveyt'd 
to Big Stick on December 7, 2007. Again, these alleged transfers were well bd(Jrc the entry of 
the partial decree. This request was also submitted without inf(Jrming Belle Ranch. 
On June 24,2016, Holt IRA submitted a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
seeking to change the ownership records on 2.8/289ths, which were allegedly conveyed to l·lolt 
IRA on August 8, 2008 and April 8, 2009. This request was also submitted without inf(Jrming 
Belle Ranch. 
On September 6, 2016, IDWR informed Big Stick, Fosbury, and Holt that it would not 
process the ownership changes without !i.1rther instruction from a district court following (I quiet 
title action. 'fhc parties then liled th.is action to quiet title. 
In conjunction with the conveyance of the Belle Ranch Property and the water rights to 
Belle Ranch, a title commitment was issued by Stewart ·ritle Guaranty Company. That title 
commitment includes the results of an exhaustive title sem·ch on the property and included, in 
Schedule B, a list of items of note relative to the title of the property. Importantly, although the 
title commitment did reterence the releases, the title search did not reveal any of the quitclaim 
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deeds attempting to convey portions of the water rights. Declaration t!J'Sco/1 A .. Magnuson in 
Support o!Bdle !/(Inch, Ex. 7, Schedule B, Part 1, Item 5. On or about May 2, 2012, Belle 
Ranch executed a mortgage in 11mlr ofRABO. 
Since Belle .Ranch acquired the property it has timely paid nll nsscssments due to the 
water district and irrigation district, and has drawn the fit II amount of water allowed under the 
water right and has used that water on the Belle Ranch property. Water has been delivered to the 
property from the same headgatc in approximately the same quantity since 2003. The record 
shows delivery of the water only to Scherer 11·om 2003 to 20 II and then to Belle Ranch ti·om 
2012 until present. No other plaintiffs received water, and bdhr~ Belle Ranch's change in place 
of use, there was never any attempt to transfer the water rights to any other property, even 
throughout South County's attempts to transfer to the other parties. South County made at least 
seven attempts via quitclaim deeds to convey fi·actional portions of the water rights to Scherer, 
Fosbury, Holt and/or their afllliated entities, accounts or holdings before the SRBA partial 
decree was issued. The total J1·actional portion South County attempted to convey was 
15 .3/289ths. Scherer wns the managing member of South County and Big Stick when South 
County executed quitclaims purporting to transfer the water rights to Scherer, Fosbury, Holt and 
Big Stick. Fosbury and Holt were members of South County. 
ln 2010, the SRBA issued a partial decree adjudicating all of the water rights to South 
County. The SRBA later issued a final decree in August 2014. Belk Ranch and RABO 11kd 
transfer paperwork with lDWR between the time of the partial decree and the time of the final 
decree. No other parties filed claims in the SRBA or notices of change in ownership with IDWR 
until afkr the tina! decree. None of the parties challenged the Amended Special Master's Report 
and Recommendation. 
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ANAL YS.IS AND DISClJSSJON 
·rhc issue came bcf(Jrc the Court on cross-motions for summary judgment to determine 
the ownership of wntcr rights divided into 289 pnrts; spcciJically ownership of the 15.3 shares. 
The Court's original decision quieted title to 286.2/289ths in Belle RmJCh. Summ<n·y judgment 
as to the remaining 2.8/289ths was denied. llowcvcr, in that analysis the Court did not give 
sufficient weight nor analysis to the lll<lt!Cr of r<·sjudinl/a. In the original decision, Belle Rnnch 
was a holder in due course and entitled to 286.2/289ths. 
ln the motions l()r reconsideration, the parties requested that the Court readdress the issue 
of transfers via the deed in lieu ofJ(rreclosure and other qllit.claims. However. the Court need not 
reach that analysis as the entire matter is barred by resjudicata. 
Because the pnrtics asked the CNui to reconsider its decision on summary judgment, the 
issue of resjudicata is analyzed under the standard fi:.1r summary judgment. Summary judgment 
is proper "'if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on tile, together with the affidavits, if 
any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material ll1ct and that the moving party .is 
entitled to judgment as a matter of law." IIZC P 56(c ); Scona, Inc. v_ Green Willmv Ti·ust, 13 3 
Idaho 283,286 (1999). ·rhe court must libcnllly construe all disputed n\cts in favor of the non-
moving party, and draw all reasonable inferences and conclusions supported by the record in 
lltvor of the party opposing the motion. Wien1er v_ Rankin, 117 Idaho 566, 570 ( 1990). Only if 
there is no genuine issue of material fact after the aflidavits, pleadings, and depositions have 
been construed in the light most lltvorahle to the non-moving party should summary judgment be 
awarded. Loomis v. City of'Hai/ey, 119 Idaho 434, 437 ( 1991 ). 
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However, "[i]fthc case is to be tried by the court without a jury, where cross-
motions liJr summary judgment are filed, based upon the same evidentiary lr.1cts and upon the 
same theories and issues, the pnrties effectively have stipulated that no genuine issues ofmatcrinl 
fact exist. Zollinger 1\ Carrol, 137ldaho 397, 399 (2002) (citing Riwrside Development C.'o. v. 
Ritchie, l 03 Idaho 515, 518 n. 1 ( 1982)). Broader d.iscretion is granted to the Court when 
resolving cross-motions for summary judgment beC<lllse the Court will be responsible tor 
resolving conllict between competing inferences. !d. 
I. Whether Res .Judicllta Bars Rclitiglltiou of Wutcr Rights 
Res Judicata is comprised of claim preclusion and issue preclusion, also called true res 
judicata and collateral estoppel respectively. flindmarsh v. Mock, 138 Idaho 92, 94 (2002). 
Claim preclusion bars a subsequent action between the same parties on the same claim where 
there h(IS been a final decision on the merits. /d. Claim preclusion also applies to all matters 
arising out of the same cause of action that should have been litigated in the tirst suit. .Joyce ''· 
Murphy Land and Irrigation Co., 208 P. 241, 243 ( 1922). The Co\u1s use resjudicata to avoid 
inconsistent. judgments, to prevent confusion, and to protect the public interest. llindmarsh, 138 
Idaho at 94. 
11. Claim Preclusion Bnrs H.elitigation of Ownership of the Property 
For claim preclusion to apply the litigation must (I) be between the same parties; (2) 
involve the same claim; and (3) have a final judgment on the merits. Ticor Tille Co. v. Stan ion, 
144 Idaho 119, 124 (2007). 
1. The Parties areJhe Same Parties ti·om Prior Litigntion 
Under Idaho law there (Ire two types of water al\judication: general and private. United 
Simes v. Black Canyon Irrigation District, 163 Idaho 54, 58-9 (2017). Notice in a general 
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adjudication .is accomplished by publication and puts all parties on notice. Idaho Code § 42-
I408(2): See In Re S'RBA Case No. 39576 Suhcase No. 37·00864 (Eden v. State t!/ldaho), No. 
44716,2018 WL 1124264, at 6 (Idaho Mar. 2, 2018). Claim preclusion generally reaches to the 
"same parties or their privis." Uni!ed States v. JJ/ack Canyon, 163 Idaho at 58. In addition, in 
United States v. Black C'anyon the Idaho Supreme Court stated that a "'general adjudication, like 
an in ron proceeding, is brought against property, not parties." !d. at 59. "I AI final _judgment in 
a proceeding where the Court hrts in renzjurisdiction bars subsequent proceedings on the same 
tn\nS(lction or occurrence" without regard lin· the identity of the parties. !d. at 58. And, a gcncn\1 
adjudication is "conclusive as to the nature of all rights to the use of water in the adjudicated 
water system .... " Idaho Code§ 42-l401A(5). 
The water rights over which the parties assert claims were part of the general 
adjudication. All parties were on notice and no party has claimed that notice was not provided 
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-1408(2). This notice made all of the parties to this case pmtics to 
the adjudication. As all parties were on notice, the "same parties" ekment of claim preclusion is 
met. 
tt. The Claim is the SaJ)lC Claim Previ(wsly Litigated 
The claims brought by the pnrties are the same claims that were brought or should have 
been brought in the adjudication. "A critical component in deciding what claims are the same 
for the purposes of res judicata is th<ll the subsequent or present claim must be one that arose out 
of the Sltrne cause of action and should have been litigated in the first suit." In re: SRBA C'ase 
No. 39576 Subcase Nos. 65-23531 & 65-23532 (Black Canyon v. S/(t/£' qf!daho), !63 ldaho 44, 
408 PJd 899,907 (20I8) (citing Maravilla t'. JR. Simplot C'o., 161ldaho 455,459 (2016)). 
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'fhese claims were ndjudicated in the partial decree dated August 31, 2010. Affidavit of' 
ChrisM Br01nley in Support olF:S'C 's MotionfiJr Summary Judgment, Ex. ll. MWB 
transferred the \\'<Iter rights to GBCJ on June 17, 2010. On July 22, 2011 MWB Jiled a change in 
ownership with IDWR. MWB <111d GBCI transferred the water rights to Belle Ranch on 
December 22. 2011. Belle Ranch then filed the 'tppropriate notice of change of ownership with 
lDWR on February 28,2012. ·rhe Unified Final Decree was then issued. Subsequent to the !ina! 
adjudication, a conHict arose between the parties at Idaho Department of Water Resources and 
this sttit was brought to determine ownership of the water rights. However, the water court 
already decreed the w'ller rights to South County in the Rule 54(b) certified partial decree (tnd 
the UniJicd F.inat Decree gave cftect to the transf\o,rs made to the adjudicated rights via the 
mlministrmiw chMges. These decrees constitute the same claim as the one made in this case. 
Moreover, there is no dispute regarding whether this is the same claim. There!i.l!'e. the "same 
dnim" element of claim preclusion is met. 
111. There was Final Judgment on the Merit~ 
There was a final judgment on the merits. '·A general ac[iudication is conclusive as to the 
nature of all rights to the use of water in the adjudicated water system _ ... " United States v. 
Black C'anyon, 163 Idaho at 58; See In Re SRBA Case No. 39576. Subcase No. 37-00864 (Eden 
"- State ojh!trho), Docket No. 44716, 2018 WL 1124264, (Mar. 2, 2018). In order to transfer the 
property between the time that the partial decree is entered and the !ina! decree is entered two 
things are required; a legal transter of the property and II ling with IDWR. Final Unified Decree 
o(the SRBA. 'fhe Final Unified D,•cree is not "construed to supersede or affe<:t. _.any 
administrative changes to the elements of a water right completed allcr the entry of a partial 
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decree but prior to the o11try of this Final Uniti.ed Decree." (Belle RMch 's ond JUJBO 
Agrilinance 's Joint Supplom'IJ/al Brie.f; p. 12); Idaho Code§ 42·1401, e/ seq. 
In this instance, the judgment was final in 20 l 0, when the water court, under lRCP 54(h), 
certitied the parli<li adjudication. T'hat partial adjudication and certilkation was final as to all 
claims, except H1r those properly claimed under a subsequent administrative procedure. 
Ownership is the preeminent clement of the water right and therei(Jre an clement and subject to 
control by that administi'(ltive procedure. MWB, GBCI, and Belle Ranch li!ed the appropriate 
paperwork with IDWR during the pendency of the t1nal decree but after the partial decree. 
Therefore, the Final Decree is a final judgment on the merits a~ to ownership of the parties and is 
construed so as to give effect to administrative changes made between the partial and t1nal 
decrees. ·rhcref(Jrc, there was a final adjudication on the merits, and resjudicara bars rclitigation 
of ownership of the water rights. 
b. Tmnsfers of Water Rights After the Pnrtinl Decree and Before the Final Unified 
Decree Arc Done Via Administmtive Process. 
Under Eden the Idaho Supren1e Court disallowed the type of collateral attack on a llnal 
uniHecl decree made here. 20!8 WL 1124264. In addition, (l recent Fifth District case C'ash v. 
Cash he.ld that. that. relitigation of ownership based on pre-decree considerations cannot stand 
because adherence to pre-decree considerations would make the SRBA worthless. Order 
Granting Respondents' Motion for Reconsideration, pp. 6-7, Cash v. Cash, Camas County Case 
No. CV-20!6-02 (2017). While not controlling, Judge Wildman's decision is highly persuasive 
tluthority, partkul<1rly as it aligns with the recent decisions of the lduho Supreme Comt. 
The final decree does not undo administrative changes made alter the partial decree; the 
tlnal decree reinlbrces the administrative changes. While this nmy be a depart.ure from 
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established rules of procedure, "water rights adjudications present unique circumstances, olkn 
requiring departure from established rules of procedure." Eden, p.13 (quoting Basin-Wide Issue 
3, 128 Idaho 246, 254 (1995)). 
1. 'I'lJ£J!J:Qf_edure fi'x Claiming Water Rights Aller Partial Adjudication 1m! BvJl!.J:£ 
Final Adjudication 
The legislature put in place an administrative procedure fi:Jr claims for and changes in 
water rights occurring afler the partial adjudication but befi)re the fttll adjudication. Idaho Code 
§ 42-1401, et seq. In addition, Idaho Code§ 42-248(1) requires that changes in ownership must 
be filed with IDWR within 120 dilys oCthat change. 'T'his does not undo the requirement to pass 
land via title. It imposes a second administrative process required in <tddition to maintaining title 
to the land. 
T'hc only parties to both have the deeds to the property and who filed the appropriate 
administrative claims were Belle .Ranch and RABO. Aller GBCI conveyed the property to Belle 
Ranch, Belle Ranch Jiled the ch~mge of ownership under Idaho Code § 42-222. No party 
disputed that change in ownership at the time, As in the adjudication ilse!L the parties were on 
notice of the change in ownership, h~td the opportunity to object, and failed to properly contest 
the changes. T'he transfer was approved and n1ade Jinal long before llriY parties except Belle 
Ranch m1d RABO Hied any type of claim to the water. 'J'herefore, the final decree reinforced tlw 
changes made with IDWR showing that the owner ol'th~ wmer rights is Belle Ranch and were 
conlirmed in Belle Ranch well bel(xe the final decree. 
In addition, Belle Ranch made changes to the Ltse of the water, which again required 
notice via publication and Inakes the determination binding on all parties. No party objected to 
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the change and the change was again entered. The Hnal decree cemented into place those 
administrative changes. 
FSC, et aL attempt to overcome claim preclusion by st<lting that South County '"engaged 
in a series of good li1ith conveyances in favor of multiple parties" bd(Jre the SRBA partial decree 
was entered . .Joint Memorandum in Support o(l':S'( .. ' 's. Big S)ick, LLC ·.v Richard D. FIJ.sbw:v·.s· 
and Charles Holt's Motionji!r Sumnuu:vJudgn1e111, p. 3. llowever, this argument is unavailing. 
The parties were on notice that the adjudicntion was ongoing. FSC, ct al, could have Hied a 
claim in the SRBA, but did not. 'T'hey could have liled notices of chm1ge of ownership with 
IDWR, but did not. They could have protested in 2012 when Belle Ranch tiled f(H" changes in 
the water rights, but they did not. Nor was anything done in the SRBA bef(Jre the final decree 
was entered, Simply put, the claimants of the 15J shares had claims based on transfers Jhm1 
South County. In orckr to preserve them, they had to !lie a change of ownership with IDWR 
while the adjudication was pending, 'I'hey did not. 
The time f(Jr that 11ling has passed, The SRBA is closed and this Court would be required 
to set aside that final decree in order to adjudicate the rights of the parties based on transfers 
dating back nearly two decades, The parties challenging Belle Ranch's rights cannot now 
change ownership of those water right~ based on pre-decree considerations. 
c. The Stntutc of Lill1ihttions Need Not Be AddressNI 
It appears tlmt the statute of'! imitations has run as against those making claims against 
Belle Ranch, Belle Ranch certainly has the right to me to clear its title <tfter the administrative 
actions at IDWR; the parties are here because IDWR took administrative action and told the 
pnrties to file a quiet title action. Later administrative lllings by those challenging Belle Ranch's 
rights cannot extend the time to tlJe, However, this issue is not necessary to this decision. 
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CONCLUSION 
Having reconsidered the matter, the motion lbr summary judgment is hereby GRANT'ED 
in favor oflklle R<mch, et al, and quiets title to all289/289ths in Belle R<lllCh, et (tl. by virtue of 
the rights adjudicated in the SRBA and in the administrative proceedings that occurred bc:tw<;en 
the partial decree and the Final Unified Decree. ·rhis does not negatively impact RABO's 
security interest I fa problem exists with water rights under the adjudication, the appropriate 
course of action is to tile a .motion for relief under IRCI' 60(b) with the water court, assuming 
there arc appropriate grounds to do so. 
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CER'I‘IFICA'I‘E OF SERVICE 
L , Deputy Clerk. for the County of Blaine. dn hereby 
certify that an the day 017 ‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘ _ ‘‘‘‘‘ , 2018. I filed the original and cauSed 
10 be served a true and correct copy ol‘lhe above and foregoing document: MIE‘ZMORANLHJM 
DECISION ON M'(:)’il,‘[()N 170R, SUMMARY .HJDGMENT to each oft‘hc persons as listed 
below: 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
J amcs A. Sorcnson 
RAY QUINNLZY & NIEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO. Box 4538:": 
Salt Lake City, U 1311 45385 
Chris M. Bromlcy 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S 4th Street, Ste. 103 
Boisc‘ Idaho 83702 
James R. Laslci 
Heather F. O’I..eary 
LAWSON LASK] CLARK & POGU F1, PLLC, 
675 Sun Valley Road. Suite A 
PD. Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
Albert P, Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West .‘l’e‘l‘ferson Street, Suite 102 
13.0. Box 2l39 
Boise, Idaho 83701—2139 
R. Wayne cncy 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 East Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Cucur d‘Alene, Idaho 83 814-5155 
‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘ LLS. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
__________ 
Hand Delivery _ Overnight Mail 
____ Via Facsimile 
_ US. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
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_ US Mail, Postage Prepaid 
____ Hand Deiivel‘y 
Ovm‘ni ght Mail 
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Tonya Page 
Minidoka County Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION,  





BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC.,  
 
Defendants.  
Consolidated Case No. CV-2016-645 
 
JUDGMENT  
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 






SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
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Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
JoLynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk -
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TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants.  
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, is the sole owner of the title to the 
following water rights: 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT and 37-2630, subject to the 
security interests of record of Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. First Security Corporation; South County 
Estates, LLC; Big Stick, LLC; Pensco Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Richard D. Fosbury, 
IRA #F01EC; Pensco Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA #H01NH; Pensco 
Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA #H01NV; Mountain West Bank, a division 
of Glacier Bank; GBCI Other Real Estate, LLC; and Does 1-5 have no interest in any portion of 
I . 
OI  
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water rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT and 37-2630, or to the land which those 
rights are appurtenant. Any previous effort purporting to split these water rights is of no force 
and effect. 
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Signed: 5/2/2018 02:33 PM
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
  
 I hereby certify on the ___ day of ___________, 2018, I caused to be served a true and 





       BY:                                   
               Deputy Clerk  
Blaine County Clerk 
Blaine County Courthouse 
201 2nd Ave. S, Ste. 106 
Hailey, ID 83333 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
  x    iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
James R. Laski 
Heather O’Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  







MCHUGH BROMLEY ATTORNEYS AT LAW, 
PLLC 
380 S. 4th Street, Suite 103 
Boise, ID  83702 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
  x    iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
cbromley@mchughbromley.com 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID 83814-5155 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  





Michael R. Johnson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
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AFFIDAVIT OF ALBERT P. BARKER AND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH IDAHO 
RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 54(D) AND (E)                PAGE 1 
 
Albert P. Barker, ISB #4242  
Scott A. Magnuson, ISB #7916 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
1010 W. Jefferson St., Ste. 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, ID 83701-2139 
Telephone: (208) 336-0700 
Facsimile:  (208) 344-6034 
        apb@idahowaters.com  
        sam@idahowaters.com  
 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
 
 OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION,  





BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 




Consolidated Case No. CV-16-645 
 
AFFIDAVIT OF ALBERT P. 
BARKER AND MEMORANDUM OF 
COSTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
IDAHO RULES OF CIVIL 
PROCEDURE 54(d) & (e) 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 






SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
Case No. CV-2016-671 
Electronically Filed
5/22/2018 1:10 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
By: Angie Ovard, Deputy Clerk
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AFFIDAVIT OF ALBERT P. BARKER AND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH IDAHO 
RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 54(D) AND (E)                PAGE 2 
 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants.  
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 





Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
  ) ss. 
County of Ada  ) 
 Albert P. Barker, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and states as follows: 
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AFFIDAVIT OF ALBERT P. BARKER AND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH IDAHO 
RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 54(D) AND (E)                PAGE 3 
 
1. I am the attorney of record for Defendants Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood 
Stevenson and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson (collectively and hereafter “Belle Ranch”) and I am 
familiar with the case. The following information is based upon my personal knowledge and 
upon my review of the pertinent cost and accounting records associated with this action. 
2. To the best of my knowledge, the items of costs set forth below are correct and 
were necessarily and reasonably incurred by Belle Ranch and conform to the requirements of 
I.R.C.P. 54(d). True and correct copies of my firm’s records documenting the costs incurred are 
attached hereto as Exhibit A, and are summarized as follows:   
COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT 54(d)(1)(c) 
Court Filing Fees $493.00 
Fees for Service $50.00 
Witness Fees n/a 
Travel Expenses of Witnesses n/a 
Certified Copies  n/a 
Exhibit Costs n/a 
Bond Premium  n/a 
Expert Fees n/a 
Deposition Reporter Fees n/a 
Deposition Transcript  n/a 
Total Costs as a Matter of Right $543.00 
 
DISCRETIONARY COSTS 54(d)(1)(d) 
FedEx $22.41 
Copies from Recorder’s Office $25.00 
Postage Charges $124.46 
Photocopy Charges $340.50 
Facsimile Charges  $9.80 
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AFFIDAVIT OF ALBERT P. BARKER AND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH IDAHO 
RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 54(D) AND (E)                PAGE 4 
 
 
DATED this 22nd day of May, 2018. 
 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON LLP 
  
        
/s/ Albert P. Barker 
Albert P. Barker 
Scott A. Magnuson 
Attorneys for Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin 
Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett 
Stevenson 
 





/s/ Heather Rice  
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at: Boise  
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AFFIDAVIT OF ALBERT P. BARKER AND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH IDAHO 
RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 54(D) AND (E)                PAGE 5 
 
 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
  
 I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 22nd day of May, 2018, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF ALBERT P. BARKER AND 
MEMORANDUM OF COSTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH IDAHO RULES OF CIVIL 





       /s/ Albert P. Barker    
      Albert P. Barker  
Blaine County Clerk 
BLAINE COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
201 2nd Ave. S, Ste. 106 
Hailey, ID 83333 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
  x    iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
James R. Laski 
Heather O’Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  







MCHUGH BROMLEY ATTORNEYS AT LAW, 
PLLC 
380 S. 4th Street, Suite 103 
Boise, ID  83702 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
  x    iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
cbromley@mchughbromley.com 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID 83814-5155 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  





Michael R. Johnson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
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Additional Charges : 
12/15/2016 Copying cost. 
Copy cost for color copies. 
Postage. 
12/20/2016 Filing fee to Blaine County Court, Twin Falls check number 1448. 
12/21/2016 FedEx 
1/6/2017 Copying cost. 
1/10/2017 Filing fee for Answer in FSC v. Belle Ranch, Twin Falls check number 1455. 
Copying cost. 
Postage. 
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1/30/2017 Postage for Belle Ranch v. South County Estates case. 
Copying cost regarding Belle Ranch v. South County Estates case. 
2/10/2017 Copying cost. 
Postage. 




4/14/2017 Fax to Court and counsel. 
4/27/2017 Postage. 
Copying cost. 
6/5/2017 Copying cost 
6/11/2017 Copying cost. 
6/12/2017 Copying cost. 
6/14/2017 Copying cost. 
Postage 
6/29/2017 Copying cost 
7/20/2017 Copying cost 
7/30/2017 Copying cost 
8/3/2017 Request for Recorded Documents from Blaine County recorder's office- Document Nos. 
562400,562481, 562904. 
8/8/2017 Copying cost 
8/11/2017 Postage 
Copying cost 
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9/5/2017 Copying cost 
9/8/2017 Copying cost 
9/9/2017 Copying cost 
9/12/2017 Copying cost 
Postage 
9/18/2017 Copying cost 
11/7/2017 Copying cost 
11/13/2017 Copying cost 
1/5/2018 Copying cost 
1/17/2018 Copying cost 
217/2018 Copying cost 
2/15/2018 Copying cost 
2/27/2018 Copying cost 
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Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
JoLynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk -
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
* * * * 
FIRST SECURITY, 
Plaintiff, 
v. CASE NO. CR 2016-645 
BELLE RANCH, et al, 
Defendant. ) 
________________________ ) 
I, Maureen Newton, hereby estimate the cost of preparing a transcript of the hearing held February 
6, 2018 to be approximately 52 pages at $3.25 per page, totaling $169, and hereby request that this 
be paid to me before preparation of any transcript. Payment shall be mailed to Maureen Newton, 
P.O. Box 132, Heyburn, ID 83336. 
DATED this, the 5th day of June, 2018. 
Maureen Newton 
1948 of 2064
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Chris M. Bromley, ISB # 6530 
Candice M. McHugh, ISB # 5908  
McHugh Bromley, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Suite 103 
Boise, ID  83702 
Telephone (208) 287-0991 
Facsimile (208) 287-0864 
cbromley@mchughbromley.com 
cmchugh@mchughbromley.com 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
James R. Laski, ISB # 5429 
Heather E. O’Leary, ISB # 8693 
Lawson Laski Clark & Pogue, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Rd., Ste. A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Telephone (208) 725-0055 
Facsimile (208) 725-0076 
jrl@lawsonlaski.com 
heo@lawsonlaski.com 
Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. 
Fosbury and Charles Holt 
 
  
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
 
 STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
 




BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC.,  
 
Defendants. 







   
 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 






SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
    










Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
By: Angie Ovard, Deputy Clerk
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FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




 Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
 
JOINT MOTION IN OPPOSITION TO 
AFFIDAVIT OF ALBERT P. BARKER 
AND MEMORANDUM OF COSTS IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH IDAHO RULE 
OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 54(d) & (e) 
 
COMES NOW First Security Corporation (“FSC”) and Big Stick, LLC (“Big Stick”), 
Richard D. Fosbury (“Fosbury”) and Charles Holt (“Holt”), by and through their attorneys of 
record, McHugh Bromley, PLLC, and Lawson Laski Clark and Pogue, PLLC, and hereby file 
this Joint Motion in Opposition to Affidavit of Albert p. Barker and Memorandum of Costs in 
Accordance with Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d) & (e). 
In the Affidavit of Albert p. Barker and Memorandum of Costs in Accordance with Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d) & (e) (“Memo of Costs”), Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood 
Stevenson, and Elizabeth Brett Stevenson (collectively referred to herein as “Belle Ranch”) 
1950 of 2064
move the Court for an award of costs as a matter of right in the amount of $543.00, I.R.C.P. 
54(d)(1)(C), as well as discretionary costs in the amount of $522.17, I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(D), for a 
total award of costs in the amount of $1,065.17. 
FSC, Big Stick, Fosbury, and Holt do not dispute the claim for an award of costs as a 
matter of right in the amount of $543.00, as those costs prayed for are enumerated within 
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(C). 
FSC, Big Stick, Fosbury, and Holt do, however, dispute the claim for discretionary costs 
in the amount of $522.17.  Belle Ranch has not provided the parties, or the Court, with any 
information as to the reason for incurring costs to FedEx ($22.41), Copies from Recorder’s 
Office ($25.00), Postage Charges ($124.46), Photocopy Charges ($340.50), and Facsimile 
Charges ($9.80).  As discretionary costs, Belle Ranch is required to demonstrate the costs “were 
necessary and exceptional costs, reasonably incurred, and should in the interest of justice be 
assessed against the adverse party.”  I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(D) (emphasis added).  “The trial court, in 
ruling on objections to discretionary costs, must make express findings as to why the item of 
discretionary costs should or should not be allowed.”  Id. (emphasis added).  Here, Belle Ranch 
simply states it is entitled to these discretionary costs.  With electronic service and filing, the 
ability to electronically read all documents, the ability to electronically transmit documents to 
clients, and with no argument made by Belle Ranch as to why these discretionary costs are 
“necessary and exceptional . . . in the interest of justice,” the Court cannot make the required 
“express findings” to award these discretionary costs. 
In conclusion, FSC, Big Stick, Fosbury, and Holt move the Court to deny Belle Ranch’s 





DATED this 5th day of June, 2018. 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
 
   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                              
 Chris M. Bromley 
Attorneys for First Security Corporation 
 
DATED this 5th day of June, 2018. 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
   /s/ Heather E. O’Leary                            
 Heather E. O’Leary  
Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury 
and Charles Holt 
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interest in the subject water rights,  
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
corporation. 
Defendants/Respondents. 





COMES NOW First Security Corporation (“FSC”), by and through its attorneys of 
record, McHugh Bromley, PLLC, and moves the Court, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 60(a) to correct its Judgment, dated May 8, 2018, due to an omission. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 60(a) allows the Court to correct a judgment based on “a 
clerical mistake or a mistake arising from oversight or omission whenever one is found in the 
judgment . . . .  The court may do so on motion or on its own, with or without notice.” 
Here, the Judgment states, in pertinent part: “Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, is the sole owner of the title to the following water rights: 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-
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483C, 37-577BT and 37-2630 . . . .  Any previous effort purporting to split these water rights is 
of no force and effect.”  The omission in the Judgment is it did not list the water right numbers 
generated by the Idaho Department of Water Resources (“IDWR”) when it split water right 
numbers 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT and 37-2630 into the name of FSC.  The water 
right numbers generated by IDWR for purposes of the splits into FSC’s name were: 37-22915, 
37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, and 37-22919.  See FSC Verified Complaint for Quiet Title at 8 
(December 2, 2016). 
Based on the Judgment alone, a previously uninvolved party would have no indication 
the split water right numbers generated by IDWR are invalid.  For this reason, the omission in 
the Judgment should be corrected to affirmatively state water right numbers 37-22915, 37-22916, 
37-22917, 37-22918, and 37-22919 are invalid.  As shown in underline, a phrase should be 
added to the final sentence of the Judgment to accurately describe what the Court held in its 
Memorandum Decision on Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment and its Memorandum Decision 
on Motion to Reconsider Cross Motions for Summary Judgment: “Any previous effort purporting 
to split these water rights, which are water right numbers 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-
22918, and 37-22919 generated by the Idaho Department of Water Resources in the name of 
First Security Corporation, is of no force and effect. 
 
DATED this 18th day of June, 2018. 
 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
 
   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                              
 Chris M. Bromley 
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liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
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TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, BELLE RANCH, LLC, JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON, AND ITS ATTORNEYS OF 
RECORD ALBERT P. BARKER, SCOTT A. MAGNUSON, BARKER ROSHOLT 
& SIMPSON, 1010 WEST JEFFERSON STREET, SUITE 102, PO BOX 2139, 
BOISE, ID  83701-2139; RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC.; AND ITS ATTORNEYS 
OF RECORD, MICHAEL D. MAYFIELD, MICHAEL R. JOHNSON, JAMES A. 
SORENSON, RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER, 36 SOUTH STATE STREET, SUITE 
1400, PO BOX 45385, SALT LAKE CITY, UT  45385; AND MOUNTAIN WEST 
BANK, A DIVISION OF GLACIER BANK AND GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE, 
LLC; AND ITS ATTORNEYS OF RECORD R. WAYNE SWENEY, LUKINS & 




NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Plaintiff/Appellant, First Security Corporation (“FSC”), by and 
through its attorneys of record, appeal against the above-named Respondents, Belle Ranch, LLC, 
Justin Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, Rabo Agrifinance, Inc., Mountain West 
Bank, a division of Glacier Bank, and GBCI Other Real Estate, LLC, to the Idaho Supreme 
Court from the Court’s Memorandum Decision on Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment, 
entered October 30, 2017, the Memorandum Decision on Motions to Reconsider Cross Motions 
for Summary Judgment, entered April 23, 2018, and the Judgment entered May 8, 2018, the 
Honorable Jonathan Brody, presiding.  A copy of the Judgment and associated orders being 
appealed are attached to this notice as Exhibit A.1 
2. The Appellant has a right to appeal to the Supreme Court, and the Judgment and 
associated orders described in Paragraph 1, above, are appealable orders under and pursuant to 
Rule 11(a)(1), Idaho Appellate Rules. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellant intends to 
assert in the appeal (which does not prevent Appellant from asserting other issues) is as follows: 
a. Did the district court err in quieting title to the 7.5/289th of the water rights 
in the name of Belle Ranch when the deeds of record in Blaine County 
show that these water rights were conveyed to FSC and its predecessors, 
and not to Belle Ranch? 
b. Did the district court err in determining that mortgages control conveyance 
and ownership of water rights? 
1 On June 18, 2018, FSC filed a Motion to Correct Judgment, based on I.R.C.P. 60(a), for the reason that the district 
court’s underlying orders addressed water right nos. 37-22915, 37-22916, 37-22917, 37-22918, and 37-22919, but 
the district court mistakenly omitted those water right numbers in its May 8, 2018 Judgment. 
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c. Did the district court err in determining that the water right partial decrees 
issued by the Snake River Basin Adjudication (“SRBA”) district court 
prevented quieting title of the water rights to FSC? 
d. Did the district court err in determining it could quiet title to the water 
rights to Belle Ranch when the SRBA partial decrees list South County 
Estates, LLC as the owner of the water rights? 
e. Did the district court err in denying FSC’s cross-claim against Mountain 
West Bank, a division of Glacier Bank, and GBCI Other Real Estate, 
LLC? 
f. Did the district court err in denying FSC’s Motion for Reconsideration? 
g. Did the district court err in entering its Judgment by referencing a security 
interest in the name of Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. when this proceeding 
involved quieting title to real estate, not defining or prioritizing secured 
interests? 
4. There is no order sealing any portion of the record in this case. 
5. The Appellant requests that a copy of the transcript, in electronic format, from: 
the September 19, 2017 hearing on motions for summary judgment; and the February 6, 2018 
hearing on motions for reconsideration. 
6. The Appellant requests that all pleadings, notices, motions, memoranda, 
objections, disclosures, affidavits, declarations, exhibits, attachments, stipulations, orders, 
decisions, and any other documents filed in this case along with other documents in the clerk’s 
record automatically included Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules be made part of the record, 
in chronological order.  Appellant has, for convenience, attached as Exhibit B, the Odyssey 
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iCourt Portal Report (with the case information and the events and hearings sections included) 
that should list all of the documents filed in this case that – together with any attachments thereto 
– are hereby requested by Appellants. 
7. I certify: 
a. That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of 
whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set 
out below: Maureen Newton, Court Reporter, P.O. Box 132, Heyburn, ID 
83336; and Susan Israel, Court Reporter, P.O. Box 1379, Ketchum, ID 
83340. 
b. That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee of $419 
for preparation of the reporter’s transcript. 
c. That the estimated fee of $100 for preparation of the clerk’s record has 
been paid. 
d. That the appellate filing fee of $129 has been paid. 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
 
DATED this 19th day of June, 2018. 
 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
 
   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                              
 Chris M. Bromley 
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PO Box 45385 
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   X     U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
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Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
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   X     U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
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   X     U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 
   X    iCourt E-File Electronic Service  
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID  83814-5155 
   X     U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 
   X    iCourt E-File Electronic Service  
Maureen Newton, Court Reporter 
P.O. Box 132 
Heyburn, ID  83336 
   X     U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 
          iCourt E-File Electronic Service  
 
Susan Israel, Court Reporter,  
P.O. Box 1379 
Ketchum, ID  83340 
   X     U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 




   /s/ Chris M. Bromley                  
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Case No. CV-16-645 
M.KMO.RANJlUM DECISI.ON 
ON CROSS-M.OTIONS FOR 
SUMM.AI~Y .HJDGMEN'I' 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY ANI> BACKGROUN)) 
First Security Corporation (FSC) filed this action to quiet title to land claimed by Belle 
Ranch~ Ll_,C CBelle Ranch'\ Rabo Agrif.lnance; LLC (RABO), Justin Flood Stevenson~ and 
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Elizabeth Brett Stevenson. RABO counterclaimed, and cross claimed as a third party against 
Belle Ranch, Justin Flood Stevenson, E.lizabcth Brett Stevenson, FSC, Big Stick, LLC, Richard 
Fosbury and Charles Holt. 
In Blaine County Case Number CV-201 6-671, Belle Ranch f11cd an action to quiet title 
against South County Estates, LLC. (South County); Big Stick, LLC; PENSCO Trust Company 
F.B.O. Ricil(trd D. Fosbury, IRA #FOJ EC (Fosbury IRA); PENSCO ·rrust Company Custodian 
F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA #IIOI Nli (llolt IRA #I!Ol Nil); PENS CO Trust Company Custodian 
F.B.O. Charles H.olt IRA #1-10 1 NV (Holt IRA #1-10 1 NY); FSC; Mountain West Bank (MWB); 
GBCI Other Real Estutc, LLC (GBCl), unci Does 1-5. FSC then Cross-Claimed against South 
County, MWB, GBCL Big Stick, LLC also cross-claimed against MWB and GBCL 1-lowcvcr, 
MWB and GBCI have disclaimed their interests in order to gain protection under Idaho Code§ 
6-402. 
In Blaine County Case Number CV-201 6-683, Big Stick, LLC, Richard Fosbury, and 
Chnrles llolt tllcd an action to quiet title against Belle Ranch, Justin Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth 
Brett Stevenson, and RABO. RABO counterclaimed, and cross claimed as a third party to quiet 
title against Belle Ranch, Justin Flood Stevenson, Elizttbeth Brett Stevenson, Big Stick, LLC, 
Richard Fosbury, Charles Ho.lt, and FSC. 
The cases were consolidated on May 23, 2017 as Blaine County Case Number CY-2016-
645. ·rherealkr, the parties flied cross-motions ft1r summary judgment. 'I'hc Court heard oral 
argument on September 19, 2017, and the case was taken under advisement the same day. 
The factual background of this case is too extensive to list in full, though the relevant 
portions are discussed below. Originally, the subject property was owned by South County, 
which later mortgaged and quitclaimed portions of the pro petty at different times. The parties 
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benefitting from the mortgages and quitclaims recorded at difl'erent times. Because the times 
between granting and tiling differed, conh1sion was created regarding who actually owned the 
subject property. 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
The issue bd(Jrc the Court on cross· motions lbr summary judgment is the ownership of 
water rights divided into 289 parts; spccilically ownership of the 15.3 shares is at issue. ·rhe 
15.3 shares were transferred to different parties at different times. For the fi.Jllowing reasons, 
Belle Ranch, LLC is the owner of286.2/289ths, and while Big Stick, [J,C appears to be the 
owner of2.8/289tbs, thilt issue is reserved lilr trial. 
Summary judgment is proper "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, 
together with the aflldnvits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material ll\ct and 
that the moving party is entitled to judgment (lS a matter of law." l.R.C.P. 56(c ); Scona, Inc. v. 
Green Willmv T!·usr, 133 Idaho 283,286,985 P.2d 1145, 1148 (1999). The court must liberally 
construe all disputed I~ICts in 1\lvor of the non-moving party, and draw all reasonable inJerenccs 
and conclusions supported by the record in Jrwor of the party opposing the motion. Wiemer t•_ 
Rankin, 117 Idaho 566, 570, 790 P .2d 34 7, 351 (I 990). If conflicting inlerenccs are possible, 
summary judgment should be denied. Only if there is no genuine issue of material fact after the 
affidavits, pleadings, and depositions have been construed in the light most Irworable to the non-
moving party should summary judgment be awarded. Loomis v_ Ciry of /-!ailey. 119 Idaho 434, 
437, 807 P.2d 1272, 1275 ( 1991 ). However, "[i]fthe case is to be tried by the court without a 
jury, where cross-motions fiJr summary judgment are t11ed, based upon the same evidentiary 
fac.ts and upon the same theories and issues, the parties effectively have stipulated that no 
genuine issues of material f~lcl exist Zollinger v. Carrol, 137 Idaho 397,399 (2002) (citing 
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Riverside DevelopmenT Co. v. Ritchie, 103 Idaho 515, 518 n. 1 ( 1982)). Broader discretion is 
granted to the Court. when resolving cross-motions for summary judgment because the Couti will 
be responsible for resolving conllict between competing inferences. !d. 
"An instrument is deemed to be recorded when, being duly acknowledged, or proved and 
certified, it is deposited in the recorder's oflice with the proper oliicer Jor record." Idaho Code§ 
55-809. ""Every conveyance of real property other than a lease fbr a term not exceeding one (I) 
yenr, is void as against nny subsequent purchaser or mortgagee of the same property, or nny part 
thereof; in good faith and lhr a vnluablc considermion, whose conveyance is first duly recorded." 
Idaho Code§ 55-812. "The purpose of the recording act in a race-notice jurisdiction ... is to 
allow recorded interests to be effective ag(linst unrecorded interests when the recordt'd interest is 
taken for a valuable consi.ckration and .in good faith, i. e., without knowledge, either actual or 
constructive, that unrecorded interests exist. Langroise v. Becker, 96 Idaho 218, 220 (1974) 
(citing Froman v. Madden, 13 Idaho 138 (1907)). 
The Court concludes that this is not a collateral attack on the 2010 SRHA adjudication. 
That adjudiC(ttion merely conllrrned that 289/289th had been awarded to South County. It is 
with the assumption that South County owned and was able to convey all 289/289th with which 
the Court begins its analysis. 
I. Whether Big Stick has a Right to the Claimed 2.8/289ths 
On October 13, 2005, South County granted a security interest to MWB as part of a 
mortgage executed inl1wor of MWB. This mortgage was recorded, on October 14, 2005, as 
Blaine County Instrument Number 527439 1; the water rights were part of the security on the 
mortgage and appurtenant to the land. A moditkation to this loan was recorded on November 
1 Aflid>tvit of ChrisM. Bromley, b. 3 
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28, 2006 as Blaine County Instrument Number 5423782 On December 14, 2007, Big Stick, 
LLC recorded its quitclaim fi·om South County as Blaine County Instrument Number 5540983 
Two additional mortgages were recorded subsequent to the 1iling oflnstrument 554098'1• 
Finally, on June 25, 2009, MWB released the lien on the land tmns(erred to Big Stick, LLC in 
Blaine County Instrument Number 568681 5• 
Even though subsequent mortgages were tiled, which encumbered the bnd, the evidence 
presented does not indicate that Big Stick, LLC was on notice, either constructively or actually. 
Thcrd'llre, when South County <~Ssigned its interest in the land and executed a Deed in Lieu of 
Foreclosure in favor of MWB (Blaine County Instrument Numbers 5783306 and 578331 7, 
respectively) it transferred only those rights which had been conveyed after the second and third 
mortgages were executed (Blaine County Inst.rument Numbers 5589048 and 562481 9, 
respectively). Big Stick's interest originated when only the ii.rst mortgage and the modification 
encumbered the land (Blaine County Instrument Numbers 527439 10 cmd 542378 11 , respectively). 
Big Stick, LLC took without the requisite notice of the subsequent encumbrances and maintains 
ownership of the property. Therel(ne it appears that Big Stick, LLC maintains its 2.8/289ths. 
However, as was noted at the hearing on this matter, Big Stick, LLC was owned by the 
same person who owned South County at the time of its transactions. ·rhe Comt has insufficient 
evidence to determine whether the transfer fi'om South County to Big Stick, L.LC was selt~ 
'Declamti<m of Scott A Magnuson in Suppm·t of Belle Ranch, LLC's and RABO Agl'ifinance, LLC's Joint 
Mcrnotandum (Magnuson Declaration), Ex. 3 
3 Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 9 
·I Scc<H1d Mol'tgagc was rcco•·dcd <>n .lulle 13, 2008 as Blaine County lnstl'umcnt Numbe1· 558904 (Magnuson 
Dcclanttion, Ex. 4); tho Third Mortgage was recorded on October 24l 2008 as Blaine County Instrument Number 
562481 (Magnuson Dcclan<tion, Ex. 5). 
5 Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 48 
6 M~1gnuson Declarati(m, Ex. 23 
7 Magnuson D~clarat.ion) Ex. 44 
8 Magnuson Declaration) Ex. 4 
9 Magnuson Declaration) Ex. 5 
'"Affidavit of ChrisM. Bromley, Ex. 3 
H Magnuson Decl~1mtion) Ex. 3 
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dealing or fraudulent, and neither party has sufficiently addressed the matter. Moreover, there 
appears to be a potential issue with the statute of limitations. Under Brown v. Greenheart, !57 
Idaho 156, 161 (2014), when the statute of limitations accrues is a matter for a jury. There 
appears to be a genuine issue of material fact, although some facts suggest that the statute of 
limitations has run. Therefore, the Court declines to quiet title to the 2.8/289th claimed by Big 
Stick, LLC in any party. 
II. Whether the Holt IRA #HOlNH has a Right to the Claimed 1/289th 
The reasoning of the Court is similar to that noted in Section I, though with a different 
outcome. 1 /289th was transferred to the Holt IRA #HO 1 NH prior to the execution of the second 
and third mortgages. However, that conveyance was not recorded until March I, 2010~after the 
second and third mortgages were executed. Theretbre, the Holt IRA #HOINH (Blaine County 
Instrument Number 575488) would have had constructive notice of subsequent mortgages and 
would not have taken in full when South County executed the Jnne 25, 2009 release (Blaine 
County Instrument Number 568681 12). 
When South County executed an Assignment and Deed, a Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, 
and an Estoppel Certificate on June 17, 2010, MWB would have been on notice of the prior 
recordings when accepting the Assignment and Deed, Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, and Estoppel 
Certificate. However, because the second and third mortgages would have been granted without 
the knowledge of the quitclaim to the Holt IRA #HOlNH, it would violate the purpose of Idaho 
Code§ 55-812 to allow the Holt IRA #HOINH to take when its interest was not recorded until 
after the mortgages were granted. 
The same cannot be said for the Assignment, Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, and Estoppel 
Certificate. Certainly, the Holt IRA #HOINH would not have been on notice of the Assignment 
---·----·------
" Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 48 
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and Deed, and etc., but it had constructive notice of the mortgages at the time it recorded its 
instrument and thcrefi:Jre was on notice that such document could be executed. Therdorc, the 
lf289th interest claimed by the Holt IRA #I·IO lNli was properly transli.:rred to MWB because of 
the Assignment and Deed, Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, and Estoppel Certificate executed in 
f(tvor of MWB on June 17. 2010. T'herdore the Flolt. IRA #HOJNH does not have any right to 
the disputed property. 
III. Whether the Fosbury IRA has a Right to the Claimed 2/289ths 
·rhe reasoning of the Court is similar to that noted in section II. South County conveyed 
l/289th to the Fosbury IRA via quitclaim on March 17, 2008. South County transferred an 
additional l/289th to the Fosbury IRA via quitcl(tim on September 18, 2008. ·rhe Fosbury IRA 
recorded both tnmsactions on March I, 20 I 0 as Blaine County Instrument Numbers 5 75491 13 
and 575492 14 , respectively. Both tnmsfers were made af\er the Erst mortgage in favor of MWB 
was recorded on October 13, 2005. In addition, the second transfer occurred aJler South County 
had executed the second and third mortgages in tavor of MWB. As both transfers were recorded 
afier the mortgages, MWB did not have notice of the Fosbury IRA transfers, bullhe Fosbury 
IRA had constructive notice of the additional encumbrances. 'Therefore, the Assignment and 
Deed, Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, and Estoppel Cerlilkate 11Jed and recorded on June 17, 20 I 0 
transferred the 2/289th interest to MWB (Blaine County Instrument Numbers 578330 15, 
578331 16, and 578332' 7, respectively), along with the 1/l89th interest claimed by Holt IRA 
#HOINH. 
u Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 14 
14 Magnuson Decimation, Ex. 15 
I :I Magnuson Declan1tion~ Ex. 23 
11
' Magnuson Decimation. Ex. 44 
11 Magnuson Declmationj Ex. 6 
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On June 17, 20 I 0, MWB conveyed its rights to GBCI and recorded the transfer as Blaine 
County Instrument Number 578364 1 ~. On December 22, 2011, GBCI conveyed its interest to 
Belle Ranch. That instrument was recorded the same day (IS Instrument Number 593252 19 In 
addition, MWB quitclaimed its interest to Belle Ranch and recorded its interest the same day as 
Blaine County Instrument Number 593254211 • 
IV. Whether nny other Clnims to the Property nre Valid 
The Court J1nds that no other claims are valid. On June 25, 2009, South County executed 
a quitclaim purporting to convey 7.5/289th to Mr. John Scherer and Mr. Charles Holt (Scherer 
and Holt). T'his was the same day that MWB executed its release of the 7.5/289th of the water 
rights in the partial release of lien. Scherer :md Holt recorded the quitclaim the same days as 
Blaine County Instrument Nun1ber 568681 21 . Also the same day, Scherer and Holt executed a 
mortgage in favor of liB, which was recorded as Blaine County Instrument Number 568682n. 
On September 2, 2014, Scherer and Holt executed a Non-Merger Deed in Lieu ofForeclosme, 
which purported to convey the 7.5/289th to liB, IIB recorded the September 2, 2014 transfer on 
October 20, 2014 as Blaine County Instnunent Number 62205523 liB then executed a Warranty 
Deed conveying the 7 .5!289th to I·'SC, which was recorded the same day as Blaine County 
Instrument Number 622056"4, 
IIB's claims nrc derivative of the transfers to Scherer and Holt. The language in the 
partial release of lien released only the first mortgage. T'he second and third mortgages were of 
record before the liB mortgage. Thus, when the second and third mortgages were foreclosed, the 
18 Affidavit of ChrisM, 13romley, Ex, 10 
I'J Magnuson Declaration; Ex. 46 
20 Magnuson Declaration, r:x. 45 
21 Magnuson DcclarMi~)n, Ex. 48 
.,, M IJ I . 1·· 4' - ag11uson , cc ~mttJOn~ ::.x. ,} 
.tl Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 17 
2
'
1 Magnus(m Dcclandion, Ex:. 47 
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7.5/289th, which were security tbr the MWB second and third mortgages, were f'i.Jrccloscd. 
T'hcrcforc, JIB's claims and FSC's cbims Hs their successor in interest cannot be valid. 
Moreover, FSC would have had at least constructive notice of other claims because of the other 
recordings. liB never had title to convey the property, and FSC had notice of other recordings 
that take priority over FSC's claim. Therefore, FSC has no claim to the 7.5/289th ofthe water 
right. 
In like manner, the Flolt IRA #HOI NV, the 1-Iolt IRA #HO!NH, and the Fosbury IRA 
have no claim and any claim derivative to those claims is also invalid. On March 17, 2008, 
South County executed a document purporting to quitclaim l/289th to the Fosbury IRA. On 
April 28, 2008, South County executed a document purposing to quitclaim I /289th to the Holt 
IRA #HOI NH. On August 8, 2008, South County executed a document purporting to convey 
l/289th to l-l.olt IRA IIllO I NV. On September 18, 2008, South County executed a document 
purporting to quitclaim an additional l/289th to the Fosbury IRA. And, on April 8, 2009, South 
County executed a document purporting to quitclaim 1/289th. Cumulatively, South County 
purported to convey 5/289th to these parties. However, those deeds or quitclaims were not 
recorded until March 1, 20 I 0 with the Jollowing Blaine County instrument numbers, 
respectively: 575491 25, 57548826 , 57548927 ,57549228, <llld 57549019 As these were all recorded 
after the June 13, 2008 mortgage, they are lower in priority than the mortgage that South County 
executed in !l.1vor ofMWB. Therefore, the Fosbury IRA and the two H.olt IRAs have no interest 
in the 5/289th of the property that they claim. 
~~ Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 14 
~t~ Magnuson Declaratiol\ Ex. II 
27 Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 12 
~8 Magnuson Declarntion, Ex. 15 
2 ~) Magnuson Decimation, Ex. 13 
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Finally, the Court has also considered Belle Ranch's claims regarding adverse 
possession, statute oflimitation, and abandonment of the remaining 2.8/289th claimed by Big 
Stick, LLC. The Court has insufficient evidence to determine these issues on summary judgment 
and therefore summary judgment is denied as to these issues so that the parties may conduct 
additional discovery and present their arguments at trial. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth above, the Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED in part 
and DENIED in part. Summary Judgment is GRANTED regarding title to 286.2/289th, which is 
quieted in Belle Ranch. Summary Judgment is DENIED with regard to the remaining 2.8/289th. 
The decision does not affect any security interest owned by RABO. 
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) 
SOUTH COUNT'Y ES'fA'T'ES, LLC, an ) 
administrutively dissolved Idaho limited liability ) 
company; BIG STICK, LLC, nn administratively ) 
dissolved Idaho limited liability comJXl!lY; ) 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY F.B.O. RICIIARD ) 
D. FOSBUR Y, IRA #FOI EC; PENSCO TRUST ) 
COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES ) 
liOL.T, IRA #HOI NI-l; PENS CO TRUSr ) 
COMPANY CUSTODIAN FJH). CHARLES ) 
Hm;r, IRA IIIIOINV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; ) 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION OF ) 
Gl...ACIER BANK; GBCI OTHE.R REAL ESTA'f'E,) 
L.LC, and DOES I "5, unknown persons who may ) 




-------------------------------------------------------------- -----·····-·····--···· ----·····--······· -,,,,.J 
) 
BIG STICK, LLC, nn Idaho limited Ibbility ) 
Company; RICHARD D .. FOSBURY, an indivi(hwl;) 
and CHARLES l-IOLT. an individual. ) 
Plninti ITs, 
v. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
COI11]XIIl)'; JUSTIN FLOOD STEVENSON, an 
individual; ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON, 
an individual: and RABO AGRIFINANCF·:, INC, 
















First Security Corporation ("FSC") filed this action to quiet title to land claimed by Belle 
Ranch, LLC: (''Belle Ranch"), Rabo Agriflnance, LLC ("RABO"), Justin Flood Stevenson, and 
Elizabeth Brett Stevenson (collectively Bcll.c Ranch, et al.) .. RABO counterclaimed, and cross 
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claimed as a third party against Belle Ranch, Justin Flood Stevenson, Eli:wbt::th Brett Stevenson, 
FSC, Big Stick, LLC ("Big Stick"), Richard Fosbury, and Charles Holt 
In Blaine County case number CV ·20 I 6-6 7 I, Belle Rnnch llled an action to quiet title 
agninst South County Estates, LLC ("South County"); Big Stick: PENSCO ln!St company F.B.O. 
Richard D. l''osbury, IRA #FO l EC ("Fosbury IRA"); PENSCO trust company custodian F.B.O. 
Charles !-lolL IRA #IIO!Nll ("llolt IRA IIIIOlNH"); PENSCO trust compnny custodian F.B.O. 
Charles llolt, IRA #HOlNV ("'Holt IRA #I-!OINV"); .FSC: Mountain West Bank ("MWB"); 
GBCI Other Real Estate, LL.C ("GBCI"): and Does I ·5, FSC then cross-claim.ed against South 
County, MWB, and GBCI. Big Stick also cross claimed against MWB and GBCI. Both MWB 
and GBCI huvc discl<limed any interest in the property in order to gain protection under Idaho 
Code § 6-402. 
In Blaine County case number CV-2016-683, Big Stick, Richard l''osbury, and Charles 
Holt tiled an action to quiet title against Belle Ranch, Justin Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett 
Stevenson, and RABO. RABO counterclaimed and cross claimed as a third party to quiet title 
against Belle Ranch, Justin Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, Big Stick, Richard 
Fosbury, Charles 1-Iolt, and FSC. 
The cuses were consolidated on May 23,2017 as Blaine County case munber CV-2016-
645. Thereafter, the parties tiled cross-motions for summary judgment. The Court heard oral 
mgumcnt on September I9, 20I7 and issued its decision on October 27,2017. Summary 
Judgment was granted in part and denied in part Big Stick, Richard Fosbury, and Charles !·Jolt 
Oled a motion I(Jr reconsideration on November 13, 2017. FSC .tiled a separate motion for 
reconsideration on the same day. ·rhe case wt1S mken under <ldvisemenl on February 6, 20 I 8, but 
the Supreme Court issued additional opinions bearing on the outcome of this case between the 
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time that the case was taken under advisement and the time it was to issue. The Cotni had a 
status conference with the parties and additional time was alloned l(Jr briefing on the new cases. 
The case was again taken under advisement on March 22, 2018 af\er the suppkment<ll briet1ng 
was submitted. 
The (lliginal decision .is correct as tar as .it goes and the reasoning therein .is incorporated 
here as additional support I(Jr summary judgment. However, that decision biled to address res 
judicata and did not go far enough. Because this action seeks to modify adjudicated water rights 
based on pre-decree considerations, res judicata bars the action and summary judgment must be 
entered fiJr Bdlc Ranch and RABO to quiet title in all 289 shares of water. 
HACKGROlJND 
Bel.le Ranch owns the Belle Ranch property located in Blaine County, Idaho, which is 
289 acres and has appurtenant water rights to irrigatt' 289 acres--15.3 shares of which arc itt 
issue here. 'fhc water rights are as fbllows: 
Water Rights Priority Date ·-·· ·-orv:·R:ute --- Source 
~~~,~~··~,~-~~,~~·~~~ 
37-481C Aug. l, 1882 3.014 cfs Big Wood River 
37-4821-1 Aug. l, 1884 3 .6T2"CT~----~-·-----·- Big Wood River 
·~ .. ~~·-.-~~~""M~·~ 
37-483C Aug. l, 1902 15.086 d's Big Wood River 
~~·~·~~-M~~ - -- ·~·M•o.~.-~~~·~M~om•o~ 
37-577BT Mar. 24, 1883 2.2 Big Wood River 
--:·-·-··,-·-·----··--·····-····-----· ~•mm••~~""""'"'~,.~~-~~-• 
37-2630 Feb. 2, 1960 3.75 Groundwater 
~·~~-.-·~·· .. ··~~~·~ 
In 1988, the predecessor in interest of the Belle Ranch Property, CL Chapman Petersen, 
filed notices of claim in the SRBA for the Water Rights appurtenant to the Belle Ranch property. 
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South County was hrmcd in 2003 and dissolved in 20 II with John Scherer (Scherer) as 
mannging member and Richard Fosbury (Fosbury) and Charles H.olt (Holt) as members. In 
2003, South County acqliired what is now the Bc.llc Ranch property with the appurtenant water 
rights, and filed a notice of change in water right ownership with the ldaho Department of Water 
Resources (IDWR) in the name of South County. 
In 2010, the water rights were decreed in the name of South County in the SRBA partial 
decree. At that time, South County had conveyed to MWB via <t deed in lieu of foreclosure. 
MWB submitted a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership on July 27, 2011, which IDWR 
accepted. MWB then conveyed tlw property to GBCI who conveyed it to Belle Ranch on the 
same d<ty. On February 28, 2012, about two months afler the property was conveyed to Belle 
Ranch, Belle Ranch submitted a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership with IDWR. This 
was within 120 clays of the conveyance. 
In April 2012, Belle Ranch and Justin Stevenson filed an Application for Tnmsfer Water 
Right to change the place of use of the water rights. IDWR published notice of the 
ndministrative proceeding in the Idaho Mountain Express on May 16, and 13, 2012. The Notice 
provided that Belle Ranch SOLtght to change the place the water rights would be used and 
inlhrmed the other parties to this litigation that "any protest against the approval of this" transfer 
must be filed with IDWR by June 4, 2012. No protests were 11lcd and IDWR approved the 
application and amended the elements of the water rights in a July 6, 2012 decision which 
rdlectcd Belle Ranch's ownership of the water rights. 
The SRBA Final Unified Decree was entered on August26, 2014. On October 28,2014, 
FSC submitted a change in ownership, which IDWR accepted. !DWR then listed the water 
rights as split the water right and notiJied Belle Ranch of the change. In the process, IDWR 
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created the fi.1llowing new watcrrights: 37-22915,37-22916,37-22917,37-22918, and 37-
22919. Belle Ranch challenged ownership with fDWR, who changed the Sl<ltC of the water 
rights to "Split Water Rights" adjudicated to South County in March of2016. 
On June 15, 2015, Fosbury IRA submitted notice of Change in Water Rights Ownership 
on the 2/289ths of the water rights allegedly conveyed to the Fosbury IRA on March 17, 2008 
and September 18, 2008. Both of these alleged transfers occutTcd well befr1re the partial decree. 
Fosbury IRA did not inl\m11 Belle Ranch of the request. 
On June 24,2016 Big Sti<.:k submitted a Change in Water Right Ownership seeking to 
change the ownership records on 2.8/289ths of the water rights, which were allcgcd.ly conveyt'd 
to Big Stick on December 7, 2007. Again, these alleged transfers were well bd(Jrc the entry of 
the partial decree. This request was also submitted without inf(Jrming Belle Ranch. 
On June 24,2016, Holt IRA submitted a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
seeking to change the ownership records on 2.8/289ths, which were allegedly conveyed to l·lolt 
IRA on August 8, 2008 and April 8, 2009. This request was also submitted without inf(Jrming 
Belle Ranch. 
On September 6, 2016, IDWR informed Big Stick, Fosbury, and Holt that it would not 
process the ownership changes without !i.1rther instruction from a district court following (I quiet 
title action. 'fhc parties then liled th.is action to quiet title. 
In conjunction with the conveyance of the Belle Ranch Property and the water rights to 
Belle Ranch, a title commitment was issued by Stewart ·ritle Guaranty Company. That title 
commitment includes the results of an exhaustive title sem·ch on the property and included, in 
Schedule B, a list of items of note relative to the title of the property. Importantly, although the 
title commitment did reterence the releases, the title search did not reveal any of the quitclaim 
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deeds attempting to convey portions of the water rights. Declaration t!J'Sco/1 A .. Magnuson in 
Support o!Bdle !/(Inch, Ex. 7, Schedule B, Part 1, Item 5. On or about May 2, 2012, Belle 
Ranch executed a mortgage in 11mlr ofRABO. 
Since Belle .Ranch acquired the property it has timely paid nll nsscssments due to the 
water district and irrigation district, and has drawn the fit II amount of water allowed under the 
water right and has used that water on the Belle Ranch property. Water has been delivered to the 
property from the same headgatc in approximately the same quantity since 2003. The record 
shows delivery of the water only to Scherer 11·om 2003 to 20 II and then to Belle Ranch ti·om 
2012 until present. No other plaintiffs received water, and bdhr~ Belle Ranch's change in place 
of use, there was never any attempt to transfer the water rights to any other property, even 
throughout South County's attempts to transfer to the other parties. South County made at least 
seven attempts via quitclaim deeds to convey fi·actional portions of the water rights to Scherer, 
Fosbury, Holt and/or their afllliated entities, accounts or holdings before the SRBA partial 
decree was issued. The total J1·actional portion South County attempted to convey was 
15 .3/289ths. Scherer wns the managing member of South County and Big Stick when South 
County executed quitclaims purporting to transfer the water rights to Scherer, Fosbury, Holt and 
Big Stick. Fosbury and Holt were members of South County. 
ln 2010, the SRBA issued a partial decree adjudicating all of the water rights to South 
County. The SRBA later issued a final decree in August 2014. Belk Ranch and RABO 11kd 
transfer paperwork with lDWR between the time of the partial decree and the time of the final 
decree. No other parties filed claims in the SRBA or notices of change in ownership with IDWR 
until afkr the tina! decree. None of the parties challenged the Amended Special Master's Report 
and Recommendation. 
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ANAL YS.IS AND DISClJSSJON 
·rhc issue came bcf(Jrc the Court on cross-motions for summary judgment to determine 
the ownership of wntcr rights divided into 289 pnrts; spcciJically ownership of the 15.3 shares. 
The Court's original decision quieted title to 286.2/289ths in Belle RmJCh. Summ<n·y judgment 
as to the remaining 2.8/289ths was denied. llowcvcr, in that analysis the Court did not give 
sufficient weight nor analysis to the lll<lt!Cr of r<·sjudinl/a. In the original decision, Belle Rnnch 
was a holder in due course and entitled to 286.2/289ths. 
ln the motions l()r reconsideration, the parties requested that the Court readdress the issue 
of transfers via the deed in lieu ofJ(rreclosure and other qllit.claims. However. the Court need not 
reach that analysis as the entire matter is barred by resjudicata. 
Because the pnrtics asked the CNui to reconsider its decision on summary judgment, the 
issue of resjudicata is analyzed under the standard fi:.1r summary judgment. Summary judgment 
is proper "'if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on tile, together with the affidavits, if 
any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material ll1ct and that the moving party .is 
entitled to judgment as a matter of law." IIZC P 56(c ); Scona, Inc. v_ Green Willmv Ti·ust, 13 3 
Idaho 283,286 (1999). ·rhe court must libcnllly construe all disputed n\cts in favor of the non-
moving party, and draw all reasonable inferences and conclusions supported by the record in 
lltvor of the party opposing the motion. Wien1er v_ Rankin, 117 Idaho 566, 570 ( 1990). Only if 
there is no genuine issue of material fact after the aflidavits, pleadings, and depositions have 
been construed in the light most lltvorahle to the non-moving party should summary judgment be 
awarded. Loomis v. City of'Hai/ey, 119 Idaho 434, 437 ( 1991 ). 
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However, "[i]fthc case is to be tried by the court without a jury, where cross-
motions liJr summary judgment are filed, based upon the same evidentiary lr.1cts and upon the 
same theories and issues, the pnrties effectively have stipulated that no genuine issues ofmatcrinl 
fact exist. Zollinger 1\ Carrol, 137ldaho 397, 399 (2002) (citing Riwrside Development C.'o. v. 
Ritchie, l 03 Idaho 515, 518 n. 1 ( 1982)). Broader d.iscretion is granted to the Court when 
resolving cross-motions for summary judgment beC<lllse the Court will be responsible tor 
resolving conllict between competing inferences. !d. 
I. Whether Res .Judicllta Bars Rclitiglltiou of Wutcr Rights 
Res Judicata is comprised of claim preclusion and issue preclusion, also called true res 
judicata and collateral estoppel respectively. flindmarsh v. Mock, 138 Idaho 92, 94 (2002). 
Claim preclusion bars a subsequent action between the same parties on the same claim where 
there h(IS been a final decision on the merits. /d. Claim preclusion also applies to all matters 
arising out of the same cause of action that should have been litigated in the tirst suit. .Joyce ''· 
Murphy Land and Irrigation Co., 208 P. 241, 243 ( 1922). The Co\u1s use resjudicata to avoid 
inconsistent. judgments, to prevent confusion, and to protect the public interest. llindmarsh, 138 
Idaho at 94. 
11. Claim Preclusion Bnrs H.elitigation of Ownership of the Property 
For claim preclusion to apply the litigation must (I) be between the same parties; (2) 
involve the same claim; and (3) have a final judgment on the merits. Ticor Tille Co. v. Stan ion, 
144 Idaho 119, 124 (2007). 
1. The Parties areJhe Same Parties ti·om Prior Litigntion 
Under Idaho law there (Ire two types of water al\judication: general and private. United 
Simes v. Black Canyon Irrigation District, 163 Idaho 54, 58-9 (2017). Notice in a general 
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adjudication .is accomplished by publication and puts all parties on notice. Idaho Code § 42-
I408(2): See In Re S'RBA Case No. 39576 Suhcase No. 37·00864 (Eden v. State t!/ldaho), No. 
44716,2018 WL 1124264, at 6 (Idaho Mar. 2, 2018). Claim preclusion generally reaches to the 
"same parties or their privis." Uni!ed States v. JJ/ack Canyon, 163 Idaho at 58. In addition, in 
United States v. Black C'anyon the Idaho Supreme Court stated that a "'general adjudication, like 
an in ron proceeding, is brought against property, not parties." !d. at 59. "I AI final _judgment in 
a proceeding where the Court hrts in renzjurisdiction bars subsequent proceedings on the same 
tn\nS(lction or occurrence" without regard lin· the identity of the parties. !d. at 58. And, a gcncn\1 
adjudication is "conclusive as to the nature of all rights to the use of water in the adjudicated 
water system .... " Idaho Code§ 42-l401A(5). 
The water rights over which the parties assert claims were part of the general 
adjudication. All parties were on notice and no party has claimed that notice was not provided 
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-1408(2). This notice made all of the parties to this case pmtics to 
the adjudication. As all parties were on notice, the "same parties" ekment of claim preclusion is 
met. 
tt. The Claim is the SaJ)lC Claim Previ(wsly Litigated 
The claims brought by the pnrties are the same claims that were brought or should have 
been brought in the adjudication. "A critical component in deciding what claims are the same 
for the purposes of res judicata is th<ll the subsequent or present claim must be one that arose out 
of the Sltrne cause of action and should have been litigated in the first suit." In re: SRBA C'ase 
No. 39576 Subcase Nos. 65-23531 & 65-23532 (Black Canyon v. S/(t/£' qf!daho), !63 ldaho 44, 
408 PJd 899,907 (20I8) (citing Maravilla t'. JR. Simplot C'o., 161ldaho 455,459 (2016)). 
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'fhese claims were ndjudicated in the partial decree dated August 31, 2010. Affidavit of' 
ChrisM Br01nley in Support olF:S'C 's MotionfiJr Summary Judgment, Ex. ll. MWB 
transferred the \\'<Iter rights to GBCJ on June 17, 2010. On July 22, 2011 MWB Jiled a change in 
ownership with IDWR. MWB <111d GBCI transferred the water rights to Belle Ranch on 
December 22. 2011. Belle Ranch then filed the 'tppropriate notice of change of ownership with 
lDWR on February 28,2012. ·rhe Unified Final Decree was then issued. Subsequent to the !ina! 
adjudication, a conHict arose between the parties at Idaho Department of Water Resources and 
this sttit was brought to determine ownership of the water rights. However, the water court 
already decreed the w'ller rights to South County in the Rule 54(b) certified partial decree (tnd 
the UniJicd F.inat Decree gave cftect to the transf\o,rs made to the adjudicated rights via the 
mlministrmiw chMges. These decrees constitute the same claim as the one made in this case. 
Moreover, there is no dispute regarding whether this is the same claim. There!i.l!'e. the "same 
dnim" element of claim preclusion is met. 
111. There was Final Judgment on the Merit~ 
There was a final judgment on the merits. '·A general ac[iudication is conclusive as to the 
nature of all rights to the use of water in the adjudicated water system _ ... " United States v. 
Black C'anyon, 163 Idaho at 58; See In Re SRBA Case No. 39576. Subcase No. 37-00864 (Eden 
"- State ojh!trho), Docket No. 44716, 2018 WL 1124264, (Mar. 2, 2018). In order to transfer the 
property between the time that the partial decree is entered and the !ina! decree is entered two 
things are required; a legal transter of the property and II ling with IDWR. Final Unified Decree 
o(the SRBA. 'fhe Final Unified D,•cree is not "construed to supersede or affe<:t. _.any 
administrative changes to the elements of a water right completed allcr the entry of a partial 
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decree but prior to the o11try of this Final Uniti.ed Decree." (Belle RMch 's ond JUJBO 
Agrilinance 's Joint Supplom'IJ/al Brie.f; p. 12); Idaho Code§ 42·1401, e/ seq. 
In this instance, the judgment was final in 20 l 0, when the water court, under lRCP 54(h), 
certitied the parli<li adjudication. T'hat partial adjudication and certilkation was final as to all 
claims, except H1r those properly claimed under a subsequent administrative procedure. 
Ownership is the preeminent clement of the water right and therei(Jre an clement and subject to 
control by that administi'(ltive procedure. MWB, GBCI, and Belle Ranch li!ed the appropriate 
paperwork with IDWR during the pendency of the t1nal decree but after the partial decree. 
Therefore, the Final Decree is a final judgment on the merits a~ to ownership of the parties and is 
construed so as to give effect to administrative changes made between the partial and t1nal 
decrees. ·rhcref(Jrc, there was a final adjudication on the merits, and resjudicara bars rclitigation 
of ownership of the water rights. 
b. Tmnsfers of Water Rights After the Pnrtinl Decree and Before the Final Unified 
Decree Arc Done Via Administmtive Process. 
Under Eden the Idaho Supren1e Court disallowed the type of collateral attack on a llnal 
uniHecl decree made here. 20!8 WL 1124264. In addition, (l recent Fifth District case C'ash v. 
Cash he.ld that. that. relitigation of ownership based on pre-decree considerations cannot stand 
because adherence to pre-decree considerations would make the SRBA worthless. Order 
Granting Respondents' Motion for Reconsideration, pp. 6-7, Cash v. Cash, Camas County Case 
No. CV-20!6-02 (2017). While not controlling, Judge Wildman's decision is highly persuasive 
tluthority, partkul<1rly as it aligns with the recent decisions of the lduho Supreme Comt. 
The final decree does not undo administrative changes made alter the partial decree; the 
tlnal decree reinlbrces the administrative changes. While this nmy be a depart.ure from 
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established rules of procedure, "water rights adjudications present unique circumstances, olkn 
requiring departure from established rules of procedure." Eden, p.13 (quoting Basin-Wide Issue 
3, 128 Idaho 246, 254 (1995)). 
1. 'I'lJ£J!J:Qf_edure fi'x Claiming Water Rights Aller Partial Adjudication 1m! BvJl!.J:£ 
Final Adjudication 
The legislature put in place an administrative procedure fi:Jr claims for and changes in 
water rights occurring afler the partial adjudication but befi)re the fttll adjudication. Idaho Code 
§ 42-1401, et seq. In addition, Idaho Code§ 42-248(1) requires that changes in ownership must 
be filed with IDWR within 120 dilys oCthat change. 'T'his does not undo the requirement to pass 
land via title. It imposes a second administrative process required in <tddition to maintaining title 
to the land. 
T'hc only parties to both have the deeds to the property and who filed the appropriate 
administrative claims were Belle .Ranch and RABO. Aller GBCI conveyed the property to Belle 
Ranch, Belle Ranch Jiled the ch~mge of ownership under Idaho Code § 42-222. No party 
disputed that change in ownership at the time, As in the adjudication ilse!L the parties were on 
notice of the change in ownership, h~td the opportunity to object, and failed to properly contest 
the changes. T'he transfer was approved and n1ade Jinal long before llriY parties except Belle 
Ranch m1d RABO Hied any type of claim to the water. 'J'herefore, the final decree reinforced tlw 
changes made with IDWR showing that the owner ol'th~ wmer rights is Belle Ranch and were 
conlirmed in Belle Ranch well bel(xe the final decree. 
In addition, Belle Ranch made changes to the Ltse of the water, which again required 
notice via publication and Inakes the determination binding on all parties. No party objected to 
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the change and the change was again entered. The Hnal decree cemented into place those 
administrative changes. 
FSC, et aL attempt to overcome claim preclusion by st<lting that South County '"engaged 
in a series of good li1ith conveyances in favor of multiple parties" bd(Jre the SRBA partial decree 
was entered . .Joint Memorandum in Support o(l':S'( .. ' 's. Big S)ick, LLC ·.v Richard D. FIJ.sbw:v·.s· 
and Charles Holt's Motionji!r Sumnuu:vJudgn1e111, p. 3. llowever, this argument is unavailing. 
The parties were on notice that the adjudicntion was ongoing. FSC, ct al, could have Hied a 
claim in the SRBA, but did not. 'T'hey could have liled notices of chm1ge of ownership with 
IDWR, but did not. They could have protested in 2012 when Belle Ranch tiled f(H" changes in 
the water rights, but they did not. Nor was anything done in the SRBA bef(Jre the final decree 
was entered, Simply put, the claimants of the 15J shares had claims based on transfers Jhm1 
South County. In orckr to preserve them, they had to !lie a change of ownership with IDWR 
while the adjudication was pending, 'I'hey did not. 
The time f(Jr that 11ling has passed, The SRBA is closed and this Court would be required 
to set aside that final decree in order to adjudicate the rights of the parties based on transfers 
dating back nearly two decades, The parties challenging Belle Ranch's rights cannot now 
change ownership of those water right~ based on pre-decree considerations. 
c. The Stntutc of Lill1ihttions Need Not Be AddressNI 
It appears tlmt the statute of'! imitations has run as against those making claims against 
Belle Ranch, Belle Ranch certainly has the right to me to clear its title <tfter the administrative 
actions at IDWR; the parties are here because IDWR took administrative action and told the 
pnrties to file a quiet title action. Later administrative lllings by those challenging Belle Ranch's 
rights cannot extend the time to tlJe, However, this issue is not necessary to this decision. 
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CONCLUSION 
Having reconsidered the matter, the motion lbr summary judgment is hereby GRANT'ED 
in favor oflklle R<mch, et al, and quiets title to all289/289ths in Belle R<lllCh, et (tl. by virtue of 
the rights adjudicated in the SRBA and in the administrative proceedings that occurred bc:tw<;en 
the partial decree and the Final Unified Decree. ·rhis does not negatively impact RABO's 
security interest I fa problem exists with water rights under the adjudication, the appropriate 
course of action is to tile a .motion for relief under IRCI' 60(b) with the water court, assuming 
there arc appropriate grounds to do so. 
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Candice M. McHugh 
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James R. Laslci 
Heather F. O’I..eary 
LAWSON LASK] CLARK & POGU F1, PLLC, 
675 Sun Valley Road. Suite A 
PD. Box 3310 
Ketchum, Idaho 83340 
Albert P, Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West .‘l’e‘l‘ferson Street, Suite 102 
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R. Wayne cncy 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION,  





BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC.,  
 
Defendants.  
Consolidated Case No. CV-2016-645 
 
JUDGMENT  
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 






SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
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Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
JoLynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk - O22
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TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants.  
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, is the sole owner of the title to the 
following water rights: 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT and 37-2630, subject to the 
security interests of record of Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. First Security Corporation; South County 
Estates, LLC; Big Stick, LLC; Pensco Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Richard D. Fosbury, 
IRA #F01EC; Pensco Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA #H01NH; Pensco 
Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA #H01NV; Mountain West Bank, a division 
of Glacier Bank; GBCI Other Real Estate, LLC; and Does 1-5 have no interest in any portion of 
I . 
OI  
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water rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT and 37-2630, or to the land which those 
rights are appurtenant. Any previous effort purporting to split these water rights is of no force 
and effect. 
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Signed: 5/2/2018 02:33 PM
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
  
 I hereby certify on the ___ day of ___________, 2018, I caused to be served a true and 





       BY:                                   
               Deputy Clerk  
Blaine County Clerk 
Blaine County Courthouse 
201 2nd Ave. S, Ste. 106 
Hailey, ID 83333 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
  x    iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
James R. Laski 
Heather O’Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  







MCHUGH BROMLEY ATTORNEYS AT LAW, 
PLLC 
380 S. 4th Street, Suite 103 
Boise, ID  83702 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
  x    iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
 
cbromley@mchughbromley.com 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID 83814-5155 
 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  





Michael R. Johnson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
   U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
   Hand Delivery  
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CV-2016-645 | First Security Corporation, an Idaho corporation vs. Belle 
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Comment (Belle Ranch, LLC is the sole owner of water rights: 37-481C, 37-
482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT, 37-2630 subject to security interest of record) 
Events and Hearings
12/02/2016 Summons Issued 
12/02/2016 Summons Issued 
12/02/2016 Summons Issued 
12/02/2016 Summons Issued 





12/02/2016 Complaint Filed 
12/02/2016 Summons Issued 
12/02/2016 Affidavit 
12/02/2016 Affidavit 


































12/06/2016 Hearing Scheduled 
12/21/2016 Miscellaneous 
12/21/2016 Miscellaneous 
12/23/2016 Document Service - Returned Served 
12/23/2016 Affidavit of Service 
12/23/2016 Document Service - Returned Served 
12/23/2016 Affidavit of Service 
12/23/2016 Document Service - Returned Served 





12/23/2016 Affidavit of Service 
01/11/2017 Miscellaneous 
01/11/2017 Notice of Appearance 
01/11/2017 Notice of Appearance 









01/25/2017 Notice of Appearance 
01/30/2017 Answer 
02/22/2017 Miscellaneous 
02/22/2017 Notice of Appearance 
02/22/2017 Notice of Appearance 
02/22/2017 Notice of Appearance 
02/22/2017 Notice of Appearance 
02/22/2017 Notice of Appearance 
02/22/2017 Notice of Appearance 
03/06/2017 Answer 
03/20/2017 Answer 





04/17/2017 Scheduling Conference 
Judicial Officer





04/17/2017 DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages: 
04/27/2017 Court Minutes 
04/27/2017 Hearing Scheduled 




06/09/2017 Notice of Hearing 
06/09/2017 Motion 




06/16/2017 Notice of Service 
06/16/2017 Notice of Service 
06/16/2017 Notice of Service 
06/16/2017 Notice of Service 
06/16/2017 Notice of Service 





07/03/2017 Hearing Vacated 
07/03/2017 Hearing Vacated 
07/11/2017 Continued 













09/19/2017 Motion for Summary Judgment 
Judicial Officer





09/19/2017 Court Minutes 
09/19/2017 DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages: 
09/19/2017 Case Taken Under Advisement 
v
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09/21/2017 Change Assigned Judge 
10/05/2017 Order 
10/06/2017 Order of Assignment - Administrative 
10/30/2017 Decision or Opinion 
11/13/2017 Motion for Reconsideration 
11/13/2017 Memorandum In Support of Motion 
11/13/2017 Motion for Reconsideration 
11/13/2017 Memorandum In Support of Motion 
11/20/2017 Pre-trial Conference 
Judicial Officer








12/05/2017 Opposition to 
12/11/2017 Notice of Hearing 
12/14/2017 Court Trial 
Judicial Officer













02/06/2018 Motion for Reconsideration 
Judicial Officer







Attorney of Record: Bromley, Christopher Michael
Cross Defendant
Attorney of Record: Barker, Albert Penick
Cross Defendant
Attorney of Record: O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Cross Defendant
Attorney of Record: O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Cross Defendant
Attorney of Record: O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Cross Defendant
Attorney of Record: Barker, Albert Penick
Cross Defendant
Attorney of Record: Barker, Albert Penick
02/06/2018 Court Minutes 
02/06/2018 DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages: 
02/06/2018 Case Taken Under Advisement 
02/13/2018 Court Minutes 







03/07/2018 Status Conference 
Judicial Officer







Attorney of Record: Bromley, Christopher Michael
Cross Defendant
Attorney of Record: Barker, Albert Penick
Cross Claimant
Attorney of Record: Mayfield, Michael D.
Cross Defendant
Attorney of Record: O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Cross Defendant
Attorney of Record: O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Cross Defendant
Attorney of Record: O'Leary, Heather Elizabeth
Cross Defendant
Attorney of Record: Barker, Albert Penick
Cross Defendant
Attorney of Record: Barker, Albert Penick
03/07/2018 Court Minutes 
03/19/2018 Brief Filed 
03/19/2018 Supplemental Brief Filed 
03/19/2018 Brief Filed 
03/22/2018 Case Taken Under Advisement 
04/23/2018 Decision or Opinion 
05/08/2018 Judgment 
05/08/2018 Civil Disposition Entered 






06/05/2018 Notice of Estimate of Transcript Cost 
06/05/2018 Motion 
First Security Corporation, an Idaho corporation
Total Financial Assessment $221.00
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
 
 STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
 
 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
 




BELLE RANCH, LLC; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC.,  
 
Defendants/Respondents. 







   
 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 






SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
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Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
By: Andrea Logan, Deputy Clerk
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liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #F01EC; PENSCO 
TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #H01NH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #H01NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights,  
 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 







BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BRETT STEVENSON, an individual; and 




 Case No. CV-2016-683 
 
 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
 
Fee Category: L(4) 
Fee: $129.00 
 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, BELLE RANCH, LLC, JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, ELIZABETH BRETT STEVENSON, AND ITS ATTORNEYS OF 
RECORD ALBERT P. BARKER, SCOTT A. MAGNUSON, BARKER ROSHOLT 
& SIMPSON, 1010 WEST JEFFERSON STREET, SUITE 102, PO BOX 2139, 
BOISE, ID  83701-2139; RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC.; AND ITS ATTORNEYS OF 
RECORD, MICHAEL D. MAYFIELD, MICHAEL R. JOHNSON, JAMES A. 
SORENSON, RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER, 36 SOUTH STATE STREET, SUITE 
1400, PO BOX 45385, SALT LAKE CITY, UT  45385; AND MOUNTAIN WEST 
BANK, A DIVISION OF GLACIER BANK AND GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE, 
LLC; AND ITS ATTORNEYS OF RECORD R. WAYNE SWENEY, LUKINS & 
ANNIS, 601 E. FRONT AVE., SUITE 303, COEUR D’ALENE, ID  83814-5155; AND 
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Plaintiffs/Appellants Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury and 
Charles Holt (“Big Stick, et al.” or “Appellants”), by and through their attorneys of record, 
appeal against the above-named Respondents, Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson, 
Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, Rabo Agrifinance, Inc., Mountain West Bank, a division of Glacier 
Bank, and GBCI Other Real Estate, LLC, to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Court’s 
Memorandum Decision on Cross-Motions for Summary Judgment, entered October 30, 2017, the 
Memorandum Decision on Motions to Reconsider Cross Motions for Summary Judgment, 
entered April 23, 2018, and the Judgment entered May 8, 2018, the Honorable Jonathan Brody, 
presiding.  A copy of the Judgment and associated orders being appealed are attached to this 
notice as Exhibit A. 
2. The Appellant has a right to appeal to the Supreme Court, and the Judgment and 
associated orders described in Paragraph 1, above, are appealable orders under and pursuant to 
Rule 11(a)(1), Idaho Appellate Rules. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which Appellants intend to assert 
in the appeal (which does not prevent Appellants from asserting other issues) is as follows: 
a. Did the district court err in quieting title to the 7.8/289th of the water rights 
in the name of Belle Ranch when the deeds of record in Blaine County 
show that these water rights were conveyed to Big Stick, et al. and its 
predecessors, and not to Belle Ranch? 
b. Did the district court err in determining that mortgages control conveyance 
and ownership of water rights? 
c. Did the district court err in determining that the water right partial decrees 
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issued by the Snake River Basin Adjudication (“SRBA”) district court 
prevented quieting title of the water rights to Big Stick, et al.? 
d. Did the district court err in determining it could quiet title to the water 
rights to Belle Ranch when the SRBA partial decrees list South County 
Estates, LLC as the owner of the water rights? 
e. Did the district court err in denying Big Stick, LLC’s cross-claim against 
Mountain West Bank, a division of Glacier Bank, and GBCI Other Real 
Estate, LLC? 
f. Did the district court err in denying Big Stick, et al.’s Motion for 
Reconsideration? 
g. Did the district court err in entering its Judgment by referencing a security 
interest in the name of Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. when this proceeding 
involved quieting title to real estate, not defining or prioritizing secured 
interests? 
4. There is no order sealing any portion of the record in this case. 
5. Appellants request a standard reporter’s transcript, in electronic form, from: the 
September 19, 2017 hearing on motions for summary judgment; and the February 6, 2018 
hearing on motions for reconsideration. 
6. Appellants request that all pleadings, notices, motions, memoranda, objections, 
disclosures, affidavits, declarations, exhibits, attachments, stipulations, orders, decisions, and any 
other documents filed in this case along with other documents in the clerk’s record automatically 
included in Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules be made part of the record, in chronological 
order.   
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7. I certify: 
a. That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of 
whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set 
out below: Maureen Newton, Court Reporter, P.O. Box 132, Heyburn, ID 
83336 and Susan Israel, Court Reporter, P.O. Box 1379, Ketchum, ID 
83340. 
b. That the clerks of the district court have been paid the estimated fee of 
$419 for preparation of the reporter’s transcript. 
c. That the estimated fee of $100 for preparation of the clerk’s record has 
been paid. 
d. That the appellate filing fee of $129 has been paid. 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
DATED this 19th day of June, 2018. 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
 
 
   /s/ Heather E. O’Leary                             
 Heather E. O’Leary 
Attorneys for Big Stick, LLC, Richard D. Fosbury 
and Charles Holt 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 The undersigned hereby certifies that on June 19, 2018 he/she caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be served on the following persons by the means indicated: 
 
Michael D. Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
PO Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT  45385 
 
  
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jefferson Street, Suite 102 
PO Box 2139 
Boise, ID  83701-2139 
 
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 
   X    iCourt E-File Electronic Service  






          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 
   X    iCourt E-File Electronic Service  




Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMLEY, PLLC 
380 S. 4th St., Ste. 103 
Boise, ID  83702 
  
 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303 
Coeur d’Alene, ID  83814-5155 
 
   
          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 
   X    iCourt E-File Electronic Service  




          U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 
   X    iCourt E-File Electronic Service  





Post Office Box 132 





P.O. Box 1379 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
   x      U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 
   _    iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
__x__ Email: modox@pmt.org  
 
 
   x      U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
          Hand Delivered 
   _    iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
__x__ Email: sisrael@co.blaine.id.us   
 
   /s/ Heather E. O’Leary                 





Signed 1013012017 09:06AM ,.,,,r..,· 
JOLYNN DRAGE 
CLERK OFT !STRICT COURT 
"- -~"""--- -
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FfRST SECURITY CORPORATION 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
BELLE RANCH. LLC, an Idaho limited 
















Case No. CV-l6-645 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
ON CROSS-MOTIONS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND BACKGROUNI> 
First Security Corporation (FSC) filed this action to quiet title to land claimed by Belle 
Ranch. LLC ("Belle Ranch''), Rabo Agrifinance, I.LC (RABO): Justin Flood Stevenson, and 
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Elizabeth Brett Stevenson. RABO coullterclaime~ and cross claimed ns a third par1y against 
Belle Ranch. Justin Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Breu Stevenson, FSC. Big Stick~ LtC. Richard 
Fosbury and Charles Holt. 
In Blaine County Case NumberCV-2016-671. BeiJe Ranch filed an action to quiet title 
against South County Estates, LLC. (South County); Big Stick, LLC: PENSCO Trust Company 
F.B.O. Richard D. Fosbury. IRA #FOI EC (fosbury IRA); PENSCO Trust Company Custodian 
F.B.O. Charles Holt. JRA #HOlNH {Holt IRA #HOINH); PENSCO Trust Company Custodian 
F.B.O. Charles Holt. IRA #HOI NV (Holt IRA #HOI NV); FSC; Mountain West Bank {MWB); 
GBCJ Other Real Estute, LLC (GBCI). und Does 1-5. FSC then Cross-Claimed against South 
County, MWB, GBCI. Big Stick, LLC also cross-claimed against MWB and GBCl. However. 
MWB and GBCJ have disclaimed their interests in order to gain protection under Idaho Code§ 
6-402. 
In Blaine County Case Number CV~2016-683, Big Stick, LLC, Richard Fosbury. and 
Charles Holt tiled an action to quit:l title against Belle Ranch, Justin Flood Stevenson. Elizabeth 
Brett Stevenson, and RABO. RABO counterclaimed. and cross claimed as a third party to quiet 
title against Belle Ranch, Justin Flood Stevenson> Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, Big Stick, LLC, 
Richard Fosbury, Charles Hoh, and FSC. 
The cases were consolidated on May 23, 2017 as Blaine County Case Number CV-2016-
645. Thereafter. the parties filed cross-motions for summary judgment. The Com1 heard oml 
argument on September 19, 2017, and the case was taken under adviscmenl the same day, 
The factuallmckground of this cuse is too extensive to list in full, though the relevant 
portions are discussed below. Originally~ the subjecl properly wns owned by South County, 
which later n1ortgaged and quitclaimed portions of' the property at different times. TI1e parties 
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benefitting from the mongages and quitclaims recorded at different times. Because lhc times 
between granting and filing differed, cont\lsion was created regarding who actually owned the 
subject property. 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
The issue before the Court on cross-motions for summary judgment is the ownership of 
Y.-a1er rights divided into 289 parts; specifically ownership of the 15.3 shares is nt issue. The 
I 5.3 shares v.-ere transferred to ditlerent purties at different times. For the following reasons, 
Belle Ranch, LL.C is the owner of286.21289ths, and while Big Stick~ LLC appears to be the 
owner of2.81289ths, that issue is reserved for triaL 
Summary judgment is proper Hjf the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on tile, 
together with the aflldavitsr if any, show that there js no genuine issue as to any material fact and 
that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a maher ofJaw." l.R.C.P. 56( c); Scona, Inc. l'. 
Grtten Willow Trusrt 133 Idaho 283.286,985 P.2d 1145, 1148 (1999). The cnurt must liberally 
construe all disputed facts in favor of the non-moving party, and draw all reasonable inferences 
and conclusions supported by the record in tavor of the pnrty opposing the motion. Wiemer ''· 
Rankin, 117 fduho 566, 570, 790 P.2d 347,351 (1990}. If conflicting inferences are possible. 
summary judgment should be denied. Only if there is no genuine issue of material tact after the 
amdavits; pleadings. and depositions have been construed in the light most favorable to the non-
'moving party should summary judgment be awarded. Loomir ''· Cily of Hailey. 119 Idaho 434J 
437~ 807 P.2d 1272. 1275 (1991). However, ' '[i]fthc case is to be tried by the court without a 
jury, where cross-motions for summary judgment are filed~ based upon the same evidentiary 
facts and upon the same thoorics ru\d issues, the panies effectively have stipulated thnt no 
genuine issues of material fact exist 7.ollingt,.v. CtJrrol, 137 Idaho 397, 399 (2002) (citing 
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Riverside DeveJopmem Co. ''· Ritchie. I 03 Jdaho 5 J 5, 518 n, l ( 1982)). Broader discretion is 
granted to 1he Court when resolving cross·motions for summary judgment because the Court will 
be responsible tor resolving conflict between competing inferences. ld. 
''An instrument is deemed to be l'ecorded when, being duly acknowledged. or proved and 
certified, it is deposited in the recorder's oflice with the proper ofticer tbr record:' Idaho Code§ 
55-809 . .. Every conveyance of real property other thun a lease for a tenn not exceeding one (1) 
year, is void as against any subsequent purchaser o1· mortgagee ofthe same property, or any part 
thereof, in good faith nnd Jbr a valuable consideration~ whose con\1eyance is first duly recorded." 
Idaho Code§ 55-812. "'The purpose of the recording act in a race-notice jurisdiction ... is lo 
alfow recorded interests to be effective against unrecorded interests when the recorded interest is 
taken for a valuable consideration and in good faith, L e .• '"'ithout knowledge, either actual or 
constructive, that unl'ccorded interests exist. Langroise \-'. Becker, Q6 Idaho 218. 220 (1974) 
(citing Froman v. Mudden, l3 Idaho 138 (1907)). 
The Court concludes that this is not a collateral attack on the 2010 SRBA adjudication. 
That adjudication merely continned that 289/289th had been awarded to South County. It is 
with the assumption that South County owned and was able to convey nil 2891289th with which 
the Court begins its analysis. 
I. Whether Big Stick has n Right to the Claimed 2.8/289ths 
On October 13~ 2005. South County granted a security interest to MWB as part of a 
mortgage executed in fnvorofMWB. This mortgage was recorded. on October 14,2005, as 
Blaine County Instrument Number 5274391; the water rights ·were part of the security on the 
mortgage nnd appurtenant to the land. A moditication to this loan was recorded on November 
1 Affidavit of ChrisM. Bromley, F.x. 3 
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28, 2006 as Blaine County lnstmmcnt Number 5423782• On. December 14. 2007, Big Stick. 
Ll.C recorded its quitclaim from Suulh County as Blaine County Instrument Number 5540983• 
Two additional motiguges were recorded subsequent to the tiling of Instrument 5540984• 
Finally, (ln June 25. 2009~ MWB released the lien on the land tran.s1erred lo Big Stick, LLC in 
Blaine County Instrument Number 568681s. 
Even though subscquenl mortgages were tlled, which encumbered the land. th~ evidence 
presented does not indicate that Big Stick, LLC was on notice. either constructively or actually. 
Therefore, when South County assigned its interest in lhe land and executed a Deed in Lieu of 
Foreclosure in favor of MWB (Blaine County Instrument Numbers 5783306 and 5783317• 
re~pective1y) it transferred only those rights which had been conveyed after the second and third 
mortgages were executed (Blaine County Instrument Numbers 55890411 and 5624819, 
respectively). Big Stick•s interest originated when only the first mortgage and the modification 
encumbe~ the land (Blaine County Instrument Nwnbers 52743910 and 542378 11, respectively). 
Big Stick, LLC took without the requisite notice of the subsequent encumbrances ru1d maintains 
ownership of the property. Theretbre it appears that Big Stick. LLC maintains its 2.8/289ths. 
However. as was noted at the hearing on this matter. Big Stick, LLC was O\.,ned by the 
same person who owned South County at the time of its transactions. ·n.e Court hns insutlicicnt 
evidence to determine whether the transfer from South Count}' to Big Stick, LLC was selt':. 
2 Dt:clanuion ofScou A Magnuson in Support of Belle Ranch, Ltc·s and RABO Agrifinonce, LLC's Joint 
Memorandum (Magnusorl Declaration), Ex. 3 
l Magnuson Declllr&lion. Ex. 9 
4 Sec<1nd Mongage was recorded an June 13,2008 as Blaine County lnsltUment Number 558904 (Magnuson 
Dechttnti(lrt, E.x. 4}; the Third Mortgage was recorded on October 24, 2008 ns Blaine Counry InstrUment Number 
562481 (MagnllSon Dcclararion. E,._ 5). 
~ Magnuson Declaration. Ex. 48 
11 Masgnuson Dcdamtion, Ex. 23 
-: Magnuson Dccla~tion, Ex. 44 
• Magnuson Declaration. Ex. 4 
q MD;nuson Declaration. Ex. S 
111 Atndavit of ChrisM. Bromley. Ex.. 3 
11 M~uson Declar.Uion, E~. 3 
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dealing or fraudulent, and neither party has sufficiently addressed the matter. Moreover, there 
appears to be a potential issue with the statute of limitations. Under Brown v. Greenheart. 151 
Idaho 156, 161 (2014), when the statute of limitations accrues is a matter for a jury. There 
appears to be a genuine issue of material fact, although some facts suggest that the statute of 
limitations has run. Therefore, the Court declines to quiet title to the 2.81289th claimed by Big 
Stick, LLC in any party. 
n. Whether the Holt IRA #HOlNH has a Right to the Claimed 11289th 
The reasoning of the Court is similar to that noted in Section I, though with a different 
outcome. 11289th was transferred to the Holt IRA #HOINH prior to the execution of the second 
and third mortgages. However, that conveyance was not recorded until March 1, 2010--after the 
second and third mortgages were executed. Therefore. the Holt IRA #HOlNH (Blaine Cotmty 
Instrument Nmnber 575488) would have had constructive notice of subsequent mortgages and 
would not have taken in full when South County executed the June 25, 2009 release (Blaine 
County Instrument Number 568681 12). 
When South County executed an Assignment and Deed, a Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, 
and an Estoppel Certificate on June t 7, 201 0, MWB would have been on notice of the prior 
recordings when accepting the Assignment and Deed, Deed in Lieu ofForecloswe, and Estoppel 
Certificate. However, because the second and third mortgages would have been granted without 
the knowledge of the quitclaim to the Holt IRA #HOlNH, it would violate the purpose ofldaho 
Code:§ 55-812 to allow the Holt IRA #HOlNH to take when its interest was not recorded wttil 
after the mortgages were granted. 
The same cannot be said fur the Assigrunent, Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, and Estoppel 
Certificate. Certainly. the Holt IRA #HOlNH would not have been on notice of the Assignment 
Ia Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 48 
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and Deed, and ~tc. , but it had constructive notice of the mortgages at the tin1e it recorded its 
instrument and therefore was on notice that such document could be executed. Therefore, the 
11289th inLerest claimed by the Holt IRA. #HO 1 NH was properly transferred to MWB because of 
the Assignment and Deed. Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, and Estoppel Certificate executed in 
favor ofMWB on June 17. 2010. Therefore the Holt IRA #1-101 NH does not have any right to 
the disputed property. 
Ill. Whether the Fosbury IRA has a Right to the Claimed 2/289th!' 
The reasoning of the Court is similar to that noted in section IJ. South County conveyed 
11289th to the Fosbury lRA via quitclaim on March l 7, 2008. South County transferr-ed an 
additional l/289th to the Fosbury iRA via quitclaim on September 18, 2008. The Fosbury IRA 
recorded both transactions on March I~ 2010 as Blaine County Instrument Numbers 575491 13 
and 57:5492 •4, respectively. Both lrnnsfers were made atler the first mortgage in favor of MWB 
was recorded on October 13. 2005. In addition, the second transfer occulTed after South County 
had executed the second and third mortgages in favor ofMWB. As both transfers were recorded 
after the mortgages. MWB did not hnve notice of the Fosbury IRA transfers, but the Fosbury 
IRA had constructive notice of the additional cncumbrnnces. Therefore. the Assigrunent and 
Deed, Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, and Estoppel Certificate filed and recorded on June 17, 201 0 
transferred t11e 21289th interest to MWB (Blaine County Instrument Numbers 57833015, 
578331 16, and 57833217• respectively), nJong with the l /1 89th inLerest claimed by Holt IRA 
#HOlNH. 
1 ~ Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 14 
14 Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 15 
1
' Magnuson Dednratlon, Ex. 23 
h> Magnuson Declaration. Ex. 44 
17 Magnuson Declol'atlon, Ex. 6 
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On .I une 1 7: 20 I 0: MWB conveyed its rights to OBCl and recorded the transfer as Blaine 
County Instrument Number 57836413• On December22. 201 I, GBCI conveyed i\s interest to 
Belle Ranch. That instrument was recorded the same duy as Instrument Number 59325219• In 
uddition, MWB quitc-laimed its interest to Belle Ranch and recorded its interest the same day as 
Blaine County lnstrum~nt Number 59325420• 
IV. Whether any other Claims to the Property are Valid 
The Court finds that no other claims are ''alid. On June 25. 2009t South County executed 
a quitclaim purporting to convey 7.51289th to Mr. John Scherer and Mr. Charles Holt (Scherer 
and Holt). This was the same day that MWB executed its release of the 7.5l289th of the water 
rights in the partial release uflien. Scherer and Holt recorded the quitclaim the same days as 
Blaine. County Instrument Nwuber 568681 21 • Also the same day~ Scherer and H(Jlt executed a 
mortgage in favor of JIB~ which was recorded as Blaine County Instnunent Number 56868222• 
On September 2, 2014, Scherer and Holt executed n Non-Merger Deed in Lieu of Foreclosure, 
which purported to convey the 7.5/289th to liB. IJB recorded the September 2, 2014 transfer on 
October 20.2014 as Blaine County Instrument Number 62205523. liB then executed a Warrc111ty 
Deed conveying the 7 .5/289th to FSC, which was recorded the same day as Blaine County 
Instrument Number 622056:!4• 
UB's claims are deri"ative of the tmnsfers to Scherer and Holt. The language in the 
partial release of lien released only the first mo11gage. The second and third mortgages were of 
record hetbre lhe fiB mortgage. Thus, when the second and third mortgages were foreclosed, the 
11 Affidavit of ChrisM. Bromley, Ex. 10 
,., Mognuson Declaration. Ex. 46 
20 Magnuson Declaration. Ex. 45 
11 Magnuson Declaration, E". 48 
21 Magnuson ~c:laralion. f.~. 43 
21 Magnuson Ded:mUlon; F.x. I 7 
l
4 Mngnuson Decl~ion, Ex. 47 
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7.51289th, which were security tor the MWB second and third mortgages. were foreclosed. 
Therefore, liB's claims and FSC's claims as their successor in interest cannot be valid. 
Moreover~ FSC would have had at least constructh•e notice of other claims because of the other 
recordings. liB m:v~r had title to convey the property. and FSC had notice of other recordings 
thnt take priority over PSC's claim. Therefore, FSC ha~ no claim to the 7 .51289th of the water 
right. 
Jn like manner, the Holt IRA #HOlNV, the Holt IRA #HOINH. and the Fosbury IRA 
have no claim and any claim derivative to those claims is also invalid. On March 17, 2008, 
South County executed a document purporting to quitclaim J /289th to the Fosbury IRA. On 
April 28, 2008~ South County executed u document purposing to quitclaim J /289th to the Holt 
IRA #J-IOINH. On August 8, 2008~ South County executed a document purporting 10 convey 
l/289th to J:lolt lRA #HOI NV. On September 18, 2008. South County executed a document 
purpo11ing to quitclaim an additional l/289th to the Fosbury JRA. And, on April8t 2009, South 
County executed a document purporting to quitclaim ll289th. Cumulatively, South County 
pul'poned to convey 5/289th to these parties. However, those deecl'i or quitclaims were not 
recorded until March 1 ~ 2010 with the following Blaine County instrument numbers, 
respectively: 57549125, 57548826, 57548927, 57549223, and 575490~~. As these were all recorded 
after the June 13~ 2008 mortgage. they ore lower in priority than the mo1tgage that South County 
executed in favor orMWB. TherefOre, the Fosbury IRA and the two Holt lRAs have no interest 
in the 5/289th of the prope1ty that they claim. 
u Magnuson Detlarntion. EK. 14 
lA Magnuson Declaration, Ex. I I 
!'Magnuson Declaration, Ex. 12 
13 Magnuson Detlaration, E.'<. 15 
:!!1 Magnuson Declaration, E.~ . 13 
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Finally. the Court has also considered Befle Ranch's claims regarding adverse 
possession. statute of limitation, and abandonment of the remaining 2.81289th claimed by Big 
Stick, LLC. The Court has insufficient evidence to determine these issues on summary judgment 
and therefore summary judgment is denied as to these issues so that the parties may conduct 
additional discovery and present their arguments at trial. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons set forth above, the Motion for Sunuruu:y Judgment is GRANTED in part 
and DENIED in part. Summary Judgment is GRANTED regarding title to 286.2/289th. which is 
quieted in Belle Ranch. Summary Judgment is DENIED with regard to the remaining 2.8/289th. 
The decision does not affect any security interest owned by RABO. 
oated: -L../DlL!-I-=-2....:...7t-=-/ ~~1:........:..7_---=-_ 
I I 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Crystal Rigby __ , Deputy Clerk for the County of Minidoka, do 
hereby certify that on the 30 day of October . 20J 7,1 filed the original and 
caused to be seiVed a true and C(lrf"ect copy of the above and foregoing docwnent: 
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Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court 
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) 
SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an ) 
administratively dissolved ldaho limited liability ) 
company; BIG STICK. LLC, nn w:lministrativcly ) 
dissolved Idaho limited liability company; ) 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY F.B.O. RICHARD ) 
D. FOSBURY.IRA #F01 EC: PENSCO TRUST ) 
COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES ) 
HOLT, IRA #HO 1 NH; PENS CO TRUST ) 
COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES ) 
HOLT. IRA #HOI NV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.;) 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISJON Of ) 
GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER REAL ESTATE.) 
LLC, and DOES 1-5. unknown person!' who may ) 




- - -----------·---> ) 
BlG STJCK. LLC, un Idaho limited liability ) 
Company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY. nn individual;) 
and CHARLES HOLT. nn individual. ) 
Plaintiffs. 
v. 
BELLE RANCH. LLC: an Idaho limited liability 
company; JUSTIN FLOOD STEVENSON, an 
individual; ELIZABETH BRETf STEVENSON> 
an individual; and RABO AGRIFINANCE. INC, 
















First Security Corporation ("FSC'') fiJcd this action to quiet title to land claimed by Belle 
Ranch, LLC ("'Belle Ranch .. )? Rabo Agrifinance. t.LC eRABO"). Justin Flood Stevenson, and 
Elizabeth Brett Stevenson (c{)llectively Belle Ranch. et al.). RABO counterclaimed, and cross 
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claimed as a third party against Belle Ranch, Justin Flood Stevensun. EJizabdh Brett Stevenson, 
FSC. Big Srick, LLC c·~Big Stick"")) Richard Fosbury, and Charles Holt. 
In Blaine County case number CV-201 6-671, Belle Ranch filed an action to quiet title 
against South County Estates, LLC ( .. South County'•); Big Stick: PENSCO tntsl company F.B.O. 
Richard D. Fosbury, IRA #FOIEC ("'Fosbury IRA"); PENSCO tmst company custodian F.B.O. 
Charles Holt~ JRA #HO 1 NH (""Holt IRA #IIOlNH"); PENSCO trust company custodian F.B.O. 
Charles Holt~ IRA #HOlNV ("Holt IRA #HOI NV''): FSC~ Mountain West Bank (''MWB"); 
OBCI Other Real Estate, LLC ("GBCr'); and Does J -5. FSC then cross-claimed against South 
County. MWB, and GBCI. Big Stkk also cross claimed agninst MWB and GBCJ. Both MWB 
nnd GBCI have disc-laimed any interest in the property in order to gain protection under Idaho 
Code§ 6-402. 
In Blaine County case number CV-2016-683, Big Stick. Richard fosbury, and Charles 
Holt filed an action to quiet title against Belle Ranch, Justin Flood Stevenson. Eli7.abeth Brett 
Stevenson, and RABO. RABO countet'claimed and cross claimed as a third party to quiet title 
against Belle Rancht Justin Flood Stevenson, Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, Big Stick~ Richard 
Fosbury~ Charles Holt, and FSC. 
The cases were consolidated on May 23, 2017 as Blaine County case number CV.2016-
645. Thereafter. the parties filed cross-motions for sum mat)' judgment. The Court heard oral 
arbrument on September 19. 2017 and issued its decision on October 27.2017. Summary 
Judgment was granted in part and denied in pnrt. Big Stick ~ Richard Fosbury, and Charles Holt 
11Jed a motion for l'econsidemtion on November 13, 2017. FSC filed a scpamte motion for 
reconsideration on the same dny. The case "'"'s tnken under advisement on February 6, 2018. but 
the Supreme Court issued additional opinions bearing on the outcome oftbrs case between the 
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time that the case was taken under adviseme11t and the time it was to issue. The Court hnd a 
statu~ conference with the parties and additional time was allotted for briefing on the new cases. 
The case was ugain taken under advisement on March 22, 2018 after the supplt!men[aJ briefing 
was submitted. 
The original decision is correct as far as it goes and the reasoning therein is incorporated 
here as additional support lor summary judgment. Ho\\'\WCr, 1hat decision fui1ed to address res 
judicata and did not go far enough. Because this action s~ks to modify adjudicated water rights 
based on pre-decree considerations, res judicata bars the action and summary judgment must be 
entered for Belle Ranch and RABO to quiet title in all289 shares of water. 
BACKGROUND 
BcJle Ranch owns the Belle Ranch property located in Blaine County. Idaho~ which is 
289 acres and ha!\ appurtenant v.--atcr rights to irrigate 289 acres-15.3 shares ofwhich are at 
issue hcl·e. The water rights are as follows; 
Water Rights P1iority Date Oiv. Rate Source 
37-481C Aug. 1, 1882 3.0t4cts Big Wood River 
37-482H Aug. l, 1884 3.012 cfs Big Wood River 
37-483C Aug. I~ 1902 15.086 cfs Big Wood River 
37-577BT Mar. 24~ 1883 .,., _,._ Big Wood River 
. 
37-2630 Feb. 2, 1960 3.75 Groundwater 
In 1988~ the predecessor in interest of the Belle Runch Property, G. Chapman Petersen. 
filed notices of claim in the SRBA tor the Water Rights appurtenant to the Belle Ranch property. 
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South County was formed in 2003 and dissolved in 20 l1 with John Scherer (Scherer) as 
managing member and Richard fosbury (Fosbury) and Charles Holt (Holt) as members. ln 
2003, South County acquired what is now the Belle Ranch property with the appurtenant water 
rights~ and filed n notice of change in water right ownership with the Idaho Department ofWater 
Resources (IDWR) in the name of South County. 
In 2010, the water rights w~re decreed in the name of South County in the SR.BA partial 
decree. At that time~ South County hnd conveyed to MWB via a dt!ed in lieu of forcc]osure. 
MWB submitted a Notice of Change in Water Right Ov..nership on July 27, 2011~ which IDWR 
accepted. MWB then conveyed the propet1y to GBCJ who conveyed it to BeJle Ranch on the 
same day. On February 28. 2012, about two months alter the property was conveyed to Belle 
Ranch, Belle Ranch submitted a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership with ID\\.'R. This 
was within 120 days of the conveyan<.'e. 
tn April20l2, Belle Ranch and Justin Stevenson filed an Application lor Transfer Water 
Right to change the place of use of the water rights. IDWR published notice of the 
administrative proceeding in the Idaho Mountain Express on May 16~ and 13,2012. The Notice 
provided thut Belle Ranch soughtlo change the place the water rights would be used and 
infonned the other parties to this litigation that ~'any protest against the approval of this'~ transfer 
must be filed with IDWR by June 4. 2012. No protests were Hlcd and lDWR approved the 
application and amended the clements of the water rights in a July 6, 2012 decision which 
retlectcd Belle Ranch's ownership of the water rights. 
The SRBA Final Unified Decree was entered ott Augusl26, 2014. On Octobcr28, 2014, 
FSC submitted a change in ownership, which IDWR accepted. IDWR then listed the water 
rights as split the wnter right and notified BeiJe Ranch of the change. In the process. IDWR 
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created the tbltowing new water rights: 37~22915, 37-22916, 37-22917t 37-22918, and 37· 
22919. Belle Ranch challenged ownership with IDWR, who changed the stut~ of the water 
rights to -~split Wat~r Rights" adjudicnted to South County in March of2016. 
On June 15~ 2015, Fosbury JRA submitted notice of Change in Water Rights Ownership 
on the 21289ths of the water rights allegedly conveyed to the Fosbuty IRA on March 17, 2008 
and September 18, 2008. Both of these alleged transfers occurred welJ before the partial decree. 
Fosbury IRA did not intonn Belle Ranch of the request. 
On June 24.2016 Big Stick submitted a Change in Water Right Ownership seeking to 
change the oYmership records on 2.8/28<>ths of the water rights, which were allegedly conveyed 
to Big Stick on December 7, 2007. Again, these alleged transfers were well before the entry of 
the partial decree. This request was also submitted without informing Be11e Rn.nch. 
On June 24.2016, Holt JRA submitted a Notice of Change in Water Right Ownership 
seeking to change the ownership records on 2.8/289ths~ which were allegedly conveyed to Ho1t 
lRA on Augusts. 2008 and April 8. 2009. This request was also submitted without informing 
Belle Ranch. 
On September 6~ 2016, JDWR informed Big Stick, Fosbury~ and Holt that it would not 
process the ownership changes without furthet· i11struction from a district court following a quiet 
title action. The parties then filed this action to quiet title. 
In conjunction with the conveyance ofthc Bel1e Ranch Property and the water rights to 
BciJc Ranch~ a title commitment was issued by Stewart Title Guaranty Company. That tit1e 
C(;mmitment includes the results of an exhaustive title. search on the property and included. in 
Schedule B, a list ofi tems of note relative to the title of the propeny. Importantly, although the 
title commitment did reterancc the rcle~s, the litle search did nol reveal any of the quitclaim 
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deeds attempting to convey portions ofthe water rights. Declcmtlicm t~lScolt A. Magnuson in 
Support q{ Belle Rcmt:h, Ex. 1: Schedule B. P£ut 1. Item 5. On or about May 2~ 2012, B~lle 
Ranch executed a mortgage in fuvorofRABO~ 
Since Belle Ranch acquired the property it has timely paid all assessments du~ to the 
water di~tricl and irrig.ution district, and luis drawn the full amow1t of water allowed under the 
water right and has used that water on the Belle Ranch property. Water has been dcJivered to the 
property from the same headgatc in approximately the same quantity since 2003. The record 
shows delivery of the water only to Scherer from 2003 to 2011 and then to Belle Ranch from 
2012 until present. No other plaintiffs received water, and before Bene Ranch's change in place 
of use, there was never any attempt to transfer the water rights to any other property, even 
throughout South County~s attemp1s to transter to the other pl'rties. South County made at least 
seven attempt') via quitclaim deeds to convey fractional portions of the water rights lo Scherer, 
fosbury. Holt andior their at1iliated entities. accounts or holdings before the SRBA panial 
decree was issued. The total fractional pm1ion South County attempted to convey V~-'8S 
15.3/289ths. Scherer was the managing member of South County and Big Stick when South 
County executed quitclaims purporting to tra11sfer the water rights to Scherer. Fosbury. Holt, and 
Big Stick. Fosbury and Holt were members of South County. 
In 2010. the SRBA issued a partial decree adjudicating n.ll of the water rights to South 
County. lbc SRBA later issued a tinal decree in August20J4. BeUe Ranch und RABO tlled 
transfer paperwork with lDWR between the time of the partial decree and the time of the final 
decree. No other parties filed claims in the SRBA OJ' notices of change i11 ownership with IDWR 
until after the tinal decree. None of lhe pru1ies challenged the Amended Special Master's Report 
and Recommendation. 
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ANAL YSJS AND DISCUSSION 
The issue came before the Court on cross-motions for summat}' judgment to detemtine 
the ownership of water rights divided into 289 parts; spcci1ically ownership of the I 5.3 shares. 
The Court's original decision quieted title to 286.21289ths in Belle R~1nch. Summary judgment 
as to the remaining 2.8/289ths was denied. However~ in that annlysis the Court did not give 
sufficient weight nor analysis to the matter ofresjudka/cl. ln the otiginal d~ision. Belle Ranch 
was a holder in due course and entitled to 286.2/289rhs. 
In the motions for reconsideration, thl! parties requested that the Com1 readdress the issue 
of transfC:rs via the deed in lieu of foreclosure and other quitclaims. HoYt-ever. the Coun need not 
reach that analysis as the entire matter is barred by re.t.judicala. 
B~cause the panies asked th~ Court lo reconsider its decision on summary judgment~ the 
issue of resj11diC'ata is analyzed under the standard for summary judgment. Summary judgment 
is proper .. if the pleadings~ depositions, and admissions on tile, together with the affidavit!oi, if 
any, show that there is no genuine issue as to nny material fact and that the moving party is 
entitled to judgment as a matter of law:· IRCP S6(c); Scvna, Inc. v. Green Willow Trust, 133 
Idaho 283, 286 (1999). The coutt must liberally construe uU disputed facts in H1vo1· of the non-
moving party. and drnw nil rcasonoblc inferences nnd conclusions supponed by the record in 
favor of the party opposing the molion. Wiemer"'· Rankin, 117 Idaho 566, 570 ( J 990). Only if 
there is no genuine issue of material fact nftcr the atl1dnvits. pleadings. nnd depositions have 
been construed in the light most favorable to the non-moving party should summary judgment be 
awarded. Loomis ~'. City td. f/al/(!y, 119 rdaho 434. 43 7 ( 1991 ). 
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However. ''riJfthc case is to be tried by the court without a jury~ where CJ'Oss-
motions for summary judgment arc t11ed. based upon the same evidentiary facts and upon the 
same theories and iss\tes. the parties effectively have stipulated that no genuine issues of material 
tact exist Zollinger''· Corrol. l37ldaho 397, 399 (2002) (ciling Riverside lJtJvelt,pmr!/11 Co. \-'. 
Rilchie. 103 Idaho 515, 51.8 n.l (I 982)). Broader discretion is granted to the Court when 
resohring cross-motions for sununary judgment because ihe Court wiJJ be responsible tor 
resolving connict between competing inferences. Jd. 
I. Whether Res Judicatn Bars Rclitigatjon of\Vutcr Rights 
Res Judicata is comprised of claim preclusion and issue preclusion! also called true res 
judicata and c.ollater-dl estoppel respectively. 1/indmarsh 11. Mock, 1381daho 92.94 {2002). 
Claim preclusion bars a subsequent aclion between the same parties on the same claim where 
there ha~:i been a tina( decision on the merits. /d. Claim preclusion also appli~ to all matters 
arising out of the same cause of action that should have been litigated in the first suit. Joyce v. 
M11rphy Ltmcl and lrriKotion Co., 208 P. 241,243 (l922). The Courts use resJudic:uw to avoid 
inconsistent judgment~ to prevent confusion, and to protct.."t the pubHc interest. Hindmar~·h, 138 
Idaho at 94. 
a. Claim Preclusion Bars Relitigntion of Ownership of the Property 
For claim preclusion to apply the litigation must (1) be between the same parties; (2) 
involve the same claim; and (3) have a final judgment on th~ merits. Ticor Tille Co. l'. Sttmion, 
144 Idaho 119, l24 (2007). 
i. The Parties are the Same Pw1ies fi"Om Prior Litigation 
Under Idaho law there are two types of water adjudication: general and private. United 
Stttltts \'. 8/ac:k Canyon Irrigation Dislrict, 163 Idaho 54, 58-9 (20 1.7). Notice in a gcneml 
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adjudication js accomplished by publication and puts all pat1ies on nOtice. Idaho Code§ 42-
1408(2); See in Re SRBA Case No. 395i6 ,\~uhcase No. Ji-00864 (Eden v. State oflduht~) , No. 
44716, 2018 V/ L 1124264, at 6 (Idaho Mar. 2; 2018). Claim preclusion generally reaches to the 
"snmc parties or their privis."" Unit~d Sfltlt!S v. B!ctck Canyon, 163 ldaho at 58. In addition: in 
United Slal~:s v. Black Canyon the Idaho Supreme Court stotoo that a ••gcneml adjudication. like 
an in rem prucl!eding. is brought against property. not })'lr.ties.'~ Id at 59. "lA 1 final judgment in 
a proceeding where the Courl has in rem jurisdiction bars subsequent· proceedings on the same 
tnmsaction or occurrence'' without regard for the identity of the parties. !d. at 58. And, a general 
adjudication is "'conclusive as to the nature of all rights to the U!ie of water in the adjudicated 
water system ... : · Idaho Code§ 42-1401A(5). 
The .. vatcl' rights over which the parties assert claims were parr of the general 
adjudication. All parties wen~ on notice nnd no party has claimed that notice was not provided 
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 42-1408(2). This notice made all of the pa11ies to this case parlies to 
the adjudication. As all parties were on notice, the '"same parties" element of claim preclusion is 
met. 
ii. Tile Claim is the Sam~ Clgim Pre,1ously Litigated 
The clnims brought by the parties are the same claims that were brought or should have 
been brought in the aqjudication. ""A critical component in deciding what claims are the same 
tbr the purposes of res judicata is that the subsequent or present claim must be one tha1 al'Ose out 
of the same cause of action and should have been litigated in the first suit.'' In re: SRBA Case 
No. 39576 5itbca,\·e Nos. 6)-23531 & 65-23532 (Black Canyon v. Stafe t!fldaho), 163 Idaho 44. 
408 P.3d 899, 907 (2018) (citing Martn'ii/Ul' . .J.R. Simplm Co., I6lldaho 455, 459 (2016)). 
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111ese claims were adjudicated in the pmiial dc.cree dated August 31, 20 ( 0. Affit.lavit qf 
ChrisM. Bromley In Supporl ofFSC 's Motion ji11· Summary Judgment~ Ex. 1 J. MWB 
transferred the water rights to GBCI on June 17, 2010. On July 22, 2011 MWB filed a change in 
ownership with IDWR. MWB and GBCI transferred the water rights to Belle Ranch on 
December 22. 201 1. Belle Ranch then filed the appropriate notice of change of ownership wilh 
IDWR nn February 28, 201 2. The Unified Final Dcx:ree was th~1issued. Subsequent to the tina! 
adjudication. a conflict arose betv.-een the parties at Idaho Dcpat1ment of Water Resources and 
this suit was brought to determine 0\'\lllership of the water rights. However. the water court 
already decreed the water rights to South County in the Rule 54(b) certified partial decree and 
the Uniticd final Decree gave efl'ect to the lnmsfers made to the adjudicated tights via the 
administrative changes. These decrees constitute the same claim as tht: one made in this case. 
Moreover, there is no dispute regarding whether this is the same claim. Therefore. the ••same 
claim'" element of claim preclusion is mc1. 
m. There was Final Judgment on the Merits 
There v..ras a ·final judgment on the merits. •·A gen~ral adjudication is conclusive as to the 
nature of all rights to the use of water in the adjudicated water system .... " Uniled State.\· l'. 
Black Canyon. 163 Idaho ut 58; See ln.Re SRBA Case No. 39576, Subca.re No. 37-00864 (Eden 
v. Stull! (~{Idaho). Docket No. 44716, 2018 WL 1124264. (Mar. 2, 2018). ln order to transfer the 
property between the time that the partial decree is entered and the final decree is c:ntered two 
thit\gs are required: a legal transfer of the property nnd filing with IDWR. Final Un[fied Decree 
of the SRBA. The Final Unf/ied Decree is not ~;const111cd to supersede or atTect ... any 
administrative changes to the elements ofn water right completed after the entry of a partial 
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decree but prior to the entry of this Final Unified Decree." (Relle R(rnch 'sand RABO 
Agr(tinance 's Joint Supplementtll Briel p. 12); Idaho Code§ 42-1401. et s~q. 
In this instance, the judgment WclS final in 2010. when the water court~ under [RCP 54(b), 
certified the partial adjudication. 11mt pat1ial adjudication and certificaiion was final as to all 
claims. except for those properly claimed under a subsequent administrative procedure. 
Ownership is the preeminent clement of the water right and therefore an element and subject to 
control by thal administrative procedure. MWB, GBCJ, and Belle Ranch tlJcd the approprinte 
paperwork with IDWR during the pendency of the final decree hut after the partial decree. 
Therefore, the Final Decree is n tina! judgment on the merits as to ovvnership of the parties and is 
construed so as to give effect to administrative changes made between the partial and final 
decrees. Therefore, there was a final adjudication l'm the merits. and resJudic:ma bars rclitigation 
of ownership of the water rights. 
b. Transfers of Water Rights After the Partial Decree and Before the FinaJ Unified 
Decree Are Done Via Administratin Process. 
Under Eden the Idaho Supreme Court disallowed the type of collateral attack on a Hnal 
unified decree made here. 2018 WL 1124264. In addition~ a recent Fifth District case Cash v. 
Cash heJd that that reliligation of ownership based on pre-decree considerations cannot stand 
because ndherence to pre-dc:cre.e considenuions would make the SRBA worthless. Order 
Granting Re~'Jlondents• Motion for Reconsideration, pp. 6~7. CCfsh v. Ccrsh, Camas County Case 
No. CV~2016-02 (2017). While not contn1lling. Judge Wildman's decision is highly persuasive 
authority. particularly as it aligns with the recent decisions of the Idaho Supt-eme Court. 
The final decree does not undo admiui!jlrative changes mndc after the partial decree; the 
final decree reinforces the administrntivc changes. While this may be a departure from 
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established rules of procedure, •·water rights adjudications present unique circumstances . often 
requiring departure from established rules of procedure." Eden~ p.l3 (quoting Basin-Wide ls.me 
J. 128 ldilhll 246t 254 (1995)). 
i. The Procedure for Claiminl! Water Rights After Partial Adjudication but Befors 
Final Adjudication 
The legislature put in place an administrative procedure fo .. claims lor and changes in 
water rights occurring ntler the partial udjudicntion but before the full ndjudicntion. Idaho Code 
§ 42-1401. el seq. In addition, Idaho Code§ 42-248(1) requires that changes in ownership must 
be tiled with IDWR within 120 days of that change. This does not undo the requirement to pass 
land via title. h imposes a second administrative process required in addition to maintaining title 
to the land. 
The only parties to both have the deeds to the property and who filed the appropriate 
administrative claims \.\'Cre Belle Ranch and RABO. After GBC1 conveyed the property ro Belle 
Ranch, Belle Ranch filed the change of ownership under Jdaho Code § 42-222. No party 
disputed that change in ownership at the time. As in the adjudication itself~ the pat·ties were on 
notice of the chang~: in ownership, had the opportunity to object~ and failed to properly contesl 
the changes. The transfer was uppl'oved and made final long before any parties except Belle 
Ranch and RABO tiJed any type of claim to the water. Therefore, the final decree reinfon:ed the 
changes made with IDWR showing that the owner ofthe water rights is Belle Ranch and v;cre 
confim1ed in Belle Ranch well before the final decree. 
In addition, Belle Ranch mnde changes to the use of the water, which again required 
notice via publicatiot~ and makes the determination binding on a!J parties. No party objected to 
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the change und the change was again entered. Titc final dec1-cc cemented into place those 
administrative changes. 
FSC, et al, attempt to overcome claim preclusion by stating that South County •·engaged 
jn u series of good faith conveyances in favor of multiple parties" before the SRBA partial decree 
was entered. Jo/m Memorandum in Support C?f FSC 's. Big Slick, LLC :~;Richard D. Fosbm:JI 's 
und Char/f!,'f Holt '.,. Motion fiJr Summlll:v Judgmem, p. 3. However, this argument is unavailing. 
1bc parties were on notice that the adjudication was ongoing. FSC~ et al. could have filed n 
claim in the SRBA: but did not. They could have tiled notices of chunge of O\\'nership with 
IDWR, but did not They could have J'rotestcd in 2012 when Belle Ranch tiled for changes in 
the water rights. but they did not. Nor was anything done in the SRBA before the fitlal decree 
was entered. Simply put~ the claimants of the 15.3 shnres had claims based on tmnsfers from 
South County. In ordc:r to presc:rve them. they had lo me a change of ownership with JDWR 
while the adjudication was pending. They did not. 
'The time fbr that filing has passed. The SRBA is closed and this Court would be required 
to set aside that final dect'CC in ord~:r to adjudicnte the rights oft he parties based on transfers 
daling back nearly two decades. The parties chaJienging Belle Ranch ·s rights cannot now 
change ownership of those w11ter tight~ based on pre-decree considerations. 
c. The Stutute ofLimitutions Need Not Be Addressed 
It appean; that the statut~ of limitations has run as against those making claims against 
Belle Ranch. Belle Ranch certainly has the right to file to clear its title aner the administrative 
actions at JDWR; the pruties m-e here because IDWR took administrative action and told the 
parties to ·file a quiet title action. Later administrative filings by those challenging Belle Ranch's 
rights cannot extend the time to tile. However, this issue is not neccss..·uy to this decision. 
MEMORANDUM DECiSION ON MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT 14of16 
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CONCLUSION 
Having reconsidered the matter, the motion for summary judgment is hereby GR..-.\NTED 
jn favor of Belle Ranch: et al, a11d quiets ritlc to all289/289ths in Belle Ranch, et al. by vit1uc of 
the rights adjudicated in the SRBA and in th~ administrative proceedings that occurred beh"'·een 
the partial decree and the Final Unified Decree. This does not negatively impact RABO"s 
security interest 1 r u problem exists whh water rights under the adjudication, the approprinte 
course of action is to tile a motion for relief under IRCP 60(b) with the water court. assuming 
there are appropriate grounds to do so. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 01' SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
£~ Crystal Rigby -~-·--'Deputy Clerk for the County nfBiaini!~ do hereby 
certifY that on the 23 day of April ·--· 201 S. I filed the original and caused 
to be served a true and correcl copy of the nbove and tore going document: MEMORANDUM 
DECISfON ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY .JUDGMENT to each of the persons as fisted 
below: 
Michael D. Mayfleld 
Michael R. Johnson 
James A. Sorenson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
36 South State Stl'cct~ Suite 1400 
P.O. Box 45385 
Snit Lake City, Utah 45385 
Chris M. Bromley 
Candice M. McHugh 
MCHUGH BROMJ .. EY~ PLLC 
380 S. 4th Street, Sle. I 03 
Boise, ldaho 83702 
.James R. Laski 
Heather E. O'Leary 
LA \VSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE~ PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box :n 10 
Ketchum. Idaho 83340 
Albert P. Barker 
BARKER ROSHOLT & SIMPSON 
1010 West Jeftcrson Street, Suite 102 
P.O. Box 2139 
Boise, fdaho 83701 -2139 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS 
60 1 East Front Ave •• Ste. 303 
Coeur d'Alene. Idaho 83814-5155 
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON MOTION fOR 
RECONSID£RA TION OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
_ _ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
__ Hnnd Dclivcty 
__ Overnight MaiJ 
Via Facsimile 
X Email 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight" Mail 
Via Facsimile 
X Email 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
- ·Hand Delivery 
__ Overnight Mail 
Via Facsimile 
X Email 
__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Deli very 
__ ()vemight MaiJ 
Via Facsimile 
X Email 
__ U.S. MaiJt Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
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Filed:OS/08/2018 08:52:26 
Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk of the Court 
By: Deputy Clerk • Rigby, Crystal 06 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
FIRST SECURITY CORPORATION, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON; ELIZABETH BRETT 
STEVENSON; and RABO 
AGRIFINANCE, INC., 
Defendants. 
Consolidated Case No. CV-2016-645 
JUDGMENT 




SOUTH COUNTY ESTATES, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; BIG STICK, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; PENSCO TRUST 
COMPANY F.B.O RICHARD D. 
FOSBURY, IRA #FOlEC; PENSCO 
JUDGMENT PAGE 1 
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TRUST COMPANY CUSTODIAN F.B.O. 
CHARLES HOLT, IRA #HOINH; 
PENSCO TRUST COMPANY 
CUSTODIAN F.B.O. CHARLES HOLT, 
IRA #HOINV; FIRST SECURITY CORP.; 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, A DIVISION 
OF GLACIER BANK; GBCI OTHER 
REAL ESTATE, LLC, and DOES 1-5, 
unknown persons who may claim an interest 
in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
BIG STICK, LLC, an Idaho limited liability Case No. CV-2016-683 
company; RICHARD D. FOSBURY, an 




BELLE RANCH, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; JUSTIN FLOOD 
STEVENSON, an individual; ELIZABETH 
BREIT STEVENSON, an individual; and 
RABO AGRIFINANCE, INC., a Delaware 
Co~poration. 
Defendants. 
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED AS FOLLOWS: 
Belle Ranch, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, is the sole owner of the title to the 
following water rights: 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT and 37-2630, subject to the 
security interests of record of Rabo Agrifinance, Inc. First Security Co~poration ; South County 
Estates, LLC; Big Stick, LLC; Pensco Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Richard D. Fosbury, 
IRA #FOlEC; Pensco Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA #HOlNH; Pensco 
Trust Company Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA #HOINV; Mountain West Bank, a division 
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water rights 37-481C, 37-482H, 37-483C, 37-577BT and 37-2630, or to the land which those 
rights are appurtenant. Any previous effort purporting to split these water rights is of no force 
and effect. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify on the~ day of May , 2018, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing JUDGMENT, by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
Blaine County Clerk 
Blaine County Courthouse 
201 2nd Ave. S, Ste. 106 
Hailey, ID 83333 
James R. Laski 
Heather O'Leary 
LAWSON LASKI CLARK & POGUE, PLLC 
675 Sun Valley Road, Suite A 
P.O. Box 3310 
Ketchum, ID 83340 
Chris Bromley 
MCHUGH BROMLEY ATIORNEYS AT LAW, 
PLLC 
380 S. 4th Street, Suite 103 
Boise, ID 83 702 
R. Wayne Sweney 
LUKINS & ANNIS, PS 
601 Front Street, Suite 303 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155 
Michael Mayfield 
Michael R. Johnson 
RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C. 
36 South State Street, Suite 1400 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
JUDGMENT 
__ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
_ Hand Delivery 
_ x_ iCourt E· File Electronic Service 
___ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
~ iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
jrl@lawsonlaski.com 
heo@lawsonlaski.com 
__ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
_ x_ iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
cbromley@mchughbromley.com 
__ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
_x_ iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
Ersweney@lukins.com 
__ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
__ Hand Delivery 
_x_ iCourt E-File Electronic Service 
mmayfield@rqn.com 
mjohnson@rqn.com 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
First Security Corporation, an Idaho 
corporation,
     Plaintiff-Appellant,
 v.
Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson, 
Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, Rabo 
Agrifinance, Inc.,
     Defendants-Respondents.
___________________________________
Belle Ranch LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company,
     Plaintiff-Respondent,
v.
South County Estates, LLC, an 
Administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company;  Big Stick, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company, Pensco Trust Company 
F.B.O. Richard D. Fosbury, IRA #F01EC; 
Pensco Trust Company Custodian F.B.O., 
Charles Holt, IRA #H01NH;  Pensco Trust 
Company Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, 
IRA #H01NV; First Security Corp., Mountain 
West Bank, a Division of Glacier Bank; 
GBCI other Real Estate, LLC, and Does 1-
5, unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights,
     Defendants.
___________________________________
Big Stick, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, Richard D. Fosbury, an 
individual; and Charles Holt, an Individual,
     Plaintiffs,
Order Consolidating Appeals for 
Purpose of Clerk’s Record and 
Reporter’s Transcript Only
Docket No. 46144-2018





Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
JoLynn Drage, Clerk of the Court




Belle Ranch, LLC an Idaho limited liability 
company; Justin Flood Stevenson, an 
individual; Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, an 
individual; and Rabo AgrifInance, Inc., a 
Delaware corporation,
     Defendants-Respondents.
___________________________________
First Security Corporation, an Idaho 
corporation,
     Plaintiff,
 v.
Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson, 
Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, Rabo 
Agrifinance, Inc.,
     Defendants-Respondents.
_________________________________
Belle Ranch LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company,
     Plaintiff-Respondent,
v.
South County Estates, LLC, an 
Administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company;  Big Stick, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company, Pensco Trust Company 
F.B.O. Richard D. Fosbury, IRA #F01EC; 
Pensco Trust Company Custodian F.B.O., 
Charles Holt, IRA #H01NH;  Pensco Trust 
Company Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, 
IRA #H01NV; First Security Corp., Mountain 
Docket No. 46147-2018
Blaine County District Court
CV-2016-683
2054 of 2064
It appearing that these appeals should be consolidated for purposes Clerk’s 
Record and Reporter’s Transcripts for reasons of judicial economy; therefore, good cause 
appearing,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that appeal No. 46144, First Security Corp., v. Belle 
Ranch, LLC,  and No. 46147, Big Stick, LLC v. Belle Ranch, LLC, shall be consolidated for 
purposes of Clerk’s Record and Reporter’s Transcripts only, and the Clerk’s Record and 
Reporter’s Transcripts shall bear both docket numbers.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the District Court Clerk shall prepare a 
CLERK'S RECORD, which shall include the documents requested in the Notices of Appeal, 
together with a copy of this Order.
West Bank, a Division of Glacier Bank; 
GBCI other Real Estate, LLC, and Does 1-
5, unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights,
     Defendants.
__________________________________
Big Stick, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, Richard D. Fosbury, an 
individual; and Charles Holt, an Individual,
     Plaintiffs-Appellants,
v.
Belle Ranch, LLC an Idaho limited liability 
company; Justin Flood Stevenson, an 
individual; Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, an 
individual; and Rabo AgrifInance, Inc., a 
Delaware corporation,
     Defendants-Respondents
2055 of 2064
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the District Court Reporters shall prepare a 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPTS, which shall include the transcripts requested in the Notices of 
Appeal.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk’s Record and Reporter’s Transcripts 
shall be filed in this Court September 20, 2018, at which time these appeals shall be severed.
DATED this 19th day of July 2018.
Dated 07/19/2018.
For the Idaho Supreme Court
Karel A. Lehrman






Fifth Judicial District, Blaine County
JoLynn Drage, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk -
Maureen Newton 
P.O. Box 132 
Heyburn, ld 83336 
Clerk of the Court 
Court of Appeals 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, I D 83 720-0101 
DOCKET NO. 46147 
FIRST SECURITY 
v. 
BELLE RANCH, et al 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED 
Notice is hereby given that on July 31, 2018, I emailed a pdf document consisting of 54 
pages, hearing held 2-6-18, for the above-referenced appeat with the District Court Clerk for 
the county of Blaine, in the Fifth Judicial District. A PDF copy has been em ailed to 
sctfilings@idcourts.net. 
~~m;td--
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Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson, 




Amended Order Consolidating Appeals 
for Purpose of Clerk’s Record and 
Reporter’s Transcript Only 
 
Docket No. 46144-2018 & 
46147 
 
Blaine County District Court 
CV-2016-645, CV-2016-671 & 
CV-2016-683 
 







South County Estates, LLC, an 
Administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; Big Stick, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability  company,  Pensco  Trust  Company 
F.B.O. Richard D. Fosbury, IRA #F01EC; 
Pensco Trust Company Custodian F.B.O., 
Charles Holt, IRA #H01NH; Pensco Trust 
Company Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, 
IRA #H01NV; First Security Corp., Mountain 
West Bank, a Division of Glacier Bank; 
GBCI other Real Estate, LLC, and Does 1- 
5, unknown persons who may claim an 




Big Stick, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, Richard D. Fosbury,  an 
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JoLynn Drage, Clerk of the Court






Belle Ranch, LLC an Idaho limited liability 
company; Justin Flood Stevenson, an 
individual; Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, an 












Belle Ranch, LLC, Justin Flood Stevenson, 















South County Estates, LLC, an 
Administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company; Big Stick, LLC, an 
administratively dissolved Idaho limited 
liability company, 
     Defendants-Appellants, 
 and 
Pensco Trust Company F.B.O. Richard D. 
Fosbury, IRA #F01EC; Pensco Trust 
Company Custodian F.B.O., Charles Holt, 
IRA #H01NH; Pensco Trust Company 
Custodian F.B.O. Charles Holt, IRA 







It appearing that these appeals should be consolidated for purposes Clerk’s 
Record and Reporter’s Transcripts for reasons of judicial economy; therefore, good cause 
appearing, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that appeal No. 46144, First Security Corp., v. Belle 
Ranch, LLC, and No. 46147, Big Stick, LLC v. Belle Ranch, LLC, shall be consolidated for 
purposes of Clerk’s Record and Reporter’s Transcripts only, and the Clerk’s Record and 
Reporter’s Transcripts shall bear both docket numbers. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the District Court Clerk shall prepare a  
CLERK'S RECORD, which shall include the documents requested in the Notices of Appeal, 
together with a copy of this Order. 
West Bank, a Division of Glacier Bank; 
GBCI other Real Estate, LLC, and Does 1- 
5, unknown persons who may claim an 
interest in the subject water rights, 
Defendants. 
Big Stick, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company, Richard D. Fosbury, an 





Belle Ranch, LLC an Idaho limited liability 
company; Justin Flood Stevenson, an 
individual; Elizabeth Brett Stevenson, an 








IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the District Court Reporters shall prepare a 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPTS, which shall include the transcripts requested in the Notices of 
Appeal. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk’s Record and Reporter’s Transcripts 
shall be filed in this Court September 20, 2018, at which time these appeals shall be severed. 
DATED this 20th day of July 2018. 
 
 




Karel A. Lehrman 
Clerk of the Courts 
Mupw
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Certificate of Exhibits - D (MISC28) Page 1 of 1
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
Supreme Court No. 46144-2018 & 46147 Belle Ranch, LLC 
 vs.
 South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho 
LLC, Big Stick, LLC, Pensco Trust 
Company, Pensco Trust Company 
Custodian, First Security Corporation, 
an Idaho corporation, Mountain West 
Bank, An Idaho Bank, GBCI Other Real 
Estate, LLC
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
I, Crystal Rigby, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho in and for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that the following 







IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court on this the ______ day of August, 2018.
JOLYNN DRAGE
Clerk of the Court
Seal




Signed: 10/3/2018 03:44 PM
4
October
Clerk’s Certificate to the Record - D (MISC30) Page 1 of 1
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
Supreme Court No. 46144-2018 & 46147 Belle Ranch, LLC 
 vs.
 South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho 
LLC, Big Stick, LLC, Pensco Trust 
Company, Pensco Trust Company 
Custodian, First Security Corporation, 
an Idaho corporation, Mountain West 
Bank, An Idaho Bank, GBCI Other Real 
Estate, LLC
CLERK’S CERTIFICATE TO THE RECORD
I, JoLynn Drage, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in the 
above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction and is a true, full and correct record of, 
the pleadings and documents under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
I do further certify that copies of all documents, charts and pictures offered or admitted as 
exhibits in a trial or hearing in the above-entitled cause will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the 
Supreme Court, along with the Court Reporter's Transcript and Clerk's Record, except that 
pictures or depictions of child pornography shall not be copied and sent to the parties or the 
Supreme Court unless specifically ordered by the court.  Documentary exhibits in pdf format 
may be sent to the Supreme Court on a CD that includes an index.  All other exhibits shall be 
retained by the clerk of the district court as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.  
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court on this the ____ day of August, 2018.
JOLYNN DRAGE
Clerk of the Court
Seal
By: ___________________           
Deputy Clerk
2063 of 2064
Signed: 10/3/2018 03:43 PM
4 October
Certificate of Service - D (MISC29) Page 1 of 1
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE
Supreme Court No. 46144-2018 & 46147 Belle Ranch, LLC 
 vs.
 South County Estates, LLC, an Idaho 
LLC, Big Stick, LLC, Pensco Trust 
Company, Pensco Trust Company 
Custodian, First Security Corporation, 
an Idaho corporation, Mountain West 
Bank, An Idaho Bank, GBCI Other Real 
Estate, LLC
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Crystal Rigby, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Blaine, do hereby certify that I have personally served or mailed, 
by United States mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the Clerk's Record and any Reporter's 
Transcript to each of the parties or their Attorney of Record as follows:
James R Laski
PO Box 3310
Ketchum ID  83340
[ ] By mail
Christopher Michael Bromley
380 S 4th Street Ste 103
Boise ID  83702
[ ] By mail  
Michael D. Mayfield
PO Box45385
Salt Lake City, UT 45385




[ ] By mail
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court on this the ____ day of August, 2018.
JOLYNN DRAGE
Clerk of the District Court
Seal
By:   _________________
Deputy Clerk
2064 of 2064
Signed: 10/3/2018 03:40 PM
October4
